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PREFACE TO THE COLLEGTION|,^
The decision to publish a Collection of Documents on British ForeigirfS^R
Jt9 ^ 9

“
39> announced in the House of Commons by Mr. Eden, Secretary

of State for Foreign Affiiirs, on March 29, 1944, in the following terms:

‘His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom have decided to publish the

most important documents in the Foreign Ofiicc archives relating to British foreign

policy between 19x9 and 1939. The documents will be; pulilished in a scries of
volumes which will he issued one by one as and when they are ready. I'he volumes
will form a continuous chroiudogical series, but in order to make available as soon
!is possible documents dealing with twents most reltwant to the outbreak of
the present war, it is proposed, for purpo.ses of publit^alion, tf) divide the work
into two parts: the first part to begin with the year J919, apd the second part to

begin with the year 1930. 'I'he prepiiratinn of each part will be undertaken
simultaneously.’ '

Mr. E. L, Woodward, Professor of Intcfntitional Relations in the Univer-
sity of Oxford and Fellow of Balliol College, was entrusted by the Secretary
of State with the general planning and production of the Collection. Mr.
Rohan Butler, Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford, joined Mr. Woodward
as co-editor in January X945, undertaken the production of the first

scries, whilts Mr. Woodward has eontinuctl tin: protluction of the second
series of volumes.

In carrying out the instructions of the Secretary of State the editors have
been faced with three main problems: (i) what documents were to be printed
in the collection, (ii) how were these documents to be arranged, and (iii)

what editorial notes were necessary for the assistance of readers?
The nature of tlicse problems of selection, arrangement, and annotation

can be described as follows:

(i) Selection ofdocuments

In 1913 the nu’mber of dispatches, &c., received at the Foreign Office was
68,119. The figures for the years 1935-8 were 169,248 in 1935, 187,878 in

1936, 201 ,323 in 1 937, 223,879 in 1 938. Obviously a large proportion of these
papers dealt with matters outside the range of high policy, but in recent

times the extension ofthe field of State action and the consequent increase in

the number of questions discussed between Government and Government
have changed the nature of foreign policy in comparison with the tradi-

tional interpretation given to it in the nineteenth century. The problem of
selecting the documents relevant to the present Collection is therefore more
complicated than in the case ofthe Documents on the Origins ofthe War (of 19x4-
18). It has been necessary to make a more elaborate ‘scale of priorities’ and
to determine the place of documents in this scale according to their bearing
upon the course of events leading to the outbreak of war in 1939. Since the



first business of British diplomacy has long been the maintenance of peace,

the course of events between 1919 and X939 may be described more speci-

fically from a diplomatic point of view as the breakdown of the machmcry

for the peaceful settlement of disputes.
, . . .

In a scale of priorities thus decided the first right of entry had to be given

to instructions sent to His Majesty’s Missions abroad, to reports from these

Missions of business transacted with foreign Grovemments, and to records

of negotiations conducted through representatives of foreign Governments in

London. It has also been necessary to include records, in some casw mbaHm,

of the proceedings of international conferences attended by Ministers of

State.
.

The first duty of the editor, therefore, has been to print these indispensable

documents and then, in the space available without making the Collection so

unwieldy that it would defeat its purpose, to include other documents of an

informative rather than ofan executive kind. Such ‘informative’ docunients

consist for the most part of dispatches and telegrams from^ His Majesty’s

Missions abroad on the general political and economic situation in the

countries within their sphere of observation. In the years after 1919 reports

on economic conditions were more frequent and also more teciinical tlian in

earlier times, and it is possible only by reading these reports to measure the

level of expert knowledge upon wliich chnnsions of poli<’.y were based.

Without any of these ‘informative’ documents, therefore, the present

collection would be incomplete, but it is impracticable, owing to their

number and bulk, to publish all of them. Here again, on the principle of a

‘scale of priorities’, those documents have been chosen which bear directly

upon the main decisions of policy.

In order to allow publication in full of as many unprinted dotattnents m
possible, two other principles of selection have been adopted, although in

each case exceptions have becti made, (i) DocumciUs, especially tlw»c of

great length, already available to the public have not been reprinted. Thus,

as a general rule, published minutes and reports of the proceedings of the

Assembly and Council of the Lcagtie of Nations and of Conferences or other

meetings held under the auspices of the League have not been included.

These League documents contain declarations and acts of poIit;y of the

highest importance. Witliout reference t<i tlicm it is im{x>ssiblc to obtain a

complete account of the attitude of His Majesty’s Government on the issue*

of the years covered by the present collection. The question of bulk, how-

ever, has made republication impracticable. {For example, the minutei (rf

the second part of the Sixth Session of the Preparatory Comnvssioo for the

Disarmament Conference take up 6ao folio pages of print.)

(a) Foreign Office minutes on incoming dispatches and telegrams have

not been included except in casa where these minutes add important detaUi

of fact not otherwise recorded. As a rule it is unnecessary to print minute*

since the executive decisions taken on incoming material are pven in the

outgoing dispatches and telegrams. In any case, in view of the custom of the

Foreign Office since 1919, the number ofsuch minutes is very great and their
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inclusion would more than double the size of the collection. It would rarely

be possible to make a selection from the minutes since each writer refers to

the previous minute and one minute is, therefore, not intelligible unless read

in its full context. This consideration applies also to the final minutes by the

Secretary of State. Furthermore, in view of the very great increase in the

business of the Secretary ofState, it has become impossible for him as a habit

to write his views at length in the form of minutes on documents submitted

to him. Even so, the practice of successive Secretaries of State since 1919 has

varied to such an extent that the inclusion of their minutes would give a

misleading impression.

(ii) Arrangement ofdocvmnis

After determining the principles upon which the collection should be

based, the editors had to decide roughly between two mctliods of arrange-

ment: (a) chronological, if) according to subject. On a chronological

method documents would be printed strictly according to date and irre-

spective oftheir contents and subject-matter. This method has the advantage

ofallowing the reader to sec the business of the Foreign Office as it appeared

to the Secretary of State and to the members of the Department who had to

deal simultaneously with a number of widely different negotiations and

problems, i.e. the method makes it easier to see the mutual interaction and

interrelation of these problems. On tihe other hand, the disadvantages of a

. chronological method without any ‘sorting out’ into subjects are too obvious

to need mention. These disadvantages arc especially troublesome for readen

wishing to follow the history of any one problem or of the relations between

Great Britain and any single country.

After full consideration the editors decided to adopt a compromise between

the two methods, with emphasis upon the method ofarrangement according

to subject. Each volume, as far as possible, will cover documents within a

given period of time. The volumes in their order will represent a chrono-

logical series, but they will be divided into chapters each of which will deal

with a subject defined in the chapter-heading; a subject and not necessarily

a country, since many subjects affect negotiations with more than one

country.

(iii) Anmtation ofdoeummts

As in the case ofthe selection ofthe documents, the problem ofannotation

is simple up to a point and is then determined by the question ofspace. The
wiitors must supply (i) cross-references within the collection, (ii) short

summaries of dispatches and telegrams not included in the coUection but

referred to in documents selected for printing. Where these references are

unimportant or not relevant the documents concerned are noted as ‘Not

print^*.

: Beyond this point there is hardly any limit to the possible number and

leigtih footnotes. In fact, the limit is set by the need to economize spflsCA
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The notes, therefore, are confined to the mention of the most imimrtant facts

and dates necessary for understanding the scqufnicc of events and negotia-

tions with which the documents arc concerned.

The editors have also supplied an analytical table of contents for each
volume. They propose to provide a general index for the volumes ofeach of
the two series.

E. L. WOODWARD
ROHAN BUTLER

June 1946



PREFACE
TO VOLUME I, FIRST SERIES

In planning the present collccUon of documents on British foreign policy it

was decided that it should cover the twenty years from June 28, igip, to

September 3, 1939) from the signature of the treaty of peace with Germany
at the end of the First World War to the declaration of war upon Germany

by tlic United Kingdom at the beginning of the Second World War. The

fu st volume therefore opens immediately after the signature of the Treaty

of Versailha.

The documentation for 1919 is necessarily upon an exceptionally large

scale. In surveying tiic archival material of the period in the Foreign Office

it became evident that it would be impossible to give tin adequate account

of British foreign policy at that time unless the jnii)li('.ation of telegrams and

dispatches were: preceded by that of the most impt>rtjmt of the relevant

records of the Peace Gonference at Paris. I'hc present volume therefore

contains the records of the .secret proceedings of the Supreme Council of the

Principal Allied and Associated Powers (Heads of Delegations) from July i

to October 15, 1919. This has necessitated a certain departure from the

arrangement of material primarily according to subject (cf. paragraph ii of

the Prefiicc to the (lolUic.tion), for tlic problems confronting the Supreme

Council frtnu ilay to day were manilbhl. Any attempt to split up the records

of its proceedings and regroup them under particular subject-headings would

have been arbitrary and unsati.sfactory. 'Fhc .sequence of the records as they

arc now priftted is accordingly that of the originals. Cross-references have,

however, been provided in some number for the assistance of readers.

The Heads of Delegations, meeting as the Supreme Council, were, in the

words of the British representative, Mr. Balfour (document No. 2), ‘the

lawful heirs of the Council of Four’, which had constituted the centre of

authority within the Peace Conference until the departure from Paris of

President Wilson and Mr. Lloyd George after the signature of the treaty

of peace with Germany. The Council of Heads of Delegations was left to

control the pacification and remodelling of Europe during the six uneasy

months between the signature of the Treaty of Versailles on June 28, 1919,

and the entry into force of that treaty on January 10, 1920. During that

period all relations between the Allied PSWers and Germany were more or

less conditioned by the fact that the peace, though signed, was not yet

in force in accordance with the concluding stipulation of the treaty con-

cerning the deposit of ratifications: a signal instance of the importance in

practice of the technical provisions of a diplomatic instrument. The signi-

ficance of this state of affairs, entailing as it did the continuation of the

system ofthe armistice, is illustrated in the present volume in connexion with

the negotiations between the Supreme Council and the German Government



in such matters as the withdrawal ofGerman forces from the Baltic Provinces,

the annulment ofthe article in the Weimar Constitution which contemplated

the union ofGermany and Austria, and the disposal ofGerman aeronautical

material. This last negotiation, in particular, reflected the fact that the

Aeronautical Inter-Allied Commission of Control for Germany, like the

many other commissions constituted under the frciity of Versailles, could

not function oificially pending the entry into force of the treaty.

But when the Council of Heads of Delegations began its work the treaty

of peace with Germany was at least signed, whereas those with the other

enemy Powers were not. The Council accordingly devoted its main attention

to what Mr. Balfour called ‘the immense operation of liquidating the

Austrian Empire’ (document No. 37). The broad outlines for the settlement

of central and south-eastern Europe had previously been indicated by the

development of the new nationalities in tliat area, and had been agraid by

the Council of Four. Much important work, however, remained to be done

in connejdon with the drafting and pr«cntation of the treaties of peace vwth

Austria and Bulgaria, signed respectively as the Treaty of St.-Gcnnain-en-

Laye on September 10 and the Treaty of Neuilly on November a?, 1919.

The treaty with Hungary was delayed until igao owing to uncer^tics

attendant upon the political situation in that country, and to complicadons

connected with the Rumanian intervention. All these matters are 'fully

illustrated in the present volume. It contains less material bearing upon the

question ofFiume and the Adriatic since such ni^otiatiims as there were at

that period upon this issue were largely conducted outside the formal lesuons

of the Supreme Council. It is hoped to make good this deficiency in nibse-

quart volumes.

The general peace settlement naturally had to take account of tlic out-

standing fact that, besides the German and Austro-Hungarian'Empircs, the

Ottoman and Russian Empires had also foundered during the First World
War. Repercussions of the Greek occupation of Smyrna engaged the atten-

tion of the Supreme Council to some extent during the latter part of 1919,

but the drafting of the treaty of peace with Turkey was deferred until the

beginning of the following year. During the period covered by the present

volume the Supreme Council gave preliminary consideration to the eastern

ftontiers of Rumania and Poland, but it did not usually deliberate upon the

problems presented by developments in Russia, except for certain specific

questions, such as that ofthe trade embargo. This latter provides an example
of the way in which economic questions overlapped with the poUtied.
Anothor instance is the question ofTcschcn. And it is noticeable how, wltik

vrinter coming on, concern over the coal shortage in Europe ran like a black
^am through the deliberations of the Council.

Such, most briefly, was the main scope ofthe dnKnnsions within the CVmdil

-of Heads of Ddegations during the period under review. That it is in no
soise a full summary of the many questions which came up for day-to-day
’dedrion will be clear to readers dP this volume. The records ofthese deoUems

discussions, with their copious appendices, are, literally, volimrinotM.



They are indeed among the longest ofall the sets of records ofthe Paris Peace

Conference. This partly explains why the minutes of the Council of Heads

of Delegations (scries h. d.), unlike the other main records of the Peace

Conference, have never been included in tlic Confidential Print of the

Foreign Office. The present text has been printed direct from the stencilled

typescript, sometimes barely decipherable, of the original copies. (This does

not apply to documents Nos. i and a which, together with No. 3, bear the

I. c. notation of the records of the Supreme Council in its earlier forms; the

change-over to the new H.n. notation did not occur until July 7, rgig, but

I. c. aoo-aoiA, documents Nos. 1-3, arc in fact the first records of the

Council of Heads of Delegations and arc printed as such.)

In order to reduce this bulk of documentation to manageable compass

appreciable omissions ofmatter ofminor importance have been made. These

omissions have been made with a view to clarity and concision, and all arc

plainly indicated. Incases where minutes ofparticular itemshave been omitted

their headings have nevertheless been retained in order that the reader may
have a general idea of the nature of the matter riot printed. If a minute is

tlius omitted any appendix to that minute is also automatically omitted

unless, exceptionally, the contrary is specified. Where omitted matter could

be held to be of marginal importance a summary of it has been provided.

The minutes of the proceedings of the Council of Heads of Delegations

were prepared by the Joint Secretariat in agreed English and French texts,

the English text being supplied by the British member, who was drawn from

the \Vur Cabinet Sc<T(;tari:it forming part of the British Delegation. Until

ScpleinlxT If), this scc.n;tarial reproduced and <-irculatcd the English

text of the minutes and appended documents. The English text enjoyed equal

validity witli the French; indeed it is recorded on the authority of Captain

Abraham, the British member of the Joint Secretariat, that these minute

were prepared 'origindly in English’, copies being supplied by him to his

French colleague for translation. TheJoint Secretariat occasionsdly circula-

ted corrigenda to earlier minutes, and the documents here printed are as

. amended by such corrigenda.

When Mr. Lloyd George visited Paris in the middle of September, 1919,

shortly after the return of Mr. Balfour to England (cf. documents Nos. 57
and 58), he decided that the War Cabinet Secretariat attached to the British

Delegation should be dosed forthwith since he considered that full British

minutes of the proceedings of the Supreme Council were no longer necessaiy

in view of the fact that no British Cabinet Minister would remain in Paris.

Document No. 57 (h. d. 53 of September 15, 1919) was the last English

to be issued by the British Delegation, the preparation of these texts bring

thereafter transferred to the American Delegation (American Commission

to Negotiate Peace). On September 18 Sir Eyre Crowe, who became head

ofthe British Delegation in place ofMr. Balfour, tel^aphed to Lord Ouraoa

that ‘the United States, French and Italian Delegations, however, inristm >

the necessity of a full record of the proceedfings of the Council if future di^.

putei and imsunderstandings are to be avoided. They are determined to,
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maintain the Joint Secretariat, and strongly protest against the %vithdrawal

of the British member. They point out that resolutions and minutes drawn

up without British concurrence would have no authority, ... I here is, so

far as I know, no precedent for the absence of any adequate record of the

proceedings of so important an international body as the Couticil, whicli

Cabinet Ministers of other Powens, though no longer any of Great

Britain, and I cannot but feel that if only for the future understanding of the

decisions of the Conference such records ought to be kept.’ In answer to this

representation Sir Eyre Crowe was informed by a telegram of Scjitemljer

that the Prime Minister had approved the appointment ofa British secretary,

and British representation on the Joint Secretariat was restored. But the

preparation and circulation of the Engli.sh texts of minutes and appended

documents remained with the American Delegation. In the dwaunents so

prepared American spellings have been anglicized.

It will be appreciated that the records here printed, which include a con-

siderable number of translations, were often prepared under pre.ssurc. I he

drafting sometimes shows traces of this, but no attempt has been made to

amend it except in certain cases in which it seemed desirable to clarify tlie

text. In such cases all editorial matter is printed in square brackets, all

matter in parentheses being as in the original. All footnotes arc editorial

imless the contrary is stated. The footnotes include, references to relevant

printed sources of documentary material. Since the preparation of the

present volume a number of these references have been in some measure

superseded by the publication of the full text of the proceedings of the

Council of Heads of Delegations in the official American scries of Paptrs

relating to the Foreign Relations of the United States. The references in qucsti<«j

have, however, been retained for the sake of bibliographic convenience.

The original notation of the Peace Conference records in i. u. and u. i),

serial numbers is printed at the head of each document. Tlic Foreign Office

file numbers are not printed since, with one cxccjition, the reference is

uniform and it seemed economical not to repeat it throughout. This general

reference for the documents in this volume is Gonfidcntial/Cieneral/i4 1 . The
exception is document No. 3 which carries 1919 Peace Gonfcrencc reference

511/1/2/15140. All editorial references to documents in the original refer to

those under these numbers.

The editor has been allowed full independence and freedom in the choice

of documents. In taking responsibility therefor, and for all editoria! matter
in this volume, he wishes to thank officials of the Foreign Office who have
so kindly helped him. In particular he is grateful to the staff of the Reference
Room and other branches of the Foreign Office Library for their indispens-
able care and co-operation in securing for him the necessary material, to Miss
A. Norman for her secretarial assistance, and to the ^Jon, Margaret Lambert
for very valuable help in matters of research,

ROHAN BUTLER
April
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7 Continued July 9 6. Consideration of military means to 39
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8 Continued July to 8. Report by Signor Creitpi on (he 63
Stoppage of supply tmim at M<Klanr»

9. Qpcstiou of reply to CJeriiian Note 64
regarding the evacuation of Polish

territory,
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Repltos to Austrian Hungary and Czechoslovakia.

Notes on Territoriai.

Questions

9 Meeting of Supreme July x i

Council: 3.30 p.m,
H.D. 5

Herr von Haniel June 55
Versailles

No. laa

Allied Blockade July 1 1

Committee

General PELii July 8
Prague

I , Frontiers ofAustria with Hungary and
Czechoslovakia.

[a. Frontier stations in Austria.)

3. C^estion of reply to German Delega-

tion regarding the evacuation of

Polish territory.

[4, Question of Minorities Treaty be-

ween the Principal Allied and Asso-

ciated Powers and CzcehoslovaklaJ

5. Raising of the blockade of Germany.
6. Question of blockade in the Baltic.

7. ComidenUion of i>roj>i«ctl initiinry

measures against I Iungary; hearing of
Clzechoslovak, Yugoslav^ ami Hontna*
nian Representatives^ with Marshal
Foch.

App. A. Letter to M. Clemenccau with
regard to the timing of the cession of

German territories to PoIrihI,

App. C. Note with regan! to the raising

of the blockade of Germany,

App. D. Report to M. Clcmenccau
concerning the Hungarian mUltary
position and the question of Allied
intervention.

%

67

7«
70

7*

7*

7»

77

78

78

10 Meeting op Supreme
Council: 3,30 p.m,
H.D. 6

M. B6la Kun
Budapest
S&S No. 121

July la I. Question of Teschen. 79
. Question of Orava. ho
*3. Blockade of Russia. 80
[4. Question of Tientsin.] 81
5. Communication by the Yugoslav 8f

Government ofa document iliustradr^
Italian co-operation with AuffOrian
military authoritici.

. Consideration of a wireless message 8e
from M. Kun.

7. Supply trains at Modane, M
8. Greek action in Asia Minor. ^ 9$

Julyn App. B. Tdl^^ram to M, Qemenceftu fir
^rding the cewatkm of Hungiiriiui*
Cpchoslovitk hoitiiitiei end non*
withdrawal of Roumatsian foreei ia
Hungary.
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NO. AND NAME DATE

Italian Deleoation July la

11 Mretino OF SimHKMK JuIy 15
Council: 3.30 p.m.
IL t>. 7

M* B&la Kon
Budapest

Colonel du Parquet July 9
Libmu

Allied Blockade July 1 1

CUiMMrnW AND
1’UsTKRN BLOtJKAim
CfmMITTKE.
W.aiL 1133 AND 1133 A

Military Rleresenta- July 10
TIVR» OV TIIK SuERHME
War (^ot?NciL

Vemilloi
«.w.a 440 (77 M.R.)

Miutary Reprehenta- July 1

1

mm OP THE Supreme
War Council
Venuiiilai

•.w.o. 444 (79 «.R.)

General F^nciiet
D*£flPEREV

M. Venieeloi July 10
Ptrit

IJ Meeting op Supreme July 16
CowNCELs 3.30 p.m*

8

b

MAIN SUBJECT

App. D. Memorandum on Greek action
in Asia Minor.

I. Correspondence with M. B^la Kun.
a* Armistice on Esthonian Front.

3* Question of Blockade in the Baltic.

[4. Revision of Treaties of 1839.]
5. Allied Army of Occupation in Silesia

during the plebiscite.

6. Allied occupation of Bulgaria; pro-
posed conversation between M, Tit-
toni and M. Venixelos concerning
Bulgaria.

7. Proposed assistance to Poland in the
area ceded by Germany,

8. Italian action in Bulgaria.

9. Oimsidcration of a letter from M.
Veniaeloft concerning Asia Minor.

App. A, Telegram to M. Clcmencau
requesting that the Supreme Council
should require the Roumanian forces

in Hungary to comply with its instruc-

tions for withdrawal.

App, B. Report upon conclusion of an
Rrmistice on July 3 between German,
Esthonaan and Latvian forces.

App. C. Note on trade with Soviet Russia

;

addendum by British Delegation.

App, E. Report on the composition and
ske of the army of occupation in the

plebiscite area rf Upper Silesia.

App. F. Report on help to be given to

Poland in the event of trouble in the

area ceded by Germany.

App, 0 , Dispatch to M. Clemenceau on
situationinBulgariaipossibleBulgarian

resistance to conditions of peace.

App, H. Letter to M. Clemenceau otm**

ceming Turkish military preparadoni
in Anatolia.

I, Statement by M« Venkelos regarding
the situation in Anatolia: MM, Tittcad

and Venkdos to seek agrement re-

garding the delimitation ^Italian and
Greek zones of occupation.

[0, Treaty with Austria; (a) protection

of minorities: {b) Resenen Pass and
Predyl Pass railways.]
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NO. AND NAME DATE MAIN <1

12 Continued
^

July 1 6 3, Approval of rrfwtft of (hr (’tMunutfrr 109
to Huprrvwr (hr rxrruiinu of thr Irratv

of prarr with Grrmany: (r#) grnrral

rrammiriuiati<uw, (M St*hlni\viK% (r)

Poland, East Prussia, Dan^^ipr.

4. Qjurstion of nnuinit trrs to su|>rrviHr 1 10
thr rxrrudon ofrt onondr and » olontal

olatjsrs of ihc IVraty of Wrsatlirs,

Committee TO App, A, Grnrral rmuninmiialions with m
SUPERVISE Ti-iE EXECU- rrgurd to tlir rjcrrutitm of ihr Irrri*

TION OF THE TREATY OF torisl claUSrs.

PEACE WITH Germany
App. B. Report on Srhlrswig, 1 1 \

July ri App, C. Report on Poland, Bast Prussia, 113
and Dans'Jg.

13 Meeting op Supreme
Council: 3.30 p.m,
H,D. 9

Marshal Foch
' Paris

14 Meeting of Supreme
Council: 10 a.m.
H.D. 10

Sheikh-ul-Islam

Moustafa Sabri
Constantinople

15 Meeting of Supreme
Council: 4 p.m.
H.D. II

July 17 [x. Report of Gonnnmitui to rxaininr ny
Italian claims in ‘rirntsinj

a. Rqwt from Mr. Hoover on (he 1 tH
rcvictualling of Austria: provision of
focKl and raw maleriaU for Austrin to

he one of the first fonsitleralioiis tif the

Reparation Cominksion provided dmi
Austria deliver arms mid miununition
to Gzeehtjslovakia,

3. Rej)on by Manhal PtHdi on plan for lut
military operatiom agaimt Hunaary:
consultation with Caechotlovak, Rou*
manian, and Yugotlav delegatoi.

July 17 App. B, Note on possible Allied military lay
action in Hungary.

July 18 I. Proposal to send commissioners to (30
inquire into disorders in Aimtolia.

a. Fraternization of Italian and Bulgar- 131
ian OHicers at Dcdeagach.

3. Consideration of a telegram from 13

1

IVesident Wilson regarding policy in
Turkey.

4. Agreement between M. I'ittoni and 13U
M. Vcnizelos regarding Greek and
Italian zones ofoccupatioii in Anatolm

:

comultation with M. VemV.eltJS.

5. Proposed military e^peratioiw agaimt 137
Hungary.

July 15 App. A. Telegram ti> M. Cirmettcenu 138
complaining of Greek action in the
Vilayet of Smyrna.

July 18 [i. Question of the SadbahnJ 130
a. Report by M. Loucheur with regard 140

to the interpretation of the Rhineland
Convention; reply to German notoi
adopted.

3, Reservation by the Italian Delegation 141
on the subject of the Austrian Peace
Treaty.
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NO, AND NAMK DATE PAOKMAIN SUBJECT

15 Continued July xB 4. Nomination ofa comimssioa of inquiry 14a
for Asia Minor.

5, Question of a military commission for 142
Hungary*

(>• Question of Russian prisoners in 142
Germany; Presentation of Mr,
Hoover's report.

7,

Communication from Mr. Hoover 145
with regard to Russian Armenia;
^cqu(^st to Georgian authorities to

facilitate transport of supplies.

B. Repatriatimx of Czechoslovak Forces 145
in Siberia.

Commission on the Leet App, A, Draft reply to two German notes 146
Bank oe tue Rhine regarding the occupation of ihc. left

hank of the Rlune; two notes from the

G<‘rman PtJacc Delegation,

Mr. lIoovEiR July 16 App. B. Meniorandum on feeding of 159
Paris Rxissian prisoners in Germany.
w.c.D, n4<i

16 Meeting OF Supreme Jtily at 1. («) Question of hastening treaty of t6t

Councie: 3.30 p.m. of peace with Bulgaria. (^»} Report by
n.X). 12 M.Tittoni of rcault of his conversation .

with M, Venizdos, (e) Explanation
by M. Tardieu concerning Bulgarian
frontiers.

2. Questunx of ap])ointing an Allied 163
military commission of inquiry for

Hungary; visit of General lioehm to

Vienna.

3. <4onsideration ofreport of the Military 1 64
Representatives on the army of occu-

pation for Upper Silesia.

4. Consideration of report of the Military 164
Representatives on assistance to Poland
in the ceded territory in case of distur-

bance.

5. Appointment of an Allied commission 165
of inquiry for Asia Minor; a Greek
Officer to follow the work of the

commission.

6. Appointment of a commission of 166
administration for the plebiscite zone
in Upper Silesia.

" 7. Consideration of report of the Finan- 166

cial Commission regarding financial

assistance to the Baltic States.

8. Decision as to the supervision of the
^
167

execution of the economic and colonial

clauses of the treaty with Germany.
9, Withdrawal of Yugoslav forces in the 168

Klagenfurt Basin.

xo. Removal by Germans of material 169

from Danzig.
^

Cbktrail TERRiroRiAt App. A. Report on Bulgarian frontiers. 169
Committeb
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NO, AND NAME DATE MAIN MfnjMn

M. B^la Kun
Budapest

No. asV-’SS

July 91 App, B. Telegram to M. ("Irincnceau;

Hungarian f«irres roni|»elle<i to eroas

the Theiss in opjxisiiioit to Rouinanmn
forces.

«?*

Financial Commission July 1

1

App. F. Report on finam iai assislanre to

the Baltic States.
'74

M. PiCHON
Paris

July 91 App. G. Note to M. Clemenreau regard*

ing war materia! capturetl by Yngmtav
forces at Klagenfurt.

>75 i

Committee of the
Working Popui.ation

OF Danzig

July? App. H. Ap|>eal to the Supreme Omnrit
to protect their interests.

176

Meeting of Supreme
Council; 3.30 p.m.

July 95 s. Hungarian alfnirs; projHisats made by
General Boehm to Allietl rrprenenta*

176

H.t), 13 tives ill Virnmi,

, Extenamti of the tiiiir liinii f7f|

to iht Polbh iintl C*itrriMi«iiovAk

Govcrmnrnti ftir arrivitiit iit m\ ftgrrr-

mcnt concerning ‘rcarhcn.

3. Adoption of the military, naviil, itnd 179
aerial clauacji for the treaty of pracr
with Bulgaria.

4, Gonmicratbn of clauaca the lUilgar* f B«

ian peace treaty relating t« rrtpi^nai*

biliues.

3. Nominationa to die commiaaion 10 184
delimit the new {Vontkr between
Germany and Belgium.

. Ihocedure for appmndns the ee^ S84
aion to delimit the Saar Territory.

2
. Sale of State property in Schlfiv^. 1%
. Evacuation of territories mled by 186
Germany to Poland; approval of a
note to the German IWrgutiim con-
cerning the opening of nrgotiationa

with regani to preparatory mcaturm
to l>e taken.

9. Allied Coinnimionm for Kitst Pruiwia
; 186

• approval of a note to the German
Delegation.

[to. Glauses in the jicace treaty with 186
Bulgaria with regard to pristmew of
war.}

1 1 . Consideration ofAustrian reply on the 187
subject of the delivery of arm and
munitions to Gasechoilovakla.

IS. Instructions to be given to eommimion 188
of inquiry into the evants in Asia
Minor.

13. Blockade of Russia. 188
14. Declaration to be made by the 190

Austrian Government with to
vessels sunk by Atatrian navia fiarcei^

Cioal position in Italy. 190

16,

Lanffuaaes of tnmtici. 19s

17.

Credenflals of German diplomatic 19s
agents.
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NO. AND NAME

Baron von Lersnbr

CoMMrrrEE to surEuviSE

THE EXECUTION OF THE
TREATY OF TRACE
WITH Germany

Baron von Lersner
Versailles

Commuter to supervise

THE EXECUTION OF THE
TREATY OF TRACE
WITH Germany

American Commission
TO Neootia'I'e Peace

French Deueoation

18 Meeting of Supreme
Councils 10.30 a»m.

H.O. 14

CaPt. Gregory
Vienna

Mr. Balfour
Paris

19 Mebtxnd of Supreme
Council: 3.30 p.m.

H.D. 15

DA’I'E MAIN SUDJECn*

July tt App. D. Note proposing negotiations with 191

Poland concerning local arrangements
for the German withdrawal from
eastern territories ceded by Germany.

July a3 App. E. Proposed reply to the German xge

note ofJuly B.

July 16 App. F. Note to M. Clemenccau inquire 19a

ing concerning Allied Commissioners
for Memel and Danzig.

July as App. G. Proposed reply to the German 193
note ofJuly 16.

App. J. Tradewith Soviet Russia; attitude 193
of President Wilson.

App. M. Draft note to Baron von Lersner 194
concerning the credentials of German
diplomatic agents.

July 26 I. Polish-Lithuanian dispute with regard 195
to demarcation line.

. Rupture of communicatiom at War- 195
saw.

3. Hungarian affairs; consultation with 196
Marslial Foch and Mr. Hoover;
uroposals made by General Boehm.

4. i,)etcrminatk>n of the strength of the 199
Allied Army of Occupation on the left

bank of the Rhine.

5. Composition of the Allied Army of aoo

Occupation in the plebiscite zone of

Upper Silesia.

. Blockade of Russia; approval of a aoi

telegram to President Wilson.

July 05 App. A. Telegram to the American Com- aoi

mission to Negotiate Peace reporting

on communications between Allied

representatives and General Boehm.

July 05 App. D. Proposed telegram to Prcaident aoa

Wilson on the subject of the blockade

of Russia.

July aS 1. line of demarcation between Polish 003
and Lithuanian forces. at App*

A:w p.

a. Hungarian affairs; issue of declaration 003
to me press; question dT military

consultaUons with Czechoslovakia,

Roumania, and Yugoslavia.

$• Steps to be taken to compd the * ato
GexWnauthorities toterminatehcMtih-

ties in Silesia; nominations to the

plebiscite commission for Upper Silesia

and the commission to delimit* the

eastern frontiers of Germany.



NO, AND NAME DATE MAIN M-nji *:r

19 Continued July a6 4* Gonskbratitm of ihr muiotiik an
for iujtcrtitm iu iht: irraiy wilh

Bulgaria,

5* Adoption of rcpaiafion < lauHr;* for the an
treaty with Bulgaria.

6. Considonuion of tlir linant ial rtatinri aia
for iht^ treaty witli Bulgaria,

7, Nominatiom to the eoininitHitui (<? a 13
dHiniit the fVontirr Iielwm* iirlgituu

ami Germany,
8. Deelaration prt4><iHrti by thr Gimuuii- a 13

sion on Baltit! AHairn to hr addiTMod
to the (iovernmrnt5 of M^fhoitia»

Latvia, unci Lithuania.

9, Dispatch of a Kurrlian Drlrgatuai to a Mi
the Peace Confereticr.

[lo. Dispatch of a Delfgaturn of Swabians atCi

from the BamU.j

20 Meeting OF Supreme JulysiS i. Distribution cjfminutcs of the mmiugs ath
Council: 10.30 p.m. of the Supreme CItnmcil,

H.D. 16 a, Italian proposal for the creation of an at 7
inter-allied organi/ution for the dbin-
bution of raw iimteriab.

(3. Distribution of rtilling-sfiH k in tier* aip
many, Austria-Hungary, ami Bub
garia.J

[4. Rc-establhhment of pc»tid comniunt- 419
cation with Gennany.]

5* Blockade of Hungary. j 1

9

6. Imports into Sermaj stoppaget at mt
Fiume.

7. Clauses for insertion in the treaty with aaa
Bulgaria on ports, waterways, and
railways; question of Western Ihruce,

French Delegation July a I App* B, Note on imports into Serbia. aa.|

French Delegation July 24 App. C. Note on Bulgarian aciTss to the aa^
Aegean,

il Meeting of Supreme July 28 i. Appointment of u committee lo i at- aan
l^ouncil: 3.30 p.m, ordinate questions concerning the

interpretation and execution of tlie

Treaty of Versailles (Conference of
Ambassadors).

2. Question of the disposal <»r the German aa6
and Austro-Hungarian Beets ; Kcapa
Flow incident,

[3. Nomination of a director far the
Port of Kebh]

4. Yugoslav claims in the Banat; attribu- n8
hon of the Wand of Ada-Kaimi to
Roumania.

5. Allied forces for the plebiscite in 990
Schleswig. ^

6 . Procedure with regard to Austrian 930
proposals on the subject of minorities.



NO. ANU NAMK l>\ I'h MAIN Sll»|KOr

ComuTvm to sui’KRVi.sk July App. A. Note recomiurnding the appoint- 231
TtiR RXRtn T!t)N ov ruK mrnt of a coniiuittcr to co-ordinate
TRRATv oi^ PKAftK WITH qucstious conccHung the interpreta*

Gi;umany tion and execution of the Treaty of

Vermiilics.

Ant.iKi) At>MntAiHH

i^aris

June ‘47 App. H. Joint nott! concerning the disposal 233
of the German and Austro-Hungarian
fleets.

22 Mkichnu <)i.* SoeuKMn July tap i. Troccdure for answering Austrian si35

(U)t?N<tn.: 3*30 p.m, notes.

H. t). ili u. i'*stcnsion of the time accorded to the 236
Austrian Delegation for presenting

observations up<»n the draft treaty.

1
3. Rc-cHiahlishment (if p<wtal com- 236
inunicatum with Germany.

|

4.

<Jta\Htion of the creation of ait Allied 236
organisation for the tlistributitm of

raw materials,

I5. Appointment of a commission for the U37
distrilnuion of rollitig-stock in enemy
anmtrics.l

6. Adoption of the economic clauses for 238
insertion in tlic treaty of peace with
Bulgaria.

7. lane of demarcation between Polish 239
ami Lithuanian forces; attitude of
Cicnerul Pilsutlski.

8. Qtiestion of replying to a hotter from '440

Herr von Bethmatm-Hollweg with
regartl to respottsilnlity for tin* out-

break of the First World War,
9. Hearing of M. VeniKelos regarding 941

the frontiers of Bulgaria.

Mimsm.MAN DKPtrrmM Dec. 31 App. K. Letters to M. Venkek^s and 249
i>«R Wkstrrn Thhaok 1918 General Franchet d*l^perey request-

Holia ing an Allied occupation of Thrace.

M, VisNi/Ju.os App. F. Obaervatioas on a note ofJuly^ 94 244
Paris by the American Charg«^ d^Affaires

in Sofia concerning Western Thrace.

23 Mketino OT SuimicMK July 30 i. Bulgarian frontiers* 947
Gouncu.: 3,30 p.m, 9. Consideration of clauses for insertion 247
H.n, 19 in the peace treaty with Bulgaria on

ports, waterways, and railways.

3. Political clauses in the peace treaty 248
with Bulgaria; adoption of provisions

for the protection of minoriucs.

4. German attitude in the Baltic Fro- 949
vinccs; approval of General Gough*s
proposals.

5. Disposal of enemy warships; Seapa 249
Flow incident.

6. Preparation of conditions of peace 252^
with Hungary.
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NO* AND NAME

23 Continued

Marshal Foch
Paris

No. 3581

24 Meeting of Supreme
Council: 3.30 p.m.
H.D. 20

General Sackville-
West
Versailles

S.W.C, 430 I

25 Meeting of Supreme
Council: 3.30 p.m.
H.D, 21

General Nudant
Cologiie

DATE main |»A«i

July 30 7. Consideration of reproeitUitioos by 25a
the Yugoslav Driegation romTrning
the financial and rej^mratioti clauses of

the treaty with Bulgaria.

July 28 App. C. Note to M. (^Icmmceau enclosing 253
correspondence ami traminitling pro*

pt)sals with regard to the withdrawal
of German forces from the Baltic

Provinces.

July 31 I. Frontiers of Bulgaria, ajB
2. Military measures for the oct*u|)atinn 266

of Danisig ant! Memel,
(3. Request of the Hwetlish Lrgafitm in abb

Paris to be heanl on the stdiject of the

Aland Islands,
j

July 24 App. A. Refmrl on military and naval 267
, measures to l>e taken for the mi njra-

tion of Danatg ami Memel,

Aug. I I. Gomitleration of a idmnntnicattott 271
from the German Government on the
subject of the surrender «if oirii ers

guilty of breaches of the laws of war*
2. Ck>mi<leratum t>f inft^rmalton from 273

Germany with regard to the numlarr
of men under arms there and the
arming of student* in Munich.

3. Comidemtion <£ a tdilfram (Vom 274
General Franchet d*Baperey with re*
gard tothemilitarypodttemmBulipi^

4. Comideration gS a telg;ram from idb§ 275
Inter-Allied Military Repeaentidvei
at Klagcnfurt relatfve to the execution
in that area of the decision of the
Peace Conference.

5. Organization of the High ("omm^tiul 275
of the Allied Army of tVeupation in
Western Germany after the entry into
force of the 'rreaty of Wrsaiiies.

(>. Considcratitm of further claim* by 276
Yugt^iavia: (a) frontier in Preko-
murye, (h) Baranytt,

7. Yugoslav claims
;
{a) Bacska. (i) Banat, 276

8. Occupation of Prekomurye by Vugo* 277
Slav troop.

9. Roumaman frontiers in Sukovina. 277
10. Bpsarabian question; the f)tibr«d[ja. 276
It, Financial clause* for the treaty with 2of

Bulgaria; Yugoslav rlaim*.

12. Question of distribution of enemy 283
aeronautic material.

13. Question of delivery of arm* and 283
munition* to Czechoslovakia.

Aug. I App. A. Telegram to Marshal Foch 28a
trammitting a manage ftom the
wrman Government on the queaiionm the surrender d* officers e^rged
with war crimes*
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NO. AND NAMK DATR MAJN aimjKcr t>AOE

French Db^koation July 3 «

French Dbleoation July 14

Alueo Milctary
Representatives
Klagrnfurt

July ag

Commission on
Rot »MAN!AN AND
Yuooslav ArrAiHS

July aa

Commission on
Roijmanian and
Yugoslav ArrAius

July as

Commission on
Roumanian and
Yugoslav Afeairs

July 30

Italian Dbleuation July 87

MbETINO or SUTREMB
Council: 3.30 p.m.
H.D. as

Aug. a

LT*-Cot, Romanilu Aug. t

Budapest *

M. CLENtBHOaAU Augt u

IMs
Miutarv RjttFamNTA- July as
to™ 09 THE SUPItaMB
Wah CocNcrL
Ven^Ues
a.w.0. 448

App. E. Note on the strength ofthe German ^84
Army.

App. C. German document concerning a86
recruitment in the University of

Munich.

App. E. Telegram concenung dispositions a88
in Klagenfurt basin.

App. K. Note with regard to Yugoslav a88
claims in the Prekomurye and Baranya.

App. G. Note with regard to claims in the 290
Hanat, Bacska, and the Island of

Adu-Kalessi.

App. I. Note concerning Bukovina. agi

App. L. Note on the delivery by Austria aga

to Czechoslavokia of arms and muni-
tions.

I. Situation in Hungary; fall of the 394
Hungarian Soviet Government.

[a. Danish rcjjuest regarding expenses of 397
the plebiscite in Slesvig.]

1
3. Danish request for warships at 897

Flcnsburg.]

[4. Reference to a commission of articles 397
proposed by the (Jrcek Delegation for

insertion in the peace treaty with

Bulgaria.]

5. Stren|fth of the Bulgarian army; agS
situation in Bulgaria.

[6. Scale of pay for officers attached to 300
Control Commissions in Germany.]

7. Repatriation and support of Ruswan 300
prisoners ofwar in Germany; responsi-

bility placed upon the German
Government.

8. Question of a proposed treaty regard- 30a

ing access to the Baltic.

9. Roumanian amendment for insertion 303
in the economic clauses of the treaty

with Bulgaria.

App. A. Wireless message to M. Clemen- 303
ceauregarding the fall ofthcHungarian
Soviet Government and consequent

developments.

App. B, Reply to Lt,-CoL RomaneUi. 304

*

App. F. Report on the meant eiCrepatria*

tion of Russian prisoners in Germany.
9
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NO. ANJD NAME DATE MAIN M ItjM I VMiU

British Delegation June 13 App. G. Ah*nK>r*ujduiti on tlir rninim n 307
to the Baltie.

27 Meeting of Supreme Aug. 4
Council ; 3.30 p.m.

H.D. 23

i. Situation in fituigarvj « onM*itafit»H 3C)B

with Marnltal lux h atui Mr. Ut«Ari

;

adoption of teirgraini to thr Kotnna**

nian anti Vugo^iav thnrrnmrnu;
iioininatlon of an Allied Military

Mksion to pitn eed to Hudaprnl.

(2. Hearing of a Swedish statement f»n 314
the subjeel of llie Al.nal inlatab.

j

3. Hearing of (irueral lUird on the 313
situation in Bulgaria.

4. Appointment of Allied ( Iomnii'*M«*nris 31H
for negotiations lietween the ifeinian
and Polish ( Jovrrtunriits.

Lt.-Gol. Romanelli
Budapest
No* Lw. 136

Marshal Fogh

28 Meeting of Supreme
Council: 3.30 p.m*
H*D. 24

General Paraskevo-^
POULOS
Smyrna

Aug. 3

Aug. 4

Aug. 4

Aug. 4

Aug. 5

Aug. 2

A]>]). A. Wiirlrss mr.t't.lgr' In M. (JIrmrti* ;|ilJ

ceau transmitting a request hotn the

Plungarlan Ciovernntent for stipfHMt

by small Allied < onlingenis.

App, C. Telegram from.Supreme Cttaim ii to jfiq
the Houmaniun Government tequest*
ing that Rommmian fort es in I iungary
.should etmft>rm to the jmhey of the
Allied Military Mission at BtKht{)est«

App. I). Telegram imm Supreme (totint tl 319
to the Preneh Minister at lielgratle

requesting that surplus fiKni supplies
be made available by Yugoilavm fitr

Vienna and Budapest.

App* F. DraB Telegram to Genorm! 319
Franchet d*E»prrey with regard to the
disarmament of Bulgaria.

1. Approval of inslruetions to (General 320
Franchcl d*Ksperey regurtiing the
disarmament of Bulgaria.

2. Situation in Hung.ary: telegrams from 321
Capt. Gregory am! Lt.-Col. Homaiirllii
approval of instruelion.H to the Allied
Military Mission at Budapest; luhip-
tion of a telegram to the Houinantati.
Yugoslav, and Hungartan CJovern-
meats.

3. Coal situation in Kurofie; statement
by Mr. Hoover; proposal tt> eonstituir
a European Coal Cominisshm.

4. Question of the treaty for the protect
tion of minorities in Oasechosbvakia,

5. Situation in Bulgaria; hearing of M.
Vemzelos; Greek position witli regard
to Thrace and Asia Minor.

App. A. Telegram to the Governments of
Roumma, Yugoslavia, and Hungary,

App. B. Directive for the AlUed Mmuiry
Mission at Budapest.

App. D, Dispatch to M, Venizclos respect*
mg disturbances at Aidin.

aa.'i

aan

33“

333

333

334
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NO. ANO NAMK MAIN simjror PACIB

Moiiammehans 01*'

Wksthun I'UHACn
Rilvaila

July uq App. K* Icicgram to NL Vcnizclos in

favour of Uhenition from Bulgarian
rule.

33 r>

Mio-rnNo or SunurMi*;

(louNciLj 3.30 p.m.

n.n. afj

Aug. h 1. Clucstion of the surrender of German
ofikers guilty of Ijreaches of the laws
of war.

336

a. Situfttuni in Hungary; adoption of a 336
tcirgrarn Co tlio Roumanian CSovern-

mrnl refusing to recogni/.c the imposi-

tion of a separate Rotnnano-Hungar-
mx armistke; hearing of Roumanian
representatives*

3. Turkisit satisfaetion at the comtitution 343
of a commission of inquiry into events

at Smyrna*
4* Repatriation of Czechoslovak forces 344

in Siberia*

5, Situation in the Baltic Provinces; 345
action of General von tier (ioltz.

(u Appointment of Allied Commissioners 346
to negotiate between the German and
Ptdish Governments; addition of a

Japanese representative.

7. Approval of the draft treaty for the 346
protection of minorities in Czet'ho-

Slovakia*

B. Approval of the draft treaty for the 347
protection of minorities in Roumania.

(q. Reply to the note of the Austrian 348
Delegation on the protection of

minorities.]

10. Proposal by M. Venizdos for the 348
encouragement of voluntary ernigra-*

tion in the Balkans*

' [n. Eventual restitution to the Allies of 349
rolling-stock moved beyond the armis-

tice frontier in violation of the Armis-
tice of Villa Giusti.]

IS. Reconciliation of certain clauses of the 349
treaty of peace with Austria with

those of treaties to be concluded with
Allied States constituted froni the

former Austro-Hungarian Monarchy,
13, Reference to the Supreme War 349

Council of the question of the dispatch

of war material to Yugoslavia,

14, Adoption of measures to prevent 350
Germany from disposing of aero-

nautical material.

[15, Liberation ofprisoners ofwar formerly 35

1

belonging to the Austro-Hungarian
Army, now nationals of an Allied

State.]

[16. Immediate liberation of Turkish 351
prisoners ofwar in Egypt*]

Mst, Balfour Aug* 5 App. A* Letter to M, Dutasta rc|[arding 35a
Paris thesurrenderofGcrmanwarcriminals.
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NO. AND NAME

Colonel Logan
Paris

General Duval
Paris

30 Meeting of Supreme
Council; 3.30 p.m.

H.D. a6

Mr. J. P. Dulles
Paris

M. Glemengeau
Paris

mmjnct

Aur. 6 App, B. Letter to Colonel Wallnee en- 35a

closing a telegram from Budapest

transmitting the terms of a Roumatm-
Hungarian armistiee,

July 31 App* t Note toM Clemenreau enrhwing 355
a British reprt frtim Berlin relative to

a German infraction of the air clftmes

of the IVeaty of Versailtes,

Aug. 7 I. Consideration of telegrams rtmerrn- 356
ing the .situation in Hungary ; telegram

to be sent to the Hounmnian CJovern-

merit.

a. Bulgarian frontiemj question of I’hrarr
.

361

3. Adoption of the frontirr lietwern 364
Roumania and Chechoslovakia.

4. Qpestion ofTeschen. 3^
5. Belgian claims in Bast Africa. 365

App. A* Memoramium relative in the 366
armistice terms presenteit hy Ron*
mania to Hungary.

App. B. Telegram to C*eneral Corton 367
transmitting a rejireaentalion from the

Supreme ('ouncil to the Htiumatiiaii

Government.

Lord Milner and M.
Orts
Paris

31 Meeting of Suifremb

Counoil; 3.30 pjm,
H.D. ay

Signor Tittoni
Paris

Vienna

May 30 App. D. Aijglo-Bclglan agnreement rcla* 369
dve to Gmxvan Eait Amca.

Aug. 8 1, Financial situation in Flume.
. Situation in Hungary.
$. Procedure for repl'jHt^ to Austrian

notes,

4. Sale of State property by the Turkish
Government.

3« Reparation and fmancia! clausal in

the peace treaty with Bulgaria.

. Adoption of Marshal Koch's proposals

with reprd to German military forces

on the right bank of the Rhine.

7, Allied forces of occupation for Upper
Silesia^ Danzig^ and Memeh

[8. Clearance of l^ttlefidds,}

9. Oiganbatxon of Allied Ckmtro! Gtmx*
missions for Germany.

10. Co*ordination of the military daum
in the dridl treaties with Himgaryami
Austria.

LI. German prisoners in tfayecuitoi^

American Armies.
sft. Blockade of Soviet Russia.

S70m
S?t

37*

373

374

373

379
379

Aug. 7 App. A. Note to M. demenceau regard* 36a
ing the financial situation at Fiume.

Av%, 7 % Stuation in Budapest. 383
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NO* AN1> NAiat tiATK

M. Dei^ranok Aug. I

C^omtantinoplc

Marshal Foch Aug. 4
Paris

Marshal Fooh Aug. 6
Paris

PRRSinRNT WllAON [Aug.
Washington

32 MkKTJNO 0I>* .St?l*HKMK Aug. 1

1

CJotiNciLi 3.30 p,m.
H. 2L

Allied Missions, and Aug. 8-9
TiiE Archduke JosRRK
Budapest

General Dupont Aug. 4
Berlin

33 Meetinq of Supxusm Aug* 13

Council: 3.30 p.m.
H*D. 39

M. J. Gambon
Paris

M. 453

MAIN RUttJECrr

App. C. Telegram regarding the sale of
State property by the Turkish Govern-
ment.

App. E. Note to M. Glemenceau relative

to the prop<xsed strength of German
forces on the right bank of the Rhine.

App. F. Note to M. Glemenceau relative

to troops of occupation for Upper
Silesia, Danzig, and Memel.

App. fl. Reply to the Allied inquiry of

July 27 regarding the profjosed

bkx'kade of Soviet Russia.

I. Situation in Hungary.
Si. Oomideration of a letter from the

Czechoslovak Delegation relative to

the Roumanian occupation of Hun-
gary.

3. Situation in Armenia; telegram from
Colonel Haskell; Allied inability to

provide troops.

4. Execution of clauses a«7-30 of the

Treaty of Venailles.

5. Exchange of goods between countries

of Central Europe.
(5 . Oomideration of a note from Suprei^e

Economic Cknmcil on the economic
policy of the Allies in Russia.

[7. Improvement of the railway from
Chamb^ry to 'Furin.]

8. Repatriation of Czechoslovak forces

in Siberia.

9. Proposals to prevent German)^ from
dialling of aeronautical material

App. A. Four telegrams to the Peace
Conference regarding the situation

in Hungary.

App. C. Note to Marshal Foch reprding
thesurrender ofGerman war criminals.

I. Instructions to committees peparing
clauses for the treaty with Hungary.

3.

Situation in Hungary.

3. Frontiers of Bulgaria in Thrace.

4. Recognition ofthe Republic Austria

under that title only.

5. Oomideration of clauses proposed by
the Greek Delegation for insertion in

the treaty with Bulgaria.

6. Gbnsideration of emuses on respomi**

bilities for the treaty vrith Hungary.

App. B. Appellation of the RepuWic of

Austria.

PAOR

3%

384

3B5

386

389

390

39a

398

393

393

394

394

397

399

399
399 .

40a:

40a

40e

403'.



NO. AND NAME

34 Meeting of Supreme
Council: 3.30 p.m.

H.D, 30

35
.

Meeting of Supreme
Council: 5 p.m.

H.D. 31

M, Antonescu
Paris

Roumanian
Delegation *

M. PiGHON
Paris

M. Serruys
Paris

M; Defrange
Constantinople

36 Meeting of Supreme
Council: 3,30 p.m.

H.D. 32

General Bandholtz
Budapest

DATE MAIN st ujt or I'Aur

Aug. 13 I. Situatbn in HuDKary ;
irirKr.inw front 4tK|

the Allied Miliury Mk-titm in BihIh*

pest; status of the Mivsimi.

Aug. 14 I. Hungarian alVairs; eoiisulriiiiiun of

a note from the Rmtmaniiiit < iovern*

nient and aKiTcmrni of n rrply thrrrio.

. Consideration otVet»noinir rlati-irH fin .|tu

the treaty with Huigai ia,

3.

Creek parliripation in ihr eoitnniidotj 413

of inquiry into events at .Stnyrna.

App. A. Note to M. Pielion deii> inK that 414

the Eoum*anian (hiveriiinrnf had

favoured the asHttniption of ptmrr in

Hungary by the (Joverninent of the

Archduke Joseph.

App. B. Reply of the Rountantan C Jovertn 4 1

4

ment to the roinmunieation?i of the

Peace Conference prcsentetl at Buchar-

est on August q.

App. C. Tclcgratn to the Routniinian 41(1

Government in reply ttj the Rouinitn-

ian note delivered t>n Anguni 14,

Aug. 19 App, D. Note to M. C Ileinnaran ton- 417
cerning eeinuanie. Hanses in the pr.n e

treaty with Bulgaria.

Aug. n App. E. Telegram relative to the cont- 4tH

position of the Allied commiimion of

inquiry for Smyrna; Greek participa-

tion.

Aug. 18 I. Situation in Hungary; Allietl lark of 418
conOdence in the new Ihntgariati

Government.
9. Situation in Silesia; strikes anrl ct»io 4*4

»

diets between (iennan and Prdish

dements.

3. Programme of work fur tiir C.un- 4V5
ferencft.

4. Functions of tlie Ktliting Clointnittre 4115

with regard to the treaty with Austria.

5. Action by General Fraftchri d*l^»erry 4vb
with regard to Bulgariiuulisartnanteni,

. Reported recall of {#eneral von der 4’i7

GoUe.
7. Occupation by Aiistriun forem «if 4*47

German-speaking disirkui of Wonern
Hungary.

8. Occupation of Prekomuryc by Yugo- 498
Slav forces.

9. Frontier in the Baranya. 498
[10, Distribution of external of the 499

Delimitation Commissiomi,]
[n. Allowances to ofScen on Commissions 499

of Control in Germany*|

Aug. 15 App. A. Telegram to M. Clemenceau 499
regarding the situation at Budapest,
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NO. AND NAM1-; DATN

AKCHDUKE JOHKPH Aug, 1 6
Budapest
No. 132

Mr. Hoover
Vienna
Harn No, i x 5S

Aug. iB

MEE/riNCJ OX'' SupRimE
Gouncil: 3.30 pan.
ii.D, 33

Aug. It)

British Delegation
No. uBfj M. 4rH)

Aug. 13

Frenoh Diu.kgation
l
i’Aug. I7l

British Delegation
M. 471

Aug. It)

(tENERAL HkNUYS
Warsaw

Aug. It)

Mr. (hasoN
Warsaw

Aug. 18

Marshal Fouh
Paris

38 Meeting oe vShtreme Aug. ao
Council: 3.30 p,m.
n.o. 34

MAm SUBJECT

App. B. Commuuication to M. Clemen*
ccau concerning the formation of a
new i^Iungarian Government.

App, C, Telegram to the Allied Military
Mission at Budapest concerning the

Allied refusal to recognize the new
Hungariait Government.

App. D, 'feh^gratn to the American Com-
mission to Negotiate Peace concerning
unrest in Upper Silesia.

I. Functions of the Editing Committee
with regard to the treaty with Austria;

character of the new Austrian State,

a. Blockad(‘ of Soviet Russia.

3. XJcchtenstein and Vorarlbcrg,

4. Situation in Silesia; action to be taken.

App. A. Note regarding mea.sures to pre-

vent goods reaching Soviet Russia,

App. B. Note communicating a telegram
from the Frctich Naval Attach^ at

Stockholm concerning n proposal to

run the blockade of Soviet Russia,

App. C, Proposed resolution regarding
Liechtenstein and Vorarlbcrg.

App. D. Telegram regarding unrest in

Upper Silesia,

App. E. Telegram to Mr, Polk regarding

unrest in Upper Silasia.

App, F. Draft telegram to Generals Nudant
and Dupont concerning communica-
tions to be made to the German
Government with regard to the unrest

in Upper Silesia.

I, Turkish representation on the com-
mission of inquiry at Smyrna,

. Situation in the Baltic States; question

of their status; formation of the North-
West Russian Government.

3, Evacuation of Latvia by German
forces,

4, Situation in Silesia; approval of
telegrams to Sir P. Wyndham and
General Dupont,

5, Adoption 01 military, naval, and air

clauses for insertion in the treaty of

peace with Hungary,
. Adoption of replies to the German

Delegation concerning the calculation

of war damages in devastated terri-

tories and the restitution of certain

topographical plans.

xxxi
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4^9

430

430

43^

437
439
439

44a

443

443

444

444

445

446

446-

449

450
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453



NO. AND NANB

38 Cetomed Aug. ao

Marshal Foch Aug. j8

Paris

M. Hagxxenin Aug, xg

Berlin

Polish Delegation

Maeshal Foch Aug. 19

Paris

No, 3973

Committee for the
Organization of the
Reparation Commission

Mr. Pouc
P^ris

M,477

39 Meeting op Supreme Aug, ax

Council: 3.30 p.ra,

H. D. 35

General Dupont
Berlin

40 Meeting op Suprenqe Aug. aa
Council: 3.30 p,m,
H,D. 36

MAIN mj5jr«Tr i*Acm

{7. Request of the Yugoslav DrlcKatbn 453
to be heard on the subjerl erf the

financial and reparation eiausm in the

treaty with Bqlgarm.l

8, Situation in Hungary: telegram from 454
the Allied Military Mijwioii at Buda-

pest.

9. Intentions of the Austrian !>rlegatiofi 454
with regard to nigning the treaty of

peace*

App. A, Note to M* Clemenreau on the 455
evacuation of Latvia by Cterman

forces.

App. B. Telegram regarding the situation 438
in Upper Silesia.

App. C, Note concerning the situation in 459
Upper Silesia.

App.D. Telegram tfamrniulttg toCeomI 460
Dupont a message from m. Plchon

r^arding the intuation in Uf^per

Silesia.

App. F. Pro|K>se<l reply tu u (lemutn note 4tii

with r<*speet to the e.ilimiUitm trf war
damages in the devastated regions,

App. L Proposed communication from 4()a

M. Glemenceau to the Allied Military

Mission at Budapest.

I. Roumanian requisitioryi in Hungary. 463
a. Anglo-Belgian agreement rt^miii^ 463

mandated territory in East Africa.

3. Goal situation in Centra! Eurofie and 463
the position in Upfrer Silesia; re|K»ft

by Mr. Hoover; projiusetl mission of

Mr. Hoover to Berlin.

4. Situation in Hungary; re[K>rt by Mr. 468
Hoover.

App. B. Telegrams relative to the litua* 470
tion in Upper Silesia.

App. C. Instructions for Mr. Hoover*! 471
proposed mission to Berlin.

I. Affairs in Silesia; instnictions to 471
General Dupont and Ck>!onel Qood^
year.

a. Allied troops for the pleUsdte aonc in 474
Upper Silesia.

3. Consideration of a report from the 476
Economic Commission with regard to
the Austrian counter-proposals*

4. Sale of aeronautic materiai by Oer* 479
many*

5* Allied Roumanxin intentions In die 480
Banat,

6* Situation in Hungary* 481
7* Use of the port of Danzig, 48s
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NO* AND NAME

40 Ccntinmd

Capt. Greoory
Vienna

M. Haouenin
Berlin

General Duval
Paris

M, Fontbnay
Belgrade

Cajpt. Gre<»oev
Vienna
Ham No. 1 19a

Marshal Fooh
Paris

No. 3940

DATE MAIN HUBJEOrr PAOR

Aug. aa 8. Dispatch to Germany of advance 481
elements of Control Commissions.

[9. Use by the British and American 48a
armies of rolling-stock taken over from
the German authorities under the

Armistice.]

xo. Dispatch to Flensburg of a member of 48a
the Schleswig Plebiscite Commission.

Aug. a I App. A. Telegram to Mr, Hoover trans-

mitting a report from Colonel Good**

year on unrest in Upper Silesia.

Aug, a I App, B. Telegram reporting on German- 483
Polish relaliotiH and the constitution

of coiruuittccs of the (tcrinan National

Assembly.
App. G. I'elegram to General Dupont 483

(Berlin) respecting activities of com-
missions for Upper Silesia.

Aug. App. E. Report to M. Cicrnenceau con- 484
cerningGerman aeronautical material.

Aug. ao App. F. Telegram concerning alleged 486
Roumanian desi^ in the l^nat,

Aug. aa App. G. Telegram informing the Allied 487
Milita^ Mission in Budapest dT
Allied inability to conclude peace with
tlK5 existing Hungarian Government.

Aug. App. H. Telegram to Mr. Hoover con- 488
cerning the political situation in

Hungary.

Aug. X7 App. J, Note to M, Cicrnenceau concern- 488
ing the dispatch to Germany of ad-
vance elements of Control Commis-
sions.

41 Meetino of Sufkbms
CouNcat: 3.30 p.m.
H.», 37

Aug. 23 i. Roumanian requisitions in Hungary; 490
adoption of a telegram to the Rou-
manian Government; prohibition of
delivery ofwar material to Roumania.

a. Situation in Silesia. 491
3« German prisoners of war in Allied 491

countries.

4, Compexiition of Allied forces for 493
plebiscite areas in Eastern Europe,

5. Sale of aeronautical material by 4931
Germany; conditional adoption of a
telegram to the German Government

'

€. Blockade of Soviet Russia, ^ 4|!g
7. Approval of a declaration to be

si^cd 1^ Austria with regard to the ^
sxxspension of omunerdd relatbol i

with Hungary.
8. Consideration of clausa dealing with

ports, waterways, and railways in the ^

treaty with Austria.
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NO. AND NAME DATS MAIN ur t*AOt

41 Continued

M. Clembnceau
Paris

Colonel Goodyear
Mahrisch Ostrau

Aug* 23 9. of t on ftort*, 497
walcrwayH» iU^d liilUvavn iu dir frraty

with Bulgaria*

10. Regulation of trailir on ihr Uanuiir. 49^
u, <^mtknx of thr ilraB trraiv on thr 497

suhjret of ihr rmt of lilirt.iiam of

trrntorirs in tlir fortnrr Au«*tnv

Hungarian Monarrhy*

la. Question of the draft agrrmirni 498
rrhuivr to thr ronfrihntion fnnaBlr

by Italy for the iilrrafion of tnri*

toricH hrionging to thr forinn Aintio*

Hungarian Monan bv.

App. A. dVirgram to thr Hontnanian 4^
CJovniimrnl with irg.nd to Hounm*
nian rr<|uiHitionH in linngaiv.

Aug. 22 App. B. IVlrgrain to Mi\ I hmxn i on* rrti- 500
ing ihr situation in t *p|»ri Silrma.

App. (1, Draft trlrgrant lo thr Introdilrd i^ot

Annistirn Cotninmi«»« ii.noimtiing

a roinmuniration to ihr Drrnotn
Govrrnnirnt rrs|irt ling thr salr i»l

ammauiirnl niatrrial.

Allied Blockade Aug. 21

Committee

Communications Section
OP THE Supreme
Economio Council
M* 491

42 Meeting of Supreme Aug. 25
Council: 3.30 p.m.
H.D. 38

App. D. Draft notr to thr Cirrnmii 501

(Uwn'tmmii rrsprtiing Uir Uadr
embargo against Hovin kmia,

App. H. Dr«i\ tetter from M. Ctemenceau 50a
to the Roumanian Government re«

specting the regulation of trafBe mi iha
Danube,

X. Gonsidersition of the rr|a»rl of the 5115

comuussuni iif im(uiry init* imuiriiu
at Flume.

. Chairmanship of Allied Military Mis- 505
.nion at Budapest,

3, Situation in Hungary; frlrgrain from 505
General UandimU/.*

4, Sale of material by Ameriran and 507
British troops of cireu|mtion in tier*

many,
5, Consideration of a notificafion to the }o8

Turkish Govermnrnl by the Amerkan
High Commissioner at Comtanii*
nopte regarding Arnieman masMiaei:
possibility of a Kreneh eontingem for

Armenia,
. Consideration of thr proposed allied 509

reply to the Austrian obamadom on
the draft treaty of peace; queubni of
Gmiind, Marburg, Radkemburg, and
Carinthia.

7,

Approval of the draft agreement
regarding the contribution of Boland,
Roumama, Yugoilavia, ami Caedio*
Slovakia to the asti of liberating the
territorici of the former Auatro*
Hungarian Monarchy,
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NO, ANO NAME DATE MAIN StHtJECT PAOE

42 Coniinneti Aug, *ji5 8, Approval of the draft agreement 51a
regarding the Italian contribution

towards cost of libt^rating the terri^

tones of the former Austro-Hungarian
Monarchy,

9. Proposal by M. 'rardieu; prohildtiou 51a
of all action tending to overthrow the

Austrian State as constituted by the

treaty of peace,

Am.iei> Commission Aug. 9 App. A. Rcj>ort on incidents at Idumc. 5x4
OF iN^tllHV

Fiume

Ai.eiei) Mn.n’AUY
Mission
Budapest
N, 181 and T. I Ho

Aug. 23-4 App. B. l\vo telegrams to the Supreme 5aa
Couneil respecting the situation in

Hungary.

M, Cl.KMENnEAU
Baris

Feenoi I Dei ,eoation

M, Dkerance
Constantinople

Aug, App. G, 'IVlegrain from the Supreme 533
Council to the Roumanian (#overn'»

meul requesting a reply to its telegram
of August ^3,

Aug, 33 App, I), Sale of tnaterial by British and 533
American troops in Germany.

Aug, as App. K, I'degram on the action of 584
Admiral Bristol in presenting a mem-
oranduxu to the Turkish Government
bt^forc consultation with the Allied

High Commissioners.

Co-onoiNATioN Com- Aug. 25
MrrrEt'. for the refly
TO THE Austrian
Dei4$oation

43 Mketinu of Supreme Aug. a6
Council: n a.m.
ILIL 39

General Dufont Aug. 25
Berlin

44 Meeting of Bufrbme Aug, a?
Council: xi a.m.

H, D. 40

App. F. Not<t to the Supreme Council 5:15

transmitting the draft Allied reply to

the observations of the Austrian
Delegation on the draft treaty ofpeace,

1. Situation in Upper Silesia. 541
2. Consideration of the report upon 542

incidents at Fiume*

3. Consideration of the draft allied reply 544
to the Austrian observations on the

draft treaty; questions of Radkcrsbuig
and Marburg; economic organization

of Central Europe.

4. Violation of the peace treaty with 550
Germany by article 6x of the new
German Constitution contemplating

an Austro-Gcrman union.

5. Opestion of the note to the Roumanian 551
Government relative to regulation of

traffic on the Danube.

App, A. Telegram to Marshal Foch report- 55

1

ing objections to the proposed Allied

Commission for Upper Silesia,

1, Consideration of the economic clausa 552
of the treaty with Austria; economic
relations between Austria and the New
States of Central Europe.

2. Supply of coal to Austria by Czecho- 554
Slovakia and Poland.
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NO. AND NAME

44 Continued

M. Clemenceau
Paris

45 Meeting Supreme
Council: ii a.m.

H*D. 41

46 Meeting of Supreme
Council: ii a.m.

H. D. 42

MAlNUURJtxrr PAOi

Aug. 27 [3- Rr?t< hcu aiui Pa.H dc Prc^tiil 555
Railway.*!

4. Situation in Upper Sil<*«ia. 555

5. Publication of the Altini telegram of 555
August 23 to the Roumanian CJovern-

meat.

6. German prisoners of war; eotistUution 555

ofan Allied Gommittee for repatriation.

7. t^uestion ofa plebiscite in Siyria. 558

App. G. Telegram to General Dupont 560

respecting the. Allied Gommiiwitnt for

Upper Silesia.

Aug. 28 I. Procedure of the Supreme C^nmril. 561

. Repatriation of German prisoners of ffii

war; nominations to the Allied Gi>m-

mittcc.

3. Consideration of article 61 of the 5(^2

German Gonstitutiott cotUemplnting

an Austro-Gcrman union.

4. Question of the reply to the Auitriaii fjtiu

observations on the subject dT the

frontiers of Styria,

5. (Question of the reply to the Austrian 562
observations with regard to part 3 of

the draft treaty.

. Question of the reply to the Austrian 563
observations wlth^ regard to fKirts^

waterways, and railways.

[7. Question of the reply to the Austrian 5<4
observations on the subject of the

labour clauses.]

8.

Drafting of tlic covering letter to the 565
reply to the AuHtrian Delegation.

Aug. 29 I. Rejection of a plchiscite in Siyria; 566
Radkersburg attributed to AuHiriu,

and Marburg to '\'ugt>siavia.

2. Question of the reply in the Atistrian 568
Delegation regarding hdnuir cluust^.

3. Question of the admission of Austrian 568
and German Labour Delegates to the

International Lalxmr Comference at

Washington,

4. Situation in Armenia.
^

5. Postponement of consideration of tha 570
draft covering letter to the reply to the

Austrian Delegation.

6. The question of article 61 of the new 570
German Constitution.

[7. Col de Rcschen and Pas de Prcdll 570
Railway.]

8. The question of Vorariberg. 571
9. Execution of the recommenditioni of 37a

the Allied Commission on incidents at

Fiume.
10. Blockade of Soviet Russia; the Ameri* 57a

can attitude.

11. Form of treaties with New States* 573
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NO. AND NAME DATE MAIN SUBJECT PAOS

Col. Haskell

French Delegation

47 Meeting of Supreme
Council: ii a.m,

H.D. 43

Drafting Committer

4S Meeting of Supreme
Council: u a.m.

iL I). 44

M* Venizelos
Paris

President Wiuon
Washington

49 Mebitno of Supreme
Council: n a.m.

H.D. 45

App. A, Telegram to M. Clemenceau 574
urging the need for an Allied military

contingent in Armenia.

App, B. Note with regard to the dispatch 574
of a French force to Armenia.

Aug. 30 1. Adoption of the covering letter in 575
reply to the Austrian counter-pro-

posals.

2. The question of article 61 of the 578
German Constitution.

[3. Draft article for the treaty with 580
Austria for the settlement ofdilferences

between States called upon to con-
clude .special conventions.]

4. I.,anguages of the j)eace treaty with 581
Austria.

5. The question of the proposed treaty 581
for the protection of minorities in

Yugoslavia.

Aug, ac) App. C. Opinion upon article 61 of the 581
German Constitution,

App. E. Divergences between the English 58a
and French texts of the Covenant of
the League of Nations.

Sept. I X. Adoption of a draft treaty with Yugo*^ 583
slavia for the protection of minorities;

question of a special regime in Mace-
clonia.

a, Froniiens of Bulgaria in Thrace. 589
3. Situation in Armenia. 59*
4. Repatriation of German prisonen of 591

war in British and American custody.

5. The question of article 6x of the new 59R
German Constitution.

Aug. 24 App. Letter to M, Clemenceau respect- 593
ing the proposed alternative solutions

to the question of Thrace*

App. C. Telegram concerning the question 594
of Thrace.

App. E. Draft note to the German 595
Government respecting article 6x of
the German Constitution.

Sept. 2 1. Adoption of a note to the German 596
Government respecting article 61 of
the German Constitution.

2. Situation in Silesia. 597
3. Adoption of a Bulgarian frontier-line 597

in Thrace; Bulgarian economic access

to the Aegean ; Allied military occupa-
tion of certain areas in Thrace,

4. Proposed Roumanian frontier in the 598
Dobrudja; Roumanian action in

Hungary; proposed Allied ultimatum
to Roumania.
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NO* AND NAME ,

49 Continued

M. Berthelot
Paris

pate main SUEJEtVr PAGE

Sept. 2 [5. Proposed addition to article u(>3 of Got

the treaty witii Austria.]

6 . Allied replie.s to the Austrian tHHtnler* Goa

proposals not to constitute authorita-

tive interpretations of the peace treaty,

App. A. Revised draft letter to the ( Sennan (>03

Government rcspi'cting article (>i of

the Germatt Constitution.

Central Territorial Sept, i

Committee

Admiral Troubridge Aug. 30
Budapest

General Gorton Aug. 30
Budapest

No. G. 45

Alldsd Military Aug. 26-31

Mission
Budapest
Nos. 191,206,215, 225

50 Meeting of Supreme Sept. 3
Council: ir a.m.

H. D. 46

App. B. Report on tlie southern frontier 603
of Bulgaria.

App. C. Telegram to the British Driega- <>04

tion respt'cting Roumanian demands
on Hungary.

App. D. Telegram to the British Delega- B05

tion respecting Roumano-Hungarian
relations.

App. E, Four telegrams respecting the

situation in Hungary; new Hungarmn
Government; letter of M, Friedrich

to the Mission.

1, Evacuation of Albania, 6op
2. Roumanian affairs. Bio

[3, Question of the allotnunU of rolling-

stock found in Hungary.)

4. Postponement of conaitieraiitm of the 61 si

proposed treaty with Pohuui relating

to Eastern Galicia.

5. Request of the Czechoslovak Ddega- hi a

tion to be heard on the .subject of
Tcschcn.

6. Adoption of an economic cliutsc for 613
the treaty with Bulgaria.

7. Question of the completion of the 615
draft treaty with Bulgaria.

[8. Opinion of the FinaneialCJoimakiitm hi6
on certain proposals of M, VenizHos
for the treaty witii Bulgaria,

j

, Commissions on Polish Aug. 22 App. C. Report on the questions of 616
AND ON Czechoslovak Teschen and Drava.
Affairs

51 Meeting of Supreme Sept. 4
Council: u a.in.

H.D. 47

1
.
Question of sending advance dements 6 19
of Allied Commissions of Control to

Germany.
2. Prolongation of the time allowed the 6ao

Austrian Delegation for the considera-
tion of the Allied reply,

3. Roumanian affairs
;
Sir G. Clerk to 6ao

proceed to Bucharest with an Altiecl

communication to the Roumanian
Government.

[4. Clauses relative to immigration pro* 6as
posed for insertion in the trea^ with
Bulgaria.]

5. Question of Tcschen; hearing of M. 6114
BeneS.
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TACIKNO. AND NAME DATE MAIN aunjECT

Marshal Foch Sept. 3 App. A. Note to M. Clemcnccau enclosing 6'Jt8

Paris and cotnmenting on a report by
No, 4243 Captain Laperche of a conversation

with Baron von Lersner concerning
the dispatch to Germany of advance
elements of Allied Control Commis-
sions*

Roumanian Delegation

M. DE Saint-Aulaire
Bucharest

Mr* Balfour
Paris

Sept. 3 App. 0. Note to M. Clemenceau relating 629
to Roumanian and Hungarian Allairs,

Aug. 30 App. D. Telegram reporting M.Hratianu^s 630
views with regard to tlxti Roumanian
occupation of Hungary,

App. E. Alli<^<l letter to the Roumanian 630
Govermn<int respecting Roumanian
policy in Hungary.

52 Meeting of Supreme
Council: n a.m.
H.H. 48

General Dupont
Berlin

Sept, 5 i. Situation in Sile.sia. 633
2. Qiieslion of th<? Dobrudja; Roumano- 633

Bulgarian frontier to he un<dianged by
th(^ peace treaty with Bulgaria*

3. Question of I'eschen; hearing of the 635
Polish and Casechoslovak Delegations.

4. Instructions to Sir G, Clerk on his 641
mission to Bucharest.

5. Access of Bulgaria to the Aegean Sea* 641

Sept. X App. A* Unrest in Silesia* 641

American C’gmmissign

TO Ni'iOOTiATi'; Peace

53 Meeting of Supreme Sept* 8
Council: n a.m,
n.n. 49

Baron von I^ersner Sept, 5
Versailles

No, 17

Roumanian Delegation Sept, 8

App. B. Draft artichi rclativ<i to lh<^ attri- 642
bution of the Dobrudja proponed for

insertion in the treaty with Bulgaria,

[x* Language to be used in the Conven- 642
tions replacing the Acts of Berlin and
Brussels.]

2, Sending to Germany of advance 642
elements of the Commissions of
Control*

3. Question of replying to the note of the 643
German Delegation regarding article

61 of the German Constitution.

4. Protest of the Yugoslav Delegation 644
against the treaty for the protection of
minorities in Yugoslavia,

5, Roumanian reservation regarding 646
article 60 of the treaty of peace with
Austria,

App. B. Note respecting article 61 of the 630
German Constitution.

App. C. Draft reply to the note from the 652
German Delegation regarding article

6x of the German Constitution.

App, F. Note to M, Clemenceau com- 652
municating a Roumanian reservation
respecting article 60 of the treaty with
Austria.
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NO. AND NAME

54 Meeting of Supreme
Council: ii a.m.

H.D. 50

Mr. Balfour
Paris

DATE main SUEJEOr PAOB

Sept 9 I. Violation of the Treaty of Versaillei 633
by virtue of articles 61 and 112 of the

German Constitution.

2. Adoption of a reply to the note of the 661

Roumanian Delegation on the subject

of the provisions for minorities in the

treaty with Austria.

3. Possible refusal ofthe Yugoslav Delefja- 66 1

tion to sign the peace treaty with

Austria; timing of the signature of

the treaty.

4. Modifications to the draR treaty for the 662
protection of minorities in Yugoslavia.

5. Hungarian affairs.
^

662
6. Adoption of the draft convention G63'

replacing the Acts of Berlin and
Brussels.

Sept. 8 App. B. Draft letter to the Roumanian 663
Delegation regarding its reservntion

on article 60 of the i>eace treaty with

Austria.

GPIAPTER n
Further Proceedings of the Supreme Council of the Principal Allied

and Associated Powers (Heads of Delegations)
September lO-October 15, 1919

NO. AND NAME

* 55 Meeting of Supreme
Council; 11.15 a.m.

H.D. 51

Mr. Balfour
Paris

DATE MAIN SUBJECT PACE

Sept 10 I. Time-limit for signing the Air Conven** 664
tion.

2. Violation of the Treaty of Versailles 665
by virtue of certain articl«< in the

German Constitution.

3. Question of Toschen. 666
4. Question of the presentation of the 67a

Bulgarian peace terms.

App. A. Draft note to the German Govern- 670
ment relative to articles 61 and 112 of
the German Constitution,

Japanese Delegation

56 Meeting of Supreme
Council: ii a,m.

H.D. 52

App. B. Draft declaration relative to article 672
6x of the German Constitution.

Sept. II I. Aircraft industry in Germany, 67a
2. Adoption of a note to the German 673

Delegation and a draft declaration
relating to article 61 of the German
Constitution.

3. Agreement to hold a plebiscite In 674
Teschen and Orava,

4. Qpesdon of admission erf German and 674
Austrian Dclt^tei to the Labour
Conference at Washington,

[5, Rights and privileges <rf Allied work* 676
people admitted to Enemy Territcriei
and vice versa.]



NO. AND NAME

S6 Continued

General Groves
Paris

as/c/595

Drafting CoMMirrEE

DATE MAIN SUBJECT PAGE

Sept. X I 6. Languages of the Air Convention. 6y6

7. Question of the presentation of the 676
treaty to the Bulgarian Delegation.

8. Question of the signature of the 676
Austrian Treaty by Yugoslav Repre-
sentatives.

9. Question of instructions to be given 677
to the Allied Military Mission at

Budapest.

Sept. 10 App. A, Letter to General Seely enclosing 677
and commenting on a Gennan memo-
randum relative to civil aviation in

Germany.

App. B. Draft note to the German Govern- 680
ment and draft declaration relative to

article 61 of the German Constitution.

Commissions on Polish Sept. 10

AND ON Czechoslovak
Affairs

Allied Military Sept. 9
Mission
Budapest

57 Mbbtino OF Supreme Sept. 15
Council: 10.30 a,m.

H. D. 53

British Delegation Sept. 13

58 Meeting of Supreme Sq>t. 15
Council: 4 p.m.
H.D. 54

App. G. Report on the question ofTeschen.

App, E. Situation in Hungary; request

for instructions.

I. Emir FeiaaPs journey to London,
. Conditions of Peace with Bulgaria*

3. I3eman<l for instructions from the

Allied Military Mission at Budapest
4. Future of the Peace Conference;

outstanding questions
:

(^t) 'Purkey, (b)

Russia, (r) the Adriatic, {d) League of
Nations, (e) Trial of the former
German Emperor and of accused
officers.

5. Syria and Cilicia.

. Russia; question of a Polish advance
on Moscow.

7. Future of the Peace Conference;
q^ucstion of British representation.

8. Russia; consultation with Marshal
Foch concerning possible operations

by Polish forces in Russia or the Baltic

Provinces.

9. Question of the first meeting of the
Council of the League of Nations.

10, Trial of the former German Emperor,
11. Trial of accused German officers.

I a. Question of Fiumc.

App. B* Aide-mdmire in regard to the
occupation of Syria, Palestine, and
Meso^tamia pending a decision in

regard to man^tes,

I, German evacuation of the l&ritic

Provinces; employment of Polish

forces,

Question of Fiume and the Adriatic,

3. Incidents at Fiume; Allied blockade*

3di

68a

685

685
686
686

688

690
694

694

696

698

700

70X



NO. AND NAME DATE

58 Continued Sept. 15

Signor Tittoni Sept. 15

Paris

59 Meeting of Supreme Sept. 17

Council: ii a.m.

H.D, 55

Mr. Polk Sept. 16

Paris

Marshal Fogh
Paris

60 Meeting of Supreme Sept. 18

Council: ii a.m.

H.D. 56

General Weygand
Paris

61 Meeting of Supreme Sept. 19
Council: ii a.m.

H.D. 57

Sir G. Clerk Sept. 12-13
Bucharest

Messrs. Dulles Sept x8
and Nigolson
Paris

Commission on Aug. 23
Polish Affairs

MAIN SUBJECT PAO»

4. Question of the signature by Yugoslav 708
representatives of the treaty of peace

with Austria and the treaty for the

protection of minorities in Yugoslavia
j

attitude of Roumania.

5. Instructions to the Allied Military 709
Mission at Bmiapest.

App. A. The question of the Adriatic. 710

1. Evacuation of the Baltic Provinces by yu
German forces.

2. Languages of the Air Convention. 715

3. Peace conditioiw with Bulgaria; terri- 715
torial, political, reparation, atul eco-

nomic clauses.

4. Arrangements for the presentation of 720
the treaty to the Bulgarian Delegation.

App. A. Letter to M. Clemenreau 720
opposing the employment of Polish

forces in the Baltic Provinces.

App. B. Draft note to^ the German 720
Government concerning the evacua-

tion of the Baltic Provinces.

[i. Admission of Orman and Austrian 722
Delegates to the International Labour
Conference at Washington.]

2. Consideration of a draft note to the 722
German Delegation relative to the

evacuation of the Baltic Provinces}

hearing of General Gough.
3. Agreement as to the occujiation of 728

Western Thrace by Ani<;d ibrccs.

4. Arrangements for tlu: <iclivcry of 730
conditions of peace to the Bulgarian

Delegation.

App. B, Draft note to the German Dckga- 73 1

tion concerning the evacuation of the

Baltic Provinces.

1 . Situation ill Hungary. 732
2. Occupation of Western Thrace by 73a

Allied forces.

*3. Status of Eastern Galicia. 733
4. Coal Supply of Austria. 740
[5. Allowances for officers of the Allied 741

Commissions of Control.]

App. A. Telegrams regarding the com- 741
munication to M. Bratianu of the
Allied Note.

App. B. Demarcation line for the occupa- 741
tion of Western Thrace by Allied
forces.

App. C. Report submitting a draft 74a
treaty relative to the status of Eastern
Galicia.

xlii



NO. AND NAME DATE MAtN SDHJE(rr PAOI5

62 Meeting OF Supreme Sept aii x. Agreement to the Ihmts of the 755
Council: ii a.m. occupation of W<^stcrn Thrace by

II. t>. 58 Allied forcc'8.

14. Arrangements for the plebiscite in 756
Tesclieti) Spisz, and Orava.

[3. Allowances for AIli('d Commissiom 761
• of Control in Germany.]

4. Evacuation of Koritza by French 7b

x

troops,

5. Kepatriation of O/cchoslovak troops 7l)i

from Siberia.

6. Arrangements for the Clvmmn signa- 7^14

turn of the <ieclaration with rcgartl to

article bi of the ( 5mnau Gonstitutiom

Commissions on Por.isn Sept. 1

7

AND ON CZEOIIOSI.OVAK

Affairs

App. B. Draft agrccnnmt (concerning the

holding of a plelnscile in Teschen^

Spin/., and Orava.

76SI

63 Minting of Supreme
Counoil: II a.m.

H. D. 59

General Banduoltz
Budapest
No.

Sir G, Clerk
Bucharest

Sir G. Clerk
Bucharest

64 Meeting of Supreme
Council: 10,30 a.m.
H.D. 60

Sept. 143 I. Qiiestion of tlu^ tiisposal of certain 764
(Jcrinan tankers.

, Biebiscite at 'resclnm.
^

7bS

[3, Allowances for oBiem of the Allied 768
Commissions of Control.]

4. Roumanian attitude towards I tungary ;
7BS

question of the trade embargo against

Roumania.
5. Hearing of M, Paderewski on the 770

question of Eastern C»alicia.

. Arrangement of the work of the 773
Supreme Couneih

Sept. 16 App. A, Transmission < 4'a telegram from 77a
Sir C>, Clerk to the Supnnne Council
reporting on his mission to Bucharest.

Sept. 19 App. B. Telegram to the Supreme 774
Council relative to Roumanian con-

duct in Budapest.

Sept. 19 App, C. I'clegram to Sir E. Crowe rq>ort- 774
ing proposed movements.

Sept. 25 [x. Convention of the Plenary Labour 775
Commission.]

2. Question of the disposal of certain 775
German tankers.

[3. Question of Spitsbergen.] 776
4. Recognition of the Portuguese claim 776

to Kionga.
5. Organization of Allied Commissions 776

of Control for Austria.

6. Mission of Sir George Clerk. 777
7. German evacuation of the Baltic 777

Provinces,

8. Blockade of Soviet Russia. 78 x

9. Status of Eastern Galicia. 784
10. Determination of the eastern frontieri 785

of Poland.

American Commission to
Negotiate Peace

App. H. Note relative to the blockade of 786
Soviet Russia.

xUii



NO. AND NAME DATE MAIN sunjftcr PAa»

British Delegation App. L Draft relative to the blockade of 786
Soviet Russia.

Commission on
Polish Affairs

App. J. Addition to article lu of the draR 786
statute for Eastern Galicia.

Mr. Polk
Paris

Sept. 25 App. K. Memorandum relative^ to the 787
draft statute for Eastern Galicia.

Commission on
Polish Affairs

Sept. I App, L. Report on the eastern frontiers of 788
Poland.

65 Meeting of Supreme Sept. 26 1. Question of the disposal of certain 79a

Council: 10.30 a,m. German tankers.

h.d. 61 a- Proposed treaty with New States 793
relating to reciprocal relations in

transferred territories,

3. Repatriation of Q'/echoslovak troo|>s 795
in Siberia.

4. Distribution of Allied troops in the 795
plebiscite areas.

5. Consideration of the report of the 795
Commission on Baltic AtFairs o«i the

occupation of Memel,
6. Selection of military experts under 796

article 163 of the Treaty of Versailles,

7.

' Qu^tion of a communication to 796
German Government relative to tlie

evacuation of the Baltic Provincei.

8. German property in territory to be 796
ceded to Poland,

9. The question ofEupen and Malmcdy, 799
10. Question of the publication of tlotai- 798

ments connected with the IVcaty of
Versailles.

Earl Gurzon
London

Sept. 25 App. A. Telegram to Sir 15* Crowe 799
relative to German tankers.

Committee on the Exe- Sept. 5
cution of Political
Glauses of the
Treaty with Germany

App, E. Note enclosing and commenting 799
on a German circular relative to

German property in territories to be
ceded to Poland.

Baron von Lersner
Versailles

Baron von Lersner
Versailles

Aug. I App. F. Note to M. Clcmenceau protest- 801
ing against a notice issued under
Belgian authority at Eupen,

Aug. 5 App, G. Note to M, Clemenceau rdativc 80a
to Belgian action in Eupen and
Malmcdy*

Committee on the Exe- Sept. 5
cution of Political
Glauses of the
Treaty voth Germany

App. H. Note to the Supreme CouncH 803
submitting a draft reply to German
notes relative to Eupen and Malmody*

British Delegation Aug. 26 App. I, Note to M* Dutasta with regard 804
to the publication ofdocuments mat-
ing to the Treaty of Versailles*



NO. AND NAME DATE

66 Meeting of Supreme Sept, ay

Council; 10.30 a.m.

H.D. 62

French Delegation Sept. 24

German Delegation Sept* 26
Versailles

Drafting Committee

Sept. 27

Drafting CoMMirruE Sept. 18

67 Meeting of Suprrmf. Sept, 29
Council; 10.30 a.m.
ILD. 63

Marshal Fock Sept. 27
Paris

Draftino Committee

MAIN SUBJECT

I. Disposal of certain German tankers.

[2. Authorization for German ships to

proceed to Turkish ports.]

3. Adoption of a comimmi<'ation to the

G<Tman Government relative to die

evacuation of tlie Baltic Provinces.

4. Proposals relative to the Air Conven-
tion.

5. Qiiestion of the publication of docu-

ments relative to the treaty of Ver-

sailles,

p>. Insertion in the treaty with Hungary
of an article identical with article 3*0
of the treaty with Austria.

|

7. Creation ofa Commission tci study the

repatriation of enemy prisoners in

Sib<‘ria.

8. Signature of tlie decision taken by the

Alliecl and Assendated Powers for the

organization of a idehiscite atTescheti.

App. A. Note on German tankers*

App. G. of conversations lietween

an American representative and Baron
von Lerancr.

App. T>, Draft note to theGerman Govern-
ment relative to the evacuation of the

Baltic Provinces.

Apj). K. Revise<l note to the German
Government relative to the evacuation

of the Baltic Provinces.

App. F. Note relative to the Air Ck>nven-

tion*

1. German ships sold during the war to

Dutch navigation companies.

2. Sale of aeronautical material by the

German Government.

[3. Adoption ofa report from the Military

Representatives at Versailles on the

distribution of enemy aeronautiod
material,]

[4. Removal of rolling-stock beyond the

armistice frontier in violation of the

Armistice of Villa Giusti.]

[5* Distribution of German submarine
engines and parts.]

6. Blockade of Soviet Russia,

[7. Delimitation of the frontior between
Austria and Hun|jary*j

8. Roumanian activities m Hungary.

App, A. Letter to M. Clemenceau rdative
to the sale of aeronautical material by
the German Government.

App. E. Status of blockade meaauret
against Soviet Russia.
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NO. AND NAME DATE main subject PAGE

French Legation
Stockholm

App, F. Swedish attitude towards the

blockade of Soviet Russia.

App. G. Allied note to Neutral C Govern-

ments relative to the blockade of

Soviet Russia.

Sag '

830

General Bandholtz
Budapest
No, 88

Sept, 24. App. L Telegram concerning the Rou-
manian attitude towards the arming of

Hungarian police.

830

68 Meeting of Supreme
Council: 10.30 a.m.

Sept. 30 i. Cost of Allied armies of occupation in

Germany.
831

H. D. 64 2. Propostri supply of oil by CSermany to

Lithuania.
834

3. I^roccdurc for the 8U]>|)Iy of fotnistuift 835
and raw matcrialn to (ionnuny
atid Austria.

4. General econoiuic. situation of l‘atro|?r* 836

[5. Appointment of arbitralt>r8 for the 837
division of tonnage on the river

Daitube.1

6. Consideration of a protest frt>m the 837
Gn^'k Delegation regardmg the com-
position and functioning of the

Commission of Inquiry at Sinyrnii,

7. British proposal for invcHtigution of 83B
complaints arising from inckiettts at

Smyrna.
8. Question of the Aland Iilandi, 838

9* Qpestiom of Karelia and Fetchenga* 838

69

Military Representa-
tives OF THE Supreme
War Council
Versailles *

Apr. 22 App. A. Report relative to the coat of the

maintenance of the troops of occupa-

tion in Rhenish Territory.

839

Supreme Economic
Council

Sept. 29 App. G. Note for the Suprenur Ctnmcil on
procedure for the supply of hKHlstudk

and raw materials to Germany and
Austria.

844

French Delegation Sept. 20 App. D, General economic situation of
Europe.

845

Marquis Della
Torretta
Paris

Aug. 25 App, I. Note to M. Dutasta concerning
the questions ofKarelia and Pelchenga.

846

Meeting of Supreme
Council: 10.30 a.m.
H. D, 65

Oct. 2 [i. Negotiations with the Nethcrlandu
regarding the modification of the
Convention of Mannheim,]

849

a. Military supplies for the Polish B49
Government.

[3, Designation of members of the 851
Commission for the repatriation of
enemy prisoners of war from Siberia.]

4. Repatriation of Polish, Yugoslav, and 85a
Roumanian troops from Siferia.

5. Transfer of the Russian battleship 859
Volya to General Denikin.

[6. Applications from Finland, Norway, 853
and the Netherlands for admission to
the Labour Conference atWashington.]
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NO. AND NAME DATE pAon

69 Continued

Maj^skal FoCh
Paris

British Delegation

70 Meeting oe Supreme
CouNOii.: 10.30 a.m.

H.D. 66

MAIN

Oct. 12 7. Procedure lo be followed in notifying B53
Neutral Governments regarding the

blockad<! of Soviet Russia.

8,

Situation in the Comituts of Western B53
Hungary; dispatch of an Allied Mili-

tary Mission.

Sept. 29 App. G. Note to M. Clenumceau eiu^los- 855
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ment relative to the evacuation of the
Baltic Province by German forces.
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identical with article 3S of the treaty

with Austria.
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CHAPTER I

Proceedings of the Supreme Council of the Principal

Allied and Associated Powers (Heads of Delegations)

before the signature of the Treaty of Saint-Germain-

en-Laye

July I— September 9, 1919

No,l

Peace Congress: Paris. io6

I. c. 200.] Mtes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Five

Powers held in M. Piehon^s Room at the Qi^ai d'Orsay, Parish on Tuesday^

July j, i$igt at 4 p.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. R. Lansing; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

JBritish Empire: The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretary, Mr. H. Norman.
France: M. Clcmenceau; skoretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Bcrthclot, M, de

Bciarn, Captain de Suint-Qjientin.

Italji: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. de Martino.

Japan: Baron Makino.

Auo PRE.SENT: France: M. Pichon, M. Loucheur. Japan: Viscount Ohinda.

Joint Secretariat: U.S,A.: Lieutenant Burden. British Empire: Cap*
tain Abraham. France: Captain A, Portier. JkAp: Lieutenant Zanchi

Japan: M. Saburi.

Interpreter: Professor P. J. Mantoux,

I. M.

FomintUim

(jfCmndssion

to suptrme the

Exemtime^
the Treater vhA
Germa{l>

Glemenceau said that he thought the first business with which the

Council should deal was the appointment of a Commission to

watch over the execution of the clauses of the Treaty with

Germany when ratified,

Mr. Bautour said that he had intended to nominate Sir

Eyre Crowe.’'

M. Glemenceau said that his nominee was M. Tardieu.*

The Commission was to have no executive power, but should superintend

the work of all Commissions dealing with the details of the provisions ci the

* Assistant Under-Secretary of State for Foreign ASMn and member dT the Brithh Dele*

gadon to the Peace Conference.
A Frend; Delegate Plenipotentiary to the Peace Conference and Chairman olthe Central

Territorial Committee of the Conference.
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Trwtv. The Commission would report to the Council from time to time

what progress was being made, and what further action might be needed.

Mr. Lansing said that he would have to consider what nomination to

M. Tittoni said that he could give the name of the Italian member on the

following day.
_

Baron Making nominated M. Otchiai.^

(It was agreed that the nominations should he made at the niet’^ting on the

following day.)

2 M Clemenoeau said that he would ask M. Ijouchcur''' to cxphiin the

functions of a Commission to deal with the reparation clausa of

.

Reparation
Treaty and to explain the necessity for its labour-s to liegm at

Commission Germans had already made certain enciuirics

regarding the execution of the provisions concerning the occupied distrit ts.

(See Annex [Appendix] A.)
.

• -.i

M. Lougheur said the proposal was to nomincitc «i Coniniissioii wuh one

member and one assistant from each of the five following States :

h

ranee,

Great Britain, the United States, Italy and Belgium.

M. Tittoni asked whether the Commission would deal with the devastated

districts on all fronts, including the Italian.
^ - j j

• M. Lougheur replied in the affirmative, but added that it was not lutcndcd

to form the Commission at once in its final shape. Each Government would

be able to consider the question at leisure, especially as there would be a big

staff and a very large organisation. "What he proposed for the time being was

a Commission to prepare the ground. It was to this Commission that he

suggested that each of the Powers mentioned should nominate one Delegate

and one assistant. During the intermediate period between (he nomination

ofthis Commission and the formation ofthe ultimate organisation, he thought

that this body should be authorised to converse with the Germans with the

object of shaping a plan for procedure in the future. Sub-Commissions to

deal with finance, rebuilding, &c., could be set up at a later time.

Mr. Balfour said that he understood that this Commission would luive

a dual function:

—

(1) To organise the future Reparation Commission provided for in the

Treaty.

(2) To deal with the Germans and the problems raised by them in the

meantime.

He further asked why Serbia was excluded.

M. Lougheur said that it was intended that Serbia should take the place

of Belgium whenever the question of Serbian devastated territory arose.

Japan would take the place of Belgium in matters regarding the Far East

3 Secretary-General of the Japanese Delegation to the Peace Conference.

French Minister of Industrial Reconstruction and member of the French Delegation to

the Peace Conference.
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and damage at sea. TJie preliminary organisation, however, should, he

suggested, be done by nominees of the five Powers first mentioned. ’I 'here

would, therefore, be four permanent members in the final Comntis.si<»Jt and

one changeable member. He would ask that the nominations sliotdd he made

within twenty-four hours, and that the Commission should meet on the after-

noon of the 3rd July, 1919.

(It was agreed that the nominulions should be made at the meelijig on the

following day.)

3. Mr. Lansing said that he had not brought a second United States Dele-

gate with him, under the impression that this was to be a Council
ConslUution

of the Council
Glemknceau said that it was indeed to he a Council of

Five, but he had asked M. Pichon* to come as he would himself liave to leave

the Meeting.

Mr. Lansing said that his experience was that, in a Council of Ten, in •

practice one Delegate spoke. The other did not, hut by sitting in the Council

he became acquainted with the whole course of the work, ami was therrfi»re

prepared at any moment to take charge, should his colleague for atty reason

be unable to attend.

M. Clemenceau said that he had no objection to raise if it were desired

that two Delegates from each nation should be present.

Mr. Balfour said that the mere presence of a large number made a
physical dificrcncc. He thought conversation was simpler and more infitrmal

at a gathering offive. Even a silent Delegate iutorposi'd between each of the

spokesmen cramped the conversation. T’liere had been many ubjtH lions no
doubt to the procedure in the Council of Four, hut there had been this great

advantage.

M. Clemenceau a.skcd whether Mr. Lansing insisted on his point of view.

He himself shared Mr. Balfour’s.

Mr. Lansing said he would not insist, but he felt the advantage of having
a second Delegate present. The day’s proceedings could be tidked over with
tihe second Delegate with much advantage to both. He pointed out that there

must always be others present in the room. He was strongly in favour of
having enough Secretaries present to make a full and agreed record of what
took place.

M. Tittoni said that he saw good reasons for both points of view, but he
was prepared to agree to a Council of Five if his colleagues desired it.

Mr. Balfour suggested that a start should be made with a Council of
Five, subject to alteration if necessary.

(This was agreed.)

4, Mr, Lansing asked whether the decisions reached by the Council were
Finality of the final.

Comil's Decisions M. Clemenoeau replied in the affirmative,

s French Minister ofForeign Affairs and Delegate Plenipotentiary to the Peace Ooaferenoe.
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5 -

Reply to Austrian Motes [Not printed]®

6. M. Clemenceau said that the following subjects hud been suggested:-

Frontiers in the following areas:

—

Agendafor

future Meetings

1 . The Banat.

2. Bukovina.

3. Bessarabia.

M. Dutasta said that the frontiers in the Banat had been fixed and the

decision had been communicated to the Yugo-SIavs and to the Roumanians,
The frontiers in Bukovina had also been settled but not yet communicated,

(It was decided that the communication should he made.)

M. Tittoni enquired whether the frontiers had been only recommended
'by Committees or whether they had been fixed by decisions of the Council,

M. Clemenceau said that they had been fixed by the Council.’'

M. Clemenceau asked whether anything had been done regarding

Bessarabia.

M. Dutasta replied that, as this subject concerned Russia, no decision had
been made, but the matter had been studied by the Roumanian Committee.
Mr. Balfour thought that it was unnecessary to reach a decision concern-

ing Bessarabia, as no Treaty of Peace had to be made dther with Russia or
with Roumania. He thought that there were many questions ofimportance
ofwhich no doubt the Bessarabian question was one, but in his opinion the
Council should first deal with whatever was required to bring about peace
with the enemy States.

M. Tittont thought that the Council should make an effort to eliminate
dements of disturbarifce and that the area in question was very disturbed.
M. Clemenceau said that he agreed with M. Tittoni. Mr. Balfour’s

proposals followed the logical order, but facts were louder than logic. He
thought the Council should attempt to suppress disorder as much as possible.
He suggested that M. Tardieu should be heard on the following day for half
an hour on Bessarabia. No decision need be taken there and then.
Mr. Balfour said that if that half-hour was not required lor other

purposes, he would be delighted to hear M. Tardieu,

« The text of minute 5 is printed, with minor verbal variation, by N. Almond and R, H.
Twaiy ofSt. Germain (California and London, 1933), p. 66. This minute recoided

, . a twKfdiscussion, originated by hdt. Lansing, on the organization ofcommittee* to enmider
Axisin^ counter-proposals to portions ofthe draft treaty presented to theAustrian delegation^ No. a, note 7), In conclusion it was agreed that M. Dutasta, Secretary-General rf the
Prace Corrfercnce, should on the following day make a full report on the situation as r«nnbme Mnnmttees concerned. Appendix B to minute 5, containing a draft resolution by Mr.

the OTganization of committees, is also printed by N. Almoadand R. H. Lutz, op, at, pp, 66-7.
» l^preceding section <o£ minute 6 is printed by N. Almond and R. H, Lut% o|>. dt,
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Mr. Lansing asked who would represent the Russians.

M. PiCHON suggested that M. MaklakofF® might be heard,

M, Tittoni said that if a Russian was to be heard, a Roumanian should

ilso be heard.

Mr. Lansing suggested that if this were done, they should be heard

eparately.

(This was agreed, and it was decided that M. Tardieu should be asked to

make a report on the following day regarding Bessarabia, and that

M. MaklakoiF, on behalf of Russia, and a Roumanian Delegate should be
heard separately on the same subject.)

7. Mr. Balfour observed that there could be no peace with Bulgaria with-

out determining Bulgarian frontiers. He suggested that this

f^Mgaria
examined by a Committee. The Greek Committee,

however, could not deal with the frontier between Bulgaria

and Greece without knowing the boundaries of Turkey. Tiie whole-

Turkish question was still unsolved and was to be solved as a whole here-

after, He would suggest that the Committee be instructed to consider

provisionally the Enos-Midia line as die probable frontier ofthe future State

of Constantinople.

(It was agreed that on the following day nominations should be made for

the special Committee regarding Bulgaria.

The Agenda for the following day was therefore:

—

1. Nominations for a Commission to supervise the execution of the
Treaty with Germany.

2. Nomination of an Organising Commission for Hepurution.
3. Nominations for a Committee on Bulgarian Affairs.

4. Report of M. Dutasta regarding procedure in dealing with Austrian
notes.

5. Hearing of M. Tardieu, M. Maklakoff and a Roumanian Delegate
regarding Bessarabia.)

Mr. Lansing said that he would like to add two short proposals to the
Agenda. He had prepared two draft resolutions. (See Annexes C and D.)*

(It was agreed that these draft resolutions should be considered and that
the next meeting should take place at 3.30 p.m. on the following day.)

(The meeting then adjourhed.)

Villa MajestiCt PariSf

July I, igig.

> Russian Ambassador at Paris appointed in 1917 by the Provisional Russian Govern-
ment ofM. Kerensky. M. Maklakoffhad been reliev^ of his position by the Soviet Govern-
ment and was in 1919 a member of the Russian Political Conference in Paris in the interest

of the administration of Admiral Kolchak.

f Not printed. For the texts of these resolutions see No. a, minutes 5 and 6 respeedvei^.
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Appendix A to No. i

German Peace Delegation

Mr. President, Vkrsaii.m;s, June ’p,

I have the honour, under instructions from the Chirmun ( hn’eriiim'iK, to inquire

of Your Excellency when and where the dolil)er:itioii.s in regartl to tlu* occupied

regions are to begin.

Please to accept, etc.

ll.'\Ht)N V(tN I.KUSNUH.'®

His Excellency the President

of the Peace Conference, M. Clcmenccau.

I® Head of the German Peace Delegation in sutTcssion to Herr von i Ijiiiirl, who ha<l left

Versailles after the signature of the treaty of peiice with Gcrtnatiy <in June uft, njif).

No. 2

Peace Congress: Paris. 107

I. c. 201.] Notes of a Meeting of the Heads of Ihdfgatmis of the Five

Powers^ held in M. Pickon's Room at the Qiiai d'Orsaj^ Paris, on I Vedtiesday,

July s, igiQ, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. R. Lansing; secretary, Mr. L. HtitTistm.

British Empire'. The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; .sEtatETAitux, Mr. 11. Nor-
man, Sir P. Loraine, Bt.

France: M. Tardicu; SEaRETARiE.s, Captain dp .Saint-Qucniin, M. dc
Bdam.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretaries, Marquis Paterno, M. BprtpU'%

Japan: Baron Makino; secretary, M. Kawai,

Also present: U.S.A.: Professor Coolidge, Dr. R. H. Lord, Mi-. A. W. Dtilles,

Major D. W. Johnson, Mr. Whitchouse. Briihh Empire: Htm.
H. Nicolson, Mr. A. Leeper, Major Temperlcy, France: M. Lnrwhe.
Italy: Count Vannutelli-Rey, Colonel Castoldi. Russia: M. Maklakoff
(for part of Meeting). Roumania: M. Bratiano, M. Misu, M. Dia-
mandy, M. Pellivan (for part of Meeting),

Joint Secretariat: U,S.A. : Lieutenant Burden. British Empire: Captain
E. Abraham. France: Captain A. Portier. Italy: Lieutenant Zanchi.

Interpreter: Professor P. J. Mantoux.

I. M. Tardieu explained that M. Pichon was unavoidably prevented from

Question of
meeting. He asked Mr. Lansing to take the chair. .

Bessarabia
Lansing requested M. Tardicu to take the -chair himself.

M. Tardieu did so. He said that he had been asked to open the
discussion on- Bessarabia by explaining the views of the Committee which
had studied the question. He read the Report made by the Committee;~

Gominittee, ^er taking into consideration the general aspirations
.
- qfthe population ofBessarabia and the Moldavian character of that region
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from the geographical and ethnical points ofview, as well as the historical

and economic arguments, pronounces itself in favour ofjoining Bessarabia

to Roumania.

‘It considers that this measure should be efTcctcd in a form which will

safeguard the general interests of Bessarabia, more especially as concerns

its relations with the neighbouring countries, and which will guarantee

the rights of minorities in conformity with the provisions of the League of

Nations.’

Since the Committee had reported, a protest had been received from

M. Tchaikowsky on behalf of the Russian Committees in Paris, pro(c.sting

against any annexation by Roumania, stating that Russia could not recognise

any such act, and further alleging that the Roumanian troops ha<l behaved

in a very arbitrary manner in the country. M. lVhaikow.sky entlcd by

demanding a free plebiscite.
*

Mr. Lansing said that the practical question was to know wlu'ther a

decision regarding Bessarabia could find a place in any of tlui IVeatic.s of

Peace.

Mr. Balfour pointed out that he had made the same remark on the

previous day. He had thought it was important to do all that was neces.sary

to complete the Treaties first M. Glcmenceau, however, had thought the

Bessarabian question pressing, and had therefore urged that it should be
taken up. Mr. Lansing, however, had pointed out that no resolution could

be adopted on the subject, and this statement bad not met with any dissent.

Mr. Lansing observed tliat the powia's accorded to him as a PlenijxJttmtiary

were limited to the negotiation of Peace. They did not enable him to <ical

with a conflict between two friendly Powers. Presiilcnt Wilson, no doubt,
might have been able to deal with such a question. He himself was not in

that position.

M. Tardieu said that it had been decided on the prcviou.s tliiy to hear a
Russian and a Roumanian representative. They had been a.skcd to come,
and each would doubtless say what he thought should be the frontier line in

Bessarabia^ Should the two agree, which he admitted was not likely, Mr.
Lansing would not be placed in' the difficulty to which he alluded. Should
they not agree, the Council would then be forced to .see what further action
could be taken. He would point out, however, that it was difficult to m^e
a Treaty with Roumania ifone ofher frontiers were left gaping. Hesuggested
that M. Maklakoff should be heard.

^

Mr. Lansing agreed to this, but pointed out, however, that if any resolu-
tion were asked for, he could not take any share in it. He had given this

warning in order that no false impression should be produced.

(At this stage M. Maklakoff entered the room, and was asked by M,
Tardicu to express his views on Bessarabia.)

M. Maklakoff said that two memoranda had already been sent to the
Peace Conference on the subject of Bessarabia; he would endeavour to give
the gist of the argument. In the first place, he must point out that no portion

7



ofthe domains ofthe Russian State could be disposed ofby third parties witlfe-

out the consent of that State. Not even the Peace Conference could assume

that power. He and his friends had no authority to speak for any constituted

Government ofRussia. He wished to make this point quite clear at the out-

set. As to the merits of the question, he would observe that there had never

been any agreement between Roumania and Russia authorising the former

to demand Bessarabia. Roumania had entered the war on certain terms,

:

but these had not touched the question ofBessarabia. Roumania could there-

fore base no claim on any clause in any Treaty. Neither could Roumania
claim the right of conquest. These two arguments being set a.side, it was

alleged that Bessarabia should go to Roumania in virtue of the principle that

peoples had the right to dispose of themselves. He would not discass this

principle, subject to limitations though it might be. He would admit it, and

he would further admifcthat if there were any Russian subjects ofRoumanian
nationality who wished to unite under one flag with the rest of their country-

men, Russia would be well advised to permit it. Russia was big enough to

make a sacrifice of this kind, but it was the very statement that Bessarabia

desired to join Roumania that he challenged. Bessarabia was not a Rou-
manian country as a whole. Such demonstrations ofa desire tojoin Roumania
as had occurred among a portion of the population were mere cemujkge.

It was on the question of fact that he joined issue and refused to admit the

legitimacy of the Roumanian claim. He would point out that the word
Bessarabia was often wrongly used. He would not go back to remote anti-

quity. In the eighteenth century Bessarabia had been part of Moldavia,

whidh was then a Turkish province. The Christians in those parts had always

been imder the moral protection of Russia. In 1812, a few months before

the Napoleonic invasion, Bessarabia became a Russian province, captured
from Turkey. There were at that time some 300,000 inhabitants. At the

present time there were some 3,000,000. Over forty years later the Crimean
War had taken place and, in the Peace of Paris, the territory captured from
Russia had been restored to her, in exchange for small areas, and Izmail and
Akkerman had been added to Moldavia. The rest of the country, i.t. the
major part, had remained Russian since 1812. Then, in 1878, at the Treaty
of Berfin, die Dobrudja had been added to Roumania, giving her access to

the Black Sea, and territory twice as large as the portion of Bessarabia she
had held. This small portion was given back to Russia to secure Russia’s
access to the Danube. Ethnographically, the last census had not established
•a Moldavian majority in the country. There was no reason to allege that
the statistics had been falsified in any manner. Parts of the country were
completdy Russian. There were, however, four districts in the centre which
were mainly Moldavian. It was only in th«e districts that the question of a
idebiscite arose. These districts might be united to Roumania the
population really wish it. He would not, in principle, raise any objection,
'^l^.^qumanians, however, declared that BessaraMa had already expressed

Ibis dqnied. Immediately afiter the Russian revolution, muni-
@!^ti«i elected by univcraal suffirage had b^ set up. They were the belt



organs for the expression of the popular will. They had not asked to be

annexed to Roumania. These municipalities had since been dissolved by

the Roumanians, and their representatives had protested against the Rou-

manian desire to annex the country. The vote, however, had since been

secured from the Sfatul Tserii, which was an emanation of the Councils of

Workmen and Soldiers, the latter being largely composed of Moldavian

deserters. This body had resolved to make Bessarabia part of a Russian

Federated Republic. This was in December 1917. In the following March,

when Roumania had been forced to accept Peace, and M. Marghiloman

was in power, this statesman had got into touch with the Sfatul Tserii and

obtained from it a vote in favour ofjoining Roumania, with guarantees of

local autonomy. When Roumanian troops had entered Bessarabia, invited

to do so, he admitted, even by Russians, in order to re-establish order, the

same body, after an interval of six months, had voted for annexation to

Roumania, but out of 160 members only 46 had voted. It was a matter for

surprise that a revolutionary assembly should have voted in favour of its

inclusion in a monarchy. The whole vote, he submitted, was open to

suspicion. It had been given during a military occupation of the country,

and it was a minority vote of an arbitrarily self-appointed body. If he

believed that the people backed this vote, he might be disposed to acquiesce

in it, but he felt quite sure that a free plebiscite would yield a completely

diflferent result. Therefore, he asked that there should be a proper consulta-

tion of the people. He reminded the Council that there had been a time

when the catastrophe in Russia imperilled the success of the Allied cause in

the war. If the war had ended disastrously, and Roumania had sought

compensation from Russia for the losses brought upon her by Russia’s failure

to continue the war, he would have undentood the Roumanian claim; but
Roumania had now come out on the side of the victors, among whom Russia

was not. Roumania had got all she had fought for and all she had asked for

before the war. Therefore, he protested with the greatest energy against the

claim now made by Roumania, especially as it was not founded, as alleged,

on the desire of the majority of the population. Finally, he would say that if

there were districts showing a small Moldavian majority, wishing to join

Roumania, he would be disposed to let them go. As it was, he constantly

received complaints even from Moldavians in Bessarabia of the treatment
which they received at the hands ofthe Roumanians. The vote of the Sfatul

Tserii was being used quite fallaciously tojustify what a reasonably conducted
plebiscite would undoubtedly upset. He pointed out that similar votes had
been obtained in Lithuania and in Latvia in favour of annexation by
Germany. Any decision annexitig Bessarabia to Roumania would be a
source of permanent grievance, and would do harm to Roumania, which
would not be in a position to absorb an unwilling population, Ihc naosrt he
could adnait was a plebiscite in the districts in wMch the Moldavian popula-
tion was predominant.

(M. Maklakoff explained his views with the help of a map, and then
withdrew.)
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M. Tardieu suggested that M. Bratiano’ slioult! only hr qtirslioned
in

regard to the vote alluded to by M. MaklakolL

M. Tm’ONi said that the Council was in full possession of ethnical statistics

and that it was unnecessary to hear M. Bratiano on that sidijcct,

(At this stage M. Bratiano, M. Mi.su,* M. Diaiuaiuly ' anti M. Pellivan^

entered the room.)

M. Tardieu, addressing M. Bratiano, .saiti that the mrujhers of the

Council had studied the ethnological tjutvstion thoroughly. ’Fhey would like

to know what degree of sincerity and authority M. Brati.nio attrihulcd to

the vote obtained in the Sfatul Tserii.

Mr. Lansing interposed that it mattered little how that voij- hatl been

obtained. It was more important to know how the < onsnltation ttf the people

could be carried out in the future.

Mr. Balfour said that he thought the tjuc.stion pul hy M. 'ranliru arose

from the statement made by M. Maklakoff.

M. Tardieu said that there was a connection between the two. ilr there*

fore asked M. Bratiano to reply.

M. Bratiano .said that he believed the vote alhnied to d»! express the will

of the people and had been given in full freetiom. lie admitted that the

Assembly was a revolutionary om;, hut .similar as.s4‘ml>lies h.nl expressed the

will ofthcpcoplein Poland, Cztudi{)-Slovakia atid elsewhere. The Houtnaiiian

occupation had found that Assembly in power and in control of the tountry.

Its authority had resulted from the various sueee,ssiv<< developments which
had taken place in Russia since the downftdl of Czarism. Mr. Lansing had
suggested a plebiscite. Bessarabia, he would point out, was a Roumanian
country attached by force to the Ru.ssiatit throne for ttver luti years. When
Russian autocracy fell, Bessarabia hud eome hack tt» Rtnimanla. The
Roumanians had been called in by the people and even hy the only Russian
authority recognised at the time, namely, the Ukrainian (Jovernmetn.
Difficulties did not arise on the question of nationality. It was the social

question which caused all the trouble. I'hc Holsiteviks were dtssalisficd with
the Roumanian Government merely because it c.stablislK’d governincrita!
order. The agrarian reforms introduced made the pcsisant pay li>r the land
obtained by the expropriation of the landowners. 'I’he landowners, on their
side, grumbled because tliey were expropriated.

Lansing said that he wished to put a plain question to M. Bratiano.
Would he object to a plebiscite?

M. Bratiano replied that he did. He did so because the choice olTcrcd to
the people would be that between Bolshevism and order. It was dangerous
to offer such a choice to a country on the border of disturbed Russia. Should

to
Minister of Foreign Affairs and Delegate Flcnipotentiar)

^ Plenipotentiary to the Peace Conference,

feren^*^*^
^J»t*ce in Bessaraim ami Rounmnian technical expert at the Peace Con-
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the Roumanians withdraw their troops there would be endless tumult in

the country. '-• /‘'Of f,

Mr. Lansing asked whether M. Bratiano, ifgiven possession ofthe countryr

would agree to a plebiscite in two years.

'

M. Bratiano said that he would not, as only revolutionary agitation

would result from the knowledge that a plebiscite would take idace in that

period.

Mr. Lansing asked whether M. Bratiano would object to a plebiscite at

any other specified time in the future.

M. Bratiano said that he would object still more strongly, as it would only

prolong the agitation. He further begged to be allowed to state that the

possession of Bessarabia by Russia would only perpetuate an anachronism.

It had been for the Russian Empire a stage on the road to Ct>nstuntino])lc.

It could no longer serve that purpose. Russia owed Roumania a great debt

as being largely responsible for her misfortune, (lircimistances pointed very

clearly to the best way in which Russia could discharge that deiit. It would

be by the cession of Bessarabia.

(At this point the Roumanian Dclcgate.s withdrew.)*

2.

The following nominations were made:

—

Appointment ofCom-*

mission to supervise

the execution of the

Treaty ofPeace with

Germany

United States of America

Great Britain

France . . . ,

Italy .

Japan ...

3.

The following nominations were made:

—

Appointment of

Commission to

organise Repara^

tion Commission

providedfor in

the Treaty of

Peace with Ger-

many

United States of America

Great Britain

France .

Italy

Japan

Mr. J. F. Dulles.

Sir Eyre Crowe.

M. Tardicu.

M. Scialoja.

M. Otchiui.

Mr. J. F. Dulles.

Colonel the Hon. S. Peel,

M. I^ouchcur.

M. Grespi.

M. Mori.

4.

Mr. Balfour said that he had an explanation to make regarding the form

in which the question had been put on the Agenda. He under-
Committee to Committee on Greek Aifairs had been unable to

fimiers%
frontier between Greece and Bulgaria ^without

^Mgarla knowledge of the ultimate border-line between Greece and

Turkey. It was for this reason that he had suggested that the

Enos-Midia line should be assumed provisionally as a frontier between

• s M. Tardicu subsequently reported of this hearing that : ‘M. Maklakoffand M. Bratiano

had expressed the Russian and Roumanian points of view. After they had been heard, the

Council had discussed the matter briefly without coming to a decision.’ (Sec No, 25,

minute to.)
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Greece and the future territory of Constantinople. This could be used as a
working hypothesis.

M. Tardieu suggested that the Co-ordinating Committee on Territorial

Affairs should be asked to deal with this subject and to hear the various

experts dealing with the different frontiers of Bulgaria.

(It was finally agreed that the Co-ordinating Conimitico on Territorial

Affairs should he asked to delimit the frontiers of Bulgaria and to make a
report to the Coxmcil.)

M. Tittoni gave notice that Colonel Castoldi would take the place of the

Marquis Salvage Raggi on the Committee.

5. The following resolution was proposed by Mr. Lansing and adopted

•

‘That the Secretary-General of the Peace Conference shall
Austrian Treaty,

Resolution pro--

posed by the

United States

Delegation^

notify the Austrian Delegation that it will he allowi^cl a period
of not more than ten days, counting fronit the date upon which
it will receive the last section of the Conditions of IVtiee,^ in
which to make such counter-propoHuln or oiiHerviittonH m it

may see fit,’

6. Mr, Lansing proposed the following resolution :
—

Austrian Treaty, ‘That the modifications which were made in the Conditions
Resolutim pro- of Peace with Gemxany as a result of the German countcr-
P(^i by the proposals or for any other reasons shall, in so far as tlicy may

applicable, be made ipso facto in the Conditions of Peacegaium
Austria.’

^

M. Tittoni said that he had a reservation to make. Germany had been
given an option of furnishing labour as a means of reparation. Italy had a
superfluity of labour and did not desire that labour should be offered her as
a form of reparation.

'

Mr. Lansing suggested that, if this were the only reservation, the text
projwsed, together with M, Tittoni’s reservation, should be sent to the Draft-
ing Committee for suitable modification and incorporation in the Treaty.

(This was agreed,)

7. Mr. Balfour observed that he had pointed out on the previous day that

: Aurtri^ Treaty. JtenS?“
Frontier betweenMaW (It was agreed that the Committee newly set up to answer

theAust^ notes regarding frontiers should endeavour to report
ou the following day.)

^

" vVi •
Condmons of Peace presented to the Austriim deteaa^^st St.

, xgig were incomplete and m piwf. The draft the treatvremamed inconipletc on July a. Sec Na 4, minute a.

P ^ of the treaty



8 . M. TARDiEti pointed out that there was a clause in the draft Treaty with

Austria requiring Austria to recognise ‘the following frontiers’ of

neighbouring countries. As it was not likely that these frontiers

would be completely settled before the signature of Peace with

Austria, it was desirable to alter the wording and to require the

assent of Austria to frontiers to be fixed later by the Allied and
Associated Powers.

Austrian

Treaty.

Recognition of

frontiers of
neighbouring

Stated

(This was agreed, and the question was referred to the Drafting Committee.)

M. Tittoni remarked that he assumed it was established that the ultimate

decision regarding frontiers was a matter not for the League of Nations but

for the present Conference of Allied and Associated Powers. He wished to

make the same reservation as had been made by the Italian Delegation

regarding the Treaty with Germany.

9. Mr. Lansing expressed the view that there should be a communique.

Qjiestion qf
B^LROUR said that hc undentood the Council to be the

communication lawful hcirs of the Council of Four which had Lssued no com-

to the Press qf muniquis. He suggested that this example should be followed.
theproceedings M. Tittoni said that he was indifTcrent.
of the Council Makxno said that he agreed with Mr. Balfour.

M. Tardieu asked Mr. Lansing if hc insisted on his view,

Mr. Lansing said that he thought it was preferable to issue a communiqud,

which could be made brief. His experience wa.s that information always

leaked out, through one Delegation or another. The Delegation most faith-

ful to secrecy sulfercd.

Mr. Balfour said that if the communique was so judiciously framed as to

contain no information hc was indiiFercnt.

(After some diflcussion, it waa decided that fur the present no com-
muniquS should be issued.)

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic^ Paris,

July 2, 1919.

» Minute 8 is printed by N. Almond and R. H. Lutz, op. cit,, p. 398,

No. 3

I. c. 201 a] Motes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Five

Powers held in M. Pichoris Room at the Q}iai d^Orsay, Paris, on Saturday,

July 5, igig, at 3.0 p.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. R. Lansing; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire’. The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, O.M., M.P.
Prance-. M. Cleraenceau.

Itdyx M. Tittoni; secretary, M. de Martino.

Japan'. H.£. Baron Makino.
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Also present: U.S.A.: Mr, H. Hoover. British EMpirr: Sir William (Joodo. Jtalyi

M. Crespi.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Li<‘ut. Burden, ihitish Emphri Capt.

Abraham. Francs', Capt. A. Portier.

Interpreter: Professor P. J. Mantou.x.

I. (At M. Clemenceau’s request, it was agreed that experts shmihi not he

D .fp 1 . .
present at MeelingH of the (loiineil hul should only

Z&ngLfTcotuil Hpecifically requestf'd lo do so by the

Chairman.)

(During the following dtscussion, Mr. Hoover,' Sir William Goode,*

and M. Crespi* were invited to remain.)

2. M. Clemengeau asked Mr, Hoover to explain the eeonoinie ptwition in

Sitmt'on

in
problem was that of the eetinoinie

rehabilitation of Central Europe. As matters stood, there was im
hope of removing and distributing the Hungarian harvest imle.ss the Damibe
and, the railways across Hungary were reopened for truflie, 'rh<> tpieslioit,

therefore, was not merely an internal Hungarian (luestion. It was one of
external economic relations. I'hc action of tlie Hungarians had tied iij> the
Danube and with it a large proportion of the river craft used on it. Mirlher,
the withdrawal of the German Armies from South-Eastern Europe had hit
behind it in Hungary a large quantity of rolling stock and river craft. In
order, therefore, to set the economic life of Central Europe going again, it

was necessary to have control ofthese essential means oftransport. I’he third
aspect of the question was largely political. Bolshevik ideas were imiucgnat-
ing the working classes throughout the area. Unless .some means could he
devised of abating the infection, the economic regenm-ation of Centra! and
South-Eastern Europe would be difficult. Bela Kim’s government Wiis spend-
ing a great deal of money on sending Bolslicvik mi.s.siouaries to in<hi.strial
centres outside Hungary. This rc-acted on production. Moreover, the
military power of the Hungarian Government wtts growing. A kind of
nationalist passion was thereby put at the service of the revolutioimiy tlieorics
advocated by the Government. It wa.s not likely that Bela Ktin would
abstain from spreading his theories outside the borders of Hungaiy by the
help of this military force. The next probable victim after Cm-ho-Slovakia
was Austna. The social and political aspects of the question, Mr. Hoover
said, were not his province, but he would like to observe tluit Bela Kun's
party until the last three weeks had not represented methods of violence.
Latterly, however, executions had increased, which indicated thsit opposition
was growing m the country and that the methods of red terror were being
resorted to. Previously, it might have been possible to treat the Hungarian^ .»i rf ft. Fo«l telta rf ft.

3

DiTMtor of Relief Missions and member of the Supreme Economic Councilember of the Italian Delegation and of the Supreme Economic
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revolutionary party with indulgence. Now that it .shewed a Icmlcucy to

overflow its frontiers, it must be considered as an economic danger to the rest

of Europe.

M. Glemenceau asked Mr. Hoover what he thougiit ol the b/.cgidm

group.*

Mr. Hoover replied that this group appeared to him to ht; composed

of extreme re-actionarics without any notable intellectual capacity. For

instance, their deliberations of late had been devoted to the ({uestion of the

resumption of the right of duelling. He did not expect miu^h help from that

party. It appeared, however, that discontent with the Bela Kun Govern-

ment was growing among the working classes. Information from British

sources had been received to the ellect that the 'Frade. Unions would gladly

see the Government upset. Communism would not appear to have jicnetrated

very deeply into the population and the Govenumnit was l«‘coming, like

that in Ru.s.sia, a tyranny of u minority. Another dilliculty applying to any

solution that might be suggested was the obvious dupli<-ity of Bela Kun. In

support of this, Mr. Hoover (pioled the following messages interchanged

between Lenin and Bela Kun:

—

1. Message sent by Lenin from Moscow to Bela Km at Budapest on ujth June,

zgig {includesfollowing)

;

‘It is necessary to make the fullest possible use of every opportunity to

obtain a temporary armistice or peace, in order to give the people a breath-

ing space. But do not trn.st the Entente Powers for a moment. 'I'hey arc

deceiving you, and arc only attempting to gain time in order to be able

to crush you and us. Try and organi.se postal communications with us by

aeroplane.’

2. Message sent on June sist by Bela Kun {Budapest) to Lenin {Ahseow) in

reply to his telegram ofJune igth',

‘I thank you very much for your telegram in which you approve of my
foreign policy. I am very proud of being one of your best pupils, but I

think in one point I am superior to you, namely, in the (jucstion of “mala

fidcs”. I think I know the Entente very well. I know that they will fight

us to the end. In this war, only a state of armistice can occur, but never

peace. This is an out and out fight. Once more I thank you for, your

note.’

The authenticity of these messages was supported by the fact that they had

been revealed first by British sources and subsequently intercepted by Austrian

wireless. Of the various solutions proposed in the memorandum he had sub-

mitted (Appendix A), no doubt the military occupation of Budapest would
be the best. He believed it would be welcomed by the population, but it was

A Hungarian political group in opposition to the regime of M. Bila Kun was formed

at Szeged at the end of May 1919. In this group, which constituted itself as a government.

Count J. Kdrolyi was Prime Minister, Count P. Teleki Foreign Minister, and Admirid
Horthy Minister of War.
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no doubt beset with difficulties. The alternatives to this policy were a more
or less mitigated recognition of the Bela Kun Government. The plad he had
suggested was that the various Inter-Allied Commissions working in the

neighbourhood should establish economic relations with the Hungarians.

There need be no direct recognition by tlie GovernmcntSj but by this side

entrance it might be possible to obtain the opening ofthe river and the setting

in motion of the means of transport,and thereby the distribution of necessary

supplies. He admitted that this mightpossibly strengthen Bela Kun’s Govern-

ment, but, on the other hand, Bela Kun was supporting himself in favour

with the working class on the back of the blockade. All the hardships of the

situation were attributed to the blockade. By removing it, the Powers would
deprive him of this argument and he might find it more difficult to plead his

case. Whether this would neutralise the advantage of semi-recognition, he

did not know.

M, Clemenceau asked what was being done to re-victual Hungary.
Mr. Hoover replied that nothing at all was being done. At the time

when Bela Kun came to power, the Economic Council was about to re-victual

Budapest, as the situation there was thought urgent. The Communist
Government, however, had, on coming into power, made a stringent search

for all supplies and had, by careful re-distribution, managed to feed the

population tolerably well. It appeared clear that they would reach the next

harvest without starvation. Communism, therefore, had saved the Allied

and Associated Powers considerable expenditure on food and supplies, as,

since the establishment of the Communist Government, nothing whatever
had been sent to Hungary.
M. Tittoni said that the question ofHungary was one of the most difficult

the Conference had to deal with. The Bela Kun Government was a serious

threat to the neighbouring countries, including Italy. There had been two
periods in this movement. In the first a peaceful revolution had been brought
about. The effect of this stage had been the most dangerous. TTie Russian
Revolution had been represented to the people of Europe as being accom-
panied by carnage and general destruction. The Hungarian revolution had
been quiet. It was, therefore, more attractive and more dangerous. It
appeared to many in other countries that the sequestration ofprivate fortunes
for re-disU:ibution and the re-allotment ofhouse room were excellent measures
which might be imitated to advantage in their own countries. The second
period, however, appeared to reproduce the methods of the Russians. Not
only were there executions, but methodical and systematic massacres had
been instituted. It was very necessary, therefore, to supprwis the volcano.
The means of doing it, however, were not clear. He admitted he had no
suggestions to make. The blockade obviously was not a solution. If rigidly
enforced, all non-Bolsheviks would starve and Bolsheviks would eat. If, on
the other hand, food were imported into the country, the Government would
only grow stronger. He would wdcome any feasible solution that might be
piojwsed, but he had none to make himself. There was one point, however,
to which he wished to draw special attention, and that was the reported
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seizure of all securities in Budapest by the Bela Kun Government. Should

these securities amounting to 6 milliards of francs be exported and sold

abroad it would be useless to demand reparation from Hungary, iherc

would be nothing left to take possession of. He thought it was imperative to

said that, in his extremely lucid statement. Mr. Hoover had

approached a question ofwhich he recognised the great complexity from the

economic side alone. The economic problem was how to make transit by

all means ofcommunication through Hungary serve the purposes ofequitable

distribution ofmeans ofsubsistence in South-Eastern Europe. 1 lus could not

be brought about unless the situation in Hungary were radically changed.

Neither Mr. Hoover nor M. Tittoni offered any plan for a complete altera-

tion ofthat situation. He believed, therefore, that the case must be approached

from the military side. A short time ago* the Council of Four had sent orders

to the Hungarian, Czecho-Slovak and Roumanian Govcrnincnts with the

object of producing Peace among them. I'hcsc orders had only been^ half

carried out, Many things had happened since. M. Brutiano, in a private

conversation, had told him that the Roumanians could not and would not

retire from the Theiss until the Hungarians had been disarmed. The Hun-

garians were withdrawing from Czecho-Slovakia and massing their troops in

Hungary. Universal armament had been ordered. Ifthe Roumanians, there-

fore, retired from the Theiss which they could defend, they did not know what

line they could hold, seeing their commitments on other frontiers. He thought

there was force in the argument put forward by M. Braliuno. He had caused

further enquiries to be made and had discovered that the Hungarians had

not carried out their armistice engagements. They had not reduced their

troops to six divisions; in fact, they appeared to have doubled their forces.

He therefore suggested that the Military Authorities be requested, through

their agents on the spot, to order the Hungarians to disarm in accordance

with the stipulations of the armistice.® This was not only the right of the

Allied Powers but their duty. It should be made known in Hungary itself

that until this had been done there could be no kind of negotiations with the

Hungarian Government. Should it persist in breaking the terms of the

armistice, military action should follow. He had some hope that the threat

alone would overthrow Bela Kun’s Government Should it not, the Powers

were bound to do to Hungary what they would have done to Germany had

« On June 13, 1919. Texts of the telegrams of that date sent by the Supreme GouncU

to the Hungarian, Czechoslovak, and Roumanian Governments are printed by D. H.

MiPer in My Diary at the Conference nf Paris (New York, 1994 f.), v<d. xvi, pp. 406-9. For

the earlier sequence of events see No. a6, note 3.

* The reference was to the Armistice of Villa Giusti, concluded on November g, 1910,

between representatives of the Italian Supreme Gonamand and the Austro-Hungarian

Supreme Command, as supplemented by the military convention of November 13» *9*8,

relating to Hungary, which was signed at Belgrade by representatives of General Franchet

d‘^5)erey, Commander-in-Ghief of the Allied forces in South-East Europe (Armies of the

Orient), and of the Hungarian Government, Texts of both agreements are printed in Cmd.

53 of 1919.
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she broken the armistice.^ To carry this out it would be necessary to organise

the Roumanian, Czecho-Slovak, Serbian and French troops at hand. When

the Hungarians had been disarmed there would then be no excuse for the

Roumanians not to retire. After this, when Hungary had been put into her

right place, negotiations could be undertaken either with Bela ICun or his

successors. By this means the evil of giving credit to Bela Kun, which

Mr. Hoover had shown was to be feared, would be avoided. At the present

time Vienna was in danger and perhaps Roumania. Tins could be stopped

by prompt military action, which would be justified by Hungary’s flagrant

breach of the armistice.

M. Clemengeau said that he would like to state his opinion, though he

feared it would not be a very clear one. He had agreed thus far with all the

speakers. The situation reminded him of the La Fontaine fable in which a

gathering of rats decided to hang a bell round a cat’s neck. All agreed this

was desirable but no one knew how to do it. He thought that the situation

had been accurately described by Mr. Hoover. He acquiesced in all

M. Tittoni had said, and he thought Mr, Balfour had said excellent things.

But how were the Powers to do what he proposed? France was demobilising

and could not stop the process. At the end of October there would be but

three classes with the Colours; that was to say the Army would be on a peace

footing. The French Chamber was resolutely opposed to intervention in

Russia. He thought the Chamber was right, seeing the results hitherto

7 On June i6, 1919, the Allied and Associated Powers had presented their reply to the

observations of the German Delegation on the Conditions of Peace (see British and Jumgn

State Papers, igig, vol cxii, p. S544 f.), in which they requested from the German Dejegaiion

a declaration ‘within five days from the date of' this communication that tluy arc prepared

to sign the Treaty as it stands to-day’. On that day and on June 1 7 and uo the Supreme

Council (Council of Four) considered military action to be taken against Germany should

she return a negative reply or fail to answer before the expiration of tlie tiine-Hnnt and

therefore of the armistice, due on June 23 in consequence of a 48-hour ext(*nsion. In this

connexion Marshal Foch explained to the Supreme Council a plan for an advance by

39 Allied divisions into Germany ‘in two bounds* from the line of the river Rhine to that of

the river Weser and up the valley of the Main with the object of sevtsring southern from

northern Germany and preparing for a further advance, in case of need, with the political

centres of Weimar and Berlin as the ultimate objectives; it was hoped that it might prove

possible to mount co-ordinated operations from the cast by Polish and possibly (Czechoslovak

forces. OnJune ao the Supreme Council authorized Marshal Foch ‘to commence his advance

immediately on the expiration of the Armistice* at 7 p.m, on June 23, 1919. At 4 p.m. on

June 23 the Supreme Council, having previously refused a German offer of signature with

certain reservations and a subsequent German request for a further 48-hours extension of

the time-limit, met ‘at President Wilson’s House in the Place dcs Btats-Unls, Paris’. At

5 p.m. the Council proceeded to discuss the sinking of the German fleet at Scapa Flow two
days previously. No satisfactory reply had by that hour been received from the German
Delegation. At 5.40 p.m. the meeting concluded as follows 'during an observation by
Mr. Balfour, as recorded by Sir M. Hankey: ‘As to squeezing the Germans .... (At this

point M. Dutasta, followed by Colonel Henri and Captain Portier, entered the room, with
a note from the German Delegation expressing willingness on behalf of the (German Re-
ptdilic to sign, under compulsion, a dishonourable peace. (See Annexure A [not printed]).

Orders were givenfor gu^to be fired. No further discussion took place.)* Gf. also Count
L. Aldrovandi Marescotti; Nuovi ricordi eframmenti di diario (Milan, 1938), p. 74 f.
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obtained; a milliard or so was being thrown away on the expedilion in

Siberia. This was an absurd expense and could not r()ntiniu% 11' Parliatncut,

therefore, decline to fight Bolshevism in Russia, it would equally rcfiise to

fight it in Hungary. Mr. Balfour’s argument that the lliuigarians had

accepted the armistice and had then broken it and therefore deserved coer-

cion was a strong one, if indeed they had accepted it. But what troop.s tlitl

Mr. Balfour mean to use to coerce the Hungarians? He hatl m<‘ntk»ned

Czechs, Roumanians and French.

Mr. Balfour added and Serbs.

M. Clemenceau said that they would require money, lie ftir tme could

not supply any. Moreover, Germany for the time being secmc<l reatly to

fulfil her engagements and to behave well. Should the Gcrman.s, however,

see the Entente thoroughly cinbarasscd in Hungary this attitude might

change. The march on Budapest had been thought of before, lii particular

the Italians seemed disposed to go there, and he heard that General Hegrt'*'*

had gone to Rome to advocate the policy.

M. TirroNi said that the Italian Parliament wa.s of the same min<i as the

French.

M. Clemenceau said that no strong economic argument coultl be brotight

to bear on the Hungarians. Whether the blockade were raised or not, little

effect could be produced on internal policy. The population ctadd hold out.

He had some doubts about the capacity of the Czechs to fight the Hun-
garians. The Roumanians might or might not he willing. At the present

time they seemed considerably di.ssatislied witli the Peace ( l<)nferenc<\ 'riiere

were no British or American troops availahle. French and Italian trotip.H

therefore seemed called upon to do the work. He must .state chiurly that for

his part he could not undertake it. He had consulted Marshal hoeh and
General Franchet d’Esperey, who had often wished to mareh on Budapest.
He had asked for plans, and had been supplied with a plan inont ambititjus

than that of Napoleon’s march on Moscow. French, Briti.sh untl Italian

contingents were required. I'hc fact was that both the peoples aiul the
Parliaments of the Entente countries were anxious to settle the crisis more
quickly than was really possible. After the vast upheaval of the war and the
pulverization of military forces, and, on top of it, the universal inclination
towards social revolution, it wa.s hardly possible to produce order in a short
time. The Conference had tried to establish justice in the world. This was
not the first time that such an attempt had been made. All knew what had
resulted before. It was now clear to all who had taken part in the Confer-
ence how difficult it was to draw even frontiers equitably. His Italian
colleague would doubtless agree with him. People like the Russians, who had
been slaves under a terrible despotism, had thought that liberty could be
exercised without self-control. They had betrayed thdr Affies and caused
them immense losses. The evil had spread. Italy, though an old and wise
community, had been shaken up. Great Britain and France had had their
troubles. There had been disaffection in the French Navy and even in the

® Head of the Italian Military Mission in Vienna.
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Army. The world was sick of fighting. The Conference had therefore to<'

deal with revolutions in military power, alterations of frontiers, and social

revolutions inspired by no [w] ideas. It had been thought that the Russian

people would recover. That was a mistake; owing to the vastness of the\

Russian territory, somehow the Russian people had survived its own-

disasters, but all intervention to assist them to establish a reasonable Govern-

'

ment had been in vain. Now the evil had attacked Hungary, which had not >

been anticipated, as it was a country of peasants and relatively rich. The ^

policy he had to offer was not one of which he was proud. It was simply

this—to hold the issues and to wait. He said this after taking into considera-

tion the feelings of the Entente peoples, and of their Parliaments. All were
"

in a hurry to cease fighting, and to resume normal life. They were probably

wrong, but that feeling could not be gainsaid. This was not a noble policy,

and might be said to look like impotence. He would not deny it. But, after

losing hundreds of thousands of lives and spending the national treasure, he

thought no other policy was possible. As to Hungary, he knew the country

a little. Before the war the people had been the slaves of Germany, merely

because they thought that Germany was the strongest power, but there was
more common-sense there than in Russia. He had been struck in Mr. Hoover’s

statement by the fact that the trades unions were sick of the Communist
Government. He would therefore follow Mr. Balfour’s policy so far as to

threaten Hungary with intervention should they not observe the armistice.

Then he would consult the military experts. If military action had to be

undertaken, all would have to help, and much money would have to be
spent. In the meantime, however, he hoped that Providence might furnish

some means of escape. It was not his nature to temporise, but in this case he
would. Hungary could be surrounded by a ‘cordon sanitairc’; Communism
would not last long in that coimtry. If the Generals recommended a plan
similar to that shown him some months ago by Marshal Poch, he felt sure that

no Government would undertake the task ofcoercing Hungary. It was not a
’

showy poHcy that he recommended, but it was the best he could offer.

Mr. Lansing observed that there was one question of urgent necessity,

namely, that ofmaking peace with Hungary. To do this it was neccsssary to <

have someone there to make peace with. Did the Council propose to make
peace with Bela Kun? If not, with whom? If it could not be made with'^

Bela Kun, pressure must be brought to bear on him to go. The only means"
of doing this appeared to be military means.

(At this point General Bliss, General Sackville-West, General Thwaites,
General Belin and General Cavallero’ entered the room.) j

M. Clemengeau asked General Bliss to show what forces and what methods i

he thought would be necessary to compel Bela Kun’s Government to respect^
the armistice, ifother means failed, and what hope ofsuccess he entertained.'

;

-^G«Q«a!s BIus, Sack^e-Wes^ Bdin, and Cavallero were respectively the American,:^
Brid^ Freac&;.and'Italian military r^Mctsentadves on the Supreme War Council. Oeneral
;Thwaitcs was the British Director Military
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General Bliss said that some six weeks ago, at the request of the Council

of Four, the Military Representatives at Versailles had made a report on the

means that might be taken to prevent a Hungarian attack on Czecho-

slovakia. The report had been to the effect that if military measures had to

be resorted to, the troops used must be those on the spot, namely, Roumanian,

Serbian and French troops. It was then believed that the trotips available

locaUy would be sufficient. This was the opinion of the French General

Staff. Since then, however, Bela Kun’s troops had inercaseti from 150,000

to 220,000 armed men. The situation had also changed in other respccl.s,

and he was unable to say whether the troops then considered suflicient would

be sufficient now. There had been an inconclusive discussion in the Council

of Four on the report. Since tliat date he knew nothing of what had been

decided. If the plan then recommended had been thought workable, it

should have been submitted to General Franchet d’Espcrcy. Thi.s, as far as

he knew, had not been done. Moreover, he could not say whetfirr the

Roumanians and Serbians would act. As far a.s he was coiK’crncd, he thought

the question required renewed study at Versailles, in onler that he might

exchange views with his colleagues on the new situation,

General Cavallero agreed with General Bliss that a new study of the

subject was necessary. The action now required was not quite the same as

that contemplated previously, and in the meantime the Hungarian army had

increased.

General Behn said that all the Military Representatives had agreed that

a demonstration of force would have been suflicient when they wi'rc previ-

ously consulted. He still believed that a demonstration by the forces locally

available would be enough to overthrow the Bela Kun Government.

M. Clemenceau said that he did not wish the Military Advi-sens to restrict

their recommendations to the employment of forces at present on the spot.

If more were required, he expected them to say so.

General Saokville-West said that he was in accord with his Military

colleagues. He would like to re-consider the question.

M. Clemenceau asked how soon a report could be obtained.

General Buss said that if all the information required were available, the

report could be made within 48 hours.

Mr. Balfour asked whether, in view of the flagrant breach ofthe armistice

by Bela Kun’s Government, it would not be well to warn him at once that

he must observe the armistice. He would be ready, however, if his colleague*

preferred it, to wait 48 hours until the report ofthe Military Representatives

had been received.

(It was agreed that the report he awaited.)

General Buss pointed out that it would be necessary to consult the

'Gommander-in-Ohief on the spot

M. Glemenoeau said that it would be sufficient to consult Marshal Foch,

ivfep had aU the necessary information from General Franchet d’Esperey.

; Mr. IiANsmo asked that the Military Representatives add to their report



a brief account of the armament at the disposal of the Hungarian Army, and
of their means of replenishing this armament. In particular, he would like

to know whether it was made within the country or imported from without.

(The following resolution was then adopted :

—

‘It was decided that the Military Repre.sentativeH at Versailhia in con-

sultation with Marshal Foch, should examine the military possibilities

of enforcing on Hungary respect for the Armistice conditions acccpte<l, and
make a report to the Council in 48 hours. The Military Representatives

were also asked to report on the means of munitioiiment at the disposal

of the Hungarian Government.’)

(The Military Experts then withdrew.)

M. Tittoni then suggested that the Allies take steps lo forbid the exporta-

tion of all the securities seized by the Bela Kun Government, us the disposal

of these securities abroad would render nugatory any claim for reparation

on Hungary.

(The following resolution was then adopted :

—

‘That the Financial Commission be asked to submit at a very early date
to the Council, a proposal for preventing the sale abroad of securities

seized by order of the Bela Kun Government in Hungary.’)

3. At Mb. Lansing’s proposal (see Annexure B*"), the following resolution
adopted:

—

t^siomfor ‘Colonel W. N. Haskell, U.S.A., is appointed by this Council to

Ammia as High Commissioner in Armenia on behalf of the United
States, British, French and Italian Governments, it being under-

stood that Colonel Haskell will be coincidentally ‘appointed to take full charge
of all relief measures in Armenia by the various relief organizations oi>eraling
there. All represenitatives of the United States, British, French and llulian
Governments in Armenia, Georgia, Azerbaijan and Constantinople are to be
at once instructed to co-operate With and give support to Colonel Haskell.’

(The meeting'then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic, Paris,

Jdys, igig.

Not printed. This appendix comprised: (i) A copy of a letter he.ided ‘.Supreme
Econonuc Council, Paris, June 27, 1919’, from Mr. Hoover to President Wilson forwarding
a recoimnendation ‘that a single temporary resident Commissioner should be appointed to^enm’, this commissioner to be the joint representative of the Allied governments in all
their relations with the defacto Armenian Government, ‘to supervise and advise upon various
govemmerital matters in the whole of Russian and Turkish Armenia, and to control relief
and repatriation questions pending the determination of the political destiny of this area’.

Hoover considered that ‘the ideal man for this position would be General Harbord, as
it would probably be desirable to appoint an American.

Harbord be unable to undertake the matter, I am wondering whether youwoidd leave it to w to select the man in conjunction with General Pershing.' (ii) A copy of

^ Gouncil had that day accepted Mr. Hoover’s proposal and
^tmcil of T(m should be asked to concert the necessary arrangements togive effect to this decision. M. Dutasta was asked to lay the matter beforethe Gouncil ofTen.
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Appendix A to No. 3

M. 335.] Supreme Economic Council

DfFICE of the DiRECTOK-GeNERAI. of ReI.1KP. PARIS, / jfulj,

Ion. Robert I-ansing,

Secretary of State,

Hotel dc Crillon,

Paris.

vly dear Mr. S(;crctary,

At the meeting of the Supreme Economie. Council ycsterrlay I was rctjurslrd n»
ay before the Council of the Hcatls of States tlie pressiitg economic situation in
South Eastern Europe which arises out of tin- political situation in Hungary. Due
0 the special gcogniphical and econotnic position of the territory m»w hrltl hy
Bela Kun's Government, the whole fconomi<^ destiny of the surromuiing .Sfate.s

s almost ab-solutely in his hamLs, and it is therefon; impossible to re-e.slahlish
.‘conomic life or public order until this situation is detilt with.
With the coming arrival of peace in the surrounding Ktate.s ami «»f the hat vest,

t i.s critical that some solution should be found at onc'e or there ean be tu> ecoiutinie
•ehabilitation upon which peace ctin be maintaitjed. Eurtherntore, un!eH.H the
various international traffics can be established across Hungary, it « hopeless to
:xpect the surrounding territories to provide themselves with food or employ their
Dcople, thus necessitating continued charitubh^ reliefanti ontslde nnancial support,
[have had the advantage of conf(U'ences with not only the American representn-
jves thioughout tlui old Austrian Ivmpire, tlu* visit ol Colonel l.ogan, who is the
Shiefofour Staffto that 'IVrritory, but with |.v«i conferences with the Allied olliciuls
who are on the many economic luLssioas which were muintaineti in iliLs area. I
have asked Colonel Logan to formulate a memorandum as to the facts as believed
by these represcntativ<>s with regard to Hda Kun, anti to also formulate some
suggestions made by the American representsilives on the Damilie River Com*
mission as a possible solution. 'Fhese memoranda are forwarded herewith.”
There appears to me to be four alternative courses open;
First. A military occupation of Budapest under the eontrol of the principal

^hes and the expulsion of Bela Kim’s Government. If this course were atbpted
It should be done with a declanitioii that a freely elected National Assembly would
be called at once to erect a government and to sign peace.

Second. To continue refusal to recognise Bela Kun’s Government, hut to open
economic negotiations through the informal commissions, preferably the Danube
^ver Ccramission and postiibly also the Railways Mission, which we have installedm the old Austrian Empire, and as a result of so doing to abandon the blockade,

to recognise the Bela Kun Government,
ran/. To undertake a middle course, such as outlined in the attached memo-

randum, of opening the country by economic agreement with Bela Kun and at
e.same time policing it with troops under Allied direction to ice that order was

maintained and agreements carried out.
ii'wfA To present the peace terms to Bek Kun, thus recognising fully and

trustmg him not to disturb the world outside of Hungary.
* ^

" Not attached to the original of this appendix.



Some definite policy is criticailly necessary if the disorganisation of German-
Austria is to be prevented, and if the economic collapse of the surrounding States

is to be prevented.

Faithfully yours,

Herbert Hoover.

No. 4

H. D. I.] Motes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai d^Orsay, Paris, on Monday,

July 7, igig, at 3.30 p.m.

Present; U.S.A.: Hon. R. Lansing; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison,

British Empire: The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretary, Mr. H. Norman.
France: M. Clanenceau.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Patcrno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint SECRETAitrAT: U.S.A.: Lieut. Burden. British Empire: Capt. E.
Abraham. France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Lieut. Zanchi.

Interpreter : Professor P. J. Mantoux.

I. M. Clemengeau said that before beginning the subjects on the Agenda he

Situaim
^ Statement to make on what was going on in Italy. He did not

61* Ital^
make difficulties worse, but the situation was such that it was

to be feared that massacres might occur. He had received dispatches
wffich he could show his colleagues, regarding the position at Fiume.*
Disturbances had taken place there, caused it was alleged by the misconduct
of a French soldier. This was the Italian account and he would- not dispute
it. It might be true, and in any case similar things had happened elsewhere
without leading to any serious consequences. There had followed in the
Italian press a virulent attack on France and on Great Britain, but especially
on France, and it could readily be believed that it was inspired by German
influence. The French ambassador had made a protest to M.Nitti.* M. Nitti
had dedared that he could not control the press. It was surprising that
M. Nitti could not control the Italian press, seeing the power he had over
the press outside his own country. At Fiume things had gone from bad to
worse, and there was a movement tending to the expulsion of French and
British troops. When the Allied Council had addressed a memorandum? to
M. Tittoni, President Wilson had wanted to ask the Italian Government to
evacuate Fiume. He had begged President Wilson not to insist on this, as it
aqrpeared to him that all the Allies had an equal right to maintain troops
ffiere. As there were French and British troops in Fiume, it was only fair

For the position at Fiume see No. aa. aDoendhe A

rektive to the question of the Adriatic see Vd. IV of this serioj.
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bP there provided they remained as representatives

Sr in oricr to .ho« .tat he WM no.

from Knme wa« that tho cmdninn thetn wa.

^ K A m worse French fatigue parties passing through the streets

nndU- “I'Ctr'iCe
ta couTdno; put a .top to .tec *^than» a«W

Frl^SlXdbcTw anrsimila; things had happened in

iSaftowm Frc^^^ consuls Milan and elsewhere had sent him

aScuSs threatening a renewal of the Sicilian Vespers. In addition

SierrwXSce of Government action. Supply trams for Poland

zSsTovaWa were being detrained l?<lctained! at Motlaneon some

pretext ofpaying customs dues. Tlicsc supplies were urgently rf

was obvious that they were stopped by Government *

ench Consul at Rhodes reported that, at the. very time when the I e.icc

rence was asking M. Tittoni to withdraw Italian troops ^
tlinor qoo men had been sent two days ago to twenpy a hn ther point

ia Minon The French Ambassador
‘I .fi ‘*7 atJ^ ks

tly attacked, had been told by General Albncti* that

I cease if better news came from Parts. This was an attempt to g

ire on the Peace Conference. Against this attempt he now made the

rest protest. He would not deliberate under threats and he would not

te pressure of this kind. From an olUcial person speeially tpia ified,

j name he did not wish to give, but wouUl if m‘c<;ssary. lu- Jcani Uih

ral Thaon di RcvcF had put a stop to mine-sweepmg, anti Itatl ordered

aew mines be kept in readiness in case of war with

red to show this information if they wished it, to Mr. Balfour and if)

Lansing. It was further hinted that this news shouhl not he taken tw

isly, but that it might be allowed to leak out in order to tnlluencc thn

jrence. He had hitherto resisted two thinp. First, uhoininitUlo attacks

e Italian Press, and secondly, the temptation to make a reply to uttacki

* French Press which was being manomvrcd on behalf of Italy against

Wch Government. He could, by making a public statement put a

to all this but he had restrained himself in order not to make things

If these things did not cease however, he would be forced to answer,

would produce a disastrous diplomatic situation which he wished to

1. It was for this reason that he addressed M. Tittoni in the Ckiunah

vished to know what was at the bottom of all this. Why, when the

icil was deliberating about Asia Minor, were fresh Italian troops sent

!? Why was there no official protest by the Italian Government aguntt

drulent Press campaign conducted against Fiume? He did not sugg^

;talian Government should apply the censorship; but it could malMS a

raent in refutation of what was alleged. In any case he would not be

enced by pressure. Ifhe had to make a choice, hewould allow [sic] French

Italian Minister of War, » Chirf of the Italian Naval General Staff.
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soldiers to be murdered in Fiume. He had ordered back- French troops from
Italy where they had once been welcome in times of stress, but were now no
longer well received. Nothing, however, would stop him from keeping

French troops in Fiume where they had a right to be.

M. Tittoni said that he thought the Fiume incidents most deplorable. He
was deeply concerned at the outbreak ofdissensions among troops which had
bled in the same cause. He also had received dispatches which he would not

quote as they might give explanations of the origin of the outbreak not

altogether in accord with those mentioned by M. Clemenceau. He thought

there should be an inquiry into the incidents and suitable punishment for

those responsible. At all costs friendship must be restored between the Allies.

He suggested that an Inter-Allied Commission be appointed to enquire

into the events at Fiume and that its findings should be awaited before any
decision was taken.

M. CuEMENOEAu asked whether the Commission would also enquire into

what had taken place at Genoa.

M. Tittoni said that his proposal was confined to Fiume. The Italian

Government had shown its anxiety to put matters right by sending General
Caneva immediately to make an enquiry. General Cancva was an army
commander, a senator and a man ofjudicial temper. He would certainly

do his very best.

M. Clemenceau interposed that no complaint was made against General
Graz[i]oli* in person.

M. Tittoni continuing said that as regards the events in Genoa an
enquiry was taking place. He would inform the French Government of the
result as soon as possible. Irresponsible acts should not be allowed to com-
promise the good relations of Ae Governments. It was essential that the
Governments should remain closely united.

M. Clemenceau said that the French Consul at Milan reported danger of
massacres.

M. Tittoni said that he was going there on the following day. This showed
the importance he attached to the subject. During his absence M. Grespi
would take his place. But he would beg the Council to await his return before
dealing with questions specially concerning Italy. M. Clemenceau had
spbken of threats aimed at the Conference. He felt bound to deny matters
form^y that [jzV] there was any ground for such a belief. It would be
puerile on the part of the Italian Government to attempt to coerce the Con-
ference. Italy was represented by himself at the Conference and he trusted
that the spirit of friendship and conciliation shown by him would be recog-
nised. As to the statements attributed to General Albricci and to Admiral
Thaon di Revel, he felt certain that whatever they might have said had been
^eariy distorted. He could, if necessary, ask these officers for explanations,
imt he was bound to say that he could not believe what was attributed to
th^^ M to the ItaHan Press, it was certainly true that M. Nit[t]i could not
mu2zle It. The same papers that attacked France were also conducting a '

« General Grazioli was in command of the AUied forces in occupation of Fiume.
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olent attack on him. Party feeling in Italy was very strong and (he

e of expression in the Italian Press at the present time had never been

d. As to the alleged influencing of the French Press, he felt !)nund to

lat anything of the sort was going on. Since j«)ining th<' Delegation

seen all that took place and could find no evidence to that elfci t. Hr
i,dy, however, to do anything that might .satisfy M. (lleinein eaH. Hr
also point out that the censorship had just been aholishcit in Italy,

irds Asia Minor he was not aware of (he events allegc'tl. '!'<» make sure

misunderstanding took place he had .summoned (JeneralBoiigiovanni ’

s in order to give him his in.s(ru('tion,s p<Tsonally. ’Fltese inslrticlitnts

be entirely in accordance with the confidential interview he had had
is colleagues a few days ago.” As to (he transit of siip[»ly frain.s (»»

he was informed that certain eu.stonis dues were legitimately ret juiird.

dues Serbia promised to pay but her present attitiitle made it reastui*

doubt whether she would pay. Not only food was being shippeii, hut
nd munitions as well. ThertJ was a report that the .Serbians hatl asked
:echo-Slovaks to join them in an attack upon Italy, He wtmltl at a

ate give fuller information in writing on this subject to his colleagues.

uLEMENOEAU Said that he had no wish tt> continue the debate and (hat

;toni’s proposal for an Intcr-Allicd Enquiry at Fiume gave bint saiislae*

r the moment, provided it be made at once.
. Lansing said that he agreed. He thought it would be necessary to
a military man and he would like to constilt Genentl BHs.s. He thought
Jd be better to sclct t an oflicer from H<‘ad<iuarteis rather than one
5 on the spot.

. Balfour said that he also was in fiivour ttf a (lominissioit to etuiuire
te events at Fiume. It wa.s the first duty of the Comu il to prevent tfie

pment of these unfortunate incidents into matters ofinternational eoii-
He thought the method suggested by M. 'I'ittotii a gotu! one. He couhl
amediatcly nominate an oflicer and he was inclined to agree with
lansing that the best selection would be an oflicer not .serving in Italy
the Adriatic. He would have to consult his military ativisen. He fell
scarcely necessary to say that he entirely ugreeil with his toilcaguc#

ling folly and wickedness of attempting to influence the dctwloni
Conference by pressure from without; I’hc effect wtnild he exactly

verse of that desired by anyone employing such mcthod.s.
.. Lansing said that hejiad a suggestion to make regarding die work of
ommission. It should not only make an enquiry, In order t«> determine
imediatc responsibilities for what had occurred, but should also make
imendations regarding what should be done in the future. He could see
ison himself why the forces maintained by the Allies in Fiume should
5 reduoed to equal contingents of police.

command of the Italian Expeditionary Force in the Eastern Mediterranean.

at a private ...eeiing of
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M. Clemenoeau suggested that each of the delegations should designate

their officers on the following day and give them their instructions.

Mr. B^ouRjsaid that he was not sure he could arrange to have the

officer present on the following day.

Mr. Lansing expressed the same opinion.

M. Tittoni said that he agreed to the extension of the tlutie.s of the Com-
mission suggested by Mr. Lansing, but he would stipulate that no .suggestions

be made to the Commissioners and that they be left to propo.se tiicir own
solutions.

M. Clemenceau said that, to speak plainly, it could not be tolerated that

Fiume should continue to be governed in the name of the King of Italy.

M, Tittoni said that this was not done by the Italian Authorities but by

the local municipality.

(It was decided that an. Inter-Allied Cominiswon of military officers should

be appointed to make an enquiry into the incidonts at Fiume and to

recommend means of improving the situation for the future.

It was agreed that the American, British, French ami Italian Delega-

tions should nominate their respective commissioners on the hdlowing day
and that these should receive collective instructions from the (luuncil.)

2. (The Members of the Drafting Committee entered the room.)

M. Clemenoeau asked M. Fromageot® to tell the Council

in what state the Austrian Treaty was.

said that the Treaty was ready, its articles

Aia^ DtkgaHm its pages numbered. It only required a last revision

which could be completed by the following evening.

Mr. Balfour asked whether the question of frontiers was solved.

M. Fromaoeot said that all that had been sent to the Drafting Committee
had been put into shape.

M. Clemenoeau observed that the Council wished to know what was
missing.

M. Fromageot replied that he was unable to answer this as he was not
aware of the intentions of the Council.

M, Clemenoeau said that he had hoped M. Fromageot would be able to
tell him what the Council had omitted.

M. Fromageot said that Article 27 of the Treaty provided a frontier
entirely surroimding Austria. On some points it was stipulated that the
,*^act line should be fixed at a later time. The Drafting Committee at one
;^me had been told that they would have to insert the frontiers of the neigh-
Aqnrittg States, Later the Committee had been told to insert a clause requix'*

:|^Austria to recopise such frontiers as might be laid down thereafter.’®

E
'Mr. Lansing said he wished to know whether the Treaty in its present
rffi was final.

J’R.omageot said he was unable to answer this question. •

^ to the Frendb Minfetey crfFore^a Affiiir* and Clhairmaa of the Drafting



Mr. Balfour said that after examining Article 27 he observed that the

old frontier between Austria and Hungary was maintained. lie understood

that the question of altering this frontier had been referred to a Commis-

sion.” This Commission had not yet reported, and its conclusions therefore

had not been accepted by the Council.

Mr. Lansing said that certain portions of the Treaty had been handed to

the Austrians. There remained other portions—Financial, Economic and

the Reparation Clauses which had not been handed to them. He wished to

know whether these were completed. If so, he suggested that these portions

be sent to the Austrian Delegation.

M. Fromageot argued that for ease of reference it would be better to

present the whole Treaty to the Austrians at one time with all the articles in

due series.

(After some further discussion, it wus decided thut the (lummissionn con-

sidering the boundaries of Austria should report to tins Council on the

9th July, 1919,)

3*

LNot printed]'.

forfrontier between

Austria and Italy

4. The Council had before it the following document;

—

Participation of ‘The French Delegation have informed the Commi.ssion on
Finnish troops Baltic Aftiiirs of a tchtgram from the French High Coinmis-
in advance on gioncr in Siberia, from wliich it appears that Admiral Kollchak’s
Petrograd

Government'-^ have asked the Allied Governments to support

at Helsingfors the request which they have addressed to General Manncr-
heim to commence operations against Petrograd as soon as possible.

‘The Commission do not consider that they can recommend the Allied

Governments to take the responsibility of involving the Finns in warlike

operations whose chances of success it is difficult for them to judge at a
distance. They feel, however, that the Finnish Government have been
stopped several times in their desire to take action against the Bolsheviks

of Petrograd by the fact that they do not know how any initiative of this

kind would be viewed by the Allied Governments.

'The Commission therefore think they can recommend the following

suggestion to the Council of Ten;
‘A joint telegram should be addressed to the British, United States,

Italian and French Charges d’Affaires at Helsingfors requiting them to

inform General Mannerheim’s Government that in case they felt able to

grant the request to act made to them by Admiral Koltchak, the Alhed

“ See No. s, minute 7.

After some discussion it was decided to rectify an ominion in tibie dridl treaty by iet*

i^srting 'a provision to establish a Boundary Commisaion of five members to draw tbe
frontier between Austria and Italy’.

** F<x Admiral Kolchak’s Government see Vol. Ill of this seri».



Governments, without bringing any pressure on the Finnish Government,

would have no objection to that operation.

(It was agreed that a joint telegram to the above eilVet be drafted in the

name of the Council by M. Pichon.)

5 *

(a) Norwegian

Claims^

Spitzbergen

(b) Frontier between

Norway and

Finland

[Not printed]

[Not printed]'”*

(c) Norwegiandaim printed]'”*

for reparation

against Germany

6. M. Mantoux read the proposed reply. (Anue-Kure. A.)'*

Mr. Balfour thouglit that a somewhat over eager itivita-

Reply to Austrian extended to Austria to come into the League.

ofN̂ iorf
^'^

Clemenoeau .Said that iu; would consent to any ulKiru-
“

tion in wording Mr. Balfour would ear(^ to make.

Mr. Lansing expressed the view that it was perhaj>s d<*sirahle to encourage

the Austrians, both by rca.son of the threat of Bolshevik Hungary at their

very doors, and also in order to dispel their tcndcne.y to join Gta'inany,

Mr. Balfour said that if soft words were likely to give the Austrians

encouragement, which might be true, he would witlulraw lu.s criticism.

(The draft reply proposed by the Suh-Lommittee of the tlonunisHioji on

the League of Nations was approved.)

(a) In the course of discussion *M. Tittoni said that he was inforiirti ihat therr wtTC

extensive coal deposits in Spitssbergon. He asked that the coal situation in Italy he taken

into consideration in any decision taken regarding those <‘<nii 'fhe lituire 4»f Italy

in respect to coal was very unpromising. Since the acquisition of the Saar Valley coal-field

by France, France could obtain coal at 50 francs or ()o frames a ton. Cloal in Italy cost

250 francs a ton. The prospect for Italian industries dependent on (H>al fuel was therefore

hopeless unless this situation could be remedied. (It was agreed to appoint a Sub-< loitnniH-

sion consisting of one representative each of the U.S.A., (ircat Britain, France and Italy to

consider the claims of various Powers to Spitsbergen, and to make a report to the Clouncih

M. Pichon was asked to invite all the neutral Powers interested to present their views to the

Commission).* (b) *It was agreed that it would be diflicult for the Peace Conference to

intervfene in a frontier question between two neutral States, and no decision for the \mw luring

was taken on the subject,* (c) Tt was decided to refer the Norwegian claims against Cermany
for damage to Norwegian shipping at sea to the Reparation Commission.*

Not printed. This appendix contained a draft in English datedJuly 4, 1919* The draft

having been approved by the Supreme Council, the reply, datedJuly 8, was communicated
to the Austrian Delegation on July 9. (Cf. No. 5, final minute.) French and German texts

: ^ this note are printed in Bericht Uber die TdUgkeit der deutschSsUrreickischm FtUdmikkgaiUm
\p^;S^G0wm-enrLaye (Dcutschdsterreichische Staatsdruckerei, Vienna, 1919) vol* i, pp.

Nsck En^h translation is printed by N. Almond and R, H. Lutz, op. cit*, pp.
also, tbid., pp, ^57-68^ a translation of the Austrian note of June ag, 1919, to

%Mch the allied note was in reply.
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7, M. Ti'rrom expressed the view that commercial censorship was part and

Removal ofComm-
blockade. It must, therefore, logically cease

(M Censorship at the at the same time. It might be maintained by an arbitrary

same time as of act, but could not bc maintained legally.

Blockade on Germany
agreed that the comiaereial censorship as being part of

the measures constituting a hlockade on (Jermany should he al>olish«tl at

the same time as the blockade.)

8 .

Request ofJfugoSlav

Delegationfor Attsirian

notes concerning ftigo-

Slaoia

(It was agreed that the .Tugo-Slav Didegation should receive

copies of the Austrian Notes ami c<ninter proposals con-

cerning J ugo-Slavia.)

9 -

Repatriation of certain [Not printed]
Armenians

10. Mr. Balfour said that he would like to draw attention to a matter

Question qf direct
which had not been put on the agenda. General Gough

relations between represented the Allies in the Baltic Provinces. Ordens had
General Gough been given for the Germans to withdraw from the Baltic
andihe Germans Provinces;’* this order they were carrying out but imper-

fectly. For instance they had been ordered to withdraw fk'om Riga. They
had removed five milc.s outside Riga and there halted. (Scneral CJough

complained that he could only get into touch with the Gormans by circuitous

methods. He could not hasten the proc.c.ss of German evacuation very much.
He asked whether he could be given authority to treat direct with the German
Command on this matter.

Mr. Lansing said that he agreed in principle, but would like before giving

an answer to consult his military advisers.

(It was agreed that this question bo put on tho agenda for the next
meeting.)

11. (It was decided that the proceedings of the Council be recorded by the

Record qfProceedings
Joint Secretariat, and that tho procis-vorbuux bo distributed

qfCouncil and distribu- on the same scale as those of tho Council of Heads of
Bon qfMinutes States.)

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Mqjestic, Paris,

July^,igi9

For the withdrawal of German forces from the Baltic Provinces sec VoL III of this

aeries.
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No. 5

H. D. 2.] Jfotes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon’s Room at the Quai POrsaj, Paris, on Tuesday,

July 8, igig, at 3.30 pm.

Present: U.S.A.'. Hon. R. Lansing; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire-. The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; skcuktary, Mr. H. Norman.

Frame'. M. Clemenceau.

Italy: M. Crespi; secretary, M. Patcrno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Ashida.

JoDrr Secretariat: U.S.A.: Lieut. Burden, ihilitk Empire: Capt. E.

Abraham. France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Lieut. Zanrhi,

Interpreter : Professor P. J. Mantoiuc.

I. M. Clemenceau said that he had bad ncw.s to give to the Cotineil. He
had a report ofa still grtivcr incident in Fiume. Nine French soldiers

had been killed. The day before, General GrazioH had requested
*”

the French General to withdraw from the city with his troops. The
same request was apparently made to the Serbians. What the Serbians

replied, he did not know. The French General refused. It wa.s on the morrow
of this that the mob, encouraged by an Italian officer, had attacked a small

French post. Sailors from the fleet had come ashore to join in the assault

and wai^ips in the harbour had fired on the post. This had led to the death

of nine men.

Mr. Lansing said that he had had a report on the previous afternoon,

which he had communicated to M. Tittoni, to the effect that a French post

of Annamite troops had been attacked by the mob. Then forces had been
landed from Italian ships and the barracks of the Annamites had been
surrounded. It was at this stage that some of the latter had been killed. The

.
report quoted a British observer who had seen three Annamites stabbed to

death while holding up their hands in token of surrender. In addition to

this, a French packet boat had been fired on by Italian volunteers.

M. Clemenceau said that this was more than could be endured. No one
in France would submit to treatment oftMs sort. Therefore, his first act was
to adc his colleagues what should be done. He assumed that they were ready
to defend the rights of France as he was ready to defend theirs. The Italian
Government had installed in Fiume a gang of men, known as volun-
teers, who controlled the city in the name of the King of Italy. It was to
iidp these volunteers that the Italian General asked his Allied colleagues
to withdraw from the city. He therefore proposed to retire with his British
^d American colleagues and to make his decision after consultation with

_

wished to express on behalfof 12s Government the
,^l^et for what had taken place. He was deeply impr«sed by the

^orls received By his colleagues. He, himsdJ^ had no news later than that
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which had been on the previous day in M. Tittoni’s iiands. He was therefore

taken by surprise. He hoped and believed that the reports referred to the

same incident as has [«V] been mentioned on the previous day, namely, to the

incident of Sunday.* The information in the hands of the Italian Delegation

was to the effect that after provocation caused by a French soldier, rioting

began. It was alleged that a French soldier had fired first. He luul been

supported by other men who came from a small post and fired on the crowd.

Italian soldiers had then intervened to restore order, then French sailors

had fired from ships. The information, therefore, was not quite the same as

that in the hands of M. Glemcnceau.

Mr. Lansing said that he had no other information than tliat of which he

had given an account. It was therefore possible that it was a new version of

the Sunday incident mentioned on the i)rcvious day.

Mr. Balfour said that by every account it was a deplorable affair. He,
himself, had no information. He had no means, therefore, ofjudging whether
there had been one incident or two. He asked M. Clemenccau wliether his

dispatches related to events of Sunday or to subsequent events.

M. Clemenceau said that the event described had taken place on
the 6th.

Mr, Balfour said it might then perhaps be assumed that everything had
taken place on one day.

M. Clemenceau said that this might be true. On the previous day he had
not known how serious the matter was. He had then hccin content with a
Commission of Enquiry. Now he thought this was not enough. He could

not allow French soldiers to be murdered. It must also be borne in mind
that on the day before the incident or incidents, the Italian General had
desired the French troops to be removed ten kilometres west of the town in

order to avoid trouble. The Italian General had no right to demand any-
thing of the sort and the French General had rightly refused. The dispatch

he had received concluded by asking that Allied warships should be sent

to Fiumc.

M, Grespi pointed out that according to M. CIcmcnceau’s news, the
Italian General had not given any orders to his French colleague but had
only made a proposal. Moreover, General Grazioli, the day before the
incident, had driven through Fiumc in the same car with General Savy in

order to show the good understanding existing between the two Com-
manders. He had done everything he could to avoid disturbances. Incidents
of this kind where troops of various nations were gathered were liable to

occur everywhere.

M. Clemenceau said that incidents of this kind had not occurred dls^
where. There was no instance of British or American ships firing on French
troops nor of French ships firing on British troops. On the previous day, he
had not known that the Italian warships had acted in this manner. He must
therefore insist on consulting his British and American colleagues separately

* July 6, igig.
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as to the action to be taken. He proposed that they should withdraw

together.

M. Crespi said that he would, himself, withdraw.

(At this point the Italian members of tlie Meeting withdrew.) *

2. M. Clemenceau nominated General Naulin as French representative.

Appoiniment of
Lansing nominated Major-General G. P. Summeral.

J^-Allud Mr. Balfour said that he was unable to nominate an officer

Commission to at that moment.
enquire into mi- M. Crespi said he would make his nomination on the

following day.dents at Fivme

The following instructions were accepted :

—

‘That the inter-allied Commission of Enquiry for Fiume shall

investigate and report the facts as to th<! incident or incidents of

violence, which have recently taken place in that town, and record

their opinion on the responsihility therefor. They should further

submit to the Supreme Council as soon as possible their recommendations as

to the best means of preserving peace and safety Iwsreafter.’

Instructions

to Commission

ofEnquiry

4. M. Clemenceau handed M. Crespi a Note regarding the stoppage of

Stoppage of trains at Modane.^
supply trains M. Crespi said that it was a technical matter and that he
at Modem would reply on the following day.

5. Mr. Balfoxjr said that he had prepared the following draft resolution:

—

Qjiestion ofdirect
order to expedite the evacuation of the Baltic States by

fSoaf between Germany in accordance with the decision taken by the Council

General Gough ofthe Principal Allied and Associated Powers onJune 1 2th and
and the Germans communicated to the German Government by Marshal Foch,
{seeHJ). I,para- telegram No. 3029 dated June i8th to the President of
i'^P ro;

Inter-Allied Armistice Commission at Spa,® it is resolved;

(a) that General Gough shall be authorised to deal directly with local

enemy commanders in the Baltic States on matters arising from the

above decision;

(b) that General Gough shall have similar powers with regard to the
execution of any subsequent decisions of the Allied and Associated
Governments in connection with the German troops now in the Baltic

States, all such decisions being in the first instance communicated to

the German Government through the usual channels;

(c) that Marshal Foch will be informed of this resolution and will be
requested to communicate its substance to the German Government,

* For the separate discussion between the French, British, and American delegates see
No, 6. ;S%nor Crespi evidently rejoined the meeting after this discussion.

* See No. 4, nidnute i. No. 4, minute to.
* See Vol, m of this series.
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with a request that the German Commanch'rs in the Baitir States nsay

be given the necessary instructions.

There was also a resolution of the Cfommission on Baltic Affair-s: -

The Baltic Commission having been informed of the c.ontents of the

telegram[s] from General Gough and Colonel ’rallents'' of Uf^th, atJth anti

27th June respecting the necessity of an immediate credit of /.'5oo,otn» in

order to pay Russian and Lettish troops in Tiibau required for muintenanre

oforder, consider that it is tirgently ncces.sary that this sum shoultl at once

be placed at the disposal ofGeneral Gough on grounds ofmilitary necessity

as otherwise the position of the Interallied Mission and of General Gough
will become shortly untenable in Latvia, and it will he impossible to

enforce the evacuation of the (lonnau troops.

The Commission, however, de.siro to draw attention to the fai-t that this

^500,000 is only sufficient to meet immediate military necessities and they

therefore recommend that enquiries should nuultt as to what .ses'urities

in the way of timber, flax or other raw materials the thn*e Baitic .Stales

can give for a loan.

In case such a loan can be raised either from one or more of the AllUt!

and Associated Governments or from private banking institutions t>n the

basis of such security it is recommended that the above advance of

;^50o,ooo should ultimately be merged in this loan.

The first was intended to place General Gough in direct relation with the

Germans in order to ensure their retirement from the Balli<‘ Provinces.

The second related to a diflerent point though it was also coiuu*<'tc<l with

the retirement of the Germans. It appeared that the Germans had lieen

paying the Russian Forces in those parts. These force.s mu.st be maintained,
therefore paid. General Gough required ;^50o,ooo to do this, lie .suppo.sed

that there was no choice but to agree. He confessed that it wa.s news to him
that the Germans had hitherto paid these troops. If, however, the Allic-s had
to become the paymasters of these forces, he thought it l)c.st to entrust the

money to General Gough, the Allied Representative, on the spot ftir proper
disbursement.

Mr. Lansing observed that this was a new proposial. 'Fhc United States

were in a difficult position in matters of this kind. He knew of no fund out
of which such a cost could be defrayed. American laws were very stringent

on the subject ofspending money. Until July ist, while the President was in
Paris, there- had been funds which he could spend at his discretion. At
present there were no funds available. The only means of raising money for
such a purpose that he could think of was a loan. Seeing that there was no
recognised Government in the countries in question,? it did not appear
possible to raise a loan.

* British Commiutsioner for the Baltic Province*.
? The principal Allied Powens did not accord recognition de jurt to the Governments

of Esthonia and Latvia until January a6, igat. The Lithuanian Government wu
^ recognized dsjm on December ao, igaa.
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M. Clemengeau said that it was not dear to him how the French contribu-

tion could be raised.

(It was decided to accept the first resolution and to refer the second for

report to the Financial Commission.)

6 .

Report of Committee on [Not printed]

Repatriation ofAustrian

prisoners of War

7 . After some discussion the French text (see Annex 11)^ was accepted with.

slight alterations. The adjective Hhu’inau^ was suppressed
Reply to the Austrian

connection with the expression Austria or ‘Austrian’ and

cla^MofthT^ sentence regarding the Loycotling of Serbian cattle was
Struck out.

7 . [w] (It was decided that the answers accepted hy the Council regarding

Communication economic questions, the League of Nations*^ and ConHuIur and

of replies to Diploma tic Agents in South America shoulcl he handed to the

Austrian Notes Austrian Delegation on the 9th July, and that tlie replies should
andpublication be given to the Press on the evening of the 9th July, ho as to be
in the Press published on the morning of the 1 Oth.)

Villa Majestic^ Paris

^

July 8, igiQ.

* Not printed. The approved text was published in the prm on July lo in accordance
with the decision recorded below. In this note the Allied and AascK’iated Powers announced
revisions to certain draft articles of the treaty with Austria by way of con<*e»Hi(m to Austrian
representations concerning: (i) The effect on the economic existence ofAustria which would
be likely to result if the allied successor states to the Austro-Hungarian monarchy were to

have the right to retain and liquidate all property possessed in those states by Austrian
nationals or companies; the Allied Powers now agreed, subject to certain qualifications, to

prohibit such retention and liquidation, (ii) The non-reciprocity of what subsequently
became articles 21 of the treaty, prohibiting Austrian discrimination against Allied
trade in such matters as import and export duties. In this connexion the Allied note
maintained that the Austrian argument was weakened by what subsequently became
article 222, which contemplated the conclusion between Austria on the one hand and
Czechoslovakia or Himgary on the other of special customs and economic arrangements,
the advantage of which did not need to be extended to the other Allied Powers; such
arrangements not to exceed five years in duration. The note went on to state that conditions
resulting from the war absolutely precluded the possibility of the Allies undertaking to
open their markets at once to Austrian products on terms as favourable in every respect as
&ey might be in a position to accord to other nations. The Allied and Associated Powers
declared, howev^, ^at they were prepared to add to what subsequently became article
a paragraph embodying an agreement that, unless the League of Nations should decide
othe^e, an Allied Power should not after the expiry of three years from the coming
into lorce of the treaty be entitled to invoke the obligation imposed upon Austria by articles*

Power accorded correlative treatment to Austria.
~ No. 4, minute 6.
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No. 6

H. D. 2 A.] Motes ofa Meeting of the Heads ofAmerican, British and French

Delegations held in M. Pichon’s Room at the Qjiai d'Orsay, Paris, on Tuesday

July 8, igiQ, ats.opM,

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. R. Lansing; secretary, Mr. L. !larri.son.

British Empire: The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour.

France: M. Clcmenceau.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Lieut. Bmxlon. British Empire: Capt. E.

Abraliam. France: Gapt. A. Portier.

Interpreter: Profcs.sor P. J. Mantoux.

M. Clemenceau said that what he proposed to do was to scud u French
warship to Fiume. He wished to know whether his colleagues woultl agree.

There was a French wanhip at Constantinople which could reach Fitiine

in four days. He would prefer to act in complete agreement with his

colleagues.

Mr. Lansing said that there were no American troops in Finnie. ’Fhere

were, however, some Naval officers. He thought perhaps it would be wise
to obtain a report on the incidents from the British Admiral.

M. Clemenceau said that France had been imsultcd and that the French
flag must be shown.

Mr. Lansing said that the Italian troops were, unfortunately, very much
in the majority at Fiume. It was for this rea.son that the crowil hat! been
encouraged to attack the French. He had this in his mind on tlu* pnwious
day when he suggested that the Allied troops should be reduced to equal
contingents of police.

Mr. Balfour said that he saw no objection to the sending of a French
man-of-war. In the meantime, he would do all he could to obtain the
evidence of the British Admiral.

Mr. Lansing agreed. He thought, himself, that the Italians were to blame,
^erican troops had also been insulted, but it might appear, on further
investigation, that there were extenuating circumstances. Should this prove
to be the case, M. Clcmenceau would, no doubt, stop his warship by
wireless.

M. Clemenceau said that the ship must appear at Fiume, It could be
withdrawn, if necessary, after 48 hours stay there, but the French flag must
be shown.

Mr. Balfour said that he thought both the British and American Govern*
ments would act in a similar manner in similar circumstances.
Mr. Lansing said that he thought perhaps they would have done so with*

out consulting their colleagues.

Mr. Balfour said that he understood that this action would not put a
stop to the enquiry which had been proposed on the previous day.
; M. Clemenceau said that he did not mean in any way to interfere with
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that decision. All he wished to maintain was that an enquiry alone would
not be sufficient after what had occurred.

(After obtaining the agreement of his colleagues, M. Clemenceau gave
orders for the despatch of a French Warship to Fiume.)

Villa Majestic, Paris,

July 8, igig.

No. 7

H. D. 3.] Motes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon’s Room at the Qjiai d'Orsay, Paris, on Wednesday,

July 9, igiQ, at 3.30 pm.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. R. Lansing; secretahv, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire-. TheRt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; .smjkKTAKV, Mr. H. Norman.
France-. M. Clemenceau, M. Piclion.

Italy: M. Crespi; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. A,'ihi<la.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Lieut. Hurdtm. Ihithh Kmpirr. Capt. E.
Abraham. France: Capt. A. Porticr. Italy: Lieut. Zatu'.hi.

Interpreter: Professor P. J. Mantoux.

I. For Great Britain, General Watts wa.s api>ointcd.

Appointment of M. Crespi said that hc could not 5it present nominate an
Inter-Allied Com- Italian officer. Hc thought that there woukl be an ofliccr on

should join hi.s colleagues at

Fiume
Fiume and be sent the .same instruction.s u.s were given to them.

(It was agreed that the officers nominated should atteml the Council the
following day at 3.30 p.m. to receive their instructioiiH. Ak it was not
possible for General Watts to be present, it was agreed that General
Thwaites should attend to receive instructions in his stead. It was also
apeed that G-eneral Cavallero should attend to receive inHtructionB in
place of the Italian officer to be nominated.)

2 . M. Clemenceau asked if any of his colleagues had any new.s from Italj

Situation nothing Save what Itc had shown th

in Italy
Chairman on the previous day. Though there was a British Admira
and a British colonel commanding a battalion in Fiume, hc hai

received no news from them. He had telephoned to London, asking for mor
news to he sent him.
M. Crespi smd that he had received a despatch from M. Nitti and on

rom Flume. It appeared from these despatches that no incidents hai
occurred since Sunday. In any case, the ItaUan Government was determinc(
to maintain order.

that the French Military Attache in Rome agaii
Albricci, to which he had previously alludedThe Er«?h|^bas^dOT was also of the opinion that an attempt was beinimade td mflaeace the Conference.

^
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M. Grespi said that he was quite sure this was a complete misunder-

standing.

3. M. Grespi said that he was not able to reply at once to the document

Stoppage 0/ Trains handed to him by M. Glcmcnoeau on tlic previous day. He
otModane Would, howcver, furnish a reply at the next meeting.

4. Mr. Lansing said that, before taking up the subjects on the Ageiula, he

wished to draw attention to a dispatch (Appendix A) he
Action ofGernum received two days previously from Warsaw. It w:t.s to

effect that the retiring German troojis wtire removing,

as they left, horses, cattle, agricultural implements an<l every-

thing necessary for the cultivation of the next harvest. This might be the act

of irresponsible soldiery, but it was necessary to put a stop to it,

M. Clemengeau proposed that M. Dutasta should proceed at oiua^ to the

Germans at Versailles and make a formal comidaint to them on behalf of

the Gouncil.

(This was agreed to.)

5. (On Mr. Balfour’s proposal, It was ugrecui t() summon the Utdgarian tlovern-

Treaty of Peace with mont to send a Delegation to Paris to receive tlm Peace
Bulgaria', Summoning Terms.

of Bulgarian Delega- The Secretary-General was asked to take the necessary
tion to Paris steps.)

6. Mr. Lansing proposed that this question should be taken up before the

Military Means question on the Agenda. U<! thought the two iputHtions

to Oblige the Hun- were connected and that the means of action slu)uld be
garians to respect the determined before addre.ssing any communication to
Armistice gcla Kun.

(At this stage, the Military Representatives ofthe Supreme Wtir Gouncil
at Versailles and General Thwaites entered the room.)

General Bliss was asked to make a statement and stud that til! that was
necessary was mentioned in the report. (Appendix B.)

The report was then read by M. Mantoux,
Mr. Balfour said that he did not doubt that the apprccisition of the

Military Representatives was accurate. If the Allied Powers, France, Great
Britain, Italy, Roumania, Czecho-Slovakia and Serbia, were too weak to

deal with one recalcitrant power, the position wa.s one of great humiliation.
That, perhaps, did not matter much, but Bela Kun was turning Hungary
into a military stronghold of revolution, Buda-Pcst had become an armed
camp and all the factories were making munitions. Propaganda was being
carried on in the most dangerous fashion in the neighbouring countries. If
the Allies must sit still and see the Armistice broken before their eyes, they
were bound to lose prestige. Gentral Europe was likely to lose more than

I prestige. The Bulgarians had just been summoned to Paris to hear the Peace
Terms. Was it likely that they would obey if they saw that the Allies could
not even coerce a fragment of the late Austro-Hungarian monarchy? The
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Bulgarians were only half disarmed and would feel that they could defy the
Conference.. The situation in Central Europe was both difficult and critical.

The wave of disturbance might go west as well as east. 'I’hc situation would
he thought, grow more critical if it were manifest that the Conference could
not control a small and defeated nation, which was not only breaking the
terms ofthe Armistice, but, in alliance with the Russian Soviet Government
attempting to cause general revolution. He did not favour wild military

adventures, but he did not like a confassion of impotence.

Mr. Lansing said that he had nothing to add to what Mr. Balfour had
said. He thought Allied prestige should be maintained. Bolshevism would
spread to Austria, if it appeared to be successful in Hungary, He wondered
whether the contribution suggested for Serbia in the report of the Military
Representatives was not under-estimated. He was not aware that Serbia
was fighting or anticipated fighting on any other front. He therefore
suggested that the Military Representatives should get into touch with the
authorities of Czecho-Slovakia, Serbia and Rounumia, in onler to find out
what tliese States could do to help.

M. Clemenceau said that he must remind Mr. Balfour and Mr. Lansing
that there were neither British nor American tronjxs at hand. I'hc French
had two divisions, but other help would be rcquirctl. lie suggiwted that the
Military Representatives, after conferring as suggested by Mr. Lansing,
should return, together with Marshal Foch, and Icll the Ctnmcil what results
they had obtained. He felt sure that Marshal Foch would ask for British
and American troops.

Mr. Balfour said it would be necessary for him to summon Sir Henry
Wilson.* Only the British Cabinet could decide whether any British troops
were to be employed. He would ask Sir Henry Wilson to consult the Cabinet
before coming over to Paris,'in order that he might be in a position to state
what could be done.

General Bliss observed that it would not be ofmuch use for the Military
Representatives to consult the Czech, Serbian and Roumanian military
authonties as, to the number of troops at their disposal, unless there were
means ofknowing whether their Governments would consent to give troops
for this purpose or not.

Mr, Lansing said that, perhaps, the best course would be to conferwith the
Heads ofthe Gzecho-Slovak, Yugo-Slav and Roumanian Delegations in Paris,

gt was then a^eed that the Heads of the Czecho-Slovak, Yugo-Slav and

Srli *** present,
in order to discuss the possibility of military action against Hunga^.)
(At this stage, the Military Repr^entatives ofthe Supreme War CouncU

:

Versailles and General Thwaites withdrew.)
'

Suff (Fidd.M.rS»I Sir H. Wton dU »« go 10 P«i.
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7. The Council had before them the following documents:

—

1 .

Sale ofSecuri-

ties by Govern-

ment ofBela Kun

3 -

4 -

A Report of the Financial Gomniiiision*

A draft Joint Note of the Principal Allied and Associated

Powers to the Allied, Associated and Neutral Powers, and to

the Govcrnmcnt[s] ofthe German Empire and ofAustria.

A draft Joint Note of the Governments of the Allied and
Associated Powers to Bela Kun. .

A draft communication to the Press.

(All these documents^ arc contained in Appendix C.)

Mr, Lansing thought that the result of the previous discussion showed
that no action could usefully be taken at present.

Mr. Balfour thought that there could be no harm in telling Bela Kun,
on behalf of the Conference, that he was considered to be a thief. He might

* Documents i and a arc not printed. The report of the Finnueiul CIonunkHion, dated

July 7, 1919 (document i), was made in accordance with the resolution of the Suprenic
Council recorded at the conclusion ofNo. 3, minute a. I'he Financial CJomnussion cstiinated

that by seizing all bonds and securities deposited in the banks of Hutigary the Hungarian
Government would procure for itself ‘from four to six milliard crowns’. The Clomtnission

gave it as its opinion that *the only really elective means ofprotecting the interests threatened
would be that suggested by the Colonel, Chief of the Italian Military Conunission at

Budapest^ who proposes to sequester for purposes of conservation all the bonds deposited
in Hungarian banks and to place these banks under the control of the representatives of
the Allied and Associated Powers. But it b<?lieves that these mt%n.surc.H can only bt' carried

out if the Allied and Associat<‘<l Oovorninents have at their dispoHal the military forces

required for enforcing them on the Hungarian communist government and for ensuring
their maintenance. The dvemom whujh tine Hupreme Couru'il will take on this subject will

determine the possibility of preventing Bela Kun from carrying out his purjawe <ifsei/Jng

all the assets deposited in the Hungarian banks and sending them abroad. Anyhow, the
Financial Commission suggests to the ^Supreme Council the following measur<*H whitdi it

belicycs arc such as to at least mitigate the effects of the orders given by Ikla Kun even if

they do not afford complete protection to Allied and Associated interests.’ The Financial
Commission went on to sugg<.‘st the dispatch ofdocuments a and 3 and that *the Governments
of the Allied and Associated Powers may require their nationals to make a declaration of
ail securities deposited with Hungarian banks of which they arc the owners. This dcclara**

tion might subsequently be completed by opposition to the sale of such securities in all the
countries which have adopted legislation allowing of such opposition.’ In conclusion the
Commission expressed the view that the dispatch of the proposed note to the Hungarian
Government ‘would only have the value ofa protest if it were not backed up by force ofarms*’

' For the texts of documents 2 and 4 as subsequently approved by the Supreme Cbuncil
see No. 8, minute 4. The main differences bcitwecn the original and the approved drafts (rf

docimcnt 2 were: (i) The second paragraph of the approved draft was substituted for the
original: ‘The Governments of the Allied and Associated Powers have agreed a formal
protest to the Communist Government.* (ii) In the third paragraph of the approved draft
the phrase *a fund created for the purpose ofa destructive propaganda in foreign countriet*

“ was substituted for the original : ‘a fund for subsidising bolshevist action not only in Hungary
but also in foreign countries.* (iii) The fourth paragraph of the approved draft was sub-
stituted for the original; Tt appears to them that joint action is essential, on the one hand,
fw opposing the propaganda of Bela Kun, and on the other for mitigating, in respect of all

depositors, both Hungarian and foreign, the consequences of a measure of spoliation.’
(iv) The final paragraph of the approved draft was new.
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talce no notice otit and put the corntnunicntion in the waste paper basket,

Sn it could do him no harm. He thought Bela Kuu should be warned tta

hS iht to steal funds for his own political purposes was not recog^ed He

did not think that the letters drafted were very suitably wonlcd, but, in

substance, he thought they might he adopted.
. ,

.

Mr. Li^smo said that his objection referred specially to the note addrmied

to Bela Run. He did not like threats which could not be followed by action.

He thought the less the Conference had to do with him the better, and the

£s he Jas regarded as a power the better. The letter addressed to other

Governments and that addressed to the Pr«s,
'‘“i ^

thought they would produce the desired cflcct without .i diu.ct tljuit to

Bela Kun. He also pointed out that the expressions ‘bolshevik and com-

munist’ should be expunged from these letters,
r *1 i

Mr Balfour said that he would not object to the omission of the docu-

ment addressed to Bela Kun, which he admitted was not likely to have much

M Crespi said that the question had been closely examined in tbe Corn-

mission. It had been recognised that the letter addressed to Ikla Kun would

not produce much effect, but it was necessary, before taking ac^tion in Allied

countries regarding the sales of securities, to furnish such action with a Icga

ground. The only legal ground in this instance could l)e an oflicntl protest

against the anticipated action of tho Hungarians. Tlie letter was therefore

proposed for its legal rather than for its political effect.

Mr. Lansing said that he could not agree with this point of view. A law-

less government, unrecognised by any other government, had no Icpl

standing at ail. He thought the Allies would have as strong a legal position

whether they informed an outlaw that he was doing wrong or whether they

addressed no remonstrances to him at all.

M. Crespi then suggested that the three letters should be sent back to the

Commission to be re-drafted in such a manner as to coiUain a clear declara-

tion that the AlUed Powers defined Bela Kun’s proceedings as thefts. Ihc

drafting would be done in accordance with the views cxprcs.Hcd by Mr.

Balfour and Mr. Lansing.

(This was agreed to, and M. Crespi undertook to obtain a r«-(lraft by tho

Financial Commission.)

8. (At this point M. Tardieu, Mr. Nicolson,^ and Mr. Leeper* and M.

„ ,
Vannutelli-Reys entered the room.)

t^^-Cro^ The Council had before them the recommendations of the

Slovene States Yugo-Slav Committee (Appendix D).

[sic] and These recommendations were adopted.

' (Xhe Experts then withdrew.)

9 British expert on the Central Territorial Committee and on the Commission on Czech©-

Slovak
* BntSb on the Gottnmssion on Roumanian and Yugo-Slav Affairs.

'
5 Italian expert On the Commission on Roumanian and Yugo-Slav Affain.
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0, Mr. Lansing said that he was unable to act on thi.s subject. He mu.st take

the Convention** to Washington. The cconomir. .side of thethe Convention** to Washington. The economic .side of the

Approval of Air had not been discussed in America. H<' suggested that
Convention

matter did not really concern the Peace Confin'ence it

might be carried through by ordinary diplomatic methods.

' After some further discussion Mr. Lansing agreed that the Convention

might be discussed inasmuch as it concerned European Powers- -American

adhesion being reserved.

(It was decided that the subject be put on the agenda for the h»l!owi«g day

on this understanding.)

10. (At this point the Military Reprcsentativc.s entered the rtiom.)

General Bliss said that a short limt; ago the Council of

Repatriation had sent to the Military Representatives at Versailles a
ofCi:echo-Slovak

of Mr. Winston Churchill’s’ for repatriating th<^ Czei-ho-

Slovak troops in Siberia. 'I’hcsc troops numbered some (5o,ooo

men. The proposal combined the repatriation of these tronjw

with a movement regarded as useful to the Allied eaus<;. One gntup of

30,000 men at present in the neighbourhood of Omsk was to operate on

Koltchak’s right flank and to gain contact with the North Rus.sian forees,

and thus to reach Archangel. The other portion was to be repatriated by .sea

in American ships from Vladivostok. The Military Representatives were

asked to examine this proposal together with Czccho-SIovak authorities. He,

himself had an interview with M. Bcncs as a consciiueuce of which M. Henes

had attended a meeting at Versailles. Before agreeing to tlui movement of

Czccho-SIovak troops to Archangel, M. Benes wished to know whether

Allied troops would remain in Northern Rufisia or whetlua' they would be

removed before winter, irrespective of the arrival of the Czechs in time for

shipment from Archangel before the port was icebound, 'finis the mutter

could not be proceeded with until it was known whether or not the Allied

forces in North Russia would await the arrival of the Czecho-Slovaks. He
had written a letter to that effect which hitherto had remained unanswered.

Mr. Balfour said that at the time of Mr. Winston Churchill’s proposal

there had been, he understood, a fair prospect of a junction of the Czecho-^

Slovak forces with the Inter-Allied troops in North Ru.ssia. Since Koltchak’s

reverses* this junction appeared less probable; in fact there now seemed to be

little chance for the Czccho-Slovaks of reaching the White Sea before the ice

set in. The question for them, therefore, was whether the Allied troops would

wait for them, He was informed that the British Government meant to with-

draw its troops before the winter.® If the Czechs therefore were unable to

reach Archangel before November, he could not promise that they would

find British troops awaiting them. He believed that the same applied to the

other Allied contingents in North Russia. If this was so it appeared to follow

that all the Czech troops must be repatriated from Vladivostok. The result

^ The reference was to the draf^ Convention relating? to International Air Navigation,

which was published as (Jmd. »6() of 1919 before the conve*ntiou was signed on October is,

1919* 7 Secretary of State for War and Air, ** Of* Vol III of this scriei*
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of this would be that part of the Siberian Railway would be dcFived of the

troops guarding it and Koltchak would have to fill the gap. Therefore, the

only point to be dealt with immediately was the question whether Allied

tro^s would stay in North Russia through the winter. As far as Great

Britain was concerned, the answer was No
. „ ,

M PiCHON said that the French Goverhment also meant to recall the

French troops from Archangel. He pointed out that the withdrawal of the

Gzecho-Slovahs had a very serious result on the whole situation in Siberia.

General Belin stated that these troops were guarding 1,300 kilometres of

railway. If withdrawn they must be replaced. It appcaz'cd that Japan and

the United States must be called upon to fill the gap. The Czechs were at

present along the central portion of the line. The Japanese and American

troops lay to the east of them. As the Czechs were moved towards Vladi-

vostok the American and Japanese might move westward into^ their place.

There were at the present time 5000 Czechs in Vladivostok. T heir immediate

shipment would give some satisfaction to opinion in Czccho-Slovakia.

M. Crespi said that Italian action would be in conformity with French

and British action.
. ,

'

. , ,

M. Matsui said that Mr. Churchill had enquired some timc^ago whether

Japanese troops could replace the Czccho-Slovaks on the hibciian Railway.

He was now informed that it was the question of finding troops to guard

1300 kilometres. The Japanese General had not felt authorised to reply

without consulting his Government. He doubted whether there were enough

Japanese troops in Siberia to undertake so large a task. Ifmore were required

he was not at present able to say what view theJapanese Government would

take. He had already telegraphed to his Government on the subject and

would do so again,

Mr. Lansing said that the problem now before the Council appeared to

be a military one with which he could not deal. The political question was

whether the Czecho-Slovaks should be evacuated from Siberia. The answer

to this was in the affirmative, provided it were militarily possible.

M. PioHON said it would be possible if the Americans would send a few

- troops to reinforce the Japanese.

p. General Bliss said he thought this could not be done. American troops

had been sent to Siberia to help the Czecho-Slovaks to leave it. Once the

Czecho-Slovaks had left there would be no pretext to justify the retention of

American troops in the country.

M. PioHON said that if the United States would not take on the task it

remained for the Japanese to do so; otherwise the whole country would

b^ome a prey to Bolshevism.

' M. MATstn said that he was not in a position to state whether theJapanese

'Government would undertake so much. He would consult it and say that

^ Conference desired thatJapan should be responsible for the guarding of

^&1iftenan Railway.
? ‘‘‘ife&fSidj'otifk sMd that the question now being discussed was not the one

the agenda; IViftibut knbwmg how much the American and Japanese
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Governmetits were prepared to do it was difficult to see any solution to the

military difficulty which had been raised.

Mr. Lansing said that the question on the agenda wa.s whether tlic Cs!cr.h.i

could be shipped from Archangel. The answer to this was in tin; negative.

They must, therefore, be shipped from Vladivostok.

M. Glemengeau said that as Mr. Lansing exprcs.sed no hope of American

assistance it was desirable to know whether the Conference wished to invite

Japan to undertake the defence of the Siberian Railway.

Mr. Lansing said that before giving a final answer he wouUl like to consult

Washington. He sugpted that the Government at Washington shotild l>c

consulted by the President of the Conference.

(It was then agreed that the Military Kepresentalives at VerHidlh's aliould

prepare a draft <lispatch to be sent by M. Clemenmui to the Amerienn

and Japanese Governments regarding the nectwsity of provitliiig for the

defence of the Siberian Railway after tb« evtte.uuti<m of the t'.Jieeho*

Slovak troops.)

11.

R^mmt^mregardmg (The Report of the Military RepresenlativeH (Appendix

MUitaty,J^iwalemdAir E) was accepted.)

Control Commissions

12.

' Mr. Lansing observed that this question was one between France,

Army of Occupation Great Britain and Italy, and that Anua'icn was not con-

in Bulgaria ccnicd.*-^

M. Cr.KMKNCEAiT, alliuliug to docununtts appeiuh'd (Appendix asked

M. Crespi how many troops Italy were prepared to send.

M. Crespi said that Italy would send two battalions ifGreat Britain sent two,

^ The United States of America was not at war with Bulgaria,

Not printed. This appendix comprised: (i) Two romeeutivc trfegraim of Ju!y 7 from

General Franchet d^h'sperey at Ckmstantinople to the French Minister War (M. CJlemen*

ccau) in which the general reported that the Italian General Momlx^lli !md informed

him that according to orders from the Italian Government the Italian detat'hment for

the allied force in Bulgaria would ^include^ one battalion; General Fraiielirt tfhkipcrcy

further reported that as regards a British detachment, General Mihie couUl place at hii

disposal one battalion which would be stationed in Bulgarian I'hriUT, but that no ordem
had been received from the British Government. General Franchet d’Kat>erey asked that

the British Government be requested Ho be good enough to issue instructions to General
Milne so that I may forthwith proceed with the organisfsation of the occupation of BulgtrltH

(ii) A ‘Note concerning the Troops of Occupation in Bulgaria*, dated July 7, 1919, The
provenance of this note (text in English) was not indicated but it was apjmrently of French
origin and baaed on proptwab from General Franchet d*F,sfK:rey (cf. M, CJemenceau*!
allusion below to Hhe proposals made by General Franchet d’Esperey*). This note set out
the facts summarized in the statement below by General Bibs and stated that the propoaed
Britbh and Italian contingents ‘arc both obviously inadequate’. The note condiKlea ,* ‘In

order that the occupation should be truly interallied in character and in order to be in a
' position to add to the two French divisions such forces as b necessary to complete the
total strength it is requested that the Italian and British detachments should be taetkd mdii

^

if a military roi% that is to say, they should at least consist of; an Italian reglmeat
. Ending 3 battali .m, a Britbh brigade including 2 battalions/
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Mr. Balfour said he was not prepared to .say !iow many British troops

would be sent.

M. Clemenceau said that he did not support the proposals made by
General Franchet d’Esperey that there should be three British battalions

and two Italian,” while there were two French divisions in the country.

France had no special interest in Bulgaria. He personally did not care who
possessed Cavalla.*^ He did not agree to maintain two French divisions in

Bulgaria while Great Britain had only one platoon, and Italy two battalions.

The French Army was being demobilised, and a number of the troops in

Bulgaria would be automatically recalled. In his opinion, there should be
an Inter-Allied occupation in equal shares, or none.

General Bliss said that on the gth June the Military Riqircsenlativos had
made recommendations, which had been approved on the itith June by the

Council of Four. It had been agreed that two French divisions sin mid be
maintained, and that Great Britain and Italy should both be repn^sented.

On consultation. Great Britain had oRered one platoon, and Italy one
battalion. Now General Franchet d’Esperey culled utt('ntion to the insuffi-

ciency of the British and Italian contribution.

M. Clemenceau said that the situation had changi'd, as he was now forced

to demobilise, and remove his troops Ihim Bulgaria, unless his Allies took

their share. The only Great Power which had not been diunohilised was
Italy. Why they had not done so was their busimiss. The only peoj>lc with
interests at stake in Bulgaria were the Greeks, and they sent their troops

to Smyrna.

M. Crespi said that M. Clemenceau had more than once deidaretl that
Italy had not demobilised. He wished to make a formal and official state-

ment that Italy had demobilised as much as France, and had even demobilised
one class more than France.

M. Clemenceau said that if that was so, Italy could take her sluirc of the
watch on Bulgaria. Meanwhile, she was sending 40,000 troops across the
Black Sea to Baku.

M. Crespi said that the British Government had requested that the British
troops in the Caucasus be relieved by the Italians. He was not aware that
Italy had as yet decided to send even one man.
M. Clemenceau said that he had nevertheless received official telegrams

in support of what he said.

General Cavallero said that he had just given General Thwaites a
statement in complete contradiction of the information mentioned by
M. Clemenceau.

(It was then decided to refer to the Military Representatives at Versailles
^e question of devising means for an equal Inter-AUied occupation of
Bulgaria.)

« These respective British and Italian strengths reversed those proposed in Appendix F.
See iK)te lo above.

” status of the port of Kavalla was at that time under deliberation (cf. No, n,
minute o), '
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13. M. Glemengeau announced that, according to the Havas Agency,

Ratificatim of the Weimar Assembly had ratified tlic Treaty, the Rhine Con-

Trea^ with vention, and the Protocols of the I’rcaty, l)y aofi vtites against

Germany II5.

(The meeting then adjourneci.)

Villa Majestic, Paris,

July 9, 1919.

Appendix A to No. 7

The Aniericau Minister at Warsaw reports under dale of ;jrd July that he had
been infornu'd by Colonel drove, *’ who n'ceived the information from liar Polish

Delegation from West Prussia, that the dermun troops in withdrawing from the

west bank of the Vistula were clearing tmt horses and farm imph-numls from
Polish and <»erman Inhabitants alike. It would seem that these sei/.ur«!s were
possibly the work of soldiery without orders. Should this contiime it will be

impossible to reap this year’s harvest. It wouhl sdso prevent .seetling their next

year’s crop and result in this district having to import rather than export foodstuffs.

Appendix B to No. 7

Supreme War Counoie, Mii-itary Representativim

8. w. 0. 438] Report on tlie

Measures to he taken regarding Hungary^*'

On July fjth the Supreme Council of the Alli(xl and Axsoeiated Powrns elijrrged**

the Military Representatives of the Supreme War Council;

(a) To examine from the military point ofview the means at the disposal of the
Allied and Associated Powers to compel Hungary to comply with the
conditions of the armistice accepted by her;'*

{b) To give the Supreme Council infonnation regarding the manufacture and
the stocks of munitions at the disposal of the Hungarian Government.

In their Joint Note No. 43 of June 7th, 1919,*’’ the Military Representatives
already considered the military measures to be taken eventually against Hungary
in order to put an end to the Hungarian attacks against the Czecho-.Slovak8,
At that time the greater part of the Hungarian forces was concentrated on the

Czecho-Slovak front; the Hungarian Command had only left weak covering
forces in the East (Rumanian front) and in the South (Franco-Serbian front).

Chief of the Polish Division of the American Relief Administration.
This report is printed by F. Dedfc in Hungary at the Paris Peaet Cotfermee (New York,

194a). PP> 467-70.

See No. 3, minute a.

'* Note in original: ‘The Italian Military Representative said that he must repeat the
declaration which he had already made before, namely that he could only coraider the
armistice ofNovember 3rd, jgiS (Armistice of the Villa Giusti), as the military convention
of General Franchet d’Esperey had not been recognised by the Italian Government.’ (See
No. 3, note 6.)

Untraced in Foreign Office archives.
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The execution of the military operation set forth in its broad lines in the Joint

Note above mentioned would seem therefore to have been capable of realisation

without any great diflBculties if it had been undertaken immediately*

Since the 7th June, however, the military situation in Hungary has appreciably

changed.

Dispositions of the Hmigarian Army

On the intervention of the Supreme Council of tlic Allied and Associated

Powers, the Government ofBela Kun agreed to stop its attacks against the Gisecho-

Slovaks, and moreover to order its troops to evacuate Gzccho-Slovak territory

under the conditions laid down by General Pelld in the name of the Allied and

Associated Powers.

From the latest information received from General Pcll^ it %vould appear:-—

That the evacuation of the above-mentioned territory by the Hungarian troops has been

carried out within the time limit prescribed.

That the greater part of the Hungarian troops who wore on the Slovak front and who

have been liberated as a result of this evacuation, are in process of ctmeeniraiion

in the regions ofMiskolcz {150 kilometres ME, ofBuda Pestk)^ Cegled and Kecsketnet

(80 to 100 kilometres S.E. of Buda Pesth), where they arc in a position to

threaten both the Rumanian and the Franco^Serb forces.

It appears also that the Government of Buda Pesth is at the present moment
forming 2 new divisions of infantry, which will bring the total number of the

Hungarian forces up to 8-10 divisiotis of infantry and s divisiom of cavalry

^

or 100,000

to 120,000 combatant troops. Recent information points to these troops being

disciplined, well-equipped, provided with numerous machine-guns and consider-

able artillery, and to their supplies of ammunition, though no precise inft)rmation

is forthcoming,*® allowing them to offer considerable resistance; and lastly to their

being animated by a very strong national feeling.

Under these conditions, and taking into consideration the force that the Hun-
garian Command would in the ordinary course of events be obliged to maintain on
the Czecho-Slovak front, it does not seem an exaggeration that on the Rumanian
and Franco-Serbian fronts alone the Armies of the Entente, in case of offensive

action against the Hungarian Army, would have to fight a force of at least 90,000
to 100,000 good troops.

*8 Note in original : ‘From the latest returns received by the British and F’rcnrh Military

Representatives the Hungarian Army has at its disposal material and sto<^ks of munitions
from the old Honvidp from the Mackensen Army, which was disarmed in Hungary, and an
unknown quantity of arms and munitions which have been sent from Austria. [Under the

Austro-Hungarian Monarchy the Honv6d was a Hungarian defence force composed of
reserve regiments.]

‘The possibility ofmanufacturing war material in Hungary is little known. A great effort

would appear to have been made and 6 or 7 factories appear to be in full working order,
Of which

. .

1 is for the manufacture of guns,

1 for the manufacture of small arms,

2 for the manufacture of explosives (20,000 shells per day?),
I for the manufacture of aeroplanes,

r for the n^iffacture of monitors, gun-boats and material for river craft.

is no indication of the manufacture of ammunition for infantry; this docs not,
however, appear to be deficient. Hungary is drawing from the mines of Mgo-Tarjan and
^om the region of Miskokz 550 wagon loads of raw material (lignite and iron) per day.'
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It must be added that Buda Pesth, the seat of the Hungarian Government and

the final objective of the Entente Armies, appears now to have lieen transformed

into a veritable fortress provided with successive lines of defence extending to a

oreat distance and a strong defensive organisation, the capture of which would

^thout doubt entail a great effort if the Hungarian Government had not before-

hand asked for peace.

Dispsitions of ike Allied Amies

The Allied and Associated Powers could oppose to the Hungarian Army:

—

(1)
Conditional on the agreement of the ^Rumanian and Serbian Governments,

6 Rumanian Divisions. Ifio.ooomen.
t „ Cavalry Division.

|

2 French Divisions. i6,<k>o „

. I Serbian Division. B,noo „

in all, 84,000 men of which two-thirds belong to the Rumanian Army.

It must moreover be noted tliat the Rumanian troops have been forced to

evacuate, after the initial success of the Hungarian offensive against the Cxecho-

Slovaks, the bridge-heads which they had occupied on the right bank ofthe Theiss,

and are consequently in a disadvantageous position to undertake operations against

the Hungarians.

(2) Conditional on the agremmt qf the GovemmerU 0/Prague.

Such weak Czecho-Slovak forces as it has been possible to re-oi^anise up to date

after the reverses of last month, amounting to at the most:

—

2 Divisions . . . 20,000 men.

The remainder of the Czccho-Slovak Army will probably not be availalile for

action for two months.

In any case the Entente would have at its disposal fur the proposed operation

only a total force, including Czccho-Slovaks, of

100,000 to 1 10,000 men
with which to oppose

100,000 to 120,000 Hungarians.

Conclusions

In consideration of the above, the Military Representatives arc of opinion that

the proposed operation is possible, but presents a great element of risk if measures

are not taken to ensure the reinforcement of the Allied forces in time.

The Military Representatives further consider they should draw the attention

Of the Supreme Council of the Allied and Associated Powers to the following

points:

—

(r) The possibility ofundertaking this action depends absolutely on the consent

of the Serbian, Rumanian and Gzccho-Slovak Governments.

(2) Serious difficulties must be expected in the carrying out of the operation,

viz.:

—

(a) Changes in the dispositions of the Hungarian Army in proccM of

concentration between the Theiss and ithe Danube to the South of

Budapest and in the region of Miskoloz.

(i) The loss by the Rumanian forces of the bridgeheads which they had

occupied on the right bank of the Theiss.

(e) The drfensive organisation carried out round Budapest.
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(3) If the operation is contemplated it is of importance to postpone the retire-

ment of the Rumanian troops from the region East of the Theiss.

With these reserves and if a military operation against the Himgarian Army is

decided on by the Supreme Council in spite of the difficulties set forth above and

the large expenditure involved, the general plan of openMtions contemplated by

the Military Representatives in their Joint Note No. 43 ofJune 7<h*^ still appears

capable of execution in its broad lines. It would be for (lu! ( icneral Commanding-
in-Chief the operating Armies to modify the plan as circumstances may dictate.

In any case the Military Representatives insist, if the stit'cess of the operation is

to be assured, on the necessity of the operations being tmder dirctuion of one

Commander accepted by the Rumanian, Serbian aiul C/,<‘<'ho-Slovak (Govern-

ments. The General Commanding-in-Ghief, the A 1H (‘<1 Armies of tht^ East is the

sole Commander who appears for the moment to be in a position to make the

necessary dispositions without loss of time and consecpuuitly to ensure th<* net'essary

co-ordination of action.

G.al Belin.

Military

Representative,

French Section,

Supreme War
Council.

C. Sacjkvillk-

West.

Major General,

Military

Representative,

British Section,

Supreme War
Council.

Ugo
Oavai.i.kro.

Military

Repre.sentativt%

Italian »Section,

Supnune War
Council.

lASKKU H.
Bmss.

Military

Repr<\sentative,

American Section,

Supreme War
Ckumeib

Given at Versailles on the Bth July, 1919.

Appendix G to No. 7

Document 3*^

w. G, p. 11 16.B,] Translation,

FiNANaAL Commission of the Principal Allieu and Associated Powers

?th,

Joint Draft Mte of the Governments of the Allied and
Associated Powers to Bela Kim

According to information received by the Governmenta of tJjc Alliecl and
Associated Powers the Communist Government of Budapest has given o!'dcr[s] to

the banks on Hungarian territory to deliver up to it all bonds and seeurities and
values*® held by them on deposit; and it would appear that this order has already
begun to be carried out.

of the Allied and Associated Powers consider that these
securities and values,*® in as much as they are not the property of their nations,
are the security for the credits on account of war reparations.
They make formal protest against all measures aiming at disposing of the same.
They also declare that they consider as a qualified theft*" all seizure of securities

and values*® belonging to their nationals.

” For the omission of Documents i and a of this appendix tte note a above,
*® French vdem *. valuta.
*> Apparently a mistranslation of vol »• an a^avated
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They warn the communist Government that they consider as null and void all

measui-es which it has decreed for their confiscation, and that they hold the

Hungarian Government responsible for all loss which may result from same to

themselves and to their nationals.

Document 4

w. c. p. inG.c.] Translation.

July yth,

Draft Communication to the Press
‘

According to information received, the tCormnunist Government of Budapest

has ordered the banks on Hungarian territory to deliver up to it the securities and
values*® which they hold on deposit; and it would seem that steps have been taken

to carry out this order.

The Governments of the Allied and Associated Powers have addressed to Bela

Kun a formal protest, stating tliat they consider as a qualified theft*' the seizure

of all securities and values belonging to their nationals, and warning the com-
munist Government that they will hold as null and void all measures of confisca-

tion, and that they will hold the Hungarian CJovcrnmcnt responsible for all losses

which may result therefrom to them and to their nationals.

The (French) owners ofsecurities deposited in Hungary are requested to declare

same to (the Commission of Claims, Ministry of Foreign Affairs) as soon as

possible; which they have already done [w].

Moreover, owners of such securities arc advised to make the declarations fore-

seen by the Law ofJune 15th, 187a on oppositions, to the Syndical Chamber of
Brokers of Paris.

Appendix D to No. 7

Frontier between Yugo-Slavia and Hungary in the Prekomurye

A. Demand op the Srrbo-Oroat-Slovene Delegation

The Serbo-Croat-Slovenc Delegation no longer claim the eastern districts

inhabited by a compact Magyar population and the northern districts which are
connected with the valley of the Raab by their economic interests,

B. Decision op tub Oommittbe

(i) Principles.

(a) The Committee considers that from the geographical point of view the new
frontier claimed by the Serbo-Croat-Slovene Delegation is ofan artificial character
like the former one, «%s indeed is unavoidable in any delineation of the Yugo-Slav
salient to the north of the Mur,

{b) It notes that this salient, thus reduced, is inhabited by a population ofwhich
three-quarters arc Slovene.

(e) It recognises that from a general political point of view the fate of the
Slovene race, united under the Austro-Hungarian domination and in its resistance
to Germanisation, but now inevitably destined to be split up as a result of the
partition of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, is worthy of all attention.
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(a) Conclusions.

The Committee proposes to assign to Yugo-SIayia the part of the Prekomurye

now claimed by the Serbo-Croat-Slovene Delegation.

The geog;raphical boundary is as follows:

—

The tedweg of the Lendva upstream to a point to be determined on the ground
to the south of point 265.

Thence, a line, to be determined on the ground, running in a north-north-

westerly direction to point 209 (3 kilometres wt:st of Ncmesnep) and leaving

Pineze, Csente, Hidveg, Gonterhaza, Zsitkocz and KebeloSzentmarton to Yugo-
slavia; and Lendva-Ujfalu, Dedcs, Gaborjanhaza, Biklehaza and Lcndva-Jakabfa

to Hungary.
*

Thence, in a north-westerly direction as far as point 295, approximately the

crest line separating the basins of the river Nemesnepi in the north and the river

Kebele in the South.

Thence a line, to be determined on the ground, running in a northerly direction

to point 313 (about 10 kilometres to the south ofSzt. Gottliard) pa-sising over points

291-319 and leaving Kisszerdahely, Domonko.sf!i, Kapornak, Doinafold with its

railway station, and Nagydolany to Yugo-Sluvia ; and Szt'tnerccz and Kotormany
to Htmgary.

Thence, in a westerly direction as far as point 371 (about to kilometres to the

south-south-east of Fehring) approximately the cre.st-linc separating the basins of

the Raba in the north and the Mur in the south,

Thence, a line, to be determined on the ground, rtinning in a south-westerly

direction to the old frontier between Austria and Hungary to the east of point 400,
and leaving Gedoudvar to Yugo-Slavia and Bonisfalva to Hungary.

A. W. A. Lkei'kr.

Appendix E to No, 7

s. w. c. 436.] Organisation of the Inter-Allied Commissions of Control referred to in

Articles 303-210 of the Treaty ofPeace with Germany

General

Part I

Formation of Inter-Allied Commissions of Control

Article i. Three Inter-AUicd Commissions of Control shall be created, viz. :

—

The Military Inter-Allied Commission of Control.
The Naval Intcr-Allicd Commission of Control,
The Aeronautical Inter-Allied Commission of Control,

^

These Commissions shah enter upon their duties as Irom the date of the coming
ifito force of the Treaty ofPeace,

Mihtary Inter-Allied Commission of Control shall represent th®
Prmcipal Allied and Associated Governments with the German Government in all
nosers concerning the execution of the Military Clauses (Article aoS).
£2£jrhe indent of the MUitary Inter-Allied Gonunission of Control shall be a

faportaocc of this Commission, the Military
shor^ be a Crenmal Officer chosen witiC

’
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Article 3. The Naval Inter-AIIied Commission of Control shall represent the

Principal Allied and Associated Governments with the German Government in all

matters concerning the execution of the Naval Clauses (Article aog).

The President of the Naval Inter-Allied Commission of Control shall be a

British Admiral.

ArtkU 4. The Aeronautical Inter-Allicd Commission of Control shall represent the

Principal Allied and Associated Governments with the German Government in all

matters concerning the execution of the Aeronautical Clauses (Article a 10).

The President of the Aeronautical Inter-Allied Commission of Control shall he

a British Brigadier-General.

Articles. The General Officers and Admiral referred to in Articles a, 3, and 4 shall

mutually detail a permanent representative (assisted if ncrcssju'y hy other Officers)

for the purpose of maintaining liaison between them.

Part n
Powers of the Inter-Allied Commissions of Control

Article <51 The powers of each of the Inter-Allied Commiaiions of CoJttro! are

defined in Articles 303 to a 10 o^thc Treaty of Peace.

In addition to the application'bf the Military Clamcs (Articles 159 to the

Inter-Allied Military Commission of Control shall enforce Articles 195 (para-

graph i) and Z96 (paragraplu a and 3) of the Naval Glauses.

Article 7. The general clauses (Articles aii-aia of the Treaty of Peace) shall be
under the supervision of the President of the Military, Naval or Aeronautical
Commissions of Control as the case may be.

Part HI
ICxpenses of the. Inter-Allied Commitsions of Control

Article 8, The maintenance and expenses of the Commissions of Contri)! and their

working expenses are chargeable to Germany in accordance with Article aoy of the
Treaty of Peace.

These expenses shall be paid direct, through the President of the Commissions,
to the parties concerned, by the Allied and Associated Governments, who shall

obtain repayment of such expenses from the German Government.

Article3. The German Government will be notified ofthe accommodation required
for the Inter-Allied Commissions of Control, and will provide such accommodation
in accordance with Article ao6 (paragraph i) of the Treaty of Peace.

Part IV
Duration of activities ofInter-Allied Commissions of Control

Article 10. The duration of the activities ofeach Commission shall be limited to the
complete execution of the Military, Naval or Air Clauses under its supervision, fbr

reference to his military standing and reputation, as well as his energy imd aethdtjr.

^%»ey recommend that he should be selected from the Genera! Officers to Oemimad of
Corps.’

: ; « Note in original ‘The American Representatives make a reservation on this paragraph
l» the effect that legislative action by CJongrciis will be necessary before the United States

adopt the procedure proposed.’
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which a time limit is fixed in the Treaty of Peace; and in case the execution be not

completed within the period fixed, this fact will be reported by the Commission
concerned to the Governments of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers for

a decision as to the action to be takem

Until a decision is reached the Commission will continiK' to supervise the

execution of the particular clause in question.

Organisation of the Military Inter-Allikd CttMMissioN of Control

Article ti. The General Officer presidinia; over the Military Inter-Allied Com-
mission of Control shall be assisted by a Staff which shall im hidc Ollicers of each
of the Ai’mies of the Principal Allied and As.sociat<’d Powers and of Bel(t:ium.

He shall moreover be a-ssisted by the luHTssary technical peixtinnel (legal,

financial and other experts). It will sit at Berlin.

Article is. The Military Inter-Allied Coinmlssion of ( !ont»'ol sliall include three

Sub-Commissions :

—

(a) A Sub-Commission for Munitions, Armament an<l Mat(TiaI.

{h) A Sub-Commission for Establishments, R<*i'ruiting ami Military Training,

(c) A Sub-Commission for Fortifications.

Article ij. Sub-Commissionfor Munitions, Armament, ami Matmal.

This Sub-Commission shall .supervi-se the exJH’ution of Articles i% 1 7a, tSo, 195
(paragraph i) and 196 (paragraphs a and 3) of the 'rr<>aty t>f P<*ace.

It shall be presided over by a British General Ofiicer, iissisied by OiHcer.s of the
various Allied and Associated Armies; and shall sit at Berlin.

The Sub-Commission shall be represented by Ofii(T*rs at Mtmich, Dresden and
Stuttgart and at such other places as may be fouml necessary. 'I'he total number
of officers necessary for this Sub-Commission will be decidetl by tlie President; it

will probably not exceed about ao Officers. It will be asslstetl by a technical staff

ofabout 4-8 Officers, specially entrusted with the execution ofArti(!le.s 1 68 and 169.-

Article 14. Sub-Commissionfor Establishments, Recruiting and Military Training.

This Sub-Commission shall supervise the execution of Articles ififh 163 and
of the Treaty of Peace, particularly as regards the abolition of military

schools provided for in Article 176.

It shall be presided over by a French General Ofiicer assisted by Oflicers of the
various Allied and Associated Armies; and shall sit at Berlin.
The Sub-Commission shall be represented by Officers at Munich, Dresden and

Stuttgart and at such other places as may be found necessary.
The total number of Officers necessary for this Sub-Commission will be decided

by the President
j
it will probably not exceed about 30 Officers.

Article rj. Sub'-Commisstonfor Fortifications*

This Sub-Commission shall supervise the execution of Articles i8o, 195 (para-
graph i) and 196 (paragraphs 2 and 3) of the Treaty of Peace.

It shall be presided over by an American General Officer and divided into two
sections:

—

Section making the returns (faisant le recensenmt) of fortifications to

^ ^amfamed (Articles 180 and 196) which shall sit at Berlin and have
-delegates at Mumch, Dresden, Stuttgart and Kdnigsberg.
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(a) The Section dealing with dismantling which shall operate from Kiel

(Article 195) with a branch at Stettin, and from Mayencc (Article 180)

with branches at Strassburg and Cologne.

The Sub-Commission shall consist of about 15 Officers in all, 5 in the first and

10 in the second Section (exact numbers to be decided by the ]Prcsident). I'lie

second Section shall be provided with a large subordinate personnel to superintend

the work of dismantling.

Article 16. The Officers representing each nation on the Military Inter-Allied

Commission of Control might be provided as far as po.ssiblc in the following

proportions :

—

United States of America . . 3 in 20.

Groat Britain . • * 4 in ath

France • . . 5 in so*

Italy * 4 in ao.

Belgium , « • . a in at>*

Japan • u in uih

Organisation op the Navai. Inter-Ai,.i.ikd Gommis.sion op Controi.

Article 17. The Naval Inter-Allied Commission of Control which i,s ciiurgeti with

the supervision of the execution of the Naval Clauses of the Peace I'rcaty will

consist of:

—

The Main Commission with necessary Staff, with Headquarters in Berlin.

A Sub-Commission (A) consisting of Profe.ssional and Technical Officers for

dealing with matters set forth below.

A Sub-Comrnission (B) similarly composed and constituted for a similar

purpose.

It is important that the execution of Article 1
1 5 of tlu: Treaty of I’euce wliich

deals with the destruction of the fortifications of Heligoland shall be entrusted

to a Sub-Commission of the Naval Inter-AIHed Commission of Control.

A Sub-Commission (C) shall be constituted for this purpose.

Article 18. The Main Commission will consist of:

—

Vice Admiral Sir E. F. B. Charlton, K.C.M.G., G.B.,

. Contre Amiral M. F. A. (Jrasset,

Rear Admiral P. Orsini, R.I.N.,

Rear Admiral H. A. Wiley, U.S.N.,

Commander M. Sakonji, I.J.N.

or such Oflicers as may be designated by their respective Governments to succeed

them.

Article ig. Sub-Commission ‘A’ will consist of about 8 Officers of the Allied and
Associated Navies and will be presided over by a Captain of the British Navy.
Sub-Commission ‘B’ will consist of about 9 Officers of the Allied and Associated

Navies and will be presided over by a Captain of the French Navy.
Sub-Commission ‘C’ will consist ofabout 4 Officers of the Allied and Associated

Navies and will be presided over by a Captain of the British Navy.
An Interpreter will be attached to each Sub-Commission.

Article so. As soon as possible after the coming into force of the Treaty of Peace,

the Main Commission shall proceed in men-of-war to Germany and travel to
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Berlin to meet the representatives appointed by the German Government and

notify them of the procedure which will be adopted by tlic Commission of Control.

Article si. The date of the proposed visit to Berlin will be arranged in conjunction

with the Commissions for the execution of tlie Military and Air Clauses.

'Article ss. With regard to the allocation of responsibilities to the Sub-Commissions

‘A’ and ‘B’—

Sub-Commission ‘A’ shall deal with:

—

(1) The surrender of ships.

(2) The breaking-up of ships under construction.

(3) The allowance of ammunition on board ships still in commission.

(4) The reduction of personnel.

Sub-Commission ‘B’ shall deal with:

—

The surrender of all other stocks of munitions and war material and the

stoppage of manufacture.

The foregoing allocation is tentative and not to be regarded tts arbitrary, as

experience may show it to be desirable to amend it. It is based on the geographical

situation in so far as Sub-Commission ‘A’ will deal with the Naval Ports and the

Admiralty in Berlin, while Sub-Commission ‘B’ will be required to exercise super-

vision in various centres in Germany.

Article S3. Should it be found desirable or ncccs.sary, the personnel of Sub-Com-
missions ‘A’ and ‘B’ shall be interchangeable.

Organisation of the Aeronautical Inter-Aixied COMMIS.SION of Control

Article S4. The Headquarters of the Aeronautical Inter-Allied Commission shall

be at Berlin,

Article S3. The Aeronautical Inter-Allied Commission of Control shall consist of
6 Sub-Commissions:

—

I Sub-Commission on Production.

I Sub-Commission on Naval Aircraft and Dirigibles.

4 Sub-Commissions on Military Aircraft.

Article s6. The Sub-Commission on Production shall supervise particularly the
execution of the Clauses contained in Article 201.

It shall sit at Berlin, and be presided over by a French Colonel, assisted by the
necessary technical staff.

Article sj. The Sub-Commission on Naval Aircraft and Dirigibles shall supervise
as regards those types of Aircraft, the Clauses contained in articles other than
Article 201.

^It shall be presided over by a British Lieutenant-Colonel.

Article s8. The Sub-Conuiussions on Military Aircraft shall supervise as lar as this
class of aircraft is concerned, the execution of clauses other than those contained
jn Article 201.

3,t Berlin shall be presided over by an American Brigadier-

? »S¥®jp^]£6idsaon at ^laff be presided over by a French Lieutenant*
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A Sub-Commission at Munich shall be presided over by an Italian Lieutenant-

Colonel.

A Sub-Commission at Dresden shall be presided over by a Belgian Lieutenant-

Colonel.

Article sg. The details of the organisation of the Aeronautical Inter-Allicd Com-

mission of Control are set forth in the attached Table*'* which is put forward as an

indication. The total numben involved arc:

—

OfRcers 196.

Other Ranks 381.

Interpreters 35.

« A slip affixed to the original noted that only a .summary of this table was attached.

This summary (riot printed) tabul.ated the detailed dislriliution of porsoimcl and transport

between Berlin, Stuttgart, Munich and Dresden.

No. 8

H. D. 4.] Notes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M, Pichon^s Room at the Q^ai d'Orsay^ Paris^ on Thursday^

July 10, igigt at 3,30 p.m.

Present: U.S.A.'. Hon. R. Lansing; seoretary, Mr. L. Harraon.
British Empire-. The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; seoretarv, Mr, H. Norman.
Frame-. M. Clcmcnccau, M. Pichon.

Italy-. M. Crc-spi; secjuktary, M. Puterno.

Japan : M. M.'itsui
;
skorktary, M. Kawai.

Joint Skoretariat: U.S.A.: Col. Grant. British Empire'. Cnpt. E.
Abraham. France: Capt. A. Porticr, Italy: Lieut. Zanchi.

Interpreter: Prof. P. J. Mantoux.

I, M. CLEMENCKAti said that he had a question to .submit to his colleagues.

In the Council of Four there had been a question, before
Commnicatm of iVcsidcnt Wilson left, about the secrecy of the minutes of

F^Parl^m- Proceedings in the Council. President Wilson had taken

tmy Commiiue *^0 thcsc minutcs could not be communicated.
Mr. Lloyd George had not adopted a very firm attitude; on

the subject. He (M. Clcmcnceau) had said that he would not be able to

refuse them to a Parliamentary CoiQmittcc. At the present moment the

Parliamentary Committee was asking for the Proems-Verbaux of the Com-
mission on the League of Nations. These prociis-verbaux had been printed

and kept secret. He thought there could be no objection to showing th«e
documents to the Parliamentary Committee but this raised a qu«tion ofthe
communication of other similar records. He would like to know from h^
tCoUeagues whether they would agree to the communicatioa of records of
discussions other than those of the Council ofFour,
Mr. Lansino said that pcmonally he had no objection whatever but he

did not know what the feelings ofthe President might be. He would like to
„ have the opportunity of finding out.
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M. Glemenceau asked whether he might give his Parliamentary Com-
mittee the minutes of the League of Nations [Commission].

Mr. Lansing said that he did not feel sure.

M. Mantoux then gave an account of the conversation on this subject

which had taken place in the Council of Four on the 28th ofJune, at the
Senate, at Versailles.

Mr. Balfour said that he could not believe that any harm would result

from the communication of the record in question to a Committee of the
French Chamber. This, however, might create a precedent which might be
inconvenient. For instance, he questioned whether it would be desirable

to communicate the records of the present Council.

M. Clemenceau said that that was not in question. The present Council
was the successor of the Council of Four and these minutes must remain
secret. He referred for the present to the proceedings of commissions.
Mr. Balfour asked whether he proposed to communicate the proceedings

of the Council of Ten.

M. Clemenceau replied in the negative.

Mr. Lansing said that even in respect to the deliberations of Committees
embarrassing questions arose. For instance, concerning Kcsponsibilitics
there had been very frank discussions.* It miglit be imprudent to communi-
cate all that was consigned in the minutes on that matter. President Wilson
had been chairman of the Commission on the League of Nation,s and before
the minutes were communicated he ought to be consulted.

M. Clemenceau asked Mr. Lansing if he would consult President Wilson
regarding the request he had made about the minutes of the Commission on
the League of Nations.

Mr. Lansing agreed to do so.

(At this point M. Loucheur entered the room.)

2. M. Loucheur said that he wished to submit a proposal regarding the

Draft Sesoluium
Conamission to negotiate with Germany on the

relating to
Subject ofthe Rhineland agreement, slightly different from that

negotiations tvith put forward on the previous day by the British Delegation. He
Gerrmnji on the proposed the following :

—

Inter-Allied Commission should be appointed to discuss

Agreenmt
Germans the details of the Convention in accordance

with the terms of the letter addressed on the 27th June by
M. Glemenceau to the German Delegation at Versailles.® The Commission
shall be composed of one representative for Great Britain, for France,
for the United States, and for Belgium. In case of need this Commission

A
proceedings of the Commission on Responsibility of the

Authors of the War and the Enforcement of Penalties.
® In tto letter iht German Delegation had been informed that the Rhineland Conven-

tton nmst be signed on &e same day as the Treaty of Versailles but that the Allied and^omted Powers not object to subsequent meetings with German representatives
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shall consult on military matters the Counnamlcr-in-Chicf of the Allied

Armies.’

(The above proposal was accepted.)

M. Louciieur further pointed out that the British niemher, Mr. Wise, had
been nominated. He would be glad to know the names of tin; other tlom-

missioners.

M. Clemenceau nominated M. Louehenr for Fr;mc-e.

Mr. Lansing said that lie would notify the vSeeretariat later.

M. Loucheur asked that Belgium be approached throtigh the Serretariat

General.

(This was agnuid to.)

M. Loucheur then withdrew.

3. M. Clemenceau said that according to ttews he luul irceivetl the Poles

had made an advance in Lithuania in tleiiance of t!»e orders of

ifutlmT' Conlerenct^ He tliought that Marshal Koch should !»e

requested on behalfofthe Council to order the Poles to wittwlraw.

(It was agreed that the dispatch received by M. Cleinenecau slittuhl be sent
to Marshal Foch in order that the latter should take Huitahle action.)

4. M. Crespi said that on the previous day he had submitted three notes, one

. .
addressed to Bela Kun, another to various Coverinnenfs, and

bylhecIomlT
Press.-' Mr. Lansing had ohjccicd to the lirsf,

mmioflidiiKun had Ixhmi si'iit l>a< k to the Financial (lum-
mission fur rc-drafting. He now suhmitteil two rf-tlrafis.

(After some disoussion, the following drafts were adopted: -

1. According to information r«H!eivc<l, Bek Kun has
Joint Mite ofthPrin- ordered all Ranks eHtablished in Hungarian territory to hold
cipd Allied and Assa- his disixisal all kiiuls of Heeurities deposited with them. It

rnMPmminTti, Governments <*f the Allied and Assoeinted Ptiwers

the Governments nfthe
”<><2laro that thin ae^licm in nothing hm than riibh«»rya

German Empire andof "hoy consider all these measures of coniiscutiou as null
Austria and voi<l.

The Governments of the Principal Allied and Asaociated
Powers desire to draw the attention of the Government of to the
danger wliioh may he incurred to all countries hy the constitutioa of a
fund created for the purjiosc of a destructive propaganda in foreisa
countries. "

It appears to them that common action is required to defeat this poUoy
and to protect depositors threatened with spoliation.
They therefore propose to the Government of to forbid op at all

events to supervise the importation and negotiation of all securities coining

* See No. 7, miuutc 7.
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from Hungary. It "would also be useful to establish a control over aU

Hungarian securities.

Communication to the Press.*

2 . According to information received, Bela Kun has ordered all Banks

established in Hungarian territory to hold at his disposal all kinds of

securities deposited with them. It appears that steps are already being

taken to enforce this order.

The Governments of the Allied and Associated Powers consider this to

be nothing less than robbery. They consider aU these measures of confisca-

tion as null and void.

They call the attention of the Governments of all the Associated and

Allied and Neutral Powers and also the Governments of the German
Empire and Austria to the danger which may arise for all countries from

the constitution of funds for the purpose of siipporliug propaganda in

foreign countries. They request that all thes(% Governments will lake the

necessary steps to prevent the realisation or sale within their territories

of the securities stolen by Bela Kun.)

Mr. Lansing asked in relation to these proposals, "whether the censorship

on Hungarian mails was to be maintained.

M. Clemenoeau observed that as a state ofwar still existed with Hungary

censorship would automatically remain in force.

M. Crespi said that he had just received from Austria a complaint that

15,000,000 kroner had been introduced into the country and that these

were probably the product of sales of securities in Hungary.

5 . (It was decided that all Commissions dealing with matters neccKsary for

Treaty of the Treaty with Bulgaria be asked to report not Inter than July 25th.

Peace with It was further decided that the Bulgarian Govenummt ho asked to

Bulgaria send a deputation to Paris on that date.)

"6, (At this stage General Naulin, General Summcral, General Thwaites

(representing General Watts), General Gavallero (represent-
Instruaionstorepte- General di Robilant) entered the room.)

C^-sJ^nceau, addressing the Generals, said that they

ntisrionfor Fiume being sent to Fiume to enquire into the events that had
taken place there. They were requested to proceed to Fiume

as quickly as possible and to devote all their efforts to discovering the truth

about the incidents. Their enquiry was of the greatest importance to the

maintenance ofgood relations among the Allies. The Italian member of the
Ck>ininission, General di Robilant would join it on its way and the British

af^resentative. General Watts would follow very shortly. The Commission

{
should report to the Council and apply for assistance should it find any diffi-

i^ty in carrying out its task.

15, 1919, there waa published in the British press a dispatch on this subject

ofJuly This dispatch reproduced, not the approved communica-
wife ouJy* verbal amendment, tihe first two paragraphs of the

draft ptiiSKSd as Bodttomajt 4 k No. % appendbe C.

^€0
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Mr. Lansing asked whether the instructions drafted on the 8th* had been

given to the Generals.

(It was agreed that these instructions should ho given in writing to each

member of the Commission.)

(The Generals then withdrew.)

7.- (General Sykes, General Groves,< Mr. Hurst,? General Duval,8 General

Gavallero and Rear Admiral Knapp’ entered the room.)
Apprwal 0/ Lansing said that the American representatives had no
Air Convention ... ... .

authority to negotiate an agreement.

Mr. Balfour suggested that Mr. Hurst be heard on the legal a.spcct ofthe

question.

Mr. Hurst said that Ardcle 319 of the Treaty of Peace with Germany

foreshadowed an early acceptance of the air convention. He had been

informed of the difficulty experienced by the American Delegation in agree-

ing to the convention. He pointed out that similar difficulties had arisen at

the Hague in 1907, and the solution adopted then was to leave the quation

of signature open for eleven months. It would be easy in this instance- to

permit the postponement of signature until June igao. This would give

time for full discussion and would entail no alteration in the draft. It would

also permit the fulfilment of what was provided for in the treaty with

Germany.
Mr. Lansing said that he had made a similar proposal on the previous

day but since then he had learned that the American expcrl.'s had made
certain rc.scrvutions. On reference to America, should Congress uphold

these reservations it would be impossible to get the American signature to the

Convention in its present form. Tliere had not yet been an opportunity to

discuss the economic side of the Convention with the heads of American
industry. There were questions of customs and patents which required to

be examined. America might therefore be deprived of the possibility of

adhering to a very important Convention. For this reason he did not tMnk
the method proposed by Mr. Hurst a suitable one.

Mr. Balfour said that he understood it would be in accordance with

intemational practice to make reservations at the time of signature. The
Convention in its present form had been largely assented to and it would be
a great misfortune if nothing were done to carry out the arrangements fore-

shadowed in the Treaty. He thought, therefore, it might be possible to adopt
die plan proposed by Mr. Hurst, providing that the deferred signature might
be accompanied by reservations to the substance. This could not be done in

« See No. 5, minute 3#

« Generals Sykes and Groves were British representatives on the ^onautical CSonOb-

miasion of the Peace Goxifercncc*
f Legal Adviser to the Foreign Office and a member of the Drafting Committee.
^ French representative on the Aeronautical Commission.
^ American representative on the Aeronautical Commission.
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a Treaty ofPeace but might be done in a Treaty of this kind. He hoped that

this method might rccoticile the two views.

Mr. Lansing said tiiat the docuntent befttre Iiim appeared t<i he a report.

He was prepared to accept tlic report with reservations expre.ss<'d by the

American expert. What was being discussed was the projxwed rules. These
he could not accept.

Mr. Balfour remarked that if any eliange were made in the Convention

he could not guarantee that the numerous Powers coiucrjied in ilruwing it

up would adhere to it in its new shajie. 'I'hc coirsetil ol' each must be given

on its own initiative.

Mr. Lansing said that he was not hintsidf eiuh»w<*d with full ptnvers to

sign such a Convention. He asked Mr. Balf<>ur if lie was.

Mr. Balfour said that he believed that he was ptjsscssrd of such powers.

Mr. Hurst suggested tluit tiic Drafting Conunittee be asketl to {>repare

the Convention for signature. 'I’hc question tT hill powi-rs was one for each
Government to determine. I’he treaty with Germany seemetl to suppose
that the Convention would be signed in a short lime. 'Hie formula he had
suggested would cn.ahlc full powers to be i,ssu<'d ant! further consideralitin to

be taken by any Government concerned.

General Duval pointed out that tlie project had been completely drafted
with the exception of the preamble.

Mr. Lansing quoted Article i8 of the Convention a.s one of those to which
he objected.

M. Clemenceau asked Mr, Lansing how long he thought it would take
him to obtain the agreement of his Government shtnild it he willing to aeecpt
the Convention,

Mr. Lansing replied that he thought this might he done in three week.s.

General Dwal said he thought this delay would he regretahle. At the
present time aircraft were confined within frontiers and it would be very
discouraging to the industry to find the Convention liatl been po.st[)oncd.
The whole incentive to establishing Iong-di.stancc commercial air navigation
might disappear and each State might establish preferential rules in favour
of its own nationals.

Mr. Lansing observed that the reservations made by the Anicriean experts
required discussion. He was prepared to discuss them on the following day.
If agreement could be reached the process would be liastcncd. He tlid not
like the disposition shown to press the American Delegation to accept what
It Old not approve.

Mr. Balfour said he sympathised with Mr. Lansing’s view but he woul'd
ask him in return to sympathise with the British and French view. In the
United States it was possible to fly thousands of miles within one national
temtory. In Europe it wm difficult to fly 500 miles without crossing a

If compieraal flying was to be of any value it was vital thatftMto ^ould be crowed without difficulty. He would therefore ask
Mr. Latis^m h4pm tliK matte# in order that European material interests
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Mr. Lansing said he understood the principal reason alleged for speedy

signature was that the industry interested in flying should know exactly how

it stood and so avoid loss on its enterprises. In this connection he asked

whether the reservations made by the United States directly affected the

question.

General Duval said he thought they did not.

Mr. Lansing suggested that while tlic United States Government were

considering the Convention, European industry might be told that their

Governments meant to sign the Convention.

M. Clemenceau suggested that the delay of three weeks proposed by

Mr. Lansing be acccptctl.

Mr. Bai.four said that though this represented a loss of three weeks of

summer weather lie would coiisent if this wert: likely to lead (o an agreement.

(It was agreed that the subject he brought up again in three weeks.)

Mr. Balfour said that jlhe House of Oomnions was unxiou.s to .see this

Convention. lie would like to know whctlicr his (lolleagues had any olijcc-

tion to the Convention being shown.

(It was agreed that the proposed Convention might be published.)"'

8. M. Grespi said that he had looked through the document hamlcd tt> him by
M. Clemenceau. This document declared tluit trains <'jiri7ing

hy military material for Czcicho-Slovakia, Serliia, Roumania, PoIjukI

"I
belt! up. It eon-

supply irains
‘‘'‘dccl, howitver, hy stating that su|)phes lor the I'renrh troops

atModane had passed unhampered. He wished (o draw attention to this

admission. The note made no mention of consignments of food.

Presumably thertTore (bod had been tUlowctI to proe.eetl. Dillicullies, how-
ever, had tiriscn by rciusou of tiie state of things on the Eiistcru Krontier of
Italy, There wiis considcrtiblc tension of feeling among the Yugo-Slavs and
conflicts ofpatrols luid been frequent. He had received news on the previous
day of a fight btuween a Yugo-Slav patrol on the one hand tuul a patrol on
the other composed of four Italians and one Frenchman whiefi hatl resulted

in the death of two Jugo-Sluvs. The Italian military uufliorities hud dis-

covered on SI train declared to be a ftKwl train u wagon full of tnsudiiuc guns.
Lately a whole train composed of 314 trucks had gone to Serhist carrying
heavy bombing acrophincs. Three trsiins of this charsuder Imd been observed
proceeding to Serbia. These were French trains and there were French
soldiers on them.

Mr. Lansing asked whether there was anything improper in the dispatch
of arms from one Ally to another. As far as he was cuneertted he was pre-
pared to sell arm.s to the Serbians a.s Allies.

M. Crespi .said that 14 tanks had also been dispatched in the same direc-
tion. The Italian military authorities thought that the Scrl» were mobilis-
ing against Italy. He therefore proposed that the Intcr-AUictl Military

.

"» See No. 7, note (i.



Representatives at Versailles should lay down some limit to the armaments

sent in that direction. He would like to know why it was necessary for Serbia

to receive so much equipment. He therefore proposed that .some supervision

should be exercised by Marshal Foch and by the military advisers at

"Vcrs3iillcs •

Mr. Lansing asked whether M. Crespi proposed that the enquiry should

extend to mobilisation on both sides of the Italian frontier.

M. Crespi replied that it was necessary for Italy to take precautions.

Mr. Lansing observed that the Serbs perhaps also thought alike.

M. Crespi said that he could prove that Italy was demobilising. Moreover

she had demobilised two classes more than France. He had with him the

decree ordering demobilisation.

Mr. Lansing asked how many Italian troops there were in Istria.

General Cavallero said that on the armistice frontier from the Tyrol

to Istria there were from 700 to 800 thousand men. He. did not know how

many of these were concentrated in Istria. 'I’herc might be 100 thoussand.

There was in addition perhaps half a million men in the interior. Italy had

demobilised two and a half million men.

M. Clemenoeau asked M. Crespi to furni.sh him with a reply in writing.

He had been much struck by the assertion in M. Crcspi’.s remarks of a right

to impede the passage of arms from one Ally to another.

(M. Crespi agreed to furnish the written reply on the following day.)

9. Mr. Balfour said that he had no time to consider thi.s reply.

Rep^ to German Koktm MIr. Lansino suggested that the Drafting Committee

the subject (ifAemacua- be asked to draft a reply in case the Council should

tion ofPoland" decide to send one.

(It was agreed that the Drafting Committee should he asked to put up a

draft for consideration on the following day.)

10. M. Tarmeu gave an explanation of the report of the Commission

(Appendix A), He pointed out that the American proposal

involved reopening the question of the frontiers between

Htmiosy
Austria and Czecho-Slovakia. As there had been no agree-

ment in the Commission, he begged leave to make a personal

suggestion. He thought that Czecho-Slovakia could do without most of

what had been conceded at Gmtind, and the bulk of the territory attributed

to her at'Feldsberg. Thus with a very slight alteration the historic frontier of

Bohemia would be maintained. The very slight addition to this frontier,

which, he suggested, would be sufficient to safeguard the economic situation.

In compensation for this, Czecho-Slovakia might be given the bridgehead of

Pressburg. AU needful precautions might be taken against the militarisation

^ound on the right bank of the Danube. In any case this strip was so

to be militarily indefensible.



Mr. Balfour thought that on the face of it there was mucli to recommend

M. Tardieu’s proposal.

M. Tardieu added that the political effect in CEceho-Slovakia of altering

the frontier announced on June and without any ostensible reason save

counter-proposals from Austria, must be taken into coiisideration. It might

encourage undesirable tendencies in the country.

Mr. Lansimo said that this would appear to be an argument against any

change. If so, it would apply to Pressburg as well.

M. Tarmeu said that it was for this reason he proposed to neutralise the

effect of altering the frontier between Austria and C/.ccho-Slovakia by offer-

ing the latter Preiisburg as a compensation.

Mr. Lansing suggested that M. Tardieu should formulate his projKisal

and illustrate it by a line on the map on the following day in order that time

should be given to consider the new proposal,

(This was agreed to.)

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic, Paris,

July 10,
rprp.

Appendix A to No, 8

Report of Commission Drifting Reply to Austrian Note on Territorial Clauses'’*

I. Frontiers of Austria ivitk Hungary,

The ConnnLssion entrusted with tlie preparation of replies to Austrian Notes on

territorial questions, having heard M. Kramar and M. Benes,* ' submits the

Mowing:

—

(1) I’he United State.*!, British, French and Japanese Delegations consider that

the frontier should be fixed at the blue line shown on the map appended hereto.

The result of this fresh line is:

—

(a) On the one hand, to hand over about 250,000 Germans to Austria as well

, as territory which has up to the present furnished 40% of its supplies to

feed Lower Austria.

{b) On the other hand, to leave in Hungarian territory-—as pointed out by
Messra. Kramar and Benes—the railway from Pressburg to Agram (via

Szentjanos, Csorna and Nagy-Kanisza), the other railway, from Presfs]-

bmg towards the south (via Wiener-Neustadt) being already in Austrian

territory, and the Gzccho-Slovak Government having asked that its two
railway terminal points towards the Adriatic should not be in the hands

of a single State.

(2) The Italian Delegation, whilst recognising the weight of the argument* used

in coming to the above decision, is of the opinion that the ethnical, economic and

^
^ The original of this appendix ako contained a French text of thia report

MM* Kramaf and Bend were reipectively the Prime Minkter and Minktcr of Fore%a
Aflkirs of Czechoslovakia.

Map not appended to original.
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military considerations which have influenced it would he adequately Kuaranteed

if economic and other servitudes were imposed on Ilungtiry in such u manner as

to meet Austria’s requirements. Provided such servitudes tvere arrangt'd for, the

Italian Delegation considers that no change in sovereignty would la; ne(;e.ssary or

desirable. In view of the severe territorial contlhions already iinposetl on Hungary,

it would not be advisable, in its opinion, to demand fresh t<>rritoriid sacrifices.

(3) As regards the portion of the above-named line from tlur north of Kittsee

to Pressburg, and the territory south of that town, including iis sijhurhs, railway

station, and thejunction of the Pres-sburg-Agram and Pres.shurgWiener Neustadt

railways:

(a) the British, French and Japatiese D<*Iegations t^onsider that tht' territory in

question should be handed over to th<> (laecho-Slovak State;

(b) the American Delegation raises no olyVetion thereto, on condition that these

remarks arc complied with as regards tl«^ frontier heiweeji Austria and the

Czecho-Slovak State (Feldsberg and (hnaml).

(c) the Italian Delegation is against any ce.ssion of territory, iieiiig apprehensive

of its political effect on relations l)elw<!en Hungary, Atistria tind the

Czecho-Slovak State, but agrees eith<-r that tlx- latter shfutld he given

control of the railway station and junction on Hungarian territory, or

alternatively that the territory in (pK-stion shottiti he placed under the

sovereignty of the Leugtie of Nations for ;t peri(«l to l>e tlett'nniucd.

The other Delegations, whilst not jidiuitting the Italian poitit of vi<*w, would

agree to the said territory not being used for any military purpose.

2. Frontier of Austria with the Ctecho-Slovak 6'tate,

After hearing M. Kramar and M. Benes, the Cojnniission entrusted with the

preparation of replies to the Austrian notes on territorial tpjestious .suhniits the

•following:

—

(1) The French and Japanese Delegations rcconunetid the retention of the line

notified on 2nd June to the Austrian Delegation.

(2) The United States Delegation recommends the adoption of the historical

frontier, subject only to the reservation that the variations in the course of the

Thaya and the Morava should be taken into account.

(3) The British Delegation, while adhering to the original line should no

compromise be effected, would if necessary agree to the . , .
propo.saI,'» on con-

dition, however, that the Czecho-Slovak State received part of the territory

situated south of Pressburg on the right bank of the Danube, and also piMitive

guarantees for the free use of the river Thaya and the B'cldsbcrg railway.

In any case, the British Delegation thinks the frontier should follow the median

Hnc of the Morava and the Thaya river-beds, those two rivers being internationa-

lised on that part of their course.

(4) The Italian Delegation, though also adhering in principle to the retention

• of the original line, would if necessary accept alterations of detail on the Feldsberg

district, but refuses to consider the cession of the Prcssbuig; bridgehead by way trf

compensation. It is also in agreement with the British Delegation with regard to

the fixing of the frontier at the median lines of the Morava and of the Thaya, and
with r^ard to the internationalisation of those rivers,

M Punctuation as in the original. The French text read: ‘la proposition amiricaine.’
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No. 9

H. D. 5.] J^oUs of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of ike Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon's Room at the Quai d'Orsay, Paris, on Friday

^

July II, 1919, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.S.A.‘. Hon. R. Lansing; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison,

British Empire: The Rt. lion. A. J. Balfour; secretary, Mr. H. Norman.

France: M. Clemcnceau, M. Piclion.

Italy: M. Crcspi; secretary, M. Patcrno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. K.awai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Lieut. Burden. British Empire: Clapt. E.

Abraham. France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Lieut. Zanehi.

Interpreter: Prof. P. J. Mantoux.

i. M. PicHON took the Chair and explained that M. Clemcnceau was

Frontier of
detained in the Peace Commis.sion of the Chamber of Deputies.

Austria with He sent his apologie.s and would come later.

Hungay and (At this .stage M. Tardicu, General Lc Rond,* M. Laroche,*

Czeeko~ Mr. Leeper, M, Stranieri,* Mr. Dulles* and Mr. Hudson*
Slovakia entered the room.)

M. Tardieu said that he had been asked on the previous day to mark on a

map the compromise he had suggested.® This compromise gave back to the

Austrians half of the ground given to the Czccho-Sloyaks in the neighbour-

hood of Gmtind, only leaving the junction of the railway.s within Czecho-

slovakia. In the region of Fehlsbcrg, two-thirds of the territory was returned

to Austria, only the railw;iy and river reimiining in C/.echo-Hlov:iki:i. In

compensation to C/.ccho-Slovakia for this reduction of territory, he proposed

to attribute to her the bridgehead at Pressburg and the railway junclion. He
would add that in the area round Fcldsbcrg left to Czccho-Slovakia, there

were a number of Czechs, which was not the case in the rest of the territories

mentioned.

M. Crespi said that the Italian delegation had made reservations particu-

larly in respect to the bridgehead. He could see no reason for bringing

Czecho-Slovakia acro.ss the Danube. There were no military reasons and

he thought it would be a cause ofperpetual dissension between the two States.

The possession of an isolated bridgehead had an offensive appearance both

against Austria and against Hungary. Politically therefore there was little

> Member of the French delegation and chairman of the sub-commission on the deter-

mination offrontiers between Austria and Czechoslovakia and between Austria and Hungary.
* Chief of the European Section in the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs and French

expert on the Commission on Czechoslovak Affairs.

> Italian representative (for the frontier between Austria and Czechoslovakia) on the

committee for the study of the observations of the Austrian delegation on the political

clauses concerning Europe in the conditions of peace.

* Mr. A. W. Dulles was American representative on the sub-conanisaion on the deter-

mination offrontiers between Austria and Czechoslovakia and lictwecn Austria and Hungary,

* American substitute representative on the Commission on the International Rig^me

of Ports, Waterways and Railways. ® See No, 8, minute to.
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to recommend the transaction. The Italian delegation would prefer to

satisfy the C2echs in any other region than this.

Mr. Lansing asked what Mr. Crespi thought of the other changes sug-

gested by M. Tardieu.

M. Crespi said that the Italian delegation thought that it would be best

to leave the frontier as previously decided, and also that no change should

be made at Pressburg.

Mr. Balfour said that he understood M. Crespi’s feeling about the posses-

sion of the bridgehead. Against tlxis he would set the consideration that

nowhere else had a town been cut in two by a national frontier. There was

an integral part of the town on the right bank of the Danube. If the river

were taken as a boundary, an economic and social unit would be arbitrarily

divided—moreover from the main town, the railwiiy station, the electric

works and the public gardens would be cut off, and a customs barrier would

be established on the bridge connecting the two parts of the city.

M. Crespi said that he was told that the portion on the right bank of the

river was not an integral part of the city but a suburb.

Mr. Lansing said that the United States had considerable c.xpcrience of

divided cities on the Mexican border. This kind of arrangement caused the

greatest possible friction. He thought it was a mistake to mak<^ a river divide

in two a town, both parts ofwhich had grown up together under one muni-

cipal authority, and had never been separate. If, therefore, changes weijs

to be made in other parts of the frontier, he would be disposed to allow the

whole ofPressburg on both sides of the river to go to Czeeho-Slovakia, Com-
pensation could be given to the German population by frontier rectification

'elsewhere.

M. PiOHON asked whether he was right in believing that Mr. Balfour and

Mr. Lansing accepted M. Tardieu’s proposal which M. Crespi rejected,

Mr. Lansing said that he was not quite in agreement on all points.

M. Tardieu wished to give the railway junction near GmUnd to Czecho-

slovakia. He did not think this necessary.

M. Tardieu said that this junction exclusively served Czecho-Slovak

interests. His proposal withdrew one line entirely from the boundaries of

Gzecho-Slovakia. He considered, therefore, the retention of this junction as

economically essential.

Mr. Lansing said that he was informed that 99 per cent, ofthe population

in the Gmtind area was German. He therefore proposed that the historic

line should be reverted to.

M. Tardieu said that on the previous day he understood that a com-
"prpmise was to be sought. His instructions were that if a compromise could

' not be reached, the frontier announced on June and was to be adhered to.

He would add that according to the Czechs, a good deal of the population

though he did not make himself personally responsible for this

Undoubtedly the majority was of German speech, whether or

- Eurther, the Gzedio-Slovak Government had somehow
leaftit mat.^ '^teratibh of frontier was contemplated and M, Kramarez
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had already made a protest. It must be remembered that there was a new
Government at Prague inclined to seek a balance between the Allied and
Associated Powers and German influence. If the compromise ho suggested

were accepted, the Czechs would no doubt complain.

Mr. Lansino said that he would like to give Prossburg to the Czechs hut

not without full compensation, namely, the return of the German speaking

inhabitants around GmUnd. As to the Feldsbcrg area, with the exception

offour villages, containing he was told, 4,000 Germans and only a6o Czechs,

which might without disadvantage be restored to Austria, he was content

with M. Tardieu’s proposal. In the GmUnd region he would like to return

to the historic, frontier. He disliked the salient created by the proptwal,

Mr. Balfour said that M. Tardicu’s compromise was like all com-
promises, open to criticism. Nevertheless, he accepted and supported it as

the best way out of a difficult situation. In effect the Council was taking

from the Czechs something already officially given to them. I’he problem
was therefore, not quite an open one. It involved undoing something already
done. He thought that if the portion of Pressburg on the right side of the
Danube be given to the Czechs while the bulk ofthe German speaking people
near Feldsbcrg and near GmUnd were restored to Austria, neither side ought
to complain.

Mr, Lansino said that he would prefer to avoid the use ofthe word ‘bridge-
head’. He would prefer to say that a suburb of Pressburg was restored to the
city. The line proposed in Feldsbcrg with the exception of the four villages

in the south east of the district, to which he had referred, lu*. would accept.
In order to obtain agreement he would also accept the line propo.sed in the
region of GmUnd.
M. Tardieu said that he would like to add two remarks. The Com-

mittee thought that the course ofthe Morava and Thaia which now became
a frontier line should be internationalised. The .second remark was that the
railway going south from Pressburg which was attributed to Hungary should
have a servitude imposed on it ensuring free circulation for the Czecho-
slovak State. He would suggest that in the Treaty with Austria an addition
be made to Article 313 to the following effect:

—

After the first railway mentioned, the second should be:

—

‘from Bratislava (Presbourg) towards Fiume via Hegyeshalom-Gsoma-
Hcgyfalu-Zalab^r-Zala Szt Ivan-Mura Keresztur and the bmnch line
from Hegyfalu-Szombathcly and from Mura Keresztur to Pragerhof.’

The second as at present mentioned should become the third.

Similar provision should be made in the Treaty with Hungary regarding
the railway which was to be within the Hungarian boundary.

(It was decided’’ to accept for the Austrian firontier the oompsoniM
poposed by M. Tardieu, subject to a sKgbt modification proposed by
Mr. Lansing,

•> This decision is printed with verbal variation by N. Almond and R. II. Lutz, op. cit.,

p. 467,
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The slices of territory attributed to Czecho-Slovakia in i^xcess of the

former administrative frontier should be re<huHHl in the, rc^gions of Gmund
and Feldsberg to a minimum by way of conipenKution for the Kuhurb of

Pressburg situated on the right bank of the Danube.

M. Tardieu’s Commission was ashed to define the ntnv frontier line and

to forward it to the Drafting Committee.

It was further decided that the cost [courses] of the Morava and of the

Thaia insofar as they became frontier lines shouhl be internatirmalised.

It was also decided to modify Article 313 of the IVeaty with Austria by

the addition after the first railway mentioned of a second

^from Bratislava (Pressburg) towards Fiuine via Hegyeshnloiu-CHorna--

Hegyfalu~Zalab^r--ZaIa Szt Ivan-^Mura Kercsj?itur and the brumdi line

from Hegyfalu-Szombathely and from Mura Keresy.iur to Pragerhof.’

The second railway at present mentioned slmtdd b<^<M)me the third.

And to insert a similar provision to article 313 in the treaty with

Hungary.)

2 ,

J^ote from Commission [Not printed]^

on PortSi Waterways

and Railways^ on fron-

tier stations in Austria

3. With reference to a letter from the German Delegation ofJune 25lh (sec

Appendix A), it was for consideration whether an answer
^>rto Gtman

feg sent.

ittilmmaZTlf
Balfour expressed the opinion that it was undesirable

Polish territory Send any answer. His colleagues concurred i!t this opinion,

and it was decided that no answer should be sent.

4*

Treaty between Prin-* [Not printed]^

cifal Allied and Asso-

ciated Powers and

Czechoslovakia

® After a short discussion it was decided to imert in the IVcaty <jf St. (lermain what subsc*
quently became the second paragraph of article 319.

^
Signor Crespi asked that this question be adjourned and Mr, Lansing agreed as he

wished to have examined the differences between this treaty (subsequently signed at
St. Gennain-en-Layc on September 10, 1919: Treaty Series, 1919, No, ao, C*nid, 479) and
that with Poland (signed at Versailles on June 28, 19 19: Treaty Series, 1919, No. 4 CJmd.
223), These treaties related to the protection ofminorities. (Sec No. aB, minute 4, & note 6.)
Signor Crespi then referred to a suggestion made by Baron Sonnino on June 1 7 for certain
additional clauses of general application relative to the reciprocal relations of territories
fomerly part of the Austm-Hungarian monarchy. These draft clauses (Appendix B in
oripnal: not printed) proposed arrangements in such miscellaneous matters as the business
and prof^sional interests of persons in such territories, insurance companies, payment of
fmily allowances, disposal of archives and records, contracts, return to Italy of certain
rp|^-stock, pensions, railway rates, Adriatic coasting trade and fisheries, recovery of
removed Works of art, ^c. Signor Crespi ‘explained that the proposals were to the effect that
the political m^rted iii the Treaty with Austria should be generalised in such
a way as to apply to aU the New States formed out of the former Dual Monarchy’, After
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5. (M. Clemenceau entered the room and the members of the Drafting

R tifieatm
Committee were summoned.)

of Treaty Mr. Hurst read the following:

—

byGemmy^'* ‘On the Ratification by Germany of the Treaty

of Peace.

Motefor the Supreme Council

‘Article 6 of the law, dated February loth, ic)i9, of the German Empire,

relating to the provisional exercise ofthe Imperial Power, provides that;

—

“The Affairs of the Empire are conducted by an Imperial President.

The Imperial President will represent the Empire in international

matters, will conclude in the name of the Empire 'Frcatics with foreign

Powers, and will accredit and receive anrbassadors.

“Declaration ofwar and Treaties ofPeace are made in conformity with

the law of the Empire.”

‘The instrument of ratification signed by President Ebert, and counter-

signed by Bauer, President of tlie Council of Ministers, mention being ntadc

of the approval of the “legislative bodies”, appears to fullil the almvc

stipulation.

‘It may be deemed that Article 4 of the same law, dealing with the pre-

paration of the future constitution ofthe Empire, lays down that the terri-

tory of the German States cannot be altered without the con.scnt of those

State's, but this provision appears only to restrict the powers of the National

Assembly on this subject.

‘In these (•ircuimstuuees, tlu; instrumeut of ralifioatiou of the 'I’realy of

Peace ofJune aOtli, 1919, forwarded by the Government of the German
Empire, is not in the opinion of the Drafting Committee open to objection,

but may be regarded as complete, and in due form, from the international

point of view.’

M. Clemenceau said that it followed from this opinion of the Drafting

Committee that the blockade on Germany must be raised from the lath

of July, in accordance with a letter received by him from the Intcr-AlIied

Blockade Committee. (Sec Appendix C.)

(It was dftcidj'id to accept the interpretation given by the Drafting

Committee, ami to terminate the blockade on Germany from the 12th

July, 1919.)

6. Mr. Balfour said that in connection with this subject he wished to draw

Oyestm qf
the attention of the Council to the fact that a blockade on Russia

Bkckait in had bccn conducted under the guise of a blockade on Germany.
theBalHc The latter being now removed, it was for consideration whether

any form of blockade could be continued with the object of preventing

some discuBiion it was decided to refer Baron SonninO’s proposal to the committee for the

study of the observations of the Austrian delegation on the political clauses concerning

Europe in the conditions of peace. At this point the experts withdrew from the meeting.

Minute 5 is printed by D. H, Miller, op. cit., vol, xvi, pp. 487-8.
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the passage of supplies and arms to the Russian Soviet Government. This

Government had not been recognised and the Allies were not at war with it.

It did not seem possible, therefore, legally to declare a blockade on it. Ncvcn

theless, it was obviously a serious matter to allow Sweden and other countries

to furnish Soviet Russia with the means <if fighting our frit^nds, 1 le suggested

this matter be considered and discussed at a very early date.

(It was decided to put on the ageinla for the following meeting the ques-

tion. of the consequences of the tcrmiuution of the l>torkade on Germany
on the unofRcial blockade of Hussia.)

7. At this stage M. Misu, M. Vaida-Voevod and M. Plcssia ofthe Roumanian
Delegation; ,M. Pachich and M. Vesnitch of the Serbian

Military measures Delegation; and M. Kramarez and M. Henes of the Czecho-
to be taken^amt

Delegation; Marshal I’och, General Weyguud,'* the

o/cSoSlov^f Versailles Military Representatives aiul Gencnd I’hwaites

Serbian, and RaL entered the room.

manian Representa- M. PlCHON gave the delegat<'S a short account <»fwhat had
tiseswUh Marshal taken place in Council tit previous meetings on this subject.

pansJ^^'^"
report niailc liy the Military

App’en!B Representatives of the Supreme Wtir Goimcil at Versailles

regarding t he military measures to he Itikcn to enforce respect

for the {irmistice on Hungtiry.

M. Clemenoeau asked Marshal Foch to say what lie thought of the

projected operation.

. Marshal Fooh said that the report of the Militaiy Representiitives at

Vcnailles contained no projected operation. It merely stilted what forces

were available for action. He understood the purpose was to make Hungary
respect the conditions of the armistice. In the meantime Ilungiirian forces

had increased from six to nine divisions, and the succe.ss obtained over the

Czechs had improved the morale of these farce.s. If Hungary was to respect

the armistice, she must be forced to reduce these troops to six divisions, and
also to withdraw from certain territories. 84,000 men were said to be avail-

able for use to effect this. This number was small for the purpose. The main
contributor to this number was Roumania. Not only was the total not great,

but there was no cohesion between the various elements contributing to it.

The Roumanian Army was under Roumanian Command, the Serbian army
was under Serbian Command, the Czech Army was under a French General,
and the French troops under French Command. A single Command was
obviously the first requisite for a successful campaign. Moreover, the prob-
able length of the operations must be taken into account. It seemed unlikely
that the desired end could be obtained by one rapid stroke. If this were the
case the troops above mentioned would require reinforcement. Obviously

must be looked for in this from the neighbouring states. Before
it “i^st be known what these states would do, how much they

wouldl^^b^ and whether they would agree to act under one Command.
»* r^o.> . »» CMsf ofGeaena Staff to Matihal Foch.
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The desired results were:—first to defeat tlic Hungarian army, and second

to occupy Budapest. The first alone was difficult with the forces locally

available. The second was still more difficult, as Budapest was the central

fortress of the Hungarian plain. It was a considerable city, and if taken

would require a large occupying force. Before embarking on tlu; adventure

there must first be a political tindei-standing betwe<!u the States taking part

in it. Secondly a military understanding. Thirdly, a plan of operations.

M. Glemenckau asked Marshal Foch whether he requiretl more. tnK>ps

tilan were placed at his disposal. If so, would he name a figure.

Marshal Foch said he would have to study tlic (jue.stion. The whole*

operation was conditioned, first by the terms of the tigrccment tfmt might be

made between the States concerned, and sccniully by tlu; probable length of

the operation.^.

M. Clrmenceah asked the Roumanian representatives to state the. views

of their Government.

M. Mistt .said that the Roumanian Government would certaijdy take bito

consideration the desirc.H ofthe Gonfercncc. Roumania wa.s greatly interested

in the condition of Hungary by reason of its neighbtmrl»K)d. Rtnnnania was

already bearing a heavy burden and maintaining seven divisions in Hungary.

Two army corps were forming in Transylvania and were not yet ready. Four
divisions were maintained on the Russian front, and two more were being

mobilised with the help ofequipment supplied by the Allies. He agreed with

Marshal Foch that the first n'quisite wa.H an understancllng between the

Governments <u)ncerne{l. On behalf of the Roumanian Govermnent he felt

entitled to say that a very willing spirit would be shown.

M. Cr.KMEN<JKAJj asked tlu; Stuinan n'prescnlatives to expta'ss the view.H of

their Government.

M. Vi-^sNiTCH said he entirely agreed with Marshal Foch that a single

Command was lu'ccssary. With this provi.so he thought that the forces at

present available, if a.s,sisted with arms and munitions, could achieve success

without much difficulty. It should also be imprc.sscd on the Government at

Budapest that the Allied and Aasociated Powcm were absolutely at one, and
seriously intended to have their will respected. This would produce a moral
effect perhaps even greater than the military effect of the forces employed.
As to Serbia’s .share, he had no instructions from the Serbian Government,
but he thought he could go so far as to say that Serbia would make her
contribution and he was prepared to advise his Government to do so. He
must point out that Serbia herself was threatened at certain points and he
would ask that, during the campaign, Serbia be guaranteed by the Powers
against threats from without. He mentioned, for example, that the Bulgarians
had not yet been disarmed.

M, Clemenceau asked how many troops Serbia would contribute.

M. Vesnitch replied that Serbia would contribute what the Military

Representatives at Versailles had asked for, namely, one division.

M. PiOHON said that he hoficd Serbia might contribute more.
M, Vesnitoh said that perhaps the Serbian Government might see its way
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to maKng a larger contribution, but he could uuikc no uudcrtaking on its

behalf.

M. Clemenceau asked how far he thought the Serbtan (lovernmcnt

would go.

M. Vesnitch replied that this deiionded on general circumstances.

M. Clemenceau observed that an army could not be made of general

circumstances.

M. Vesnitch said that the Military Represent a tive.s at Versailles had

considered one division necessary.

General Belin explained that the report made by th<> Military Ri'prescnta-

tives had merely stated what troops were beliiwed to be available. 1’he figure

mentioned was not a desideratum but a statement of what was ready fon

immediate use. The report had also stated that the troops locally available

would require reinforcements.

M. Clemenceau said that it was evidently d«-sirable to havi- exact figures.

Once they were obtained, Marshal Foch could b<' aski'd ifthey wi'rcsufilcicnt.

M. Vesnitch had said that Serbia wouhl contribute a division, but, if so,

must be protected agaimt the Bulgarians. In other wonls, wliat he oll’ered

with one hand he withdrew with the other.

M. Vesnitch said that he had declared Stubia's reaiiiness to help. Never-

theless, the precarious condition of the eoimtry must be taken into aciunint.

He was prepared to oiTor the whole of the Serbian Army on comlition that,

while it was away from home, the house should not be burgled. One

division had been mentioned in the report of the Military Representatives;

he had understood that they desired one division. He now umh'rstood from

General Belin that more, if po.ssible, would be ncc.eptabh*. It was nrc.<‘ssary,

however, for the Serbian military authorilitw to Judge what could be done

under the circumstances. The first business of Serbia was to ensure her own
existence. She was being asked to make an eifort in the common cause and

on her behalf he had expressed her readiness to do her best. Marshal Foch

had said that action must be preceded by political agreement between the

countries concerned, namely, Serbia, Czccho-Siovakia and Roumnnia. He
would like to observe that, as a military action was reipdred and that as, for

success, it ought to be rapid, a great deal of valuable time would be lost in

conducting negotiations at Belgrade, Budapest [PBucliarcstj and Prague.

He thought it would be best to place the available forces directly under

Marshal Foch’s command,
M. Clemenceau asked M. Vesnitch if he could inform the Council of the

present distribution of the Serbian Army.
M. Vesnitch gave the following information:

—

I. The Morava division in the Banat.

a. The Drina division in Batchka and Slavonia.

3. The Danube division in Croatia and Slovenia.

4. Thb Ghomnadia' division in Belgrade (one regiment) and on the

Bulgarian ftonticr.
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5. The Timok division in lk».sjua ;m(l Herz<^govina, nulnmtin, and Fiuine.

6. The Yugo-lSluv division in the Saudjak, on the Albanian frontier, in

old Serbia and in Montenegro.

7. The Vardar brigade in Mact^ionia.

M. C4U5MKN<!I'',a.u then asked the Czctdto-SIovak representatives to state

the case for their Government.

M. Kramarcz said that the Hungarian situation was undoubtedly a threat

to Czccho-Slovakia. His Governinent did itot desire Hungary to have a

larger army than that allowed to her in the armistice, but the present moment

was not jiropitious for arlitm by Czecho-Slovakia against Hungary. When
G2Ccho-SU)v:ikia was attacked, the moment was more propitious. At that

time, Czccho-Slovakia had mobilised 150,000 men, but munitions and

equipment w<n'e lacking. 'The Confcrcnc.e had then imposed an armistice

between Czechoslovakia and Hungary. 'The Hungarians had tibserved this

armistice and had tivacualed Czccho-Slovakiau territory.' •' What pretext,

therefore, was there for the Czechs to attack the Hungarians? 'riic proposal

now was to demand the reduction of the Hungarian forces to the number

stipulated, but so far as Czcchf>-Slavakia was concerned, the Hungarians had

fullilled the conditions of the armistice required of them. He agreed with

M. Vcsnitch that a political agreement between the three States was not

desirable. The question was one concerning the Entente. It related to the

armistice negotiated between Hungary and tlie Allied and A.ssodated Powers.

No doubt Czech troops, if cmploy(;d, would do their duty, but before they

could be eni])l<jyed tlie Covernment at Prague must l)e consulted.

M. Ci.KMKNoRAU (uiquinid what contribution from Czec.ho-Slovakia had

been .suggesttul in tlui Versailles report.

M. Kramarcjz replied 20,000 men. He did not conceal that Czecho-

slovakia had more men than this available, but he could not say whether

the Govftrmnent at Prague would consent to act. As the Council knew, the

Government had lately changed.

Marsha!. Foou said that he had just received a letter from General Pelld'*

dated Bth July. He read this letter to the Council. (Appendix D.) It

followed IVtmi this letter that Hungary was determined to re-act against fate.

It woukl seize its opportunity when the Allied nations had demobilised and

disarmament had set in. H(i would like to explain that the preliminary undcr-

stamiing he liad referred to was the kind of understanding that could be

obtained in tlie Ctmntnl. Ho did not .suggest that the negotiations be carried

on in Prague, Uudiarest and Belgrade.

M. Ci.KMENtJKAU asked Mr. Balfour whether any British help could be

expected.

Mr. BAi4''oirR replied that he had repeated to the British War Cabinet the

argument he had set forth to the Council. He thought the Powers could hot

submit to a continued breach of the armistice by Hungary. This affected

See Appendix 1),

The French general previously referred to by Marshal Foch as being in command of

the Cssechoulovak army.
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central Europe and perhaps even the whole of Europe. Unless this were put

a stop to, there was no hope ot peace or ol r<'siorin>? ili<i eeonoinie condition

of central Europe. It was of the utnwwl impon.inee to act quickly. He

thought an effort must be made and that all .’XlHed c«»untries must contribute.

A decision on this subject was f»ne of a very inomentous character. Up to

the present time, he had rcceive<l no answer fnun the Bj itish War Cabinet,

He did not know whether General 'I'hwaiies hatl receiveti any answer from

the War Office.

General Thwaitks said that he had receive<l no answer.

M. Crespi said that he had telegraphed to Route in the same .sense as

Mr. Balfour. He thought all were agreetl ht reg.irding the question as one
'

of European importance. He had so far receivetl n.t.mswer. The question,

however, was being considered. Italy was passittg ibnnigh a critical time.

Demobilisation had proceeded even ftirther ih.m he had st.Ued on the

previous day. (M. Crespi handed to M, Clemeucran .t paper on this .subject

—Appendix E.)'* Italy was threatened by her own Bolsheviks. t\ general

strike was possible if Italy acted against the Bolsheviks, whether in Russia

or elsewhere. He expected M. Tittoni to be hack in 1‘aris on the following

Sunday.'* He would then be able to make a sl.Uenieut on the subject.

M. Clemenceait said that the result of the tiisenssiou «lid not appear to

furnish Marshal Foch with a very coherent force.

Marshal Fooh said that, if the military resurrection of Hungary was to

be prevented, action should be rapid. If till the Coveruments co-iqicratcd,

he thought success could be achieved.

M. Benes said that one precaution must lie taken if a cattipaign against

Hungary were started. When the Magyars had attacked ( Izccho-Slovakla,

it was found that there was considerable Aiwirian ctnmivance with the ‘

Hungarians. It would be necc.ssary to tiike sdl precautions that Austria did

not hamper the military action undertaken by the Allies.

M. Clemenceau said that, to .sum «p, there appeared to be six Romnanian

divisions, two French, one Serbian and a doubtful r|uantity of Czecho-

slovaks,

M. Benes said there were troops in Czecho-Slovakiji, but a scarcity of

equipment. He was therefore not prepared to state a Itgure.
^

M. Clemenceau said that he would be glad to know what contribution

Great Britain would make. Perhaps Mr. Balfour would be able to state tius

on the following day.

Mr. Balfour said that he hoped this might be so. There were no British

troops at present on the spot.

M. Clemenceau said the quation was whether any could be sent.

Mr. Balfour said that he did not know.
M. Clemenceau asked Marshal Foch whether he could act on tins

l^iirformation.

Foch replied that preparations could be made. After discover- i

9cm;t4bute and the dates on which the contributions .

July 13, 1919.
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could be made, he thought that he would be able in a fortnight to elaborate

the first outlines of a plan.

M. Clemenoeau suggested that Marshal Foch should give a sketch of the

plan of operations in a week, in order that the matter should be kept before

the Council’s attention.

Marshal Fogh said that, if he were to do this, he must be authorised

to treat with the Governments concerned and to find out from them what

they could undertake to supply and at what period they could fulfil their

undertakings,

M. Kramargz said that he did not know whether his Government would

contribute to the operations, but should it do so he must ask that action be

taken at Vienna, in order that munitions and arms stored there be delivered

to Gzccho-Slovakia.

M. Clemkngeai; replied that this point should be explained to Marshal

Foch.

(It was agreed that Marshal Foch after consulting the authorities of the

countries concerned, ahould formulate the plan of operations and report

progress to the Council in a week's time.)

(TIic meeting then adjourned.)

Villa M<Qestic, Pam^
July II, 1919.

Appendix A to No. 9

GERMAN PEACE DELEGATION, VERSAILLES, Eji/l Jutie, IQIQ,

W.G.P. 1125.] No. laa.

Mr. President,

The Imperial Minister of Foreign Affairs has instructed me to communicate the

following to you.

‘The German Government is informed that among the oriental territories that

Germany must cede in accordance with the Peace Treaty as well as among the

administrations and minor military authorities there, doubt exists and wrong

views arc held as to tlic time when this cession must take place. In order to avoid

misunderstandings and disagreeable incidents, and in the interests of the two

parties, it seems necessary to inform the interested circles immediately that the

Treaty of Peace will not come into force as soon as it is signed, but only at the time

stated in the different Glauses of the Treaty, and until then, the actual state of

affairs are [jiV] still in force. As to that which concerns the territories situated

within the line of demarcation, all that is necessary has been done on the German

side. The Allied and Associated Powen are requested, without delay, to take

corresponding measures in connection with the territories situated beyond this

line.’

Accept, Mr, President, &c.
• VoN Haniel.

To His Excellency,

Monsieur Clemenceau,

President of the Peace Conference.
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Appendix 0 to No. 9

Mpubijqiie Fran^.aisk

MlNISTfeRE DBS AfPAIRES KTRANOfeRRS
PARIS, Ic 1

1

Juilltt igig.

Mte pour le Consdl Suprhie drx Clirfs dr (dmirnimrnt

Lcv6e du Blocus.

Les ddl^guiSs allids ct assock's tin blocus ayant pns counaissancc <k: la note de la

Dadgation allcfnando du 10 juillet relative k la ratilication du 'rraiul <le Paixet

demandant la levclc imnukliate <lu Bloeu-s,

Estiment:
, ,.1 ..

quo si ccttc communication est <'onsid(‘nk> par le t .ousetl Supieme des ( .Iiefs de

Gouvernemcnt coramc la notification olik'ielle Mr l.i raiilieatiou reguliire et

compliitc’ envisage dans la lettre adressiM le 117,1(00 l.i dele.g.tlion ulleuiandc par

le Pr<Ssidcnt de la Conference d«; la I’tiix

le Blocus de I’Allemugnc pourra etre leve ties le i'4 juillet.

ILs demandent si cettc opinion est parta,gt«e p.tr le ilon-seil ties Chefs tie (Jou-

verncments* y Miulsttr rt par autnrisatifm

Le Conseiller d’Ambassade, .Sous-Direeleur ties Relatituw Cttuunerciales.

Appendix 1) to Nt). 9

Le General PclUS i-raoui;. /e 1.9/5.

A Monsieur le President du Conscil

Ministre de la Guerre,

(E.M.A.) Paris.

Comme j’ai eu I’honneur dc vous en rrntlre ciimple, les troupes Itoiigroises ont

6vacu6 avant le 4 juillet au soir, terme fixt^, le territoirr de la Ut'-pitlilkpie Tehtlco-

Slovaque jusqu’ii la froutiiire dtltermin^e par le railiogr.unme du PiAsitleiit de la

Confirence de la Paix du 13 juin. Une /.one iteutre dr tmalrr kins. tirux kins,

de part et d’autre dc la fi'onti6r« —» a tHd dtahlie.

Qjiel que soit le motif exact qui ait iniposd k rarni^e hougn»i.se eettt! retraite,

il y a lieu de craindre que la trfive qui en rdsultc nc soit (|ue imunenlautV.

Malgri les difficultds de la sitiuition intdrieure le Gouveruemrii! hongrois

continue de pousser les armements.

Au cours du recent repli, de nombreux olficlers frant,-ais, anglais, amt'ricains sc

sont trouvAs en contact avee les troupes mugyarrs. Us »«« pu coiivrr,ser avec des

fonctionnaires civiU et militaires dc tout grade dr Pancirit rtfgime, srrvant le

Gouvernement bolchevique, avec des chefs du mouvemeiit boltdirvitpie dr Buda-

pest, avec dcs hommes du peuple, ouvriers iransforin^s en chefs de bamle ou en

commandants de regiment.

. Tous ces officiers apportent le mfme timoignage. Us ii’ont renronlrd aucun

hongrois qui ne paraissc d^cidi k lutter jusqu’au bout, pour rtltablir son pays dai«

ses andennes frontiires, tout au moins pour reconquilrir la Klovatpiic. Les Hon-

grois cultivdi, en particulier les officiers de I'ancienne anndc, 8’cfibrt,‘airnt dc don-

ner k ces dtrangers une haute idde de la discipline et dc la valeur de Icurs troupes;

Us s’attachaient en mftme temps k leur prouver le bien fondd dcs revcndications

iiaiioHales. Les Boloheiviques de tout rang ne sc rdvilaient pas moins fanatique-

ment phis brutakment Paffimmtion [sis] de leuni droits et ne reculaient devant

aticun moyen violent dc magyarisation.
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Le peuplc hotigrois a confiance dans I’avonir. t)cm qiielques tms les armies de

I’Entente atiront demohilid el les forces miliiaires honjiroises seront au point: le sort de la

Slovaquie sera vite. rdgltK

Mais commc! je I’ai inontro dyi duns ma note; du it juin, la trotilierc tracoe a

la Tchdco-Slova'quic par la Coufdrcncc <lc la Paix conunc [? donnr
J
aux Hongrois

tons les avantages strategiques ; ellc est pour I’arnido tehdco-slovaquo indtllendable,

ou plus exae.teinent le seul moyen de la dtjfcndrc scrait prtSvenir si possible I’cnncmi

et de prendre I’iniliative des opdralions.

La situation deviendrait plus fachcusc encore si les hongrois, maitrcs de

Vienne, cntouniieut la Slovaquie Occidentale sur trois cotds.

Si le bolchevisnie s’iinplante et sc ddveloppc en Hongrk, A la favour de la tol6-

rance dont il a joui jusqu’ii present dc la part do I’Ententc, U nc saurait tardcr

bcaucoup k s’cniparer dc Vienne, d’oCi il inenaccra ritalie et la Suisse ou

rejoindra la Bavit'a'o.

Si le bolchevisnu! dc Buda-Vest cMe la plac<! i\ un gouvcrneuient moins

ennemi d(! I’oi'dre social, inais dgalement domind pur le courant nationaliste, la

guerre reprendra dans I’Europe Centralc sous uno autre forme, niais toujours

contre nos intdrilts vitaiix.

Aujourd’hui, c.omm(^ hicr, une intervention niilitaire de rEntcnle, contre la

Hongrie, in’apparait d’unc ndcessitd indluctable. A ddfaut d’autre motif, la

violation manifeste par I’fitat Hongrois des conditions de ddsarniement fixdcs par

la convention d’armistice, Idgitimc cette inteivention. L’elTort k accomplir sera

plus codteux demain qu’il ne Beat dtd il y a quclqucs semaincs; il sera davantage

encore s’il cst de nouveau diffdrd.

No. 10

H. D. 6.] Motes oj a Meeting of the Heads of Delegaliom of the Five Great

Powers held in M, Pichon’s Room at the Qjt/tai d^Orsay^ Paris
^
on Saturday^

July 12, igig, at 3.30 p,m.

Presknt: V.S.A.: Hon. Henry White; segretarv, Mr. L. Harrison.

Mtish Empire: The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretary, Mr. H. Norman.

France: M. Clcmcnceau, M. Pichon.

Italy: M. Crespi; .secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai,

SEOKETARY-fJENERAi.; M. Dutasta.

Joint Secretariat; U.S.A.: Colonel U. S. Grant. British Empire:

Licut.-Comrndr. Bell. France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Lieut. Zanchi.

Interpreter: Prof. P. J. Mantoux,

(At this point M. Gambon* entered the room.)

I. M. Glemenoeau said that the Council had before them a proposal of

_ . Mr. Lansing to tlic effect that the Polish and Gzecho-Slovak Govem-

ments should be given 10 days to arrive at sm understanding between

themselves on the Teschen question. He requested M. Gambon to explain

his point ofview.

* M. Jules Cambon was a French Delegate Plenipotentiary to the Peace Conference and

Chairman of the Commissions on Czechoslovak and on Polish Alfairs.
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M. Gambon said that the Tesclicn question had been much discuKcd: no

particular solution had been accepted ;
for it was hoped (hat MM, Paderewski*

and Benes would be able to come to an understantitnf![. t hey had not been

able to do so, with the result that conflict continued in the area in question.

It was therefore necessary to arrive at sonic .solution and he. thought that

Mr. Lansing’s proposal was a good one.

(After some discussion it was deei^led to ueeepl Mr. Lansing’s proposal

and to grant a period of 1

0

(lays to t he (h»vernment s of Poland and Caecho-

Slovakia to arrive at an agreement between theniH»>lves on the question

of Tescheu.)

2. M. Clemenceau said that Mr, Lansing had submitted a proposal to the

effect that the Orava qucstkin .should he. referretl to tin; Polish and
TheOrava

Q^echo-Slovak Committees, in order that (hey might correct the
qutsuon

previously adtqitcd, in a ntamier which shotild conform

to the ethnographical data on the. .subject. He literefoir asked the experts

to accept the ethnographical frontier and asked M. Gainlwm for his opinion.

M. Gambon said that the Cxecho-Slovak Coinmitiee hud examined the

question with care: the Committee iti question had tle«-itled to grant Orava

to Czecho-Slovakia as a c.omijcnsation. At present the poputalion.s affected

were stated to be dissutisfu'd and Mr. Lansing had asked i‘or a re-examination

of the question.

Mr. Whites said that two petwants had visited Pn'sident Wilson on the

28th June and that they had spoken to him on behalf of .qo.tmo inhabitants

of the region in question.

M. Gambon thought that the two committees might meet and submit a

new proposal.

Mr. Balfour said that President Wilson desired strongly tluit the question

should be examined afresh.

M. Clemenoeau said that the question should be referred to the com-

mittees, which should be asked to make a new examintttion of the question,

without being bound by any obligation to return to the ethnographical

frontier line.

(It was dierefore decided that the question of the frontier between Poland

and Czecho-Slovakia should be referred to the Polish and Gaecho-Slovak

Committees for examination and report.)

(At this point M. Gambon withdrew.)

3. M. CuiMENOEAU said that the Council had to look into the cficct upon

j j. til® Russian blockade of the termination of the blockade of
Bmkadtqf
Russia

Gonnany,

Mr. Balfour said that whilst he recognised how urgent and

} important the question was, he had found that it raisKl points of such

M, Paderewski was Polish Prime Minister and Muiister a£ Foreign Affairs,

f ^ 4‘i^^epiwioocr Plonipotentiarsr ofthe United States at the Peace Conference. Mr. White

on the Suqpreme CioundU after the latter’s departure from

Paris -bn-
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difficulty that he would be gratefu! if die Couiu il wc»u!d put nlF the dis-

cussion to its next meeting.

(Mr. Ball'tmr'M propiwul was tigrrea In.)

lusHonof I
Not printed H

Timtsin

5. M. Ci.KMisNCKAU .Slated that he was «thliged to submit to the Couneil a

doeumcnl which had l>een « nimnuuic.itrd olhii.dly by the

Adoemimt Serbian delegation (see Appendix .V'). it li.id bent iouiu! in

cmmmkuieil
jn oHiee of the .Senior C Jllieer ot the tlislrit I. i lie

£mm«r donmienl .seemeti to show ih.it the AuMi t.ins hatl been iulonnnl

of tin: movements «tf the .Set bi.m army by the iiniisrirlion of the

Italian atithorilies.

(It was tieeitlni ti* einmmmieate the dnemneut to liie viirimiH delegiitioti*

for tlioir HorUtimy.)

4 After *it wan tlortdrtj to oomtmMr u jifiriml « oininittrr to tlir* Iffitmti

demand that a claunn whirh iihould mir to Italy thr v\mirmo nmt tn rirnUiti

be intriHlut od into the l^eacc Treaty with Auitrttt. 1*hc Anmkmk drlr«iilto« nt 1 rpinl tlir

propthsal whilst making a renrrvatUiii that it would not be lioutul by the futdjinfiii til the

committee appointed,*

M. Clemeitreuu had .H|»in.s<«ed the pio|»o?*;d to appoint thh rotninitter, Mr. White hail

objeetal hut ultimately Stated that he agrmi tt» ihr nonnuafton of a Moninitiee, Inil that

he woulii he opposml to Its dn i-sions. 'i'ho rnitni Siatr'i had inoanurd alt » hiiio*k in any

conccfiHiou and was, jnotrovn ,
oppMsrti ttM oia r'o ion'll in ptinttpl^. IlfMould not, thrjrfiae,

recognise the nete.ssity of nominating .my eoinmiurr/ Mi . Ihdtoui statrd 'that hr ihd not

see what gootl wonUl roine of it in view of the Ainrrh an tight o| veto, t hr wotk of ihr

committee would lie without elfert, hut if it rould give atiy tion to thr Italmn

delegation, itr wouhi not lie opponed to the noniinaiion of the roiitnnilre,*

s Not printed, 'This document wat headed

t

^S^mce f/ra Hrnsnj^nmrnti.

Succursute Villarh ai lirlif •'< onlhleittiri

Remeignement No. uhi eonlideniiel

S.H.S, Situation

Au Bureau de reiweignmieiUH dit t knntnamhiiii

provitietal autiieluen-allenutml

Villacft^ Is stf) mni

This report gave detailed infornmiion, mipplied by agent Kh ip, m to the dMiHMiiiotii of

Yugoslav unitu in the Wttr/en-Krainlnirgdiiubimnmdorr area. *i‘he refiori rom ludrdi

Tarcilic infonnntionntt ex|»^li«^eau bureau tie rrimeignementii h Klagrnfuritiet k t*dHdar
de renaeignemenU itaiten ft 'IVnente l*areiiii,

*Lisuisnmi Pamti mmtiisi Une dtvbion serlje mt arrive ft tuidi ft Hiaenkappeh Aprfti la

prise de cettc ioealiti^i ta divbion I'esi partagi^e eii dettx fiafiie«> dcml una brigade a prii la

direction vent Kbhmidorf; la m unde brigade relic vers Vcllarh [ilcj« Vmmmi pouftda

beaucoup d’artillerie, rirrrtifj* de toufm lea trnupca cnnemics m trouvanl ait front

oarinthicn lont ^alu6i ft uo jusqu’ft hominoi. Ijm forrea mtiitairet itaisrnnri |iruvtttl

fttre prfttci ft marcher en 5 heurm. f,ni deux fonnatioiu stmt rapAli^ea par td^plione au
Bureau de Renseignemeiua ft Klugenfurih Ic nnti iijmi,

/Priftre de vouloir bien contrdler la v^raeit^ dm iidtirniationn Iburttint par Kh 19 et da

ttl



6. M. Clemenoeau produced a document addressed to him directly by
Bela Kun.

Wireless m^age Mantoux then read it aloud (sec Appendix B).
from ea m

Balfour Stated that it seemed to him that the Council

was in a very difficult position with regard to the document in question. It

should be remembered that the Allied and Associated Powers had approached

Hungary with a view to making that country withdraw its troops from

Czecho-Slovakia on the condition that an analogous order should be imposed

upon Roumania. Hungary had accepted and had withdrawn its troops.

Roumania had not obeyed the order. M. Bratiano had said in a private

conversation with him that it would be impossible for Roumania to with-

draw her troops before Hungary had disarmed. I'hc argument was strong.

Roumania was threatened by Russian Bolshevism on its eastern frontier and

by Hungarian Bolshevism on its western frontier, tip to the present time

the country had managed to hold its own, owing to the fact that on the

Hungarian side, it was protected by the line of the Tlunss which could easily

be defended. The Roumanians stated that if they were to abandon this

line and attempt to defend themselves further hack, lh<;y woidd have no

guarantee against an attack from Bela Kun which, if made, would make it

difficult forRoumania to defend herself. Although M. Bratiano had not made
a precise statement to that clfect, he had given tlie imprescsion that ifHungary
had disarmed according to tlic conditions of tlic Armistice, Roumania would
carry out the wishes of the Allies and would retire to the line which had
been laid down. M, Bratiano had further explained that Hungary by with-

drawing its forces from Czecho-Slovakia had not lessened the danger to

Roumania, which was on the contrary more than ever menaced by the

Hungarian movement.

fairc connaStre la hauteur de la remuneration k payer h cclui-ci qui jusqu’i present n*a pas

ete paye.

tlAPiTAiNK Rmm. m.p.

Ditacherrmt HeisBrsko. 0. J^o. 343.

‘Au commandant de la division de la Drave, je d<mne conniiksance de I’informadon
ci-dessus faite par les espions ennemis sur nos forces et nos positiora. Cette piicc fut

trouvee le 8 juin dans une table de la maison dans laqucllc sc trouvait le bureau du Com-
mandant provincial i Klagcnfurth.

Klagcnfurth le 1
1
juin 19 ig,

Lc Commandant
COLONSL. DoBR. Mu.8NKOVt&. m.p.

Gopie verifiee par Lieutenant-Colonel

Signature ilUsible.’

AppendixA also contained translations ofcovering notes transmitting copies of the docu-
ment in question. In one of these notes, datedJuly 4, 1919, from the Chief of the General
Staff of the Serbian Army to General Pruneau, head of the French Military Mission at
Belgrade, it was stated that (the Serbian Headquarters Staff has been inform^ on several
occasions that the Italian military authorities were giving the Austrians information upon
the positions ofour army, and upon the movements ofour troops in Slovenia and Oarinthia.
... I b^ tbat you will ask the General Commander-in-Chief to cause the Italian Mission
to be withdrawn from Ljoubliana.’
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M. Glemenceau said that he supposed that Bela Kim’s ready obedienre

to the orders he had' received could be explained in this way.

Mr. Balfour said that he thought the Roumanian.s would be justified in

not withdrawing their army so long as the Hungarians were not prevented

from reinforcing theirs and from manufacturing munitions and war materials.

M. Glemenceau said that he propo.sed that Mr. Balfour should prepare

a reply.

M. Grespi said that new facts had to be taken into consideration, which

had occurred since the withdrawal of the Hungarian troops. Massacres and

looting subversive ofhuman rights had taken place. 'The Italian representa-

tive, who was President ofthe Interallied Armistice (Commission, had formally

protested to the Government of Bela Kun and had been able to prevent

certain executions.

Mr. Balfour proimscd that a reply should be given to the efiect that no

discussion could be undertaken with Bela Kim so long as he did not comply

with the Armistice conditions.

M. PiOHON said that the Italian representative had evidently done every-

thing within his power. He drew the attention of the Council to a telegram

received by him (see Annex C*).

M. Glemenceau said thathe thought thatMr, Balfour’s proposalwas the best,

(It was therefore decided to send the following telegram in reply to the

wirele8.s telegraphic mosaagji Kent by Bela Kun to M. Clemencenu:

—

‘1’he Peace Conferenoe cannot diHcuHs any mattiT with you whilHt you
do not carry out the condition.^ of tho Anni.Hiic.e.’)

6.’ M. Clemknoeau asked whether M, Crespi had the report on this subject

.
asked for by the Conference,

M. Grespi said that the report in tiuestion would be ready

during the afternoon. The examination that had been made
showed that the trains had not been held up at Modane except for a few

hours on account of customs formalities,

M, Glemenceau said that he would examine the report.

7. M. Grespi said that he wished to draw the attention ofthe Council to the

following note on the subject of the actions of the Greeks in Asia

aZMm M**^”*"- (Sec Annex [Appendix] D.)

M. CtEMENCRAU smcl that even though the Greeks had passed

the lines of demarcation laid down^ they were none the less in the country

with the authorisation ofthe Peace Conference, and this could not be pleaded
for the Italians, who, in spite ofour wishes and ofour decisions, had occupied

^ Not printed* The undated telegram summarized in this appendix stated that there was
rising indignation in Budapest against ‘the judicial sentences passed after the last anti*

Bolshevist movement*; these included eleven death sentences* The message also stated that

a Hungarian note had been sent to Vienna demanding satisfaction for accusations made
in Viennese newspapers against the Hungarian Government; The Austrian Minister for

Foreign Affairs had replied that it was impossible for him to act as requested and M. B61a

Kun was asked to recall M. Czobcl, the Ilungarian Minister in Vienna.
^ In error for 7 ,
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the country.® In a full Conference, at which M. Orlaiultt and M. Sonnino

were present, Italy had been a.skcd to withdraw iun* troops, She had not

done so. If the Greeks had acted in the nuinner dc.scribcd in the note, it was

regrettable, but how could they be bhunctl for it? lie thcr<‘forc proposed

that Mr. Balfour should .send a de^spatch to tin- British Commodore on the

spot, instructing him to report on the situation.

Mr. Balfour said that he would do so; hut was the < lotnin<Kh»rc to confine

his enquiry to tire actions of the Greeks in the region in question, without

taking note of the actions of the Italians?

M. Glemenceau said that what the Italians had done was wtdi-known.

The Italian forces were in the region itt violali<in of a formal decision of the

Conference. M. Orlando and M. Sonnino had taken no notice of tlie requests

made to them, nor of the decisions made. Tog<-tlier witli Mr. Balfour, he had

sent a memorandum to M. Titloni, to which a reply had just been received.

It had been agreed that the Italians should .send no more troops into the'

regions in question, and in .spite of this, three thousaml more had been sent.

He therefore proposed that an enquiiy .shotild he made by the Briti.sh Com-

modore, but he did not .sec how he. could place any blame upon tlie Greeks.

M. Crespi said that M. Tittoni wouhi soon he hack, and that he, personally,

did not wish to enter into the discussion, more particularly as a menwjrandum

had been sent. He would confine him,self t«} .saying that the Italian Govern-

ment thought that it po.sse.sscd rights over the regi<«i in tpiestitm by virtue

of Article 9 of the Treaty of London.® He none tlie le.ss thanked the Council

for the proposal for an enquiry, which he agrcetl to.

(It was decided that Mr. Balfour should direct the Brilisli ('.oiuinodore in

command on the Coast of Asia Minor to send in « report on the subject of

the incidents that had occurred between tins Greeks uiid ItuliauH in the

region in question.)

Villa Majestic, Paris,

July 12, igig.

* On May 6, 1919, in the absence of any Italian irpreseiitative from the Supreme
Council (Council of Four), Preiiident Wilson, Mr. Lloytl (letirge, ami M. (Hemrnceau,
having regard to information which suggested to them the likelihissl of a landing of Italian

forces at Smyrna, agreed that Greek forces might be authori/.ed to Inncl there. The Supreme
Council, in the absence ofan Italian representative, consulted with M, Vcnizelos eoneerning

the op^tion on May 7, 10, and it. In accordance with a decision taken during these

discussions, Signor Orlando, at a meeting of the Suprenjc Council on May lu, was informed

of the intended landing of Greek forces and small Allied detachments at Smyrna. Signor

Orlando agreed to this operation in principle and it was decided that an Italian detachment
should pMticipatc. On the same day, as subs<;qucntly, representations were made to Signor

Orlando in the Supreme Council concerning independent Italian landings elsewhere in Asia

Minor, which had been madewidiout prior consultation with the other Allied Powers, Signor

Orlando was unable to obtain from the other members of the Supreme Council retrospective

^^^gaent to these Italian landings.

l^t of the secret Treaty of London of April sB, 1915, Is printed in Cmd. 671 cS

of this treaty rans

V'Gen#i^yi^««lkiB^ Iltace, Great Britain and Russia recognise that Italy is bitcitsted

fin the balance of power in the Mediternuicjm and that, in the event of the total or pardid
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Appendix B to No. id

Wirelessfrom Budapest,

SSS No, I2I from Budapest W.840 T1/7 at 121,15.

To:—M, Clemenceaii,

President of the Peace Conference,

Paris,

Mr. President. In your dispatch of 13th June you assured me that as soon as

our troops had evacuated the territories ceded to the Republic of Cizecho-SIovakia,

and had retired behind the frontiers assigned to the federated socialist republic of

Hungary, the Roumanian troops would make an analogous movement of evacua-

tion, and would retire behind the frontiers laid down in great detail in your note.

In the reply which I then gave, as well as in the dispatch which I sent subsequently,

I stated that the federated socialist republic of Hungary was desirous of showing

how anxious it was to avoid any useless bloodshed, atid would therefore agree to

your demand. And that I have kept my word has been proved by facts. At the

same time I took the liberty of requesting that you would give us the necessary

guarantees that the Roumanian troops should carry out the orders of the Allied

and Associated Powers, I was also of the same opinion as you, when you stated

that frontier lines acquired by force ofarms could not be held. As I did not receive

the guarantees, I stated inmy last dispatch, that I accepted ^ a personal guarantee,

or assurance, that the Roumanian troops would evacuate the regions to the East
of the Theiss, which were completely devastated. You have doubtless been
informed, Mr. President, that our troops broke oiff the fighting in which they had
become engaged with the troops of the Cy:echo-Slovak Republic by the action of
these latter. C)n tht^ 24th June our troops occupied tlic lin(\s which marked the

neutral zone established by Gcm*ral Pelle. The Rounuinian troops should, there-

fore, have conformed to the oi'ders and instructions issued by the AIHc^d and
Associated Powens, contained in your dispatch of the 13th June; they should have
retired behind the lines laid down, thereby giving some evidence of a desire for

peace on their part and ofa wish to accede to your desires in the matter of frotUiers
acquired by force of arms. In spite of your promise tlte Roumanian troops have
made no movement ofwithdrawal, but, subsequently to the 24thJune, have made
several violent attacks more particularly at Tiszaluc; these attacks were beaten off

with serious loss by the Red Army. However much we may regret the shedding
of blood, we consider it to be a duty imposed on us by your very word, to prevent
the Roumanian troops from re-opening such conflicts, in defiance of the formal
instructions of the Allied and Associated Powers. We do not wish to dilate on the

exactions and the bad conduct which characterise the daily doings of the Rou-
manian troops. On this point it will be suflicient to tell you, Mr. President, that

partition of Turkey in Asia, she inight to obtain a just share of the Mediterranean region

adjacent to tiic province of Adalia, where Italy has already acquired pghts and interests

which formed the subject of an Italo-British convention. The zone which shall eventually

be allotted to Italy shall be delimited, at the proper time, due account being taken of the

existing interests of France and Great Britain.

The interests of Italy shall also be taken into consideration in the event of the temtorial
integrity of the Turkish Empire being maintained and of alterations being made in the

zones of interest of the Powers.

*If France, Great Britain and Russia occupy any territories in Turkey in Asia during
the course of the war, the Mediterranean region bordering on the province of Adalia
within the limits indicated above shall be reserved to Italy, who shall be entitled to occupy



the devastations of Cencral Hindwihuvj? in the iiivatlod depuftnietits of Northern

France are perfect oases wlicn compared to tin- conditions Inought about by the

savagery of the Roumanian troops in the economic lift; of the i-ountrics that they

have occupied. Allotv me to ask yon, Mr. President, whether your woni, and the

engagements of, the Allied and Associati;d Powers an* sutUei<;nt to cause the

Rpumanian troops to retire behind tiu; frontiers assigned to them in your dkpatch

of 13thJune. We believe that you have means ofprevimting unnecessary shedding

of blood even though you address your iastructions to persons wliost; desire for

peace has not been proved .so strongly as the wishes of the fetleratcd .socialist repub-

lie of Hungary, which, after conducting a series of suiressful engagements, was

willing to cause all useless .shedding of blood to ecase.

With regard to the republic of Clzeeho-Slovakia we Iieg you, Mr. President, to

make your wishes and tliosc of the Allied and Assori.iteil Powers ellective in the

matter of the hostile attitude taken up by the Roumanian troops. The federated

socialist republic of Hungary brought about a ee.ssation to the hostilities opened

up by the Republic of Czecho-Slovakia de.spiU' the faet that the Hiingariuu troops

were successful. We beg that you will repeat your iitstruetions of the 13th June

and make the wishes of the Allied and Asso<-iat(;d Power,s respeeteib It is only in

this way that the fifdcrated socialist republic will be able to justify its eonciliatory

attitude in the eyes of its supporters, by having accepted the giiarantites given in

your declaration. I hoj)e that tin; Allied and Associated I'owers will he able to

impose respect for th<‘ir wish(;s, and maintaitj their prestige in the cy<'s of the

Roumanian troops.

Budapest, nth July.

UKt.A Run
(.lonmiissary for Foreign Aftairs,

Appendix D to No. 10

Memorandum dated Julji itftg

It is known that the Greeks were obliged by the 'I'nrks to evacuate Aidin on the

ist July, but they were able to reoccupy it on the f,th. After this date they have

continued to advance to the south of the line laid down by the Ckutncil of Four,

at its meeting of the 19th May (Ajtissoluk-Aidin).

It should be noted that the Council of Four laid down that the Greeks should

not be allowed to occupy any territory outside the Sitndjstk of Smyrna and the

Kaza ofAivali without being authorised to do so by the Senior Naval Ofiicer, that

is to say, by the British Commodore. It follows, that, as the CommtKlorc opposed
the re-occupation ofAidin by the Greeks with a view to avoitljingj irseless blood-

shed, it was only right that he should have been obeyed. But on the other hand,

as we have said, the Greeks had not only re-occupied Aidin but have gone to a
distance of so to 35 kilometres to the south of the line laid down; in consequence
of this, they have been brought face to face with the Italian troops, on whose
patrols they have fired. The Greek aeroplanes have directed machine-gun fire

• agaipst the Italian troops marching from Giroba towards the Meander; whilst the

Greek artillery has fired on the Italian pcaitiom. In view of these considerations
the British Commodore has uselessly ordered the Gredt Commissioner to respect
li& orders, which are, that the Gre^ troops should immediately withdraw to the
north of the Aidin railway. It would seem that orders have come from Paris, at

the same time, tdling the Greek Commissioner at Smyrna to re-occupy Aidin, in
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spite of the contrary orders given by the British Commodore, who, on several

occasions, has given evidence of his indignation at the disregard of his instructions.

I have therefore the honour to demand that the Supreme Council shall give it to

be underetood to the Greek Delegation that the orders of the British Commodore

are to be respected.

No. 11

H. D. 7.] Kotes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon's Room at the Qtiai d^Orsay, Paris, on Tuesday,

July 15, igig, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. H. White; skoretarv, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, O.M., M.P.; secretary,

Mr. H. Norman.
France: M. Glemcnceau

;
SECRETARira, M. Dutasta, Cnpt. de St. Ojicntin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secrktary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.iS\A.: Lieut. Burden. British Empire: Capt. E.

Abraham. France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Lieut. Zanchi.

Interpreter: Prof. P. J. Mantoux.

I. M. Clemenoeau said that he had received a communication from Bda
Kun, which was a reply to that sent him on behalf of the

Council according to the decision taken on July 12th. (See

H. D. 6’. Mimite 5*.)

M. Mantoux read the cominunicatiou from Bela Kun. (Appendix A.)

M. Clemenoeau expressed the opinion that Bolu Kim hud right on his

side. He had been told that, if his troops evacuated Czocho-SIovakia, the

Roumanians would be ordeixd to evacuate the part of Hungary they had
invaded, but they had not done so. Mr. Balfour had since informed the

Council that the Roumanians could not safely carry out the order. It was a

pity this point of view had not been explained before the order was made.
Nevertheless, whatever rca.sons the Roumanians might allege, if the Con-
ference did not order them to withdraw and could not enforce the order,

the Council would be in a bad position.

Mr. Baleour admitted there was force in M. Clemenccau’s remarks. He
believed that the Council of Four would not have taken the decision it took

on June 12th, to arrange an Armistice involving the withdrawal of the

Roumanians, had they known that the Hungarians were breaking the most

essential terms of the original Armistice. This had not been known until

both President Wilson and Mr. Lloyd George had left Paris. M. Clemenceau
had not been aware of it, as he had expressed doubt when the matter was
first brought to his notice. No doubt the Council was in an unsatisfactory

position, but it would be in a worse if it were to order the Roumanians to

Withdraw. M. Bratiano, in his farewell visit, had expressed himself very

firmly and concisely. He said that.lhc Powers had no authority to demand
• No. JO. * In error for minute 6.



of Roumania a retreat which they could not protect. Unless (he Powers

could guarantee the safe withdrawal of (he Rounianiau (mops and the secure

holding of another line of defence again.sl a superior enemy, it would be

unfair to enforce the demand on Roumania. Aerunling (o the military

advice he had received, in view of tin; increase of (he Ifimgarian army,

Roumanian national existence might he at stake if (his were <i(me. In his

communication, Bela Kun allcgc<l breaelu's of (lie Arinis(ice !)y (he Czecho-

slovaks and by the Roumanians. 1 ( was the business oft lie military authorities

to see that the Armistice was carrii'd out. He thought that the military

authorities had not treated the politicians very well, as tliey h;id not kept

them informed of the breaches of (he Armisli<‘e whether by one side dr by

the other. He would, therefore, propose to send Ih’ia Kim's h*ttcr to Marshal

Foch before any reply was made, and to ask (he latter i'or a report regarding

the way in which both the Hungarians anti our own .MHes hatl respected or

broken the Armistice. He thouglit it might be possilile to reply that, when the

Council had addressed Bela Kun in June, it was not aware (iiat 1 limgary was

breaking the Armistice in doubling her army. If, liowever, tiie Hungarians

now agreed to i'e.spcct the terms of the Armistice, dm < louneil would obtain

the withdrawal of the Roumanians, It might further be stated that the

frontier between Hungary and Roumania iiad already been fixed by the

Peace Conference and tliat no amount of local lighting would alter this

decision to Hungary’s advantage or detriment. 1 ie wished to <lriiw attention

to a communication he had had from General Greenland, * to (he eflcct that

the Hungarian population on the eastern .side o!' the Tlieiss were greatly

alarmed at the prospect of the Roumanians witlulrawing, lest they be left

thereby to the tender mercies of Bela Kun.

(It was decided to refer the comunnuealion received from lielu Kim to

Marshal Foch for a full report on the oLHorvamstw and non-oitHervuneeB of

the original Armistice CumlitioiiH by all parties coneerned.)

2. At M. Clemenceau’s request, M. MatUoux read a lengthy document
Armistice on (Appendix B), which it was decided shouhi be cirtailatctl and
Esthonian Front discussed at a future meeting.

3. The Council had before it aJoint Note by the Allied Blockade Committee
QiiesHorntf and the Eastern Blockade Committee (w. c. i». 1 133) and a Note
Blockade in by the British Delegation (w. a. p. 1133 a). (Both of these docu-
the Balttc ments are contained in Appendix G.)

(At this point, Sir W. Mitchell Thomson,^ Mr. Waterlow,* Captain
Fuller,® M. Seydoux’’ and Mr. J. F. Dulles entered the room.)

a The reference b uncertain but it appears probable that Greenland may be a mbuke
for Greenly. General Greenly was Head of the British Military Minion in Roumania.

^
* A British representetivc on the Supreme Economic Council.

^ ^ British Delegation on the Supreme Economic Council.
Section of the British Delegation.

' ’ Gtaefor%|pto^ai|e'S«ctioa to the French Mtobtry of Foreign Afisirt and a French
jrei»esentative the Supreahe Economic OoundL
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M Clemenceau said that the Council was considcralily cni!)arras.srrl m
dealing with this question. He read i>araRrai>h 7 of (he Joint Note.

M. Sbydoux said that the tixiestion hiul been raisc<{ by (he Supreme

Economic Council, which had received in reply a tdmnmuica(u>n of the

decision taken onJune 17th by the Council of Four, in the following (enns:

‘After the acceptance of (he Condi(ions of Peace by Cennany, measures

are not still to be taken to prevent commodilics from reaching Holshevi.si

Russia or Hungary. On the recommendation of (lie .Supreme Fcono-

itiic Council it was approved (hat there, shouhl be an abstinence from

any positive measures or puldie. aunouneetnent indicating tin* resumption

of such trade. 'Fhc Supreme Kconomic Council is asketl, how-ver, to

examine whether, csmsislently with tliis ticcisinn, means could !«• found for

preventing war material from l)cing carried by sea from CJcnnany to

Bolshevist Russia.’

This decision was commimicated l>y Sir Maurice Hankcy in a letter m
Mr. McCormick." (Appendix I).*')

Sweden had now opened the question anti it was net'cssary to iiud stiinr

solution. The solution suggested was contained in tlte tertns of the last clause

of paragraph 7 of the Joint Note. This applied tmly to the liallic. In the

Black Sea, the position was less acute. There were few countrie.s {inxttiii* tJr

able to import mnch into Ru.ssia. In Petrograd, however, the situation was

critical. It was but a few hom's' st»\nm from Stftckhohn and Cojwtihagcn.

The means sugge,stc<l w<’re, he a<lmitted, opportunist methods, Ij.isrd on

the fact (hat naval hostilities were taking place in the H.ihic, It might he

possible without declaring a iilockadc, which was legally impussitilr, to

proceed on the ground of tiic.se hostilities to enloree an embargo which

should only he raised at the discretion of the Allieil Powers. There was,

however, another way out. T!»e Allied and Associated Powers had oll'ercd

help to Admiral Koltchak on certain terms. If this help wa.s tt* lie given to

him, it must he given at all points. If neutrals were to he allowed to furnish

supplies to the Bolsheviks whom he was ftghting, Allied assislanec elsewhere

would he neutralised. The neutrals might therefore hr told that the Allied

and Associated Powers would eon.sUler it an imiViendly ai t on their part

should they send supplies to Bolsheviks. 'Phis coultl now be stated with more

confidence since help had been promised to Admiral Kultcltak. Me suggested

that the Council adopted one or other of the two plun.s prujKised.

Mr. Balfour said that M. Seydoux’s .statement wa.s very clear, ’i’he

question was Jtn extremely embami.ssing one. The Council was licing

hampered at every turn by difikult ((uestions of hiiernaiional law, Ixith in

* RqsreiclUativc of the Uiiitrd Htntni f<*r bltnittidr on Uir Hiipirmr tU'onumic tkmucil

aad, at tha time of lk»key*ii commuoJeatiot* (clalcd June *7, Chairman rf

Council by rotntion.

Not printed* In »Sir M. Ilunkry’^ rointnunication t»f the nlKivaoqunirci dariiion of lha

Cteuncil of Four thr word *not' \u thr lirni w^fitroir wm Miidrrliiird, »Im# ilir woriU *an

«ib»ti»anca from any pmitivr itiwl "ptddu anuoum rmrut iuilMuiiiiK il*r rniiump*

lion of iudh’ in tha #ct‘ond icntatu a.
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relation to new States and to unrcco{?niscd or dc facto Governments. There

were two areas to be considered, first the gulf of to [.r/c
j
Finland, and second

the Black Sea. The White Sea was already provided for. Trade with the

Baltic States of Finland, Latvia etc., need catise no concern because trade

with them would not lead to the percolation into Soviet Rus.sia of any arms

or ammunition. Of the two doors into Soviet Russia, one would be closed

by ice at the end ofNovember. Until that date, the means ofstopping trade

from passing through it which had been .suggc.sted amounted to this—that
neutral Stales be informed that the Allied an<l Associated Powers were not

making a formal blockade on Soviet Ru.ssia; but, seeing that active ho.stilities

were in progress in the Gulf of Finland, they must in.sist <ui the right of turn-

ing back trading vessels from the zone ofoperations, 'fhe watens in question

were mined, and operations must for .succes.s he provided with secrecy. He
did not suggest that trading vessels should be subject t(» capture, sunk or

proceeded against in Prize Courts; only that tlu'y .should be sent back to

their port of origin. This course was no doubt open to (jbjeetion, but less so,

he thought, than any other, and it seemed the best that ctndd be done to

carry out the policy laid down by the Council of Four. As to the Black

Sea, he understood there was a proposal to recognise a blockade to be
declared by Koltchak and Donekin. 'Fhest' nuithods ho would be inclined

to accept.

M. Clemenckau said that as temporary expedient.s the proposals put forth

by M. Seydoux might be adopted.

M. Seydoux said it must be clearly undentood that no legal right could
be appealed to. In order to endow Koltchak and Deut^kin with some powers
to enforce the blockade, he suggested that they might be .supplied with a

destroyer or two by the Allied Ikjwcrs.

M. Tittoni said that the proposals were expedicn(.s, but a.s he could see

no better, he would accept them.

Mr. White said that all that had been suggested amounted to a pacific

blockade. The American Government wa.s extremely .sensitive regarding
matters of this kind. Without special instructions he would hesitate to accept
any proposal tending to stop traffic on the High Seas in time of Peace.
Mr. Balfour s,aid that in his view, what was proposed was not quite a

pacific blockade. The regime in the Gulf of Finland was not peace. Even
though it might not legally be war, active hostilities were being waged. As
the Soviet Government had not been recognised these hostilities could not
lawfully be considered war; since it appeared that war could only be waged
agmnst a recognised Government. The military operations going on had an
object accepted by all the Allied and Associated Governments, namely, to
preserve the small border Republics which had sprung up in the north-west
of Russia. Commerce, therefore, should not be allowed to interfere with
^ese operations. He thought the suggestion made in the last paragraph

-the addendum by the British Delegation to the Joint Note might be

,
M. TiTTom observed that the Powers could not escape the anomaly of
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jg.;;cti‘ng Koltchak in one quarter, and allowing his enemies to be assisted

in another.

M. Clemenceau observed that President Wilson had offered his help to

Koltchak.

Mr. White said that he was willing to send a cable message to Washington,

explaining tlie views of his colleagues, but he could not accept them wiiliout

reference to his Government. Theoretically there wa.s peace with Kussiu.

He would ask whetlier he might join in the propo.sal before the Ciouncil

which he understood his Colleagues all accepted.

Mr. Baleour said that he fidly understood Mr. Wliitc’s position, but

the question addressed to the British Government by the Swixles had to be

answered. He did not know how long the answer could he postponed.

M. CLEMENOEAtr suggcstcd that Mr. White inform the Council of the

views of his Government within two days.

Mr. Dulees said that it would be necessary to explain to PreskUmt WiLson

why the question was rc-opened. At the time when the Council of Jkmr had

made its decision, it was well aware that the prc.scnt situation was bound to

come about. The question had been con.sidcrod first in the Blockacic Council,

then in the Supreme Economic Council, and lastly, in the Council of the

Heads of Governments. No aspect of the situation, therefore, hud been lost

sight of and the very contingency now being discussed was that in view when
Sir Maurice Hankey sent his note to the Supreme Economic Council. It

would, therefore, be necessary to inform President Wilson of whatever new
circumstance might exist whicli justified tin; ro-openitig of the <pu!stion.

Mr. Baefour said that it was no doubt quite accurate to say (hat the

Council of the Heads of (Jovernments had chwided that nothing could be

done, and it was doubtless reasonable to say that President Wilson must be

informed of the reason why the present Council desired a difibrcnl decision.

He would point out that, in the decision of the Council of Four, Hungary

was coupled with Rus.sia. Nevertheless, a blockade on Hungary had been

imposed. At the time of the letter, there was some hope that Petrograd would

fall; this would have removed all necessity for a blockade. It might, further,

be pointed out that the Soviet Government was conducting active hostilities

against the small Baltic. Stales. Should the Powers not protect the latter,

the Soviet Government could land troops in the rear of tlicir forces and

destroy them. Hence it was necessary for the Powers to maintain maritime

control of the Baltic. This could not be done without active operations, as

the Soviet had ship.s and shewed fight. It was impossible to carry on naval

operations in narrow waters and to allow merchant shipping to go through

with food and arms. The removal of the blockade was, therefore, incon-

sistent with the conduct of the policy unanimously favoured by the Powers,

Mr. Dulles observed that the blockade on Hungary was maintained

because the Powers were still at war with Hungary. They had never been

at war with Russia.
'

(It was agreed that Mr. Dulles should draft a telegram to be sent in the

name of the Council to President Wilson, explaining the reasons for main-
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taming in the Baltic and the Black Sea an embargo on merchant f^hippiag
trading with Soviet Russia* ®

It was further agreed that the subject sliould again be put on the agenda
on the 17th instant.)

[Not printed]

4.

Revision of

Treaties ofi8jg

5. The Council had before it the report of Military Representatives at
(Appendix E.)

,

Occupation in (At this point, the Military Represent ati\'cs atui their Chiefs of
Silesia ^ng the Staff, entered the room.)
Plebiscite

, Balfour .said that he hud n^ud tiu; rc'port. The only
difficulty he found was in finding 13,000 men.
M. CLEMENCEAUsaid that he had none to ofltu'. Heeonnted on Mr. Balfour.
Mr. Balfour said he had none to ofl'er. He counted on Ceneral Bliss.

General Bliss said that it wa.s not beyond tlu* limits of po.s.sibi!ity that
Allied troops might be entirely di.sj}cnscd with. 'I'he Inter-AlIicd Commis-
sion which was to conduct the plebiscite, was to s|)en(l six month.s studying
the country. It would be able to report whether or<ler could be muiatained
without armed forces. It had been providtul tluit there slumlci be neither
German nor Polish troops in the area. He suggest<xl, therefore, that the
Commission, together with its sttiff, which would he mimerous, .slioukl go to
the country and report later whether it required an Allie<i force or not.
Mr. Balfour quoted paragraph ‘D’ of the general consi<lerations set forth

in the report and pointed out that it seemed to have been (he intention that
the Commission should have an Allied force until local police could be
organised. If, however, General Bliss considered that tlie risk of doing with-
out an Allied force could be taken, he would not insist on a pe<lan(ic adherence
to the original intention.

General Bliss said that the plebiscite was not to take place until six
months ^er the coming into force of the Treaty. I’his would give the
Commission plenty of time to find out whether an armed force could or
could not be dispensed with.

M. Glemenoeau asked what would happen should the Commission find
that they required troops.

Mr. Balfour drew attention to the provision excluding any participation
of ffie Germans in the forces of occupation. He asked whether this should
be held to apply to police forces.

General Buss thought that it did not apply to police forcc.s.
Mr. Balfour asked when the Commission was to proceed to Silesia. He

also asked wheth» members had been nominated.
. Mr. White said that he understood the Commission was to proceed to

“ J“}y *9' '9‘9* »hould be held at the Qjjti^ charged vdth the revaion of the treatiet of 1839
- ^ of hjtematioi^guanmm. Sm 183$-^, vol. javU, p. ggo f.)
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Silesia 15 days after the coming into force of the I’rcaty, As to nomination,

so far as the United Slates wci'c concerned, no American imnnber could be

appointed until the American Senate had ratified the Treaty.

M. Ci,RMENCEAii said that he was informed that the Commission to

supervise the execution of the clauses of the Treaty had examined this

question and that it could furnish a report at the next meeting,

(The question was therefore postponed till the following day.)

6 . The Council had before it a Report from the Military Representatives

of the Supreme War Council. (Appendix E.'*}

Occi^aHon ofBul- M. Glemengkau observed that in spite of the platonic
gma by Greut recommendations ofthe Military Representatives, it appeared

Mdlialy infmial
footnote that Italy would contribute one battalion,

proportmx Great Britain 40 men, America none, while France had in

the area two divisions, two-thirds of which he proposed to

demobilise. I'he only way out of the difficulty that he could think ofwas to

ask the Italians who were on good terms with the Bulgarians to stand surety

for their good behaviour.

M. Thtoni said that he was not aware of any special intimacy between

Italy and Bulgaria.

M. Clemenceau said he could show M. Tittoni evidence to that effect.

He made no complaint, in fact he would be glad if Italian policy could

produce in Bulgaria the r<!sults desired by the Conference. I’hc only end in

view was to make the Bulgarians behave peacefully towards the Greeks.

M. Tittoni said that Italian policy wa.s to conform with the policy of

the Allies.

M. Ci,KMENOEAtJ said that he had dreamt that Italy was inaugurating a

new policy, and was now seeking to make friends with her neighbours in the

Adriatic, applying in case of misunderstanding to her Allies for arbitration,

which would be most willingly undertaken.

M. Trri’ONi said that he was quite willing to conform with M. Glcmenceau‘s

dream.

M. Clemenceau said that ifan agreement between the Bulgarians and the

Greeks could he arranged through Italy it would be a great service to the

Allied cause. The Bulgarians and [?had] been summoned to be in Paris on

the a5th. There remained only ten days. If in this period M. Tittoni could

give the Allies a foretaste of the new policy, the situation on the arrival of

the Bulgarians would be much easier.

. M, Tittoni smd he would be very pleased to do his best.

M. Clemenceau suggested that M. Tittoni should have private conversa-

tions on behalf of the Council with M. Venizdos.

. Mr. Balfour asked to what extent disarmamenthad proceeded in Bulg^a.

“ This reference was apparently confused with the previous reference to appendix B in

minute 5. No report from the military representatives on the occupation of Bulgaria is

t^t^jenciW to the original. The report in question was evidently presented in accordance

with the decision of die Supreme Uouncil recorded in No. 7, minute la.
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M. Clemengeau said that he. thought the sittiution uusaiisfiictory. Hg
did not think that General Frunchet d’Esperey hatl controlled events verv
successfully according to the instrucUion.s given him. ffe had the impression
that the Bulgarians meant to resort to forc<' .should they be di.ssatisfied with
their new frontiers. He wu.s asking General h'ranchet d’Esjiercy’s opinion
on Bulgaria and its present condition from the military jioint of view. If
meanwhile, M. Tittoni would have a talk with M. Venizelos, good results

might be obtained.

Mr. Balfour said that he presumed that M. '1
'ittoni’.s conversation with M.

Venizclos would bo on the basis tifwhat ha<l been decided at the Conference.
*

M. Clemengeau said that it must umhmbtedly be «»n th<‘, hash that the
Entente was victorious, tind that Bulgaria had been (h’fealed.

M. Ti'itoni a.skcd that he might lx* supjjlied with the reijuisits; information
by his collcaguas.

Mr. Balfour enquired whether the intention was that M. 'ritt<mi should
discus.s frontiers with M, Vcnizelos.

M, Clemengeau said he suggested no plan whatever. fl<‘ left the whole
matter to M. Tittoni’s ingenuity. He luu! heart! among other things that
Greece thought of giving Bulgaria a share in the port <*f Kavallu. If so this

wa.s a good beginning wliich dc.servcd encouragtanetit.

(M. Tittoni agreed to engage iti eonversation with M. Veni'/,elon, anti report
the results obtained daily to the (louneil.

It was further decided that (bmeral h'nmehet tl’Esperey shoidd furnish
as soon as possible all available information regurdiug the military situa-
tion of Bulgaria.)

7. The Council had before it a report from the Military Representatives
of the Supreme War Ctnmcil. {Apjtcndix F.)

Cimiwoeau iUikcd Gcntral IWin wirat the ciinclusiMi of

rLdinth.
'I>e report Wffl.

^

area ceded by
vrENERAL Belin said that it was proposed that the Frontier

Gmtmy Delimitation Commission should begin to function at once
instead of waiting for the time appointed, namely, 15 day.s after

the coming into force of the Treaty.
M. Clemengeau said that he did not think there wa.s any authority to set

the Commission at work before its time. Tins could only be done by agree-
ment \rith the Germans. Should they refuse the Council could do nothing.
It wM important not to exceed Treaty rights. In this connection he wished
to inform, the Council that the Germans had approached him with a request
for permission to occupy Frankfurt with troops by reason of disturbances
^ected there. On the strength of the Treaty he had refused this request.
It was therefore hardly possible to ask Germany for favours. He suggested
that report expected from the Commission to supervise the execution

' of the Treaty be awaited.

Im
^Mefore decided to postpone the consideration of this question

^ Je foBowmi day, when the report of the Commission to Supervise
the Execution of the Treaty would be heard.)
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8. M. Clemenceau said he wished to read a tiespateh he had received fnim

itm ofAt
General Franchet d’Kspcrcy. (ApjKnidiJi (».)

judvms M. TnTONl said ijc would iinmcdiat<^ly make an <‘nt|uiry into

mStdgam the allegations made in this despatch.

g. M. CtEMENCEAU causcd a letter iVoin M. Venizelos to lx* read. (Sec

Appendix H.)

Lttterfnm TtrroNi said that he denied in a mo.st lonna! manner the

M. Venktios
allegations made in this letter. Greek troop,s were refusing to

SSor orders of the British Admiral on the grouttd that they

were receiving direct instructhms from the Pcue.c Gonfcrcitec

sent to them by M. Vcnizclos. It would be ncccsssiry for the Gonlcrencc to

settle this matter. The British Admiral’s powers w<nild have to he inerrased.

The Italian, C4ommandcr was in complete accord with the Hriti.sh < Jtunmodore

at Smyrna. He had himself summoned (knerai Bongiovaimi and given him

personal instructions that no further Italian tnjops should be laiuh’d, ami

that no new localities should be ocenpied. He was, moreover, ad only in

concert with the British Admiral. It was ncec.ss:»ry to enforce a Himilar line

of conduct on the Greeks. The 'Turks at prc.scnt bciicvc<! that they were

being invaded by the Greeks, and that they tnust fight tlicm, Tlic Greeks

must conform to a common plan, and must realise tliat they formed part of

the forces of the Allied Powers. The Greeks must therefore first halt on their

present positions.

Mr. Baleour suggo.stcd that M. Venizelos he asked to attem! the Gounci!

in order to give a frank exj)lana(ion of what was going on. He would like (•>

ask the Military Experts what they thought of the allegation mutle in tlic

letter read by M. Clemenceau that there were 300,um> well-anncd Turkish

troops in the field. 'The British Militai7 Experts were ofopinion that tliis was

far from the mark.

General Belin replied that he thought that tlicsc figures [FwereJ very

much exaggerated. He agreed that there were perhaps some (>0,000 men in

all Anatolia.

(It was agreed that M. VontzeioH should he invited to attend the Councii

on the following day to discuss the situation in Asia*Minor.)

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majesticf PariSt

July 15, igig.

Arpendix a to No. 1

1

Radio da Budapesth.

A Monsieur le Pr&ident de la ConfiSreacc dc la Paix, Paris.

£n r^ponse k notre radiot^kgramme du 1
1 juillet, la (Cbnfiirence de la Paix, au

lieu d’ordonner la retraite aux troupes roumanes, vient de nous adresser un
tfligramme disant que d’apris la non-observation de notre part dc la convention

d’armistice, on ne saurait, pour k moment, traiter avec nous. Nous auriom uink
k voir les iaits prdcis par lesquels la convention d’armistice i'ut viuke de notre part.
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Nous ^prouvons d’autant plxis de plaisir k voir pr<5ciser ces faits, qu’^ notre regret,

nous sommes en mesure de relever tout de suite toule une stSrie de violations de la

convention d’armistice commises par les Gouvcrnements des Etats Allies et

Assocife et en premier lieu, par ceux du Royaume de Roumanie ct de la R^publi-
que Tch^co-Slovaque, Nous nous contentons dc d(5notcr tout bri^vement le fait

que les troupes royales roumaines continuent toujours occupcr la ligne de la

Tisza, bien que, aux termes de la convention militaire du 13 novenibre, la ligne

de demarcation serait celle du fleuve Maros.

Des r<Sgions enti^res ont 6t(i ddvast<Ses, tous les moyens mobiles de production,

de mSme que toutes les productions alimentaires cnlcvdes. l^a convention militaire

du 13 novembre ne connait pas la ligne du Danube en tant que ligne de demarca-
tion, ce qui n’emp^che pas cependant les troupes tch(5co-slovaques d’occuper la

ligne du Danube. La Rousska-Kraina, partic fddth'ativc de la Rdpubllque des
Gonseils de Hongrie, se trouve sous la domination dc la force annee tchique et

roumaine. Nous rappelons k la OonfiSrcnce de la Paix quo les troupes de la

R6publique Tchteo-Slovaque s’^taient d<Sji\ avanc(5os, contrairement k la conven-
tion d’armistice, jusqu’au sud de Miskolcz, lorsque nos troxipes, pour deSfendre les

int^rfits vitaux du pays, ont pris k leur tour roffensive, en rcfoulant victorieusement
les troupes tch(5co-slovaques. Nous avons, nonobsUuit, retir<5 nos troupes du
territoire repris des tch^co-slovaqiies en nous appuyant sur la promesse de Mon-
sieur Cl^menceau qu’en ce cas, les troxipcs royales hongroises so retircront k
leur tour sur la ligne fixde par la Gonfdrencc de la Paix dans son uSlc^gramme du
13 juillet [juin] adressd au Gouvernement des Gonseils Hongrois. II peut fitre

clairement ddmontr^ que la violation des stipulations de Pannisticc et Ic renonce-
ment k Teffusion de sang eurent lieu en dehors do notre volont<5. Ce sont les

troupes tch^co-slovaques ct roumaines qui pass^reut la ligne de d(Smarcation et
tout ce qui cst arriv<5 apris est la consequence directc do oette oflensive. Les pays
pr^citds n’ont pas respect^ et ne respectent pas k present non plus, le traitd d’armis-
tice conclu au nom des fitats Allies et Associds, qu’ils violent k toixt moment k ce
point qu*i cause de leur attitude contraire aux principes du droit des gens, ce
trait6 peut €tre considdrd comme non-existant.

Ayant constat^ tout ce qui pr^cide, nous sommes foreds dc poser encore une fois

la question k la Conf&cnce de la Paix, si Pordre dc Monsieur Cldmenceau, comme
President de la Gonf^rence de la Paix, est obligatoire ou non pour les troupes
du Gouvernement royal roumain. Doivent-elles ex^cutcr Pordre dc Monsieur
G16menceau de se retirer de la Tisza sur la ligne disign^c dans Ic t^Hgramme
du 13 juillet [juin]? Pouvons-nous compter sur ce que la promesse de Monsieur
Gl^menceau va 6trc remplie par les troupes royales roumaines? Nous faisons
remarquer k la ,Gonf<Jrence de la Paix qu’il ne s’agit pas dans Paspect dc n^gocia-
tions de Pobservation de la promesse dc Monsieur C16menceau, ou plutdt de
1 execution de Pordre de la Conf<5rencc de la Paix de la part des troupes royales
roumaines.

Le Gouvernement de la R<5publique des Gonseils de Hongrie, ayant fait tout son.
possible pour que les stipulations de Parmistice soient ex<icut^es dans le sens dc la
Convention militaire du 13 novembre, rien ne s'oppose k dcs niigoexations ultiri-
eures. II d&ire, cependant, en se basant sur la promesse de Monsieur CWmenceau,

?
donnd aux troupes royales roumaines dc conamencer sans d^lai

-
territoires d&ign6i dans le tfl^rammc.du 13 juin,

'

^ J ' Bexa Kun
^ ^ Peuplc aux Affairas Strangles.
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Appendix B to No, i i

Rapport da gjuillet igig do note Altachi Militaire da Parquet, A Stockholm, sur Us

conditions de Varmistice conch sar lefront esthnkn'*'

Charge par missions allifJes de trailer armistice entre belligt^rants sur Ic front

esthonien, jc me suis , , Riga i®'' juillct. Ai examine d’abord conditions .

.

Von der Goltz puis ai traverse lignes allcmandes ct esthonicnnes scul avcc deux

soldats allemands porteurs drapeaux blancs et drapeau tricolorc bomljardement

et tir fusils et mitrailleuses esthoniens au ddpartj’ai 6td tr4s mal rc^u par Ksthonicia

ct Chefs divers, sauf Gdndral Peder. J’ai dii faire appel toute mon diwfrgie jjour

parvenir au but malgri mauvais vouloir et grossiiretd. Peder me dit fttre tilonnd

quej’aie pu parvenirjusqu’h lui. Ces conditions d’armisticc d’abord tr^ dures ont

pu 6tre fortement adoucies mais ils ont refusd de transiger sur queslioti occupation

de Riga (douteux) par troupes esthonicnnes.

J’dtais muni des plains pouvoirs des missions allides et de Von der Golt?. pour

signer armistice mais j’estimai ne pas pouvoir le faire sur ccs bases sans nouveiie

consultation. Je parvins vers ligne allemandts matin a juiilct j’ai sul>i a botnt>an!e-

ments allemands en coun de route, mais ceasirent le feu quand upertjurent

drapeau blanc. J’ai demandd Von der Goltz croix de Fcr pour deux soklats

allemands qui m’ont accompagn^ et se conduisirent bravement. Mon intervention

sur le front esthonien produit grande impression k Riga bombardd par Esthoniens

I et 2 juillet. Victimes dans population civile, destructions et incendies; le a

juillet soir rdunion sur le front allemand et [? h] ferme Strassdenhof la kilometres

est de Riga des reprdsentants missions allides, Esthoniens, Allemands, Landwehr,
troupes lettonnes pour conclusion armistice qui fut signd 3 juillet, 3 heures ifa du
matin.

Glauses; i®—Cessation des luwtilitds terre, iner, air 3 juillet midi.
2®—^Troupes allemandes rclirdes de Letton[iJe aussitbt que possible cn accord

avec traitd de paix. Aucun mouvement en avant des troupes allcmandes sauf
centre bolchevicks de r^publiquc russe soviet, en accord avec traitd de paix.

3®—^Officiers et troupes allemandes quitteront sur le champ de Riga [j-fe] et

faubourg, Evacuation k terminer pour 5 juillet 18 heures saufofHcierset troupes

nEcessaires k Evacuation et garde des dEpEts allemands.
4®—Ofliciers alliEs assureront que dEpEts non-militaircs restent sur place.

5®-—Landeswehr quittera pont Riga et faubourg et se retirera derriEre Dunaj
Evacuation k terminer pour 5 juillet 18 heures.

go—Esthoniens sur positions occupEes 3 juillet k 3 heures du matin.
<

yo—^Allemands rEtabliront communications libres par route, voie fcrrEe,

tElEgraphe entre Riga et Libau.

8®—Mission alliEe assure temporairement administration Riga avcc Gou-
veraement Letton.

9®~Dispo8ition de dEtail k rEgler sous Direction Chef Mission AlliEe. Anni-
sdee bicn exEcutE jusque 5 juillet soir oh Allemands ct Landwehr ont EvacuE
complEtement la ville et faubourgs.

. Ai quittE Riga 6 juillet pour rentrer Libau par vapeur amEricsiin. Ordre parfkit

E Riga, population soulagEe, troupes lettonnes assure[ntj ordre service ctgardede la

vilhs, police municipale cntrEe en fonctions municipal idem (sic) MinistEre Ulmanis

•* Of. Vol. in of this series. The text here is uncertain.
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quitte Libau pour Riga le 8 juillet matin sur navirc Saratow Mission anglaise pour

Riga 7 juillet soir. Mission fran^aise partira di:s quo avis sera etivoye. Concentra-

tion russe en Lettonie constitue danger actuellement car efiectifs sont importants,

ravitaillement pas assure et difficile. Dans ces conditions danger que Ics Russes

fassent pillage et tournent au bolchevismc; embarqucnient des troupes allemandes

k Libau constituera danger pour la s(5curit<i de la ville qui esl parfaitement calme

depuis allemands [sic\. II y a lieu en tout cas Ics aiucncr au dernier moment
seulement dans port de guerre et compli;tcment Icur interdirc access de la ville.

D^sordres sont i craindre causds par troupes allemandes. 11 y a lieu de prcscrire

dvacuation des Allemands au sud et h I’ouest Mitau oii grande concentration

constitue actuellement danger pour Riga et Gouverneinent national. On parle

de conspiration ourdie k Mitau par Allemands t;t parti Nddra.

Parquet.

Appendix G to No. i i

Document r

w. 0. p. 1 133.] Trade with Bolshevik Rmia

Notefor Supreme Council of Principal Allied and Associated States

The Allied Blockade Committee and the Comitd de Bloeus tie I’Orient, Pai’is,

who are charged by the Supreme Blockade Council with the tSKecutivc control of

Blockade, find it necessary td call the urgent attention of the Supreme Council to

the question of commerce with Bolshevist Russia.

2. The Committees venture to recall to the Cotincil that onJune 7th a Note was
presented by the Blockade Council to the Council of Four pointing out that it had
in fact been possible during the Blockade ofGermany to maintain, as part of such

Blockade, effective restrictions upon commerce with Bolshevist Russia, either by
means ofagreements with neutral States or by the actual exercise of naval control;

but that with the raising of the German Blockade, it would be difficult to continue

to apply such restrictions to Bolshevist Russia, unless measures were directly framed
towards that end. They therefore enquired whether the Council of Four desired

that upon the raising of the Blockade of Germany:

(a) A formal blockade ofBolshevist Russia[n] ports in the Baltic and Black Sea
should be proclaimed by the Allies, or

(b) That negotiations should be entered into with the neutrals to secure the

maintenance of guarantees against re-export to Bolshevist Russia.

3. The Council ofFour replied onJune 17th that they did not desire that cither

(a) or (b) should be adopted, but that no further announcement should be made as

to the possibility of trade with Bolshevist Russia, and that they trusted that in fact

the physical difficulties in the way of commerce would prevent its resumption.

4. The Committees were in hopes that, as regards the Baltic and the Black Sea,
which are the two zones of difficulty, the question might have been rendered more
simple by the events which seemed at the time quite likely to occur before the
rising of the German Blockade. These events were (a) the fall of Petrogr^d, and
(b) the Proclamation by Admiral Koltchak ofa blockade of the Bolshevist ports in
the Black Sea, and the recognition ofsuch a blockade as effective. The occurrence
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of either of these events would have gone far to solve the difficulty in the rtispective

zones.

5. It has now, however, become apparent that neither event is lik<'ly to antedate

the raising of the German Blockade, and the Committees nspcclfully point out

that in these circumstances absence of a definite policy will plartr th(^ <!xe('ntivc

authorities in an impossibl(^ position. Already enquiries are being made- - not only

by Allied nationals, but also by neutrals, such as Sweden and Denmark, as to the

treatment likely to be given to goods shipped to destinations in Bolshevist Russia

—

and, upon the raising of the German Blockade (which Is now probably only a

matter of days, if not of hours) the e.Kecutive authorities must be enabled to reply

to such enquiries.

6. The Committees therefore respectfully, but very earntsstly, beg for an

immediate statement as to the pleasure of the Supreme Economic Council upon

the following enquiries;

—

7. Upon the raising of the Blockade of (Jermany

:

(a) Are the nationals of the Allied States to be free to trade with Bolshevist

Russia?

(b) If not, arc neutrals to be free to conduct such trade?

(c) If (a) and (i) are answered in the negative, how are the contemplated

restrictions to be enforced?

(d) In particular, having regard to the naval hostilities which are actually

occurring at this moment, especially in the Gulf of Finland, it is [?is it]

still regarded as undesirable for the Allies to proclaim a local blockade of

the Neva ports.

Document 2

w, c. p. 1 133 A.] Trade with Bolshevist Russia

Addendum by British Delegation to Joint Note on Russian Blockade by Allied

Blockade Committee and Eastern Blockade Committee

I. The methods hitherto used to prevent commodities from reaching Bolshevist

Russia included every weapon known to the Blockade. They may be summarised

as:

—

(a) Physical, e.g. control at Constantinople by Allied Naval Command who
refuse permits for vessels to proceed to Black Sea ports in the occupation

of Bolshevists and enforce their control through patrols:

and {b) Conventional, e.g. agreements with neutral governments, under which

these governments agreed to add Bolshevist Russia to the destinations

to which export was prohibited under their agreements with the Asso-

ciated Powers. These agreements will terminate with the raising of the

German Blockade tomorrow.

a. Two possible courses were suggested to the Council ofFour on the 7th June.

(i) To proclaim a Formal Blockade of all Bolshevist Russia, thus regularising

the continued exercise of physical control,

(ii) To invite the neutral governments to enter into special arrangements to

retain their prohibitions against export to Bolshevist Russia after the
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termination of the main agreements upon the raising of the German
Blockade, thus securing the retention of conventional control.

Both pi'oposals were rejected by the Council of Four on the 17th June.
It is now suggested for consideration that a phy.sicnl control might be at least

adopted asTcgards the Gulfof Finland, where active hostilities exist at present and
that this might be regularised by a notification by the Allies that under eyistir^iy
circumstances traffic into and out of ports in the Gulf of Finland can only be
conducted under pennit from the Allied Naval Command there.

W. Mrr{!HKi.i,-TH0M30N.
Paris, nth July 1919.

Aiu’Knwx E to No. i i

Supreme War Councii., Mii.itary Rkprusentatives.

s. w. 0. 440 (77 M. R.)] Report on the Composition and Size, of the .-Imv of Occupa-
tion in the Plebiscite Area of Upper Silesia

OnJune 35th [sfith], the Council of the Principal Allied aiul Associated Powers
decided to ask the Military Repnsentatives of the Supreme War Council at
Versailles to examine the following question:- -

‘Composition and size of tlu; Army of Occupation in the Plebi.scitc Area of
Upper Silesia, and the method of occupation «)f this Area.’

General Gonsidfratms

The Area in question is defined by Article 8H of the 'IVeaty of Peace with
Germany.
On the other hand, by the terms of the annexure which was made to that

Article:

—

(a) The German troops and authorities must evacuate the area submitted for
a Plebiscite after the coming into force of the Treaty and within a maxi-mum penod of 15 days (para. i).

(i) This Area shall be occupied by troops of the Allied and Associated Powers.
(Para, s.)

(c) The Plebiscite ^a shdl be immediately placed under the authority of an
Intcmabo:^ Commission composed of 4 members to be appointed by

5'ara

America, France, the British Empire and Italy.

(d) It shall be Ae duty of the Commission to maintain order with the help of
troops to be placed at its disposal and, to the extent which it shall consider
necessary, ofa police force to be recruited from the native inhabitants of
the country. (Para. 3.)

Character of the Forces <f Occupation

Treaty, which it seemed useful to recaU above, it results
Germans in the forces of occupation is excluded.

if there is not to be

esstS!
^ ^^ Plebisote losing its character of sincerity which is

too



Sizt of the Form of Occupation

In fixing their strength, consideration must be taken of the following particu-

lars:

—

(1) The population of the plebiscite area is estimated at about 1,632,000

inhabitants (of which 570,000 are Germans and 1,062,000 Poles).

(2) There are present in this area two elements in the population of such

different mentality and tendencies that they will only accept the new
condition of affairs with reluctance. This may provoke serious trouble if

the forces available do not allow of all necessary measures being taken

in time.

(3) This situation will assuredly continue up to the day of the plebiscite; it is

even possible that it will tend to increase as the date approaches for taking

the vote which is to definitely decide the future of the country.

(4) The existing local police, composed mostly of Germans, would not seem to

offer any guarantee of impartiality, however, at the present titne or dur-

ing any of the period preceding the pltibiscite; consequently, this police

should be probably disbanded as soon as possible, and reconstituted and
increased.

(5) The territory in question includes important industrial centres in which the

total population attains 450,000 and which can easily become centres of

disturbances.

(6) Serious social movements have already arisen in this country; Councils of
Workmen and Soldiera have been set up, wliich the Treaty of Peace with
Germany has ordered to be dissolved (Pai agraph t of the Annexure of
Article 88 of the Treaty).

Consequently, the Military Representatives are agreed in considering that an
armed force of i Division (about 13,000 men) is, at least for the time being,

indispensable to guarantee the maintenance of order and ensure the authority of

the Inter-Allied Commission.

, It will be for the President of the International Commission to propose cither

a reduction of this force or their repatriation as soon as the creation and increase

of the police force and gendarmerie, organised on the spot, shall permit.

G.ai. Belin.

Military

Representative,

French Section,

Supreme War
Council.

C. SaCKVII,FE-

WEST, Major-

General.

Military

Representative,

British Section,

Supreme War
Council.

Uoo
Cavallero.

Military

Representative,

Italian Section,

Supreme War
Council.

Stanley D.
Embick.

for

Military

Representative,

American Section,

Supreme War
Council.

Given at Versailles the loth Jul^, igiQ.

Certified to be a true copy of the original document.

G. L. WiOBs (Capt.)

Versailles, Secretary,

loth July, 1919. British Section,

Supreme War Council.
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Appendix F to No. i i

Supreme War Counoii., Miiotary Rkpreskntatjvi;s.

s. w. c. 444 (79 M. R.)] Report on the Help to be given to Poland in the Event of
Trouble in the Area ceded bj Germatij

In two Resolutions, datecljuno aClh ami 27th, U)H), tlie .SujMenic Council of the
Allied and Associated Powers char}?cd the Military Represeiitativ<‘s of the Supreme
War Council at Versailles:—

(1) To enquire how the Poles could best Ik: assiste<l to <'.stal>lish their authority

in the area ceded hy Germany to Polaml, in the event of trouble arising

in that area;

(2) To determine:

—

(a) The needs of the Polish Army in equipment anti supplies;

‘ (b) 'Pile means of satisfying these needs;

(c) From what sources th<‘.se tieeds cotihl best be made good.

First Question

In the course of their enejuiry, the Military Representatives have ftamd that the
troubles likely to occur in the territories in qiu'stion might arise: -

(a) Either from a direct armed attack l)y Germany;

(
4
) Or from excesses committed by the Gcrtnan troops tim ing their retirement,

or from purely local disturbances, as a result of the euimtry being carried

away by local propaganda organisations for many months past, or from
the too abrupt taking over by the Poles of the territories the population
of which was still permeated by German inflnenen aiul iidminiatrative

customs.

In the first case an armed attack by Germany would be a violation of the 'freaty
of Peace which she has signed and ratified. In this instance the Allied and Asso-
ciated Powers appear to have at tlieir disposal only the following metias of punish-
ment:

—

(1) Restoration of the blockade.

(2) Inte)>Allied naval action.

(3) Military action by the Allied Armies of the Left Bank of the Riiine, with
a view to an occupation of especially important points in Germany as a
guarantee, such as the Ruhr Basin and the Frankfort region, etc. This
action, as also the employment of all other available troops against
Germany would be directed and ordered according to the plan which the
Marshal Commanding-in-Ohief the Allied Armies would be called upon
to furnish.

In Ae second case (excesses committed by German troops and purely local
disturbances etc.) the Military Representatives consider that the assistance to be
giVOT to the. Poles to allow them to establish their authority in the territories ceded
by Germany could include;—

(a) Preventive measures.

(
4) Assistance in material.



(a) Pmentm measures.

From the information given to the Military Representatives by General Dupont

with the Mission at Berlin, it appears that an intervention on the spot and at the

right time by a few capable Allied officera of sound judgment would ensure a

certain moral authority and would prevent in all probability most of llie excesses

to be feared, or at any I’ate the aggravation of those excesses.

These Oflicers could be taken from among those nominated to form part of 'The

Commission of Delimitation’ to be constituted 15 days after the coming into force

of the Treaty of Peace with Germany to ‘determine on the spot the frontier line of

Germany’. (Article 87 of the Treaty.)

It would be indispensable, however, for this Commission to be on the spot the

day after the coming into force of the Treaty. While preparing the work of

delimitation, which must he started on the 15th day, it would superintend the

operation of taking over and evacuation, and would protect the Polish and
German populations against any excesses. In this case, the Commission must have

a considerable personnel and sulBcicnt means of transport to enable it to travel

quickly from place to place and settle the dilfercnces which arc bound to arise, and
to smooth over difficulties of every kind.

A General Officer to be appointed by the French Government, and well

acquainted with German and Polish affairs, would appear in every way suited to

be President of this Commission and to organize its work.

The Military Representatives call the attention of the Supreme Council to the

urgency of taking a decision on this particular point.

(b) Material Assistance.

In this case all necessary measures must b<f taken to has((!n th<! s<!nding to

Poland of the numerous importiuit orders plae(xl in Alli<;(l <s)untri(?s Ijy the Folish

Army for material, as tilso orders which arc now being ciirried out for nuiteriiil, the

delivery of which will apparently he delayed owing to insunicieuey of transport.

It would seem, therefore, apparent that sea transport to Dantzig must be used

(as well as railways).

Second Question

The Military Representatives of the Supreme War Council consider that they

should point out that a Convention dated June 14th, 1919, concluded between the

Governments of the Allied and Associated Powers and the Polish Government,
confers on Marshal Foch the Chief Command of Polish Armies.

Under these circumstances and in accordance with the recommendations which
they have addressed to the Supreme Council concerning the supplies for the forces

of the Baltic States,

The Military Representatives Consider :

—

(i) that Marshal Foch should be asked to determine, through General Henrys,

his delegate at Warsaw, the nature and amount of supplies of all sorts

which may be necessary for the Polish Army in additiott to the wders
already placed;

(a) that if it is necessary later to divide between the Powers the extra supplies

considered necessary, this division should only be made when the exact

nature and total quantity of the supplies is known;
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(3) that at this moment all facilities must be Riven to the Polish Requisitioning

Commissions accredited to the Governments to carry out their work.

G.al Beudst.

Military

Representative,

French Section,

Supreme War
Council.

G. Sackville-

West, Major-

General.

Military

Representative,

British Section,

Supreme War
Council.

Ugo
CAVAr.I.RRO.

Military

Representative,

Italian Section,

Supreme War
Council.

Stanley D.
Embiok.

for

Military

Representative,

American Section,

Supreme War
Council,

Given at Versailles on nth July, iQig,

Certified to be a true copy of the original Document.

C. L. Wicks (Capt.)

Secretary,

Versailles, British Section,

1 1 th July, 1919. Supreme War Council.

Appendix G to No. i i

Quartier GitNjfiRAi. DES Arm^es AlliAes en Orient.

Juillet jpip.

Le GirUral Franchet d'Esperey d Monsieur le Prisident du Cornell

J’ai insist^ aupris du Pr&ident du Oonseil bulgare h. mon rctour de Hongrie,
en passant par Sofia, pour que la Bulgarie accepte les consequences de sa ddfaite

et demobilise effectivement son armde.

Le Gouvernement actuel parait disposd h. obdir k 1’Entente, mais il n’en est pas
de m6me de I’arm^e.

Le parti communiste, qui prend pour tremplin I’intdgritd nationale, travaillc

activement les jeunes officiers bulgares. On entarae des tractations avec les Turcs
pour que la Bulgarie et la Turquie se prfitent un appui mutucl. L’ltalie affiche

ouvertement scs sympathies pour la Bulgarie. Le Giniral Bertramon, commandant
la brigade Ivres, a, dans un diner privi, portd un toast k I’armde et k la nation
bulgares et a reconnu la Idgitimit^ de cette cause.

II est possible que, dans une telle ambiance, la Bulgarie r&iste aux conditions
de paix qui lui sont impos^es,

II sera facile de rdprimer, avec les forces dont nous disposons, cette rtotance, si

eBe se manifeste sous la forme d’un mouvement populaire k Sofia, Mais la repres-

sion sera plus difficile s’il s’agit d’une sedition militaire s’etendant dans tout le pays

;

cette sedition doit fitre prdvuc et si possible prevcnuc.
II faut que I’aventure de Smyme nous serve d’excmple. Aucune limite n’a ete

imposee aux Grecs dans leur progression, les Turcs n’ont pas dte avertis: le resultat
de ce naanque de precautions ne s’est pas fait attendre.

Aussi serait-il essenticl que je fiisse suffisamment prevenu k I’avance des con-
paix 4 la Bulgarie et du moment oti cette paix sera notifiee. Gomme je

t«%paph4e it sera aecessalpe i ce mcment d’envoyer des missions alUees
. suffisamment nc^nbressses. da|is.,lesquelle8 k cdte du pavilion firan^ais devront

‘
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'figurcr les pavilions anglais et italien. Sous notre controlc, I’avance grei<^e se

fcrait progressive.
, „ , . ,

J’espire ainsi pouvoir d’unc part temr cn respect la Bulgune donl nous oc^t*epns

les principaux centres et Ics mines dc charbon, ct d’autre part (iviter dcs nlassacl*^!^•'

comme ceux d’Asie Mineure.

G6N<S;RAr. Franchkt d'Ksi'krkv.

Appendix H to No. 1

1

DitiOATION HELLftNIJiUE AU CONORfe 1>E tA PaIX.

bnsieur le President,

PARIS, k 10 juillet.

L
J’ai I’honneur dc vous informer que d’apris les nonvcllcs qui me parviennent

de Constantinople, les prdparatifs militaires poursuivis par la Turquic dans un

indbniable esprit agressif, prennent une ampleur telle que Ton risque tic voir la

guerre se rallumer dans toutc I’Anatolie ct rendre impossible le rt'glement des

alfaires d’Orient.

« Pris de 60.000 hommes se seraient ddjJi concentres 4 Konia. La mobilisation

continue dans tout le pays et il est probable qu’unc force totals de 300.000 hommes
' sera bientfit sur pied de guerre. Les Chefs de cette organisaticin, k laqucllc coUa-
' bore le Ministre de la Guerre lui-mime, auraient k leur disposition du naatdriel et

dcs munitions en quantity suffisante pour une pareille armde.

Ccs informations sont k la connaissance du commandement militaire allid ji

* Constantinople,
' Je dois dire que cc qui ajoutc la gravitd de ces nouvclles e’est que les Turcs

paraissent encourages dans leurs desseins pai' les antontt’S itallennes.

En effet, il est avike quo la zone oecupde par dt;s forces iUilicnnes au sud d’A’idin,

a servi aux Turcs dc base d’opdration dans leurs agressions successives eontre les

* troupes hellbniqucs au nord de Mbandre. La premibre division hdldnique vient

’de saisir dcs proclamations turques datbes du 4 juillet, oh il est fait btat d’un

^ tblbgramme cxpbdib de Mylassa par le Gbnbral italien pour rassurer les Turcs

I qu’ils n’ont rient 4 craindre des Grecs car leurs troupes sont obligbes de se retirer

I au nord de Mbandre et qu’au cas ob dies ne le feraient pas, les forces italiennes

i prendraient les mesures nbccssaircs,

t D’autre part, deux personnages jeunes-turc? trbs influents, Mahmoud Essad et

^ Ghukri, viennent de passer de Lausanne k Milan, avec rintention de se diriger,

par les soins dcs autoritbs italiennes sur un point de la c6te de Smyrne. Il se

Hpourrait qu’ils fussent accompagnbs dc leur ami Kiazim Nourri, dbputb d’Aldin,

iparent de I’ex-vali de Smyme Rahmi Bey.

Dans CCS conditions, jc crains, Monsieur Ic Prbsident, que la situation ne s’ag-

grave au point dc comjH-omettre le rbglement que la Confbrence de la Paix projett*

en Orient, si de promptes ct bnergiquess mesures ne sont prises par lea Puissances

Allib« et Associbes pour entraver la mobilisadon de I’armbe turque et mettre un

terme aux encouragements rencontrbs jusqu’ici par les fauteurs de d^rdres.

Veuillcz agrber, Monsieur le Prbsident, etc.

Venizblos.
' Son Excellence
“ Monsieur Glemenceau,

Prbsident de la Confbrence dc la Paix.
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No. 12

H. D. 8.] Notes of d Meeting of tfie Heads of Delegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Piehon’s Room at the Qiiai d’Orsay, Paris, on Wednesday,

July i6, 1919, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.S.A.-. Hon. H. White; secretary, Mr. L. Hiirrison.

British Empire-. The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, O.M., M.P.; secretary,

Mr. H. Norman.

France-. M. Glemcnccau; secretaries, M. Dulasta, Oapt. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: Baron Makino; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Colonel (Irant. Brithh Empire: Capt. E.

Abraham. France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Lieut. Zanehi.

Interpreter: Prof. P. J. Mantoux.

(M. Venizelos was introduced.)

(Captain Fuller, Major Tcmpcrley,* Captain Macindoc, and Mri»Butler,

entered the room.)

I. M. Venizelos said that on the 1 8th Jtine he hud sent a letter to the Presi-

Statemmt by
Conference calling attention to the concentra-

M. Venizelos tion of Turkish troops in various plaetts, notably the Smyrna
regarding the region. On June 23rd the situation had appeared to him to be
situation in so disquieting that he had told the Greek General to take such
Anatolia

action as was necessary in order that he should not be driven into

the sea. What he must ask the Council to grant him was either a definite line

or liberty of action for his troops. He pointed out that there were three rail-

way lines converging on Smyrna. His suggestion would be that Greek troops

should occupy these lines up to a fixed point. He would further suggest that

in the space left between the Greek and Turkish advance posts small detach-

ments, for instance a company, ofAllied troops, be placed. The moral effect

of this would be great and would probably render any conflict unlikely. He
wished to put an end to the present situation in Smyrna. This situation was

such that he was compelled to keep a whole army there. There were five

Greek divisions in the area. He wished to reduce them to two. This would

enable him to reinforce his troops in Macedonia against the Bulgarians.

M. Clemenceau asked M. Venizelos to indicate on the map the area in

Anatolia occupied by Greek troops.

M. Venizelos did so. He further stated that if there were real collabora-

tion between the Greek and the Italian troops and if this collaboration were

manifest to the Turks the situation would be completely remedied.

M. Tittoni agreed.

M. Venizelos said that he did not wish to extend Greek occupation. All

that he wanted was to be safe in Smyrna and to maintain his hold on certain

* Asdbjtant Briti^ representative on the Sub-commission on Territorial Questions
appointed by the Central Territorial Gommittcc.
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places the population of which was entirely Greek. He was well aware that

no conquest would influence the decisions of the Conference.

M. Clemengeau .said he understootl the Greek population was entiiely

on the coast.

M. Venizelos replied that it extended to 8o or too kilometres inland.

M. Clemengeau a.sked M. Venizclos for his estimate of the numher of

Greeks in Smyrna.

M. Venizelos replied that there were 230,000 Greeks and 95,000 I'urks

and the rest of the population was of f)ther nationalitic.s. A large number of

Greeks lived on the land and cultivated figs and grapes, in fact these Anatolian

Greeks were among the be.st Greek cultivators.

M. Clemengeau said that M. Venizelos apparently con.sidcred tlie Greeks

in Smyrna formed a majority.

M. Venizelos said he did.

Mr. Baleour .said that without going far back into the history of the ca.se,

he would like to put the present situation on a .sound l>a.si.s. 'I’herc were three

separate armies in the area; one Greek, one Italian and one Turkish. The
last was of uncertain size, largely composed, pre.sumably, of irregulars,

formidable for attacks on lines of communication but not for a set battle.

How this had come about was not very material. M, Venizelos had sent
' troops to Smyrna and beyond at the invitation of the Council of Four. Italy

had sent troops because of her local interests and because she interpreted the

Treaty of London a.s giving lu!r certain riglils. Unquestionably much of the

trouble arose not from the action of the Turks but from the mutual distrust

ofthe Greek and Italian troops. 'J’here were, tlierid’ore, three bodii's of troops

all afraid of attack from each other. According to his informutiou the Turks

were undoubtedly actuated by fear in all that they had done. I’hey saw the

Greeks at Smyrna spreading out to Aidin and elsewhere. This seemed to

them the prelude of a great advance; this might lead to massacres. If it were
made dear to the Turks that there would be no advance beyond a definite

line it might be possible to control them, especially if they realised that it

would not be armed action but the deliberations of the Council that would
prescribe the final settlement. As to the relations between the Grcek.s and
Italians M. Venizelos had ju.st .stated 'and M. I'ittoni had previously more
than once stated that he would base no claim to territory on armed occupa-

tion. Both agreed that the Peace Conference alone had the right to deter-

mine frontiers. M. Tittoni, while recognising this, had made an appeal to

the Council begging that he be not asked to withdraw Italian troops entirely

,
from Asia Minor by reason ofthc effect this would produce in Italy. M.Vem-
zclos was in Asia Minor at the request of the Council, but no limit had been
laid down to his advance. It was clear that the machinery for the co-opera-

tion of the Greek Commander and the British Commodore had not worked
smoothly. It would therefore be best to lay down the principle that there

were definite lines within which the Greek and Italian troops must remain

^

and the Turks could then be told that there was to be no trespass beyond

^^
this line if they maintained a proper attiqade. He would like to remind the
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Coimcil tliat General Allenby was still technically in authority over the whole

of Turkey in Asia on behalf of the Allied Powers. This fact had been lost

sight ofand he had not been consulted either by the Council ofTen or by the

Council ofFour, nor had the Italians or Greeks referred to him. Nevertheless,

he still reinaiticd the Military Representative ol the I owci s in Asiatic Turkey.

He suggested that General Allenby be asked to send officers to investigate

the situation at Smyrna and to mark out tlie boundaries of each force.

Thus any difficulty as between Greece and Italy or Greece and Turkey

would be avoided and the scheme would be in harmony with the general

course employed elsewhere for managing conquered territory during the

dfirmislicc*

M. Tittoni said that he agreed in the main with Mr. Balfour. All advance

should be stopped and the Turks should he convinced that there was no inten-

tion to declare war on them and that the armisti<-e continuetl. Both the

Greeks and the Italians should stay where they were. He would also favour

the interposition of Allied troops between the Gr<*<;ks ainl the Turks.

Regarding the collaboration of the Greek and thtr Italian Armies, Mr. Bal-

four suggested that the delimitation of their spheres should be carried out

by General Allenby. He, himself, thought that direct agreement between the

two would be more rapid and more satisfactory. Should no agreement be

reached, another authority could tlicn be called in.

M. Clemenceau said that he was disposed to favour M. 'rittoni’s plan. If

need be, he might even agree to the employment of General Allenby should

M.Tittoni and M. Venizelos fail to reach an agreement, Happily this seemed

unlikely. As to the means of reassuring the Turks, he thought this could best

be done by the Conference directly. He hoped that on the following day

M. Tittoni and M. Venizelos would be able to bring a definite agreement to

the Council. It would then be possible to send the Turks a message telling

them exactly what to expect and that the ultimate .solution would not be

prejudged by any military occupation.

Mr. White asked who would deliver the message on behalf of the Con-

ference. He thought perhaps this should be General Allenby, as the Turks

had die greatest respect for military authority.

Mr. Balfour agreed as General Allenby was Commandcr-in-Chief on

behalf of the Powers.

M. Tittoni asked whether Admiral Calthorpe, High Commissioner in

Constantinople, would not be the right authority.

M. Clemenoeau said that he did not quite agree witli Mr, Balfour.

General Allenby commanded in Syria and Mesopotamia, not, he thought, in

Anatolia. When the Gredks had been sent to Smyrna, General Allenby had

not been consulted. Admiral Calthorpe had been informed. The Con-

ference could correspond with the Turks and had already done so. Surdy

I direct mjessage from the Council would have more effect on the Turkidi

than anything else, especially if it be made clear to the Turks
' that the Itsffisyi# smd Greeks would stop thdr advance.

Mr. BalEour saH perhaps the ^vance would not be arrested for long.
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M. Tirrom said that if he and M. Venizelos made themselves personally

responsible, he thought there would be no further advance of their respective

forces.

Mr. Wirn'E said that it was of great importance that the r.ommunicution

to the Turks should be made in the name of the Conference, otherwise they

would think that the Italians and Greeks had plottctl to partition tiie

country. He doubted, however, whether the authority of the Sultan really

controlled events in Anatolia.

M. Glemenceau said that this w.^s perhaps true as the rebellion of the

Turks had been spontaneous and not controlled in Constantinople.

M. TirrONi said that the General in command had nevertheless come from

the capital.

M. Venizelos observed that it might be necessary for the Greek troop.s to

make certain movements. It wa.s therefore desirable that some military

authority should lay down exactly in what conditions it would be safe for

the Greek advance to be halted. Where Greek and Italian troops were neigh-

bours, both could safely halt on the same line; where the Greeks faced the

Turks, it might be necessary to occupy a few additional points.

M. Tittoni said he thought the whole front should halt, otherwise the

Turks would not believe in the message sent to them.

(It was decided that M. Tittoni and M. Venizelos ehouhl seek an agreement
regarding the delimination of the Italian and Greek zones of oeenpation
in Asia Minor and that they should suhmil the result of their eonversalion
to tho Council as soon as jatssible.

In case an agreement were reached, a communhsalion would lx* made in

the name of the Council to the Turkish Government informing tin* latter

of the decision taken and offering assurances regarding the intentions of
the Allied Governments.)

(At this stage M. Venizelos and the experts withdrew.)

9 .

Tnatyuiith Austria,
[Not printed]*

(a) Protection qf
Minorities

(i) Article31S1 regarding
[Not printed]

PUsiAen pass and

Pred^l pass railways

3. (a) General Recommendations.

M. Tardieu read and explained the General Recommendations contained

^qftheOm. in Appendix A.

kilieM to

ke nmutim qfPke (The Report was accepted.)
’ treaty qfPeace

uiilh Gmoty

* For the dediion taken on this matter jee N. Almond and R. H. Lute, op. dt, p. 58a.
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(b) Schleswig.

M. Tardieu read and explained the report contained in Appendix B.

(With the exception of the paHaage at the end of paragraph 8, requiring

the German Government to iaaue certain orders to its military and civil

authorities in the third zone and under c«'rtaiu ('onditiona to evacuate the

area, the report was accepted.)

It was pointed out that these provisions went beyond the stipulations of

the Treaty.

(It was therefore agreed to Huppre.sH ihes*^ pa.ssages, and'oidy to ask the

German Government to abstain from making any arrests for political

reasons in the area concerned.

With tins exception, the report was aeeiqjted.)

M. Tittoni .said that should the Inlcr-AlU<xl ( ’.onunission considtir that the

voting had been inHucnccd by German action in the third zone, the result

might be declared void.

(This was agreed to.)

With regard to Article 3 of the Report, Mr. BAi.K)itR said that he under-

stood that the American and British arrangements werti eonipletc. I’herc

was some difficulty about the French arrangements, but the British Admiral

had undertaken to step into the breach and furnish the retpjired number of

troops should French troops be lacking. Me .suggested, therefore, that the

arrangements made by the Americans and British be allowed to proceed and

that French help be called for only in case of need.

(This was agreed to.)

(c) Poland, East Prussia and Dantzig.

M. Tardieu read and explained the report given in Appendix C.

(The proposals contained in it were accepted, and it was agreed that the

nominations for the Commission should be made on the 18th instant.)

On the subject of the supply of an Inter-Allied force, M. Tardieu expressed

the hope that it might be possible to do without. In any case, the Commis-

sion could proceed to the spot without troops, and report at a later date

whether it required any.

4. M. Tardieu pointed out that the Committee over which he presided had

been asked to provide for the execution of the political

Committee to supervise and territorial clauses of the Treaty of Peace with Ger-
ofEconorm M. Louchcur presided at a Committee to supervise

execution of the Reparation Glauses. There remained

economic and colonial clauses, the execution ofwhich was

at present supervised by no Committee. He suggested that

the former be entrusted to the Supreme Economic Council, latter ,
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might, perhaps, be dealt with by the Committee which had just met in London

to consider the question of Mandates.

(Itwas agreed that this question should he brought up on the following day.)

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Yilla Majestic^ Paris,

Julj i6, 1919.

Appenuix a to No. 12

Conference de la Paix.

ComitE d’Exdcution dcs Clauses Territoriales.

Rapport au Conseil Supirieur

Regommandations u’Ordre GEnEral

Vu le grand nombre de comnii!!sions dc divenses natures qui devront cnlrer on

action soit immWiatement apr&s la mise cn vigueur du TraittS, soit h unc dale

proche de cette mise en vigueur;

Vu la n<5ce8sit<S de pr<iparer d^is maintenant oes dilRirents organtss, si Ton veut

qu’ils soient en <5tat de fonctionner k la date

Vu d’autre part, I’impossibilitE de proc(5der k aucune nomination ni demande

dc credits, tant que le traitd n’aura pas it6 ratifid par les Parlemcnts;

Le Comitd a I’honneur de recommander que:

1*— Chaque gouvernement cr6e un service special chargd dc prdparcr la con»

stitution desdits organes;
2“— Cette preparation porte sur revaluation des ddpenses, le reeruteraent du

personnel, la reunion du matdriel ct la redaction du projet de loi demandant

ouverturc des credits.

Appendix B to No. la

Conference de la Paix.

Gomitd d’Exdcution des Clauses Territoriales,

Rapport au Conseil Supreme

Partie III

Section xs

Slesvio

Le Comitd a I’honneur de faire au Conseil Suprfime Ics recommandations

suivantes:

1. Constitution de la Commission.

L’article 109 prdvoyant I’entrEe en action de la Commission dis la mise en

vigueur du TraitE, il y a lieu d’en prdparer d4s maintenant le personnel et le

matdriel.

2. Prisidme de la Commission,

En raison de I’intdrfit pratique qu’il y&k faciliter la liaison entre I’amiral anglais

Commandant en Chef les Forces Navales envoy^es par les divers Gouvernenaents

int^ressEs pour garantir la liberty du plebiscite dans les deux zones du Slesvig, le
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Comit6 est d’avis que la Prdsidence dc la Gomtnissbn dcvrait «tre attribute ‘

aux Reprdsentants anglais (art. 109, jxu*. i’’*')*

3. Forces militaires d la disposition de la Cominissitm.

Le Gomitd, ayant appris que le Conutd ties amiraux, axsistd dc Gdndraux, a

chargd de faire dcs propositions cc sujet, ne croit pa.s devoir en formuler (art. tog,

par. I").

4. Dipensis de la Commission et du PlibhcUe,

Le Comitd propose que la seconde moitid dcs ddpenses (la prcmidre dtant i k
charge de I’Allemagne) soit k la charge du Daiiernark ct tjne cette ddehion soit

notifide au Gouvcrnemeiit danois (art. top, pur. t”'),

5. Persomes devant prendre part au vote.

Le Gomitd propose que:

a) Le Gouvernement allcinand soit dt\s niaintenant iuvitd prdparer le retour

au lieu dont ils sont originair(*.s de.s luilitairos, onieieis, sous-oflieiers et soldats dc

rarmdc allemand[c] nds dans la partie du Shsvig .sounuse atj pidhiscite (art. 109,

par. 2 6).

b) La mfime invitation soit adrcssdc au Gouvenuuntuil alleuiand en ce qui con-

cerne les personnes que le dit Gouvtn'uctneiU uurait cxpu!sde.s de la partie du Slesvig

somnise au plebiscite et qui scraient doiuicilidcs en Allemagne (art. 109, par. 2 b).

c) Les Gouvernements allids et assoeie.'i .s’ii.ssurent tpic tous Ics pri.soamcr8 de

guerre originaires du Slesvig, out dtd on seront, dds la mise cn vigueur du Traitd,

renvoyds dans Icurs foyers.

6. Biensd’Etat.

Gomme suite 4 la lettre du Ministre de Danemark au President de la Confdrence

en date du 2S juin signalant des vent[es] frauduleuscs de hiens d’Etat, le Gomitd

propose de notifier au Gouvernement aUemand ct au Gouvernement danois que

les Puissances alUdes et assocides considdrent comme nulls toute [? vente] de biens

immobiliers d’Etat intervenue depuia le ii novembre igiS dans la partie du
Slesvig soumise au pldbiscite.

7. Riqmsitions abusioes.

Le Comitd, constatant qu’4

1

’invcrse des autres sections du Traitd relatives 4 des

pldbiscites, la section relative au Slesvig n’interdit pas, au moment de I’dvacuation

par les troupes et autoritds allemandes, les rdquisitions en espdees et en nature,

propose d’aviser le Gouvernement allcmand que de telles rdquisitions ne seront pas

toldrdes dans la partie du Slesvig soumise au pldbiscite.

8 . Au sujet de la sime zone.

Le pldbiscite dans la troisidme zone (jusqu’4 la ligne Eider-Schlei) inscrite dans
le prqjet de traitd remis le 7 mai 4 la Ddl^ation allemande, a dtd effacd dans le

texte ddfinitif 4 la demande du Gouvernement danois.

Toutefois, la rdponse au Mdmoire allcmand en date du . . . . juin porte que
I’dvacuation aura Ueu jusqu’4 la ligne ci-dessus et cette disposition dont le

Gouvernement danois demande le maintien n’a pas d’dquivalent dans les articles

du traitd.

A^J^e Gomitd, tout en reconnaissant que I’dvacuation temporaire de ladite zone

'

troupes ct autoritds supdrieures allemandes, peut coatribuer 4 la sinedritd

deaas autMs ztmes, n’estirae pas que, vu le texte ddfinitifdu traitd,

4el Gowserhementt aWds ,ct awociySs aient le droit de Pexiger de I’Allemagne.



II propose toutefois que le Gouvernement allemand soil invite {k prcscrire k scs

autorit^s militaires et civiles dans ladite zone la plus stricte reserve notamment) ^
s’abstenir de toute arrcstation pour motifs politiques, telles que cellos qui ont eu
lieu dans les derni&res semaines (^tant entendu que, si la Commission Interna-

tionale signalait ‘de leur part des menses de nature k fausser le r(isultat du vote,

r^vacuation serait immddiatement cxig<5e).

9. RisumS.

Le present Rapport conclut done

:

) 4 4 decisions k prendre par les Gouvernements allids et assoeWs.

) k 5 communications i adresser par eux au Gouvernement allemand, copie

de ces communications devant fitre remise au Gouvernement danois.

c) k une communication k adresser au Gouvernement danois.

Le PafiSIDENT DU COMITfi.

JVbie. The passages within the brackets^ were not accepted.

Appendix G to No. is

CONHfeRENCaE DE LA PaIX.

Commission d’exdcution des clauses territoriales. ii juilUt.

Rapport au Conseil Supirimr

PoLOONE— Prusse Orientale— Dantziq

I. Article Sy

1°— Date d'arrivie de la Commission^

Le traitd prdvoit la constitution d’une commission de 7 Membres— 5 nomm6s
par les principales puissances allides et assocides, un par PAllcmagne, un par la

Pologne pour ddlimiter la frontiire occidentale de la Pologne.

Cette Commission devra ^tre constitute 15 jours apris la mise en vigueur du
Traitt.

Mais, dis cette mise en vigueur, la presence de la Commission sur place parait
inttopensable pour que— comme il est prtvu pour la Siltsic, — elle puisse sur-

veiller I’tvacuation ainsi que le passage du territoire et de la population de la

souverainett allemande k la souverainett polonaise. La note envoyte le 8 juillct

par la dtltgation allemande* donne k penser que PAllcmagne reconnaltra Pinttrtt

de cette proposition.

LeComittrecommandeenconstquenceque la Commission sont[?soit] constitute

de fa^on k pouvoir ttre sur place d^ Pentrte en vigueur du Traitt. Les Gouverne-
ments allemand et polonais en devront ttre avertis. .

2®— Composition de la Commission.

Le Comitt estime que tous les moyens doivent ttre foumis t, la Commission dc
mener son travail aussi rapidement que possible, d’abord en raison de Pagitation
qui rtpie dans ces rtgions, ensuite parce que la prtparation du vote, dans les

territoires en pltbiscite, devant commencer (sauf en Siltsie) dts le 15* jour la

frontitre doit ttre tracte aussi vite que possible entre ces tewitoires et leS'jSays

annexts purement et simplement. Or la frontitre k dtlimiter par la Commission
se dtvdoppe sur plus de 800 kilomttres.

, Le Comitt recommande en constquence que la Comanission comprenne, pour

* i.e. parentheses. See No. 17, appendix D.



chaque d^l^gation, un nombre d’officiers permcttant sa subdivision au moins en
deux sous-commissions opA'ant simultan^ment et dotit la Commission se bornera
k concentrer et reviser les conclusions*

Chaque dd^gation devra done comprendre:

un commissaire titulaire, chef de mission,

un officier adjoint,

deux officiers techniques.

Chaque sous-commission serait constitu(5e, pour chaque puissance, par le com-
missaire ou son adjoint et un officier technique. L’adjoint aurait la ddldgation du
commissaire chef de mission pour voter en son noin.

go— Prisidence,

Toutes les affaires germano-polonaises ayant 6i6 train'^es depuis six tnois, au nom
des Allies, par le Gdn^ral Dupont, chefde la mission fran^aise h Berlin, le Comity
recommande, pour des raisons d’ordre pratique que la Prdsidtuuxr de la Com-
mission soit confine [? cet] officier gdruh^al,

Chaque nation dispose dhine voix. Si done le President vote dans une sous-

commission, le Commissaire frangais ne vote pas.

4®— Action des som'-commissi&ns,

Le Comit<5 recommande k litre d’indication pour la Commission

;

JO— q^e la premiere sous-commission soit chargt'nt de la dtUimitation des
fronti^res orientales et occidentalcs de la zone i\ annexer sans pkH)iscite au Nord
de la Netze, y compris la partic de cette riviirre ({ui sert de limite,

qu’elle s’installe i Grauden7, le second jour k datcr de la mm cn vigucur, pour
surveiller Pexicution du transfert de souverainotd;

qu^'clle commence ses travaux de delimitation le ib*\jour par la fronti^jre des
pays k plebiscite de Pest, passe ensuite k la portion occidenlalc au Nord ct au Sud
de Konitz oh aucune limite administrative nc sort de ddmareation ct termine par
les secteurs oh la fronti^jre coincide avec des limites de cerclcs ou de Province,

0,0— que la dexxxifeme sous-commission soit chargee des fronti^rres au sud de la

Netze depuis cette riviijre k hauteur de Kreuz jusqu’h la frontiire inclusc des pays
sil^siens k plebiscite;

qu*elle s’installe k Lisse du a® au 15® jour, pour surveiller Pexdcution du transfert

de souveraineti,

^

qu’elle commence son travail de ddimitation le 16® jour par la partie particu-
li^rement delicate de la frontihre entre Birnbaum et Rawitch; qu’^elle le continue
par la region dc Kem[p]en et la limite avec la SiWsic oh le plebiscite ne doit pas
commencer a\cant six mois, et qu’ellc s’occupc cn dernier lieu dcs portions difinics
par les limites administratives.

^

Le Coxmt6 rappelle que le fonctionnement de la Commission [? est] d^fini par
Pinstruction de la Commission g^ographique interallKe du i juin 1917, et que sa
composition est ddtermin^c, au point dc vue technique, par cette Commission
g^ographique.

IL Article S3. Et Annexe

IP^ JSfomination de la Commission administration.

' & C&mit6 recommande que cette Commission soit constitmi de fa9on k pouvoir
totrer^en actidn dis la mise cn vigueur du traitd, pour les mfimes raisons que ci-

dessus.



2°— Troupes nicessaires,

Le Goinit^ se v^ihvt au rapport dont a charge le Conseil Militaire dc V«r**

sailles.

30— Delimitation de la Haute-SiUsie soumise au plSiscite.

Bien que le Trait<6 ne Tindique pas explicitement, le Gomit(^ pense quc cette

delimitation sera faite par la Commission de Particle 87.

in. Article pj
JO— Date du PUbiscite.

Le traite n’en fixe pas. Le Comite croit devoir laisser k la Commissioti le soin

de cette fixation. II signale toutefois que sans ajourner le plebiscite plus que de
raison il pourrait etre utile de laisser aux Polonais Ma2;uriens le temps de sc d^gager

de leurs dirigeants aristocratiques et ecciesiastiques, avant de Ics faire voter.

go— Entrh en action de la Commission, ^

Le Comite remarque que la Commission ne doit entrer en action qttc quinze
jours apr^s la mise en vigueur du traite.

Or, dans ce deiai de quinze jours> pendant Icquel s’effectuera Pevacuation, le

Traite ne prevoit aucune surveillance. La Commission arrivera done le 15^ jour
dans un pays oil ne fonctionnera plus aucune autorite, et oil Pon n’aura memo pas
pris la precaution de dissoudre les conseils d*ouvricrs et soldats ct Ics societes

militaires, organismes d’opposition possibles.

Le Comite recommande en consequence que les Commissaires prevus par
Particle 95 arrivent sur place (le 2® jour) comme en Siiesic. En attendant lo i [5]''

jour, date fixee pour leur entree en fonclion pour Padmiuistration du territoire ct
Porganisation du vote, ils exerccront le controlc dc Pevacuation prevms p^tr les

dits articles. Ils pourront prcscrire le mainticn en cxercice dc ccrtaincs autorites,
et dissoudre les conseils et societe[s] dont Paction est dangcreuse. Pour Pexercicc
de ces attributions ils se conformeront aux prescriptions prevues pour la Siiesie au
[?cours] de Pannexe k Particle 88, et pourront s’installer k Allenstein.

30— Forces Militaires,

Le traite ne prevoit aucune force militaire alliee k la disposition de la Com-
mission. Si les precautions indiquees au precedent sont prises, des troupes ne
semblent pas devoir etre necessaires. Si la Commission en jugc autrement, elle a
pouvoir pour les redamer,

4^— Dilimitation,

La limite orientale des zones de plebiscite coincidant en totalite avec les limites
administratives, une conomission spedalc de delimitation n*cst pas neccssaire.

IV. Article gy
I©— condition du pUbiscite,

Meme observation que pour Particle 95.

2®— Entrie en action de la Commission,

Mtoe observation que pour I’article 95. Xa Commission pourrait s’installer le
deuxieme jour k Marienwerder.



go— forces miliiaires.

Lc Ti'ait6 prdvoit que des foret's alUccs poiimint ;u'C(Hnpagnrr la Commission.

Mais, pas plus qu’Ji Tarticle 95, ccs forces ne scmhlcut tievoir iiidispcnsables.

Toutefois on remarquera qvus aux tcrnies du 'IVaiuS la Pnmc oriciUale n’est pas

dimilitarisie ct quo lc nouibrc dc forces allcinamlcs qui romipcrait nVst pas

limiti par rapport I’cfibctif total dc Tarindc allcmamlc.

4®— Delimitation.

Mime observation que pour Tarticlc 95.

V. Article (f!)

I.e Gomit<5 .sij^nalc que lc Traitb j«r prrivoit aurttu organr jHutr raclmhiLstration

temporaire du territoire dc Mcnid, jus<iu’i\ ce ({u’unc d<*cisioiJ ait M prise sur aa

souverainetd.

La Commission rdserve toute proposition h vr suji't rn i^j'ard an rapport tlcntand^

atix experts militaircs ct navals sur r<iccupatu«i dc Mcmei rt prnsc cm'll appariient

au Conseil Supreme de statticr dircctcmcnt sur la base «bi<lit rapport.

VI. Articles 100 to |.ue|

La determination ct Torganlsation tbi territoire tie Danzig /'taut r/gi/es cn

detail par Ics articles too h 104 du Trait/ rt rotili/r,s A un Ilaut ( kunmissairc

Special, il n’y a lieu A aucunc propo.sitit)ti.

Toutefois tme eertaine confusion pent naitre du fait tjur rarli<'lr teti pr/voit la

nomination par kss principales puissances alH/rs ct axua'i/es d’lin Haul Commis-
saire pour presidcr la Commission de d/limitatiori tin *lVrritoirr, rt ipie I’article 103

prdvoit qu’un Haut Gommissaire de la Soci/t/ des Niitioiw tlrvra dormer son

accord dans I’eiaboration d’unc constitution de hi Ville libre:

[L]e [Ha]ut Gommissaire de rarticlc loi, n’/tant eharg/ que trune t.Aclie toute

technique dc delimitation, un fonctionnaire de I’ordrc administrulif purnil devoir

itre temporairement designe par Ics Puissances alli/es ct aatoci/rs jnsqu’A re que
la Societe des Nations ait nomm/ lc Ilaut Gommissaire pr/vu A I'artude 103.

Le Gomite recommande pour des raisons pratiques que ret ndministrateur

temporaire soit designe aussitAt que possible et appartienne k la m/me nationalite

que le commandant des forces navales charge d’assurer la libert/ des communica-
tions par mer avec Dantzig etant bien entendu que lc choix dc r.ct ndministrateur

provisoire ne prejugera en rien le choix du Haut Gommissaire.

vn
I®— QyesHons A trailer avec It Gouomment Atlmand.

Lcs probiemes d’evacuation et de transfert de souverainetd k r^udre dans les

tcryitoires objet des^ articles ci-dessus poseront probablement certaines questions

qui devront 4trc traitees k Berlin avec le Gouvernement allemand dans telle forme
que determincront les puissances alliees et assocides.

Au surplus, malgrd la diffdrence des r^ons prdvue, il y aura ndeessairement, aa
point de vue des relations avec le Gouvernement allemand en ce qui conceme
I’dvacuation et le transfert de souverainetd, unitd de xxiatidre entro lei^divenei

de la Brusse Orientale ct de la Prusse Occidentale.
pei»e en consdquence qu’il poumut y avoir intdrit k co que le

mVkmoMm prdvue k I’anide 87 soit infimnd, pendant la pdriode
d’dvacuadon et de transfert de souverainetd, de I'activitd des Everses coinmisiions
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de delimitation et centralise les communications qu^elles auraient k faire, k cet

egard, aux autorites alliees et associees chargees des communications avec le

Gouvernemcnt allemand.

II est bien entendu que son activite, ainsi ddfinie, prendrait fin^ dis que les

territoires soumis au plebiscite seraient compietement evacuds et que les com-
mission[s] d’administration pourraient commencer leur travail de preparation du
vote.

2©— Polonais prisonniers dans les pays alliis.

Le Comite, ddsireux de presenter diverses rccommandations relatives aux
prisonniers d*origine polonaise, a cru devoir les transmettre k la Commission des

prisonniers de guerre, chargee d’etudier Tensemble de la question.

II signale en tout cas que les Commissions allides de delimitation et de plebiscite

devront fitre avisees des departs des prisonniers, afin d’etre k meme de surveiller

leur arrivee.

go— ]\fote de la Diligation polonaise.

Le Comite recommande que la note de la Delegation polonaise du 5 juillet et

toutes notes de mfime nature soient transmiscs aux Commissions de delimitation ou
de plebiscite en annexe de leurs instructions*

No. 13

H. D, 9.] Kotes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pickon^s Room at the Q}iai d^Orsay^ Paris
^
on Thursday^

July ly, igig, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.S.A.-. Hon. H. White; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire'. The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, O.M., M.P.; secretary,

Mr. H. Norman.
France: M. Clemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, Capt. de

St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: Baron Makino; secretary, M, Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Lieut. Burden. British Empire: Gapt. E.

Abraham. Frarae: Capt. A. Porticr. Italy: Lieut. Zanchi.

Intorpreter; Prof. P. J. Mantoux.

ofComrrdssum to
[Not printed]^

examine Italian claims

in Tientsin

* The Supreme Council adopted the report of the commission, which did not satisfy the

Italian claims. For an American text of this report and the decision ofthe Supreme Council

see N. Almond and R. H. Lutz, op. cit., pp. 686-7. ^he discussion of the report *M. Tittoni

said he wished to make the following declaration: The Italian Delegation expresses the wish

that the minutes of to-day’s sitting of the Supreme Council should show that His

Government, while giving its assent to what is set forth in article Part IV, Section IV,

of the draft text of the Conditions of Peace with Austria, insists, nevertheless, on the sound-

ness of its claims submitted in xgjy by the Royal Legation at Pekin to the Chinese Govern-

ment for a rectification of the boundary line separating the Italian concession of Ticn-Tsin

from the former Austro-Hungarian concession*.



2. (Mr. Hoover, M. Scydoux, M. Crespi and Mr. Gorvin^ (-ntcred the room.)

ReportfnmMr.Howeron Mr. Hoovkr gave a stumnary and explanation of

the miictualling ofAustria the moinoramlnin annexed in Appendix A.’

M. PiGHON asked how much, in Mr. Hoover's estimation, had been spent

on the rcvictualling of Atistria.

Mr. Hoover said that he estimated that to ('(nnpletc the prestmt pr(»gramme

up to the 15th ofAugust, eighty million dollars would have been sjjenf.

M. Pighon asked whether Mr. Hoover thought tlu'n* were securities in

Austria enough to cover tlie cost of the scheme he projKtsed to undertake.

Mr. Hoover said that lie doubted whether the sums already spent could

be recovered for three or four years. l-A-erything that eoultl he realised had

already been realised. The Atistrian Authorities latti'rly had gone .so far as

to offer the national art galleries in payment for food.

M. Pighon said that under these circumstances it seemed Iiardly possible

to advance money.

M. Tittoni said that the alternativti was Holshevism.

Mr. Hoover stiid that his hope wans if priority were given to payment for

food, even over payment of reptirations, the Austrian Government might

take heart and set to work in order to meet its liahilities. This was th<‘ only

means ofgiving the present Government enough encouragement for it to hold

on. Should the harvest siuaet'd in Hungary, there wouUl he a sur[)lus offood

in that country. It was only allied help that had hitherto kept Austria from

Bolshevism. The Hungarians were employing most aetivc propaganda.

Should they take the place of the Allies in the supply of foot!, it eouhl hardly

be expected that the Austrians would not jtiin them and become Bolshevik.

It seemed dear that the Austrian Delegation sincerely wished to keep a

moderate Government in power in Atistria. if they eould he assured by the

Powers that the help he suggested wouUl be given them, he thought they

might resist Bolshevism.

Mr. Balfour said that he thought Mr. Hoover had made out a most

serious case. He was not quite sure that the Bolsheviks in I lungary would

have much food to spare. He was told that Bela Kun had quarrelled with the

peasants, who would be inclined to resist requisition, 'i'hc main {x>int was

that it was desirable to set up Austria economically. She could not he left

to starve! Food must be advanced to her cither on such securities as existed,

or she must be put in a way to earn money. She roukl not produce the

food she required, as the territory left her by the Treaty svas insuflicient.

Mr. Hoover’s proposal was first to encourage the Austrians by a promise, and
secondly, to tell the Reparation Committee to think first of making Austria

* British member of the staff of the Supreme Economic Council.
3 Not printed. This appendix contained a letter ofJuly n, 1919, from Mr. Hoover to

Mr. Lansing enclosing a memorandum of even date by Mr. Hoover on Austria and an
undated translation of note no. 680 ofJuly 9 from Dr. Renner, the Austrian Chancellor,

to^ Chairman ofthe Supreme Economic Council. Mr. Hoover's letter and memorandum
^piriated by N. Almond and R, H. Lutz, op. dt,, pp. 108-5. The Austrian note is printed

in fitepch and Geraaaain Berieht Sber du Tl^ktk itr daOschUstmtiekisehm Prudmi^Uiatm in

St. Gm/um-mf-Lesft, vd. i, pp, 313-14.
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a paying concern before getting money out of her. This appeared to him to

be the most statesmanlike method. If a man were kept alive by charity, he

could not be asked to pay his debts. He was not quite sure, however, what

the functions of the Reparation Commission were, or whether the Council

could give it orders as suggested by Mr. Hoover.

Mr. Hoover said the wording of the German Treaty enabled the Repara-

tion Commission to furnish food and raw material to Germany,.and to obtain

payment for these in priority to payment of reparation. In any case, as the

Reparation Commission had complete control of all resources, no other body

could intervene.

M. Crespi said that the Reparation Commission had the right to raise

resources with the object of obtaining food. The Reparation Commission

could certainly be given orders by the Governments as it was itself merely

an agent of the Government[s].

(At this point M. Clcmenceau entered the room.)

M. Clemengeau asked how payment for food would be obtained.

M. Crespi said that money could be raised by taxation. Hungarian food

might turn Austria Bolshevik. It was for this reason that Italy had sent food

into Austria.

Mr. Balfour said that he was ready to accept Mr. Hoover’s plan, but he

would take the opportunity of telling the Austrians that they must give up
the arms and ammunition in Austria to the Czechs.

Mr. Hoover suggested that the Austrians might be told that the food

supplies would cease unless they did so.

M. Tittoni considered that the question of the delivery of the arms should

be kept quite separate from the question of food. Those arms represented

one of the securities in Austria for the payment of reparation. He did not

say that the arms should not be delivered, but an equivalent in value should

be available for the reparation fund.

Mr. Balfour said that it was most urgent to send the arms to Czecho-

slovakia at once.

Mr. Hoover said that this difficulty had already arisen. Trade had been

arranged between Austria and Serbia. Five steel bridges were to be given

to Serbia in exchange for food. The same objection had been raised, that

these bridges represented a security for the payment of reparation. The
Czechs were prepared to exchange coal for arms, but once the Czechs had

given coal and the Serbians food, there was no means of making them
contribute anything towards the reparation fund.

Mr. Balfour said that if M. Tittoni’s thesis were carried to its logical

extremity, all Austrian trade would be put a stop to. Austria could get

neither food nor anything else. He had no wish to reduce the reparation

fund to Italy’s detriment. He thought it imperative that Austria should be

fed, and Czecho-Slovakia armed.

M. Tittoni said that he acquiesced regarding food, which was a matter of

primary necessity. It was not so vital a matter to arm the Czechs. Italy and

the other Allies should get some equivalent for the liquidation of a valuable
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Austrian security. If the Czechs were ready to give coal in exchange, Italy

should obtain her share of this coal, for the coal situation in Italy was as bad
as that in Austria.

Mr. Balfour said that in his opinion it was to Allied interests that the

Czechs should be armed. If so, it was nearly as important that commerce

between Austria and Czecho-Slovakia should be carried on as between

Austria and Serbia for food. He thought nothing should be allowed to stand

in the way of the passage of arms from Vienna to Prague.

M. Tittoni said that Italy recognised the need of Austria for food, but, as

to coal, Italy needed it just as badly. Italy must therefore have her share in

the coal which paid for the arms.

Mr. Hoover said that the amount of the surplus of Bohemian coal was

infinitesimal, and barely enough to supply the needs of Vienna. Moreover,

the Czechs had ceased to export coal bceatisc they received no arms from

Austria. Austria was afraid of exporting these arms out of fear of the Hun-
garian Bolsheviks. By a threat to witlthold food, the Austrians could be

prevailed on to deliver the arms. They could also be promised, in case they

did so, Bohemian coal. The Italians, short as they were of coal, had realised

Austrian needs, and had themselves supplied coal to Vienna.

M. Crksw observed that it was the duty of the Reparation Commission

to sec that all Austrian securities were not one by one spent to the detriment

of the common reparation fund.

Mr. Balfour said that he would be content to allow the arms to go, and

to find out afterwards in what way payment could be obtained. So long as

they were delivered to the Czechs, he did not mind in what way (he rc-adjust-

ment was made for the benefit of the reparation fund.

Mr. Hoover suggested that if his formula were adopted, a few lines might

be added regarding the sending of arms to Czecho-Slovakia.

(It was therefore agreed that tho following reply ahould bo made to the

Austrian Delegation :

—

‘In respect to the Request laid before the Supreme Economic Council

from the Austrian Delegates that provision of further food supplies should
be immediately undertaken by the Alfied and Associated Governments,
this request has been laid before the Council of Five, and the Council

wishes to state tliat as food and raw materials for Austria during the forth-

coming year are fundamental to her recuperation and her ability to make
reparation, the method of provision of such food and raw material will he
one of the first considerations of the Reparations Commission.
The Council wishes, however, to make this assurance contingent on

an undertaking by the Austrian Government. The delivery of arms to

Czecho-Slovakia has been greatly delayed despite the offer of coal in

exchange. It must he understood that the continuation of the present
supplies of food to Austria, as well as the above assurances, depend on the
p:ecution by Austria ofthe delivery ofthe arms and ammunition required
^^'.<5s9echo-Slovakia.''

Y raised by M. Tittmri was remitted for further study to the
SuprSEne Eooneifflte Ckmacil.)
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3. (At this stage, Marshal Foch, General Weygand, the Military Represen-

tatives of the Supreme War Council at Versailles, M. Benes,
Beport ofMarshal Kramarcz, M. Pachich, M. Misu, and M. Vaida-Voevode
Foch on Plan

entered the room.)
MMaty Operations . , ^ , , , ,

against Hungary MARSHAL FocH read a memorandum annexed to these

minutes in Appendix B. He also quoted from a telegram

sent on the loth July to the British War Office by Colonel Cunningham from
Vienna to the effect that the red army was composed of 9 divisions, one of

which, the 4th infantry division, had been disbanded. Each division could

only muster a small number of rifles. For instance, the 9th division had only

2 to 3,000 rifles. To liberate Hungary from Communism in one week a force

of 8 infantry divisions, one cavalry division, 100 aeroplanes and as many
armoured cars as possible would suffice.

Mr. Balfour said that one statement in the very remarkable report read

by Marshal Foch gave him some apprehension. He referred to the passage

in which Marshal Foch alluded to the necessity of establishing in Hungary
a Government with which the Entente could negotiate peace. Such a
Government would not appear to be a Hungarian Government, but one set

up by the Entente Powers. The Peace would be represented for all time, not
s. as one between the Powers and the Hungarian people, but as a Peace

• between the Powers and their own puppets. This would furnish a weapon
to all the enemies of the Entente. He would not ask Marshal Foch to say
how this difficulty could be avoided, as the Marshal would doubtless reply,

with justice, that that was the business of the politicians.

M. Tittoni said that the Hungarian situation was a very difficult one. As
to the military proposals, he had nothing to say, but, regarding the political

side, he had some observations to make. Hungary was ruled by a small
minority. 80 per cent, of the Hungarian troops were against Bela Kun, so

were the peasants and the bourgeoisie. At Szeged, there was an opposition

Government which was a nationalist centre. If the Council determined to

have Hungary attacked by Czech, Roumanian and Serbian troops, Bela
Kun would be able to drape himself in the national colours, and pose as a
patriotic Hungarian. In the end, it would not be Bela Kun who would be
destroyed, but the Hungarian nation. If the Allies, on the other hand, could
act in concert with the Szeged Government, they would appear as .the

deliverers ofthe country from tyranny. All the Governments had to contend
with the criticism and opposition ofthe Labour parties in their own countries.

It was therefore highly opportune to appear to act on behalf of the majority
in Hungary. He made no criticism ofthe militarymeans proposed by Marshal
Foch, but he thought they should be accompanied by political action of the
kind he had described.

Mr. White asked in what manner M. Tittoni would suggest that this

political action should be begun.

M. Tittoni said that he would send Allied Agents to get into touch with
the Government at Szeged before any military action began.

Marshal Foqh said that he had, in his report, asked for Governmental
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jinstructions. When the armies set out for Budapest, they would be preceded

by proclamations conveying the intentions of their Governments. It was for

the Governments to determine what these proelamuti»)ns should l)c.

M. Benes said that he thought M. Tittoni’s proposals were l)ased on wrong
premises. From information he had r<;rcived, the Hungarian Oflieens, though

not sharing Bela Kun’s opinions were loyal to him, beeau.se they thought the

Communist Government would give them means of lighting their neigh-

bours. All of them were pa.ssionatcly attached to the integrity of Hungary.

They would like to win back for it Transylvania, Croatia and Slovakia.

There was no hope of seducing these Officers, As to tint civilians, no doubt

the bourgeois parties would like to he rid of Bela Kun, Imt tlnty would not

co-operate with the neighbouring nations to that <'nd. If tint Powers began

to negotiate with the Magyars, they must count willi the .suspicions and
mistrust of the Roumanians, of the Yugo-Slavs and of tin' Cztteho-Slovaks.

The Magyars did not admit their chTeat. They remainetl Imperialist in

spirit and they would use any conversation tht'y might havi* with the Great

Powers to turn the tables on their neighl«)ur.s, H<^ thought for these reasons

that there were strong objections to the course of lu^gotialing with any Hun-
garian Party.

M. Glemengeau a.sked M. Bones whet her he ;>greed to Marshal Foch’splan.

M. Benes said that ho did hut not tt) M. 'J'ittoui's.

M. Kramargz said tluit the arnties must march tmder the banner of

‘Respect for the Armistice’. The existence of a Hungarian arttiy forced the

neighbouring countries to remain armed. 'I’hey were utixious to disarm and
demobilise. Enforcement of the Armistice Conditiotis was a complete and
sufficientjustification for action, and it would servo us an smswer to criticism.

He had the same fears and interests as M. Tittoni, but he was convinced that

there- should be no talk with any Hungarian parties, sis this would only

revive Hungarian nationalist ambition. Action should be titken on military

grounds if only to uphold the decrees of the Conference.

M. Vaida-Voevod said that he agreed with M. Krumurc/- and M. Benes.

He thought it was necessary not to give Bela Kun a pretext for posing as a

defender of his country. The majority of the Hungarian [jopultition wished
to remain quiet and to be ruled neither by a communist nor by a reactionary

government. When the Allied armies had taken Buda-pest, they might
proclaim to the people that it was open to them to choose their own
Government. The Allied Commander-in-Chief, however, should consult

non-Magyar elements as well. There were Roumanians, Serbs and Slovaks

of Hungary who knew the devices of the parties and who could help the
Gommander-in-Chief,

General Bliss said that the general purpose aimed at was one he would
gladly see carried out, but only the Head of his Government could decide
on any action in this respect. In spite ofall disguises it was manifest that what

^ proposed was a renewal ofwar on Hungary with the object of destroying
its present Government If action was to be based on the pretext of a breach
of the Armistice by Hungary, the Allies must be quite clear that the fault
%



was entirely on the side of the Hungarians. In the Armistice arranged by

General Franchet d’Esperey on the 13th November at Belgrade, a certain

line had been fixed by Article I. North and west of this line the Serbians

and Roumanians respectively were not to advance. The second Article

required the demobilisation of the Hungarian Army down to six Infantry

Divisions and two Cavalry Divisions. It was alleged that the Hungarians

had broken Article II.

Mr. Balfour asked whether there was anything in Clause I forbidding

the Serbians and Roumanians to cross the line.

General Bliss said that the Roumanians should not have crossed west of

the line. When they had been relieved of German domination, they had

crossed the line in spite of General Franchet d’Esperey. He had then tried

to stop them bn another line further west, but without avail. The matter

had been discussed in Paris and the discussions had led to the establish-

ment of a neutral zone approximately representing the line fixed in the

Treaty of 1916.* Even this, however, had not stopped the Roumanian

advance. At a meeting held by the Military Representatives at Versailles on

tlie 25th February, 1919, General Charpy, Chief of Staff' to General Franchet

d’Esperey had given the following evidence:

—

‘On November 7th, 1918, General Franchet d’Esperey and Count

Karolyi had met at Belgrade to sign a supplementary armistice with

Hungary on the same lines as General Diaz® had signed with Austria. At
that time Roumania was still under German domination and therefore

only French, Sei'bian and Hungarian representatives were present at

Belgrade. They all knew the terms of the Hungarian armistice. A certain

zone was to be definitely occupied and further zones could be occupied

for strategic reasons. The ai'mistice was signed on November 13th, and

the Hungarians had made no difficulties and had carried out all the condi-

tions. The French and Serbians advanced as agreed. The only difficulties

occurred with Roumania.
‘Without informing General Franchet d’Espercy, the Roumanians had

advanced, especially in the region ofKlausenburg. The Hungarians at once

protested that this was a breach of the armistice conditions. The Rou-
manians replied that they were in agreement with the Hungarians. This

was not correct, but eventually an agreement was reached. The Rou-
manians were allowed to advance up to a line well in advance of the

armistice line. This was reported to the Allied Governments.

‘Unfortunately, the Roumanians advanced still further with the result

that certain incidents took place; the Roumanians oppressed the local

population and the Hungarians became incensed. Up to that time the

position had not become serious, however.

‘The Roumanians stated that they feared an attack by Hungarian

armies
;
that was absolutely impossible. Hungary had no organised troops,

The Treaty of Bucharest, concluded between Roumania and the Powers of the Entente

on August 17, 1916.

* Commander-in-Chief of the Italian Armies. (Cf. No. 3, note 6.)
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Gzecho-Slovakia was threatened by tlic Hungarians. The Army of the

Hungarians kept Gzecho-Slovakia and other countrie.s armed and mobilised.

This was the only question for coasidcration.

M. Pachich said he agreed with M. Kramare/,, M. Ihme.s, and M. Vaida.

Action ought to be taken to force Bela Kun to fulfil Hungary’.s engagements

under the Armistice. The Yugo-Slavs had reu.son to expect that they would

be the third victim of Hungary. Hungarians undoubtedly desired to

re-establish Hungary in her historic froutiem.

M. Clemenckau said that all concerned had now (expressed their views.

Two Governments, however, had to be consuIt<;d before action could be

taken.

Marshal Fogh observed that on J\dy nth, when he had been asked to

study’ a plan of operations, the principle of action itself had not been in ques-

tion. Ifit was questioned now, it would swan that the (Immcil was in contra-

diction with itself.

Mr. Balfour said that he disswited entirely fmm what M;u\shal Foch had

just said. He could not consult his Govertunent on the propriety t)f military

operations unless he knew what their nature was and what chauce of .success

they ofi'ered.

Mr. Whitk said that a.s lie uniku’stood the ca.se, Marshal Foch hud been

asked to make a report to semi to the Governments. Marshal F'och had made

a most able report. He could not commit his (iovermneiu and even the

President would have to be assured that the proposal <lid not involve a new

war before he could assent without consulting the Senate.

M. Glemenoeau said that this wa.s not a subject that could be tiiscussed.

Each of the members of the Gouncil was free to constUt his CJovernmcnt,

Marshal Foch had presented a remarkable report showing that si}cce.ss could

be hoped for without a great expenditure of effort. General Bliss had put

forward certain questions which deserved close examination. He would

remind the Council that Mr. Balfour had lately drafted a telegram in which

the Council had informed Bela Kun that it could not hold any conversations

with him as long as he did not respect the Armistice.® No one hud then

raised any objection.

Mr, White said that he wished that he had followed his usual method,

and asked for time to consider the matter.

M. Clemenqeau said that he would like to point out that a state of war

with Hungary still existed and there could be no question of a new war.

M, Tittoni asked that the greatest secrecy be observed regarding the

discussion.

^It was agreed that the discuBsion should be resumed on the following day
at 10.30 by the Members of the Council.)

(The meeting then adjourned.)

. Mc^esUc, Paris.

* See No. lo, minute 6.
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Appendix B to No, 13

Note sur une Action Eventuelle en Hongrie

Le Conseil Supreme des Puissances Allises et Associ<5es a d^cid^, le 1
1
juillet,

que le Mar^chal Foch, ‘apr^s avoir consult^ les autorit<5s des divers Gouverne-
ments int^ress^s, ^tablirait un plan d’op^rations centre la Hongricj et qu’il

tiendrait le Conseil au courant de ses travaux dans un d^lai de huit jours’.

En execution de cette decision:

Le G6n^ral Pell6, pour FAi'mde Tch^co-Slovaque;

Le G(Sn^ral Pechitch, pour PArm^e Serbe;

Le G^ntSx'al Prezan, pour rArm<5e Roumaine;

ont 6t6 invites k faire connaitre les forces que les Gouvernements Tch^co-'Slovaquc,

Serbe et Roumaine pouxTaient respectivement consacrer k Pop^ration <§ventuelle

projet^e,

De son c6t6, le G(5n6'al d’Esperey a 6t6 pn6 d’indiquer les conditions dans
lesquellcs il pourrait renfoixer la puissance offensive de PAi'm^e frangaise de
Hongrie.

D’apr^s les renseignements d^j^i re5us, la situation sc prdsente comme il suit

au 16 juillet:

Arm^e Tchko-Slovaque ,— M. Masaryck met la disposition de PEntente toutes

les forces armies de la R^publique, soit:

6 D.I. sur le front, prates k entrer en action;

2 D.L en formation, prates le 18 juillet.

Effectif appi'oximatif global: 100,000 hommes.

Ces forces ont 6t6 rtorganisdes ct recompl<5t<Scs sous la direction de la Mission
Militaire Fran^jaisc; dies sent actuellcment en bonnes conditions pour rcpx'cndre

les op<5rations offensives.

Toutefois, le besoin de munitions d’artillerie se fait impdrieusement sentir: les

entrepots sont presque vides, la production insignifiante.<> Seule, PAutriche dispose

des stocks ndeessaires. Il est done indispensable et urgent d’intervenir k Vienne
pour que les envois de munitions soient imm6diatement entrepris.*®

Am^e Serbe .— Le Gouvernement serbe peut mettre, d^s k pr<5sent, k la dis-

position de PEntente:

14 Bataillons

12 Escadrons

12 Batteries

soit 18 k 20,000 hommes de troupes excellentes qui seront

prfites et k pied d’oeuvre le 18 juillet.

Le Gouvernement Serbe demande toutefois, comme condition de sa cooperation,

Pappui bienveillant de PEntente, afin de faire cesser toutc cause de friction avec

9 Note in original; ‘Actuellcment 4 coups parjour et par piice, qui seront port^s k 8 vers

le 15 aoiCtt.’

Note in original: *A cet effet, demander au G.al Segr6 et au G.al Hallicr de h^ter

Pexp6dition des commandes d^j^i cffectu^cs k Vienne par le Gouvernement Tch6co*-Slovaquc
et non encore livr^es. Agir ^galement aupr6s de la D^16gation autrichienne de St-Germain
pour lui demander d’intervenir aupr^ de son Gouvernernent afin que toutes facilit6s soient

donndes pour ces expeditions.*

I
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ritalie, et d’assurer la protection du territoire serbe conti c les troupes et comitadjis

bulgares.'*

AmSe Romiaine.— Une rdponse definitive n’est pas encore purvenue sur les

possibilitds du Gouvernement Rouniaiu.

II parait admissible de compter, dfs d /tr^ent, sw la totalite des forces de rArmie

Roumaine de I’Ouest, dtablie sur la Tliciss, soil

;

6 D.I. et I D.C. reprdsentant 75.000 h. environ.

Get effectif sera probablcment renfored du fait du reconipl^itejnent des unitis k

reffectif de guerre, par prt'kVement .sur Ic.s dt‘p6ts de la region 'I’lansylvaine qui

comptciit environ ao.ooo lioiumes.

L’Armde roumaine de I’Gucst, aprt^ se.s rdeents 8ucc.t\s sur I’Ann^e ho!>groise,

est dans de bonnes conditions malericlles ct morales pour reprendre la lutte.

II est k prdvoir cependant quo la Roumanie, pour engager toutes ses forces de

I’Oucst hors dc ses frontiiircs, deinaud<'ra it ftre misc en nje.sure de .se, reconstituer de

nouvellcs reserves k I’intdrieur, en inobilisant tie iKmvene.s diviHion.s. 11 sera done

ndeessaire, sans doute, de lui fournir les clfcls d’dquipemcnt ct triiabiUement dont

ellc aura besoin.

Cette aide matdrielle pourrait lui 6trc donnt'e par i’Anglelene et I’Amdrique

(dont les contingents nc parlicipent pa.s h rt)pth-ation prtjjetde) en continuant 1m
envois prdeddemment cirectiu'’s on encore en eours tie tran.sport.

Artrde Frangaise tie Ilimgrk.- - lillt: t'.sl aeluelkiucut dispouible aver, ses deux D.I.,

sa brigade dc cavalerie, .ses dldments d’anudc (3 groupcs lourds, a (lies dc chars

blindds, une cscadrille).

Effectif 25.000 hommes, dont ao.ooo combattnnt,s enviroti.

L’Infanterie est au complet. L’Artillcrie ct les servicc.s sont k reeompidter en

personnel.

Les moyens matdriels seraient dgalemcnt h renlbrcer par prdkvement sur les

disponibilitds de I’Armdc d’Orient.**

Au total, et sous rdserve de confirmation des rcnscignemcnw sur Tarnide

roumaine, I’cffectif global dont la misc en osuvre centre la Hongric serait possible

dans m d/lat de guelqmJours, s’dldvcrait ki

Armde Tchdco>Slovaque . 8 D.L itx>,t»oo h.

Armde Serbe . . . i| D.I. 1 D.C. tto,ouu It.

Anade Roumaine . . 8 D.i. i D.C. 75,txjo h.

Amde Fran9ai8e dc Hongrie s D.I. J D.C, tt5,tx)t> h.

Total Gdndral . . . ly^D,!. aj D.C. 930,000 h.

dont 160.000 combattants environ.

En prdscnce de cm forcM, VArmie Hongroise compte, d’aprds les derniers ren-

seignements;

8D.L
3 Bdes d’lnfhnterie.

4 Bdes de gardM fironti^es.

2 D.C. (?)

, Note in or^iinal: ‘L’anivde en Bulgarie des 30* et 156* D.I. Fran^^aisea venant du
peimettra de donner cette deraidre garimtie au Gouvernement Serbe. (Mtmve*

vm la fin de juillflt}.*

,
r ^ fLe Gjii. d’Esperey s*a pu encore rdpondu k la desnande qui lui a

' did adressde k ce

;
' ia8



au total, 10 k II D.I. et a D.C, d’un effectif global de 150.000 hommes, dont

100 k 120.000 combattants environ, d’une valeur impr^cis^e.

De la compai’aison des forces en pr<5sence, il r«5sulte que I’Entente possMe, sur

place, une supMorili mmdrique notable par rapport k la Hongrie.

La disposition mfime de ces forces, qui encerclent les forces hongroises, constitue

^alement une condition avantageuse pour des operations offensives.

Mais il importe de remarquer, dis k present, que ces troupes, appartenant k

quatre nationalitds differcntes, ne peuvent espdrcr un r^sultat serieux qu’i la

condition d’etre actionnees par une direction commune.
Il est done necessaire de les placer sous une mfime Direction Supirieure, agreie par

les Gouvernements Roumain, Serbe et Tcheco-Slovaque.

G’est k cette Direction qu’il appartiendra d’etablir Ic plan d^action militaire.

Il y a lieu, dis maintenant, d’organiser cette Direction et de rdaliser les ententes

n^cessaires avec les Etats-Majors des diverses Armies int^ress^cs.

Il est pr&umer, d’autre part, qu’une action alliie, combinie de la sortc, par

un effort commun des Armies Allises resultant d’une direction unique, amincra
ces ArmtSes, k bref ddai, aux Fortes de Buda-Pesth.

Dans cette situation, il s’agira d’dtablir en Hongrie un Gouvernement d’ordre,

avec Icquel I’Entente puisse signer une paix r6pondant k ses vues. D’oii la ndeessiti

de pr6voir, d^s maintenant, un programme d'action politique, succidant k Faction

militaire, et fixant au Commandement les directives de la ConfiSrence pour

I’^tablissement du nouveau Gouvernement Hongrois.

Muni de ces directives, le Commandement pourra determiner le regime pro-

visoire d’occupation du pays, et faire refluer les troupes alliecs, dcvcnucs disponibles,

au-del^ de leurs frontiiires respectives.

En rdsumd:

Les forces dont dispose I’Entente paraissent sufTisantes pour entreprendre, &

tris bref ddlai et avec chances de succis, une operation militaire centre FHongrie,

aux conditions suivantes

:

I®) — Une Direction Superieure unique des operations est k organiser j

2) — On demande k la Conference de donner des directives qui permettent k

cette Direction Superieure d’asscoir un nouveau Gouvernement repondant aux

vues de FEntente, et de regler les conditions de Foccupation ulterieure du pays;

3)
— Les moyens materiels des troupes sont ^ completer, ce qui comporte:

une intervention aupris du Gouvernement de Vienne, et aupris de sa Dele-

gation de Saint-Germain, pour la fourniture des munitions aux Tcheco-

Slovaques;

la livraison de materiel, d’equipement et d’habillement k la Roumanie par

les Puissances de FEntente;

4) — Enfin, il y a lieu d’envisager egalement Forganisation du ravitaillement

de la population civile hongroise, ravitaillement qui serait assure et contrdie par

Forganisation anglaise chargee du fonedonnement de la ligne de communicatian

fluviale du Danube. j



No. 14

H. D. 10.] Notes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon's Room at the Qitai d'Orsqy, Paris, on Friday,

July id, igiQ, at lo.o n.m.

Present: U.S.A,i Hon. H. White; .skcuki’ary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, O.M., M.P. ; secretary,

Sir Percy Loniine, Bt.

France: M. Clemenc.eau, M. Pichon; skcretariiw, M. Duta.sta, Capt. de

St. Qpentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; suaRKTARY, M. Paterno.

Japan: Baron Makino; sECRErrARv, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: Lieut. Burden, liriiish Empire: Capt. E.

Abraham. Frame: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Lieut. Zunrhi.

Interrrktrr: Prof. P. J. Mantoux.

I. M. Clemenceau said he had received a dispatch stating that the Greeks

had committed atrocities in Smyrna and its neigiibourliood.
J^oposal to send (Appendix A.) The Sheikh-uI-IsIam formally accused them.

propose to his Colleagues that they should send

orders in Anatolia **• Commi.ssion oi* I'hiquiry. I’he CtJiincil was not without

responsibility, seeing that it Imd sent the Greeks to Smyrna,
Mr. Balfour said he had been much concerned about the reports from

Asia Minor. A question had been asked in the Htntsc of Commoiw. It had
been found on investigation that the Greeks had in fact commitlctl atrocities.

M. Venizelos had been greatly perturbed, and had himself been forced to

admit the truth of the allegations.

M. Tittoni said that fighting between the Turks and Greeks must be put

an end to. It was very bitter, and no quarter was given on either side.

M. Clemenceau asked whether his colleagues would be prepared to agree

at once to the dispatch of the Commission.
Mr. Balfour said that he would prefer, before deciding to do this, to

discuss the whole question of Asia Minor. He did not object to the proposal

in itself, though he would point out that if Commissions of Enquiry had to be
sent to investigate all charges of atrocities throughout the world, he did not
think he would be able to lay his hand on a sufficient number of officers.

M. Clemenceau said he proposed to send French Commissioners, even if

his Colleagues appointed none. He would, however, prefer that they should
do so.

Mr. Balfour said that he had no objection, but that it was more important
to prevent recurrences of atrocities in the future than to investigate those
which had already taken place. Control could only be exercised by the
Conference through the local Gommandcr-in-Ohief.

Clemenoeau said that Mr. Balfour’s plan would only result in the
issuing of a prodamafion, which would have no effect at all. The Allies
would have to deal with the Turks hereafter, and it must be made clear to
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them that they did not send the Greeks to Smyrna merely to commit
atrocities.

M. Tittoni said that he agreed with M. Clemenceau. It was very impor-

tant to niake the Turks feel that the Allies did not propose to have them
massacred.

Mr. Balfour pointed out that the atrocities complained of had been

committed by soldiers. They should be checked by the Commander-in-
Chiefin Anatolia. Orders ofthe Council could be sent and executed through

him. He would have certain proposals to makeon this subject, and he thought
that M. Clemenceau’s plan would fit in with his own.

(It was decided that the question of appointing a Commission of Enquiry
should be postponed till the Meeting in the afternoon.)

2. M. Clemenceau said that he had received an account of proceedings at

Dedeagatch which, seeing that Italy as well as the other Allies
Fraternisation of Bulgaria, deserved comment and perhaps

earian Officers
^.ction by the Italian Government. (For this information see

Appendix B.*)

M. Tittoni said that he agreed with M. Clemenceau that the behaviour

of the Italian officers in fraternising with the Bulgarians was, if correctly

reported, highly reprehensible. He undertook to have an enquiry made into

the matter, and asked that M. Clemenceau’s information be handed to him.

Telegramfrom.

President Wilson

regardingpolicy

in Turkey

Mr. White informed the Council that he had received the following

telegram from President Wilson, and asked his colleagues what
answer he should give on their behalf:

—

‘Respecting the decision announced in your telegram of

June 30th, to postpone further discussion of the Treaty with

the Ottoman Government until the Government of the United
States is in a position to say whether it will be able to undertake a mandate
for a part of Turkish territory, I am afraid that the delay which this will

involve will be very considerable and should like to know what attitude

towards Turkey the Powers propose to take in the meantime.’

M. Clemenceau said that the only attitude the Powers could adopt as far

as he knew was one of expectancy. He was for certain reasons not ready to

talk about Asia Minor. He did not know what kind of declaration the

President expected the Council to make.

Mr. White said he thought perhaps the President had the maintenance
of order in his mind.

M. Clemenceau said that on this subject the Council would take the

necessary measures in concert. As to the future he could at present enter into

no pledges. Ifthe Greeks, Turks, and Italians were fighting itwas not his fault.

Mr. White asked if M. Glemenceau’s intention was to wait until the

> Not printed. This appendix contained a brief French report, dated July i8, 1919,
stating that on July 7 Italian officers at Dedeagach had given a soiree which was enlivened

by a Bulgarian military band and repeated cries of ‘Vive ITtaliel Vive la BulgarieP



Government of the United States was in a position to say whether it would

undertake a mandate.
. . . .

M Glemenoeau said he would not undertake to wait indefinitely. For the

time being he could make no statement. When other work had been done,

the Council would do its best to settle the afthirs of 'Furkey. All he could say

in reply to the President’s message was that the Ciouneil had taken note of it.

President Wilson knew full well what the difficulties were. lie wished to

obtain a mandate in Armenia and an American C()mmis.Hioner had been

appointed » He asked for part of Cilicia, and was favourably disposed

towards accepting a mandate for Constant inojilc. I'hc tjucstion ofGonstand-

nople was one of the greatest importance for Kuropc. It had caused wars in

the past, and required the closest study.

Mr. Balfour agreed that no definite answer could at present be given

to President Wilson. I’hc President was unfortunately prevented by the

American Constitution from undertaking anything for the time being. Mean-

while the Council would try and maintain order in Turkey.

(It was agreed that Mr. White should reply in the above sense to the Presi-

dent’s telegram.)

4. M. Tittoni read the following agreement ht^tweem himself and M. Veni-

zelos :

—

‘Iai ligne dc partage entre les deux occupations grccque

M. Vmktlos ct italienne en A.sie Mincure e.ommenee dc I’embouehurc dc

regarding Gretk and la riviferc du K. Mcndcrez, cllc cii .suivra Ic cour.sjusqu’Ma

J^iantmts qf hauteur dc la route Ayassoluk- Scalunova, dc Ih cllc suivra

occt^foi^ in
jjgjjg Poccupation grccque dc Aya.ssoluk et de la vieille

Anatolia
Jbpncsc.

. *De la vieille Ephise cllc suivra une lignc distantc en inoyenne de

600 mitres du chemin de fer Smyme-Aidin k I’oucst puls au sud du dit

chemm de fer, et qui sera fixdc .sur place par les deux Gouverncments grcc

et italien, pour permettre aux troupes grccqucs de protrfgcr Ic chemin de

fer des coups de main de la part de Comitagis.

‘Ensuite arriverajusqu’li la riviire Muschluk-Dercsi qu’cllc suivrajusqu’i

sajonedon avee Ic Mcndcrez.

*Del^ die suivra le thalweg du Mcndcrez vers I’Estjusqu’& .
.

[Keuchk]

(carte de Kdepert au 400.000, ed. 191 1).

‘Les deux Gouverncments s’engagent k ne pas diSpasscr la ligne d-

dcssus dablie. Cette occupation d’ailleurs n’a qu’un caractire provisoire

ripondant k I’dat de fait actuel, la diUbiradon sur !e regime difinidf de

ces regions itant riservi k la Conference.

‘Chacun des Gouverncments des deux Etats s’engage k accorder sur Ic

territoirc qu’il occupe pldnc et entiire protection aux con-nationaux de

I’autre. Des instructions scront donnees aux deux commandements afin

l^jtes offiders de[s] deux armecs entretiennent les uns vis-k-vis des autres

- idatida® ks plus amicables

» See No, 3, minute 3. * Punctuation as in original.
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He explained that the expression ‘occupation’ implied occupation at the

present time.

Mr. Balfour said that the question must be considered from a larger

aspect than that ofa friendly agreement between the Greeks and the Italians.

The Entente had told the Greeks to go to Smyrna. Since their arrival there

was a divergence of opinion as to whether they had or had not obeyed the

instructions of tlxe British Naval authority on the spot. Commodore Fitz-

Maurice considered that they had exceeded their orders, which were not to

go beyond the Sandjak of Smyrna. This might not be the fault of M. Veni-

zelos, but nevertheless it would seem that the harm was done. As to the

Italians (he knew this was not M. Tittoni’s policy) they had gone to Asia

Minor without informing their Allies, and they had made successive advances

into the country, also without informing them. The Council of Three had
informed M. Orlando that there could be no possible conversations until the

Italian troops had been entirely withdrawn. Then a change of Government
had taken place in Italy, and there had been a friendly meeting with

M. Tittoni. M. Tittoni had said that the Italian Government would be put

into a very serious difficulty if the British and French Governments insisted

on the total withdrawal ofthe Italian troops.'*' No formal decision had been
taken as a result of this declaration, but the French and British Governments
hail not insisted.

M. Glemenceau observed that it had been decided to send M. Tittoni

an answer.

Mr. Balfour, continuing, said that, in effect, nothing had been done.

There were, therefore, in Anatolia, Greek troops who were disobeying orders,

and Italian troops who were there without orders. From this resulted a
difficult and confused situation. He was anxious that no national susceptibili*

ties should be hurt, but he supposed that the Council also had susceptibilities.

He thought, therefore, that he might suggest that the whole method of pro-

cedure should be altered. The Greeks had been told to consult a naval

officer before making any movement. It was not the business of a naval

officer to know all the intricacies of land operations. This system had not

worked well. The Italian troops, on the other hand, acted in an irresponsible

manner, and were under no Allied control. Would it not be better for the

orders, of the Council to be conveyed to all the troops in Asia Minor through
its local Commander-in-Chief? In Eastern Europe, General Franchet

d’Esperey was the medium for the Council’s policy and Marshal Foch in the

rest of Europe. Why should the same procedure not be adopted in Asia

Minor, where the Commander-in-Chief was General Allenby? It was not

because General Allenby was a British officer that he suggested this, but

because he was Commander-in-Chief. There might even be some advantage

in his being British, seeing that the British Government had no mterests« thfe'

region affected. He suggested, therefore, that General Allenby be utilised

as an agent of the Goundl just as Marshal Foch and General Franchet

d’Esperey in other parts of the world. If this were done, the Turks would
See No. 4, note S-

*
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realise that the Conference did not approve of outrages, and that they were

to be put a stop to. The face ofboth Greeks and Italians would be saved, and.

order would be established in I’urkcy. This solution would not only be

logical, but would conduce to sound atlministration. I’his method could not

injure Italian pride, as there were Italian troops at Konia already under

General Allenby’s command. A very diflicult situation could thus be rcgu»

larised and some order could be made to reign over the trespasses of the

Greeks and the unauthorised presence of the Italians.

M. PiCHON said that he. thought that Gemeral Milne was directly in

command,
Mr, Balfour said he thought that was the case, but that Gejieral Milne

was under the superior authority of Geiutral Allenby.

M. Ci,EMKNCEAU Said that to speak his mind freely, though he had great

respect for General Allenby, he felt that, in Turkey, he uett'd as a British

officer receiving orders from the British (Joveu-nment rather than as an Allied

Commandcr-in-Chief. The effect of his activities was tlistinctly anti-French.

This ambiguous situation was unsatisfactory, General Allenby eommanded
British troops as u British General. As an Allied Gojnmandeu“-in-Ghief he

refused to allow French troops to he reH(*v<'<l. He ref'usetl to .allow them to

enter Syria, He placed them in Gilicia, knowing that the nuuidute of Cilicia

was likely to go to the Americans. All his agents were consistently against

the French, On every occasion, he .said that the unjwjpnlarity of the French

troops rendered their relief or their .stationing in Syria undesirable. There

was a pyramid of files on this subject, and he could prove what he said.

General Hamelin had telegraphed that he did not dare celebrate the 14th

ofJuly, to which he (M, Glemenceau) had replied, tjrtlering that the day

should be celebrated. It iiad been done and there hail been no tnnible. In

Damascus, the French had been welcomed, In .spite of all General Allenby

had said. As a result of all this, a condition (jf confidence did not exist. He
would have more to say on the subject later, but he was so anxious to make
peace, that he did not absolutely refuse Mr. Balfour’s proposals, provided

some assurance would be given that General Allenby would consider himself

not a British, but an Allied agent.

Mr, Balfour said that he regretted M. Glemenceau had raised the vexed

question of Syria.* He did not believe that his charges against General

Allenby could be sustained. M. Glemenceau said that he had provoked

agitation against the French.

M. Glemenqeau said that General Allenby’a agents had done so even ifhe
had not. He had also refused to allow the relief of French troops already in

the country.

Mr. Balfour said that he felt sure that no responsible Bridsh officer

desired to impair French popularity in Syria, They knew that, under no
circumstances, would Great Britain accept a mandate in Syria. The British

<jioyernment, therefore, had no motive for creating difficulties in the path of

others. He did not wi^ to pursue this matter, but only to enter his caveat

» For thi» qjjestion see Vd. IV of this series.
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against these allegations. M. Clemenceau might be thoroughly assured that

any officer, British or other, to whom the work was entrusted, would be

impartial. He thought, in fact, the officer in charge would be General Milne,

acting under the directions of General AUenby. This said, he did not think

he need add anything to the arguments he had previously used.

M. Clemenceau said that he had not disagreed with the proposal, but

had felt it necessary to make a reservation.

Mr. White said that he was inclined to approve ofMr. Balfour’s proposal.

An arrangement made only between the Italians and Greeks would not

reassure the Turks. The proposal would regularise the position of the

Italians, who had gone to the country without the authority of the Con-

ference. The Commander-in-Chief would be able to issue orders to Turks,

Greeks and Italians, and thus the Conference would be put in charge of the

situation.

M. Tittoni said tha,t (as Mr. White had observed), the proposal under

discussion would amount to an official recognition of Italian presence in

Asia Minor. He took note of this, as he thought that this ultimately must be

done. Italian troops were there. They could not physically be there and

officially not be there. He, personally, had not sent them there, but he was,

nevertheless, in an equivocal position and he would like it regularised.

M. Clemenceau said that though M. Tittoni was not responsible for send-

ing Italian troops to Asia Minor, he seemed disposed to take advantage of

their presence there. He trusted that whatever arrangements were made,

M. Tittoni'would not base any claim on this situation again.

M. Tittoni said that he undertook not to plead accomplished facts, but to

rely entirely on justification based on title.

M. Clemenceau said that provisionally the Council should accept the

arrangements made between the Greeks and the Italians, and that it should

also accept Mr. Balfour’s proposal as giving the Council a means of being

obeyed, provided only that the question of substance was entirely reserved.

On this understanding only would he accept these arrangements. , He
suggested that M. 'Venizelos be asked to come into the room to express his

formal adhesion to the arrangement made with M. Tittoni.

(M. Venizelos then entered the room.)

M. Clemenceau, addressing M. Venizelos, said that the Council was

about to take two decisions, to one of which he was a Party.

M. Venizelos said that he was in full agreement with M. Tittoni.

M. Clemenceau said that the agreement was accepted by the Council

subject to the proviso that it did not affect the ultimate decision either on

Greek or on Italian rights. Furthermore, the local Gommander-in-Ghief

would be in control of all troops—^Turkish, Greek and Italian. They would

have to obey the orders of General Milne. It was probable also that Com-
missioners would be sent to enquire into the atrocities which it was reported

had been committed by Greek troops. M. Venizelos was doubtless aware

of what had taken place.
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M, Venizelos said that he fully understood. He would, however, observe

that the Government at Constantinople was not in full control ofthe situation,

Action at the Capital therefore might not produce all the effect desired in

Anatolia. The Committee of Union and Progre.ss still had more power than

appeared on the surface.

M. Glemenceau obsei’vcd that M. Venizelos himselfdid not always control

the actions of his countrymen.

M. Venizelos said that whenever excesses had been c{)niplained of, he had

caused the culprits to be severely punished. There had been two executions.

He did not wish to conceal anything and was quite ready to accept the

Commission of enquiry. He wished, however, to leave a note with the

Council, asking for the execution of two Clauses of the Ai'misticc,* namely

the disarmament of Turkey and the control of railways either by Allied

troops or failing them by Greek troops and Allied Oflicers. (See Appendix

C.’) He further asked that he might be heard when the Council came to

determine the southern frontier of Bulgaria.

(This was agreed to.)

(M. Venizelos then withdrew and it was de<!ided that hia note should be

submitted to the experts.)

(It was decided provisionally to aecepl the agreement nuiehed between

M. Tittoni and M. Venizelos, as given above.)

It was further decided to adopt the following Ib^solution proposed by
Mr. Balfour —

1. Resolved that the Conference shall communicate to the Turkish

* Govenomkit their intention of immediately marking «)ut the limiting lines

beyond which neither Greek nor Italian troops will he permitted to move,
all rights secured to the Allies under the armistice being of course reserved.

The Turkish Government is required to withdraw its troops to a position

<whicb will be determined by the Coramander-in-€luef. The Turkish

Govenunent shall be a,t the same time informed that the limiting lines

above referred to, have no relation to the ultimate territorial arrangements

which win be imposed by the Peace Gonferenoe.

2. The Gommauder«m>-Ghief of the forces belonging to the Allied and
Associated Powers in the Asiatic possessions ofTurkey shall be directed to

send officers who, after communicating with the Senior Naval Officer at

Smyrna, and the Italian and Greek Generals, shall fix the military lines

above referred to.

3. Any future movement of the Allied forces shall be under the supreme
direction of the Gommander*in>Ghiefwho is responsible to the Gonference
for military operations in the Asiatic portion of the Turkish Empire.

< The reference was to the Armistice of Port Mudros, concluded on October 30, 1918,

between Admiral Calthorpc, British Commander-in-Chi^of the Mediterranean Fleet, and
theTurkish representatives. (Of. British rndForsiga Stats Baptrs (zffip~sS), vol cxi, pp. 61 1-13.)

^I^ plauses in question were nos. 15 and 30.

printed. The note was as summarized by M. Venizdoe. As regards railways, it

the occupation of the lines converging upon Smyrna, at least as ikr as Balikeiri

to the north and Ala Shehr to the east.
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5. M. Clemenceau questioned whether it would be useful to discuss this

matter before Mr. Balfour and Mr. White had obtained the

Military opera- views of their Governments.

tions against Mr. White Said that he would like more precise information
Hw^ary before he consulted his Government.

Mr. Balfour said that the policy he would like to see

carried out was;

—

(1) that the execution of the armistice by Hungary was required by the

Conference;

(2) that if the armistice were carried out, Roumanian troops should with-

draw to the original frontier;

(3) that the Allies could not negotiate Peace with those who were break-

ing their engagements;

(4) that the Conference could not tolerate the continuation of conditions

which would make Peace, Commerce and disarmament in Central

Europe impossible.

Unless satisfactory evidence of compliance were obtained the necessary

steps should be taken to enforce the will of the Conference. His attention

had been drawn that morning to certain figures given on the previous day
by Marshal Foch regarding the forces at the disposal ofBela Kun. (See H. ». 9
para. 3,8 first statement by Marshal Foch.) His own hypothesis had been that
the Hungarians were trying to collect an aggressive force to attack their

neighbours. If this was untrue, the policy built upon it naturally must be
abandoned, but if the hypothesis were true, he would recommend his

Government to agree to military action.

M. Clemenceau suggested that four Officers representing each of the

Powers concerned should be sent to Hungary to verify the military situation

and that Bela Kun be asked to allow them to make their investigation.

Should he refuse, he would be admitting his guilt. Should he accept, the

Council would be in a position to form an accurate judgment. A short time

ago the Council had addressed him and said that no further conversation

could be held with him because he had broken the Armistice. He had replied

that a breach of the Armistice had been committed not by him but by
the Roumanians.® The Council before acting, wished to know the exact

truth.

M. Tittoni said that he had no objection but he would like to re-enforce

this action. The Council was dealing with a man whose ill-faith was pro-

verbial. He had already used such communication as he had had with the

Powers for his own advantage. He represented a small minority ruling an
immense majority which was deprived of the means of rebelling. If his

permission were solicited, this would increase his prestige. The Commisaon
should be sent to Hungary without asking for his consent.

® No. 13, minute 3.

® See No. 10, minute 6, and No. 1 1, minute i.
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M. Clemengkau said that he entirely agreed.

Mr. White* drew attention to the resoluti<in the Council recorded in

H. D. 7 para. 1*°, taken on July 15th:

—

‘It was decided to refer the communication received from Bela Kun to

Marshal Foch for a full report on the observances and non-observances of

the original armistice conditions by all parties <;onccrned.’

M. Clemenceau said that information olrtaincfl direct from the country

would be more valuable than any information accessible to Marshal Foch.

M. 'Fittoni said that the Commission should b<\ numerous in order that it

should produce a great moral cifect.

M. Clemenceau thought that fimr Chnn'ral Officers would be sufficient.

Instructions could be given to them, before they started, by the Council.

Mr. White said that he wonkl prefer to reserve his opinion until the

afternoon’s meeting.

(Itwas agreed that the decision should he postponed until the next meeting

at 4 p.m. on the same <lay.)

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic, Paris,

July 18, iQUf.

Appendix A to No. 14

gramme du Sheikh-ul-Mam

Affaires ErRANohRES.
con.stantinopi,h, /« rsjmllit,

at) h. 4H, fCfM It 16 i ig h.

Son Excellence, M. Clemenceau, Pr^ident de la Confiirence de la Paix. Apris

Poccupation de la ville de Smyrne, occupation que rien nc jnstifijiit d’ailleurs, Ics

troupes hellAncs se sont dlendues gradurllcmetU sur Ics autre.s parties du vilayet.

Elies y occupent diff6rentcs localitds dont les populations sont en grande majority

ou en totaliti musulmanes.

L’entr^e des troupes helljmes dans chacunc de localit^s cst suivie de toutes

sortes de violences et d’atrocitds contre Ics liKments musiilmans, atrocit^s aux-

quelles participent aussi les Grecs indigenes.

Les quartiers musulmanssont incendids ct leurs habitants mis k mort sans merci,

les enfants et les femmes ne sont pas dpargndes. Cclles*ci sont vioidcs et tudes avec

des raffinements de cruautd. Tcl a dtd le mort [? sortj de la ville d’Aidin, une des

principales villes de la province ainsi que d’autres localitds oh P^norme majoritd

de la population est musulmane.
Des milliers de Musulmans ont pdri et plus de 150.000 ont dtd obligds pour

dehapper au[x3 massacres et aux honreurs, de quitter leurs foyers, et de se rdfugier k
PiptWeur du pays oh ils se trouvent actueUement sans abri et dam un dtat de
Tild^etiQ«it complet.

** No. 11, minute i,
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Ces faits pourraient ^tre constates facilement par une commission d’enqufite

dont nous sollicitons Penvoi imm^diat sur les lieux.

D’autre part les autorit(5s hell^niques font venir dans la province, pour les

installer, un grand nombre de Grecs des autres provinces de la Turquie ou de
l’cxt<6rieur en vue de remplacer les indig^ines [?qui] s’en <^taient ^loign&.

Ce fait, rapproch^ de ceux qui pr(^c^dent ne permet pas de douter que le but
poursuivi est (Svidemment de faire perir les Miisulmans en les exterminant syst^-

matiquement ou en les obligeant k quitter lours foyers sous Pinfluence de la terreur,

et de les remplacer par des Grecs.

Profond^ment ^mu par le danger qui menace les populations musulmanes du
vilayet de Smyrne, le Gouvernement imperial croit de son devoir de le signaler k
la bienveillance attentive des grandes Puissances Allises.

Le Gouvernement imperial est persuadd que ces puissances ne manqueront pas
dans leur juste et haute appreciation de prendre toutes les dispositions qu’elles

jugeront efficaces de prendre pour mettre fin k une situation qui, il en a la ferme
conviction, ne r^pond ni k leurs intentions ni aux sentiments de justice et d*^quit6

dont elles sont anim^es envers tous les peuples.

La plus juste de ces dispositions et celle qui r^pondrait en m6me temps le mieux
aux principes du President Wilson, serait ^videmment la prompte Evacuation par
les Hellenes des territoires qu’ils ont occupEs en Asie-MineurO et sur lesquels ils

n’ont aucun droit valable.

Le Grand Vizir par ints^rim, le Sheikh-ul-Islam Moustafa Sabri.

No. 15

H. D. II,] JSfotes ofa Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers^ held in M. Pichoris Room at the Qjiai d^Orsay^ Paris
^
on Friday^

July r8y xgig^ at 4.0 pm.

Pjresent: U.SA.: Hon. H. White; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, O.M., M.P.; secretaries,

Sir Ian Malcolm., K.C.M.G., Mr. H. Norman.
France: M, Clemenceau, M, Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, Capt,

de St, Quentin,

Italy: M, Tittoni; secretary, M. Patcrno,

Japan: Baron Makino; secretary, M. Kawai,
Joint Secretariat: U.S.A, : Colonel Grant. British Empire: Lieut.-Com,

Bell, France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Lieut. Zanchi,

Interpreter : Prof, P. J. Mantoux.

I.

smahn [Not printed]*

question

* The question concerned the financial position and technical reorganization of the

Siidbahn railway company in consequence of the dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian
monarchy. After a short discussion the Supreme Council accepted, subject to subsequent

approval by Signor Crespi, the draft for article gao of the Treaty of St. Germain.



2. M. Loucheur said that the question only concerned France, Great

Britain, the United States and Belgium. The Representatives

Repnt ky M. of these countries had received the Report (see Annex [Appen-
Murmth
ShmlandCon-

TiTTONi asked whether the Commission* dealt with the
VCflttOfl

^ ,

economic questions.

M. Loucheur said that it did not do so, but that a Report had been

accepted unanimously by the Experts: it was ba.scd on the two German

notes annexed to tlie Report. In order to summarise the question it was

sufficient to say that the Germans in their note had always desired to

modify the text of the Treaty as submitted to the.m, and that they had further

attempted to interpret it in their own way. Our Commission had always

rejected the modifications asked for, but it had always taken up a conciliator

attitude in questions of interpretation. The Commission thought that in

acting in this way it was following the political lead which had been given

to it. Amongst the modifications asked for, it had been thought necc.ssary to

reject the one which dealt with an Imperial Commission. The Commissioner

who would have been nominated by the Germans ought, according to them,

to be consulted by the Intcr-Allied Commission which ought only to act in

agreement with him. The Germans ha<l also given a wrong interpretation

to certain terms in the Convention; they had thought tlic U^rms in (juestion

full of pitfalls. They thought that the Allies desired to intervene in quc.stions

of primary education and in religious problems. They had been reassured

and told that such a thing had never been in the intentions of tlic Allies.

During the discussions there had only been one difficult ptiint. The Germans

had stated that the Imperial Commissioner had been nominated : they had

been told in reply that the Commissioner should be acceptable to the Allies.

In addition to this it had not been possible to agree to the Commissioner

bring a Representative of the Federal States. The Germans had been told

that if all the Federal States agreed to nominate the same person he

would be accepted.

Mr. Balfour asked whether the German Constitution had been ex-

amined.

M. Loucheur replied that the German Constitution had been carefully

. examined. The remarks made to the German Delegates on the subject of

the Commissioner had been suggested to them by the members of the

Commission for the Rhine Convention. In addition, by one of the Glauses

of the Convention given we had the right of having delivered to us persons

who having committed crime on the left bank of the Rhine, had tsdeen refuge

on the right. The Germans replied that they could not accept this clause on

account of the question of extradition. They had been told that the question

of extradition did not arise since both the banks of the Rhine were German
‘ l^tory. The proposals had therefore been rejected and the clause in

? p^^on uphdd. If the report were accepted, it was proposed that it should

was evideatly to the Clommission on the Left Bank of the Rhine ri which

;
M. Loucheur was dbairmaa.
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be sent in the form of a note to the German Delegation by the President of

the Peace Conference.

(The reply to the German notes on the Rhine Convention unanimously
recommended by M. Loucheur’s Commission was therefore accepted, and
it was further decided that an English text should be presented along with
the French one after examination by the Drafting Committee.)

3. M. Tittoni said he wished to present the following note in the name of

the Italian Government:

—

Resmat^ by liu
Italian Delegation reminds the Conference in the

m^subjKUf'^ following terms of the reservation which it had made pre-

the Austrian viously in similar terms with regard to the Peace Treaty with

Peace Treaty Germany: the first reservation had been accepted by the

Supreme War Council at its meeting of the i6th June. The
Italian Delegation thinks that the stipulations contained in the Conven-
tion ofthe League ofNations do not apply to territorial questions, or tosuch

arrangements as may arise out ofthem
;
for these latter have been part ofthe

duties ofthe Peace Conference, and have not yet been definitely settled.’

Mr. Balfour said that M. Tittoni’sstatementamounted to this: the Italian

frontien have not yet been settled. If, therefore, the Italian Delegation

agreed to sign the Treaty without reservation, as this latter includes the

Covenant of the League of Nations, they might be compelled to accept

decisions which they did not fully know beforehand. It would not be just,

and for this reason the Italian reservation had been made.
M. Tittoni .said that the reservation only applied to frontiers not yet

settled. He thought that the duty of settling such frontiers fell to the Peace
Conference, and not to the League of Nations.

Mr. Balfour said he agreed entirely, but that he wished to ask a question.

If the reservation were accepted and an agreement arrived at with regard to

frontiers, could Italy at some future time, ten years hence possibly, raise the

question again on the plea that it had made reservations? He therefore asked

that the reservation should lapse at the date of the settlement of the frontier

question.

M. Tittoni said that the text of his reservation allowed for that, since it

dealt with frontiers ‘not yet definitely settled’. When once the frontiers were
settled the reservation lapsed.

Mr. White said that they were only called upon to take note of a reserva-

tion.

M. Glemenceau said that possibly they might be called upon to take note

of it under Mr, Balfour’s interpretation.

M. Tittoni said that all that was asked for was that the frontiers between
Italy and Jugo-Sla\aa should be settled by the Council and not by l&e

League of Nations.

(Cognisance was taken of the following reservation made by M. Tittoni on
behalf of Italy:

—

‘The Italian Delegation desired to recall and the [to] renew in the



foUowing terms the reservation iniide by it on the subject of the Treaty

with Germany which the Supreme Council uccept<Ml at its Meeting on

June 16th.

The Italian Delegation is of the opinion that stipulations ofthe Covenant

of the League of Nations are not applicable to territorial questions and
to the arrangements connected therewith, which having been made the

subjects of consideration by the Peace C«)nference have not yet been

settled.’)

M. Glemenceau said that they were called upon to send f)ut a Commission

of Enquiry into Asia Minor.

Mr. White said that he had e.\amined tin* epmstion, and that

he did not think he was able to reply to it without first referring

it to his Government.

Mr. Bai,eour said that In; accepleti the principle of the

Committee of Enquiry, but that he could not nominate his representatives

before Monday.’

M. TirroNi said that he was in the same; position us Mr. Balfour.

Nomination ofa

Commission of

enquiry in Asia

Minor

(It was dcci<lcd to send a Commission to Asia Minor consisting of one

Commissioner each from (Jrcat Britain, France and Italy, 'fhe participa*

tion of the United .States in this Commission was referred to the American
Govcirnmeut.)

5. The question of nominating ti Militui7 Commission to enquire into the

Commission (fEnquiry situation in Hungary was adjourned until Monday,’ so as

for Hungary to await Mr. Balfour’s and Mr. White’s acceptances.

Qjuslion <f
Russianprisoners

in Germany.

Mr. Hoover’’

s

Report

At this moment the experts, Genera! Bliss, Mr. Hoover, (Jencral Belin,

General Cavallcro, Col. MiicReady, Col. Kiseh, and Com-
mandant Lacombe entered tlie room.

Mr. Hoover summarised the report contained in Annex
[Appendix] B,

M, Glemenceau said that the question involved shipping.

Mr. Hoover said that M. Glcmcnccau’.s remark was true,

but that a decision had to be arrived at as to the port into which the boats

were to be sent and the method of transport by railway. I'hc repatriation of

the prisoners might take two to three months, and they would have to be fed

during the period.

M, Glemenceau said that he thought the question was a military one,

and that it should be studied by the military experts at Versailles.

Mr. Balfour said that the British Red Gross had spent nearly a million

pounds in the up-keep ofthese prisoners. This would have to be discontinued
on account of the approaching demobilisation, but that the Red Cross
organisation was willing to devote its stores to this pui^pose, they [w] would
sufficp to feed the prisoners for 15 days.

'TS®k. Hoover remarked that the stock in question would only feed the

’ July ai, 1919.



35,000 prisoners in the charge of the British Red Gross, vand that it would not

supply the other prisoners.

Mr. Balfour a.skcd why the Germans siiould not be approached in this

matter. Wc have undertaken the feeding of these prisoners for seven months

without being obliged to do so. The Allies have done it in order to prevent

the Germans from repatriating the prisoners under circumstances dis-

advantageous to themselves. Ought not, therefore, the Germans to be invited

to charge of the feeding of the pri-soners? He was told by his experts that

Marshal Foch might quite well deal with the question.

Mr. White said a plan of repatriation had been accepted by the Council

ofTen in the month ofJune. He thought that the Ukrainians and the Poles

had prevented the plan from being put into execution.

Mr. Hoover said that the military autliorities ought, therefore, to investi-

gate the meaas of transport neccssaiy, and study the question of feeding the

prisoners. It should not be forgotten that a political question also arose,

since the Allies had maintained the prisoners in Germany in order to prevent

them joining the Bolsheviks.

M. Clemenceau said that he did not think Marshal Foch could deal with

the question, which was a political and financial one. The Allies were not

dealing with pri.soncrs taken by themselves, but with prisoners made by an

enemy army. He, therefore, propased to deal with the political and financial

questions. Once they were decided upon, the manner in which they could

be carried out could be investigated. He desired to have the opinion of his

Military Experts on the point in question, which was, after all, a problem

of military politics. It had been desired to avoid sending the Russian

prisoners lest they should reinforce the Bolshevik Army or spread themselves

out over Poland. The danger to-day was not so great as far as Poland was

concerned, and Military Experts could deal with it.

General Bliss said that the question did not seem to him to be in a condi-

tion to be submitted to Versailles. It contained two problems. Mr. Hoover

had stated that there were no funds available for feeding the prisoners. How
could they be supported, therefore, if the Germans refused to have anything

to do with it? After that, the question arose as to how they should be

repatriated and this raised the following problems : Firstly, were the prisoners

to be repatriated immediately ? Secondly, were they to be repatriated through

Poland to the nearest Russian territory? Thirdly, were they to be repatriated

to Black Sea Ports? Fourthly, if one of these alternatives is accepted, who
would undertake to execute it? Fifthly, who would undertake to send the

supplies and the personnel necessary in the interval? • Could not the proposal

made by the Economic Commission on the 17th June^ be accepted? In any

case, it was necessary to take immediatdy the necessary measures for repatri-

ating the prisoners. Some solution had to be adopted rapidly, because the

. operations would require a good deal of time and must be concluded before

winter. If the proposal is accepted, our own Delegation and the Allied

delegations could telegraph to their Governments to obtain the necessary

The reference is uncertain.
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powers. The repatriation must be carried out as rapidly as possible. The
Military Authorities could then be put in touch with the question and may
study the best means of carrying out the repatriation.

M. Glemengeau said that it involved a great danger for Poland. As far

as the Russian prisoners were concerned, the question was not one of feeding

35,000 under the charge of the British Red Gross, but of supplying all.

General Buss said that some decision must be arrived at, because the

repatriation will take a long time.

M. Glemengeau said that the question should have been presented to the

Gouncil at an earlier date.

Mr. Balfour said that Marshal Foch had received a communication on
the subject four months ago.

Mr. Hoover said that the Gouncil had been put in touch with the

question four months ago, and that it was noted that nothing had been done.

There was a solution possible. There were Armies ofOccupation in Germany
with the necessary Army Service Gorps Units attached. The Armies of

Occupation had been reduced in number on account of demobilisation with

the result that theArmy Service Corps Units could take charge of the prisoners.

Mr. Balfour said that Mr. Hoover’s solution was very ingenious, but

that it only settled one of the two questions, that offeeding. The repatriation

question remained open, and to settle it more tonnage was necessary together

with the consent of the Polish Government with regard to the passage across,

that country of the prisoners in question. The method of repatriation was
the most difficult. Were the Military Authorities at Versailles competent to

resolve the question? If they were not, a special Committee would be

necessary in which the Versailles Experts should be represented, together

with Naval Experts and possibly political Experts.

M. Glemengeau said that the Gouncil could decide on political questions.

Mr. Balfour said that at the present time 500 Americans were dealing

with the supplies and feeding stock. It had been said to him that these 500
Americans were about to be withdrawn, but that the Army Service Gorps
Units in the Armies of Occupation could carry on the work. The Commis-
sion would, therefore, only be concerned with the question of rsulways,

ports, etc.

M. Glemengeau said that, under these circumstances, the question could

very well be dealt with by the Military Experts at Versailles, to whom Naval
Experts could be joined. His proposal was accepted.

(It was therefore agreed:

(a) That upon the failure of the supplies already provided for the feeding
of Russian prisoners now in (Germany, they should be fed and sup-
plied by the Military Authorities of the Annies of Occupation imtil

repatriated.

(fc) Thatthemeansofrepatriationofih.eRussianprisonersnowinGermany
^ ^ and mamtained at lie cost ofthe ADies should be referred for study to

Representatives at VersaSles with whom would be asso-
(dated for thiB purpose ihe Naval Advisers.)
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7. Mr. Hoover made a short rtisumd of the memorandum contained in

Appendix C.* He drew the attention of tiic Council, moreover,
Cmmunica^on (Jeorgiati Authorities had only agreed to

dlo"
supplies to pass through their territory on condition

RttssimArmLa
certain proportion being given to them. They now

dematidctl one-half of the .supplies. 'I'his demand was not

from necessity, hecau.se they did not lack food, but was made simply for the

purpose of spcculathm. For this rea.son, the. Council was asked to send a

menacing telegram to the Georgian Authorities, in order to facilitate the

transport of supplies during two or three months. The future destiny of

Georgia depended on the Conference, and there was every hope that they

would yield to our wishes.

(It was therefim^ <leei<le«l that M. (Uemenceau, as Chairman of the Peace
Conference, Hhould send the following telegram in the name of the Allied

and Associated Powers to the (Jovernment of Georgia:

—

‘The Connell has been mad«^ aware of the interference of the Georgian
authorities when foo<l snpjdicH wore sent into Armenia in an endeavour on
the part of the Allied (Joveriunents to stem the tide of starvation and
death amongst, these imfnrtunute people. The Council cannot state in too

strong terms, that stich interference and that such action taken by the
Georgian Authorities together with the continuance of such action must
entirely prejudice their case. The Council therefore expects tibat the

Authorities in Georgia shall not only give the privileges of transportation

over the Kailway routes at which [sic] they at present control, hat will

devote themselves to assisting in the transmission of these supplies at no
more than the normal charge and remuneration fur such service. The
Council awaits the reply of the Authorities in Georgia as to whether or

not they are prepared to acquiesce in this arrangement.’)

8. M. PicHON read an extract from a report of the military authorities dated

nth July, who had studied the question..

^ Baron Makino said that he wished to make a remark. It

SlmiFerwtri decided some time back by the Supreme Council that

Siteria the Czecho-Slovaks should be evacuated through Omsk to

Archangel, and that the Japanese Government should then be
asked to protect the railway. He had telegraphed to his Government in that

* Not printed. In this memorandum, dated July 16, 1919, Mr. Hoover stated; The
Administration, cooperating with the various Allied autiborities, has been for months

striving to meet the terrible situation of starvation in Russian Armenia. Some 50,000 tm»
offood have been provided and the onlymethodofacceai to thisarea is over ther^waySmm
Batoum, and tibis railway is in the territory of the so-called Georgian Government. The
railway is operating partiallyunder the direction ofthe BritishMilitaryAuthorities, whohave
given every cooperation in endeavouring to move the supplies. ... It is imimssi^ to d^pld

.

fte situation in Armenia for up until the last sixty days the population has be^
' dead During this last two months the movement c£ relief supplies has betas nx&Sent to

soPBoewhat stem the tide but thare has never been ten days’ supplies ahead of actual starva-

tion.* After drawing attention to the obstruction ofthe transport ofsupplies by the Georgian

Itahoiltics, Mr. Hoover concluded by suggesting the dispatch of the telegram, the text of
'^i^tich was adopted by the Suprenae Coun^
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sense. Their reports tended to show that since the Czccho-Slovaks did not

accept the proposal theJapanese Government had suspended itsdccision. The
question now was of repatriation by Vladivostock. This was a new proposal

which must be submitted to the Japanese Government. It was probable that

it would wish to obtain all the information possible and possibly would desire

to consult the local authorities. The examination would take several days

during which it would be impos.sible for him to reply to the Supreme
Council. .

(After a short discussion it was deciiled that with regard to the repatriation

ofthe Czecho-Slovaks from Siberia, that M. Clemenceau should send a copy
of the following telegram to the American Governmenl and that Baron
Makino should send the same telegram to th<': Japanese (Jovernment

-

*In view of the condition and wishes of lln^ Czecho-Hlovak troops in

Siberia, the Council of the Allied and Assoeiated Powers consider it urgently

necessary that arrangements should he made for the systematic repatria-

tion of the troops from Vladivostock.

This involves the replacement of these troops altmg that portion of the

trans-Siberian railway which is at present guanled hy them. Information

is therefore requested as to whether lh(^ Amcrican/Japanese Government
will furnish the necessary (dhietives or will co-«>perate with the .fapanese/

American Government to this end, A similar telegram has been addressed
to the Japane8e/Ameriean[H].y’

Villa Majestic, Paris.

i8ih July, igig.

Appendix A to No. 15

Document i

Projet de Riponse aux deux Mimoires allemands

relatifs d I' Occupation de la Rive Gauche du Rkin

Paragraphe i et 2.

—

Observations prMminaires.—lji» Gouvernements Allies et

Associis ont toujours eu I’intention de rendre I’occupation le moins lourde possible

aux populations civiles de la rive gauche du Rhin, sous la reserve que I’AIlemagne
ex^cutera strictement les clauses du Traitd de Paix.

§ 3. Articles 3 et 5 de la Convention.

—

Application de la Legislation allemande.—Le
Gouvernement Allemand a accept^ dans la Convention le pouvoir, rcconnu k la

Haute Commission, d’^mettre des ordonnances ayant force de loi pour assurer

I’entretien, la sicuriti et les besoins des forces militaircs alliAes.

II estentendu que, sous cette r&erve, la legislation actuelle ou future de I’Empire et

celle des Etats fi5d6res, y compris celle promulguie depuis la Revolution allemande,
est applicable dans les territoires occupes. II appartiendra A la Haute Commission
d’apreder, par cas d’espice, dans quelle mesure les dites legislations ne portent
pas atteinte k la securite et aux besoins des forces militaircs alliees.
• P^agraphe 4.— Exercice du droit Ugislatif de la Haute Commission.—II n’y a pas

k reconnaltre que, sous les reserves d-dessus, la population benefidera

;
.

. in P^s relating to the Forei^ Relations qf the UniUd States,

igig. Russia (WasWngtdl, 1937), p. 289.
*
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du libre exercice de ses droits personnels et civiques, de la libertd religieuse, dc la

libertd de presse, de vote, d’association et que les rapportfs] politiques, juridiques,

administratifs et dconomiques des Territoires occupds par [?avec] I’AUemagne non
occupde ne seront pas entravds, non plus que la circulation.

Toutefois les Allids ne peuvcnt souscrirc h I’obligation accon/ prdalable

entre la Haute Commission ct le Reprdsentant de I’Allemagne pour I’daboration

des ordonnances. Celui-ci poun'a fitre entendu s’il s'agit d’unc matii:rc rentrant

dans ses attributions, sauf cas d’urgence,

Paragraphe 5 .— Institution d’un Commissariat civil d'Empire,

a) L’institution d’un Commissariat civil d’Empirc, Reprdsentant dc I’Empire,

peut fitre reconnuc par les Allies.

b) Toutefois, il convient dc remarquer que cet organisme n’est pas prdvu par

le texte de la Convention et que Ic personnel choisi devra recevoir I’agrdment

prdalable ct revocable des Gouvcrhements allies.

c) La competence du Coinmissaire d’Empire ne s’dtendra qu’aux mati^res qui,

aux termes de la Constitution allemande, ressortissent de I’Autoritd d’Empire.

Les Allids et Associds ne peuvent en cifet, sans violation du droit international,

insdrcr, dans un texte, que le Commissaire Inipdrial reprdsentera obligatoirement

les Etats, Rdpubliques ou Provinces dont la Idgislation interne doit d[tre] respectde

et est sujettc k des variations ou 4 des modifications.

Si toutefois les Autoritds compdtentes des divers Etats fdddrds se mettaient
d’accord pour la ddsignation d’un mfime Commissaire, les Allids n’y feraient pas
obstacle. Ndanmoins, la Haute Commission conservera toujours le pouvoir d’entrer
en contact avec toutes autoritds locales, pour les affaires de leur compdtence.

Paragraphe 6 .— Effectif des troupes d"occupation.— Les Gouvernements allids se

rdservent dc fairc connaitrc en temps opportun les cffectifs maintenus en Territoircs

occupds.

Paragraphe 7 .— Effectif desforces de police.— II n’y a pas d’obstatdc h cc que la

Haute Commission comulte les Autoritds allcmandes intdressdes, mais il lui

appartient de rdgler I’organisation des forces de police.

Paragraphe 8 .— Redaction des Ordonnances de la Commission.— La Haute Com-
mission pourra rccueillir utilement I’avis prdalablc (sauf cas d’urgence) du
Commissaire d’Empire ou des Autoritds allcmandes compdtentes, sans qu’il y ait

14 pour elle une obligation non prdvue par la Convention.
Paragraphe 9 .— Privilege de juridiction corfiri par les Commandants d’Armie.—Il est

exact que I’attribution de ce privilege peut Stre prdcisde. En principe, il est reconnu
qu’il ne doit pas dtre confdrd k des citoyens allemands.

Par contre, les Allids, qui ne veulent pas que le trouble soitjetd dans les Territoircs

occupds, ne sauraient admettre que des actions judiciaires soient intentdes par les

Autoritds Allcmandes compdtentes pour des faits politiques ou commerciaux
affdrents k la pdriode de I’Armistice, alors que [? ccs] faits n’ont pas donnd lieu k
des poursuites judiciaires dc la part des Autoritds Allides,

Paragraphe lo.— PrioiUge de juridiction pour les affaires civiles.—Le texte de la
Convention prdvoit formellement que les diverses personnes militaires ou
acerdditdes par l’aut[?oritd] militaire seront uniquementjusticiables desjuridictions
militaires allides, non seulement au criminel, mais mime au civil.

En ce qui concerne les contrats passds k litre privi soit par les militaires, soit par
Icurs families, on peut admettre ndanmoins, comme le demande le mdmoire, que
ces affaires seront portdes devant les tribunaux allemands, sauf, en cas d’abus, droit
d’dvocation rdservd 4 la Haute Commission.



Gettc observation ne s’applique pas an cas par Tarticle III de ia Convention
alinda 6. *

En tons cas, les affaires k la ibis civilrs et criminelles doivent fitre iuirte oar I«
juridictions militaires.

Para^aphe it.— UgisMon pMe.-Lvs juridictions allcmandcs lorsqu’elles
'

seront saisies, appliqueront Ic code pj'nal allrmand, tnais, coaformtSment aux
principes du droit international, Ics jnri<iictions tnilitaires alli<*cs ne peuvent
appliquer que les lois ^dict<Se8 dans le pays rh«mcl dies rcKlivcnt.

Paragraphe la.— Livraison dts viculpfs. La proposition tin nnSmoirc allemand
^

n’est pas admissible. Le texte de la convcn[tiottl est formel et conforme k la
logique, il cxige que soient livrfs aux atjtoritc's allitfcs les incnlptfs de crimes ou
ddlits perpd^fe contre les personnes ou les hiens des itjrccs alhVes, m6tne si les
inculpds itaient rdfugids on territoircs non occupds.

D’ailleure il n’y a pas extradition, ati sens jtiridiqtic <iu mot, ies Icrritoires
occupds faisant partie du territoire allcinand,

Paragraphe 13.

—

CiTconscriptmsadmum(rrt(imftp(iUt\itiuei!\(Art, K). Lemdmoire
du gouvernement allemand s’inquiiito do .savoir si IcS ordonnttnees de la Haute
Commission modifieront les circonscriptions atiministratives ct politiques pour
les besoins de I’occupation.

La Convention ne prdvoit rien k ce sujet. li n'a pas dans les intentions des
AUids que la Commission pubse mtJtiiiier Ics ciroonacrijJtions administratives et
politiques.

Paragraphe 14.—-/'jhancej.— Il est ciUendti que PAdministration civile com-
prend I’Administration financifcrc et qtie les recettes de I’Entpirc et des Etats
seront per^ues dans Ics territoires occupds et gdrties par les Administrations sdle-
mandes comp^tentes.

Paragraphe i^.— JDnit de nlvocation desJbnetionnaifes.—l^ (Icmandf. du mdmoire
constituerait une modification au texte de la Convention.
On peut toutefois envisager que les revocations de fonctionnaires pourront 4tre

prononcees sans deiai sur ordre de la Haute Commission, soit par le Comtnissaire
d'Eznpire sort par I’autorite allemande competentc— sauf cas d’urgence. La
Haute Commission conserve cn tous cas le droit de rdvoquer elle-mfime les fonction-
naircs en cas de necessite.

Paragraphe 16. Paiemnt des riquistHons.— Les Alliis entendent conserver le
droit que leur donne I’wticle VI de la Convention, mais ils ne se refusent pas i
etudier avfec] les autorites allemandes competentes un reglement d’application,

Paragraphe l^.— Logement des toupes de semces.— C’est une question de fait qui
ne peut fitre regWe que par un examen des especes, et les Allies feront cet examen
da^ un esprit conciliant pour satisfaire aux besoins legitimes des services publics.
Paragmphe r 8. Exemptkn dHmp6ts.—H est entendu que les «cemptions d’impdts

ne sau^ent s etendre aux impdts reels occsuuonnes psw des transactions ou des
acta effectues kUtre pnoi, et en dehors des besoins du service.
p’autre part, il est rcconnu qu’un contrble devra toe etabli par la Haute Com-

mismn Interdliee « qui conc[eme] les privileges et exemptions douanitoss
^ article IX aux troupes d’occupadon et k leur personndi civil et

^9 ' Clauses domniires.—A la date de ce jour, les allies et susocies i^ dispoiiti<4 de Particle ayo ;• ils

dans la suite s'il conviepndraitj ou non ;
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Paragraphe 21.— Pastes et UUgraphes.— 11 y a lieu, comme ledemandc le m^moire
allemand, de modifier la rdglementation en vigucur. Une ordonnance de la

Haute Commission y pourvoira. La liberty de communiquer par lettre, t^Wgraphe

et tddphone sera r^tablie entrc les territoires occup^s et les territoires non occupy,

sous les r(5sei”ves g^n^rales des droits de la Haute Commission, ou des consequences

de retat de si^ge s’il vient k Stre declare.

Paragraphe 22.— Etat de siige.— L’etat de si^ge etant fonction immediate de

la securite des armees, I’engagement ne peut fitre pris de consulter en tous les cas,

et notamment en cas d’urgence, le Commissaire d’Empire.

II est entendu que les Allies, comptant sur une collaboration loyale de I’autorite

allemande, ne manqueront pas de la consulter chaque fois que les circonstanccs

le lui permettront.

Paragraphe 24.— ArrStds des diverses Autoritis Militdres.— En principe et con-

formement k la demande presentee dans le memoire allemand, il entre dans les

intentions des autorites alliees de considerer que les divers arrfites rendus par les

autorites militaires de Poccupation pour la periode de Tarmistice seront perimes

apris que le Traite de Paix entrera en vigueur. Toutefois, il appartient exclusive-

ment k la Haute Commission de menager les transitions indispensables.

La Haute Commission prononcera par ordonnance 1’abrogation.ou Padaptation

de ces arrStes.

Cette ordonnance sera rendue dans le plus bref deiai possible apris la date de la

mise en vigueur du traite.

Paragraphe 25.— Expulsh.— Les interdictions de sejour dans les territoires

occupes ont ete prononcees en raison de la necessite de maintenir Pordre public

et de faire respecter les decisions prises regulierement par Pautorite militaire

alliee pendant PArmistice.

Il ne saurait etre admis que les personnes expulsees pourront rentrer dans leurs

foyers du fait mfime que le Traite de Paix entrera en vigueur.

Ceux qui en feront la demandc devront s’adrcsser k la Haute Commission qui
examinera chaque cas particulier dans un esprit conciliant.

Paragraphe 26.— Juridictions.— PriAre de bien vouloir se rtferer aux observations

presentees plus haut k propos des paragraphes 9-10 et ix du memoire allemand.
Paragr. 27.— Circonscriptions administratives.— La Convention prevoit que les

Administrations locales allemandes aussi bien celles des districts que ceUes des

provinces conseiveront leurs attributions Hgales.

Paragr. 28.— AutoriU des Gouvemements des Btats fidiris.— Il est tout ^ fait im-
possible de souscrirc k la suggestion contenue dans ce paragraphe, k savoir que
Pexpress[ion] ‘sous Pautorite du Gouvernement Central Allenaand’ doive fitre

interpretee comme suit ‘Sous PAutorite du Gouvernement Central Allemand et

des Gouvemements des Etats feddres allemands’,

L’article 3 de la Convention anncxe[e] au Traite de Paix est precis et

Pexpression: ‘gouvernement central allemfand’] est limitative.

Il va de soi que la hierarchic legale sera rcspectee mais il est impossible aux
,
Allies, qui ont signd la Paix avec le Gouvernement Central Allemand, et qta
n’entendent pas s’immiscer dans Porganisation intfrieure de PAUemagne, de
maintenir de force Porganisation des Etats, dont la constitution allematxdc elte-

meme prevoit des modifications possibles.

Ainsi qu’il a ete dit plus haut k propos du paragraphe 5 ‘Institution du
Commissariat Civil d’Empire’ les Allies ne peuvent, sans violation du droit inter-

national, insercr dans un texte qu’ils s’engagent h maintenir une organisation etune
‘
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M^slation internes que les iiopiilatinns aHeinancies ellra-nieincs peuvent fitre

amendes it modifier.

Paragraphe ag.— FoticUoanairfx. Ainsi tjnc 1<* fail remanpK'r le tntSmoire
allemand il n’y aura plus, apr^ la mise on vigiu’ur du Traitti de Paix, d’agents
charges de contrSler Ics autoritlis allemandes dans les rcrelis, etc.

Mais dam VintMt des pofmlatmi.u la flaute Commission a pouvoir de maintenir
des repr<5sentants fixes, charge's d't'uablir la liaison entre les Administrations
locales allemandes, les Autorittis Militaircs loi:aies, t;t la Haute Commission
elle-mfime.

En ce qui concernc les fonctionnaires, le nu'moire allemand reeonnait le droit
de revocation par la Haute Commission, II en rdsulte^ <iue la Haute Commission
a le moyen de ne pas accepts- la nomination tie it»netionnaires, dont I’iiitcrvention

pourrait susciter des d(5sordres.

Paragraphe 30.— FmeigtumniL -- L’enseignement public, ainsi qne le fait re-

marquer le mdmoire allemand, fait parlie de ratlminisirulion eivile t>t sera rigi

par les lois allemandes.

Le Gouvernement allemand n’a dont: pas it eraindre tpie i’enst'ignemcnt de
langues ^trangftres soil introdnit par ordre des puissiinees octnipantes.

Paragraphe 31.— Ugulaiion,"- • Cetti: tpiestion a t'tt' traitiie phis hunt k propos
du paragraphe 3 du memoire allemand.

Paragraphe Mjuixitumx.— be (Jouvernemenf allemand demande que
I’excrcice du droit de rApilsition ,soit aussi limild ((ne possible.

Les autoritds alll^es .sont tout it fait d’aeeord avee le Gouvernement allemand
pour penser que la rtSquisition doit fitre pen fn'xiuente, et motivA; par des cir-

constances particuli4re[s].

La Haute Commission pourra entendre i ce sujet loutes les observations qui
lui aeront priJsent^cs et ellc (fdictera im i^glement dans un esprit d'^quitti et de
conciliation.

Toutefois, il n’est pas possible de soiwcrire k lu demande prt%ent^e dans le

memoire allemand k la fin de ce paragraphe, it savoir que les requisitions soient
exercics uniquement par I’intermediaire du Commissaire de I’Empim.

Paragraphe 33.— Repartition des Trouffes— Logment.— La repartition des troupes
et I’etude des questions relatives au logement des ofliciers ct dc leura families
feront I’objet d’une etude approfondie dc la part de hi Haute Commission. Les
resultats en seront communiques ulterieuremcnt.

Touies^ les observations ci-dessus sontformuUes sous riserve des droits divolus d la Haute
Commission^ de la possibiliti de declarer I'Etat de sUge^ et de la stride execution du Traiti
de Paix par I’Allemagne.

Document 3

Premiire Mote Allemanie

, , ,
VERSAILLES, le IStjuUUt 1010 ,

Messieurs,

L’^f^iiScment concemant I’occupation militaire des territoires rhenans
a^ete ratifie par le gouvernement allemand ensemble avec le traitd de Paix,

stipulations rien ne pourra plus fitre change,
wS^^feidc^3.pprofondic ct I3, conn^iss^nce dc cc qui s’est p8.ss6 d^ns les divcrscs
fe^dod rhymes, notamment dans les different[es] positions succintes il [w] sera
muispensabre dc s entendre sousbeaucoup de rapports sur des questions de detail.
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Voil^ pourquoi le gouverncment allemand a demandtS aux gouvcmcmcnts des

Puissances occupantes d’entrer en pourparlers sur ccs questions.

jl— Pour la population du territoire rh^nan occupy, il est d’unc importance

fopdamentale d’fitre bient6t renseign^ sur la forme quc va prendre, pendant la

longue dur<ie de I’occupation sa vie politique, sociale et ^conomiquc. L’Allemagne

s’est vue contrainte d’acquiescer i\ I’occupation militaire de ccs regions et dc faire

par IJi incomber, bien k regret, k la population du territoire rh^nan des fardeaux

particuliferement lo[urds] dont PAllemagnc non-occupfie n’a pas k porter la

charge. De 14 r^sulte pour Ic Gouverncment de la Rdpublique Allemande I’obli-

gaftion] de faire, dc son cotd, tout ce qui est cn son pouvoir pour permettre aux

regions rhdnanes dc supporter ccs fardeaux spdeiaux. Mon gouverncment est

convaincu qu’il sera possible de rdaliser et d’exdcuter I’arrangement, sans par 14

porter atteinte aux garanties militaircs, auxqxicllcs aspirent les Puissances Allidcs

et Assocides par I’occupation de sortc que la population des rdgions occupdes

jouisse des bienfaits de la paix, dont aprds les temps de dure dpreuve qu’dtaient

pour elle la guerre et I’armistice, elle a un besoin pressant et qu’ensemblc avec [le]

reste de TAllemagne elle soit misc 4 m6me de participer, cbn[for]mdment 4 son

importance 4 reconstruire la patrie allemande et 4 s’acquitter des lourdes obliga-

tions encourues par le traitd dc paix.

Art. HI.— A prdsent, je me permettrai d’aborder la discussion cn ddtail des

questions contenues dans les dilFdre[nts] articles de I’arrangement.

Varticle 5 prdvoit que I’administration civile des provinces, gouvernements,

cercles ruraux, etc., devra rester rdservde aux autoritds allemandes et que ladite

admini[stration] civile devra dtre gdrdc conformdment aux lois allemandes et s[ous]

contr61e supdrieur du gouverncment central allemand. Mon gouverncment aime

4 croire que cette disposition ne s’appliquc pas seulement 4 des lois de I’Empire ou

des Etats fdddraux ddj4 promulgudes, mais qu’cllc s’dtcncl de la mcme manidre 4

la Idgislation de I’Empire et des Etats fdddraux futurs et que not[amment] elle

embrasse aussi toutes les lois et ordonnances promulgudes depuis la rdvolution

allemande et maintenues comme validcs [? sur] ces entrefaites par i’assemblde

nationale allemande et par les assembldes nationales dc Prusse, de Bavidre, de

Bade, de Hesse et d’Oldenberg [jtV].

C’cst 4 ce droit de Idgislation reconnu par les Allids qu’a I’Allemagne sur les

territoires rhdnans, qu’est portde une atteinte par le fait qu’4 1’article3 les Allids se

sont rdscrvd d’dmettre des ordonnances au fur et 4 mesure qu’il faudra assurer

I’entretien, la sdcuritd et les besoins des forces militaircs des Allids. Ccs ddcrets

devront passer en loi dds le jour de leur promulgation et ils devront par 14 primer

toutes les lois ou ordonnances dmises par I’Empire ou par les Etats fdddratifs. La
conception ‘sdcuritd, entretien et besoins des forces militaircs’ est tellement vastc

qu’en fin de comptc on pourra faire rentrer 14-dessous chaque question dcono-

mique, sociale et juridique. Par cxemple en Allemagne la durde du travail dans

les mines est maintenant fixde 4 7 heures, dans I’agriculture comme pour toutes les

branches de I’activitd industrielles et commerciales 4 8 heures. Je me demande si

la Haute Commission serait autorisde par Particle 3 4 changer ces dispositions par

voie d’ordonna[nce] parce qu’un travail si diminud ne donnerait plus entidre

sat[isfac]tion aux besoins des forces militaircs.

D’autre part, je ne mdconnais pas du tout qu’on ne pourra gudre nier aux

gouvernements allids le droit d’dmettre des ordonnances. De 14, qu’il importcra

de faire un arrangement et de donner des garanties qu’on aillc faire usage dc ce

droit de publier des ddcrets qu’en sorte de ne point entraver la reconstitution



politique, iconomique et sociale de I’Allemagne. GVst par cctte raison que xaon 1*

gouvernement attache la plus grande valeur h ce quc, par un arrangement suppl6.

mentaire, un principc supreme soit ^tabli pour Tcxcrcice dcs droits de ligislation,

de juridiction et d’administration des allies. Ce principc supreme devrait avoir la

teneur suivante:

Art, IV.— qu’^i la population sera garanti le Hbre cxercice de Icurs droits

personnels et civiques notamment le libre cxercice dii c.ulte rcligicux, la liberty

du vote, de la pi-csse, des reunions et dcs associations.

a®— que les rapports politiques, juridiques, admiiustratifs el ^conomiques des

territoires occupds avec I’AIkniagne non occtqke .seront r^tablis et assures.

3®— que le mouvement des personnes et dcs inarcl»an[dises] et le service

[?d’]information entre les territoires occuja's et ceux non-occup^s ne seront

entravds d’aucune mankre.

Dans le cas oh Icdit principe ci-de.ssus serait reconnu par les gouverncments

allies, les ordonnances par eux tfmiscs n’inlcrviendruient que comme exjScution de
ce principe, susceptibles d’fitre souniises t\ certaincs restiietions pour d<« cas parti-

cullers. Sur des restrictions scmblablK.s dans dc.s cas parliculicrs, il faudrait arriver

im accordprialahle entre la Haute Commission et le ReprAsentant de I’Allemagne.

Art, V.— Mon gouvernement a conslauS nwe .satisfaction que les Aliks aient cr<k

un organe dans la Haute Gommi.s.sion, <}ui csl le reprAsentant supreme dcs Alli6,

Mon Gouvernement dans le but de fuciliter sa tache k la I laute Commission et de
cr^er un organe homogine pour la population allemantle et pour les diverses

autoriks cxistant dans les territoires occup^s, a instalk un Gommissaire d’Empire

qui serait le repr&entant suprfime du gouvernement dc I'Empire et dcs gouverne-

ments des Etats kd^ratifs en question. Oar {? on] me permettra bicn de rappeler

que d’apris la structure constitutionnelle de I’Allemagne, le gouvernement central

tdlemand n’est comp^itent que sous certains rapports, tandis que sous d’autres

rapports considerables sent compitents les gouvernements de Prussc, cclui de
Bavihre pour le Palatinat, celui de Hesse pour la Hesse rhdnane, celui de Bade pour

la tfite de pent de Kehl et celui d’Oldenbourg pour la principauk de Birkcnfeld.

Le Gommissaire d’Empire serait lui seul autorisi k ndgocicr avec la Haute
Commission. 11 aurait pour ainsi dire k excrcer dcs fonctions diplomatiques, en
tant qu’on en peut parler en territoire propre.

Pour oette haute fonction a it6 d<fsign6 par le Gouvernement allemand M. von
Starck, jusqu’4 present pr&ident du gouvernement de Cologne.

Je prierai done les gouvernements des Puissances Alliics et Assockes de bien

vouloir se declarer d’accord de Pinstallation de ce Gommissaire d’Empire,
Art. VI,— Si alors on voudra me permettre d’aborder les difkrents articlos dsms

un coup d’oeil rapide il cst de la derniire importance pour mon gouvernement
de connaitre le nombre des troupes d’occupation et leurs effectifi pour ce qui est

aussi des oflSciers et dcs chev[aux] que les Allies apris la demobilisation et apris

Petabliss[ement] d’un etat de permanence ont I’intention d’entretenir dsuas [les]

regions rhenanes. Sans des renseignements exacts sur la force numerique de ces

troupe et, pax consequent, sur les frais de leur entretien mon gouvernement se

verrait dans I’impossibilite d’etablir un budget correct— base de la vie de chaque
T~ et de bidancer d’avance les rccettes et les depenses,

En outre VarlieU I prevoit que le nombre des forces polideres sera

l^s. ^Khesr ^twt k eda, je prierai la Haute Cominission de bien
avec le Conomisssiire d’Empirc, qui donne[?ra3 les
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rcnseignements requis sur le nombre de la gendarmerie, police de I’Etat et des

Communes, indispensables. Vu la criminalitiJ causdc par les soufFranccs de la

guerre, vu I’^tat d’agitation que les grivcs d6rdgl6es ont fait naitre dans la popula-

tion des classes ouvriAres, il faut que le nombre des gendarmes et des agents de

surety soit consid^rablemcnt plus dev6 qu’avant la guerre.

Art. VIII.— Pour Particle 3 sub voce a, je formulc la priire qu’en principe la

Haute Commission veuille reconnai[?tre de] devoir consulter, avant que soit

6mises des ordonnances, Poppnion] du Commissairc d’Empire.

C’est dans Pintirfit du fonctionnement de Padministration. Lois de PEmpire,

lois d’Etats ffid^raux promulg^s [w] par 5 Etats, dans le gouvernementdeWiesbaden

en outre des lois anciennes du temps du vieux duch^ de Nassau avant Pannie 1866,

des ordonnances procin . . [? provinciales] sont valides dans les territoircs

rhdnans. Bref, toute la diversity et tout le manque de clartd du droit public en

vigu[?eur en] AUemagne. C’est que les membres fran^ais de la Haute Commission

ne pourront que malaisdment sc faire une idde de Pd[tat] compliqud du droit public

allemand vis-i-vis de la simplicity et de la clartd de la Wgislation fran<;aise.

Art. IX.— Les dispositions dans Particle 3 sub voce d et « sont d’une force

incisive toute spdciale. Qp’il faille soumettre les forces militaires des Allids ^ un
traitement particulier quant k la juridiction, je le reconnais. Mais il faut dclaircir

ce qu’on entend par des personnes qui sont attachyes aux forces militaires et k qui

les gyndraux commandant en chef des armye[s] d’occupation font avoir des

laissez-passer rdvocables et ce qu’il faut entendre par toutea les personnes employdes

par les troupes ou ytant k leur service. Mon gouvernement aime k croire qu’il ne

s’agit que de ressortissants des Aliys et non pas de nationaux allemands. Il compte

avec certitude sur ce que des ressortissants allemands restcront soumis i sa juridic-

tion . . yre. Ce serait ddfavorable k une bonne justice, si ii des ressortissants

allemands Pexterritoriality dtait confyrde par la remise d’un laissez-passer

rdvocable ou par leur emploi au service [? des] forces militaires. Par li, on arri-

verait ii erder tout bonnement deux classes de citoyens allemands; dont Pune
serait soumise k la juridiction allemande et dont Pautre y yehapperait. Le droit

des gens ne reconnait Pexterritoriality que pour des nationaux dtrangers et non pas

pour les propres ressortissants. Les consyquences d’une autre maniire de voir, on
me permettra bien de les exposer, le cas dchyant.

Art. X.—Je demande k tee informy si par juridiction militaire il faudra aussi

entendre la juridiction civile, si les troupes, leur personnel, les families des ofiicicjnJ

et des fonctionnaires civils devront aussi tee soustraits & la juridiction allemande

pour ce qui est de tous les contrats, achats et comma[n]des faits pour leur besom
privy. A moi cela semble impossible. Si [? d’]un achat, un bail ou une commande
il resulte des contestations en justice, il faudrait intenter ces litiges civils devant le

tribunal dujuge allemand. Pour ce qui est de Pexycution des sentences, il faudrait

f[aire] un arrangement spycial.

4rt. XL— De plus, mon gouvernement aime k croire q[?u’i] tous les actes

incriminables s’appliquera le code pdoal allemand d’apr^s les maximes gynyralei

de droit. ,

Art, XII.—A besoin aussi d’tee ydairci Particle [4] qui pryvoit une stipulation

propre k causer en AUemagne la plus vivc excitation. C’est un des pilier[^ difflit

aUemand qu’im AUemand ne doitjamais tee extrady k un gouvernement teanger
quelconque dans le but d’une poursuitejudiciaire ou d’une punition. Ce principe-

Ei, on Pa enfreint dans Particle 4. On fait incomber aux autoritys allemandes

r The text is defective.
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I’engagement d’cxtradcr chaquc AllcniaHd arntse d’lm crime oti d’un d^lit per-

p^triis contrc la personae on Ics hions des forces arni^j's. Je prsfsiune qu’il soil une
condition cssentielle pour la comptHence dt^s rours martiales que Ic coupable se

soit trouvd sur territoire occupt' p<'ndant qu’il a eommis le ddlit ou le crime dont

il est accusi. La proc<idurc employer devra fitre exactcmcnt fixde.

XIIL— L’article 5 n’affecte point I'organisation administrative, i\ moins quc la

Haute Commission ne croit ift5ces(?sai]rement par voie d'ordonnance d’adapter

radministration aux bcsoins et aux conditions dc roc(nipation miiitaire. Je serais

tris reconnaissant de savoir cc qu’on entend par \h. A en croire la tencur une

simple ordonnancc de la Haute Commission serait mi*me dc changer les fron-

tiires d’Etat entre la Prussc ct la BaviM;,enlre la Bavi^rc et la Hesse. Je suis sfir

qu’on n’a point voulu dire cola attendu que par les droits civiques des habitants

seraicnt le plus profond^mcnt aflect^s.

XIV.—Je demande de bien vouloir me confirnu*r (juc par adininistration civile

il faut aussi entendre I’administration financit^re, <le sortc (pie les reccttes de
I’Empire et des Etat[s) f<5d<;raux ptu-<,nif<‘|s dans le territoire occtrpti pourront sans

entrav[es] fetre versfe aux caisses centrah^s dc rEinpire et des Emts ftkltiraux, c’est

k dire i Berlin, Munich, KarlsruIuN Darmstadt Ohlcnhourg. J ’attache beau-

coup de valeur A cc que cela soit constatii, parce cjue petuhiiU I'tHut de guerre on
avait souvent dtifcndu des versemenls semblables.

XV.— Ccrtaine dispi)sition fait une impreasion parti<nili<>remenl p^nible, k
savoir cclle qui (lit tpie les uutorif ids

|
allemandes devront ^tre tenues, .sous peine

d’etre rtivoqud(!s, k se .soumettn; a toutes 1<!S ordonnaiices, Il va sans dire qu’un
fonc;tionnaire allernand quclconqu(’: oh^ira tme ordontum(!e dmLse selon toutes

les r^igles, En outre, je prie dc bien vouloir fairc faire la rtivoeation par I’inter-

midiaire du Commissaire d’Empirc et de vouloir, ptir consequent, accordcr k ce

dernier la responsabilit^ d’examiner et d’j'claircir I’t'tat des ehoses.

XVI.-^ Au aujet de I'article 6 ce qu’on resaent eomme <Stant extraordinaire c’est

qu’apris le r^tablissemcnt de I’tStat de paix la convention de la Hayc r^gIant les

usages de la guerre sur terre et nc visant que le cas de guerre doive 6tre mise en
vigueur. L’arrangement dans I’alin^a a concernant la constatation des requisitions

est en disaccord avec une loi proraulgude par I’Empirc en date du 2 mars et . ,
.®

Je serais tris reconnaissant si par une confection spiciale Ton pouvait obtenir que
les stipulations de ladite loi dc I’Empirc, tenant compte dans la plus large mesure
des d^sirs de la population, fussent appliquics. En fait, rAllemagnc dtant tenue

k subvenir aux frais entiers de I’entreticn, on devrait tout dc mime sc remettre

i elle de la maniire d’indemniser ses propres ressortissants. 11 serait seulement
requis de faire coopirer des offleiers de I’armic d’occupation pour constater I’espice

du dommage causi. De la maniirc d’indemnisation on pourrait se rapporter k
rAUemagne. Les questions sont tellement difficiles et complexes qu’elles ne
pourraient fitre rdglics que par des experts de part ct d’autre. En particulier il

faudra^ dresser un tarif et il faudra prendre soin d’itablir la plus grande homo-
gdn[6]iti possible dans le territoire occupd afin qu’un[e] part de la population ne
soit pas placie dans une situation meilleure ou plus mauvaise que I’autre.

^VU,— Pour Particle 7 il faudra examiner si I’on nc pourra [pjas remettre k la

disposition de la population civile gravement dprouvie un nombre considirable
dc locaux present utilises.

• Varticle 8 dinia a il sera attachd au Oomnaissaire d'Empire un expert
Le Gouvemement allernand prdsum^rait volontiers qu’en requirant et

^ Punctuation as in onginal. The date of this law was March 2, 1919: cf, document 3.
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en arrangeant Ics terrains on aura les plus grands t^gards possibles la d^tresse

^conomique de la population. C^est ce qui s’applique de mcme au droit des Allies

de prendre possession d’un <5tablissemcnt public ou privt'^ quelconque. A present,

de vastes sanatoria pour phlisiques et pour ndvropathiques sent rc^quisitionnds, et

par li la possibilit(i de gudrison de ccs maladies justement cst devenue probld-

matique. La lutte contre la tuberculose est de caraetdre international ct ifa rien

k voir avec les frontidres politiques. J’en appelle k des hommes de liaute compe-
tence, comme M. Ldon Bourgeois, President des institutions internationales pour

la lutte contre la tuberculose, qui, peu d’anndes avant la guerre, a admird sous ma
conduite nos institutions allemandes. II faut que les sanatoria soient dvacuds le plus

vite possible pour les classes non aisdes et qu’ils soient rendus ^ leur destination

propre.

XVIIL— Dariick g a besoin d’dtre dclairci quant k son alinda L Je prdsume
qu’on n’exige que Texemption de Timpot personnel, mais non pas cello de Timpot
rdel, c’est-^i-dire que si, par exemplc, un officier ou un fouctionnaire acqudrait des

immeubles pendant la durde de Poccupation le personnage en question aurait k

acquitter Pimpot sur les immeubles et d’autres imp6ts rdels ou l’imp6t sur la

patente. On aura dgalement k stipuler qu’aucun Allenmnd ou personnage neutre

ne devra appartenir au personnel exempt d*imp6t, On ne pourrait nullement

toldrer qu’un Allcmand en se faisant incorporer dans le personnel dcs troupes

d’occupation acquit de ce chef le privilege d’exemption d^imp6t. Qjue les provi-

sion[s] de bouche, armes, vdtements, dquipement et provisions de toute espAce

destinds k Tusage des troupes alHdes ou pour la Haute Commission jouissent de
libertds et de libre entrde, voil^ ce k quoi nous ne trouverions pas k redire* Le
libelld qui veut que toutes ces marchandises, pourvu seulement qu’elles soient

adressdes k dcs autoritds militaires ou k des cantines dc mess d’ofHciers, puissent

entrer exemptes de droit ne nous parait pas croyable. G’est ce qui renverserait

tout le fonctionnement douanier de rAllcmagne, C’cst comme qui dirait une
dnorme voie d’eau dans la coque du navire allemand, voie d^eau qui laisserait

entrer Teau librement de sorte k faire sombrer le vaisseau. Voili ce qui ne peut
point dtre Tintention des Allids, qui ne peuvent pas ne pas avoir le ddsir d’amener
la reconstruction de PAllemagne. Mais cette dernidre ne pourra s'effectuer qu’A.

condition qxx'k la frontidre allemande la protection douanidre soit intdgralement

maintenue. Pour se garantir de la contrebande il scrait requis dc faire enregistrer

par la statistique toutes les marchandises k destination des Allids de manidre k
pouvoir k tous moments constater si dies n’entrent pas en arborant un faux pavil-

ion, mais qu’elles sent, au contraire, vraiment destindes pour les troupes allides.

Sous ce rapport, aussi, les ddtails du proeddd scraient k rdgler.

XIX.— Le Gouvernement allemand aime k croire qu^on ne fera point usage de
la stipulation de Particle 270 des conditions de paix et que la frontidre douanidre
coiCncidcra avec la frontidre de PEmpire.
XX.— En ce qui concerne Varticle je Pinterprdte de telle manidre que le

commandant en chef ne va user de sa facultd de commandement suprdme que
pour dcs buts militaires et que pour tout le reste les voies ferrdes ct les Hgnes de
bateaux k vapeur resteront soumises aux administrations centrales k Berlin,

Munich et Karlsruhe. Tout particulidrement il est de rigueur qu‘*un trafic pair

chemin de fer ait lieu sans entraves entre les territoires occupds et ceux non-
occupds et que Phoraire soit rdgld comme en temps de paix par les administrations

intdressdes. On aura k arriver k un arrangement spdeial concernant la remise des

pennis de circulation pour officiers.
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XXL— De mfnic quant A I'aftirlp 1 1, on aura protjahlcment A faire une con*

vcntion particuIiArc cntrc dcs oxprrts comniiswionnds tics AlHsSs et I’administration

des postes dc TEmpire allrmjind. A <t sujVt atissi j’apputo sur <>c qu’on ne dcvra

rdclamer des privileges que jK>ur des huts inilitaires. Kn particulier, la libre

communication par lettres, par teiegraphc ct telephone entre les lerritoircs occupy
etceux non-occupds et par lA i’aholition de toiites les restrirtions presentement cn
vigueur, surtout celle dc la censure postaie, sont intlispensahles,

XXU .— Concernant I'anicle t;! j’ose faire la priAre dc him vouloir ne dicreter

I’dtat de siige qu’apt'As avoir prAalahlmiimt consult^ ic cotnntissaire d’Empire. Si

le nombre des forces policiArcs est HuflLsant ct que Ic tralic lihrc est { ?ct| non entravA

entre les territoircs occupds et ecus non-«MTupAs soit Atahli ct qti’enfin la reconsti-

tution dcouomique de rAllemagne fassc dcs progrAs, J*ai plcijic cottfiance qu’alois

il se trouvera fitre superflu tic dArrAtcr I'Atat de siAge.

XXIIL— Qju’on vcuille bien me pennettre <lc rAsumer mon cxjxmA en peu de
phrases:

Mon Gouverncment a riinprcssion que rarrangemrnt conchi ne tient pas

dflment et suflisamment compte du coinplct changeinent dc la situation gdndnde
de I’Atat de guerre dans I’Atat de paix. l.c Hunt (luminandctnmt des troupes

allides a ripostd A diiFArentcs reprises A la Goininission tPartnistice allemandc;

‘Nous sommes encore en guerre.’ A prAsent, ccj)cndant, que rAsscinhlAe nationale

allemande a rutiiiA des (Conditions tie Eaix ct que !cs instrutnents dc ratification

seront sous pen AehangAs, nous passons him tlans I’Atat tic paix,

Les Anormes fardcuux ct tibligiUions dont s’est churgAe rAllemagne ct dont elle

s’efForcera de s’nctiuitter d’une maniAre honnfitc et loyalc justpi’A I’extrAme limite

de sej forces ne pourront fitre supportt&i qu’A condition tjuc les territoircs rhdnans
occupAs, eux aussi, avec leur Industrie, leur agiiculutre et tons leurs mdtiers dA-

vdop]^ au dernier degrA aideront sans rAserve aucune A les porter. VoilA cc qui

oAc^ite, en dApit de I’occupation xnilitaire, le rAtablissemcnt de I’Atat de paix.

Les intArAts des AlUAs coincident A ce sujet avec ceux tic rAllemagne. Moins toutes

les conditions d’cxistence dans les territoires occupAs seront entravAes, moins
I'occupation sera pesante et resserrante— et plus I’Aliemagne pourra complAte*
meat s’acquitter dc nos obligations.

En ayant pleine confiance que les AlliAs apprAcieront cette manlAre dc voir et

qu’ils en tiendront compte, nous autres Ailemands abordons ces pourparlers.

Lbwald,

Dr. Miohaelm Basoh.

Document 3*

DmxiimMU AUmand$

Artigub 3

§ 24.— Non seulement le Commandant en Chef des troupes alHAes et associAes,

mais aussi les diffArents commandants d’armAcs, gAnAraux, commandants, com-
mandants de places etc. ont Amis pendant I’armistice en vertu du rAglement de la

^erre de terre dc la Haye de nombreux dAcrets ayant force de lol en sorte qu’aind
il cxiste pour le moment un droit cxccssivcment bigarrA suppriinant I’unitA jiui-

^[ue ct provoqugnt une grande insAcuritA dans la vie commerdale. Il doit Atre

l^^^aue torn ces dAcrets seront annulAs au moment de la mlw en v%ucur du

ft^ l|t Haute Cmomisidon.
^

...
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§ 25-— La mfime situation de droit se poserait concernant les dicrets sp^ciaux

des autorit^ militaires susnommte, notamment concernant les interdiction[s] de

s^jour dans les territoires occupds, par suite desquelles beaucoup d’habitants ont

^t^ chassis de Icurs foyers. II est suppose que ccs personnes peuvent maintenant

rctourner tranquillement dans leur patrie ct qu’A I’avenir ni la Haute Commission,

ni les autoritds militaires n’auront le droit d’dmettre dcs dicrets de ce genre.

§ 26.— Comme, d’apris le chef e, les tribunaux de guerre des troupes d’occu-

pation ont 6t6 declares compdtents seulement pour les crimes et ddlits contre la

personne ou les biens des armdes des Puissances AllWes et Associdcs il doit en €tre

d«5duit que lejugemcnt des infractions aux ddcrets dmis par la Haute Commission

d’aprds le chif [?chef] a qui n’ont pas pour but la protection des personnes et des

biens des armdes ne sont pas de la competence de ces tribunaux de guerre.

Article 5

§ 27.— L’organisation de I’administration en provinces, gouvernements, cercks

ruraux et urbains et communes est line institution spdeiale k la Prusse qui n’existe

pas dans cette graduation dans les autres Etats fdddraux intdress(is k I’occupation,

par exemple la Bavidre n’a pas de provinces mais bien des districts. Dans la pro-

vince rhdnane de la Prusse les communes ruralcs font partie dcs cantons. Diffd-

rentes administrations spdciales ont une propre organisation territoriale, dont les

frontidres ne correspondent pas aux circonscriptions de Padininistration intdrieurc,

par exemple en Prusse Padministration des impdts directs, les administrations d«
chemins de fer, les commissions gdndrales, etc.

§ 28.— L’expression ‘sous I’autoritd du Gouverncment central allemand’ est

interprdtde en ce sens qu’il faut entendre par hi dgulement les Gouvernements des

Etats fdddraux allcmands.

§ 29.— Aprds la mise en vigueur de Parrangement il n’y a plus de place pour
Pinstitution des ‘administrateuns ou contrdlcurs’ adjuints aux autoritds allemandes

dans certains secteurs des territoires occupds. Sous rdserve du droit de la Haute
Commission d’exiger la rdvocation dcs fonctionnaires, le Gouverncment allemand
est Hbre k Pavenir en ce qui concerne la nomination, le ddplacement ct la rdvoca-

tion de ses fonctionnaires indiffdremment du fait que ccux-ci soient originaires du
territoire occupd ou non»occupd.

Paragraphe 30.— L’administration de Penseignement public fait partie de
PAdministration civile et sera par suite rdgic par les lois allemandes. L’arran^e-

ment ne permet pas d’introduire par ordre de Poccupant Penseignement de langues

dtrangdres.

Paragraphe 31.— Rien ne s’oppose plus maintenant k la mise en vigueur de lois

de PEmpire sdlemand ou des Etats fdddraux dont Pextension sur le territoire occupd
a dtd empdchde jusqu’i prdsent par les autoritds d’occupation parce qu’ellei

avaient dtd ddcrdtdes apr^ Parmistice en sorte que p. ex. les dlections pour l«s

reprdsentants communaux dans les territoires occupds peuvent avoir lieu bieatdl

en vertu du nouveau droit de auiiragc ddmocratique.
*

•

Article 6 ,

Paragraphe 32.— L’exdcution sdvdre de cct arrdt powrwdt
lysic de toute la vie dconomique dans les pays occupd vu que ni un conuenei^ant

ni un fabricant pourrait prendre ses dispositions ou faire ses calculs, s’il avait

tbqjours k craindre que le jour suivant ddji toutes ses combinaisons pourraient

tee renversdes par la rdquisition de ses marchandises ou de sa fabrique. De mdme ,
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aticim ngrit’uitnir osorait courir Iv risiitir <rin<rfniuirr dc IV'trani^cr ou mime
sculemetU dc rAIloinagne intH rupt’i' du l>riitil vi surtoul dos ^ s'il sesentait
consUimmcnt sous Ic ('oup «ruii|e| mpusitton qui hn prcmlniit mtx htHailqu’a
venait diniroduirc h gros frais. II srinbl<^ tlonc dv pnxhcv ces questions
de mani^ire qtic lu surcU^ dt* la \ it* rt oiioinitjur nt* pms<*iue pas tmp [.viV]* En ce
qui concerne IVvaluation drs frais dr irc|uisidt>n rl drs donuua^i^rs t aust% par des
troupes d'orcupatiou, rarticle I 5 prevoii des rondlds loi'aus: trune composition
mixte pre^idt^o par une persoma* luuunuV par la HauP* (Joniiuissbn, Qpant au
droit niat<4'iel d'aprt\s lecpa'l t'tvs <K*aluati<nm devraient st* fain*, rarticle n'en parle
pas, quoique prtbist'*metU c(‘td serait de la plus grande iinpoiiant't^ pour la popula-
tion en question. L’Empin* alltnuand a regie la <{tu*.Hfion dYvaluations et de
remboursements d<‘s iYt|uisitions extVuPYs par les troupes <roi*eupation dans les

provinces rht'aiaties ainsi (pa* d<\s dtimtnages dv guture oet*asinnnYs par les dites

troupes par une loi pt^iale spedab% <pu a etr einisr sotis l.i <late tbi 2 mars igig et

qui a iniprimtY sur les pages ubi et stuvaiUes d<* 1‘anner eourante du IMck[sy
gesHzblattu L'oxeeution dt^ <*eUe loi dans la /.one tnaaipee par les Anglais hat son
plein et rda pas (He rohjet jtis<pfi\ ptYseiii de plaintes ut dii eup* des autorit^s

d’ocoupatioii angiaises ni du eotd tie la population, Les eominandants des autres
zones d’occupation par (tmtn* out ddfetidu rtNHtH utitm de t eite loi et oiu eominencd
de ieur vduS iiub^ptnulamnuMit ave<‘ restiinatam et le r<unl}ourseinf*nt des dddom-
magements dv ret piisit ions. Kt en plus dans le.H diirereutes /ahwh troecupation
lYxdcution s'est fait(^ tPapiYs d(*s prineipes divers et des tariJs divers, II est Evident
que la diflm*nc<^ (h* .systenu's est !a cause ilHin nbeontenteineiu de la papulation,
11 laut ajouter que plusknus autoritt^s troeeupation sembleut laire usage h cette

occasion des lols de leitrs pays <pn ne s'aeetutlent aiieunement avet^ les besoins
allemands. CYst ainsi par excmple que d'ajuYs un tlt^eret de rHtat-Major de la
10® Armie Fran<;aise, 4'* Bureau, il mi interdil de payer ties dt^dtnmnagemcnts de
requisitions au cas que les mobiliers oti inuneubles appartieiment aux sociitis

suivantea:

lo— Etats lYd^raux,
— Aux administrations publiqttes eiviles ou miHtaire.s,

3®~ Aux provinces, aux cercles, et aux autres communes,
40™ Aux soci^tds de transport de toute sorie (k voie ferr<^r, par eau, ou par

terre),

5®— Aux sociitds de charbonnage et dYclairagc.
6*®—

^ A toutes les autres socirftt^s assurant le service public ou les int^rAts publics.

D’aprAs la loi allcmande Ic fisc de EEmpire allemand est oblige dc prendre k sa
, charge les frais de tons les engagements qui sont en rapport avec rarmistice ou le

Traitd de Paix. Le fisc de LEmpire nYst pas identique avec le fisc des dtats fiJd6-

raux. Le droit allemand ne connait pas Hes soci^tds assurant le service public ou
les xntdrfits publics’, Les puissances d'occupation a’ont guAre d’intrfrfit k empfccher
lEmprc allemand de dddommager les administrations dc chemins de fer, des
etats federaux et d’autres stations fiscales, les provinces, les cercles et les autres
communes, les usincs k gaz et dYIcctriciti, suivant la loi allemandc, Vu la situa-
ti<5n actuclle dans la zone dYccupation fran^aise, que d’un c6td rexdcution de la

^ Ej^pire allemand du 2* 3. 1919 est strictementddfendue, et que d’autre c6t6
* ordonnance fran9ai8e, adress^e k ses propres autorit^, de ne pas dddom*-

de guerre que nous venons.de mentionner plus haut, il se trouve
une lacune qux k la longue nousm4nera. k un ^tat de choses intenable, Qjuant k la
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zone d’occupation beige la situation est semblable. Une communication publi^e

en avril de I’ann^e suivante [jic] permettrait I’interprctation suivante:

1. Les ri^quisitions effectu6es [?avant] le i'* mai de I’ann^c courante ne scront ni

^valu6es ni rembourste du cold beige.

2. De mfime ne sera pas ^valu6 ni rcmboursd le logemenl, indiff(iremment, s’il

y a lieu avant ou apr^is le i®‘‘ mai dc I’ann^e courante.

3. Les communes ne seront pas d<5doramag^es pour les paiements des requisitions

qu’elles ont effectu<Ses h I’ordre de.s Beiges.

Vous trouvez done 6galement ici unc triple lacune. Ce serait I’avantage

g^n^ral si on arrivait par I’application du droit allemand qui a 6t6 form^ d’apris

les besoins des pays rhdnans i une solution commune au sujet de I’estimation et du

remboursement des indemnit<?s. Si les Puissances d’occupation tenaient h prendre

part aux travaux de recherches des dommag<;s, on pourrait facilement trouver une

force i ce sujet par mesure administrative san.s qu’il fiit ndeessaire d’abroger

la loi allemande. Les requisitions ne devraient se faire que par le Commandant
en Chef des troupes allides el assocides ou par les commandants en chef des

diverses puissances et en cas qu’elles fussent d’importance, seulement par I’inter-

mddiaire du Commissaire de I’Empire qui aurait la t^che de prendi'e l[cs] mesures

.

ndeessaires afin de garantir I’exdcutibn des requisitions.

Articlb 8

§ 33-— Les fonctionnaires civils, les ofSciers et leurs families pouvant 4tre logds

en suivant les rdglements concernant les cantonnements actuellcment en vigueur

dans chaque armde, I’Allemagne exprime Ic ddsir de ce qu’un exemplaire dc ces

rdglements lui soil bientot remis. Comme probablcment cles i-bglcmcnts concernant

le logement des families font ddfaut dans les diffdrentes armdes, il est ndeessaire

d’dtablir un accord spdcial. II est dgalement ndeessaire de fixer plus clairement

I’dtendue du terme de la ‘famille’.

Les troupes d’occupation devraient 4tre le plus possible concentrdes dans

certaines garnisons et non pas dispersdes sur tout le territoire. Lors de la dislocation

il devrait fitre tenu compte des emplacements existant pour le logement des troupes

et de la pdnurie d’habitations trds grande en beaucoup d’endroits. Il est de toute

importance d’apprendre bientdt quels sont les endroits envisagds pour les garnisons

de longue durde, afin de pouvoir entreprendre au besoin les installations ndees-

saires, en vue d’dvitcr d’dtablir des casinos d’officiers dans les maisons privdes.

Appendix B to No. 15

Beaqe Conference

w. c, p. 1146.] Feeding ofRussian prisoners in German!^

. Memorandum by Mr. Hoover

It will be recollected that the Allied Governments made certain agreements with

the Germans for the retention ofRussian prisoners in Germany, and made under-

takings for the support of these prisoners by the Allied Governments. Their food

supply and support has been carried out through the French Government, the

British Red Cross, the American Red Cross, with a personnel of about 800 Allied

officers, doctors, etc., under the general direction of the Inter-Allied Military
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Mission at Berlin. The Supreme Erononne Council has appealed to arrange

such food supply, ami the measures above recited were finally, to a considerable

degree, instituted at the inspiration of that Council.

The British Red Cross have already notifietl of the withdrawal of their entire -

personnel on the first of August. This will inmietliately leave some 35,000 of the

prisoners without supervision. Tiie American Army will necessarily demobilize

their entire personnel some time in the month of August. I'he Red Cross Societies

are withdrawing their financial support and tlie funds for the provision of food

and clothing (except those provitlcd by the Erench Covernment) are absolutely

exhausted, and I understand that even these are about to be withdrawn. The

Supreme Economic Council has no means by which any further provision can be

made in this matter,

The retention of these prisoners*was primarily a military mea.sure instituted

under the Allied Military authorities and it would appear to me must now become

a proper concern of the various War Depurtmeuts, There are apparently over

800,000 prisoners left, ofwhom it is desiml to rqiatriale approximately 95,000 as

recruits to the Russian Northern Army. Of the balance, some 4o,<k)o should be :

repatriated to Southern Russia ,and the remaimler to Central Russia. The

prisoners arc not entirely free from Bolshevik itleas, which may have a political

bearing on the destinations to which they arc repatriated. Tlic large majority have "*

no desire to fight either for or against the BoLshevists, and their .sole desire is to v,

return to their families whom they have not seen for five years. In any event, it is k

necessary to provide at once .some measure of food, clothing, and personnel to

supervise distribution pending repatriation, and beyond this it is necessary to
'

immediately provide for their repatriation. This latter operation will require some

months, but they must be repatriated before winter.

I understand the German authorities are demanding the immediate repatriation ^
of these prisoners, as it required a force of some 18,000 German troops to guard «

them. The prisoners themselves are demanding their repatriation. I understand

that their boots and clothing are in such condition that they cannot be marched

to any destination, and, in any event, they would probably indulge in brigandage

unless repatriated under military supervision. The points therefore to be decided J

sure;
' -

I. Are the prisoners to be repatriated at once? i',

a. Are they to be repatriated to the nearest Russian point through Poland?

3. Are they to be repatriated by sea to Black Sea ports?

4. If cither of these alternatives, who is to pay for the cost thereof, and who is

to undertake it?

5. Who is to furnish the food and personnel for their care in the meantime?

I would like to emphasize that the relief agencies under co-ordination through

the Supreme Economic Council have now practically mehausted their resources

and cannot take part in this matter, so that other arrimgements must be set up at <

the earliest possible moment.
Hbubskt Hoovbr.

iStiiJuly, igiQ.
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No. 16

H. D. 12.] J^otes ofa Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon’s Room at the Q^iai d^Orsqy, PariSy on Monday,

July 21, iQig, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: Hon. H. White; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, O.M., M.P.; secretary,

Mr. H. Norman.
France: M. Clemenceau; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Berthelot,

M. de St. Qjientin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: Baron Makino; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Capt. Chapin. British Empire: Capt. E.

Abraham. France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Lieut. Zanchi.

Interpreter: Prof. P. J. Mantoux.

I . (a) Mr. Balfour said that before starting with the subjects on the Agenda,

he would like to observe that there was not a single item on
Qyesrnn^lmtm- touching Peace with Bulgaria, or indeed touching any

Treaty of Peace at all. The subjects for discussion were no
doubt important subjects, but the Bulgarians were to come

to Paris on the following Friday.* He thought it would be discreditable if

the Conference were not ready to hand them a Treaty on their arrival, or

shortly after it. He understood that the delay came from the re-opening of

the frontier question. The Reparation and Financial Glauses were delayed

in consequence. Unless the ultimate size of Bulgaria were known, it was
difficult to estimate what sums she would be able to pay. Another question

that was delayed was that of responsibilities, and the method ofprocedure to

be adopted against persons who had broken the laws ofwar. He had enquired

why Glauses similar to those inserted in the Treaties with Germany and with

Austria were not adopted for the Treaty ofBulgaria, and he had been given

the following explanations. In the other Treaties it had been stipulated that

if the crime had been committed to the detriment of a Frenchman, the trial,

should be in a French Court, and if against an Englishman, in an English

Court. If against Nationals of several countries, in a mixed Court, It

appeared, however, that a Greek, Serbian, or Roumanian Court would not

be regarded as oftering a fair trial to a Bulgarian who had committed aq

.

offence against a Greek, Serbian or Roumanian. This might or might not

be, but whatever the merits of the case, he thought the Council should insist

that the work be terminated rapidly. He would suggest that M. Glemen'Ceaft

.

should request the Commissions to expedite their labours. ,

.

Mr. White said that he would like to add a word to Mr. Balfopr’s mnarka^

'

Hewished topropose that the Council should give authority to tlmCommis|l#| ’

qn New States to take up the protection ofminorities clauses for the Treaty

wilh Bulgaria. He understood that the Economic Glauses and the clauses

Ifcpjured by the Ports, Waterways and Railways Commission were ready.

* July 35, 1919.,
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Mr. BAt.FOtiR thought that Mr. White's information wa.s not quite

accurate. The Port question, for instance, \va.s lirld up pending a decision

as to whether or not Bulgaria wa.s to have l)<'deagatch.

Mr. White said that in any case the Clonuni.ssiou on New States might

get to work on Clatrscs for the jirotertion of minorifie,s.

(It was agreed that the (’.oinnuHsion on New States he aMked to prepare

for the Treaty with Bulgaria (IlauseH for the proleethtn of Minorities.)

(b) M. TirrONi .said that in accordance with tlie recpiest of his colleagues,*

he had clistatssed the question of frontieis between (Jrcecc and
Report by M. 'Hi- Bulgarin yvith M. Vcni/.i'los. 'I'lie latter chunutidcd the whole
tom ofmult t{f his Western Thrace, and declimid to reduce his

Venkelos claims in any respect. It was therefore imjxwsihle to obtain

any conc<\ssion and the tjuestion must he decided by the

Council. Consequently he considered his mission ended us he could obtain

nothing further from M, Venizclos.

(c) M. Ci-EMKNc.KAit suul that he would ask M. 'rardieu to explain the situa-

tion regarding the frontiers of Bulgaria.

(M, room.)

M, Chuneiieeau said that the Bulgarians were expected to

arrive in four days. Me asked him, as Pre.si<lent of the Commission dealing

with Bulgaria, to explain to what extent the Treaty was ready for them.

M. Tardieu said that he wa.s only Presitlent of the Commis.sion dealing

with the frontier question. In that Commission, the re.suU obtained was total

disagreement between the American and Italian Delegations on the one

hand, and the British, French and Japanese Delegations on tlie other.

M, Tardieu then read and explained the report contained in Appendix A.

He said that he would like to add a few words in support of the opinions he

had himself backed in the Commission, In Western Thrace there was no

choice between Greece and Bulgaria on ethnological grounds. 'I'hc vast

majority of the population was Turkish. The country, however, was not to

be given to the Turks. The next most numerous population was, according

to French statistics, Greek—according to other statistics, Bulgarian. It was

very likely that the war had brought about alteratioms in the relative pro-

portions of the population. As to the possession of a Port, the Bulgarians

had a good Port on the Black Sea. The internationalisation ofthe Bosphorus

and Dardanelles would give them free access to the open sea. As to discontent,

there would undoubtedly be discontent in Bulgaria, but the Balkans were the

natural home of discontent, and the only question was whether discontent

should be chiefly on the side of those who had fought against us, or mainly
among the Balkan Nations who had fought for us. He would remind the

Council that the impossible desire to produce union in the Balkans had

;
l^ted precious months during the war. It led to the Allied ddeat at the

jwaitdjmtiles, and to numerous trouble in Salonika. The mistakes made in

the war diould not be r^ieated in the Peace. As to the ultimate disposal of

» See No. *i, aaioute 6.
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Eastern Thrace, he did not wish to prejudice the question. It might perhaps be

most fitting to attribute it to the territory ofConstantinople should the Council

decide not to give it to Greece. The point was, not who got it, but who lost it.

M. Clemenceau said that the question was evidently one which the

Council must solve. He was prepared to discuss it at once, but he was afraid

that Mr. White would not be able, without consulting his Government, to

reach a decision immediately.

Mr. White said this was so.

M. Clemenceau said that unfortunately he could not be present in the Coun-

cilonthefollowing day, and that M. Pichon alsowould be unavoidablydetained

in Brussels. He was not sure that a meeting could be held on Wednesday.* He
hoped that by Thursday Mr. White could obtain the views ofhis Government.

Mr. White said that he would send a second telegram that very evening

to endeavour to obtain instructions by Thursday.

Mr. Balfour said that he regretted the delay as he regarded the matter

as very urgent. He would, however, as it was necessary, assent to a postpone-

ment until Thursday.

(In view of the importance of terminating at the earliest possible moment,
the preparation of the Treaty of [?with] Bulgaria, it was decided that the

first item on the Agenda for Thursday, July 24th, should be the determina-

tion of the frontiers of Btdgaiia.)

2. M. Clemenceau said that he hadjust received a communication from Bela
Kun announcing that he proposed to attack the Roumanians,

Appointmnt qfan order to enforce upon them respect for the Armistice

mUte^ofBiqui^'
arranged by the Powers. (Appendix B.) M. Clemenceau

for Htmgaiy added that he did not know whether the Roumanians would
be able to resist the attack. They had two divisions with

which to oppose it. French troops were not far off and General Franchet

d’Esperey had ordered them to fire if attacked. This news perhaps rendered

the appointment of the Committee unnecessary.

Mr. Balfour said that he considered himselfauthorised to nominate a Gen-
eral to go to Hungary. The General in question was Major-General Gorton.

M. Clemenceau said that the Generals might proceed to the front and
report on what was going on there.

Mr. White said that he had, as yet, received no orders from Washington.

M. Tittoni said that, according to news from a good source, General

Boehm, who had been Commander of the Hungarian Red Army, had paid

a visit to Vienna. He had ceased to be Commander-in-Chief but appeared
to be still in touch with Bela Kun. It would seem, from what he had said in

Vienna, that an effort was being made to convert the Communist Govern-
ment ofHungary into a Socialist Government. He suggested that the Allied

Representatives at Vienna be asked to enquire into this report and infbnn

the Council of the results of their enquiry.

(It was decided not to nominate the Committee of Enquiry until such time
as Mr. White should have obtained the views of his Government. It was

3 July 23, 1919.
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further decided that the reprewrilafis'en of the Allied and Aasodat^
Powers in Vienna should he asked for information regarding the visit of

*

General Boehm to that eily, ami to investigate the report that he ha|

declared that he was trying to bring ahout tt movement in Hungary aim^g

at the transformation of the present Communist Government of Bela

into a Socialist (Jovernmetil. The truth and eventual importance of the

alleged scheme should he verifietl.)

(At this point, the Military RrjuTsentatives of I he .Supreme War Council >

at Vcrsaillos and (iencra! 'rhwaites entcrnl the nann.)

3. The Council had before if a report uf the Military Representatives on the

Army orOcrupafioii in Upper Silesia. (Appendix C.*)

RtpoHqfthe (Jknkrai, Bemn rea<l the roiu-lusions of the. report to the
tmy Rfprtmiahm

j division t>f t;{,(Kto men would he required.

llAt.EtH'R .iskcd whriUT this <li\'jsion could be

oblaine<l.

Genkrai, Bei.in said that, in the Itrst tlraft of the report, it had been

suggested that the divisiotj .should be tirawn IVoni the inaqis employed m
the occupation of the Rhindanti. lie would svjggrst, thcreliu'e, that Marshal

Foch be a8ke<l if he e<uil<l spar<^ the troops. These tnuips would not be lost

to Marshal Fodi's command: they wouhl he .stationed on the confines of

Poland tind Prus.sia, and, .should atty trouble ari.se requiring firmed inter-

vention, these troops, which would remain under Maeshitl Foch’s ordcra,

could be utilised to co-operate with any movenient.s nnirlc in the west.

M. Clkmenorau said that Msirshiil Koc,!r.s estimate for the troops of

occupation was 150,000 men. He would c ertainly be able to .spare 13,000

from this number. He entirely tigreed with the judicious remarks of General

Bclin. The division would, no doubt, be compo.scd ofintcrntitional elements.

(It was agreed that the report of the Military Representatives, togethfir
]

with the suggestion that the necessary troops should be furnished by the

Army of Occupation on the Kliine, be approved in principle and be sub-

mitted to Marshal Foch for his views regarding the possibility of furnishing

the division required and on its composition.)
^

4. The Council had before it a report of the Military Representatives.

(Appendix D.»)

Aport qftlu Mill- General Belin read the conclusions of the Report under

the heading ‘Material Assistance*.

^ohMk^etded Glemenceau said that the means of transport to

tmUoiy in cast qf
Poland were unsatisfactory. An inter-allied train, laden with

JDlstttTbmet munitions on its way to Poland, had been blown up on

German territory. The German Government did not appear

to be involved. The train was guarded by Polish soldiers, who had apparently
^^^^lectful. It would perhaps, therefore, be advantageous to organise

* ^ iffeif Jidorted, Thth aSppaaiBx was idcstictl with No. 1 1, appendix E, q.v.
» Not printW. Tid* appendix wa» kientioal with No, 1 1, appendix F, q.v.
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Mr. Balfour pointed out that the only port available was Dantzig and
that Allied control over it was not very good.

M. Clemenceau said that the situation at Dantzig had improved. The
turbulent elements were quieter and the German Government appeared to

be resigned to losing the port. He suggested that the best plan would be to

ask Marshal Foch to telegraph to General Nudant in Berlin to open negotia-

tions with the German Government regarding transport by sea.

(It was decided that Marshal Foch be asked to initiate negotiations with
the German Government for the transport of material for Poland to
Dantzig.)

General Belin tlien read the conclusions of the report under the heading
‘Preventive Measures’. He explained that there were Allied officers serving
in the Polish Army. Some of these might be nominated in advance to posts

on the Delimitation Commission, which, as such, was only to be appointed

15 days ^ter the coming into force of the Treaty. These officers might, in
anticipation of their future duties, undertake to .supervise the handing over
of the ceded districts.

(This proposal was agreod to.

It was decided that Marshal Foch be requested to report on the possibility
of appointing Allied Officers serving in the Polish Army, who would tdti*

mately be nominated to the Delimitation Commission, to supervise the
transfer of the ceded territory from Germany to Poland.)

5. M. Clemenceau said that he had received a letter from M. Venizelos
regarding the appointment of a Commission of Enquiry.

Appointment of ititer- (See Appendix E.*) M. Venizelos desired that a Greek
Allied Commission of Commissioner be appointed. This proposal did not appear
Enquiry in Asia Minor to ygry acceptable.

Mr. Balfour pointed out that the Council had sent
French and Italian officers to investigate the incidents at Fiume.
M. Clemenceau observed that the case was different At Fiume the

incidents had occurred as between Nationals of the Great Powers. In Asia
Minor the incidents concerned Greeks and Turks. It appeared to him
unreasonable to appoint a Greek to investigate a case of that kind. If his

colleagues disagreed with him, however, he would not press this point ofview.
M. Tittoni said that he was of the same opinion as M. Clemenceau. The

investigating Commission would be the direct emanation of the Council.
, It

should, therefore, conform to the composition of the Council. If a Greclp
officer were to be appointed to the Commission ih Asia Minor, it might ^
argued on the same lines that M. Venizelos should have remained in the'

room, at a previous meeting, when the Council deliberated on .the su'fef
of the Greek occupation in Anatolia.

' ^ ‘

Mr. Balfour said that in the early days of the Conference, it had been

* Not printed. M. Venizelos’ letter, dated July 19, 1919, was as indicated by
M. Clemenceau.

!
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laid down (hat Powers with liinilrd iiiteresls should hp represented when
mutters directly adiTtiuj^ (hem were tliseussetl.

M. Ci.KMKNOKAit said that they were heard oti matters regarding their
interests, but the ticliheratioiis were eottthicted fry the Five Powers.
Mr. Whitk .said that he tlunight the argument on Imth .sides was strontr

and that he had no very delinii<‘ prefl'ienei's.

Mr. Bai.rouk asked the tnilitary experts juesent in the room whether they
thought the collaboration of a Ciieek oflieer would he citmlucive to a sound
finding.

Genkral 'PitWArm expressed the opinion that it was undesirable to

appoint a Greek oflieer.

General Bi.i.ss said that the presenee oroflicers of all Allied Nations would
give an appearance of impartiality. He. ditl not feel strongly on the subject,

but he was inclined personally to think that there sht)ultl he oflieers from each
of the Allied Nations on the Goinmi.ssi<Hi.

M. Ci.emknokau said that the presenee »tf a Greek oflieer on the Com-
mission would doubtless not matter much.
M. 'rrn’ONi obj(H’t<xl to it as creating a precedent, whicli challenged the

whole mechanism of the tUmfercnce.

Mr. Baleoiir ohservtnl that the Gre<'k officer would go as a repi'e.sentative

of tlie Powtu's.

(After H«m« further diHcusHum it was agreed that M. Veniaeloa h« informed
that^he might appoint a (ireek officer to follow the laiiourn of the Com-
misaioQ, This officer would not, however, have a vote on the (.oninusBion
and would take no part in its finding.

The following nominations were then made:-—
‘ For Italy (ieneral Dallolio.

« France General Franehet d'Ksperey to nominate an
ofiicer,

,, Great Britain General Milne to nominate an officer.

„ United States An officer to be appointed after a reply from
of America Washington had been received.

It was decided that the Commission should begin its luboura at once,
and should gather as early as possible at Constantinople.)

6.

A^omtnmt cfa Cm- (It was agreed that nominations to this Commission should
communicated to the Secretary-General on the follow-im m th» Pubucittmt {nff dikv ^

t^UppirSUma
«‘ay-)

7. Mr. Balfour said that toe report (Appendix F) was to toe effect that toe

. ,

Commission was unable to say whether the money required

Jr "“““n-. whetheriheAJM
w^pmial Assiskmet

^^^vemments could furnish the money and what security.

^ mkdtkS^aiK existed for repayment.^ For all toe assistance given to toe

IT xir
‘

^uncil, toe Commission might as well not have reported
at aU, He quoted from a td^am from General Gough to toe dBTect that



the Germans were paying 15 million marks a month to support the Baltic

Landwehr and the troops of Prince Lieven,’’ and suggesting that to deliver

Latvia and Russia from financial obligation to Germany, the Germans be

ordered to continue payment into a British bank to the account of the

Ulmanis Government’' as a portion of the reparation due from Germany.

Mr. Balfour added that it was surprising that the Germans should be able

to pay such a sum while all the Entente Powers together could not afford

half a million a month.

M. Clemenceau said that he thought the matter could not be settled at

that meeting.

(The question was therefore postponed.)

8. M. Tardieu said that, as he had previously explained,® there was a

Commission to supervise the execution of the Territorial

Appointment of Com- and Political Glauses of the Treaty, and another to super-
rmsions to Superme yjgg tjig execution ofthe Reparation and Financial Glauses.

however, two other important chapters in

of Treaty with Ger- Treaty rcquiiing similar Commissions, namely, the

many Economic and Colonial. He pointed out that the existing

committees could not perform this work. He, therefore,

proposed that a Committee be appointed to supervise the execution of these

Clauses of the Treaty.

Baron Making said that, as regards the Colonial Clauses, the most
important of these were covered by the work of the Reparation Commission,
and the remainder by the Committee dealing with Mandates. The work of
these two bodies appeared to cover the main part of the Articles dealing with
German colonies. If anything were left over, there might be a reason

for appointing a new Commission, and he would be glad to know what
remained over.

M. Tardieu said that he agreed. The Reparation Commission could, he
thought, in a few hours deal with all questions which the Committee on
Mandates left untouched. All he wished was that some body should be
required to do the necessary work on behalf of the Council.

Baron Making suggested that the Committee on Mandates should be
asked to make a report.

(After some further discussion, the two following resolutions were then'

adopted:

—

1 . That the supervision of the execution of the Economic Clauses of the
Treaty with Germany should be entrusted to the Economic Commis-
sion. The Commission was asked to report to the Council at an early

date.

2 . That the supervision of the execution of the Colonial Clauses of
,

the
Treaty with Germany should be entrusted to the Mandates Committee.
The Committee was asked to report to the Council at an early date.)

t Gf. Vol. Ill of this series. (For the Ulmanis Government cf. No. 29, note 7).
• See No. I2, minute 4.
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g. M. Taroiku said fhaf hr had just sent a letter which had not bcencott^,

municated to the (lommission drallng with the question ef

Klagcnfurt. (Appendix (5.)

qf agtq;m
TiTTONi ohsened that the question relating to war

material was totally different from that of the Armistice line.

M. Tardieu .said that the (louncil had required a line to be drawn behind

which the two belligerent parfie.s could withilraw. It had then Ijcen thought

right that this line should, a.s nearly a,s pt>ssihle, he, the Iwntndary between the

plebiscite areas. 1'his had been <ionr. An argjunent was now raised by the

Yugo-Slavs against withdrawing behind the line on the plea that there was a

certain stock of arms and munitions rajUuretl by them from the Austrians

which they were entitled to remove. He ihotight this cxcu.se for not with-

drawing should not be tolerated.

Mr. Balfour said that he had itnagined that it hat! been arranged that

the Serbs should retire lesiving behind them a small guard under Allied

officera to watch these .stores, to which it appraretl they ha<i a legitimate title.

There appeared to be no serious objection to the cxecutu>» of this plan. The

stores belonged to (he Serbs and shouhl they have ti>abandon them they would

have a real grievance.

M.Ti'itoni .said tijat the matter was not as clear to him a.s it .seemed to be to

Mr. Balfour. Mr. Balfour .seemed tatiiviiuTd that these .stores belonged to the

Serbs, 'fhe Serbs hatl occupied the territory in which ihc.se stores were after

the armistice. They had no right, therefore, to claim as war booty material

taken after the armistice. These stores represented a security for the repara-

tioai due from Austria. In it the Serbs were entitled not to the whole, but to

one-fifth. Hie whole question should therefore be handed over to the

ReparationCommission. Ifall the armaments in Austria were bartered away,

there would finally remain nothing in the country to pay reparation. Further,

he thought tihe presence ofSerbian troops, even in small numbers, was incom-

patible with the due observance of the plebiscite. As it was, the inhabitants

complained that the Serbians threatened them. The .same plan therefore

should be adopted in this territory as was adopted in the areas in dispute

between Germans and Poles. A police force was required, but not one repre-

senting either claimant.

Mr. Balfour said that M. 1’ittoni‘s argument was a strong one, but it

codd hardly apply to a very small section ofSerbian troops posted to guard

a building. Thh he thought was all that the proposed force amounted to. He
would like to ask at what date the plebiscite was to take place,

M, Tardieu said that M. Tittoni’s observation might have force at the time

when the plebiscite was to occur, but this was to be from three to six months

after the coming into force of the Treaty. The Treaty had not yet been

signed.

f Mr. Balfour said that long before this the munitions would have bem
and the Serbian guard would have gone with them.

I
^plrifcAipiiU. said that he would suggest a ftight modification of Mr. Bal**

feuriS foqposal, aamdy, that instead ofa Serbian guard, the Allied general!
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in the area be asked to take charge of the stores, and to give the Serbians

a receipt.

(The following Resolution was then adopted:

—

‘It was decided that the troops of the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes be *

required to evacuate the whole of zone “B” in the Klagenfurt Basin, in

conformity with the boundary already communicated to them.* The arms
and stores claimed by them will be handed over for custody to the Allied

Generals, who will furnish a receipt for the same.’)

10. M. Glemenceau said that there was a complaint communicated by

.
M. Paderewski that the Germans were removing fromDantzig

necessary for the working of the fketories. The

Gmnans
^

complaint emanated from a Committee of the working
population of Danzig. (Sec Appendix H.)

M. Clemenoeau proposed that Marshal Foch be asked to deal with the

question.

(It was decided to refer the document communicated by M. Paderewski
regarding German action in Danzig to Marshal Foch for suitable action.)

(The Meeting then adjourned.) »

Villa Majestic, Paris,

July SI, igig.

Appendix A to No. i6

ConpjSrenoe oes PrEliminaires de Paix.

Rapport sur les Frontiires Bulgares prisenU au Cormil SuprSme par le Comiti Centred

des Questions Tmiioriales

Le ComitE central territorial, chargE par decision du Conseil suprfime en date
du a juillet,'® de proposer un tracE de frontiEre pour la Bulgarie, a I’honneur de
formuler I’avis suivant:

I. FrontiEre de Dobroudja

L’unanimitd n’a pu s’dtablir. Les avis exprimds sont les suivants:

I® Le Comitd, moins la Ddldgation amdricaine, estime qu’il n’est pas possible,

par ddcision de la Confdrence, d’imposer k la Roumanie un ddplacement de la

frontidre existant en 1914;
3® La Ddldgation amdricainc nc croit pas qu’il soit sage de sdparer les difidrents

dldmcnts de la question dans le rdglement des territoires roumains. Elle estime
outre que les Puissances sont qualifidcs, dans I’intdrdt d’une paix qu’eUes ont ^
garantir, pour demander k la Roumanie de restituer les territoires qu’elle a
par la force en 1913, alors qu’elle rejoit maintenant de la main de ces Puissances
des territoires beaucoup plus dtendus enlevds h I’Autrichegrftceaux efiEbrisn^tahsef]
des Puissances allides et assocides.

3® Le Comitd, moins la Ddldgation amdricaine, estime que, sans feire une
suggestion k cet dgard au Gouverncment roumain, la Confdrence pourrait simple*

® See No. as, appendix E. *® See No. a, minute 4.
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ment jntcrroK<'r «t < ’.nuvmirmriit sur srs inlriuiniw ru rr rj»j <«>nrcrnr; Ic maintien

ou Ir dt^plat cmcnt <*vriuurl tit* l.t front in r

4” En const^qneiuT, pour tnotnoni, Ir tioiiiiir, inoins l,i fWgatioti amiricaine

propose le mamlirn tie la froiitifrr ilr ipi.}.

n. FnoNTii' ui--, Noun

(MtnNs j A tmimoi'oiA)

A runanimitt^, le Cbmitr^ proposr Ir niaiiitirn <ir la frnntifir rxistante.

ni. KaoNufeKr. OorsT

A I'ununimitA If: Coinitt* propose la froiilirre dr'rritr il.tns Ir rapport de la

Commission dcs aiiaiirs yotigii-slavrs m rlatr rlu avril," satif ratnrndement

suivant, relatif A la region d« 'riniok:

(Rapport a, du (i avril tpi?), rrlatif anx ftoniifrrjsj de la Votigo-vSlavie,

page j6, ligne p)

;

siiivant raticiennc front i^re jns(p«';ui |Hnnt a I'est tie \‘kisvor ttti elle rencontre

la rivifre Besdaniea

;

de li vm le nortl-est et jnsqtr'en tin point tin t oms tie la livifre ‘ritnok A choisir

prt^s de la eote pH A i'ottest de Hregotvt*;

line ligne A tldtenniner sur le terrain suit. ant ti’inie fatpni gdndiale la ligne de

partuge des eanx entre les hassins dn 'I'iinttk an noril-tnie.st el tie !.t 'I'opolovitsa et

de la Delejna an sud-est, eii passant par les eturs ;)l»7 et ;{7.| tout en laisaant A

I’fitat serbe, eroate, sitjvt'ne, les loealitds tie ilalovt*. Sipiktivo (aitisi tpie la route

rdunissant ces denx Iticalitds) ct Kojiltivo, et A la Htilgarie les Ita-aHtt** tie Kosovo,

Rakitnica et Brecovo;

dc lA jusqu’au Danube I’ancienne fronliisre entre la Bnlgarie et la Sprbie.

Get amendement est motivd, notj par des raisons militaires, ntais en vue de

rendre possible la police dc la vote ferr^e, 11 jitn te an inaxitnuin, en ehiffres ronds,

sur 20 kilometres en longueur et 3 en lurgeiir.

IV. ERtiN'ijkKK Hon

L’unanimitd n’a pu s’titablir.

Les Delegations britannique, frantjaise ct Ja|K)naise, projxMent la ligne bleuc

de la carte jointe au rapport de la Commission des afruircs giwtpies cn date du

30 mars,’* Les Delegations americiiine et italienne projrosent la frontiAre de J913,

amendee, au profit dc la Bulgarie, par le traite turco-bulgarc de tpif).

Les Delegations britannique, frant^'aisc et japonaise rappeilent quc la Delegation

unericaine k la Commission des affairtn grecques avait accepte, sans fatre de

reserves, la ligne bleue ci-dessus, et que la Delegation italienne, tout en formultmt

une reserve sur I’attribution totale A la Grice de la Thrace orientale, s’dtait declMsie

d*accord en principe sur la ligne bleue.

Les Delegations britannique, fran^aise ct japonaise eepriment A ce propos leur

regret que, s’agissant pratiqueraent, bien que dans deux commissions differentei,

>* This frontier had been accepted by the Council of Foreign Miniiten on May « 6, 1919.

A record of the discussion in the Council on that occasion is printed in Pafurs rtUUing tt tfe

- <A» Unittd SUtits: tht Paris Ptaet Cot^tma igtg, vol. iv, pp. 790-1.
, *•. report bad been coiaidered by the Council of Foreign Ministers on May 16, 1919.

Attfcovd:o(tlwdiscuMioaofitinth«OouDdlisprintedop.cit., vol. iv, pp. 716-17. For the

trace of the ‘blue Une’ see No. S3» note a.
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de la mfime question, les Delegations americaine et italicnne aient emis, k quatre

mois de distance, deux avis dilFdrents.

La Delegation americainc fait remarqucr que dans le rapport de la Commission

des affaires grecques, la Delegation americainc a expliqud son acceptation dcs

demandes de la Grece dans les terraes suivants

:

‘La Delegation des fitats-Unis se resei'vc le droit de modifier la frontiire, qu’elle

accepte, suivant I’attribution eventucllc du territoire de la Thrace orientale.’

La Delegation americainc fait remarquer que cette rdserve a 6t6 dictde par la

croyance que si la Thrace orientale etait rattachde 4 I’Etat international, il n’y

aurait aucune raison sdrieuse d’annexer k la Grice le territoire de la Thrace
occidentale qui n’est pas grecque; elle fait remarquer en outre que dans le premier

rapport du Comiti central territorial au Conseil suprime le Deidgud ainericain a
refuse son adhesion k la frontiire proposie par la Commission des affaires grecques

et s’est au contraire abstenu de formuler des propositions quelconques basdes sur

le rapport de la Commission des affaires grecques au sujet de la rdgion en question.

Se basant sur ces rdserves explicites et implicites, et, en outre, sur le fait que le

Comitd central territorial chargd de tracer les frontidres de la Bulgarie a le devoir

de se raettre k I’oeuvre avec des vues plus larges que celles de Commissions terri-

toriales spdciales et avec le dessein unique d’arriver k la decision qui contribuera

le mieux k I’dtablissement d’une paix juste et durable, la Ddldgation amdricaine

ne peut adopter le point de vue des Delegations britannique, frangaise etjaponaise.

La Delegation italienne s’associe k cette observation en se rtfdrant aux rdserves

formelles qu’elle a ddjd presentdes k ce sujet et qui sont mentionndes au proeds*

verbal n° i6, page 3 du Comitd central territorial,

Ces observations faites sur les conditions du ddsaccord, ce ddsaccord, quant au
fond, est motivd comme .suit

:

1® Point de me mnMcain et italien

La Ddldgation amdricaine exprime I’avis suivant:

a) La Bulgarie n’a pas acquis la Thrace occidentale par droit de conqudte, mais
par suite d’une cession consentie volontairement par la Grdce et ses allids ennemis
de la Bulgarie qui, bien qu’ils fussent vainqueurs, rcconnurent la sagesse qu’il y
avait k accorder k la Bulgarie vaincue ce ddbouchd naturel vers la mer. Le pays
fut occupd par des troupes helldniques et non bulgarcs; et la Bulgarie n’est entrdc

en possession qu’i la suite du retrait volontaire des forces helldniques. Les titres

de la Bulgarie 4 la possession de la Thrace occidentale n’dtaient I’objet d’aucune
contestation au commencement de la guerre actuelle. Le seul point encore en
discussion k Bucarest dtait de savoir si la Bulgarie ne devait pas obtenir plutdt plus

que moins de territoire sur la mer Egde. La Ddldgation amdricaine pense qu’on
serait mal avisd en infiigeant k une nation, dans le but de la punir, la perte d’un

territoire auquel elle a dejustes titres au pointdevue Idgal, ethnique et dconomique.

b) Le rapport de la Commission des Affaires grecques contient une erreur

fondamentale quand il ddclare, comme premier argument k I’appui de ses con-

clusions, que:

‘La population non musulmane de la Thrace bulgare est plut6t grecque qjie

bulgare’, et que: ‘Les droits ethniques de la Grdce sont done supdrieurs d cetisnde

la Bulgarie.’

Les statistiques sur lesquelles reposent ces assertions sont antdrieures en date k la

cession de la Thrace occidentale d la Bulgarie; le verbe ne pourrait done s’employeir

,
qu’au passd. La population non musulmane Stait grecque plus que bulgare, k un



tiifis faihlr iIcki*', av.uit «|iir Ir irnittiiii- n'.iil passr h ia R«»lK.uir. Un fidt bie|

coniiH iTpcmlaiU ct «jui nVsi |>.w iniHrsh’’, t Vjii iju’.\ nirsiur que In troupej

hclWniqucs sc rcUraiciU tic la riirat c tu ritlrnialc. par suite dc sa ension i la

Bulgaric, uiic paitie dc la jxipulaittm cinque a rvaru*' l.t region; ct cet exodea
continud depuis, tandis qu'ii anivait tin fii»i tic Uulgairs iMiur rcmplacer les Orecs.

Les tdmoignages portaiil sttr tic pn-trtidurs ilrjHiii.Jiitnis tic (Irccs cn dehors de

cette rdgion, sont contraduioirrs. Kti inut r.»s, la tHajuritt^ rclativciiicnt Idgircdu

c6td grec aurait dtd, indvitalilrtucnl, rnuplat tV jtar tme inajiwit(!‘ relative bulgare

griicc k dcs causes naturcllcs j\ la suite «lc la rcssiiHt dc re territuire k la Bulgatie.
'

Les tdmoignages sont nui! radirudies stir la qurstitm tie savoir si ia naajoriti' -

mahomdtanc prdfdrcrait ^tre sows rautoritc Inditarc on grcctpic, au cas oti il serait ^

impossible d'avojr one aduiiiiistratioti ttirquc, l.rs d(^{Ktsitions tics huit ddputi*

musuImans'J nc sont pas ciUi^Tciucnl utiivaiiu antes. t>ii tloii ttoiertpic lalangue

maternellc d’utic grande proportion tie res tnahouu^laiis est le bulgare, tandis que

peu d’entre cux parlenl le grec; il est tloiic tlillirile tie rit»ire tpie ces jxipulatioM

de languc bulgare pr^H'inairnt ftre sous rauiuriir tie la (Uivv plutdt que sous

celle de la Bulgarie, Lea deux priiicipaus aigmueuis tpie la (Itimmisaion dei

.

Aflkiresgretxpics a fait vultiir it i'appui de ses i tint lusious, pertlciil ainsi dc leur force.

e) L’aliscnce de tout acc^s direct par ten e A i.t turi M Aliteratiut'e conipromettrs

gravement le ddveloppeiuetii A-oiioiuitjue tie la llulKai ie. i .it pnimesse laite par la

Grto dc nViitraver eu rieu !r tiitiisil ei traccoi tier ties iarililt^s dans les ports du

territoire lielltbiitpie ne reprt'setite p;is IVtpiividrnt tl’uu arr^s direct k la mer,

m£me cn temps de patx; cu temps tie guerre cela u’auritil iuicuite valcur. Qe'

principc a dtd entidretnent recotmu piir les Puissantrs ipiiiiid ellcs ont tenu I

aasurer cet accils k la mer dans le cas de ia Puitigue. I.it t tiute pitr la mer Noire tit

les Dardanelltn ne reroplace pas i'acc^ direct puistpte eVst utic vote ddtourndeq^

sera par consequent plus longue et plus cofiteusc.

d) M£me si Pon pouvait en fait surmonter les incunv^nicnis dconoiniques, &
sereiit impossible de convaincre Ic pcupic luilgure que stut ddvcluppcment futur

n’est pas entravd par la perte dc cc tpte toutes les luttititis upprdcieitt iVplus hauto>

ment. ligarderait un profond'rcsscntiment de I'injusticc cninmisc en lui itnpMant

ces firontiires, et ce sentiment serait utic menace inevitable pour la patx futuni

du monde.

*) La cession par la Turquic k ia Bulgarie, en 1915, du territoire volsln d’Andris

nople a rdpard une injustice grave iinposde k la Bulgarie en 1913, lorsque k,
Turquie ferma I'issue naturclle de la vailde de la Maritxa et coupa la seule ligae.

de chemin de fer conduisant au port de la Bulgarie sur la mer Egdc. Il est essendd >

de mainteidr cette rectification, car il serait vain de donner k la Bulgarie une
position sur la mer si ia route naturelie d'acc^ it cette demise doit rester bIoqu6e, J

Les argiunentt ethnographiquei, ^conomiques et politiquai, aussi bien que
possession de fut appuy^e sur des litres valables, tout est en favour du maintks

'

des fiontiAra bulgares telles qu'elies existent k I'heure actuelle.

En cons^uence la Ddt^ation amiricaine fait la proposition suivante:
> ‘Ia firontiAre sud de la Bulgarie sera celle qui existait apr&s la cenaon par la^;

']l^^qmeen 1913 [1915] du territoire voisin d’Andrinople, sous rtBorve du drat^ii
.prindpales Puissances alliiies et assodics de rattacher it I’Etat international tdfe •

%i»^dudit t^toire qu’U parsdtrait dAdrabie.' I

s'sModb aux (dtservationa et conclusiona de la

‘ '

’*.SeftNo. aa, iq^pendixE.
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a® Point de tm anglais,fremgais stjaponais

a) Au point de vue historique ou moral, la Bulgarie n’a aucun titre k la Thrace

occidcntale. Ge territoire lui avait it6 donnd apris la seconde guerre balkanique,

par la Grice et la Serbie, comme preuve de leur ddsir de vivre en termes amicaux

et confiants avec un allid qui venait de les trahir. La Bulgarie a fait de cette

ginirositi un abus flagrant: elle est entrde dans cette guen-e uniquement dans un

but de rapine; elle a conduit cette guerre de la fa?on la plus barbare et pour la

seconde fois a itd complitement battue.

Dans ces conditions, les trois Diligations estiment que la Bulgarie n’a pas justifii

la confiance qui lui avait iti primitivement accordie, ni qu’il serait politique de la

ricompenser pour son entrie dans la guerre europienne par un accroissement de

territoire, comme le comporte le programme amiricain.

b) La Bulgarie, au point de vue ethnique, n’est pasjustifiie k riclamer la Thrace

occidcntale, territoire dans lequcl I’ilimcnt bulgare nc venait qu’en troisiime

ligne d’apris les derniires statistiques ttirques (1910). Les trois Diligations con-

sidirent que la valeur de ces statistiques n’a en ricn iti changie par le fait que des

diportations ou imigrations en masse de la population grecque ont eu lieu depuis

I’occupation bulgare. Admettrc un pared critirium serait accorder une prime

la persicution des allogines et itablir un pricident qui, dans d’autres cas, celui •

de I’Arminie par exemple, conduirait aux plus injustes conclusions.

En ce qui concerne les aspirations de la population musulmane de la Thrace

occidcntale, il y a le timoignage de huit sur douze des diputis musulmans au
Parlement bulgare qui, dans une ricente pitition adressie au Giniral Franchet

d’Esperey s’exprimaient ainsi : ‘Ce serait injuste de nous laisser sous le plus cruel

et le plus impitoyable des jougs, le joug de la domination bulgare."’

Pour ces raisons, les trois Diligations maintiennent que les conclu.sions de la

Commission des Affaires groeques itaient complitement justifiics.

c) En ce qui concerne I’accis de la Bulgarie k la mer, les trois Diligations con-

sidirent que la situation cconomique de la Bulgarie binificicra du Traiti de paix

tel qu’ellcs proposent actuellemcnt de Timposer.

D’un c6ti son dibouchi sur la mer Noire sera rendu meilleur et plus sflr par

I’internatiohalisation dcs Ditroits et du Danube.
D’un autre c6t6, le dibouchi naturel de la Bulgarie en Miditerranie n’est pas

situi en Thrace occidcntale, mais en territoire grec soit k Cavalla, soit k Salonique.

Le Gouvernement grec s’est d’ailleurs offert k donner k la Bulgarie des priviliges

spiciaux et des facilftis dans I’un de ces deux ports et la Commission dcs Ports

et Voies d’eau a ilabori dcs dispositions particuliircs pour rendre cette oflfre

effective.

Le cas de la Pologne n’est pas comparable ^ celui de la Bulgarie puisque, quelle

que soit la solution, la Bulgarie aura toujours libre accis k la mer par ses ffontiires

Nord et Est.

d) Les trois Diligations admettent sans conteste qu’en cas de guerre entre k
Grice et la Bulgarie, les droits obtenus par cette derniire k Cavalla ou i Salonique

seront sans effet. Mais ellcs n’estiment pas cependant qu’un argument puremosMi

militaire ou stratigique puisse I’emporter sur d’autres considiratiom.

Ellcs admettent aussi qu’enlever la Thrace occidcntale kk Bulgarie fera

en Bulgarie mime, d’amers rcssentiments. Elies soutiennent cependant que cette

solution estjuste en elle-mimc et que le ressentiment causi k la Grice et k la Serbie

par le don k k Bulgarie de ce territoire auquel elle n’a pas droit, serait au moins

iquivalcnt 4 celui que la perte de ce territoire iveillerait en Bulgarie.
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f) Lrs linis I)f‘Ii'Ka(iims a<l!nritrm «jnr trs irtiifuations de frontiifjj

obtonurs par l.» UiilKarir dr la Tuiquir rn hm ", inm tl’anr Kiaiidr valeur icono.
miqufi iw>«r !a Bulgarjr. Ktlcs fojtl tmitrfojd t«!<sri vrr rpir !r trnitoiip en question
est presque cnli^iremrnl haliiti* par drs pupuiaiiitii!* Km-qiJDi ri turqua; or ces

Delegations repugnpiit h vinln Ir prim ipr rthniqtir <iaiis Ir hm dr donner ^ la

Bulgarie dps avantagps ri-oiunniqurH qai pitn isrmnii rniistitii.dpni Ic prix pay6ii
k Bulgarip p«)m* wm rntrep rn mirjir rimtir lrs I’liivtuncrs .vllirrs. Elies sont

convainrups q»p IVsprit militaiisir rn Htdg.iiip nr snail qiiViirouiage parcette
mankrp de fairr pI qttp I'opinion l»«lK.irr sriait amriH^r A noirr qn'unp guerre

aussi injustifkp, aussi inhuiiiaiiir rt aiissi nialhrainisr r»t>p!Ir rsi rn Tm <]p compte
un moyrn avantagpux dr satisfaiir srs apirriiit,

Lps trois Delegations, sp tniani la qurslion piri isr ptisrr par Ir t Inuspil suprime
et reservant le pitihieinp tip raifrilntfion tlr la 'I'lti .t«p m ipniatp, niin'Inrnt done
de la fa<;on la plus fonupllp, tpip t-rtip pn»vini p, avrp pp tpii a eir ajiuite cn 1915,

doit fttre cdtiep par la ilulgarip aus prim ipalrs I’tiissam ps ailipps rt asstwiees.

/.« hhulm du ComiU'

Aniih^, TARmsu.

Ai'I'Hniux H rt» .Nt». td

tlr lliiiinfirti At. i*;<7 '1 .V» -’^/7 d / A jo,

A Monsipur Cllrmpuppatt. I’rpsitlpiit tlr la ilotiierrnpr dp la I’ais.

En iup-p. tip ratfitmlc ties Rutiinaiits, tlpvpiitir agrrwtivp an mdpris tip la volonti

de i’Entente, nous dtions foreda de passrr la 'l is/a rt tlVssayrr tip fairr respecter

par les Roumains k volontd de rEntciitp.
llKt.A Run

tloinniissairp ties Ailairrs Etrang^res,

Appkndix F t<» Nr>. It)

w* 559'] Pinanciai Asuhtmrtf t« the RnUk filnlts; Rtpmt nf Fimmal
C'mmmmi

Ck>nimiHSK)i) Finunta^rp dps Frtncipaiei

Fuissanpps Atlides et AsscKkes.

Le Prisident de k Commission Financkre,
njuUlft, /5/p.

& Monsieur le President du Conseil Supreme.

Le Conseil Suprinie a, renvoyd k rexamen de k Cammission Financkrc une
resolution de la Commission des AfTairta Baitiques relative k I’aide Bnancidre it

apporter aux trbis Etats de k Baltique,'<

D’aprk cette rdsolution, il y aurait une ndccssitd urgentr, pour des raisons

Boilitwres, k mettre immddktement it la disposition du Gdndral (lough, Chef de k
Mission Inteiallide en Latvie, un erddit de 4^500.000 pour k payc des troupes
russes et lettonnes employdes k Libau au maintien de Tordre. Ce erddit de ;C500.000
:gp«mettrait du reste que faire face aux besoins militatrea immddiats, et ks'*

tdidrieuremoit bdispeniablet nc pourrsuent dtre dds maintenant ftsdes.

* See Pfe, 5, minute 5.
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II s’agirait done d’nne aide financiire dont il est pour Ic moment impossible de

pr<5voir ^importance.

Si les membres du Conseil Supreme estiment qu’il y a des avantages politiques

et militaires importants h faire immddiatement des avances aux Etats de la Baltique

ou k autoriser les emprunts que ces Etats pourraient ^mettre, ils jugeront sans

doute opportun d’engager lours Gouvernements k obtenir des Parlements respectifs

les autorisations n^cessaires et les cr<klits indispensables.

En ce qui concerne le c6t(i financier de la question, la Commission Financiire

croit devoir faire remarquer qu’i son avis, il ne pent 6tre examinti que par les

Ministres des Finances des Gouvernements int^ress&, et qu’elle sortirait de son

r61e en se substituant aux dift<Srentcs Tr^soreries pour apprtScier soit la possibility,

soit la modality d^une aide financi6rc k apporter aux Etats de la Baltique.

Appendix G to No. i6

R6PUBLIQUE FrANQAISE.

MlNISTjfeRE DES AFFAIRES EXRANOiiRES.

Direction des Affaires Politiques et Commerciales.

PARIS, le px juillet XQxg.

Le Ministre des Affaires Etrangkes 4 Monsieur U Erisident du Conseil Ministre

de la Guerre. Etat-^Major Giniral

Matkiel de guerre pris par les Tougo-Slaves d Klagenfurt.

Il r^sulte des tyiygrammes du Gyniral Hallier, confirmys par des informations

que m®a communiquyes la Dyiygation britannique que les Yougo-Slaves expriment

Fintention de n’tSvacuer le sccteur dc Klagenfurt que quand unc dycision sera
' intervenue au sujet de Tattribution du matyriel de guerre pris par eux aux Autri-

chiens. Ils rydament pour eux ce matyriel, et prytendent ne pas quitter Klagenfurt

avant Farrivye de dytachements intyralliys chargys de le garder et parmi lesqucis

ils demandent h 6tre reprysentys dans la proportion d*un cinqulime.

Il parait difficile d’ytablir k qui, des Autrichiens ou des Yougo-Slavcs, appartient

la responsability des hostilitys qui ont ydaty rycemment dans cette r^ion et qui

ont provoquy Fintervention de la Confyrcnce. Il cst done ygalcment diffidlc de

se baser sur cette responsability pour dyterminer I’attribution du matyriel de

guerre en question.

D'apris les renseignements qui vous seraient parvenus, il ne s’agirait pas

d’aillcurs, d’un matyriel important, D’autre part les Yougo-Slavcs ont prycisy-

ment besoin de matyriel de guerre; Us yprouvent la plus grande difficulty k se

faire livrer du matyriel de Fancienne armye austro-hongroise, dont la plus grande

partie a du reste yty pryievye par le Gouverncment itaHen.

Enfin, il semble que nous ayons intyrfit k accroltre leurs ressources k cet ygard,

pour le cas oix leur intervention serait envisagye en Hongrie.

Pour toutes ces raisons, il me parait qu’U y aurait lieu dc faire droit de la de-

mande des Yougo-Slaves et de Icur attribuer le matyriel qu’ils rydament. Par

centre, Us devraient se retirer immydiatement du secteur de Klagenfurt, dOTiite

la ligne de dymarcation tracye par la Confyrence. Si le matyriel ne pouvait ytre

enlevy, la mission intyralliye pourrait envisager en effet des mesures conservatoires,

ne devant en aucune fa^on prendre le caract^rc d^'une occupation intyralliye,

puisque le territoire au nord de la ligne de dymarcation doit ytre occupy par les
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Autrichiens. Toutrfoi* «»ir tiA-ixinii liit (ktnirti Hiiiir^tiic ties Prindpale# Mi?
sances Allises rt Aasm'it'rs rst nc'i rss.urr.

Me rdifiiSranl 4 voire Icttrc du ih juillri Nn, H SJ, j'ni done I’honaeurdi
faireaavoir qu’4 tnon avis il votw appititirni «lf pnmMptrr ir«rgpncc cettedidsi™
ea laUssant le Consdl d'utir pnijHisiiiun 4 « rt i^garti rl cii !.i faisant

I'ordre du jour d'une de ses plus ptiu haiiirs sduuTs. 11 y a, cn rfict, toutintjf.sj

4 rdgler cettc questiuu dans !r plus lirrf d«*iai juissililr.
'

Je serais heureux d'etre avW de l.t suitr tiur voiis auir/. «m devuir donn^r&i
prdsentc ddpache.

Ai'I'Rnimx H m N(». ili

Te tht Council of torn.

OANTOIO.
7. 7. ig.

The Dantzig working rUissrs air fared with a prnldrm llirratrning their vetv
existence (as?) the Iwal amlimiiirs ran aiiangr nn ptosperts of work forti^
future. Part of the fuetorirs, ric., air l>riiig, amt will l»r. rhanl, ow'ing to lackrf
materials and power. 'Hie working rtaws will vny slmi tly hr starving, andrictt
among the workers are to hn feared, wliirli rrill not hr in the interests of the xm
Free I'own.

Time pres.se.s, and the working 1 lasses llirieforr appeal to the (knintil of Foiff
to safeguard their working interests.

Tita CoMMiriKR in' tiik Wojumw
PllfOI AIION Ol* i>ANTZIQ. .

No. 17

H, D. 13.] MoUs ofa Meeting ofthe Heads of Detegatians of the Five Gred]
Pmers held in M. Pickon^s Moom at the Qyai d'Orsa^, Paris, on Fruh^^l

July ss, 1919, at s.stx p.m.

Pkmxnt; U^.A.: Hon. H. White; ssurxtarv, Mr. L. Harrison.
Bti^k Empirt! The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, O.M., M.P.; sxoRSTARin
Mr. H. Norman, Sir Ian Malcolm, K.C.M.G.

M. Qemenecau, M. Hchon; SKURaTARias, M. Dutosia, M. B«f
dielot, M. de St. Qpentin.

Itafpi M. Tittoni; seoiuitary, M. Paterno.
Jfapm: Baron Makino; mcaaTARV, M. Kawai.
JoOT Sbcrotawat! i/,S.A.: Capt. Chapin. JSMtish Emfdn', lieut^i

Commander Bell, Pram'. Capt. A. Portier. Colonel Joacfc
'

lOTaRpasraa; ftof. P. J, Mantoux.

«. Mr. WHm stat^ that before dealing with the questions on the Agasda;

Allied action ^ to communicate to the Council some informatkil^

iwcived with regard to General Boehm's vidt#i
information in question had been transmits

3^' he requested the CouncU to ask for infonnatWi

i
;i&ov«r entered the room.)
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Mr. Hoover stated that the proposal in question had been submitted to

the Allied representatives at Vienna by General Boehm, who had been the

Commander-in-Chief of the Bolshevik Hungarian armies. General Boehm
had stated that if he could be suitably supported by the Allies and given

certain assurances, more particularly on the subject of raising the blockade,

and the importation of foodstuffs, together with the re-opening of traffic on
the Danube, he, on his part, would be ready to set up a social democratic

government with himselfas temporary dictator. Bela Kun would be deposed

from power; all terrorist actions would cease, and order would be restored.

Mr. Balfour stated that he had seen Mr. Hoover on the previous evening

who had communicated the contents of the telegram to him, and that, more-

over, he had had the advantage of discussing the matter with his Military

Experts. He now wondered whether the best way of getting rid ofBela Kun
was by means of military intervention. It was now possible that the best

solution lay in adopting the suggestions contained in Mr. Hoover's telegram.

As the Hungarians had now assumed the offensive and had crossed the Theiss

they opened their flank to an attack from the sputh by the Serbian and
French armies. It was evident that it would be preferable to conduct military

operations with Hungarian assistance, but the following question presented

itself. Was it possible to place full confidence in General Boehm? Even
though it were possible to place full confidence in him, he would not be

disposed to enter into an elaborate political arrangement witli him. He
thought that it would be best to direct General Boehm to carry out his

promises by means of the army which he stated was under his control, and
to tell him to confine his action to establishing some kind of military dictator-

ship with a view to calling a Constituent Assembly which should be in a posi-

tion to express its will freely. Such a solution had a great advantage. In

each of our countries there are sections of opinion which, without being

actually Bolshevik, have none the less a certain sympathy for Bolshevik

programmes. These portions of the public were most strongly opposed to

military action against the Bolsheviks. All these disadvantages would be

avoided by proceeding through General Boehm. He would be given the

moral support ofthe Allies, who would promise him the guarantees demanded,
if he was actually in a position to set up his dictatorship and to convene the

Assembly which would determine the future of Hungary. The one question

which had to be determined was whether confidence could be placed in

General Boehm’s promises. Before deciding, it was necessary to have a

formal assurance to the effect that he was able to carry out his promises,

because, ifhe were not, fresh delay would be caused by entering into further

discussions, which would prejudice the opportunity of successful military

action which now presented itself.

M. Clemenceau stated that he believed it would be well to take this quta-

tion up again on the following day, in order that the Council might have
time to reflect upon it. He considered it would be well to have Marshal
Poch at the meeting in order that he might give his advice on the military

situation.
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Mr. Balkhjr observed that the itnportatu question was to know whether

the Allies could have complete confidence in Ctcneral Bochin.

Mr. Goolidoe* stated that he had with him a copy of a telegram which he

had personally sent three month-s ago. In thi.s he had .stated that General

Boehm was very popular in Hungary, that he had a strong political party

supporting him, that his political views tlid not tend to the extremists and

otW parties of the I,eft, but rather iiudined to those of the Right. He further

observed that General Boehm was not a military man, but was none the less

popular in army circles and with the working da.sscs and that, if the situation

had not changed since the lime in question, he still had a jHwcrful political

faction behind him.

Mr, Balfour a.sked whether the Gmmcil had any reason to believe that

General Boehm was solely actuated by personal ambitions, and was working

for his own selfish interests.

Mr. Coolidoe stated that he did not bclitive this to be the case, for the

reason that General Boehm had mentioned in the course of his conversa-

tions three men whom he, Mr. Coolidge, knew personally, and whose

names he had mentioned in hk telegram and in whom he had the greatest

confidence.

Mr. Hoover a.skcd whether the Supreme Council could not at once

establish a general principle, and declare that it was ready to sustain any

non-terrorist Government and furnish supplies of food U^ it. By doing this

the Council would in no way bind itself tidvcnsely, even though the move-

ment instituted by General Boehm should fail. Military t>peration.s should

always be preceded by a political declaration. 'I’hc important thing he

believed was to make such a declaration at once.

Mr. Balfour asked whether the proposition tended [?e.stcndcd
1
to raising

the blockade and furnishing food supplies to the country without undertaking

military operations.

M. Clemenceau stated that the difficulty was not iii going to Budapesl^

but as to what steps should be taken thereafter.

Mr. White stated that he would prefer to have the military operations

carried out by the Hungarians themselves,

Mr, Balfour observed that he would prefer to see a written propo-

sition before taking a definite decision on the matter, and asked whether

Mr. Hoover could not submit a report to the Council on the following

morning.

M. Clemenceau stated that he would request Marshal Foch to be prraent

at the meeting which could be fixed for 10.30 the following morning, and that

the proposals of Mr. Hoover could then be examined.
Mr. Balfour observed that he would like to know what was the decision

firom the point of view of international law in which Hungary now stood in

regard to the armistice. She had accepted the Allies’ conditions, and yet at

^ Coolidge was IDirector of the Special Cloniinjssion of Study in Austria,

Arawricah domoission to N^potkte Peace. He had eridently entered the room for the item

under dlscusdon.
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the present moment was attacking one of the Allied Powers, and he felt that

in acting thus she had re-opened hostilities against all the Allies.

(It was decided that the question of further action on the part of the

Allied and Associated Governments in Hungarian affairs, in view of the

latest information received with regard to General Boehm’s proposals,

should be discussed by the Council on the following day, and that Marshal

Foch and Mr. Hoover should attend.)

2. (M. Gambon entered the room.)

M. Gambon said that the Supreme Council had granted the governments

of Poland and Caecho-Slovakia a period of ten days in

Extension to the Poles attempt to settle between themselves the ques-
andCmho-slom s

£ Teschen,* and that this period expired to-day. The

Teschen representatives of these governments had not yet reached

a satisfactory solution. A dispatch received from Warsaw
indicated that the Polish Government wished to obtain an extension of time.

He had brought this matter to the attention of the Gzccho-Slovak and

Polish Sub-Gommittees, and these bodies were disposed to grant the extension.

He had also taken the matter up with M. Bencs and M. Moski [PDmowski],

and these latter were also disposed to grant the extension but believed that

the same should be short. He stated that it was therefore proposed to grant

an extension of ten days. If, on the expiration of this, no agreement had
been reached the matter should be decided by the Supreme Council. He
believed that the Governments at Prague and Warsaw were doing every-

thing in their power to reach an agreement, as they had already constituted

two small committees for the matter, and these were at present studying the

question.

Mr, White stated that he thought that the Gzccho-Slovak and Polish

Committees ought to take advantage of the extension of time by themselves

examining the question and preparing a solution for the Supreme Council,

in the event of the two governments concerned not being able to come to an
agreement.

(It was decided that a further period of ten days should be granted to the
Governments of Czecho-Slovakia and Poland, to arrive at an agreement
between themselves on the Teschen question.

It was further agreed that the Czecho-Slovak and Polish Committees
should in the meantime examine the question, in order that the Council

should be in a position to decide, ifno agreement should be reached by the

aforesaid Governments.)

3. (At this point the military representatives of the Supreme War Council

and General Thwaites entered the room.)

Coolidge left the room.)

Bdganan Treaty Clemenceau Stated that the Council had received the

proposed Military, Naval and Aerial Glauses of the Bul-

garian Peace Treaty, which had been prepared by the Supreme War Council

» Sec No. 10, minute i.
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at Versaillf^. (Appendix A.^) Hr rrqursird (Irneral Belin to inform the

Council regarding the niattcr.s u}kui which fhr rxpert.H had difTered,

GENKRAt Belin Stated that no clifrerrncrs t»r<ipinioii between the military

experts existed with one rxcrptioiu that fhr Italian tniliiary representative

had made one reservation, which was indicated on the draft, regarding the

method of recruiting* Briefly the 1 taliaii iniiilary representative insisted upon

the reservatioti which he had alrea<!y made for the Anstrian and Hungarian

States, namely:- that the Hulgaiiaii army should he organised on a basis of

one year compulsory service*

M. TirrONi said that this was a question of <letaii \vhi<di he did not wish

to press.

(It was decided that the report of the ^filitarv Represent iitives with regard

to the MiUtury* Naval and Aerial ClhuiseH of the Peaee Treaty with Bul-

garia should he accepted.)

» Not printetL ap^iemiix compuned pi liatf atto tr% *«ul f, taldr?* which, with for
'

the mmi part only minor drafting amendment, }^t^l>^r*plemlv t omiitnletl Part^ IV and X -

(Article» 64 104 arul »4o4 n) of the IVeaty of IVine with Hulgaiia (’iVeuty of Neuillyi
J

Treaty Hcrlrj«, nv4t>, No. 5, Cmd. ‘rhe only ( timidrrahle vat uuhaiH (printed in italics) ^

between the draft articled in the a[)pentli\ anti the ntrrrHpMiitiing artit lcs in the 'Freatycrf

Neuiliy were: „ t

(i) Arikh of the 'IVeuty of Ncnilly. Hie text of tlie draft (Artit le (> in Apjiendix A) of .

the first paragraph of thin arthde was Jtx fol!ow«;

‘The number of gemlariura, riwtorm oiltciah, forest gnarth, hK*al or municipal poKce,

ihtll be fixed by a Cmmimhn qf Inkr^-AUM OJlkm anti aliall nai m n nth exceed the

numbw rfmen employed In a aimtiar capacity in ipi 1 within the territorial limita^rf/w* i

Bulgaria by the present Treaty. "

*In no case shall the number of these officials who are arnieti with rilles exceed 10,000^ J

so that thi toktl nmisr qf tijies in ms in liulgarm shall not f.vrrrf/,yrnfxx>/
|

The last paragraph of article % was not indudetl in the draft.
j

(ii) Arikh yy. The following fotUmiie was appended to the end of the second paragraph

of the draft (Article 14 in Appendix A) t '

‘The Acting American Military, Naval and Air Representative* make the following ;

reservation:— “The use of the term ‘Allied and Assmdated P«)wer»* in the text of the

Military, Naval and Aerial term* shall not he construed to infer that the United States

of America will be repraented on ihe Commissions of (bntrol, or otherwise participate >

in the enforcement of any of those articles.”
*

(lit) ArticU So. The second paragraph of the draft (Article 1 7 in Appendix A) was subse- -

quently omitted so that the ttod paragraph of the draft became the second paragraph of

.

the treaty. The text of the second paragraph of the draft was as follows : ^TTiis will also

to s^scial plant dasi^^for ths mamtfaotma qf mUiiarjf makriat with iha s^aptim qf that whidi shM »

h ctmtdorsd messsatyfor authorisid mmtifacksras.*
^ ]

(iv) Arikh Sls» Only the first paragraph was included in the draft (Article ao in

Appendix A).

(v) Artich xost. The text of the draft (Artide 47 in Appendix A) was as follows:

‘The following portions of the Armistice of the aqth September 1918;—Paragraphs 1,

a, 3 & 6. Paragraphs r, j?, 5 &4 {Military Coimntim---^smi Arikhs) remain in force to so

they are not inconsistent with the akva stipulatiom.*

to the secret arddes was cmaitted to the final treaty. A text ci the seo^
$0 ^ Fmfgn RskMons qf ih$ IMUd Stahst tk$ Paris Psm^
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4. (At this point the Military Representatives left the room> and M* Lar-

naude entered.)

Clams^iheBul- Glemenceau askcd M. Larnaude to explain the

ilatingtoResponsi
, . , , ,

hilities
Larnaude stated that he merely wished to outline the

manner in which the Committee^ had discussed the question.

They had found themselves faced by Articles £127^ 228 and 229 ofthe German
Peace Treaty, and the question had come up whether these Articles should

be adopted as they stood in the Bulgarian Treaty. The Greek, Serbian and
Roumanian Governments had opposed this, as indicated in the Report pre-

sented by the Committee. (Appendix B.«) They feared that their good

4 The Commission on the Responsibility of the Authors of the War and on Enforcement
of Penalties.

« Not printed. Themainpointsmadein the report, datedJuly 22, 1919, were summarized
in the ensuing discussion in the Supreme Council. The report stated that Vhile taking note

of the reservations and observations of the Delegates of the United States and of France
respectively [see notes 6 and 7 below], the Commission proceeded to discuss the proposal
made by the Delegates of Greece, Roumania, md the Serb-Croat-Slovenc State, and as a
result agreed upon a draft of eight Articles to be substituted in the Treaty of Peace with
Bulgaria for Articles 227 to 230 of the Treaty of Peace with Germany. The text of this draft

.

is annexed hereto (Annex I), In framing this draft, the Commission took into account the

opinion expressed by the representatives of the Balkan States to the effect that there was
no occasion to give special treatment to the case of the ex-Tsar of Bulgaria, as his responsi-

bility should be judged according to the general rules laid down in the draft*. The text of
this ‘Preliminary Draft* in Annex I was as follows:

^Article I. The Bulgarian Government recognises the right of the Allied Powers to bring
to justice in the manner hereinafter provided all persons accused of having committed or
ordered acts in violation of the laws and customs of war, or who though having authority
to intervene did not oppose these acts.

^Article s. These persons will be brought before the military tribunals of tlie Allied
Powers, except in the cases referred to in Article 3 below.

‘Persons guilty of criminal acts against the nationals of one of the Allied Powers will he
brought before the military tribunals of that Power.

‘Persons guilty of criminal acts against the nationals ofmore than one of the Allied Powers
will be brought before military tribunals composed of members of the military tribunals of
the Powers concerned.

‘In every case the accused will be entitled to name his own counsel.

/Such persons shall, if found guilty, be sentenced to punishments laid down by law.
‘These provisions will apply notwithstanding any proceedings or prosecution before a

tribunal in Bulgaria or in the territory of her Allies.

The persons referred to in Article i, who are to be handed over by the
Bulgarian Government, shall be brought before a tribunal composed of seven judg€», one
appointed by each of the following Powers, namely: Great Britain, France, Italy, Belgium,
Greece, Roumania, and the Serb-Croat-Slovcne State.

*AftkU 4,
^

The tribunal shall determine its own procedure, including the arrangements
for prosecution and for the guarantees essential to the defence.

‘It will sit, according to circumstances, in Greece, in Roumania, or in the Serb-Ooat-
Slovene State.

‘It shall have power to refer any case for examination in the first instance, for enquiry,
or for report to any judicial authority of these three Powers.

*Article 5. The law to be applied by the tribunal shall be the principles of the law of
nations as these result from treaties and usages established among civilised peoples, and the
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faith would be cjuestioned adversely aiul therefore preferred that persons

guilty of eriincH against their eiti/ens should he brought to judgment before

international tribunais and not before national inilitary tribunals of each of

the Powers whose citizens had been injuretb as was tin* case in the German
Treaty. The American Delegates hat! made certain reservations^ and the

French Delegates, whom he represented, had nu'rely requested that note be

taken of the position which they held with regard to this proposal? The
French Delegates believed that it would he dillicult attd dangerous to adopt

a difierent method of punishing the same criminal acts, should they agree to

the proposal to grant to Bulgaria international guarantees of impartiality,

which they had refusetl to grant to (Jermany.

M. Glemen<2EAU observed that it would be well tt> know whether the same

difierences of opinion existed in the (knuudh

M. Larnaudk stated that the United States anti France had made certain

tribunal shall mt die jirrstins itnind guilty sui h punisl»*uruts as niay Ir imposed

by any ("ourt in onr of the eounlrirH re|nesente<! on the tiilauial or in Hulgaria itself

‘This provision will apply nolwithstantling any tmier tor amnesty or any prtHTedings or

pr<mnition heiore a tribimal in Bulgaria or in the teriiiory of her allies.

*Art{€U6\ I'he <itUy of tieeidtng what eases are to i»e brought Iretbre the tribunal for

trial shall be itmlertuken l)y a <!ominissitm on prttsrt'utiinis appointeil by the Ciovernments

of the States repr«\seniedi on the tribumd,

‘The tbmmiHsioti on prosecutions shall, wiihtn three months ftotn the date of its Jtppoinb

meat, draw up (he lists of persons iu l»e brought la^fore the iribttnal anti shall notify the

Bulgarian Government thereof,

‘The Bulgarian Government shall hold the tints tiesignatrd at the disposal of die

tribunal »o that they may be handed over to the latter m and when the procetiure may so

require through the agency of the Government in whose territory these persons are to

be tried,

^Artich 7. The execution of the judgments <jf the tribunal shall lat entrusted to the

Government of the country where the tributta! shall have delivered its sententT,

‘The coats of the proce^ings which result in convictions shall, after examination and

approval by the tribunal, be borne by the Bulgarian Chwernment and settled by the

Reparation Commission,

^Artkk 5, Whatever may be the tribunal called upon to tleal with each case, the

Bulgarian Government undertakes to furnish all documents and information of every kind,

the production of which may be considered necessary to ensure the full knowledge of the

incriminating acts, the discovery of offenders and the Just appreciation of responsibility/

In accordance with the decision of the Supreme Gouncil these draft articles were not

adopted but were replaced by what became articles i of the IVcaty t>f Neuilly,

* Annex 11 to Appendix B, contained a ‘Declaration by the Delegation of the United

States ofAmerica* in which the American Delegates, Mr, J, B, Scott and Mr, IL G. Crocker,

declared that they ‘feel themselves constrained to recall and to confirm the statement

entered in the proceedings of the Commission on the 17th July, 1919, that - “The United

States accepts so much of the proposals as are in accord with Articles aaS, sag and 030 of

the Treaty with Germany, and reserves as to those parts of the proposals contrary to or

inconsistent with those Artidei/*
’

? The position of the French Delegation was given thus in the report of the Commission i

The French Delegates on the Commission, for their part, while noting that the system

simply reproduces that previously adqjtcd by the Commission, to which they had

but which was not adopted in the Treaty with Germany, observed that it was a

/»tt^ ^ rc^pfet Aat the ConimiiskMa should be led to depart from uniformity in thii

betweto the vsWoitt Treaties of Peace,*



reservations, but that the British Government supported the Greek, Serbian

and Roumanian proposals.

Baron Making observed that the Japanese Delegates had also made

reservations, having reiterated those which they had already made regarding

the Treaty with Germany, and that he wished to take the same position as

his experts on tlic Committee.

M. Larnaude stated that the Japanese Delegates had merely renewed the

reservations which they had previously made in regard to the proseemlion for

breaches of the laws and customs of war of enemy Heads of States, licfore a

tribunal constituted by the opposite party.

M. TmoNi said that, if the question arose theoretically as to a choice

between two tribunals, the Council might hesitate, but, as the Greek, Ser-

bian and Roumanian Governments themselves believed that they might be

suspected of bad faith, and therefore requested the support from an inter-

national government, it seemed to him diflicult for the Council to refuse them

its support.

M. Clemenceau observed that another question was involved, namely,

that of tixe precedent established in the German Treaty.

M. Tittoni answered that, in the case of Germany, the good faith of the

Allies’ judgment was not questioned and no one of the Allies thought of it.

In the case of Bulgaria, the very Powers themselves who were interested in

the matter had brought the question up.

M. Clemenceau remarked that the Principal Allied and Associated

Powers had had the courage to undertake their responsibilities, and that the

Council should reply that the Governments now in question should take

theirs.

M. Tittoni stated that he did not wish to carry his point of view as the

solution of the matter. It did not vitally concern him.

Mr. Balfour said that the Council must not lose sight of the fact that the

Greek, Serbian and Roumanian Governments considered themselves com-
petent to try the Bulgarian prisoners actually in their hands before military

courts, but that they did not believe themselves competent to try persons who
might be turned over to them under the terms of the Treaty.

M. Larnaude said that the point in question had not been missed and that

he had drawn the attention of the representatives of these various Govern-

ments to the fact that they were open to the charge of inconsistency. One of

these latter, however, M. Politis,8 had stated that the number ofpersons to be
brought before military courts was not great.

Mr. White stated that it was for this reason that they wished to place the

responsibility of trying the numerous persons who were to be handed over to

them by the Treaty upon the Great Powers. It had been stated that the

Serbians had a list comprising from 15,000 to ao,ooo persons.

M. Larnaude stated that he did not wish to enter into a discussion, but
only to explain the point at issue. He did not see why there should be any

* Greek Minister ofForeign Affairs and Delegate on the Commission on the Responsibility

of the Authors of the War and on Enforcement of Penalties.
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difference between the two countries, anti that justice should be applied

everywhere in the same manner.

Mr. Balfour .stated that the projRwal originally submitted to the Council

of Four with regard to Cennany was that an international tribunal, such as

was now demanded by the Greek, Serbian and Rtminanian Governments
should be set up. In spile of the favourable view taken by the Committee,

the Council had actually decided <ithenvise. He <Hd not know why the

modification had been adopted, hut it must certainly have been based upon
strong argumeaits. For this reason, he was not inclined to adopt a contrary

principle.

M. TrrroNi said that the di'cisitm wtnild be .i matter ofindifiercncc to him,

M. Ci.EMEN(!KAtt thcii Stated that he pr(»po.se<l to adopt the .same formula

as had governed the German Treaty.

(It was decided that the (’lajjses relative l«» Responsibilities In the Peace

Treaty with Bulgaria should be drafted on the same principle as that

governing the corresponding efauses in the INuiee 'IVeuty with (remitny

(National Military 'fribunalH competent to judge the crimes committed by
the Bulgarians). See ArticlcR 228 -23?) of the Gertnun Peace Treaty.)

5 . (At this point M. Larnautle left the room and M. lardicu entered.)

Tkt Rfhort of tfu
that the Committee .supervising the

Cmmirn ^u(m- <'xc<'uti(»n of the Peace 'IVeaty with Germany did not foresee

t/w Eietcto- Jtny difiiculty in the nomination of five members by the Allied

tmiifths Ptm and Associated Powers to the Committee of seven Members,
Tmty tiM Gn- who, by virtue of Article 35 of the Peace Treaty with Ger-
m^mmsuo-

naany, should lay down locally tlie new frrmticr between
/tc itf egium

and Germany. There was, therefore, no special

recommendation to be made. It would be .sufficient if the Allied and

Associated Powers would nominate their representatives, in order that the

Committee might start work as soon as possible.

(It was decided that, at the next meeting of the Supreme Council, each

Delegation should nominate its representative on the Committee provided

for under Article 36® of the Peace Treaty with Germany, for the purpose

of determining locally the new boundary line between Germany and
Belgium.)

6. M. Tabjweu stated that Article 48 of the Peace Treaty provided for the

Sem<fthtCom-
members by the League of Nations, who

mHUHsuptmsmg ® Commission of five members, which should be

ihtmeuim (ftiu charged with the duty of delimiting locally the boundary line

Pmt Tm(y with ofthe Saar Territory as Idd down in the Treaty. He admitted
Ga^ymtht that it was not impossible, theoretically, for the League df

Nations to make the necessary nominations within the fifteen

, days following the signature ofthe Treaty. TheConven-

cf,tbw, ’i'rjsatj^ ami tihe Powers represented on the
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of the Lragiir of Nations svrrr named ; the Ck»miniiice supervising

the execution of the PraiT, Trraty thought, however, dial it would be difficult

in practice for nations whose meml>ers were on the (knmril of the laengue of

Nations, and who should not have ratifietl the Treaty, to be able to nominate

representatives to the Committee. If such a partiripation were impossible,

the Delimitation Committee might lie nominated in the matmer foreseen in

the Peace Treaty, but the Supervising Caunmitlec thought that the necessary

nominations might be made trm]H}rariiy by the Principal Allirti and Asso-

ciated Powers. Such a procedure would make an agreement with Germany
necessary, since nominations matlr in this manner were not foresmen in the

text in the I'reaty. The ratirtcatioit of the Pact of the I.ragtie tif Nations

would take }»lacc sis soon as {Kissthie. 'I hr Committee iliereforc recom-

mended that the Supreme Council should come to a decision on the

subject

Mr. Balfour stated that the i^^ague of Nations had eertain defined duties

with regard to the Basin of the Saar, but the licague ctiuld only act sdter

ratification. It followed that the American GovcmmeJil, which did not

appear to be able to give the necessary ratification in a short time, would be

prevented from taking its place on the Commission for some while. It was
therefore proposed that the Principal Allied and Associated Powers should

make a temporary nomination
; it was open to question, however, if they had

the right to do so.

M. Taroieu stated that they had not such a right without arriving at an
agreement with Germany.
Mr. Balfour stated that he did not favour any request being made of

Germany, but, that in the case in question, he thought no difficulty would
arise.

M. Tardibu stated that at the present moment there was no use in

approaching the German Government, but that the Council could agree to

the principle which should be applied when the time esune.

Mr. White stated that he could not tidie any decision with regard to the

ratification without referring to President Wilson.
M. PioHON stated that the point was important, since the American

Government had the duty ofconvening the Ckmncii ofthe League ofNations.

M. Tarwbu stated that the text of the telegram to be sent to Prudent
Wilson could be made out.

(It was decided that:—-M. Tardieu, at the next Meeting of the Supreme
Council, should present a draft telegram for tmnimisrion ix> Freeidiitt

Wilson, on the subject of the Com^sion for the delimitation of tlw
Saar Basin.)

M. Tardieu stated tha^ the CbminMteo.,h84
' ** Drt^ Gnnfldttw Appemiht #*1, 'WMdb
^4l< iffAt sak variotis Dele^dons. The Committee proposed

slight modification to the text submitted

*• Not printed. The note was dated July as, 19:9.
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to the Supreme Council.” A formal assent was all that was neces-

sary.

(It was ciedided :

—

That the Drafting Conunittee’K proposed modifieution iatho text of the
notification to be sent to the German ami Danish Governments on the

subject of the sale of State property in Slesvig should he adopted.)

8. M. Tarweit suggested |.nVl that a Note dated Rthjuly had been received

from tlie German Delegation on the .sulycrt of the prepaxa-
EvaatatkYftmi- Pleasures whieh should inime<liat<‘ly folhnv the ratifica-

Poland^"
•» nrder that the dausc.s of the

Treaty with regard to the Kastern Provinces of Germany
should be carried out (.see Anne.K

|
Appendi.'cj D).

The Committee supervising the exectition of the Treaty submitted a draft

reply (sec Annex [Appendix] K).

(It was decided that the draft reply to the (German Delegation, submitted

by the Committee to supervise the execution »>f the Peace 1'reaty with

Germany, with regard to the opening of negotiations between the Allied

and German GovernmentH, on the subject of the preparatory measures to

be taken for enforcing tin* provisions of the 'freiity dealing with the cession

of the Eastern Pr<»vinees of tins (Jerinan Etnpire, shotthl he accepted.)

9. M. XAROiEtr stated that the (Jerman Delegation hud sent a Note dated

i6th July 1919 (sec Annex [Appendix} E) asking that the names

ikmsfw’̂ 'st

powers of the Allied Commissioners fttr Eastern Prussia,
<ut

jjg communicated to the German Government. The
Committee had drafted a reply (Annex [Appendix] G).

(It was decided that the draft reply to the German Delegation, submitted

by the Committee to supervise the execution of the Peiace Treaty with

Germany, with regard to furnishing the German Government with the

names and powers of the AUied and Associated Commissioners in East

Prassia, be accepted.)

10.

CkmukihtPm* [Not printed]

Trtafy with Bulgark

with regard to Prisomrs

qfwar

** See No. i«, minute 3 (i&) and appendix B. The Drafting Committee considered that

the terms of paragraph 6 of No. la, appendix B, invoked a principle which had not been

established by either the armistice or the treaty of peace with Germany, and which might
justifiably be rejected by the German authorities. The Drafting Committee accordingly

proposed that the notification be made to the German and Danish Governments in the
,

following terms: *Conform<hnent au principc consacr6 par Tarticle XIX de TArmistice du i !

• novembre 1918, aux termes duquel ‘‘pendant la dur& dc rArmiitice, il ne sera rien ,
.C

des valeura publiques pouvant servir aux Allites dc gage pour le

de rtfearadom**, toute vente dc proprfitis publiques intervenuc depuis le

^ la partie du Slcsw% aoumise au pWbiscIte sera, pour Tapplication |
dw Traiti do !Paix, el non avenue.*
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II. M. Clemengeaxj read the Austriau Note dated aistjuly (see Annex I**).

He drew attentioii to tiic statement in tlic Note:

—

Aus^an reply on the
‘']’hat all arms and munitions demanded hitherto are be-

If^an/muJiZ ‘"S handed over to the Royal Italian Annistice Mission at

to the Czechoslovaks Vienna. The Mission in quc.stion has undertaken to trans-

mit the materials to the Czecho-Slovakiafn] Government,

which procedure has been decided upon with the full consent of tiie repre-

sentatives of the Allied and Associated Powers at Vienna.’

He drew attention to the foct that he had no knowledge of this,

Mr. Balfour stated that he also had no information and would like to

have certain points cleared up. He asked whether the arms and munitions

had been handed over to the Head of the Italian Mission only, or to the

French and Italian representatives conjointly?

M, Glemenceau stated that the arms and munitions belonged to all the

Allies.

Mr. Bai,four said that he would like to know how long it was since the

delivery of arms and munitions had been taking place, what quantity had

been handed over, and how much was still to be delivered.

M. Glemenoeau stated that it was also necessary to know who had con-

sented to the procedure.

It was decided:

—

to send the following telegram to the representatives of the Allied and
Associated Powers at Vienna with regard to the delivery of arms and
munitioiiH to the Czecho-SlovakH

‘The Austrian Delegation has replied to a communication from the

Peace Conference, wherein the aforesaid Government was directed to

deliver up its war material's in the following terms:

—

“All the arms and munitions demanded up to date are at present being

handed over to the Royal Italian Armistice Mission at Vienna. This

Mission has undertaken to transmit the materials in question to the

Gzecho-Slovak Government with the knowledge and consent of the repre-

sentatives of the Allied and Associated Powers at Vienna.”

‘The Supreme Council of the Allied and Associated Powers therefore

request that it may be informed:

—

‘ 1. Who gave the consent referred to in the Austrian reply and in what
form?

‘2. Whether the arms and munitions delivered by the Austrian Govern-
ment have been handed over to the Royal Italian Mission only, or to

the French and Italian representatives conjointly.

‘3. Since what date has this delivery taken place. •

” Not printed. The salient passage in this note was that to which M. Qemenceau drew
attention. This passage was immediately followed by a concluding sentence in these terms:

'£n ajoutant que de graves raisons de politique intirieure rendraient impossible de Uvrer

directement & I’Etat tchdco-slovaque les matiriaux mentionnds, la Ddligation soussignie

dent k insister sur le caractfere coniidenticl de cettc communication.’

See No. 13, minute 8.
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‘4. What are the total amounts of the tlifferent cla«ReB of war material,

aad what proportion of them ha%'c been delivered,’

la. After a abort discuHnion it wbh <ierided tliat the texlK «»f the following draft

instructions for the Interallied tlommission of !?nquiry into the
Imtmtbmtoh in Asia Minor should l»e aeeepted. The enquiry of the
gumtoCommtt-

(^;,„jjniij lee should take as its suhjeet matter the acts which had

ihiTutithin^iAn
1*^“***' during 4md after the oeeupalion of Smyrna, Aidin,

Aivali and the adjacent regions by the (Jreek troops. These

acts hud been reporteii in the form of a complaint by the

Sheikh'-uMslam.'* The eiujuiry was to he extendi'd to all events relative

to the above from tlm date of oeeupation to the present moment. The
Committee was to determine the responsibilities and to submit its report

to the Supreme Council of the Allied and Associated Powers, together with

such conclusions as it might c<»nsider relevant, as soon as possible.

13 . (At this moment M. Scydoux entered the rootn.)

SI k dt f
staled that the question hatl to be resumed from

Russia

^
where it had been left off at the Ia.st dj.scu.ssit>n.‘* llic American

reply had tiot becti received.

Mr. White slated that the American Cjovcrnmeni thought that it could

not collaborate with the Allies in the Blockade «f Ru.ssia since it was not in

a state of war with Bolslicvik Russia. 'The President had sctit him a reply

(see Annex [Appendix] J) in tine above sense. The President thought that

the practical difficulties of commerce would prevent any suitable assistance

bdng given to Soviet Russia.

M. Seydoux said that the President’s reply put the Supreme Council into

a difficult position for it had been desired to block the Gulf of Finland. The
Scandinavian Governments had made requests to be authorised to renew

commercial relations with Petrograd. No reply had been g^ven, since it was

thought that Petrograd would soon fall. This, however, had not taken place;

since that date Koltchak had been informed that the Allied and Associated

Powen were ready to support him; this had, in fact, been done. He asked

whether it was now possible to authorise certain nations to assist Koltchak’s

enemy by their commerce. The Swedish Government had demanded quite

openly that it might be allowed to re-open commercial relations with the

Government of Lenin. By acceding to this, Lenin would be assisted, and by

'

talcing the measures necessary, might distribute what he received in whatever

manner he chose. The excuse of assisting unfortunate peasant populations

could not be brought forward. A new note had been reedved moreover to

the following effect: The French Minister at Copenhagen, who has been

hiformed of the quwtions laid before the Supreme Council by the Blockade

Committees in Paris and in London, on the subject of commercial relations

vrith Bolshevik Russia, reports that the Danish Minister for Foreign Affairs

^W official letter addressed to the English Minister, that ^e Danish

5Wwsid;not asalsk^the exptatation ofany morchaadise from Den-
^

Ai ** See No. 1 1, minute 3.
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mark to Soviet Russia, before the dcHbcrations on the subject, now going

forward in Paris, had been concluded.

Mr. Balfour stated that he knew nothing of this communication.

M. Seydoux .said that infi>rmalion had been received from Stockholm to

the effect that the Swedes had not renewed their request and had not

despatched vessels since they knew that they would be stopped. 'I'hcy had

not been undeceived. I'hc questions might be raised again at any time how-

ever, and it would be difficult to know how to deal with them.

Mr Clemengeau stated that the discussion with President Wilson should

be taken up again since new arguments could now be brought forward.

Everyone had to undertake a certain amount of responsibility. Should they

not, therefore, submit the questions afresh and wait for his reply?

M. Tittoni stated that it was known from an atJthoriiativc source that the

Soviet Government was making a large number of Allied bank notes. If

commercial relations were renewed it would facilitate the circulation of

these false notes.

Mr. Balfour stated that Mr.White’s remarkssubmitted to President Wilson

werevery complete. On the other hand one or two important points had been

omitted. Mr. White had spoken of Koltchak and ofthe aswstance that should

be given to him. In his opinion the question was much more serious for at

that moment British forces were fighting at Archangel. In addition to this the

populations of the Baltic States were being organised and armed in order that

they might fight against Bolshevism. So at the moment we were asked to

assist our enemies by allowing them to receive arms, munitions and material

ofevery kind, which, although they were not .sent to men with whom wc were

legally at war, were none the less being tlespatchcd to persons who were

fighting against us. What would be the position of the League of Nations if

it were in existence? Supposing that it had existed and decided, sis the

Supreme Council had decided, to assist Koltchak, Denckin and_ the Baltic

States to fight against the disorder of Soviet Russia. How would it operate?

Undoubtedly it would declare a blockade for no other means would be at its

disposal. Englishmen, and soldiers in Koltchak’s and Denckin’s armies

were being killed daily in the fighting against the Bolsheviks. If a state of

war did not exist legally, it existed none the less in point offact. The position

of the Allied and i^sociated Powera was, however, difficult. If the question

were examined from the political point of view, was it possible to ask peoples

already pressed by heavy taxes to make new sacrifices in order that aims

should be sent to our friends, whilst at the same time arms wem beh^.
allowed to pass into the hands of those against whom wc were fighting?

,
>

Mr. White stated that he would have to consult an expert in intematibnal
'

;
law. He desired, however, to draw attention to President Wilson'S rqp^ v

What the President had said was not an article of a Treaty binding

and the other Powers were free to set up a blockade without Amcncah help.

M, Clemengeau stated that before arriving at any solution, he thought

President Wilson should again be approached and he proposed that Mr.

ialfour should draw up a telegram in the sense of his remarks.
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Mr. Balfour stated that, in reply to Mr. Wliite, hr recognised that Presi-

dent Wi!.son in his reply did ntvf bint! »is, but he asked what position should

we be in if an American vessel wer<‘ to carry munitions.

M. Clemenceau stated that, if it became ne<essaiy to act without American
assistance, President Wilson would ha%-<‘ to be askcti to give an undertaking
to send no ships.

M. Seydoux .stated that, in his opinion, there was a p«»int which .should be
insisted upon. A-s-sistance to the Bolshevik (toveruinent could not be justified

by the argument that relief was being given to an unfortunate p«>pulace. The
Government of fjcnin was such that his agents eentrali.sed all foodstuffs and
distributed them as they wislied. Little or no fotal would be sent to the

populace. The only result would l>e that Lenin's Govennnetit would be
strengthened.

(It was decided that Mr. Bidfonr nhould prepare, for the next meeting of

the Supreme Council, a new diepitteh to he eent to PrcKident Wilson on
the subject of the Blockade «>f Uussia.)

(At this point M. Seydoux left the rtK>in.)

14. M. CLEMKNnF,AU Stated that a deelamtion which was to !)e .signed by the

Agmmmt by the
Pleiiipolentiaihw had been submitted to tiic Con-

Aitstnmamm- fcrcnce. (AppemUx K.'**)

mmtmth regard to (After a short discussion, the draft deelaratitm was accepted.)
msaUswmbyumr '

Jfrnd Form

15* M. TnroNi stated that, as the Agenda had been worked «}ff, he wished

Cod fion
attention to the grave situation in Italy with regard to

in It^ stocks of that material would be praeiically exhausted
in a fortnight. During the war an Intcr-AHicd body had decided

on the manner in which coal should be distributed amongst the Allies. This
body no longer existed. He asked whether it would be possible to rc-consti-

tutc it and asked, further, that this should be done, because the situation in

Italy was of the utmost gravity.

Mr. Baupour stated that it was one of the most urgent questions of the

hnmediate future.

Mr. Whitb said that Mr. Hoover was in agreement with Mr. Balfour.

M. Clemenceau said that he proposed that M. Tittoni in collaboration
with Mr. Hoover should make a proposal in writing,

Mr. Balfour stated that Mr. Hoover had reported on the coal situation
in Europe in an extremely pessimistic sense. He thought that the cause ofthe
evil was that workmen were no longer working. This wais more particularly
the case in Central Europe and Upper Silesia, The reduction of the number
of hours had made the situation even worse. It had been improved by the

authorities had threatened to cut off the provisions

t
Tfah appendix oontamed the first pan^ph of the Declaratitm annexed

to;the Treaty m St. OeWBaitt.eB»Lay8 (Treaty Sades, 1919, No. 11. Cmd. 400.)
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from mining districts were production diminished. This measure had in-

creased the quantity of mineral taken from the mines, but the progress had
been short. It was, therefore, not a question of war but a social crisis.

(It was decided that M. Tittoni should submit to the next meeting of the
Supreme Council his proposals with regard to the re-constitution of the
Inter-Allied Committee for the distribution of coal.)

1 6. M. Clemenceau stated that the Drafting Committee had brought the

Languages of following note before them:

—

the Treaties Tfre Drafting Committee would be obliged if the Supreme
Council would give information as to whether Treaties with the Serbian

(Croat-Slovene) State, and with Czecho-Slovakia and Roumania, all of

which are to be signed at the same time as the Treaty with Austria, should,

like this latter, be drawn up in English, French and Italian, the French

text being authoritative in case of divergence.

(After a short discussion, it was decided that the proposal of the Draft-

ing Committee to the effect that the Peace Treaties with the Serbian

(Croat-Slovene) State, with Gzecho-Slovakia, with Roumania and with
Bulgaria, should be drawn up in three languages, the French text being

authoritative in cases ofdivergence [sic].)

17. M. Clemenceau said that the French Delegation had submitted a note

Credentiabofthe with regard to the credentials of the German Diplomatic

Gmmn Diplo- Agents. (Appendix L.*’') It had drafted a letter to the Presi-

mtic Agents ^cnt of the German Delegation. (Appendix M.)

(This draft was accepted.)

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic, Paris.

July 25, 191Q.

Appendix D to No. 17

GERMAN PEACE DELEGATION, VERSAILLES.

July 8th, I$ig.

Sir,

The execution of the Treaty of Peace in the Eastern Provinces of Germany
requires that immediately after ratification important preparatory measures

should be taken. The sudden withdrawal of all German Authorities in the pro-

vinces to be returned would undoubtedly cause great confusion, and the internal

administration and the working of justice and of the transport system wuuld

Not printed. The French note, dated July i6, 1919, drew attention to the difficultly

Ukdy to arise from the apparent failure ofthe German Government to furnish its diplomatic

repryentativy abroad with new letters of credence. The note instanced the pori&n af

Stockholm where the German Ministy was ofsenior standing to mrat ofthe Allied Meters;
it was held that, unlys he were furnished with new lettys of credence, diplomatic usage

would require the Allied Ministers to initiate any exchange of courtyiy with him. (But

cf. a subsequent decision by the Supreme Gpundl in this matty : Vol. II, No. 47, minute 7.)
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especially suffer therefrom. Security and order seem ail the more gravely threatened I

owing to the fact that in the territories in qtieation national antngotiism has already ?

caused great cxcitcmcJJt amon^t the entire jmpnlation. h’or these reasons the

German Government considers it indisjjcnsahle that direct negotiations should at

an early date he entered upon witlt the Polish Government. The object of these

negotiations would he, hy .appenlitig in the first instance to the different Prussian

ministerial departments concerned, to ensnre that these various adtninistrations

should be handed over to Pohuui in gtioil order: they wouhl moreover settle the

details of the methodical withdrawal of PrtKssian oHicials. In view of the important

part which the Prussian Burcatix will play and ofthe nece.ssity ofconsulting original

documents, the best solution wt>tihi ite to select Prrltn as the seat of these negotia*

tions. The Polish delegates wotild in such case receive all the nwessary facilities,

It is requested that an early reply may he given as to whether the Polish <»ovem»

ment agnees to this proposal and whether it he reatly to appoint its repre.<icntativc8

with the least jmssible delay, and that I may be informed of the. date of their

arrival at Berlin.

I have the honour, etc.,

PKKtilKKK VON LeKSNSK,

At‘i*ENi>fx E TO No. 1

7

Proposed reply to German Mote of July Sth regarding the opening of negotiations at

Berlin between the Polish and Gemmn Goueraments

Translation.

Peace Coiferenee.

Julys3,i$is-

From*. President GHemenceau.

To: Prerident von Leraner.

The Supreme Council of the Allied and Anociated Powers has made note of the

communicadon of the German Delegation, under date ofJuly 8, 1919, relative to

the preparatory measures which should immediately follow the ratiheation, for the

CKccution of the Treaty referring to the Eastern provinces of Germany.

The Supreme Council is favourable, in principle, to the opening of negotiations

with the Polish Government in Berlin, but considera that the Allied and Associated

Powers, as guarantors of the Peace Treaty, should participate in thau; negotiations

aiad be represented.

It is only under these conditions that the request of the German Deli^ation

could be conridered.

Appendix F to No. 17

DixioATiON Aixsmands ds la Pack.

VBRBAiLLss, U iSjuiUei, i$i$.

Monsieur le President,

D’apr4s dcs informations revues de Prusse Orientale, un commissaire da Puil*

ipices sdlides et assocides est arrivd k Memel pour y proidre en main radministra**

tt|lit^MidfK^smN<xddekMemdL Jusqu’4prdsmtleGouvernement allemand

dte I'andbde de ce commistaire: il n’est pas non plus <»

Xa Oouwsrnement aJlemand s’en dent au potol
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de vue qu'il a cxprim^ daris In note du 8 dc re moi»— k savoir qu’il est souhaitable

de commcncer Ic plus tAt }XK«ib!e drs ne'Rociatiotis au sujct dcs territoires qui
doivent 4tre cddi's A b l‘olog«r. U tiemhait dRalcmcnt pour souhaitable I’ouver-

ture prochaiuc dr srinhlitblrs ni'Ktx’iations pour Ic territoire de la ville Hbre de
Dantzig ainsi <!ue j«>ur Ir territoire situd nu N<»rd de la Memel; mais il considire
comme ndcessaire qur lui soient roininuniquds les noms et pouvoirs dcs conunis-

sair«, avant quo eeux-ri ii'iirrivent sur place; t\ cetle seule condition Ics ndgocia-
dons pourront aussitbt rouimenrer dr fa«;on rdguH^re,

be Gouverncment nllemaiul se jrermet, en consequence, de demander si des
commissaires munis de pleins jjouvoirs som ddjA nommds pour le territoire au
Nord de b Memel el jwur la ville dr Dantzig; il prie qu’on lui communique les

noms et pouvoirs de i-es coimuissaires, et »’il n’y u pas dc nomination, que des
commissaires soient ddsigiids href tblai. Kn raison dc la grande quantity des
documents auxquels i! eonviendra de se r«‘f^rer, et du nombrc de bureaux quisont
intiressds i res ndgoeiations, re serait encore Berlin qui paraitrait la ville la plus
qualifide.

Veuiliez agr^er, etc.

VON Lersnbr.
Son Excellence

le President dc la 0«if(^rcn<'e de la Paix

Monsieur Georges Glemrneeau.

Appenijix G to No. 17

OONFiRKNCE B8 I.A I*AIX.

Le President.

asjuilUt igig.

Monsieur le Prdsident,

Le Conseil Supreme dcs Puissances Aliides et Aaocides a pris connaissance de
lanoterequc de b D^ldgattutt Allemande 4 la date du 16 juillet 1919, demandant
que les noms et pouvoirs dcs Oommissaires dcs Puissances Aliides et i^oci^ pour
la IVusse Orientale soient communiqw!^ au Gouverncment AHemand avant
I’aniv^e dc ces Commissaires.
Le Conseil Suprfime estime que ces nominations ne peuvent pM 6tre faites avant

la ratification et I’entrde en vigueur du Traitd de Paix, Lorsque le moment sera

yenu, le Gouvernement Ailemand sera, parl'entremise dcia DildgationAUemande,
infearmd des noms et pouvoirs des dits Commissaires.

Veuiliez agrder, etc.

Monsiw le Baron von Lersner,
PMdent de la Ddldgation Allemande,

, Versailles.

AppendixJ to No. 17

Tradt wWi BdshmsfMtssk

bamediately following the meeting of the Supreme Council at which this was
discuMed,«s Mr. White cabled the Prwident, describing in considerable detail

proposed notification to be given to neutrals with the object of preventh^^
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such trade and stating as reasons for rreoasidrratitm of the attitude formerly

taken

:

(i) That the action ofJune 17th was taken in cxprrtation of an early fall of

Petrograd, which expectation had not heen realised

;

(a) That inilitaiy and navid operations were active in and a!>out the Gulf of

Finland and that it wouki he diflieult fi>r the Allies to permit neutral shipping to

proceed freely in the (»ulfof Finland without thereby tiiselosing to the Bolshevists

the naval disposition of the Ailtes, thereby jwrmitting the Bolshevists to take the

Anti-Bolshevists in the rear;

(3) 'I'hat the prior action of the Sn{)iTme C«*uncif related both to Bolshevist

Riussia and Hungary and that the Snprenie ( lounril had itself inodiited the decision

in respect to Hungary, thm-by iiulicating that the deeisioti as a whole should be

regarded as iiaving heeir provisional only;

(4) That the Allies, by virtue of their prtHuise ofaid ami assistance to Koltchak,

were under a moral obligation to prrvc'nl the Bolshevists from receiving aid.

I'he view was further expressed that it wouki l»e desirable for the United States

to go as fsir as possible with our .‘mociutes in assisting Koltchak and preventing aid

from reaching the Bolshevists anti that the ottly apparent objection to the proposed

course of action was the precedent in\’olve<l in a group of nations exercising a

control over ti j)ortion of the high seas other tlnm by virtue ofrecognised belligerent

rights.

In reply to this telegram from Mr. White to the President, the President stated

his view to he that the Utiited .States couki not join in the proposed ntrtification in

view of the fact that the status of belligerency diti not exist with respect to Bol-

shevist Russiit, It was added that it wtui felt that the practiett! diilicultics in the

way of trade with Bolshevist Russia would prevent any substantittl relief being

received by the Bolshevists in this way.

Appendix M to No, 17

Projtt it leilre au Prtidmt de la Diligation AUmandt

Littts da crianea das agants dtplomatiquas aUemands.

Monsieur le President,

Les Gouvernements alliis et associ^s seraient dAiircux dc savoir si le Gouvcmc-
ment allemand a pris soin de munir de nouvcllcs lettres de crttance tous ceux de

ses agents diplomatiques, actuellement en fonctions, qui avaient dtd accr^dit^ k

Pitranger par I'ancien Gouvernement imperial.

Je crois, en effet, devoir vous signaler qu’il serait difficile aux rcpr&cntants

diplomatiques dcs Puissances Alliies ct Assoct^es d’entretenir des relations offi-

cidies avec leurs colligucs allemands apris la reprise des relations diplomatiques

entre PAllemagne ct les, Puissances Allides et Associ^s, s’ils se trouvaient en

pr^ence de reprdwntants qui tiendraient leurs titres du Gouvernement d^chu,
Les Puissances Allises et Assocides verraient un grand intir^t & recevoir, dans le

plus bref ddai possible, des renseignements pr^is k cet tigard, en vue des instruc-

,
tions qu’clles auront k donner k leurs repr^ntants dans les diflSfrents pays, en ce

wncetme Pattitude qu’ils devront adopter vis-i-vis des diplomates allemands

daoK les mtews pays qu'eux.
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No. 18

H. D. I4-] J^otes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon’s Room at the Quai d’Orsqy, Paris, on Saturday,

July 26, igig, at 10.30 a.m.

Present: U.S.A,: Hon. H. White; seoretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, O.M., M.P.; secretarbes,

Mr. H. Norman, Sir Ian Malcolm, K.C.M.G.
France: M. Clemcnceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Bcr-

thclot, M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: Baron Makino; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Gapt. Chapin. British Empire: Lieut.<

Commdr. Bell. France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Colonel Jones.

Interpreter: Prof. P. J. Mantoux.

Polish and Lithuanian

Dispute with regard to

Demarcation Line

1. (At this point Marshal Foch, General Weygand, and the Military

Representatives from Versailles entered the room.)

M. Glemenceau stated that, before passing to the subjects

on the Agenda, he would ask Marshal Foch to explain the

dispute that had now arisen between the Poles and the

Lithuanians with regard to the line ofdemarcation that had been laid down
by the Allied and Associated Powers.

Marshal Foch shewed the demarcation line upon a map' which he

presented to the Council, and drew attention to the point at which the line

in question had been violated. He pointed out that the question of the

German evacuation of the territories under discussion was involved, and that,

according to latest reports, General von der Goltz had begun a general

withdrawal.

M. Glemenceau stated that, as certain aspects of the problem were new
to the Council, he would propose that the question should be adjourned until

the afternoon’s meeting, and that M. Gambon should attend.

(It was therefore decided that the question should be re-discussed at the

afternoon’s meeting and that M. Gambon should be present.)

2. M. Glemenceau read two telegrams, datedJuly 7th and q4th respectively,

relative to a rupture of communications through Warsaw
Snptureijth between Poland, Czecho-Slovakia and other countries, and

aTwm^ asked Marshal Foch whether he was familiar with the details

of this matter.

Marshal Foch replied that the question had not been brought to his

attention.

(It was therefore d^ded to adjourn the discussion of this question un^
the afternoon’s meeting, at which time Marshal Foch would have investi-

gated the matter.)

* Sec No. 19, appendix A.
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3. (At this point Mr. HtKArr and Mr. Coolidgc entered the room.)

Marshal Fogh referred the Ctnau il to his military report of
^

J^arwii
Jyjy

J jjg reminded them, however, that the political side^ of the question still a-Aserted itself, and that this could not be dealt

with by him.

M. CiLEMENOEAti drew attention to the fact that the question of General

Boehm’s action had now arisen.

Marshal Foch replied that General B«>rhtn's projwsals were of a purely

political nature, and that the militai7 sitttation Inu! altered to a certain extent

by reason of the Hungarian attack u{«m the Roittnaniait forces. These latter

had been prepared, htnvever, and were in a posiiiotj to resist. Tiic situation,

therefore, was in the same {xwture a.s it ha<i hren when he reported on

July 17th.

Mr. BAijrouR asked whether Marshal ^'nrh knew iuiything about General

Boehm.
M. Tiitoni remarked that Glcneral Boehm was the Gonnnaiuler-in-Chief

of the Hungjirian Bolshevik force.H.

Marshal Fogh said that, according to his latest information, General

Boehm had held a Lieutenant’s rank.

M. PiniioN remarked that he was actually the Hungarian Minister at

Vienna.

Mr. BAt-ROUR stated that, whilst the problem was iKJth military and
political, one side of it was halfway between the twt». Boehm stated that he

had sufficient influence vwth the Hungarian Armies to erusli Bela Kun and

set up a Gonatituent Assembly without the Allies being eallrd upon to strike

a blow. This presented the question partly political and partly military. He
would therefore like to know whether, in Marshal Foeh’s opinion, Boehm
had the degree of military influence that he claimed and what were tihe

probabilities of his being 8ucces.sful.

I^RSHAL Foch replied that he knew nothing about Boehm, nor of hh
military qualities. At the same time, the small countries surrounding

Hungary, Czecho-ffiovakia, Serbia and Roumania, would not keep a passive'

attitude for very long in the face of Hungarian aggression and would shortly

take an initiative ofsome kind, since it was obvious that they could not keq?

their armies mobilised indefinitely.

M, Tittoni said he thought that the information received from Hungary
during the past month gave a tolerable picture of the state of affairs in that

country. It was dear that Bela Kun represented no more than a minority

and that he had rdsed against himself internal and external enemies. It was
even stated that 80 per cent, of the Bolshevik Annies in Hungary were hostile

to him; if this were so, the offer of Boehm was only a manifestation of tMs
discontent. Whatever was going to happen, it was evident that the Grea|

must lend some Mnd of assistance, eiffier military or moral, since tB|

oi Hungary ftom witMn was going to be a lengthy proceai

* Sot No. ig, appendix B.
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Two courses were now open. The first was to send out the Committee, as

had been contemplated,* and to support it with the promise of ultimate

imlitary force. The second course was to adopt immediately, and to put into

effect, the military action proposed by Marshal Foch. All reports agreed in

thinking that Austria would soon be affected by Bolshevism.

M. PicHON said that he agreed with M. Tittoni, but thought that the

functions of the Committee must be kept distinct from the negotiations

arising out of Boehm’s proposals.

M. Tittoni remarked that; when the Committee had been decided upon,

it had been agreed, at the same time, that it should not enter into relations

with Bela Kun.
M. PiOHON stated that the telegrams from the Allied Ministers proved that

Boehm’s proposals were being taken seriously. It was therefore for considera-

tion whether the Committee should not, after all, be authorised to deal

with him.

M. Tittoni stated that, ifBoehm were actually in a position to overthrow

Bela Kun, it was none the less certain that he required something from the

Allied and Associated Governments. What was it, therefore, that he really

wanted?

M. Clemenqeau said that Boehm had asked for nothing except moral

support.

Mr. White stated that, by sending out the Committee, it might appear

that the Allied and Associated Governments wished to enter into negotiations

either with Boehm or with Bela Kun; it was not desirable to give this

iinpression. Mr. Hoover had a proposal to make which avoided this difficulty.

M. Mantoux then read aloud Mr. Hoover’s proposal.

Mr. Baleour then read a draft proposal of his own, stating that it had
the fault of coming to no definite conclusion.

M. Glemenceau said that, as M. Tittoni had observed, the Council was
not entirely clear as to the requests and proposals which Boehm had made
to the Allied and Associated Powers.

Mr. Balfour remarked that both the military plans and the proposals of

Boehm had for their object the expulsion of Bela Kun.
M. Tittoni then said that the following distinct questions should be put

to the Allied representatives at Vienna:

I. Was Boehm in good faith, or was he merely acting as an agent of

Bela Kun?

8. Was Boehm able to carry out his promises, or did he want assistance?

3, What did he require?

Mr. Hoover said he thought Boehm had definitely asked that the blpcka^^

should be raised, foodstuffs sent into the country and navigation on filie

Danube re-opened, if he, on his part, established himself as a temporary

dictator.

» See No. 14, minute 5.
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Mr. Wun'K confinurtl Mr. Hoover's {K»ml of view by reading a portion

of Appciuiix A.

M. PicHON said diat Boehm huti made n<» demand, but had submitted

proposals.

Mr. Whjtk .stated that tiie Allied Rei)rc.scntative,s at Vienna evidently

thought that Boehm was to be taken .seriously.

Mr. BA.m)t!R suimnari.scd M. Tittoni’s questions, and stated that he

thought they had been answeretl by the fart that our representatives at

Vienna believed that Boehm wa.s tn be trusted, and wa.s doing no more than

asking for certain speeifn- things.

M. 'rrrroNi .saiti that he wa.s not of opini<«j th.nt explicit answers had been

given, and tluit more detailed replies .sliould be obtained.

Mr. Bai,i>'oiir then asked Mr. Hoover if he were not justified in saying

that the questions had really been answeretl.

Mr. Hoover replied that, in his opinion, it was dangennis for the Allied

and Associated Governraent.s to open negotiations with secret agents. Would
it not be possible to make a public declaration of j«»Iiey ant! to allow Boehm
to make his own cieduetions from it? Hue.h a declaration might take the form

of a statement to the elfeet that eeontitnie as.sistanee wtuiki be given to a

properly constituted government, aiul tliat .such a statement wtudd not bind

the Conference to subsetputiU military action.

Mr. Baefour pointed out that the fact that Bela Kun had not carried out

the Armistice and had made war against our Allies stood out. He remarked

that he would conclude his proposals by saying that, if any responsible

government should be set up in Hungary, economic aid would be furnished

it by the Allied and Associated Powers. He aske<l, however, whether the

conclusion of the Council was that whether military action should be taken

or the situation allowed to remain in its present state. He asked, in con-

clusion, how the declaration could be made public.

M. Clemenceau replied that it could be published in the press.

Mr. White read from a telegram to the effect that Colonel Cunningham
had, on that day, interviewed Boehm, who would be ready to act in a month’s

time and undertook to overthrow Bela Kun in 48 houm, but that Boehm
could not act until he knew whether the Allies would approve of his plans.

M. Clemenceau remarked that the capture of Buda-Pcst seemed to be an
easy matter, but that the questions which would follow it were most difficult.

For instance, if the Roumanians entered Buda-Pest, a very strong feding

would be excited amongst the Hungarians. He then asked Mawhal Foch
for his opinion on the actual situation of the Hungarian Army.
Marshal Foch replied that Hungary had actually not disarmed. Hie

Army was still in the field and it mattered little whether its leader was Bela

Kun or Boehm. Even though a political formula were adopted, as the basis

action, any person who received support firom the Allies rmgjit

adopt a new attitude with ev«y prospect of success.

{ M. CkjSMENCSAU then adred how Hunjpuy could be disarmed.
Marshal Foch replied that it could be done by laying down terms so
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severe that disarmament would be certain. The fact remained that, instead

of the 6 divisions which had been allowed to the Hungarian Army, la were

actually in the field.

Mr. Balfour then asked whether Marshal Foch believed that an effective

disarmament of the Hungarian Army could take place without an occupa«

tion of a portion of their territory.

Marshal Foch answered that an ultimatum, bucked by military force,

could effect what was desired. The threat to attack must remain. He had

already stated that the Allied Armies acting in Hungary miust be commanded

by a single General, who would possibly be a foreigner. Could not a civil

government be instituted in the same way by the assistance of a Czecho-

slovak or Roumanian or other nominee? Some decision was none the less

necessary. •

Mr. Balfour pointed out that there was no inconsistency between the

points of view of Mr. Hoover and Marshal Foch. In a public notification it

could be stated why the Allies could not deal with Bela Kun, and what kind

of person they would consent to deal with,

(It was therefore decided that Mr, Balfour and Mr. Hoover should confer

in the preparation of a public notification to be sent to Hungary, and that

it should be presented to the Council at the afternoon meeting.)

4. M. Clemenceau asked Marshal Foch to explain his report to the

Conference.
Amy ofOccupation MARSHAL FocH then read the conclusions of his report

(see Appendix B+) in which he had stated that the total

strength ofthe Army ofOccupation should be 6,500 Officers,

151,000 men and 35,000 horses. He stated that these figures had been

reached in consultation with the Allied Military Representatives at Vcnailles.

He had since received a letter from General Pershing in which the latter

stated that the strength of the American Forces of Occupation would be

approximately 6,800 men comprised of one regiment of infantry, one group

of cavalry and certain auxiliary troops. He asked whether the proposals in

his report were acceptable to the Council.

Mr. Balfour then asked whether the proportion and numbers of troops

to be supplied by each of the Allies in the Army of Occupation had been

definitely fixed; because he himself was not aware of this having been

done.

General Weyoand stated that the only question which had been discussed

at Versailles was the total effective strength and not the proportion of the

strength to be furnished by each Country.

* Not printed. The conclusions of this brief report, dated July 15, 1919, were as sum-
marized by Marshal Foch. The figures given by him for the total strength of the Axmy <i£

Occupation represented ten divisions of infantry and two of cavalry, constituted as follows:

one Belgian iriiantry division, i.e. 13,000 men; one American infantry division, i.e. 13,000

men (with a possible reduction to one regiment, i.e. 3,000 men) ; two to three British infantry

divisions, i.e. 36-39,000 men; five to six French infantry divisions, i.e. 65-78,000 men; one

to two French cavalry divbions, i.e. 5,500-11,000 men.
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Gknrral Thwaitks remarked that the proportum to be furnished by
Great Britain had not yet been considered by the War Oflkc.

(After some discussion it was agreed that the proposals of Marshal Foch’s

report on the subject of the total event uni effeelive strength of the ArmieB

of Occupation upon the. Ithine should he aecepted. It was further

decided that the question of the proportions in whieh this total strenjs^

was to be furnished by each of the Allies should not he diseiissed until the

War OfRccs of the (lonntries eoneerned hud been aide to examine the

question.)

5. Marshal Fooh stibinittetl his reply (see Appendix t>) to I lie tpiation laid

before him by the ('•otnu'i!, willt regard to tiie Allied Forces

Sivqfihe Amy ttw^ssary in the plebiscite zone in Upper Silesia (see h. n. ig

qf Occuputim in para. if). In Bonnnenting tijioit ids reply, he drew attention to

Atphbiscitezmu the fa<'t that the Divisitut retptired innst he an Allied Division,

tif Upper Silma .j^id that each Ally must fnrnisft an eqttal qutitu. He further

drew attention t(J the fact that there was a clause in the Peace

Treaty’ provitling for the armed Forces tmder consideration.

Mr. Balkuir said that the tjuestion td' employing British tnmps was most

difficult and that the War CJuhiuet imi.sl he etHisuheii.

M. Ci.KMKNOKAU remarked that the qvir.Htion ha«i been deeitkd by the

Council ofthe Heads <jfDelegations in the sense that an Inter-Allied Division

would be necessary. He read the previom deei.sion on the .suhjecu (sccK. D. 13

para. 3*).

Mr. Balfour asked whether it had been tleeided that the Armies of

Occupation on the Rhine should supply the trmips.

Marshal Fooh said that such a dccisitm had been arrived at but imisted

that the force must be made up by equal numbers of Allied trmips.

Mr. White remarked that in his opinion the former restolution of the

Council had been inconsistent in that it contemplated the use of the troops

taken from the Army of Occupation alone, whereas the clause of the Treaty

rrferred to by Marshal Foch,’ .stated that troops ofall the Allies should be used.

Italy, one of the Allied Powers, had no troops in the Army of Occupation.

TTbe question of the length of time during which the Arm'^ of Occupation

of the plebiscite zone would be necessary wtw then raised, and it was stated

that whilst it might be six to eight months, the longest period contemplated

was eighteen months.

Mr. White, further commenting upon the rcsoIuUon of the Council,

asked Marshal Foch whether the Diwsion could be raised from the Armies

» Not printed. In this note to M, Clemenccau, datedJuly 95, 1919, Maraliat Foch stated

that it was difScuU for him to answer the question pending a decision by the Allied Govern-

ments as to the size and distribution as between the Allied armies of the forces for the oceu-^

pation ofthe Rhineland. Referring to his report ofJuly 1 5 {see note 4 above), MarshalFo^

,

M, Glcmenceau to represent to the Allied Governments the urgency of a decision in

. mad concluded: '£n vous renouveiant cette demande, je fais dtuder I'eiwol

IStautq SQAde d’une divirion fc former d’tidments alUds ct k prdlevor sur toi>

dcs pays rfadoanl.' • No. 16, minute
PaeagraiAi 3 oftite Axmax to Article 88 of tfa« Treaty of VersaUles.

'
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of
Occupation when they Innl been rcduccl to their ultimute strength of

,50,000 men. . y ,,0. ruisetl under eircum-

UnArmy
" ..-npnnnn. h„. thnt n. the onre nree was

o.
««*« «' “f-

SlnHSti;! iU. UrUifth War Offica.)

1 .ij.ys.tl I dr ift nf the trlegram that he had prepared for

I, w.. .grrr.i .hut M.«,«„» .ho.W eom.nunict. th. drep.teh

l<i the I’reMdeiit «>f the tliiiteil States.)

(The meeting then adjourned.)

VUh M(ytstiCf Pans,

July sd, 1919-

Ai’pr.Nmx A to No. i8

Received .July i.'j.
ayth July, 19 9̂ -

Hoover, Paris
rvmnjander-in-Chief Hungarian Armies,

For Logan." VT **

• Army, at present serving as

Socialist and most lon elul fV -..fl MjUtary representative to discovw
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Entente representatives be instrurtetl as to whether Entente approves principles

in general to an end that in the ease of its approval by Hungarian representatives

also we may go ahead. It is (?) reporleti that there is about to be sent into Hungary
a Military Mis.sion composed of four ( Jenerals who will investigate the possibility

of a solution for e.Kis(ing coiulitions. It is tirgetl (hat if the Entente desires to

approve the carrying out of the pnijerl above set forth that (he departure of this

Mission be d<'fern'd pending receijrt of final eonchisions from Bix'hm for if this is

not done tiic status oi'the presmit Hungarian Government will again be fortified

by the construction that the Entente intemis recognition and the possibilities of

success for Boehm would baiily sufler.

<»REOORY>®

Ai'EKNinx 1) TO No. iH

Proposed telegram to President IVUson on the subject of the

Blockade of Russia*^

The British, French, Italian and Japanese Members of (he (loimcil of Five

respectfully olfer the following obsei-vations on the Fresident’s telegnira relating

to neutral trade in the (!ulf of Finland. They do not lirsire to express any opinion

upon the .statement of luti'rnational Law laid down in the telegram. It may well

be true that where there is no .state of belligerency there ean be no legal bltKkade;

but they would point out that the situation in Russia and in the Gulf of Finland

is at ti»^ pri'sent moment such as lianily to permit tlie rigid application of rules

which in ordinary eases are (piite unconte.Hted. The langttage in which Inter-

national I<aw is expressed is fitted to de.Hcrihe tlte relations Itelween organised

States, but is not so well fitted to deal with relations between organised States on
the one hand, and unorganised chaos on the other. Ritssia, thiring this period of

transition, is not a State, but a collection of *dc facto' Governments at war with

each other; and though it is quite true to say that the Allied and Associated Bowers

are not in a state of belligerency with Russia, it is also true that they arc involved

in Military operations with one of these ‘dc facto* Governments, stnd that they are

supplying arms and ammunition to the others.

It may not be proper to describe this condition of things as war, but it cannot

be right to treat it as peace; nor can the international rules applicable to a state

of peace be applied to it without qualification. The case is a sjjecial one, and must
be specially treated.

We would venture to point out some of the ill consequences which in the pr«ent
case would follow from neglecting this consideration.

Allied and Associated troops arc defending themselves in circumstances of very

great difficulty against Bolshevist attacks in Archangel. Yet we permit the Bol-

shevist troops who are making these attacks, to receive supplies which we could

easily cut ofif. We are furnishing the Siberian Army of KoUchak with Military

equipment; and at the same time we are permitting Militsuy equipment to gp to

Ids enemies. We have gone far in the direction of recognismg the Athenians, and
other non-Russian peoples, who are struggling to resist Bolshevist attacks: yet we
leave neutral traders free to strengthen the Bolshevist Armies, and to convey

T. T. 0. Gr^ory was CJhief of tihe Central European Division of the American
ajcjd was at that time in Viouxa*

** Tto is pdnted in nlaiing io ikt F&nign JUslaiims th UfdUd StaUs^ /p/pj
Rusm^ pp. i54r5«



unhindered information to a hostile Navy as to the number and disposition of our

own ships of war.

It may be urged^ indeed, that to interfere with neutral commerce will not so

much have the effect of hampering the Military operations of those who are

engaged in attacking us and our friends, as in aggravating the miseries under

which the innocent civil population is already suffering. So far as our information

goes, however, this will not be the result. Every cargo successfully brought through

the Gulf of Finland to Petrograd supplies a new instrument to the Bolshevists for

adding recruits to their Army. None ofit will reach anyone but soldiers and ofEcials.

Its distribution will be determined by considerations which are military and not

philanthropic. It will not diminish the sufferings ofhumanity; it will add to them.

It has been suggested that it might be possible for the Four other Great Powers

to maintain the control of imports into the Gulf of Finland without the participa-

tion of the United States. We feel, however, the strongest objection to adopting

any policy not accepted by all the principal Allied and Associated Powers; and,

even apart from this overwhelming consideration, we cannot ignore the fact that

if in such circumstances an American ship were tp enter the Gulf, an incident

might easily occur whose consequences would be well-nigh intolerable.

It is for these reasons that we would most earnestly request the Government of

the United States to reconsider their decision; and to concur in a policy which, as

it seems to us, is of so special and exceptional a character as to be quite outside

the ordinary rules laid down by International Law for the conduct of maritime

blockade,

A. J. B[alfour].

25.7.19.

No. 19

H. D. 15.] Notes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai d^Orsay^ Paris
^
on Saturday^

July s6, igig, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. H. Whitej secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire'. The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, O.M., M.P.; secretaries,

Mr. H. Norman, Sir Ian Malcolm, K.C.M.G.
France: M. Glemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Ber-

thelot, M. de St. Quentin.

Itedy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Patemo.

Japan: Baron Makino; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Col. U. S. Grant. British Empire: Capt.

E. Abraham. France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Colonel Jones.

Interpreter: Prof. P. J. Mantoux.

I. Marshal Foch, the Military Advisers, Mr. Hoover and the experts on

Polish Affairs entered the room.
Ltne tU^cation Gambon Said that the line proposed by Marshal Foch*

LdZii/m included in the Polish area the districts ofSuvalld and Seiny.

The population of this area was Polish. It was therefore

preferable so to fix the line as to attribute those territories to Poland.

‘ Sec map at appendix A.
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M. CtRMENOEAtf asked whether these areas were siili occupied by
Germans. ^

M. Camron siud the (Jernians were ev.« uatit»g the territories slowly,
Mr. Balfour said he would like to know Imw the various lines which had

been drawn* had come alamt. He uudersto<Kl that the territory was Polish
but that it had been deliljeraiely excludetl from Ihtlish occupation by the
Council of Kivc. If it were true that ilie Council hiul laid tlown a policy to
which the Poles had refused to submit, it would not be very satisfactory to
reverse the Council's policy in favour of the Poles merely becatisc they had
been insubordinate.

Oenkral I,e Rono explained that when it had been a (pjesiion ofestablish*
’

ing a line ofdemarcation between Poles and Ccrmaiis a line hail been drawn
north and cast i>f the districts «)f Suvalki am! Heiny, giving these to the Poles,
This line hud been notiheil Imi ha<l never hern ;»« teil »>n. If hail been drawn
in accordance with a recammcn<laii«m of the CiunmiUce tlcaling with the
eastern frontiers of Poland. The rerommrnd.ttions id* the Committee had
come up befi)re the Council but had not been accejjtctl. All the experts had
agreed that the territory in ipjcsiion was Polish.

M. Cf.KMKNOEAU .suul that he bail hern tolti that the territory was mostly
Lithuanian, He wijuld like to knttw whiit the opinion tift he experts really was,
(The American, British, Frencft anti Italian experts agreed that the popu-

lation in the.se ilistricts was mainly Polish.)

General I.e Ronu cmitimiiitg, said that at a later tlate, aicording to the
demands of the Lithuanian Military Mission, the t|urstitui was !>r<>ught before

'

the Council and a line passing ju.st north of Augustovo hut! been fixed as the
line ofdemarcation between the Polish and Lithuanian forces. This was the
green hne on the annexed map (sec Appendix A). The Poles hatl complained
that there were distinctively Polish areas north of this line and on the
20th Jutie they had proposed that the line of deinurcation should be that
shown in blue on the map. This line not only cnc!n,sed Polish areas, but also
a wide defensive zone in addition. The line since projKi-scd by Marshal Foch
enclosed what were really Polish areas and only a shallow defensive zone in
addition. Thiswas the red line on themap. (Notet—Map will be issued later.)
M. GLEMaNOEAu asked whether the change from the green to the red line had

be^ accompanied by or was the result ofan offensive action taken by the Poles.
Gene^l Weyoand smd that this was not so. General Henrys* had been .

told to mlow the Poles to occupy Polish territory evacuated by the Germans.

j j'r given the impression that the Poles
had defied the orders of the Conference, but he was prepared to accept the
explanation given and to agree to the Une proposed by Marshal Foch, in

,
unanimous opinion that the territory which would be Eusigncd .

to the Poles was Polish in character.

wm then instructed to oonmnmicate through CJeneral
the Kite of aensenAtion between Polish and Lithuanian forces in

,j

» FrenSt as MSHtary Adviser to the Polish Army Command,
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the region of Suvalki, Grodno and Yilna, in accordance with the line

on the annexed map.)
,

.

2. Mr. Balfour said that he had had a talk with Mr. Hoover and as aVcWt
of his conversation, had prepared a draft which he then read:-— •

'

Associated Governments are most anxious to

arrange a peace with the Hungarian people, and thus bring to an

end a condition of things which makes the economic revival of Central

Europe impossible, and defeats any attempt to secure supplies for its

population. These tasks cannot even be attempted until there is in Hungary
a Government which represents its people, and carries out in the letter and
the spirit the engagements into which it has entered with the Associated

Governments. None of these conditions are fulfilled by the Administration

of Bela Kun; which has not only broken the Armistice to which Hungary
was pledged, but is at this moment actually attacking a friendly and Allied

Power. With this particular aspect of the question it is for the Associated

Governments to deal on their own responsibility. But if Peace is to be

settled, if economic reconstruction is to be attempted, if the blockade is to

be removed, if supplies are to be made available, the co-operation of the

Hungarian people is required. It is only with a Government which really

represents them that such a settlement can be arranged.

‘The Associated Powers think it opportune to add that all foreign

occupation of Hungarian territory, as defined by the Peace Conference,

will cease as soon as the terms of the Armistice have, in the opinion of the

Allied Commandcr-in-Chicf, been .satisfactorily complied with.’

Mr. Balfour, continuing, said that the last paragraph meant that the

Roumanians would have to evacuate territory occupied in what was to be

Hungary according to the Treaty, as soon as the Armistice had been carried

out on the Hungarian side. The draft dealt with one halfofthe Allied policy.

It would explain to the world and to the Hungarians the intentions of the

Powers. What instructions should be given to Marshal Foch to carry out

this policy remained to be decided. He was strongly of opinion that the

Council could not allow the Armistice to be violated with impunity. Having
ordered the Hungarians to reduce their troops to six divisions and by implica-

tion to remain at peace with the Allies of the Powers, the latter could not sit

and watch the Hungarians double their forces and attack their Allies. If

Marshal Foch could put an end to this with the forces available, it appeared

clear that he ought to do so.

M, Clemenceau said that when Mr. Balfour said that the Powers could •

not tolerate violation of the Armistice, he presumably meant all the Powcw.
It was noticeable, however, that there were no Italian, no British and no
American troops available, but only the remnants of two French divi§^,
together with Czecho-Slovaks, Roumanians and Jugo-Slavs. According to

Marshal Foch, the initial effort required would not be great, and the troops

at hand might suffice, but the sequel must be considered.

-M. Tittoni said that regarding Italian co-operation, he saw no difficulty
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in the region of foreign policy, but in respect to iiUernal politics, the outlook ^
was not so clear. Any campaign against Hungary would produce a general
strike in Italy. The cost of living had reached heights unequalled in any
other country. As to ctial, there, was only a fortnight'.s margin. He must
therefore state, with great regret, tliat the economic situation in Italy and its

political conseijucnces wouhl tmt allow It.dy to contrilnUe any force for action

against Hungary, although ucinm in this dirccthin would suit his foreign

poH(7 admirably.

Mr. Bau'our .said that tw«i t[uestio!is were raised by M. Clemenceau’s

remarks. One was a general (inesfion, and the other was a military one, As
to the latter, he need .say litfh*, as Marshal I’och considered he had enough
troops on the sjwt to undertake acti<*n. As to the gener.il question, he would
like to u.sk whether in M. CUeinenceau's «>pinion, it was necessary, whenever
Iutcr«AlHed military action was required, that the tr<M>ps he furnished by an
equal contribution of all the l*ower.s interesteil.

M. Ch.KMRNOKAti suitl that he had not meant his remarks to be stretched

to that extent. He wtmld like to say, however, that his sittiation, though not

as .serious as M. 'I’ittoui'.s, had some atialogtes with if. ‘fhere were two French

divisions in Bidgaria who wereexpe<'ted to as-sist the < Jreeks, and there were two
in Hungary, whicli were expc< lc«l to act without any Allietl axsistancewhatever.

Mr. Kam-oor .saitl the only que.stion remaining then was whether Marshal

Foch was right in saying that he hatl enough troops to proceed with.

Marshai. Foch said that he hatl re|K>rtcd on July 17th. Nothing had

happened in the intervening week to make him alter his views, provided a

definite policy were adopted and tm agreement were reached Ijciwccn smsdl

States who would be called upon to furnish the main contingent.

Mr. Balfour asked M. Glemcnccau wlmt ttltcrnativc he had to the policy

suggested.

M. Clemenoeau said that his alternative would be to allow Hungary to

settle her own fate without military intervention, 'Fhc war wjis over, the

American Army had been withdrawn very rapidly, the British Army nearly

as rapidly, and the French Army was being demobilised. He was forced to

demobilise very quickly; it could not be helped. He ctjuld not, therefore,

contemplate the sending of two French divisions into Hungary unsupported
by their Allies. There would shortly be only two classes under the colours

in the French Army. Marshal Foch quite reasonably asked for a definition

of the exact intentions of the Gonferencc. This was a political question, and
to tell the truth, it was hard to g^vc Kim an ansvver. In any case, he was not

ready to begin fighting again. He felt inclined to adopt the proposals made
by Mr. Balfour and Mr, Hoover. He would encompass Hungary with a ring

ofhostile States, and rely on her to rid herselfof the tyranny ofa minority in

her own way. Hence, it would be wdl, as Marshal Foch sug^ted, to constdt

the small Powers, who were, in any event, principally concerned. Their

was not clear. The Serbians would only act on certain conditions,w ItomiaaaiaiM made reservations, and so did the Czechs. What was l

net result?
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Marshal Foch said that it was for this reason that he recommended that

the small Powers should be consulted, in order that the Conference might
determine whether their terms could be accepted.

Mr. Balfour said that he quite understood M. Glemenceau’s position.

It meant, however, that the Allied and Associated Powers confessed their

impotence to enforce their will on a small nation. If what had been said in

the Council were known outside, namely, that all the Powers had demobilised

so fast under the stress of domestic necessity, it would certainly be regarded

as absurd that the Powers, which, eight months ago, were the conquerors of

the world, could not, at the present moment, impose their will on an army
of 120,000 men. This inglorious situation he did not particularly mind, but

he wondered how the Conference would be able to terminate its work
successfully.^ An unpleasant Treaty would have to be imposed on the

Bulgarians, and a still more unpleasant one on the Turks. Further, the new
small States lately created, must be controlled, and prevented from attacking

one another. If the Conference could not enforce its will on Hungary, could

it do all these things? Ifthe picture drawn by M. Glemenceau was accurate,

the Conference would have to leave its work unfinished.

M. Clemenceau said that he did not take such a gloomy view. All that

he wished to do was to adapt the means at the command of the Conference ^
to the ends it had in view. He believed Mr. Hoover held the key of the

situation. The offer of food in return for good behaviour would be a very

effective weapon. The case was similar to that of Russia, but in the case of

Russia, there were no means of coercion; against the Hungarians there were.

They could be surrounded, and in time would have to come to terms. This

might be inglorious, but there was little glory in fighting without men, or

in making threats that could not be carried out.

Mr. Balfour said that there was not a very great difference between his

policy and M. Clemenceau’s. Marshal Foch might be requested to demand
that the Hungarians at least observed the Armistice.

M. Clemenceau said that a reiteration of this demand would not be of

much avail, as it had already been made and neglected. He would prefer to

accept the proposal Mr. Balfour had read, to avoid issuing any ultimatum,

to r^ain from engaging Marshal Foch or any troops and to give General

Boehm the month for which he had asked. At the end of this time, the situa-

tion would not be much worse than the present. One-third of the French

troops would have been demobilised, but there would still be means ofaction,

if absolutely necessary.

Marshal Foch said that as long as there was no understanding between
the great and the small Powers the situation would not be clear. It would not

improve after the lapse ofa month or even two or three months. It was even

possible that the smaller Powers would get out ofhand and destroy the edifice

so laboriously set up by the Conference,

Mr. Balfour said that if assured that the situation would not grow worse

* The two preceding sentences are printed with verbal variation by Mrs. B. E. C. Dugdale
in ArthurJems Balfow, i$o$-ig3o (London, 1936), p. 268.
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he would raise no objection. He prrsutned that if the Military Authorili®^^

said that they could settle the matter at «*«ue, failittg which the situation would

grow worse, M, Ckmem eau would agree to act. If Bela Kun was going to

fall there need be no anxiety, but on the otlier liand if he were going to have

a military success the rcstill might be grievous.

M. aLRMKNoKAt! suid that he VV.IS uol prepared to projrhesy what would

happen. The world hatl jttst gone through a feaiftt! war and had only

secured fragtnents of peace. The pe«»ples were hniking out for means of

starting their economic life agaim He wished m tlo nothing to Jeopardise
,

this reu.sonal>le ambition. He couUl not ask liis people to go to war again.

They would not d<» it with tl«- same n-.tdittess as tltey did in 19 1 The situa-

tion appeared t(» hint to require prutleiur. N'o doubt pru<lence. involved

some elements of risk imt there was a gre.tter risk in givittg an ultimatuna

which, if rejected, would lead to w.ir. Marshal lun lt did not oiler a clear

solution, lie made his action <«»nditional on the deltnition of a certain policy

and on the agreemetU of the lesser jwiwers l uticerned. Any elieek would have

very scriou-s results in Italy, as M. I ittoui said, in I'lame and also probably

in (Ireal Britain. He did imt wish to nm this risk. ‘I'he plans of General

Boehm offered for the niomettt a belter ottlhiok than existed a week ago. If

the Hungarian.s were really in the niajortty opjtoseti to Bel.i Kun they might

under the stre,s.H of Mr. Hotjver’.s blandisltmenis overthrow the Bela Kun

Government. There might then oeettr a favourable opportunity of which

Marshal Foch could avail himself.
, , . .

Mr. Balfour said that he sympathised with M. CJlemenceau as he also had

no wish to plunge the world into war ag.un. He would itthl that without a

French Gommandcr-in-Chiefand without the ro-operatitm of the two French

divisions he thought there was little pro,Hpeei of success. A.h M. Clerncnceau

said that neither of these conditions could be fulfilled the case was judged;

but he would like to .say in justification of the advice he had given that he

was not animated by tiny spirit of adventure. He wishctl to get his own and

other countries out of an adventure. He wished to avoid further misfortuna

in the future. He wished the Conference to have the authority which power

alone couM give. He agreed that the economic, weapon was still available.

Nevertheless rapid demoblHsation had put the Conference into a diffictdty

which was almost comic. Eight months agti the Allies had fifteen milHon

men in the field
;
now it was difficult to lay hands on a single battalion. Hh

fear had been that if Bela Kun were allowed to know that the Conference

was miHtarily powerless he might use this knowledge to great effect and tl»

evil might spread all over the world. If die French Government who had

,;two divisions available declined to use them, it was not for him to pre» for

die campaigpa. Pi»sibly the prestige of past victories and economic ptww

might enable the Allies to overcome this difficulty. He would therefij^

Psclf with half of the policy he had proposed.
_

ra sakl that he agre^ with M. Clcmenceau. According to n»

ieb SUin was l»cked by a strong Nationalist moveineat»<

would tmiy reinforce this sentiment which it was nfil
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desirable to inflame. The less national .support Bela Kun had, the better.

The action exercised by Mr. Hoover would therefore have, he thought,

greater chances of success than military intervention.

After some further diHCUssion it was decided t o iswue in the Press and hy
wireless the following declaration :

—

‘The Allied and Associated Governments ar«^ most anxiotis to arrange a

Peace with the Hungarian People and thus bring to an «utd a condition <kf

things which makes the economic revival of Central Europe itnpoasihie

and defeats any attempt to secure supplies fi>r its population. I’hese tusks

cannot even he attempted until thtte is in Hungary a (Jovermneiit which
represents its people, and carries out in the letter and Jhe spirit the engage-

ments into which it has entered with the Associated (Jovernments. None
of these conditions are fuHilled by the administrutiou of Ueht Kun : which
has not only broken the armistie.e-to which Hungary was {dedged, hut is

at this moment actually attacking a friendly and Allied Power. With this

particular aspect of the question it is for the Associated Governments to

deal on their own responsibility. If food and supplies are to he made
available, if the blockade is to bo removed, if economic reconstruction is

to be attempted, ifpeace is to be settled it can only he done with a Govern-
ment which represents the Hungarian people and not with one that ttiiin

its authority upon terrorism.

‘The Associated Powers think it opportune to add that all foreign

occupation of Hungarian territory, as defined hy the Peace Conferenoe,
will cease as soon as the terms of the armistice have, in the opinion of the
Allied Commander-in-Chief, been satisfuctorily compli<!d wit.h.’4

M. Clemenceau said that in tlic meantime conversations might he under-
taken with the smaller powers.

Mr. Balfour thought that if it wa.s intended to do nothing this was hardly
desirable.

M. Clemenceau said that he had not meant to convey that he would never
act: on some favourable occasion he might. Meanwhile if possible lie would
like to see the success of General Boehm.
Mr. Balfour said that if the smaller Powers were called in consultation,

the state of demobilisation would have to be revealed to them.
M. Clemenceau said that they could be dealt with individually and asked

to state under what conditions they would act should action be decided on.
The Serbians, for instance, had certain desiderata.

M. Tittoni said that they desired that the Conference should intercede
between them and the Italians.

M. Clemenceau said the Conference would do so.

Mr. Balfour asked what news Marshal Foch had received of the
Roumanian Forcra.

Marshal Foch said that the news was not bad and that the Roumanians
were not alarmed by the Hungarian attack.

Mr. Balfour said that it would make a great difference if the Hungarian
This declaration was issued that day and was published in the British press on July

aS, 1919. Cf. also W. Bdhm (i.c. General Bochin) : Im Kreuzfeuer tweier Rtmluiiomn (Munich,
^994* Hungarian ed.; KdtForradahm T'&e/ben), pp. 504-5.
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attack failed. Should Bda Ktin fall »>f his own weiRhi it would certainly be

better than if he were overthrown by the .Miles.

(It was then deeUled that Marshal Kiieh shinili! eonlinue negotiations vith

the Serlmd'.roat-Slovene, ItoHwuuiian and tlneeho-Slovak Delegations in

order to obtain from them their exact views regarding the guarantees they

required for military inlervt'Ulion in Hungary.)

M. Cl.KMKNc.KAti read the lelrgr.un fnmi (tenrral llenryfs] asking, in

agroeinenl with the Kutrnie Military re|>resrntativcs, that

eneym'lie action slanihl be taken to foree the Ciermans to

eease laistilities in Silesia and in Dosnania, The village of

}
?j^Vilrns/,on bail been daily itoinbarded and partially des«

(royed. Women and children b.id be<'n killed and the'

population was aitaiidoninR the vill.ige .uul the cidtiv.itioji of the fields.

Marsuai. Foe.it sai<i that on the -j.ph, iusirtn tioiis h.id been sent lo General

3

Stamps If) ttikm (a

th (kmmn
If) /iff,\li7#VfVv i«

Hilem

Nudunt!' asking bint to order the (Jenn.ins to put a stop to this at once.

Mr. IJAi.i'tniR .stiggested (hat it would be tlesirable to send a Mission

immediately.

Mr. Hoovkr saiti tl»e situ.ition in .Silesia was prothuiug a very serious

dintimUion of the «nitpu( ofco.d. Mtisl ofeenira! Ktnope dejK'uded on Silesia

for eoal. For instance, the p.u'lou.s condition of Vienna restdleti from this

sitnalirm. 'Fhe best hope resided in uu early appointment <»f a (binmission

which might restore order. Itt view «tf the plebiscite, both Doles ami Germans

were conducting active propagatida which was h.iving a tletnoralising effect

on production.

M. Tittoni said he had already nominated the Italian metuher of the

Commission.

M. Clemenceau asked Marshal Foch, in cousulfution with the French .

War Office, to arrange for a designation of the French member.

(It was decided that each power should nominate one metnher for a Com-

mission to undertake the administration of the plebiscite area of Silesia

during the period of pleliiscite.)

(It was further decided that the (lommisKion for the deliinitatinn of the

Eastern frontiers of Germany ha appointed as speedily as possible.

/ It should he composed of four officers for each power (one Commis-

sioner, Head of the Commission, one Assistant Commissioner, two Tech-

nical officers.) The nominations were to be made on the following Monday*,,

(see Appendix G to H. n. 8. para 2).t)

Mr. White said that he could not make a nomination without reference

to Washington; in fact, no American nomination would be possible before

ratification of the Treaty by the Senate.

M. CLEMENCBAu.said that the other members could be nominated in (he

meantime.

(Marshal Foch and the Military Experts withdrew, and M. ClementePi

atEi die Financial & Economic Experts entered the room.) >

IhwddentoftfaePermiuaent Interallied Armistice Gomihlnion at Spa. * July

faragra^aefi^ppendkOtoNo. 19. » Caudiman of the Economic Conuni»i«y



4- (After a statement by M, Clementel (see Appendix B<>), it was decided that

Economic Clausesfor
examination of the question should be resumed • on the

insertion in. the Treaty following Monday.®)

with Bulgaria Baron Makino gave notice ofan amendment to Article 29,

which he would propose at the next meeting. (See Appendix G.«)

5. Colonel Peel'® said that there was unanimous agreement about these

clauses (see Appendix D'‘). The gist of the proposals was
l^paration Clauses Bulgaria should undertake to pay two milliards and a

Trelty'SZgaria quarter offrancs in gold. This sum might be reduced by the

Reparation Commission should it consider it excessive. An
international body, distinct from the Reparation Commission, on which

9 Not printed. See No. 22^ minute 6.

I® British representative on the Reparation Commission of the Peace Conference.

** Not printed. This appendix, dated July 25, 1919, comprised ten draft articles, as follows

;

Article i. Draft for article i2i of the Treaty of Neuilly. The draft for the sixth'paragraph

did not include the words: ‘as constituted by the Treaty with Austria of September 10, 1 919,

Part VIII, Annex 11
,
paragraph 2’ (cf. No. 59, note 10). The seventh paragraph of article

12 1 was not present in this draft, which was otherwise the same as the final version apart

from minor variations in drafting.

Article 2. Draft for article 122. (In this and subsequent articles minor variations in

drafting are ignored.)

Article 3. Draft for article 123.

Article 4, Draft for article 1 24. This draft read as follows : ‘Bulgaria recognises the transfer

to the Allied and Associated Powers ofany claims by the Governments ofGermany, Austria-

Hungary and Turkey against the Bulgarian Government. The Allied and Associated

Powers, on the other hand, agree not to require from Bulgaria any payment in respect of

claims so transferred arising out of the supply by Austria-Hungary and Germany of war
material since the ist August, 1914, as they have taken these claims into account in fixing

the amount to be paid by Bulgaria under Article x

Article 3, Draft for article 126.

Article 6. Draft for article 127. This draft read as follows: ‘Bulgaria further binds herself

to deliver to the Governments of Greece, Roumania and the Serb-Croat-Slovcne State,

within six months from the coming into force of this Treaty, livestock of the descriptions and
in the numbers set out in the Annex of this Article.

‘These animals shall be delivered at such places as may be appointed by the respective

Governments. They shall be inspected before delivery by agents appointed by the Inter-

AUied Commission, who shall satisfy themselves that the animals so delivered are of average

health and condition.

‘No credit shall be made to Bulgaria in respect of their value, but the animals handed
over shall be regarded as having been delivered in restitution for animals taken away by

Bulgaria during the war from the territories of the countries named.

^Amex to Article 6,

Greece Serbia Roumania

‘Bulls (18 months to 3 years) 15 50 60

‘Milch Cows (2 to 6 years) . 1,000 3>ooo 4,000

‘Horses and Mares (3 to 7 years) . 1,500 2,5PO 3>5oo

‘Mules 300 50a 700

‘Draught Oxen....
‘Sheep

1,200 2,000 2,800

4,000 6,000 10,000’

Article y, Dr^t for article 128.

Articled, Draft for Article 129.
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France, Great Britain and Italy would be represented, would be establishti

in Sofia to work out the details. It would have considerable powers, bothtrf

raising and controlling taxation in order that the Reparation clauses should

be duly executed.

(The Reparation claUHes subinitleil were then accepted.) .

6. M. Seroknt'* said that (here w.is complete .igrecment regarding the

Financial tiiuuses, (See .’\ppendix h.*'')
j.

Firnttckl a<mn WmrK H.Htl that llie American expert had a wrd.

"

/ur^ti Tmitjfwith

Bulgaria
IHu.i.Ks said that he thought the text of the reparation

,

and financial clauses should he comtmmii aied to (hr .Set hi,m.s, Roumanians

and Greeks, as they were, coiiceriinl.

Mr. Bai-foiir asked what h.id lierii done reg.iKlmg similar clauses m the

Treaty with Austria.
. .

Mr. I>ul!.e8 said that there hud been a pleii.uy meeting at which the
.

smaller Powers had complained of the, short time they hail for comidcring

the pmposals.
i- ,i

Mr. Bai-rour asked whetlier they were likely to wish to thscuss the pro*

posals or merely to hear (hem.

CotONKi. I’KKt, saiil that he fell .sure that they woubl be anxious to discuss

them and that the discussion would be iuiermimible. He agreed however

that the clauses should be communicated to them.

(It was agreed that the Serbian, Ibmnianian and tireek Delegations

Bhould he infomed by the President of the ('.Miiiniittees which had drafted

the «"»»«{«> and reparation cluuHes for the Treaty with Hnlgaria, of the

proviaione of those clauses. Should no inodifieatioii of the present draft,

residt, the text should be communicated forthwith to the Drafting Com-

mittee for insertion in the Treaty.)

(The Experts tlicn withdrew.)

Artkkg. Drsft for article 130. Appended to this tlrsfl «ri» Ir ws* the aniujx which WM

subsequently inserted after article 131.

AtiicU io* Dmft for Erticlc 131*

TOt appenchx thus contained no draft for article i aj ofthe 'rrcaty of Ncuilly. {<lf. No. aj,

note 9.)
M A French representative on the Financial tlommission.

«» Not printed. This appendix, dated July 35, 1919, comprised sixteen draft MUcles,

follows: artidcs 1-15, which were drafts for article* 133-46 respectively of the Treaty «r|

Neuilly, and ardde 16, which was a draft for arildc 1 15 of the treaty. Apart from mw.j

variadons in drafting these draft artides did not differ from the final text* except

.artide 10 (the draft fw article 141 rf the sreaty) read as foUows: ‘Any powtar tojyhlw^

Bulgarian territory was ceded uiuler the Treaty of Bucharcat, 1913, or under the Treassi!

rf Constantinopie, 1913, or is ceded under this Treaty, undertakes to pay in such .

aa may be prescribed such contribution towards thechaigc for the Bulgarian Public Dewt
^ “*'4oa the lat August, 1914, as the Priadpal Allied and Associated Powers, acW

eptn^^ may detemdne to be equiubie, having rej^rd tot

f-nwawatlWia^imaouM oftise ceded territory and the total revenues of Buigsm fo* f

ofBm d»M empbte finsaadal yeaxs next before the Balkan War (1913).

" "

'
Sift



A Coi^ifsioiif^ tl^
It was agreed that the nominations of this Commission

be sent to the Secretary-General as speedily as

Germany possible.

8. Members of the Commission on Baltic Affairs entered the room.

The following document was read :

—

‘Considering the importance of maintaining ordered

and stable Governments in the Baltic territories as a

barrier against Bolshevism on the one hand and against

German aggression on the other, and the necessity of

close co-operation between these Governments and the

Allied and Associated Governments which can only be secured if the Baltic

peoples have complete confidence in the intentions of the Allies to protect

their liberties in case ofthe re-establishment ofa strong centralised Govern-

ment in Russia, the Baltic Commission are of opinion that the time has

come when the Allied and Associated Powers should clearly define their

policy towards these Governments and recommend that ajoint declaration

be made to them in the following sense:

—

Tn response to the representation addressed to the Peace Conference

by the Esthonian, Lettish and Lithuanian Delegations, the Allied and

Associated Powers desire to draw the attention of the Governments of

Esthonia, Latvia and Lithuania to the fifth condition of their Note to

Admiral Kolchak, which runs as follows;

—

“If a solution of the relations between Esthonia, Latvia, Lithuania

and the Caucasian and Transcaspian territories and Russia is not

speedily reached by agreement the settlement will be made in consulta-

tion and co-operation with the League of Nations, and that until such

settlement is made the Government of Russia agrees to recognise these

territories as autonomous, and to confirm the relations which may exist

between their de facto Governments and the AlUed and Associated

Governments.”

‘The Allied and Associated Governments are anxious and willing to do

all in their power to assist the Baltic Governments to organise their local

The reference,was to the note which the Supreme Council addressed to Admiral Kolchak

on May a6, 1919. This note stated that the Allied and Associated Governments were

‘disposed to assist the Gkavemment of Admiral Kolchak and his associates with munitions,

supplies and food, to establish themselves as the Government of all Russia, provided they

receive from them definite guarantees that their policy has the same objects in view as

of the Allied and Associated Powers’. These guarantees were embodied in eight conditions

for acceptance by Admiral Kolchak. (These conditions were printed jn Ac ifeitish

on June 7, igtg.) On June 4 a reply from Admiral Kolchak was communicated word

Omsk. In this note he stated: ‘the Government over which I preside has been happy to

learn that the policy of the Allied and Associated Powers in regard to Russia is in perfect

accord with the task which the Russian Government itself has undertaken.’ (See Vol. Ill

of this series.)

Declaration proposed by

Commission on Baltic

Affairs to be addressed to

the Governments of

Esthonia, Latvia and

Lithuania
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dofriHTS iuul to rf-estal»Hsli in fhr iiiirrcsls of griKTat peace an ord«?y^

and stable government in these countries.
"

They further declare tlieir intention to protect their Ulierties in the event

of the rc-cstablishment of a strong centralised (Jovertunent in Russia.

‘At the same time it seems to them impossible to rea<-h miy definite

solution which will guarantee a thirahle peace without a previous arrange-

ment with a recognised Russi.tn CJovtu nment, atui while reserving to them-

selves the. right of collahoration either (Urectly or through the League of

Nations to obtain a settlement satisfactory to }«»th parties, they cannot

at the present moujent lak«- any steps winch would hiutl them as regards

a definite setfletnent pendhig the irstoiwtion «»r a reeogitisetl Russian

(Jovernment.

‘‘I’lie Allied anti Associalet! Pttwers would ailtl that they feel confident

that if they assist the (Jovermnenis td' Ksthonia, Lithuania and Latvia,

they may rely tm these (Jtwermnents t«t .iccept snt h prtwisions as the Allied

and Associatetl Ptnvers juay consitler nece.ss.try Ibr the protection of racial

and religious minorities in those teriittu'irH.’

Mr. lUi-RottR said that the ohjectittns to these propos.ils were clear to him.

Their advantages were not manifest.

M. i)Ki.t.A ToRRtvn'A s.ud th.if n«> precise insirnctions had been given to

the (lommission on Baltic Affairs. It had therefore studied questions con-

nected with the New States .set up on the norlh-we.st frontier of Rus.Hia. There

were in these countries tie /mio (iovernmettts which hati l)een encouraged

by the Allied and Aiaociated Powers to resist l«»ih the fJermans and the

Bolsheviks, who were either intriguing agaitist them or fightitig them. The

Commission had thought tlnit these (Jovernments retptired some moral

support from the Entente. A dispittch had been sent n> Admiral Koltchak

from the Conference in which reference !»ad been made to these New States.

A satisfactory answer hud come frtntj Admiral KtiUchak,'* t he Commission

thought that it wa.s opportune to do H«»meihing {«> encourage these New

States. They could not be olfered independence, but they nnght be tiffercd

some guarantee for the preservation of tltcir lihcrtics witlwiut interfering with

Rusrian sovereignty. In some way onothcr these de/ticto (iovernments must

be recognised.

Mr. Balfour said that he had some doubt concerning the jMjlicy proposed.

He did not see whom it would please but it would certainly displease the

Russians who desired Russia to be rcsuircd to its old frontiers. It was un- ,

likely even to please the new states. In one paragraph the telegram to

Koltchak was quoted. This telegram was known to the Lithuanians, Letts

and Esthonians. Nothing was therefore gained by restating it. The first

paragraph added to this extract from the telegram no doubt expressed a

;

truth; but unfortunately the Allied and Associated Powers could not do

lH
they deared to do. There was not much money to give. As to arms,

fi^i^pmitions, they were being giv^. If this declaration were made, to
^^muanians, Letts and Esthonians might be led to suppose that they were|

^ut to receive more; but tha was impossible. The declaration therefc^

a*4



would either merely restate what was being done or raise false hopes. The
jiext paragraph was either not new or represented a somewhat formidable

undertaking on the part of the Entente Powers to enter into antagonism with

a strong centralised Government in Russia. Such a declaration would not

help the Baltic States and might greatly embarrass the Allied Powers. The
first sentence ofthe next paragraph appeared to him to go too far. He hoped

that Russia would reconstitute itself, but for the time being he saw no elements

tending in that direction. Was it desirable to tell the Baltic States that they

must wait for the settlement oftheir fate until a very remote contingency had

taken place? Such a statement could only discourage them. As to the last

paragraph, desirable as the proposals suggested might be, it was not an oppor-

tune moment to ask for the acceptance of these provisions at a time when the

Allied Powers could only offer a very slight assistance to the Baltic States.

He could not help thinking that the proposal was a dangerous one and that

it failed to convey the encouragement it wished to convey. He would not

advise the Council to accept it.

M. DELLA Torretta said that the Commission had been unanimous and

had considered that its proposals followed directly from the Allied Policy

oudined in the telegram to Koltchak. There seemed to be no other way of

reconciling the unity of Russia with an offer of autonomy to the Baltic

peoples. Certain things had been done which had led those peoples to believe

that their fate would be settled by the Conference. They were being sup-

plied with money, arms and munitions. The declaration suggested made no
essential alteration in the Allied attitude. All that was aimed at was a transi-

tory regularisation of the situation and a confirmation of the declarations

previously made. The Commission was informed that the Baltic Govern-

ments required some encouragement of this kind to continue action against

the Bolsheviks on one hand and the Germans on the other.

M. PiCHON said that the Lithuanians, Esthonians and Letts had repeatedly

asked the Governments of the Powers to recognise them. They had always

been told that their efforts were sympathetically regarded and help had been

given them as de facto Governments in their struggles against the Bolsheviks.

They had always been told, however, that the Powers could go no further.

The ultimate solution must depend on the outcome of the Russian situation.

The Council of Five had always kept these two considerations closely con-

nected. The Baltic Delegates had asked whether the Conference would end

without settling the question of Russia. He had replied that he hoped it

would not but he could not undertake to make a definite statement. The
declaration suggested by the Commission would not, he thought, give tbcm
any particular satisfaction nor would it please the Russians. What the Baltic

States really wanted was separation. This the Conference could not for the

time being offer them. Promises of autonomy would not satisfy

other declaration, however, could be made without producing a very difficiJt

situation in regard to Russia.

M. DELLA Torretta said that the Commission recognised that the

declaration would not entirely satisfy the Baltic States. It would, however,



be a beginnitig. On the other hand it wotdd not displease the Russians^
it did not threaten the separation of the Baltic. Provinces which they fearci

(After some furtiier discussion the questitju was adjotirned.)

9. M. CtKMKNCEAtr read a telegram suggesting that three Karelian Delegates

elected by an assembly lickl at Ohmit/, be iuntrd by the Peace
Dfspakho/fthmt- •(.(«•<> in <>i<ifr to express the wishes of the population -

itPtMTSnJhmY ‘'‘'h'"’”-
’*'*!*' (loverinnent was greatly inter-

ested in (he question and wt»uld like the affairs of Karelia

to be explained to the (Itniferetioe.

(After s<»nie diseuHHion it was «leei»h*«l to refer the (psestion to the Com-
mission on Baltic affairs,)

10.

Dmpateh o/a iMffsn- I
pnutetl )»!'

Hm qfSwailtmfiimi

th* Banat

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic, Paris,

Jnij) s(>\

*» This matter was referred to the < btiimiviioti on Koiiinaninit ami Vngoslav Aflain.

No. 20

8:. », 16.] MUs ofa Meeting of Ike Heads of Delegations of Ike Five Great:

Powers held in M. Pickon's Room at the Qjtai d'Orsqy, Paris, on Monday,.

July s8, /ijf/p, at 10,30 a.ni. *

Fwbknt; U.S.A,', Hon. H. While; sBtiitRTAav, Mr, L. Harrison.

British Empire', The Rt. Hon. A. J. Baifuur, O.M,, M.P.; sbcrbtaiubs,

Mr, H. Norman, .Sir Ian Maicolm, M.P.
France: M. Clemenceaii, M. Pichon; sKcmKrAftncs, M. Dutasta, M. Ber>

thelot, M. de St. Qgenttn.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Je^: Baron Makino; skuretary, M. Kawni.
Joint Sborktariat: U,S,A,i Colonel U. S. Grant. British Entire: Capt.

E. Abraham. France: Capt. A. Porticr. Italy: Lt.-Coloncl A. Joimsi.
'

Interpreter: Prof. P, J. Mantoux.

|. M. Clbmbnobau said that as his colleagues knew, he had informed

Chamber of Deputies that he could not communicate to th#
th‘«rc'^“'^«t<5wpro««di>#t«rtheCbuncnofFoun Thiih^

^r^g^tfihs accordance with the wishes of his colleagua.* Ip
Minutes of the Council ofFourhad been given to the memb#
of the Coundl only. The present Council, it had been agre#

' In the same manner. He now heard that the British

* S«e No. 8, mimite i.
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tion wished to distribute the Minutes to as many as twelve experts or depart-

ments, while the French and other Secretariats were interpreting the order

more strictly. He thought that the Minutes should only be sent to persons

present in the Council.

Mr. Balfour asked how many copies of the Minutes were sent to French

experts or departments.

M. Glemenceau said that none were sent.

M. Tittoni said that he agreed with M. Glemenceau that the distribution

should be very carefully restricted, and that only extracts be sent to the
’

experts or departments concerned.

Mr. Balfour explained that a request had been made from London that

various Departments should receive copies of the Minutes, sis they concerned

the work in which they were engaged. As his colleagues desired that the

circulation should be restricted, he would reply that this could not be done.

(It was agreed that a strict interpretation of the Resolution adopted on
the 5th [7th] July—aee H. D. 1,^ Minute 11—shoidd be adhered to.)

2 . (At this point, M. Loucheur and Mr. Waterlow entered the room.)

Itdim Proposal
forward the following proposal:

—

for the Creation ‘In consideration of the fact that the persistent difficulties

ofm Inter-Allied of provisioning AUied countries necessitate the continuation oS
Organisation for a united and co-ordinated course of action in order to avoid the
the Distribution

of famine,
ofRaw Materials ct. • t i

It IS resolved

that the Allied and Associated Powers shall form an organisation whose
duty it will be to control and determine the respective requirements so

far as concerns the most essential products (grain, coal, etc.) and to co-

ordinate action so far as concerns purchases in the vtirious producing

countries and transport ; and
^It is also resolved

to refer the question to the Supreme Economic Gouncil with a recom-

mendation to the said Gouncil to name a Gommission which shall deter-

mine as speedily as possible the working details of the above-mentioned

organisation and which shall render the said organisation effective.’

M. Loucheur said that the French Delegation had always supported

the continuance of the Supreme Economic Gouncil, in spite of British and

American opposition. The British opposition had since been modified, as

Mr. Lloyd George had come to see the importance of a common purchasih^g

policy. The American Delegation, however, seemed still firmly opposed to

the proposal.

Mr. White said that the United States were, in fact, quite unwilling to

sanction the continuance of the Supreme Economic Gouncil.

M. Tittoni said that the question he had raised was one of extreme

importance for Italy. Italy was in distress. This distress was a consequence

of the war and should be treated in the same manner as it would have been

* No* 4.



treated had it come about during the war. As long as the CJovrrnment coulii

keep the people fed and supplied with work, it could inaintain order. With-
out these conditions, it could not. He felt it necessary to make thi.s statement. «
If Italy were left without succour, he would decline all responsibility as

regards the future.

Mr. Whitk said that he expectet! Mr. I loover back from Brest on the

following day. In the meantime, he tiid not object to the reference of the

qtiestion to the Supreme Kconomic (louncil, as it still existed.

M. Louc.HUtm .said that, quite apart from any questions of the official

constitution of the (louncil, he atul his <'olleagucs had agn'e<l ft* meet to see

what measures coultl he taken to assist an Aliy in distress, 'fhere was still a
small sub-committee dealing with c<»iil. Me was himself (Jhairmati of this

Committee, and he was ready, should the (louncil tlesirc it, to call the Com-
mittee together to .study the question raised hy M. Tittoni.

Mr. Bai,four itsked who the British Representative was.

M. LmiciJKUR said that he would he able to inform Mr. Ballintr later.

Mr. Baj.I'OUR said that the questnm was not merely one of help from one
country to another. It went deeper than that. The war was mtw over and
new prol)lejus, but equally diflicult problems, hatl arisen. The .situation

resulting from the war had to be Iiqui<late<l. The various AlHetl .States were
mutually indebted. I’heir only means of dischaiging their debts was by
exports. Great Britain ctmki only pay tjlfher iudehteciness by the production

and exportation of coal. For coal was not only one of the principal British

exports, but it was also the means necessary for every form of manufacture.

The situation could not be solved, as during the witr, by supprcjising train

services and doing away with superfluities. It went to the roots of the whole
economic relations of all counlric.s, not merely ofthe Allied countries between
themselves. It was not simply a question of the rich helping the jxror in any
one particular commodity. It was for this reason thsit he had enquired who
the British Representative on M. Loucheur’s Ckimmittcc was. It was necessary

that a matter of this sort should be dealt with by a first-da.ss Minister, inti-

mately acquainted with the whole economic and financial situation. He
understood that the future Economic Council, if created, would include first-

class Finance Ministers from each of tlic countries concerned.
M. Glemenceau said that the question, nevertheless, was one of life or

death. Whether it be a peace question or a war quesUon, it made little

difference whether a man died by bullet wounds or by starvation. He, there-

fore, suggested that the matter be discussed on the following day, together

with Mr. Hoover and M. Loucheur,

(This was agreed to.)

adted if he was authorised to exanaine the situation in the

pHwib .vdtih the •ItaMan eaqxsrts.

feroMi said that he would be able to furnish him with all the figures

fte stodb at jarcsent existing in Italy.

(M. tioueheur’s suggestion was approved.)
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3 -

Distribution ofRolling

Stock in Germany^

Austria-Hmgary and

[Not printed]

Bulgaria

4.

Re-establishment of

Postal Communication

with Germany

[Not printed]

M. Clemenoeau said that in this connection he wished to inform his

colleagues that the process of demobilisation forced him to with-
<u

Hungary

Blockade of
45,000 men from the French Arm^e d’Orient. He was not

able therefore to undertake the conquest ofHungary, as only three

brigades mixtes would be left.

M. Tittoni observed that the Anti-Bolshevik Government at Szeged

expected to conquer Hungary if supplied with arms and munitions.

M. Clemenoeau said that Anti-Bolshevik Governments had made similar

statements Before, but had never been successful.

M. Seydoux* said that the Blockade ofHungary was a special case. Allied

posts had been situated all round the circumference of Austria. Since peace

had been made with Germany, the blockade along the Bavarian frontier had
been raised, but it was maintained on the other frontiers. The blockade had
been exercised by Inter-Allied agency. He had lately heard, however, that

the American Government wished to recall its personnel. He also pointed

out that the British Government had never sent any personnel with the

exception of a single representative at Vienna. The work was disagreeable

and unpopular, and it would be shared by France and Italy. It was evidently

desirable that all the Allied and Associated Powers should play their part

in this. Before addressing an urgent request to the British and American
Delegations, the Blockade Committee had taken into consideration the

stiptilations which were to be required from the Austrian Delegates to the

effect that Austria should undertake to maintain the blockade against Hun-
gary (see Appendix A).®

The Committee had therefore prepared the following Note :

—

21 juillet igig.

‘Qpestion du blocus de la Hongrie.

‘Le Comity de I’Orient estime n^cessaire de porter devant le Conseil

Supreme des Chefs de Gouvernements la question du blocus de la Hongrie,

dont le maintien a ^t6 d6cid6 par cdui-ci le 26 juin dernier.

s See No. 22, note 6.

M. Seydoux had entered the meeting for the discussion of the previous item.

* Not printed. This appendix was a note datedJune 7, 1919, &om the Superior Blockade

Council to the Council ofHeads of States. This note proposed the declaration to be signed

by the Austrian Delegationwhichwas incorporated in die note ofJuly2 1 read by M. Seydoux.
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‘En mfime temps qu’ils signeront le traitrf de paix, les c!(*Wgu^s autrichie^
devront signer une d^cJaration portant qtic:

“sauf cn cas d’unc dcmande (’ontraire pri'senttfc par Ics Gcnivcrnements
associ^s des Etats-Unis, dc Graiulr Bretagne, tic Eranec et d’ltalie le

Gouvernemetit d’Auiricfie eontimiera intercUre ellteaccment I’importe-
tion, I’exportiUion ct le transit de ttnjtes marchantlises entre TAutiiche
ct la Hoiigrie, et h mainteiiir ees interdietions justju’au moment de
racceptalion fornadle par le Gotivcniiement hongrois des conditions de
piiix qui Itti senmt propostVs par les tJonvernementfsj assoeids.*’

*n semble n'suher de c<‘tfe dtVlaratitm qu'apnXs la signattire du traiti

de paix, le Gouvernement aulrichien atna s<*tjl la responsahiliu^des mesures
i prendre pour le maintien tin hlocus de la I {nngrie .s»tr sa fronti^rc.

'Or, si les tnesures prises ne st>iu pas eflicaces, les annes ef munitions
et autre matdriel de guerre se trouvanf encore cn grandes qua»itit<Ss en
Autriche pourront passer <;n Hongne petulant le dt'iai laisst'* pur Ic traits

dc paix pour la livraistm de e«^ mtitt^riel aux Allies.

‘Dans ees conditions, le Goinit^ de BUk'us de I’Orient dt^ire savotr:

‘i. Si le Gouvernement Autrichien tioit ftre dAs la signature par ses

ddl^guAs dc la declaration susvisee, senl charge tie mainfctiir fa lermeture
dc la fronti6re httngroise, tlans tT cas Ics ptjstes allies enlreletuis h cette

frontiere devront etre retires (Ds la dale tie la signature;
‘2. Si au contrairc, unc co-operation intcr-tdliee fhtit a,ssister le Gouveme-

ment autrichien dans sa tSchc, il im|«>rtc dc savoir si lc.s jjostes allies de
la frontierc devront &tre maintenus:

0) soil jusqu’i la mise en vigucur dti traite,
,

b) soit jusqu’ii Texpiration du deiai prevu pour la remise des armes et

des munitions,

e) soit jusqu’i la conclusion de la paix avec la Hongric.

‘Une decision immediate c,st neccs.sairc, le deWgue americain k Vienne
ayant annonce I’intcntion dc son Gouvernement dc rappeler ses agents
du service de la frontiire hongroise i la fm du present mois, ct le Gouveme-
ment britannique n’ayant pas encore envoye ics sicn.s; actucllcmcnt l«i

postea de la frontierc hongroise sont cn majeure partie occupds par le

personnel americain.’

In his opinion the best proposal was that Intcr-AIIicd assistance be given
to Austria. This would be welcomed by the Austrian Government, and the
French Minister, at Vienna had strongly supported the plan. The Austrian
Ooyemment was weak, and if it was desired that the blockade should be
mMntaincd effectually against Hungary, it was desirable to reinforce the
Austrian Government by Allied assistance.

how nasujy menwould be required to fulfil this plan.
*****^*^' twartAars aftd five or six men from each Nation

Th^ renamed the question of the time for which th&
l^rohahly* he thot;^ht, it would have to bo

with Hungary,
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M. PioHON said that the period might be shortened if General Boehm
succeeded.

Mr. White said that he understood that, the American Government
maintained three posts, but had since ordered their withdrawal.

M. SEYDdxrx replied that this was so.

Mr. Balfour said that Austria had been required to undertake the main-

tenance of the blockade against Hungary. He quite agreed that Austria

must be assisted in doing so. Ifthe Allies desired the blockade to be effective,

it was manifest that they must assist in maintaining it. He thought that all

the Allies should participate, and he undertook to try and induce the British

Government to take their jpart.

Mr. White said that he would do likewise.

Mr. Balfour said that as to the time at which the blockade could cease,

it might be decided to raise it as soon as Hungary showed signs of good con-

duct, and sent Delegates to negotiate Peace. This point, however, need not

be settled at present, and might be allowed to depend on events.

(It was then decided that the Blockade of Hungary should be maintained
until the Council should decide otherwise, and that the participation of

the Four Powers should be arranged for to assist the Austrian Govern-
ment in maintaining it.)

6. M. Seydoux read a note of the Supreme Economic Council (see Appen-

Qiustim of Im-

ports into Serbia

dix B).

M. Clemengeau observed that in theory at least there was
no blockade at Fiume. In practice, however, there was. The

Italian Government, without justification, continually stopped trains.

M. TirroNi said that the question of transit was quite distinct. He had
already sent a full explanation to M, Glemenceau, but no decision had yet

been taken.

M. Glemenceau said that the French base at Fiume had been’hampered

many times in its operations.

M. Tittoni said that pending a final solution, orders had been given by
him that all trains should proceed without interference.

M. Berthelot said that a telegram had been received to the effect that the

food situation in Serbia was very serious in consequence of the stoppage of

goods from Fiume. Men, women and children had been dying of hunger

whilst stores were accumulating in the port.

M. Tittoni said that he-had sent telegraphic orders two days previously

for the free passage of trains.

M. Clemengeau asked M. Tittoni whether he guaranteed that his orders

would be carried out.

M. Tittoni replied that he did. He requested, however, that the situation

be regulated speedily. As far as he knew, the goods in question were not

landed on the quays in Fiume at all.. They went by train and the railroad

was open.

M. Berthelot said that, according to information he had received, the
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railroads were, blocked with traffir. In ronsrqurtuT, disembarkation ofgoods

at Finnic was asked for.

M. C.t.RMENCKAU usknl whether M. Tittoni m ngnised that the Serbians

had a right to expedite giKids through Fiuine.

M. TriTtiNi said that it was not a ipiestioti of transit through Fiume,

but a question of estahlisiiing Serbian bases there. This vvouki prejudicethe

question of Fiumc and he was not prepared to aerede to this.

M. BRRTnKi.oT said that they wonhl he satisfied if they obtained free

passage cither through the French base at Fiume, or through the Italian

commissariat,

Mr. Balfour asked when the Canmeit miglif have information that this

was being tnirried out.

M. TrrroNi said that he would give telegraphic onlers that gmuls destined

for Serbia througli the port of Fiume simuid proceed immeiliately, and that

the reviclualling ofJugo-Slavia in fl««h clothes, petroleum ami other goods

at present waiting at Fiume, should not he hampered by the interruption of

communication, as the forwarding of these goods was of vital importance for

the army and population ofJugo-Slavia.

M. Tittoni agreed to tlie use by the Serbians of Fiume as a port of transit,

provided the French base or the Italian commiss.iriat he tised exclusively.

The choice of either should lie left with the Serbians.

Note w«« taken of M, Tittoni’# declaration regarding the order# given by
him two day# previously for the resumption of trutiMit hy land.

M. Tittoni urged that a solution of thi.s que,Htion be reached us early as

possible,

7. (General Mance* and Mr. Hudson entered the HKim.)

M. Bkrthrlot read and explained the note attached in
Cfaw«/orwMertw« Appendix C.
in tht Treaty qf

* *

Peace with Bulgaria (It wa# agreed that there was no objection to the nomination
m Ports, Water- of a French Member to the ('.ommiHsion.)
mgis and Railways

M. Tittoni said that he would express his view later.

Mr. Hudson said that final action on paragraph 24’ .should, he thought,

be postponed until the settlement of the territorial question. He therefore

asked that the question of the insertion of clauses regarding Ports, Water-

ways and Railways be dderred until the territorial solution had been

arrived at.

Mr. Balfour said there was force in this proposal, but he would like to

know when a decision on the territorial question could be expected. The
Bulgarians had already arrived.
* “

1^ WaiTB said he had received a communication from President Wilson

fpi dieflfefote was able to discuss the question ofWestern Thrace. He would

* wjwowatative on the Conuninion on Portt, Wsterwayi, and Railways.
f The clause summarized m appendix C below. (QT. No. 83, minute a and note 1 .)
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be ready to do so on the following day. In this connection, he wished to

communicate the following document:

—

‘Regarding the events mentioned in the report ofthe British, French and
Japanese members of the Central Bulgarian [Territorial] Committee with

respect to the alleged desire of the Mussulmans of Western Thrace that this

territory be ceded by Bulgaria to Greece,* the United States Charg6
d’Affaires at Sofia, under date of the 24th instant, reports that the petition

was prepared by one Mussulman deputy, who drew it up without

the authority or knowledge of the other persons whose names were
signed thereto. The Deputy in question has fled from Bulgaria and is

believed to be in Italy or in Turkey. All the other Mussulman Deputies

made an official denial before Parliament and also stated in a letter to the

Prime Minister that they had not signed the petition and added that their

views were entirely opposed to the sentiments expressed therein. In the

opinion of the Charg6 d’Affaires, the Mussulman population of Western
Thrace, if forced to choose between Greek and Bulgarian rule, would
greatly prefer here, as well as elsewhere, the latter, in spite of the fact that

the Greeks have spent large sums in this district for purposes of propa-

ganda. The Charge d’Affaires concludes by saying that, in his opinion, an
impartial investigation or a plebiscite would prove the foregoing beyond
any question of doubt.’

Mr. White, continuing, said that the belief that the Mohammedan popula-

tion of Western Thrace desired union with Greece had had considerable

weight with the American Members of the Commission dealing with Greek

Affairs. If this belief was as ill-founded as his later news implied, the situation

was considerably modified.

M. Clemenceau asked Mr. White whether he was able to obtain the

official denial of the Mohammedan Deputies referred to in the Note.

Mr. White said he would try to do so.

M. Clemenceau said that M. Venizdos must be heard on this subject, and
he proposed, with Mr. White’s consent, to send him a copy of this Note.

(It was then agreed that M. Venizelos be invited to attend the Council

at 5 p.m. on the following day, when the question ofWestern Thrace would
be discussed.

It was further decided to postpone until the following meeting the

discussion of the Gauses relating to Ports, Waterways, and Railways, for

settlement in conjunction with the territorial questions affecting Bulgaria.)

The Meeting then adjourned.

Villa Majesticf Paris.

July 28, rgig.

* See No. i6, appendix A, section IV.
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Appendix B to No. ao

Mote
PARS, l« aiju^t^

Exportation tn Serbie,

Par imc lottre du i*’’ jiiiUrt, M. N«-. P.»hil« h. au n«>in dr la dtU^gadon du

Royaumc drs Srrbrs, Ciroafrft rt SUiv^'ars, a apprir I'attriiiion du President de

k

Gonfdrcnctt dc la Paix siir I'rm’oHibirnirtit <lti ]w»! t tlr <»r,JVf>sa, <jHi srul actueHe-

ment servlrait riuipartatian p»ui- I’l'.Jat sril«»-noalr-sl<»v^>nr. crt rnrombrement

rendant tr^s diflidlr Ir ravitaillrnirnt da Roy.iunir. 1 .a tli^ldgalian dn dil Royaume

deraandnit dotu', i\ lu (lanli'rriMT tlr birn vnukdr oi tlunarr tpir Irs importatioru

fusscnt (*galraJ<'nt aalmimVs par Ir purl dr 1‘iuuir.

La qurstion a ^xuit'-r flrvanl Ir Clunsril Siipn’^inr la•tM«mH^Jur qid l‘a exami-

nee dans aa stfanrr du i u juillri

.

M. Volpi, deiegue du Ciiiuvrinrmrnt it.dirn, a l.ut ri»unaUrr *iur Ira importa-

tion[sJ pour Ir Royauinr drs Srriirs, tUoalrs rt Sluvenrs |K«m airtu sVflrrtuer non

seulrniriit par Oravosa, inais ausst par Saluiiiqur, (••itt.uu rt Irs jxwts dalinatcs,

que d’ailtrurs il n’rxislait aurun Idwus rlu purl dr Hiunr. rl <pir Ir ravilailleraent

du rtjyaumr drs .Srrbrs, (Iruatrs rt Sluveurs |«Mirrait sVHrrturr par rr put, jdt

par rentrrinisr tlr la basr navalr lrant,’.dsr. suit p.tr rrllr tir liiilrtidanrr iialtenne.

M. Volpi a ajuute qur sun < biuvrrnrmrni u»«i rii etaiit tiesirrux dr dormer

toutes facilites au Ruyaunn^ drs Srrbrs t Irualrs rt Slitvears |«nir rr transit n’accqp-

trrait pas rurganisiUiua h iMunir tl'tinr basr sperialr iiavalr uu ruiiiinrmale psr

ledit Royaumr.
Lr Coasril SttprStur Erutumtitjur nr prut qur jturtrr rr rrasrigtirment a la

connaissance de la Otnferencc dc la Paix jjour reinaisr A M. Pjadulrh ou toute

autre action qu’dle ddeidera.

Pour Ic Ministre ct par antorisiition

Le CJonsciller d'Ainljaiwadc

Sous-I)in:rtcur dc* Rclatiom Cointnercialei.

Appendix G to No. ao

Mole
PARIS, I* a4juUUt ipip,

Aeeh dt la Bulgarit i CaoetUa ou Didtagakh.

En prevision de I’attxibution k la Grice de la Thrace Bulgare, cc tiui sdparerait

la Bulgarie de la mer Egde, la Commission du Rdgiine international des Ports,

voies d’eau ct voies ferries a propose I'insertion dans Ic Traiti avee la Bulgarie,

d*une clause dont ies dispositions essentielics sont lea suivantea;

- I*— La Grice donnera 4 bail 4 ia Bulgarie pendant 50 ans unc aone francl^

,

prise soit dans ic port de Cavalla, soit dans celui de Dediagatch, au choix de l4.

Bul^^e.
_

•

a*— Celle-d y jouira dc facUitis pardcuitires pour son transit.

3«— Une convention, rivisable tous Ies dix ans, fixera Ies conditions de cette

ooKdon ct ks modalitis de son utilisation.

, le port cfaoisi cst Cavalla* ua chexain de fer sera construit ct

i|gidTiKliarcepart 4 BtBroari^
;

iiApSes attt pHrtfgrai^ 3* et 4* leraient, cn cas dc disaccord eatif^

stnaxiiM* aux dedsions d'uae Coaunission composie d'u^

£ diie^ grec et d’ua dilt^i britannique.



La Commission des Ports, en faisant cette proposition, ne s’est plac^e qu’au
point de vue technique, et n’a pas envisage certaines considerations d’ordre
politique fort importantes pour le bon fonctionnement de Porgane ainsi cre6. Get
organe a un role essentiellement ponderateur et arbitral. En n’y faisant participer
qu’une seule grande Puissance, on risque de s’exposer aux protestations soit des
Grecs, soit des Bulgares qui, suivant les decisions prises, les imputeront a Pattitude

et aux interets politiques de cette grande Puissance.

La Delegation Frangaise estime done que pour donner k la Commission, qui
doit fonctionner k Gavalla on Dedeagatch, Pautorite voulue, il conviendrait d’y
faire participer plusieurs grandes Puissances.

Elle considere que la Grande-Bretagne et la France, etant toutes deux Puissances

garantes de la Grece, sont naturellement designees pour cette mission et que leur

intervention sera d’ailleurs accueill[i]e par les Bulgares eux-memes comme une
garantie d’hnpartialite.

No. 21

H. D- 17.] JVoUs of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichords Room at the Qjiai d'Orsqy^ Paris
^
on Monday^

July 28, iQig, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. H. White; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire-. The Rl Hon. A. J. Balfour, O.M., M.P.; secretaries,

Mr. H. Norman, Sir Ian Malcolm, K.C.M.G.
France-. M. Clemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Berthelot, M. de

St. Qjucntin.

Italy-. M. Tittoni; secretaries, M. Paterno, M. Vannutelli.

Japan-. Baron Makino; secretary, M. Kawai.
Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Capt. Chapin. British Empire: Lt. Com-

mander Bell. France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Capt. Majnoni.
Interpreter: Prof. P. J. Mantoux.

I. At this moment M. Tardieu entered the room.

M. Tardieu stated that the question of setting up the Gom-
Appoktment of mittce for co-ordinating the clauses of the Peace Treaty with
ConmiUee toci)- Germany had been submitted to the Committee fdr supervising

ofGerman Peace
execution of the Peace Treaty, by the American representa-

Treaty tivc. After three meetings, the Committee had adopted a plan

which was set out in Annex [Appendix] A.

Mr. Balfour stated that the proposal was to the effect that a Committee
should be set up in Paris to supervise the execution of the Peace Treaty, and
to co-ordinate its provisions. Would not there then be some confusion

between this new Committee and the League of Nations? There would be
a Permanent Committee at Geneva and another Permanent Committee at

Paris. This might lead to disputes.

M. Tardieu replied that Mr. Balfour’s question had been answered in

Paragraph i of the Report. The manner in which the functions of the

Committee had been limited was clearly expressed, and there was therefore
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M tLd.™ replied tlu,t p»mKr;,i.li •. of .he Rr,H.rl a.»weml .hc ,u«.on.

It hid bL IhouRhl that Ihmt w;,> oolhiaK w pirven amhassadon bnag

Lth.led as .T,..L..a.iv« .o lla- fiaamiiar, hul, na .he o «•. hand, thm

tTm. Id spiVially to r.., on,aa-ad .ha, amhassad.,,, shoaW b- appomud.

bn a<loj>tnd.)

a. M. L«yKueH« aiul ihn Naval nspnts n»tnml thn n«>ni.

M. ClLKMKNiiKAU stat<Hl that tiu' Naval cKprrts had met to

Disimsttl of the (In-
thn (luostiun without hniuK **’ r«m»; to an agree-

mmiand
^ ^ whu h w.is, that, hnlorn thny could

,

«"'
:;;.':;\;;,bb 'beu- »«h- ,.r ,h.- ,.,al,.T, a .Urido., wi.h resard t.

tireir fie..'.™' I>"lh7 '"'""'f '7 '"o™™™"”

‘“Aorn'i RoNaa..'., slated that .he Admirals had „.e, »,yeral lima with-

out coming to an agreement uiul that thftr tcmarkH on the ditlercnces of

opinion belween the Admiralties of the .........ries e...i. mie.i em,h be seen

in the Report .submitted to the Clonference (xee Annex
j
Appendix] B).

M Clemenoeau stated tlmt he <Iid not sec how the cjuestion o whether

thfvesscls should be destroyed, sunk, or distributed, could
v':

It had already been discimcd by the Cmmcil of Hair, and,
f"'"’

“ PJ f

to the Freneh request, it bad Imen .leehletl that the vessels sliouhl ^
d.*.t-

,

buted^ and that each recipient country should ptit the vessels allotted to it

to what use it chose. There could be uo doubt on the question, because, whw

the Scapa Flow incident occurred,* Mr. Lloyd George
.

rearct for what had happened, in view of the fact that !• ranee was to rcceiv

dumber of "veoils sunk. He had agai..

and had given a list of vessels that might finally be given J
of compensation. The Scapa Flow incident had ‘

of disposal. The German vessels had been placed under the 8“^™ “

British Admiralty. He did not wish to be critical; but simply

tion to the fact that a report on the whole question had
'’f®"

'

Supreme Council, and that the report in quation had not
^

Pe had intended, at the time, to send a French Admiral

Uoyd George had not received the suggration favourably, he had .

The responsibihty rested vwth the British Admiralty, and it ww

re necessary^at a report should be submitted to the Council, in orde^

I pv.fm<.E MinktegofMarii>e. * On June SI, 1919.
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that responsibility for the affair might be determined. The German Admiral

was going to be tried by a British court martial; but it should not be for-

gotten that the Admiral in question 3 was at the time Gommander-in-Chief

of the German Fleet;- and that he had admitted to having given orders to

sink it. The German Government was therefore clearly responsible, and the

Allies had a right to demand reparation. Mr. Lloyd George had stated that

reparation would be given, but, after enquiring, he had not appeared to

think this possible. An argument had been brought forward to the effect that

the provisions of the Armistice did not establish sufficient control over the

German vessels; Mr. Lloyd George had further recalled Marshal Foch’s

opinion against surrendering these vessels. Before discussing the question of

distributing the German fleet, it was necessary to know where the fleet in

question actually was : one portion was at the bottom of the sea in Scapa

Flow, another, smaller, portion was possibly afloat in the same locality;

finally, there were vessels in German ports. How could the Admirals have

given any other reply? They could only do what they had done, and draw
attention to the fact that no political decision had been taken. This was the

essence of the question, and before pursuing the discussion further, he wished

to know the opinion of his colleagues.

Mr. Balfour stated that the remarks of the President of the Council

raised three points. Firstly, he had alluded to a declaration of Mr. Lloyd

George in favour of distributing the Fleet.

M. Glemenceau stated that the question had been twice discussed, and
that finally President Wilson and Mr. Lloyd George had acceded to French

wishes by accepting the principle that the Fleet should be distributed.

Mr. Balfour said that the Council of Four had agreed that the distribu-

tion should be made between the Allied Powers, but that he was not aware

of the exact basis of this distribution. He asked v\diether it had been decided,

for example, to make an equal division of aU surface vessels of the same
class; or whether compensations in another form were to accompany the

distribution.

M. Tittoni stated, that, inasmuch as the principle ofdistribution had been

determined upon, it was necessary to know the manner in which it was to be
carried out.

M. Clemenoeau answered that the principle of distribution had alone

been discussed, and not the details of this distribution.

Mr. Balfour asked whether the matters included in the minutes of

April 25th represented a definite decision taken by France.

M. Clemenoeau replied that he was quite ready to re-discuss the question

for the fourth or fifth time. He wished to draw attention, however, to the

fact, that, as Mr. Lloyd George had proposed to hand over to the French a

certain number of vessels whose names were given, this in itself proved his

admission of the principle of distribution.

Baron Makino stated that he could remember this statement.

Mr. Balfour stated that it was very important to know what had been

3 Rear-Admiral von Reuter.
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derided upon by the Council of Four, in order that the question should iKjt ]

continually recur. He did not think, that, as a matter ol principle, it was

advisable to rc-open matters already discussed and derided upon by that

M. CiiEMENCRAt! answered that lu* could not entirely accept Mr. Balfour’s

statement of principle. It was contradicteci by the fact that a clec.ision had

been made, to occupy the Rhine territory for fifteen years. Notwithstanding

this, six days befi^re the ircaty hud heett signet!, Mt. I.loyti George had

rc*opcned the tjuestion and it huti i)een re^thsensseti, lie was ncvcrthelcffl

in agreement witli Mr. Balfour. It was neet‘ssary tt> see exactly what had

been said and to consult the minutes tirawn up by the becrctariat. In

addition to this, the report promised on the Seajra Flow incident should be

forthcoming.
_ . , • j

Mr. Bai.kour stated that lie saw no t»hjeetjon to a report being made.

M. GI.KMENCRAU Stilted that the British /Vdiniralty was not of Unit opinion.

Mr. White stated tinit the question was new to him, and that it was

necessary ftir him to examine ciirefully the minutes of proceedings in order

that he might know wluit President Wilson Inid thimght.

M. Ci.EMENOEAU stiitcil tluit they were therefore in agreement on the two

points previously raised by him.

M. 'I'lrroNi staled tlnit the principle of distributii>n was agreed upon; but

the manner in which it wiis to be carried out had yet to be decided.

M. CtEMENOEAU Stated that the last point had never been discussed; and

that Mr. Lloyd George and President Wilson had only agreed to the principle.

He further drew attention to the fact that he had raised the question of

German responsibility.

Mr. Balfour stated that he did not doubt that such a responsibility

existed, but even if established, what advantages would accrue?

(It was agreed that the Secretariat should examine the minute# ofproc^*

mgs in order to report on all that had been said in the Council of Four

with regard to the distribution of the German Fleet. It was further

,

decided that Mr. Balfour should ask the British Government for the report

on the Soapa Flow incident.)

(M. Lcygucs and the Naval Advisers then left the room.)

[Not printed]*

firihtPortqfm

4. M. Tarweu stated that the Jugo-SIav Delegation had addressed sever^

qftfu Cmms- Notes to the Council on the subject of their claims tocertsuft

dmmR(>mimdmaind territories*

. A . stated, that before pursuing this discus-

irion, be vdshed to remarik that he preferred not to take U]^

Ju«o-Skv daim^ during such time as the Serbia^

out of artkie 65 of the Treaty of VenafUee. After a brief^
i it'imdeckW d»t Ihe noiiilaadoo ofM. Detoune, It^;6aieur doi Fonts et CihauswS^i

‘'"I
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refused to respect the decisions taken by the Council with regard to

Klagenfurt.®

M. Tardieu remarked, that as the claims were rejected in the proposed

replies, these latter were in line with Mr. Balfour’s remarks.

M. Tittoni said that he considered it useless to discuss the question, as the

Council’s decisions were not being respected.

M. Tardieu answered that the proposals themselves might be considered

because they did not grant the Serbians’ claims.

M. Clemenceau stated that the entire discussion was put aside by Mr.
Balfour’s remarks, with whom [m] the Council agreed.

M. Tardieu stated that since the questions could not be further discussed,

despite the fact that the claims put forward had been rejected, the Council

would presumably be less inclined to discuss points upon which concessions

had been made. There remained a question of Ada-Kalessi Island which
did not concernJugo-Slavia. In a telegram dated r ithjuly General Franchet

d’Esperey had reported that the Roumanians and Jugo-Slavs both laid claim

to Ada-Kalessi Island, which lay in the Danube opposite Orsova, and which,

after being left to Turkey by virtue of the Berlin Treaty of 1878, had been

occupied by Austria-Hungary in 1908. In view of the fact that the Ada-
Kalessi Island had been occupied by Austria-Hungary the Committee
proposed that it should be given to Roumania, which country had received

the Austro-Hungarian territories of Transylvania adjacent to the Danube.
The Committee required that the stipulations of Article 52 of the Berlin

Treaty, with regard to the prohibition of Military works on the island should

be upheld.

(It was agreed that the Ada-Kalessi Island should be granted to Roumania,
and that the clauses of Article 52 of the Berlin Treaty, as detailed above,

should be upheld.

It was farther decided that M. Clemenceau, as President of the Peace

Conference, should inform the Jugo-Slav Delegation that, in view of the

Serbian refusal to recognise decisions of the Supreme Council with regard

to Klagenfurt, it was impossible to proceed further with the latest claims

presented by their Delegation.)

5. M. Tardieu stated that the Secretary-General had informed Marshal

Foch of the decision taken by the Council on the 1 6th July,

effect thatFrench troops should not be sent to Schleswig,*

^^mLscM^ig since the means oftheir transport were not yet ready. Marshall

Foch had now reported that the decision in question arose

out of a misunderstanding. The French battalion for Schleswig had been

formed, and was' now ready to start at four days’ notice. Marshal Foch
further reported that he had informed the British Admiralty to the above

effect.

‘as Temporary Director of the port ofKehl and ofthe port of Strassburg should be submitted

by each respective delegation to their Governments for approval.’

* See No. 16, minute 9.

* See No. i?, minute 3 (
4).
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Mr. BAi.FOim said that the decisioji that Frenrli trrxips .should not partid-

pate had been taken, .simply because it had luvn wronRly .supposed that they

were not ready. Since this was not the ca.se it wcntUI be ativantageous if the

French flag were represented.

(It wan decided that the French hiittuiion now ready should participate

in the Military occupation of Sehlewwig; and that the British Admiralty

ahouhl give Marshal Foch the four thtyn' notiee in advane«'\ which was to

precede the despatch of the hultalion.)

6. Mr'. WitiTK stated that an Austrian iN«Jtc with rcgunl to the minority

churscs of the Feacc Treaty had Itecn presented.’ He sug-

Atistritm fmifmuils gested that llie
[

i* it) .slandd be transmitted to the Com-
with rrfiml t» iht

ijjijjc;. „u [sj<.\v States for report.

/L mil-
heiit'vetl fh.it eerfaiii elauscs on the

jeei ofminmtm .sttlijeet of minorities had ulnsniy been .sent to another Com-
jnittec. Would it not he preferalile to suiunif the Austrian

proposals to this latter Committee in onler to avoid eonfusion?

M. Brrtijki.ot .stated that the que.stion of minorities .should have been the

cxchwive object of study of flic Minorities Committee. Other questions,

involving problems of linanee anti tr.msportation, hatl however been sub-

mitted to it.

M. <!i,kmknckau drew attentitm to the fact that the note accom-

panying the presentation of the Austrian Feaee Treaty" stuteti clearly,

that, as the text of the 'IVcaty represented tUri.sitms finally arrived at,

it would not be possible to reply to notes that had been ret'eived in the

past, or would be received in the future, from the Austrian Delegation.

It therefore seemed impimible t«j discuss the questiou rai.scd by Mr.

White.

(It waa decided that, the Austrittii prupoHals with regard to minorities

should not bo examined by the Cutincil, in view of the letter accompany-
ing the presentation of the IVace Treaty, wherein it was stated that no

further replies would he given to Austrian notes.)

Villa Majestic^ Paris.

July s8, tgiQ.

’> An Austrian note dated July to, igifl. had cncUsied the texts c»f Austrian counter-pro-

posals on various sections of the draft Treaty of Peace including those on the protection of

minorities. English texts of the Austrian covering note and counter-prop<*als on minorities

are printed by N. Almond and R. H. Lutx, op. cit., pp, 809 10 and 577”fia.
• On July 90, 1919, M, Dutasta had presented to Dr. Renner the full drril of the

treaty of peace with Austria and an accompanying memorandum under cover of a note

ftom M. Clemenceau of that date. French texts these three documents arc printed in

6t dir dwtiAMirrddtisehm FriidmsdiligaHm in St. Gmuiin-m-Lqint



Appendix A to No. 21

Conf:i^renge de la Paix.

Comit^ d’ex^cution des clauses du traits.

PARIS, le 23 juillet igig.

Note pour le Conseil Suprime

Le Comit6 d^execution des clauses du Traits a saisi par le Repr^sentant

Americain k ce Comit6, d’un projet de creation d’un Comity, chargd, apr^s I’entr^e

en vigueur du Traits avec PAllemagne, de la coordination des questions concernant

rinterpretation et Texdcution des clauses de ce Traits.

Le Comity a consacrd trois seances k Pexamen de ce projet et le texte ci-dessous

a ^t^ finalement adoptd runanimitd.

Projet de Recommandation

10—Les questions concernant rinterprdtation et Pex^cution du Traits avec

PAllemagnej — k Fexception de celles confines par lui soit k la Socidt(i des Nations,

soit aux Commissions des Reparations, du Gontrole Militaire, Naval et Aerien et

de la rive gauche du Rhin, ou k d’autres organes permanents de m^me nature, —
devront etre dtudi^es et suivies par un Gomitd special, dont le si^ge sera k Paris,

mais qui pourra, s’il lejuge opportun en raison de la nature de certaines questions,

se transporter en d’autres capitales.

2®— Ghacune des Principales Puissances Allises et Associ^es fera connaitre

aussitdt que possible le nom du dei^gud, diplomatique ou autre, charge de la

repr&enter dans ce Comity. Les d^l6gu& pourront ^tre assists de conseillers

techniques choisis d’apr^s la nature des questions k traiter.

3®— Le Comity aura pour mission de fournir aux gouvernements, k qui appar-

tiendra la decision, des bases communes et coordonn6es d’information et d’appr^-

ciation, comme aussi de leur faire en cas de besoin, toutes propositions r^pondant

Fbbjet d^fini par le paragraphe i.

49— Les relations du Gomit6 avec les gouvernements et les commissions en-

voydes sur place en execution du trait6 seront r^gl6es comme suit

:

a) — Les Commissions envoydes sur place adresseront directetnent au Oomit6

un compte-rendu r^gulier de toutes les questions d’ex^cution courante r^solues par

elles et par les autorit^s locales allemandes ou autres avec qui elles seront en

relations:

b) — Quand les dites affaires d’exdcution courante, sans poser de questions de

principe, provoqueront sur place un disaccord, les membres du Comity seront

autoris^s, par leurs Gouvernements respectifs, k envoyer directement des instruc-

tions aux Commissions et pour adresser directement copie de ces instructions, en

m6me temps qu’aux gouvernements allies et associ^s, aux repr^sentants k Berlin

des dits gouvernements;

c) — ^uand se poseront des questions de principe, le Comitd, apr^:s examen
commun, proposera les solutions aux gouvernements qui notifieront les decisions

et mesures d’ex^cution tant aux Commissions sur place qu’4 leurs repr^scntants

diplomatiques des gouvernements allies et associ^s k Berlin, Gopie de ces decisions

sera envoy^e au Comitd pour son information.

50— Les gouvernements allies et associ^s r^gleront, en temps utile, les relations

qui devront exister entre le Comit6 et le Secretariat Gdneral de la Society des

Nations, afin que toutes les mesures d’execution du Traitd soient conformes aux

principes et Fid^al qui sont k la base de la Societd.
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6“— Ah fur et ft mesure dc la signattirt* dw aiilrm Traite's, tinr organisatteS'

co«ipa«t«5c dvcnturllrmfnt dfs mfincs {irrsoimcs, {lomra ^jre chargee, dans les

niCmrs conditions, d’cn suivrc rcxccution.

Ain*KNi>ix H TO No. a i

Joint J^ok hy thf Admimlxfor the (lounfil of the Prineipnl AUied and

Associated Paitw

The AtlmiralH met this mortiing to eunsidrr the three <r{Hestions on which the

Council tlesire their atlvice, viz

:

The di.Mj><)8al of - •

(i) the Cennan surface warshtjw, both tl»wr irinaitiiiig at Scapa and the

additional »hi|w to he surrendered under Arih le ittf, of the IVacc Treatyj

(a) the warships of the late Au.stro-nungarian navy, im luding snlmiarincsj

(3) the surrendered Cerman suhmarines.

a. After reviewing tiie dwcimsions %vhich have laketi pl.u e an<l the re|x>rts whidi

they have matle from time to time on the idmve jatiiils in cotmectiou with the

preparation of the Naval Clauses for the Treaties of I’eace, the Admirals were

unanimously rtf opinittn that they crmhl olfrr no further advice or fhnnulate any

recomtnendations until they were in possession r»f the det isirtn of the Council on

the jjoint of principle itivolvetl, whir'h is a jHilitical one, viz: •

(a) Are these vessels to he

—

(i) sunk, or

(3) broken up, or

(3) distributed without restriction as to their tillimate disimsal?

(b) If they are to be distrihutrd' -

(1) is the distribution to lie confined to the Allied and Associated Powen
whose navies have taken a prominent part in the war; nr

(a) are the smaller of the Allied Ptiwen who possess navies and new States

with maritime frontient to participate? Claims have been made by

Belgium, Brazil, China and Portugal, and also by Finland, Poland,

and Yugoslavia.

On receipt of the Council’s decision, plans to give eftect to it can lie formulated.

3. Briefly stated, the naval recommendations are as follows!—

*

United States

British Empire

Italy

Surfact Ships

To be sunk or broken up, with a preference for linking.

To be broken up.

To be broken up; but if an exception is made and venels are

Plotted to any of the Allied Powers, as part of iu fleet, the'

Italian navy should receive its due proportion.

Tb b« sunk dr brolcen with the same reservation as made
the case of Italy.

to bc^ skikii]^ and breaking up; coiaiden the vewdb:^

bd distrihuted among the Allied and Auodated



Submarines
United States '

British Empire Unanimous in recommending that all the submarines^, sub-

Italy marine salvage vessels and docks be broken up.

Japan
France Opposed to breaking up; considers the submarines should be

distributed among the Allied and Associated Powers.

The situation as regards the German submarines was fully explained in the

Admirals’ report of 7 May, a copy ofwhich is attached for convenience ofreference.

Paris^ 27th June^ igxg.

Document 2

Disposal of German Submarines

(I.G. 176 E.)

The Admirals of the Allied and Associated Powers in Paris have read the Notes
of the meeting of the First Delegates of the Peace Conference held at President

Wilson’s residence on 25 April and have given further consideration to the question

of the disposal of the German submarines.

2. The Admirals representing the United States ofAmerica, the British Empire,
Italy and Japan are unanimous in recommending that all the submarines, sub-

marine salvage vessels and docks surrendered by Germany, be broken up.

[A] draft formula for an agreement between the Allied and Associated Powers
themselves, to give effect to this recommendation, is attached (Annex A^). It

differs but little from the paragraph on the subject embodied in the first draft of

the Naval Clauses submitted to the Supreme Council on 7 February and nothing

has occurred in the meantime to cause the four Admirals to modify their views.

Whatever be the future as regards submarine warfare, they see no necessity for

increasing submarine armaments by distributing the German submarines at a

moment when the menace of the German fleet has been removed and a general

reduction of armaments is desired.

They are further of opinion that the destruction of all German submarines is

called for on moral grounds, as a mark of the repugnance felt by the rest of the

world to the manner in which Germany used her submarines in the war.

3. Admiral de Bon does not agree with the views expressed above and has

prepared an alternative formula (Annex B). In his opinion, the two questions,

viz., the destruction ofthe submarines and the future ofsubmarine warfare, cannot

be separated.

4. A statement showing numerically the present position as regards the German
submarines is also attached (Annex C*®).

{Signed by) For

Admiral Benson United States of America
Rear-Admi3eial Hope British Empire
Vice-Admiral de Bon France

Rear-Admiral Grassi Italy

Rear-Admiral Takeshita Japan

Paris^ 7 May, xgxg- '

® Document 3, Document 4.
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aj June,

Note. Annex B is not alUichrd as the fnnmila rinliodird in it is not in agree-

inrnl with the present Naval view of I'ranee, vi/.., lliat itU the suhniarincs should

l>e distributed anMniRSt tlw Allieil ami Assiiei.iletl I’owera.

Dtn uinent ;i

A/imv A. DhfHmU itf (>'a mini Sulminrhifs

Aurermknt ninwEi'N •riiE mvk At,J,tKr» ano AvsitniAiEn 1’owkrh

{Draft prnfxml hy the .Admiuth trprrxrntmsf thr I 'iiikd Stairs iifAmrrket,

Ikilish Ismpiif, ilaly and .yapan)

All the (iernian subnjarines, sul)jnarine salvage vessels ami <lwks for sub-

marines, sarrendereti to the Allies shall be broken up.

'I'he breaking-up of the (lennan submarines apprtipriafed ft»r propaganda

purposes in the (anmtries of the Allied and A,sstH'iated bowers slialt be e.ommcnced

not later than ;tist Oetober, ipip, wliieh dale shall be extemled to ;jtst December,

ipu}, in the ease of tho,se allotted to Japan.

'liie breaking-tjp tiftiie lejiiainder now in the ports «»f(beat Britain and France,

or rn imitr thereto, .shall be eonnneneed fortfnvifh.

Articles, machinery and materia! arising from the breaking-up of these veads

may tutt be used except for purely industrial or r ontmercial pu«|xwes. They may

not he sold or disj«>srtl of to foreign r ountries.

The proceeds of the brrnking-«p of these vessels shall he <liv«ie<l among the

Allied and Associated Powers on a scale to be subsetjuently settlerl.

Document 4

Annex C. Surrendered German Submarines

{Omitting those in the Hlark Sra)

6' May, it/rg

(Subject to verification as to the numbers in the varUnts eategories)

Smfkmbk
ihrd* tei

In (^on Oporakd

pm<^i to fife., or ntsm *I(mk m
Ailiid pofU sunk m during pari in

Af possags thi war Iks war 7olat

id) m ic) id) iO
Great Britain . *9 16 «4 49
Prance • *7 91 8 46
United States . « • 4 a 6

Italy • a 4 6 to

Japan . . • • S 4 7

Total 36 48 34 118

S<dd and bdng brdken up in England « * _54

17a
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Allied Submarine Losses During the War

Number Percentage of total

Country lost Allied losses

Great Britain . 55 71-5

France . 14 i8

Italy 8 10.5

United States . .

.

.

.

Japan .

.

.

.

Other Allies . •• -•

Total . 77 100,0

No. 22

H. D. 1 8.] Motes ofa Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon’s Room at the Qtiai d’Orsay, Paris, on Tuesday,

July sg, igig, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: Hon. H. White, (later) Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L.

Harrison.

British Empire: The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,
Sir Ian Malcolm.

France: M. Pichon, (later) M. Clemenceau; secretaries, M. Berthelot,

M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Scialoja; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Capt. Chapin. British Empire: Gapt. E.

Abraham. France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Lt.-Gol. A. Jones.

Interpreter: Prof. P. J. Mantoux.

I. M. Berthelot referring to die decision taken on the previous day

(H.D. 17 . Para. 6 *), said that he understood the decision
^stwn ofan^er-

Austrian notes despatched before the final Treaty
mg us nan oes

handed to the Austrian Delegation. It would

clearly be necessary to reply to any Austrian notes despatched since then.

He proposed, therefore, that the note regarding minorities be examined by

the Committee on New States.

Mr. Balfour said that he thought the same principle might be adopted

in dealing with the Austrian notes as had been adopted regarding the notes

sent by the German Delegation. In the latter case there had been a Com-
mittee to survey the whole of the replies. He would, therefore, propose that

M. Dutasta be asked to arrange for a similar machinery in order that the

whole of the replies be co-ordinated.

(This proposal was accepted.)

‘ No. 21, minute 6.
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Note:—The Resolution referred to was as folhm's: -

(It was agreed that a (lomniittee should he appointed for the purpose

"

of editing the reply to tlie (Jeiinan Note. The Senet.iry-(Jencral was

'

requested to arrange for this (Inminiilej* to meet witii the least posstblo

delay, and to eomtmmieale to it the v.uiotis portions «tf the reply as they

were upprovctl.)

a. M. Pk’.hon said that the .Xustrians had asked for an esteitsion of one

week heyotui the period of to tiays allowed them to present

their ohservatiotis reganling tlie Treaty. ‘!‘ljey justified their

retptest by referenee to the ehatigeof Ftireign Minister which

had lately oeetured.- He ihougln the deinaiul eoiild not be

resisteti, and asked his « t.lieagttes if they agreed with him.

(It was agreed that the period of ten djiyn allowed to tlie Anefriun Delega-

tion to present ohservntioiiH on I lie Treaty hiuided to tl»em should be

extended l>y one week, and that thin shotdd he eotuntnttieuted to them by

the Secret ariat-fJenerul.)

Moiffim Atistfion

fkkgatm mkhig

/nr rxtmshn nflimr

aiktmlfnr rrf^lv

3 *

H0»tsUtblhhmml nf

mmmumrth
imis tviih Gmmtm

(NiH {miitrd]

4. The Count'll had before it the prupos.»l utatir by M. 'rittoni on the pre-

vious day {H.D. 16, Para. -H).

u. LoiictiRUR said that M. Tiittmi’s proptmd really

Mitdortam^m amounted to the prrpi'liiation t)f the Supreme Kconomic

Council. The very fune.titms he wisheti exercised were those'

hitherto exercised by the Council with the help tif the Wheat

Executive, the Interallied Maritime Tratjsport Ctmtjcil, atal similar organisa-

tions. The problem before the Governmcnt|s| was therefore merely restated

in other terms. As the Council knew, the French and Italian Delcgafions'

favoured the continuance of the Supreme Economic Council. Great Britain ,

latterly had taken the same view. Only the American Delegation disagreed,

and had wired to Washington for instructions. On the following Fridaym
Saturday^ there was to be a meeting of the Council in I-ondon. Everything

dependwi on the instructiom that might be received from the Governments,

Without them the members could take no action.

Mr. Balfour said that he had prepared a draft resolution to the foUowii^

eflfect:— I

‘That the problems arising out of the present difficulties of providii^f

food, coal and raw material to the Allied Powers be submitted to to

» EcocM)inalo OouacU for examination and report.' '

^

‘0KKm',r«S9M& tS» Astittrimli&ibtry ofFordgn AfWn on July 95, 1919 {0^*1
oonduet «f tii« Mial»try was awuniedi by Dr. Rentier, the Austrasy

* I and s, 1919.
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He had expressed his resolution in these terms in order not to bind the

Supreme Ecopomic Council in any way. M. Tittoni’s proposal appeared to

dictate the conclusion in some manner.

M, Loucheur observed that neither resolution offered a solution of the

question. All that could be done was to postpone it unless instructions were
received for the Supreme Economic Council to continue its functions. In

regard to the primary necessity of finding coal for Italy, he wished to inform

the Council that he had had a conversation with M. Tittoni. There was
information that between the dates of August 5th and September 5th, Ger-

many would furnish one million three hundred and fifty thousand tons of

coal. This coal was intended for French uses according to agreement.

France, however, had agreed, in order to assist Italy, to despatch out of this

one hundred and seventy-five thousand tons to the latter country. This would
save the situation. In addition to this, in spite of considerable shortage in

France, he had given an order for the despatch from the Saar Basin to Italy

ofone thousand two hundred tons daily, He hoped that Great Britain would
also help to ease the situation and he expected to have a conversation with

Sir Auckland Geddes® at the end of the week.

(It was then resolved that the problems arising out of the present diffi-

culties of providing food, coal and raw materials to the Allied Powers

be submitted to the Supreme Economic Council for examination and

report.)

5 -

Appor^menX ofcommis-
printed]^

sion ofexpertsfor the dis-

tribution of rolling stock

In enemy countries

5 President of the Board of Trade.
^ This question concerned a difference of opinion between Mr. Hudson, who considered

‘that the Commission of Experts which was to deal with the distribution of rolling stock was,

according to the Treaty, entirely independent’, and M. Loucheur, who ‘said that the

experts might be allowed to make provisional allotments of the railway stock, subject to

sanction by the Reparations Commission. He disputed that the experts under the Treaty

had any right to dispose finally ofsuch material.’ Mr. Balfour said ‘that two quite different

considerations had to be reconciled. It was obvious that the rolling stock ofEurope, as being

a financial asset, could not escape the grasp of the Reparation Commission, but it was

clearly important that for the economic reconstruction of Europe so essential an instrument

of reconstruction shoidd be employed to the best purpose. Without this, work on mines,

farms, factories, &c., would be wasted. From this point ofview there was no more important

resource than rolling stock for the economic revival of Europe. This resource must be hus-

banded by the experts. It was therefore necessary to reconcile these two important objects.’

After further discussion it was decided to accept provisionally, subject to further examination

by the experts present of the Reparations Commission and of the Commission on Ports,

Waterways and Railways, the following proposal made by Mr. Balfour : ‘The immediate

distribution of rolling stock shall be made on the authority of the Expert Committee; but

no such distribution shall be final until the financial aspects of the question have been con-

sidered and approved by the Committee of Reparation.’
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6. M. Glementel^ said that the draft Clauses now before the Council

Econmk Clausesfor bad been unanimously agreed to. (Appendix D.s) He
insertion in the Treaty explained the various clauses in which alterations had been
ofPeaceuM Bulgaria jxiade since the last edition. Some discussion arose con-

cerning Article 29.

Mr. White asked whether the smaller Powers might not claim equal

rights with the Principal Allied and Associated Powers in respect to the

‘most favoured nation’ treatment.

M. Glementel explained that this provision had been inserted at the

request of the Japanese Delegates.*

Mr. Balfour asked why it was proposed to re-impose Consular Courts

on Bulgaria.

M. C1.EMENTEL said that it was merely a case of re-stating pre-existing

rights.

Mr. Balfour said that he had not been aware of any right of Consular

jurisdiction in Bulgaria, but, in any case, he would have thought it more in

keeping with the times to abolish or curtail such a right rather than to re-assert

or extend it.

Mr. White said that the United States did not wish to claim extra-

territorial rights in Bulgaria.

M. PiCHON said that the French Government were negotiating just before

the outbreak ofwar for the abolition of the capitulations in Bulgaria.

M. Glementel pointed out that the formula employed was permissive.

Special conventions might be entered into by each of the Allied and Asso-
dated Powew with Bulgaria. There was nothing to compel them to do so.

’ At the close of the discussion on the previous item M. Glementel had entered the
meeting together with the Experts, M. Alphant, M. Nogara and Mr. Hutchinson. Their
entry had been immediately preceded by that of Mr. Polk, Under Secretary of State in the
State Department of the United States, who had on July 19, 1919, been appointed a Com-
missioner Plempotentiary to act as Ghairman of the American Commission to Negotiate
Peace. Mr. Polk arrived in Paris from the United States on the morning ofJuly 29.

* Not print^. This appendix was a report from the Economic Commission, datedJuly 7,
1919, and revised as to July 28, stating that ‘the clauses proposed by the Treaty of Peace
^th Bulgaria are based to

^
toge extent on the Treaties with Germany and Austria’.

fc^lowed a summary indicating ‘which article can be derived from the corresponding
articles in those Treaties by substituting the words “Bulgaria*’ or “Bulgarian” for the
^e^nding terms, and by making the necessary changes in the dates mentioned, e.g. the
date entry mto the war (20th September 1915), date of the Armistice (30th September,
191B), &c. This summary listed 59 draft articles numbered 1-56 and A-C. Nos. i-i8^ res^ctively the drafts for articles 147-64 ofthe Treaty of Neuilly. No. 19 differed from

of that treaty m that it read: ‘The convention of the 29th November, 1901,^^e^ Equmama and Bulgaria, concerning fishing in the waters of the Danube, is again
mto forcefrom the date ofthe ratification ofthe present Treaty ofPeace, and cannot

^ ^ y®frs unlc^ it is previously revised by die mutual consent
Ds^ articles 20-36 were re^ectively drafts for articles 166-182

^ draft for article iB6 of that treaty; Nos. 38-40 were
articles 187-94, and Nos. 49-56 for

f 3=7 3®
^ See No. 19, mmute 4.



The sentence regarding ‘most favoured nation’ treatment had been added at

the request ofJapan,

Mr, Balfour observed that things were not left just as they had been
before the war, as the United States and Japan were added to the list of

Powers entitled to negotiate with Bulgaria regarding special rights which
they had not possessed before the war,

M, PiCHON observed that they need not avail themselves of this right,

France had rights which had not been put into practice. Just before the

outbreak of the war, negotiations were going on for the abolition of these

theoretical rights. The object of the Article was therefore quite a restricted

one, namely, to enable France to resume these negotiations,

Mr, Balfour remarked that it was odd that an Article with so restricted

an object contrived to add two Powers to the list,

M, Matsui said that he understood that there was in practice, no consular
jurisdiction in Bulgaria, Japan, however, had been for a long time urging
her right to exercise such jurisdiction in Turkey, Japan would therefore
seem to be weakening her position unless this sentence were inserted in the
Article, If none of the Powers chose to exercise their rights under the
capitulations, Japan would do nothing; should the Powers wish to do so,

Japan desired to be in the same position as the rest. Nothing very substantial
was being asked for, and he thought that any exercise of the right was
improbable. In view ofthe negotiations with Turkey, however, theJapanese
Delegation had thought it desirable to have this sentence inserted.
Mr. Balfour said that he thought it was strange to insist in a Treaty on

a right which no one wished to exercise, and which no one approved. With
this comment, however, he would be content, and would not oppose the
acceptance of the Article,

(The Econonuc Clauses as drafted (see Appendix D.8) were then adopted
for insertion in the Treaty of Peace with Bulgaria.

It was further decided to communicate these Clauses in the same
manner as the other Clauses, through the President of the Committee, to
the sm^er Powers concerned.)

(M. Glemenceau and M. Tardieu entered the room.)

7. Mr. Balfour read the following telegram. He thought this amounted
Line ofdemarcation ^ refusal on the part of General Pilsudski to obey the
between Polish and orders of the Council:

—

Lithuanian Forces (M, Clementel, M. Alphant and M. Nogara withdrew.)

Telegramfrom Sir P. Wyndham,^^ Warsaw to Mr. Balfour

July 25th, igxQ,
Un July 24th I saw General Pilsudski as instructed by you in your

telegram ofJuly 23rd.

‘Upon my raising the question of the Polish troops being withdrawn to
the line ofdemarcation General Pilsudski said that this was a responsibility

H.M. Commissioner at Warsaw,
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which he would not take as the immediate result would be the outbreak of

disturbances, possibly leading to regular warfare. He declared that he would

resign OflSce and leave Poland for Lithuania if we insisted on the Polish

troops being withdrawn, and showed absolute determination on this point

The internal situation is now so difficult that, as it seems to me, General

Pilsudski would gladly avail himself of any opportunity to resign which
might be afforded to him by foreign pressure in opposition to a cause

which is popular in Poland. The political consequences will be serious if

he carries out his threat.’

M. Clemenceau observed that the telegram was dated July 25th and that

the decision of the Council had been taken on the 26th.

8, It was decided that no answer need be made to Herr von Bethmann-
Reply to Hm von HoUweg’s letter regarding his personal responsibility for the
Boihnam-Hollweg outbreak of war.^^

See No. 19, minute i.

The letter in question was not appended to the original minute but the reference

was evidently to the following letter, dated from Hohenfinow on June 25, 1919, from
Herr von Bethmann-Hollweg to M. Clemenceau

:

{TranslaHon) ‘Sir,

T have the honour to request that your Excellency will be so good as to bring the annexed
letter to the notice of the Governments of the Allied and Associated Powers.

J have the honour, etc.,

in above^
Bethmann-Hollweg.*

j^^.V^ordii^ to Aiffde 227 of the Conditions of Peace, the Allied and Associated Powers
anaign His Majesty William II of Hohenzollcm, ex-Emperor of Germany, for a

r offence against international morality and the sanctity of Treaties. At the same
they declare that they will address to the Royal Government of the Netherlands a

to deliver the former Emperor into their hands in order that he may be put on trial.

With iitference to these stipulations, I beg leave to request the Governments of the Allied

^1^ Associated Powers to direct a^inst my person the procedure which they propose to
r.^date against His Majesty the Emperor. With this object I declare that I place myself at
,& disposal of the Allied and Associated Powers.

^<^co(rdance with the constitutional laws of Germany, it is I who, in my capacity of
dianc^iUor of the Empire, bear the exclusive responsibility for political acts of the

duriz^ my tenure of office. I feel justified in considering that the Allied and
Powers who wish to submit these acts to their judgment shovdd call me only to

^ ^^dnced that the Governments of the Allied and Associated Powers will not
to a<Mt that the rule established by the public law ofa State deserves to be recognisedm mtetational rdations, and I ejq)ress the hope that they will be so good as to grant the

^jgent request which I submit to them.
Bethmann-Hollweg.’

^ considered by the Supreme Council (Council of
Commhsion on the ResponsibiHty of the Authors of the War

suggested by the Council of

by Herr von Bethmann-HoUw^^S'
comtitu-
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9. (At this point M. Venizelos and the Members of the Commission on

Greek Affairs, entered the Room.)
Heai^ Af. Glemenceau, addressing M, Venizelos said that the

Council thought that he would probably have something to
^

say regarding the frontiers of Bulgaria.

M. Venizelos said that he would have something to say on the subject,

but before dealing with that, he would like to give an explanation regarding

the document produced by Mr. White at a previous meeting (see H.D. i6.

para. 7).*^ This document had been communicated to him by the Chairman

the Council would understand that he was considerably upset by it.

It was implied that he had made use of a forged document to influence the

Conference. He had never stated that the Mussulmans of Western Thrace

desired to join Greece. Should they be given the choice, it was obvious that

they would be inclined to choose the Allies ofTurkey rather than the enemies

of Turkey. What he had suggested was that Allied Officers should consult

the Mahommedan Deputies without the knowledge either of Bulgaria or

Turkey. He then read a letter addressed to him by 8 Mussulman Deputies

ofWestern Thrace (Appendix E). This petition he had sent to M. Gambon,
but he had never attempted to represent the Mussulmans of Thrace as desir-

ing a union with Greece.

M. Venizelos then read a series of observations he had prepared on this

subject (see Appendix F). He added that he had made complaint to the

Government at Washington regarding the imputation made against him by
the American Delegation.

Mr. White said that the document had been communicated to M. Veni-

i^elos confidentially. M. Venizelos had therefore no right to make any
communication to Washington on the subject.

M. Venizelos said that the document had been communicated to him
by the Chairman of the Council, and he thought he had a right to defend
himsdf vis-a-vis the American Government.
M. Glemenceau said he thought M. Venizelos would have done better

to reserve his justification for the Council.

M. Venizelos said that he would withdraw his complaint at Washington.
M. Venizelos said that in Thrace as claimed by him for Greece there

were more than five times as many Greeks as Bulgarians. There were, in
addition, a large number of Greeks in Constantinople and in the districts

siOTounding it. To these he made no claim and he argued that this reinforced
his claim to the other parts ofThrace. Against the ethnographical argument
which entirely favoured Greece an economic argument was alleged in favour
ofBulgaria. He recognised that free access to the sea was one ofthe principles
of the Conference. Whenever interests were opposed which could not be
reconciled, it was necessary to decide which deseiwed the greater respect,
"nie principle ofnationality should take precedence over economic con.sidera-
tions. Bulgaria had excellent ports on the Black Sea. An outlet on the Aegean
^^cles 237-30 of the Treaty of-Peace as accepted by the German Dclef?ation which signed
die Treaty and by the Assembly at Weimar which has ratified it.’ « No. 20, minute 7.
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Sea was not a matter of primary necessity since the opening of the Straits

would convert the Black Sea into an open sea. The inclusion of Greek

populations in Greece was however a vital interest. Bulgaria could have

commercial access to the Aegean either at Dedcagatch or, if this port were

regarded unsuitable, at Gavalla. Similar rights might be guaranteed to

Bulgaria as had been guaranteed to other land-locked states. Four states,

each of them larger than Bulgaria, namely Czecho-Slovakia, Austria, Hun-
gary and Poland had been left by the Conference without direct access to the

sea. Why should a similar arrangement not be enough for Bulgaria? Poland

had not been given Dantzig, in order that the nationality of the intervening

populations should be respected. It had been alleged that the arrangement
he proposed served Bulgarian purposes well enough in peace, but would not

suit them in war. He thought this argument operated in his favour. There
would be no chance for Bulgaria to establish a submarine base on the

Aegean. Bulgaria was a continental power. Greece was very largely an
island power. Should Bulgaria have complete control over a port in the

Aegean, she could intercept the movements of Greek troops by means of
submarines. He knew that strategic arguments were not in favour at the

Conference but he only used this as a secondary argument and in reply to

an objection. It was needless to attempt to satisfy Bulgaria. Nothing but
hegemony in the Balkans would satisfy her. She would undoubtedly attempt
to upset the settlement made by the Conference. The only hope for peace in

the Balkans was to set up her neighbours as ethnic units each individually too

big to be attacked. It had also been said that the Greeks had left Western
Thrace. This was true. They had been driven out by the Bulgarians and
had for five years been refugees in Macedonia and Greece. M. Venizelos
then read copious extracts from a work entitled ‘Rapports et Enqu€tes de la
Commission Inter-alhee sur les violations du droit des gens commises en
Macedoine orientale par les armees bulgares’. He added that the American
Red Cross Society which had worked in Eastern Macedonia thoroughly
corroborated the report of the Interallied Commission. He argued that it

was imdesirable to entrust to the rule of a nation which could behave in the
manner illustrated by these extracts, any foreign population whatsoever.

(M. Venizelos then withdrew.)

(The Meeting then adjourned.)
'

Villa Majestic, Paris,

zgtii jtdy, igig.

Appendix E to No. 22

Ill^mEx^ence Monsieur Elephterios Venizelos.
des Isfimstres.de Cr^ce, etc. etc.

SOFIA, le 31 decembre igi8.

naiis, deputes de la Thrace occidentale au Parle-
des yu^ probableanent diff^rentes des vdtres au ’



sujet de Tavenir politique de la Thrace Occidentale, fermement convaincus de
votre liberalisme, avons recours k vous pour porter k votre connaissance les faits

suivants et vous piier de vouloir bien, rien que pour des raisons humanitaires,

intervenir en notre favour dans le sens que nous vous indiquons.

Au Chef de la Mission. Hell^nique k Sophia, le Colonel Mazarakis, nous avons
dejk remis une lettre k ce sujet. Maintenant nous nous permettons de vous faire

part que nous venons d’adresser une lettre au Gdn^ral d’Esperey, Commandant
en chef les Armies Alli6es, ainsi con9ue:

Mon G^a^ral,

SOFIA, le d&embre iqi8.

Les soussignfe Turcs Musulmans, d6put& de la Thrace Occidentale au Parle-

ment Bulgare, qualifife par consequent, pour representer cette region, apr6s nous
etre fermement persuades qu’il est tout k fait impossible k nos compatriotes de-
meurant 1^-bas de vivre sous le Gouvernement Bulgare, vu le manque total de
tolerance que les Bulgares montraient et qu’ils montrcnt encore envers nous,
comme envers ceux de leurs sujets qui ne sont pas Bulgares de race et 4 cause des
vexations et des abus frequents et indignes d’une nation civilisee, qu’ils commet-
tent, d’accord avec tons ces [? nos] compatriotes de la Thrace Occidentale, avons
I’honneur de demander une audience au General Chretien Commandant les

Troupes Alliees d’occupation en Bulgarie.

Notre but etait de lui exposer que toute la region comprise entrc la Mcsta, la
Maritza, la Mer et k peu pres I’ancienne frontiere Turco-Bulgare de 1912, divisee
en deux prefectures: celle de Gumuldjina (District de Gumuldjina, Isketchc, Egri-
Dere, Dari-Dere, Pachmakli, Ahi-Chelebi, Kirdja-Ali, Kochikavac, Ortakcui,
Sofoulou, Fere, Dedeagatch) et celle de Kara-Agatch-Odrin (District de Kani-
Agatch, Moustaphapacha, Svilengrad, et Dimotika) est habite[e] par une masse
compacte de Turcs-Musulmans, d’une minorite de Grccs et de quelqucs Bulgares.
Nous voulions en outre, au nom de cette majorite dcrasante le prier de vouloir

bien nous proteger afin que ceux de nos compatriotes de la Thrace Occidentale
6migr& en Turquie puissent librement regagner leurs foyers, et ks vexations ct
abus bulgares en Thrace centre nos malheureux compatriotes prissent fin ct qu’une
mesure fut prise au Congr^ de la Paix en notre favour, vu que sans garantics notre
vie ne serait pas possible sous la domination bulgare.

oj/ant pas encore iti refus par le Ginpral ChrHien, nous nous sommes permis, daius un
rapport dont copie ci-jointe,‘+ d’exposer la situation de la Thrace Occitkntak
avec statistiques exactes k I’appui que nous lui avons remis et nous nous r^servions
de hu demander son intervention pour la protection actuelle de nos compatriotes
en Thrace, *

Malheureusement les vexations et les abus bulgares vont s’aggravant et se muUipliant
chaquejouremtre nos compatrioUs, une irritation sourde contre les Bulgares se fait
senUr en Thrace et il ne serait pas improbable qu’eUe dclatat un jour ou Pautre
rontre ces oppresseurs. Nous avons plus d’unc fois interpelk k la Sobranid lesMi^tres bulpres au sujet de leur administration impossible en Thrace Occi-dent^e mais le Gouvernement n’entend donner aucune satisfaction. II est mftme

saTo'lS^nce
^

^ ‘I"’

Mon Gin^M, au moment oil la guerre mondiale mende pour lea orineinea
anmortel, de I'dgalitd et de Ujuadee vient de finir, au moment oil le <

'

Not attached to original of this appendix.

! Congrds de la
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Paix va iftablir sous une forme durable ces principes ^ternels, il ne serait pas juste

de nous laisser souffiir sous le joug le plus dur et le plus impitoyable qu’on puisse

imaginer, sous le joug bulgare.

En attendant les mesures qui seront prises au Congrfe de la Paix k ce sujet et

quij nous Pesp^rons, seront de nature k nous lib^rer par n’importc quel moyen
des Bulgares; pendant toute la duree de I’anDiistice nous vous prions instamment,

mon General, de prendre une mesure militaire, meme provisoire, pour aiu61iorer

notre situation qui est intolerable.

Une occupation de la Thrace Occidentale par les Troupes AUiees mettrait fin

k nos maux et previendrait toute agitation qui, comme nous venons de Pexposer,

est a craindre. II serait desirable que des Troupes Helieniques prisseSit part k
cette occupation, vu que les Grecs se trouvant en Thrace subissent les m^mes
vexations que nous, que les Hellenes se sont toujours montr& lib^raux envers nous,

que c’est une nation avec laquelle nous pouvons trfes bien nous entendre et qu’ils

pourraient en mtoe temps que leurs compatriotes, nous prot^ger, nous qui nous
trouvons dans les m^mes conditions, contre les vexations et les abus des Bulgares.

Excellence,

comme nous Tindiquons dans cette lettre il nous serait desirable que, dans
Tavenir, la Thrace Occidentale soit Iib6r6e de toute fagon du joug bulgare qui est

insupportable.

Mais en attendant la solution qui sera donn^e k ce sujet par le Gongr^ de la

Paix, nous vous prions instamment, Excellence, au nom de tous nos connationaux
opprim& de faire tout votre possible en faveur de I’occupation que nous demandons
dans la lettre adressee au G&i^ral d’Esperey.

Veuillez agr&r, etc.

Mehmet Djelal
IsMAm Hakki
Gaum Noum
Tevfik

Edhem Roxjhi

H. Cafet
Hachim
EIemal

Appeftdix F to No. 22

Qbservdion sur la MoU en date du sijtdllet du ChargS d'Affaires des JStats-Unis A

Sofia

portant la signature des d^putdsr musulmans de la Thrace
^dtd^tale au Sobram6 Bulgare, aurait 6t^ pr6sent6e ^ la Conference demandant

c^sioh de cette province par la Bulgane k la Gr^ce. La plupart de ces deputes
^traient oppose un dementi officiel k cette petition qu’ik n’ont ni signee ni connue.

^ dementi n.a aucune raison d’etre, car la petition qu’^il vise n’a jamais existe.
. U m samrait de quelque maniere que ce soit valoir contre la lettre datde du
^decembre 1918 que ces memes d^utes adresserent au General Franchet^^gwy et k Monsieur Veniselos pour affirmer que les Musulmans de la Thrace

pouvaient plus vivre sous ‘le dur et impitoyable joug bulgare et
^^ deiivres^ par ‘n’lmporte quels moyens’, I’occupation

r , « .
. Cette lettre, revetue de la

^
[^ b Thrace occidentale, parvint k

fe^<^l^miiquee par lui, le lendemain
de 'la Commission de la,

:iU€§. De ^n cote le General



Franchet d’Esperey fit parvenir au Gouvernement Fran^ais la m6me lettre k lui

adress^e.

a .—^Monsieur le Charg6 d’Affaires des fitats-Unis k Sofia estime que si la

population musulmane de la Thrace occidentale avait k choisir entre le rcJgime

grec et le regime bulgare elle pr^fiJrerait de beaucoup ce dernier.

Get avis est en flagrante contradiction avec celui des d^putds signataires de la

lettre du 31 d^cembre, qui paraissent 6tre meilleursjuges en la matiire. Dans cette

lettre, oh ils ont affirm^ leur d&ir de voir la Thrace occidentale ‘lib(5x*^e dc toute

fagon du joug bulgare qui est insupportable’, ils ont en m6me temps d(Sclar6 que
‘les Hellenes se sont toujours montr^s libdraux’ envers eux et qu’ils constituent uUe
nation avec laquelle ils peuvent tr^s bien s’entendre.

Ce double sentiment est tr& ancien chez les musulmans. Geux qui vivcnt sous
la souverainet^ grecque se sont toujours d^clar^s satisfaits de leur sort. Dans tme
6tude de M. Franchet d’Esperey, dans la Revue du rnonde musulman^ p. 87
et suivantes, on en trouve la preuve certaine et irrefutable. II en est tout autrement
des musulmans de Bulgarie et plus sp^cialement de ceux de la l^hrace occidentale.
Leurs d^putfe au Sobrani^ ont plusieurs reprises protest^ centre le regime
bulgare et formula de la tribune du Parlement les plus graves accusations centre les

autoritfe civiles et militaires bulgares. II en fut notanament ainsi dans des inter-
pellations retentissantes d^veloppte au Sobrani6 les ii novembre et 12 dicembre
1917. II en fut de mSme en d^cembre dernier. Les d6put^s musulmans se plaigni-
rent de la demolition de la mosqu^e de Sofia et du caracterc oppressifde Fadminis-
tration bulgare. Menaces, terrorises, ils ne parent achever le d^veloppement dc
leur interpellation. N’obtenant d’autre part, du Gouvernement bulgare, la
moindre promesse de satisfaction, ils r&olurent dc saisir de leurs dol<Sances les
alli&. Le 18 d^cembre 1918, ils adress^irent un rapport au G<Snt5ral Chrt5tien,
commandant les troupes alli^es k Sofia. Ils d^crivaient roppression l>ulgare en
France [? Thrace], sollicitaient le retour dans leurs foyers des milliers de musulmans
arbitrairement d^plac^s par les autorit<is bulgares et r^clamaicnt pour les musul-
mans la faculty de disposer de leur sort.

N’ayant r6ussi k obtenir du G^n^ral Chretien ni r<Jponse ni audience, ils d<ici-
d^rent de saisir de leur affaire le G^n^ral Franchet d’Esperey, II lui cnvoyArent
la lettre du 31 d^cembre qu’ils adressirent en mtoe temps k M. Vtiniselos, en lui
disant que, quoiqu’ayant probablement des vucs difKrentes des leurs au sujet de
1 aveiur pohtique de la Thrace occidentale, leur conviction dans son liJx^ralisme
les mcit^t ^ le pner de vouloir bien, rien que pour des raisom humanitaires,
mt^enir en leur Javeur et appuyer la demande d’occupation de leur pays adressfe
au General Franchet d Esperey.

.
3 - ^routes ces d&oarches se produisant k Sofia mtoe parvinrent n^couairement

I'*
Gouvernement bulgare qui en fut naturellement limu. II

la mani^m forte pour arriter le scandale et sa
eifets. les d^put* musulmans furent <5troitement surveiHAi, traqu^i.

terroi^. Le Pr&ident du Conseil, Ministre des Affaim fitrang&S, S
>

explications sur le mimoire adress^ au G^iniral Franchet

riWinrir
” compreiid que les d^put& appel6s ainsi 4 se disculpcr durent^ mam^re Evasive, se bornant k dire qu’ils avaient surtont voulu marqurr

.
torn prdfdrences pour la Turquie. L’intervention du GouvernemtS leur fuTunwfiSsant averte^ent que le s^jour k Sofia n’^tait pas exempt d’inconv^fnicnti et



Cependant la nouvelle de la lettre du 31 ddcembre se repandit hors des milieux

de la Conference, et ne tarda pa^ etre ddfigurde au point de prater aux d6pnt6s

musulmans de la Thrace occidentale, au lieu du desir de dehvrer leur pays du

iouR bulgare, celui de le voir se reunir ^ la Gr^ce. La nouvelle ainsi altdrde

meritait un dementi, Les deputes refugids a Constantinople, obliges sans doute

de tenir compte du point de vue du Gouvernement Ottoman, ne manqu^rent pas

de le donner. Le 20juin dernier, lejournal turc paraissant k Constantinople Ikdam

publiait le texte d’un tdegramme adress6 .au President de la Conference et aux

Pldnipotentiaires des principales Puissances Alliees et Associ6es par quatre deputes

musulmans au Sobranie, Kemal, Hachim, Housni et Hadji-Chafep, dont les deux

premiers figurent parmi les signataires de la lettre du 3 1 decembre. D apres

VIkdam ce telegramme etait ainsi con9u:

. ‘Nous, soussignds, deputes de Thrace au Sobranie bulgare, opposons un

dementi’a la nouveUe publi6e dans la presse grecque, que nous aurions soumis

un m6moire demandant i’annexion de la Thrace a la Grece, et ddclarons que si,

comme le pretend cette presse, pareil memoire a ete pr6sente par Monsieur

Veniselos au Gonseil des Cinq, il est absolument apocryphe, car non seulement

nous n’avons pas soumis pareil memoire, mais nous n’avions ni mandat ni

qualitd pour le faire. Nous vous prions de faire dtablir la v6rit6 par vos Hauts

Commissaires a Constantinople, au moyen d*une enqu6te ou de notre interro-

gatoire, puisque nous nous trouvons actuellement k Constantinople, et vous

supplions, au nom de la paix et de la tranquillite des hommes de prendre notre

demande en consideration.’

n est fort possible que ce dementi, qui a dii rejouir le Gouvernement Bulgare,

ait 6te reproduit ou renouvel6 k Sofia.

C’est 6videnmient k ce m6me dementi, ainsi divulgue k Sofia, que doit faire

allusion la note de M. le Charge d’Affaires des fitats-Unis.

Mais il est manifeste qu’il ne saurait s’appliquer i la lettre du 31 decembre, qui

conserve des lors toute sa valeur tant centre la Bulgarie qu’en faveur de la Grece.

4,

—^Monsieur le Charge d’Affaires des £tats-Unis ne s’est pas bornd a donner

ime interpretation toute personnelle des sentiments des Musulmans de Thrace.

Il a affirm^ comme un fait ‘que les Grecs ont depens6 dans cette r6gion de grosses

sommes d’argent pour la propagande\ Il y a 1^ une accusation gratuite contre

laquelle le Gouvernement HeUenique s’est empress^ de formuler les protestations

les plus 6nergiques aupres du Secretaire d’fitat k Washington.

5.

—Monsieur le Charge d’Affaires des fitats-Unis estime que Tinterpretation

par lui donnee des sentiments des Musulmans de Thrace serait sans aucun doute

confirmee par une enqu^te impartiale ou un plebiscite.

Pareille consultation eut ete desirable et possible il y a quelques mois. Monsieur
veniselos en avait fait lui-meme la suggestion devant le Gonseil Supreme de la

Conference, dans sa seance du 3 fevrier, pour connaitre les preferences de la

population musulmane entre I’actuel regime bulgare et Tadministration helienique

qui lui serait substituee. Repondant k une question de Monsieur Lloyd George
sur modalites de pareille consultation, M. Veniselos avait propose qu’un
<&cier general allie fut charge de voirles deputes de Thrace au Sobranie pour
km* demander leur opinion a ce sujet, Mais il avait eu soin de recommander d’y
parocMer avec la plus grande discretion, car il etait evident que si le projet de cette

ccmsidtation parvenait a temps k leur cdnnaissance, les Gouvernements Bulgare et

Turc manqueraient pas de mettre tout en mouvement pour influencer ou
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intimidcr les interesses dont I’opinion, cessant d’etre libre, serait d^;s lors priv^e de

toute valeur.

Le danger signale alors s’est realise: les deux gouvernements ont eu le temps

d’agir et de prendre leurs precautions. Une consultation impartiale est dcsormais

pratiquement impossible.

Mais elle est, en meme temps, parfaitement inutile, car les preferences qu'il

s’agirait de rechercher entre le regime bulgare et le rt^gime grec, les representants

legitimes et autorises des Musulmans de Thrace les ont librcment et claircment

manifestees dans leur lettre du 3 1 decembre.

Le Gouvernement Bulgare ne saurait, par aucune manoeuvre, infirmer la

valeur de ce document qui formule en termes accablants Tirrcvocable condam-

nation de sa domination en Thrace.

No. 23

H. D. 19.] Motes ofa Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M, PichorCs Room at the Quai d'Orsajy, Paris
^
on Wednesday^

July 30, iQig at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.SA.: Hon. H. White, Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: TheRt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr, H. Norman^
Sir Ian Malcolm.

France: M. Giemenceau, M. Pichon; skcrktaries, M. Dutasla, M.
thelot, M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Scialoja; secretary, M. Palerno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U,SA, : Gapt. Chapin. Ihiiish Ewpirc: Gomdr. Hell

France: Gapt. A. Portier. Italy: Lt.-Gol. A. Jon(\s.

Interpreter: Prof. P. J. Mantoux.

I. M. Clemenceau stated that he wished the question to he adjourned until

the following day. The Greeks were engaged in discussions with

FrZs Italian Delegation and, in addition to this, M. Tardieu was
required in the Chamber of Deputies. The question was tluT*(dore

adjourned.

2. Mr. Balfour asked whether this question could be discussed without a
settlement of the frontier question.

Clamesforimertim M. Berthelot admitted that the duuHas d<'aHiig witii

VmeSB^garia Waterways and Railways were dependent on the

on Ports, Water- Settlement of the Cavalla frontier line.

ways and Railways Mr. Balfour asked whether it would not be po.s»ible to
accept all the Articles with the exception of Article 24 which

was dependent on the frontier settlement.

(It was agreed that the draft clauses for insertion in the Pence Treaty with
Bulgaria (Appendix Ai) dealing with the question of Ports, Waterways and
Railways should be accepted with the exception of Artiide 24.)

' Not printed. This appendix contained a report from the (.'ommis.sjon on tiie Inter-
national Regime of Ports, Waterways and Railways, dated June ai, lyiy, suhmilting ;}t»
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3- M. Fromageot stated that the Commission on New States had submitted

draft clauses on the subject of the rights of minorities for
Political Clauses in insertion in the Peace Treaty with Bulgaria (see Appendix B*)

.

Articles had been drawn up on the basis of those which
a gana

inserted in the Austrian Treaty, with the exception

of those dealing with the guarantees of the League of Nations. These latter

were based upon similar provisions in the Polish and other treaties. In

addition, the Committee had added Articles Nos. 3 and 4 which were not in

the Austrian Treaty. These laid down obligations on Bulgaria to grant

rights of Bulgarian citizenship to persons living continuously in Bulgaria,

despite the fact that they came of foreign parents. The Drafting Committee

thought that, though Articles 3 and 4 ought to be inserted in Peace Treaties

with New States whose legislation was as yet unknown, or in the Peace

Treaties with old States which did not give sufficient guarantees on the

subject, they were none the less superfluous in the case of Bulgaria, since the

legislation of that country on the point in question was in conformity with

that of the most advanced European States. It had therefore been thought,

that the two articles should be omitted from the text, which was otherwise

analogous to that prepared by the Committee on New States. In addition

to this, the latter Committee had left out a clause, by virtue of which the

Bulgarians would be obliged to raise no obstacle against Bulgarian subjects,

at present living in territories granted to other countries, opting as to their

citizenship. The text prepared by the Drafting Committee differed from the

one drawn up by the Committee on New States, in that articles 3 and 4 had

been omitted, and an article dealing with the right of option inserted.

Mr. Balfour stated, that as Bulgaria was an old State, and as its legisla-

tion was satisfactory on the point in question, there was no use in compelling

it to modify its statute book.

M. SciALOjA stated that it had been reported to him, that the Committee

had not taken up its work, owing to the fact that it was not sure that it was

competent to deal with the question. It should also be noted, that the disposal

of Thrace affected a portion of the work of this Committee.

Mr. Hudson stated that ihe Committee had been of opinion that articles

3 and 4 were necessary in Roumania’s case, in order that the Jews might be

protected. In the 1878 Treaty the same rights had not [w] been granted to

theJewish population as had been given to other citizens. The question was,

whether the article should be enforced in Bulgaria’s case.

Mr. Balfour remarked, that since the clauses had been adopted for such

clauses which constituted the draft for Part XI of the Treaty of Neuilly (articles aia-48).

The appendix also contained a supplementary report from the Commission, dated July a8,

1919. Both reports are printed by D. H. Miller, op. cit., vol. ad, pp. 100-19 & 131-5*

Article 34 of the draft clauses was as summarized in No. ao, appendix G.

* Not printed. This appendix comprised eight draft clauses which were subsequently

hicorporated, with only drafting amendment, in the Treaty of Neuilly as articles 49-55

57. (Article 56 represented the additional clause which the Drafting Committeewas directed

by the Supreme Council to draw up: see the resolution adopted below.) These draft clauses

are printed by D. H. Miller, op. cit., vol. xiii, pp. 317-30.
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countries as Poland, Czecho-Slovalda and Roumania, he saw no reason

against their being put into the Peace Treaty with Bulgaria.

M. Fromageot said that in the Peace Treaty with Austria, although

clauses had been inserted to protect minorities, no provision had been made

for special nationalities, since the legislation ofthe country seemed a sufficient

guarantee. The clauses were therefore only applicable to countries whose

legislation was unsatisfactory and to others whose future legislation could not

be foreseen. Bulgaria had dealt with the question of nationality in a satis-

factory mannpr in the past. Was it necessary, therefore, to insert the clause?

The Council had to decide whether, in spite of her previous legislation,

Bulgaria was to be classified definitely in one of the two categories.

Mr, Balfour said that the discussion might be indefinitely prolonged.

Roumania was an old State, and had the obligations contained in the

disputed articles imposed on her. He did not mind whether they were put

into the Peace Treaty with Bulgaria; but, if a vote were called for, he would

prefer that Bulgaria should be treated like Roumania and not like Austria.

(It was therefore decided that the political clauses dealing with the protec-

tion of minorities, as drafted by the Committee on New States, should be

accepted.

It was further decided, that a clause granting the right of option to

Bulgarian citizens living in territories that had changed their sovereignties,

shovdd be inserted in the Peace Treaty.)

(The Drafting Committee was directed to draw up the clause, and to

insert it in the Peace Treaty with Bulgaria.)

4. M. Berthelot stated that Marshal Foch had submitted a letter dated

28th July to the President of the Peace Conference on the
G^an attUude m

attitude ofGeneral von der Goltz, in particular,

and of the Germans in general in the Baltic Provinces. (Sec

Appendix C.) The Marshal had enclosed in his letter a copy of the corre-

spondence exchanged on the subject with the German Government, together

with a letter from the British Delegation covering a report from General

Gough. (See Appendix G.) Insubmitting his report Marshal Foch was asking

for precise instructions from the Council whether the proposals of the British

General, which were supported by Manhal Foch, were acceptable.

It was decided to inform Marshal Foch that General Gough’s conclusions

as submitted in Marshal Foch’s letter of the 28th July were acceptable.

Marshal Foch was directed to take all measures necessary for putting

the proposals in question into effect.

5. At this point the naval experts entered the room.

M. Berthelot, at the request of the President and on behalf

EtJ^warships
Secretariat, read out extractsfrom thetextsofi.c. *A’ 1 76-E.

and c.F. 9o[? gi]. He drew attention to the fact that the texts

of Sir Maurice Hankey and M. Mantoux were virtually in agreement.

Mr. Balfour said that from quotations made in previous Minutes it was
evident that M. Glemenceau had accurately remembered the discussion of
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aijthJune.3 It nevertheless seemed that, previous to the Scapa Flow incident,

the Council of Four had been uncertain as to tire ultimate action to be taken

with German vessels. The French evidently had desired that they should be

distributed. The Italians and Japanese did not appear to have been of the

same opinion. The Scapa Flow incident had then occuried. He did not

think that it was anybody’s fault, but the incident was none the less regrettable.

Without attaching blame to the Admiralty it was none the less a fact that the

German fleet had been sunk in British waters by its own crews. Mr. Lloyd

George had evidently spoken with groat feeling, and had renounced in favour

ofFrance the British share in any compensation obtainable, at the discussions

that had followed the incident. On the extracts now before the Council

M. Clemenceau based his views, which were (
i )

that no destruction ofenemy

vessels should take place, (2) that England renounced all claims to vessels

which would have fallen to her share but for the Scapa Flow incident. He

was entirely in agreement with the second point and thought that England’s

renunciation must be admitted. Two important points, however, remained

undecided :

—

(1) How arc enemy ships to be disposed of?

(2) If division amongst the Allies be decided upon in what proportion

shall it be made?

He did not think that Mr. Lloyd George’s remarks could be regarded as a

statement of a considered policy for the reason that when he made it he

defined only the French position and made no mention of Italy, Japan or

America. Even admitting Britain’s claim to be lost, the questions he had put

forward remained for decision,

M. Sgialoja stated that Italy had not been represented at the Conference

on the 24th June. It was probably for that reason that Mr. Lloyd George’s

remarks had not mentioned Italy. On the 28th June, the matter had been

discussed and referred to the Council of Admirals. Italy s position to-day

was the same as that of France.

M. Clemenceau asked in what sense the Admirals had reported,

M. Berthelot replied that all the Admirals had diflered, since each one

upheld the standpoint which he believed to be that of his own country. He

added that the statements attributed to President Wilson and Mr. Lloyd

George were capable of being interpreted in the sense that the principle of

distribution had then been admitted. In support of this, he quoted the phrase

in which compensation to small Navies had been allowed for, and he also

drew attention to the fact that President Wilson spoke in several places of

the division of the enemy fleet.

M, Clemenceau stated that as the entire matter appeared not to be under-

stood fully by his colleagues, he wished to make a statement as to the exact

discussions which had taken place in the Council of Four, and in infornial

conversations preceding the meetings. Mr, Lloyd George had said to him,

on one occasion, that if ail countries could be of one opinion, the sinking of

3 See No. ai, minute a.
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the German fleet in the open sea, in the presence of the Allied Navies, would
be a magnificent spectacle. He had dissented from this, knowing that the

French people would desire to have a certain portion of the enemy fleet.

A similar question had arisen as to the disposal of the enemy submarines,

Mr. Lloyd George advocating that they should be sunk as their use had been
illegal. President Wilson had in a way assented to this view. He, M. Glemen-
ceau, had refused to agree and maintained that the submarines as well as

the surface vessels should be divided, unless all existing submarines were
destroyed. It was his conclusion from the discussions that a tacit under-
standing had been reached between Mr. Lloyd George, President Wilson
and himself to the effect that the enemy vessels should be divided, and not
destroyed. The Scapa Flow incident had then occurred and Mr. Lloyd
George had been particularly upset over it owing to the fact that he had
advocated the sinking of the fleet, and its destruction by the Germans had
occurred in a British port. The incident would never have aroused such
feeling had any form of destruction been previously decided upon. The very
fact that this distribution had been admitted had made the act of voluntary
destruction by the Germans more keenly felt. In conclusion, he could only
repeat that it had been decided, that the enemy vessels should be divided,

and that each ally should take what action it liked with the share allotted to

it. He was surprised to hear the Italian claim put forward for the first time.

He admitted it, however, but insisted that, if it were maintained, a pool of
all enemy vessels should be made and a distribution eflcctcd amongst the
Allies. He still required a report on the Scapa Flow incident.

Mr. Balfour stated that he had asked for a report from the Admiralty,
which had replied that it had not received any previous request to forward it.

Captain Fuller read a telegram confirming Mr. Balfour’s statement.

M. Glemengeau stated that the discussion could be proceeded with after

the report had been placed before the Council. He pointed out, however,
that the question of the disposal of the remainder of the enemy fleet must
be settled.

Mr. Balfour asked what was the American point ofview on this subject.

Mr. White answered that he had not been acquainted by President
Wilson with the discussions which had been referred to, but he always
believed that the United States advocated the sinking or destruction of the
warships. He added that it was impossible for him to agree to any decision
until he had consulted President Wilson by telegram.
M. Berthelot then pointed out that the minutes of April 25th {i.c. ‘A’

[ijyfi-E.) indicated that President Wilson’s views on the disposal of the sub-
marines, and the surface vessels, differed.

M. Glemengeau stated that he would agree to submit to President Wilson
any proposal which might be put forward, but that he would never agree to
the sinking or destruction of the warships.

Mr. Balfour then stated that the quotations from previous minutes of the
Council were not sufficient authority for him to act upon; and that he pro-
posed to send a telegram to Mr. Lloyd George asking for further instructions.
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Mr. White and Mr. Polk said that they would send a telegram in the

same terms to President Wilson.

M. Matsui said that he would ask Baron Makino to give him a statement

of his impressions of the conversations that had been quoted.

(It was agreed that the discu.ssion should be adjourned until the British

and American Representatives should have communicated with their

Governments.)

6. M. Clemenceau stated that Mr. White had proposed the following

Resolution :

—

Conditiom of Peace. Supreme Council has
wit mgary

^n additional delay of one week to the Austrians

for submitting their answer to the Conditions of Peace handed to them on

July 20th, it is suggested that the Secretary-General be requested to

instruct the various committees dealing with Hungarian matters to take

up and finish their reports for the Hungarian Treaty.

(The draft Resolution was agreed to.)

7. Mr. Berthelot stated that the Delegation of the Yugo-Slav State had

. sent a letter dated 28th July to the President of the Peace

DfSltkn Mardhy Conference asking to be heard on the subject of the

the Suprme Council on Financial and Reparation clauses m the Peace Treaty

the Financial and Repara- with Bulgaria (scc Appendix !)).

tion Clauses ofthe Treaty Clemenceau said it sccmcd difficult to refuse the

with Bulgaria
request.

M. Scialoja drew the attention ofthe Council to the fact that the situation

had changed since the letter had been sent. The Serbians had been given

audience by the Committee, and had submitted a memorandum. This latter

had been examined, and two requests out of the three had been acceded.

The requests had been (i) that they should be given cattle to compensate

their losses in livestock; (2) that they should have the right to recovermovable

property carried into Bulgaria; (3) that they should take part in the delibera-

tions of the Inter-Allied Reparation and Finance Committees in Bulgaria,

The first two proposals had been granted but the third had been disallowed,

since it would have created a precedent. Had it been granted, it would have

been difficult to refuse similar requests made by other States, and endless

disputes would have arisen.

It was decided to accede the requests of the Yugo-Slav Delegation with

regard to livestock and movable property.

The Drafting Committee was directed to insert clauses to that effect in

the Peace Treaty with Bulgaria.

It was further decided to disallow the request with regard to Yugo-Slav

participation in the deliberations of the Inter-AJlied Committees on

Reparation and Finance.

* Not printed. In this letter M. PaXid stated: ‘These drafts do n<jt take into account our

most justified claims, which has caused a painful stirprbe to our Deleg^ation,’
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It was decided finally to refuse the request for audience of the Yugo-
slav Delegation, and the Secretary-General was instructed to notify them
to that effect.®

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic^ Paris^

July 30, 1919.

Appendix G to No, 23

Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Armies,

Headquarters Staff,

3rd Section, No. 3581,

General Headquarters.

28th July, T9X8 [sic].

From Marshal Foch, Gommander-in-Chief of the Allied Armies,

To the President of the Council and of the Peace Conference.

I have the honour to enclose copies, (i) ofmy correspondence with the German
Government, through the Armistice Commission, on the subject of the withdrawal

of the German troops from the Baltic Provinces, (2) of the letter from the British

Delegation forwarding a report from General Gough.
The replies of the German Government, and the British report, referred, doubt-

less, to the interview which General Gough stated that he had had, on the 19th,

with General von der Goltz. On the other hand, whilst the German representative

considers that the result of the interview must be considered satisfactory to the

Entente, General Gough remarks that the claims of General von der Goltz cannot

be admitted, and that the German General, obviously supported by his own
Government, is pursuing a policy ofsubterfuge and intrigue in the Baltic Provinces,

General Gough’s report therefore concludes:

—

that Von der Goltz should be immediately recalled:

that the withdrawal of the German troops should begin without delay, and
should be started by sea (the British Admiralty will furnish transport)

:

that the German authorities should be forced to submit their plan ofwithdrawal
before the 5th August, and to carry it out before the 20th August

:

that the Germans should be prevented from establishing depots of war material

in Latvia or Lithuania, and that they should be called upon to give all

information necessary on the positions of supply depots and munitions stocks

hitherto moved by them:
that all fresh German troops should be refused entrance into Latvia.

® On July 31, 1919, the Secretariat General of the Peace Conference circulated a noti-

fication to delegations that the above decision had been annulled and an alternative resolu-

tion adopted. This new resolution is inserted in the filed original in the following terms

:

Tt was decided that a report of the Economic Commission be awaited regarding the

requests of the Scrbo-Croat-Slovcne Delegation on the subject of livestock, moveable
property, and representation on the Inter-Allied Committees on Reparation and Finance.

*The decision to refuse the request for audience of the above-mentioned l)<;legation was
maintained, and the Secretary-General was instructed to notify them to that effect.*



I support these proposals, and think, especially, that a time limit should be

given to German intrigues, by giving them a definite day within which they must

withdraw from the Baltic Provinces. I should be much obliged if you will inform

me of the decisions taken on this subject, in order that I may give all the necessary

instructions to the Armistice Commission, as requested by the British Delegation.

Foch.

Enclosure i

Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Armies,

3rd Section,

General Headquarters,

X3th July, igig.

Copy of Telegram.

From the Gommander-in-Chief of the Allied Armies.

To General Nudant, President of the G.I.P.A. at Cologne.

No. 3341.

Firstly, in conformity with instructions received from the Allied and Associated

Governments, General Gough has entered into coinuitinicalion with the German

Commander in the Baltic Provinces in order that all questions arising out of the

withdrawal of the German troops from these regions may be setthd.

I am informed:

—

() That the Germans refuse to evacuate I^atvia, until such time as German

interests shall have been guaranteed.

() That they refuse to recognise the Ulmanis Cabinet.

(c) That they refuse to withdraw by sea.

Secondly, this information shows that the evacuation of the Baltic Provinces is

deliberately retarded, and that the situation in Latvia is thereby rendered most

difficult.

Thirdly, under the above conditions, I beg that you will inform the German

Government:

—

() That the evacuation of the Baltic Pi'ovinccs must not be delayed longer than

may be necessary to obtain the necessary transport.

() That the constitution of the Government of Latvia has nothing to do with

the question of German withdrawal.

(c) That this withdrawal must be effected as rapidly as possible by sea and by

land, since the Naval Armistice Committee has given the necessary

authorisation.

(rf) That in their withdrawal the German troops must commit no action of

destruction, more particularly with regard to telegraph wires*

Fourthly, you must insist that the German Commander shall enter into direct

• communication with General Gough, with a view to settling all questions arising

out of the withdrawal of the German troops.

Wbygand*
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Enclosure 2

Commander-in-Ghief of the Allied Armies,

3rd Section,

G.H.Q.

July^ igxg.

Copy of Telegram.

From the Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Armies.

To General Nudant, President of G.I.P.A., Gologne.

No. 3454-

Firstly: The Head of the British Delegation at the Peace Gonference informs me,

that General von der Goltz has no knowledge of the powers given to General

Gough by the Entente.

Secondly: Repeat the instructions contained in my former telegrams to the

German Armistice Gommittee, and order them to give the necessary orders to the

German Gommander in the Baltic Regions without delay.

Fogh.

Enclosure 3

Dusseldorf, S4tk July^ igxg.

A.A.I. No. 4348.

From the Representative of the German Government.

To the President of the G.LP.A.

In the name of the German Government I have the honour to reply to your

letter of the 21st July, No. 1445/G, that the letter of Marshal F'ooh, dated L>()th

July, has been virtually replied to by the vci'bal negotiations entered into by the

German charge d’aifaires and General von der Goltz and Gemu'al Gough. My
Government refers to the reply sent to your letter of the 14th July, No. X414/8.

(See my note under to-day’s date, A.A.I. No. 4349.) I have learnt from Berlin

that my telegram of loth July, transmitting your note No. 1389/8 has not yet

reached the Foreign Office. This explains the fact that no instructioixs have been
given to Count von der Goltz.

Wacuendorf.

Enclosure 4

Dijsseldorf, £i4th July^
xgxg ,

A.A.L No. 4349.

From the German Government Representative.

To the President of the Inter-Allied Armistice Committee.

Subject: Evacuation of Latvia.

In the name of the German Government I have the honour to reply to your
letter of the 14th July No. I4i4/G(x), as follows;

The letter of the Marshal on the sul>ject of the evacuation of Latvia, has virtually

been answered by the result of the verbal negotiations entered into, at Mitau,
between the German charge d’affaires and CouiU Goltz on the one part, and
General Gough and the other representatives of the Entente on the other part.



With regard to the details of Marshal Foch’s letter, I beg to refer to the afore-

said discussions. With regard to the general subject of the letter, I offer the

following remarks:

With regard to Paragraph i. After the danger which at present threatens

German subjects and German property in Latvia has been withdrawn as a result

of General Gough’s promises, the evacuation of Latvia will be carried out without

delay.

With regard to Paragraph 2. The nature of the Government of Latvia has

always been considered by Germany as a matter of internal Latvian politics, in

which the German Government cannot interfere. The formation ofa new Cabinet

in Latvia has therefore no connection with the question of German withdrawal

from Latvia.

With regard to Paragraph 3. The evacuation of Latvia will be carried out as

fast as possible. It will probably not be possible to use sea transport for troops in

view of the situation at Libau,

With regard to Paragraph 4. Your [.tzV] military authorities have been instructed

that no damage to Latvian property must be effected during the evacuation.

Waghendorp.

Enclosure 5

British Delegation. Paris, si^th July^ jgxg.

To General Weygand.

My dear General,

I enclose herewith, for Marshal Foch’s information, a copy of a cipher telegram

dated. 3 1 St July from General Gough.
I refer it to Marshal Foch, asking him to be so good as to communicate on the

subject with the German Armistice Committee; whilst I obtain an undertaking

from the British Admiralty that transports for the withdrawal of German troops,

as proposed by General Gough, shall be obtained.

Yours sincerely,

W. Thwaites.

Enclosure ,6

Telegram from General Gough, Reval, to Mr. Balfour.

D. 01.18 July 2ist, 1919,

R. 16.00 July 2 ist, 1919.

H.G. 53 July 20th.

Part /.

Von der Goltz made following statements and admissions at a meeting on

July 19th:—
A. That he had not received instructions to deal with me and that any informa-

tion given was unofficial.

^

B, That (?) even if all passenger traffic was stopped on railway lines the evacua-
tion of Latvia would take 74 days,

C. That he had brought fresh troops from Germany recently to guard railway.

D. That Libau was evacuated for military reasons.
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E. That he would not evacuate by sea except 600 men from Windau if we
arranged tonnage.

F. That as his evacuation depended on how soon rolling stock could be brought
from Germany no date would be given for commencement.

G. That as Mitau was an important railway junction and must be held until all

of his troops had gone he could not evacuate it at once.

H. That practically all munitions and stores had been evacuated.

J. That his men had been promised to [sic] land in Latvia and they considered
themselves citizens of Latvia and he could not answer for consequences if those

who wished to remain in Latvia were not allowed to do so.

My observations on above are as follows :

—

A. That Von der Goltz had been notified to deal direct with me and as further

prevarication was useless Von der Goltz wished to satisfy himself as to my attitude

on various questions especially with regard to allowing German troops to remain
in Latvia.

B. That an evacuation which when it commences will take 74 days is prepos-
terous and is solely intended to keep troops in Latvia until the harvest gathered
and in hopes that one of his numerous intrigues will afford him the required loop-

hole to interfere.

C. That Von der Goltz has carried out coup (Titats before and unless quickly
removed is in a position to carry out another in Baltic States. That we are dealing
with reckless men promised much in Latvia who as recently asJune i6th attempted
a coup d'etat against the Esthonians after Von der Goltz had pledged his word that
he had no intention of any further advance northwards. See (?) my telegram
H.G. 49^ ofJuly loth.

D. That military situation on no front justifies arrival of fresh German troops
and therefore there is no valid excuse for such action.

Part //.

E. That Libau was evacuated because there would have been no possible

excuse for not evacuating by sea ifGermans had renxained. Von der Goltz quitted

Libau when ships were promised. (See my telegram H.G. 49^ July loth.)

F. That after many evasions we forced Von der Goltz by reference to War
Office cable 79069 June 19th to admit that Windau should have been evacuated
already and rather than force a final issue now to promise to allow 600 to go.

G. That Von der Goltz has no intention of surrendering Mitau and giving up
control of railways Mitau-Windau, Mitau-Libau, Mitau~Riga, Mitau-Jacob-
stadt. That he is in a position to take advantage of any political crisis which his

continued presence in the country is certain to foment and overrun Latvia at any
moment. That as long as he remains at Mitau he controls all railways thus

paralysing peaceful circulation and restoration oforder and ifsuch a state of affairs

continues for 3 months grave trouble is to be expected in present excited state of
the lately liberated Letts by hatred of their late oppressors.

H. That stores and munitions ready to be used at any moment have been parked
in rear, hasty evacuation being necessary because under Article 109^ these would
have become forfeit.

J. That Von der Goltz is now in position supported by certain Russian troops

equipped and paid by Germans to offer, in return for rights of colonization, Latvia

^ See Vol. Ill of this series.

Apparently in error for article 169, the reference being to the Treaty of Versailles.
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and Esthonia to restored Russia. To deal with situation I request you to cable

German Government in substance as follows :•

—

I . All German forces in Latvia arc to evacuate Latvia by sea. Evacuation to be

assisted and expedited in every possible way by Allied naval and military

mission under General Gough.

Evacuation of German force will be by barge from Mitau to Dunamunde at

mouth of river Dwina north of Riga.

3. Evacuation to be completed by August 20th.

4. Further entrance into Latvia is forbidden to German troops.

5. That unless permission is obtained from Allied Mission I'cmoval of any war

material from its present position in Latvia or Lithuania is forbidden and

that mission should be furnished at once with list of location of all stores

and munitions already moved.

6. That in order that I may arrange transport German plan of evacuation as in

' paragraph 2 is to be submitted to me as Chief of Allied Missions before

August 5th.

In conclusion I point out^

—

A. That to allow Von dor Goltz to cany out his present proposals for evacuation

will render any peaceful solution in Baltic States impossible for 3 months and

before the winter commences to close the ports to our navy.

B. As proposed by mo there is no reason why the evacuation should not be

completed in 3 weeks and under the eye of the British Navy if necessary. The

feared pillage and arson of the undisciplined Germans evacuated by land will be

avoided and looting will be impossible.

No. 24

H. D. 20.] J^otes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai d'Orsay^ Paris
^
on Thursday^

July 31, igig, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. H. White, Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British. Empire'. The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,
Sir Ian Malcolm.

France: M. Clemenccau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Ber-

thelot, M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.
Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Capt. Chapin. British Empire: Captain

Abraham. France: Captain A. Portier. Italy: Lt.-Col. A. Jones.

Interpreter: Professor P. J. Mantoux.

I. M. Tardieu explained the report of the Central Committee on territorial

questions regarding the frontiers of Bulgaria in the south. He

Bdgai^ explained the divergent points ofview of the American and Italian

Delegations on the one hand and of the British, French and

Japanese Delegations on the other (see App. A to H. D. 12*). If he were
asked to argue his own point of view, he would argue it on three grounds

—

- * No. 16.
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ethnological, political and moral. If Western Thrace were not given to

Greece, 92,000 Greeks would be excluded from the Hellenic Kingdom. As

the exclusion of Western Thrace from Greece would be followed by the

exclusion of Eastern Thrace another 145,000 Greeks would be denied Greek

citizenship. In the whole of Thrace, north and west of the Enos-Midia line

there were 237,000 Greeks. In any case 1,835,000 Greeks would remain out-

side Greek Sovereignty. Unless Thrace were made Greek the Treaty which

claimed an ethnological basis would leave more than 2 million persons of

Greek race subject to non-Greek States. The whole Greek race only numbered

7 millions. This was a paradoxical result of a policy which claimed to be

based on nationalities. It also appeared to him to be quite unjust. Greece no

doubt would receive a good many things but ifBulgaria obtained free access to

the Aegean, obvious difficulties would ensue for the Greeks. Their communi-
cations with the Islands and with Asia Minor could very easily be intercepted,

especially in time ofwar, Greece had taken the side of the Allies inthe war of
her own free will. She had incurred a war debt of 2 2- billion francs, borrowed

no doubt from the Allies, but most States after all were in a similar condition.

She deservedsome consideration for the partshe had played in the war. It was
sometimes said that Western Thrace belonged to Bulgaria in law and in right.

When the Treaty of San Stephano was signed in 1878, it was made accord-

ing to the wishes of Russia which at that time was entirely pro-Bulgarian.

The frontier laid down by that Treaty was almost the same as that proposed

by the French, British and Japanese Delegations. Bulgaria had obtained

Western Thrace by the Treaty of Bucharest. It was argued that if M. Veni-

zelos raised no claim to it then, he had forfeited any claim to it now. This

was not so, for at that time M. Venizelos was ready to do anything to establish

the Balkan League. He had failed in this and after him the Allied Powers

had also failed. It was clear that the Bulgarians would not be pleased, but

nothing would please them save the establishment of Bulgarian authority

over 9 million people, only 4 million ofwhom would be Bulgarian. It was
not right to say that Bulgaria would be very harshly treated in this Treaty.

Germany, by the terms imposed on her, lost one fifth of her population.

Bulgaria, according to the terms proposed would only lose one eighteenth.

The other clauses were not very severe. She was asked to pay 2| billion

francs, but on easy terms which could be made even more easy by the

Reparations Commission. Moreover her debt to Germany was abolished,

a provision which had not been made in favour of any other enemy State.

Though she lost access to the Aegean Sea, she still preserved access to the

Black Sea and to the Danube and the opening of the Straits would be to her

advantage. The restitution clauses were also light. For instance, she was to

restore to Greece only 1,500 milch cows out of 4,500 taken, 2,200 horses out

of 9,000, 1 5800 oxen out of 19,000 and 6,000 sheep and goats out of 260,000.

He saw no particular advantage in offering Bulgaria a premium on aggres-

sion, violence and crime. The Bulgarians had no right to keep the fruits of

the robbery committed by them in 1913 and again in 1915 with the help of

Turkey, especially if to do this, 300,000 Greeks were to be kept out of Greece
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and as a final result 34% of the Greek race were to be kept under alien

domination.

Mr. White said that M. Tardicu had made constant allusion to Eastern

Thrace. He understood, however, that Western Thrace was the subject

under discussion. The main point was whether or not Bulgaria should have
access to the Aegean Sea. Mr. White then made the following statement

‘In regard to the statement by M. Venizelos before the Supreme Council

on July 29th,* it need only be said that the statement contained no argu-

ments which the American delegation has not heard repeatedly and
weighed carefully, unless exception be made of his references to the tele-

gram of the American Chargd d’Affaires at Sofia and his quotations from
the American Red Cross report on Bulgarian atrocities. As for the telegram

(which I may remark parenthetically contained no charges of any nature

against M. Venizelos or his Government, but merely referred to an active

Greek propaganda, and large expenditures offunds in the district, without

implication as to the source of cither), it must be admitted that M. Veni-

zelos’ suggestion that the eight Mussulman Deputies merely denied that

they had asked for Greek sovereignty, but did not repudiate the document
upon which he places so much weight, does not carry conviction. Our
information is explicit and unequivocal to the effect that they denied fore-

knowledge of any such document and declared their signatures thereto to

be foi'gerics. However, we do not care to stress this point, as even were it

valid the American Delegation would not give it much weight as a reliable

indication of the real sentiments of the mass of the Mohammedan popula-

tion in Western Thrace. We merely point out that one of the chief

arguments presented by the Greek Committee in support of their finding

rests on evidence which, to express it mildly, needs verification.

‘As regards the long reading of citations of Bulgarian atrocities, we fail

to see the relation between Bulgarian atrocities committed in one place

and the drawing offrontiers in another. If I thought such arguments valid,

I might read at length the descriptions of Greek atrocities contained in the

well known Carnegie Report^, and cite them in support of tlie American
opinion that Western Thrace should not be given to the Greeks. The
American opinion, however, rests on no such feeble basis. It is founded
on certain facts which are not subject to dispute on certain principles which
have guided this Conference in its labours hitherto, and on one and only

one ambition: namely, to contribute loyally and unselfishly to the great

end we all have in view:—a just and enduring peace in Europe.
‘There is here no question of giving territory to Bulgaria. The only

question before the Council is : shall we take territory away from Bulgaria
and give it to Greece?

‘It is not denied that Bulgaria had a good and valid title to this territory

when she entered the present war. She acquired it not by conquest, but
* See No. aa, minute 9.
» Carnegie Endowment for International Peace; Report of the International Commission to

Inguire into the Causes and Conduct of the Balkan IVars (Washington, 1914).
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through a peace imposed upon her when she was beaten and helpless.

Greece and her Allies, although conquerors, saw the wisdom of according

to vanquished Bulgaria an outlet to the Aegean Sea. What was wise in

1913 is doubly wise in 1919, when we are endeavouring, more earnestly

than ever before, to prepare a peace which will endure.

‘IfBulgaria’s legal title to Bulgarian Thrace does not admit ofdiscussion,

what are the grounds upon which we are asked to deprive her of this terri-

tory and hand it over to Greece? Certainly no serious argument for such

procedure can be based on ethnic grounds. It is scarcely open to doubt

that following the cession of this territory to Bulgaria, and before Bulgaria

entered the war, the Bulgarian population outnumbered the Greek popula-

tion, while Turks constituted, as always, the overwhelming majority. It

does not invalidate this fact to argue that many Greeks were atrociously

expelled from the region. When we remember that according to M. Veni-

zelos’ own figures there were, before the Balkan wars, only 70,000 Greeks

in the area as against 60,000 Bulgars, we must admit that, expulsions or no

expulsions, the feeble Greek superiority in numbers must inevitably give

place to a Bulgar superiority as soon as the territory was ceded to Bulgaria.

Greece knew, when she agreed to give Western Thrace to Bulgaria, that

with the incoming Bulgarian administration, the development of Bulgarian

commercial interests at the ports and elsewhere, and the migration of

Bulgarians from new Greek territory into this new Bulgarian territory, the

Greek population would most certainly and altogether naturally drop to

third place in the proportion of races. In such a case, evidence as to

atrocities and expulsions becomes wholly irrelevant. The vital fact remains

that in any case the valid occupation of the region by Bulgaria must
inevitably have brought about the ethnic preponderance in Bulgaria’s

favour which actually intervened.

‘Nor do we believe that there is reliable evidence to show that the

Turkish majority of Western Thrace prefers Greek to Bulgar rule. Many
ofthese Turks speak Bulgarian as their native tongue, while comparatively

few of them speak Greek. In the absence of convincing evidence to the

contrary, it is natural to assume that this population would be better olF

under the government of those who speak their own language. The
evidence to the contrary thus far presented is at least open to suspicion,

and is offset by the declarations of the Chief of the Mohammedan Church
in Bulgaria to the eflFect that his people preferred to Ise left under Bulgar
rule. Assuredly we cannot find in the principle of self-determination any
sound argument in favour of annexing Bulgarian Thrace to Greece.

‘Is it sought to take this territory from Bulgaria and give it to Greece as

a punishment for Bulgaria’s action in joining our enemies? If this be the

pretext for the proposed annexation, we must observe that while the

wisdom and the method of administering punishment may be matters for

discussion, there can be no doubt of the fact that punitive annexations of
territory are in flagrant contradiction with the principles upon which we
agreed to make peace in Europe, and with the principles which have
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hitherto guided the deliberations of this Conference. The honour of the

Entente will be gravely compromised if in order to punish an enemy and
to pay a friend we take from the one and give to the other territory to

which only the present possessor has a valid legal, ethnic and economic

title. Never has the American Government approved territorial changes

for punitive reasons; and it cannot now adopt a principle of procedure so

fraught with danger to the future peace of the world.

‘The fact that Germany, Austria, and Hungaiy arc being deprived of

large tracts of territory does not constitute a reason for taking territory

from Bulgaria. In the first place the cases arc not analogous, for Germany
and Austria-Hungary liad long been wrongfully annexing territory from

their neighbours, whereas Bulgaria has recently been defeated and had
stripped from her such territories as her neighbours saw fit to appropriate.

In the very nature of events less remained to Bulgaria which can rightfully

be taken from her; and the American Delegation has, in fact, agreed to

deprive her of small areas at four diflcrcnt places along her frontiers. But

far more important is the fact that all territories taken from Germany,
Austria and Hungary were taken for valid reasons, and in the interests

of justice and future peace. Such reasons do not exist in the case of

Western Thrace, and we do not believe that to take this territory from

Bulgaria would be in accord with justice or in the interest of a future

peace.

‘On the contrary, wc believe that to deprive Bulgaria of Western Thrace

is to cut her off from her only direct and convenient territorial access to

the Aegean Sea, to inflict upon her a loss of territory which cannot be

justified by the principles according to which we stand pledged to execute

this peace, will be to render impossible the conciliation of the Balkan

peoples, to sow the seeds of future trouble in South-Eastern Europe, and

seriously to endanger the edifice of peace we have laboured so long and

painfully to construct. It is for this reason that the American Delegation

is unable to accept the proposal of the Greek Committee, and for this

reason that its representatives on the Central Territorial Commission have

recommended the formula contained in the Report of that Commission
as submitted to the Supreme Council.’

Mr. Balfour said that as he took a different view to that expressed by
Mr. White, he thought he had better make a statement. He felt that he need

not add much to the very clear explanation given by M. Tardieu. He
accepted the general proposition that a punitive adjustment of frontiers was
wrong. Nevertheless, when other circumstances balanced one another evenly

it had been the practice of the Conference to give the benefit of the doubt to

friends rather than to foes. If he were forced to appeal to this practice he

would do so, but in this case he thought that the theoretical merits lay

entirely on the side advocated by M. Tardieu. -It was clearly both wrong
and inexpedient to allow nations which embarked on aggressive and acquisi-

tive wars to find this practice pay. In the whole war there had been no action

more cynical and more disastrous than that undertaken by the Bulgarians.
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Had the Bulgarians not behaved as they had, Turkey would not have

entered the war; the disastrous Gallipoli Campaign would not have taken

place; the war would have ended years sooner, and needless suffering would

have been saved. The most plausible objection raised was that if Western

Thrace were taken from Bulgaria a lasting peace in the Balkans would be

jeopardised. Bulgaria, if she obtained Southern Dobrudja, which he hoped

she would, would actually be larger than before the war. Mr. White had

avoided any mention of the Greeks in Eastern Thrace. This question, how-

ever, was intimately connected with that of Western Thrace. If it was

desirable that the Greeks in Eastern Thrace should be included within the

limits of Greece, the attribution of Western Thrace to Greece was a means

to that end. He had been rather shocked at Mr. White’s theory about

massacre. Mr. White appeared ready to accept the results of massacres with

great equanimity. The American Delegation had been greatly influenced

by the theory that every country should have direct access to the sea. He
could not believe, however, that it was good policy to allow Bulgaria to

retain territory obtained from Turkey as a bribe for declaring war on us.

In any case, Dedeagatch was not the only port which could serve Bulgarian

ends. The opening of the Straits added greatly to the value of Bulgarian

ports on the Black Sea. The value of the opening of the Straits could be
inferred from the outcry there would have been in Bulgaria had the Straits

been open before the war and had the result ofwar closed them for Bulgarian

traffic. In any case the port of Dedeagatch had never been and would never

be a good port. He hoped that the arrangements that were to be made at

Salonika or Cavalla would suit Bulgarian purposes far better. For these

reasons he supported M. Tardieu. He might also quote the earlier views of

the American Delegation. These views had changed while the views of the

other Delegations had not.

M. Tardieu said that he would like to make a brief reply to some of

Mr. White’s remarks. It was probable that the real value ofthe letter written

by the Mohommedan Deputies of Western Thrace could never be estimated.

At' a time when Thrace was not occupied by the Bulgarians these Deputies

had written to General Franchet d’Esperey. Since the Bulgars had occupied
the country the signatories had felt impelled to recant. It was reasonable to

believe that their first mood was more sincere than the second.

M. Clemenceau suggested that perhaps neither was sincere.

M. Tardieu said that the argument that because the Turks in Western
Thrace spoke Bulgarian, they would prefer a Bulgarian to a Greek Govern-
ment, was not to be relied on. Experience had disproved this many times.

As to the diminution of population a^ a result of massacres, it could hardly
be maintained that this should redound to the advantage of the authors of
the massacres. He did not suggest that a punitive territorial arrangement
should be made, but he did not think that it was good morality to recompense
the Bulgarians for wrong doing. As to the legality of Bulgaria’s title to

Western Thrace, he would point out that Roumania’S title to Southern
Dobrudja was equally good, yet the American Delegation wished to restore
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South Dobrudja to Bulgaria. The same legal argument could not justify the
retention of Western Thrace by Bulgaria and the cession to her of Southern
Dobrudja. If Bulgaria were given Southern Dobrudja, Eastern and Western
Thrace and were only asked to contribute two and a half billion francs this

would amount to an invitation to begin again. As to a lasting peace, when
.
Bulgaria possessed Western Thrace she was not prevented from embarking
on an aggressive war. She wa.s not more or less likely to do so after being
deprived of it.

M. Tittoni said that the population in Western Thrace was mainly
Turkish and Greek. In Eastern Thrace to the south it was Greek and to the

north Bulgarian. Assuming, therefore, the Enos-Midia line to be a line

beyond which neither Bulgaria nor Greece could extend, he thought that a
line dividing Eastern Thrace according to the national distribution of the

population would be the most satisfactory.

M. Tardieu said that in 1913 when the Bulgurs possessed Dcdeagatch
they had wearied all the chancellories of Euroi)o to obtain Gavalla, as they

considered Dcdeagatch an inadequate harbour. It was unlikely that if left

with this poit only they would be satisfied.

M. Laroche observed that they had gone to war to obtain Gavalla.

M. Tm’ONi said that if they had hud Gavalla they would have made war
to obtain Salonika.

M. CtEMENCEAU said that according to M. Titloni’s plan Adrianople
would be Bulgarian instead of being cither Greek or part of the territory of

Constantinople.

M. Tittoni said that Adrianople was on the line of demarcation between
the Bulgarian and Greek populations. It might be assigned to cither. This

was a question for the experts to decide.

. Mr. Balfour asked whether the Italian Delegation had ever made this

proposal in the Commissions.

M. Tittoni said that the Italians had always supported the American
view.

Mr. Goolidge observed that the railway to Dcdeagatch had been snatched

from Bulgaria by Turkey after her defeat by the Greeks and Serbs. At that

time the Great Powers had protested very strongly, and among them Great
Britain.

M. Tittoni corroborated this statement.

Mr. White explained that he was not so hard-hearted as Mr. Balfour had
made him appear. He thought that the Greeks had withdrawn from Western
Thrace rather because they feared massacre, than because they had suffered

it. Doubtless the Bulgarians would withdraw from any territory invaded by
Greeks as a consequence of similar apprehensions. In the East fluctuations

of population commonly had this cause. As to Dcdeagatch, he thought it

could be converted into a good port. Access to the Mediterranean from a
port in the Black Sea was obviously more circuitous and less desirable. He
wished to state that at the instance of his colleagues he had communicated
with President Wilson and explained the difficulty in which the Council
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found itself. President Wilson, as a possible way out of the difficulty, had

suggested the following:—

‘Bulgaria recognises the right of the Principal Allied and Associated

Powers to transfer to the proposed International State of Constantinople

the territory of Bulgarian Thrace as herein defined, and agrees to

accept and co-operate in the effectuation of such transfer whenever it is

made.’

M. Clemenceau said that if the territory of the future State of Constanti-

nople were increased to this extent, its attribution to any mandatory power

would become impossible. There might be agreement ifonly Constantinople

and the Straits were in question, but he saw no chance if large territories

were added.

M. Tardieu said that internationalised states had been invented for a

definite general advantage. I'hc State of Constantinople was considered

desirable in order to safeguard the freedom of the Straits. If a large hinter-

land, including Thrace, were added to it, the result would be that it would

include 760,000 Turks, 650,000 Greeks, and 75,000 Bulgars. On what pretext

could a mass of650,000 Greeks at the very frontier ofGreece be made subject

to another State? This would clearly be contrary to the principle of nation-

ality adopted by the Conference. He thought perhaps the experts might

attempt to work out M. Tittoni’s idea.
^

.

M. Tittoni said that his proposal was based entirely on ethnographical

considerations.

M. Clemenceau said that in his opinion it was impossible to dissociate

Eastern and Western Thrace.

Mr. White said that he could not decide without further reference to

President Wilson.

M. Tardieu said that the future State of Constantinople could be easily

imagined if it were restricted to the Straits, the Sea of Marmora and the

populations who made their living by the sea, but if large territories were

added to it, and Adrianople and Xanthi had to be administered as well, the

task would be impossible.

M. Clemenceau said that a very clear and restricted programme must be

made for Constantinople, otherwise no mandatory would be found.

M. Tardieu said that the proposal made by President Wilson showed one

concession at least to the opinion ofthe other Delegations. It denied Bulgaria

direct access to the Aegean. He took note of this concession. M. Tittoni’s

proposal gave Western Thrace to Greece, some ofEastern Thrace to Bulgaria,

and the rest to Greece, making both Greece and Bulgaria coterminous with

the new State of Constantinople. He thought that it might be possible to

work on this thesis, and to obtain some agreement.

Mr. Polk asked how many Greeks inhabited the part of Thrace south of

the Enos-Midia line.

M. Tardieu said that there were 420,000 Turks and 408,000 Greeks, and

5,000 Bulgarians.
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Mr. BAi.FotTR observed that, the Enos-Mtdia line had been introduced

into the discussion not as the final boundary ol the State of Constantinople

but as the limit beyond which the recommendations of the Commission on

Greek and Bulgarian Affairs should not extend.

M. Tittoni said that the Enos -Midia line had been invented at the

London Conference of 191 ;^. Had not the Bulgarians attacked the Greeks

and Serbians, this line would have become a final frontier line.

Mr. Polk suggested that the di.seussion be adjourned.

(It wa.s decidtid to adjourn the diseais.sion on Bulgarian frontier[s] to Satu^

day, August 2nd, at 3.30. 'I'he hlxpert.s were recjuesled to consider the

suggestion made I»y M. Tittoni, for an elhnographieal partition of Eastern

Thrace, and to suhinit a report in lime for I lie Meeting on Saturday.)

2

.

General Belin read the niport of the Military and Naval Representa-

tives (see Appendix A).

Mihlary and Naval
discuHsion of the iin|>lieal ions of Article[H] 101 and

takenjor ihe oaulm
of IN'aee w’it.h (huanany, the following

Li ofDm^ resoluliou was adopted: -
Memel Mlospoctijijjj tho report of the Military Representatives on

th(^ Military an<l Naval in<^asur<^s to he taken for the occupa-

tion of territorii^s of Dantzig and Meinel, it was decided:—

1. To forbid Polish forces from entering the territory of the free city

of Bantzig.

2. To compel the evacuation of German forces from this territory.

3. To postpone the question of military forces to occupy the territory.

4 . To ask the Commission on Baltic Affairs to examine the question of

the occupation of MemeL

It was further decided that during the intermediate period pending the

nomination of a High Commissioner by the League of Nations, the

Commission provided for in Article 101 of the Tn^aty, should receive

instructions to report to the Council of
[
? on] any measures necessary

for the maintenance and
[
? of] order in the territory of the free City of

Dantzig.’)

3*

Demand of the Swedish
[Not printed]"^

Legation to be heard on

the subject of the Aland

Islands

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic^ Paris^

July 31 ,
igjg.

* After a short discussion it was decided to give a favourable answer to the request of the

Swedish Legation..
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Appendix A to No. 24

Document i

s. w. G. 430/1] Report on military and naval measures to be taken for the

occupation of the territories of Dantzig and Me?ncl^

(In reply to Resolution passed at a Meeting of the Foreign Ministers Iicld at

Quai d’Orsay, Paris, on Wednesday i8th June, 1919 at 3 p.nn)

On the 1 8th June the Council of Foreign Ministers examined a xneinorandiiin

from the British Delegation to the Peace Conference refeiring to the military and

naval measures to be taken by the Allied and Associated Powers, after the evacua-

tion by the Germans of the territories ofDantzig and Momel, in order to assun; th<i

occupation of these territories and the regular working ofthe system ofCh3verninent

set up under the control of the League of Nations.

The Council of Foreign Ministers decided to submit the military and naval

questions raised by this memorandum to a specially constituted Conunittec

composed of:

—

4 Military Representatives of the Supreme War Council,

I Military Representative ofJapan.
I Naval Representative of each of the 5 Principal Allied and Associated

Powers.

The questions on which the Military and Naval Representatives are to give

their opinion to the Council of Foreign Ministers arc summed up as follows by the

British Memorandum:

—

(1) Should the Polish forces be forbidden to enter the territory of the fi*ec city

of Dantzig?

(2) Should the German forces be compelled to evacuate this territory?

(3) If (i) and (2) are accepted, what militaiy forces shall occupy the territory?

(4) Conditions for the occupation of Memel.

As far as the first two questions are concerned the Military and Naval Repre-
sentatives have unanimously agreed that the answer should be in the affirmative.

As regards question 3 the Military and Naval Representatives were in disagree-

ment on the question of principle involved by the despatch of an Inter-Allicd

Military force to Dantzig.

The American and British Military and Naval Representatives were opposed
to the sending of Allied forces for the reasons set forth in Appendix ^A’.

The French and Italian Representatives, on the contrary, considered that the
High Commissioner required an Allied force to assist him to carry out his functions.
The reasons for this suggestion, and details in regard to the force proposed, arc set

forth in Appendix 'B*.

The Japanese Military and Naval Representatives expressed no opinion
in regard to the necessity for a military occupation of Dantzig, and considered
that the question should be referred to the Council of Ministers for Foreign
Affairs.

® Note in original: The Peace Treaty with Germany stipulates in Articles 99 and 100
that Germany renounces in favour of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers all rights
and claims to the territories of Dantzig and Memel.’
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They were, however^ ofopinion that the High Conunissioner should have at his
disposal an armed force of some description to maintain order and to support his
authority.

^

C . Sackville-West,

Major-General,

Gliairman of Committee.
Versailles^ 24th ofJune rgrg.

Document 2

AruENnix A to SAV.C. .^30

Memorandum hy the Atnerican and British Represcjitaiives

In regard to qtiestion 3, the American and British Military and Naval Repre-
sentatives arc of opinion that tlu^ preseiu'e of organis(*d support at Dantzig is

essential for the authority of the High Commissioner.
They arc, however, of opinioti that the despattth of an Inter-Allied Military

Force to Dant>^ig is, for the present, inadvisable.

The reasons for this attitudt^ may be brieily summarisied as follows:

—

{a) The acceptance by the (Jerman and Polish Governments of the conditions

laid down in the answers to questions i and 2 would give reason to

presume that these (loverninents intended to act in good faith in regard
to the future status of the District of Dantzig.

{b) The population of Dantzig is mainly German in character and, if the terms

of the Treaty of Peace are loyally accepted by the German Government,
it will be in the interest of the German inhabitants of Dantzig to maintain
order in their own town and to support the authority of the High Com-'

missioner,

[c) Under the circumstances referred to in (a) and (i), it is considered that the

presence of an Intcr-Allicd Military force in Dantzig would inevitably

have an irritating effect on the population, the results of which might be
serious internal disorders.

[d) They consider that the authority of the High Commi.ssioner in Dantzig
could, for the reasons given above, be efiicicntly maintained by the

employment of locally raised gendarmerie or police forces which may
require expansion to meet the new situation.

{e) In the event of the High Commissioner being unable to maintain his

authority by moral influence backed by local forces, it will no doubt be
within the powers of the Allied and Associated States to send suflicient

forces to enforce the conditions of the Peace Treaty*

Apart from the question of principle the American and British Military and
Naval Representatives are of opinion that the cost of the maintenance ofan Inter-

Allied force, as also the difflculty of keeping open communications for supplying
that force, are factors which should be taken into account, more especially in view
of the present lack of shipping for commercial purposes.

Further, even should Inter-Allied military forces be made available for the
occupation of District ofDantzig and be despatched forthwith, an interregnum
would be inevitable before their arrival; this would, in all probability, be the most
critical period.
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In regard to the occupation of Memel, the American and British Military and

Naval Representatives are of opinion that, for the reasons already given in regard

to Dantzig, there should be at present no Allied military forces of occupation.

Document 3

Appendix B to S.W.C. 430

Advisability of raising an Inter-Allied Force of occupationfor the

territories ofDantzig and Memel

(Opinion of the French and Italian Military and Naval Representatives)

The French and Italian Military and Naval Representatives are agreed that it

is indispensable that the High Commissioner of the League of Nations at Dantzig

should have at his disposal, failing Polish or German troops, an armed force

sufficient to ensure the maintenance of order and the exercise of his authority.

'As the territories of Dantzig and Memel have been ceded by Germany to the

Principal Allied and Associated Powers, it is the duty of the latter to assume the

responsibility of establishing the new Political Regime on an orderly foundation.

The military and naval forces of occupation at the disposal of the High Commis-

sioner must, therefore, be Inter-Allied.

It is possible in the more or less distant future that circumstances will allow a

gradual diminution of the Inter-Allied force which may be thought necessary, and

even their replacement by a force raised solely by the new Government from the

free City and recruited on the spot with a certain proportion of foreign cadres if

necessary.

It will be the duty of the League of Nations to make a decision on this point

when the proper moment arrives, taking into consideration the general internal

condition of the country.

At the present moment, however, the existing local police is wholly German; it

cannot therefore provide the necessary guarantee of impartiality; it must be

remembered, also, that it will be necessarily partially disorganised, if some of its

personnel retain their German nationality, in accordance with the option recog-

nised by Article 106 of the Treaty of Peace.^

Therefore it seems that the necessity ofraising an Inter-Allied force, at any rate

for the time being, cannot be avoided.

Lastly, it would be necessary for this force to be sent as soon as possible to the

territory in question. Germany must, in fact, give up to the Principal Allied and
Associated Powers all her rights over this territory; it therefore follows that German
troops must proceed to evacuate immediately and must have finished their evacua-

tion within the 15 days laid down by the Committee for the determination of

frontiers.

Effectives and Composition of the Inter-Allied Force of Occupation

The French and Italian Military and Naval Representatives are in entire agree-

ment that the presence of both a military and a naval force is necessary.

Ships are indispensable to guarantee die supply of land forces and could give

them very useful help in case of trouble.

The presence of a naval force alone would, on the other hand, be ineffective;

furthermore, this force would be exposed to real dangers since it would not be able

® Note in original : ‘This option carries with it the obligation that those who avail them-
selves of it shall remove to Germany within a maximum period of 1 2 months.’
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to ensure its own sufi'ty, as in the absence of land ihrca^ in occupation of the forts

batteries and other harbour defences, it would hn <‘xpt>sed to hostile operations.
’

In determining the strcngtli of thc^ inilitaiy and naval forces ol occupation, the

French and Italian Military arui Naval R<‘presrntativcs have taken into con-

sideration the following facts: -

(r) The popxilation of the entire tturitories in (jU<\stion (Dant/ig and Memel)

may be rcckoiuxl at about tioo^ooo, of whom i8;poo() are in the city of

Danl/.ig alone.

(2) The territory of Danl/.ig incluch's a large harbour and many sea and river

estaldishmcjits which must Ix* pro(ecte<l against any possible attack in

case of disorder.

(3) The varied aspirations of the (ierinan and Polish populations, who are

unlikely at hrst, at least, to accept the n<‘W ordtu* gladly, will make the

political situation very diflicult and unslabh'. It will th(M‘('forc be neces-

sary to have considerable foree on th<‘ spot for the prevention ofany kind

of disorder or eonllict.

(4) llio geographical position of the t,erriton(\s in (jnestion which arc situated

at a distance from tht‘ Powers who art^ calbni tipon to protect them will

not lend itself to any rapid nunforcement of the military forces of occu-

pation.

Under these circumstanc(\s the Military and Naval R<4)r<\sentatives consider

that the military force nccc^ssary for the oceaipation of the <‘ntirc territories of

Dantzig and Mcmcl should he abotit 10,000 men, that is to say, about i division,

This division should be plact^d under the command of a (General OiGSeer

appointed by the Supreme Council of tlu^ Alfu^d and Associated Powers with a

Staff, including oiikers of the. various .armies cf)mpo.sing the military force of

occupation. This force might be detached from the allit?d force.s of occupation in

the territory on the left bank of the Rhine.

Force of Occupatmijor the Territory of Memel

The French and Italian Military and Naval Repre.scntatives are of opinion that

the occupation of the territoxy ofMemel could be assured by a Military Force of:—

I regiment of infantry

and I squadron of cavalry

to be detailed from the forces above-mentioned. The Memel detachment should

include Representatives from all the Allied contingents. Its Commanding Officer

should be appointed by the Supreme Council of the Allied and Associated Powers.

General Remarks

Lastly the French and Italian Military and Naval Representatives consider it

their duty to call the attention of the Council of Foreign Ministers to the fact that

they hold it important that the force of occupation should in any case be Inter-

AlHed.

They therefore consider that if certain of the Principal Allied and Associated

Powers cannot be represented in the force of occupation, it would be preferable to

have no such forefe, both for moral reasons as the solidarity of the Allies must be

upheld in aU acts of a local Government set up by them, and for material reasons

because one or two Powers cannot alone assume the responsibility which they all

collectively incur, and later the dangers which may arise therefrom. .
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No. 25

H D. 21.] J^otes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon's Room at the Qjmi d'Orsay, Paris, on Friday,

August I, igiQ, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.S.Ar. Hon. H. White, Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Etnpire: The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,

Sir Ian Malcolm.

France: M. Clemcnccau, M. Piclion; siiCRETARms, M. Dutasta, M. Ber-

thelot, M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Patcrno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U,6\A.: Capt. Chapin. British Empire: Lt.-Com-

mandcr Bell. France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Lt.-Gol. A. Jones.

Interpreter: Prof. P, J. Mantoux.

Marshal Foch and the Military Representatives entered the room.

I. M. Clemengeau stated that he had received a communication from Berlin

^ ... through General Nudant (see Appendix A). It was to the

t^G^mGovern- German Government, as a result of the

meat on the subject revelations made by Herr Erzberger,^ had been violently

of the surrender of attacked from the Conservative and Independent Socialist

officers guilty of Sections. The question most at issue was the surrender of
breaches of the laivs

military officers demanded by the Treaty. Herr
ofwar

Erzberger asked that the provisions to that effect might not

immediately be put into force.

M. Tittoni said that as the Allies had representatives in Germany, it

would be best to ask their advice.

M. Clemengeau said that at the present moment the situation was not

quite clear. The list of German Officers guilty of breaches of the laws ofwar

* On July 25, 1919, Herr Erzberger, German Vice-Chancellor and Minister of Finance,

made a speech in the National Assembly at Weimar in which he criticized German right-

wing and military elements for having neglected to take advantage during the First World

War of opportunities which he considered might have rendered possible an earlier termina-

tion of hostilities. In this speech Herr Erzberger disclosed, in particular, the contents of

a letter sent by Mgr. Pacelli, Papal Nuncio in Munich, in August igi 7 to Dr. Michaclis, the

Imperial Chancellor, transmitting a copy ofa communication made by the British Minister

at the Vatican to the Cardinal Secretary of State in connexion with the proposals for peace

made by Pope Benedict XV on August i, 1917, (For these proposals sec Gmd. 261 of

1919: The Peace Proposals made by His Holiness the Pope to the Belligerent Powers on August /,

1917, and Correspondence relative thereto. German texts of the letter and enclosure referred to by

Herr Erzberger are printed by General E. Ludendorff in Urkunden der Obersten Heeresleitmg

uber ihre Tdtigkeit 1916-18, Berlin, 1920, pp. 425-6.) Herr Erzberger’s speech provoked a

heated debate and public controversy in ^e course of which further disclosures were made
and the names of prominent personalities, including Field-Marshal von Hindenburg and

General Ludendorff, were introduced. (An English translation of the relevant passages of

Herr Erzberger’s speech is printed by R. H. Lutz in Fall of the German Empire 1914-1918,

California and London, 1932, vol. i, pp. 440-9. See also loc. cit., passim, for related docu-

ments.) At the conclusion of the parliamentary debate on July 29, 1919, the National

Assembly rejected a motion of no confidence in the government by 243 votes to 53.
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coiTipriscd over 1,000 persons, of whom some were Princes of the Blood. He

believed that the list of Naval Officers who were to be surrendered was not

yet ready.

Mr. Balfour replied that the list made out in Great Britain was ready.

M. Clemenceau remarked that the Council must be clear as to the

demands that it was going to make. It was dangerous to postpone executing

the provisions relating to the surrender ol German Officers, if, at the same

time, German prisoners were to be repatriated. M. Laniaude had made a

report on the question of German Prisoners, and had pointed out that the

problem of their repatriation was intimately connected with the smxender

of enemy officers guilty of breaches of the laws of war. Mr. Lloyd George

and President Wilson had themselves recognised that the two questions

emphasised in M. Larnaude’s report should be considered together. He

thought that it would be improper to return German prisoners ifthe Germans

did not themselves surrender the guilty oflicers. Pie proposed that no reply

should be given at once. Herr Erzberger’s telegram might certainly be based

on fact, but, on the other hand, it might be intended to promote a hasty

decision on the part of the Council. Pic ashed whether the matter might not

be referred to a Committee of experts.

Mr. Balfour send that it was evidently the President’s opinion that an

answer should not at once be given. At the saute time, the Treaty did not,

in itself, permit the return ofGerman prisoners to be much postponed, and, by

its very provisions, prevented the Allies from making a delay in their repatria-

tion a political weapon. If the detention ofthe prisoners was decided uppn, it

must be put into force before the Treaty received general ratification.

M. Clemenceau stated, in reply to Mr. Balfour’s question, that the French

ratification of the Treaty would probably take place in the first week in

September. He suggested that Marshal Foch, who had agents in Germany,

should make a report on the subject, and that he should be given the assistance

ofjurisconsults.

Mr. Balfour stated that the British agents in Germany would be asked

for information, and he supposed that the question to be put to the jurists

would be, whether we should be justified in adopting a measure for the

detention of German prisoners if the Germans refused to surrender the

culpable officers.

M. Clemenceau then said that that was not quite his meaning. He wished

to point out that the Germans in their note were asking for a definite favour

—the waiving of the stipulations with regard to the surrender of guilty

officers. The Allies, if they granted this, might ask for certain military

measures to be carried out on the part of Germany, to compensate them for

granting the German demand.

M. Tittoni pointed out that the Germans did not quite put forward their

request as afavour,butwere suggestingcertain measures to us, onaccount ofthe

social and political situation in Germany, which menaced the Allies’ interests

as wdl as theirs. In these circumstances, would it not be advantageous to

- dbtam fhrffier information, and come to a decisionwhen it had been tendered?
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M. Clemenoeau returned to his original proposal ofrefening the question

to a Committee ofjurisconsults and military men,

Mr, Balfour then remarked that such a Committee might say ‘You have

aright to take what measures ofsecurity you please’. He asked what Marshal

Foch thought.

Marshal Foch replied that the surrender of guilty officers was not a

military question, but a political one.

M. Clemenceau agreed with Marshal Foch, and said that he would like

his opinion as to a suitable military compensation for the favour which would

be granted to the Germans by acceding to their request,

Mr. Balfour asked whether we should not be asking the military men to

verify political facts.

M. Clemenceau said that he did not think so, since military men would

only be advising on the subject of military compensation.

Mr. Balfour said that it would be necessary, therefore, to ask our diplo-

matic representatives for information. In the meantime, the Military

Representatives at Versailles should endeavour to find out whether the

statements in the German communication were correct, and should further

advise the Council as to what military measures on the part of Germany
would be adequate compensation to the Allies, for acceding to their demand.
Whatever questions were put to Versailles, the British War Office must refer

the matter to its own military representatives.

M. Tittoni said that the situation would be that each country would refer

the matter to whatever agents or bodies it thought capable of making a

suitable examination.

Mr. Polk agreed with Mr. Balfour and M. Tittoni.

(It was decided:

—

(1) That no immediate reply to the German Government’s request

should be given.

(2) That the Military Representatives at Versailles, in collaboration

with Marshal Foch, should investigate the accuracy of the state-

ments contained in the communication of the German Govern-
ment, and should utilise all available sources of information at

their command.

(3) That Marshal Foch should report to the Council on such military

compensations as might be demanded from Germany in return for

a compliance with their present request.)

2. M. Clemenceau circulated two telegrams from Germany (see Appendices

Informationfrom Ger- ® (i) that Germany had at present

many with regard to the 8oo,ooo men under arms, and
(2) that the students in

number ofmen mder arms Munich were being armed in violation of the Peace
in that country and the Treaty.

stated, that before proceeding further

with the question, he would like to have comprehensive
figures comparing the total number of enemy and Allied troops at present

in the field. He feared that such figures might be alarming.
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M. Tittoni said that as Marshal Foch was going to study the questions

put to him under decision No. i, he would like Iiim to state what force was
now required in Germany for the maintenance of order.

Marshal Focn replied tiial the question was answered by the military

provisions of the Armistice and of the Peace I’reaty. He considered that the

significance of the events at Munich lay in tlu; fact, that the Germans wished

to show, by what they were doing, that they knew that Allied control over

their actions would soon cease.

M. Clemenoeau remarked that the communication circulated drew

attention to the point.

(It was therefore deeitletl that the two doeumenls dretilutc<l should be

submitted to Marshal Foch for exanuiiation and n'jxul.)

Commmicationfrom

General Franchet

d^Esperey^ Commander

in-Chief of the Allied

Armies in the PJast

M. Glemengeau read a telegram IVom General b’canchct d’Esperey with

regard to the Allied occ.npat ion ofThraca; (.see AppendixD).*

He remarked that it was ol)viously necessary to reinforce

the Allied troops in Ihdgaria although the measure pre-

sented practical dillicnities.

Mr. Bai.kour said that as he understood it the situation

was serious and a eompari.son between the available Allied

and Bulgarian forces woidd be disadvautag(‘ous to ourselves. He had

received a report that the di.sarmamcnt of Bulgaria was incomplete, on

account of the diiferent way in which demobilisation was ctirried out in

such countries as England and France, and in Bulgaria. In the former case,

demobilisation meant that soldiers returned absolutely to their civil occupa-

tions, and ceased to appear on the list of any military unit. This was not the

case in Bulgaria, where demobilisation meant no more than the reduction

of a military unit, from war to peace strength. The Bulgarian Army had

comprised ten divisions. Under the Armistice it Iiad been allowed to keep

three and had been ordered to demobilise seven. This meant no moi'e than

that Bulgaria now had a powerful military force of three divisions on full

war strength, and seven others on a reduced footing.

Marshal Foch said that he thought Mr. Balfour’s remarks as a whole

were correct, but he could not guarantee the accuracy of the details.

M. Glemengeau said that General Franchet d’Esperey had been asked

to give a detailed report, but that no very clear statement had yet been

received from him.

Marshal Foch said that the Bulgarian Army had never even obeyed

orders it had received from the Allies. It was quite possible that they would

® Not printed. In this telegram to the French Minister ofWar (dated in Paris July 30),

General Franchet d’Esperey referred to ‘la decision du Conscil Sup&ieur intcralli<i que vous

m’avez communiqu^e Ic 10 juin’, envisaging the participation of British and Italian troops

in the occupation ofBulgaria (cf. No. 7, minute la). The general reported delay on the part

of the British and Italian military authorities in making the necessary arrangements with

him. General Franchet d’Esperey concluded: ‘Dans ces conditiojis les troupes frangaises

vont 6tre seules k supporter la charge et la responsabilitd de I’occupation de la Bulgarie au
moment du trait6 de paix.’
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have a superior force to that of the Allies, at the time that the Peace Treaty

was presented.

M. Clemenceau said that he proposed that Marshal Foch should report

on the situation, and asked the approximate time necessary for the prepara-

tion of such a report.

Marshal Foch said it would require several days, as he would be obliged

to refer the matter to General Franchet d’Esperey.

General Weygand stated that a certain amount of information was

already at hand and that a report on the basis of the information available

could be presented to the Supreme Council on the following day.

(It was agreed that Marshal Foch should submit on August 2nd a report

on the present status of the Bulgarian forces, based upon information at

present in his possession.)

(It was further decided that Marshal Foch should make investigations

through General Franchet d’Esperey, and submit a full report when these

latter had been received.)

4. M. Clemenceau circulated a telegram from the Military Representatives

Telegramfrcm the Inter-
at Klagenfurt (see Appendix E).

Allied Military Repre- Berthelot further explained the telegram stating

sentatives at Klagenfurt that by the withdrawal of the Austrians and Jugo-Slavs
relative to the execution from Klagenfurt a certain quantity of war material had
oftlu decision ofthe Con- left behind, under the custody of a few Italian

carabinieri. In view of the fact that the Supreme Council

had asked that an Inter-Allied guard should be placed in charge of the

material in question, ^ it was now requested that it should be constituted,

and, until it could be so constituted, two companies of Italian carabinieri

should be authorised by the Council to form the guard. He pointed out that

the value of the property in question was inconsiderable, and suggested that

two platoons of Italian carabinieri would be quite sufficient to ensure the

custody of the material.

(It was agreed that the Italian Command should be authorised to furnish

two platoons of carabinieri, for the purpose of guarding the war material

at Klagenfurt.)

5. The Council had before it a communication from Marshal Foch to the

^ following effect:

—

Organisation of the

High Command of the ‘When the Army ofOccupation shall have been organised,
Army of Occupatwn the Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Arnoies on the
in Western Germany Western front, who was in command during the war, will
after tfu Treaty comes

^ command.
mtojorce °

. . . . . ^
However, it is necessary to maintain a supenor Command

for the group of AlKed forces of occupation, were it only to establish a
liaison with the High Commission, who should communicate directly with
the High Mihtary Command (Art. IV of Memorandum of June 9th),

3 Sec No. 16^ minute 9.
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also lor regulating all militaiy questions dealing with railway, river, tele-

graphic, telephonic and postal rommnriieations.
’

‘France, on account of the nuinher of troops in her army of occupation
should place a General at the head of the Rhine. Army. I’lic other Natinti«

will probably not do this.

‘It is propo.sed that this General be di'signate.d to command the grout)
of Allied occupation forces, as soon as the command of Marshal Fochon
the Western front shall have ceased, in other words, at the moment that
the Peace Treaty goes into force.’

(The projxisals which Marshal f’ocirH (atniinunicaliait contained were
agreed to without di.scu.ssiou.)

6. (a) Frontier of Frekomuryc.

hd. stated thiit thi) .Ronmanian and ^Jngo-blav C.lomintttee had

ReportqfthcQmimmwn on Submitted on July uund a memorandum with regard to

Rmmmnian millJw’o-Slav two new elainis which had hei'ii presented by the Dele-
nijaysregardinirfiirth^^ gutiou of the Yngo-Slav kingdom rt'garding the northern
dnumbyyngo-Shvia

Appauli.K F).

(It was decided to adhere to the boundary line iu Prekomurye jformerly
adojjled by the .Supreme (ioiineil, which lim* in general follows the water-
shed between the Mur and the Uuub.)

{b) Baranyd.

M. Tardieu read the mcmorandttm regarding Baranya (sec Appendix F).

(It was decided to accept the proposal of t!ie Committee with regard to
Batanya, and the frontier which had been proposed by it.)

7. (a) Bacska.

M. Tardieu reported on the notc.s submitted to the Supreme Council by
Serb-Croat- the Committee on Roumanian and Jugo-Slav Affairs dated
Slovene daim 25th July 1919 (scc Appendix G).

(It was decided to accept the draft proposals of the Committee on
Rounaanian and Jugo-Slav Aifairs with regard to the Bacska region; and
to uphold the frontier line previously laid down, in view of the fact that
the ethnographic conditions in the locality would not allow of the aforesaid
frontier line being extended to the north.

It was further decided to refer the question of laying down regulations
of an international kind, with regard to the working of the Deak Canal,

^ present in Jugo-SIavia, by means of hydraulic installations now in
Hunganan territory, to the Committee on Ports, Railways and Waterways.)

(b) Banat.

M. Tardieu drew the attention of the Conference to the Report of the
Gommittee on Roumanian andJugo-Slav Affairs on the subject ofthe Banat.

(It was dedded to adopt the proposals contained in the report of the Com-
Jugo-Slav AfFairs with regard to the Banat, as



(1) Central Banat: The previously adopted frontier is to he upheld, and a
notification to that effect sent to persons concerned. The Committee
on Ports, Railways and Waterways will take the necessary measures
to maintain and to develop the irrigation canals in the Banat to the
equal advantage ofthe States to which the Banat is allotted.

(2) Northern Banat: The question is to be adjourned for further study.)

8. M. Tardieu said that the Committee on Roumanian and Jugo-Slav

, Affairs had received a note dated July loth from the Jugo-
Slav Delegation, asking that their troops be allowed to occupy

j^o^vtrmps territories granted to Serbia by the Conference in the

region in question. The Committee had submitted a reply

dated 26th July (see Appendix H).'^ Since the Council had settled the

territorial question in Prekomurye, he proposed that the suggested military

occupation should be granted.

(It was decided that the Jugo-Slav State should he authorised to occupy
the territory in Prekomurye boundedby the frontier laiddown and notified : .

see para 6 subsection, (a).)

9. M. Tardieu stated that the Comnoittee on Roumanian and Jugo-Slav

.
Affairs had given him a report dated 30th July, to which he

fTTSS had notUng to add. (See Annett [Appeudix] I).
-

Mr. Balfour said tliat the Commission, after its fint

examination of the question, had decided, that, for ethnographical reasons,

the small territorial area under discussion could not be given to the Bukovina.

The reasons in question still held good, because the population of the district

was more Ruthene than Roumanian in character. In addition to this,

Poland had received Eastern Galicia, and laid no claims to the area now
being considered. The desires ofthe population affected were the real matter
for study. He asked what was the reason given by the committee in support

ofthese proposals. The answer probably was, that it would be advantageous,

from a political point ofview, to maintain the historical frontiers ofBukovina
since that would be a measure which would please the Roumanian Govern-
ment and Roumanian public opinion. The Bukovina had never belonged

properly to Roumania, and he was not in favour of granting it to that

country until such time as its real attitude towards the Allies had been cleared

up. Up to the present time, the wishes and instructions of the Conference
had been grossly disregarded by Roumania. That country had never acceded
to our demands, and now that a territorial change, violating the principles

of nationalities, was proposed in the interests of Roumanian public opinion,

he preferred to adjourn the question.

Mr. Polk said that he had been, told in the morning that the line shown
in red on the chart,s ran along the bottom of a valley; and that he did not
care for such a solution.

Not printed. The reply proposed by the committee was in the sense of the resolution

adopted by the Supreme Council.
5 Not attached to original.
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M. Thtoni said that ho wouUl likt' (t» tlraw attention to the followin

point, wiiicli was, that the iVtnitier now pn>pos<-d had boon promised to

Roumania when slio onion'd tlu^ war. l‘‘or this reason ho would uphold it

willingly. On the otiior liaiid, ho rooognisod the strength of Mr. Balfour’s

argument, and thought that Roninania should ix- informed that it would
only receive, the territory in (piestion if it wen* willing to carry out the wishes

of the Allies, and to sign the Treaty. Roumania was now in a state of dis-

content. The demands of that eonulry in tiu' Banat had been curtailed, and
it would be unwise, theri;l'ore, to displ«'a.s<' it with regard to Bukoviua uiJess

there wore important i-easons Hu- so doing. 'I’liat is to say, the proposals of

the <a)mmitlee might be accepted under certain conditions.

M. Tardiku said that the B(\ssarabian (piestion had not been settled either.

Since the Council could ('xert pressure, it could iie announced that the report

of the committee would be ac.ct'pted if Roumania satisfied the Council in

other ways.

Mr. Balfour said that tliere wen' also numerous negotiations jtrocceding

between Roumania and Hungary of a kind that did not arise out of the

Treaty. It was nevertheless iin[K)rtant that these negotiations should be
concluded in a manner .satisfactory to all. Roumania was not only con-

cerned in signing the Treaty, it was also called upon to manifest its general

goodwill.

Mr. Polk said that he accepted tin; jiroposal in jirineiple; but that

he would prefer that the cpiestion should again be referred to experts,

since a frontier running through the bottom ofa valley .seemed to him unsatis-

factory.

M. Tardieu .said that the tiuestion had Ix'en carefully examined by the

committee. The difficulty was that a part of the Bukovina had already been
given to Roumania, and had been occupied by that country. The alterna-

tive would be to give it to Poland, who did nut demand it.

Mr. Polic said that he raised no objection and that he was only insisting

on a point of detail.

(It was decided to accept the r(^j)ort of the coinmitlee on Houinanian and
jugo-Slav Affairs, and to grant Bukovina to Riuiniuuiu, with the excep-
tion of the area traversed hy the railway line Zale.szczyhi-Kolomea (see

annex 1 to appendix I); on the condition that Roumania should show
goodwill towards the allies, with regard to the signature of the Treaty, and
to the other questions in which she was concerned.)

10. M. Tardieu said he wished to draw attention to a question not on the

Bessarabian
demanding an early solution; the

Qjiestion
Problem was that of Bessarabia, on which the Council had taken

no decision.

M. Maklakoffand M. Bratiano had expressed the Russ.ian and Roumanian
points of view.® After they had been heard, the Council had discussed the
matter briefly without coming to a decision. It remained to be known what

‘ See No. a, minute i.
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solution the Council would adopt, for it was difficult to settle the Roumanian

question as a whole, and to make that country accept clauses in the Peace

Treaty on the subject of minorities, if, at the same time, its frontiers had not

been notified to it.

M. PiCHON said that the question was particularly important in that the

minorities question would arise in Bessarabia.

M. Tardieu said that the Committee had been unanimous in their wish

to grant Bessarabia to Roumania, but the Council had sent a telegram to

Admiral Koltchak, which appeared inconsistent with that decision. ^ In the

telegram in question the Council had only stated that the Roumanian rights

in Bessarabia should be preserved in favour of that country.

M. Clemengeau said that it was evidently important to be able to inform

Roumania what its frontiers exactly were.

Mr. Balfour asked whether M. Tardieu thought that the committee

would remain of the same opinion if the question were referred back to it

for a further report.

M. Tardieu said that the committee had been unanimous when it had

studied the problem. But they knew that certain delegations had altered

their opinions after the lapse of a few months. The difficult point was the

telegram sent to Admiral Koltchak.

M. PiCHON said that he did not think that the Council had been in-

consistent, since it had not stated to Admiral Koltchak that Bessarabia as a

whole would be granted to Roumania.

Mr. Balfour asked whether M. Pichon thought the telegram to Admiral

Koltchak was not binding on the Council.

M. Pichon said that Admiral Koltchak’s attention had only been drawn

to the fact that the Council upheld Roumanian rights in Bessarabia.

M. Tittoni said that he wished to draw the attention of the Council to an

important point, which was that the committee had justified its proposals by

saying that it wished to maintain the administrative and geographical unity

of Bessarabia, and that it would give to Roumania, in compensation, a strip

of territory in the Dobrudja, which belonged properly to the Bulgarians.

By such a measure Roumania would be compensated for the northern portion

of Bessarabia left to Russia.

Mr. Balfour said he did not think he could admit compensations, which

consisted in balancing the cession of groups of human beings by the cession

of others to foreign sovereignties, as a matter of principle.

M. Tittoni remarked that the question had therefore still to be examined.

M. Clemengeau said that the problem ought to be solved rapidly, and he

proposed to put it on the agenda for the following day.

Mr. Balfour said that he ought to call attention to the fact that Roumania
was actually protesting strongly against the minority clauses. It would there-

fore be sufficient to tell that country that it would not receive the territory

now being considered unless it accepted the minority clauses and signed the

Treaty. In addition to this, Roumanian statesmen did not really deny that
’’ Cf. No. 19, note 14.
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(he southern part of the D«)hnuija shnuhl he granted to Bulgaria. H j
Rouinauia been our emany during tlu^ war .slu; would have been obliged to
cede the tetTitory. By the faet (hat slie hatl been our ally, she could onlvb'*
persuaded to accept our solution. Was it (iierefore possible to say to that
countiy that it was going to receive a great e.vlension of tcrritoiy, but only
under the condition that it would lx; willing to consent to the cession of the
Dobrudja, which luul be<Mi seized in h)I;5, and which, if left in her hands
would be a ceaseless cause offrietiou? 'I 'lie Roumatnans were difficult people
to deal with, and M. Hratiauo w.as no t-xeeptioii.

M. Tittoni said that he had heard tliat a new ministry hud been set up
in Roumauia, and that die Presith-nt of the High (lourt had been instructed

to form it.

Mr. BAr.FoiiR said that he had also heard that, but the cabinet had not
been formed, and the Bes.saral)iau question was so important that he hoped
that each one of his colleagues would givi' it his <'onsidt;ra(ion.

Mii. Por.Ksuid tliat the policy of die UniU'd States had been to oppose the

divi.sion of Ru.ssia. Admiral Knltchak, in his reply, had protested against his

country being divided. lie thought that the elfeet of dividing Ru.ssia would
have a had clfect in that country, and yvas therefore of (he opinion that it

would be better not to settle (he ([uestiou straight away, hut to await the

return of ordereil government in Russia.

M. 'PruroNi remarked that Russia’s point of view had been presented to

the Council.

Mr. P01.K said that the Roumiinians oppo.s<id any idea of a plebiscite in

Bessarabia.

M. TiTroNi said that that was so, because the result of a plebiscite would
be the establishment of Bolshevism.

Mr. Balfour said he did not desire to settle the question on that day, but
that he would be willing that it should be taken up again in a few days’ time,

if it were possible to settle it then. He did not, however, believe that it would
be. In his opinion, he thought it better not to consider Russia, and to regard
our hands as free. He was willing to wait for the formation of the new
Roumanian cabinet in the hope that it would be possible to negotiate with
it and to settle outstanding problems.
M. Tarbieu said that it would undoubtedly be better, to wait for the

formation ofthe new Government, but even if it were favourable to our point
of view, we should have to inform it of our opinions on the Bukovina,
Bessarabian and Dobrudja problems. It was not possible to do this at

present.

Mr. Balfour said that if the new Roumanian Government proved satis-

factory, it would send a representative to the Conference with whom the

Council could negotiate. It would then be possible to tell this new representa-
tive that the Council was favourably disposed towards territorial concessions
advantageous to Roumania, on the condition that the Roumanians them-
selves should give evidence of goodwill in the discussion of problems not
yet solved.



M. Clemenceau said that it should be remembered that the Bulgarian

delegation was now actually waiting for the Conditions of Peace at Neuilly.

Mr. Balfour said that the Peace Treaty with the Bulgarians could be

discussed and settled whilst the present question remained open.

(It was decided to postpone the discussion on Bukovina, Bessarahia and

the Dobrudja until the formation of the new Roumanian Government.

It was further decided that the above questions should be put on the

agenda as soon as the new Government had been formed.)

M. Sergent and M. Cheysson® entered the room,

II. M. Clemenceau left the room and M. Pichon took the Chair.

M. Pichon said that the Council had to examine the

brought forward by the Reparations and

J.th Bulgaria Finance Committees after hearing the Roumanian, Czecho-

slovak [Greek] and Jugo-Slav Delegations.

M. Sergent read the report prepared by the two Committees. (See

Appendix J.’) He added that the Reparations Commission had been

presented with a note from the Serbian Delegation. The note in question

had been examined and its suggestions adopted partially. On the day in

question, however, at two o’clock, a new note, couched in the most violent

terms, had been received, stating that Jugo-Slavia refused point-blank to

accept article 4 in the reparation clauses.'® In tlie Peace Treaty with

Germany the article in question had laid down that Bulgaria should transfer

her debt with Germany to the Allies. In article 4 of the reparation clauses

with Bulgaria tliat country was called upon to recognise the validity of the

transfer of all credits due to the Governments of Germany, of Austria-

Hungary and of Turkey, to the Allied and Associated Governments, con-

formably with article 261 of the Peace Treaty with Germany, and to the

® Financial expert on the French Delegation.

9 Not printed. This undated report stated that the two committees had attentively

examined the observations of the Serbian, Roumanian, and Greek delegations upon the

draft reparation and financial clauses in the treaty of peace with Bulgaria (cf. No. 19,

minute 6). The observations related to three main points: (i) The recovery of objects stolen

or removed in territory formerly under Bulgarian occupation (cf. No. 23, minute 7). The
Reparations Committee considered this representation to be justified and proposed to add

a new clause accordingly (cf. No. 19, note ii, and article 125 of the Treaty of Neuilly).

(ii) Deliveries of cattle to be made by Bulgaria. The demands of the three delegations

amounted to nearly 1,000,000 head of cattle. The Reparations Committee considered that

these demands could not be satisfied without ruining the economic life of Bulgaria, which

should not, in its opinion, be reqixired to deliver more than 80,000 head of cattle. The
Committee proposed to modify the figures for delivery in the original draft (see No. 19,

note 1
1 ) so as to increase them, with the exception of bulls, by 50 per cent, in the case of

Greece and Roumania and by 100 percent, in that of Serbia, (iii) Article 10 of the draft

financial clauses (see No. 19, note 13) concerning the treatment of the Bulgarian public

debt. The Financial Commission considered that the original draft of this article might

lead to confusion and accordingly proposed a new text (cf. article 141 of the Treaty of

Neuilly).

The draft for article 124 of the Treaty of Neuilly. See No. 19, note ii.
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corresponding articles in the Peace 'rreati<'K with Austria-Hungary
and

Turkey. At the same time, the Allied and .\ssociatetl Governments had taken
these debts into account, when they had considered the sums payable bv
Bidgaria, and had undertaken not to ptit Ibrw.ard any further claims undj
this head. Serbia stated in her note, tliat, whilst the Allied and Associated
Governments might be in a position to forgo later claims, they had no right
to impose a corresponding renunciation upon Serbia. 'I'hc note cnded°in
what amounted to a tlircat to refuse to sign tin' Peace Treaty. The Repara-
tion Committee had fi.xod the indemnity payable by Bulgaria at 2 billion
francs. 250 million francs due from Bulgaria to (hTtnaiiy had been added
to this .sum. Since the committee had taken tin- thht into account it thought
that nothing further could h<^ done.

Mr. Balfour .said that the principle guiding the Council and the Repara-
tions Committee had been that Bulgaria should pay the maximum amount
that her resources allowed. It was of little importance from the Bulgarian
point of view that the sum should be paid to any particular ally, since Serbia
would have her share.

M. Sergent said that the Reparations Committee had first intended to

divide the indemnity into two heads. Umh'r the first lu^ad would have been
reparations amounting to 2 billion francs, and, under the second, 250 million
francs owed by Bulgaria to (Jermany. This would have avoided giving the
imprcs.sion of renouncing the debt due to the Allies by Germany. It seemed
that Serbia had not taken this simple calculation into account.
M. PiGHON said that the Reparations Gommittci;, being now informed of

the issue, could submit a report which should be waited for.

Mr. Polk said that Serbia was dissatisfied on another point, which was
the amount of livestock to be delivered to her by Bulgaria. Was it possible
to know what extra amount, under this head, had been granted to the
Serbians?

M. Sergent said that the original figures had been doubled, except in
the case of the oxen. Serbia was actually going to receive 6,000 milch cows,

5,000 horses and mares, 1,000 mules, 4,000 yoke oxen and 12,000 sheep.
Notwithstanding this, the Serbian demand amounted to ten times that
figure.

M. Berthelot said that in spite of the figures having been doubled,
Serbia was only going to receive one tenth part of that which had been
taken from her by the Bulgarians.

(It was decided to accept the Reparation Clauses, with the exception of
article 4 , deaUng with the transfer of credits, and of article 6,'> deaUng with
the delivery of live-stock.)

M. Sergent and M. Cheysson then left the room and Generals Duval,
Groves and OrsinP* entered.

^ Neuilly. Sec No. ig, note 1 1, and note 9

“ The refoence was evidently to Rear-Admiral P. Orsini, an Italian colleague of Generals
Duval and Groves on the Aeronautical Commission of the Peace Conference.
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12. General Duval said that he had to submit a report, dated 30th July,

.
on the subject of the distribution of aeronautic material

^^^tlalerid
^he enemy Governments (see Appendix

K’^).

Mr. Balfour said that the note brought forward two questions :

—

(1) What principle was to govern the distribution of war material—

a

difficult question which had already raised considerable con-

troversy.

(2) How was this material to be dealt with when distributed between the

Allied and Associated Powers.

The Committee proposed that the material in question should become the

property of whatever Government it was given to, so long as this latter

should undertake not to alienate it. He proposed to adjourn the first question

and to accept the second principle enunciated.

M. Tittoni said that he accepted Mr. Balfour’s proposal, but asked that

the first question should be referred to Versailles, in order that the settlement

should be made conformable to the general principles guiding the general

distribution of war material in general.

(This proposal was adopted.)

(It was therefore decided:

—

To request the Military Representatives at Versailles to submit a pro-
posal regarding the principles to govern the distribution of all aeronautical
war material ttxrned over by the Central Powers in accordance with the
Peace Treaty.

It was further decided that the Interallied Commission of Control should
be charged with the details of the distribution to be made in accordance
with the principles established above.

It was further decided that once this material had been allotted to and
accepted by one of the Allied and Associated Powers, it should become the
property of such Government, which latter should agree not to alienate

the material in question- by any form of transfer.)

13. M. Tittoni presented the President with a report from the Italian

The Delivery of
Delegation on the sulject of the delivery of arms and mxmi-

arms and munitions -tions to Czecho-Slovakia by Austria. (See H. D. 13, para-

to Czechoslovakia graph 1 1
.i'^) The report is contained in Annex [Appendix] L.

Villa Majestic, Paris,

Augtist i, igig.

13 Not printed. The report was made by the Committee on Aerial Clauses, consisting of
representatives of the British Empire, the United States, France, Italy, Japan, and Belgium.
It asked the Supreme Council for guidance upon the two questions referred to by Mr.
Balfour.

No. 17, minute ii.
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Ai'im-.ndix a to No. i*5

'IV-U-gfiimmc. Jt«' aoUt igin

Ci6mu*al Nudant h Nfarrc'hal hH*h.

Jc vous inforuK' j<^ vicns dc rcc^tvoir dti Cirurral Dupont un rapport que
Er7A)orgcr a prio von Hockhainnu'ni, IV-suiont <1<! la Waiko'^ do Berlin, de me
transmcttrti*

Void le tcxto do cvttv infonnafion:

CJoiivermuncnt ailltunatui vst rhenn* artuello Ovs vivtunent attaqud: ihe
lunirtc ausHi hion a I'hostilitc th's partis dc droit<% qta* I<*s rdauuos revelations ont

vivement mooontenlrs <]u'a ('dlf* drs fraotuuis sociallstes indrpcuKlantes,

Lc GouveruoiiKuit no pent so jnaintt'nir <piVn .H'apj>uyant sur reieinent militaire

et rancicn corps d’Ofiicirrs.

L’Entcnto <‘xig<Nin£ la livraison dr noinhrrux gdnrraux rt ofliciers afFaiblira

notrc situation ct nous rnlovtu-a notr<! appui, Lo C a>uvrrn(*nu‘nt sera renversdet

lc pays livrd au coninmnism<%

Pour pater h cc. danger, aussi srrkuix pour Entente que pour nous, nous vous

demandons dkijourner l’rKc*<:ution de la clause tie livraisonA

AurKmux B *i‘o No. 25

Etat major dk iAArm^.k,

2® Bureau A,

rARis, le jjr juillet igig,

Mte sur VAnnie Allemande^^

De tris noxnbreux rcnseigncnients, provcnunt en gdierxil dc bonne source,

indiquent que Ics efiectife de ParmtSc alleinaitde s’t'diVent actuellcment Ji:

800.000 liommcs {cMJftG minimum).

Ces 800.000 hommes se rdpartissent entre les formations uppartenant:

— i la Rcichswehr,
— aux Corps dc volontaircs cxistant cn dehors de la Rcichswclu',— aux unit<5s restant de Pancienne armdc,— auxquclles il faut ajoutcr cn rtSalitd, ics Einwohnerwchren, Bargerwehren et

Sichcrheitswchren, — troupes dc police thdoritiuement ct, pratiquement,
reserves ddguisdes.

La Reichswehr devait comprendre, d’apris la loi d^Empirc du 6 mars 1919,
18 Brigades, dont 6 lourdes k 12.000 h., 12 ItSgires k 7.^00 h.
Or, d^:s la fin avril, le Minist&re dc la Guerre avait d<5cid<S la erdation de 28

brigades (18 lourdes, 10 Idgdres).

A la date du 16 mai, un document officiel indiquait 31 brigades, un deuxidme
donnait, le 2X mai, le chiffre de 38 (22 brigades lourdes, 16 Idgires); enfin un
troisiime signalait le 15 juin, 40 brigades (23 lourdes, 17 Idg^res). En outre, on

16
W^mtUhtmdskmmission^ the German Armistice Commission.

^

In this docxnnent original footnotes citing confidential sources of information are
OKutted.



vient r^cemment d’id^ntifier une 4a® brigade, ce qui fait que le nombre des unites

de la Reichswehr correspond a 2 unites pres au nombre des anciennes divisions du

temps de paix (42 au lieu de 44, d^uction faite des 3 corps d'armee d’AIsace-

Lorraine)*

A elle seule, la Reichswehr comptcrait done plus de 400,000 h.

II faut ajouter h, cet eifectifun autre effectifde 400.000 h. appartenant k certains

corps de volontaires, aux Einwohnerwehren et aux formations de Tancienne armee

non encore dissoutes. II est assez diflScile de donner des chilfres pour chacune de

ces categoric, mais on est fix^ sur le total des forces qu’elles representent actuelle-

ment, et, ce dont on est certain, e’est que:

jo) — les corps de volontaires devaient etre verses dans R.W. ou etre dissous.

Or, il en existe qui vivent d’une vie propre cotd dc la R.W. Un certain nombre

de ces corps sont entretenus par des subsides particuliers (Ligue pangermaniste et

Grande Industrie)

;

2°) — Les Einwohnerwehren nc sont qu’une reserve deguis(5e. Pour donner le

change, elles dependent bien du Ministre de Tlntcrieur, mais elles sont armdes,

font des exercices et constituent une vaste organisation centralisee.

30) — Les unit(^s de Pancienne arm^e devaient ^tre dissoutes le 5 juin dernier

d61ai. Or, si cette dissolution est assez avanc^e, elle n’est pas terminee, et on

identifie encore de nombreuses unitds de Pancienne arm^e dont Peffectif est, k coup

sur, r^duit, mais qui constituent des noyaux susceptibles d’etre renforefe, le cas

dcheant.

Les Allemands conservent done des effectifs tr^s importants. La question cadres et

la question du matiriel les pr^occupent ^galement.

Nous savons, en effet, que:
lo) — S’ils envoient en disponibilitd, sous la pression du traits de paix, un

grand nombre d’officiers (on parle de 16.000), au moyen d’un projet de loi d6pos6

sur le bureau de PAssemblde Nationale et par consequent public, ils recrutent

d’autre part, des oflSciers parmi les dtudiants au moyen d’une instruction secrite du
Ministre de la Guerre,

Dans les deux derniers mois, ils ont renforce la Gendarmerie, puis decr^td qu’elle

constituait ^une force non militaire’p^ il est question dgalement d’augmenter le

nombre* des pompiers.

9P) — Au point de vue du matdriel, des mesures sont prises pour queParmement
en artillerie des brigades de R.W. soit au complct, en bon 6tat et ‘absolument apte

k ^tre utilise en campagne’.^<>

L’aviation postale est d6velopp6e, ce qui permettra d’avoir des avions k double

fin.

L’armde allemande tend done k reprendre sa force d’autrefois. Elle subit un
entrainement m6thodique qui tend k la remettre enticement dans la main dc ses

chefs.

Chose peut-6tre plus grave, le vieil esprit, un instant disparu, tend k renaltre,

Le Gouvemement Pencourage, car Noi^e, qui tolCait la Tigue Nationale des

Officiers Allemands’ k tendances r6actionnaires, vient seulement, du jour oh s’est

dressee en face la ‘Ligue R^publicaine des Officiers’, de declarer inadmissible que
des ‘associations k tendances politiques s’installent dans^Parm^e’.

Note in original: ‘Instruction du 14 juillet.’

Note in original: ‘Decret du 2 juillet . . . L’effectif de la gendarmerie est pass6 en 1919
de 240 off., 9.395 h. h 318 off, 14.537 hommes.’

Note in original; ‘Note Minist^re de la Guerre, 1 8 juin.’
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On pent conclurc, dc cc qui prectide, que rAlIcmagnc ne semble pas avoir la
volont^ de se soumettre aux conditions de paix cn ce qui conccrne les clauses
niilitaires relatives aux effectifs. Sournoisement, ellc se donnera peut-etre Pappa-
rence d^une soumission. Ellc seleclionnc d'ailleurs avec soin scs cffectifs de fa^on
a ne garder, le cas echeant, qu’uuc elite autoiir de laquellc sc grouperaient les

r(5serves de toutes series. En sous main, ellc forgera rinstruinent d’unc revanche
dont les officiers parlent dcji\.

Tes autorites militaircs trompent systematiquemenl TEntente sur les eflFectifs’

dit le Prolesse\ir Foerster. "Les rcnscigncincnts fournis aux divcrscs Missions
Militaircs Alliccs sont erron^s a dessein.’

‘II y a encore des militaircs qui scmbleiit ignorcr les conditions dii Traite de
Paix’, dit la ‘Freiheit’ apr<!;s enquete dans les bxircaux dc rccrutcment, ‘et qui
pensent encore moins a les remplir.’

Bref, ‘camouflage’ ct mauvaisc foi, tel cst en deux tnols le resume'^ de la situation.

D6ja, apres 1806, Scharnhorst rccominandait la creation dc milices ‘susceptibles

d’etre augmentdes sans bruit’ ct, en 1811, llardenbcrg ccrivait: ‘Fcssentiel est

aujoiu'd’hui dc conserver Pcxlstence. Dai\s le jeu changcant dcs circonstances, il

peut sc trouver dcs remedcs quo nous ne soupgonnons pas.’

Mais rexemplc dc 1806 est la pour nous avertir, ‘PHistoirc cst un perpetual

recommencement’.

Appendix C to No. 25

Defense Nationale. Regrutement de l’Universit£ AcAD^MiauE de Munich

Traduction d^un document de la ^Reickswehr Akademische Werbestelle

Muncken UnivetsSitdt^^^

MUNICH, le i^juillet igxg.

A Messieurs les Professeurs, Fonctionnaires et Assistants.

Les enrSlements clandestins en BavUre,

Le Bureau de recrutement acaddmique (‘Akademische Werbestelle’) s’efForce de
faire participer, dans la mesure du possible, toutes les personnes appartenant aux
hautes ^coles k la defense nationale; il contribuera ainsi grandement a assurer

Pordre k Munich.
Il n’a pas 6t6 possible de order une formation militaire se rccrutant seulement

parmi le corps universitaire, car si d’un cotd ce projet est rendu itrdalisable par les

clauses du traitd de paix, et [w] on ne veut pas d’un autre nourrir I’idde injuste

mais cependant trds rdpandue d’aprds laquelle I’esprit de caste rdgne dans les

hautes dcoles.

Il y a deux possibilitds pour MM. les Professeurs, fonctionnaires et assistants

de participer k la ddfense nationale:

I.— Les hommes qui ont achevd leurs classes militaircs peuvent se faire inscrire

sans qu’il soit ndeessaire de les astreindre k une pdriode de service.

^

Qpand ils seront appelds sous les drapeaux, ils serviront dans Pinfanterie ou
Partillerie. Mais afin de les mettre auparavant en rapport direct avec le Corps de

An indication of the source of this document is omitted.
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troupe auquel ils seront affect^s, ils seront versc*s dans une Cie. ou une Batteric, qui

leur sera indiquee verbalement ;
ils auront alors toutes faciUtds pour s’entendre avec

ces unites et fixer les dates auxquclles ils pourront s’cxcrccr une fois par semaine

(tout particuli^rement pour Ic tir).

2.— On a d^j^ organist des cours sp<Jciaux bi-hcbdomadaires pour k-s hommcs
qui n’ont pas fait de service militairc et pour ceux qui n’ont pas achevd leurs

dasses ou qui ont besoin dc completer leur <5ducation militaire.

Les hommes qui suivent ces cours, rc^oivent une instruction militaire tres <51^-

mentaire; on leur apprend k tirer au fusil, k la carabine, au revolver et se servir

des grenades k main.

Ces cours, qui n’ont lieu que Ic matin, sont fixds, en tenant compte des cours de
rUniversitd; e’est ainsi qu’ils n’ont lieu actuellement que pendant les deux jours

sans classe de la semaine.

II est probable que Ton organisera un troisiime cours, qui commencera k une
date qui sera fixd d*accord avec les personnes qui se feront inscrire.

La participation assez nombreusc de Messieurs les Professeurs a ddji eu jusqu’^
pr&ent le meilleur efiPet sur les etudiants, qui devant un si bel exemple, ne veulent
naturellement pas raster en arriire.

Quiconque, par consequent, se fait inscrire, apporte non seulement le concours
de sa propre personne au service de la cause, mais il nous aide k recruter d*autres
forces nombreuses ct d*unc valeur particuliirement appreciable.

G’est pour cela qu’il scrait ardemment k souhaiter qu’aucun de ceux, qui par
leur situation personnelle peuvent servir la cause nationale d’une mani^re quel-
conque, ne s’abstienncnt.

II est ndeessaire d’autre part, pour le bureau de recrutement academique de se

rendre compte de la participation que prennent Messieurs les Professeurs, fonc-
tionnaires et assistants aux autres organisations similaires (tclles Einwohnerwehren,
Ostwehren etc.).

C’est pour ces motifs que nous ,vous prions instamment de vouloir bien faire

savoir au plus vite au bureau de recrutement acaddmique (bureau ii6 de PUni-
versit^), si vous faites d6j^ partie de la defense nationale ou d’une organisation
similaire ou si vous avez Pintention de profiter d’une des possibilit^s ci-dessus

indiqu^es pour y participer.

Dans ce cas nous vous prions de bien vouloir vous faire inscrire sur les listes qui
se trouvent au bureau 1 14 de PUniversit^.

Etant donn^ Pint6r6t de la question, une prompte r<^ponse est d^sir^e.

Les clauses du traits de paix s’efforcent, ainsi que vous le savez, de rompre
autant que possible tons les liens entre les hautes ^coles et Parm^e.
Mais il se passera encore quelque temps avant que les organes de PEntente, qui

sont charges du controle, ne portent leur attention sur Pex^cution de la clause en
question du Trait6 de Paix.

(Note du S.R.A.— Le document original est envoys au G.Q^.G. : il est a remar-
quer que les exemplaires en sont num^rotfe.

Il semble ressortir de Pexamen de cette circulaire que PUniversit6 bavaroise fait

actuellement pression sur les Professeurs et les Etudiants pour augmenter la force
militaire allemande, sous une forme dissimul^e et en profitant de Pabsence momen-
tante d’organes de contr61e de PEntente.)
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Appendix E to No. 25

Translation.

S-H Bulletin No. 607.

Point I..

Telegram from the Military Representatives of the Allied and Associated Rowers at

Klagenfurt^^

Julysg,igig

I’hc Serbo-Croat-Slovenc .ind Au.strian Deli'.gaU;.s signed, on July 28 at 16

o’clock, the convention i-cgulating the evacuation of zone B of the Klagenfurt

basin'^^ by the Serbo-Groat-Slovene troops.

The line of demarcation fi.xed by the Supreme Council on June 23“ will be

occupied on July 31 at 17 o’clock by the S(Tbo-Groat-Slovcne posts on one side

and the Austrian posts on the other, a neutral zone of 600 meters being maintained

between the two parties.

The military representatives are of the opinion that the guarding of the war

material left at Klagenfurt cannot be safely entrusted to the Austrian gendarmerie.

They propose therefore that, until the Inter-allied dtttachment requested by the

telegram ofJuly 23 arrives, this guard be insured by Italian carabineers.

As the Italian dctacliment now at Klagenfurt to insure the guarding of the city

is only half a platoon, it should be reinforced by two platoons.

The Italian Supreme Command, IVonr whom the military representatives have

requested tliis reinforcement, has refused to send it without authoi'isation from the

Supreme Council of the Allitis.

The military representatives have the Ironour to request instructions from the

Supreme Council.

Appendix F to No. 25

JVoftf adressie au Conseil Supreme des Allids par la Commission des J^aires Roumaines

[e<] Tougo-Slaves

PARIS, U ssjuillet igig.

La Commission des Affaires roumaines et yougo-slavcs a examind, dans sa

Stance du 19 juillet, deux revcndications nouvellcs prdsentdes par la D61dgation

du Royaume'des Serbes, Creates ct Slovenes, en ce qui concerne la fronti^re nord

de cet Etat.

I®) en Prdkomourid;

2°) dans la Baranya.

This telegram is printed by N. AJraond and R. H. Lutz, op. cit., p. 520.

Zone B was the more northerly of the two zones in the Magenfurt basin delimited by

‘the purple line drawn on the map known as President Wilson’s Map’. (Record ofa meeting

of the Council of Foreign Ministers onJune 19, 1919: printed in Papers relating to the Foreign

Relations of the United States: The Paris Peace Conference zgig, vol. iv, p. 845. Cf. article 50 of

the Treaty ofSt. Germain.) Summaryannotationson the discussions ofthe Supreme Council

(Council of Four) during June 1919 concerning arrangements in the Klagenfurt area are

printed by N. Almond and R. H. Lutz, op. cit., pp. 508-10. See also Count L. Aldrov^di

Marescotti: Guerra diplamatka (Milan, 1936), chap, vii, and Ruovi ricordi ejrammenti di diario,

(diap, i.
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1°) Prikomourii

En pr&ence des accroissements de Icrritoircs accorcids ;'i I’Autriche aiix ddpcns

de la Hongrie, nolammcnt dans la region de St. Clothard, la

Dmmdedela D^i,igation S.C.S. revendique I’attribution du t('rriloirc conjpris
DiUgalmSerbo-

frontiire nord prticedemment assigne an rf)yanmc dans
CronieSlovine

La Commission considere quo la modification propo.s^-e aurait pour conscqu<!nce

de rattachcr k I’jfitat Serbo-Groate ct Slovene mic region qui est, cn
D&isiondela

pgj-tig^ peuplde de Slovenes, mais que ses intcrets t;conomiqucs
Commission

orientent vers le nord.

Elle propose done le maintien du traci prtic^demment adoptc par Ic Gonseil

Supreme, et qui suit d’une maniire g^nerale la ligne de partage des caux entre la

Mur et la Raab.

2^) Baranya

Dans Texpos^ d(5finitifde ses revendications^ pr6sent<5 i!i la Commission le 22 [20]
mai, la D(:l<5gation S.C.S. renon^ait i ses pretentions primitives sur

le Somogy et sc bornait k r(5clamcr cn Baranya le triangle compris

r entre la Dz'avc, le Danube> ct unc ligne prolongeant vers Ic sud-
roa e- ov ne

frontiire accordd au Royaumc dans la Bacska,

Tout r^cemment, la ddldgation S.G.S. a rccominand^ une p<5tition prdsent(Se par

une ddi^gation de notables serbes, magyars et allcmands de la Baranya* Geux-ci

demandent que la base nord-ouest du triangle soit rcculde de inaniire k comprendre

dans le territoire S.C.S. le centre serbe de Mohacs et la voic ferrde Mohacs-Siklos*

A. La Commission reconnait que le Danube ct la Drave, dont Ics thalwegs se

d^placent continuellement ct suscitent ainsi des contestations tou*
Dicism de la

renaissantes entre les riverains, constituent des fronticrcs poli-
mmission

d^fectueuses. Elle admet que cette I'aison justific en principc

la revendication yougo-slave sur la partic sud-est de la Baranya.

B. Elle estime qu’il n’y a pas lieu d’accueillir la petition des notables de Baranya

qui parait inspir^e par les circonstances plutot quo par les affmittJs naturclles d^une

population tris mdang^e et qui tend priver la Hongrie d’une partie des mines

de charbon de Pecs n^cessaires au d^veloppement de cet Etat.

C. Les Delegations americaine, britannique et franjaise proposent un trace

quittant le Danube k Fouest de Bereg et rejoignant la Drave au sud-ouest de

Toijancs, de maniere k comprendre en territoire S.C.S. les voies ferrees reliant

Monostor k Kiskoszeg et Osjek ainsi que les villages de Dalyok et Baranyavar.®^

Ge trace, k leur avis,

a) — supprimerait pour le Royaume des Serbes, Creates et Slovenes les incon*

venients de la frontiere fluviale sans accorder k cet Etat d’avantage strategique

mena^ant pour la Hongrie;

b) — assurerait dans des conditions satisfaisantes la vie economique des popu-
lations;

c) — satisferait les aspirations nationales des villages slaves qui s’adossent aux
collines situees entre Kiskoszeg et Monostor.

D. La Delegation italieni^ estime que la frontiere la plus juste au point de vue
militaire entre la Hongrie et la Yougo-Slavie dans la Baranya orientale serait

*3 The original had here a footnote referring to annex t to this appendix. This annex,

not printed, contained a detailed trace by numbered geographical points of the proposed
frontier between Yugoslavia and Hungary in the Baranya.



onstituce par la crtite des collincs siluees cntrc Klsk<:>s5ccg et Monostor. Gependant,

n consideration des intdrcts locaux iuyoquds par Ics Yongo-Slaves, elle se rallie

ii la solution proposcc par les autrcs Delegations,

Appendix G to No, 25

Mote adressec an Conseil Supreme dcs Allies par la Cotnnussion dcs AJfaires Roumaines

et Tougo-Slavvs

PARIS, le ^5 juilUt igig.

La Commission dcs AfFaircH Roumaim^s vX \ougo-Slaves a (^xamind:

JO) ™ Les protestations cicvecs par la Delegation tin Royaiune des Serbes,

Creates et Slovenes, dans scs Ictlres en date des 10 et iG juillet, centre la fronti^re

prdcddenimcnt attrihude k cot Ltat;

20) — i,es nouvelles revendications prescn(et‘s par la memo Delegation en ce qui

concerne la Bacska;

30) — La question do File d’Ada-Kalessi.

Elle a Fhonneur do soumettre ci-apres an Gonscil Supreme ses conclusions sur

CCS divers points.

Banat

L Banat iniridionaL

A, Jievendication de la Delegation Serhe^CJronto-^Slovtine: La Ddldgation S.C.S. re-

vendiejue la rdglon <1(^ Bu/Jas en faisant valoir principaleinent;

a) ~ la prddominance do Fdldment slave sur Fdldmcmt rournain dans cette

rdgion; i)“les droits doinaniaiix quo les habitants des communes du

Banat serbe, anciens soldats du 14® rdgiment frontiere, possident sur les

forfits dc la Klissoura.

B. Avis de la commission: La Commission est d^avls dc maintenir, dans une rdgion

oil deux fitats allids sont seuls cn cause, la frontidre prdeddemment fixde par la

Commission aprds unc dtude ininuticusc ct notifidc par le Conseil Supreme aux

intdressds.

Elle estime qu’il peut y avoir lieu, aprds dtude et verification dcs droits domaniaux

possddds par les communes du Banat Serbe sur les IbrCts dc la Kdissoura, de tenir

compte de ccs droits dans les riglements d^indemnitd k intervenir entre FEtat

Serbe-Croate-Slov^ne et la Roumanie.

IL Banat centraL

A, Revendication de la DiUgation S.C.S, La Ddldgation S.C.S. demande une

rectification de la frontiere dans la rdgion de Zsombolya-Modos de maniire:

a) — k assurer ces communications dmectes par voie ferrde entre Nagy-Kikinda

et Versecz;

b) —- ^ ne pas d6truire au detriment dc Flltat S.C.S, Funit^ du syst^mc hydro-

technique des rivi^:res Aranka, Bega et Temes qui alimentent les canaux

d’irrigation de la plaine du Banat.

B. Avis de la Commission. La Commission est d’avis, pour les raisons expos^es plus

haut, de maintenir la frontiere pr^cMemment adoptee et notifide aux int^ressfe.

Elle estime qu’il y a lieu de signaler k la Commission du regime international

des ports, voies d’eau et voies ferries la n^cessiti de prendre des dispositions inter-

liationales pour maintenir et d^velopper, au b^n^fice ^gal des divers fitats entre

lesqueU est partag^ le Banat, le regime des canaux d’irrigation du Banat.
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IIL Banat septentrionaL

La Commission a r6stry6 cette question pour une 6tudt plus approfondie qui

demandera encore quelques jours.

Bagska

A. Revendication de la Delegation S,C,S. La Ddldgation S.C.S. revendique la ville

et la region de Baja en faisant valoir:

a) — que cette ville compte 34.000 slaves sur 89.000 habitants;

.

b) — que Baja est en relations ^conomiques dtroites avec Zombor, ville pr6-

c^demment attribute Ffitat S.C.S.

;

c) — que Baja joue un role important dans le systeme hydrotechnique de la

Bacska. Le canal Francois Deak qui dessert la partie nord de cette province

est, en effet, aliment^ par dcs installations hydrauliques etablies k Baja.

B. Avif de la Commission, La Commission est d’avis de maintenir la fronti^re

precddemment adoptde dont Textension vers le nord ne serait pas justifide par les

conditions ethnographiques dans la region de Baja.

Elle estime qu’il y a lieu de signaler k la Commission du r<5gime international

des ports, voies d’eau et voies ferrees, la n6cessit6 de prevoir des dispositions d’ordre

international pour garantir le bon fonctionnement du canal Francois Deak, situe

en territoire serbe-croate-slov^ne, au moyen des installations hydrauliques laiss^es

en territoire hongrois.

Ile d’Ada-Kalessi

Par t^l^gramme en date du 1 1 juillet,^^ le General Franchet d’Esperey a fait

connaitre que Roumains et Serbes-Croates-Slovtees revendiquaient respective-

ment Pile d’Ada-Kalessi, situ^e dans le Danube en face d’Orsava, laiss6e a la

Turquie par le Trait6 de Berlin de 1 878 et occupee par PAutriche-Hongrie en 1 908.

La Commission consid^rant que Pile d’Ada-Kalessi dtait occupee par PAutriche-

Hongrie, propose qu’elle soit attribute k la Roumanie, h^ritiere de PAutriche-

Hongrie pour la Transylvanie qui est riveraine du Danube en face de Pile.

Elle demande que les clauses de Particle 52 de Pacte final de Berlin qui stipulent

la demilitarisation de Pile soient maintenues et, s’il est besoin, confirmees.

Appendix I to No. 25

JVofe adressie au Conseil SuprSme des AlliSs par la Commission des Affaires Roumaines

et Tougo-Slaves sur la Bukovine

PARIS, le 30 juillet igig,

Dans son rapport i du 6 avril 1919, la Cornrnission des Affaires roumaines

et yougo-slaves prenant en consideration les aspirations Rationales des Roumains
de Bukovine, les attaches economiques de cette region ayec la Roumanie et enfin

Pavantage que les Ruthenes de Bukovine trouveraien^ s’associer avec les Rou-
mains, avait admis en principe qu’il serait juste de>rattacher la Bukovine toute

entifere k la Roumanie.
Elle avait toutefois rectifie les frontieres historiques de la Bukovine au desa-

vantage de la Roumanie sur deux points : au nord, pour eviter de couper la voie

ferree qui relie les deux villes galiciennes de Kolomea et Zaleszczyki, k Pouest

pour r6server le sort des populations ruthenes habitant, en masses compactes, le

bassin de Czeremosz.

24 This telegram, not printed, was appended to the original.
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T.t: C'oiisoil Supremo avait approtiv^ ces propo.sitions.

Dcpuis cclte date^ los tcrritoircs ainsi detaches d<‘ la Bukovine ct qui sent en
fait occiipds par les troupes roumaines ifont etc attribues a auctin ]£tat D*autre
part la Galicic Orlotitale, a la(|uelle ils ronhnent\ a He eoufiee, sous dcs garanties

d^aatonomic, i\ radniinistratiou dc la Republique Po1oikus<\

En presence de cettc situation nouvcll(% la Clonnnission des ABaires roumaines
et yongo-slavos a soiunis ses conclusions precedent{\s a un nouv(d examen,

Considerant, dhinc pai't, qiie la Delegation Polonaise, loin cP^lever aucune
prdte.ntion sur niie partie quclcotique de la ihikovine, s'est xnontree plutot disposie

k conscntir k la Rounianie une extension de territoire. dans cettc region;

Considerant d’autre part ctiPil y aurait un interet politi(pie;\ donner satisfaction

an Gouvernenieat ct k Popiniou rouinaine <'n r<‘spe<'tant autant quo possible les

fronti<lTCS historiques de la Bukovine;

Conskldrant ceptuidant la neVt'ssite de laisstu' <'n dehors du territoire roumain
la voie ferric Koloniea-Zales/.c/.yki nee(\ssaire atix coinniuni(‘atiotis de la Galicie;

La Commission des Alfairt's rouinaiiu's <‘t yougo-slaves a riionneur dc recom-

mander an Const'il Snprtnue de rattaeht'r la Roumanie la Btxkovine toute

entiiro, sauf ItJ territoire que t ravtn-se la ligru^ d(‘ ehtunin de fer Zaleszc/.yki-Kolomea.

Le trac6 qiPelle propose k Papprobalion du Conscil est dderit dans Pannexe

X ci-jointc.

Annex i to Appendix I

Trac^ dc lajhmtiire roumaine m Bukovine

Une ligne quittant le thalweg du Dniester jusqu’en tm point k environ 2 kilo-

metres en aval dc Zalesajczyki:

— dc Ik vers le sud-ouest jusqu^au point de rencontre dc la limitc administrative

entre la Galicie et la Bukovine avec la Hmitc entre Ics districts dc Horodenka ct

Sniatyn k environ 1 1 km. au S.-E. d’Horodenka,
uno Hgne k dtStermincr sur Ic terrain passant par Ics cotes 3i7~"3i2 et 239.— de Ik vers le sud-ouest Pancienne limite administrative entre la Galicie et

la Bukovine jusqu’k son point dc rencontre avec Pancienne frontiire entre la

Hongrie et la Galicie suivant ensuite cettc frontiirc dans la direction du N.-O.

jusqu’k la cote 1655 ctct . .

Appendix L to No. 25

Deleoazione Itauana per La Pace,

Sezione Militare.

Livraison d la Tchico-Slovaquie d^Ames et Munitions de la part de VAutriche

Allemande

Le sy juillet igig*

Dans sa s6ance du 25 juillet, le Conseil des Cinq a r^dig6 le tdl£gramme (d6jk

connu et dont la copie est ci-jointe)^^ par lequel sont demandds des dclaircisse-

m^ts au sujet de la livraison k PArm^e tch<5co-*slovaque de matdriel de guerre
cxistant en Autriche,

Punctuation as in original.

Hot printed. For the text of this telegram see No. 17, minute 11.
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A ce sujet il faut remarquer ce qui suit:

jo— Le Gouvernement tch^co-slovaque depuis le mois de mai dernier deman-

dait, par Tentremise de M, AUizd, repr^sentant du Gouvernement frangais k

Vienne, la cession d’armes et de munitions de TAutriche allemande au General

Segr6, reprdsentant italien k Vienne, qui consentit pleinement a cette requete.

20— En meme temps le Gonseil Supreme de Guerre de Versailles, tout en

indiquant les moyens pour mettre Tarm^e tcheco-slovaque en condition de resister

k la contre-ofFensive hongroise des premiersjours de juin, proposait dans sa reunion

du 7 juin que le ravitaillement de cette armee fut intensifi6 avec du materiel de

guerre de TAutriche allemande et que la cession de ce matdriel fut faite toutefois

par Fentremise de la commission italienne d’armistice k Vienne.

Le Gonseil des Quatre, reuni le 9 juin approuva pleinement cette proposition

du Gomit^ de Versailles.

Peu apr^is, dans le courant du mois de juin, le Mar^chal Foch priait par lettre

S.E. le G6n6ral Diaz de donner des instructions au General Segr6 afin que la

cession de materiel de guerre de la part de FAutriche k la Tch^co-slovaquie fut

facilit^e et accel6r6e.

30— Ges instructions furent donn^es, et, en effet, en date du 25 juin, le G.Q.G.

italien communiquait que la mission italienne k Vienne avait obtenu du gouverne-

ment austro-hongrois la cession k Farm^e tch^co-slovaque de 20.000 fusils, 500
mitrailleuses, 50.000 coups d’artillerie, quelques millions de cartouches, cession

qui r&ulte 6tre en voie d’ex^cution.

En outre, k la date du 30 juin, il avait 6t6 d6j^ fourni k la Tch^co-slovaquie le

matdriel suivant:

Mat^riels italiens:

130— mitrailleuses Fiat

;

1.800— mousquets modde 91

;

1. 105— revolvers;

3.000 :— poignards

;

2 1.728— fusils modye 91

;

3.210.000

— cartouches pour mitrailleuses;

1.144.800— „ „ armesmod. 91;

200.000— „ „ armes mod. 91 r6par6es;

200.000— „ ^ balle explosive;

108.000— „ pour mousquets;

30.000— „ „ revolvers 7.65.

Materiel de Fex-monarchie austro-hongroise:

3— batteries de 15 c/m de (quatre pieces chacune)

4

132— mitrailleuses Schwarzlose;

15.800— fusils autrichiens;

31.000— series completes (fusil autrichien)

;

17.000— series de buffleteries;

6.000

— coups de 15 c/m;

16.000— „ „ 10 „
33*000 35 S 33

10.080,000

— cartouches pour fusils autrichiens.
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No. 26

H. D. 22.] Notes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichons room ol the Qjmi d'Orsaj, Paris, on Saturday,

August 2
,
igig, at y.go p.m.

Present: U.S.A.-. IIoii. F. L. Polk; si-xiretary, Mr. I,. Harrison.

British Empire I'l'hi'. Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,

Sir Ian Malcolm.

France: M. Clcmcnccau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Ber«

thclof, M. dc St. Qiiculin.

Italy: M. 'I'iltoui; secrkt.\ry, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Malsui; SKCUE'rARY, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: IJ.S.si.: Clapt. (ihaiiin. British Empire: Capt. E.

Abraham. France: (lapt. A. Poriicr. Jialy: Lt.-Col. A. Jones.

Intertreter: Prof. P. J. MaiUoux.

I. M. Clemenckau informed the Council that he had received a wire-

loss message from Lt.-Col. Romanelli, commanding the Italian
Sztuatinn ill

Mission at Budapest. I'lns message wa.s addressed to
iimgaiy

ciemenccau.

M, Mantoox then read the dispatch contained in Appendix A.

M. Tittoni said that he thought there was some misunderstanding as to

the acceptance of proposals by the Allied Powers. He did not think the

Allied Powers had ntade any proposals, as was suggested in the message. He
thought that what wa.s alluded to was the plan explained by General Boehm

to the Allied Representatives in Vienna, lie had himself received a telegram

from Vienna, which did not quite agree with the message read out. Accord-

ing to his information, General Boclim and M. Beidl [? PicdlJ had told the

Prince Borghese and Colonel Cunningham that if the Roumanians were

stopped, they would be able to form a Government more completely repre-

sentative of public opinion.

M. Glemengeau asked whether it was General Boehm who had caused

the Revolution.

M. Tittoni said that the proposals had been made by General Boehm as

representative of the Socialists and of the Labour Party. It was necessary

that the Allies should take precautions not to lie deceived a second time.

M. Clemenceau obsciwcd that there was no motive for negotiating a

second armistice. There was already one.

Mr. Balfour said that he was in agreement. He thought the proposals

referred to were those contained in the message discussed on the 26th ofJuly.

(See H. D. 14,* Appendix A.) He had no objection to these proposals, but

what he did object to was that the responsibility for them should be laid

upon the Allies. The Council was concerned with the armistice and its

observance. It was not concerned with the internal Government ofHungary.

No proposals had been made by the Council. That was the first point that

should be made clear,

* No. 18.
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, M. Clemenceau said that the second point to naake clear was that there

was already an armistice, and no need of a new one.

Mr. Balfour said that it was clear that hostilities must stop, but no new
contract was required for this. The Roumanians could be told to stop by
the Council, and they must obey. The Hungarians must also be told that

they were not authorised by the armistice to advance.

M. Clemengeau said that on this subject he wished to ask Marshal Foch
a question. Was it not true that the present line ofthe Roumanians was quite

different to the line they held under the armistice?

Marshal Foch said that the line was in fact quite different. It was at the

present time the line of the Theiss.

Mr. Balfour said that the Council about the 13th ofJune (see C. F. 65,

minute 12 and appendices*), had ordered the Roumanians to go back from
the line ofthe Theiss within tlieir own frontiers. They had not done so. Their

excuse had been that as the Hungarians had not disarmed as they were bound
, to do under the armistice, it was impossible for them to risk giving up a

defendable line for one which was strategically far worse. Under the present

circumstances, he thought that the Roumanians should be ordered to with-

draw to the line originally laid down for them.

M. Tittoni thought that an order of this kind should be deferred. He
thought for the time being that the Roumanians should be ordered to stop

on the positions they now held. If the Hungarians gave evidence of good
behaviour, the Roumanians could then be told to withdraw within their own
frontiers. If, on the other hand, the Hungarians were again deceiving the

Allies, any withdrawal of the Roumanians would be regretted. Should the

Hungarians do all that was required of them, it would be easy to order the

Roumanians to withdraw, and they would certainly comply.

M. PiCHON sjiid that there was another reason in favour of this. When
the Roumanians had been assigned the armistice Hne, they had made it clear

that it was indefensible. Nevertheless, they had conformed to it. Then they

had been attacked, and, in order to repel attack, they had advanced to the

Theiss. It would clearly be unfair to them to order them now to abandon
that line. It was the Hungarians who had really violated the essential clauses

of the armistice by maintaining a larger army than was allowed to them.

The first necessity, therefore, was to force the Hungarians to reduce their forces.

Mr. Balfour said that he thought there was no great difference between
his views and those of M. Tittoni and M. Pichon. Historically, however, he
thought that M. Pichon was not quite accurate. He did not think that the

Roumanian advance to the Theiss had been made as a consequence of attack

by the Hungarians. The Roumanians had gone to the Theiss, and the

Council had stopped them there.* The Council had then ordered them to

2 Printed by D. H. Miller, op. cit., vol. xvi, p. 399 f.

3 The relevant sequence ofevents had been as follows : on February 26, 1919, the Supreme
Council decided to establish in Hungary a neutral zone under Allied occupation between
the Roumanian and Hungarian forces (see No. 13, minute 3) which were confronting each
other as a result of the Roumanian advance north-westwards from the river Maros. The
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go back, and they did not do so. They had given no official reason for this

but, privately, M. Bratiano had explained that he must keep a defendable

line against the large Hungarian army.

M. Glemengeau said that this explanation had also been given officially,

Mr. Balfour said that he had not been aware of this. In any case, the

Hungarians had attacked the Roumanians on the plea that the latter had
not observed the armistice. The Hungarians had been defeated, and Bela

Kun’s Government had fallen. He quite agreed that the Council should

avoid making the same mistake as before, but, personally, he would not make
it a condition that they should have a humane and orderly Government or

any specific kind of Government whatever. This was an interference in their

domestic affairs. He would adhere strictly to the armistice, and call on the

Hungarians to observe it. It might further be added that if the Government

set up in Hungary were such as could be recognised, the Allies would make
peace with it speedily.

course of this river to its junction with the Theiss had formed part of the line behind which

the Hungarian forces were requir(‘d to withdraw in accordance with article i of the military

convention of Belgrade of November 13, 1918; the Roxmianian advance beyond this line,

which had the presumed object of occupying Transylvania up to the line established by the

Treaty of Bucharest of August 17, 1916, might, however, be held to be compatible with the

provision in article IV of section A of the armistice of Villa GiustiofNovember 3, 1918, that

‘armies of Associated Powers shall occupy such strategic points in Austria-Hungary at such

times as theymaydeem necessary to enable them to conduct military operations or to maintain

order.* (For a report to the Supreme Council on the Roumanian advance in February 1919,

see Papers Relating to the Foreign Affairs of the United States: The Paris Peace Conference ipip, vol.

iv, p. 59.) The demarcation line assigned to the Roumanian forces on the eastern side of

the neutral zone by the decision of February 26 was the line Arad-Nagy Szalonta-Gross-

wardein (Nagyvarad)““Szatmdr N<imeti. This was evidently the ‘armistice line* referred to by

M. Pichon. See No. 1 3, note 6, for the fall ofCount Kdrolyi’s government on March 21,1919,

and the establishment of that of M. Bela Kun in consequence of the communication to the

former ofthe Supreme CounciPs decision ofFebruary 26. On April 1-2 the Supreme Council
charged General Smuts witli a mission to Budapest in order to examine the general working

of the agreements ofNovember 3 and 13, 1918, and in particular the arrangement providing

for the neutral zone. General Smuts proposed to the Hungarian Government that it should

acknowledge its obligations under the conventions of November 3 and November 13, 19 18;

Hungarian forces should be withdrawn behind the western demarcation line of the proposed

neutral zone, which was now delimited in a manner more favourable to Hungary than

previously; the line of demarcation was to be without prejudice to territorial adjustments

which might be embodied in the eventual terms of peace; Allied troops would occupy the

neutral zone and the blockade against Hungary be lifted. On April 5, 1919, the Hungarian

Government accepted these proposals, but on condition that the Roumanian forces should

withdraw behind the river Maros. General Smuts rejected this condition and left Budapest

forthwith. On April x6 the Roumanian forces, alleging Hungarian provocation, commenced
an attack along the front and had by May i reached the river Theiss, where their advance

was halted. On April 28 the Roumanian Government addressed to the British and other

Allied diplomatic representatives in Bucharest a note justifying the Roumanian advance to

the Theiss and representing, among other things, the alleged advantages of an occupation

of Budapest by Allied forces. On May 30 General Franchet d’Esperey was informed that

the Supreme Council was agreed ‘that the Roiwnanian proposal that their Army should

match on Buda-Pesth must not be carried out*; the Roumanian delegation in Paris was
similarly- informed. For subsequent action by the Supreme Council in this matter see

No. 3, minute 2 and note 5,
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M. Tittoni said that he thought there was really agreement. He pointed

out that General Boehm at Vienna had not asked for a withdrawal of the

Roumanian troops, but for their advance to stop.

M. Glemengeau said that the Council had no cognisance of General

Boehm.
Mr. Polk asked whether the Council had not made a declaration in any

manner tying its hands.

M. Glemengeau said that all that had been done was to make a general

declaration to the world (H. D. 15, para. 2^).

Mr. Polk asked whether the Council was not tied in any other way?
M. Glemengeau said it was not. It appeared to him that the Council was

agreed that the understanding alleged in the message, between General

Boehm and Prince Borghese was not binding on the Council, and that it was

unnecessary to negotiate any new armistice as the old one was still in

existence.

M. Tittoni said that though there was no agreement between General

Boehm and Prince Borghese, nevertheless, the Allied agents in Vienna had
been instructed to conduct conversations with General Boehm, the result of

which had been certain proposals agreed to by General Boehm.

(It was then decided to send a telegram (see Appendix B) in reply to the

wireless message received from Lt. Col. RomaneUi at Bndapesth, dated

August 1st.)

2 .

Danishregyestregard-
[Not printed]

ing expenses ofplebis^

cite in Slesvig

3 -

Danish requestfor war.
[Not printed] 5

ships at Flensburg

4-

R^erence to a Commission
^Not printed]*

of articles proposed by the

Greek Delegationfor inser-

tion in the Treaty ofPeace

xjuith Bulgaria

+ No. 19, minute 2.

* It was decided to notify the Danish Government that in the opinion of the Supreme
Council the British warship then in Danish waters, together with the French warship then
proceeding thither, should be a sufficient naval contribution towards maintaining order

in the plebiscite zone of Schleswig.
^ The articles proposed by the Greek Delegation (Appendix G in original), and referred

by the Supreme Council to the Commission on Political Glauses, concerned arrangements

in connexion with the cession of Bulgarian territory to Greece and corresponded mutatis

mutandis with articles 32-7, 56, and 67 of the Treaty of Versailles. The most important of
the proposed articles constituted drafts for what subsequently became articles 42-5 of the

Treaty of NeuiUy (see also No. 33, minute 5),
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5- (Marshal Foch and the Military Representatives at Versailles entered
the room.)

BuSrL^Amiy MARSHAL Focii read a statement regarding the Bulgarian
forces (see appendix

Mr. Balfour said that his coninicnt on the conclusion of the statement
read by Marshal Foch, was that it would appear that the Allies must make
a peace agreeable to Bulgaria because they were unal)lc to enforce a disagree-

able one. He was not very willing to aeciuicscc in such a conclusion unless

it were inevitable.

Marshal Foch said that Bulgaria liad nine divisions. These divisions

were easily convertible to war strength. Against them were very weak Allied

forces. The British force consisted of 40 men, tlic Italian of one battalion,

the French of two divisions, which would be nxluccd by demobilisation to

15,000 men. There were also two thin Roumanian divisions, one Serbian
brigade and six Greek divisions. The last repn^s<‘nted the bulk ofthe available

forces.

M. Glemengeau asked Miarshal Foch what he thought of the military

value of the Greek divisions.

Marshal Foch said that he was not prepared to express any opinion,

M. PxoHON observed tha t General Cluillaumat^ had thought well of them*

^ Not printed. In this .stahJment, dated August 2, 1919, the Allied C<^neral StafT reported
that the Bulgarian Government had duly compli(xl with the terms of the armistice of

September 129, 1918, and bad agreed to tdlVci sui)ph*iuentary military nxluetions required

by General Franchet d’Esperey: these ap|)t?arecl, h<)w(jv<‘i\ to he insullicncnt for ensuring

continued security. Under the heading ‘CJonclusioa* the nqiort stated:

*La Bulgaria a la possibilit<!: dc mettre en ligne asstiz rapidtunont des eflectifs importants
ct bicn arm6s, susceptibles dc constituer, non unc (irmdc tmmmvrike mais de tvh solides

groupements de rdsistojicc^ capables de s’oppoaer, pur la Ibi’ce, h rex(''cution des conditions du
traits de paix.

Tour modifier, k son avantage, cette situation dangercusc, I’Entexite devrait exiger la

dissolution immediate de la majeure partie des unit^%s cxistantes, ct le versement aux Allies

dcs armes et des munitions.

‘Mais cette exigence pourrait entrainer un refus.

‘Or;

— les Grandes Puissances nc divSposent pas, sur place, des forces suffisantes pour imposer
par la force Pacceptation de scmblablcs conditions; ellcs nc paraissent pas dispost^es, d^autre

part, k envoyer de nouvcllcs forces cn Bulgaric; •
— les disponibilit^s serbes et roumaines sont faibles ou inexistantes, ccllcs dcs Grecs

sont k demi absorb6es par la campagne d’Asie-Mineurc. L’enscmblc dc ces contingents

h6t6rog^nes et divisds par Pint6rfit ne scrait d*ailleurs pas sulBsant pour rompre le bloc

bulgare; son intervention ne ferait qu’exasp<5rcr le sentiment national en Bulgarie et

aggraver les conflits.

‘C’est done en definitive, par Ic traits de paix, que la question bulgare sera r<3gl<^e.

‘Mais il cst bien Evident que les dangers qui viennent d^6tre signal<Ss pourront se reproduire
pour les m6mes raisons, si PEntente impose k la Bulgarie des conditions dc paix rigoureuses
qui portent attcinte au sentiment national.

‘II importe de se p^dtrer de cette consideration au moment oh la d<§mobilisation de ses

armies ei^^^e k PEntentc le moyen de faire respecter ses decisions.'
* The predecessor of General Franchet d’Espercy in the command of the Allied Annies

of the Orient on the Salonika front.
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Marshal Fogh said that the troops that General Guillaumat had thought

well of were National Defence troops. Since the check received at Smyrna
by the Greek army, it was not unlikely that the morale of the Greek troops

had suffered.

Mr. Balfour said he would like to enquire whether the military stores,

which, according to a clause of the armistice, had been deposited under

allied guard within Bulgarian territory, could be seized by the Bulgarian

army should it wish to resist the orders of the Conference?

Marshal Fogh replied that the Bulgarian army could probably seize

them.

Mr. Balfour said it was regrettable that such a provision had been made
in the armistice.

Marshal Fogh remarked that when the armistice was made, better terms

could not be obtained.

M. Clemengeau asked whether a portion of the military material had not

been withdrawn outside Bulgarian territory.

General Weygand said that the firing mechanism ofone-twentieth of the

rifles, one-tenth of the machine guns, and one-sixth of the guns had been

removed to Salonika. The remainder was still on Bulgarian soil under

allied guard.

Mr. Balfour asked whether the allied guard would be sufficient to protect

these stores against the Bulgarian Army?
General Weygand replied that he thought not, but he suggested that

General Baird, who had just come from Bulgaria, should be asked to make
a statement on the present condition of affairs there.

Marshal Fogh said he thought it would be well to hear General Baird.

He thought the Bulgarian Government was not inclined to resist the Con-

ference, but it was possible that the population might rise and gain possession

of these stores.

M. Clemengeau said that he was not very much alarmed by the Bulgarian

situation. He agreed with Marshal Foch that the Government was unlikely

to resist. As to popular risings, he thought they would not be very serious.

Popular forces did not count much against regular troops. There were in all

15,000 French troops and 6 Greek Divisions, which should, and must, act.

Greece was particularly interested, and her troops would doubtless behave

well when acting in a national cause. Moreover, some of the Greek troops

in Asia Minor could, if necessary, be recalled. If, however, it were required.

Great Britain and Italy would doubtless come to the rescue. Moreover, he

did not think that Bulgaria by herself would defy the whole victorious

Alliance. Germany had been defeated, and the only quarter to which Bulgaria

could look was the Entente. Germany had not dared to defy the Conference,

and it was most unlikely that Bulgaria would. He quite agreed, however,

that it would be useful to hear General Baird, and, if then thought necessary,

to make a communication to the Bulgarian Delegation at Neuilly.

Mr. Balfour said he was inclined to agree with M. Glemenceau’s estimate

of the situation. Unfortunately, Bulgaria was not the only quarter in which
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and the French Chamber were all anxious to demobilise.

M. Clemengeau .said that modern war cliirered from wars in the past, and

the weakness indicated by Mr. Balftnir, whit'h came about at the cessation

of hostilities, applied to the enemy as well as (o ourselves. He himself had

apprehended resistance by the Germans to the terms relating to Poland. Ger-

many, however, had acquiesced. He felt sure that Bulgaria would do likewise.

(It was docidoil to ro.quo.st Getuiral Bair<l, through the British Delegation,

to be present at a tne.i'.ling of tlu’: tlouneil on August 4th, and to make a

statcmonl on iho. pnisout siinatiou in Bulgaria.)

6 .

Scakef pay for officers
[Not printed]

attached to Missions of

Control iji Gerinany

7. General Belin read the report of the Military Representatives at

Versailles (sec Appendix F).
Repatriation nfRus- TrrroNi said that it was important that the prisoners

interned in Germunv
repatriated in small groups. One of the reasons

for the obstacles raised by Poland, Lithuania and other

neighbouring States, was the fear that large batches of Russian prisoners

should escape and take to looting.

General Belin said that this wtts a point of detail which the Commission

might deal with.

Mr. Polk asked whether General Belin could make any estimate of the

time that the whole operation would take.

General Belin said that General Malcolm’ thought it should be completed

before the end of the year.

Mr. Polk said that from the American point ofview there was a difficulty.

There were about 800 American officers and men on duty with the American

Mission in Germany. Owing to the American demobilisation, no money
would be available for the upkeep of this mission, nor for the supplies offood

for the Russian prisoners of war for the length of time indicated by General

Belin. He pointed out that there were originally two million Russian

prisoners in Germany, but that this total had now been reduced to 200,000.

He suggested that it would be as well to charge the German Government
with the care of the remainder.

General Bliss said that, the substance of what he meant to say had

already been explained by Mr. Polk. He would recall that it was a report by

Mr. Hoover to the effect that the funds available for the upkeep of these

Russian prisoners had been exhausted which had led to the examination

of'the subject at Versailles,” He and Mr. White had recommended in

Washington that the Armies of Occupation on the Rhine should be made

« Chief of-the British Military Mission in Berlin and President of the Interallied Com-
mission for Repatriation of Russian Prisoners of War.

See No. 15, minute 6 and appendix B.
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esponsible for the care of these prisoners, but this view had not prevailed.

It was now necessary to withdraw all American conscripted menfrom Europe.
In support of this he read the following letter:

—

General Headquarters

American Expeditionary Forces

Office of the Chief ofStaff

August 2, 1919.

Dear General Bliss,

The Commander-in-Ghief desires me to request you to use your best

efforts with your colleagues to hasten the permission for him to withdraw

our officers and troops in Berlin. At the time of the signing of the Peace

orders had already been given for the withdrawal of the entire mission

• numbering approximately 700 persons. At the request of Marshal Foch

on the 30th ofJune, General Pershing agreed to suspend the orders for

a few days. On taking the matter up again on his return from London
on the 24th ofJuly, Marshal Foch informed him that the matter of the

withdrawal of our representation there had been taken out of his hands

and was vested in the Commission to Negotiate Peace. With the conference

between you and me on the subject since that time you are familiar.

Without assuming to discuss the desirability of the United States

maintaining troops in Berlin after Germany has ratified the Peace, in

connection with the repatriation of Russian prisoners of war, we have

imperative orders from the War Department to get aU temporary personnel

home by a certain time. It is necessary from that standpoint that the most

expeditious action be had and a decision reached at the earhest date

possible which will enable General Pershing to withdraw all officers and

men now on that mission.

May I ask that you will help us in this matter.

Sincerely yours,

J. G. Harboiu).

Chief of Staff.

General Tasker H. Bliss,

American Commission to Negotiate Peace,

Hotel Crillon, Paris.

He suggested that the only solution was for the Allies to relieve the Americans

of their share in this work, «r for Germany to take over the whole thing.

Mr. Balfour said that he did not think the scheme elaborated at Versailles

very practical. What was proposed was a commission. A commission alone

could do nothing. The American share alone at present required the services

of700 men. The British Red Cross had, he believed, a considerable personnel,

and undertook a considerable share ofthe work. Their funds were exhausted,

and their personnel was being recalled. It was clear that this system could

not be continued. A commission without an army behind it could not act

as substitute. The Americans could not provide men. Without consulting
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experts, he was prepared to say that the British could not supply any. He
doubted whether France or Italy could find theun. I’hc system would, there-

fore, break down. There was anothen- objeotiou. If the old arrangement were

patched up, it would appear that the Allies still regarded themselves as

responsible. If they undertook the responsibility and failed to carry out their

undertakings, they would be discredited. He thought the responsibility

should be repudiated. After peace it was quite unnecessary for the Allies to

continue supporting Russian prisoncu-s taken by the Germans. He noticed

that it was suggested that npijO”'* Russians should be repatriated by rail.

It would be cxtrcnncly diflicult l<^ iirevail upon the Poles and Lithuanians to

forward them overland. Meanwhile?, he wished to ask who should feed them.

Another 70,000 or 80,000 were to go by sea. lie had the greatest doubt

whether shipping could be found for thc'in ('xc.c;i)t at the expense of more

vital services. He therefore recommended (hat the; responsibility be thrown

on the Germanst It was a responsibility thi?y should always have borne. If

the Germans then applied to the Allies for assistance?, it would be time to

consider what could be done. This j)nliey was clear and freed the Allies from

a task which they could not undertake without incurring discredit.

Mr. Polk then suggested the following r(?.solution:—

That the Council of the Alli<?d and Associated Powers notify the [Ger-

man] Government at once that all rt?stri(?tious hcr(?toforc placed on the

repatriation of the Russian prisoners of war in Germany arc removed,

and that henceforth the responsibility of supporting them must rest with

the German Government.

(This proposal was accepted.)

8. M. Clemengeau said the question was whether or not the Baltic Com-

mission should concern itself with the question of access to the
Proposed Treatji

Baltic^

Mr. Balfour said that access to the Baltic from the North Sea

at present depended not on any treaty, but on immemorial

custom. It was now suggested that this custom should be regularised by

formal Inter-Allied sanction. This would establish a common rdgime for aU

the channels. In the Sound and the Great Belt traffic, he believed, had never

been stopped by the neutrals on their shores. They interfered neither with

trading vessels nor with warehips. In the Little Belt, however, the Germans

had stopped traffic and had laid mines. They could do so again, and this

was not contrary cither to the law of nations or to the practice thereof. If

the proposals now before the Council (Appendix G) were accepted, all the

channels would be made free for traffic. Whether it was worth while to

engage in difficult negotiations to obtain this, he did not know.

M. DELLA Torretta explained that the Commission had not examined

the moits of the question, as it did not know whether it was empowered to

examine it at all.

Mr. Polk questioned whether it would not be better to send the question

to a Special Commission rather than to the Baltic Commission. He under-
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stood that the Baltic Commission was not composed of naval men. This
appeared to be a naval question.

M. Tittoni suggested that naval experts be attached to the Baltic Com-
mission for the purpose of examining the question,

(It was decided that the report of the British Delegation relative to access
to the Baltic Sea be referred to the Baltic Commission, assisted by the
naval experts, for examination and report.

The Baltic Commission should be responsible for summoning a joint
meeting.)

(It was decided to refer the letter of the Roumanian Delegation dated
August 2nd—^Appendix H”—^proposing an
amendment to the Economic Clauses of the
Bulgarian Peace Treaty to the Economic Com-
mission, for examination and report.)

(The meeting then adjourned.)

9 *

Amendment proposed by Roumanian

Delegationfor insertion in the economic

clauses of the Treaty with Bulgaria

Villa Majestic^ Paris,

August 2, igig.

Appendix A to No. 26

Radio sans de Budapest le xer aodt igig,^^

A Son Excellence Georges Glemenceau, President de la Conference, Paris :

—

Le Gouvernement hongrois de la Republique des Gonseils a donne aujourd’hui
ses demissions et a ete reihplace par un Gouvernement qui a declare d’accepter
les propositions des Puissances Alliees, telles qu’elles ont ete arr^tees k Vienne le

25 juillet par M. le Prince Borghese, Ministre Pienipotentiaire de ITtalie, et

Monsieur le Colonel Cunningham, Chef de la Mission Militaire Britannique k
Vienne.

Le nouveau Gouvernement vient de charger le soussigne dans sa qualite de seul

Representant des susdites Puissances k Budapest, de remettre aux Commandants
des armees opposees une proposition Parmistice qu’en attendant les decisions que
Votre Excellence voudra bien prendre, je me suis permis de transmettre directe-

ment aux susdits Commandants, dans le but d’6viter toute ult6rieure effusion de
sang. Les propositions avanc^es sont les suivantes:

10— En attendant les decisions du Conseil Supreme des Puissances Alli6es et

Associ^es, suspendre dans le delai le plus court possible toutes hostility entre les

armies alliees et Parmee hongroise.
2©— Arreter en consequence tout mouvement en avant des troupes alli6es.

3®— Concorder un armistice avec le Commandant de Parmee hongroise en
arr^tant les lignes provisoires d’occupation jusqu’^ ce que Monsieur le President
de la Conference de la Paix ait fait coxmoitxc ses decisions k ce sujet. Le Gouverne-
ment hongrois demande vivement que la ligne d’armistice pour Parmee roumaine
soit fixee a la Tisza.

Le Commandant de la Mission Militaire Italienne,

Lieutenant Colonel Romanelli
** Not printed. See No. 35, appendix D,

This message was published in the British press on August 4, 1
9

1 9. (English translation
printed by F. Dedk, op. cit., p. 477.)
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Appendix B to No. 26

Le President de la Conference dc la Paix au Lieutenant Colonel Romanelli^ ^

Budapest^ ^

PAKiSj le 5 aoUt iQxg,

J'ai rhonneiir dc vous accuser rcc(‘ption dc votre radio du aout annon5an^

.

la dtSmission du Gouvcrncmcnt dc la Republique dcs Conseils, la formation d’un

nouveau Gouvcrncmcnt hongrois ct l(\s dn'laratiotis iaites i)ar ce dernier qui ont

<5l6 portccs la cmmaissaucc du CJonscil Supreme.

Lc Gons<!il dcs Allies estinu^ cpi’i! n’l a] pas a intervenir dans la politique intirieure

dc la Rcpul)li(pu^ bongiuisc (U a cc tilr<' a’a pas a fairc ctat dcs propositions

suggdrt^es par deux inciubrcs dcs Missions Alliees a Vicniu%

Lcs scales bases rcconnucs dcs relations dcs Piussane(‘s Alliccs ct Associ^es etde

la Hongric sont: — rannisticc du i;} novembn? i()i8, dont lcs conditions

doivent tUrc rcspectccs par 1 <^ nouveau Gouwrntnncni hongrois, lout particulifere-

ment cn cc qui coucctiic la demobilisation dc Tanncc; “ - la notilication dela

ConfcTcncc cle la Paix cn date cln 13 jnin ponr la fixation dc la lignc sur laquelle

doivent ctre maintcnucs lcs troupers hongroiscs du cote dcs lron(u>res tcWco-

slovaqucs ct romnaincs.

Lc Conseil dcs Allies cliunaiuU'ra scuKunent an (Jouvtu-ncnicul romnain d*ar-

reter s<‘s troupes sur lcs positions (pfcllcs occupent actuclkuncnt i\ la suite de

Pagn^ssiou dont dies viennent (PfUrc PobjtU du fait ih Parm(!;c hongroise et nele

priera pas dt^ lcs rctircr jus(pfi\ la lignc fiKd' P'*' juiii avant quo lc nouveau

Gouvcrncmcnt dt^ Budapest nc sc soit strictemeut somnis aux clauses dc Parmistice.

Lcs Puissances Allite ct Associd-s attendent lc nouv(‘au C»ouvernement hongrois

k scs actes, dies cspd'cut quo Pav6nctnent d'un (iouvcrncmcnt qui exdcutera ses

engagements ct repr^senicra le pcuplc hongrois hatcra lc moment du r^tablisse-

ment dc la paix ct de la reprise dcs relations (iconomiques r(5guliiires,

Clemenceau

Appendix F to No. 26

s, w* c. 448.] Report on the means of Repatriation of Russian prisoners now in

Germany and maintained at the cost of the Allies

By a Resolution, dated July i8th, 1919, the Supreme Council of the Allied and

Associated Powers directed the Military Representatives on the Supreme War
Council at Versailles :

—

‘To study, in conjunction with the Naval Experts the means of repatriating

the Russian Prisoners of War, maintained at the cost of the Allies, in Germany.*

I. General Situation

(i) Approximate number ofprisoners of war to be repatriated.

The number of Russian prisoners of war interned in Germany amounted at the

end of April last to 250,000 men (statement of the General presiding over the

Commission charged with the repatriation of Russian prisoners of war, 14th May,

1919). After eliminating some 50,000 prisoners who did not wish to return to their

English translation printed by F. Dedk, op. cit., p. 478.
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homes (principle accepted by the Supreme Council of the Allied and Associated

Powers) and some 8,000 Letts and Esthonians already in process ofrepatriatioiisby

German coasting vessels, the total number remaining to be repatriated amount^fp'r.

about 190,000-200,000.

(ii) Advantages of Repatriation.

(a) The reduction to a minimum ofthe time during which the Russian prisoners

of war interned in Germany will remain a source of expense to the Allied and
Associated Powers.

(b) The dispatch, though only to a small extent, of reinforcements to the Anti-

Bolshevist armies.

(c) The removal from Germany ofBolshevist propagandists, whom the Germans
would certainly not hesitate to employ in neighbouring countries where they might

wish to create trouble.

(iii) The Disadvantages ofRepatriation.

(a) The repatriation of Russian prisoners of war would undoubtedly favour

recruiting for the Red Armies.

(b) This repatriation could not take place without a large use of maritime

transport, and in consequence would cause, for a considerable length of time, a

diminution in the tonnage at present available for the revictualling of the Allied

countries.

2. General Conditions of Repatriation

It seems essential to lay down, as a preliminary condition, the necessity for some
form of selection, the object of which would be to segregate those prisoners ofwar
that are not suspected of Bolshevist tendencies, in order, firstly, that they should

not be exposed to harsh reprisals, and secondly, to allow of their being drafted into

the Anti-Bolshevist forces on different fronts, either as reinforcements to existing

units, or as new organisations.^^

It would also be ofimportance to consider the transport of this class ofprisoners

of war into the zones, where, if they could not be employed in the reconquest of

their own country, they could at any rate be screened from all such nationalist

rivalries as might diminish their fighting value, or bring about local conflicts.

Lastly, the departure of these contingents ought to be studied and worked out

in such a way as to ensure their eventual concentration as near as possible to that

portion of the front where they would be called upon to serve.

In this connection it would seem useful to indicate the various directions that

repatriation would follow, on the basis of an approximate number of 200,000

Russian prisoners ofwar still interned in Germany:

—

Great Russians . . . 100,000 By rail.

Lithuanians . . , i5>400 „
Letts . . . . . 5,300 „
Esthonians.... 500 By sea—^Danzig to Reval.

North Russians . . . 10,000
1
By sea—^from Stettin to

W. Siberians . . . 17,000/ Archangel.

Note in original: ‘In this connection consideration should be given to the complete
revictualling of any such reinforcement, or new organisations, as might be formed, and the

dispatch of missions to regulate their absorption. This would have to be provided by the

Allied and Associated Powers.’
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Ukrainians

.

Georgians .

Cossacks

E, Siberians

lartars

Armenians

,

40,000
By sea to Odessa.

2, £200 By sea—Hamhourg to Batoum,
r,.|.oc) By sea to Novorossisk.

5.000 By sea to Vladivostock.

2,200 By sea to (?).

1.000 „ „

3. Conclusions

It would seem that the diilerent opta'ations involvc'd in the proposed repatriation,

cannot be prepared, nor carried out, <'x<x‘pt under the direclion ofan organization

that is in close touch with the present situation of Russian prisoners of war in

Germany, and having at its disposal, every means of studying on the spot the

physical possibilities for concentration, embarkation, and transport, and every

facility for dealing with these questions—

With the ‘Allied Maritime Transport Executive Couneir so far as tonnage is

concerned.

With the Competent Atithoritic'S in so far as the u.s(^ of railways is concerned.

The Intcr-Allicd Commission at Berlin, eha!-g<‘d with the care of Russian
prisoners of war, transformed into an Intc'rnational Commission of Control by the

addition of German Representativ<\s and eventually of Representatives of all the

other interested countries, will be in a positi<m to provide; most of the essential

conditions required. It shotild, however, first of all he a(;<;rtKUt(‘d to the Allied

Maritime Transport Executive Council and to the Ciovcrnments interested, and
be given the necessary powc:rs to dctil with every quttstion r<;gardiug the proposed

transport with the means placed at their disposal by the Allied and Associated

Governments.

In view of these considerations the Militarj and Jfaval RepresinUaims are of opinion

(1) That the Inter-Allied Commission at Berlin, charged with the repatriation

of the Russian prisoners ofwar should be made into an Int<;rna.tional Commission
by the addition of German Delegates; and eventually of Polish, Lithuanian and
other Delegates, as may be considered necessary.

(2) That this Commission should be directed to study, prepare and ensure, with

the least possible delay, the repatriation of the Russian prisoners ofwar at present

maintained at the cost of the Allies in Germany with this reservation, that they
“ conform their action to the guiding principles of the Allied and Associated Govern-
ments (piinciples set forth above in paragraphs 2 & 3).

(3) That on its constitution, this International Commission should be accredited

by the Allied and Associated Powers to the interested Governments, as well as to

the Allied Maritime Transport Executive Council at London.

Military

Representative,

French Section,

Supreme War
Council.

Naval

Representative.

Military

Representative,

British Section,

Supreme War
Council.

Naval
Representative.

Military

Representative,

Italian Section,

Supreme War
Council

Naval
Representative.

Military

Representative,

American Section,

Supreme War
Council.

Naval
Representative.

Given at Versailles on the d^^th July, igiQ*



Appetoix G to No. 26^5

The Entrances to the Baltic

1, {a) By a Treaty of 14th March 1857^^, Denmark undertook to abstain from

levying dues on vessels passing through the Belts and Sounds, but this extends to

mercantile vessels alone, and the treaty has little, if any, bearing on the position

of warships.

It appears that there is a traditional general right of transit through the Belts

and Sounds for men-of-war. Denmark and Sweden recognise this as they have in

practice abstained when neutral from closing the passage of the Sound to belli-

gerent men-of-war. There is, however, no international written instrument

embodying this right of passage.

{b) The geographical position of Germany enables her to control the passage of

the Little Belt, and to a lesser extent the Great Belt.

Mote. It is to avoid this that the Peace Terms to Germany include the dis-

mantling of all German fortifications commanding the Little Belts and
also those on the east coast of Schleswig-Holstein (Art. 195, Treaty of

Peace with Germany—^Naval Glauses).

{c) It is desirable that a Treaty should be arranged whereby the countries

adjoining should undertake, when neutral, to keep open within their respective

jurisdictions all the Belts and Channels connecting the North Sea and Baltic south

of lat. 58° N. and west of long. 16® E. of Greenwich for passage of all merchant

ships and warships, belligerent or otherwise, and further that a safe channel

through these passages be guaranteed for all commercial traffic.

2. It is considered that the entrance to the Gulf ofBothnia should be considered

at the same time as the above, i.e.

(i) The fortifications of the Aland Islands should be dismantled and there

should be a prohibition against their re-erection,

(ii) The Gulf of Bothnia should be declared an open sea, and the channels

leading from the Baltic to the Gulf of Bothnia should be kept open, in

time ofpeace or when the adjoining countries are neutral, for the passage

of all merchant vessels and warships, whether belligerent or otherwise.

British Delegation,

iSth June, igig,

\ ^5 The original of this appendix also contained a covering letter dated June 20, 1919 (not

printed), from Sir E. Howard, then Chairman of the Commission on Baltic Affairs, for-

warding the memorandum to M. Dutasta, drawing his attention to the question outstanding,

and inquiring on behalf of the Commission on Baltic Affairs whether the commission should

consider the question in consultation with naval experts.

Text in British and Foreign State (7^5^57), vol. xlvii, p. 24 f.
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No. 27

H. D. 23.] Notes ofa Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon's Room at the (hiai d'Orsqy, Paris, on Monday
August 4, Kju), at 3.:p fun.

Present: V.S.A.i Hon. P’. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harri.son.

British Empire-. TIioRt. Hon. A. J. BnUbiir; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman
Sir Ian Malcolm.

France: M. Clcmcncc'uu, M. Piclum; skcrktakies, M. Dutasta, M. Ber-

thdot, M. cle St. Qncntin.

Italy: M. I'ittoni; secuktarv, M. Palcrno.

Japan: M. M'atsui; .shcre’eary, M. Kawai.
Joint Secretariat: U.S..-\.: Clapt. P. Clhapin. British Empire: Capt. E.

Abraham. France: Capt. A. Portirr. Italy: Lt.-Col. A. Jones.
Interpreter: Prof. P. J. Mantonx.

I. (Marshal Foch, General VVeygand, Mr. Hoover and Mr. Waterlow
entered the room.)

Situation in . , , , . . , , , . .

Hungary said that the .situation had changed since he last

attended the Council. Tlie Roumanian.s were now entering Buda«
pest. What ho proposed was a relaxation of tire blockade, the opening of the

Danube and the .supply offoodstnlis to Hungary from the Banat. He thought
action should be taken without delay. J’lu; new Government, though very

radical, repre.scnted the trade union.s. He thought trade unionism was an
instrument that should be used to upset Bolshevism. If this were a correct

estimate the present Hungarian Government should be encouraged as a very

important reaction, even on Russia, might result. A member of the Food
Administration in Vienna held the opinion that the new Government might
take in a certain number of peasants. This might lead to a really representa-

tive Government.

Mr. Balfour asked whether Mr. Hoover had read the telegram sent by
the Council.* He thought the conclusion of that telegram contained a policy

very similar to that Mr. Hoover recommended.
Mr. Hoover said he had read the telegram. The only thing that it did not

mention was relaxation of the blockade, the opening of the Danube and the

supply of food from the Banat He thought these measures represented the

practical application of the policy outlined in the telegram, and that instruc-

tions to that effect should be given at once. As long as the Council was able
to threaten a reimposition of the blockade, it would be able to control the
situation. A week or two of relaxation would not give the Hungarian
Government such economic strength as to make it independent. If the
Gov^ment by then had not shown itself satisfactory by fulfilling all the
conditions of the armistice, by demobilising and by doing what the Council
wished, the blockade could be reimposed. If, on the other hand, action were
not taken at once the opportunity would be lost.

* See No. a6, appendix B.
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Mr. Balfour said he thought that the Council should both re-open the

Danube and declare that it would close it again if it so wished.

Marshal Foch said that he had no objection to raise.

M. Tittoni agreed but he thought that it should be made clear that the

Hungarians must conform to the armistice.

M. Glemenoeau suggested that Mr. Hoover should furnish a draft.

Mr. Hoover then suggested a draft, which after some amendments
suggested by M. Tittoni, was adopted in the following form;

—

Tt is agreed that instructions should be sent to the representatives ofthe

various Allied Governments at Vienna and to the Blockade Commission
in that area and to the Danube River Commission and to General Franchet
d’Esperey that the Blockade on Hungary shall be lifted at once and that

the Dantibe shall be opened and shall remain opened so long as the present

Hungarian Government gives practical evidence of its intention to comply
promptly with the conditions of the armistice.’

Mr. Hoover continuing said that there was a surplus of food in the Banat.

The Council had tried to supply Vienna from this surplus. The Serbians,

however, had stopped the exit of the supplies. The Banat was now the only

source from which Budapest could be fed. One of the reasons for the

obstacles raised was that German agents were offering bigger prices for

the food than could be afforded by the Allies. The result of all this was that

the relief of Vienna and Budapest was jeopardised. He asked whether the

Council would be ready to address a request to the Government of the Serbs,

Croats and Slovenes not to hamper the export of foodstuffs from the Banat.

Mr. Balfour said that Mr. Hoover put the blame in one sentence on the

Serbian Government for the stoppage ofrelieffrom the Bainat, and in another

said that the reason was that German agents outbid everyone eke. If the

latter were the case, he could not understand why the Serbian Government
was to blame. No Government could make a merchant sell cheap ifhe could

seU dear.

Mr. Hoover said that the explanation was a very long story. The
Economic Council had negotiated the cession of an iron bridge ,to the

Serbians in exchange for foodstuffs. The Serbian Government had put an
embargo on all food exports from the Banat. By means of this, the Serbian

Government entirely controlled the direction taken by food exports. The
intervention of the Germans had only complicated the question. The main
dement, however, remained the control of the Serbian Government. There
were in the Banat 500,000 or 600,000 tons of food, the only source of supply
from which Vienna and Budapest could be fed. He had prepared a draft

to be addressed to the Serbian Government which might perhaps be too

strong, but which might form the basis of the re-draft. He then read the

following draft:

—

‘The Council is informed by the Supreme Economic Council and by its

various Allied representatives that there is a very considerable surplus of
foodstuffs now lying in the Banat and surrounding counties and that with
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the impending'favourable harvest in Greater Serbia there is now no reason

for the I'eservation of these supplies from general distribution through

Central Europe. The continuation of provisioning of Vienna is absolutely

dependent upon the free shipment of these .supplies to that city and the

recent overturn of Government in Budapest makes it of prime interest to

the Allies and to all hope of stability in Central Europe that the city of

Budapest should be given every facility for the purchase and export of

foodstuffs from these counties.

‘Therefore, the Council wishes to urge upon the Serbian Government in

the strongest terms that not only will the greatest contribution be made by

Serbia towards the re-establishment of order and stability in the countries

adjacent to her borders, but that the dictates of humanity demand that

no obstniction of any character shall be placed in the way of food exports

from the Banat to the surrounding counties and that, in feet, the Serbian

Government is requested to join with the Allies and through their various

agencies in promoting the export and distribution of these supplies. The
Council hopes for an early and favourable reply to this representation,

the importance of which it cannot ovcr-cmphasisic, and it trusts that the

Serbian Government will realise that unless the Allies can receive co-opera-

tion in the labours they have undertaken for the restoration of stability in

Central Europe that [jfc] it is impossible that the Allied Governments should

continue the economic support which they have given and expect to con-

tinue giving to the Greater Serbian Government.’

M. CnEMENCEAU Said that before pursuing this question any further, he

wished to inform his colleagues of two communications he had received—

the first from Lt. Gol. Romanelli (Appendix A) and the second from the

new Hungarian Government (Appendix B*), Under these conditions, M.
Glemenceau said that he approved Mr. Hoover’s policy.

M. PiCHON said that he thought it was overstepping the mark to threaten

Serbia. The measures taken by the Serbian Government had been in accor-

dance with the views of the Council at the time. The Government had

acted in good faith. The Serbs were now to be asked to adopt another policy.

This was not a sufficient reason for addressing any threats to them.
Mr. Hoover said that he did not agree that the Serbian Government had

* Not printed. This message was the text of a proclamation issued by the new Hungarian
Government under M. Peidl to the Hungarian people on August 1,1919, This proclamation

announced the fall of the Government of M. Bila Kun, attributed to an ultimatum from

the Allied Powers in which, according to the proclamation: ‘Elies exigent que le Gouverne-
ment bas6 sur le principe des Soviets soit remplac6 par un autre Gouvcrncment. C’est k

‘ cette condition qu’ellcs consentent k entamer les pourparlers de paix. Le Gouvernement
de la Rdpublique des Conseils Socialistes de la Hongrie a compris qu’i present une r&istance

^tffioace centre les Puissances de I’Entcnte n’aboutirait qu’& une effusion de sang.’ The pew
‘foimd des chefr des syndicats arm& ct discipUnds de la Hongrie,’ called for

oe^eime in accordance with its object of maintaining order and entering into

with the Entente. An English text of this proclamation is printed by Baron
d:F. de Lazarovics: Bolshevism in Hmgaiy: the Bila Km Period (London, 1931),

mi-.
'

"
'
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acted in good faith. In respect of Vienna, the Serbian Government had
refused to supply certain goods which had already been paid for. He agreed,

however, that it might be as well not to threaten the Serbians.

M. Clemenceau suggested that a re-draft ofMr. Hoover’s proposal should

be made. He asked M. Berthelot to make a draft.

Mr. Polk said that the latest news received was to the effect that the

Roumanian advance guard had reached Budapest and that the Trade Union
Government feared an occupation of the city by the Roumanians and a
further invasion by the Gzecho-Slovaks. These fears would doubtless rouse

nationalist feelings. At two o’clock the news was that 600 Roumanian
cavalrymen were to the west ofBudapest, where they had cut all communica-
tions with Vienna. Looting was said to have begun in the suburbs. To avoid

worse trouble the Hungarians suggested that an inter-allied police force

should be sent immediately to Budapest.

Mr. Balfour asked what the Council could do to enforce good behaviour

on the Roumanians.
Marshal Foch said that he did not know.
M. Tittoni said that the Roumaruans had been invited to go to Budapest

together with the Serbs and the Gzecho-Slovaks. AH they had done was to

go there by themselves.

M. Clemengeau said that as the Goimcil could neither blame the Rou-
manians nor praise them, it was perhaps best to say nothing.

M. Tittoni said that he advocated sending an Allied Mission.

Mr. Polk said that he agreed to this. He also thought it was essential

that the Roumanians should withdraw from Budapest.

Mr. Balfour said that if the Roumanians insisted on going forward and
occupying Budapest the result would be the fall ofthe present Government in

Hungary and an outbreak of nationalist feeling. He could not see what the

Roumanians could gain either for themselves or for the common cause by
persisting in their present course. Their only excuse previously for not with-

drawing was that they feared an attack by the Hungarians; this they had
no reason to fear now. The Hungarians had said that they would observe
the Armistice; .the Council was therefore bound to give them an opportunity
of proving that they meant what they said. It was not giving them a fair

chance to send Roumanians to plunder the suburbs of Budapest.

Marshal Foch said that sin inter-allied character could be given to the
occupation ofBudapest either by sending allied regiments as suggested by the
Himgarian Govermnent, or by sending missions ofallied officers. The former^
under the circumstances, it was not easy to realize. On the other h^d, it

was possible that the Roumanian Government might wish to settle the whole
situation by itself.

M. Glemenceau said that the Roumanian Government would then be
solving the Council’s problems; if so the Goimcil would settle theirs \yith-

out them.

Mr. Polk said that the Roumanians had not shown all the respect for the
Conference that was desirable. They were not likely to treat the Hungarians
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in accordance with the laws of war. If the Council allowed Budapest to

looted, the effect on Russia would be instantaneous. The whole effect <£*

the overthrow of Bela Kun would be lost. Any occupation of the city was
dangerous. He asked whether the Roumanians could not be required to

remain outside.

Mr. Balfour asked whether the Rovimanian army was not under the

command of General Franchet d’Espcrcy.

Marshal Fogh said that it was not.

M. PrcHON said that he had sent a telegram on the previous night to the

French Minister at Bukarcst, requesting him to ask the Roumanian Govern-

ment to stop the advance ofRoumanian troops immediately on the positions

then occupied. He had further asked the French Minister to inform him of

the result of his dhnarcke.

Marshal Fogh said that the first tiling that must be done was to disarm .

Hungary. The only guarantee of disarmament was the occupation of the -

country. This occupation must be effected with the available troops.

M. Clemengeau asked whose the available troops were.

Marshal Fogh replied that they were Roumanian or Czech troops.

M. TrrroNi said that the worst possible results would be obtained by send- .

ing Czech troops into Hungary. The Hungarians detested the Czechs even
;

more than the Roumanians. He thought an Allied Mission, if sent at once,

could judge on the .spot what measures should be taken and would be able i

to exercise sufficient moral influence to have them carried out. :

Mr. Polk said that the occupation of Budapest would make it impossible f

for the Hungarians to surrender their arms. National feeling would prohibit ;

this unless the Hungarians could rely on allied protection. An allied officer

(not American) had heard a Roumanian general say that he expected to J

.plunder Budapest. If this were to happen the allies would be responsible )

should they take no steps to protest against the entry of the Roumanians. p

Marshal Foch said that he would agree to M. Tittoni’s suggestion that a

mission composed of allied generals with an escort ofone company from each

Power should be sent to Budapest. This mission could take charge of affairs

and reduce the Roumanian occupation to the strict minimum necessary. The
president of the mission could be chosen by the Great Powers.

'

Mr. Polk agreed that this was desirable. He thought action should be
,

taken at once. In addition to this the Roumanians should be warned that ;

no abuses would be tolerated. He had already that morning sent word to -

the Roumanian delegation in Paris that ifany incident occurred in Budapest

hkdy to rouse American public opinion against them, the consequence must

be that the Roumanian Government could not rely on any further help from

l^^erica in the future. He asked whether the allied military mission would

I
(^R|rol over the Roumanian army.

:^^a|ENCEAU said that it would only have a moral influence over it. .

said that the mission should have the right to tell ‘the Rou^.i

if this appeared necessary,

; |^0^^|;M(|.|hat the sending ofthe mission re-established the situatiqa|
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existing before the establishment of the Bela Kun Government. There had

then been a military mission in charge of the execution ofthe armistice.

Mr. Polk said he thought it would be necessary to obtain from the Rou-
manian Government an agreement to accept the decisions of the mission.

The mission would have no authority unless the Governments concerned

were notified.

Mr. Balfour said that he agreed to the despatch of a mission provided it

were endowed with all the authority the Conference could confer. Further,

he thought that the American member might be empowered to make the

economic threat mentioned by Mr. Polk. He suggested sending for M. Misu

and requesting him to telegraph to Bukarest that any excesses committed in

Budapest during this needless occupation would have the most disastrous

results. The Hungarian Government having promised to accept the armistice

it was for the Conference to see that it did so. Hewould suggest, like Mr. Polk,

that the Roumanians should occupy high ground outside Budapest, and stop

there. . He would like to ask Marshal Eoch whether, ifthey did so, they would

safely control the situation.

M. Clemenceau observed that there was a hill in Buda but that all the

surrounding country was flat plain.

Mr. Balfour asked whether an army in the vicinity could be itself safe

and also able to control the situation.

Marshal Fooh said that it depended on the size of the army.

Mr. Polk asked whether the Allies could notmake the samesortofeconomic

threat as he had made on behalf of the United States. He further observed

that it would be difficult for the moment to promise an American company
as escort. He would, however, endeavour to find the men,
Mr. Balfour said that he did not think that he could promise any British

troops. Admiral Troubridge,^ however, had suggested going up the Danube
with a monitor.

M. Clemenceau said that the mission must have written instructions.

These instructions he hoped Mr. Balfour would draft as regards their political

side. Marshal Eoch inight then add the military instructions. At the same
time a telegram could be sent to Bukarest, stating that the Council considered

the Roumanians responsible for any disturbances that might take place in

Budapest and that unless they conformed to the wishes of the Conference the

economic consequences to themselves would be to their detriment.

. ; PiGHON said that he thought it was undesirable to threaten tbe
'

.̂ A|-fea^ariians, evm though they were not obeying orders, they were hdpmg
the allied cause. They did not deserve to be treated like enemies,

’ *

M. Tittoni agreed. It was possible he thought, that the withdrawal of

the Roumanians might not be desired by the mission. He thought they

should be informed that a mission was being sent imder the authority of the

Conference and that the Conference expected the Roumanian Government
to order their Generals to obey the instructions given by this mission.

3 British Admiral Commanding on the Danube, and President of a provisional Allied •

Commission for the Danube: cf. No. 41, appendix H. '
,
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M. Clemenceau asked if Mr. Balfour would make a draft at once.

M. PiCHON said that the same communication should be made to the

Gzccho-Slovak and Serbian Government.s. They would be pleased at

receiving it and re-assured that Roumania was not to be allowed undue
expansion.

Mr. Polk said he had no objection. The American Delegation would like

to go further and say that the Conference would hold the Roumanians

responsible for any untoward incidents that might take place. On this condi-

tion he was ready to waive the economic threat.

(After some further discuBsion a draft prepared by Mr, Balfour to be

addressed to the Roumanian Government and one prepared by M. Berthe-

lot to be addrcBBed to the Serbian Government were accepted (see An-nuf

[Appendices] C and D).)

(It was also agreed that the telegram addressed to the Roumanian Govern-

ment should bo communicated to the Serbian and Czecho-Slovak Govern-

ments.)

(It was decided to proceed at oneo to the nomination of a Mission of Allied

Generals to be sent to Budapest accompanied by a small escort of Allied

troops.)

(It was agreed that written instructions should bo given them to be pre-

pared by Mr. Balfour and Marshal Foch.)

3 *

Hsaring qfSmdish point
[Not printed]*

qfoim on the subject qf
ihe Ademd Island

3. (The Military Representatives, General Baird, Colonel Mougin and

Colonel Georges entered the room.)

„ . ,
General Babed said that it was doubtless the intention of

BcMmsitua^n Great Powers to make a lasting peace in the Balkans. He

in Bulgaria assumed that was their first intention. The punishment of

Bulgaria was their second purpose. It was therefore necessary

so to punish Bulgaria so as not to jeopardise a lasting peace. The most

contentious questions in the Balkans were territorial questions. As regards

Bulgaria there were two such questions which might be said to be analogous

to that [of] Alsace Lorraine. There was even possibly a third in Thrace.

It was the question of Macedonia and the question of the Dobruja that

had brought Bulgaria into the war against the Allies. Proof of this could

be found in the fket that while the Bulgarian attitude was still undecided,

Ae Allies had urged the Serbians and Roumanians to make concessions

in these very areas in order that the Bulgarians should be inclined to take

EhrenavErd read to the Supreme Council a Swedish declaration on this subject

E in original). After the ’withdratval of the Swedish representatives it was re-

at Mr. P(^’s suggestion that the question of the Swedish claims to the A.aland-

in tfetn declaration be referred to the Baltic Commission for examination
i .nnd report.
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the allied side. What held at that time probably held how. If the Powers
took no heed in this they would have to face the consequences. The Rou-
manians had taken the Dobruja for strategic reasons, and also to penalise

the Bulgarians. Their strategic reason need not prevail. The BiJgarian

forces at the present time could be reduced to any extent desired, and it

could also be laid down that no Bulgariari troops should be sent beyond a
line from Varna to Rustchuk. The Roumanians freely admitted that the

Southern Dobruja was Bulgarian in population; but no Roumanian states-

man would offer to return it lest he be reproached for alienating his country’s

possessions. It was therefore necessary to exert pressure on the Roumanians
if a lasting bone ofcontention was to be removed. It would be easier for the

Roumanians to yield to Allied injunctions than to offer the country them-
selves. Macedonia had been taken by the Serbians in 1913 because they

were in effective occupation; secondly on grounds of compensation, seeing

that they had not obtained access to the Adriatic; thirdly to maintain a
balance of power.

Mr. Balfour asked whether Serbia had not claimed the country on the

ground that it was peopled by populations of Serbian blood.

General Baird replied that in 1912 Serbia had admitted the cormtry
was not Serbian. Only one portion of it known as the ‘contested area’ had
been reserved for arbitration by the Czar of Russia. If the main purpose was
to establish peace and not to punish Bulgaria, some other solution of the

Macedonian problem must be found. No one could expect that Bulgaria

after the war should be rewarded by an accession of territory. Macedonia
was neither Greek nor Serbian, it was Bulgarian. Nevertheless it did not

desire to be, and need not be placed under Bulgarian Government. The
situation was now very different from that in 1912. Serbia had obtained her

compensation towards the west, and there was no fear that Bulgaria would
now become the most powerful military state in the Balkans. Very much the

same might be sziid about the Greek claims to Thrace. In the opinion of all

the allied officers in Sofia there would be a repetition ofthe Smyrna episodes

if Bulgarian Thrace were given to Greece. The population was principally

PomakjS and the next most important element in it was Bulgar. He heard
from General Bridges® that General Franchet d’Esperey was opposed to the

cession ofThrace to Greece. General Milne was also opposed to it as well as

all the Allied Generals. The Gredb would not be able to administer the

country. In addition, some ofthe Pomaks had appealed to General Franchet
d’Esperey not to be put under the Greeks. He thought that should the

Dobrudja be returned to Bulgaria, the Roumanians would never go to war
to get it back, because the Roumanian people would feel no enthusiasm on
the subject. He thought the ssime applied to Macedonia and Thrace. Neither
the Serbs nor the Greeks would willingly wage a war to regain those areas.

On the other hand the Bulgarians would go to war whole-heartedly to regain
them if they were taken from them. As to the present situation, he thought

5 i.e. Mohammedan Bulgarians.
* Head of the British Mission with the Allied Armies of the Orient.
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a wrong impression prevailed in Paris that Bulgaria had been turbulent since

the armistice. Bulgaria complied with every demand made. Her army Had

been reduced below the figures required by the armistice. The armistice

allowed an army of 4,000 ofiicers and 80,000 other ranks. The' Bulgarian

army really numbered 3,500 officers and 55,000 other ranks. There were

8 infantry divisions instead of 10, and in each of them one class was serving'

instead of two. Bulgaria had attempted to do nothing against the interests

of the Allies. Moreover, the Allies had no troops, and, if a national rising

were provoked, it would be impossible to stop it. There would, moreover, he

no Bulgarian Government to appeal to.

M. Clemenceau asked Marshal Foch whether the armistice enabled

Bulgaria to maintain 10 divisions.

Marshal Foch said that the Bulgarians had not been asked to reduce the

number of their divisions, but to keep only 3 ofthem mobilised.

General Baird said the Bulgarians had not even kept 3 mobilised. He
observed that the Bulgarians could be very heavily fined in money, cattle and

com. Moreover, the Allies could administer sind develop certain state

resources such as railways and mines, and thus obtain what they required

vrathout touching territory and incurring the permanent hostility of the

Bulgarieins and a readiness on their part to take the side of any possible

enemy ofthe Entente. He suggested that the same kind ofpeace as’ the British

Govermnent had made with the Boers should be made with the Bulgarians.

It would be better to have the Bulgarians on our side next tim^ than

.

against us.

j ^ Mr. Balfour said that it might comfort General Baird to know that inside >

me Coifierence there had never been any idea of subordinating everything

to a desire to punish the Bulgarians.

M. Clemenceau thanked General. Baird, who then withdrew.
M. Clemenceau then asked Colonel Mougin to give.an account of the

_ present military situation of Bulgaria.

Colonel Mougin said that the clauses of the armistice had been carried
'

i .^y Bulgarians as regards the number of their troops. It might be
^^^^bli^ with tact, to induce the Bulgarians to disarm still further. This

be advantageous, seeing that if they disliked the treaty, they would
.find weak Alhcd forces opposed to them. The bulk of the available

;hiiied force would be French. It might not be numerous enough to cope with

j
J&e situation. It would certainly not be adequate should a popular rising

, occur. It must be remembered that in those parts every man had a rifle,

ly had machine guns. The question then was -

depended on. He thought not. Of their 11

Their policy in that region was such that they

of trc«ps to enforce it. Of the remainder, the

was not Greek, hut either Bulgarian

foa^ Greece would have, to do



garians should they rise. This would not lighten the task ofthe French troops,

which would also have to cope with difficulties of transport. The troops at

General Franchet d’Esperey’s disposal might, if he were warned in time, be

ablft to keep the railways, the stores of ammunition, and the arsenals, but it

must also be borne in mind that the Turks would take sides in favour of the

Bulgarians as a consequence ofwhat had happened in Smyrna. They were

now less anti-Bulgarian than anti-Greek. In a word, throughout Thrace the

majority was Mussulman. The Turkish peasants might be armed by the

Bulgarians, and all would make common cause against the Greeks. His

personal opinion was that the Allies were in a fair way to making permanent

enemies of the Turks, who lately had been friendly.

Mr: Balfour asked what Colonel Mougin had meant by tactful methods

of reducing Bulgarian armaments.

Colonel Mougin said that he thought that the methods might be left to

General Franchet d’Esperey. All the Council need do was to tell him what
was desired.

(Colonel Mougin then withdrew.)

M. Clemenceau said that he was not sure that the discussion could be

pursued with advantage. In any case, it must be understood that French

troops would not fight alone against the Bulgarians in the interests of Greece.

The Greeks had gone to Smyrna, with the result known. They would also

have trouble in Macedonia. They courted further trouble by claiming

Thrace. He was quite prepared to give them Thrace, but not to meet the

trouble for them.

M. Tittoni said that the Italian battalion was there for the purpose of

bringing about pe.ace, not for war.

M. Clemenceau said that the same applied to the 15,000 French troops.

Marshal Fogh said that whatever form the treaty took, it was unlikely

to be entirely to the taste of the Bulgarians. The question then arose: what
' could the Allies do? There were a few French troops under General Franchet

d’Esperey. In front of them was the Bulgarian army and its store of arms.

General Franchet d’Esperey might perhaps prevail on the Bulgarians to

V yield some of these arms. That would be so much to the good, but it must
be done at once, because the process of demobilisation would reduce his

troops to a negligible quantity in a month. He therefore proposed to tell

Geii^d .Franchet d’Esperey to get possession of the Bulgarian guns. The-

be more able to cope with the situation when the treaty

^ signed. At that ffeie tmly the smedl states—Greece and Serbia, and, pGsribly;
*

I^Enumania, would be able to furnish the police force. They would only be
“‘'"l^le to secure the execution ofthe treaty ifthe Bulgarians had been disarmsd

b^rehand. He therefore concluded that General Franchet d’Esperey

^Guld be ordered to disarm the Btdgarians as far as possible.

Mr. Polk asked whether the Allies were entitled under the armistice to

him this order.

CiKMENCEAU Said that no such order could be given to the Bulgarians.



They might or. might not comply with General Franchet d’Esperey’s request.

He was inclined to ask Marshal Foch to do as he suggested under die reserva-

tion that the use of the French divisions remained at the disposal of the

French Government.

Marshal Foch read a draft telegram he proposed to send to General

Franchet d’Esperey.

M. Clemengeau suggested that it be made quite clear to General Franchet

d’Esperey that he must obtain his results by diplomacy, and not by giving

orders to the Bulgarians, who were entitled under the armistice to disregard

them.

Mr. Balfour thought it most unlikely that the Bulgarians would agree,

but, if the military authorities thought there was some hope, he was quite

ready to try.

(After some further discussion, the telegram annexed as appendix F was
adopted, subject to final consideration at the next meeting.)

M. Tittoni suggested the holding of a plebiscite in Thrace.
M. Clemengeau observed that as the population was predominantly

Mussulman, the result would be a foregone conclusion.

M. PiCHON suggested the country should be given to the League ofNations.

4. The following nominations were made:

—

Appoiniment ofAllied For France General Dupont.
Commissionersfor For Great Britain General Malcolm.

For Italy General Bencivenga.

Governments.'^ ' (The meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic^ Paris^

Augusts, ^9 9̂-

Appendix A to No. 27

&adio de Buda-Pest N<^ IW 136, 3/8 6 11. 10 M.
A Son Excellence Glemenceau, President de la Conference de la Paix, k Paris.

En accusant reception de votre depeche, j’ai Phonneur de porter k votre con-
naissance que le nouveau Gouvemement hongrois est tout k fait dispose d’accom-
plir dans le plus court dSai possible les conditions d’armistice. Dans ce but, etant
en connaissance des diflScultes interieures resultantes de la crise recemment

^

^uvemement me charge officiellement de vous demander d’etre
Vwsancts Alhees et Associees dans Paccomplissement des conditions

representation des troupes de PEntente dans la mesure d’un
nattion^ saSs cjue Cela ait le semblant d’une intervention,

i Hbre manifestation de la volontd du pays.

LmjTENANT Colonel Romanelli.- ,



Appendix G to No. 27

Telegram to be sent to the Roumanian Government

The Conference have received assurances from the new Government ofHungary
that they are prepared to disarm in accordance with the terms of the Armistice

and are anxious to work in harmony with the Allied and Associated Powers. Under
these circumstances the Conference have resolved to send a Mission of Allied

Generals to Budapest to see that these promises are fulfilled. The Roumanian
Government are requested to give orders to the General Commanding their troops

in Hungary to conform to the policy laid by the mission, which represents the

Conference and will act by its authority.

The Conference do not conceal from the Roumanian Government their great

anxiety lest some untoward incident in Budapest or elsewhere in Hungary, should
mar the success of the Roumanian Army. Any such incident might destroy the

prospects of a speedy peace in Central Europe, cause infinite sufferings to its

population, and indefinitely postpone the hopes of its economic reconstruction.

Those whose unconsidered action was the occasion of so great a calamity would
not easily be forgiven and could no longer count on the goodwill of the Peoples of
the Entente, whose assistance and co-operation are so necessary, if the disasters

which have overtaken European civilisation are to be speedily remedied.

Appendix D to No. 27
4 aoUt xgxg.

Ministre France, Belgrade.

Je vous prie de faire au Gouvernement serbe, de la part du President de la

Conference de la Paix, la communication suivante:

‘Le Gonseil Supreme a 6t6 inform^ de la presence dans le Banat de quantites

considerables de produits alimentaires depassant les besoins de la Serbie, et de
Pembargo mis par les autorites serbes sur la sortie de ce surplus alimentaire.

‘En raison des necessites vitales que representent Talimentation de la ville de
Vienne et de la formation k Buda-Pest, k la place du Gouvernement communiste,
d’un Gouvernement socialiste, qui se declare pr^t k executor les clauses de Parmis-
tice et k agir dans le sens des decisions des Allies, le Conseil Supreme estime que
c’est un devoir d’humanite pour le Gouvernement Serbe de lever Pembargo,

T1 le prie foimellement de donner les ordres voulus pour que les centaines de
milhers de tonnes immobilisees dans le Banat soient distribuees, d’accord avec les

agents techniques des Alli6s, pour assurer la vie et le ravitaillement des populations
de Vienne et de Buda-Pest.’

Appendix F to No. 27

Projet
G.Q^.G..4. le 4 aoit igxg,

Le Mar^chal Foch, Commandant en ChefArmies Alli6es, k G6n6r^ Coiqmandant
en Chef Arm6e AUi^e d’Orient, k Constantinople.

Primo, Des derniers renseignements que vous avez fournis il r&ulte que Bui-
gane dispose, sous controle des Allies, d’un materiel de guerre tr^s important,
notamment en canons, mitrailleuses, fusils, munitions d’artillerie et d’infanterie.

Elle aurait done possibility, en remobilisant, sinon de constituer armye manoeu-
vri^re, du moins de former de tr^s solides groupements de r&istance, capables de
a’opposer, par la force, a execution des conditions du Traits de Paix.



. Secundo. Dans ces conditions, et pour 6carter cette Eventuality dangereuse, il

importe absolument de profiter sans retard de 1 Etat actuel de nos forces, pour

obtenir de la Bulgarie conditions railitaires la mettant hors d Etat, le cas 6ch6ant,

de reprendre les armes.

11 ne s’agit pas d’ordre k imposer k la Bulgarie, en invoquant les conditions de

rarmistice qui a dEj^ EtE exEcutE par elle, mais d’en obtenir des conditions motivEes

par TEtat actuel des choses.

Tertio. Dans cet ordre d’idEes, mesures k prendre doivent viser nettement:

a) — Versement immEdiat aux AlliEs, et entreposition hors du territoire bulgare

des culasses de canon, fusils et mitrailleuses existant dans les divers

dEpots de matEriel ou rendus disponibles par dissolution des unitEs

visEes au parag. (e) ci-dess[o]us;

b) — ArrEt de toute fabrication de matEriel de guerre, mainmise sur les arsenaux

et controle de la production des usines ou Etablissements mEtallurgiques

privEs;

c) — REduction des forces mobilisEes bulgares aux seules unitEs chargEes du

maintien de Fordre;

d)— Limitation de Feifectif maximum k maintenir sous les armes en consE-

quence de la rEduction ci-dessus envisagEe;

— Dissolution, dans un dElai k fixer, de toutes les autres unitEs, dEp6t[s] ou

noyau[x] mobilisateurs.

Ces mesures sont EnumErEes suivant Fordre de leur importance,

Qjiarto. PriEre faire connaitre extreme urgence votre avis sur possibilitEs et

dElais d’exEcution des mesures ci-dessus envisagEes. Veuillez indiquer, en outre,

propositions complEmentaires que vous auriez k formuler au sujet de cette question.

No. 28

H. D. 24.] Motes ofa Meeting 'of the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great

Powers
y
held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai d^Orsay^ Parisy on Tuesday

y

August 5y igiQy at 3.30 p.m.

jPliy^ENT: US.A.I Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L, Harrison.

' British Empires The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,

(5eQj»gg Clarke [Clerk].

France: M. Glemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Ber-

u- thelot, M, de St. Quentin.
~ M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno. .

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.
Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Captain Chapin. British Empire: Captain

E. Abraham. France: Captain A. Portier. Italy: Lt-Col. A. Jones.

Interpreter: Professor P. J. Mantoux.

telegram aimexcd as appendixF to the minutes ofthe precedin|

adopted. Mtarshal Foc£



2. (Mr. Hoover, M. Seydoux, Mr. J. F. Dulles and M. Loucheur entered

the room.)

*” M, Glemenceau asked Mr. Polk ifhe had any news of Budapest.

Mr. Polk read the following telegram:

—

‘Hoover, American Relief, Paris. August 5th 1919.

‘Last night there were 15 or 20 people killed in Budapest which I have

definitely verified. It absolutely necessary that the Roumanians be taken

out of this situation as rapidly as possible and pending their departure

General Gorton* should act for the rest of the Commission. I was sure

that these conflicts would take place. They also demand hostages and
threaten definitely to kill 5 persons for each one who is injured in Buda-
pest; naturally after their starting the killing further diflficultiea are apt to

occur. The railroads are all tied up with machine-guns on the bridges.

The police force has been dispossessed and whole city in absolute military

control. This condition cannot continue and the movement to re-organise

Hungary succeed.

, Gregory,’*

Mr. Hoover said that half an hour before the meeting he had received a
message for M. Glemenceau, from Lt.-Golonel Romanelli:

—

‘Budapest, August 4th, 1919.

‘I have the honour to inform you that I conununicated your orders to

the High Command of the Roumanian Army but the Roumanian troops

have advanced in spite of this and continue to come. At the present time
they have occupied the city of Budaprat, have cut communications, taken
hostages and made prisoner one member of the new Government. The
Serbians also are advancing firom the south and pillaging. The situation

makes it impossible for the new Government to explain itself.’

M. Glemenceau said that under the circumstances it might be desirable
to send a more threatening message than the one sent on the previous day.
Mr. Polk said that the orders referred’to in Colonel Romanelh’s telegram

were probably those sent on the previous Sunday.*
M. TnTONi said that the mor^ of this was that the military commission

should reach Budapest as soon as possible.

M. Glemenceau asked if aU the members had been nominated.
Mr. Polk said that the American member had not yet been nominated,

but informed the Council that General Bandholtz was appointed.

’T^;^^Dmi^on. was composed as follows:—

^
For dm I^micd States of America . . General Bandholtz.

5 ;

For Great Britain . .
"

. , General Gorton.

^7 ^
France . . ... . General Graziani.

For Italy General Mombelli.

^ fAt this point. Marshal Foch and General Weygand entered the room.'

* See below. 3 Cf. No. 26, appendix B.
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Mr. Balfour read the following draft instructions for the Interallied

Instructions to Militasy
Commission to Budapest:-

Commission at Budapest ‘Xhe Mission are desired :

—

(1) To enter into communication with the Hungarian Goveriiment with
a view of securing the observance of the armistice.

(2) To report on the present position of this question, and its probable
developments.

(3) To enter into communication with the Roumanian generals in order
to prevent any action by the successful army which, by musing

nationalist sentiment in Hungary, or otherwise, may perpetuate
the unhappy condition of that country and delay the conclusion of
peace.

‘It may be of assistance to the Mission to remind them:

—

(a) That the frontiers ofHungary having been already determined by the

.

Conference, and communicated to all the Governments immediately
concerned, it is the policy of the Conference to remove without
any unnecessary delay all foreign troops from the .country. The
Roumanians, it should be noted, have promised to withdraw their

armies as soon as the disarmament of the Hungarians has been
accomplished according to the terms of the armistice.

{b) That orders have been given to terminate the blockade of Hungary
and to further the immediate importation of necessaries.

(f) That the maintenance of this new condition of things must depend on
the behaviour of the Hungarian Government to the Allied and
Associated Powers, and

(d) That while those Powers have not the slightest desire to interfere with
the Hungarian people in their choice of a Government, they can
only have dealings with one which can be trusted loyally to carry
out its international obligation[s].’

Marshal Fogh said that he agreed to these instructions, but would like
them certain more definite instructions regarding the Armistice.

The Hungarians must have no more than six divisions. They must be made
to deliver war material, not only Hungarian war material, but the war
material 1^ by General Mackensen’s army. He therefore suggested the
lollowng draft instructions:

—

‘The Misdon of .^ed Generals sent to Budapest in the name of the
supreme Council is to be entrusted with the duty:

execution of the military armistice signed on
between the Allied Command and

G^vesE^^mt and in addition of the following

Hi; thc^ ^^mum number of effectives under



arms, in each branch of the Hungarian Army, with the sole pur-

pose of insuring the maintenance of internal order.

(i) The disarmament of all demobilised units and the dispersal of

depots or centres of mobilisation.

(c) Delivery to the Allies of arms, munitions emd war material in excess

ofmaterial necessary for the units maintsdned, including material

having belonged to General Mackensen’s army.

(d) In concert with the Allied Staffs, to regulate the distribution of this

material among the AUied Powers concerned, in proportion to

the military contribution made by each, and in consideration of

the present war situation.

(e) Immediate stoppage of production in the arsenals or industrial

establishments producing war materieil.

(2) The Mission will further:

—

(a) Determine according to presept circumstances the strength and
distribution of Roumanian and Serbian troops which it may be
necessary to maintain on Hungarian territory to ensure order and
the execution of the Armistice.

(b) Arrange with the Roumanian and Serbian Commands for the with-

drawal of any superfluous troops.’

Mr. Balfour said that he wished to ask two questions regarding this

proposal. Firstly, had the Allies any right to make the terms of the armistice

more onerous? In the armistice there had been no question of demobilising

six divisions. He thought, perhaps this might be justified on the ground that

Hungary had, in the interval, made war. Secondly, he agreed that the

evacuation of Hungarian territory should be gradual and under control.

Unfortunately Marshal Fochwas not Commander-in-Chiefofthe Roumanian
Army. He was afraid that four generals escorted by two companies of inter-

allied troops would not be able to control the Roumanian army.

.

M. Clemenceau said the violation of the armistice gave the Allies a right

to enhance the terms.

Mr. Balfour observed that he felt unesisy in that not only were the

armistice terms made more onerous, but the increased severity of the terms

was coupled with orders given to the Command of the Roumanian army.
It was probable that the first part would be carried out by the Hungarians,
Could he be assured that the second part would be carried out by the

Roumanians? If not, the Conference would incur great discredit. It might
be argued that because the Htmgarians had made war, they deserved severer

terms, but it must be admitted that they had made war agaiinst people who
had invaded their territory in spite ofthe orders ofthe Conference.

Marshal Foch said that he admitted his proposals exceeded the terms of
the armistice. The armistice, however, had been made a year ago. At that

time it had been necessary to leave the Hungarians a certain force on a war
footing, in order that Hungary should be defended against the Germans, who
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mr:

were then still in the field. The situation now was quite different. It was'^f

quite unnecessary for Hungary to maintain any forces on a war footing. Xhe
Hungarian army should be demobilised. As to the Roumanians, he thought

that, ifproperly addressed, they would do as they were told.

General Weygand said that the Roumanian Military Adviser to the Peace

Delegation, Colonel Dimitresco, had called on him to say that the Roumanian

army considered itself in Hungary as the mandatory of the Conference. It.

vdshed to carry out Marshal Foch’s orders. In other words, he asked for

instructions from Marshal Foch, although he was not in command of the

Roumanian army. He added that the Roumanian commander in the field

had been instructed to send direct reports to Marshal Foch.

M. PicHON said that the Roumanians had not actually disobeyed the

Conference. They had been given a certain frontier which they had declared

they could not defend. While this was being discussed, the Hungarians had

attacked them. In self-protection they had advanced beyond the line fixed

for them.

Mr. Balfour said that he had no wish to make a case against the Rou-

manians, but he thought that M. Pichon’s statement was too favomable to

them. On the 14th June, the Roumanians had been ordered to retire by a .

certain date. They had not done so, and they had not given any explanation.

Mr. Polk added that in February last they had flatly refused to obey the

orders of the Conference.+

M. TmoNi said that he had the greatest confidence in the moral authority -

ofthe four generals who would go to Budapest. He believed that neither the

:
J^iihAnians nor the Serbians would disobey them. To reinforce their

he suggested that a diplomatic dimarche be made at Belgrade and

‘ -./M. Clemenceau suggested that the instructions drafted by Mr. Balfour

and Marshal Foch should be welded in one, and that M. Tittoni should

'prepare a dispatch to be sent to the Roumanians and the Serbians,

jj;
Mr. Polk said that he wished to enquire whether an alteration of the

B
vould not put the Council in contradiction with itself, seeing

nd the Council had addressed the Hungarian Government,*
nd on the armistice as it originally stood.

iH said that it was absolutely necessary to obtain demobilisa-

^ the presort linre. A year ago this had not been desired,

id enfirdy changed since then.

d that whatever the reasons might be, and however good
he CcHindl was committed by what it had said three days

r s^ that Marshal Foch wished to reduce the Hungarian
,^uresstated in the armistice. .He wished to draw attention'

aimktice coof^ed on the allies a right to occupy such
'®h^ in HHagm5to^teTOtQ]^,. iB order to establish peace,.



at once to the allotment which was to be made to them in the Peace Treaty,

in which case no occupation by Allied troops would be required, or to submit

to occupation by Roumanians?
Marshal Foch said that if the Hungarians were offered two solutions,

they would propose a third. This would lead to endless argument. He
suggested that the military mission be instructed to obtain such reduction as

they could.

Mr, Polk said that he did not object to any attempt the mission might
make by persuasive methods, but he bought the Goimcil should not contra-

dict itself and order the generals to violate the armistice.

Marshal Foch pointed out that.the instructions he had drawn up were
addressed not to the Hungarians, but to the allied generals.

Mr. Polk observed that ifthe Roumanians were asked to occupy Hungary
in the name of the Conference, they would be entitled to demand the cost

ofoccupation, presumably out of the available resources of Hungary.
M. Glemenceau said that for the time being the Roumanisins were asking

for nothing. Nor was it Marshal Foch’s idea to employ Roumanians as

agents of the Conference. He asked Msushal Foch ifhe required a company
of French troops.

Marshal Foch replied in the affirmative.

M. TrrroNi said that he would supply a compsmy of Italian troops.

Mr. Balfour said that Admiral Troubridge and a monitor would be
available from the British side.

M. Tittoot then proposed a draft telegram to the Roumanian and
Serbian Governments.

(After some discussion, this telegram was agreed to in the form given in
Appendix A.

It was agreed that this telegram should be communicated in \to\to to
the Roumanian and Serbian Governments and the first part of it to the
Hungarian Government by M. Pichon.

It was farther decided that the instructions contained in Appendix B
should be given to the Allied Idilitary Mission to Budapest.

Marshal Foch was asked to transmit these instructions to each of the
four generals nominated.)

3. ]^. Hoover made the following statement:

—

The coal siim-
desire to again raise to the Council the coal situation in

Um.'mEwppe Europe.

‘Under the direction of the Supreme Council and' the
Supreme Economic Council, my Administration undertook the promotion
of production and so far as possible to control the distribution of coal
during the armistice in Central and Eastern Europe. A considerable st^
has been employed upon this labour and numerous agreements and under-
takings entered upon, involving the old states of Austria, the Balkans,

^ Poland and to some extent Germany. While the result could not be ideal
they have at least served to maintain sufficient supplies for the transpdrta-
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tion of mixnicipal and domestic services necessary to maintain life. With

the ending of the armistice (and this authority) and with the super-

imposition of the Reparation Commission over a considerable part of this

problem, the supervision which we have exerted must necessarily cease.

‘Colonel A. C. Goodyear and Colonel W. G. Atwood of our staff have

compiled a summary (see appendix C^) of the 1913 production and

consumption of the principal countries in Europe (excluding Russia and

the Balkan States) and have also conducted a careful inquiry into the

probable production during the year 1919, based upon the experience of

the first six months of the year. The net result shows that from a pro-

duction of about 679,500,000 tons in the principal countries in Europe

(except Russia) the production in these states had fallen to a rate of about

443,000,000 tons per annum. Of the 1913 production above mentioned

about 614,000,000 tons were consumed in these States (i.e. outside the

Balkan States and export markets foreign to Europe). In other words, -

the production has fallen approximately 236,500,000 tons, or down to

65% ofnormal production. The consumption cannot be decreased in this

ratio (35%) upon certain vital consumers, such as transportation and

municipal and other essential services, so that a shortage for manufacture

and household use must be on a far greater ratio. Beyond this, the very

natural tendency ofproductive countries to reserve a larger degree of their

normal consumption will and does result in an undersupply to the non-

producing countries far below a 35% reduction. Furthermore, the

sunamer accummulation against winter use has not been in progress and
therefore the hardships of the coming winter are even further increased.

‘It seems almost imnecessary to repeat the causes of this diminished

production but they may be again summarised as due to certain specific

causes which in fact are much in the same in [jic] all productive industries.

‘To a minor degree, comparfed with the whole, there has been a loss of

equipment and skill, due to the war; there has been' a retcirdation of

advance exploitation during the war; there has been a relaxation of effort

as a reflex from the physical exhaustion of large sections of the populatioii

tlyrough privations and the mental and physical strain of the war; there is

a shortage of railway rolling stock for prompt movement from the mines;
- there has been an 'unsettlement of political destiny of a number of coal-

fields by the peace terms; and, above all, the proper and insistent demand
of labom for higher standards of living in the general unbalance of
economic conditions has been manifested in repeated strikes and other
dcteixents to production. Unfortunately European labour at many points
rhas becorhe infected with the theory .that the limitation of eflfort below
h^cal necessity and the obstruction oflabour-saving devices 'will increase

comfort and improve their conditions. In turn, the reactions

y.p^prjetors during the war has brought a

were as stated by Mr. Hoover. The
icmin j9 1 3 were 679, 150,000



shock to the theory of private ownership, which has discouraged further

investment and consequently a renewed opening of new areas which the

maintenance of production demands. All these causes are operating to

varying degree in different localities but their summation is shortage of
production below the living necessity of the population of Europe.

‘With the arrival of a harvest and thus the solution of immediate food

pressure, the problem ofcoal now comes to the front as the greatest menace
to the stability and life in Europe. It is a problem domestic to Europe and
incapable of solution from the United States. Disregarding all other

questions, an additional load of 1,000,000 tons per month on American
ports would indeed be a large tax in the face ofthe trebling of the United
States food exports above pre-yar normal. Furthermore, even such a
tonnage would entail a tax on the world’s shipping that cannot but affect

freight rates generally. With a shortage in production of 20,000,000 tons

per month a contribution of even double this amount from the United
States would be but little help.

‘The solution of the problem demands, first, increased production auH
second, organisation of distribution.

‘It would perhaps contribute to the first problem if the coal miners and
coal owners of all Europe could be brought to a realisation that the fate

of European civilisation now rests in their hands to a degree equal to—^if

not greater than—^in the hands of providers of food supplies during the
next year.

‘The solution of the second problem—distribution—^is vital if the non-
producing states are not to collapse and in its conduct it should be possible
to force the maximum production in those states who are p^ally
supplied.

‘I urgently recommend that some form of coal control should be set up
in Europe with view to the stimulation of production and to secure a
distribution that will maintain the essential services upon which economic
and political stability must rest. The problem cannot be solved for any
one European country alone but the energies of all must be enlisted and
the position of all must be considered. It is purely a domestic problem
for Europe.’

He therefore proposed the following resolution:

—

‘That the Supreme Council should invite the British, French, Italian,
Belgian, Polish and Gzecho-Slovak Governments each to nominate one
member to a European Goal Commission to be immediately set up to
imdertake the co-ordination of the production, distribution and trans-
portation of coal throughout Europe. The Reparation Commission, the
Teschen Comn^sion, the Plebiscite Commission for Silesia, and the
different commissions charged with matters of transport by sea, railroad
and canal, should all be instructed to co-operate with this Coal Commis-
sion and to assist the work of the Coal Commission to the full extent of
their powers.’
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M. Louoheur agreed with Mr. Hoover except in one particular. He
considered that the United States should be represented upon the proposed-

conunission.

Mr. Hoover stated that American representation had been omitted

because it was felt that this matter was a domestic problem of Europe.

Furthermore, the United States was faced with a crisis at home. At the best,

the United States could only ship to Europe about 500,000 tons in a year,

by reason of port troubles and lack of shipping. As production of coal in

Europe had declined 25% this assistance was negligible. Under the authority

of the Council he had been concerned with the coal production in Central

and Eastern Europe, but the Reparation Commission set up under the

Treaty was now taking charge of the mines, and his own work was therefore

coming to an end.

Mr. Balfour said that he was not quite sure that he \mderstood what

Mr. Hoover meant by saying that the coal crisis was a European domestic

problem. As the British representative, he might in the same way say that

the problems of continental Europe were domestic problems in which Great ,

Britain was not concerned. In reality, aU countries of the world were inter-
'

dependent, and their mutuEil interests in one another’s condition had never <

been better understood than by Mr. Hoover himself. Therefore, he did not

quite follow Mr. Hoover’s reasoning in excluding America from representa-

tion on the commission. He had no doubt, however, that the port and

shipping difficulties mentioned by Mr. Hoover made it difficult for America

; -to. do all she would wish to do to help Europe. One portion of the resolution

- pf6pc»ed by Mr. Hoover appeared to him a little obscure. He alluded to

& passage in which it was said that the Commission should ‘undertake the

co-ordination of the production, distribution and transportation of coal

^
throughout Emrope.’ Did this mean that the Commission would take charge,

for instance, of the Belgium [ric] coalfields and the coalfields of Northern,

France? Would it attempt to regulate the conditions of production in

-England? As was well known to the Council, it was difficult to obtain coal

coalfields even to keep British industries going. In what man-
the proposed comrhission intervene in the internal affairs of the r

countries? ^

Hoover said that the question of the sovereignty of commissions of
;

Hnd had always proved an insuperable difficulty. In practice, it had

. ^Iways been agreed that such commissions had no authority. No Govern-
'

j^^aaent could give a right, even to its representative, to dispose of its national

j^^^poxirces. The conunissions therefore, confined themselves to giving advice -

^^^^te^'ways and means, and the best methods of co-ordination. For instance,
*

in a 3K)sirion to produce more coal than was required of ha: .

Imme. consumption. Italy had offered a i

at larg;e. Zn Silesia,^ on



controlled the production of coal in Silesia had been superseded by the

Plebescite Commission; the resulting situation had had a detrimental effect

on the output. Iii Teschen for similar reasons the production of coal had

also diminished. The political situation there had reacted on the mines.

Czecho-Slovakia produced an excess of brown coal. This coal was useless

for transportation purposes but was employed in certain industries which

by reason of the political situation could not obtain it, and were now using

black coal. An exchange of this brown coal for black coal could be suggested

as a means of obtaining a more profitable distribution. In fact, the commis-

sion could suggest many ways of co-ordination which the ordinary play of

political affairs impeded.

M. Loucheur suggested that if an American member could not be
appointed to the commission, Mr. Hoover’s agents should at least be allowed

to continue their work in Poland and Czecho-Slovakia.

Mr. Hoover said that he thought perhaps a solution could be found ifhe
were allowed time for consultation with Mr. Polk.

M. Tittoni suggested that Mr. Hoover ntight at least continue his

activities for the first six months of the operations of the commission.

Mr. Balfour said that he was in entire agreement.

Mr. Pole asked that the question should be left open for a decision

between himself, Mr. Hoover and Mr. Loucheur.

It was then resolved:

—

‘That the Supreme Coimcil shoidd invite the British, French, Italian,

Belgian, Polish and Czecho-Slovak Governments each to nominate one
member to a European Coal Commission to be immediately set up to
imdertake the co-ordination of the production, distribution and transpor-
tation of coal throughout Europe. The Reparation Commission, the
Teschen Commission, the Plebiscite Commission Tor Silesia, and dijBTerent

Commissions charged with matters oftransport by sea, railroad and canal,
should all be instructed to co-operate with this Coal Commission and to
assist the work of the Coal Commission to the full extent of their powers.’

(It was further decided that Mr. Polk, Mr. Hoover, and M. Loucheur should
confer regarding American representation on this commission.)

4. Mr. Balfour said that he wished to introduce a subject not on the

T at wiih
s-gc^da. He did so with all due apologies. He would remind

cZdo^hvakia Council that at the same time as the Treaty with Austria,'

the Treaty with Czecho-Slovakia^ must be signed. The latter,

had not yet been passed by the Conference. Seeing that the Austrian le-
gation had been in St. Germain since May, he thought the Conference should
be ready to deal with their final reply as soon as it came.

f Tt was agreed that the question of the Treaty with Czecho-Slovakia,
-

' together with that of the Treaty with Roumania should be placed on the
. agenda for the following day.’

- rrferencewas to the treaty for the protection of minorities in CzechoslovaHa. (For
t€3ct see Treaty Series, 1919, No. 20, Gmd. 479. Gf. No. 9, minute 4 and note 9.)
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5, M. Glemenceau said that after hearing General Baird and Colonel

Mougin, he had come to the conclusion that it would be desirable

SiMa&m in Venizelos regarding some of the problems raised. He
Bdgana

liberty ofasking M. Venizelos to address the Council,

and he had also summoned M. Tardieu. He had done this without consult-

ing his colleagues, and hoped they would forgive him.

(At this stage M. Venizelos, M. Tardieu, and a number of experts on

Bulgarian Affairs entered the room.)

M. Glemenceau said that he wished to have a conversation with M. Veni-

zelos about Thrace and Asia Minor. The troops of the Great Powers were

being demobilised very rapidly. It would therefore be impossible for any

of the Great Powers to undertake a new campaign. The situation in Asia

Minor, according to his information, was not good, and as M. Venizelos

knew, a commission of enquiry had been sent.’ The Turks appeared to be

greatly incensed against the Greeks. The situation in Bulpria, on the other

caused anxiety also. The Bulgarians had demobilised in accordance

with the terms of the armistice, but they still had a respectable force under

arms. In Thrace, even should the Bulgarian Government not interfere, there

might be popular risings against the Greeks, should the country be given to

them. What had taken place in Asia Minorhad produced the effect ofmaking

the Turk and Bulgarian in Thrace feel a common interest antagonistic to

Greece. France had, in the Balkans, 15,000 men, but he must warn M. Veni-

zelos that the French Government had no intention ofembarking these troops

in a campaign. They were needed at home,- and he wished to recall them

as soon as possible. All the Powers were in the same case. The evidence led

to the conclusion that if the Peace terms offered to Bulgaria were not to

her taste, the resulting situation might be very serious. Greece, at the present

moment, had five divisions in Asia Minor.

M. Veotzelos said that there were four Greek divisions in Asia Minor;

owing to the improvement of the situation there, a fifth division, which had

been forming, had been withdrawn to Macedonia.

'^M. Glemencseau said he had not been made aware of any improvement

in the situation in Asia Minor. On the contrary, he had heard that the

situation there had re-acted unfavourably in Gonstantinople. The Allies had

smnewhat ingenuously imdertaken to disarm the Bulgarians beyond the

stipulations of the armistice. They would doubtless understand that this

intention ofdisarmingthemwas aprelude to something not to their advantage,

i;'
/They would probably decline to be disarmed. The question he personally

l^^^ed to ask M. Venizelos was this :—Gould the Greeks undertake to defend

on two fronts—^in Thrace and in Asia Minor—^without any

l^.h^re relying to this question he would like to

in Asia Minor. He begged the



outcry, which had perhaps been too much attended to in certain quarters.

No doubt excesses had taken place but there were extenuating circumstances.

The troops had been attacked in the streets by peo]ple firing at them out of

windows and from roofi. He did not attempt to exonerate the massacre of

prisoners, but he would assure the Council that after investigation, it would
be found that these were very rare and isolated instances. He need not

remind the Council that the Greek troops which had fought in Macedonia
and Russia side by side with the troops of the Great Powers had borne them-

selves well. Greek troops had been accused of excesses at Menemen. In all

seventeen people had been killed and twenty wounded. Trouble had arisen

there because a tired Greek battalion withdrawing from Bergama had been
attacked as it entered the town with sloped arms. Regarding what had been
alleged at Aidin, he begged leave to read a telegram received from the

Commander-in-Chiefofthe Greek forces (see Appendix D). As to the effect

of these events on the feelings of the Turkish population in Thrace, he
thought it would be a mistake to attribute much importance to it. On July
29th he had received a telegram from Kavalla, conveying the appeal of a
number of Thracian Mohammedans for liberation from Bulgaria (see

Appendix E).

As to M. Clemenceau’s question, whether Greece could undertake
simxdtancous action in Asia Minor and in Thrace, he was bound to answer
in the negative, but he hoped that simultaneous action would not be required.

The local situation in Asia Minor had improved, and he expected to reduce
the Greek forces there by one division. Latterly, one Greek division from
Bessarabia had been brought back to Greece, which it had been intended
originally to send to Asia Minor. It might be possible therefore to leave only
three divisions in Asia Minor, though doubtless it might be necessary to
restrict the area occupied. This was all the easier as, in consequence of the
agreement with Italy, 8 there was nothing to fear on the side of Aidin, and
only two roads ofaccess to Smyrna needed guarding. This left eight divisions
for use on the Greek front in Europe. He fully xmderstood that the Great
Powers could not undertake to enforce the Peace for him. He fully imder-
stood that Greece must help herselfin this respect. Two things were possible.
Bulgaria would sign the treaty, or would refuse to. Ifshe signed it, he thought
she would also execute it and withdraw her troops from Thrace. The
occupation of Thrace under these conditions would be an easy operation.
All measures would be taken to avoid resistance by the population, and
damage to property. He would like to suggest that the best means of obtain-
ing these results would be to send British and French officers to advance in
front of the troops. IfBulgaria refused to sign the Peace, he thought that not
Greece alone, but Greece and Serbia, and perhaps also Roumania would be
together in forcing Bulgaria to comply. Hehad heard it said that the Southern
Dobrudja was to be restored to Bulgaria. Should this not be the case, a-nH

should Bulgaria attempt to resist the treaty, he was confident that Roumania
would help Greece and Serbia, though she was not definitely pledged to do

* See No. 14, minute 4.
'

•
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so. He thought it would be of advantage to let the Bulgarians understand

that if they did not accept the treaty offered to them, they would have to be ^

coerced by their neighbours, who would compensate themselves at her

expense and eventually impose upon them much harder terms. For instance

the Dobrudja would not be left to them. He thought this would mate the

Bulgarians thinV twice before resisting. Therewould be against the Bulgarians

the overwhelming force of eight Greek divisions, two Serbian divisions (at

least two Serbian divisions could reasonably be expected) and five or six

Roumanian divisions. Should the last not act, the eight Greek and two

Serbian divisions, by prompt intervention, could easily take Sofia and

dictate Peace.

M. Clemenceau asked M. Venizelos what he thought about the Turkish

population in Thrace. The information he had received was that these

Turks were in league with the Bulgarians against Greece.

M. Venizelos said that if it was only the Thracian population that gave

trouble, eight divisions was an ample force to cope with the situation.

M. Clemenceau said that he was not entirely reassured. M. Venizelos

answered his question by saying that though he could not conduct a simul-

taneous campaign in Asia Minor and in Thrace, he hoped the Turks would
.

be good enough not to attack him in both places at once.

M. Venizelos said he had understood M. Clemenceau to ask whether -

Greece could fight Bulgaria and Turkey at the same time. This, Greece

could not do, but she was not afiraid oflocal risings in the population. Before

concluding his remarks, he would like to draw the attention of the Council

^a curious historical fact. It had often been alleged that the shape ofGreece

tWards the east was such as to render her eastern frontier untenable.

He showed by the help ofan atlas the persistence throughout the centuries

ofa territorial distribution ofthe Hellenic world very similar to the territorial

claims of the Greek Delegation.

(The work quoted was ‘The Bulgarians and their historical, ethno-

graphical .and political frontiers, 679-1917’. Preface by Dr. Rizoff,

in Berlin, 1917.)

f Clemenceau said that a suggestion had been made by M. Venizelos;

he would not accept. If he was unable to send French troops, hie wm
S t̂^tially unable to send French officers to risk their lives in Thrace.

5V
" M. PlcHON said that M. Venizdos had only considered the hypothesis-

14; of r^istance by Bulgaria to the Treaty. In that case the Serbians and

^^toumanians were expected to make common cause with Greece. But was

not possible that Bulgaria would acquiesce in all the causes concerning

.and Serbia, in order to detach them from Greece and in ord«

hg felt certain of her co-operationj;

country, and

a--Treaty -bet^e^

and he admitted



Roumanian co-operation was less certain. He did not, however, think that

Bulgaria would abandon the Dobrudja without contest.

(M. Venizdos then withdrew.)

M. Tardieu then explained that the Commission had attempted to work

on the lines suggested by M. Tittoni,’ but that no agreement had been

reached up to the present.

(Certain alternative suggestions weremade and the question was deferred

for discussion at a later date.)

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic^ Paris

y

August 5y igig.

Appendix A to No. 28

Tiligramme d envoyer aux Gouvemements HongroiSy Serbs ef Roumain

I® Le Conseil Supr^e de la Conf6rence de la Paix a d^cid6 d’envoyer'^ Buda-
pest une mission de quatre g^n^raux: am^ricain, fran^aisj anglais et italien:

a) Pour entrer en communication avec le Gouvernement hongrois, assurer dc
sa part Texecution de rarmistice avec les modifications que, d’un commun accord,

ils reconnaitront n^cessaire.

b) Pour entrer en communication avec les chefs des armies (roumaines) (serbes)

afin de garantir selon les instructions de la Conf&*ence le pays occup6 contre tous

sevices, et leur dormer les instructions qu’ils croiront utiles quant k I’occupation

efiective de ces armees et le retrait en arrifere dans leurs fironti^res respectives des

forces en excedent.

(Cette premiere partie seule sera envoy^e au Gouvernement hongrois.)

2^ La Conf6rence demande au Gouvernement (roumain) (serbe) de ti;ans^

mettre imm6diateinent aux chefs de leurs arm6es Tordre de se conformer aux
instructions de la mission des quatre g6n6raux qui repr^sentent la Conf6rencc,

Appendix B to No.’ 28

Directive pour la Mission Interalliee d Budapest

La mission a pour objet de:

I®) se mettre. en communication avec le Gouvernement Hongrois dsms le but
d^assurer Tobservation de Parmistice et de rendre le d6sarmement effectif.

A cet effet elle aiu*a k:

Fixer rimportance maxima des effectifs de I’arm^e hongroise k maintenir sous
les armes, dans le but unique d’assurer le maintien de Tordre int^rieur;

i) Proc^der au desarmement de toutes les unit6s d6mobilis6es et k la dissolution

des depots ou noyaux mobilisateurs

;

... ® See 'No. 24, minute i.
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c) Assurer aux Allies, la livraison des armes, munitions et materiel de guerre en

excddent du matdriel ndcessaire aux unites maintenues, y compris celui'

provenant de I’armde Mackensen.

d) Rdgler de concert avec les Commandements allies, la repartition de ces

divers materiels entre les Puissances alliees interessees, en tenant compte

de I’effort militaire fourni par elles, et de la situation de guerre actuelle;

6
^
Arreter immediatement la production des arsenaux ou etablissements indus*

triels de g»erre. *

2“) faire un rapport sur I’etat actuel de cette question et son evolution pro-

bable.

30) Se mettre en Kaison avec les Commandants en Chef des Armies ronmaine

et serbe pour:

a) 6viter de la part des armies victorieuses toute mesUre qui en surexcitant le

sentiment national en Hongrie ou par toute autre cpns^quence perp6-

tuerait la situation troubl6e de ce pays et retarderait la conclusion de la

paix.

b) determiner d’aprfes la situation du moment Tefifectif et les emplacements des

troupes roumaines et serbes qu’il est necessaire de maintenir sur le terri-

toire hongrois pour garantir Tordre et Texecution de rarmistice.

c) regler avec les commandements roumain et serbe le retrait des troupes

roumaines et serbes en exc6dent.

La Mission est inform6e pour ^clairer ses decisions

:

1°) que les frontiferes de la Hongrie ayant 6t6 d^finies d6jk par la Conference et

communiquees immediatement k tous les Gouvernements interess6s, la Conference

a comme politique de retirer toutes les troupes etrangferes de ce pays en evitant

tout deiai qm ne serait pas indispensable, II faut noter que les Roumains ont

promis de retirer leurs armees aussitot que le desarmement des Hongrois aura ete

accompli et en conformite avec les termes de rarmistice.

2^) que des ordres ont donnes pour mettre fin au blocus de la Hongrie et

pour poursuivre Fimportation immediate des denr^es de premiere n6cessit6.

que le maintien de ces conditions nouvelles d6pendra de la conduite du

Gouvernement hongrois vis-i-vis des Puissances Alli6es et Associ6es.

que ces Puissances n’ont pas le moindre d6sir de s’immiscer dans les affaires

intfeeures du peuple hongrois en ce qui concerne le choix de leur Gouvernement,

mais que n^anmoins elles ne peuvent traiter qu’avec un Gouvernement dans

lequd elles puissent se fier pour executer loyalement ses obligations intemationales-

Appendix D to No. 28

Traduction,

g :Son Excellence Monsieur Venizelos.

Smyrne le 2 (tout igig*

I
d’^e enqude d;en4ue sur les 6v6nements d’Aidin que les nouvelles

s sur . des pr6tendus massacre sont denudes dc

dans la ville d’Aidin, deux homm^
TTitlUftrst

C21S purement fbrtuit. Des jxdlli^^

m '

“ yM



de coups de fusil ayant tir^s, il est naturel que ces trois personnes aient 6t6

atteintes.

Aussitot apr^s le depart de notre arm^e de ce secteur, les Turcs se sont livr6i k

d’effroyables massacres de chr6tiens. Des photos de centaines de victimes ont 6t6

prises par notre service, pour la plupart des femmes et des enfants dont les corps

^taient mutil6s. Jusqu’^ pr6sent six cents cadavres ont 6t^ dicouverts; le nombre

total des victimes est 6valu6 k plus de deux mille.

Apres la reoccupation de la ville, grace aux mesures qui ont 6t6 prises, aucun

acte de repr^saille de la part des notres n’a ^t<5 signald. II s’ensuit que la responsa-
" bilitd des dv^nements retombe exclusivement sur les Turcs.

J’ai eu Foccasion de constater k diffdrentes reprises que des bruits non control's

sont r^pandus par des fonctionnaires subalternes apr^s avoir 6t6 exag^r^s ou m6me
cr66s de toutes pieces.

G]&n]^ral Parask^vopoulos

Appendix E to No. 28

Cope de UUgramme. SSS Gavalla 574—257—29

—

2$ h.—^vmlte.

Nous Musulmans r^fugi& de Thrace qui, fuyant atrocit^s Bulgares, avons trouv^

en Gr^ce asile et notre salut avecjoie ddbordant apprimes que Gonfiirence, rendant

arret sublime de justice, ddcida la liberation de Thrace du joug odieux bulgare,

et que nous pourrons bientot rdintegrer notre pays pour vivre heureux avec nos

coreligionnaires aux cdt6s Hellenes, avec lesquels musulmans Thrace furent tou-

jours en excellentes relations, et prospdrer sous le regime parfait de liberte et

d’equite helienique. Nos compatriotes attendent anxieusement [? la fin] definitive

des maux qu’ils ont essuyes et continuent essuyer sous le Gouvernement bulgare et

esp^rent fermement que la Bulgarie, dont la barbarie depasse toutes les bornes,

sera limitee dans ses confins d’avant la guerre baJkanique et qu’elle n’aura plus

sous sa domination des territoires auxquels elle est compietement etrangere. Vous
assurant. Excellence, que les troupes liberatrices de Grfece seront saluees partout

dans notre pays avec veritable enthousiasme, nous prions agreer notre devouement
integral au nom Musulmans Thrace occidentale: Le Gomite originaire Sandjak
Gumuldjina Scherif Ismail Mehmet Youssouf Ralisin Moustafa Gadir Bekir
Mehmet Ibrahim, Comite Gaza Xanthie YoussoufMoula Hassan Moustafa Rassin
Mestan Hassan Houssein Imbrahim [ric], Gomite Gaza Cabrider [PEgridere]

Imam Halil Hadji Mesiam Imane [PImam] Souleimann Ibrahim Ahmet, Gomite
Gaza D[P]ridele [PDaridere] Hafouz Houssein Ali Ahtet '[PAhmet] Houssein
Sah, Gomite originaire Sandjak Dedeagatch Eteoglou Osman D[P]istan Ahmet

Bouroundjik Ahmet, Gomite Gaza Demotica Schalli Salim Bulbur Ibrahim Hassan
Houssein, Gomite Gaza Ortacu [POrtakioi] Djater [PDjaferj Salih Tatar Bekir,

Gomite Gaza KirbdjaU [ric] Hodja Taik Moustafa Ramadan Ali HaUl Fechat
Schaban.
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No. 29

H. D. 25.] Notes ofa Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great

Powers, held in M. Pichon’s Room at the Qtiai d’Orsay, Paris, on Wednesdajt,

August 6, 1919, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,

Sir George Clarke [Clerk].

France: M. Clemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Ber-

thelot, M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: USA.: Capt. Ch^in. British Empire: Major

Caccia. France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Lt.-Col. A. Jones.

Interpreter: Professor P. J. Mantoux.

I . At the suggestion ofMr. Balfour (seeAnnex [Appendix] A) itwas agreed to
,

modify the text ofthe decision taken by the Conference on the
;;

Surrender of officers
ist August, 1919, (h. d. 21 S item i), and to request Marshal

submit a report on the military measures necessary
ws oj war

oblige the German Government to surrender the

persons guilty of breaches of the laws of war.

(It was agreed that no compensations should be demanded from the

German Government. The revised text of the decision taken by the Con-

ference on the 1st August, 1919, would therefore read as follows

—

r
^
It was decided

—

. ^ (1) That no immediate reply to the German Government’s request should

be given,

(2) That the Military representatives at Versailles in collaboration with

Marshal Foch should investigate the accuracy of the statements

contained in the communication of the German Government, and

should utilise all available source.s of information at their command.

(3)

. That Marshal Foch should report to the Coimcil on the mihtary,

, measures that might be enforced in order to oblige the German

/ Gk>vemment to comply with the clauses of the treaty relating to the

rj f ; surrender to the Allies of ofl&cers guilty of breaches of Laws of Wax.)

Mr. Pole said that before the questions on the agenda paper came under

;

J :
: - discussion, he wished to communicate to the Supreme Council

:
^ -the latest information received from Budapest. ,

*

Hungary . i j j
(Mr. Polk then distribute copies of the documents mcluded. in ;

Innex [Appendix] B.)

Glemenceau said that,from the telegram sent on the. 5th August by-^

that the Roumanians had proposeil?

He did hot think, that

in Budapest and was tr



Hungarians \sic\ had been authorised by the Allied and Associated Powers

to take such action.

M. Tittoni thought that the Roumanian Government had merely put

forward certain proposals.

Mr. Balfour said that the Roumanian Government regarded itself as

absolutely independent, and had acted and put forward its Conditions as if

the Allied and Associated Governments did not exist. Technically, Roumania
was quite independent since Marshal Foch had not been placed in command
of the Roumanian troops. Roumania had quarrelled with the Allies:

M. Bratiano had left Paris thoroughly discontented, and he was now acting

as the head of one independent State dealing with another equally indepen-

dent State.

Mr. Polk informed the Conference that he had that morning had a long

conversation with Mr. Misu, shortly after the receipt of the docmnents he
had just distributed. He had communicated the contents ofthose documents

to Mr. Misu and had explained to him that Roumanians action amounted to

an attempt to conclude a separate peace. He (Mr. Polk) had pointed out

that he did not consider it right that the Roumanians should obtain the
' delivery ofthe war material referred to in the document under consideration,

Mr. Misu had replied that the measures taken were dictated by military

necessity. He further stated that Roumania had not been treated with
justice in regard to the matter of reparations. He maintained that the

Belgians, whose territory had similarly been invaded, had been permitted

to appoint a representative on the Commission ofReparations and had there-

by been able to look after their interests. On the other hand, Roumania had
not been permitted to appoint a representative on that Commission.
Mr. Balfoxtr suggested that Mr. Misu should be invited to attend in

order to discuss the question under reference. Mr. Misu was a very sensible

man with whom it might be possible to arrive at an agreement.
M. Clemenceau saw no objection to Mr. Misu being heard by the

Council.

Mr. Polk thought it would be preferable for Mr. Balfour in the first place
to have a private conversation with Mr. Misu. He thought that procedure
would yield better results.

Mr; Balfour a^eed that talking alone gave opportunities for the excuse
of a certain flexilnlity of convmation that could not be got in a formal
conference. On the other hand he thought a greater impression would be
producedJby an interview with the Council as a whole. He propose,
foc^^^fet IMr. Mi^ be received in that rooip. Otherwise, -that
M; Clemenceau be authorised to speak .on behalf c£ the Conferance.

^

M. Tittoni enquired whether it would be possible for the Generals form-

^ hag part of the Allied Mission to Budapest to start at once,
gij?,. - M. Clemenceau thought that a telegram should at once be sent to the

t
:|
Rumanian Government stating that the Cotmcil did not recognise the

|:;
f%ht of Roumania to conclude an armistice. Should the Roumanians fail

accept-those instructions, the situation would become exceedingly grave.

W':
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Mr. BALFom pointed out that the armistice proposed by the Roumanians

would in addition deprive the Commission on Reparations of material and

property which belonged to the whole of the Allies.

Mr. Polk added that Mr. Hoover had also drawn attention to the fact

that by withdrawing 50% ofthe rolling stock from Hungary, the Roumanians

would thereby render the distribution of supplies impossible.

(Marshal Foch, General Bliss, General Weygand, General Belin and

Col. Georges entered the room.)

M. Clemenceau said that the Supreme Council had decided that the four

generals should forthwith be sent to Budapest. He enquired what measures

Marshal Foch had taken to give effect to that resolution.

Marshal Foch replied that the four Generals who were to form part of

the Military Mission to Budapest were scattered, consequently the following

measures had been taken—General Graziani, being under the orders of

General Franchet d’Esperey, a telegram had been transmitted to him through

Greneral Franchet d’Esperey together with copies of instructions. General

Franchet d’Esperey had also been asked to forward copies of these documents

to General Mombelli who was said to be at Sofia.

M. Tittoni, intervening, said that General Mombelli was now actually

in Turin. He would therefore himself send him copies of the instructions.

General MontpeUi [Mombelli] had, as a matter of fact, already been warned

and would be ready to start within six hours after receipt of orders to that

effect.

I General Weygand said that he had forwarded to General Bliss the

instructions intended for General Bandholtz, the American Representative.

In regard to the British General, he believed him to be at Pressbourg, and

he had consequently asked General SackviUe-West to forward the necessary
' instructions. He had, however, just learnt that General Gorton had already

reached Budapest. 3 It would therefore be necessary to forward his instruc-

tions to that town.

Mr. Polk wished to call attention to a certain matter connected with the

instructions to be issued to the four Generals. Yesterday M. Tittoni had
jnrojmsed an amendment in order that the Generals might fully realise that

the instructions given them should be carried out in agreement with the

Hungarian Government: that is to say, the required results were to be

obtained rather by persuasion than by the issue of orders. The text of the

tdegram which he had received that morning from General Weygand did

> not appear to contain that amendment. He proposed, therefore, that the

ajgreement with the Hungarian Government’ should be inserted

EWeygand thought that the first paragraph of the instruction

^r^Rplk’s view,^^ce it was therein clearly stated that the .mission

with the Htmganan Government in

See No. a8, appendix B.



followed. He thought that sentence clearly indicated that an agreement

should be reached between the mission and the Hungarian Government.

Mr. Polk agreed that his objection had been fully met.

M. Clemenceau suggested tlaat the Council should proceed to draft the

text of a telegram to be sent to the Roumanian Government, stating that the

Allied and ALSSOciated Governments would not admit her right to conclude

an independent armistice with Hungary; that such an armistice would not

receive recognition, particularly as it was intended to take away large

quantities ofmaterial, thejoint property ofall the Allies and not ofRoumania
alone.

Mr. Balfour said he had prepared a draft telegram.

(After a short discussion, the following draft telegram was approved:—

, ‘Supreme Council have learnt that Roumanian military authorities at

Buda-Pesth have imposed armistice on Hungarian Government, to be
accepted at a few hours’ notice. Terms ofthis armistice renderit impossible

for Hungarian Government to fulfil armistice concluded withAllied Powers
on November 13th. Moreover, terms in themselves pay no regard to rights

of reparation of other Allies. Supreme Coimcil desire form^y to record
their refusal to recognise right of Roumanian Commander*in-Chief to

impose any armistice without authority ofAllied and Associated Powers.’)

(At this stage M. Misu and M. Vaida-Voivode entered the room.)

M. Clemenceau said that the Council had invited M. Misu and M. Vaida-
Voivode to attend in order to consider the situation in Hungary, which was
very grave. The Roumanians had seized Budapest.

M. Misu, intervening, said that he had received no official communication
on the subject.

M. Clemenceau, continuing, said that information which left no doubt
on the matter had been received from various somces. Furthermore, the

Supreme Council had learnt that the Roumanians had proposed an armistice

to the Hungarian Government.

M. Misu said he had received no information on that subject, with the

exception of the telegram which Mr, Polk had shown him that morning.
M. Clemenceau, continuing, said that the Supreme Council had just

decided to send a telegram to the Roumanian Government.
(M. Clemenceau then read the telegram above quoted).

M. Misu said he would forward a copy of the tdegr^ to his Government,
laying stress on the view expressed by the Council.

M. Clemenceau said that the Allied and Associated Powers had given
many proofs ofgoodwill to Roumania. M. Bratiano had not always received
these in the spirit in which they had been meant. The situation to-day, how-
ever, was very grave, and he was authorised to say that the Supreme Council
were determined that the Armistice of Versailles should be respected and
executed everywhere.

M. Misu drew attention to the fact that the situation had entirely altered

in consequence of the last attack made by the Hungarians.
,
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M. Clemenceau remarked that the relative position of the Entente and

Roumania had in no way altered.' -

M. Misu, continuing, said that Mr. Polk had that morning communicated

to him a list of the material which had been demanded by the terms of the

alleged armistice. He wished to point out that the Roumanians demanded

the delivery of this material solely in the general interest. This material was

being taken over solely with the view of disarming Hungary, since it was

essential to disarm her as rapidly as possible. The naeasures so taken would

not, however, in any way prejudge the eventual distribution between the

Allies of the material so obtained.

M. Clemenceau said he vdshed to read to the Roumanian Delegation a

copy ofthe instructions which had been sent to the Alhed Generals who were

proceeding to Budapest.

M. Misu said he had received the text of the telegram that morning, and

had already tdegraphed the same to his Government. On the other hand,

the Council should not lose sight of the fact that Roumania had been treated

unjusdy by the Commission on Reparations from which she had been

excluded. Roumania had consequently not obtained the authority to seek

out the material which had been looted from her territory by her various

enemies.

M. Vaida added that the Roumanians had merely claimed the return of

their own property.

~ M. Clemenceau enquired how the Roumanians could pick out their own

personal goods from the mass of material in question.
'

' M[. Vaeda pointed out that the Roumanian rolling stock had been taken

by the Bolsheviks with the r^ult that at the present moment Roumania only

possessed some 50 locomotives. On the other hand, Roumania had been

,
obliged to incur serious expense in order to maintain the army at a time when

their zillies had already begun to demobilise. Mackensen, during the course

1. - of his retreat, had carried off a large quantity of material, which had subse-

- quently fallen into the hands of the Magyars. The Roumanian Delegation

several occasions requested the Conference to return this material,

MpKab answer had ever been vouchsafed. It was essential that the material

^esdon should be returned with as little delay as possible; otherwise the

SV^fsaarks and signs, which would enable the Roumanians to recognise thefr

Kf",|®Qperty, would disappear. Should this material at once pass into the posses-

'^on ofthe Roumanians, he thought it would be quite as safe as ifit remained .

Wth the Magyars, and should it subsequently be proved that the engines,

would be used to revictual his unhappy country, in reality belonged

pa^cular one of the Allies, the Roumeuiians would be ready to
’

them without a mmmur. The Council would undoubtedly agree :

the Roumanians would be a safer guarantee

a^i^nlained himself badly. The
Dele^tes was the folibwiog.

ah armistice whicli.-^



would in any way hinder the Hungarian Government from executing the

terms of the armistice which she had already concluded with the Allies. For

-some months past the Principal Allied and Associated Governments had
endeavoured to enforce the execution of that eirmistice. It had been agreed

to enforce that armisticej and even if possible to enlarge its scope by agree-

ment, in order to obtain a more complete disarmament. The Roumanians
had now seized Budapest. Nevertheless, the conditions of the armistice

concluded with the Entente would have to be fulfilled. The Allied and
Associated Governments intended shortly to mak'e peace with Hungary,
and they could not allow the action ofRoumania to reteurd the conclusion of

peace. With that object in view, the generals had been sent to Buda Pest.

M. Mtsu said that he would transmit the wishes of the Conference to his

Government.

M. Glemenceau pointed out that these were not the wishes, but the final

^decisions of the Conference. Furthermore, the Council wished to know as

soon as possible what action Roumania intended to take in the matter. In
regard to the material, he wished to point out that the Allied and Associated

Governments had no desire to deprive Roumania of that portion of the

material to which she was entitled : but the whole must enter into thecommon
pool. That was the principle which Roumania was required to accept.

M. Misu pointed out that it was a matter ofurgency that the Inter-Allied

Commission should proceed to Buda Pest with as little delay as possible. The
Commission wordd then be in a position to obtain particulars, and to give

the necessary instructions.

M. Clemenoeau expressed the view that the situation at present in

Himgary-was so confused that it would be necessary, in order to avoid all

misunderstanding, that all questions should be settled directly between the
Corrference and the Roumanian Government,
Mr. Balfour said that he could add very little to what had been said by

M. Glemenceau It was quite clear that Rotonania had been cruelly treated

both by Germany and by Hungary. Without doubt, she would never recover
all that she had lost, since an act of spoliation necessarily involved an act of
destruction, and it would be impossible to get back material which had been
destroyed. Roumania would doubtless find herself in the same situation as
Serbia, Belgium and France. It was equally true to say that the Magyars
had taken from the Roumanians the greater part of their rolling stock, but
the fact that rolling stock constituted the material which Europe most
urgently required in order to reconstitute her economic life should not hd
lost sight of. Consequently, in spite of her rights, Roumania should realise

that in the general interest this material must be distributed in an eqtiitable
' manner for the benefit of all parties.

In regard to the proposed armistice he wished to invite attention to the
following paragraph which the Roumanian Government desired to impose
on Hungary, namely:

—

, ‘The factories existing in Hungary which may have served for the
„ ' manufacture of arms and munitions of all kinds must be demolished to
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the benefit ofRoumania. This operation shall be carried outby Roumanian

specialists with the help of Hungarian Officers.’

He need hardly point out that in Hungary, as in all Allied countries, every

factory and every workshop had been utilised for the production of war

material. Consequently, the whole of the Hungarian factories would have

to behanded over to Roumania. Such a solution was impossible for Hungary,

and he thought that it would be equally unacceptable to the Allied and

Associated Governments, since it contravened the principles which had

hitherto guided the Conference in their labours.

Mr. Vaipa said that the opportunities of presenting their case to the

Conference which had hitherto been offered to the Roumanian Delegation

had been so few and far between that he could not allow the present opportu-

nity of malcing a Statement to escape. He wished to impress upon the

Conference the fact that the Magyars had never complied with the condi-

tions of the armistice of the 13th November, 1918. The Entente had for

many months past struggled against the situation so created, and had on

frequent occasions issued instructions which the Roumanian Government

had always accepted whatever might have been the consequences entailed.

On the other hand, the Allied and Associated Powers had never been able

to compel the Hungarians to accede to their wdshes. Finally, the Hungarians

had attacked Roumania thereby annulling the armistice. In spite of the

armistice, the Hungarians had treated the Roumanians as enemies and

compelled the latter to take military measures to defend themselves.

He wished on this occasion to beg the Conference to make certain altera-

tions, in the terms of the existing armistice. He would ask the Conference to

add to the instructions to be issued to the generals a clause to the effect that

the armistice of the 13th November having been broken no longer existed,

and that it must be replaced by a new armistice to be imposed in Budapest

by the representatives of the Entente. Many of the clauses of the armistice

of November, 1918, could no longer be carried out: others had no further

value. Yesterday the Himgarians were the enemies of Roumania, to-day

they were conquered, and Roumania in the future desired that they should

IkK^me her fnends. He begged the Conference, therefore, to reconsider the

text ofthe telegram which it was proposed to send to the Roumanian Govem-
mait and to modify it so as to add a sentence which would prove to his

Government that it could stiU count on the same goodwill as the Conference

^
had extended to himselfpersonally. Every telegram issued by the Conference

was invariably at once published in the newspapers ofVienna and Budapest.

Gkmsequently, it was essential that the message should not be open to the

Aiterpretation that the Conference desired to blame Roumania when a word

Mffleouragement would cause hopes to arise, which would lead more easily

tljat tins request would receive the favourable

[ D^^ation merely asked for some



(M. Misu and M. Vaida Voivode then withdrew.)

M. Glemenceau expressed the view that the remarks made by the

Roumanian representatives were just, and that a sentence should be added

to the draft telegram to give effect to their wishes.

M. Tittoni pointed out that Mr. Vaida Voivode had also declared that

the Hungarians had no further claim to the maintenance ofthe first armistice,

and that the four Allied Generals should be charged with the duty of dicta-

ting new conditions.

(After a short discussion it was decided to insert in the telegram above
quoted the following sentence:—

^

^FuUy recognising the just claims of Roumania and her devotion to the

common cause.’)

(It was agreed :

—

(1) To transmit the following telegram with aU due urgency to the Rou-
manian Government through the French Charge d’Affaires at

Bukarest :

—

‘The Supreme Council had learnt that the Roumanian military

authorities at Budapest have imposed armistice on Hungarian
Government to be accepted at a few hours notice. The terms of

this armistice render it impossible for Hungarian Government to

fulfil armistice concluded with Allied and Associated Powers on
November 13th, 1919 [sic]. Moreover, the terms in themselves

paid no regard to rights ofreparation of other AlKes. The Supreme
Council whilst folly recognising the just claims of Roumania and
her devotion to the common cause, desired formally to record their

refusal to recognise the right of Roumania’s Commander-in-
Chief to impose any armistice without authority of the Allied and
Associated Powers.’

(2) To forward instructions to the four generals, members of the Military

Mission to Budapest, to proceed thither without delay.)

3. M. Glemenceau said he wished to communicate to the Conference, for

information, the following, telegram, dated Constantinople,
Results ofthe decision August, IQIQ:

—

of the Conference in

regard to Smyrna Th^ High Commissioners of Great Britain, France and
Italy on the 3rd August, 1919, transmitted to the Turkish

Government, the decisions of the Supreme Council in regard to the

delimitation of the Greek and Italian zones of occupation and in regard
to the creation of a Commission of Enquiry into tjie events which have
taken place in consequence of the occupation of Smyrna.

‘The Grand Vizier received this communication with great satisfaction

and declared that the Conference had thereby increased by 50 per cent,

the authority of the Government.
‘An official communique dated on the 4th August ends as follows:

—

“Without doubt the humanitarian decision of the Peace Conference will

fill everyone withjgratitude.”
’
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4- M. Clemenceau read the following telegram, dated 5th August, 1919,.

whidi he had received from the French Ambassador in
BepatMn of Washington, in reply to the request made by the Conference
Ciif^Shvaks

American Government on the subject of the repatriation
tn t em

Gzecho-Slovaks in Siberia:

—

‘The American Government possesses no tonnage which could serve

for the repatriation of the Czecho-Slovahs, and does not believe that any

other country is in a position to supply tonnage for that purpose. In view

of the fact that the matter relates to the repatriation of people who would

no longer fight, it enquires whether it would not be possible to send these

people to the Black Sea, passing through the region occupied by General

Denekm.
‘The American Government is considering at the same time the repatria-

tion, which must soon take place, of the 200,000 German-Austro [nc]

prisoners stiU in Siberia.’

M. Clemenceau, continuing, said that the Conference were faced with a

cruel situation. The military experts at Versailles, to whom the question

had been referred, had reached the conclusion that the Gzecho-Slovaks could

only be repatriated by the sea route. To the demand for tonnage made to

the American Government, the reply was that no tonnage was available,

and that the repatriation of the Gzecho-Slovaks could only be made by the

land route. The Conference felt obliged, therefore, as a last resort, to turn

to the Japanese Government to whom the question had already been

^bmitted.

. M. Matsui said that during the course of the meeting at which this

question ofrepatriation had first been discussed,* the view had been expressed

&at the Gzecho-Slovaks should be withdrawn from the Trans-Siberian rail-

way and placed on the right of Koltchak’s army, in order to reinforce the

latter. It had then been suggested that the Japanese Government should

'

fiimish military contingents in order to relieve the Gzecho-Slovaks along the

i^j^ts-Sibeiian Railway. Later, the situation had altered, and it had be^
f ibind that the Gzecho-Slovaks could not be used to reinforce Koltchak’s

arUty since they desired to be repatriated and refused to fight. The situation

, Jiving thus altered,® Baron Makino had telegraphed to theJapanese Govem-
. mentforfmhinstructi No reply had yet been received. He did not wish

top^udge the question, but he felt compelled to inform the Conference that

i he did not think the Japanese Government would be in a position to accept

jie proposal. He was led to that conclusion by the refusal ofhis Government
r request made by the Roumanian Government, who
to repatriate the Roumanians at present in Siberia,

below. th(^ of the Gzecho-Slovaks. Nevertheless^ his

I
, djcmnst^ces,^ it would
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or by the sea route. On the other hand, all information went to show that

they could not spend the winter in Siberia.
' M. Tittoni enquired how the Czecho-Slovaks at present obtained their

supplies.

Mr. Balfour replied that they received their supplies from America via

Vladivostock.'

M. Clemenceau enquired whether the ships which brought these supplies

did not return empty, and, if so, whether they could not be used for repatria-

ting the Czecho-Slovaks.

Mr. Balfour thought that the steamers were not suitable for employment
as troopships.

M. Clemenceau thought that the men would prefer to be repatriated in

discomfort rather than not to be repatriated at all.

Marshal Foch expressed the view that the shortest route would be via

Vladivostock and Vancouver and thence across the Atlantic to Europe. He
enquired whether the ships which came to fetch the American troops could

not be used for bringing the Czecho-Slovaks across the Atlantic.

M. Clemenceau urged that some solution should be found.

Mr. Polk said that if the Coimcil would adjourn the question for a few
days, he would again refer the matter to his Government.

(It was decided that Mr. Polk should telegraph again to the American
Government to urge the necessity of supplying the tonnage required for

the repatriation of the Czecho-Slovaks, the American proposals to send the
men across the territories occupied by General Denekin having been found
to be unworkable.)

5. M. Clemenceau said that the following telegrarh dated 3rd August, 1919,
had been received from the French Military Attach^ at

Situation in the BalHe Stockholm*
Provinces. Action of ,

Genial von derGoUz From information supplied by our Military Mission at

Libau, the Germans, far from evacuating Courland, as

promised, continue to reinforce themselves by fresh drafts and additional

material. They at present possess 35,000 men in that region.

‘Von der Goltz is determined not to leave. He encourages the entry of
Russian Bolshevists, and German Spartacists who have considerable funds
at their disposal. He counts on their action to provoke a revolutionary,

movement which would give him the excuse for intervention.

‘The situation is extremdy critical and will become more so after the
roth Ai^ust, the date from which the American revictualling must cease
except for the children at Riga. Unless the UUmanis Government^ receives
at once the arms, equipment material and money which the British Mission

. -had caused it to expect, it cannot maintain itselfbeyond the 15th August,
and will be replaced by extreme Socialists. This will bring about a
Bolshevik revolution. The Germans will then intervene as saviours and

: definitely occupy the country.’

' ’ The Provisional Government of Latvia. See Vol. Ill of this series.



M. Clemenceau, continuing, called on Marshal Foch to express his views

on this question.

General Weygand said that the Conference had decided on the 30thJuly

to accept the proposals made by General Gough. * The telegram giving effect

to that decision had onlybeen dispatched by Marshal Foch on the istAugust.

The telegram to [? from] the French Military Attach^ at Stockholm had

been dispatched on the 3rd August, and he doubted whether Marshal Foch’s

telegram, which had to be forwarded through General Nudant in Berlin,

could have reached General von der Goltz by the 3rd August.

On the other hand, that morning. Marshal Foch had received the follow-

ing telegram from General Gough:

—

‘Please thank Marshal Foch for the firm attitude taken by him in regard

to von der Goltz. Should the latter carry out the orders now sent him,

many of the difficulties will have been overcome. I shall do all that is

possible in regard to the Lithuanian Polish question.’®

He (General Weygand) thought it would be best to await the receipt of

later iriformation.

(It was decided to postpone the consideration of this question until the

receipt of further information.)

6. M. Matsui proposed that the Japanese Delegation should be authorised

Appomtnmd of Allied *0 appoint a Japanese Officer to form part of the Allied

Conumssionersnegotuaing Commission appointed on August 4th, 1919 (h. n. 23’®)

between the German and to negotiate between the Polish and German Govern-
Polish Governments ments.

(It "was agreed that a Japanese oflicer should be nominated to represent

Japan on the Allied Commission for negotiation between the German and

the Polish Governments.)

7. Mr. Headlam-Morley^i invited attention to the draft of a Treaty

between the Principal Allied and Associated Powers on
Treaty between the hand, and Gzecho-Slovakia on the other hand
PmdpdMiedand
Associated Powers m . -n-r « .

-i ^

and the Gzecho- Commission on New States were anxious that a copy

Slovak State of the treaty should be communicated to the Gzecho-Slovak

Delegation^ and he had been deputed to obtain the sanction

of the Gouncil to this procedure being adopted. The treaty had been

-imanimously accepted by the Gommission on New States, but it was con-

^
^dered politic that the Czecho-Slovak Delegation should at once have an

^^Ippportumty of expressing them '

« as, mimite 4. . « Cf. No. 19, minute i. 10 No. 27 (minute 4).

0tt^ve the ^mmission on New States.

‘ 5j was in the main the same as the text of

Se]Jtanber 10, 1919 (Treaty Series, 1919^ .

[ ^th minbr vanation by D. H. Miller, op. dt.,

,



(It was decided*^ to approve the draft of the treaty hetween the Principal

Allied and Associated Powers and Czecho-Slovalda as submitted by the
Committee on New States; the draft to be submitted to the Czecho-
slovakian Delegation by the Secretariat-General.)

8. Mr. Headlam-Morley said that the Commission on New States h^d
proposed that the treaty between the Allied and Associated

Tr^betmmthe Powers and Roumania (annex should also forthwith

pLw communicated to the Roumanian Delegation.

and Roumania The treaty dealt with matters of very great complexity.

The Commission had therefore refrained from entering into

direct negotiations with the Roumanian Delegation. It was now considered

expedient that the draft treaty in its final form should forthwith be com-
municated to the Roumanian Delegation, with the intimation that though
the general principles had been accepted, the Roumanian Government
would have the opportunity of making their observations on matters of
detail. He pointed out that the same procedure had been followed with
advantage in the case of Poland.

Mr. Polk enquired whether any reservation had been made by any of
the representatives on the Commission.
Mr. Headlam-Morley replied that the American representative had

made a reservation in regard to the clause dealing with navigation on the
Dniester.*®

Mr. Polk said that he could only accept the treaty with the reservation
on the question of the Dniester. President Wilson himself was greatly

interested in this question.

.Mr. Hudson suggested that the clause dealing with the Dniester should
not be communicated to the Roumanian Delegation. The Dniester was
situated in Russian territory.

Mr. Polk stated that for that very reason the inclusion of this clause might
convey the idea to the Roumanians that the Council accepted their rlaima

in Bessarabia.

Mr.Headlam-Morleym^dntainedthat ifthe Dniesterwere notmentioned,
great difiiculties might subsequently arise. He suggested that in communi-
cating the treaty to the Roumanian Delegation, a forwarding letter should
be sent explaining that certain questions could not be definitely decided until
the firontiers of Czecho-Slovalda had been setded.

(It was decided*® to approve the draft of the treaty between the Principal
Allied and Associated Powers and Roumania as submitted by the Gom-

« Owing to a fiiult of transposition the decision arising out of minute 7 stands in the
original at the conclusion ofminute 8 and vice versa.

Not pimted. This document, headed ‘5®. 6preuve— 17 juillet 1919’, was a draft for
the treaty at Paris on December 9, 1919 (Treaty Series, 1920, No. 6. Cmd. 588).
This draft is printed with certain variations by D. H. Miller, op. dt., vol. xiii, pp. 280-8.
(Variation occurs, in particular, in artide 17 of the draft; see note 15, below.)

*» Artide 17 of the draft. This artide read: ‘Pending the condusion of a general Con-
vention on the international Rdgime ofWaterways, Roumania undertakes to apply to such
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mittee on New States ; the clause concerning the Dniester Biver to he
"^

revised by the Committee to meet the objections of the American Delega-

tion ; the draft thus revised to be submitted to the Roumanian Delegation

at once by the Secretariat-General.)

[NotprinMd]*«

the Austrian Delega-

tion on the protection

of Minorities

10. Mr. Headlam-Morley said that M. Venizdos had submitted a report

(Annex F*’) dealing with certain difficulties in the Balkans
Proposal by M. Veni^ i)y the encouragement of voluntary emigration. M. Veni-

zelos’ proposals had been discussed unofficially by the

^vdmtary Committee on New States, who considered these to be

emigration SO good as to justify their extension to all the Balkan

States. It had been suggested that an Inter-Allied Com-
mission should be appointed by the League ofNations to control the proposed

emigration. The Commission now sought permission from the Council to

discuss the question in the first place with M. Venizdos and subsequently,

-

should an agreement be reached, with the various Balkan States concerned

The Conunission on New States had drawn up a report (Annex which

had already been submitted to the Council.

M. TmoNi said he would accept the proposal provided a strict control

were established so that the suggested emigration shoffid not be used by the

Governments concerned as measures of expulsion.

hfe. Headlam-Moiu.ey pointed out that the proposal to create a strong

commission of control imder the League of Nations had been brought

forward with the very object of preventing any such abuses.

M. Clemenceau expressed the view that since the question had not been
placed on the agenda paper, it should be adjourned for fiirther consideralicm

at a later date. .

^t.was agreed to adjourn to a later date the farther consideration of the

report submitted by the Commission on New States on the proposals

i portions of. the JRiver Systems of the Pruth (and Reservation made by the America[n}
t jbel^[ation of the Dniester) as may He within, or form the boundary of, her territory, the

-:^^ime set out in Articles 332-337 of the Treaty of Peace with Germany/ The parentheses
am as in the original;

16 Mr. Headlam-Morley read to the Supreme Council a report on this matter by the - \

Cmnmission on.New States; this report is printed by N. Almond and R. H. Lutz, op. cit,
|

"'P* 534^5 - Headlam-Morley, continuing, said that the commission ‘had prepared a ^
to the Austrian counter-proposals giving effect to the conclusions in the report

thji|.dr2tft reply is prm with verbal variation, op. cit., ^
fira^adon pfdie observations ofthe Austr^ y

resolution ofwhich,a

' - - '
I*"'

thc.covering rf^^ cfll
op.ieit..j 3dii; .pp. ,309-l7t:y|



submitted by M. Venizelos on tbe subject of encouragement of voluntary

emigration in the Balkan States.)

(Mr. Headlam-Morley then withdrew. M. Laroche entered the room.)

II.

J/otefrom the Committee

on Political Clauses on

the eventual restitution to

the Allies of rolling

stock moved beyond the

armisticefrontier in

violation of the Armistice

of Villa Giusii

[Not printed]

12 ,

Desirability of reconcile

ing the clauses of the

Treaty ofPeace with

Austria with those ofthe

treaties to be concluded

with the Allied States

M. Laroche read the note submitted by the Committee on Political

Glauses respecting the desirability of reconciling the

Clauses of the Treaty of Peace with Austria with those

of the Treaties to be concluded with the Allied States

formed out ofthe Austro-Hungarian Monarchy (Appen-

dix

(It was agreed to accept the proposals contained in the note
formed out of the Austro-

referred to (Appendix and to authorise the Com-
Hungarian Monarchy

Political Clauses to prepare as soon as possible

in conjunction with the Drafting Committee and the Commissions con-

cerned, the new text of the Clauses of the Treaty with Austria thereiu

referred to.)

(M. Laroche then withdrew.)

M. Dutasta read the following Note, dated Paris, July 30th, 1919,

addressed by M. Tittoni to the President of the Peace

Conference on the subject of the dispatch of war material

to the Serbo-Croat-Slovene State.

‘Confirming declarations made yesterday to the Supreme

Council, I have the honour to inform you that the Italian

Delegation has telegraphed to the competent authorities

in order that necessary steps be taken to avoid every obstacle to the passage

through Italy of French trains transporting merchandise including these

the destination of which was Serbia, as well as the military trains agreed

upOT between France and Italy.
-

^As for the war material destined to Serbia, as I had the honour to ask

of you in my note of the 20th instant, as weU as at yesterday’s Session, I

I
' ^ Not printed. This note resulted from the proposal ofBaron Sonnino ofJune 17, 1919,

a^ the decision upon it taken by the Supreme Council on July ii (see No. 9, note 9). A
^ ^raw^tion of the note is printed by N. Ahnond and R. H. Lutz, op. cit., pp. 594-5. The
^^^ision taken by the Supreme Council in connexion with this note is also printed there,

Si^''595-6.
i^ No. 20, minute 6.

13

Reference to the

Si^eme War Council

at Versailles ofthe dis-

piMt ofwar material

to the Serbo-Croat-

Slovene State
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would be infinitely obliged to you ifyou would be good enough to submit

the question as soon as possible to the Inter-Allied Council of Versailles.

‘Please accept, etc.

.

Mr. Polk drew attention to the fact that Mr. Lansing had maintained the

view that the Allied and Associated Governments had no right to prevent

the material going to Serbia;*'’ but he, personally, would raise no objection

to the question being discussed by the Military Representatives at Versailles.

(It was agreed forthwith to submit the question above referred to, to the

Military Representatives, Supreme War Council, Versailles.)

(At this stage General Groves entered the room.)

14. General Groves said that under the Peace Treaty, Germany was for-

bidden to have any naval or military aviation, and was
Mtefrm tJuAn

surrender all her service aircraft to the Allied and

Associated Powers. The Inter-Allied Aeronautical Com-

be taken to present mission of Control appointed to supervise the carrying out of

Germansfrom the air clauses would not be able to begin work until after the

disposing of their
ratification of the treaty. Reports received from the British

airmaterid
Military Commission at Berlin and from other sources (see

Appendix I), showed that Germany was circumventing the air clauses by

the following means:

—

(1) She had sold and continued to sell her aircraft and aircraft material

to various neutrals.

(2) She was adapting her aircraft to commercial use.

(3) She was also negotiating to sell to private companies for the sum of

400,000 marks some 500 aircraft engines captured from the Allies.

With regard to (i), namely, the sale of aircraft to neutrals, that entailed

the securing of neutral markets at the expense of the Allies. Those markets

would also support the German aircraft industry, which was the production

of her air power, and also the basis of her commercial aeronautical develop-

ment, which wiU be in competition with that of the Allied and Associated

Powers. It was therefore suggested that this sale shall be forbidden through

the Supreme Council, and that Germany shall be called upon to refund to

the Allies the sums which she had already made out of such sales.

With regard to (2), that is, the conversion to commercial use of service

types of aircraft, a service type of aircraft could be converted to commerdal

. use by slight structural alterations within 48 hours. Such aircraft could

equally well be re-converted to service use within the same period. It was

a Government shall be informed that the Alhes

s are being converted to commercial use, and that

Allied Aeronautical Commission of Control shall

iftbey m^y aircraft is of a service type or otherwise^

f aircraft material captured from thd

Wafr.materied captured from the Allies.



was to be retiimed. This material was reqxiired by the Allies, particularly

the engines.

It was therefore suggested that the German Government should be
informed that the 500 engines referred to shall be delivered to the Allies at

once, at a place to be specified, and all other material of this description shall

be handed over to the Inter-Allied Commission of Control.

Mr. Balfour enquired whether the fact that the German Government
had^ sold a certain number of captured aircraft engines to private firms

reacted in any way to the detriment of the Allies from a commercial point

ofview.

General Groves replied in the negative. He would point out, however,

that the engines in question were in very good order; they had been well

looked after; and they were urgently required by the Allies.

(It was agreed to accept the proposals made by General Groves, namely:

—

1. That the sale of aircraft and aircraft material to neutral Powers shall

be forbidden through the Supreme Command, and that Germany
shall be called upon to refund to the AJlies the sums which she had
already made out of such sales

;

2. That the German Government shall be informed that the Allies are
aware that service types of aircraft are being converted to commercial

• use, and that the President of the Inter-Allied Aeronautical Commis-
sion of Control shall be the sole judge as to whether any aircraft is of
a service type or otherwise ;

3 . That the German Government be informed that the 500 engines sold
to private companies shall be delivered to the Allies at once at a place
to be specified, and all other material of this description shall forth-

with be handed over to the Inter-Allied Commission of Control.)

(General Groves withdrew, and Colonel Morgan entered the room.)

15 -

Liberation ofprisoners of
[Not printed]

warformerly belonging to

the Aiistro--Hungarian

Army, now nationals of
an Allied or Associated

State

16*

JmmfaU liberaHon of
[N®* printed]

Tvrh&h Priscmers of
War in Egypt

(The meeting then adjoiimed.)

Villa Majesticf Paris,

August 7, igig.
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Appendix A to No. 29

August sth, igig,
^

Dear Monsieur Dutasta,

I notice that, according to our ‘Procis-Verbal’, one of the conclusiom arrived

at on August 2nd [ist], was to the effect that Marshal Foch should be directed to

consider what military equivalent could be exacted from the Germans should they

fail to cany out that provision of the Treaty which requires them to surrender

Officers guilty of crimes against humanity and the laws of war.

This is not in accordance with my own recollection of what passed; but I have

spoken to the Secretariat on the subject, and they are so convinced of the accuracy

of their report that I am forced to admit that I must have failed clearly to. hear

what was said by my colleagues.
, , , , j • .u • .

I do not therefore ask that any alteration should be made in the mmutes, but

I should be grateful if you would place on record my dissent from this particular

conclusion, which seems to suggest the possibility of comparing the punishment rf

criminals on the one hand, with some kind ofmiUtary advantage on the other; an

idea difficult clearly to grasp.
-j u,i,*

My own view was tha.t we resolved to a.sk lVEa.rsh.a.1 Foch, to consider by what

kind of military threat we could prevent the German Government evadii^ its

Treaty engagements with regard to the surrender of accused Officers a qmte
,

different proposition.

Perhaps you would be kind enough to add this letter to our records.

A. J. Balfour

Appendix B to No. 29

Document i

PARIS, 6 aoUt igi^

Au Colonel Wallace.

y. A^ bons soins du Gdn^ral Tasker H. Bliss,

; '
' Hdtd de Grillon, Paris.

’ Mon Cher Colonel Wallace,

^ Je yous envoie ci-joint copie d’un t616grainme qu’on vient de recevbir
^

Budapest, sign^ du G6n6ral britannique Gordon du Colonel italienRoman^

:

et du Colonel am^ricain Causey, donnant le texte de Fultimatum remis par^
; Haut Commandement roumain aux/autorit& hongroises hier soir h 6 heures.

^ est quelque peu tronqu^, mais je vous Tenvoie tel qu*il est et je vous

^^^yenir, par t616granune, aussitot que je Taurai, une copie corrig^e.
„ J

vous serait reconnaissant de porter ce fait, aussitdt que possible,

it

J. A. Looatj [LoganJ*!



Document 5?^^

BUDAPEST, Aug. 5thy igxg.

1 12. X. U.

Paris.

Lorsque [xi:] le Commandement Supr&ne Roumain pose pour accepter la

cessation des hostilit^s, demandee par P^tat Hongrois. Contents [j'zV] Convention

militaire qui fera cesser les hostilit^s entre la Roumanie et la Hongrie.

A. Le Commandement Supreme Roumain renonce k occuper toute la Hongrie

si le Commandement supreme hongrois gage:

I. A livrer:

A. Tout le mat&riel de guerre de toutes les categories qui est encore reste en

possession des troupes et de PEtat Hongrois.

Fait exception de cette r^gle le materiel qui sera juge necessaire aux forces

armees que la Hongrie aura le droit d’avoir pour garder Pordre k Pinterieur

jusqu’^ la ratification de la paix avec la Roumanie.
L’efFectif de ces forces ne depassera sous aucun motif le nombre de 15.000

(quinze mille) hommes, officiers inclus.

Leur organisation en unites ainsi que leur encadrement, armement (?) et

leur groupement, sera deddee ulterieurement par le Commandement Supreme
•Roumain.

B. Les fabriques existantes en Hongrie qui ont servi k la fabrication de Parme-
ment des munitions, de toutes les categories; leur demontage au profit de la Rou-
manie sera eflFectue par les specialistes roumains avec le concours des oflSciers

hongrois.

C. L’equipement de toutes les categories necessaire k une armee forte de 300.000
soldats.

D. 50 pour cent du materiel roulant qui appartient encore d’aprfes les registres

k PEtat hongrois, des machines et du materiel qui existent en Hongrie et servent

k la construction, Pentretien et la reparation des voies ferrees et au materiel

roulant.

E. 200 (deux cents) automobiles de tourisme et 400 (quatre cents) camions
automobiles en bon etat de fonctionnement et avec tous leurs accessoires.

F. 30 pour cent du betail et animaux de toutes les categories qui existent

actuellement d’apr^s les registres en Hongrie (i).^^

G. 30 pour cent de toutes les machines agricoles de toutes les categories actuelle-

ment existantes en Hongrie (i).^^

H. 20.000. (vingt mille) wagons de bie, 10.000 (dix mille) wagons de mais et

5.000 (cinq mille) wagons orge et avoine (i).^^

i. Tout le materiel flottant de toute categorie qui appartenant k PEtat Rou-
main, aux societes particulieres et citoyens roumains, ont ete enleves par Pennemi
en Rout^ahie et qui se trouve dans les eaux hongroises.

J..'50 pour^cent du materiel flottant ^de toutes les categories qui appartient k
PEtat hongrois.

K. Tous les prisonniers et otages roumains.
L. Tous les deserteurs roumains, de toutes les nationalites, se trouvant refugies

en Hongrie k la signature de la pr^ente Convention.

** A translation of this document was published with minor omissions in the British
on August 7, 1919, .

^ See the note in the text after paragraph L.
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ws?.

{i) Destine k 6tre distribu6 aux soldats roumains qui n*ont pu cultiver leur
k cause des deux motifs suivants:

A. Ils ont 6t6 tenus mobilises pour garantir la surety de P6tat contre ceux qui
ont continuellement trouble la pabc.

^

B. Ils ont manqu6 des moyens n^cessaires parce que ces moyens leur out 6t6

enlev& par Fennemi.

2. Entretenir au compte de FEtat hongrois pendant tout le temps queles
troupes roumaines occuperont les regions hongroises de Fouest de Tissa toutes les

forces royales roumaines qui se trouveront dans ces regions au moment de la

signature de la pr6sente convention.

3. A.^3 Procurer le charbon n^cessaire k la circulation en rapport avec les

necessit6s militaires roumaines dans la region Fouest de Tissa.

4;.^^ B. Les armies Royales roumaines ne se retireront k Fest de Tissa que
lorsque le commandement supreme hongrois aura satisfait toutes les conditions

impos^es au paragraphe A.

G, La reception du materiel et des animaux de toutes les categories pr^vue au
paragraphe A, se fera par des commissions qui seront constituees. La composition
et le siege des commissions ainsi que les conditions et les endroits de livraison du
materiel et des animaux, seront decides ulterieurement par le commandement
supreme roumain. Le fonctionnement des commissions devra commencer au plus

tard 48 heures apr^s que le commandement supreme roumain aura notifie offici-

ellement leur nomination au commandement hongrois. Notification poiirrait etre

faite pour toutes les commissions et en m^me temps ou pour chacune k part. Le
terme minime pendant lequel devra s’effectuer la livraison sera fixe ulterieurement
par le commandement supreme roumain pour chaque categoric k part, en rapport
avec les possibilites techniques.

D. Four le contrdle de Fexecution de cette Convention fonctionnera k Budapest
une mission roumaine. La Mission fonctionnera jusqu’^i la ratification du Trait6

de paix entre la Roumanie et la Hongrie par les autorites fogales hongroises. La
Mission jouira de tous les privileges et immunites accordes par Fexterritori[ali]t6

dans les pays civilises.

E. La ci-presente convention devra etre acceptee ou refusee integralement; par
consequent les contre-propositions ne seront pas admises. Le terme de. reponse
expire k 22 heures le s/viii-igig.

F. En cas que les conditions ne sont pas acceptees, le Commandement Supreme
Roumain erfifevera de la Hongrie, sans respecter de proportion, le materiel et les

animaux qui seront n6cessaires k laRoumaniepour remplirauxmoyens [? au moins]
en partie, les vides douloureux cr6^s k la Roumanie par un ennemi qui pendants
tout le temps de 1 occupation et k Foocasion de la paix de Budapest, a m6connu
le sentiment humanitaire.

GiNi&RAL Gordon [Gorton], anglais.

Lieut. Col, Romanelli, italien.

Lieut. Col. Causey, am^ricain.

Les conditions ci-dessus ont 6t6 remises du [? au] Minist^re Hongrois k 6 heures
on ne lui a accords quejusqu^au 5 aofit 10 heures pour les accepter.

ces cQnciirions amfen^ait sans aucun doute la chute du Qpu-

^ ^

Gregory

fejj^e.been mistaken for a paragraph heading.



Appendix I to No. 29
''

Document i

MiraSTiRE DE LA GuERRE.
PARIS, July 31st, igrg.

General Duval, President of the Commission on Aerial Clauses,

to The President of the Supreme Council of the Peace Conference.

I have the honour to submit herewith the report addressed to General Groves

by the British Military Mission at Berlin.

General Groves, British Delegate ofthe Comnaission on Aerial Clauses has asked

me to draw the attention ofthe Supreme Council to this report so that instructions

may be given to the Commander-in-Ghief to oppose the sale of the motors in

question.

This report clearly shows the importance of the facts mentioned and I think it

is necessary that this question should be examined without delay.

Duval

Document 2

No. 6599.3.1.

‘C’ (D. 249—25.7.19)
General Haking,

Armistice Commission, Cologne.

I forward herewith a report by Captain T. Breen of this Mission, which is of

importance and seems to demand prompt action. Capt. Breen is making further

investigations, but looks upon this report as quite reliable. There is no doubt that

the Germans will make use of the period before the treaty comes into force to

dispose of as much property as possible.

N. Malcolm, Major General,

Chief of British Military Mission

I Moltkestrasse, Berlin.

Document 3

C’ (D. 249—25.7.19)

BERLIN, siph July xgxg.

To General Malcolm.

In accordance with section 3 of part V of the Conditions of Peace (air clauses

198 to 202) Germany is restricted in the manufacture of aeroplanes and engines.
Accordingly the Government have arranged to close down a series of factories

including that at Adlershof, near Johannesthal, Berlin, immediately.
This factory employs 4,800 hands, who have been given notice of dismissal the

first week in August. Shed 404 contained approximately 500 engines captured
firom allied machines, many of which were of the most modem type, Rolls-Royce,
BBspano-Suiza, Renault, Liberty, etc. The workmen of the factory informed me
some time ago that a Commission of British Officers had visited Johannesthal in
December accompanied by a German Staff Officer, who did not show them the



booty hall at Adlershof. [A] deputation of two workmen informed me yesterday '

J

that the motofs are now being removed in all haste to a small depot at Kurfifr.

stendamm, Berlin. It would appear that a private firm has purchased the contents

of the hall for 400,000 Marks. So far 120 Rolls-Royce engines and Hispano-Suiza

engines have been removed and the remainder should be moved in the course of

this week. The men at the presentfoment are being dismissed. They receive

three weeks’ pay in advance.

If the Allied Military Authorities wish to obtain deliv^ of this material

according to article 202, the powers conferred by article 210 of section IV (Inter-

allied Commissions of Control) might be temporarily transferred to an Allied

Aviation Commission in order to obviate the secretion of the material in this way

by the German authorities; otherwise it will be very difficult to recover material

and engines disposed of to private buyers before the ratification of the treaty.

T. F. Brjeen, Captain

No. 30

H. D. 26.] Notes ofa Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon’s Room at the Quai d’Orsay, Paris, on Thursday,

August y, iQig, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; seoretary, Mr. L. Harrison. ,

British Empire:The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,

Sir George Clarke [Clerk].

France', M. Clemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Ber-

thelot, M. de St. Qptentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.
Joint Secretariat: US.A.: Gapt. Chapin. British Empire: Gapt E.

Abraham. France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Lt.-Col. A. Jones.

Interpreter: Prof. P. J. Mantoux.

. ,1. (M. Tardieu, M. Laroche, M. Aubert,* Colonel Peel, Colonel Castoldi,*

Coolidge, M. Adatci, M. Kato, and M. Shidemitsu [? Shige-

' iMgmy initsu]^ entered the room.)

,
'Mr. Polk. handed to M. Clemenceau a telegram, which M. Clemenceau)

. h:^ed M. Mantoux to read. 4

(The following telegram was read:

—

f
Vienna, Aug. 7, 1919, 12 noon.,

fcc?:'.
[-fit] will stay Budapest imtil General Bandholtz arrives an^;

^^,ypu can phone him easily from Prague; situation in Pest more nasty*

You have already been told of changes and situatim

oxis.

the Japanese delegation c<:^

fwas secretary on the
'



becoming very acute on account of stoppage of boats on river wmca
were preparing to move this morning in. accordance with James’

plans, also on account of cutting all lines of communication, includ-

ing blowing up ofrailroad to Vienna, also manner ofmilitary occupa-

tion and treatment of inhabitants, their property and supplies.

General Gordan [jic], Causey, RomaneUi and James went to

Roumanian General with written protest against these things, act-

ing under their authority given in the several different ways by the

Entente. Roumanian General declined to permit them to read

statement, acted very discourteously, and was told so. He declined

to receive communication, stating that it should be sent to Roumanian
General Headquarters, which ofcourse is out ofreach ofcommunica-

tion, even if they knew where it was. He also stated he was acting

under orders when he destroyed all communications out of city,

which of course cuts off supplies coming in from country, of which

there were eighty carloads vegetables in one lot. I plan to go to

Buch[s] tonight, meeting you there. I will arrive in time to have

conference with General Bernhardt [PBandholtz] there, who I under-

stand leaves tonight. Will you tell him to be looking for me. There

is nothing to be done with this situation except to settle whether

Roumanians are going to loot this country under one guise or another

and ifFrance is going to back them ; then to determine whether other

members of Entente are going to have a voice in determining the

future policy of Central Europe. It is just as difficult, perhaps even
more so, to utilise Hungarian equipment of railways and Danube in

this situation as it was under Bela Kuhn. There is no resistance

their troops, no necessity for their occupying with the force they have,

except for a misgtuded military policy or a selfish desire on their

part which is not in accord with broad principles of reconstruction

and future peace of this coimtry and the world.’)

Mr. Polk said that, as he had already informed M. Clemenceau, all

supplies to Hungary had been stopped by Mr. Hoover, who did not propose
to supply the Roumanian Government with food that was meant for the
Hungarians. lie also asked that the following telegrams be heard :

—

2. ‘avn. rb 201 A.R.A. Received Aug 7, 1919.

Budapest Aug. 6, 1919.

Supreme Council, Paris.

‘As indicated in telegram sent by me earlier tonight the Archduke
Joseph with three members of the new cabinet called Pn myself and the
representatives of the Italian and American Governments to announce
the p^al selection of his cabinet and to state that he was forming a
coalition government in line with the suggestions made by the Supreme
Cormcil in Paris. The Archduke is known as the Governor of the State.
He was accompanied by Frederick, the Minister President: General

357



Schnetzer, Minister ofWar: General Tanczos, Minister ofForeign Affairs-

Bleyer, Minister of Nationalities : Gaillery, Minister of Health. The other

ministry appointments to be made tomorrow to complete the cabinet will

consist oftwo agrarians, one or two of the Szeged party and a social demo-
crat. The Minister President is a bourgeois. The Minister of War and
Minister ofForeign Affairs are both late Generals in the Austro-Hungarian
army. The Minister of Nationalities is a university professor, the Minister
ofHealth a physician. Other details wiU be wired later. General Gorton
Causey and Gordon [w] just reported from Budapest that Roumanians
under the pretext of searching for arms are entering and pillaging a great

many different houses in outlying districts as well as in town. The army is

living on the country and taking for both animals and men.

Gregory.’

g.Tx rb. 75. A.R.A. Received August 7, 1919.

Budapest Aug. 6, 1919. For Action.

Supreme Council, Paris.

‘The Hungarian Gendarmerie arrested at six thirty p.m. today the social

democratic Government while the latter were holding a sitting at the

National Palace. The coup d'itat was carried out without any disorder.

The ArchdukeJoseph is head of the new Government. General Schnetzer

was sent here at ten o’clock tonight to impart this information and to state

that policy and other details of new Government will be handed later

tonight.

General Gorton.’

4. *ivn rb 180 A.R.A. Received Aug. 7, 1919.

Budapest Aug. 7, 1919.

Supreme War Coxmcil, Paris.

‘The Roumanians have informed the Hungarian Government that as

tire latter have not accepted the terms of their armistice they intend to

cross the Danube tomorrow, August seventh. I have ascertained that

General Holben+ refused to appear in the press today the publication [^^V] of

M. Clemenceau’s telegram of fifth instant to the Himgarian Government.*
The Roumanians continue to perpetrate acts which are most discreditable
to a power associated with the Entente. Harmless individuals are assaulted,

food, livestock, agricultural implements and rolling stock are requisitioned
and sent to Roumania, and through the purposeless blockade and destruc-

.^On of railways Budapest is on the verge of starvation. The latest act of
. destruction is the demolition of the railway between Budapest and

fe> T-Imleoo
jBs.taiU:^n9.€asiwes are taken to compel the Roumanians

^..fheix predatory operations in Hungary,

forces in*occupation of Budapest.



the confidence of the Hungarians in the good will of the Entente will be

destroyed.

General Gorton.’

M. Clemenoeau expressed the view that the Rounnianian action could not

be tolerated.

Mr. Polk said that in the opinion of the American Delegation, inter-

ference in the domestic affairs of Hungary would do more to encourage
Bolshevism than any event in the last six months. Lenin would point to the

example ofwhat had taken place on the downfall of the Soviet Government
in Hungary, in order to scare Russia and preserve his own rdgime. The set-

ting up of a reactionary Government in Hungary in place of a moderate
socialist Government was a very threatening feature in the situation.

Mr. Balfour asked whether the Roumanian General committing these
follies and wickednesses was the same that had put himself under Marshal
Foch’s orders.®

M. Clemengeau said that as the General was not named, it was impossible
to know.

Mr. Polk said that one of the American Experts on the Economic Com-
mission had prepared a memorandum showing in what way the armistice
demanded by the Roumanians interfered with the Reparation terms of the
Conference. (See Appendix A.)

M. G^menceau said that an energetic telegram must be sent to the
Roumanian Government.
Mr. Balfour entirely agreed. He added that the Commission ofGenerals

should be informed ofthe message sent to Bucharest, and asked to communi-
cate it to the Roumanian Government. If the Roumanians stiU persisted in
going fonvard, it would be necessary to break offrelations, or to do something
very serious. He asked whether there was any economic weapon that could
be brought to bear on Roumania.
Mr. Polk said that Roumania would soon be quite independent of the

Alhes in this respect for a short time. There was a good harvest about to be
reaped, and abundant rolling stock was being stolen from Hungary, but, for
the future, Roumama would not be able to count on any assistance from the
United States.

M. Tittoni said that on the previous day he had heard a rumour that theKmg ofRoumania was to enter Buda Pest.

Jvfe. Baijour suggested that the telegram to be sent to Roumania should
begm by a bnef recital of the various things which had been required of the
Roumanian Government by the Conference, and of the omissions by theRoumaman Government to fulfil these requests. This part, he thought
woifid be e^y, as it amounted to a list of requests by the Conference and of
disobejencies by the Roumanians,, but it was harder to discover exactly
what t^eat should be added at the end. No opinionhad as yet been expressed
in tne uonncil as to now far it was desirable or possible to go,

^ See No. 28, minute 2.
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M. Clemenoeau suggested that it be stated that Roumania had broket ' i
the Alliance and must suffer the consequences. I

M. PiGHON agreed that the Roumanians had proposed an armistice which ^

was not in harmony with the armistice made by the Allies, and that they ^

had set up a reactionary Government which was contrary to Allied policy, i

Mr. Balfour asked whether the Council would agree to a threat of '

blockade by sea. f

M. Clemenceau said that he would prefer to threaten Roumania for the

*

time in general terms. He thought that the mere breach of the alliance

would frighten her sufficiently.

Mr. Balfour said that the result of this action should be borne in ;

This would be the first public quarrel in the alliance. It was also taVing '

place in a part of the world where the tension was very great. The fact must
be faced that the consequences might be very serious.

M. Clemenceau said that the alternative was to submit to the insolent

defiance ofthe Roumanians. He was not prepared to submit to it. He would ;

rather leave his place in the Council. The Roumanians had always behaved
like this, and deserved to be told that ifthey continued they would be regarded
as having broken the alliance. They were in conflict with the Conference, ;

and must suffer for it.

M. Tardieu enquired whether there really existed any alliance with .

Roumania. It had been declared at the Peace of Bucharest that the Rou-
manians had ceased to be Allies.

Mr. Polk said that even after this, when they desired to raise a loan in

America, the Roumanians had declared themselves to be among the Allies.

^
They could not be Allies only for financial purposes.
M. Tardieu suggested that the Roumanians be told that they must leave

,
the Conference and suffer all the consequences ofceasing to belong to it. The
Conference was a definite thing. The alliance was a vague thing. The Rou-
manians would be able to estimate advantages and disadvantages more clearly.'

. Mr, Balfour then undertook to draft a telegram. He said that what he

i About to read should be prefaced by a recital of the various instances -

Roumaman Government had refused to carry out the policy of :

Ae Conference. After some discussion the following draft was accepted as

1^^ ihe conclusion of the telegram to be sent to the Roumanian Government:— -

, ‘The Conference in the face of these facts is compelled to believe that :

the Roumanian Government intends to defy the Conference and to sever
^

themselves from the Alhed and Associated Powers. If the Conference if.

Iiw.t^en in these views it desires that the Roumanian Government wiU
*

it an immediate contradiction not only in words but by acts which |

world that Roumania accepts and is prepared to cany^ii

Conference has thus laid down.’ '

v”

shoifld be transmitted to General
to his

,
colleagues and to

annexed in Appmidix B.)
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2. M. Clemenoeau asked M. Tardieu if he had anything new to say about

'

Thrace.
Btdgarum Tardieu said he had nothing to add to what he had said the
Frontiers , , - °

day before.

Mr. Balfour said that he had had a talk with Mr. Polk. The original .

proposal of the Committee was strongly objected to by the American
Delegation, which was supported by the Italian Delegation. He had himself

on the previous day suggested a compromise which restored to Bulgaria a

large population in Western Thrace, but gave the coast to Greece as n, line

of communication -with Eastern Thrace. M. Venizelos had not liked this

solution. As an alternative he had proposed that Thrace be made an auto-

nomous State like Ruthenia under Greek sovereignty. This solution did not

commend itself very much nor did it meet the American objection which he
understood to be that Bulgaria could not now be deprived of access to the

Aegean which had been given her before the war by a Treaty. The American
Delegation believed that this was bound to lead to wsa: very soon. They said

they also thought it was iiseless to allege that Dedeagatch was an indifferent

port not worth a quarrel. Whatever its merits the Bulgarians were attached

to it, and it had a sentimental value about which there could be no argu-
ment. If peace in the Balkans were to be established, Dedeagatch must be
left to Bulgaria. This he understood to be the American view. To meet this

view a suggestion had been made that a corridor- to the Aegean including

Dedeagatch be given to Bulgaria under full sovereignty, the allotment of
Thrace, both Eastern and Western, being left very much as the Committee
had proposed. It had then been agreed between tdmselfand Mr. Polk that

the American and British experts should set to work on this suggestion to see

if it could be geographically carried out. They were then to see M. Venizelos
without committing either of their Principals or the Conference.
Mr. Polk said that one argument had weighed considerably with him.

All military authorities said that the cession of Thrace to Greece meant war '

in the Balkans. They added that of the Balkan States Bulgaria was the best*

able to wage war. It was therefore imperative to find some compromise
which had a chance of lasting at least for a while.

M. Tardieu said that he was notmuch in favour ofthe ‘corridor’ proposal.
In another instance a 'corridor’ had been proposed to link Gzecho-Slovakia
with Yugo-Slavia,. This had been rejected by the Council as impracticable,
though it would have been a matter of European interest and favourable to
two of o»r Allies, as wdl as separating Austria from Hxmgary. As. to the.
nulhary opinion mentioned by Mr. Polk, he did not like to pit hunsdL
against the military authorities, but the Conference had been repeatedly
told that all the enemy countries would go to war. Germany had not done
so. He personally thought it most unlikely that Bulgaria would defy the
-Cbnference.

£
hfR. Polk pointed out that in the case of Germany the Allies were in

I
pc^esaon of a good argument namely. Marshal Foch and his armies on the

iySlhine. No similar argument existed in Bulgaria.
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M. Tardieu said that M. Venizelos had declared himself ready to cope 1

with the situation. In any case he thought, as the corridor would include

Dedeagatch, a Greek town, and other towns also Greek, that it should, like

Dantzig, be made into the territory of a Free State.

M. Tittohi said that he had previously suggested an alteration of the line

in Eastern Thrace; now Mr. Ilalfour suggested one in Western Thrace. He
thought perhaps the two might be combined.

M. Tardieu said that if Western Thrace were not to be Greek there was

no special reason why it should be Bulgarian. The population was Turkish.

Mr. Polk observed that the country was at the present time Bulgarian.

M. Tardieu said that Western Thrace was held by the Bulgarians just

as Southern Dobrudja was held by the Roumanians. The American Delega-

tion wished to take Southern Dobrudja from Roumania because it was

Bulgarian and to give Bulgaria Western Thrace because it was Turkish.

Mr. Polk said that the question was whether Greece had a better claim

to the country than Bulgaria. Secondly, if the transfer meant war was it

advisable to make it?

M. Tardieu said he would agree if necessary not to give the country to

Greece but he would not agree to give it to Bulgaria.

Mr. Polk observed that the American suggestion had been to attribute
,

the country to an international state. This had been scoffed at.

M. Tardieu said that possibly a working arrangement might be made
giving Dedeagatch as a commercial outlet to Bulgaria, under international

administration as a free city. An international administrative conunission

would also control the railway leading to it. Thrace, both Eastern and

Western, might be granted autonomous rights, similar to those granted to

Ruthenia, imder the sovereignty of Greece. It might even be possible to

reenforce the arrangement made for Ruthenia by an international commis-
sion. This scheme would take into consideration aU the observations made,
except that it would not permit direct access of Bulgaria to the Aegean, but

he thought Bulgaria could do without this and the Allies had no real interest

in furthering this desire. In any case he thought it was more inexpedient to

work for the party of Constantine in Greece than to annoy the Bulgarians

who, after what they had done, must expect severe treatment.
Mr. Polk agreed that it was desirable to uphold M. Venizelos. He had

no desire to favour the Bulgarians but it was not always advantageous to give

even a good boy all he wanted. In Western Thrace, the figures of the 1914
cepsus showed 100,000 Bulgarians against 30,000 Greeks. It was true that

this proportion had been different in 1910 but present figures showed a great

of Bulgarians. The American Delegation was convinced that

,

country to Greece was dangerous and would do no good. In

by changing the Enos-Midia line, it might be possible to
.

,

fllatioii. The Greeks were more numerous

^^S^eaerous towards Adrianople where the

100,000 Bulgarians should?

happened in Smyrna would;



happen again in Western Thrace. M. Venizelos had quoted a number of

Bulgarian atrocities. Out of the Carnegie report an equal number of Greek
atrocities could be cited. The Turks in Western Thrace spoke Bulgarian

and preferred Bulgarian to Greek rule.

M. Tardieu said that his own experience had satisfied him that the

inference from language to political preference was false.

Mr. Polk said that this might be so. Nevertheless, there still remained

100,000 Bulgarians as against 30,000 Greeks.

M. Clemenceau asked what Mr. Polk thought of the proposal to make
Dedeagatch and the corridor a free city.

Mr. Polk said that this solution would still give the uplands of Thrace
where the Bulgarian population was densest to Greeks. The corridor was on
the Eastern rim of Western Thrace.

M. Tardieu said that he saw no possibility ofgiving to Bulgaria Greek or

Turkish territory. The figinres of the 1914 census did not deserve any atten-

tion. The reduction ofthe Greek population had been obtained by wholesale
massacre. He -could not admit that massacre created title.

Mr. Polk said that he had taken care to say that no title arose from
massacre. What he had drawn attention to was the actual condition of the
population.

M. Tardieu said that under a Greek or International Government, the
Greeks would flock back to the country.

Mr. Polk said they would doubtless do so if the Bulgarians allowed them.
That was the point. His instructions from President Wilson were very clear

that a large Bulgarian population was not to be handed over to Greece.
M. Tardieu asked whether a commercial outlet for Bulgaria to Dedeagatch

through an internationalised territory was consistent with Mr. Polk’s

instructions.

Mr. Polk said that this might be consistent with the instructions. He was
'not quite certain, as there had been some confusion in the cable. What was
quite positive was that the transference of a large population in Western
Thrace to Greece was not approved.
M. Tardieu asked whether autonomy similar to that given to the

Ruthenians or even reinforced by further guarantees would be accepted by
the American Delegation.

Mr. Polk said that only international control would be accepted.
M. Tardieu asked if Mr. Polk would oppose the cession of any part of

Western Thrace to Greece. •

Mr. Polk said his iustructions did not amount to this. He would be pre-
pared to accept the compromise suggested by Mr. Balfour. The whole
matter might, as Mr. Lansing had suggested, be referred to an International
Commission.

Mr. Balfour pointed out that the present Council was, in itself, an Inter-
national Commission. He thought that for the time being no fiirther progress
could be made in the discussion and suggested that the views ofM. Venizelos
cat the various compromises should be obtained.
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M. Tardieu said that he knew what M. Venizelos’ views were. He had 'I

seen him since his conversation with Mr. Balfour and Mr. Polk. M. Venizelos |
was not willing to give up the numerous Greeks of Eastern Thrace merely

on account of a few thousand Bulgarians in Western Thrace. '
'

M. Clemenceau asked whether Mr. Polk accepted autonomy for Thrace :

under Greek sovereignty. '

Mr. Polk replied in the negative.

M. Clemenceau said that he did not think that the granting or the with-

holding of Dedeagatch from Bulgaria would put an end to conflict in the

Balkans. On one thing he was determined—that no territorial reward should

be ^ven to Bxolgaria.

(It was decided to adjourn the discussion.)

3. M. Tardieu said that a small piece of frontier remained unsettled. He

alluded to the frontier between Roumania and the Ruthene .

.

Frot^ between Rmt-
territory attached to Gzecho-Slovakia. The fecommend-

ations of the Committee on the Territorial Questions

relating to Roumania and Yugo-Slavia were to be found i

in Report No. i ofApril 6th, 1919. (W. G. P. 656, Page 4. II—Conclusions,
A. Northern Frontier (a) and (b)).’’

(It was then decided to accept the frontier between Roumania and the 1

Czecho-Slovak State (Ruthene territory) as drawn by the Committee for -

the study of Roumanian, and Yugo-Slav Affairs in Report No. 1 of

April 6th, 1919, and to notify this liie to the two Delegations concerned.)

M. Gambon said that the Czechs and Poles had not been able to reach a

V- 7 ’,
• .

. f
solution on the question ofTeschen. M. Paderewski had suggested^,^

- ^Te^m
negotiations should be resumed in Paris. M. .Bencs, who

|

,
felt that he would not be able to yield, had asked to be heard by t

the Goundl. The Council had already had discussions on the question of -ij

Teschen, and was doubtiess unwilling to hear lengthy statements on the'|

’ again. He therefore suggested that M. Benes and M. Paderewski be ^

r before a jointtmeeting of the Polish and Czecho-Slovak Committees.

iicither side would yield, it was obviously to the advantage ofboth to havc .*|

^ The paragraphs in question read as follows

:

*{a) The line proposed by the Committee for the northern frontier of Transylvania gives
|

to the Ruthenes the valley of the river Tis;za and the railway following it, with the

excepticm the Rumanian centre of Mdramaros-Sziget. Moreover, it leaves the

Ruthenes free to re-estabUsh the continuity of their railway by making a detour
'

round diat town. " >

Tbe CfmmEuttee is ofopinion that the railway from Tisza-XJjlak to Rah6, as well a^^

the railways situated cm each side of it, should be operafe^l

frie Supa:^idon of the Allied and Associated Governments so as to

^
^ neifehbburing States eoncemed during the time required for.^

^^bon of a contmuous in Rumanian territory frona Miramaros-Sz%^^
^^teir-Nteteti 'and a contnnbo^ in Tchecho^Slovak territory on^tl®

andduration of the supmfVisioiv

the said Governmental



a solution imposed by the Conference. The joint meeting would then make
a short report to the Council.

(It was decided to accept M. Gambon’s proposal regarding the reference

of the Teschen question to a joint meeting of the Polish and Czecho-

slovak Committees for speedy examination and report.)

(M. Cambon withdrew and Mr. Strachey* entered the room.)

5. Mr. Strachey said that on May 7th the Supreme Council decided that

.
the mandate for German East Africa should be given to Great
Britain. This decision was published. M. Hymans® thereupon

*”
addressed a protest to M. Clemenceau as he considered that the

claims ofBelgium to receive a mandate for the portion of the colony occupied

by her troops should not have been overlooked. Lord Milner*® was asked by
the Prime Minister to discuss the matter with M. Hymans. M. Hymans
delegated M. Orts to represent him, and Lord Milner had meetings with
M. Orts and also correspondence during the month of May. On the
1st June Lord Milner informed the Secretary of the British Empire Delega-
tion that he had agreed with M. Orts to join with him in a proposal to tihe

Supreme Council that Belgium should be allowed to retain, under mandate,
a certain portion of the territory of German East Africa occupied by her
troops. The limits of this territory so retained were marked on a map, a copy
of which, was submitted by Lord Milner. Lord Milner added: Tt is clesirly

understood that in recommending this solution, which I am personally pre-
pared to support, I have not in any way committed the Supreme Council.’

The decision to create a special Commission to consider, among other things,

the claims ofBelgium in German East Africa, was taken onJune 26th [27th].
The Meeting of that Commission which heard the Belgian claims took place
on July 17th, and the above-mentioned agreement between Lord Milner
and M. Orts, was communicated by Baron de GaifiSer d’Hestroy.**
M. Clemenoeau asked how much of German East Africa would thus pass

under Belgian mandate.
Mr. Strachey replied that it would be about one-twentieth of the Colony

and the most thickly populated part of it containing about 2,500,000 people.
Mr. Balfour said that he supported the views ofLord Milner. He under-

stood that there were some objections as Belgian administration, owing to
its past achievements, did not inspire universal conviction.

Mr. Strachey said that this point had not been raised by the United
States representative.-A different point had been raised by him at a meeting
ofAe Mandate Committee (See penultimate paragraph of Report of Q>lh-
mittee on Belgian Claims in East Africa—^Appendix C).**

• Expert for African Colonies on the British Delegation.
i.- * Belgian MinisterofFor^nAfrairs and DelegatePlenipotentiarytothePeaceConference.
- tf Secretary ofState for the Colonies and Delegate Plenipotentiary to the Peace Conference.

, J* Belgian representative on the Commission on Colonial Mandates.
printed. This report stated that the committee had on July 17, 1919, considered

^fe^^onoitofMay 30, 1919 (see appendix D), and had unanimously decided to transmit
^p-W -tae Supreme Council, no member of the committee except the representative of the
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M. Tittoni said that, in consideration ofthe great sacrificesmadebyBelgium
during the war, this satisfaction could not be denied her. He was in favour

of ratSying the agreements made between the British and Belgian Delegates.

'M. Clemengeau agreed.

Mr. Polk asked ifhe might for the time being reserve his vote, as he wished

to consult an American Expert who was not present. He would notify the

Secretariat later.

(With the reservation that Mr. Polk would inform the Secretariat-General

at a later date whether he was able to accept or not, the agreement

annexed as Appendix D was accepted by the Council.)

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic^ Paris^

August 7, igig.

Appendix A to No. 30

Memorandum relative to the Armistice Terms presented by Roumania to Hungary

August ythy igig.

The armistice terms go far beyond what is normally included in an armistice

and comprise a comprehensive programme for indemnifying Roumania for loss

and damage which she has suffered in the war. The indemnification to be required

of Hungary is far more drastic than anything which has ever been considered by

« .
the Peace Conference and is for the exclusive benefit of Roumania.
The demands ofRoumania represent, in my opinion, an act of bad faith on the

part ofRoumania, which is destructive ofthe entire principle ofreparation adopted

by the Peace Conference and consecrated by the Treaty with Germany, which

Roumania has signed.

(i) The Treaty with Germany establishes the principle of ‘solidarity’. One^

global debt is created, made up of the damage done by Germany and its allies^ and

one common fund is created of payments by Germany and its allies. Out of this

common fund each Allied State is to receive a share proportionate to damage
suffered, irrespective of which [of] the enemy States caused the damage and

^ ^^^>ective of the Powers from which the reparation fund was made up. This

’-p^ri^ciple was accepted by the greater Powers at the urgent request of the lesser

y fialkan Powers, particularly Roumania, which urged that it would be unjust that

k they ^ relegated to relief from Austria, Hungary and Bulgaria, the financial

f ; capacity of which was small. Accordingly, the Treaty with Germany makes
^^^®^3ny liable for damage done by Austria, Hungary and Bulgaria. Roumania,

'

# States having any observation to make with regard to principle. As regards the

attitude, the penultimate paragraph of the report read as follows

:

^ T behalf of the U.S.A., made the following observations

:

which there is a question of giving Belgium a mandate had a popula-
o^a^t 3 millicai inhabitants out of the 7 millions who formed the population of the

^jOTnan c<4ony^ of East Afiica. This zone is moreover inhabited by tribes whose
om the ethnical, political and economic points of view, differs from that of tlw

ms o£tiie Betgi^ Congo, from which tiiey are moreover geographically isolated^,

dfficulties which Mr. Beer, some weeks before^:

^iad;thought it his duty to point out to President Wilson.”
’
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among the other Allies, is entitled to share pro raia in payments made by Germany.

Correspondingly, all the Allies are to share pro rata in reparation payments made

by Hungary, etc.

The armistice demand made by Roumania on Hungary is destructive of this

fundamental principle which was accepted by the principal Allied Powers at the

request and for the benefit of Roumania and other lesser Powex's.

(2) The principle is established by the Treaty with Germany (.see Reparation

Clauses, Annex II, Paragraph 12) that the Reparation Commission is constituted

by the several Allied and Associated Governments as the 'exclusive agency^ of the

said Governments for receiving the reparation payments to be made by Germany.
While the text of this Treaty applies only to the reparation payments made by

Germany^ it was always understood that the signatories of this Treaty accepted the

general principle ofthe Allied Powers collecting reparation through a common and
exclusive agency. Language similar to that of the German TVeaty is contained in

the Conditions ofPeace presented to Austria, and is to be contained in the repara* ^

tion clauses with Hungary. The principle is obviously the only sound and orderly

one. Ifevery nation is allowed to go about in its own way to collect the indemnity
which it thinks is due it, nothing but dispute, recrimination and serious trouble can
result. The action ofRoumania in formulating and presenting the armistice terms
to Hungary is destructive of this principle.

(3) In the Conditions of Peace prepared for Austria it was originally provided
that liability for reparation should be imposed upon the entire Austro-Hungarian
Empire, including portions- of that Empire transferred to Allied States. In defer-
ence to urgent protests it was agreed to permit the States acquiring Austro-
Hungarian teiritory to make a modest contribution toward the cost of the war of
liberation, which would be accepted in lieu of indemnity. An agreement to this
effect has (subject to approval by,his Government) been signed by Mr. Antancsco,
one ofthe Roumanian plenipotentiaries. By this agreement Roumania undertakes
to make payment, in accordance with a formula which is prescribed, on account
of the cost of liberating Austro-Hungarian territory transferred to Roumania. It
is further provided that this sum to be paid by Roumania shall be set off against
the sums payable to Roumania by way of reparation and 'no further payments on
account of reparation shall be made until the other States to whom reparation is
due shall have received payments on account ofa like proportion of their approved
claims for reparation’. On the faith of this agreement the proposed Oonditions of^ce with Axistria were modified, so as to relieve transferred portions of Austria-
Hungary jSrom payment of indemnity.

,

terms of the armistice presented by Roumania to Hungary are in direct
violation of the agreement signed by Mr. Antanesco.

J* F. D[ulles],

Appendix B to No. 30

Document i
Radio.

Monsieur le*G6n^ral Gorton,

Mission Britannique, Budapest.

En r^ponse k vos t616grammes d’information,
g’amme que la Conference de la Paix a adress6
Rouiaain k Bucarest.

7 aodt igtg.

je vous communique Ic tili-

aujourd’hui au Gouvernement
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Je vous prie d’en dormer connaissance k vos Collogues des Missions Allises etaa "

Gdn6ral en Chef Roumain.

(reproduire le T616graiiime ^ Bucarest)

G. Clemenqeau

Document 2

ExirSme. urgence. 7 ^9^9-

Ministre de Franccj Bucarest.

Je vous prie de communiquer sans le moindre retard au Gouvernement Rou-

t^6gramme suivant que lui adresse la Conference de la Baix.

A la suite de la chute du Gouvernement de Bela Kun et de son remplacement,

par un Gouvernement socialiste, consecutife k la defaite des troupes hongroises par

les troupes roumaines, le Conseil Supreme a, le 5 aofit, envoye k Budapest une

Commission de quatre Gen^raux Allies charges d’entrer en cominunication d’une

part avec le Gouvernement hongrois pour faire respecter Tarmistice de novembre

1918, et d’autre part avec les Chefs des armees roumaines et serbes pour garantir

le pays occupd centre tous sevices et regler les conditions de I’occupation.

Ces decisions ont ete portees par teiegramme k la connaissance du Gouveme-

ment hongrois, des Generaux roumains, en meme temps que des Gouvemements ‘

roumain et serbe.

Le Conseil Supreme ayant appris le 6 aout que les autorit^s militaires roumaines

a Budapest voulaient imposer au Gouvernement hongrois un armistice en contra- .

diction avec I’armistice conclu en novembre avec la Hongrie au nom des Puis-

sances alli6eSj et en violation des droits g6n6raux des Allies quant aux reparations^

a avise le jour m^me le Gouvernement roumain qu’il refiisait de reconnaitre aux

(^draux roumains le droit de conclure un armistice sans Pautorisation des Puis-

' AUiees. En m6me temps, le Gouvernement roumain etait mis en garde

; '.c^tre toute action contraire k Phumanite ou au droit qui pourrait 6tre commi^

"partes troupes roumaines, en le priant de donner au G6n6ral en Chef Roumain

en Hongrie Fordre de se conformer aux directions de la Commission des G6n6raux.

,

,
qtd repr&ente la Conference et agit par d616gation de son autorit6.

V: ^ La Conference de la Paix n’a encore re9u aucune r6ponse directe du Gouvern^

-\n^t roumain et apprend que les G6n6raux roumains refusent de d6f6rer aux ^

des G^n&axfic Allies, s^opposent k la publication du t616gramnie.>

'par le Pr&ident de la Conference au Gouvernement Hongrois, laissent-,

ioldats piller la propridte privee, requisitionnent et envoient en Roumanie

Je ifeetail, et le materiel roulant, soumettent Budapest k un Wocus inutile qui affame

g ^ v^e, detmisent les lignes de chemins de fer, en particulier celle qui va dp ?

k Vienne, enfin commettent une serie d*actes qui sont autant de viola^^

§ j^fei^des decisions de la Conference, des droitls des Puissances Alliees et Associees,
^

i m^me de la plus eiementaire humanite.

X»e Conseil Supreme apprend enm^me temps que le Gouvernement soci^te et

Is- a ete renverse par un coup d’etat, ses membres arrStes et qu’il-a ete.^

\T^ vn Gouvernement ^ la tete duquel est FArchiduc Joseph.
" ^e^ede ces feits, la Conference est obligee de erpire que le Gouvememaai;
a Fintention de braver la Conference et de se separer des Puissanc^ :

^ A^c3ees,

^4^ ^ird> .eHe demande au Gouvernement
cette opinion, non par des mots mais par



actes, qui prouveront publiquement que la Roumaxiie accepte et est pr^te k

executer de bonne foi la politique arr6t^e par la Conference.

G. Clemenceau

Appendix D to No. 30

Document i

Copie, PARIS, le 30 mai igig.

Annexe: une carte.

Les soussignes ont Thonneur de soumettre au Gonseil Supreme des Allies la

proposition suivante concemant Tattribution de mandats d’administration sur les

territoires de I’Est africain allemand:

La Belgique exercera le mandat d’administration de la partie de TEst africain

allemand qui s’etend k Touest de la limite indiquee en rouge sur la carte ci-jointe.^^

La Grande-Bretagne exercera le mandat sur les parties de la m^me colonie qui

ne sont pas attribuees k la Belgique.

Milner.

Orts, Ministre Pienipotentiaire

de sa Majeste le Roi des Beiges.

Document 2

Description of the Boundary indicated on the Accompanying Map^^

From the point where the frontier between the Uganda Protectorate and
German East Africa cuts the river Mavumba and in a south-easterly direction a

straight line to point 1640, about 15 kilometers south-south-west of Mt. Gabiro.

Thence a straight line in a southerly direction to the north shore ofLake Mohazi,

where it terminates at the confluence ofa river situated about 2| kilometers from
the confluence of the river Msilala.

Ifthe trace ofthe railway on the \vest ofthe river Kagera from Bugufi to Uganda
approaches within 16 kilometers of the line defined above, the boundary will be
carried to the west, following a minimum distance of r6 kilometers from this trace,

without, however, passing to the west ofthe straight linejoining the terminal point ,

on Lake Mohazi and the top ofMt. Kivisia (2100) situated on the Uganda-German
East African frontier about 5 kilometers south-west of the point where the river

Mavumba cuts this frontier.

Thence a line south-eastwards to meet the southern shore of Lake Mohazi. r

Thence the watershed between the Taruka and the Mkarange and continuing ?

southwards to the north-eastern end of Lake Mugesera. v

;

„ Thence the median line of this lake and continuing southwards acr<m Lafceit)

Ssa^ tomeet the Kagera. Thence the course of the Kagera downstream tp t
the western boundary of Bugufi.

Thence this boimdary to its junction with the eastern boxmdary of Urundi.
.

'

Thence the eastern and southern boundary of Urundi to Lake Tanganyika.

Milner.

Orts, Ministre Pienipotentiaire

de S.M. le Roi des Beiges.

** Map not annexed to original of this appendix.
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No. 31

H. D. 27.] Notes ofa Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers, held in M. Pichon’s Room at the Qpai d’Orsay, Paris, on Friday,

August 8, igig, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire -.The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,

Sir G. Clerk.

Frarwe-. M. Clemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Ber-

thelot, M. de St-Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Captain Chapin. British Empire: Com-

mander Bell. France : Captain A. Portier. : Lt-Colonel A. Jones.

Interpreter: Professor P. J. Mantoux.

Situation

in Fiume

2,

,
S^tmtion in

Hungary

I. (Marshal Foch and the Military Representatives of the Supreme War

Council were present.)

M. Clemenceau communicated a letter from the Italian Delegation

on this subject to the Council (See Appendix A). /

M. Tittoni asked that the question should be submitted to the

Finance Committee for examination and report.

(It was therefore agreed that the letter from the Itahan Delegation •with

regard to the Financial Situation in Fiume should be submitted to the

Finance Committee for examination and report.)

M. Clemenceau asked whether the Americans had any news from

Budapest.

Mr. Polk communicated a telegram contained in Appendix B.

M. Clemenceau said that he did not see that the Council could

do anything at present.

Mr. Balfour, commenting upon the telegram, asked why the Allied and

Associated representatives at Vienna had received some, and not aH, of the

,

^^cfions given to the Committee of General Officers.
‘ Polk said that he could only say that the instructions had been sent

- . through Warsaw [? to] General Gorton.
• General Sackville-West said that the instructions had been sent on the» j^revious day, in -writing, and by telegram. The former would go by courier,

^ but the latter would have to be communicated by the best means that the

Allied representatives in Vienna could devise.

asked whether the American organisation for telegraphic

'with Central Europe had been employed.
'Norman replied that an attempt had been made to send the com-

'

* wireless telegraph from the Eiffel Tower.
^j^lBiWOUR said thabhe did not think the question was of great imporr

tance^ fesig 4s every'means had been employed for communicating with

the Alhsi aa^AsspciateA.representatives concerned.
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M. Tittoni then drew attention to the instructions to the four Generals,

Impaling with the distribution ofwar materials to the Allies (See Appendix B

ofH. D. 240-

He thought that the insertion of the phrase in the instructions in question

was somewhat premature. He understood that the Council was to decide

finally on the distribution of the total war material taken from the enemy,

on the general principle that each Ally was to have a share proportionate to

its effort. The question, therefore, still remained to be settled.

Mr. Balfour said that he did not quite understand how the phrase

objected to by M. Tittoni had been inserted.

M. Clemenoeau agreed with the principle enunciated by M. Tittoni, and

said that he thought a telegram should be sent to the Generals.

General Weygand said that he would draft the necessary telegram to the

Generals.

(It was decided that General Weygand should send a telegram to the foTir

Generals on the Gonunission to Budapest, informing them that as the

general principle governing the distribution of enemy war material to the

Allies had not as yet been decided on by the Council, their functions in

the matter should be limited to making such recommendations as they

might think fit.)

3. Mr. Balfour stated that the Austrian Delegation had just sent in a

general reply on the subject of the peace terms.® The com-

Aus^Ln Notes
n^i^^^cations in question would be sent to the various Com-
mittees for examination, in accordance with the procedure

established. Furthermore, each Committee would report separately on the

points in the Note with which it was immediately concerned. The Council

^er receiving and considering the replies ofthese various Committees, would
send them to the Co-ordinating Committee for the necessary action. He there-

fore proposed a modification ofthe procedure, which would consist in sending
the replies of the various Committees to the Co-ordinating Committee first,

which latter body, after considering them as a whole, should report to the
Council.

Captain Fortier informed Mr. Balfour that this procedure had already
been adopted.

(The Finance Experts entered the Room.)

4. M. Cheysson drew the attention of the Council to the telegram contained

p
Appendix C. He said the Council was faced with the.

^hy^Om- ^temative of the eventual bankruptcy of the Turkish state, .

mm Government partially consenting to the measures which the Ottoman
Government were taking. He thought it would be better to

1 No. 28.

* On August 6, 1919, the Amtrian Delegation, in conformity with the stipulated extension
of the tme-limit (see No. 22, minute 2), communicated its general reply and
oteorvations upon the draft treaty presented to it on July 20, French and German texts of

Austrian reply are printed in Bericht Uber die Tdtigkeit der deutschBsterreichischen Friedens-
(klegaiion in ISt. Germain-en-Laye, vol. ii, pp. 78-295.
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have further information before taking definite measures. Such infonnat^3
would take the form of a general report on the financial position of

TurHsh Government. He did not think that it would be proper to allow Ibe ?

Turks to proceed with the sale of State property without further enquirji.
.

He suggested that they should be asked why the sale of their credits and S'

property was so urgent, and what form of realisable property they proposed C-,

to sell. V
M. Tittoni said that he agreed with M. Gheysson as to the need of a

general report upon the financial position of Turkey. He thought, however,
'

that a distinction should be made between

(1) the private property of the Sultan

(2) the properties of religious foundations, and

(3) the State domains.

No. 3 constituted a fund of State property which was a most important
,

!

guarantee of ultimate reparation. The private property of the Crown could ;;i

be sold by the Turkish Govt, as it could not be regarded as confiscated

property, subjected to the payment of war damages. The properties of

religious foundations could not be seized in payment of war damages, and

the Turkish Government might, in a similar manner, sell them. ;

M. Gheysson said that in the Peace Treaties with Austria and Germany, t
';

‘ foe Crown property had been regarded as belonging genuinely to the State,
'

i;^i>?md as being, ip consequence, liable to confiscation. <

said that he could not quite agree, as a distinction had been
^

between the private and public property of foe Ruler, foe lattar«
J

foe jurisdiction of foe National Executive.
j

^^^^.ifckaaoN said that he did not think that distinctions of the kind were^

^K^^^cable to Eastern countries, and that it would be better to adopt a :'

rap^^pler, general rule. -u?

Tittoni said that he only desired that in communicating a general^^

^R feport upon the financial situation in Turkey, the Financial Commission."^

into consideration foe point that he had raised.
j

.B&PFOur asked whether, under foe terms of foe Armistice, we were ^

to 3sk for foe exact information required. Could we, for instance^jl

: made a similar request to Germany? Ji

M. Gheysson remarked foat he thought that until such time as foe Peace
j

j

Treaty should be signed, the Allied* and Associated Governments were able^;

* to take whatever measures they thought necessary for the preservation ofthcaf k

"t
' interests. - §

. hfR. Polk said foat as it would be a long time before the final peace coni®
fa nipved at with Turkey, and, as the existing Armistice was incomplete^

*^06 to its having been drawn up at an early period, would#J
f'^'^^^^^dvan^geous to draft, a, more complete ^d conclusive Amtistic^
’ us. to tide foe intervening time? .

'

tkoBii^ Bfr; Pqlk’s suggestion, ifput into. effoM



Mr. Polk suggested that the necessary measures might be effected by

mutual agreement.

Mr. Dulles drew attention to the fact that in the successive Armistices

imposed upon Germany, measures had been taken with a view to preserving

securities and other properties for the purposes of ultimate reparations.

Mr. Balfour agreed, but said that these additional terms had only been

imposed in exchange for concessions on other points granted by the German
Government.

M. Clemengeau said that he thought the necessary measures could only

be put into effect by Treaty provisions.

Mr. Balfour then suggested that it might be best

—

I. To refuse to recognise the sales of property now being carried out by
the Turkish Government until the final signature ofthe Peace Treaty,

Such a measure would put prospective purchasers on their guard; and

2- After receiving a full report on the financial position of the Ottoman
Government, authorisation might be given to proceed with sales of

a certain class, in order that the Turkish Empire might be saved from

bankruptcy.

(It was therefore decided:

—

1. That a communication should he sent to the Ottoman Government
through the French High Commissioner at Constantinople, informing

it that the Allied, and Associated Governments refused, and would
refuse to recognise the validity of fmy sales, effected by such Govern-
ment, between the signature of the Armistice and the ratification of

the Peace Treaty.

2. That the Allied and Associated Governments should reserve to them-
selves the right to grant special licences to the Ottoman Government
for the sale of such property as the aforesaid Ottoman Government
might desire to realise: the conditions of sale, and the property to he
realised, being specified, in detail, beforehand, to the AlHed and
Associated Governments.

3. That the Financial Commission should enquire into, an<f present a
general report on the financial position of the Ottoman Government,
and should examine the question of the sale by that Government of

(«) Private properties of the Crown.

(6) Properties belonging to religious foundations.

(c) State domains.)
if!

5- (At this point Colonel Peel entered the Room and M.
drew.) .

^

Colonel Peel presented and remarked on the pro-

posals put forward by the Reparations Commission (See

Appendix D).^

Reparation and Finan--

dal Clauses in the Peace

Treaty with Bulgaria

. 3 jsjot printed. The proposals put forward by the Reparation Commission in this note

dated August 7, 1919, were those accepted below by the Supreme Council under resolutions

1-4. In the first two ofthese proposals the Reparation Commissionwas reiterating itsprevious

:viewsagainstthose ofthe Greek, RoumanianandYugoslav Delegations,which considered that
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He drew attention to the observations made by the Delegations of the

Greeks Roumanian and Jugo-Slav Governments on the subject of the

Reparation Glauses, and to the opinion of the Reparation Commission upon
the criticism raised against the articles in the Peace Treaty dealing with
reparations by Bulgaria.

In conclusion, he drew attention to the calculation made by the American
Delegation on the subject of reparations in Balkan countries. The results of

this calculation were tibat the reparations to be paid by Bulgaria were to be
regarded as a national payment of Fes. 600. for each citizen. The total load •

of debt and obligations upon Serbia, represented a payment of Fes. 300. per

citizen.

Finally, he wished that a modification should be inserted into Article 14,

so as to enable the Reparations Commission to collect debts due by Germany
to the National Bank of Bulgaria.

(It was agreed :

—

(1) To accept the figure of 2^ milliards of Francs, which the Reparations
Commission considered to be the maximum sum payable by Bulgaria.

(2) To accept the findings of the Commission with regard to the debts

due by Germany to Bulgaria, and by Bulgaria to Germany, and
not to add such credits to the total sum payable by the Bulgarian
Government.

(
3
)
To accept the findings ofthe Reparations Commission on the subject of

the cattle and live stockto be delivered by the Bulgarians to the Serbs.

(
4
) That neither Greece, nor Roumania, nor Jugo-Slavia should be repre-

sented on the Interallied Committee for Bulgaria.

(5) That Article 14 of the Financial and Reparation Clauses should he
modified in such a manner as to allow the Reparations Commis-
sion to collect debts due by Germany to the National Bank of

Bulgaria.)

6. Marshal Fogh explained his report (see Annexe [Appendix] E) on the

subject ofAe German Forces in the 10 kilometre and 50 kilometre zones on
;the right Rank of the Rhine.

V
agreed that Marshal Foch’s proposals with regard to the German

4; ' Mshtary forces for maintaining order in the 10 kilometre and the 50 kilo-

X metre zones on the right bank of the Rhine should be accepted.)

unduly favourable to Bulgma. (In connection with the second proposal

^
^was ^ted that; La Commission estime qu’il serait tout k fait illogique, apr^ avoir fix6

> znaximun^ de ce que la Bulgarie peut payer, d’y ajouter une somme ind6tennin6e et dont
:|e montant est, au restc, Fobjet des contestations.’) These delegations held the same view

le third it^. Here the Reparation Commission stated that after consulting
epr^entatives in Bulgaria it had somewhat raised the proposed figures; it

roamtained, however, its view as to the desirability of limiting restitutions of
Mgaria, ^ch might otherwise degenerate into razzias. It appeared to the
ugt del^ations in question did not fully appreciate the fact that limited
a Mn were not to be regarded as being necessarily the only satisfaction which
^eive m respect d claims to r^aration for losses in cattle, etc.; and in the
. general di^harge of her eqomjmic obHgations, Bulgaria would doubtless be
€^>ort catfe hr large ntanbors.
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y. Marshal Foch said that the question to be discussed had been brought
forward in his letter of the 6th of August to the President of

AmyofOc^pation Council (see Annexe [Appendix] F). His conclusion had
immediate resolution

ta) urn siksm with regard to the constitution of the Allied Forces, and to
' the total forces necessary.

M. Glemenceau asked whether Italy should be regarded as consenting to
participate in the occupation.

Marshal Foch replied that he understood that Italy would participate,
and that contributions to the forces would come from four sources.

*

M. Glemenceau said that the question before the Council was whether
each Gountry consented to send a quarter of the total effectives.

Mr. Balfour said that Great Britain was quite willing to send her share*
but that a practical difficulty with regard to the provisioning of the troops
called for solution. It would be very difficult for Great Britain to send the
necessary provisions to any of its forces stationed in Upper Silesia; on the
other hand, such an operation woxild be relatively easy for France. He there-
fore proposed that the Headquarter Staffs should examine the question of
distributing the troops. England might take a greater share in any operations
affecting the coastal regions, such as Dantzig; whilst France might make a
proportionately larger contribution towards operations in such regions as
Upper Silesia. The total force would be the same; only the disposal of the
troops would be modified.

M. Glemenceau remarked that a decision had been arrived at, to the
effect that the forces ofoccupation in Upper Silesia should be taken from the
A^esm the Rhine territories. The question of transport had not therefore
arisen, since troops taken from such sources would probably be sent by land;
Since the provisioning ofthe troops on the left bank ofthe Rhine was carried
out en bloc, ffie same thing would probably hold good for military forces in
Upper Silesia. It w^ most important that all forces of occupation sent out
by the Alhes to various parts of Europe should, in every case, comprise awr^ number ofmen from each one of the Allied and Associated Powers.
This principle was particularly important in such areas as Dantzig. He did
not make any concrete proposal, but considered that the spirit of the Treaty
womd be violated by failing to make all forpes of occupation, composite,
Inter-Alhed Units.

jt ^ r a

M^hal Foch said that he concluded from Mr. Balfour’s remark that the
iinnsh Army would be represented in Upper Silesia.

'

Mr.. Balfour said the British forces would certainly take part in that
occupation.

General Bliss said that a decision had been arrived at, to the effect that
Anny was to be represented on the Rhine. He was of the opinion

a e cor^and in any one locality should be homogeneous. The United
^ womd contribute. With regard to the proportion of troops to be

fcf u
nation, he reminded the Council that he had been a

Member ofeach Committee that had examined the problem, when the ques-

J?.'

'

'

'

,
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tion of the Army of Occupation on the Rhine had been discussed. He had

told President Wilson that the figure arrived at for the Umted States Forces

was an absolute minimum. His observations had therefore been accepted and

the necessary orders given. He had thought, however, that the American,

troops were to remain on the Rhine, and were not to be sent into Upper

Silesia. It would therefore be necessary for him to ask President WUson

whether the United States contingent for the Rhine should be considered as

indivisible, and, if sent elsewhere, whether it should be replaced.
_

M Clemenceau said that when the question of the occupation of the

Rhine had been discussed. President Wilson’s plan ofan Inter-Allied occupa-

tion had been accepted in spite of his (M. Clemenceau’s) opposition. It

therefore seemed difficult to admit that President Wilson was in a position to

discuss'the matter further. ,T,vi.j-r j,.-
Mr Balfour said that he believed General Behn had informed the

Coundl that a Division in Upper Silesia could be of strategical use in the
'

event of the recurrence of active operations on the Western Front.

General Bliss said that he was sure that President Wilson would make no

objection. The only point to be considered was whether the United States

force should be regarded as a Unit not capable of division, and whether if it

were sent to Upper Silesia, it should be replaced on the Rhine by other troops.

Mr. Polk said that the question was one of numbers.

M, Clemengeau said that he realised, that, from a practical point ofview,

it would be better for certain Units in the Armies of Occupation not to be

' I^ter-AUied Forces. . From the political point of view, however, it was most

that Occupation Forces should be so constituted; this was more,

desirable in view of the fact that the Allied soldiers had always

^it^Asd well together, and that no friction had risen between them.

il'; : - MR- Balfour said that he agreed with M. Clemenceau. It was ®aost.;4j

^ advantageous to show everywhere, that the Allies remained associated ^

fett^ether in the achievement of certain objects. He did not foresee any diffi-.^;^

^j^ty.with regard to the troops; but he did anticipate numerous practical'

'

re^^ig^ties with regard to provisioning. He proposed that Marshal Foch^

the problem in collaboration with the Headquarter Staffi-

v^ous Governments concerned.
_

^

Tittoni said that he didjuot think that the principle of equal contribu?|

B^^.had ever been accepted, and that he could not undertake to furnish.^

K^p^fterofthe total eflectives in the Division for Upper Silesia, more especially

B Italy had no troops on the Rhine. • i;

E^: .,,,M. Clemengeau said that although there were no Italian troops on tii^

Signor Orlando had none the less accepted the principle ofthe Forc^

being divided amongst the Allies.

^P^^^^RmfeNi'said that he thoi^ht that the American and British Gov^M

that these Goveroments had consented to foru

thdu: reSe^tibriS.that they had made, dealt with;'

subject of troops, in'O^tain specified sectors. /
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Marshal Foch asked whether he was to understand that the United

States, Great Britain,' France and Italy, would participate equally in the

occupation of Upper Silesia.

M. Tittoni said that he accepted the principle, but made a reservation

with regard to the number of effectives to be supplied.

M. Clemenceau answered that the principle of Inter-Allied occupation

had been proposed by President Wilson, and accepted by all. It had been

completely understood that an equal representation was intended; for, when .

no such understanding had been arrived at, the question had been raised

and decided. This had been the principle arrived at for the Rhine. No
statement had ever been made to the effect that unequal contributions would

be given by the various Governments to the Army of Occupation in Silesia.

Mr. Balfour and Mr. Polk had accepted the general principle, and he asked

M. Tittoni to give his consent to it.

M. Tittoni said that the theatre in which the operation was to take place

was further away from Italy than it was from other countries.

M. Clemenceau said that such a fact might be an excuse for Italian troops

arriving late, but that he insisted on knowing whetherM. Tittoni did, or did

not, accept the principle that Italy should supply a quarter of the total

effectives necessaiy for the occupation of Upper Silesia.

M. Tittoni said that he accepted the principle.

(It was decided that the United States, Great Britain, France and Italy,

should each supply a quarter of the total effectives necessary for Upper
Silesia.

It was further decided that Marshal Foch, in collaboration with the

Allied Headq[uarter Staff should consider what advantage would he

derived from each of that [?the] Allied Governments being represented in

the Forces of Occupation in Eastern Europe. Marshal Foch should further

consider the disadvantages which might arise from the constitution of

composite Inter-Allied Forces, owing to difficulties of provisioning each of
these contingents, and from any friction that might occur between the

soldiers of the Allied Nations. Finally, Marshal Foch was to submit a

report on what he considered would be the most ativantageous distribu-

tion of the Allied troops.)

X Marshal Foch said that the same question arose with regard to Danzig
;

and Memel, which were occupied by Inter-Allied troops. Ho
.

asked whether the principle of equal contingents had be^^Xf
accepted. -

. .
-

,

Mr. Balfour said that the principle was not disputed. What ot^ht lOTC X!

decided was whether it would not be more practicM fid each Gtoverhment to

have its forces concentrated in certain sectors, so as to simplify the problem

; = provisioning. The total number of effectives in each locality would not be

altered; he took as an example the occupations of Upper Silesia, and of

..^Danzig, and of Memel. It might be decided that the British contingent in

'Upper Silesia ought to be replaced by a French contingent of equal, strength,

compensation for such an arrangement, France would not have to send>J



any contingent to Danzig. On such a basis, France would only have to send

provisions to Upper Silesia, and not to Danzig; whilst Great Britain would
only send provisions to Danzig, and not to Upper Silesia. He wished the

problem, as he had brought it forward, to be studied by Marshal Foch and

the Allied Headqusirters Staffs.

Marshal Foch stated that the Upper Silesia question had been settled

and ought not to be raised afresh. He asked for a decision with regard to

Danzig and to Memel.

General Weygand said that the articles in the Peace Treaty were dif-

ferent with regard to the two regions. The Inter-Allied occupation ofUpper
Silesia had been decided upon, but no such decision had been taken with

regard to Danzig. The question had been laid before the Supreme Council

at Versailles; but the military experts had not been able to agree to the

necessity of sending troops of occupation. The French Delegation favoured

such a measure; the British and American Delegations opposed it. A decision

was very necessary.

M. TrrxONi remarked that in a previous discussion* it had been decided

that German troops should evacuate Dantzig, which should not be occupied

by Polish forces; and that the question of sending Inter-AlHed troops into

that region should be adjourned. Troops should only be sent into the Danzig

region if thought necessary by the members of the Delimitation Committee

on the spot.

Mr. Balfour said that in his opinion only a very few troops would be

necessary for Danzig, The Germans, whose propaganda might have been

serious, now seemed to be resigned and the situation in this locality had

much improved. He did not think that it was therefore very urgent to come
to an immediate decision.

General Weygand said that the difficulty arose from the fact that officers

sent out to the regions in question might at any moment ask for troops. The
High Command must keep this in mind in drawing up its general military

programme. At the present moment all armies were demobilising. Soldiers

yfGce returning to their dvil occupations and if the constitution of this cdntin-

gOit were not decided upon it might be impossible to form it when desired.

M. Tittoni said that the troops would only be sent if the officers on
particular Commissions and Committee [s] asked for them. Such officers

;

could not even take up their ppsts until the ratification of the Treaty and this

feet gave us time to consider the question.

fk . -
Glemenoeau said that it was therefore decided that Marshal Foch

i ,^uld only examine the question ofUpper Silesia.

-li
•' • .

General Weygand said that the Danzig question was also important and

::i;^-2?^d.out a teleg;ram received that day from General Henrys;

,

' ‘Varsovie, 6 aoiit, 1919-

^ ^
Gouvemement Polonais me demande d’intervenir aupr^ de vous

d’obtenir ?envoi de deux bataillons alKes pour gardcr les approvir

See Noy 24, minute 2.
*
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sionnements transportes de Dunkerque k Dantzig et ^viter les vols k
Dantzig.

‘Je vous serais oblige de me faire connaitre les intentions des AUi^s

au sujet du fonctionnement de la base polonaise de Dantzig. Si une
Commission interallide doit ^tre chargee de la direction du port et des

transports k Dantzig, j’estime que j’aurais int^ret k y €tre represent^ pour
les questions de transports qui int^ressent directement le ravitaillement de

la Pologne.’

The question ofsending Allied troops to Dantzig and Memel was adjourned.

8.

AUiedAmies and
[Not printed]

clearing up ofBattlefields

g. (M. Georgi then left the room,s and General Nollet entered.)

General Nollet said that as he was the President of the
Orgamai^of Interallied Commission of Military Control, he could not

ndms ofCon^l
Naval and Aerial Commissions of Control. The

Military Commissionwas divided into three sub-committees :

—

(a) The Sub-Committee for Arms and Munitions.

(b) The Sub-Committee for Effectives and Recruiting.

(c) The Sub-Committee for Fortifications.

Sub-Committee (a) was at the present moment the most important. There
were large numbers of trained men in Germany at the present time. If

German arms and munitions were taken away, the value of these trained

men would disappear, and security would result. This had been the reason
for the provision in the Peace Treaty whereby the time for the reduction of
the German forces to an ordinary standard had been limited to three months.
The Sub-Committee in question would have to see to it, that all material, in

excess ofwhat had been laid down, should be handed over to the Allied and
Associated Governments. It would, moreover, actively supervise the produc-
tion ofthe numerous factories in Germany, to prevent the country from taking
up the production of war material in a disguised form. It was evident that
this sub-committee ought to have a considerable personnel, and a large

number of specialists, in order to be able to act with rapidity. The field of
its operations extended over the whole German Army, and all the factories

ofGermany.

Sub-Committee {b) had a different character. Its immediate functions
were obviously most important, but its work in the future would be of far

^eater consequence. The avowed, and actual, intentions ofGermany could
only be ascertained with certainty by studying closely the manner in which
G«inan mobilisation would be carried out, and by examining the new
legislation ofthat country. The members ofthis Sub-Committee would have

,
to study German organisation from this point of view, and would have to

* M. Georgi had entered the meeting for the previous item.



see how all the questions enumerated affected the general situation
Sub-Committee might be composed ofa smaller, non-specialist, persoimd^-^'
Sub-Committee (c) on fortifications would have an easier tLk. Fortifiei?

works could not be disguised. Their position was actually known and A
were largely in the territory that had fallen to France. The remainder w(2 i

mostly in the Rhine territories, now under French occupation. ;

The whole Mihtary Commission of Control, as outlined,- would be verv ^
iiriportant. It would have to be constituted by 350 officers, 150 interpretm '

and 800 ordinary soldiers. He thought that the figures given ought to bl
'

regarded as the minimum ofwhat was necessary, in view ofthe large number
’

of problems that would have to be studied locally, and the rapidity withwhich examinations would have to be effected. After the ratification of the-?
Treaty, it would be necessary to spread a whole network of investigatinsp l
bodies over Germany. He called upon the Council to examine the figur®1
put forward by him, and to remember that the whole Committee would be 4an Inter-Allied body, and not a French one.
Mr. Balfour said that he was entirely in agreement with General NoUetvl

conclusion with regard to the numerous personnel necessary for carrying out I

the work of the Inter-Alhed Commission of Control. Practical difficulties ^
would, however, arise in points of detail, such as the transporting, provision-

^

mg and quartering of the staffs. As British representative, he would like to |propose t^tAe three Inter-Allied Commissions ofControl should come underJ
Marshal Foch’s orders, or else, later on, under the orders of the French!

.
,t^^eral cominanding on the Rhine. - ^

(It deeded ^at Marshal Foch’s Headquarter Staff, or the Head?]
; ,

quarter Staff of the French Commander on the Rhine, should settleS
' oiit of the transportation into Germany of the Int^Alh^ Comnnttees of Control, as weU as the questions affecting thefe?

,
Tiortermg and provisioning, when estabhshed in that country. J

'

• to accept General NoUet’s proposals on the suhieS^
^ the Inter-Allied Commission of CotoelJ^ constituted.)

'

'

J

V (At this point General NoUet left the room.) r

W;^^^.hetfeeenthe GENERAL Saokville-West said that a report had be^
FrrSrS .the subject of _the ^tsJ

mdmeh rp
™ ^ maintamed by the vanous States

W^,^ AustnmP€£u» ,
The report on Austria had been sent bacte

^
j
c inodmed. Certain alterations had been put into

^
the Council whether the articles affecfii^l

J®^0(Med, and brought into conformity with thosejil
with Austria as finally modified.

'

^J
the Council had decided on the maxing

constitute the hew Hungarian Antty.^ oodd .not rcply; rince



General Beun said that the Military Representatives had proposed a

figure of 40,000 men for Austria. The Supreme Council had

lowered the figure to 15,000. The final decision was that an Army of 30,000

men should be allowed. In the case of Hungary the two extreme figures

were 45,000 men and 18,000 men respectively. What figure between these

two latter was the Council going to decide upon?

M. Tittoni said that if the Austrian Peace Treaty was to be taken as a

basis, Hungary ought to be allowed an Army of 35,000 men.

M. Clemengeau said that in the present state of the Peace Treaty with

Hungary it was difficult to arrive at an exact figure. He did not see that there

was any particular need for deciding immediately.

M. Tittoni said that the figure had to go into the Peace Treaty.

M. Clemengeau said that he agreed that the Military Representatives

ought to make the two Treaties agree in such articles as had been definitely

settled. It was quite impossible to settle the question in the case of articles

not decided upon. Austria had been allowed a large number of effectives

in order to conciliate her and to detach her from German influence. His

own suggestion had been for an Austrian Army of 15,000 men. It was
not possible to settle the Hungarian Army on the basis ofthe Austrian.

(It was decided that the Military Representatives should co-ordinate the
articles in the Peace Treaty vdth Hungary now definitely decided upon,
with the corresponding articles in the Peace Treaty with Austria.)

II. M. Clemengeau asked that the question should be adjourned in order

Gtmm Prisoners in that he might discuss it with Mr. Polk.

-ibs custody oj^ the

Amrican Armies therefore decided to adjourn the question.)

12. Mr. Balfour said that it had been the wish of the British Government

'Blockade of
^ Blockade on Russia, but to concert measures for

\mia closing the ports of Baltic Russia to International traffic in which
all the Allies could act conjointly. President Wilson had just replied

(see Appendix H) to the effect that he could not participate in the Allied

/ pdicy. It was, therefore, not possible to come to a decision at once, for,

j'jUdiilst regretting the necessity of abandoning the policy suggested, he would
|;Wt adopt another unacceptable to America. At the present moment com-*

™ the region in question, and, in another
months, ice conditions would make it impossible. All that was necessary

j
• to tide over this short period, and to be ready to re-examine the ques^n

^
U important change took place.

^1,

: -.Si- Tittoni remarked that the Blockade of Hungary had only been
l^^^ared because Bela Kim had not carried out the Armistice conditions.
‘ were now refusing to blockade Russia despite the fact that Lenin, the

Bolshevik Government, had defied the elementary laws ofhuman
Would not the Allied and Associated Governments be fully justified,

ggew of this comparison, in declaring a blockade on Russia? He was
^^g, however, to submit to the opinion of his colleagues.
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Mr. Polk said that morally he agreed with M. Tittoni. But there was an
'

important legal point, which should not be forgotten. No war had been

declared against Russia. He proposed that President Wilson’s suggestion

should be accepted, and that the Experts should study a means of effecting

what was desired by means of mutual co-operation.

Mr. Balfour accepted Mr. Polk’s proposal.

(It was decided that the Experts of the Principal Allied and Associated

Powers should examine the problem of carrying out, conjointly, measnies

which should be equivalent to a Blockade of Russian Baltic ports. When
the problem had been fully examined a report should be made to the

Council.)

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic^ PariSy

August 8y igig.

Appendix A to No. 31

Italian Delegation,

Hotel Edward VII,

Paris, 7th August, 1919.
^

Monsieur le President,

J’ai I’honneur d’informer votre Excellence que le Gouvernement Italien vient

de recevoir des nouvelles toujours plus graves au sujet de la situation mon^taire J

Fiume. *

Le public a soustrait k la circulation et cach^ presque la totality des couronnes

qui ont iti estampill€es par la ville le mois d’avril, dernier, en attendant F^change

en monnaie italienne; de nombreux billets austro-hongrois avec une fausse estam*

pille de Fiume entrent en circulation et le public est forc6 k les accepter pour les

n6cessit6s de I’existence. Les trafics avec I’^tranger sont excessivement difficiles a

cause de la p6nurie mon^taire, ce qui produit un rench^rissement de toutes les

marchandises 6t par suite une tris vive agitation dans la population.

, , La dtuation est vraiment tr^s grave, et pourrait entrainer des consequences tr&

i v>Vi j®^uses si les mesures necessaires n’etaient pas prises de toute urgence. Le
‘

'
^nseil National de Fiume a fait cette suggestion: que le Gouvernement Italien

i ’ . ^ la. VtIIp He Vinme sec Viille+e H’Ty.-t-o*- 4̂ 4- Ac^ To 'rertnice ’nrfcilT'pr^te k la ville de Fiume ses billets d’Etat et de banque dans la mesure requise pour *

tetirer toutes les couronnes estampiUees par la ville m6me, qui adopterait provi-

goircment la monnaie italienne. Le Gouvernement Royal n'aurait pas de difficult^^

k adherer k cette proposition, mais il desire que les Allies en soient pr^alablement

mfbrmds. C^est pour cela, que je me permets d’avoir recours Votre obligeancc ,

en Vous priant de vouloir bien saisir la Conference de cette affaire : et cominc tout

"

^^iefcard pourrait etre tcis nuisible, je Vous saurai gr^ si Vous voulez bien faire
|

la question k Fordre du jour d’une des stances de cette semaine. |
^

;agreer,etc.

4./'

iSxc^eiice,

TmoNt

g f'l Geoi^gre demettceauj
" P^r&iiient de la Ctonfdrence de la Paix, i^ris,
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Appendix B to No. 31

Signal Corps, United States Army. Telegram.

VIENNA, August 7, igig.

Hoover, Paris.

Number HAM 1099 for Logan. Details continue to arrive from Budapest

showing the effect of cutting of communications. Hospitals are without food.

Children also in desperate circumstances. Arranging to send down inomediate

temporary supply from Vienna stocks under convoy of British and Italian and

American soldiers. Roumanians continue to conduct their occupation in the most

harassing manner and their attitude towards Entente representatives who are

there is distinctly hostile and puts us in a humiliating position. The taking away

of horses and cattle is going to stiU further complicate harvest and food situation

and no doubt withdrawal of army when ordered will be accompanied by loss of

cars, locomotives, horses, cattle and foodstuffs. The political problem and the

independent government of Hungary is a comparatively simple proposition but

must be based on two propositions, first the immediate withdrawal of Roumanian

troops out of the city and back to their jfrontiers and second, close supervision by

the four Generals who will soon be there of the conduct of that withdrawal with

reference to exportations and pillaging. We have not yet received fiill text of

instructions given to four generals and do not know extent of their jurisdiction.

Please wire that at once. Borghesi and Cunningham in full accord and while Alysee

[Alliz6] has expressed his personal opinion on withdrawal does not care to officially

show any interest on the ground that it is outside his sphere. Prom certain reliable

reports it appears that communist agitators are already endeavouring to influence

Roumanian troops in Budapest with success. This still further complicates the

problem and accentuates necessity for immediate withdrawal. Only quick com-

munication with Paris from Budapest of course by wireless which is now under

Roumanian control. Would suggest hereafter that any messages intended for

consideration of any of Entente representatives be sent over our lines as we have

direct telephone and telegraph office at Budapest. Please repeat to Italian and

British Mission.

Gregory

Appendix G to No. 31

Tiligramme du Haut Commissaire Frangais d Constantinople

CONSTANTINOPLE, k UoUt igig.

Le Gouvernement Ottoman, dont la situation financiere est trfes critique, a

vendu des stocks de mat6riel appartenant notamment k radministration des

chemins de fer du Hedjaz.

II se propose de mettre en vente les biens du Domaine et ceux de I’Evkaf.

Ges Venations posent la question de savoir si le Gouvernement Ottoman a,

pendant rarmistice, le droit d'amoindrir son avoir et, par suite, le gage commim
des AIli&.

On se trouve en pr&ence du dilemme suivant: emp^cher le Gk>uvemement
Ottoman de se cr6er les ressources indispensables et Pacculer k la faillite, ou bien

t
, l^ser amomdrir le gage sur lequel les Allies peuvent compter pour les r6parations

^ V qui leur sont dues.



Les Hauts Gommissaires des Puissances k Constantinople sont d’accord p»;
soumettre cette situation au Conseil Supreme et lui demander s’ils doivent, ou hoil

"

signifier au Gouvernement ottoman defense d^ali^ner ses biens.
^ ^

Appendix E to No. 31

Le Marichal Foch^ Commandant en Chef les Armies Alliies, d Monsieur le

Prisident du Conseil, Prisident de la Confirence de la Paix

37M-] G.Q^.GA., le 4 aoUt igig.

Par ma lettre N° 3401 du 17 juillet, je vous ai soumis des propositions au sujet

des mesures k prendre pour assurer le maintien de Pordre dans la zone de 50
kilometres sur la rive droite du Rhin.

Ges propositions visent, notamment, k toldrer, pendant une p^riode de 3 mois
au plus, k partir de la mise en vigueur du Trait6, le maintien dans la zone de 50 kiL

sur la rive droite du Rhin, des forces militaires, comme garnison de surete, ces

forces etant soumises k un regime analogue k celui actuellement en vigueur pour
la zone neutre de 10 kilometres.^

Au sujet de Timportance des forces dont le maintien dans la zone de 50 kiL

pourrait etre provisoirement tol^re, je crois devoir vous donner les 6claircissements

ci-apres
: }

Apres Parmistice, les AUemands ont 6t6 autorises k maintenir dans la zone

neutre des forces militaires comportant au total
: ,

‘

10 Bataillons

et 10 Escadrons.

Depufe, en raison des troubles, des renforcements partiels ont ete accords par

felJauts^Commandement AlUe; ces renforcements ont porte les forces allemandes;:m ^ zone neutre k

:

i

- 15 Bataillons 1/2, d’un efFectif moyen de 500 h.

S Escadrons „ „ „ 150 h.
;

2 B.ies de campagne „ „ 120 h.

Telles sont les forces allemandes actuellement en zone neutre.

> - ^
maintien de Pordre dans la zone de 50 kil. il y a lieu d’autoris^

»^^v^ement AUemand k maintenir provisoirement, dans cette zone, outre%
;ci-d^us, un^ certain supplement. Mais ce supplement doit etre de pen:

: iiynpportance. 3

V- 9 '

^
effet, que. de garder certains centres industriels, comme Ess^l

ceitames grandes viEes comme Francfort. Le nombre des gamisons supi^“
qui s*impose est done restreint.

11 &ut texm compte, en outre, de ce que la situation interieure en AUemagne e§
omstroublfequfeUenePaae '

"f

iH<^que de pehnettre k PAUemagne de conserver, dans la
^ i*elativement importantes, pendant 3 mois, alors que,

]

'

^ ns devfont r^duire leurs forces totales k 200.000 homines.
l^ces raisons,,jefM:op<^e de fi^er le supplement k accorder k 4 batailloiis' OT

^ Toutefek,^ le cte R^ons Militaires de la zone de 5#^]^

jfe. Troupes d*Occupation, comme c*est ^:^
4^ Cotnnlissidn de contrdle des clauses

:

'

'-i: bH

-IZtoins



et 2 escadrons, c’est-i-dire, d*autoriser, pour Tensemble de la 2:one de 50 kil de la

Hollande k la Suisse, le maintien provisoire de:

20 Bataillons,

10 Escadrons,

2 Batteries.

A titre de renseignement, les forces allemandes stationn6es cn tenips de paix dans

cette zone de 50 Momfetres comprenai[en]t:

39 Bataillons,

30 Escadrons,

60 Batteries.

Je vous demande de vouloir bien me faire connaltre Ic plus tot possible la

decision des Gouvernements Allies sur cette question, de mank^re que les tnestires

k prendre puissent 6tre appliqu6es dfes la mise en vigueur du I’raitt^ de Paix.

Je crois devoir ajouter que le Gdn6ral Michel, Commandant rArmc% Beige

d’occupation, et le General Fayolle, saisis, par le Commandement Allemand, de

demandes tendant k assurer le maintien de I’ordre dans la zone de 50 kilomitresi

ont emis tous deux un avis conforme aux propositions que je vous soumets.

FooH

Appendix F to No. 31

Troops of Occupation in Upper Silesia and Dantj^ig

SUPREME Command of the Allied Armies. General Allied Headquarters,

General Staff, G-i. August 6th^ /p/p*

.From: Marshal Foch.

To: The President of the Peace Conference.

The military representatives at Versailles have studied, on the invitation of the
Allied Supreme Council, the composition of the Allied forces of occupation in the
plebiscite zone of upper Silesia, and the effectives to be sent there. On July lOth
they unanimously pronounced for one division at a strength ofabout 13,000 men.^

Since, in its session ofJuly 26th, the Supreme Council decided that this force
would be taken from the occupation troops of the Rhenish territories.® But no
decision has as yet been made to determine the contribution ofeach of the Great Powers

.
^ toward the constitution of this force.

In the same way, the military representatives at Versailles, increased by a
imlitary representative ofJapan and a naval representative from the Five Great

: :

Powm, have been invited by the Supreme Allied Council to detennine the military
and naval steps to be taken in the territories of Danzig and McmcL Without ita
having been possible to reach an agreement on this question, a certain numtw of

"
them concluded, onJune 24, the advisability ofemploying forces equivalent to one

f
^ division for the whole of the two territories.

fy
Sii^e, in its session of July 31, the Supreme Council, examining the Danzig

J
, qu^tion, postponed the examination of the military force which is to occupy this

V.iuteritory.^

;
^These two questions remain thus in sui^ense, and the command may expect to

|ave requested of it to furnish important contingents for Silesia and the Danzig
^ See No. 1 1, appendix E. ® See No. 18, minute 5,



zone. It may also have to furnish troops for the occupation of the Sarre terriW ^

concerning which no decision has yet been made. .

Now the resources at the disposal ofthe French command at the present moment
are strictly limited. The demobilisation allows it indeed to draw, for the missions

in question, only on the 9 divisions made up exclusively of the classes 18 and 19

which are consequently not affected by the demobilisation, and are maintained at

a sufficient strength (2,000 men per regiment).

Out ofthese 9 divisions, 6 are designated to form the French army of occupation,

I has just been dissolved in order to obtain regiments for the guard of German
prisoners of war.

There thus remain only the equivalent of two divisions to furnish the French

effectives which the Supreme Council may decide to assign either to the Sarre

territory, or to Upper Silesia, or to Danzig and Memel.
Gdnsequently, it is indispensable to solve simultaneously and in the shortest

possible time these three questions, so that a generalplan may be established for the

employment of this force oftwo divisions, with which the chief of the General Staff

of the Army has just requested, in addition, the taking of a considerable new
contingent to strengthen the P.W. guard, which has become insufficient.

I have the honour, consequently, to request you to be good enough to have

these three questions decided without any delay by the Supreme Allied Council:

strength and composition of the forces designated for the occupation of Upper^

Silesia, as well as the territories of Danzig and Memel, and finally the Sarre

territory.

Appendix H to No. 31

of President Wilson to inquiry of July .27, from the British^ French, Italian

and Japanese Representatives in the Council of Five on the question of a proposed

blockade of Soviet Russia

The President is not unmindful of the serious situation which exists in relation

to neutral trade in the Baltic with the Russian ports controlled by the Bolsheviks.

He has given careful consideration to the arguments advanced in the message

transmitted at the request ofMonsieur Glemenceau^ and is not unmindful of their

force in support of the proposed interruption of commerce with the ports men-
” tioned. However, while he fully understands the reasons for employing war

Treasures to prevent the importation of munitions and food supplies into the ,,

^portion ofRussia now in the hands ofthe Bolsheviks, he labours under the difficulty

^
of being without constitutional right to prosecute an act ofwar such as a blockade
affi^ting neutrals unless there has been a declaration ofwar by the Congress of the \

United States against the nation so blockaded.
The landing of troops at Archangel and Murmansk was done to protect the

property and supplies of the American and Allied Governments xmtil they could

be removed. The sending of troops to Siberia was to keep open the railway for the
^

l^^otection of Americans engaged in its operation and to make safe from possible

18, minute 6and appenduc D.
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Austnan attack the retiring Gzecho-Slovaks. The furnishing
to the Russians in Siberia, while indicating a sympathy with the

ord^ and safety, of life and property, cannot be construed^ as



The President is convinced that if proper representations are made to the

neutral countries during the war they can be induced- to prohibit traffic in arms

and munitions with the portions of Russia controlled by the Bolsheviks. The
avowed hostility of the Bolsheviks to all Governments and the announced pro-

gramme of international revolution make them as great a menace to the national

safety of neutral countries as to Allied countries. For any Government to permit

them to increase their power through comlnercial intercourse with its nationals

would be to encourage a movement which is frankly directed against all Govern-

ments and would certainly invite the condemnation of all peoples desirous of

restoring peace and social order.

The President cannot believe that any Government whose people might be in

a position to carry on commerce with the Russian ports referred to would be so

indifferent to the opinion of the civilised world as to permit it. The President

therefore suggests that the so-called neutral Governments be approached by the

Allied and Associated Governments in joint note setting forth the facts of the case

and the menace to such countries and to the world ofany increase of the Bolshevik

power, and requesting the neutral Governments to take immediate steps to prevent

trade and commerce with Bolshevik Russia and to give assurance that the policy

will be rigorously enforced in conjunction with other Governments which are

equally menaced.

No. 32

H. D. 28.] J^otes of Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers^ held in M. Pichon's Room at the Quai P Orsay
^ Paris^ on Monday,

August II, iQiQi dt 3.30 pm.

Present: U,SA. \ Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,
Sir G. Clerk.

France: M. Clemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Bcr-

thelot, M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Patemo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U,S.A.: Colonel U. S. Grant. British Empire: Capt.

E. Abraham. France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Lt.-Col. A. Jones.

Interpreter: Professor P. J. Mantoux.

Situation in

Hungary

I. M. Clemenceau asked if any of his ,colleagues had any news from
Hungary.

Mr. Polk distributed a number of telegrams annexed in

Appendix A.

Mr. Balfour asked if there were any indication that the Roumanians had
received or meant to obey the orders of the Council.

M. Clemenceau said that there was not the slightest sign.

Mr. Balfour said he thought the silence on the part of the Roumanians
was deliberate.

M. Pichon said that he did not think this could be inferred with certainty.

The latest news was dated 7th or 8th and,by that date the orders of the
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Council could not have arrived. There was a rumour that the line to

Pesth had been cut. He added, that a telegram had been received from die

French Charge d’Affaires at Bucharest dated loth which was to the effert

that he had handed, on the previous day, the telegrams from the Counca
to the Roumanian Government. None of the news contained in the td^
grams distributed by Mr. Polk was subsequent to the 9th.

Mr. Balfour said that he thought that the Roumanian Generals at Buda

Pesth must have been made aware of the desires of the Council.

Mr. Polk said that according to information given to him by Mr. Buxtotf

the Allied Generals had great difficulty in their dealings with the Rou-

manian General in avoiding unpleasant incidents. The attitude of the

Roumanian General was very insolent.

M. PiGHON said he fully admitted that the Roumanians were not behaving

well but he suggested that a judgment should not be based on the news =

received. I

M. Clemenceau said he thought it would be best to wait until the foUow'- ;

ing day. >

Mr. Polk observed that the way in which the Roumanians treated the
^

Conference might become a pattern not only for other Small States but ,1

possibly even for Germany.
M. Tittoni asked what means of communication existed between the 1

Conference and the Roumanian Generals at Buda Pesth. ?

Mr. Balfour said he understood the telegraph was in American hands as<

far as Vienna; communication thence to Buda Pesth was by telephone. If"

the Roumaoians had cut the telephone, communications were severed. He >

added' that he hoped the Allied Ministers at Bucharest were being kept

informed of the instructions sent to the Generals at Buda Pesth.

M. TrrxoNi asked whether communication by wireless could not be/

maintained.
;

M. PiOHON said that he would enquire from Marshal Foch what other

;

methods could be employed to establish communication.
^

\ Council had,before it a letter from M. Benes (see Appendix B*). ;

y^ietterjromCziBcho-
®ALFouR suggested that a suitable acknowledgment

Slovak DeltgiOion should be sent to M, Benes ofhis letter and that he should be
~ niatise ta the Rou- told that it would receive fuB consideration.

'
then decide that M. Benes’ letter ofAugust 8th, 1919, >

r^arding Czecho-Slovak Interests in Hungary should he
acknowledged and that M. Benes should he assured that due note would ,

he taken-of its contents.) . ^

Noel Buxton. (Cf. Peters relatifig to the Foreign Relations ofthe United States: The P0is0

stated that he had received a copy of the tdegra^

J

Goyemihent (see No. 30, append^
^i^jhoslpvak Govemment for the tfocssfoos cd

t’s clainrw against



3- The CoTincil had brfore it the following communication from Colonel

Haskell.

Situation in

Amenta Trom: Colonel Haskell, High Commissioner for the Entente in

Armenia.

To: President Clemenceau, Peace Conference.

‘Have received official notice from the British Command at Constanti-

nople that all British troops at the present time in the Caucasus have

orders to commence complete evacuation on August 15th; an order from

London only can prevent this movement.

‘The Italians officially declare that they will not send troops. This

retreat will leave several million dollars worth ofrelief provisions deposited

at Batoum, Tiflis, Erivan, etc. without protection and will stop all measures

of assistance now operating, without which thousands of Armenian
refugees in Russian Armenia are exposed to death from famine. The
Armenians are surrounded by enemies and have not enough arms, muni-

tions or energy to protect themselves. Two million of lives are in danger

after the retreat of the British troops; anarchy will reign in the Caucasus

where all the lives and properties are menaced. The French High Com-
mand in the East declares that British troops in the Caucasus are not imder
his jurisdiction.

Tn the name ofthe future ofthese regions, I ask that the British Govern-
ment be requested to revoke the evacuation order until the question of the

method of occupation shall have been decided. This viewpoint receives

the approbation of all the authorities here who understand the situation.

Signed: Welliam Haskell,

Allied High Commissioner to Armenia.*

Mr. Balfour said that the situation in Armenia was very serious and very

disturbing. Historically what had led to the present position was, as far as

he could remember, as follows. British troops had been sent into the country

.
in 1918. In March and April of the current year it had been made clear to

the Conference .by Mr. Lloyd George that the British troops would be with-

drawn. The date for withdrawal had first been the 15th July, but had since

been postponed to the 15th August. It was probable that movements had
already begun. It had therefore been known to the Conference for a long
time that continuance of British occupation could not be expected. It had.
been understood that Italian troops would replace the British. It^y ha.d

accepted this exchange and the relief had been expected. From certain

remarks made lately by M. Tittoni, he inferred that Italy regarded the enter-

prise as too great a burden. What resulted was that British troopswere leaving
fee country, that Italian troops were not coming to replace them and that

America was not sending any men.
; M. Tittoni said that the question in as far as it concerned Italy, related to

Turkish Armenia and not to Russian Armenia, of which Mr. Balfour had
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spoken. Italy at one time had thought of sending troops to Georgia

Azerbaijan, not to Armenia proper. Geor^a demanded complete indepen-

dence and on this condition raised no objection to occupation by Italijm

troops. Oh the other hand. Admiral Koltchak was unwilling to grant the

independence of Georgia, though he might be ready to grant autonomy. If

Italy had accepted a mandate on the conditions demanded by the Georgian;;
^

Italy would have taken upon herself responsibility for safeguarding the

independence of Georgia. This, she could not do. In any case the area to,be

guarded was a large one; the Railway line from Baku to Batum was of very

considerable length; some 40,000 men would be required and, in addition,

shipping and supplies would have to be found. The last were to have been

lent by Great Britain, though it appeared at the present time that British

shipping would not be available. The initial expense would be, he was told,

75 million lire and the annual cost would be as much as i billion lire. Italy

could not undertake so heavy a burden and the idea had therefore been >

given up. Nevertheless, he wished again to point out that the question of

Georgia was quite distinct from that of Armenia.
M. Glemengeau asked whether the United States could do anything.

Mr. Polk said that the United States could do nothing until Congress

acted. Troops could not be sent into a country with which the United States’ ;

were not at war. The question of a mandate for Armenia would be put s

before Congress by the President.

Mr. Balfour asked whether President Wilson was aware of the critical

condition of Armenia.

Mr. Polk replied that he had sent him two strong personal messages on
>

,

the subject already within the last few days.

M. Glemengeau said the conclusion was that France could do nothing:

Italy could do nothing: Great Britain could do nothing and, for the present,

America could do nothing. It remained to be seen whether, as the result of

this, any Armenians would remain.

(As no Government was prepared to funush troops for Armenia, the ques- •

tion raised by Colonel Haskell’s telegram of August 5th, 1919, was left

without solution.) ’

4., M. Glemengeau asked his colleagues whether they had read the letter :

„ sent by General Dupont to Marshal Foch (Appendix C).
;

s^ZsTofthe^mty^^^ part he thought that what Erzberger had said^^

with Germany ^ French agents, both civil and military, were

of one mind on the subject. He thought, therefore, that

General Dupont’s conclusion was sound. He had no intention of giving up
principle ofdemanding the surrender ofculprits, but it might be advisable

K
ie demand to a few symbolic persons, for instance, the Kaiser,

of Miss Edith Cavell and the murderer of Captain Fryatt. A
^

ited to a small number would probably not be resisted. The
make wa^ ^hat each of the members should name one



representative to proceed to Berlin and to consult General Dupont as to

what was practicable. For himself, he would nominate M. Haguenin,^ who

knew everybody in Berhn and whom he could trust implicitly to form a

correct estimate. Probably his colleagues could make equally satisfactory

nominations.

Mr. Balfour said that he considered M. Clemenceau’s proposal very

worthy of consideration, but before he could give complete assent to it, he

would like to observe first that it represented an abandonment of the Treaty.

Secondly, this abandonment was on a point, concerning which English

public opinion had been greatly excited at the time of the Election. He
thought that scarcely a member had been returned who had not addressed

his constituents on this subject and promised them that the guilty should be

punished. He would therefore ask to be allowed to consult Mr. Lloyd George

before assenting to M. Clemenceau’s proposal.
.

Mr. Polk said that from his point of view, the proposal represented a

change in the Treaty.

M. Tittoni said that he quite agreed with General Dupont’s proposal.

He also concurred in the opinion that it was not advisable to try the Kaiser.

M. Clemengeau said that he did not intend to abandon anything. What
he had proposed to do was to execute the Treaty bit by bit. It was desirable

to help the present German Government to live on for a few months. He
believed that the presentation of the full demand would destroy it. He, him-

self, had a list of i,ooo names. Doubtless his colleagues had similar lists.

Mr. Balfour said the M. Clemenceau’s plan was doubtless excellent. It

consisted not in giving up any of the culprits, but in deferring the demand
for some of them. The proposal was therefore different from that made by

General Dupont who oiily proposed to take a few. He did not think, how-

ever, that it would comfort the Germans.

M. Clemengeau said that M. Haguenin had a very long conversation with

Erzberger who had assured him that this was not a thing to be trifled with.

There was no intention on the part ofFrance to abandon the execution ofthe

Treaty. At first, it was suggested that a few prominent culprits should be

asked for; the rest could await their fate for a few months.

Mr. Balfour said there were three possible plans. One was to stick to the

Treaty to the letter and ask for all the culprits at once. The second was

M. Clemenceau’s plan to ask for a few well selected victims at once and to

put off the rest. The third, to abandon part of the Treaty entirely and only

•insist on the surrender of a very few. He thought these three possible plans

should be submitted to the various Governments.

(It was decided to postpone discussion on the execution ofArticles 227-230

of the Peace Treaty with Germany, pending consultation of their respec-

tive Governments by Mr. Balfour and Mr. Polk on General Dupont’s

proposals.)

(M. Seydoux entered the room.)

Head of a French political mission in Berlin after the conclusion of the armistice with

Germany.
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M. Seydoux gave the Council an explanation of the document annexe^ ;

as Appendix D.®

Mr. Balfour asked why, since the Blockade had been

raised, it had been necessary to bring this question before

the Council at all.

M. Seydoux said he agreed with Mr. Balfour that

there was no particular reason for the intervention of

Notefrom Supreme

Economic Council on

the Exchange ofGoods

between Countries of

Central Europe

the Council.

(It ^vas decided that the raising of the Blockade had rendered unnecessary

,
any action by the Council regarding the regulation of exchanges of goods

between the countries of Central Europe.)

M. Seydoux read and commented [on] the report ofthe Sub-Committee of

the Supreme Economic Council on Russia, dated gth July,

Notefrom Suprme

Economic Council on

the Economic Polity of

the Allies in Russia

1919:—

‘With reference to Minute 244 ofthe Supreme Economic

Council,* the Sub-Committee on Russia presents the follow-

ing report:

‘i. The Committee considers that any discussion of the ultimate economic
‘

reh^ibilitation of Russia is at present purely academic. «

‘2. The Committee considers that economic assistance should at once be

given to those areas of Russia now under the jmisdiction of the

so-called “Provisional Government of Russia” in conformity with -

the terms of the telegrams exchanged by the Council of Four and !

Admiral Koltchak. ;

‘3. This assistance should take the form of credits from the various Allied
'

>

• Governments to be expended in purchases and transportation of
,

>

commodities from the coxmtries furnishing such credits.

‘4. The nature of these credits and the commodities to be supplied and 's

their distribution should be determined by a Commission organised 1

. . for this purpose from the countries supplying the credits and the I

j goods. The Commodities to be fiimished should be of such a

: ^ Not printed. This appendix contained a brief extract firom the record of a meeting of

^"^ Sc^rcme Economic Council on Jijly 17, 1919, which considered and decided to submit

the Supreme Council proposals contained in a^legrani dated July 13, 1919? from dK
:AIhed Railway and Relief Missions in Warsaw relative to the ex^ange of goods such asj ' <

potatoes and coal between Poland on the one hand and Germany, Austria, and Czecho- i

*^^^ovakia on the other. The text ofthe telegram in question was not included in the appcndbE# '

^

’ ® Minute 244 ^f tho Supreme Economic Council under date ofJune 30, 1919? read
J

owsi ^AUied Economic Policy in jRnssia, The Council had before them memoranda from ail

die extaision of the operations of the Supreme Economic Council

as follows:—(n) Food. (6) Commuhicatioxis. (c) Finance, {d) Shippingp
It was agreed dbat a special Sub-Committee should be appoint^

te meoaoranda put.frWard by the Sections, and co-ordinate the
]

-
^ 7 sppoint iheir representatives on 4



character as are necessary to rehabilitate transportation and the

production of naanufactures. Their distribution should be organised

in such a manner as to reconstitute commercial life.

‘5. It appears to the Committee that credits to the amount of;,^50,ooo,ooo

sterling would cover the amoimt of commodities (exclusive of arms

and munitions) that could advantageously be supplied and used

within a period of twelve months.’

Mr. Balfour suggested that consideration ofthe question be deferred until

the discussion of the general policy to be adopted regarding Russia.

(It was decided to defer consideration of the proposals of the Supreme

Economic Council regarding the economic reconstitution of Russia until

the settlement of the generJ policy of the Council regarding Russia.)

(At this point M. Seydoux withdrew and members of the Inter-AUied

Transportation Goimcil and other experts entered the room.)

[Not printed]

interested Powers in

the improvement of

the Railwayfrom

ChamhSry to Turin

8. Mr. Polk said that he had received a reply from Washington in which

Mr. Lansing stated that it was possible that suitable tonnage
Repairiatwn of anight, be available from the United States’ ArmybyAugust 30th,

but neither the State Department nor the War Department had

any funds of its own which could be used for the purpose in

question. It was roughly estimated that repatriation would cost 250 to 300

dollars per man. ' '

Mr. Polk enquired whether any agreement had been reached as to

financing the operation.

M. Berthelot said that France had hitherto advanced all the money for

the Czecho-Slovaks in Russia and in Siberia. The advances amounted to

one milliard a year. Great Britain had furnished arms, mtmitions, and

supplies as an advance. These advances were ultimately to be shared by
^

^j^Fraiice, Great Britain and the United States in equal tWrds. Applicatirm

for ships had been made toJapan and the United States. The United St|rte^. '?,

had not made a definite reply but thought it might be difficult to '

ships, whileJapan had found enough for about one-third ofthe force. It was

always understood that the cost would be equally divided between Great

Britain, France and the United States.

Mr. Balfour asked whether it had never been thought that the Czecho-

Slpvak State should pay. -

M. Berthelot replied that it was a matter of course that the Czecho-

slovak [?State] would re-pay the whole cost.



Mr. Polk asked if a statement might be prepared for him regarding the

agreements made.

(It was agreed that M. Berthelot should furnish Mr. Polk with a statement
of the agreements reached regarding the payment of the expenses for

maimenance, transportation and repatriation of the Czecho-Slovak troops

in Russia and Siberia.)

9. Mr. Polk drew attention to the decision ofthe Council taken on August 6th

adopting three proposals by General Groves (see h. d. 25 ^

ProposaU to prevent Minute 14). He thought that the first and third of these

^dispoT^^a^t
proposals exceeded the terms of the Treaty and that the

rJtikd material Germans might be justified in refusing to comply with them.

He thought it was very necessary to examine the question

at once as it was clearly undesirable to exceed the Treaty rights of the

Council.

(It was decided to ask the Air Commission to re-examine at once the

Resolution taken on August 6th regarding the sale of aeronautical material

by Germany, with a view to establishing whether the action decided on
goes beyond the terms of the Treaty of Peace.)

(It was further decided to suspend aU action on this Resolution pending
receipt of the report.)

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic, Paris,

August II, igig.

Appendix A to No. 3a

• (ii)» .

Budapest. August 8th, igig, g.o p.m. (Received Aug. 8th, igig.)

Hoover and Atwood,

Paris.

, r This is the 5th day since the Roumanian forces entered Budapest and all trans-

, ^
portation lines are still out of service including the Danube river, although the

^

i^umanians promise that they will open the transportation lines.

V ^ No. 29.

® Document (i) of this appendix (not printed) was a telegram dated August 7, 19x9,

^
m)m C(^onel Causey in Budapest to Mr. Hoover in Paris for Colonel Atwood, United

^ member of the Communications Section of the Supreme Economic CoundL Thh
«>^^cated the text of a letter from Colonel Causey to General Holban widi

I severance by the Roumanian forces ofrailway communication with Budapest.
^l^i^GoJcmel Causey static : ‘I ... inmy capacity as President ofthe Allied R.ailway

the Section the Supreme War Council in Paris urge that the repairs to

fcnnediatdy effected and that traffic be immediately resumed on all

^e^feexhxg the city .of Budapest, at least that the transportation of food
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The Roumanians continue their advance beyond Budapest; vast quantities of

agricultural machinery of all kinds have been collected for shipment to Roumania.

They also continue to confiscate great quantities oflive stock. As stated in previous

communications the Roumanian Army is practically living on the occupied terri-

tory. This will mean ultimate starvation for the Hungarians unless aid is given by

the Allied Powers. Military occupation of Hungary by the Roumanians badly

hampers their present re-organisation of new Hungarian Government and the

. functions of the civil are [sic] almost entirely interrupted. The Hungarian Govern-

ment has no organised forces at its disposal to keep order. The only organised force

consists ofabout six hundred ofthe old Gendarmeri[e] in Budapest. Up to this time

the Roumanians have allowed only six hundred ofthe Gendarme [s] to carry arms.

It is absolutely essential if the Government is to function, armed forces must be

organised in sufficient numbers to preserve order in the country outside of Buda-

p^t as well as in Budapest. At the present time the Roumanians have cut off all

means of communication between the central government and outlying districts

and even telephone communication has been impossible between the central

government offices and other points in the city. There have been many reports of

attacks on Jews and others by the so-called white guards with the tacit support of

the Roumanian soldiers, but as a matter offact there has been very litde bloodshed.

In company with Captain Leath, who is to have charge offeeding ofthe children

in Budapest, I called on General Holban, commanding ofiicer of the Roumanians
this afternoon and arranged to bring 240 tons of food in from Vienna. General

Holban stated that if advised about what time the train would arrive he would

restore the tracks for passage ofsame to Budapest. The food situation in Budapest

is worse than it has been any time since the war commenced in 1914. It is worse

here now than it was in Vienna in January. With their full knowledge of food

situation in Budapest, it would seem that the Roumanians are trying to starve out

the population by cutting the city off entirely from all supplies from the surround-

ing country. The carrying off of farm animals, farm machinery and food supplies

ofevery character would seem evidence the Roumanians have the same intentions

towards the country in general as towards Budapest. General Gorton, Col.

Romanelli and myselfhave been holding sessions daily and nightly and have made
vigorous protests to the Roumanian Commander about cutting the city off from
supplies and about various other outrages that have been committed and have
endeavoured to represent what we believe to be the attitude of at least three of the

allied powers; there is no French representative here. It is my belief that if per-

mitted to properly function, the new government would soon complete its organi-

sation along the lines laid down firom Paris and demonstrate a firm hold of the

situation.

Unless the food blockade is raised at once [? and] supplies brought into this city,

himger and privation may produce great excesses. I would urge in the name of

humanity that the representative powers in Paris take such steps as will ensure an

supplies from the adjacent territory be allowed to move freely to the city The coopera-
tion ofthe Roumanian military command is absolutely ^ential to the successful prosecution

ofmy mission [as regards the movement ofreliefsupplies] and I would be very much pleased

ifyou would evidence your cooperation by immediately repairing the railroads and making
them fit for nomaal traffic and by ordering the immediate resumption of Relief traffic of

every description on the railroads in the territory you have entered with your forces. Will
you kindly acknowledge receipt of this communication and advise if you will comply with
my requests and indicate time when traffic will be resumed,’
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immediate raising of the blockade placed by the Roumanians and that the block-

ade so far as the food is concerned be raised in every other direction. 7"

W, B. Causey,

Lt. Col. Engrs. USA
Pr. Inter-allied Ry. Miss.

(Hi)

Budapest Aug, 8, ig. 2 .2s p,m. [Received August 8, igig-)

To CoL Twiss, British Mission, Hotel Astoria, Paris.

Can you tell me whether it is the intention of Entente to cause withdrawal of

Roumanian army from Budapest and if so how far. Impossible for new Govern-

ment to function if they are allowed no troops or police to keep order and food

supply is hampered by destruction or nailitary control of railways and by removal

offood and animals for army ofoccupation. Roumanian army is carrying off large

quantities of agricultural machinery and other property not necessary for military .

purposes and referred to in Reparation and economic clauses of treaties. I have

had no reply of any sort from Hotel Astoria to my telegrams.

Geneila-l Gorton

(iv)

TiUg^amme transmis par U Service TiUgraphique Amhicain,

BUDAPEST, 8 aoUt igig, .

5-0 pM, ,

Qemenceau,

; V Prdadent de la Conference de la Paix, Paris.

Conformement k Popinion publique du pays, le Gouvernement provisoire,

recrute en partie des membres du Gouvernement precedent de Kun, a 6t6 invite

k demissioner; sur cela, ce Gouvernement a donne hier sa demission et un nouveau
Gouvernement provisoire s’est constitue. En qualite de Gouverneur, invite par le .

^

"
* ^uv^u Gkmvemement provisoire, j’ai pris le pouvoir dans les mains, j*ai nomme

1^ Gouvernement. G’est avec grand enthousiasme que la population de
®i^4i^tale de Budapest a pris connaissance de la chute du regime de la terreur

^3* eonviction est que le peuple du pays entier en fera de m^me.
^ urgente est dans le moment la preparation et la convocation

Assembiee Nationale au plus tot possible afin que sur une base constitution-
^

pxiisse ensuite prendre une decision definitive sur la forme de Petat. .

r^jusqu’a ce terme notre programme est Pecrasement complet du bolchevisme
tmnspl^te dans le pays par les moyens de la terreur, Pexecution des clauses de
I armistice, le retablissement de Pordre dans les affaires alteres [sic) de Petat,

;

^^^mement [ii?] du travail productif, la preparation de la matiere des discussions

paix et j^ur tout cela nous chercherons un rapport plus etroit avec les Gou-
“ ^ts allies et associes.

votre appui bienvrillant et dans Pinteret du succfes de noa^ 4
^fe^patonce de notre Gouy^nement. ;

Marechai,



(v)

Budapest, Aug. gth, igig, 6p.m. {Received August lo, igig.)

[Rt.] Hon. A. J. Balfour,

Astoria, Paris.

G.y. Ninth dispositions [sic] ofRoumanian Army ofTransylvania on 8th August

as follows. ArmyHq. Torok Sze[nt]miklos. General Holban’s group, Hq. Budapest,

includes ist and 2nd Chasseur divisions with one regiment of Chasseur de Mon-

tague and armoured cars at Budapest, 7th Division at Hatvan, and 2nd Cavalry

Divisions at Gyongyos with detachments along Czecho-Slovak frontier. General

Mosious group, Hq. Czegled, includes ist and 6th divisions at Kecskemet and one

brigade dismounted of ist Cavalry at Nagy Koros. Other troops are 2nd division at

Jaszo Ladany, i6thDivision at Niskoloz [PMiskolcz], i8th Division at Mezothr, 2ist

Division at Gyoma, 20th Division at Debreczen. According to General Holban all

that is left ofRed Hungarian Armyare bands of disorganised troops inarea Kisber,

Mor, Plattenzee. I shall obtain further information from HungarianWar Minister.

The relations between Roumanians and Hungarians are greatly improved in

consequence of following measures takeTci by General Holban. Firstly establish-

ment of bureau where representations ofgovernment and Roumanian army work

together and are in close liaison, secondly, employment of Hungarian police

working in pairs with Roumanian soldiers. Movement in Budapest is unrestricted

except to leave city for west when pass, is required. General Holban has given

Commander Freeman* full hand in working Danube Commission except for

examination of persons wishing to cross from left to right bank of river.

General Gorton. Budapest.

Appendix C to No. 32

Mission Militaire Franoaise A Berlin.

BERLIN, le 4 aodt igj^.

Note pour Monsieur le Marechcd Foch d/s, de la livraison des coupables d VEntente

{Articles 227 d 230 du Traiti)

Mon avis est que I’argument Erzbergeri est fond6.

, I^a livraison des coupables am^nera la crise gouvernementale qu’il annonce.

. D*abord des troubles, puis un Gouvernement Haase avec les membres les plus

coinmiinistes des ind6pendants. La r6volte des troupes en grande majorit6. Puis

communisme, sinon Tanarchie.

Si nous ne voulons pas de d6sordre, il faut transiger.

Le coupable, c’est la doctrine de guerre allemande: plus ime guerre seraforoi^e,

plus elle sera courte. D’oh ce sophisme : le maximum d’humanit6 r&ide dans Ic

maximum de cruaut6.

La souffrance sera terrible, mais 6tant courte et localis^e, la somme des 6preuvcs

: '^a moindre dans une telle guerre courte que dans une guerre men6e plus douce-

meat mais tres longue.

1^" , “L^esp^rience a fait justice k cette th^orie barbare.

» > responsables, ce sont ses promoteurs. En fait, c’est tout le peuple allemand

qui a accept^ d’enthousiasme cette thfese r6pondant k sa mentality.
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Si Ton veut concr^tiser cette responsabilit^, c’est TEmpereur qu’il faut frapper.

Etant donn6 le systfeme allemanda autocratique au summum dans Pordre des

choses militaires, PEmpereur seul doit apparaitre. Les G^n^raux ne sont que des

executants. Moltke, Falkenheyn, Hindenburg et Ludendorf disparaissent en lui,

Plagons^-nous, autant que possible, dans la mentalit6 allemande pour juger, ou

mieux, c’est cette mentalite que nous voulons chatier. Frappons-la dans sa t^te.

Je dis PEmpereur seul. Si Pon y tient, ajoutons Tirpitz. Sans doute, il a simple-

ment transpose dans la guerre maritime les principes militaires. Mais, c*etait une

innovation, introduite sur sa proposition. II a, k la rigueur, une responsabilit6

personnelle et directe.

Ajoutons encore: les Commandants de sous-marins qui ont torpilie des navires

hopitaux; les Commandants de camps de prisonniers signaies par une rigueur

excessive; les Commandants d’etapes personnellement coupables d’assassinats, de

yols; les juges de Miss Cavell et du Capitaine Fryatt.

Puisqu’ils n’ont pas trouvd de juges chez eux, exigeons leur livraison.

Done PEmpereur, peut-toe Tirpitz et des subalternes ex6cutants directs de

decisions prises sous leur propre responsabilitd.

C’est le maximum que nous puissions obtenir d’un Gouvernement. Encore,

faut-il avoir grand soin que PEmpereur ne rentre pas en Allemagne. Nos titres k

exiger sa livraison seraient les m^mes, mais les difHcult& d’ex6cution se pr6sen-

teraient comme pour les G6n6raux,

L’argument que le Gouvernement manque k sa parole en n’exdcutant pas une

livraison pr^vue au Traitd qu’il a sign6 est inopdrant.

II ne dit pas en efFet: *Je refuse’, il vous dit: ‘Je ne peux pas’.—Je disparaitrai,

de bon grd, ou emport^ par la rdvolution et votis ne trouverez pas un Gouveme-

ment r^gulier qui pourra vous satisfaire’. Tout au plus, dira-t-il J’ai promis,

j’essayerai de r6aliser, mais sans espdrance.’

Quoi qu’on d6cide, il serait urgent de prdciser ce qu’on exigera.

Des bruits, r^pandus k Berlin par les Amdricains, ont parld de 3.500 noms panni

lesquels tous les g^ndraux en renom. Tout le monde se sent menac6. En raison de

la llichet^ humaine, d^:s que des provisions [PprOcisions] seront donnOes, le mouve-

ment de resistance se localisera dans I’entourage des victimes dOsignOes, d’autant

moins Otendues qu’elles sont nioins haut placOes.

L’Empereur est absent. Les protestations seront thOoriques. Le Gouvemenaent

se dOclarera impuissant. La resistance ne pourra se concrOtiser en un point donnO.

Tirpitz est un marin. C’est de plus I’homme auquel le peuple en veut le plus

de Tavoir trompO et surtout, de n’avoir pas rOussi. On le verra livrer comme bouc

Omissaire, sans trop de resistance effective. Les autres c’est du ffetin.

Qu’on publie cette liste. Peut-Otre pourrait-on ne pas fixer la date de livraison

ou la situer un peu plus lointaine, si Ton veut juger de I’effet produit, voir la

protestation Oclater, atteindre son apogOe et s’eteindre, en laissant la possibilite de

tractations nouvelles.
" Gar il va de soi que notre condescendance demandera des compensations.

Ev ry I
omplOtes d’offenses qui nous ont OtO faites- FacilitOs pour nos com-

ntrole, auxquelles la moindre resistance, serait punie par I’ordre de

y\it ou partie des otages de la liste. Execution de bonne grace dcs

l’%)6uvantail qui remplacera le sabre du Marechal rentre dans

Dupont
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No. 33

H. D. 29.] Notes ofa Meeting ofthe Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers, held in M. Pichon’s Room at the Quai d^Orsay, Paris, on Tuesday,

August IS, igig, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.S.Ar, Hon. F. L, Polk; secretary, Mr. L, Harrison.

British Empire : The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,
Mr. P. Kerr.

France: M. Clemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta; M. Ber-

thelot, M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U,S,Ar, Capt. Chapin. British Empire: Gapt, E.

Abraham. France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Lt.-Gol. A. Jones.

Interpreter: Professor P. J. Mantoux.

1

.

On Mr. Balfour’s proposal it was agreed:

—

That all the Committees engaged in the preparation of
Instructions to Com-

clauses for insertion in the Treaty of Peace with Hungary
except those which have already forwarded their recom-
mendations to the Secretariat General for submission to the
Supreme Council, should do so forthwith.

mitteespreparing

clausesfor Treaty

with Hungary

2. M. Clemenceau said that the French Charge d’Affaires in Vienna stated

. . that General Graziani would be in Budapest on the 12th August.

^I^ary^
M. Tittoni said that he had no news.

Mr. Polk said that General Bandholtz had arrived in Budapest
on the previous day.

M. Pichon drew attention to a Note prepared by General Weygand
regarding the means of communication with Budapest (see Appendix A^).

(Note was taken of the statement of General Weygand regarding means
of communication with Budapest.)

3. (M. Tardieu, M. Aubert, Mr. Nicolson, Col. Gastoldi, Prof. Goolidge and
M. Adatci were present during the following’ discussion.)

F^^a ^ Tardieu said that he could not offer the Council any agreed

k Thrace solution ofthe problem; the margin ofdisagreement, however, had
been reduced. He would briefly recall various phases which the

question had passed through. The first phase was the blue line suggested by
the Commission on Greek Affairs.^ This line had been rejected in the

* Not printed.

* The reference was to a line traced upon a map appended to a report*ofthe Commission
on Greek Affairs, dated March 30, igig (see No. 16, appendix A and note 12). This blue
Ihie tracing a proposed Greco-Bulgarian frontier in Thrace resulted from agreement in

_ principle by the British, French, and United States representatives on the Commission to
accept the Greek claims with slight modifications. Having regard to the fact that the fiiture

status and attribution of Constantinople and adjacent territories remained at that time

t .
iiDdetermined, the report stipulated that the proposed line was subject to revision and

I
modification when the extent of the state of which Constantinople would be the capital
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Committee on Bulgarian frontiers by the American Delegation,

promise had been sought by means ofmutual concession. The initial

of the American Delegation had been to leave Western Thrace to

with the 1915 frontier. The British, French arid Japanese Delegations'^had

disagreed.

After a variety of views had been proposed, the American Delegation

suggested that Eastern and Western Thrace should be attached to the Inter-

national State of Constantinople. This had not been accepted by the other

Delegations. Then, M, Tittoni had proposed an ethnographical line intended

to give more Greeks to Greece and more Bulgarians to Bulgaria. A solution

had been sought in this direction giving both Bulgaria and Greece a frontier :

with the International State. No success had been achieved. The line
"

suggested took Greece up to Lule Burgas leaving the northern part of Eastern

Thrace to Bulgaria. The American Delegation had objected that this left

Bulgaria no exit on the Aegean. Then it had been suggested that the South ^
Western part of Western Thrace should be given to Greece and that an

should have been agreed; the United States delegation further reserved the right to modify S;

the proposed frontier, which it approved in the report, according to the manner in whi<i 3
Eastern Thrace should be disposed of. The frontier proposed by the blue line was described 4*

in the official French text of the report as follows: J

Tartant, sur la fironti^re grdco-bulgare de 1913, du point oh cette fronti^re traverse le

sommet du mont Kushlar, cette ligne continuera le long de la ligne de partage des eaux

entre le bassin d’dcoulement de la riviere Arda d*un c6t6 et ceux des rivieres Yazi Euren ct

Kouru Tchai de Tautre, en passant par Hassanagha Yailassi et Maragsu. Puis le long de la , 1

ligne de partage des eaux entre le bassin d’dcoulement de I’Arda et celui du Seugudlu Su, :

cn passant par Padaroicha, Kara Boghaz, Maaden Dagh elle atteindra Balija Tepessi. De
Ik, la ligne se dirigera d’alx)rd vers le Nord puis vers I’Est de fagon k laisser k la Grfece k ^

village de Yatajik et celui de Fazebunar k la Bulgarie, continuera vers FEst le long de la

ligne de partage des eaux, en passant par les cotes 820 et 669 pour atteindre le Seugudlu Su ,

k un kilomktre environ au Sud-Est du village de Sagirlar. Elle sxiivra alors le thalw^ da
Seugudlu Su jusqu’k sa jonction avec FArda, puis celui de FArda jusqu’k un point situ^ k v

un kilornktre et demi k FEst de Kadirlar, gravira la crSte de la chaine entre Pcrperek ;

ct FArda, suivra cette chaine jusque dans le voisinage de Rustemlar d’oti elle toumera veis

^
FEst le long de la ligne de partage des eaux entre les bassins d^dcoulement de FArda et de la

^
i JS^^ritza en passant par la ligne de faite du Besh Tepeh Dagh jusqu’k Tazi Tepessi. De ce /

^
; dermer point la frontikre prendra la direction Est-Nord-Est, suivra le thalweg du Chermcn^

'

r Der6 (rivikre situ6e au Nord-Ouest et Nord du village de Ghennen et se jetant dans la^j

“ Maiitza k 3 kilometres k FEst de ce village) jusqu’k xm point situ6 au Nord de la ligne

djU village de Ghennen. Dfe Ik elle atteindra par la voie la plus courte le thalweg de

-Maritza, le longera jipqu’k un point ok la Maritza rencontre la petite riviere au sud

Viranteke. De ce point, la firontiere se dirigera vers le Nord en suivant le thalweg de cette ^

,
petite rivierejusqu’k la cote 250, se dirigera Nord-Nord-Est pour atteindre la riviere Tunjk

^

g Fendroitok il [jwr] rencontre la frontiere du trait6 de Berlin. Elle suivra cette fronti^.

^ point situe, sur la lignedepartage des eaux entre FEgee et la Mer Noire, k enviic^

^^^^^pmefees N<M:d-Nord-Est du vill?ige de Topjilar.
. ^

yers le Sud en sM-vant la ligne de erStejusqu’k xm point dexix kilometr^^j

^
se dirigera vers FEst, puis vers le Sud, en se

Sud-Est pour atteindre



International State with an outlet at Dedeagatch should be created with

control over the railway from Dedeagatch to Adrianople. Eastern Thrace

would then be attributed to Greece up to a line from the Gulf of Xeros to

Midia. To'this the American Delegation had objected that the Western part

ofWestern Thrace was not economically connected with the rest. The Inter-

national State would therefore be economically unsound. The American

counter-proposal was that North Western Thrace should be given to Bulgaria

whilst the International State should be limited by a line lo kilometres east

of the Maritza including Adrianople. Disagreement was therefore limited;

for it was admitted by aU that the best solution was some form ofinternational

control over Dedeagatch and the railway. The French, British and Japanese

Delegations wished to extend this Internationsd State West and North,

maintaining on the East the 1915 frontier. The Americans wished to extend

it to the East 10 kilometres from the Maritza and including Adrianople while

ceding North West Thrace to Bulgaria.

M. Tittoni said that a very slight concession would now produce agree-

ment. A free State might be formed with a capital at Adrianople.

M. Taiu>ieu said that’ there were in Adrianople 26,000 Turks, 23,000

Greeks and a few Bulgarians.

Mr. Balfour said that Adrianople was a Turkish Town in a Greek area.

He saw considerable advantages in giving it to the free State as it was a Holy

City for the Mohammedans.
M. Tarbieu said that his private opinion was that an International

Commission at Dedeagatch with complete control over the railway would

be quite enough to ensure aU the guarantees required by Bxilgsiria.

M. Clemenceau said that in any case he would not agree to any territorial

reward to Bulgaria. He thought that no International State would live long

and that all the personal [jic] solutions suggested promised new wars.

After considerable further discussion it appeared that the principal

alternatives before the Council were :

—

1. The separation of Eastern and Western Thrace by an International

State under the League of Nations, or

2. The mere control ofDedeagatch and the railway to it from Adrianople

by an International Commission.

3-
To the former scheme were attached the following proposals;

—

(fl) In Western Thrace Greece to obtain at least the districts of Xantlu

and Gumuljina, with a frontier sufficient to protect the co^t^
railway.

'

{b) That the Port of Dedeagatch, the town of Adrianople and an area

covering the railway connecting these two should be constituted into

an autonomous State imder the League of Nations.

(c) That with the exclusion of Adrianople, the whole of Eastern Thrace,

as comprised between the existing Tmco-Bulgarian frontier, and a

Une drawn from the Gulf of Xeros to South of Midia, should be

given to Greece.
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Mr. Polk stated that he was committed to the plan of an intematinnai
state. But he was willing that M. Venizelos should try and persuade Presidrl
Wilson to accept the second plan. If President Wilson accepted Mr
would be willing to be overruled. •

’ ‘

p was ^en agreed that Mr. Polk should confer with M. Venizelos exulair,both solutions to him, and submit them to President Wilson, isi pZ
would inform M. Venizelos that he was at liberty to send himself anv
message he desired to President Wilson.) ^

4. The Council had before it a communication from M. Jules Gambon
. .

(See Appendix B.)

‘Re^lic ofAustria’,
said that the Allied and Associated Powers

under that title only
>™ght msist on addressing the State of Austria as the

^ r-n W using that designation in
the Treaty of Peace. More than this he thought could not be done. ShouldAe people of Austria choose to caU themselves citizens of German Austria
it did not S66m possible to compel them to do otherwise.
M. Clemenceau said that he entirely agreed.

(It was decided to maintain the expression ‘RepubHc of Austria’ in deal-
mgs with the Austrian Peace Delegation and in the Treaty of Peace.)

5. The note of the Commission on Political Clauses was read and accepted.

Clausesfor insertion
Appendix C.^)

inth Treaty ofPeace (It was decided in accordance with the recommendations of

^sefb^i^Gnek
^iommission on Political Clauses—

Deleg^on redraft to the Drafting Committee Articles 32,
35 of the Treaty of Peace with Bulgaria.

(2) to send Articles 36 and 37 to the Central Territorial Commission with
a request that it should consult on this suhiect the Commission on
New States.

(3) to send to the Financial Commission Articles 38+ and 67. The last
shouW dso be examined by the Committee on Ports, Waterways
and Railways.)

6. The Council had before it the following resolution :

—

Clauses an Responsi- i

^<^^^ssion on the Responsibility of the Authors of

bUities in Treaty mtk 3nd on the Enforcement of Penalties, having been
Hungry mvifed, in accordance with the resolutioii of the Supreme

^

Council dated July 30, 1919,^ to hasten the conclusion of its

Hungary, and taJdng into account the

1* .

berty of decision is restricted by the solutions already reached
^ ^ p^^ties in the Treaty with Germany as well as the Conditions^^ce with Amtria and with Bulgaria, is of the opinion that the Articles

inserted in the Treaty of Peace with Hungary

recommendations which were adopted by die .^ a^ordance with its decision of August 12, 1919^ see
^

WT...
‘

1^
' arthdes a, ibid^

:

^ See No. 23, minute 6.



probably cannot differ jffom the solutions already adopted with regard to

the other enemy Powers. x i a
July 3i~August 5, 1919.’

(The resolution proposed by the Commission on the Responsibility of the

Authors of the War and on the Enforcement of Penalties in respect to the

Treaty of Peace with Hungary was accepted.)

(The Meeting then adjourned for an informal discussion on the situation

in the Adriatic.^)

Villa Majestic^ Paris.

August 12^ jgig.

Appendix B to No. 33

M, 452] Note

12 aoAt igig,

Le 29 mai 1919, M. Jules Gambon, President du Comit6 de verification des

pouvoirs de la Conference, adressait, sur instructions du Conseil Supreme, la lettrc

suivante^ au Ghancelier Renner:

„ , . 1 . j ^ PARIS, le 2g mai loio.
‘Monsieur le President,

? cr cr c/

'J’ai rhonneur de retoumer ci-joint k Votre Excellence les pleins pouvoirs

qu’Elle a bien voulu me remettre le 19 mai dernier et au sujet desquels j’ai reqii

Pinstruction de lui adresser la notification suivante:

‘Les Puissances AUiees et Associees ont decide de reconnaitre la nouvelle

Republique sous la denomination de “Republique d’Autriche”. Elies dedarent
en consequence qu’elles agreent les pleins pouvoirs remis le 19 mai comme
habilitant les deiegues qui en sont titulaires k traiter au nom de la Rdpublique
d’Autriche. ^ ^

(Signe) J. Gambon

A Son Excellence M, Renner,

President de la Delegation

de la Republique d’Autriche.’

Or, la Delegation Autrichienne n’a tenu aucun compte de cet avertissement.

Toutes les communications qu’elle a adressees depuis cette date au President de la

Conference de la Paix ont ete faites au nom de la ‘Delegation de I’Autriche Alle-

mande’. Telle est en particulier la lettre 914 qui forme la note d’envoi des
, ‘observations presentees par la Delegation Autrichienne AUemande sur I’ensemble
des conditions de paix avec PAutiiche AUemande’. Le contreprojet de traite qui
figure en Annexe II k cette note d’envoi ne manque jamais, meme lorsqu’il

reproduit textueUement certains articles des conditions, de fairesuivre ce dernier
mot ‘Autriche’ du mot ‘AUemande’, ce dernier mot 6tant impriznd en italique pour
souligner I’intention.

n y a lieu, semble-t-il, d’examiner si les Puissances AUides et Assocides ne doivent
confirmer k la D616gation Autrichienne leur volontd de reconnaitre la ‘R6pu-

blique d’Autriche’, sous ce titre k I’exclusion de tout autre.

* <X VoL IV of this series.

I \ ^ An English translation of this letter is printed by N. Almond and R. H. Lutz, op. cit..



No. 34

H. D. 30.] Notes ofa Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Fke Gm'
Powers, held in M. Pichon's Room at the Qiiai d’Orsay, Paris, on Wednesdiff^^

- August 13, igig, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. F. L, Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.
British Empire’ The Rt. Hon. A.J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman.

Sir G. Clerk.
’

France: M. Glemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta M Berths.
lot, M. de St. Quentin.

’

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.
Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.
Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Colonel U. S. Grant. British Embke:

Captain E. Abraham. France: M. de Percin. Italy: Lt.-Col. A. Jones
Interpreter: M. Meyer.

The FOLLOWINO also attenoed: General Weygand, General Sackville-
West, M. Shigemifsui.

I. The following telegrams were before the Meeting:

—

12, 1919

Hungary Supreme Council Peace Conference Paris.

^

At the meeting today August 12th the Roumanian pleni-^
potentiary several times stated that the Roumanian Government cannot
accept orders from the Commission of Inter-Allied generals but can only
enter into agreements with them for the solution of the difficulties which
may conxe under discussion. The three generals, namely American, British
and Italian, who compose the commission' at present (General Graziani
arnved this evenmg but has not yet been interviewed) are of unanimous
<^mion that the instructions received from the Supreme Council at Paris
s ould be interpreted as orders which the commission should give to tl^
Roumanian army in Hungaryand which the latter is obUged to carry outw
oraCT Aat the required solution may be arrived at (for example paragraph.

^ su^pajapaph[s] G and E and paragraph three sub-paragraph B}.^^
iTie GomihMsion uxgendy requests a prompt reply whether its interpret^
.wn ofthe instructions is correct and ifit can act accordingly that is to say

:

at It can rrfuse to con^ue discussion with the Roumanian pleni-'j
po ntiary if the latter insists in his refusal to accept the instructions
orders. .

^

Inter-Alhed Mission.'

^Budapest Aug, 12, 1919,

Council Peace Conference, Pa^.

jhfis^on had a full day’s session this -dai^
. Constantin Diamahay;**^^''^

J?^ee Cofiferwee. M. F"

B to Nd. 28.



stated he was authorised to transact business with the Mission. H^^as
furnished a part copy in French of the instructions to the Mission

asked whether or not his Government would abide by same. He replie^^^ ?!

could not give an answer without first conferring with General Mardarescu,
"

who is expected any moment to arrive and assume command of the

Roumanian forces. He stated that the Roumanian Government was
deeply hurt at press notices to the effect that the succession ofthe Archduke

Joseph’s Government was in any way due to Roumanian influence.

‘It was represented to him that the food situation was serious and that

famine and riots would result in case this situation was not alleviated.

The Commission, while disassociating itself from all responsibility for the

present deplorable condition in Budapest, suggested that he immediately

arrange to prevent the requisitioning by Roumanians for supplies within a

prescribed zone surrounding the city ofBudapest and that the Roumanians
remove no more rolling stock. He stated that he would give the matter

his immediate attention and became very angry when it was intimated

that the Roumanian Government might be considered as responsible for

any famine or suffering in Budapest under present conditions.

‘He was asked to state what portions of the Mission’s instructions the

Roumanian Government could immediately accept and became angry,

stating that Roumania was not a conquered nation, that it was coordinate

with the other Allies and that he would receive orders from nobody except
from his Government. He finally subsided. The Mission then insisted [?on]

the urgency of the case but he would not commit himself as to when he
would give an answer but stated he would confer with General Marderescu
and they may see the Commission tomorrow August 13th. He was asked
if the Roumanian Government had within the past day or so delivered

another ultimatum to Hungary and replied in effect that he was sure it had
not, because such paper would naturally and properly have been presented
by him, and he is ignorant of existence of an ultimatum; the Archduke
yesterday and today gave Commission details of a plot intended evidently

to demoralise his Government. He stated that the three Hungarian liaison

officers attached to Holband’s headquarters had dictated to them a docu-
ment by a Monsieur Ardeli, formerly Ambassador from Roumania during
Tisza Government. The document contained the following terms amongst
others. The Banat is claimed by the Roumanians, Bekes^a must belong
to Roumania. Roumania has six hundred thousand men under arms. The
inihtary power of Entente is nil and they have labour difficulties. Various
other inducements are offered if there is a HTmgarian-Roumanian''uni6n
against Slav danger. If terms not accepted Roumanians will sweep
Hungary like Mackensen and leave it to its destiny. This document after

being signed by one of the liaison officers but not by Ardeli, was presented
to Prime Minister. Today the three officers again presented themselves
loGovernment and informed it that ifterms were notimmediately accepted

^
Ifeoumanians would leave the country, taking with it the Government,

^gl^veep it bare and stir up labour troubles. The above is Archduke story;
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he was much agitated on these occasions and appealed to Gommission"^!
advice. The first ultimatum, as he termed it, is in our possession signed «
by one of the. liaison officers who, the Archduke states, has been with him 1
throughout the wax. The plot is obviously childish but it succeeded in

frightening the Government. We have told the Archduke to take no notice. ;

Inter-Allied Military Mission.’

Mr. Balfoxjr observed that the first telegram asked for precise instructions

on a definite point. The Inter-Allied Mission wished to know whether it was
authorised to give orders to the Roumanian Army in Hungary. Technically

he supposed that the Allied Generals in Budapest had no authority to give

orders to the Roumanian Commander in the manner in which a superior

officer gave orders to a junior officer, but that the Commission of Generals

were entitled to deliver to the Roumanian Commander the views of the

Allied and Associated Powers merely as a message from the Conference. The
Generals could say that they conveyed these views to the Roumanian coin-

'

mand, indicating that the Roumanian Government, should it mean to remain

within the Alliance, would doubtless give the requisite orders to carry out

the intentions ofthe Conference. Should the Roumanian Government decline
'

to do so, it would shoulder the consequences ofbreaking the Alliance. It was

obvious, in that case, that the Conference would have no further authority
’

over Roumania once she had left the Alliance.

M. Clemenceau said that he thought the Allied Generals were wrong in

holding conversation with the Government of the Archduke Joseph. This

Government was a reactionary Government and the public of the Entente

countries would not allow any backing of such a Government. There \yere

therefore two questions. One was the question to which Mr. Balfour had
given, in his opinion, the right answer, namely, could the Allied Generals in

Budapest give orders to the Roumanian Army? The second was whether

they should have relations with the present reactionary Hungarian Grovem-

ment? He thought the answer in this case was in the negative.

Mr. Polk said that there was no evidence that the Generals had, on their

own initiative, sought out the Archduke’s Government.
M. Clemenceau said that the telegrams indicated that the Generals were

holding conversations with that Government.
Mr. Balfour pointed out that in the instructions sent to the Generals they

were asked to get into touch with the Hungarian Government (see H. D. 27,*

minute 2).

Mr. Polk observed that there was a difference between obtaining informa-

-tion firom a Government and having relations with it implying its recognition.

Generals must obviously take steps to obtain information. He agreed '

.

Generals should take no action likely to commit the Allied and

Powers; but tb prohibit their communicating with the de facto J

wonld be to tie their hands.
U'^Saiid ffiat.:&'thought the Conference must be careful to
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avoid the appearance of backing a reactionary Hungarian Gk>vernment

against the Roumanians.

Mr. Polk observed that the Roumanians had established this government.

Mr. Balfour asked whether M. Clemenceau was aware of the report to

this effect.

M. Clemenceau said that according to the telegram M. Diamandy

denied it.

Mr. Polk said that a warning might be sent to the Generals that they must

avoid committing the Conference, but the question arose, who was to carry

out the terms of the Armistice? Was the Conference to wait for another

government to be formed?

M. Clemenceau said that at ‘all events the Conference should have the

minirmim of relations with the present' Government.

M. Tittoni said that this minimum should be at least enough to ensure

the execution of the Armistice.

M. Clemenceau said that the follo'wing dilemma then arose. The Con-

ference would tell the present Government to carry out the original Armistice

but the Roumanians had another Armistice competing with the former; thus

the Conference would be standing behind the Hungarian Government as

against the Roumanians.

M. Tittoni said that it was, of course, understood that the Roumanian
Armistice gave way to the previous one.

M. Clemenceau said that the present Government in Hungary might
not last; if so the Conference would be backing an ephemeral administration

against the Roumanians. This would make things too easy for the Roumanians.
Mr. Balfour then proposed a draft ofinstructions to be sent to the Allied

Commission in Budapest.

After some discussion the draft was finally adopted in the following form :

—

‘We quite recognise that you cannot avoid having relations with any
defacto government holding power in Budapest. You -will however bear
in mind that according to our information the Government of the Arch-
dukeJoseph has as yet little authority and has not so far been accepted by
the country. We are most desirous of dealing directly •with any genuine
Hungarian Government in order to settle terms of peace and resume
normal economic relations. But we must not be committed to any
administration which has not authority to speak for the Hungarian people.
While it •will therefore be your duty to listen to anything the Government

. has to say, you must remember that it has not yet been accepted by those
for whom it professes to speak.’

' M. Clemenceau said that M. Berthelot had had an interview with
M. Antonescu.3 The latter had received a personal telegram from M.

;
&atiano.

M. Berthelot said that the telegram alluded to was not the official

I
answer ofthe Roumanian Government. This was to be sent to M. Misu who

* Roumanian Minister at Paris and Delegate Plenipotentiary to the Peace Conference.



would communicate it to the Conference. What M. Antonescu had becB?«
told in the telegram was that the Roumanians had in no manner assisted in 1
the establishment of the reactionary Government of Archduke Joseph. As
to the requisitions imposed on Hungary, they were regarded as legitimate

as they did not exceed what the Hungarians had taken in Roumania in

cattle and railway material. In other words, the Roumanians were merdy
recouping themselves for their losses.

Mr. Balfour said that as M. Glemenceau would not be present on the

following day, he wished to ask him whether he would authorise his colleagues

to reply to the Roumanian Government on this point should its official

communication be of the same nature as that made to M. Antonescu.

M. Berthelot said that M. Antonescu had told him that the Roumanian
generals had made a mistake in requesting from the Hungarians a fiY»»d s

percentage of their cattle, railway stock, etc., but he thought they were right

in requiring from the Hungarians an equivalent for what the Hungarians .

had taken from the Roumaruans.

Mr. Balfoxir said that it would be necessary to make the Roumanians
understand that they were in the wrong in doing this. '

M. Glemenceau said that France had lost hundreds of thoussinds of heads
of cattle. France had only recuperated from Germany 94,000. France had
submitted to the decisions of the Conference. The victory of the Allies had
found Roumania boimd by the Peace of Bukarest, in other words at the feet

of Germany. As a result ofthe victory of the Allies, Roumania was doubling

her territory. She now wished to lay her hands on goods which belonged to

the Alliance as a whole. If France and Italy had behaved like this, there

could have been no peace. France and Italy had obtained far less than thdr

demands and far less than they had lost.

Mr. Pole said that this was the first open defiance of the authority of the
‘ CJIonference. The Council was on its trial. Should this defiance be tolerated,

- it would form a bad example for other small Powers and ultimately for

XSermany. He was authorised to say for President Wilson that if the Rou-
inanians continued in their present course, he would not look favorrrably on

ofthdr claims. He added that he had information that the Roumanians
taking steps to hold elections in Bessarabia although the disposal ofthe

' province had not yet been settied.

.

‘

” Mr. Balfour asked whether M. Glemenceau would authorise the Council
! fP tire Roumaman offidal answer proved to be what was anticipated, to tdl

the Roumanian Government that its action could not be tolerated and that if

•, the Roumanians wished to remain in the Alliance, theymust alter their policy.

^ GtJSMENCEAu said that he thought the expression ‘tolerated’ too stiffi

wopld jH-efer to say ‘accepted’. ^

asked in what manner pressure could be exerdsed over tiie

'would not obtain Transylvania^:

added that the partition



M. Tittoni observed that the misconduct of the Roumanians was no

adequate reason for rewarding the Serbs. He wished to make reservations

on this matter.

(It was decided that on the receipt ofthe formal answer of the Roumanian
(Government, action should be taken in accordance with the above discus-

sion, even in M, Clemenceau’s absence.

After a short discussion, it was decided to send a further dispatch to

the Allied generals at Budapest, and to communicate this dispatch to the
Roumanian Government at Buiarest. The following is the text of the

dispatch :

—

‘The Commission of AUied Generals is invested with the authority con-

ferred on it by the Supreme Council. It is not qualified from a military

point of view to give direct orders to the Roumanian generals but it is

qualified to communicate to them the views of the AlKed Powers.
‘K the Roumanian Government means not to break away from the

Allied Powers, it will give its generals necessary orders to conform to the
decisions of the Conference.

‘The Conference cannot believe that the Roumanian Government will

by refusmg to conform to the views of the Allied Powers, take a decision so
serious in its consequences.’)

The Meeting then-adjourned.

Villa Majestic^ Paris,

August 13, igig.

,

Iff*

No. 35

H. D. 31.] Notes ofa Meeting ofthe Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers, held in M. Pichon’s Room at the Quai d'Orsay, Paris, on Thursday,

August 14, igig, at 5.0 p.m.

Present: U.S.A . : Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire : The Rt. Hon. A.J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,
Sir George Clerk.

France: M. Kchon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Berthelot, M. de
Saint-Quentin.

,

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Patemo.
Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.
Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Captain Chapin. British Empire: Lt,-Com-
mander Bell. M. de Perein. /tely: Lt.-Golonel Jones.

Interpreter: M. Meyer.

I . M. Rchon communicated a letter from the Roumanian Minist^ ia ferEt

^^arim Affairs,
(s®® Annex [Appendix] A), and the Council took note ofa

Sernaman reply to the further communication from the same source intimating that
hj^mmaeation of the Mr. Diamandy had been appointed High Commissioner

and Associated for Roumania at Budapest. He then asked if Mr. Balfour

had any observations to make on the Roumanian reply to

Note of the Allied and Associated Powers. (Annex [Appendix] B.)



Mr. Balfour said that the letter as a whole was satisfactory, since the ^
Roumanian Government consented to abide by the decisions of the Entente
Powers. With regard to the remainder of the letter, he asked whether it

*

would be profitable to reply to all the controversial points raised. He did
however, think that the Roumanian Governhaent had advanced several argu-
ments, which called for discussion, and possibly a reply. The first of these

arguments was that dealingwith the supposition ofthe part of the Roumanian
Govemmmt, that the Armistice of November, 1918, had lapsed, owing to

subsequent acts of war initiated by the Hungarian government, and owing
to the explicit invitation of the Conference, by virtue of which Roumania was
called upon to take military action against Hungary.
M. Tittoni said that he regarded the first argument as a strong one, sinrp

the attack of the Hungarian army was a positive violation of the

He regarded the second argument as weak, because, whilst admitting that

the Roumanians had been invited to initiate military action against the

Hungarians, a similar invitation had been sent to the Czecho-Slovaks and
the Yugo-Slavs; and no action by any of the parties consulted had Mowed
upon these negotiations.

M. PiCHON said that the Roumanians were not in a position to claim that

the armistice had lapsed on account of the invitation sent to them by the

Alhed and Associated Powers for the simple reason that they were invited to

enforce it by the communication to which they referred. He agreed with
Mr. Balfour, that there was a satisfactory side to the Roumanian reply. He
^Aought, however, that. the Roumanians were attempting to take up too

isolated an attitude. They spoke of collaborating with the Conferencej they
were not called upon to do that; but to obey its decisions.

TrrxoNi said that M. Pichon’s remark was a matter of nuance, since,

if the Roumanians wished to conform with the decisions of the Conference,
they would evidently have to collaborate with it.

Mr. Balfour said that under the circumstances, it would probably be
better to make no reference, in our answer, to the ambiguous phrases of the
Roumanian note; but to lay emphasis on the satisfactory assurances that it

contained. The next point, to which he wished to draw attention, was the
protrat of the Roumanian Government on the subject of the Conference

^decision with regard to war material. It W2is obviously necessary that they
should be assured, in a most formal maimer, that the war material captured
by them belonged to the Alhes as a whole. The statement in their note, to

the effect that they had not compromised the economic activities of the

countries they had invaded, was contradicted by the information submitted
Conference. It seemed as though the Roumanians assumed, that,

they had been robbed by the Hungarians at an earlier period of the

l^gid because booty had been carried from their country into the tem-
had now invaded, they had a right to carry away with them,
"

’
i- jH4)|de^.to.equalise matters. This argument should

,

p&^I^JFjamce, Belgium, Serbia and Italy had

jiever recover the booty that had

V3i#‘ .
, ,

.VsS



been taken from them-by the German and Austro-Hungarian armies in the

days of their successes.

M. PicHON said that according to the information at the disposal of

the Conference, the Roumanians had requisitioned 50% of everything they

could lay their hands on; railway rolling stock, live stock, and agricultural

implements.

M. Berthelot said thatwhen General Mackensenhad invaded Roumanian

territory, a large amount of the railway material (2000 locomotives) requisi-

tioned by him had remained in Hungarian territory. These engines could

not be restored under the armistice because they were of German make and

were indistinguishable from the ordinary machines used normally on the

Hungarian railways.

Mr. Balfour said that he would like to know the opinion of the French

Foreign Office and of his colleagues on the Roumanian protest to the effect

that the Allies had allowed themselves to be swayed by the calumnious

accusations of an unscrupulous enemy.

M. PiGHON said that we had not received information from such a source,

but from our accredited representatives. He further remarked that the

Roumanians admitted implicitly the accusations, against which they pro-

tested, by trying to justify them on the plea of military necessity,

M. Tittoni suggested that there should be no recriminations; the main

point being that the Roumanians should be made to conform to the decisions

of the Conference.

M. PiGHON said that he agreed with M. Tittoni, but thought that the

question ofwar material must be dealt with in our reply, which, he thought,

M. Berthelot might possibly draft.

M. Berthelot said that he would draft a reply, and asked whether it

should not deal also with the entire disarmament of the Himgarian army,

and the withdrawal of the Roumanians behind the Theiss; since these points

had been decided upon by the Conference, before sending out instructions to

the Mission of Allied Generals to Budapest.

Mr. Balfour remarked that the Roumanians must be made to retire to

their frontier and not only to the Theiss, They had already promised to do

so after the disarmament of Hungary.

M. Tittoni remarked that the moment at which the withdrawal of the

Roumanians should begin ought to be left to the Generals to decide. Further

’ events in Hungary might make it most desirable to have a strong force of

Roumanians present in Budapest, which had been, during the past few

months, the scene of Bloodshed and massacre.

General Weygand said that, under the circumstances, it might be best

to examine carefully the instructions given to the Generals, and to seewhether

they were complete in all points. If it should be found that they were not,

,
. they could be revised and added to them [nV] if necessary.

Mr. Balfour asked whether it had not been decided in those instructions

^ what particular strategic points should be occupied by the Roumanian
Eanny.



General Weygand replied that the Generals had been left free to deS^^
on the points in Hungarian territory which ought to be occupied by the ^

Roumanians, and what forces should be employed by these latter for this

purpose.

M. Berthelot then read the draft of the telegram that he had prepared for

communication to the Romnanian government (see Annex [Appendix] C),
Mr. Balfour asked whether special mention should not be Tnq<je of the

rule laid down with regard to war booty and requisitions, since the rule in

question had been accepted by the governments of other Allied countries

which had been invaded. He further asked whether these countries should
not be mentioned by name.
M. Berthelot [said] that it would, in his opinion, be unwise to mention

Allied countries by name in this connection, on account ofthe Serbian actions

in the Banat.

Mr. Polk asked whether it was desired that the Roumanian statement with
regard to the lapse of the armistice should be allowed to stand.

M. Berthelot said that he thought it would be imwise to argue the
’

question closely. There had been two armistices with Himgaiy. The tint

had not been very successful and it had been altered by subsequent decisions

of the Conference, since, by its provisions, Hungairy was allowed to remain
in Slovakia. The second 2irmistice had then been substituted. It was now
superseded by a third one, imposed on the Hungarians by the Roumanians.
The Conference could not very well rs-open the whole discussion on armistices

by replying in detail to the Roumanian argument on the subject.

hfo. P01.K said that the sentence of the Roumanian note stating that the

armistice had lapsed owing to an invitation to take military action, com-
mumcated to Roumania by the Alhed and Associated Governments, could
hardly be allowed to stand.

Mr. Balfour suggested that a general sentence might open the reply,

saying that the Conference did not wish to discuss the controversial points

_ in the Roumanian note.

agreed to send a telegram drafted by M. Berthelot (see Annex
J ,

:
{Appendix] C) to the Roumanian Gnvermnent and to the IMSssion of Allied
Generals at Budapest.)

’

'

(At this point Mr. Hutchinson* entered the room.)

r%. Mr. Hutchinson reported and commented on the Report ofthe Economic,

'

Franomic ciaiuu
^o™“^sion with regard to the Economic Clauses in the Peace

pkOePtace Trea^
Treaty with Bulgaria (see Append D)

.

' ... Mk. Balfour asked whether the modification proposed to *!

?25 * "wouldent^ the acceptanceon the partofthe Allied and Associated -

^fh® clauses in the Peace Treaty ofBucarest of 1913 whereh|| 1

concerned with commercial and



Mr. Hxjtchinson repKed that he was unable to answer Mr, Balfour^s

question as the Economic Commission could not deal with territorial

questions.

(It was decided:

—

(1) That the proposed modification to Article 25 should be submitted to

the Drafting Committee who should inform the Council whether
by virtue of the aforesaid modification the Allied and Associated

Governments wotdd be bound to recognise as valid the territorial

clauses in the Peace Treaty of Bucarest of 1913, more particularly

those whereby a certain portion of the Dobruja was ceded to

Roumania.

(2) That the proposed modification to Article 36^ should be accepted.)

3 . The Council took note of a telegram from the High Commissioner at

Constantinople (see Appendix E).

Conmssion of PiGHON said that he believed that it was intended that the
Enquiry mto

Officer should be present at the meetings of the Commis-
Sion. (Seen. D. 12, paragraph 5.3)

M. Tittoni remarked that in his opinion the decision only -

implied that the Greek Officer was to be at the disposal of the Commission,

without being present at every sitting.

Mr. Balfour said that he agreed with M. Tittoni.

M. Tittoni then accentuated his previous statement by saying, that in his

opinion, the witnesses cited before the Commission would be intimidated by

the presence of a Greek Officer.

M. PiCHON said that a decision, in the same sense as the one previously

taken, must be made with regard to the Turks.

M. Tittoni then remarked that he did not think that the resolution in

H. D. 12, paragraph 5,3 had been accurately drafted, and pointed out that

he had drawn attention to the inaccuracy in question on the following

day.

Mr. Balfour replied that the decision had been communicated to the

Greeks and could not now be altered or modified.

' M. PiOHON then said that the previous decision could be interpreted as

j
excluding the Greek Representative from the deliberations of the Com-

i mission. The words of the decision had been that he was to ‘follow the

^ipbours of the Commission’. He was therefore in a
.
position which could be

'

; aanpared with that of a foreign Military Attache who followed the delib^^c^ 3
n itons ofthe Headquarters Staffto which he was attached, without ;

(After some further discussion, it was decided that the previous decision

of the Council (see H. D, 12, Article 5^) should be explained to the High
Commissioner at Constantinople in the sense that the Greek Representa-

five should not be present at the meetings of the Coromission of Enquiry

^ Smyrna, All necessary data should be communicated to him, however,

\ 3 No. i6, minute 5 . ^
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and similar facilities should be given to a Turkish Representative, if

subsequently appointed.)

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic^ Paris^

August i4y igig.

Appeotix a to No. 35

Li&gation de Roumanie en France

Le Ministre de Roumanie en France a Thonneur d’informer Son Excellence

Monsieur le Ministre des Affaires Etrang^res que dans un t^l^gramme datd de

Bucarest le 12 aout. Monsieur Bratiano le charge de d6mentir que le-Gouveme-

ment Roumain ait favoris6 d’une mani^re quelconque rinstallation de rArchiduc

Joseph au gouvernement de la Hongrie.

Le Gouvernement Roumain n’a aucune sympathie ni pour la personne de

rArchiduc Joseph, ni pour les id^es r^actionnaires qu’il reprdsente, et d’une

mani^re g6nerale n’entend soutenir aucun gouvernement qui ne serait agr66 par

TEntente. ^

Legation de Roumanie, Paris.

PARIS, le 14 aout igig.

A Son Excellence

Monsieur Pichon,

Ministre des Affaires Etrang^ires.

Paris.

Appendix B to No. 35

Document i

Translation.

Roumanian Delegation to the Peace Conference.
PARIS, August 14, igjg.

The Roumanian Delegation has the honour to submit herewith the reply of the

Roumanian Government to thecommunications of the Peace Conference, presented

i at Bucarest on August 9, 1919, concerning the situation in Hungary.

To His Excellency the President of the Peace Conference.

Document 2

Reply of the Roumanian Government to the Communications of the Peace Corference

presented at Bucharest on August p, igig^

^Rcmmanian Government has been very painfully surprised by the com-

t .received fipm the Peace Conference.^ It has deserved neither the

fee, JRn^panian Gk)vemment was published with cert^

Aug^' igrg,
'

'
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reproaches nor the accusations contained in this communication. Roumania could

not defy a Conference in whose decisions she is to participate as a result ofher co-

operation with the Allies in the work of justice which the victory of the Allies

assiues to the world, as well as the national claims that the Roumanians formulated

precisely when they formed the entente with the Allies. Roumania has not changed

her territorial claims according to the success of her army, but she does consider

that the new military efforts that she has been constrained to make in order to

throw back the Hungarian- offensive, and the services that she has rendered to

civilization by her sacrifices, give her a new title to claim her rights.

The Roumanian Government, at Budapest as elsewhere, intends to work in

collaboration with the representatives of the Allied Powers. The Roumanian
military command has received orders to collaborate with the military missions

at Budapest, in order to fix together the measures necessary to facilitate the

possibility of a Hungarian Government, which will assure order in the country

and guarantee the security of peace relations on the Roumanian frontier. With
this very object in view the Royal Government has instructed its High Com-
missioner, Monsieur Diamandy, to go to Budapest, where, thanks to the order

established by the victory of the Roumanian army, he will be able to meet the

representatives ofthe Allied Powers. Roumaniais decided inher intention ofacting

in accord with the policy that the Conference may henceforth fix in regard to

Hungary, as a result of the new order of things established by the intervention of

the Roumanian army.

Concerning the attitude of the Roumanian Government and of the Command
towards the decisions of the Conference concerning the occupation ofBudapest, it

is well known that the Roumanian troops were already there when the communica-
tion was made to the Royal Government, and that the other four^ were presented

to it simultaneously, and not earlier than the afternoon of the ninth of August.
Moreover, this occupation, which does not imply the bloodshed that the Conference
fears, is indispensable if it is desired to bring an end to the state of affairs that has
troubled the centre of Europe too long already. Previous events have proved
this.

The Roumanian Government could not foresee that the Peace Conference would
consider the Armistice of November, 1918, as still existant, after having received

from it the invitation to co-operate in a military action against the Hungarian
army. Still less could it foresee this attitude after having been the object ofa general

offensive on the part of this army.

Roumania could not conceive that, after the severe fighting which resulted in the

surrender of all the enemy’s organized forces to the Roumanian army, she would ^

not have the right to take possession of the war material that the former had used
to attack her, without being prevented by the situation created by the previous
armistice. As to the other requisitions, they were levied only in proportions tha't

assured, in addition to the needs of the population, large quantities for expdrtatfhist,

and did not compromise economic activity of the country.

Roumania was obliged to take such action as a result of the state of complete
exhaustion due to the Hungarian and German invasions and by the fact that it was
m these regions,—^now occupied by her—that the greater part of the spoils ofwar
^en by the armies of the Central Powers were deposited. It would be difficult

Vi'
^ The reference is uncertain; for earlier communications on this subject from the Supreme

^^uhcil to the Roumanian Government see No. 27, appendix G, No. 28, appendix A, and

^ 29) minute 2.



to conceive that this right should be denied to Roumania when other Allied armj^

were able, without any obstacle on the part of the Conference, to completely drain

and exhaust occupied territories, which should have been, according to the Peace,*
^

turned over not to a former enemy but to an Ally. ;

The Roumanian Government regrets that the Allies should have taken into con- ^

sideration Ae slanderous accusations preferred by an unscrupulous enemy. Far

from encouraging pillaging, the Roumanian troops, by their very presence,

established order and checked anarchy and devastation. The presence of the

Representatives of the Allied Powers at Budapest is a testimony to such a state rf

affairs. The Roumanian Command, from the very first days, adopted measures to

insure the provisioning ofthe Hungarian Capitalwhichhe had found completely

deprived of provisions. Railroad transportation was interrupted only temporarily

in the strict interest ofmilitary security. Concerning the Governments which have

succeeded Bela Kun, theyhave been neither established, nor replaced nor interfered

with by Roumanian troops.

The Roumanian army has proved, in the midst of all the hardships which it has

had to sustain, the high spirit with which it is animated and the discipline whidi

reigns, and has never lost sight of the duties towards humanity and civilization

which were incumbent upon it. The reception given to the army by the population

in all the occupied territories is a brilliant proof of the equity of their actions. If

the Roumanian military accomplishments, thanks to the direction of the operations

and to the bravery of the troops, have developed and culminated so rapidly,

Roumania has the clear conviction that she has rendered eminent service towards

the work of peace which is the object of the Peace Conference.

AppEimix G TO No. 35

TiUgramme au Gouvemement Roumain7 [adressipar Vintermiiiaire du ChargS

Affaires de France d Bucarest), communiqud d la Mission Militaire Interdliie de

^
Budapest

12 aoUt

La Conference de la Paix, sans revenir sur xm certain nombre de points qm

^
app^araient de sa part des rectifications, enregistre avec satisfaction la declaration

Crouvernement Roumain ‘qu’il est decide k agir d’accord avec la politique qi^

Conference fixera k regard de la Hongrie’.
\"V EDe interprete cette declaration comine indiquant que la Roximanie, en sa

- qualite d^Etat participant 4 la Conference de la, Paix, a I’intention de se conform^

, k^ decisions communiquees par Pintermediaire de la Mission Militaire deiegu^

k Budapest par le Conseil Supreme.
Les Directions envoyees k trois reprises par la Conference k la Mission des

Generaux Allies et communiquees k Bucarest ont defini d*tme maniere detail^

ite la politique des Puissances AUiees k regard de la Hongrie dans la.

.
presqate (desarmement ci,es troupes hongroises, maintien de Pordre avec

t de,t3mupj^:’etitog^^ favitainetnent de la Hongrie, abstention

^l^eure aous reserve de. la libre expr^osq;

reprise definitive de m

^ press on August



de guerre, de chemins de fer, d’agriculture, ni de betail, etc,, ne peut avoir lieu

actuellement.

H appartient, conformdment aux principes de la Confdrence acceptes par tous

les Etats Allids et appliquds en particulier dans le Traitd avec I’Allemagne, 4 la

reunion des Puissances Allides et Assocides seule de determiner des rdparations k
foumir par la Hongrie et la rdpartition entre les Etats intdresses. Ni Taimde
Roumaine, ni le Gouvernement Roumain ne sont fondds k fixer eux-mdmes la

part de la Roumanie, les avoirs hongrois de toute nature dtant le gage commun
des Puissances Allides.

S. PiCHON

Appendix D to No. 35

Le President de la Commission Economique de la Confkence -de la Paix d Monsieur le

President du Conseil SuprSme des Principales Puissances Allides et Associies

PAKis, le IS aodt igig.

Le Conseil Suprdme des Principales Puissances Allides et Assocides a renvoyd k
I’esamen de la Commission Economique deux propositions relatives k Particle 25*
et k Particle 36* du Prcyet de Traitd avec la Bulgarie, prdcddemment approuvd.

i) Article 35. Au sujet de cet article, la Ddldgation Roumaine a proposd® une
retouche tendant k ce que Pabrogation des Traitds passds par la Bulgarie avec la
Roumanie ne vise que les Traitds conclus depuis la date du 15 aout 1916 jusqu’i
k mise en vig[u]eur du prdsent Traitd.

La Commission Economique faisant droit k la proposition roumaine propose k
Punanimitd, pour Particle 25, la rddaction ci-aprds.

‘La Bulgarie reconnait comme dtant et demeurant abrogds tous les Traitds,
. Conventions ou Accords qu’elle a conclus avec la Russie ou avec tout Etat ou

L ^ Gouvernement dont le territoire constituait antdrieurement ime partie de la

^
Russie, avant le. i“ aoiit 1 9 14 ou depuis cette date, jusqu’i la mise en vig[u]eur

f du prdsent Traitd, ainsi qu’avec la Rotnnanie depuis la date du 15 aofit 1916

^ jusqu’^ la mise en vigueur du prdsent Traitd.’

a) jlrfe&^d.JSur la proposition de la Ddldgation Britannique la Commission
^ficmomique a dtd unanime k retoucher la rddaction de Particle 36 sur un point de
|#tail. Une prdcision a dtd insdrde dans le texte pour marquer que les obligations
""'

dtant de cet article seront confijides au territoire bulgare tel qu’il rdsulte du
" nt Traitd; la rddaction nouvelle proposde k Punanimitd est la suivante. . .

.

Le Secrdtaire Gdn&al ^

de la Commission Econonoici^i'
de la Comfdrence de la

Sekeuvs

No. a6, minute 9, In his letter of August 2, 1919, proposing the amendment in
Pangrati, Roumanian representative on, the Economic Commission, stated:

lotion Roumaine n’a jamstis entendu et n’entend pas renoncer notamment au

-^ Paix de Bucarest conclu avec la Bulgarie en 1913.’
j,

fyiowed in the original a draft for the French text of article 182 of the Treaty .



Appendix E to No. 35
Translation,

Telegram from the French High Commission on behalf of the Interallied Investigation

Commission

CONSTANTINOPLE, Aug^st II, igig.

Received on the igth.

The Investigation Commission of Smyrna is composed as follows:—Admiral
Bristol for the United States of America, General Bunoust for France, General

Hare for England, General DalPolio for Italy. The Greek Government has

designated Colonel Mazurakis to follow the meetings.

It would be well to precise whether or not the Greek Officer can be present at

all the sessions. That might have the disadvantage of preventing the Turkish

witnesses from making their depositions freely before him. It is probable that the

Turks will ask that a Turkish Officer be authorised to be present at the sessions

under the same conditions as Colonel Mazurakis.

The first meeting of the Commission will take place to-morrow.

Defrange.

No. 36

H. D. 32.] fTotes on a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai d^Orsay^ Paris
^
on Monday,

August 18^ igig, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U,S,A,: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,

Sir George Clerk.

France: M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Berthelot, M. de St. Quentin.

M. Tittoni; SECRETARY, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.
Joint Secretariat: U,S,A.: Captain Chapin. British Empire: Captain

E. Abraham. France: Captain A. Portier. Italy: Lt.-Colonel Jones.

Interpreter: M. Demolon.

I, M, PiGHON asked whether his colleagues had received any news of

. Hungary. He assumed that all had seen the telegram from General

Bandholtz.
,

(This telegram was read. See Appendix A.)

M. Pichon also mentioned another telegram addressed to M. Clemenceau

^
by the Archduke Joseph. (See Appendix B.)

fe.,.
Mr. Baufour said that the latter telegram appeared to be satisfactory.

sCovemment undertook to proceed to a gener^ election in a short time,
’

"' Ae n^otiation of peace to the national assembly.

idmt the used, namely, ‘on the basis of imiversal J

li'did nibt necessarily imply that the voting,;;
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M. Tittoni said that failing this condition there would be no legitimate

government.
_ v . t

M. PicHON said that in addition the time himt as soon as possible’ was

very indefinite, and the resignation of the government ‘when the National

Assembly met’ might be considerably postponed. He thought that instruc-

tions should be given to the representatives of the Allied Governments to

arrange that the elections should take place very soon; that they should be

based on direct and secret voting, and that the Constituent Assembly should

be formed immediately.

.PoLK asked whether the Allied Representatives had yet made any

report on the present Government. He had himself received information

from two sources : from Mr. Hoover, and from certain persons who had just

returned from Hungary. Both agreed that it was scarcely possible for the

Council to recognise the Archduke Joseph. He only remained in power

because he controlled the police and the Hungarian army. No labour

representative or socialist had joined his Government. The mere fact that

he was a Hapsburg had greatly upset the neighbouring small States. Mr.

Hoover’s conclusion was that tMs Government should not be recognised, as

there could be no proper election while the Archduke Joseph remained in

power. Should the Conference refuse to recognise him he would fall, and he

could then be replaced by a Coalition Government.

M. PiCHON asked whether there was any proof that the Roumanians had

supported this Government.

Mr. Polk said they of course denied it. The information received was to

the effect that they were present at its formation and coiild have prevented it.

The ArchdukeJoseph had been put in powerby the Hungarian military party.

M. Tittoni said that retrospective considerations were not ofmuch import.

The Roumanians denied any complicity in forming the present Government

of Hungary, and their mere presence at its formation did not establish

complicity. Their presence, however, inasmuch as it contributed to the

maintenance of order, also contributed to maintaining any Government in

power. The question for the Council was whether this Government should

be recognised as a de facto government, or whether the Council should say

that elections must be held by a government more representative of all

parties in the country.

Mr. Polk said that he understood no social democrat or labour representa-

tive would join a Coalition Government with the Archduke. Recognition of

the Archduke’s Government would amount to excluding from reccignition

the real representation of the country. He thought, therefore, that it would

be a fatal error to recognise the Archduke’s Government. He felt American

'qpiuion would be very strongly opposed to it.

M. Tittoni thought it would be better to consult the Allied Mission in

Budapest before coming to a decision. The Mission might be asked whether,

j

should the Archduke Joseph withdraw, power would be likely to pass with-

revolution to a Coalition Government. The Mission might also be asked

^hether, seeing that the Archduke Joseph did not furnish a rallying point for



all parties in Hungary, it would not be well to recommend him to resi
g^^P

yield his place to a Government which might be really representative.

M. PiOHON said that there were undoubtedly objections to any Govei£|

ment with a Hapsburg as chief. Such a Government was bound to be a?
reactionary government. The Conference, however, had said that it would

not interfere in Htmgarian internal ajSairs. Nevertheless the Allied Missk®

in Budapest had inevitably had relations with the Archduke. Hence a vay

delicate situation. If the question suggested by M. Tittoni were to be in the

precise form he proposed, the Conference would be open to the charge ctf

interfering in the internal affairs ofHungary. He thought that the representa-

tives should be asked for information on Hungarian conditions. The previous

instructions sent to them should be recalled. They should be told not to

appear to interfere and above all to do nothing tending to convey any

recognition of the present Government which in the eyes of the Conference^

had no legal existence, which did not represent the chief parties in Hungary

and especially excluded all democratic elements.

Mr. Polk said that he agreed that information was what the Council

desired. He drew attention to the fact that the Archduke’s government had

not been put in power by the Htmgarian people, but by a coup d'itat. It

took the place of the Government in whose favour Bela Kun had resigned.

If the Archduke knew that the Powers were unfavourable to him he would

resign, and a Coalition Government might soon be possible. The representa-

tive of the French Government had had an interview with the Archduke,

who had said that he would abdicate as soon as a Socialistic Government

could be formed. If he had spoken the truth he might resign immediately.

Mi PicHON said that it woidd be necessary for the Coimcil to make up its

'mind as to what it wanted. Was it prepared in the end to say to the Archduke

that he must resign? Ifthe Council was bound by its decisions not to interfere

in Hungarian internal politics, it would not be easy to do this. If the Arcb^

duke were told that he would not be recognised officially, this would be cf

little avail, as even without official relations, the Governments were to some

;;SgxtepLt coirunitted to the. intercourse they must have with the administraticffl.

i J|i'$OTver. Hie Archduke had formed a programme, and had communicated

' It to the Allied Generals in Budapest. The Generals had received him, and.

^ ieymi their silence was constfuable as a sort of recognition. The question was^

f'-ff^efore whether the Council should await the advice ofthe Allied represent®-

? jives in Budapest or not before asking the Archduke to resign.

1: Mr. Polk said that he thought it would probably be better ,
to wj^‘

il that M. Clemenceau had made a strong poiitf

Generals of not recognising this GovemnMrf

e this would set to the rest of Europe. If ffif

30^s^. the Archduke’s Government, they

by .ffie Archduke;



All this amoiinted almost to a recognition. The question thCTefore was should

the Archduke be asked to retire.

Mr. Polk observed that there were precedents for official relations with

unrecognised Governments. For instance, the Government of Lenin and

Trotsky had not been recognised, but agents of the Powers had been in

contact with them.

M. PcoHON observed that the agentsm question, at least as regards France,

had not been officials. The telegram alluded to by Mr. Tittoni had not, he

thought, contained a programme. It merely contained a communication by

the Archduke of the members of his Cabinet.
,

^

M. Tittoni that it was necessary to take into consideration public

opinion. Throughout the Allied world it was thought that the Council was

insome manner favourable to the Archduke’s Government. The papers were

engaged in speculations as to whether it was France, Italy or Roumania that

backed the Archduke. All Governments would be questioned in their Parlia-

ments. It was therefore important that the Council should take sides openly

and that aU should appear to be following the same course.

M. PiOHON said that the Council had already declared that it would only

recognise a Government representing the national will.

Mr. Balfour then proposed a draft telegram for communication to the

Allied Generals in Budapest. (See Appendix C.) He said that he thought

the advantages of this telegram were that it would recognise the need of the

Allied representatives to work with the people in power. It made it clear

that the Conference did not trust these people; that the main reason for this

distrust was that the head of the Hungarian Government was a Hapsburg;

and that what the Conference desired was to obtain the opinion of the Hun-

garian people. A National Assemblybased upon universal suffrage and direct

and secret voting was necessary. It was only on these conditions that peace

could be made with a Hungarian Government. He thought this constituted

' sufficient material for a very strong hint to the present Hungarian Government

M. PicHON said that it was undesirable to use any sentence which might

r st^gest that the Allies were ready to agree to the restoration ofthe monarchy

'ik Hung^.
Mr. Balfour said that the Allies could not oppose a monarchical form

government in Hungary should the Hungarians desire it.

ii
Tittoni said that he agreed with M. Pichon, not that he objected to a

£k^niarchical form of Government, but because in Hungary it would be-

ffeand to have a Hapsburg at its head, and because the Hapsburgs were

l^itBffiors of the war. i
:

(The telegram, drafted by Mr. Balfour (see Appendix C) was then adopted.)

ilfe. Polk communicated to his colleagues a telegram from Mr. Hoover

, . regarding the situation in Upper Silesia. (See Appendix D.)

” M. Tittont said that the conclusion of ffie tdegram was that a

military occupation was necessary. The Council, he understood, •

eady decided that there should be a mihtaxy occupation of Silesia. -
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M. PiCHONpointed out that the occupation could only [be] carried out aife ^
the ratification of the Treaty. *;

M. Tittoni pointed out that a question affecting the very existence of

Central Europe was at stake. If the coal mines-of Silesia were destroyed, the

life of Europe would be in jeopardy. Even if the Treaty did not give the

Conference the right to intervene, he thought that in a case of this kind it

would be quite fair to exceed Treaty rights.

M. PicHON said that the military occupation of Silesia before the ratifica-

tion of the Treaty was a very serious matter. He suggested that General

Weygand should be sent for.

Mr. Balfour said that he thought according to the armistice the Allies

were entitled to occupy any strategic point they wished in Germany.

M. Tittoni pointed out that it was not necessary to occupy the whole of

Silesia. It was, however, of vital interest to save the mines.

Mr. Polk read another telegram from Mr. Hoover recommending that

representatives of the Coal Commission should proceed at once to Upper

Silesia. He thought this might be decided upon without awaiting General

Weygand’s arrival.

Mr. Balfour suggested that M. Loucheur, who, he understood, presided

over the Coal Commissionshould be asked to send its representatives to Silesia.

M. Tittoni said that he thought a Commission would not be able, with-

out military assistance, to save the mines.

(At this point General Weygand entered the room.)

General Weygand, after reading the telegrams, said that he had just

received from General Henrys similar news to that sent by Mr. Hoover.

General Henrys also asked for troops to occupy Upper Silesia. A reply had

already been sent to General Henrys to the effect that according to the

Treaty the Allies had no right to enter Silesia, but that his request had been

communicated to the Conference.

Mr. Balfour asked whether the Allies had no rights under the Armistice.

General Weygand replied that Silesia was still German territory, and

that no article in the Armistice with Germany entitled the Allied Armies to

enter into German territory. All that could be done was to anticipate the

’ terms of the Treaty.

M. PicHON thought that all that could be done for the time being was to

send the representatives of the Goal Commission.
General Weygand said that the German Government, if questioned,

' would be bound to disavow the promoters of trouble in Upper Silesia. In

riris case the German Government would probably declare itself unable to

mtrol the situation. Should it do this, the Allies would have sufficient reason

ag to assist in controlling it. .

<

St s^.ljrat he understood General Weygand’s proposal to be

ifeyeiis^jcint ^Ould be asked to remedy the condition erf

; to do so, the Alhes would,,'

'i



Mr. Balfour asked whether the Allies had not a right to send troops into

Germany to occupy stratc^c points.

General Weygand said that a provision to this effect existed in the

Armistice with Austria, but not in the Armistice with Germany.

Mr. Balfour remarked that according to Mr. Hoover the strikes in Upper

Silesia had a political character, and were really fostered by the Germans

themselves. If the Allies asked the German Government to suppress the

strikes, the Polish party in Upper Silesia would consider itself aggrieved and

this policy might amount to sacrificing the Poles to the Germans.

M. Tittoni said that he understood that German troops had not yet

evacuated Upper Silesia. In that case the responsibility for ensuring order

was theirs.

Mr. Balfour drew attention to the passage in Mr. Hoover’s telegram

stating that the Polish miners had been protecting the mines against the

Spartacists who appeared to have combined with the German Volimteer

Corps in shooting the Poles. Under such circumstances it was difficult to

send German soldiers into the district to restore order without incurring the

reproaches of the Poles.

M. Tittoni said that the destruction ofthe mines must be put a stop to by
some means or other. There was really no question of sending German
troops to quell the disorder, as German troops were already there.

M. PiCHON said that the Council was faced with a dilemma. The Germans
would certainly fall upon the Poles. On the other hand, it was a big responsi-

bility to occupy German territory before the Treaty.

M. Tittoni thought that the destruction of the coal supply in Central

Europe was a worse evil.

M. PiGHON said that the Military Commission suggested in Mr. Hoover’s

telegram was not, in his opinion, likely to have a very great effect.

General Weygand pointed out that such a Mission could only be sent

with the coiisent of the German Government. Should it proceed to Silesia

without the consent of the German Government, the latter might refuse to

be responsible for its safety.

M. Pichon said that the Allies had really no means ofmilitary intervention

within the terms of the law.

'

Mr. Balfour said that in one sense the Germans had as great an interest

in putting a stop to the destruction of the mines as the Allies. German

;

industries depended upon Silesian coal. They would therefore lose as much
as Tchecho-Slovakia, Vienna or Italy. He suggested that the Germans
aught be told that ifthey declined to help, the Allies would arrange that they

should have no coal from Silesia, should the district go to Poland.

M. Berthelot observed that Herr Erzberger in a recent speech had drawn
attention to the diminishing production ofcoal in Silesia. He had added that

' there was reason to anticipate a still further diminution. For this reason he
;,,had urged that restrictions be imposed on the consumption of coal in

i
Germany in order that sufficient coal should be left for the winter months,

gjhis indicated that the German Government was aware of the situation in
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Silesia, and had perhaps contributed to bring it about. It was not

quite safe to speculate on the good faith of the German Government. . »
General Weygand said that in negotiating on this matter with Germany^ 'I

it was reasonable to assume that the German Government acted in good ' i
faith, seeing that it could not admit that it was inspiring the destruction of

the mines. J

M. Berthelot said that the German Government would then resort to 1
dilatory tactics. They would say that it was not a case of revolution but a 'i

case of strikes, which it was difficult to suppress.
j

General Weygand said that the coal from Silesia was a matter of Euro-

pean interest. Many arguments were at the disposal ofthe Conference. This 3
coal concerned Austria, Tchecho-Slovakia and other States. The Conference

moreover was bound to hand over the territory to Poland in good condition

should it ultimately be assigned to Poland.
‘

M. PiCHON ssiid that General Dupont might perhaps be asked to intervene

with the German Government and ask it to take the necessary steps to

remedy the situation. He suggested that General Weygand should prepare

a text of a telegram to General Dupont, and submit it to the Council on the

following day.
'

Mr. Balfour said that he had been struck by one of the considerations
'

brought forward by General Weygand. The situation should be looked at

in its broader aspect. The Silesian coal question affected not merely the .

comfort, but the very existence of the new states created by the Conference.

The question was not one of local strikes arid local destruction of property, '

’ which, unfortunate though it might be, might well be considered no businea

of the Conference. It was the consequences elsewhere that mattered. These

consequences might perhaps justify the Conference in exceeding the letter ,

both of the Armistice and ofthe Treaty, and in anticipating the terms ofthe

latter by a few weeks. He thought the policy to which the discussion pointed

• might be summarised under three heads. First, the representatives of the

Coal Commission should be sent to Silesia; second, an appeal should be

made to the German Government in the manner suggested by General ;.

i|%ygand> and third. Marshal Foch should be asked to devise plans for

j'^ntitining with the forces of order in the country, in order to protect what

l^as not merely German or Polish property, but a world interest,

r,' M. PiCHON said that he understood that the third proposal would only

ieuEsie into play if the two former were insufficient.
"

^ was then agreed that:

—

I
M. Louchenr be asked to send representatives of the Coal ConiniisEa<ffl

to Upper Silesia without delay, to examine the situation and to;‘

report on the means of remedying it.Bthe German Government he called to the dondi*.

'

l^^.^esia and to the danger of destruction

ashed to take necessary steps to ens^^ ^

to submit, at the followmgnr^:
embodying this ’PoKoyty;;

^ .. ........ "S



(c) To ask Marshal Foch to prepare means of sending forces into Upper
Silesia, should the need arise, in order to protect the from
destruction.)

3. M. Tittoni said he wished to draw attention to a memorandum he had
received from the British Delegation, regarding the nlan

SSir* “ which U>e ConfercL sh^ul/work.*
M. PiCHON suggested that this question be held over until

Thursday,* when M. Clemenceau was expected to return.®

4. M. Tittoni said that he thought the Council should not separate mitil

,7 /WhfiA.
the Austrian Treaty had been signed. He asked when thisFuM ofth^
event could be expected.

E£tm Committee ^
.

•

Captain Fortier said that the first meeting ofthe Editing
Committee was to take place on the following day. The last reports from
the various Commissions had only just been received. He thought that the
labours of the Editing Committee could, at best, be completed in 48 hours,
provided that the Committee confined itself to co-ordinating the answers
prepared by the Commissions, and that it did not deal afresh with the various
problems.

.
Mr. Balfour said that even after the Committee had finished its work,

time would be required for printing and correcting proofi.
*

Captain Portier said that, presumably, the Austrians would be given,
as the Germans had been given, 5 days to consider whether they would sign
or not.

Mr. Balfour asked if a timetable of the various necessary operations
could be prepared by the Secretary-General. He agreed that the Council
should not separate until the Austrian Treaty had been signed and the
Bulgarian Treaty presented.

M. PiOHON said he foought that aU were agreed that the Editing Com-
mittee should confine its labours to co-ordinating reports of Commissions,-
except in case any two reports were inconsistent.

*

it:
like to see the instructions to the Committee.

&He thought the Committee shoiild not be too strictly linuted, though its main
ktask was certainly to co-ordinate the answers prepared by the Commissions,

understood that some of its members proposed to re-cast the Treaty.
Gapt^n Portier pointed out that the Committee had received no

Ktoctions. There was merely a resolution to the effect that a similar c;

should be set up to that set up to make the final reply
‘ '

•

^ (It was. agreed that the Editing Committee should be instructed to limit
ite labours to the co-ordination of the various replies preparedby Commis-

, dons, except when inconsistencies in these replies required examination of
question on its meiits.)^

, * August ai, 1919.

:£i.-
•* M. Clemenceau was taking a brief rest in the west of France,

g
This resolution is printed by N. Almond and R, H. Lutz, op. dt., p. 7a.
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M. TmoNi observed that the Conference had dealt with many important

matters. It might fairly be said that it had governed Europe, but it would
'

be severely criticised by public opinion should it separate without havmg

made peace.

5. Mr. Polk said he had received a telegram from Sofia to the effect that

General Franchet d’Esperey, acting under the authority of
G^dFranchet Peace Conference, had ordered the Bulgarian Govera-

in
disarm its forces. He asked whether General Franchet

d’Esperey had given an order to the Bulgarian Government,

or had conveyed a request. The Council had agreed that no orders could be

given. He would, therefore, like to know exactly in what manner the

General had proceeded, as it appeared that he had obtained the removal

to Constantinople of the firing mechanism of all the surplus small arms in

Bulgaria. He was also informed that the General had gone to Bulgarian

Thrace and told his officers to say that the country would be attributed to

Greece, and that the Bulgarians must evacuate it. 'i

General Weygand said that he had no information whatever regarding
,

if

the second point, but he did not think that the information received by
f

Mr. Polk could be accurate. As to the first the measures taken by Generd
,

Franchet d’Esperey were the result of the telegram sent him from the •

Conference.'^ He had been told he could not exact anything firom the ;

Bulgarians which was not required of them in the armistice. The results he

had obtained Aad been reached by negotiation.

Mr. Polk asked whether he cduld be furnished with a copy of the request

addressed by General Franchet d’Esperey to the Bulgarian Government.

General Weygand said that no other instructions had been given to

General Frcuichet d’Esperey except those sent from the Conference. He
;

believed . that his negotiations with the Bulgarian Government had been

conducted verbally.

Mr. Polk said he would like to have a report from General Franchet

d’Esperey regarding these negotiations, as well sis a copy of any documents

that might have passed between him and the Bulgarians. •

M. Berthelot said that there was a telegram sent by General Franchet 4

d’Esperey to the French War Office, saying that he had gone to Sofia and ?

had obtained his results by negotiation. It might have been pointed out that

, there were forty-five thousand Bulgarians under arms instead ofthe twenty-

eight thousand to which they were entitled.

Mr. Polk dsked whether there was any objection to the furnishing of a .

report.

^ ,
M. PioHON said he thought the General would have nothing to report,

Polk said that the Bulgarians must be very easy p>eople to manage if
i

been obtained from them even in excess of the terms of the
|

Fodh had toM tjie Council that the Bulgarians had been

:

ainnistice. The honour of the Goimcil wa|
|

aopgttfe No. s8, minute i. ^



therefore engaged and General Franchet d’Esperey had acted as the agent

ofthe Council. He did not question the way in which the General had acted,

but he thought there could be no possible objection to his furnishing a report

to the Council.

M. PioHON said that the General had only followed the instructions given

him.

M. Tittoni pointed out that the armistice only prescribed the number of

divisions the Bulgarians were to keep, not the number of men in each

division.

General Weygand agreed that this was so. The armistice had been

deficient in this respect. Any request for reduction of the number of men
under arms was in excess of the armistice, but this had been obtained by
negotiation.

(It was decided: that General Franchet d’Esperey should be asked to

furnish a report to the Council on his negotiations with the Bidgarian
Government regarding disarmament and the alleged evacuation ofThrace.)

6. General Weygand said that according to a Nauen wireless message the

Rtcall of General German Government had recalled General von der GoltE.s

von der Goltz

7. M. DE St. Quentin said that according to the terms ofPeace handed to the
Austrian Delegation on the 20th July some districts of

Occt^ation by Austnm Western Hungary had been attributed to Austria. In

Austrian Delegation

Hungary
complained that the Hungarian authorities, having
obtaine[d] information of the intentions of the Con-

ference, were exercising brutal reprisals on the populations of these districts.

Cattle and agricultural implements were being removed. The inhabitants

were being forcibly enlisted. The Austrian Delegation therefore requested

that the Commission to superintend the plebiscite should be sent immediately

to Western Hungary. No attention had yet been paid to this request as the
'

, Treaty did not provide for a plebiscite. Only the Austrian Delegation asked

for one. The Conference had not taken a plebiscite into consideration.

I
' M. Tittoni asked why the Austrians were asking for a plebiscite in a

;
: country which the Conference had attributed to them without one.

I?
M. [de] St. Qijentin said the Austrians asked for more territory than the

Confeence desired to give them. In addition to this the Austrians hoped to
'

create a precedent in order to ask for a plebiscite in Styria for instance, where
Conference had no intention of holding one. On the gth August the

l^'^ustrian Delegation had been authorised by the Austrian Government to

the Conference for authority to send Austrian police into the affected

General von der Goltz at that time returned only temporarily to Germany for con-

futation. He was not finally recalled from the Baltic Provinces by the German Government
October, 1919 (cf. No. 70, appendix A).
A translation of this note, no. 906, is printed by N. Almond and R. H. Lutz, op. cit.,

413-20.

'
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districts to maintain order until the plebiscite should take place.

14th August a letter had been received from the Austrian Ddegation sayi^
that the Hungarians threatened to retake Western Hungary by force.

letter further expressed anxiety as to the movements of Roumanian troops;

It requested the Conference to forbid both the Hungarians and the Rou^ ^

manians to enter the area attributed to Austria, and renewed the request

for permission to send police into the country. Finally on the 15th August
the Ddegation informed the Gouference that the necessities of the case had
forced the Austrian Goveriunent to act and to send police and customs

officials into Western Hungary up to the frontier line laid down by the

Conference. The Delegation hoped that this action would be approved by
the Conference. There were therefore two questions for the Coundl to gf-de.

Would it ratify the fait accompli either expressly or by maintaining silpnpr^

and in that case would it notify the Roumanian and Hungarian Govemmente?
In reply to a question M. [de] St. Qjientin said the Austrians had occupied

the whole of the territory assigned to them.

(It was decided that no answer should be sent to the various conunrmica-

tions of the Austrian Delegation regarding the occupation of 'Western
;

Htmgary.)’

M. Tittoni observed that this did not imply approval.

8. M. [de] St. QpENTiN said that a similar instance arose in regard to Preko-

o ait • f
Serb-Croat-Slovene Delegation had asked for per-

occupy the portion of this territory attributed to

tt^qSloBs tbena-® Troops had been got in readiness to occupy the area,

The Delegation now asked that the Hungarian Gktvemment

'

should be notified ofthe decision of the Conference, in order that oppositi(Hi

should not arise.

(It was agreed that as the Conference could not deal with any recognised t

Government in Hungary, notification in the sense desiredUby the Serbs,

, . Croats and Slovenes cotdd not he made.)
'

[®e3 St, Quentin said that the frontier fixed in Barania® had not
'

CjFrmtier of
Serb-Groat-Slovene Delegation. The Delegation

Persisted in asking for localities beyond the line adopted by the /

^ Conference. He suggested that the best means of stopping these^i

I requ^ts would be to inform them of the frontier so fixed.

why the Delegation had not been informed.
^NTiN replied that the general rule of the Council was

Duld be communicated to any Delegation, without an^

hat effect.

Delegation shouldbeiiiform^

HKEmitc 6 (by and appeiidix SV

;



10.

Disiribtdion of expenses [Not printed]

ofthe Delimitation Com-

missions

11 .

Allowances to be assigned [Not printed]

to (pikers on Commissions

ofControl in Germany

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic, Paris,

August i8, igig.

Appendix A to ])Io. 36

filigramme d. son Excellence M. Clemeiweau, President de la Conference de la Paix d
Paris

BUDAPEST, le 75 aodt igig.

La Commission des Gendraux Alli& a regu ce matin, 15 aoht, I’Archiduc
Joseph, qui I'a avisee de la formation d’un nouveau Ministfere de Coalition sous
la Pr6sidence de M. Fridich [Friedrich]. Qjiatre Muust^res restent k pomvoir.
La liste en sera tdldgraphide d^s qu’elle sera complete et definitive. Apr^s avoir
conferd avec le Gdndral Roumain Holban et le Ministre de la Guerre hongrois
accompagnd par le Chef de la Police de Budapest, la Commission a pris une
decision au sujet de la garnison roumaine de Budapest et de la reorganisation de
la police hongroise, afin de maintenir I’ordre dans la capitale. La garnison
roumaine pour Budapest et les environs restera pour le moment fixde k une division

, d’lnfenterie, dont la commission a legdrement modifid les emplacements pour
d^ger autant que possible le centre de la ville et mieux assurer I’ordre ]es .

f..-
environs parmi les ouvriers qui constituent I’dldment le plus turbulent. La police

f hongroise pour la ville et les environs sera rdorganisde aussitdt que possible et
l^eamptera ime force effective de 6.000 hommes.

1^1

Le^Gdndral Ifolban a promis de traiter unmddiatement cette question avec les
^^toritds hongroiscs et de tenir la Commission au courant. La commission ayant
P’d^avisde que les troupes tchdco-slovaques n’ont pa^ encore dvacud la rdgion
fe^dre du Salgotarjan qui est dans la zone neutre, a, ce jour mdme, rditerd : :

Gouvemement de Prague, par tdldgraphe, Pinvitation k retirer ses troupes
f&BHiediatement. -

. . ;

Bantholtz [w] — 10 heures 45.' : !; •?

Appendix B to No. 36

) de Budapest JV® 13s W s6i le lyjS i g h, 13

isieuf Georges Clemenceau, President de la Conference de la Paix, k Paris.

^ur le President,
Budapest, le 16 aodt igig.

^g^onneur de porter k votre connaissance que, en Hongrie, le gouvemement
^^f s’est constitud, dont le but est de rdtablir I’ordre intdrieur, fixer le plus, Vg
Rafale reiection sur la base du suffrage univcrsel et de conclure la paiV • - -
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Les membres du Cabinet sont:

President du GonSeil et Ministre du Com-
merce par interim:

Int^rieur:

Affaires Etrang^jres

:

Finances:

Justice:

Agriculture:

Ivfinistre des Int6rets des Petits Fermiers:

Culte et Instruction Publique:

Sant^ Publique

:

Ministre des Minorites Nationales:

Guerre

:

Affaires de Propagande:

Etienne Friedrich, Industriel.

Le Baron Sigismond Perenyi, em-
ploy6 d’Etat.

Martin Lovahzi, Pr&ident des Partis

Bourgeois Associes.

Jean Gruehn, Employ^ d’Etat.

Georges Baloghy, Juge.

Etienne Szabo, Agriculteur.

Jean Mayer, Laboureur.

Charles Buszar [Huszar], Maitre

d’Ecole Socialiste Chr6tien.

Andr6 Csillery, Medecin.

Jacques Bleyer, Professeur a PUni-

versit6 de Budapest.

Francois Schnetzer, G6n6ral.

Etienne Haller, du parti Socialiste

Chretien.

Le Comte Paul Tolocki [Teleki],

propri6taire.

V?liv

Ministre charge de la preparation des

negociations de Paix.

En outre trois portefeuilles sont reserves aux ouvriers industriels, a savoir: les

portefeuilles de la prevoyance publique, du ravitaillement et le ministfere pour les

inter^ts industriels.

Ce Gouvernement donnera sa ddmissionJors de la convocation de PAssembl6e

Nationale.

A la m^me ^poque, mes fonctions de Chef de Gouvernement cesseront 6gale-

.
ment; PAssembiee Nationale devra ratifier la paix ainsi que fixer la forme de

PEtat et de la Constitution.

Veuillez bien prendre connaissance de cette communication.
• Archidug Joseph

Appendix C to No. 36

Though it is, necessary for you to take account of any Ministry which, for the

moment, holds the machinery of power, we cannot recognise or make terms of

peace with a Government which does not, as far as we can judge, represent the

country. The mere fact that the Head of the State is a Hapsburg, diminishes the

possibility of feeling confidence in an administration which has, in any case, been

established by a coup d^etat during a foreign occupation. We have, of course, no

wish to intervene in the internal affairs of Hungary, but we do wish to be assured

that its Government represents its people. An assembly elected direcdy by uni-

versal suffrage and secret voting seems to us to be a necessary preUminary to any

Satisfactory arrangement, or any stable p^ce.
" Please report on the political situation.

Appendix D to No. 36
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ce Pans.

now in progress in Upper Silesia

t^efc^act^ and has [.ftV] become so violei^.|



as to already result in the destruction of one important coal mine and to threaten

the destruction of the entire district. The whole of Central Europe is dependent

upon this district for coal and unless all railway transport and municipal service

are to totally disappear through these areas this coal district must be gotten back
to operation at once. The causes of the trouble are somewhat obscure. Con-
siderable arrest[s] and shoo^g of Poles were made by Germans stating that they

were putting down a Sparticist uprising. There seems to be some genuine Sparticist

agitation but the Poles claim that it is entirely manufactured by the Germans and
have shown me various documents indicating direct complicity ofthe Government
at Berlin if the documents can be demonstrated authentic. In any event the Polish

miners have struck, claiming tyranny and persecution of the German Volunteer
Corps, and the whole district is now idle. Curiously enough the Polish miners have
been actually protectmg the mines from destruction by the Sparticists, in two or
three cases the Sparticists appear to be mixed with the German Volunteer Corps
when it comes to shooting up the Poles. Altogether the situation requires immediate
attention. There can be no settlement of the question without occupation, as

provided for under the Treaty, and if the Allies do not occupy the district the
repercussion on the coal supply will be terrible to all Europe. In any event another
military commission comprising representatives of at least four Governments
should be instantly dispatched to the district. The problem is not a question as to

who is right or wrong in this disturbance. The fret of the case is that it is a largely

political strike and is jeopardising the life of Europe through the stoppage of coal

production and it fundamentally grows out of failure to create allied plebiscite

commission to take charge of the district.
'

Hoover

No. 37

H. D. 33.] MoUs of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon’s Room at the Quai d'Orsay, Paris, on Tuesday,

August ig, igig, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.SA.\ Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.
British Empire: The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,

Sir George Clerk.

France: M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Berthelot, M. de St. Quentin.
Italy : M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.
Joint Secretariat: U,SA. : Colonel U. S. Grant. British Empire: Lieut.-

Commander Bell, Captain A. Portier. Lt,-ColonelJones.
Interpreter: M. Demolon,

• I. During the discussion of this question the following were present: General

^^Bmct^ofthe J* DuUes, M. Castoldi and Captain le

Vav^ew.
regard to the Mr. Balfour said that he felt compelled to ask the Council

Treaty with to re-consider the decision that it had taken at its previous

Meeting. (See h. d. 32,^ Minute 4.) Some time before, the

^ No. 36.
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question had arisen as to whether the Co-ordinating Committee sh(^W"
deal direct with all reports, which the various Technical Committees ll
might prepare, on the subject of Austrian Notes; and whether, after |

dealing with them, they should send a unified jeport on the subject to ;

the Council. (See H. n. 27,* Minute 3.) The decision arrived at had been,

that the duties of the Co-ordinating Committee should be modified in
'

that sense. But, in order to effect this, it would be necessary to give the •

Committee in question greater latitude. M. Pichon and M, Tittoni had, on ’

the other hand, desired to restrict the functions of the Co-ordinating Com-
’

mittee, and to prevent it from dealing with any questions of principle. The

iU consequences of these limitations could now be foreseen. In the case of

the German Treaty, all reports of Committees had gone, in the first instance,

to the Council of Four, who had examined them almost word for word at a

great expenditure of trouble; and had then sent them back to the Go-
;

ordinating Committee, for the preparation of a unified report, in which the
'

decisions of the Council of Four were incorporated. He had hoped, by

proposing that the Co-ordinating Committee should deal direct with the

reports of the Committees, that the present Council might be spared a lot of

work. In order to effect this, however, the Co-ordinating Committee must

be given greater latitude than the decision arrived at on the previous day

permitted. He would like to point out, that a great number of replies from

the Austrian Delegation had not been submitted to any Committee at alL

He would like to know the reason for this
;
and further wished to be informed

to what particular body the questions raised by the Austrian Delegation

were being referred. The existing decision would have, as a result, that the

Co-ordinadng Committee would actually be prevented from considering

the Austrian notes. In this case it would be necessary for him, as a representa-

tive of Great Britain, to work through all the controversial points raised, by

the Austrians, in collaboration with his experts, and, after bringing all.

relevant questions before the notice of the Council, to send back the results ,'

to the Co-ordinating Committee. Such a procedure would take a great deal

ofjtoe, and would be a strain on the temper of the. Council. He asked,

.:^brrfbre; whether it would not be better to relax the restrictions imposed fay

ffie decision of the previous day, and to allow the Co-ordinating Committee J
.l.to survey the Austrian notes, and the Austrian Peace Treaty, as a whole, and

; to n^rt to the Council. He did not think it would be proper to allow it to ;

Vbe said that the Austrian Delegation had never had its case properly heard,;

, or to permit it to be thought that the immense operation of liquidafing the

Austrian Empire had been effected without a due consideration of all the-'

^^pblems involved. He therefore hoped that the previous decision might be-

diSed. ;

ar it was correct to say that the Austrian notesh^ ,

^^^i^^tain points in them had not beenrrf^^

i^^&fi^tbi^ the statement "vyas correct^



that, in bis opinion, every question raised by the Austrian Delegation had

.

been referred to a competent Committee.

Mr. Balfour replied that this was not the opinion of his experts.

M. Berthelot, confirming M. Pichon’s previous statement, said that’only

one question raised by the Austrian Delegation had not been considered.

The question in point was, whether the Austrian State-was to be considered

as a New State, similar to Poland, Gzecho-Slovakia, or Jugo-Slavia, or as an

enemy State similar to Germany. The British Delegates had considered

that Austria should be regarded as a New State
;
but the Council had already

decided in an opposite sense, and their view had been strongly supported

by President ’Wilson. It was most important that this decision should be

upheld, since any withdrawal from the standpoint adopted would involve

re-casting the Peace Treaty with Austria.

M. Tittoni said that if it were really thought that Austria was not an

Enemy State, the Italians would have fought for over three and a halfyears,

with a loss of over half a million dead, against a mere phantom.

(At this point M. Cambon and Members of the Editing Committee

entered the room; and M. Pichon laid the question raised by Mr. Balfour

before them.)

M. Cambon said that he did not know of any question raised by the

Austrian notes having failed to receive consideration, since the whole duties

of the Co-ordinating Committee consisted in dealing with the reports of the

Technical Committees, to which the notes in question were referred. The
procedure of his Committee had been as follows. He had read a draft cover-

ing note to the general reply to be given to the Austrians [? in] which he

summarised the remarks and criticisms raised by the Committees to whom
: die notes had been referred. In his note, he had insisted upon one point,

i; Miich was, that the Council should exercise to the full its rights against

' Austria, which had been the author ofthe war, by the fact that it had sent its

iiirftimatum to Serbia; and had, moreover, before any declaration ofwar, had

performed belligerent acts against France and Belgium. When he had

reading his draft covering letter, Mr. Headlam-Morley had read

..alternative covering note, conceived in a totally different sense; and had

lied therein, that Austria should be considered as a New State, and not as

t,Enemy one. But the question so raised had been decided previously m-

i sense that Austria must be regarded as the direct legitimate heirof t^; «

tAustro-Hungarian Empire. With regard to aU other clauses in the

aty with Austria, dealing with economic, military and political I

y had been adequately discussed by the Technical Condmitte^ Ihe^^oe;

: raised by Mr. Headlam-Morley could not be dealt with in that way,

|;it was purely political, and must be left to the Council to reconsider, if

sary.

Headlam-Morley drew attention to the words in the preamble of

Iwce Treaty with Austria stating that Austria was to be ‘recognised as a

I independent State imder the name of the Republic ofAustria*.
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;W“
M. Tittoni replied that this was only intended to imply that Austria was

a New State insofar as her old frontiers and status had been altered. The
question now before the Council was whether it ought to regard the old State

of Austria as no longer existing in any form; in which case all possibility of

reparation, or of fixing responsibilities, would absolutely disappear.

M. PiGHON said that President Wilson had urged that Austria should be
regarded as a nm and an enemy state, and the Council of Four had adopted
his point ofview. Ifthe Peace Treaty with Austria were to be discussed under
this new point ofview, each separate clause that it contained would have tobe
reconsidered.

Mr. Balfour said that the discussion had departed from the lines which
he had originally intended for it. M. Tittoni and M. Pichon had explained

with much fervour and eloquence that Austria must be regarded as guilty

for the outbreak of war, and for a great deal of the suffering inflicted upon
France and Italy; they had further shown that she could not be regarded in

the same light as Jugo-Slavia or Czecho-Slovakia. He had never wished to

dispute this, for it had always been perfectly clear to him that an absolute

distinction existed between the Governments of Vienna and those of the

other States, formed on the ruins of the old Austro-Hungarian Empire. He
had wished to draw the attention ofthe Conference to a new problem,-deserv-

ing special consideration; the problem in question being, how the present

Austrian Government was to be treated with regard to the Peace Treaty

presented to it, and to the observations that it was making thereon. If

M. Pichon and M. Tittoni thought that the Council should consider every

problem raised by the Austrian Delegation, he had no objection to accedu^
to their wishes. He would, on the other hand, have preferred that the very

highly qualified Committee presided over by M. Jules Cambon should have,

in the first place, considered the Austrian replies. If the decision taken on

the day before were upheld, lie would be obliged to examine the Peace

Treaty, and the Austrian notes upon it, word by word, in company with his

experts. He thought that it would be unfortunate to compel members ofthe

Council to concentrate their attention on these points ofdetail, in view ofthe

enormous responsibilitiesthat they were called upon to bear.
M. Tittoni thanked Mr. Balfour for his explanation, and said that the

discussion had now been limited to a mere question of procedure. The
' Cotnmittees had examined the Austrian counter-proposals, and the Council

must now discuss their reports. Mr. Balfour proposed to save time by an
alteration in procedure, which would turn the Co-ordinating Committee into

a sort of delegation of the Council. If lime would really be saved by this,

: hp would be the first to agree to it, but he did not think that it would have

result. He thought, on the contrary, that it would introduce a new
because, whatever the Co-ordination Committee might report,

certainly have to reconsider it. \^en the questions raised

Certainly reserve to himself full liberty

Co-rordiaating Committee mightr



By adopting Mr. Balfour’s procedure, three separate discussions would

become inevitable:

—

(1) The Austrian counter proposals would be discussed in the techrdcal

Committees:

(2) The Reports of the techniceJ Committees would be discussed in the

Co-ordinating Committee:

(3)
The Co-ordinating Committee’s Report woxild be discussed in the

Council.

But if the Council were first to consider the Committee’s Reports, and then

send back its decisions to the Co-ordinating Committee, the procedure would

be shortened by one set of discussions.

M. Gambon said that he agreed with M. Tittoni when he said that a fresh

complication would be introduced by the adoption ofMr. Balfour’s proposal.

At the same time M. Tittoni had not shewn all the steps through which the

discussion of questions raised by the Austrian counter-proposals had to pass.

The Co-ordinating Committee had been nominated in order to bring unity

into the divergent questions brought before the Council by the counter-

proposals of enemy States. The Committee tliought it ought to carry its

work through as rapidly as possible, and, for this reason, it had asked for

assistance from the Drafting Committee on that morning. If it were decided

that the functions of the Committee were to be fundamentally altered, it

would be necessary for the Committee in question to refer back all questions

previously decided to experts, and to the Drafting Committee. This would

Tn^an a delay of 15 days or more, which would be ofno benefit to the Peace

Conference. For this reason, it would be best to limit the functions of the

Co-ordinating Committee in the manner laid down in the previous decision

ofthe Council. Any member ofthe Committee, or the Committee as a whole,

would always be in a position to draw the attention of the Council to special

' pomts worthy of its .consideration. A short time previously the report of the

Aeronautic Committee had been under discussion, and it had been noted

that the report in question contained certain expressions on the subject of

the Austrian Government, not couched in a very diplomatic form. The
Co-ordinating Committee, however, had no intention of submitting points

;

- of this nature to the Council. The duty of the Committee was obviously to

w co-ordinate all the questions raised, and submit them to the Council in the

f: fim of a single report.
’ Mr. Polk remarked that points on which the Co-ordinating Committee

-
, had been unanimous need not further be discussed.

- M. PiOHON said that when the Peace Treaty with Austria had been drawn

r' ‘up, all questions had been thoroughly examined by competent technical

g
nittees, whose reports were to be placed before the Gormcil ofFive, who,

discussion, had sent the reports in question, together with their own
ons to the Drafting Committee. The clauses, as drawn up by the Draft-

lommittee, by virtue of this procedure had been re-submitted to the

cil, who had transmitted them to the Austrian Delegation. The
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Austrian Delegates then made counter-proposals, which were sent to exp^3
on whose reports decisions were made. The decisions and reports weres^^
to the Co-ordinating Committee, which re-submitted to the CounciL 1

M. Cambon had therefore accurately described the manner in which the J

Co-ordinating Committee was intended to work. The Co-ordinating Com- ?

mittee could not be regarded as a Court of Appeal for the Technical Com- i

mittees, since the Members of the Committee were Delegates, and not

Technical Experts. If the Council should decide that the Co-ordinating

Committee should make decisions on the reports ofthe Committees, it would

be doing no more than making a non-technical body decide over the heads

of Experts. Everybody wished to make the procedure of the Council as

rapid as possible. This would be best effected by keeping the Co-ordinating

Committee strictly to its co-ordinating functions. Mr. Balfour’s wishes

would be fully met by instructing the Co-ordinating Committee to draw

special attention to points demanding consideration from the Council.

M. Cambon said that he thought it important to adhere to the procedure

outlined by M. Pichon. If the Co-ordinating Committee were to be called

upon to discuss questions ofprinciple, it would, of necessity, be obliged to call i

in experts to assist it. This would indefinitely lengthen both its own labours,

and those of the Conference. The consequences of the alternative pro-

posals of M. Pichon and Mr. Balfour had been very clearly exemplified by ’

the questions arising out of Mr. Headlam-Morley’s letter and his own.

Mr. Headlam-Morley had explained that, if his own letter were adopted,

the Peace Treaty with Austria would have to be re-modeHed almost in its

mtirety, whilst, if M. Cambon’s draft reply were agreed to, no important

change in the Treaty would be necessary. The Conference had dravm up a

Peace Treaty largely on the basis ofreports oftechnical Committees. Doubt-

,
less the Treaty in question was open to criticism, but it would be even more

so if it were known that a non-technical committee had been given a power

of decision over the reports of experts.

Mr. Headlam-Morley said that he believed that it had been stated, that

Tte^.wished to re-draft the whole Treaty with Austria. He wished to deny

' ;^:^'such -msh on his part, most emphaticedly. It had been his privilege to be

% member of several Committees, whose duty it was to consider questions

^arising out ofthe Peace Treaty with Austria and out ofthe Austrian counterr ^

proposals. It had been his own opinion, and that of his colleagues on the':

•^ Committees to which he rderred, that the Peace Treaty with Austria could

not stand in its present form. This was so far accepted, that M. Larodie’s

^
.Committee was largely re-modeUing the provisions of the Austrian Treaty.,

^ve one example, the original clauses on the subject of nationalities had-

^^^fcund to be inapplicable. The Austiian objection to the original artides-

^^^^s^pqrted by his It^an cplleagues, and by the Czedio-Slovakf

now beir^ re-drafted. This altem?'

in deference to the opinio^.^

because. investigatitHi-
^

"h; intthe ca^ of the Peace Tr



with Germany, the Council ofFour had closely studied all problems arising

out ofthe German counter-proposals. The procedure had now been altered,

and the replies were being sent, in the first place, to the Co-ordinating

Committees [m], which had, in consequence, been compelled to recognise an

alteration in its own functions. In the case in question, the work of consider-

ing counter-proposals was much more difficult. The German counter-

proposals had raised problems referring to the cessation of a state ofwar. In

the present instance, the Peace Conference was concerned with the liquida-

tion ofan entire Empire, and all observations on the problems raised involved

a proportionately higher degree of complication. The Co-ordinating Com-

mittee was therefore called upon to examine answers to the Austrian Delega-

tion, not only with a view to seeing that they were coherent, but also with

the object ofrelieving the Council ofsome of its duties. The decision arrived

at on the previous day prevented the Committee from duly fulfilling some

of the duties that it was called upon to perform.

M. PicHON said that the Co-ordinating Committee was left free to draw

fire Coundl’s attention to certain important points, but was not allowed

to discuss questions of principle.

Mr. Polk then submitted a draft proposal.

M. Tittoni then proposed a modification to the draft proposal in the sense

that the Co-ordinating Committee should not, as a whole, draw attention to

alterations in principle, but that its individual members should be allowed to

do so.

(After some further discussion, it was agreed that the Editing Committee
should:

—

(1) Co-ordinate the various replies to the Austrians, making only verbal

changes, and

; (2) Submit to the Supreme Council Annexes pointing out all questions
' where one or more of the representatives of the Co-ordinating Com-

.

mittee thought that changes in substance should be made.)^

1^ 8. (At this point the Experts of the Editing Committee left the room, and

the Naval Experts, with M. Seydoux entered.)

M. Seydoux read and commented on the report contained in

. . Appendix A. He fiirther read a telegram, received from Sweden
Appendix B)

.

E;Mr. Dulles called attention to two points of practical interest: first, as

action was necessary, because the Russian ports would be closed inf'

^^iout three months by ice, it was undesirable to undertake anything wMcfi'

require prolonged negotiations with the neutral States: such as getting

consent to the stopping and searching of their ships by the Allied

j^Knes. Moreover, this was not necessary, since, if they agreed not to give

^R^^ce papers to ships for Russian ports, any vessels found on their way

resolution is printed with verbal variation by N. Almond and R. H. Lutz, op. dt,

B^^fe;SThe text there printed reads: *It was agreed that the Coordinating Committee
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to such ports would either be without clearance papers, or would haw I
falsified them. Secondly, he noticed that, among the measures suggested, ?

was the establishment of censorship over postal and telegraphic communica- i

tions. As the United States had no agency for carrying out such a censorship,

and no such agency could be re-established without the action of Congress:

in asking this of the neutral States, the Allied and Associated Powers would

be requesting them to do something which one of them would not be pre-

pared to do.

M. Setooux said that he proposed that in the Note which should be sent

to the neutral Powers, they should be asked to refuse clearance papers to

vessels proceeding to Bolshevik Russia, passports to individuals with the

same destination, and banking facilities for operations of trade. They should

further be invited to exercise censorship over mails and telegrams to Russia,

asfar as it was in their power to do so.

Mr. Polk said that Admiral Knapp had drawn attention to the desirability

of asking neutral countries to exercise censorship only over their own mails and

telegrams.

]^. Balfour said that he thought it important that all action proposed
;

under the resolution should be taken in the name ofthe Allied and Associated
;

Powers.

M. Seydoux then asked what measures should be taken with the Germans, j
;

M. PiOHON said that, in his opinion, the German Government should be

asked to take measures similar to those that neutral countries were to be

invited to carry out.

M. Tittoni said that it should be pointed out to the German Government

that the measures proposed were in its own interests. It should be invited

to carry them out for this reason, despite the fact that the provisions of the

Peace Treaty gave the Allied and Associated Powers no right of dictating.

(It was decided to send a Note to the German Government and to neutral

States in the name ofthe Principal Allied and Associated Powers, asking :

—

(a) that clearance papers should be refused to vessels intending to proceed

to ports in Bolshevik Russia;

(b) that an equivalent embargo should be placed upon goods intended to

be transmitted by land to Russian destination

:

(c) that passports should be refused to individuals desirous of travdling

to or firdm Bolshevik Russia:

(d) that Banks should be prohibited from dealing with the affairs of, or

transacting business with, Bolshe-vik Russia

:

(e) that as far as possible acceptance of mails and telegraphic com-

munications destined for, or coming from, Bolshevik Russia should

J
' be refused:

and A^foj^ted Powers had the intention of putting ...

!t>^dv^'dntries, measures similar to those tha^]^

'^n&’iaow invited to adopt :
'
-
'J



(s) that ships of the AlKed Navies, enforcing the intended embargo on the

ports of Bolshevik Russia, would act under the authority of the

Allied and Associated Governments.)

The resolution submitted to the Supreme Coimcil by the British Delegation

(see Annex [Appendix] C) was adopted.
Liechtenstein

and Vorarlberg

M. PiGHON circulated a telegram on the situation in Silesia (see Annex

[Appendix] D).

Silesia Mr. Polk drew the attention of the Council to a further telegram

received from the United States’ Minister at Warsaw (see Annex

[Appendix] E).

GekeralWeygand read a telegram that hehad drafted for communication

to General Dupont (see Annex [Appendix] F), and stated that he wished to

make certain remarksupon it. In the first place he desired to draw the attention

of the Council to the fact that the negotiations, which it was intended that

General Dupont should open, would not compel the German Government

in any way. General Dupont was only President of the Armistice Commis-

sion at Berlin, and could only deal with the German President ofthe Armistice

Commission. The German Minister for Foreign Affairs had begun to bring

the German Armistice Commission tmder his own orders. It was therefore

evident that the German Government would have opportunities for delay

in considering General Dupont’s proposals, and would be able to gain time

by its procrastinations; it might, therefore, carry out severe measures of

repression against the Poles in the meantime. He asked whether a more

speedy method of communication to the German Government could not be

devised. The telegrams communicated to the Council showed that they were

feced with an insurrection in Silesia. They were, therefore, called upon, not

to Tnaintain order in that country but to restore it. The Military Representa-

tive[s] of the Supreme War Council at Versailles had decided, previously,

that one division would be sufficient for maintaining order in Silesia; but this

decision had been based on the supposition that the country in question

would be in a state of tranquillity. One division would certainly not suffice

to Tnaintain order in a populous district of 360,000 inhabitants, in a state of

insurrection. The original figure must therefore be revised, and he reminded

the Council that one inter-allied division had been raised with difficulty.

Allied troops in Silesia must obviously be supported by some Government,

and the only Government which would give them the support required, was

the Government at Berlin. In order to avoid placing the’ troops imdet the

orders ofthe German Government, he had proposed to send the Allied High

Commission to Upper Silesia, in anticipation of the actual provisions of the

Peace Treaty. The difficulties of maintaining troops in such a country were

>yeay great. He proposed, by way of lessening them, to ask the German
.Government to anticipate the provisions of the Treaty, only with regard to

iij^e disturbed parts of Upper Silesia. The area in question was not great,

liad consisted only of one-third of the entire plebiscite district.
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Mr. Balfour said that whilst Great Britain had no diplomatic represcnt^3
tive at Berlin, he did . not know that this was the case of the other Allied

'
Powers.

M. Tittoni answered that the Italians were represented in Berlin by a
Civil Commissioner, who would not, however, have any diplomatic attribu-

tions until the ratification of the Peace Treaty.

General Weyoand said that he proposed that the Germans should be
dealt with through their Delegation at Versailles. He had negotiated with
the German representatives, and had found them fairly reasonable, more
particularly Von Lersner.

M'. PiOHON said that it would be necessary to hand a written note to the

German representatives.

M. Berthelot said that it was, on the whole, better to negotiate by means
of written communications in such cases. Notes were clearer and more con-

cise than conversations. He pointed out, however, that Von Lersner could

only be used as a medium of transmission.

M. PioHON then said that he thought it might, after zJl, be better to deal

with the Germans through General Dupont.
General Weygand said that General Dupont could exercise no coercion

upon the German Grovernment, and negotiations through him would be

lengthy. He gave, as an example, the length of time necessary ,to obtain

Von der Goltz’ recall.

M. PiGHON remarked that if it were true that the German Government had
promoted the strikes in Upper Silesia, they would obviously show no energy

in re-establishing order there.

\ hfe. Balfour said that General Weygand had not referred to a suggestiwi
'ofthe previous day, which was, that Germany should be threatened with the
' loss of the coal from Silesian coal-fields. If the Government at Berlin could

be shown to have stirred up strife, the Allied Governments would be justified

in exerting all their efforts to prevent the export of coal to Germany, until

the requirements of other Allies had been satisfied. Such a measure would
,:^uitable, and possibly effective.

.Tettoni said that the information submitted to the Council at its •

^bsent meeting, and on the previous day, had differed in one point. The
;^&uncil had first been mfbnned that the German Government had incited i

jjr^yolution in Silesia. They were now, told that it had provoked insurrections

agamst itselfi .The Alhes should be careful not to allow the German Govern-
ment the right ofconducting repressive measures in the name ofthe GoundL^ , Mr. Balfour agreed with M. Tittoni.

KiRAL Weygand said that the Polish Delegation had drawn attention

ame point.

^^^^^t^propc^ed that the Reparation Connnission which was now

"G^^^^e^ation at Versailles, had opened ^

He asked whetherit would n6t4

a specialposition which

'.Mf..Hbover, though



^ accredited diplomatic officer of any of the Allied and Associated Govern-

ments, or of the American Delegation, was certainly capable of acting in the

name of the Council. Would it not be possible to ask him to go and inter-

view the Government at Berlin, and to advise the Council on the result ofhis

conversation?

Mr. Polk remarked that Mr. Hoover was now on his way back from
Warsaw, and could not be stopped.

M. PicHON suggested that M. Loucheur should be asked to attend the

meeting of the Council on the following day.

Mr. Polk said that, in consequence of the strike in Upper Silesia, all train

services in Austria were to be stopped. The train from Vienna had been

held up on the night before.

M. Berthelot remarked that information from Polish sources was often

exaggerated, and suggested that a delay of 24 hours would not spoil the

decision of the Council.

M. PicHON suggested that Paragraph (c) of General Weygand’s draft

telegram should be omitted. He further suggested that General Dupont
should be asked to give the Council an accurate report of the situation of

affairs in Germany, and that he should suggest what measures he thought the

Council might suitably take.

M. Tittoni suggested that General Dupont should give what information

he could as to the action that the German Government proposed to take.

General Wevgand said that General Dupont might be informed, purely

ftff his own information, that the Allied and Associated Governments were
considering the possibility of anticipating certain provisions in the Peace
Treaty with Germany.

Mr. Balfour asked whether it would be wise to inform General Dupont
all the measures that the Council had proposed to take, and to draw his

fr, attention to the dangers that it foresaw from allowing German intervention.

|v M. PiOHON said that he thought it would be wise to do so; providing that
^^rmation of this sort was purely for General Dupont’s personal guidance.

M. Tittoni asked whether General Dupont could be asked to consult with
gse. local strike leaders in the affected districts in Silesia, and whether he
ferfd get information from them as to the possibility of a resumption of
K^ar work.

fcfe- Balfour asked Mr. Polk to communicate with Mr. Hoover.

K ’ (it was decided:

—

that General Weygand should re-draft a telegram to General
incorporating the wishes ofthe Council, as expressed in the pre^Ous
discussion:

that M. Loucheur and Mr, Hoover should attend at the Council after
'• their return.)

j^fe^he Meeting then adjourned.)

M'ojestic, Paris,

19, 1919.
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Appendix A to No. 37

Document i

Mo, 265. Commercial W, M, 460,

Mote regarding the Measures to be taken to prevent goods reaching Bolshevik Russia

A meeting of allied naval representatives was held on August lath to consider

the problem of carrying out joint measures which should be equivalent to a block-

ade of Russian Bolshevik ports. The memorandum, of which copy is enclosed

herein, was agreed upon and was submitted this morning to a joint meeting of the

allied naval representatives and the Eastern Blockade Committee.

2. The Eastern Blockade Committee approved at this meeting the proposals

drawn up by the naval experts, and agreed upon the following resolutions for

submission to the Council of Five:

—

(1) The Committee consider it necessary that it should be decided in the fint

place precisely what measures each of the allied and associated Govern-

ments can themselves take to prevent their nationals from resuming

commercial relations with Bolshevik Russia through ports in the Baltic,

North Sea, or the Black Sea.

(2) These measures should consist, in so far as possible, in {a) the enforcement

as regards goods destined for Bolshevik Russia of an embargo (or some

equiyalent measure) on exports and at frontier stations; (b) instructions

to the postal authorities not to transmit wireless or other telegrams to or

from Bolshevik Russia; (c) instructions to the postal authorities to refuse

to transmit postal correspondence to or from Bolshevik Russia; (d) refusal

of passports; {e) imposition on banks of a prohibitioil against transactions

‘with Bolshevik Russia.

(3) The neutral Governments should be requested to take, in conformity with

the meaisures taken by the Associated Governments, steps similar to those

indicated above; and similar measures should also be taken by the

German Government.

(4) The measures set out above should be indicated in a joint note to be pre-

sented to the neutral Governments by the allied and associated Govern-

ments, on the lines proposed by President Wilson.

(5) As soon as an arrangement in the above sense has been concluded with the

neutral Governments, instructions should be sent to the naval forces ofthe
|

allied and associated Governments in the sense indicated in paragraphs 3

and 4 of the memorandum drawn up by the naval advisers.

British Delegation^ Paris.

August ig, igig.

Document 2

‘ 0" a M^^iing ofAllied Maval Representatives held at the Ministry ofMarine

August igig^ to consider the Problem of carrying out^ conjointly

to a Blockade of Russian Baltic Ports

informed that a state ofwar exists between ,

Russia.



2. Short of a blockade, a belligerent measure, the naval advisera do not know
any legal measure that the ships of the allied and associated Powers can exert to

prevent trade with Russia, imless

3. An understanding be arrived at between the allied and associated Powers on
the one hand and neutrals on the other, whereby a general embargo is proclaimed

in respect of Bolshevist Russian ports, and the ships of the allied and associated

Powers be authorised to enforce it. If such a measure is taken ships and their

cargoes will not be captured, but they will be informed that they cannot enter a
Russian port and that they will have no claim for any damages resulting from
such action.

4. If the men-of-war of the allied and associated Powers are required to carry

out the measures set forth in paragraph 3 above, it is necessary that their r61e
should be defined by the allied and associated Governments. The said Govern-
ments wiQ also have to emphasize that a ship of an allied or associated Power is

representing tiie allied and associated Powers as a whole.

Appendix B to No. 37

Je re5ois de I’Attach^ Naval k Stockholm le t^^gramme suivant en date du
15 aotit arrive d Paris le 17 aout k 21 heures.

Commencement citation: Vapeur su^dois ‘Aron’ qui complete son chargement
dans le port partira incessamment Pdtrograd avec marchandises. Affaire est

par Banques Ashberg Rosch Hort.

Marchandises seront paydes en or et en peaux. Capitaine suddois ddclare que
tromper vigilance des bateaux avisos qui croisent devant Gronstadt est un jeu
d’enfent. Fin citation.

Je crois devoir attirer votre attention sur ce tdldgramme qm pourrait dtre
utilement portd a Ik connaissance du Conseil Supreme des Allids au moment
oice Conseil va dtre appeld k discuter le rapport dtabli par le Gomitd de Blocus
le 13 aofit courant.

Appendix G to No. 37

.M. 4^T.] Resolutionfor Submission to the Supreme Council

ft'
Central Committee on territorial questions in Einrope be instructed to

p;«msider the question of Liechtenstein and of Vorarlberg, and the desirability of
l^-aoKdmg to the requests which have been made that Vorarlberg should be pcar-

P
’mittrf to join the Swiss Federation, and that the Committee be also instructed to

B^ensider tire question whether it is desirable to insert in the Treaty with Austria
P5,^se.to the effect that the international status of Austria and the frontiers as

in the Treaty shall not be altered without the consent, whether of the Five
apal Allied and Associated Powers or of the League of Nations.

sSriHsh Delegation,

^Jlugustig, igig.
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Appendix D to No* 37

Tiligramme du GinSral Henry Varsovie

^9 igig,

I heure
^5,

Le mouvement gr^viste en Haute-Sil^sie a en insurrection arm^e. lU
son origine non dans la situation ^conomique mais dans la situation politique:

m6contentement de la population, vexations et provocations continuelles inf%6€s

.

par les Autorit^s allemandes, lassitude d’attendre Tintervention de FEntente depub
si longtenaps promise.

Les ouvriers insurgds se sont empar^s de Kattsurtz [Kattowitz], Pless, Bouj^ow
Jedlin, Gichow et ont d^sarm^ les troupes allemandes de la Grenzschutz.

Les mouvements par voie ferr^e sont arr6t&; la situation est grave.
|

Le Gouvernement Polonais, qui a T6it6r6 ses ordres pour qu’aucune de ses troupes |
ne franchisse la fronti^re, insiste pour Fenvoi des troupes de FEntente en Sil^ie.

|
Get envoi pouvant exiger un certain d^lai, je propose que pour arreter la 1

propagation des troubles et pour dviter Fintervention des troupes allemandes qui ' :i

aggraverait la situation, les disposition[s] suivantes soient prises k titre transitoire: I

prdlever sur Farm^e Haller un d^tachement d’occupation ayant k sa t^te un
g6n6ral fran9ais et compost d’unit^s commandoes par des officiers frangais. Le
Gouvernement Polonais est favorable k cette solution. ‘

Si elle Otait adoptOe, il y aurait lieu d’inviter le Gouvernement allemand k |
s’abstenir de tout retour offensif et k donner des ordres pour que ses fonctionnaires

'

restant dans le pays slnclinent devant FAutoritO des OfEciers Fran^ais.

^ Appendix E to No. 37 ^

WARSAW. Misc. 1797.

. Reed. 5 p.m. Aug. 18, igig.

Ammission, Paris.

For Polk. Minister Foreign Affairs states two small German detachments

attacked Polish lines southeastern part Upper Silesia early this morning. They
^

were thrown back, but the fact that local population rose against them and tock
;

^
over two villages on German side arouses anxiety lest revolt spread and affect ^

^^Ksyrwin coal region. Not certain therefore that Paris train will-be able to leave

ft Mni^t, wall furnish further details later. This is not an unexpected crisis. The i

j.' .Stuatipn has been logically developing for a long period during which Paris has

.been urged to lay down the law definitely to the Germans that they must abide by
J

.

,

^rms of tfeaty, or be punished. The population has been dangerous exhorted {itc} t

- for some time. The Polish Government has throughout recognised the danga^

I
from a Polish point of view of disorders and has sought by any means it could y

^^mmand, or that we could suggest, to keep the population quiet. While any
;

^^5^n at this time comes very late, I feel that we ought to neglect no pebble
It seems to Barber^ and me that Goodyear and Logan, or some other

^

you shdidd leaw at once for Kattowitz, and full powers be^;

as seems best^. . ,
^

^
‘

. / Gibson, American Minist^.

Am^ican Belief AdmmfctratKm, .



Appendix F to No. 37

Telegramme Chiffii. Prqjet

COMMANDEMENT EN ChEF DES ArM^ES AlLBIeS.

Etat-Major G&i6ral

section.

Le Mar^chal Foch, Commandant en Chef les Armees Alli(5es,

a G6n6ral Nudant, Pr6ident G.I.P.A. Cologne,

i General Dupont, Chief Mission Militaire Fran^aise, Berlin.

Le Conseil Supreme des Allies est inform^ que le mouvement greviste signals
en Haute Sil^sie, a d^g&ierd en insurrection arm6e, que les ouvriers insurg6s se sont
emparfe de Kattovitz, Pless, Boujakow, Jedlin, Cichow, apr^ avoir d&arm6
troupes allemandes de Grenzschutz

j que le travail dans les mines est compl^tement
arr^td, ainsi que les mouvements par voie ferrde. Cette insurrection semble avoir
dte fomentde par les Allemands qui, de leur c6td, arrdtent et fusillent des Polonais
qu’ils accusent de favoriser un mouvement spartakiste. L’Europe Centrale toute
entidre ddpend de cette rdgion pour le charbon, et il est ndcessaire que Tordre v
soft rdtabH et que le travail dans les mines soit repris, sous peine des plus graves
complications dans tous les pays qui en sont tributaires.

°

Le Gouvernement polonais, comme les reprdsentants allids en Pologne ne voient
d’autre moyen d’y arriver que I’occupation immddiate, par les troupes ’aUides de
ces regions troubl6es.

^

Mais aucune clause de Parmistice ne justifie cette occupation immddiate que
.seule la mise en vigueur du Traitd de paix autoriserait.

Je vous prie d’entrer immddiatement en relations avec Gouvernement allemand
» poyr lui faire entendre

:

;

a) que ces dmeutes, qui vont priver de charbon tous les dtats voisins, ont une
;

.

portde qui ddpasse de beaucoup la rdgion oft elles se produisent, et qu’en Pdtat
actud de la question du charbon en Europe, le Conseil Supreme des AUids ne peut

k- s^en dfeint^resser.
^

^ autre part le Conseil Supr^rije est en droit d’exiger le maintien de
fy<Mrdre dai^ une region qui, par suite de Tex^cution du traitd de Paix avec TAUe-^^e, doit 6tre prochainement soumise au plebiscite.

que le Conseil Supreme, ne mettant pas en doute les intentions du Gouverne-
&t allemand, est fonde k croire que si le travail n’a pas repris et si Pordre n’a pas
^retabli, c’est que le Gouvernement allemand ne dispose pas de moyens sujfEsants

le faire.

que dans ces conditions il envisage la possibility d’anticiper, d’accord avec
^v^ement allemand, sur la lettre du Traity, et d’en appliquer immydiatemerit
Hit en mettant en vigueur de suite les dispositions du paragraphe 2 de Paiutee

trmty de paix, dispositions qui sont les suivantes: La zone -

raebisate sera immydiatement placye sous Pautority d’une commission inter-^
^-^e de quatre membres dysignys par les Etats Unis, la France, PEmpire

!iique et 1 Italic. Elle sera occupye par les troupes des Puissances Alliyes et
es. Le Gouvernement allemand s’engage k faciliter le transport de ces

^^

^^en Haute Siiysie.

I^^cunmission Internationale ci-dessus visye jouirait de tous les pouvoini.
^ au paragraphe 3 de la dite annexe, ;
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No. 38

H. D. 34..] Notes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon’s Room at the Quai d’Orsqy, Paris, on Wednesday,

August 20, igig, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.S.A.-. Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire -.Tht Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,

Sir George Clerk.

France". M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Berthelot, M. de St. Q,uentin.

Itdy. M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Captain Chapin. British Empire: Captain

E. Abraham. France: Captain A. Portier. Italy: Lt.-Colonel Jones.

Interpreter: M. Demolon.

Situation in the

Baltic States

1. Mr. Balfour said that he had received a telegram from the British High

Commissioner in Constantinople, asking whether, in view
Attachment of TurMsh appointment of a Greek Colonel as a consultative

of Goi^sion of Enquiry at Smyma,_an

Ottoman Colonel might be admitted on the same footing.

Mr. Balfour asked whether he was authorised by the Council to reply in the

affirmative.

(It was agreed that in view of the resolution taken on August Mth

(h. d. 31*, Minute 3
)
Mr. Balfour should reply that similar facilities to

those afforded to the Greek representative should be granted to the

Turkish representative on the Commission of Enquiry at Smyrna.)

2, Mr. Balfour said that the position in the Baltic States was very surpris-

ing. He had prepared a summary of the reports received from

Reval. He thought it might be of interest to the Council to

have this report read.

The following Report was then read:

—

‘On August 14th after negotiations in which the French, British and

American representatives appear to have taken a prominent part, a North-

Western Government for the provinces ofPskoff, Novgorod, and Petrograd

was formed. The Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs is

Lianosov and General Yudenitch is Minister ofWar and Gommander-in-

Chief. General Rodzianko as acting Commander of the North-Western

Army accepted this Government.
‘The Government proclaimed its intention of convoking a Confess of

Representatives of the people in order to base itself on democratic pnn-

^i^les. It was decided to establish the Headquarters of the Government at

"
tihe reason being that the majority ofits members feared that ifthey

thi^ lives v^oidd be in danger firom Balahovich, the former

‘ Russfoii l^rth-Western Corps, who'might attempt a

' Jfos -
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‘The Government, which proclaimed itself as “a group acting as an
independent government in the North-Western provinces as part of a

united Russia” proceeded to make a declaration of which the following

were the principal points

(a) that they assumed complete responsibility for deciding all provincial
questions;

{b) that they requested financial assistance as weU as stores and equip-
ment from the Allied and Associated Governments;

{c) that they requested the immediate help of the Esthonian Govern-
ment with armed forces to liberate Petrograd as well as the rest

of the Petrograd, Pskoff and Novgorod Governments from the
Bolsheviks;

{£) that they requested the French, British and American representa-

tives to obtain from their Governments the recognition of com-
plete Esthonian independence;

,
[e) that they proposed to open negotiations with the Esthonian Govern-

ment at once in order to obtain an outlet to the sea through
Esthonian ports and to regulate commercial relations between
the two countries

;

(/)
that they were informing the Supreme Russian Government of
Kolchak of the decisions taken by them and were confident that

he would appreciate the necessities of the situation.

. ‘As soon as this declaration was issued, the French, British and American
representatives at Reval together presented, to the Esthonian Govern-
ment a note from General Gough urging co-operation with the Russian
North-Western Government and stating that the Esthonian claim to com-
plete independence would be represented to the Allied and Associated

Governments.

'‘The Esthonian Government have returned a formal reply, to the efiect

that they are unable to co-operate with the Russians as requested until the

Allies recognise full Esthonian independence.

‘General Gough reports that unless this is given at once the collapse of

the Russian Army may be expected and it will be impossible to control the

situation. He also considers that the new Government should receive

immediate support.’

M. Berthelot said that the French Government had received similar

iiformation. The Esthonian Government did not merely require recognition

ai an independent Government, but also material assistance in arms and

'

money—the financial aid amounting to 600 millions of francs.

M. TnroNi said that he had read in a newspaper that General Bsilahovich

lather with the Bolshevik force which he commanded, had gone over to

^ Esthonians and had proceeded to Pskoff. This appeared to corroborate
® information received by Mr. Balfour.

Pil, Berthelot said that this General had always played an ambiguous
He could not be seriously trusted by any side. '



Mr. Polk asked from what source Mr. Balfour had received his

Mr. Balfour said he had received his information on the previous da^'^ ]

after the meeting.
’

'

j

M. PiOHON said that he had also received similar news on the previois •

•

evening.

Mr. Balfour said that the most noticeable feature of the news was that

the French, British and American representatives seemed for the last wed
to have been engaged in fostering a coup d’dtat without consulting with their

own Governments,

Mr. Polk said that there was no American representative in the Baltic

authorised to act on behalf of the American Government. There was an

American General associated with General Gough, and also an ofiScer

employed on relief work. The General had lately been telegraphed to, that

he must take no part in local politics. The Allied Missions in the Baltic

were composed of representatives who acted independently. They were not

subject to the orders of General Gough.

M. PiGHON said that he thought the Conference had placed General

Gough in command of the Allied representatives.

Mr. Polk observed that although General Gough was the senior ofiicer,

he was not in command.
M. Tittoni said that the Allied representatives might have argued that ;

as the Conference had recognised Admiral Koltchak in order that he might ^

fight the Bolsheviks, they were justified in recognising any other Russian i

^

organization with a similar purpose.
|

M. PiOHON suggested that'Mr. Balfour should ask General Gough to send i

, supplementary information, ^

Mr, Balfour observed that General Gough had discreetly gone on leave, /i

The really practical difficulty was that the Esthonians were, in a manner,
jj;

putting a pistol at the Head of the Council. If they came to terms with die
|

Bolshevists, there was no further hope of fighting Bolshevism in that area.
^

They were threatening to do so. In other words, they were attemptii^ ,?1

.
piethods of blackmail in order to be recognised and assisted with money 4

arms. General Gough informed the Council that failing recognition of
|

Esthonian Government, disaster would inevitably overtake the Northr^J

^ yir^stem Russian Armies. - ^;|

- M. Berthelot pointed out that the Esthonians had been employing the |
same tactics for the last six months. _|

Mr. Balfour said that he thought the Council could do very litfici

^,jwould enquire, however, what the British Government proposed to diy^-j

K^garding General Gough.
*

said that Admiral Koltchak might be asked whether

the ind^iend^ce of Esthonia. He had already be^^

With this the Esthonians were bM

aJ^Kpltchak would never recognise tfe

l^f^dtschak had, hitherto, refiisi^ *4



recognise the independence of Finland. In any case, the Baltic provinces

were necessary to Russia as an outlet to the sea.

Mr. Balfour observed that the second item on the Agenda, namely,

‘Allied Policy in the Baltic States’, was connected with the topic under discus-

sion. He had prepared on this subject a proposal which he begged to submit

to the Council:

—

‘The Baltic Commission are requested to submit to the Council a
declaration of Allied and ^sociated policy with regard to the inter-

national position of the Baltic States, in the place of the draft declaration

considered, but not accepted, by the Council on July 26th.*

‘This declaration should be framed in strict accordance with the relevant

portion ofthe letter addressed by die Conference to Admiral Koltchak on
May 27,* which, unless and until other arrangements are made, must
be regarded as the governing document in all their transactions. The
declaration should therefore provide in the first place that, unless an agree-

ment is speedily reached between these States and Russia, a setdement will

be made by the Allied and Associated Powers, in consultation and co-

operation with the League of Nations; and, in the secondplccce that pending
such setdement these States shall be recognised as autonomous, and
fully competent to enter into relationship with the Allied and Associated
Governments.’

M. Berthelot observed that every time the autonomy of the Baltic States

was mentioned, these States were exasperated, as they continually asked for

independence. He thought it was desirable to try and find a slightiy different

formida.

Mr. Balfour said that the expressions used had been borrowed almost
textually from the letter addressed by the Conference to Admiral Koltchak.
Mr. Polk said he understood the draft to be an instruction to the Baltic

Gonunission.

Mr. Balfour said that this was so. The Baltic Commission was inrlinod

,
to recognise the independence of the Baltic States. It did not keep in

;

fte larger policy of the Conference. He thought this draft would remind
i'fiiem ofthe wider aspect of the question.

I Mr. Polk said that provided the Baltic Commission was being asked
|toa:dy to submit a resolution for discussion by the Council, he would agree.

Mr. Balfour said this was all that was proposed.

tS; (The draft instraction above quoted was then adopted.)

C^NERAL Weygand explained the Report on the evacuation ofLatvia by

amiOrn ofLatvia
Germans, prepared by Marshal Foch (Appendix A).

^ observed that the note was prepared exclusively from

^ ‘ a nnilitary point ofview. As regards General von der Goltz,

^p'fferman Government had replied that they could not admit the right of

^fei^raference to demand the recall of the General, Nevertheless, there was

® See No, 19, minute 8.



news that he was at Mitau, on his way to Berlin. It was not yet clear whether

he had been recalled or whether he was on his way to consult the German
Government. As to the evacuation of the German troops by sea, he thought

the German allegations were wrong. The operation was reaUy possible and

could only be settled locally by General Gough. As to evacuation by land

the German reasons were equally bad. The British, as far as he knew, had

never promised to furnish engines. This question also could be settled

locally. As to removal ofmaterial by the Germans, the Allied and Associated

Powers had authority under the Armistice to forbid it. The conclusion was

that of the five things asked for, only one, namely, the stoppage of reinforce-

ments, had been agreed to by the German Government, although the Poles

said that the agreement was not being fulfilled. As to the recall of General

von der Goltz, the situation was not clear. As regards the remaining three,

the Allies had a right to enforce their demands and General Gough was in a

position to obtain satisfaction.

Mr. Balfour asked whether the Allies had any right to make one parti-

ciilar German evacuate Latvia before any other.

General Weygand admitted that the Allies had no right to make a

special case. However, General von der Goltz was undoubtedly the source

of all the trouble, and he was every now and then disavowed by the German

Government. In any case, the interpretation of his movements was not

clear, and the matter remained in suspense.

M. PicHON said that according to the French representative at Helsingfors,

General von der Goltj had certainly gone to Berlin.

(The conclusions of Marshal Foch’s Note (Appendix A) were adopted and

it was decided that General Gough should he asked by Marshal Foch to

obtain the execution of the demands contained therein, with the exception

of the recall of General von der Goltz, pending further mformation

regarding that officer.)

4. M. PicHON said that he had obtained confirmation of the news com-

. .
municated on the previous day regarding Silesia. He caused to be

Sifcsta*”*

*” ^ report of a speech by Chancellor Bauer before the German

National Assembly. (See Appendix B.) In addition to the Ger-

man version, he had received from M. Zamoiski^ the Polish Version. (See

Appendix G.) M. Zamoiski was of the opinion that unless the Allies inter-

v^ed with troops, the situation would go from bad to worse. M. Pichon had

told him that intervention in German territory was a very serious step, and

that the Council had asked for further information. He had also told him

that the Germans were to be informed that unless they could control the

;! .situation, it might be necessary to intervene.

]^dR. Balfour said that he had received a telegram from Sir Percy Wynd-

bf^hiph the following was the most significant passage:

—

jjotrigii Ofice, infiinnpd me this morning position considered-

Gpy^mmeal is- afraid German regular army will invade,

UiltaSEirfifeF.oifthe Polish Delegation to the Peace ConfereocftJ
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Poland, and time has come when it will be impossible to resist the popular
demand for intervention by Polish troops. Immediate outbreaks expected
in Warsaw if this is not done. Deputation from Upper Silesia has arrived
at Warsaw to bring pressure on Polish Government to above effect.

Matters appear to be serious, and situation would be eased if Polish
Government could be informed that the Allied Powers are bringing pres-
sure to bear on German authorities.’

He proposed, subject to the approval of the Council, to send the following

reply:

—

‘Evidently Germans have both the right and the duty of
order in Upper Silesia until Treaty is ratified. In these circumstances the
Poles would be breaking the Treaty if they send troops into the disturbed
area except on German invitation.

‘We shall endeavour without delay to send Allied representatives to the
disturbed area, who will report to the Council’ and may be able to act as a
moderating influence on the spot.

‘If we can by negotiation hasten the date at which the Inter-Allied
Commission take charge of the plebiscite area, we will do so.

‘The interest both ofPoland and of all Central Europe lurgently requires
that work should at once be resumed in the mines; that order should be
maintained, and that the Polish population should be patient during the
very few weeks which stiU separate them from the date of the German
evacuation^

‘You should inform your Allied colleagues of this telegram, which has
been sent after discussion at Supreme Council.’

"Dus reply contained two practical proposals. The first to send representa-
tives to Upper Silesia. Representatives ofthe Coal Commission were already
being sent. It might be possible to attach a civilian mission not specifically
concerned with coal. The second was that the Conference would attempt
to negotiate with Germany, in order to hasten the date at which the Allied
Commissioners should take charge of the plebiscite zone. In this connection
it might be remembered that the German Government had forwarded a
demand from the inhabitants ofDanzig that the date ofthe separation ofthe
town from the German State should be hastened. If the Germans favoured
this in Danzig, they might be willing to show a similar spirit in regard to
Upper Silesia. (The German note referred to was Note No. 5 of the jfifh
August. W. G. P. 1246.)

M. PiCHON said that he sympathised with the proposals suggested by
Mr. Balfour, but he must point out that it would be meeting the desires

'

ofthe Poles. It would appear that the Polish workmen had brought about
the strikes in Upper Silesia, with the purpose of rendering Allied interven-
tion necessary.

Mr. Polk said that he had learnt from Mr. Hoover that he was conducting
n^otiations with the German Government regarding the coal supply. It
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might be possible to take advantage of this to ask Mr. Hoover to biW
situation of the Silesian coalfields to the notice of the German Govern-
ment.

(It was agreed that the Coal Commission might urge the German Govern-
ment to agree to an early holding of the plebiscite in Upper Silesia as a
means of improving the coal supply for the coming winter.

It was further agreed that Mr. Balfour should send the telegram to Sir

Percy "Wyndham above quoted. The telegram drafted by General Wey-
gand and sent to General Dupont in accordance with the decision of the
previous day (h. d. 33 ,-^ Minute 4

) was approved.) (See Appendix D.)

5. General Belin explained the revised Naval, Military and Air Clauses

prepared by the Military Representatives at Versailles

(See Appendix E.s) He stated that the only matter on

i^oninthe Treaty of
definite conclusion was the number of

Peace with Hungary Hungary was to be allowed to keep under arms. The
Military Representatives had attempted to act in accordance

with the instructions of the Council, given on the 8th August, 1919. (Sec

H. D. 27, Min. 10.) Various figures had been suggested, the two extreme

figures being 45,000 and 18,000 men. The Military Representatives had
suggested 35,000 as a compromise, and this was the oiily matter in which the

clauses now proposed differed from the clauses inserted in the Treaty with

Austria.

M. PiCHON said that on the matter of the number ofmen to be kept under

aims in Himgary, he must reserve his decision pending the return of

M. Glemenceau. With this exception he was prepared to accept the clauses

drafted by the Military Representatives.

(Subject to the French, reservation regarding the number of men to be
maintained under arms in Hungary, the Articles proposed by the Military

Representatives at Versailles (see Appendix E®) were accepted.)

' ^ No. 37.
5 printed. This appendix contained 48 articles and five tables which constituted the

dra^ fbr PartsV (articles 102-43) and XI (articles 260-7) of the Treaty of Trianon (Treaty
Smes, 1920, No. 10. Cmd. 896). Apart from minor drafting variation this draft was
the same as the final text except:

(i) Article 107 of the Treaty of Trianon: the second sentence of the first paragraph was

.

not induded in the draft (artide 6).

(ii) Artide 115: the second sentence of the first paragraph and the second paragn^
were not mduded in the draft (artide 14).

^
Artide 120: the second parag^ph of the draft (artide 18), corresponding to the

second and third paragraphs of the final tot, read as follows: ^AU the monitory

« and amied vessds of the Danube Flotilla will be surrend^cd to

^ Hungary will, however, be ^ow^
, ;

Police Service patrol launches, which

^oyided by Artic^ 43 £138] of the pra^S?

[ in the draft (artide 20},



6. The Counca had before them draft replies to the German Delegation,

prepared by the Committee for the Organization of the

Replies to the Reparations Commission, regarding:

—

German Del g
Calculation of damages in the territories devastated by

the war.

(b) Restitution of topographical plans of the mines of Costoplatz.

(The proposed replies (see Appendices F and G^) were accepted.)

7 -

Demand of Serbo-Croat-

Slovene Delegation to be

heard on the subject ofthe

financial and reparations

clauses in the Treaty of

Peace with Bulgaria

[Not printed] 7

^ Appendix G is not printed. It contained a draft note from M. Glemenceau to Baron

von Lersner informing him that at its session on August 12, 1919, the Committee for the

Organization of the Reparations Commission had examined a request from the Yugoslav

Delegation that a search be instituted for the topographical plans of a coal-mine at Costo-

platz in the Pojarevatz district ofYugoslavia. The Yugoslav note, dated April 8, 1919 (also

induded in the appendix), stated that at the time of writing the plans were in the possession

oi the German Lieutenants Winter and Kramer, attached to the company of sappers who
had exploited the mine during their occupation. The draft to Baron von Lersner concluded;

The Committee requests you to kindly make the necessary investigations immediately and

infonn them of the result.’

7 In opening the discussion on this item *M. Pichon said that on the previous day he

and Mr. Polk had had a conversation regarding the demand of the Serbo-Croat-Slovene

Delegation to be heard on the subject of the reparations due from Bulgaria. They had both

agre^ that it was desirable to accede to their request.’ This request was made in a letter

' dated August 17, 1919, from M. Pachitch to M. Pichon enclosing an aide-nUmoire headedT

Reserve de la Ddldgatioh du Royaume des Serbes, Creates, et Slovenes sur le prqjet du
Traitd de Paix avec la Bulgarie’ (Appendix H in original). This aide-m^oire, ^ter pro-

testing against the alleged neglect of Serbian interests m the armistice with Bulgaria and the

inadeqxiate satisfaction accorded in the draft treaty of peace to Serbian territorial claims

j^dnst Bulgaria, proceeded to reiterate the main objections of the Yugoslav Delegation to

die draft economic and financial clauses (see No. 31, minute 5). In the concluding para-

t graph ofthe edde-mimoire itwas stated : ‘En dehors de ces dispositions spdciales, I’exdcution du
' Traite avec la Bulgarie doit ^tre garantie par des moyens appropri6s, par les na&nes pr6vus

par [pour] PAUemagne, ce qui demande une occupation temporaire du territoire

I hidgare.’

In the ensuing discussion Signor Tittoni and Mr. Balfour expressed their sympathy vddi
? the desire ofM. Pichon and Mr. Polk to grant the Yugoslav request for a hearing but

in granting it it would be difficult to avoid creating a precedent which would be
'I ;

yoked by other powers wishing to restate ai^fuments that had previously been considered

Jkt tht- Conference, but not to the satisfaction of their proponents. This view was supported

I
nel Peel, who entered the meeting. Colonel Peel went on to say that ‘he quite

that the Serbians had suffered extreme hardship [M. Berthelpt had previously

the great loss of Serbian cattle], but it was not the Serbians who were presenting

m, but the Serbo-Croat-Slovene State. Two-thirds of this new state had been our

in the war, and probably contained quantities of cattle, some of them looted from

ed countries. What the Serbo-Croat-Slovene Delegation wanted was far more .
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8. Mr. Polk said that he had received the following telegram;

—

‘In the Sessions of August i8, the Commission heard Admiral

Horty, Commander-in-Chief of the Hungarian Forces. He gave

information as to the resources on which he counts in organising

these forces. They seemed to consist chiefly of officers. He thinks that the

Roumanians are influenced by the Bolshevists. He thinks that the work-

men have still many concealed arms. He calls attention to the considerable

requisitions effected by the Roumanians. The Commission summons for

the igth the General commanding the Roumanian forces or his repre-

sentatives. He will indicate the measures that he has taken with a view

to respecting the indications of the verbal note ofAugust i6. He wiU maVp

it known whether these measures are being carried out, especially concern-

ing requisitions.

Interallied Military Commission.’

In this connection he had a proposal to make, which he would not ask the

Cotmdl to accept at once, but which He would ask his colleagues to consider

(see Appendix I).

9. Mr. Polk said that the American officer in touch with the Austrian

^ ^
^

.
Delegation informed him that the Delegation when it received

A^£legation Conference, proposed to take the

^ terms back to Vienna to submit them to the Austrian

Assembly. It was further said that in all probability should no alterations be

made in the territorial frontiers laid down for Austria, and especially should

a. plebiscite in Styria be denied, Dr. Renner would not be authorised by the

Assembly to sign the peace. He would be forced to resign and a change of

Government would result.

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

VUla Majestic, Paris,

August so, xgig.

, than could possibly be granted. They wanted the Treaty with Bulgaria to be on the lines

of the Treaty with Germany. He could see no objection, howevier, to the hearing of the

Del^ation if they had anything new to say, which they had not previously urged.’ After

this statement by Colonel Peel : ‘It was agreed that M. Pichon should reply to the request

ofthe Serbo-Groat-Slovene Delegation to the effect that their request could not be accepted

for the various reasons given in the above discussion. If, however, the Delegation had any

. new facts or arguments to bring forward, the Council would be pleased to receive them,

then to decide whether or not a hearing was desirable.’



Appendix A to No. 38

American Commission to Negotiate Peace

S,H. Bulletin No. 702. August 18, igig.

Contents: Note from Marshal Foch on the Evacuation of Latvia by the Germans.

Translation.

General Headquarters^ August 18^ iQiQ*

General Staff

3rd Section.

From: The Marshal Gommander-in-Ghief of the AlKed Armies.

To: President Clemenceau.

Subject: The evacuation of Latvia by the Germans.

In its telegram ofJune i8th (Document No. i^) the Supreme Council requested

the German Government to begin as soon as possible the evacuation of all terri-

tories which had before the war formed part of the former Russian Empire,

according to the stipulations ofArticle XII of the Armistice ofNovember 1 1, 1918.

Later, General Gough was charged in the name of the Entente with arranging

with the regional German authorities the conditions of this evacuation and with
insuring the control of it.

On July 21 this general reported the impossibility of arriving at an understand-

ing with General von der Goltz, whose policy of intrigue and evasion tended only

to retarding to the maximum the execution of the measures of evacuation, and to

finishing the seizure of Latvia by the Germans.

To remedy this situation, General Gough proposed

:

id) the immediate recall of General von der Goltz,

[b] the carrying out of the evacuation by sea,

(^) the completion of the transportation by August 30,

[d) to forbid the Germans to move any war material in Latvia without previous

authorization,

{e) the cessation of all German reinforcements sent into Latvia,

These propositions, accepted by the Supreme Council, were sent to the German
Government for execution on August i (Document No. 2^).

The German Government has replied to this notification in a Note dated August

13 (Document No. 3®), in which it discusses and finally rejects, almost in their

totality, the decisions of the Supreme Council.

The point ofview of the German Government, as well as the remarks it calls for,

are set forth herewith

:

(a) Recall of General von der Goltz- '
^

The German Government represents this recall as *an attempt on the power of
pommand of the German military authorities*.

It is, in fact, a measure of a special character, and which, as the German
Government remarks, cannot be exacted by invoking Article XII ofthe Armistice
of November ii.

^ * None of the numbered documents in parentheses were attached to the original ofthis

^pendix. For the more important of these documents see Vol. Ill of this series.

^ See No. 23, minute 4 and No. 29, minute 5.



But this measure is necessary.

General von der Goltz is the soul ofthe resistance to the decisions of the Entente.

It was he that organized the coup d^Stat against the Ulmanis Government^ faithful

to the cause of the AUies.

Beaten on this ground, he tried to re-establish the situation. All his efforts tend

to maintain himself in the country at least till after harvest, in order to send it into

Germany, then to install himself definitively in C[o]urland.^°

To this end:
f He continues to bring in reinforcements (40,000 men in C[o]urland),ii in spite

of the prohibition against sending new contingents into Latvia;

In spite of the orders of his Government^ he is incorporating his elements in the

Russian Bermont corps, after having acted in the same way ‘in regard to the

detachment of Prince Lieven. He even announces that he will favour the passage

oientire Germanformations into the Russian troops at the moment that the evacuation

is finished;

He is granting leaves of three years to German soldiers who desire to settle in the

country;

At the same time, he is organizing Bolshevist propaganda at Riga, in order to

create new pretexts for intervention;

Finally, in his relations with General Gough, he incessantly eludes discussion,

and insolently refuses to allow any control on the part of the mandatory of the

Allied Powers (Document No, 4, bis^).

In short. General von der Goltz is pursuing in Latvia and G[o]urland a very clear

policy ofGerman expansion, doubtless with the secret approval ofhis Government

While appearing to accept the principle of evacuation, he is managing to rein-

force his effectives, to get his hands on the Russian local formations and to insinuate

himself into the interior affairs of the country, thus consolidating the situation and

the prestige of Germany in Latvia.

He personifies clearly the German policy of duplicity.

All the Allied Representatives are of the opinion that his immediate recall is

necessary, as a measure of prime importance.

This recall had already been laid down in principle, under certain conditions,

by the Allied Powers, as early as May 28 (Document No. 9®, telegram 2726 of

May 28).

None of these conditions having been fulfilled, the Powers renewed their request ,

^ August I.

/They obtained only a dilatory reply.

It is necessary, taking for basis the facts that have been set forth above, to exact

categorically that the recall of General von der Goltz be ordered without delay.

(A) Evacuation by sea.

This method of evacuation has been demanded by General Gough; General von

;der Goltz declares it to be impossible. This is a question of modality, which

p^:^ands only a new examination by the Inter-Allied Mission at Riga, and which

cttigioal: ^Extract &om the report of Colonel Du Parquet, dat^ August
j

transmitted by the G.LP.A on Augus^
|

Dupont, No, 4865 (Document No.

No. 7); Extract Bom the Polish



must be settled on the ground. What is important, in fact, is that the evacuation be

assured^ as rapidly as possible by all possible means; maritime orland.

On the subject of this question of the evacuation the German Government,

revealing the plan that it has formed for colonizing Latvia, recalls the promise

made by the Ulmanis cabinet to grant to G;erman volunteers the right to, settle in

Latvia; it protests against violation of this promise and declines in advance all

responsibility for dangers that may result from it.

The Lettish Government has settled this claim in a letter signed by its Minister

of Foreign Affairs, Herr Meierevitcs, addressed to the German Gharg6 d’Affaires

in Latvia (Document No. lo®).

There is no necessity therefore to consider this last question.

(ff) Flan ofevacuation to be submitted before August 15. Time limit ofevacuationfixedfrom
August jj to go.

The German Government declares it impossible to present a detailed plan of

evacuation, and to complete the repatriation by August 30, since it does not know
the number of locomotives to be put at its disposal, which, it says, have been
promised by the English.

Now, no promise of this sort has been made, to my knowledge, by the British

Government.

Moreover, this absence of locomotives would be one more reason for carrying

out the repatriation by sea, as General Gough demands.

However this may be, this situation in no wise prevents the drawing up of a
general plan, fixing the order of urgency, for the removal of the various elements.

The development of this plan, as well as the time limits for the carrying out of

the repatriation, will be determined as a function of the means, maritime or land,

at the disposal of the Germans, as soon as an agreement on the subject of these

means shall have been reached between General Gough and the German regional

command, as indicated in S[ection] b above.

Subject to this condition, the decisions of the Entente are then to be maintained
on this point.

{i) Prohibition to move war material in Latvia without authorization—Obligation to give

information on the emplacement offood and material stores.

The German Government protests against this requirement, which it claims is

based on no provision of the Armistice of November 1 1.

Now, on one hand, Article XIV provides: *

M,. ' -

'the immediate cessation by the German troops of all requisition, seizure, or

compulsory measure with a view to procuring resources destined for Germai^yj^

in Rumania or Russia within their limits of August i, 1914.’

On the other hand, numerous sources of information (see especially DoctaniS
letter No.^ 2725 of May 28) have already revealed that the Geiman^'m

I^ course of the evacuation, were carrying out of theJBaltic countries important

:|5$ources, notably railway material, and were proceeding to the distraction [rw;]

|pd removal of electric installations and communications.
the Germans have the right, in the present circumstances, to carry off their

material, it falls within the competency of General Gough, nevertheless, to

what they send away, to assure himself that no material and no resource are

on [jfc] the evacuated countries.
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It is under the heading of this verification that the dispositions mentioned b
paragraph {d) must be maintained,

{e) Prohibition to send any reinforcements into Latvia.

The German Government accepts this provision.

Nevertheless it is true that at last news German troops were still being sent to

Mitau (see Documents No. 7 and No. 8®).

Conclnsions

From the preceding it results that the provisions covered by paragraphs {b), (c),

and {d)^ above, must be maintained, subject to supplementary instmctions to

be given to General Gough with a view to settling, in accord with the German
regional command, the question ofmeans of transport in effecting the evacuation

and that of the time limits for the execution of it, which depends directly on the

first question.

But the essential condition of a rapid and complete evacuation is still the

immediate recall of General von der Goltz.

Experience proves that this measure cannot be obtained by new injunctions

transmitted in the usual form, in the name of an armistice already old, and whose

provisions cannot be invoked in this particular case.

The recall of General von der Goltz is before all a measure of a political nature.

For this reason it necessitates a direct action of the Allied Governments with the

German Government.
I have the honour to request that energetic steps be taken to this effect, without

delay, and directly by the Supreme Council with the German representatives at

Versailles.

Appendix B to No. 38

BERLIN, le ig aoUt igig— 17 h, 50.

Les journaux pangermanistes repr^sentent la situation en Haute Sil&ie comme
tr^s grave. On mande de Kattowitz au journal Der Abend (19 aout) les districts

de Kattowitz et Misslowitz restent aux mains des troupes gouvernementales, k part

cela tout le cercle de Kattovitz est au pouvoir des insurg6s. ,Hier de nombreux
combats ont eu lieu dans les locality de [?]odzin [? Bedzin], Schoppinitz [?]now

Gieschewalde avec des bandes armees de mitrailleuses et bien pourvues de muni-

tions; celles-ci ont par endroits r6ussi k disperser les troupes de la Reichswehr. On
a du fame venir de grands renforts de Kattowitz et de Mystolwitz [PMyslowitz],

Le Ghancelier Bauer a fait cet apr^s-midi k PAssembl^e Nationale les d6clarations

suivantes au sujet de la situation en Haute-Sil6sie : Contrairement aux efforts des

Gouvernements qui essayaient d’6tablir entre la Prusse et la Pologne des relationsde

bon voisinage, des agitateurs polonais ont tent6 en Haute-Silesie de provoquer une

** Note in original: ‘We might, moreover, with the same object, invoke these clauses d
Article 169 of the Peace Treaty which provide “that within two months after the entrance

t force of the present treaty German war material coming from abroad, in whatever

be m, shall be surrendered to the Allied Governments, who will determine its

&b:e eVi(i^®tly^adved the right, on the part of the mandatory

^^'distribution of this material, in order to be able

control its delivery to the said



insurrection armee. On a repandu les nouvelles les plus alarmantes a ce sujet; je

suis heureux de pouvoir communiquer qu’elles sont en grande partie exag6r6es et

aue la situation est sensiblement meilleure qu’on ne le pouvait croire au premier

abord. Le Gouvernement a regu le rapport officiel suivant. Le commandement

en chef est en Haute-Silesie compl^tement maitre de la situation. Les Polonais qui

ontparticipe au mouvement sont battus ou prisonniers. D’autres inesures militaires

sont en cours. La seule region occup^e par les Polonais le i8 aout 6tait celle situ6e

au nord-est de la ligne Beuthen-Kattowitz. C’est le seul endroit oii des troupes

lonaises r6guli6res aient passe la frontiere. II est 6tabli que la revoke qui a

delate pr^s de Myslowitz est 6galement le fait de bandes polonaises. II y a parmi

les Polonais des cercles nationalistes qui craignent que la consultation populaire ne

toume pas a leur avantage et qui veulent pour cette raison creer a tout prix un fait

accompli. Nous aurons le devoir de nous opposer a de pareilles tentatives et de

faire en sorte que la Haute-Sil^sie puisse se decider librement et d’une mani^re

impartiale. Nous avons plaisir a constater que le Gouvernement polonais y est

absolument 6tranger et que les troupes polonaises n^ ont pas pris part. Je crois

que cette declaration contribuera sensiblement k produire en Haute-Silesie un

effetapaisant. Haguenin

Appendix G to No. 38

En vue de cr^er une forte arm^e les Allemands poursuivent une mobilisation

energique. Les d^sordres spartaJkistes sont volontairement exag^rds pour servir de

prdtexte aupres des Allies en faveur du renforcement de I’armee allemande.

Enprincipe on prepare des armies qui le cas ech^ant pourraient entrer en action

centre la Pologne et les Allies tout en mettant a couvert le Gouvernement allemand

auquel ces armees refuseraient apparemment d’obeir.

De plus, en Haute-Siiesie, d’apr^s les paroles memes du Chef de section du

Ministere des Affaires Etrangferes allemand, le Gouvernement est pr^t k fournir en

faveur d’une action preparatoire au plebiscite en Haute-Siiesie une somme d’un

milliard de marks. 20 millions sont destines k corrompre les Officiers Allies des

armees d’occupation; un comite politique special a regu du Gouvernement alle-

mand la somme de 500 millions de marks pour payer les* votants pendant le

plebiscite.

La campagne allemande contre la reunion de la Haute-Siiesie k la Pologne

exploite principalement les points suivants:

a) La Pologne doit rembourser la dette russe.

b) La Haute-Siiesie doit couvrir la dette allemande et aussi, bien entendu, la

dette polonaise.

c) Les Allemands donneraient Pautonomie k la Haute-Siiesie; la Pologne ne

Taccorderait jamais.
'

i} L’organisation antisemite de Berlin repand I’opinion qu’en Pologne les Juife

jouissent de lois d’exception et que leur influence est plus grande que celle

des Chretiens.

Quant k Petat d’esprit regnant dans les territoires soumis au plebiscite, on pent

4re en general que les Allemands pris parmi les intellectuds, les employes d’insti-

f
tiitions privees, les proprietaires d’immeubles, les commergants penchent du cote

la Pologne.

il importe de noter que de Berlin on transporte des troupes aux Gares

p |dus rapprochees de la Haute-Siiesie.
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Appendix D to No. 38

TiUgramme Chiffri

CoMMANDEMENT EN GhEF DES ArM^ES ALLII&ES.

Etat-Major G^n^ral
gfeme section.

G.Q^.G.A., le ig aoUt igig,

Mar6chal Foch, Commandant en Chef Armies Allises, k G^n^ral Dupont, Chef

Mission Militaire Fran^aise, Berlin.

3972.

Ci-dessous t616gramme qui vous est adress^ par Ministre Affaires Etrangferes:

Primo, Le Gonseil Supreme des Allies est inform^^iue le mouvement gr6viste,

signal^ en Haute-Sil6sie, a d^g^n^rd en insurrection arm6e, que les ouvriers

insurg^s se sont empar^s de Kattovitz, Pless, Boujakow, Jedlin, Cechow, aprfe

avoir d^sarm6 troupes allemandes de Grenzschutz
;
que le travail dans les mines

est complfetement arr^t^, ainsi que les mouvements par voie ferr6e.

Cette insurrection semble engager les responsabilit^s des Allemands qui agissent

centre les Polonais, arr^tant et fusillant des ouvriers qu’ils accusent de favoriser un

mouveiment spartakiste.

L’Europe Gentrale, toute enti&re, depend de cette region pour le charbon, et il

est n^cessaire que Tordre y soit r^tabli et que le travail dans les mines soit repris,

sous peine des plus graves complications dans tous les pays qui en sont tributaires.

Secundo. Le seul moyen d’y arriver serait Poccupation immediate, par les troupes

alli6eSj de ces regions troublies, mais aucune clause de Parmistice ne justifierait

.

cette occupation immediate, que seule la mise en vigueur du trait6 de Pak

autoriserait r^guliferement.

Tertio. Cette situation a ^t^ envisag^e par le Gonseil Supreme qui estime que:

a) Les ^meutes de Haute-Sn^sie vont priver de charbon tous les Etats voisins,

que le Gonseil ne peut s’en d^sint^resser et qu’il peut 6tre amend k de-

mander au Gouvemement Polonais de rdduire ou mdme de supprimer

ultdrieurement les envois de charbon prdvus k destination de PAllemagne.

i) Le maintien de Pordre dans une rdgion qui doit dtre prochainement soumise

au pldbiscite revient k PAUemagne, et k son ddfaut, pour dtre assure

) , directement, dds maintenant, par les AUids par anticipation sur le traitd..

Qtwfto. Ces renseignements vous sont donnds ^ titre personnel.

Qyinto, Le Gonseil Supreme vous charge:

a) de le renseigner compldtement sur situation actuelle en Haute-Sildsie;

h) de lui indiquer votre sentiment sur les mesures qui pourraient en pratique

^tre prises sans rencontrer une opposition directe du Gouvemement alie^

mand, peut-etre mdme d’accord avec lui, pour remddier tout de suite k ^
situation, sans qu’il en rdsulte un danger pour la population polonaise.

^ Gonseil Suprdme vous autorise, en vous renseignant, k iitiliser, si vous le

les indications du prdsent tdldgramme.

'S. PicHON'^

;

feire parvenir rdponse extrdme urgeni^viii

:
P.O./LeM.jorCli.«



Appendix F to No. 38

Proposed Reply to German Note with respect to Estimation of War Damages in the

Devastated Regions

X PARK, igig.

From: President Glemenceau.

To: Baron von Lersner.

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of August 2, con-

cerning the ascertaining of damage in the territories devastated by the war.

You offer to communicate to the French and Belgian Governments aU the

documents and information that the German Government possesses on the subject

of these damages, and ndtably concerning ‘field’ requisitions and requisitions ‘for

the interior’, as well as to transmit the studies made by it on the subject. You ask,

in order to complete the work, the restoration, even temporary, of archives left by
the German armies in their retreat. Finally, you propose a discussion, a verifica- -

tion and ah examination in common and from apposite [jzV] sides, between the

representatives of the German Government and the representatives of the French

and Belgian Governments, with a view to ascertaining the amount ofdamage, to

collecting the material and to fixing the amount to be paid.

We take note of the offer made by the German Delegation and we are disposed

to receive all the information that it is ready to communicate to us; the Allied and
Associated Governments can only consider with satisfaction anything that will

facilitate and accelerate the execution ofthe Peace Treaty. In the same spirit they

will be happy to receive the same documentation on the subject of the damage
caused in the zones of operations other than France and Belgian [nV] notably Italy

and Serbia.

Concerning the archives whose temporary restoration is requested, it would be
wdl for the German Delegation, since it is the one to make the demand, to com-
municate the list of services and archives in question. No decision can be reached

in the matter till this is done. Finally, the Allied and Associated Governments
must indicate at once, in the clearest manner, that there can be no question of
discussion, verification and examination, in common and from different sides, oU
die ascertaining of the amount of damage and the fixing of the sum to be paid;

^ ‘ diey pledged themselves to this neither in the reply that they made ofJune 16 to

: tke remarks of the German Delegation on the Peace Conditions, nor in the addi-

I
ficmal Protocol ofJune 28 to the Treaty of Versailles. On the contrary, in the

?? '^resaid reply of June 16, they laid down the absolute conditions that ‘the

l^^tegories of damages and the reparation clauses will be accepted by the German ,

authorities as being outside of all discussion’. Now, the Peace Treaty signed by
^

:4 f^OTiany provides expressly, in paragraph io ofAnnex II to the reparation £
4pfi|at ‘the Commission will study the claims and will give the German

right to be heard, without its being able to tax \take\ part uMatmr ^

^will add, in closing, that the Allied and Associated Governments are ready to

?|^TOne the propositions that you announce in your letter, concerning the restora-

cf the devastated regions.

The c^cial text of the passage in question read: ‘The Commission shall consider the

and give to the Grcnnan Government a just opportunity to be heard, but not to take

pto whatever in the decisions of the Commission,’



Moreover, in confirmation of their reply ofJune i6, 1919, they will give Ger
many, in good time, the necessary facilities to furnish a serious basis for the offen
to be presented by her; without waiting for the Treaty to come into force it is

possible now to give the first facilities in certain sectors. Verbal indications be
given on this subject.

Appendix I to No. 38

M.'*477.] Proposed Communication from the President of the Peace Conference to the

Commission of Generals at Budapest

In the event that you are not satisfied that the Roumanians have ceased the

seizure of Hungarian grain, live stock, rolling stock, boats and other material, you
are authorized to address to the Roumanian authorities with whom you are in

contact a communication substantially as follows

:

‘The conditions of peace with Austria as originally drafted provided that all

portions of the former Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, including that part proposed

to be transferred to Roumania, would be liable to pay by way of reparation a sum
to be fixed by the Reparation Commission. In deference to the urgent representa-

tions of the Roumanian Peace Delegation, the principal Allied and Associated

Powers consented to renounce their right to secure indemnification from enemy
resources and population to be transferred to Roumania upon Roumania agreemg

to make a moderate fixed contribution toward the cost ofliberating enemy territory

to be transferred to her. An agreement relative to the payment of cost ofliberation

was, on June 27, 1919 signed by Mr. Antonesco, Roumanian Plenipotentiary,

subject to the approval of his Government. In reliance of this agreement, the

conditions of peace with Austria were modified so that no reparation liability will

attach to enemy territory proposed to be transferred to Roumania.
‘The agreement signed by Mr. Antonesco provides, among other things, that

Roumania’s contribution toward the costs of liberation will be discharged by off-

setting the "sum against the first reparation payments which Roumania would

otherwise receive on account ofdamage suffered by her, and “no further parents
on account of reparation shall be made until the other States to which reparation

k due shall have received payments on account of a like proportion of their

approved claims for reparation”.

‘The action of Roumania in seizing enemy property by way of reparation, prior

^
to other States having received payment on account of their approved claims, is in

contravention ofthe terms of the agreement ofJune 27th, and cannot be construed

as other than a repudiation by Roumania of the agreement of June 27th. The

Principal Alhed and Associated Powers accordingly reserve full liberty of action

with respect to imposing a liability for reparation upon enemy territory proposed

to be transferred to Roumania, and these Powers now have under consideration the

form for the exercise of their rights in this respect/



H D 35-1
Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers, held in M. Pichon’s Room at the Quai d^Orsay, Paris, on Thursday,

August 21, 1919, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,

Sir George Clerk.

France: M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Berthelot, M. de St.

Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Colonel U. S. Grant. British Empire:

Captain E. Abraham. France: Captain A. Portier. Italy: Lieut.-

Colonel Jones.

The following also attended : Mr. Hoover, General Weygand, Major General

The Hon. C. Sackville West, C.M.G.

Interpreter': M. Meyer.

I. Mr. Polk asked that the letter he had addressed to M. Clemenceau (see

Appendix A*) be referred for examination and report to

Rounumian Requisiuons Organizing Committee of the Reparations Com-
in Hungary

(This was agreed to.)

2 Mr. Polk said that he now begged to withdraw the reservation he had

Anglo-Bdgian Agree-
made on August 7th, regarding *e Anglo-Belgian Agree-

mmt regarding Man- merit on the Belgian sphere m the ex-German Golony ot

date inEast Africa East Africa. (See H. D. 26,^ Minute 5.)

3. Mr. Hoover said that he had just returned from a trip of investigation

into various economic questions. The main discovery of his

Cad Situation in been the critical situation as to coal in Central

Cerdral Europe and There were three coal-fields, from which the entire

m upper
section of Europe was drawn: first, the one in

Upper Silesia, now affected by the strikes: one in Teschen,

H tmder dispute between the Gzecho-Slovaks and the Poles : and one in Poland,

i The total output from these three fields was 5 to 6 million tons a month, and

/tey constituted the very heart of Central Europe. Unless their production

Was kept up,^ it would be impdssible to maintain the transportation Md
, municipal services in Central Europe. The Upper Silesian co^-mines had

practically stopped production on account ofthe strikes. One mine had been

;
: mtirdy destroyed. It would be only a matter of days before the remainder

would be disabled beyond repair for several months. There were many

hf I Not printed. This letter, dated August 20, 1919, h printed by F. D^k, op. cit., pp.

i 5^ ^88-9. Its substance was in the main incorporated in the telegram whic e upreme

g ‘ pouiKuI decidedonAugust 23 tosend to theRoumanian Government : seeNo. 4^ >
appen

Ri,? No. 30. -
•

^



versions as to the cause for the situation. There appeared to be four pai&i
to the quarrel-: first, the Polish workmen: second, &e German Grenzschutz ^
troops, who were in a high state of emotional nationalism; third, the Sparta- I

cists; fourth, the German coal-owners and perhaps the German Govern- -

ment itself. The causes appeared to be not economic but political. The Polish

authorities had shown him documents which, ifthey could be authenticated,

would prove that the Germans had tried to stir up the Spartacists to TnaVf

trouble, and that the German troops had actually attempted to drive out

the Polish workmen. The Germans said, on the contrary, that the Polish

workmen and the Spartacists had conspired together to foment the trouble,

and that they were forced to restore order. One of the strange results of this

state of affairs was that in one case some Polish workmen were guarding thdr -

mines to save them from destruction. In his own opinion, the only possible

remedy was an occupation by Allied troops. No Commission could bring

about a reconciliation between the contending parties. Colonel Goodyear,

who had been in charge of coal distribution, had been sent there, and was

trying to get the parties to come to some agreement together, but he \ras

convinced that it would be impossible to do so. Mr. Hoover himselfhad had

a discussion with Mr. Markensen, a German who had been a member of the

Armistice Commission on the Eastern Front. He was very disturbed, and

from his statements he had gathered that the German Government were not

fully in control of the Grenzschutz troops, whom they were trying to replace

by regular troops. This same German had said that the German Govern-

ment was most anxious, as it necessarily ought to be, to restore order, but, of ^
course, one could never tell what power the Berlin Government exercised /

oyer the various military bodies in the East. Undoubtedly, the German >

owners were in desperate fear of the destruction of their property, and would «

, welcome any method of re-establishing order.

There were contradictory currents even amongst the Germans themselves,
*

and it was his opinion that the racial animosities had reached such a point %
that nothing could stop the strife but a military occupation. He realised, of4
coutse, that this was not legally possible until after the ratification of tl^|

Treaty, but the intentions of the German Government might here be J
put to the test, and he thought that the German Government would probabIy;|

agree to anticipate the action proposed by the Treaty, and, of course, the.^

Poles were asking that this be done. He believed that this would be the j
attitude of the German Government, because of the desire Mr. Markensca

and his colleagues had expressed to get Allied troops all along the East^ nl

ii|

: front, between the Poles and the German volxmteer troops, and because tl^ 4
g,^^culty of controlling the latter made them fear a general conflagration,

had a meeting with, tiie Trades Union Leaders of the T^l^,^
H^^Ml3L,-and thm:^- also found the Trades Unions divided- along the lines^

K
J^^^alsp much political sentiment.

^ to fofluaice the-plebiscite, antij



answered that undoubtedly they would be. This information he considered

as ofinterest, both as affecting the political situation in the Teschen district,

and also by analogy furnishing a clue to the situation in Upper
There was a political question—that ofrestoring order; and there was also

the economic question ofstimulating production and getting the output jfrom

the mines necessary for the maintenance ofthe ordinary life ofcentral Europe.
From the last point of view, the three districts were one, and the sel^
interests of any one nation must be entirely set aside for the general good of
that section of the continent. At present the feeling of the Czechs towards
the Austrians was such as to make it hopeless to ask them to keep coal ship-

ments going to Austria, although the Austrian transportation, which was
dependant on that coal supply, was absolutely essential to the Czechs them-
selves, and the same sort of feelings existed everywhere. He thought it

necessary that the Coal Commission should appoint a sub-committee to

control all three Districts with the authority of the Peace Conference. He
suggested that this be done at once, and he would like to see the Coal
Committee enter upon its duties with the prestige that would be given it by
the assurance that it would constitute the Plebiscite Commission as soon as it

became possible.to appoint that body. He thought it possible to select men
competent for both, and he thought that it would only be possible for the
Coal Committee to perform its duties if invested with the double authority;
only this double authority could solve either question.

’

M. PiCHON asked Mr. Hoover at what time he had visited Upper
Mr. Hoover replied that he had not visited Upper Silesia, but had inter-

viewed people coming from there at a place on the Railway outside the
mining area.

M. Rghon said that he had asked this question because he just
received news that the situation in Upper Silesia had improved.
Mr. Hoover said that, on his side, he had telegrams from Warsaw,

Morming him that there was continuous fighting along the whole of the
German-Polish frontiers.

M. Tittoni said he thought the improvement in any case must be pre-
^jious. He was disposed to agree to the proposals made by Mr. Hoover,
a M. PiCHON said that there was a telegram from General Dupont which
^mfirmed most of what Mr. Hoover had said. (See Appendix B.)

,

Hoover said that he was in possession of a proclamation of the
'

^lalist party, calling upon the Poles to expel the Germans from the minesC;;;
:^h»e was, therefore, a mixture of Sparticist and Nationalist feeling;

very confusing. •

Polk said that he had received a telegram firom the' An^erican,
;er in Warsaw stating that the Polish Government had trained fi?0m

rening in Silesia, in spite of the excitement of the country over the
,

tion, because they were afraid that such action would prejudice their

the eyes of the Conference.
'

Balfour said that Mr. Hoover’s proposals were very similar

'adopted by the Conference in its previous meetings. The Cot
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had thought it might be possible to ask Germany to allow an anticipate

exercise of the Treaty. Mr. Hoover added the hope and expectation tliat

the German Government would consent. The means by which the Goimdl

had hoped to obtain the acquiescence of the German Government was the

Coal Commission.

Mr. Hoover said that he would suggest that the Coal Commission be

strengthened by a German member and even by a Czech and a Polish

member.
Mr. Balfour asked whether Mr. Hoover did not think that these members

might obstruct business.

Mr. Hoover said that they might perhaps be disposed to do so, but that

they could be controlled by the Great Powers. There had previously been a

Goal Commission with a Czech, Polish, and German member, (together with

a British and American representative), which had worked quite successfully

before the signature of the Treaty.

Mr. Balfour said that he was very favourably inclined to Mr. Hoover’s

proposals, but with regard to the suggestion that the Coal Committee should

also conduct the administration in the plebiscite zone, he would like to ask

a few questions. The Plebiscite Commission could not be precisely the

Committee suggested by Mr. Hoover; it was hardly possible to have a plebis-

cite area in which Poland was interested, controlled by a Czech and a

German Commissioner. The Goal Committee, moreover, not only had to

^arry out diplomatic negotiations with Germany, to superintend the pro-

auction of coal in disturbed parts of Upper Silesia and Teschen, but it was

also asked to control a plebiscite area, two-thirds of which was agricultural,

and not coal-producing at all. In order to carry out its various duties, not

’ only woxild it have to move over large areas, possess an intimate knowledge

of coal production, considerable acquaintance with other industrial condi-

tions, but it must sdso be endowed with poUtical experience, tact, and biow-

ledge of the conditions of all the neighbouring countries. Such universal

competence might perhaps be difficult to find concentrated in one set (tf

individuals.

Mr. Hoover said that what he meant to suggest was that the four Principal

Allied representatives on the Goal Committee should ultimately become the

administrators of the plebiscite area, in order that they should begin from

the first with additional prestige.

Mr. Balfour said that the Coal Committee would be composed of techni-

cal experts rather than of administrators and men of political expenence.

Mr. Hoover said that he was not entirely of this opinion. The technical

.

side of the Committee’s work was comparatively simple; the distribution m
dhe output of the mines was well established; the naine-owners were wel-

^fe^^ted with the quantities sent to the various consuming areas. Th?,

^quH have chiefly to adjudicate among the rival claim^^^

would 'Be. -feft;efore. rather administrative than tcchniq^

t(^nical committee would be ofli^^

i



Mr. Balfour said that he would ask one more question. It had struck

him previously that, should the German Government make difficulties, it

might be threatened by being told that should the coal-fields be attributed

to Poland, the Allied Powers would exercise their influence to see that

Germany was last served in the distribution of coal from these mines. He
asked Mr. Hoover whether he thought tins form of pressure could be

employed.

Mr. Hoover said that he thought it was possible. The method he was

suggesting was not. a logical one. It would be more reasonable, first to

establish the administrative Commission, and under it a Coal Committee.-

He was reversing the process, and suggesting that the Coal Committee should

be endowed in anticipation with the prestige of the administrative body.

Mr. Balfour said that this method appeared to him to be very ingenious.

M. PiCHON said that he agreed that the method was ingenious, but he

thought that there was some danger in confusing the two fimctions. It was

possible that the Coal Committee might, at a future date, assist the Plebiscite

Commission. He thought it inadvisable to state at the present time that coal

experts would become the future administrators of the country. This could

not be done legally at present. Moreover, he did not think that the Germans
would agree. They did not accept the Treaty in a very willing spirit. A
demand of this kind would raise difficulties. The Council might make up its

own mind that the Coal Committee, if, as it was hoped, it gained authority

in the country, should later on assist the Plebiscite Commission. He did not

think that this could be openly declared.

Mr. Hoover said that his feeling was that a Goal Committee, as such,

would be helpless. It could only use arguments derived from the general coal

situation in Europe. He pointed out that the Council was considering the

prospect of military occupation. Should this take place, the only administra-

tive organ possible would be the Plebiscite Commission.

M. Tittoni said that the essential thing was, to find out whether the

German Government would acquiesce. Should it do so, there would be no
difficulty, and the Goal Committee could, as Mr. Hoover suggested, obtain

poKtical power. The principal thing was to approach the German Govern-

ment without delay.

General Weygand said that if Allied troops were sent into Upper Silesia,

it would be absolutely necessary to establish a high civil authority to ensure

a modus vivendi. It appeared to him that this authority could not be the Goal

Committee, whose fonctions extended to other areas than Upper Silesk.--It
^

must undoubtedly be the Commission provided for in the Annexe toSeeflm If

ofthe Treaty. 5 This Commission was doubtless that which had been called

the Plebiscite Commission in the discussion. It was really a Commission to

govern the country imder the authority of the Allied and Associated Powers,

pending the completion of the plebiscite. •

Mr. Hoover then suggested that the Coal Committee be sent as a Coal

.
’ The reference was to the annex to article 88 in section 8 ofpart III ofthe Treaty of

V -Versailles.



Committee, but that, as many Governments as might find it possiblesL
so, should appoint to it members who would, subsequently serve on ^’1
Administrative Commission. Further, if the German Government should f
agree, no delay would occur in selecting new representatives.

M. PiCHON said that the whole question was whether the German Govern. 1
ment would agree to the exercise ofthe right which only accrued 15 days aft«

the ratification of the Treaty.

M. Tittoni urged that the question be put to the German Government
' |

immediately. A reply could perhaps be obtained within two days. |

• Mr. Balfour said that the Conference had no regular diplomatic cM |
agent in touch with the German Government. H'e therefore suggested that 3
Mr. Hoover should go to Berlin on behalf of the Council to negotiate on this |
matter. Mr, Hoover was so identified with the economic interests of Europe

that no more suitable representative could be found for such a mission, 1& >1

work had been outside the political arena so he had a better hope of suaess,'|

than anyone else.

M. PioHON said that he agreedf ,1

Mr. Polk suggested that Mr. Hoover be given an opportunity of consult- ^
ing his French and British colleagues on the Coal Commission.

, |

M, Tittoot suggested that in any case it should be explained to tlie
, |

German Government that the Allies had no political object in these negotia-

1

tions. They were only animated by anxiety for the economic revival

Europe. • I

M. PiCMHON proposed certain draft instructions for Mr. Hoover (see
j

Appendix C).
>

(These instmctioiis were approved in principle and it was agreed tluft

' Mr. Hoover, after consultation with his colleagues on the Coal CommissioH,’
^

should report on the following day whether he was able to undertake tke^^i

mission and whether any alteration of the draft instructions appeaiedj^

fj?

desirable.)

in

Mr. Polk asked that Mr. Hoover be heard on the situation in Hungary

Mr, Hoover said that the staff of the Relief Organisation
'

been in Budapest and other parts of Himgary during the past te

days; that facts which had come to their personal attention

be of interest to the Council. Up to 10 a.m, on the previous Monday^

.Roumanians were still requisitioning food all over the country and

Budapest they were taking supplies even firom the Children’s Ho^i
Trains carrying the requisitioned supplies were passing out of the countt

iJast as possible, although in one place some had accumulated because,-^

'^amnans were awaiting the repair of a bridge before the trains G01’
"

thm^way. J^one.of the members of the Relief Organ^^^
P^i|fi^fe.tha»t i^fRoumanians intended to accede to the

o£ their acfioi^

&«tedals. Captains in the



fy

Army, had themselves seen the Roumanians taie sixteen waggon loads of

supplies from the Children’s Hospital and eleven deaths had resulted there-

fium within twenty-four hours, for there was no way of replacing these

supplies. He did not think that any action by the Roumanians could be
secured unless the Military Mission were instracted to send agents to frontier

points to stop the Roumanians from shipping out any more of the requisi-

tioned material until its disposal coidd be decided by the Council, In his

own opinion the supplies requisitioned should be turned back to Budapest

to feed the population of that city. He would like to call attention to another

point which threw a sidelight on the situation. While the coup d'itat, by which
the Archduke Joseph’s Government had been installed, was not entirely .a

Roumanian affair, nevertheless RoTimanian troops had surrounded the meet-

ing place ofthe Ministry and had turned their machine guns on the building

in which they were. This event had had an immediate repercussion through-

•; out Poland and Eastern Europe and the Bolshevists were maKng much of it

and claiming that the Alliance was trying to re-establish reactionary govern-

ment in its worst form and this had done more to re-habilitate the Bolshevist

cause than anything that had happened for a long tune. The social demo-
crats had refused to have anything to do with the new Government and
Garami, the leader of this group, thought that if things were allowed to

continue as they were, the old reactionary party would be well established

in ten days and the Allied and Associated Powers would have to be prepared
to see the House of Hapsburg begin to re-establish itself throughout all its

former dominions. He could only suggest that the Goxmcil should instruct

its representatives in Budapest to call the Archduke before them and say that

his Government could never be accepted or recognised. Such action might
induce the Archduke to step aside and invite the social democrats to form a
coalition government. . .

M. PiGHON said that the Council had already taken a decision ofa stmilar

character. The telegram sent on the i8th August embodied this policy.® In
It the Council had said all that it could possibly say consistently with its

ded^ed policy of non-interference in the internal politics of Hungary. The
Coundl could not take the responsibility of deliberately upsetting a Govem-

, ment in order to set up another.

Mr. Balfour said that the only further step that could be taken would be
’

• make the telegram more public, by asking the Generals in Budap^ to
'

, amfce it widely known that Peace would never be signed with a Governai^^;*|
net representing-the people.

t

Mr. Hoover said that if the Hungarian pepjde went to

^
with only a choice between Bolshevism and a Hapsburg, the resaifrW the

'

; ^tfecdons might be in-favour of-the latter. This would be a paradoxical and
|:r '^fcastrous result ofa consultation ofthe people. Eastern Europe was past the

j-blaadishments of polite suggestion. Human life in those parts had declined

value to an extent not realised in Paris. Very energetic actionwas required,
thought the G^erals in Budapest should summon the Archduke and

- * See No. 36, appendix C. /wr
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tell him clearly that he would never be recognised, and that he had bette"
'

resign.

M. Tittoni said that if he felt certain that on the fall of the Archduke a
good Government would be set up, he would risk intervening. Before doing

so, however, he would like to ask the Generals in Budapest what Government
they thought would result from upsetting the Archduke.

Mr. Balfour said that he thought this matter so important that he would
like to wait until the following day, when M. Glemenceau would be present

at the Council. As to the other proposal of Mr. Hoover, namely, to have the

frontier between Hungary and Roumania watched, in order to stop the

export of requisitioned material, he thought some decision should be taken.

M. Tittoni said that all instructions sent to the Generals in Budapest

should be accompanied by a proviso that they should take action if they

thought action suitable; as they were on the spot, they were better able to

judge what could be done.

(It was then decided to send the following telegram :

—

‘The Supreme Council learns that the Roumanian troops of occupation

continue to make requisitions of every kind in Hungary, and to send the

goods so obtained to Roumania.
‘The Council begs the Inter-AlKed Commission to report on the practical

possibility of sending ofldcers to the frontier posts between Hungary and

Roumania to prevent the export of goods requisitioned to the detriment

of the AUies, and in diminution of their common security.

‘Should the Commission regard this suggestion as feasible. Supreme

Council authorises it to act accordingly. ’)

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic^ Paris^

August 21^ igig.

Appendix B to No. 39

TiUgrammes regus du GSniral Dupont

La situation en Sil^sie est devenue particuli^reinent grave et la faute en incombe

tout sp6cialement au Commissaire Hoersing et k Fadministration allemande, qui

, exasp^rent les habitants polonais, Rien n’a 6t6 6pargn6 k ces derniers, depuis les

sept mois que durent [.fzV] I’^tat de si^ge—^vols, pillages, arrestations se succMent

tous les jours et le Grenzschutz y a une grosse responsabilit6.

/ Tout le territoire des mines est en grfeve g^n6rale. Depuis une dizaine de jours

n’a pas extrait une tonne de houille. La population doit r6sister par la force k

troupes et 6tant en grande majority polonaise, les combats scmf
^

g^^and nombre de pertes en tu>6s et bless6s.
*

e pour ramen^ ie calme est une occupation militaire interahi^/

obtenue rapidement, il sera^4

Iquaises du maintien de Fordre apr^s retra^

i^ommission interalli6e devrait

4for'"
'

.



chargee d’instituer une administration mixte polonaise et allemande pour les

usines et les mines.

Le Gouvernement allemand declare qu’il ne suspecte nullement le Gouverne-

ment polonais: seule la surexcitation populaire est cause de ces troubles: cet avis

est partag6 par les Polonais.

Appendix C to No. 39

Resolution

21 aoUt rgig.

Mission confiee a Af. Hoover par le Conseil

La Mission de M. Hoover a pour objectif d’obtenir du Gouvernement allemand

une anticipation de traite

:

1° Pour Tenvoi immediat de la Haute Commission d’Administration Inter-

alli^e en Sil6sie;

20 Pour Tacceptation de I’occupation immediate interalliee en Silesie,

Le Conseil Supreme charge M. Hoover de se rendre k Berlin^ d’y prendre con-

tact avec le General Dupont (que le Conseil Supreme a d6j^ charge de s’informer

et d’aborder le Gouvernement allemand sur la situation en Silesie).

II y aura lieu de faire remarquer au Gouvernement allemand que le Conseil des

Allies n’agit pas au nom d’un int6r^t politique dans la question, mais seulement

au nom des int6r6ts mat^riels les plus importants de PEurope Centrale.

No. 40

H. D. 36.] Notes ofa Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers^ held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai d^Orsay^ Paris
^
on Friday^

August 22y igig^ at 3.30 p.m.

Present: U,SA,\ Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

'.British Empire: Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,

Sir George Clerk.

France: M. Clemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Ber-

thelot, M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Patemo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U,S.A.: Captain Chapin. British Empire: Lieut.-

Commander Bell. France: Captain Portier. Italy: Lieut.-Col. Jones.
;

Interpreter: M. Meyer. } /

I. M. Clemenceau asked Mr. Hoover to make his statement on the afl&irs

.
of Silesia.

Hoover said that he and Mr. Loucheur had interviewed &e
German delegates atVersailles, andhadmade an informal suggestion

to them. He had told them that if the present situation developed, it would'

lead the German Government into a very difficult position. In two months

time, however, by the provisions of the Treaty, Silesia was to be occupied by

;
‘

.
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Allied troops for the purpose ofthe plebiscite. He suggested to them
German Government should, in its own interests, advance the date 'rfi^ J
Allied occupation, and invite the Allies to send troops earlier. The German 1

Representatives had received the suggestion favourably, and had stated that I

a reply from Berlin would be received on the following day. It was, however

to be noted that the German Delegates in question belonged to the Reptura-

tion Commission, and had no diplomatic attributions. Their attitude on the 1
point at issue was, therefore, not very important. He had further told them > I

that a Sub-Commission, to inquire into the means of increasing the coal out- |
put, was shortly to be sent to the Silesian, Teschen, and Dombrovo coalfields. '4

Ifthe Germans should prove willing to co-operate with this Sub-Committee, • I

the Allies would doubtless be willing to appoint a German member to it. He I
thought that his suggestion in this respect might be a fair bait to the German

Government. 1

Col. Goodyear’s dispatch was then read. (See Appen. A.) |

In conclusion, he thought that the further information received finm i
General Dupont should be placed before the Council. .|

M. PiCHON then circulated a telegram from the French Representative in |
Berlin. (See Appendix B.) J
Mr. Balfour, commenting upon the telegram, said that he thought the |

number of Commissions now acting in Germany was very great, and asked”'^

which Commission was referred to in para. 2.
|

Mr. Polk' asked the same question. t

M. Louoheur replied that the Allied Military Representatives at Berlin

must have delegated some oftheir members with orders to proceed to Silesia, 1

mid he thought that the body so formed would be the Commission referred
^

to in the telegram. He suggested that the Allied Representatives at BerHn i

ought to be informed of the measures which the Council proposed to carry

into effect, and that they might know that the Coal Commission was bdr^‘ <

sent out on Monday.' He further suggested that the delegated Commission^

from the Allied Rep;:esentatives in Berlin should act in collaboration witiL*|

the Co£d Commission which was shortly to be sent out. In the meantime he,
:|

;.^ongIy recommended that Col. Goodyear should continue to act as a lo^f|

aihitfator in the interests of the Council.

Mr. Hoover remarked that he felt the Council should know the comp<«t‘'^

- tion of the Commission which was being sent out by the Allied Represcnta^jss

lives in Berlin; and, if an American officer were to be included on thlf|

Commission, Col. Goodyear should be designated as the Anierican represent^?

. tive by the Council. I

larked that according to the information at preseD||

wo Comn^ions at present acting in Germany: (i)

aon which was coming to an end on the following

tatfell^^^qgated from No. (i) to act in Silesia.



Js.. Polk suggested that it might be a group of generals who were

endeavouring to arrange matters between the Germans and the Poles.

General Weygand explained that, at the present moment, there was a

Committee negotiating between the Germans and the Poles. (See h, d, 23,

Min.4.*) General Malcolm, General Dupont, and General Bencivenga, were

assisting this body. The negotiations between the two countries had continued

until the events in Silesia had produced such a state of tension, that they

could not be proceeded with. General Dupont had wanted, in the first place,

to send out a local Committee to Silesia, but the proposal had been opposed

by the Poles. The German Government had received the suggestion favour-

ably, and it was probably for this reason that a Delegated Gonunittee had
now been sent

M. Tittoni remarked that his information did not quite agree with ^bat

supplied by General Weygand. He had been told, that, after the rupture of

negotiations, a committee had been sent out locally at the request of the

Poles. He also thought that the original committee in Berlin had been
negotiating on behalf of prisoners ofwar.

General Weygand replied that the Council had sent out a committee to

deal with the question of Russian prisoners, and that it was this same com-
mittee which had assumed the conduct ofpresent negotiations, owing to the

feet that the various members of the committee had collaborated on many
other questions in the past.

M. CLEMENCEAu]then read out the decision ofh. d. 23-4*, and remarked that

the Americans had not nominated a member to the Committee created under
the resolution, as they were waiting for the ratification ofthe Peace Treaty.

M. Loucheur said he thought that the Inter-Allied Committee at Berlin

must be informed ofthe present measures taken by the Council. They should

'

be told that a coal committee was leaving on Monday,* Col. Goodyear ought,
at the same time, to be asked to continue the action that he had initiated;

whilst, on the other hand, the new Coal Conunission should be keptAlly - v •

informed of what Col. Goodyear had done, and be told that he was at-: *-

present staying at Mhhrisch Ostrau, and that they should collaborate as

dosely as possible with him.
Mr. Polk said that Mr. Hoover had suggested that Col. Goodyear should

,

be attached to the Delegated Committee sent out to Silesia firom Berlin.- A /
:^gram shotild therdfore be sent, instructing the Committee: (a) to proceed

M,<®ce to Silesia and: (i) to establish rdations with Col. Goodyear. At
8We time, it was not possible for Col, Goodyear to be an active

foe Delegated Committee prior to the ratification c€ foe-Pdace-Tngjji^^^^S
Wwiid, therefore, work. as the representaidve -of Mb'. Hoowesr ia

e^nect^ with food and coal and would be m toumh with the Gdnerds of

: '^ Delegated Committee.

f ; Mr. Baleour asked what would be the rdation between the Ddegated

I Ikamhittee and the Coal Commission, both ofwhich were bdng sent at the

time to the same place,

.
® No. 27, minute 4.
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M. Loucheur replied that the Coal Committee was a purdy technicai 1
body, and could be placed under the orders of the Delegated Committee. I
Mr. Hoover said that the functions of the Coal Committee would be

’

confined to questions ofproduction and distribution. HedidnotbeUevetbat
it could concern itself with questions of politics, and he felt that the work of

this body should not be subordinated to a military committee.

M. Clemenceau suggested that M. Loucheur and Mr. Hoover should draw

up draft instructions to the Allied Representatives at Berlin, and should

submit the text to the Council.

Mr. Hoover then suggested that General Weygand should assist tlipm
.

M. PiOHON said that he had received a visit from Mr. Grabsky ofthe Polish

Delegation. He had informed him that he would transmit a copy of the :

instructions sent by the Allied Generals, to the Polish authorities. He would
^

tell them that he fully agreed with the instructions sent, and would ask that .js

the local Polish authorities should collaborate with the Commissions sent out ;

by the Council. •

Mr. Balfour remarked that a decision had been arrived at on the previous

day to attach a German, a Czech, and a Pole to the Coal Committee. >

M. Loucheur then read the draft instructions to be sent to Berlin. (See

Appendix C.)

(It was decided :

—

1. That Colonel Goodyear should he instructed to continue the negotia- ,

tions that he had initiated in Upper Silesia, pending the arrival of

the Coal Committee, and the Committee delegated by the Inter-

Allied representatives at Berlin. He was further to place himself in

touch with these Bodies on their arrival and to act in close collabora-

tion with them.

2. That the draft telegram to General Dupont (see Armex C) should be

accepted and despatched through Marshal Foch.)

2. M. Balfour asked, in connection with the previous resolution, whether .

the troops, which might have to be despatched to Upper .

Mi^ troopsfor
Silesia at very short notice, were now ready.

in VppwSUe^ GENERAL Weygand said that it had only been decided that

the troops for Upper Silesia should be formed out offour equal' -j

Mlied contingents (see h. d. 27,^ Minute 7, and Appendix F). On the same

^ay that the decision had been taken. Marshal Foch had been requested to

study the method of victualling and the distribution of the troops in Silesia,
’

m collaboration with • the Military Representatives at Versailles, The »

:
:Military Representatives had referred the matter to their respective Govem-

nents,' and had not yet replied. He did not think that the discussions between .

shal Foch and the Military Representatives would be particrilarly finnt-

f
t|ie opposed difficulty ofvictualling did not exist. Far more compH-

:

saiimrkind'had been solved in the past. There remained^
it-

of effectives. On the propos4

,

•
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the Military Representatives one Division had been considered sufficient.

This figure had been arrived at before the appearance of the existing diffi-

culties. When one Division had been decided upon, the military problem
consisted only in maintaimng order in a tranquil country. At the present
moment, the country, which contained four million inhabitants, 360,000 of
whom were labourers, was in a state of ferment and insurrection. The fact

. that these insurgents had disarmed troops should not be lost sight of; for it

showed they were capable of military action. In his opinion, two Divisions
were required under present circumstances. His opinion had been formed
without local knowledge, and it would be advisable to ask General Dupont,
who was proceeding to Silesia, to report on the matter. In the meanwhile’
however, independently of anything that General Dupont might ultimately
say, two Division ought to be put into a state of military preparedness.

hf. Tittoni said that he had no olyection to a simple military occupation
of Silesian territory; but that if fighting occurred, parhamentary difficulties
might arise in the Allied countries, and the idea that we were carrying out
repressive measures might gain ground. The revolution in Silesia had an
essentially Polish character. Was it not therefore desirable to obtain a
declaration from the Polish Government, telling the local Polish population
to receive our troops in a friendly spirit, and assist them as much as possible ?
Mr. Balfour said that the despatch of troops was part of a policy decided

upon. All that could be done, therefore, was to have the troops in a state of
readiness.

M. Tittoni replied that he did not question Mr. Balfour’s statement but
thought that a proclamation from the Polish Government would be of great
help. He had interpreted General Weygand’s statement in the sense that
severe repressions might occur.

M. Glemenceau replied that he did not think the question arose, since the
Poles would obviously welcome our assistance against the Germans.
Mr. Polk stated that he doubted whether authority existed under the

American constitution for the United States to send troops into Silesia for

^

the purpose of quelling a revolution in that coimtry, since the Treaty with
Germany provided only for troops of occupation during the Plebiscite. If
the matters under discussion dealt simply with preliminary arrangements for
the eventual despatch of troops, he was prepared to agree, but he could not
commit himself to the despatch* of forces for the purpose of quelling the
revolution. .

^
General Weygand said that when one Division had been decided uppp^' /

for the Army of Occupation, during the Plebiscite in Upper Silesia,
%1her been decided that the Force in question should be drawn from the
Army of Occupation on the Rhine. At that time it had been decided to
maintain a Force of 150,000 men on the Rhine. Subsequently, however, this
-%ure had been reduced to 1 14,000 men, Marshall Foch had thought that
the troops necessary for Upper Silesia should be formed from the 36,000 men

. who became av^able owing to the reduction in the original figure. As an
;

example, France had six Divisions, i.e. 85,000 men, formed for the Army ctf



Occupation in Germany, and one extra contingent for Silesia. MarstuM

would like the British Government to get ready, in addition to the inW|
brigade detailed for the Rhine, a supplementary contingent which could be

drawn upon for Silesia. He also wished that the American Government

would provide a force available for Silesia in addition to the 6,800 men which
^

was its share in the Army of Occupation on the Rhine. J

Mr. Balfour said that Field-Marshal Wilson had arrived in Paris and he

would like General Weygand to consult with him on the present question.

Mr. Polk remarked that General Weygand might also confer with General <

Pershing.
^

(It was decided:— ,:|

1. That Marshal Foch should be requested to make all arrangements

necessary for putting two Divisions, which might ultimately be j
despatched to Upper Silesia on the orders of the Council, in a state

of readiness. 1

2. That General Weygand should consult with Field-Marshal Wilson and I

General Pershing with regard to the furnishing of British and
|

American troops for Upper Silesia from sources other than the Army

of Occupation on the Rhine.)
|

3. (At this point M. Serruys, Mr. Headlam-Morley, the experts of the
^

, Economic Commission, and the Editing Committee entered; ?

Report of the
jjjg rOOm.)

Economic Commis- , , _ , , , ,
'

sionwithregardto M. Serruys read and commented upon the report con-?

the Austrum tained in Appendix D.+
Counter-Proposals •

;

(i) Coal Supply to Austria: :i

The question before the Council was whether the supply of coal to Austria ;,*

from Poland and Tchecho-Slovakia should be guaranteed by a special clause

in the Peace Treaty. The opinion of the Italian Delegation had been that it

should. The other solution was, that the guarantee should be obtained by'^

dauses in the Peace Treaties with Small States. jS

.
M. Tittoni said that he agreed to the guarantee being given in the Trea^

Tchecho-Slovakia ; but the Treaty with Poland had already been signal
- M, Serruys said that an additional clause might be inserted in the Poli^;|

Treaty, but remarked that Italy would obviously obtain more coal fronts

Tchecho-Slovaki^ than from Poland. '

M. Tittoni suggested that the question could be referred to the G<^^

Committee, which could consultwith [the] Economic Commission as tothebe^

(^ethod of securing the necessary guarantees; and could advise die Gouncg

||p which Treaty it had better be included in. He did not insist on

on in the Peace Treaty with Austria. ,

'

.

jfliat obtaining the necessary guarantee

andPolandto Austria, to Aenew

drew die attexuion d the



created from the old Austro-Hungarian Empire, and the territories ofthat

Empire ceded to the Allies, should be referred to the Coal Committee and
to the Economic Commission jointly. The above Commissions should

report to the Council on the Peace Treaties in which the clauses ensuring

the above guarantees should be inserted.)

(2)
Articles 225 and 226^ of the Peace Treaty with Austria: Subject of Mationalitiesr

[Not printed.]*

(3)
The solidarity between the old Austro-Hungarian Empire and the new Austrian

Republic:

The Council was called upon to consider the Austrian contention that

there was a complete break of historical continuity between the old Austro-

Hungarian Empire and the new Austrian Republic.

M. Serruys, in drawing the attention of the Council to the above point,

said that almost every clause in the existing Peace Treaty with Austria was
dependent upon the standpoint previously adopted by the Council. ' The
Econorede Commission, however, could not assume a final decision without

a definite ruling from the Council on the point in question.

Mr. Balfour said that it was obvious that the previous decision of the

Council of Four must be upheld. The new Austrian Republic was in an
absolutely different position from the other States which had arisen out of

the dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The former was an enemy
- State, and the latter were now friendly and allied Powers. On the otherhand,

it was in the interests of the Allied and Associated Powers that the finsincial

and economic clauses of the Peace Treaty with Austria should be framed in

siKh a way that ruin and bankruptcy shoiild not be forced upon the Austrian

» .
Republic. The result ofthis would be that the Government at Vieima would
tbi^ that their only hope of salvation lay in joining the German Empire.

Ifany changes were to be made in the Peace Treaty, he thought they oi^t
tobe carried out with the above object.

'

M. Glemenceau asked whether it was decided that the Austrian contention

cjcmtained in Letter No. 707^ was rejected.

* 4 Mr. Balfour replied in the aflBrmative hut added that he thought some
> « the objections raised by the Austrian Delegation were valid. For thi$

.

fieaSon, he reserved to himself the right to propose modifications in the ^,'

'Ipnaadal and Economic Clauses when they came up for final discussi^ fM
^^4. Tittoni said that he wished to make a reservation. Mr.
fit^)osal, if accepted, would result in'a l^ening of the total

numbering is that of the draft ofJuly at), 1919.- See No.-3 i-, note 8.

t ^ .llie resolution adopted by the Supreme Council on tha item is printed by N. Ahnoad
l.'^.afid R. H. Lutz, op. cit., p. 612. Thematter was raised by the Economic Commisskm in

|f'^e.]^t of the observations cf the Austrian Delegation upon the nationality clauses. A
^ of these observations is printed, ibid. pp. 607—ia.

j Austrian note, No, 707, dated July 12, 1919, and its enclosures are printed in

iiSsr ifis TaUgkat der deuischSetarekhischen FrUdmsdeUga&m in Sf, Germahrm-Laye, ved. i.
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!» *

be obtained from Austria. IfMr. Balfour proposed a more equitable distribu.

tion ofguarantees among the States of the old Austro-Hungarian Monarchy

he agreed; but he insisted that the total amount of Reparation due to the

Allies should not, on that account, be diminished. For this reason, if Mr.

Balfour proposed to lessen the reparation payable by Austria, he would

maintain that a corresponding increase should be placed upon the obligations

of the other States of the old Austro-Hungarian Empire.

(After some farther discussion, it was agreed that the question of the

Financial and Economic guarantees shoiJd be adjourned until the con-

sideration by the Council of the final reply to the Austrian Note.)

(4) Economic Clauses in the Peace Treaty with Austria,

(After some further discussion, it was agreed that the modifications intro-

duced into the Economic Clauses of the Peace Treaty with Austria should

be communicated by the Economic Commission to the States concerned,

who should report, in writing, through their Delegations, any observations

that they had to offer to the Supreme Council by Monday, August 25th.)'

(4) Distribution offunds accumulated in social insurance schemes amongst States

deriving territoryfrom theformer Austro-Hungarian Monarchy,

M. Serruys said that in order to ensure a satisfactory solution of the

problem, it had been suggested by the Italian Delegation that the matter

should be determined by an arbitrator appointed by the League of Nations,

if disagreement arose.

M. Tittoni said that, as the Covenant of the League of Nations provided

for arbitration in such cases as these, he could [?not] see why special bodies

should be called into existence for settling disputes of this nature. If they

were called upon to adjudicate in questions arising out of insurance funds,

other bodies would be called into existence for other problems, and, in

referring the matter to the League of Nations, he considered that the Italian

Delegation was doing no more than calling upon that organization to carry

out some of its recognised functions.

(It was decided that the following point should he laid before the Drafting ,

Committee for report :

—

Since niunerous points in the Peace Treaty had to be settled by Conven-

tions between the States concerned, what procedure was to be followed,

and what form of arbitration adopted, if one of the States opposed the I

decisions ? Was the procedure laid down in Article 13 of the Covenant of . ;-

the League of Nations adequate and sufficient ?)

Austrian Insurance Companies, The question before the Council was the

^l^tion or rejection of Article 12 in Section 5 of the Peace Treaty with

L said that he hnd been advised by his expert that the clause^ ,

^jd fiiist been"i&r the Bdgian Delegation. After

fcas to become almost inoperative.

i Powers thought that it ought tote

I



suppressed. The Belgian Delegation, however, desired its retention, even in

its present form.

(After some further discussion it was decided that Article 12 of Section 5

ofthe Peace Treaty with Austria dealing with the suppression of Insurance

Contracts between an Austrian Insurance Company and its nationals,

‘under conditions which shall protect its nation^s from any prejudice’,

should be suppressed.)

At this point Mr. Serruys, Mr. Headlam-Morley, and the other experts

left the room.

4. At this stage Capt. Roper entered the room.

Captain Roper reported on the answer to the request of
SaUofA^ma^k Supreme Council (see H. D. 25-14®) on the subject of the

y alienation of aeronautical material by the German
Government. (See Appendix E.) The Committee on Aerial

Causes had attempted, without arriving at a unanimous agreement, to find

a legal argument, whereby the German Government could be forbidden to

alienate its aeronautical material. It had, however, been discovered, that

in the Brussels Convention the Germans had agreed not to sell their war,

material, whilst the aforesaid Convention remained in force. One member
ofthe Committee had thought that the Brussels Convention terminated with

the raising ofthe blockade, and that this had removed the obligations remain-

ing on the German Government. The majority of the Committee, however,

thought that the raising of the blockade, being an advantage to the German
people, could not destroy the obligations which they had accepted, in order

to obtain the advantages which accrued to them under the Brussels Conven-

tion. The legal point at issue was whether the Supreme Economic Council

had been right in stating that the prohibition on the sale of aeronautical

material would remain in force until the end of the armistice, that is to say,

until the complete ratification of the Peace Treaty. Another question arose,

which was whether the Supreme Economic Council was entitled to decide

on such a point. The Supreme Council is the onlyjudge of the matter. An
obvious obligation is imposed by the Peace Treaty with Germany, since, if

the German Government alienated its material before the ratification of the

Treaty, they would not be able to make the deliveries called for under that

document. This point had been unanimously admitted by the Comrnittee

on Aerial Glauses. This might be regarded as a form of moral obligation .

.which the Germans had acknowledged, as far as war material was coiKjQineii/l

in their letter to General Nudant, dated August 6th, 1919. (See AppesndtikS)“/.

General Weygand said that Greneral Yudenitch was at jiresent asking

for permission to purchase from Germany Russian war material previously

taptirred by the former power. Gzecho-Slovakia was making a similar request
.to be allowed to purchase war material frorji Bavaria. He thought that the

two questions should be considered conjointly.

GaWain Roper suggested that the principle of Allied ownership of war

® No. 29, minute 14. See also No. 32, minute 9.
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material in the hands of Germany should first be upheld,

Allies might grant special authorisations for the sale of such material,

M. Glemengeau agreed with this proposal, and suggested that, ia acccff-

dance with the above principle, sales to General Yudenitch and the Czecho-

slovaks might be authorised at once.

M. -Tittoni said, that as General Yudenitch’s request for financial and i
material assistance could not be granted, it was incumbent upon the Council

to accede to his wishes in this respect. '(I

Mr. Polk suggested that the entire question might be referred to the t

proposed advance Delegations of the Commissions of Control, which were v

about to proceed into Germany. , tl

Admiral Knapp said that he had been a member of the Committee on *

Aerial Glauses, but had entertained certain doubts as to the legal posititm.
. I

His opinion had been that the Brussels Convention had not been binding on /|

Germany after the Convention had lapsed. Morally he had not felt any i

doubt in the matter. If the majority point of view were to prevail, Germany ^
would be restrained from consummating any future sales to neutrals, and ?

would therefore be obliged to turn over to the Allies any sums which she had’.

realised in the past. -‘j

Mr. Balfour said that as everybody was agreed as to the existence of a
"

moral obligation upon the German Government, he thought it would ^,-j

best to mahe a specific demand on Germany, leaving it to her to bring

forward such legal objections as might be made. He wished that the draft

telegram to be sent to the German Government should be placed before the

Council on the following day.

(It was agreed that the Allied and Associated Powers should inform

many that they maintain the principle that Germany should not ahmate |

its war materifd, more particularly material of an aeronautical descripti<®* J*

At the same time, th& Principal Allied and Associated Powers, by "virtu# *

of their rights of propriety over this material, should reserve to themsdves.j

the right to grant special licences in certain cases.

It was- further decided that, in execution of the above resojutio;^ «
, ^

special authorisation should be granted to Germany for the sale ofmateri^^

• ashed for by General Yudenitch, and by the Czecho-Slovak GovemroeBfe
‘ A draft telegram on the above lines, to be sent to General Nudant, sho^f,

be prepared by General Weygand and submitted for approval at the
‘

, meeting of the Goundl.) ^

5. The Council took note of the telegram from the French Minista:^^!

. . Belgrade (Annex [Appendix] F).

^easiaOuBaiuti Tittoni Said that he thought explanations should

,
. asked for fiDm Bucharest

said that whilst agredngwith M, Tittoni he thought it



{drtlier infoxinatioii on the intentions of the Roumanian Govenuuent with

regard to the Banat. He should also inform the Roumanian Government

that the frontiers laid down by the Council in the Banat and elsewhere,

were final.)

6,

M. Clemenceau asked Mr. Hoover to make a statement with regard to

the situation in Hungary.
Situam m Hoover said that he had little to add to his statement on

previous day. He did not think that it would require much
pressure to dispossess the Archduke of the Throne that he had seized.

Mr. Balfour proposed that a telegram which he had drafted (see

Annex [Appendix] G) should be despatched.

(After some discussion it was agreed that the telegram drafted by Mr. Bal-

four should be published immediately,** and sent to the Mission of Allied

Generals at Budapest.)

Mr. Hoover then read a further telegram from Mr. Gregory at Budapest

(see Aimex [Appendix] H).

M. Clemenceau said that the telegram in question made it all the more

necessary to send off Mr. Balfour’s despatch.

7.

The Council took note of the letter from Marshal Foch on the subject of

the use of the Port of Dantzig and the Kiel Canal (see Annex I*®).

General Weygand said that the use ofthe Port ofDantzig was connected

with the Polish question, which was now very acute. Although Marshal Foch

was in agreement with the German proposals,” he did not think that the

discussion could be continued at the present time.

. The question was therefore adjotuned.

8.

The Committee took note of Marshal Foch’s proposals with regard to the

immediate despatch of certain members of the Inter-Allied Commissiois of

Control into Germany (see Annex [Appendix] J). , , .

Mr. Polk stated that he agi’eed with Marshal Foch’s conclusions but that

was unable to send any American Delegates until the ratification of the

^|rreaty of Peace. He agreed, however, that General Bliss should be kept

^^formed of the action taken by the advanced Delegations.

'
; .

(It was decided that Marshal Foch’s proposalswithregard to theimmedia^

:

; >,de8patdh, into Germany of Delegations representing the Commissions

i ; ^ ^
This telegram was published with verbal variation in the British press on

^ Not printed. This letter, dated Ar^gust 18, ,report npbn the
3

n^otiations with the German GovemmeaEit irntto^thtro^g^ m i

the decision of the Supreme Councfl ofJuly ai, 19^8 (^ee No. iS, minute 4, and

II below).

,
Oh August 15, 19x9, the Gjerman Government had tel^raphed that: (i) it did not

an obligation on its part to authorize the passage through Danzig of material fen:

PblMi army: a thesis widi wbkh Marshal Foch fully concurred; <ii) it was, however,

to enter into ni^otiatkwos upon the matter ;
(iii) it seemed opportune to bring such

i within the firainework of those already being cemducted in Berlin betw^n the . ^

1 ahd Mish Government. '
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Control, should be accepted; and that the representation of the UniteJ I
States on the aforesaid Delegations should be held in abeyance for^ ’

present*

General Weygand was instructed to draft a letter for conummicatioa
to the German Government informing them of the above proposals.)

9 -

'

'

Use by the British and
[Not printed]

American Armies of roll'-

ing-stovk taken over by

[fronil the Germans under

the Armistice

10, (It was decided that the proposal of the Committee supervising the execu-

Proposed of the
clauses of the Peace Treaty with Germany (see

Schlestmg Commission
Appendix L”) should be adopted).

suggesting despatch of
one member to Plensbterg

The meeting then adjourned.

Villa Majestic, Paris,

August 22, igig.

Appendix A to No. 40

A. R. A.j Received Aug. 22, igig.

VIENNA. Aug. 21, igig, 7.50 p.m. 13X go 100.

Hoover, Paris. For action.

Following received over phone from MaJhtrisch Ostrau

:

‘Insurrectionists retiring to Poland have taken with them several hundred
hostages. Germans have numerous prisoners including a number of Polish soldiers

in uniform. Am leaving for Poland and will attempt to secure immediately return
of all hostages. In the meantime have arranged with commanding general for,

suspension of execution by Germans until tomorrow morning. Hope in meantime ^

to negotiate some arrangement between Germans and Poles. If possible secure

authority for me from Entente and Germany to act as arbitrator in present situa-

tion until arrival Upper Silesian Commission. Under martial law Germans will

doubtless execute many prisoners including Polish soldiers unless arrangements can
be made to turn them over to Polish military authorities for discipline. To avoid
fcther clashes hope to arrange this. Goodyear.’

I
^ Gregory, g "

The proposal, made by the committee m a note dated August 20, i9W;^
fh® International Commission for the Schleswig plebiscite, tb^|



Appendix B to No. 40

TiUgramme. Berlin, le si aoUt igig A 77 h. 33

regu le ss A o h. 30.

Les AUemands et les Polonais viennent de se mettre d’accord sur les points

suivants

:

I® les AUemands ne proc6deront plus k aucune ex^cution^
'2® une commission interalli^e partira demain pour la Haute-Silesie,

30 la d616gation polonaiseis partira pour Varsovie; eUe y restera jusqu’^ ce que
la mission interalli6e ait pr6sent6 son rapport,

40 demain k lo heures aura lieu une seance de cloture; k I’issue de la s6ance la

dfl6gation polonaise quittera Berlin.

L*Assembl6e Nationale a constitu^ le comit6 des affaires exterieures pr6vu par
I’article 35 de la Constitution. Scheidemann en est le president, Haussmann le

vice-president; les socialistesysontrepr6sent6s par Braun (Franconie), Hildenbrand,
Stucklen [PStuckeln], et Weiss, le centre par Horschel, Pfeiffer, Tricorn [PTrimborn],
les ddmocrates par Schiffer et von Richtofen, les nationaux aUemands par Graefe
et Traub, le parti populaire aUemand par Heinze. La commission charg6e de
Texamen de la question des responsabilit<6s s’est 6galement constitute. aujourd’hui
sous la presidence du dtmocrate Petersen; le dtputt Spahn du centre a ete

nonnne vice-prtsident. Les stances seront publiques.

Haguenin

Appendix G to No. 40

TiUgramme adressS au Genkal Dupont

Se rtftrant a votre ttltgramme N®* . . , nous comprenons que la Commission
,*composte de vous-mtme, du Gtntral Malcolm et du Gtntral Bencivenga va se

transporter en Haute-Siltsie. La Conftrence dtsire que vous acceltriez votre
voyage et que dts votre arrivte vous vous adjoigniez le Colonel Goodyear comme
reprtsent^t amtricain de votre Commission.
Le Colonel Goodyear a ttt le reprtsentant du Conseil Supreme Economique

pour la distribution du charbon et il est maintenant en Haute-Siltsie k M^hrisch-
Ostrau.

La dtltgation amtricaine a regu ce matin du Colonel Goodyear le ttltgramme n

suivant qui indique ce qu’il fait actuellement ‘

^

Notre dtsir est que toutes les questions soient prises en mains par la Commission '

comme formant un tout. k
En mtme temps, nous avisons le Colonel Goodyear de ces arrangements et nous^

?ui donnons les instructions pour continuer ses efforts dans le sens indiqut par ^
jusqu’i notfe p votre] arrivte.

,

.

La Conftrence envisage que tout ce qui est possible doit ttre fait par la Gom-
nnssion pour aniver au rttablissement de Pordre et die esptre que Pinfluence
personnelle des membres de la Coi^imission s^y employera. La'Conamission devra
tenir la Conftrence au courant et notamment tdtgraphier dts son amvte queUe^ la situation exacte et le plan qu’elle propose.
Pour votre information nous vous avisons qu’actuellement en Pttat de ses

minute 8. Omi^ion in original.



rraseignements la Conference considere que les seules solutions nour
"

secunte et pour assurer egalement la production du charbon, coSsteS^'
rbccupation immediate par les troupes albees.

“^
^ w
production. i.

Une suggestion nonofficieUe a ete fait[e], par le canal delaDeiegationaUemai«Bl
i Vewadles, pourquele Gouvernement allemand demandel’occupationiiiaS?
Gorrformemcnt au Traite cette occupation va en tons cas tee inevitable dannquelques semames. Vemllez nous donner votre avis sur les effectife necessairwi
cette occupation dans les circonstanccs actuelles.

;

Norn vous informons d’ailleurs qu’une Commission speciale ct techmaue«* ^
envoyee par nous k Mahrisch-Ostrau pour etudier les moyens d’augmenter la '

produenon du ch^bon et sa distribution non seulement en Haute-Siiesic maktaussi k Trachen, k Dombrowa et autres bassins miniers voisins. Cette Commisdwt''
comprendra non seulement des deiegues des quatre Puissances, mais encore im

"

deiegue tteeco-slovaque et un deiegue polonais. Nous avons invite les AUemaiMfe i:

y cooperer par la designation d’un membre. Cette Commission arrivera ieudLL Amenque y a designe le Colonel Goodyear comme son representant. '.1

Appendix E to No. 40 '
^

Document i

Le GindrdL Duval, Prisident de la Commission des Clauses Adriennes, d, Motisiem ki
President du Conseil Suprime de la Confirence de la Paix

PARIS, le I’j affdt
;

J m 1 ho^eur de vous soumettre I’expose de I’opinion de la Commission des
Uauses Aenennes, reunie le jeudi 14 aoflt 1919, sur la demande du Conseil:
supreme, pour etudier k nouveau le texte des trois resolutions prises par le Cmh^

.

du 6 aoat 1919, au sujet de la vente-par le Gouvernement Allemand de Matted;;
Aaronautique.® ^

"
Comnussion a tout d’abord ad33ais k ruiianimit^:

'

Quo doit 6tre consid6r6 comme materiel de guerre:
Tout le mat&iel construit avant la signature de I’annistice;

2® Tout le mat^el qui se trouvait en cours de construction, lors de cettef
\ : Signature:

^ naat^rid qui a 6t6 construit depuis cette date, d’aprfe les pls^
utilise avant rarmistice.

. .
4

pourraient ^tre cohsidAr& comme a^ronefe civils des adrone& com
^toeurement k I’aimistice et sur des plans enticement nouveaux,

P certain quil n^existe actuellement en AUemagne aucun ap
^^^tte condition et pouvant 6tre i juste titre appeM ‘aConef cr

diffCence vCitableentre les aC^

considCer comme adrorte&^i

aConefe dSts civils.
.

comme'^m'at^rid ’C^'^

Supr&^du-6 a<m%



fm 500 moteurs ont 6t6 captures par TAUemagne sur des appareils appaitenant
jJ aux Puissances Allises ou Associ^es.

^ La Commission a ensuite recherche, dans les textes officiels existants, les bases

^
d’une argumentation tendant k interdire k PAUemagne Pexportation de son
mat^el adronautiq.ue:

i<» Dans le texte de la Convention d’Armistice, il n'existe aucime disposition
utilisable. Seule dtait pr^vue la rendition d'une certaine quandtd de
materiel, le surplus n’^tait pas visd.

.

2® Dans le Traitd de Paix, il n’existe aucune disposition applicable, k la pdriode

,
antdrieure k la mise en vigueur du Traits de Paix, c’est-i-dire k la rati-

fication.

3® Dans la Convention de Bruxelles seulement apparait Pinterdiction formelle
d’exporter certain matdriel d^signd sous forme de liste, dans un tdldgramme
en date du 25 mars 19 19^ ^dressd par le Conseil Supreme au Gouvemement
AUemand par Pintermddiaire de la Commission Interallide d’Armistice.

Mais la Convention de Bruxelles a cess6 d’etre en vigueur le 12 juillet 1919—
date de la levde du blocus.

Quel est alors le regime k appliquer entre cette date du 12 juillet 1919 et la date
k laquelle le Traitd de Paix sera applicable?

Le tfl^gramme susvis6 du Conseil Supreme Economique sp^dfie que Pexpor-
tation des articles mentionnds ‘materiel de guerre etc. . . sera interdite pendant
toute la durte de Parmistice et ceci conduiraitjusqu*^ la date de la ratification du
Trait6 de Paix. La majority des membres de la Commission des Clauses A&iennes
pense, en outre, que la lev^e du blocus ne saurait rdever les Allemands de Pengage-
ment pris par eux k Bruxelles de renoncer k toute exportation du materiel d^sign^
engagement qxxi leur valait un desserrement du Blocus et un ravitaillement imm6-
diaL La lev^e du blocus 6tant \me amdioration k leur sort et une faveur plus

.
grande ne pent d61ierl’AUemagne de ses obligations ant6rieurement accept^es.

Ndanmoins, certains membres de la Commission des Clauses Adiennes ont mis
doute la competence du Conseil Supreme Economique lorsqu’il a declare, dans ,

£
son teiegramme, que la prohibition d’exportation durerait jusqu’i la fin de PAr^^^ .y

mistice, c’est-i-dire au deBi de la duree de la Convention de Bruxelles en veftu y ;

laquelle etait dressee la liste prohibitive.

, Le Conseil Supreme de la Conference de la Paix pent seul juger de la valeur

^
& cette decision du Conseil^ Supreme Econoniique, decision contre laquelle le

"

^
«<5ouvemement AUemand n’a eieve aucune protestation.

Aucun argument legal n’a done pu etre retenu k Punanimite par la Comnus^mr
Clauses Aeriennes, mais il y a un argument moral en faveur de la prdbibitkfe;^

^
#e^rtation du materiel aeronautique allemand et la Commisdon des
Adriennes pense k Punanimite que:

^ ^

inateriel aeronautique fait parde du ma^Mid cfe

: ; 2® Le materiel de guerre devant etre Hyi^ aux.

PAUemagne aux Etats Allies et ne ddit pas enre exporte avant la

. ratificatmn du dit Traite de Paix.

d resulte que le materiel aeronautique—m^me les aviom dits civils—
ne doit pas etre exporte.

^ ^l^^Sfeurs cette oMigatian morale a ete reconnue par ecrit, par le Gk)uvemement
1 lui-n^me dans lal^tre en date du 6 aout 1919, aidressee par le Preside^.

'

.

-

’

-



de la Commission Allemande d’Armistice au President de la Commission rnto-. I

allide d’Armistice, le Gdniral Nudant. *

Gopie de cette lettre ci-jointe.

Document 12

Translation,

AAi II. 7207] Le President de la Commission allemande d"armistice au Prisidentk

la Commission Interalliie d^Armistice

Objet: Vente d’avions. A la Note du 20 juillet N® 1441/G.

La r^ponse aux notes du G6n6ral Nudant, au sujet de l^exportation d’avions n’a

pas faite parce que la liste d’interdiction pour ^exportation de marchandises

d6termin6es reposant sur le Gouvernement [? rdgime] de Bruxelles a prdu entre

temps sa raison d’etre par suite dc la lev6e du blocus. Cette liste d’interdiction

avait eu comme rdsultat pour le Gouvernement allemand la situation suivante;

Dans la liste d’interdiction les avions ne sont pas nominativement mentionnfe,

^’Cependant les avions tombaient sous I’acceptation materiel de guerre pour autant

qu’il s’agissait parmi ceux-ci d’appareils militaires qui dtaient destines k ^tre

employ^ k des buts militaires par I’dtranger. Par suite, il y avait une distinction

k faire entre les avions militaires dont I’exportation 6tait interdite et les avions pour

des buts civils qui n’6taient pas soumis k des interdictions d’exportations. Le

Gouvernement allemand a sdvi centre I’exportation d’avions militaires ou de

pieces de ces appareils aussitdt qu’il a eu connaissance de cas de ce genre.

Actuellement, en ce qui concerne I’exportation d’avions du c6t6 allemand, on

agira d’aprfes les dispositions ^tablies dans le Trait6 de Paix.

En ce qui concerne la plainte 61ev^e par le Mardchal Foch dans son t616gramine

du 14 juin N® 2930 au sujet de I’exportation d’anciens appareils militaires enpays

scandinaves une enqu^te n’a pu Stre faite par suite du manque de renseignements

d^taill6s.

Diisseldorf, le 6 aout 1919

Signd: Wilms

Transmis k M. le Mardchal Commandant Le G6n6ral Nudant,

en Chef les Arm6es AUides, Pr6sident de la C.LA.P.

4 bis, Bd. des Invalides, Paris. Sign6 . . .

Appendix F to No. 40

BELGRADE, le 20 ao&t

Copie TeL

Le President du Conseil vient de me faire part des nouvelles inquidtantes que Ic

Gouvernement S.H.S. re9oit de Bucarest.

M. Bratiano continue sa propagande; il reclame le Banat jusqu’^ la Tisza;

^Mar^hiloman^^ le soutient et declare qu’on le prendra par I’arm^e s’il le faut,

^d’mBeurs, les Grandes Puissances ne peuvent rien pour s’y opposar. Tom|

t^qnnaitri^ la delimitation qui a 6t6 faite dans le Banat. Certa^^^

^d^^nxia^ ef aeJmettent que la Roumanie est k la

f a:pd former prime minister.



En Transylvanie, .xl y a (?) divisions roumaines d’infanterie et deux de

cavalerie; on croit*qu’elles vont recevoir Tordre d’envahir le Banat serbe. ^

Les Serbes sont d^cid^s k se d6fendre quelque grande que soit leur fatigue.

R6tablira-t-on Teffet du d6cret de demobilisation de 3 classes territoriales sign^

hier par le Prince R6gent ?

L’Etat-Major serbe pense qu’il devra envoyer des renforts dans le Banat.

Le Gouvernement S.H.S. s’adresse k la Conference et lui demande instamment

de prendre une decision qui mette fin aux machinations de M. Bratiano et de

declarer formellement que la repartition du Banat et sa delimitation doivent etre

considerees comme definitives. C’est ce que je disais dej^ dans mes teiegrammes

Nos 341 et 342, et ma depeche. 428. La Conference a assume une veritable respon-

sabilite vis-a-vis des Serbes en les obligeant a evacuer dans le Banat des points

strategiques qu’ils ont du remettre aux Roumains et des territoires dont la popula-

tion magyare et schwabe voulait, en cas de confiit, marcher aux cotes des Serbes

centre les Roumains.

Le Gouvernement S.H.S. a re^u des Tch^ques un avertissement pressant de se

tenir sur ses gardes. De Budapest viennent les renseignements les plus alarmants

sur les intentions agressives des Roumains. Sur la nouvelle frontifere dans le Banat

r^gne une grande nervosite provoquee par les menaces des Roumains.

Ge soir, le Conseil des MiniStres a envisage T^ventualit^ d’une nouvelle mobili-

sation g^n^rale, alors qu’hier il avait fait signer un premier d^cret de demobili-

sation.

II est d’extrdme urgence de prononcer des paroles decisives.

Fontenay

Appendix G to No. 40 •

Tiligramme adressi par le Conseil Suprime d la Mission Interalliee de Generaux d

Budapest

The Allied and Associated Powers have been fiirther considering the information

derived from your reports and from other sources as to recent events in Budapest:

their conclusions are as follows:

They are most anxious to conclude a durable peace with the Hungarian people,

but they feel that this cannot be done while the present Hungarian Government

is in power. That Government has been brought into existence not by the will of

the people but by a coup d^itat carried out by a small body of police under the

protection ofa foreign army. It has at its head a member ofthe House ofHapsbmg,

whose policy and ambition were largely responsible for the calamities under which

the world is suffering, and will long suffer. A peace negotiated by such a Govern^
^

meat is not likely to be lasting, nor can the Alfred and Aissociated Gk)vernment^g

give it the economic support which Hungary so sorely needs,

If it be replied that the Archduke Joseph is prepared, beime approajf^^^

Allied and Associated Governments, to j^bmit his claims to the te^ of popul^.

dection, we must reply that this procedure cannot be satisfectory if the election is

' carried out xmder the auspices of an administration which the Ar^duke himself

controls. The difficulties in the way of obtaining, by dection, a faithful reflexion

t£ the popular will, are, in the present unhappy state of Hungary,
of the most

serious kind. They would be overwhelming if the dection were carried out under

^^
3apsburg influences. Even if the Assembly dected under such circumstances



were really representative, no one would think so. In the interests, th^re.v»v,™

European Peace the Allied and Associated Governments must insist that

present claimant to the headship of the Hungarian State should resign, and that|

a Government in which all parties are represented should appeal to the Hungarian-^

people. The Allied and Associated Powers would be prepared to negotiate wi4
j

any Government which possessed the confidence of an Assembly so elected. You
|

should have this message published locally. 1

88.8.19.

Appendix H to No. 40

A.R.A., Received Aug. sz, igij.

yx u 884 RP8h.
-

For action.

VIENNA. August SS, IQig.

Hoover, Paris.

Ham No. 1192. At Conference yesterday afternoon, participated in by different
'J

parties in Hungary, it was determined to ask the Entente for a statement as te'M
whether the Archduke was person[a\ grata or not. In view of the repeated dedara-, *
tions which have been made directly and indirectly to the four generals and to

other persons on this subject it would appear either that there is a studied attemptm
on the part ofthe Archduke and his man Friday, Friederich, to cause delays durii^«
which time the Roumanians continue to heavily propagandize the situation,

second, that the four generals to whom these instructions have been given have 3
not with sufficient force conveyed and interpreted them to the members of ^
Government. In the meantime Roumanians are working very strongly with S
certainmembers oftheGovernmentwho saythat unless Entente gives clearanswerto J
their question that it will [?be] best forthem to throw their lotwith the Roumanians, j
Naturally this talk is being made by the Archduke and Friederich, his prinK ^
minister, in view of the situation. Gan you not arrange to have a direct and final

answer given to these people upon this subject which will settle this business once p
and for all? Can you not do this today? 'si

Gregory. 1.23 p.ni.
.jj

Appendix J to No. 40 •

G.Q,G.A., U 17 aodt

iptiaiJ-Major Gdndral. N® 3940.

Markhd Foch, Commandant en Chefles Armies Alliies, d Monsieur le Prisident

*; Conseil, Prisident de la Confirmee de la Paixy {Seiritariat de la Confirenci) *3 !

^ Par lettre du ii aofit, la Ddl^gation AUemande de Versailles a demand^ £
preparer, d’accord avec le Gouvemement AUemand, I’exdcufion de

V du Trait6 de Paix concemant Parm^e, la marine et Pa^ronautiqu^ 1^ j

its Allies et Associ& envoieiit i il^rlina le plus tdt possible,

: nicGsdti de prendre le plus tot po^K>

fliiauci^&res, legislatives* et adininis^J

^cede et de ^ gar^t^

]»!ise%onfune valeur ind^ci



f
Du point de vue des Puissances Allises .et Associ^es, le Marshal Fdch a feit

^
ressoitir k plusieurs reprises combien il est utile que nos Commissions de Controle

I
entrent en action d^s la mise en vigueur du Traits, suivant un plan bien arrit6

I
"
et avec les moyens necessaires. La proposition du Gouvemement allemand est de

I nature k faciliter et acc^Mrer grandement le travail de ces Commissions. Elle

I ' semble done devoir ^tre retenue.

D^autre part, 6tant donn^ que les Commissions de Controle, qui, aux termes du

I Traite, repr&entent aupr^is du Gouvemement allemand les Gouvernements des

I
Puissances Allises et Associ^es, seront chargees de veUler k Pexdcution des clauses

- de la partie V du Traits, il y aurait les plus s6rieux inconv6nients k faire traiter

; les questions dont il s’agit par une nouvelle Commission qui viendrait sejuxtaposer

et mtne se superposer k elles. Il est demand^, en consequence, que la Commission

qui sera envoyee k Berlin soit une sorte d’avant-garde des Commissions de Con-
^ ' tr61e, et soit composee d’un nombre r^duit de membres de chaque Puissance pris

dans dbacune des Commissions militaire, navale et adrienne. Ces membres seront

choMs parmi les plus dlevds en grade, dtant doruid la valeur des decisions qu*ils

auront k prendre, ou, dans les cas importants, k soumettre au Conseil Supreme

des Gouvernements.

Enfin, la note de la Delegation allemande parle de negociationsy de mesures a

:
,
* arreter, accord entre les Gouvernements Allies et Associes et le Gouvemement
Allemand. H semble necessaire d’etablir que, si la Commission Alliee envoyee k

Berlin doit prendre en serieuse consideration et examiner avec tout le soin voulu

les observations et propositions du Gouvemement Allemand pour arriver k une
' execution pratique des clauses du Traite, il ne peut etre question de negociations

proprement dites. EUe a seulement k regler les modalites d’execution d’lm Traite,

' qui n^est susceptible d’aucune modification.
'

. ^On a, en consequence, rhonneur de soiunettre au Conseil Supreme des Gou-

vemements la resolution suivante:

[
Dans le but de preparer avec le Gouvemement Allemand Texecution des

^
clauses militaires, navales, aeriennes du Traite, chaque Comngdssion de ContiAle

renverra, le plus tot possible, k Berlin, une Delegation reduite composee du ^

. President et des Membres les plus importants de cette Commission, de tdte
, J j

^rte que chaque Puissance, participant au Contr61e, y soit*represent^ i

; ‘Ces Delegations ont pour mission de fixer, d’accord avec le Gouvemem«c3i

. allemand, les modalites d’execution des clauses de la partieV du Traite de Paix;

- ^^gneie 28 juin k Versailles, qui ne sont susceptibles d’aucime modification

^ 4e principe. En cas de divergence persistante de vucs avec le Gouvemem®t

^
- Allemand, conome en cas de decision particulierement importante, ces Deie-

^

devront se referer au Conseil Supr^e des Gouvernements, par |

inediaire du Marechal Foch.
^

*
r,

Xe Marechal Foch est charge d^arreter la composition de ces

J
date de leur depart, et de les faire connaitre au GkmvOT^eaao^

Weygand



No. 41

H. D. 37.] Notes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai d'Orsay^ Paris
^
on Saturday^

August 23^ 3.30 p.m.

Present: U.S.A,\ Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: The Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour, O.M., M.P.; secretaries

Mr. H. Norman, Sir Geo. Clerk.

France: M. Clemenceau; secretaries, M. Berthelot, M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U,S.Ar. Col. U. S. Grant. British Empire: Lt.-Gom-

mander Bell. Gapt. A. Portier. Lt.-Colonel Jones.

Interpreter: M. Meyer.

I. Field-Marshal Sir H. Wilson, Mr. J. F. Dulles, and General Sackville-

r. . « .
West, together with M. Loucheur and General Weygand

Roumanian Requisi- .

°
. rr were present.

tions in Hungary ^
The Council took note of a draft telegram (see Appen-

dix A), which it was proposed to send to the Roumanian Government at

Bucarest in the name of the Council.

M. Loucheur said that the telegram in question had been drafted by the

Organisation Committee of the Reparations Commission.

(It was decided that the telegram for communication to the Roumanian
Government at Bucarest, on the subject of the requisition of war material

by the Roumanian Army in Hungary, should be accepted and despatched.)

Mr. Polk informed the Council, that, when the Roumanians first showed

an inclination to collect in Hungary whatever they thought due to them for

reparation, he had asked the Government at Washington to stop the, delivery

of contracts undertaken between the United States and Roumania. The
Roumanians had expressed indignation at this measure, but he thought it

necessary to cut off all supplies to that country. He asked whether it had

any other source of supply.

M. Clemenceau said that he did not know of any.

General Weygand said that the Council had previously decided to supply

war material to Roumania, some of which had not yet been delivered.

M. Clemenceau said that the supplies not yet sent ought to be stopped.

Mr. Balfour said that similar measures could be taken from London.

General Weygand asked whether supplies for which payment had been

made should also be stopped.

M. Clemenceau said that they should.

M. Tittoni said that the Council of Four had decided on a previous

occasion .to reduce the armaments of new states. This decision had never

been put into effect. The l^litary Representatives at Versailles ought: to

have suggested concrete proposals, but had not done so.
’
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General SAaKViLLE-WEsr said that a preliminary report had been given

and a request made for further information on certain points: when this had
been received a final report could be sent.

M. Loucheur said that he had been the Chairman of the Committee deal-

ing with the question. He and his colleagues had wished to know what
material had been sent to the small States, but the Military Representatives

at Versailles wanted to know the total armament under the control of each
separate State. This was information that could not be obtained, since the

countries concerned would not supply the necessary data. The amount of
material delivered by Great Britain, Italy, and other Powers, had been
communicated to Versailles, who could now make a report.

M. Tittoni, insisting on his previous point, stated that, despite the wish
of the Council that armaments should be limited, so as to avoid future wars,

no real effort was being made to impose this decision on the small States. It

would appear that every nation was making further warlike preparations,

which fact made the early solution of the question important.

M. Clemenceau said that when the question had been discussed, he had
made considerable reservations. He had not seen how such restrictions could

be imposed upon victorious States by their own Allies.

M. Tittoni remarked that some ofthe victorious countries appeared to be
making ready for war.

(It was decided that all delivery of war material to Roumania by the
Principal Allied and Associated Powers should be stopped immediately,
and that the prohibition should remain in force until further orders. The
aforesaid prohibition was to extend to war material to be delivered imder
contract, and to war materials for which payment had been made.)

2. The Council took note of a telegram from Colonel Goodyear on the subject

Sitmtim in
situation in Silesia. (See Appendix B.)

S^si^ Loucheur said that he and Mr. Hoover were going to meet
the German Representatives at Versailles, who hoped that a reply

from the German Government would be to hand during the course of the

afternoon.

Mr. Balfour said that it would be unwise to send the telegram drafted

by the Organising Committee of the Reparations Commission until we knew
whether the German Government would consent to the despatch of troops

to Silesia, before the date specified in the Peace Treaty.

M. Loucheur replied that the German Government’s consent was only

necessary for the despatch of troops, and not for the Coal Committee.

(M. Loucheur and Mr. J. F. Dulles then withdrew.)

3. Mr. Balfour said that he desired to make an appeal to his colleagues of

the Council. Under the provisions of the Peace Treaty,

German Prisoners ought to be returned to their own country

CmoriM
^

ratification. If the Parliaments of Italy, France and of

other Allied countries had been able to ratify the Treaty, the

prisoners would have been returned by now. He did not wish his colleagues
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to think that this remark implied any criticism whatsoever upon the parlia-
mentary procedure in Allied countries. He did, however, draw the attention
of the Council to the fact that the result of the delay was extremely burden-
some. He had been informed by Field-Marshal Wilson that there were
220,000 prisoners in English hands, and that the cost of keeping them was
^90,000 a day, that is, ;^i,000,000 in ii days. There was no military

advantage to be gained from the retention of these prisoners. On the
contrary, they detained British troops which were needed elsewhere. He
hoped, therefore, that the Council might give a ‘bienveillant’ consideration

to the point that he laid before them.

Mr. Polk said that the same question arose for the United States. The
Americans had 40,000 prisoners guarded by 10,000 men. The demobiliza-

tion of the specially raised American Armies was proceeding, and by the

30th September, the dissolution of the American War Forces should be
complete. He had asked his legal advisers whether the prisoners in question

might be transferred to another Power, and the answer had been, that, imder
the provisions ofexisting Treaties, such a transfer would not be legal. General
Pershing had stated that the question was urgent. The total cost of paying
the troops guarding the prisoners and of maintaining the prisoners them-
selves came to about 2,000,000 dollars a month.

Field-MIarshal Wilson then said that the total number oftroops necessa^
for the custody of German prisoners was 60,000.

M. Clemenceau said that he approached the question from a different

standpoint, in that he had 350,000 German prisoners employed in useful

work on the devastated regions. He would therefore have preferred that the

German prisoners should be transferred to him, so long as they remained
under the control of the Government of the captor. He knew nothing of the

legal aspect of the question of transfer, but wondered whether some form of

contract could not be drawn up. SpeaJdng frankly, he intended to return the

German prisoners as late as he possibly could, but he had no intention of

doing anything contrary to the provisions of the Peace Treaty* Whilst seeing

the force of the British point ofview, it did not seem to him possible to return

the prisoners before the date stipulated under the Treaty. If, however, it

were possible to do so, he wanted to retain the German prisoners in France
to the last moment. The French Government had opened a discussion with

the Austrian and Polish Governments with a view to obtaining labour for

the devastated regions, and he had reasons for hopmg that negotiations would
be successful. The German prisoners did not work well, and they were under
custody of young soldiers of 19 and 20 years of age, who could not exercise

much control over them. On the other hand, he would rather have German
prisoners than nobody. He asked on what date the Peace Treaty would be

. 'ratified in Allied cotmtries.

Balfour replied that he thought Great Britain would ratify on the

g^^j'Septtanber.

said France would ratify about the 15th September,
p M. TrmoHi ^ve the same date.
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Mr. Polk said that America might ratify later, possibly on about the

ist October.

Mr. Balfour remarked that it was not necessary for the other Allied

Powers to wait for America. The ratification by the British Colonies would

be early in September. The Treaty would come fully into force when Great

Britain, France and Italy had ratified it.

M. Clemenceau said that in accordance with the dates just given, the

Treaty would come into force in three weeks’ time. He suggested that Field-

Marshal Wilson should consult with General Weygand. It would, of course,

be understood that Great Britain should retain all her rights over the

prisoners taken by her Armies. He suggested that some kind of transfer

might be found possible.

Mr. Balfour asked what were the provisions of military law on the point

in question.

M. Clemenceau replied that he did not know: he only wanted the two

Generals to confer and report.

Field-Marshal Wilson said that the question seemed rather to be one

for lawyers.

Mr. Polk asked that General Pershing should also discuss the matter with

Field-Marshal Wilson and General Weygand.

M. Clemenceau said the Generals should bear in mind that prisoners

could not be sent back at once. Such a measure would put France in a most

diBGlcult position, since it was evident that she had been devastated, and
required work, whilst Great Britain and America had no such special

needs.

M. Berthelot remarked that a precedent for the transfer of prisoners of

war existed in the case of Belgium, which country had allocated seven or

eight thousand men to France.

M. Tittoni added that after Serbia had been invaded, and the Austrian

prisoners taken by that country delivered to Italy, Italy had made a loan of

them' to France.

(It was decided that Field-Marshal Sir Henry Wilson, General Pershing

and General Weygand should examine conjointly by what means German

prisoners in American and British hands, and at present in France, could

be transferred to the French Government. The rights of the British md
American Governments over the aforesaid prisoners should remainwithout

alteration. A report on the above question should be submitted to the

Council.)

4. Mr. Balfour, said that Allied troops had been promised for plebiscite

areas in Dantzig, Memel, Upper Silesia, Schleswig, and
Im-Mud Troops Klagenfurt. He did not wish in any way to raise the question

k Eastm^uro^ numbfer of troops that each ofthe Allies was to supply.

He wished to taike the opportunity of repeating that Great

Britain would carry out all engagements that she had entered into. He was
*

' only going to raise the question ofhow the troops should be distributed. He
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had been told that mixed forces raised difficulties of command and supply.

The great harmony which existed between the Allied troops did not over-

come the difficulties to which he had drawn attention. Troops were accus-

tomed to be commanded by their own officers. They did not like passing

under the orders of foreign Generals. They were, moreover, accustomed to

have their own food, and be treated in their own hospitals. In a mixed
division, every kind of supply had to come from four separate sources. He
would therefore like to see each body of troops, in a given locality, homo-
geneous. It was not quite possible, for the numbers of troops necessary for

different localities varied. He wished, therefore, that the military experts

could advise the Council how far some such measure could be put into

effect.

M. Clemenceau said that he regarded Mr. Balfour’s argument as con-

clusive. There was, however, another, political, side to the question. He did

not desire that any military occupation of Poland should take place without

the French being represented. The relations between France and Poland

were intimate, and he thought it most important that the FrenchArmy should

go to that country. He considered Mr. Balfour’s remarks so forcible, however,

that he thought his proposals might be considered at once with regard to

Silesia.

General Weygand said that, on the previous day, the Council had taken

a decision for the despatch oftwo divisions. He had already been in consulta-

tion with General Pershing and Field-Marshal Wilson on the subject. The

discussion had been based on the understanding that each country should

supply one-quarter of the total force.

M. Tittoni suggested that each contingent might be placed under its own
command.
M. Clemenceau remarked that the French troops in Asia had been placed

under the orders of a British General without the slightest discord arising.

He thought, therefore, that General Weygand should continue to examine

the question.

Mr. Balfour said that he thought that France should not only be

represented in any military occupation of Poland, but that she should be

largely represented.

General Weygand, remarking on Mr. Balfour’s last statement, said that

the decision communicated to him had been that each Allied contingent

should be equal.

M. Tittoni said that he had only agreed to equal contributions for one

division.- He made a reservation on the same principle being applied to the

composition of two divisions.

Mr. Polk asked if he was right in understanding that the Committee of

General Officers would report back their recommendations to the Council

for final action.

(It was decided that Field-Marshal Sir Henry Wilson, General Persbi^j
G^ieral Weygand and General Cavaliero should recommend a distribution

among the ADies of the contingents to be furnished for the various plehis-
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cite zones, such as to make each contingent a homogeneous national unit

as far as consistent with the political necessity of having all the Allies

represented in each region.)
5.

General Weygand read the draft of a telegram to be transmitted to the

German Government on the sale of aeronautical war
Sale ofAeronautical j^aterial (see Appendix G and h. d. 36,^ Minute 4).
War Material by

PoLK said that he was ready to accept the draft tele-

gram, subject to his military advisers raising no objection.

If any points were raised, he would let General Weygand know in the after-

noon so that the transmission should not be delayed.

(It was decided that the draft telegram for transmission to the German

Government on the subject of the sale of aeronautical war material

should be accepted; subject to notification by Mr. Polk that he had no

objection.)

(At this point General Weygand and General SackvillerWest left the

room.)

6.

The Council took note of the report of the Blockade Committee on the

•
subject of the measures to be taken in order to prevent trade

Blocka of ussia
Bolshevik Russia (see Appendix D)

.

Mr. Polk said that certain points raised by his experts made it necessary

.for him to withhold his assent from the note for the present. In order to save

time, however, he suggested that the note should be referred back to the

Blockade Committee, and he would see that the American representative

would lay before his colleagues such objections as might be raised, from an

American point of view.

(It was decided that the draft note of the Blockade Committee should be

referred back to that body for a further consideration of the American

standpoint.)

7.

The Council took note of a draft declaration prepared by the British

Mo£Jicatimofdeclare
Delegation on the subject of the blockade of Hungary.

feon to be signed by ^as decided that the special declaration, for signature

Austria undertaking to Austrian Delegation (see Appendix E*) should be
maintain the cessation

^
\

ofcommercial relations ^ v

with Hungary

* No. 40,
. . • j ^

* Not printed. This appendix contained a note from the British Delegation,

August 22, 1 9 1 9, referring to the draft declaration on this subject which had been considered

by the Supreme Council on July 28, 1919 (see No. 20, minute 5), and observing that

that Bela Kun’s Government has faUen it would seem desirable to modify the terms of this

Declaration. The following form is suggested: “Special Declaration, The Austrian Govern-

ment will continue, in the absence of a request to the contrary by the ^vemments of . . . .

The remainder of the proposed Special Declaration was identical with the first paragrap

of that which was annexed in the final text to the Treaty of St. Germain-en-Laye (Treaty

Series, 1919, No. 1 1. Gmd, 400). . .
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8. (At this point, M. Haas,^ Mr. Tyman [? Tirman], Mr. Headlam-Morley
and M. Adaci entered the room.)

^

H^s reported and commented upon Appendix F.4

RaUways in the Peace the immediate apphcation of the reciprocity

Treat)) loith Austria clauses, as requested by Austria, had been refused in the
case of the Germans, on the ground that it was not wished

that the latter should profit by the devastations committed by its Annies.
The Committee on Ports, Waterways and Railways thought another reason
existed for postponing the application of these articles. The reason was that
the economic position of the New States previously under the government of
Vienna should be supported in the years immediately following the war.
The Committee on Ports, Waterways and Railways also considered, that it

could not alter clauses involving material changes in the principles of the
Peace Treaty.

Mr. Balfour said that the Council was surely of the opinion that some
kind of economic unity between the States of the late Austro-Hungarian
Empire should be encouraged. If this could not be effected, the States in

question would be powerless and would become subject to German economic
penetration on a more extended scale than had existed before the war. Each
State formed out of the old Austro-Hungarian Monarchy could be given a
fair power of bargaining. If the Peace Treaty were presented in its present

form, the Austrian Republic would not be in a position to bargain with its

neighbours. We had a right to impose this disadvantage upon her, but it

was not in our interest. But he certainly considered that it was to the

advantage of the Alhed Powers that Austria should not be in a position to

bargain with them. He would like to know the views of his colleagues on
the subject.

M. Tittoni said that the Council might well consider whether immediate
reciprocity could iiot be extended to Austria and the New States of the old

Austro-Hungarian Empire. He thought that the second argument brought
forward by the Committee on Ports, Waterways and Railways, as to the

necessity of stabilizing the economic conditions of the States of the old

Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, was a weak one. He did not see how the

previous system of centralised government could affect transport problems
in the New States. He added, that the transport system, which had previously

been centralised at Vienna and Budapest, had worked very well.

Mr. Polk said he thought that they might be placing a severe handicap
on the Austrian Republic by postponing the application of the reciprocity

* Assistant Secretary-General of the Commission on the International R^ime ofPorts,
Watorways and Railways.

4 Not printed. This appmdix contained a report dated August 13? 1919, from the

,

* Gomnnssion on the International Regime of Ports, Waterways and Railways with r^ai^
observations of the Austrian Del^^ation concerning part XII of the draft conditions

This r^or^ together .with annexes I (draft reply to the Austrian observations)

*^
1̂
“ (mnendments to relevant articles erf draft conditions of peace), is printed by D. H.

*i,.pp. 136-4&. The Austrian observations in question arc printed

; ;
' ibki, pp. 149-74.
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clauses. The Czecho-Slovak State would find it to their interest to have the

restrictions placed on Austria removed. Bohemia had been so connected with

Austria in the past that an interference in the commercial exchange between

the two States would obviously be a disadvantage to Czecho-Slovakia.

M. Haas said that the Committee on Ports and Waterways had made no

specific proposal, but had drawn the attention ofthe Council to the problem.

Its opinion coincided with that of Mr. Balfour. If the Council thought that

the States concerned were to be regarded as possessing equal rights, reciprocity

should be applied immediately. If they were not in that position, it should

be withheld for a time.

Mr. Balfour said that he was in favour ofgranting immediate reciprocity

between Austria and the New States formed out of the Austro-Hungarian

Empire.

M. Tittoni said that he would only agree on tfie understanding that the

reciprocity under discussion should exist between Austria and the New States

formed by the old Austro-Hungarian Empire. He further insisted that the

reciprocity should apply only to the clauses dealing with Ports, Waterways

and Railways.

(It was agreed that the articles dealing with Ports, Waterways and Rail-

ways (Part XII) of the Peace Treaty with Austria, should he amended so

as to aJlow of the immediate application of the reciprocity clauses between

Austria and the States formed from the old Austro-Hungarian Monarchy

by virtue of acquisitions of part of her territory.)

- 9. (It was decided that the alterations proposed in the Articles of the Treaty

of Peace with Bulgaria dealing with Ports, Railways and

W^^ays andRail
should be accepted.) (See Appendix G.s)

ways in th£ Peace (At this point, M. Haas, Mr. Tyman [PTirman], Mr.
Treaty with Bulgaria Headlam-Morley and M. Adaci left the room.)

10. Mr. Polk asked that the consideration of the proposed draft (see

Reply by the Communica-
H), should be postponed to the next meeting.

Section ofthe Supreme (This was agreed to.)

Economic Council to the

Roumanian Note relative

to regulation of traffic on

the Danube

n. '

Draft Treaties \TTeaty’\ between the Allied

and Associated Powers and Poland^ Rou^

rnania^ Jugoslavia and Czechoslovakia,

^ Not printed. This appendix contained a report dated August [20], I 9 ^9>
houi

Gomxnission on the International Regime of Ports, Waterways and Railways enclosing

certain draft alterations to the articles in question (draft artid.^ 8 , 9? 9^5 ^9> 35)*

This report and the proposed alterations are printed by D. H. Miller, op. cit., voL xi,

pp. 175-6 and 1 31-3.



on the subject of the cost of liberation of the

territories in the former Austro-Hungarian

MonarcF^. {See Appendix I^)

Agreement between the Allied and Asso-

ciated Powers relative to the contribution

payable by Italyfor the liberation of terri-

tories belonging to the former Austro-

Hmgarzan Empire, {See Appendix f^)

(It was agreed that the consideration of the above draft agreements should

be postponed.)

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic^ Paris^

Azigust 23, igig.

Appendix A to No. 41

'2‘ilegramme du President de la Conference de la Paix, Au Gouvernement

Roumain d Bucarest

La Gonf^rence de la Paix a re^u des indications dont il semble malheureusement

impossible de contester la v6racit6, indiquant que les forces roumaines en Hongrie

continuent systdmatiquement k saisir et k enlever les biens hongrois.

£taatdonn6e la correspondance 6chang6e recemment entre la Conference de la

Paix et le Gouvernement roumain, il est difficile de comprendre une telle action

de la part du Gouvernement roumain, sauf dans Phypothfese que le Gouvernement
roumain ignore les principes acceptes de la r6paration.

Le Gouvernement roumain, en raison de sa participation dans les travaux de

la Conf^ence de la Paix et comme un des signataires du Traite de Paix avec

I’Alleiriagne, ne devrait cependant pas ignorer le soin qu’ont apportd les Puissances

AUiees et Associ^es a etablir un plan rationnel de reparation. Si le principe que

le dedommagement pour les pertes subies avait du dependre seulement de facteurs

tels que la proximite des biens ennemis ou du resultat d’une concurrence entre les

fitats allies pour se rendre maitres de ces biens, des injustices fiagrantes et des

disaccords serieux en auraient ite le resultat inevitable. Aussi, le Traiti avec

rAlleintagne, dont la Roumanie est une partie contractante, a consacri certains

prirxcipes fbndamentaux de reparations, principalement les suivants:

i^) TTous les fitats ennemis sont solidaires et, dans ce but, leurs actifs sont mis

en commun dans I’intiret de toutes les Puissances.

2°) Il est etabli un systime de comptabiliti tel que tous les fitats interessis

participent au fond commun proportionnellement au montant de leurs

* T^ot printed. The draft articles of this treaty were, apart from minor drafting variation,

sam^ as those of the final text signed at St. Germain-en-Laye on September 10, 1919-

^realy Series, 1919, No. 14. Cmd. '458.)

^ printed. The draft articles of this treaty were, apart from minor drafting variation,

the same as those of the final text signed at St. Germain-en-Laye on September 10, 19^9*

(Tr^ty Series, 1919, No. 15. Cmd. 459.)
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reclamations approuvees, desquelles il est d^duit le montant des com-
pensations approuv^es.

Une Commission centrale de r6paration qui fonctionnera comme le repr6-

sentant exclusif des Puissances AUiees et Associ^es, sera chargee de pro-

ceder au recolement et k la distribution a titre de reparation des actifi

ennemis.

L’action des forces roumaines, k laquelle il a ete fait allusion plus haut, ne peut

etre consideree que comme un manquement a ce principe de solidarite, en ce sens

qu’elle implique Pappropriation, par la Roumanie, et cela pour son usage per-

sonnel, de biens ennemis qui constituent en realite le gage commun de tous les

allies. Les actes ci-dessus vises contreviennent egalement au principe agree, que

la Commission des reparations doit agir comme le representant exclusif des

Puissances Alliees et Associees, dans le recolement a titre de reparation des biens

ennemis.

A cet egard, Pattitude de la Roumanie n’est pas compatible avec celle d’un

fitat qui a le desir et Pespoir de profiter des clauses de reparation des Traites

de paix, conclus ou a conclure.

Bien plus, le Gouvernement de la Roumanie ne peut pas ignorer le fait que

M. Antonesco, son plenipotentiaire k la Conference de la Paix, accepta, a la date

du 27 juin, et sous reserve de Papprobation de son Gouvernement, le principe d*une

contribution de la Roumanie dans les depenses de liberation des peuples et des

territoires ennemis qu’elle acquerait, cette contribution etant compensee en en

balan^ant le montant avec les premieres reclamations de la Roumanie pour

reparation.

Le Gouvernement roumain ne peut pas ignorer, non plus, qu’il a ete stipule a

ce moment qu’aucun nouveau paiement, au titre des reparations, ne pourra etre

fait tant que les autres fitats, a qui il est du reparation, n’auront pas re9U leur part

proportionnelle.

C’est en se basant sur cet accord que les autres Puissances AUiees et Associees ont

consenti k ne pas se prevaloir de leurs droits d’imposer une echeUe d’indemnite

basee sur les ressources considerables que la Roumanie doit acquerir de Pen-

nemi.

Les recents actes de la Roumanie, sauf retractation de sa part, ne peuvent etre

consideres que comme le renoncement, par ce gouvernement, a Paccord du 27juin;

ce renoncement redonnerait aux Puissances Alliees et Associees leur entiere

liberte d’action, en ce qui concerne Pimposition d’une hypotheque pour reparation

sur tous les territoires de Pancienne Monarchie austro-hongroise que le Gouverne-

ment de la Roumanie peut esp^rer recevoir.

Les autres consequences possibles de la ligne de conduite que la Roumanie

par^t avoir adoptee, sont si serieuses et seraient un tel danger a la restauration

equitable de PEurope, que les Puissances AUiees et Associees se sentiraient con-

traintes, si la necessite les y pousse, k adopter une ligne de conduite beaucoup plus

ferme, afin d’eviter ces consequences. Il est bien evident que, si le principe des

reparations devait degenerer dans une appropriation individuelle et une concur-

rence entre les differentes Puissances interessees, il en resulterait certainement des

injustices, il se creerait des app6tits, et, dans la confusion produite par ces actions

desordonnees, ou bien Pennemi ^se deroberait’, ou il serait impossible d’exiger de

lui le maximum de reparations. Neanmoins, les Puissances Alliees et Associees ne

peuvent pas croire que le Gouvernement roumain voudrait creer un tel danger et

les obliger k faire disparaitre ce danger. En cons6quence, la Conference de la
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Paix attend que le Gouvernement rotimain lui fournisse immddiatement, et saiis

equivoque, la declaration suivante:

I®) Le Gouvernement roumain reconnait le principe que les biens des Etats
ennemis constituent une securite commune pour toutes les Puissances
Alliees et Associees.

2®) II reconnait la Commission des reparations comme le representant exclusif

pour le rdcolement h titre de reparation, des biens ennemis.

3®) Les actifs hongrois, regus par la Roumanie, depuis I’armistice du 3 novembrc
1918, feront I’objet de la part du Gouvernement roumain, d’une prise en
charge detaill^e, et seront mis a la disposition de la Commission des

rcfparations, ou de I’organe interimaire que la Conference de la Paix
pourrait designer en attendant le statut definitif de cette Commission,
La Roumanie ne conservera le droit de disposer que des biens pouvant
^tre identifies actuellement, comme anciennes propridtes roumaines qui

avaient 6t6 prises par Tennemi et ceci d’accord avec la Commission des

Reparations.

4^) Toutes nouvelles expeditions de biens hongrois en Roumanie cesseront

imm^diatement, a moins qu’elles n’aient Paccord de la Conference de la

Paix ou de ses repr^sentants.

5°) Le Gouvernement roumain ratifiera Paccord du 27 juin sign6 par M.
Antonesco et ci-dessus vis6.

La Conference de la Paix autorise les g^n^raux allies k Budapest k designer des

agents qui repr^senteront la Conference de la Paix dans toute la procedure pouvant

etre envisagee.

Appendix B to No. 41

A.R.A. Received Aug, 22^ igig^ 104 p,m,

MAHRISCH OSTRAU Aug, 21, igig- I X. U. 200

Hoover, Paris. For action.

Conferences this morning and evening with mine owners and military authorities

has [sic] resulted in agreement by commanding general of district that no more
executions will take place until further conference. I agreed to undertake return of

prisoners taken into Poland by retiring insurgents and have had meeting with

General Commandant Polish front this afternoon. All these prisoners have been

sent to Crakow and held there under charge of Haller.® I communicated with

Haller and he agreed to hold there until further noticefrom me, I have appointment
withHallertomorrownoon and will arrangewith them [?him] to return the prisoners
with an American officer accompanying them. Polish authorities have directed

Haller to follow my directions in these maft;ers. I will have further meeting with

the German General Friday afternoon. Will instruct strongly against any action

before arrival of Upper Silesian committee. Haller’s troops are behaving very

weH and. without their presence here a state ofwar would have arrived before now.
It ^ utmost importance that annoimcement be made of appointment of Upper
^^ian Ck)mmissio>n at once, t]^ announcement to state when Commission will

- Polish -General.
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commence to act and to be published in German and Polish newspapers. If Paris

does not act now after all the months* delay that have produced so much bitterness

between Poles and Germans I can guarantee that there will be another war.

Goodyear.

Appendix C to No. 41

TiUgramme d la Commission Interalliie d!*Armistice

22 aoUt jgig,

Pri&re notifier a Commission Allemande d’Armistice pour Gouvemement

allemand decision suivante du Gonseil Supreme des Allies;

Pfimo: Article 169 du Traits de Paix present que tout le materiel de guerre

allemand en exc^dent des quantites qu’AUemagne est autorisee par le Trait6 k

conserver doit etre livr^ aux Puissances Allises et Associ^es.

En consequence, TAllemagne ne doit ni vendre, ni ceder ou exporter ce materiel

de ^erre qui, d’ores et deji est la propriete des Allies.

Secundo: En particulier, elle ne doit ni vendre, ni ceder ou exporter tout

materiel a^ronautique (a^ronefs, moteurs, pieces de rechange) y compris moteurs

captures sur les Allies ainsi qu’a^ronefs transformes dits a^ronefs civils, qui sont en

fait materiel de guerre.

Tertio: Exceptionnellement, les Allies usant de leur droit de propridtd du

materiel qui doit leur ^tre livre autorisent TAllemagne a ceder:

a) A General Yudenitch: 8 canons russes captures, i.000.000 cartouches pour

fusils, 50 revolvers russes, 3 aeroplanes allemands, vetements pour i.ooo

hommes (matdriel demande par tel^gramme 977/P.G. 2 de G.I.P.A.).

b) i Tch6co-Slovaques 50.000 fusils Mauser, 10.000 carabines Mauser,

environ 2.000 mitrailleuses, avec 10.000 cartouches pour chacune et 100.000

coups d’artillerie pour mortiers de campagne (materiel demande par Note

1685 de C.I.P.A.), plus 500 projecteurs de signalisation avec accessoires

demand^s par Tch^co-Slovaques.

Appendix D to No. 41

Note d remettre par la Commission Interalliie Armistice au Gouvemement allemand

Les Gouvernements allies et associ^s ont d6cid6 de remettre aux Gouvemem^ts

des £tats neutres la note ci-jointe, pour les inviter k prendre des mesures im-

mediates en vue d’empecher la reprise des relations commerciales avec la Russie

Bolchevique.
^

,

Le Gouvemement allemand est pri^ de prendre de son cotd des mesures

analogues.

Note
21 milt igig,

Blocus de la Russie Bolcheviste.

L’liostilitd avou6e des bolchevistes centre tons les Gfouvernements et le pro-

gramme de revolution intemationale qu’ils r6pandent constituefnt] un grave

danger pour la s^curit^ nationale de toutes les Puissances. Tout accroissement de
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la force des bolchevistes augmenterait le danger et serait contraire au d&ir de

tous les peuples qui cherchent k rdtablir la paix et Tordre social.

G’est dans cet esprit que les Gouvernements allids et associes apr^s la levfe du
blocus de TAllemagne n’ont pas autoris6 leurs ressortissants a reprendre les rela-

tions commerciales avec la Russie bolcheviste; ces relations, en effet, ne pourraient

avoir lieu que par Tentremise des chefs du Gouvernement bolcheviste, qui, dis-

posant k leur grd des produits et ressources que leur apporterait la liberty com-

merciale, y puiseraient une augmentation considerable de leur force et de la

tyrannie qu’ils exercent sur les populations russes.

Dans ces conditions, les Gouvernements allids et associes demandent au Gk)uveme-

ment [....] de bien vouloir prendre des mesures immddiates pour empecher ses

ressortissants de se livrer a tout commerce avec la Russie bolcheviste et de donner

Tassurance qu*il mettra rigoureusement k execution cette politique, d’accord avec

les Gouvernements allides et associes.

Les mesures dont il s’agit et qui seront appliqudes par les Gouvernements

allies et associes k partir de la date de la presente note, sont les suivantes

:

A) Refus des papiers de ddpart k tout navire se rendant dans les ports russes

entre les mains des bolchevistes ou venant des dits ports.

B) Etablissement d’une mesure similaire sur toutes les marchandises destinees

k ^tre envoyees soit directement soit indirectement en Russie bolcheviste.

G) Refus des passeports k toutes personnes allant en Russie bolcheviste ou en

venant (sauf entente pour des cas spdciaux avec les Gouvernements allies

et associds).

D) Disposition en vue d’emp^cher les banques de traiter des affaires avec la

Russie bolcheviste.

E) Autant que possible, refus par chaque Gouvernement k ses propres nationaux

de facilitds de correspondance avec la Russie bolcheviste par la poste, le

t616graphe ou la telegraphic sans fil.

L’attention du Gouvernement [....] est appelde sur le fait qu’aucune pro-

clamation des dites mesures n’est necessaire, et qu’il suffit d’en aviser par la voie

administrative les Administrations et les Banques interessees.

II sera bien entendu que tout navire de guerre d’une puissance alliee ou associee

charge de I’execution des mesures ci-dessus, agira au nom des Puissances alUees et

associees dans leur ensemble.

Appendix H to No. 41

M. 4gi-'\ Regulation of Trade on the Danube

Draft Letterfrom the President of the Corference to M, Bratiano

(Draft agreed by Communications Section of Supreme Economic Gouncil.)

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt ofyour letter of the 26th June on

the subject of the Danube which was addressed separately to the Heads of the

European States represented on the Supreme Gouncil at Paris.

I regret the delay in sending a reply which has been due pardy to the delay

in bringing into touch officials to whom the separate letters had been referred,

and pardy because it was desired to await the decisions resulting from certain
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proposals which were already under consideration in the sense of the requests

made by you.

It is observed that the first part of your letter which is historical deals largely

with matters which have been very contentious and cannot be regarded as com-

plete. The questions referred to will doubtless be fully dealt with at the Conference

on the Danube referred to in Article 349 ofthe Treaty ofPeace with Germany, and

it does not appear necessary to consider them further at the present moment. It

is sufficient to draw attention to the fact that under Articles 346, 347 and 348 of

the Treaty of Peace with Germany, a provisional arrangement is arrived at:

—

(a) For the reconstitution of the European Commission of the Danube with the

powers it possessed before the War, but limited to representatives of

Great Britain, France, Italy and Roumania.

(b) For the constitution of an International Commission to undertake pro-

visionally the administration of the river above the point where the

competence of the European Commission^ ceases until such time as a

definitive statute regarding the Danube is concluded by the Conference

referred to in Article 349.

The European Commission of the Danube is in effect in existence. Members of

the different nations represented on it have been designated and it is understood

the question of the necessary credits is receiving the attention of the Governments

concerned. As regards the Commission for the provisional administration of the

Upper Danube, this 'is to take effect as soon as possible after the coming into force

of the Peace Treaty. As, however, several Enemy States are concerned, it is

essential that arrangements should be made for the functioning of this Commission

before the Peace Treaties have been concluded with all such Enemy States.

At the present moment the only International regime possible on the Danube
is a military one under the Allied Commander-in-Chief, who has the necessary

control over the Enemy States in virtue of the conditions of the Armistice and of

his powers for the maintenance of order. In order, however, that normal con-

ditions may be resumed on the Danube at the earliest possible moment, notwith-

standing the uncertainty as regards frontiers, the contested final ownership of

many of the river craft and until recently the maintenance of the Blockade, the

Supreme Economic Council arranged for the necessary instructions to be sent to

the Allied Commander-in-Chief to give facilities for the re-opening of all river

traffic under conditions of equality of treatment underlying the Treaty of Peace,

For this reason an Allied Commission under the Presidency ofAdmiral Troubridge

was constituted, one of whose fiinctions was the issue of licences to enable relief

and commercial traffic to pass fireely along the river, notwithstanding the Blockade.

This Commission is further responsible to the High Command for the provisional

administration of common services, such as pilotage and the organization of the

Iron Gates, some of which were previously carried out by Enemy States.

It will be seen therefore, that the functions of the Commission are vital to the

re-establishment of commercial traffic on the Danube during the present period of

the military control of the river. It is recognised,, however, that, in so far as control

ofthe International regulation of the river is concerned, there should be continuity

between the present regime and that which will be established under Articles 347
and 348 of the Treaty of Peace with Germany. An invitation will, therefore, be

sent to the non-enemy riparian States to nominate each a representative to be

attached to the provisional Inter-Allied Commission in order to co-operate in
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working out the regulations for the navigation of the Upper Danube. It is hoped
that the riparian States will designate as their representatives their proposed
representatives on the Upper Danube Commission referred to in Article 347 of

the Treaty with Germany, as in this way it should be possible to transfer to this

Commission the functions of regulating the navigation of the Upper Danube at a
considerably earlier date than would have been possible without the transitional

arrangement.

It is well known that a complex situation has arisen as regards the ownership of

a large number of vessels on the Danube. A final solution of all these cases has

been provided for in the Peace Treaty by extending the competence of the arbi-

trator, to be designated by the United States, to the settlement of aU questions of

disputed ownership of vessels, the interim period being provided for by the consti-

tution of a special Commission consisting of representatives of America, Great

Britain, France and Italy to exercise provisional control over vessels of disputed

ownership.

In order to facilitate the circulation of vessels which are at the present moment
understood to be retained within national frontiers by the fear of their being

claimed and taken possession of by adjacent States, it is proposed to anticipate

the formation of the above special Commission by constituting the existing Allied

Commission as trustee for all vessels the ownership ofwhich is disputed until such

time as the final decision has been given by the American arbitrator under the

Treaty of Peace as to the ownership of these vessels. This Commission would

arrange for all vessels ofundisputed ownership to be returned as quickly as possible

to their proper owners and, as regards vessels, the ownership of which involves

disputes between two States would have authority to place them at the disposal of

the most convenient local administration or if necessary provisionally to operate

them in order to assure the unmolested working of such vessels in all parts of the

river without in any way prejudicing the decisions of the American arbitrator as

to final ownership.

It will be evident from this explanation that all the action taken has been in the

interests of that complete freedom of navigation which the Roumanian Govern-

ment desires to see re-established, and tends to the earliest possible introduction

of the regime which has been prescribed in the Treaties of Peace.

No. 42

H. D. 38.] Motes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Principal

Allied and Associated Powers^ held in M. PichorCs Room at the Quai d^Orsay^

Paris^ on Monday^ August ^5, at 3.30 p.m.

Present: USA.: Hon, F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,

Sir G. Clerk.

France: M, Clemenceau, M. 'Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M.

Berthelot, M. de Saint-Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.
Joint Secretariat: A.: Captain Chapin. British Empire: Captain

E. Abraham. France : Captain A. Portier. Italy

:

Lt.-Colonel A. Jones.
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The following also attended for the items in which they were concerned: i

U,S,A.: Prof. Coolidge, Mr. Woolsey, Mr. J. F. Dulles,

British Empire: Field-Marshal Sir H. H. Wilson, Mr. J. W. HeadI^-^7^f-^«

Morley, Colonel Peel, Mr. Nicolson, Mr. Hutchinson, Golonet"'**^
"

"

Henniker.

France: M. Loucheur, M, Tardieu, M. Jules Gambon, M. Clementel,

M. Sergent, M. Aubert, General Le Rond, General Belin, M. Her-

mitte, M. Massigli.

Italy: Count Vannutelli-Rey, M. Russo, M, BrofFerio, General Cavallero,

Lt.-Colonel Toni.

1. After an exchange of views between M. Clemengeau and M. Tittoni,

regarding the report of the Commission of Enquiry into the
Biport ofthe Com- piume Incidents (Appendix A),
mission ofEnquiry i . /* i ^ ,

m the Incidents at agreed to accept the conclusions oi the Commission s

Fiume Report. The French and Italian Governments undertook to

give effect to these recommendations.

2. M. Clemengeau said that he had heard from General Graziani, who had

been the last of the Generals to reach Budapest, that his
Chaxrmcmhip ofMer- colleagues had already decided that the Chairmanship of

^don at Budapest^'
Meetings should be held by each in turn. He had

accepted provisionally, but asked for orders, as he was the

senior ofScer. M. Clemenceau thought that for purposes ofcontinuity, it was

better to have one Chairman. He would not insist, however.

M. Tittoni thought that it was best to let the Generals settle this question

among themselves.

Mr. Balfour said that, although alternating chairmanship was a bad

system, it was, perhaps, the best way of avoiding friction.

Mr. Polk said that in General Bandholtz’ view, rotation was necessary.

(It was agreed that M- Clemenceau should inform General Graziani that

the Council saw no objection to the maintenance of the system of rotation

m the chairmanship of the Inter-Allied Military Mission at Budapest.) 0

3. Mr. Polk said that he was informed by General Bandholtz that General

. .
Graziani had sent a report to the effect that, in the opinion of the

^Hm^ry Generals, it was necessary to break off relations with the

Roumanians, He begged to communicate the following telegram

to the Council:

—

‘Budapest—^August 24, 1919. Received 1.20 a.m. August 25.

Ammission. Paris.

‘The following instances of Roumanian requisitions and seizures are

given for your information. August 17? 3JI the typewriters of the Under-

wood Agency, about 20, were seized, August 18—^3^ car-loads ofwool, the

property of the Hungarian Wool Trust, were shipped [Pout] of Budapest,

August 18—the Hungarian Minister Hygiene reported the seizure of all

theirsuppliesbyRoumanian officials. August 2 1—^therewas seized car-loads
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ofcoal which belonged to the Municipal Water Plant ofBudapest. August
21—there was seized no race horses at the Alge Farm. These were the

property of private individuals. August 22—all the machinery of the

Hungarian State shops was dismantled, resulting in six thousand men
being out of work. August 22—a demand was made on the Minister of

Agriculture for topographical charts, instruments, etc., stating that if they

were not delivered, same would be taken by force ofarms. August 22—^the

Minister of Foreign Affairs reported that the Roumanians had requisi-

tioned all of the valuable breeding animals on the three Hungarian State

stud farms. On August 23—50% of all the material ofthe Ganz Danubius

Company, Limited, a large building concern, was taken, throwing out of

employment over 4,300 persons. August 22—there was being loaded the

remaining half of these [«c] supplies of the Ministry of Posts, Telegraphs

and Telephones, the other half having been previously taken about

August 10. On August 22 mechanics were being sent around to remove

4,000 telephones from private houses.

‘All of the foregoing occurred subsequent to the promise of the Rou-

manians that they would comply with instructions of the Inter-Allied

Mission. Many delicate instruments were thrown into boxes and other

receptacles in such a careless manner that they could never be of use to

anybody. Many other similar instances occurred during the period

indicated. As near as can be now estimated, the Roumanians have seized

about 60% of all Hungarian locomotives in good condition, 95% of all

passenger equipment and about 5,000 freight cars.
Bandholtz.’

Mr. Polk added that he had received another communication from

General Bandholtz. He said that in his view the time of the Mission had been

wasted, and that nothing was to be gained by any further intercourse with

the Roumanian authorities. The latter maintained their policy of procras-

tination and had repeatedly broken their promises. The Roumanians, in his

opinion, were making the Council appear ridiculous.
' Mrj Balfour said that he had received a telegram to the effect that the

, Roumanian plenipotentiaries had brought the Generals in Budapest a note

from their Government, stating that they were ready to act in friendly

agreement and in accord with the instructions sent by the Council on the

5th August, but not without certain modifications. The security of Rou-

mania and her economic needs were considerations which must modify 4e
instructions. The Roumanian Government meant to move all war material

into Roumania, on the ground that there would be no force able to compel

Htmgary to give it up when the Roumanian Army was withdrawn. In

addition, Roumania would have to requisition all that her Army required,

and 30% besides for her own population. She must also take away the

rolling stock, as Germany had only left her sixty engines out of twelve

hundred. They also declared that they had a right to take any goods recog-

nised as previously belonging to the Roumanian Government; these goods

not counting as a portion of the spoil to be divided among the Allies.
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M. Diamandy,'questioned as to his attitude, should the Commission refuse

to discuss these conditions, had replied that he would be forced to refer to

M. Bratiano. Every means of procuring delay was being employed, and in

the meantime the despoiling of Hungary continued.

M. Tittoni said that one thing he could not understand was why the

Mission did not make a corporate report to the Conference.

M. PioHON said that one such report had just been received. (See Appen-
dix B.)

M. Loucheur pointed out that what was practically an ultimatum had
been sent to the Roumanian Government on the previous Saturday.* He
suggested that an answer be awaited before any further decision was
taken.

Mr. Polk said that for the last fortnight the Council had been sending

telegrams to Roumania. No attention had been paid to these telegrams. It

was intolerable that the Council should be flouted in this way by the Rou-
manians.

M. Tittoni said that what the Council required was an answer from
Bukarest. It could not be satisfied with answers given by Roumanian
Generals. Should the Roumanian Government delay its reply, the Allied

representatives in Bukarest should demand an explanation.

Mr. Balfour asked whether the Council could take any steps short of
belligerency to signify their displeasure, should the Roumanian Government
unduly delay its reply.

Mr. Polk said that at a previous meeting, it had been decided to stop the

sending of all supphes to Roumania. He noticed in the minutes that the

decision was limited to ‘war supplies’.*

Mr. Balfour said that in referring to the British Government, he had
mentioned all supplies.

M. Clemenoeau said that he had done likewise, and that the export of
all supplies from France had already been stopped.

(It was agreed, with reference to H. D. 37, Minute 1,* that the export of

all supplies to Roiunania should be stopped from the United States, Great
Britain, France, Italy and Japan, until further orders. It was further

decided to send the Roumanian Government, through the French Charg6
d’Affaires at Bukarest, a reminder that a reply to telegrams was expected.

(See Appendix C.)

)

4- M. Clemenoeau said that he had received information that the British

and American Armies on the Rhine were selling horses and
Sale ofhrsesand cars to the Germans. (See Appendix D.)

’mans\y^A^ri-
spoken about this

can andBHiM^ matter to Field-Marshal Sir Henry Wilson, who had tried to

troops ofoccupation telephone to Cologne for news. The telephone, however,

was not working. As soon as he obtained news, the Council

would be informed.

* See No. 41, appendix A. * See No. 41, minute i.
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Mr. Polk said he had no information whatever but that he undertook to
obtain it.

(It was agreed that the British and American Delegations should ei
the Council any information available regarding the alleged sales to the
Germans by the Armies of Occupation.)

5. M. Clemengeau drew attention to a report stating that Admiral Bristol

the American High Commissioner in Constantinople, had
KotificationtotheOtto- presented a threatening memorandum to the GranH

without previous consultation of the AlHed High
Commissioners. (See Appendix E.) He did not thini that

Armnim massacres President Wilson would approve of this policy. He drew
special attention to the twelfth of the Fourteen Points:

‘The Turkish portions of the present Ottoman Empire should be assured

a secure sovereignty, but the other nationalities which are now under
Turkish rule should be assured an undoubted security of life and an
absolutely unmolested opportunity of autonomous development, and the

Dardanelles should be permanently opened as a free passage to the ships

and commerce of all nations under international guarantees.’

All the Allies had adhered to this and the policy could not now be changed.

Least of all could one High Commissioner dictate terms to Turkey, with

whom his State had not been at war, without consultation with the Associated

Powers. As to saving the Armenians, he did not know what could be done.

There were no American troops. British troops were employed elsewhere.

The French were not allowed by the British to play any part in Asia Minor,

The Italians, it was true, had gone to Asia Minor in spite of the British, but

they declined to replace the British in the Caucasus. As to the Turks, they

were themselves powerless, as they could not control their own troops. He
did not see from what quarter the Armenians could expect any assistance.

M, Tittoni said that this was one ofthe inevitable consequences of delay-

ing Peace with Turkey.

M. Clemengeau said that even when Peace had been made, it was hot

likely that the Armenians would be better off.

Mr. Balfour said that this situation was really the consequence of a lack

of troops. He understood that the United States were raising a volunteer

army. If so, perhaps some of these troops could be employed in Armenia.
Mr. Polk said that recruiting for the volunteer army was beginning.
Mr. Balfour asked M. Clemenceau whether, but for British opposition,

he would send French troops to prevent the massacres in Armenia.
M. Clemengeau said that he would consider the matter.
Mr. Balfour said that he took note of this declaration.
M. Clemengeau said that he made no undertaking. The French had very

troops in Cilicia, but he would enquire whether they could do anything
to»save the Armenians. What he had meant to convey was that nothing

r cwiM be expected from the Americans, who were hampered by their constitu-

tion, from the British, who were leaving the Caucasus, from the Italians,
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woTild-not go there, or from the French who were not allowed a free

hand. The Turks, not being masters in their own house, were equally

impotent. The Armenians were therefore no-one’s responsibility.

Mr. Balfour asked M. Clemenceau whether he thought it worth while

to ask the French Military Authorities whether they could do anything.

M. Clemenceau said he had not come to the Meeting with this idea. As

he was pushed, however, he would consent to be pushed. He would make

enquiries. Possibly the French Army might be able to do something.

Mr. Balfour said that he thought it would be well worth while to

find out.

(It was agreed that the French Government should enquire into the possi-

bility of sending military protection to the Armenians.

It was also agreed that no pressure should be brought on the Sultan by

any of the Allied and Associated Powers, acting alone.)

6. M. Gambon explained the procedure followed by his Committee. He
proposed to begin by explaining the covering letter.

Beplyio the Austrian Clemengeau suggested that as the covering letter
DeUgamm t

^ result of the various answers on particular questions,

i,i,adb«tKrbe.^e^edforthemd. ,

M. Gambon said that the first question to be discussed was that offrontiers.

(The covering letter, the various draft replies, and the minority
[a] miters

contained in Appendix F.)

On the subject of frontiers, the Austrian objections had been rejected.

The only dissentients were the British and American Delegates, who desired

to give Gmiind to Austria.

Mr. Headlam-Morley said that the question was a simple one. The

principle of the historic frontier had been adopted for Czecho-Slovakia. By

it, the inclusion of a considerable number of Germans in the new State was

justified. It was undesirable to deviate from this principle in order to add

still more Germans to Czecho-Slovakia. The attribution of Gmiind to

Czecho-Slovakia constituted a derogation from the principle of the historic

firontier, and stUl further aggravated the ethnological anomaly. It was

justified on grounds of railway communication. He had consulted General

Mance, who told him that, on purely technical grounds, it was better to

leave Gmtind in Austria. If this was so, there was no sufficient reason for

taking Gmiind out of its natural surroundings. He understood that the

Commission on Ports, Waterways and Railways had never been con-

sulted.

M. Takdiext said that the question had been studied carefully brfore, both

in Commissions, and in Council.^ The Czecho-Slovak Delega^n had also

been heard on the subject. A change now would amount to a ^rd alteration

in the decisions of the Council. It was true that the Commission on Ports,

Waterways and Railways had not been consulted, but teiritorial committe^

had never consulted that body as such. Each representative consulted ms

3 Gf. No. 8,
minute lo and No. 9,

minute i.
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own experts. The case had therefore been judged and re-judged, and the

opinion now brought forward by Mr. Headlam-Morley was merely that of

an individual expert.

Mr. Balfour said he recognised that it was a pity to re-open questions

which had been settled. Nevertheless, the argument on the merits in this case was

very strong. The rule of following the historic frontier was being broken to

hand over a purely German population to Czecho-Slovakia. There were

already too many Germans in Czecho-Slovakia, even if the historic line were

followed. The two or three million Germans already included would cer-

tainly be a great perplexity to a new State. Nevertheless, the whole history

of Bohemia afforded some justification for preserving the country as a unit.

The district of Gmtind had never been Bohemian. The only ground for

putting Gmtind within Czecho-Slovakia was economic. He was told that

Gmtind was the first big railway junction out of Vienna. The population

was incontestably German, and the British railway expert thought that the

junction was better in Austria than in Czecho-Slovakia, on purely technical

grounds. M. Tardieu had said nothing on the merits except that the Council

had twice decided to give Gmiind to the Czechs. If the Council was never

to revise its decisions, its task would doubtless be rendered easier. It did not

follow, however, that its results would be better.

M. Tardieu said that he had not only referred to the decision of the

Council; he had pointed out that there had been an agreement with the

Czecho-Slovak Delegation itself. The attribution of the junction of Gmfind

to Czecho-Slovakia had been part of a general arrangement which extended

to Pressburg and other places. If this arrangement were changed at the last

moment, the Czecho-Slovak Delegation would have reason to complain of

bad faith. All the previous decisions had been unanimous. It was therefore

a political reason, and, in addition, two essential Bohemian railway lines

converged at this point.

Mr. Polk said that Mr. Lansing and the American experts had felt at the

beginning that Gmtind should be Austrian. Nevertheless, in order to obtain

agreement, they had yielded to the majority opinion. They still thought,

however, that the rule established in favour ofthe historic frontier should not

be broken. For this reason he supported the British view.

M. Tittoni said that there appeared to be good arguments on both sides.

He was ready to accept either solution.

M. Matsui said that the Japanese adhered to the former decision of the

Council, and wished to maintain it.

(After a long discussion, Mr. Bsdfour and Mr. Polk, seeing that Gmiind had

been attributed to Czecho-Slovakia as part of a compromise, the other

parts of which were not called in question, withdrew the objection raised

by the British and the American Delegates.
The answer prepared to the Austrian Delegation on the subject of the

frontier between Austria and Czecho-Slovakia was accepted.)

M. Gambon pointed out that there was a difference of opinion on the

subject of Styria. The.American, British, Italian and Japanese Delegations
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thought that the Austrian demand for a plebiscite in the region of Marburg
should be accepted. The French Delegation was not of this opinion. It was
recognised that Marburg was German, but the surrounding districts were
undoubtedly Slovene.

M. Tittoni said that as the neighbouring region was to have a plebiscite,

it was easy to extend it to Marburg.

M. Glemengeau said he thought it would be difficult to refuse the
plebiscite.

M. Tardieu said he had no prejudice against plebiscites, but in this case

he thought it was unnecessary. Marburg was certainly German, but in a
region peopled by Slovenes. The result of a plebiscite was a foregone con-
clusion. Marburg would vote German and the country round it would vote
Sbvene. What could then be done? Was the town to be sacrificed to the

country or the country to the town? No frontier line could be obtained as a
result of the plebiscite. In Garinthia, on the other hand, a frontier might be
obtained. There would therefore be quite needless trouble without any
useful result.

(After considerable further discussion, it was decided to accept the
Austrian demands and to extend the plebiscite zone in such a manner as
to include in it the district of Marburg and Radkersburg.)

M. Gambon observed that the British and Italian Delegations held a
minority view on the subject of the plebiscite zones in Garinthia. They pro-
posed four instead of two plebiscite areas.

(After some discussion, the British and Italian reservations were with-
drawn and the reply to the Austrian Delegation on the subject of Garinthia
was accepted.

The reply to the Austrian Delegation on the subject of the frontier

between Austria and Hungary and on the frontier between Austria and
Italy was likewise accepted.)

(4) Nationality The reply to the Austrian Delegation on the stibject ofnationality

9’‘M^ons questions was accepted.

(t) Austrian interests rri • t i

outside ofEurope
question was adjourned.

The British Delegation withdrew its objections, and the reply prepared to

(d) Military, Naval the Austrian Delegation on the subject of the Military,

and Air Clauses Naval and Air Clauses was accepted.

The reply drafted to the Austrian Delegation on the subject of prisoners of

{<) Prisoners ofwar war was accepted.

M. Gambon pointed out that there were two draft replies on this subject,

if) Penalties
prepared by the Commission and the other suggested by the

British and Japanese Delegation.
Mr. Headlam-Morley observed that on the substance, he was in agree-

ment with the majority. He wished to defend the Treaty but he thought that
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the draft he proposed defended it more accurately. There was a very tech-

nical legal point involved.

(It was decided to refer both drafts to the Draftiag Committee for co-

ordination.)

The draft reply to the Austrian Delegation on the subject of reparations

(g) Reparations accepted.

After long discussion, the proposed reply to the Austrian Delegation on the

(h) Financial
clauses was accepted, with the exception of the altema-

Clauses
proposal of the American, British and Japanese Delegation[s]

regarding Article 199 [203]^ which was adjourned until the

following day.

7*

Agreement between the

Allies regarding the con-

tribution ofPoland^ Rou-

manian Jugo-Slavia and ™ 1 . A f. i-,.

Czechoslovakia to the
The agreement annexed in Appendix Gs was accepted.

cost of liberation of the

territories of theformer

Austro-Hungarian

Monarchy

8 .

Agreement between the

Allies regarding Italian

contribution towards cost

of liberating territories of

former Austro-Hungarian

Monarchy

The agreement annexed in Appendix was accepted.

that all action tending

to overthrow of the

Austrian State as

constituted by the

Treaty would be pro-

hibited

9 - M. TAiiDiEU proposed that a Committee be charged with the examination

^ ,
of a proposal which had been drafted in the following

Declaration by Austria

‘Austria undertakes not to tolerate on her territory any

act whether ofpropaganda or ofany other sort by Austrian

subjects or by foreign subjects with a purpose subversive of

Austria as an independent State. Acts of this character

should be regarded as directed against the security of the

State and treated as such. The Austrian Government should interpret on

its part this enactment as an undertaking not to compromise or allow to

be compromised, directly or indirectly, the independence of the State,

particularly in the legislative sphere, by preparatory measures, and in the

' Hcafe and subsequently the number in brackets refers to the article in the fiiml text of

r
treaty; the original numbering is that ofthe draft communicated to the Austrian Delega-

’ on July i?o, igig.

Not printed: identical wi^ appendix I to No. 41 : see No. 41, note 6.

^ Not printed: kientical widi appendix J to No. 41 : see No. 41, note 7.
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sphere of public or private instruction by propaganda. No law or regula-

tion or official action of any sort shall conffict with these stipulations. In
case there should be any divergence ofinterpretation between the Austrian

Government and one, or several, of the principal Allied and Associated

Powers, the discrepancy will be referred either to the Coundl of the

League of Nations or, when instituted, brought before the Permanent
Court of International Justice. These bodies will also pass decrees re-

garding measures desirable to ensure the carrying into effect of their

findings and to prevent the recurrence of similar difficulties.’

M. Tittoni said that this was a very serious proposal. It attempted to

regulate the internal Constitution of Austria for all time, not on a special

point, but through the whole of its extent.

Mr. Balfour said that he hoped the Council would be very careful

begjre putting into the Treaty, or into a letter having the force of a Treaty,

any form ofwords which would compel the Allied and Associated Powers to

impose domestic legislation on Austria, and to maintain police authority

over private, as well as public, speech. He thought the proposal was really

very repugnant to all that constituted an independent state. He believed,

moreover, that if agreed to, it would remain ineffective. The only way to

prevent Austria from gravitating towards Germany was to make terms such

that she would be content to live apart. Any attempt to prevent an Austrian

from saying that he wished to join Germany would, he thought, cover both

the Council and the League of Nations with ridicule.

M. Tardieu said that he was impressed by Mr. Balfour’s criticisms re-

garding the methods suggested. He thought that perhaps the first sentence

alone would suffice. The suggestion was a corollary to what had been put
into the German Treaty.

Mr. Balfour said that he thought that the omission of the bulk of the

document would be an improvement. He observed that the corollary to the

provisions of the German Treaty would be to forbid the Austrian Govern-

ment to do certain things. This might be done without incurring the ob-

jections he had previously stated.

M, Tardieu said that the Austrians were already saying that they had no
hope of living apart unless the League of Nations took special care of them.

The Council was trying to give the Austrians conditions which might make it

possible for them to live independently. What he now suggested was a
counterpart to these favours. He believed that Dr. Rermer would readily

agree, seeing that Herr Bauer had resigned because he could not convert

the Government to the contrary view.’' It would be enough, he thought, if

the mere principle were agreed to.

Mr. Polk asked whether M. Tardieu suggested that this should be said

in the Treaty.

M. Tardieu said he thought it would be sufficient if agreed to in the

covering letter sent with the replies.

’ Sec No. 22, note a.
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Mr. Polk thought this was preferable.

Mr. Balfour said that he thought this proposal had better be put into a

new form, and suggested that M. Tardieu should propose one.

M. Tardieu said that he would do so; what he suggested was to say in

the covering letter that the Allies were confident that the Austrian Govern-

ment meant to do what the Allies hoped would be done, and he believed

that the Austrian Delegation would give a satisfactory answer.

(It was decided that a sentence to the effect desired should be introduced

in the covering letter, and considered on the following day.)

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic^ Paris,

August 25, igiQ.

Appendix A to No. 42

Rapport de la Commission Interalliee d^Enquite^

Les travaux de la Commission charg<^c par le Gonseil supreme interallie de pro-

ceder k une enquete sur les dv^nements survenus k Fiume, dans les premiers jours

de juillet,^ sont rdsumds dans les vingt proc^s-verbaux joints au present rapport

(81 pieces annexes).®

A. Les causes

1 . L’armistice, qui marqua la fin des hostilit^s de TAutriche-Hongrie avec les

Puissances Allises et Associ6esderEntente,futsignd ^ Villa-Giustile 4 [3] novembre

1918, Les conditions avaient 6t6 prdalablement dtudiees et fixfe a Versailles par

le Conseil supdrieur de la Guerre.

Ces conditions permettaient d’occuper les points strat^giques jug6s necessaires

au del^L de la ligne de demarcation qui avait 6t6 etablie, et prescrivaient que les

gouvernements locaux, trouv^s installes dans les territoires occup6s par les troupes

alli^es, continueraient k exercer leur pouvoir pendant I’occupation.

2. Le 17 novembre 1918, en vertu du paragraphe 4 de la Convention d’armistice

sign6e par le General Diaz avec le Commandant en chef des armies austro-hon-

groises, les troupes italiennes entraient k Fiume consid^rd par le Commandement

italien comme ‘point strat^gique’, et prdc^demment occupd, puis ^vacu6, par un

bataillon serbe de I’Arm^e interalliee d’Orient. Des forces considerables (13,000

hommes encore officiellement presents le 15 juillet malgre les reductions d’effectife

provenant de la demobilisation) occupent la ville et ses environs^ dans un rayon

de 6 ^ 8 kilometres. Des detachements fran^ais, anglais et americains compietent

le corps d’occupation qui devient ainsi interallie, sous le commandement du

General Grazioli de I’armee italienne. (Le bataillon americain quitta la ville dans

les premier jours de fevrier 1919.)

3. Tandis que Poccupation italienne dtait en cours, le Commandant de TArmee

® The original of this appendix included the twenty procks-verbaux annexed to the

report. These documents, which fill 120 pages of print, are not reproduced.
^ See No. 8
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interaJlife d’Orient, jugeant necessaire d’etablir k Fiume une base pour le ravitaille-

ment de ses troupes, ieur donna Tordre de Foccuper.

II est k noter ceci

:

a) Qu’aucune ligne de demarcation n’avait 6te fixee a Versailles, pour separer

dans la Monarchic austro-hongroise les territoires, qui auraient pu ^tre occupes

pour des raisons strategiques par I’Armee d’ltalie, de ceux qui auraient pu Tetre

parFArmte d’Orient;

b) Que Fordre d’occuper Fiume avec des troupes frangaises et serbes, donne par

le Commandant des Armees d’Orient, n’engageait que la responsabilit^ du General

qui Favait donne, et non celle du Gonseil Supdrieur de la Guerre de Versailles, qui

n’avait pas 6t6 saisi de la question;

Ce fut la premiere cause des conflits* Le Commandant italien k Fiume alleguait

son droit, qui 6tait incontestable et bas6 sur une convention internationale. Le
Commandant fran^ais k Fiume ne pouvait qu’alleguer les ordres de son general

Les difficultes rencontrdes par les frangais pour dtablir Ieur base et les tiraillements

dans les rapports avec le Commandement italien pour y loger leurs troupes n’ont

pas d’autre origine.

Ce fut alors que la question fut ddferde par les Gouvernements intdress& au

Marechal Foch, qui proposa au Conseil sup^rieur de Guerre que Foccujjation de

Fiume serait italienne, mais qu’on y etablirait une base frangaise pour le ravitaille-

ment de FArm^e d’Orient ainsi qu’un ddtachement franco-serbe pour le service de

cette base. Les troupes interalli^es d’ltalie dependraient de FArmde d’ltalie, celles

de la base frangaise de FArmde d’Orient. En cas de conflit, les deux Commandants
en Chef saisiraient leurs Gouvernements respectifs de la question par Fentremise

du Mardchal Foch. Ces propositions furent approuvees par le protocole de

Londres.

4 . La co-existence Fiume des troupes italiennes et de la base frangaise fut ainsi

etablie en droit, et les tiraillements entre les deux Commandements cess^rent

virtuellement de fait, mais de nouvelles causes de conflit ne tard^rent pas k surgir,

dont les suivantes

:

a) Le fait de la d^pendance respective des troupes italiennes et frangaises de

deux Commandements diff^rents agissant inddpendamment Fun de Fautre amena
des conflits de juridiction qui laiss^rent des rancunes.

i) La constitution d’une base frangaise dans les lignes de Farm^e interalliee

d^Italie qui, dans Fppinion de la population et des troupes italiennes ravitaillait les

Yougo-Slaves, parmi lesquels les 'Slovenes et les Creates quise sont battus.contre

FItalie jusqu’au dernier jour et que FItalie consid^rera comme des ennemis

jusqu*^ ce que la paix soit sign^e, amena une situation qui irrita profond^ment les

Italiens.

c) Le commandant et certains oflSciers de la base frangaise n’ont jamais voulu

reconnaitre le Conseil national italien qui gouverne k Fiume comme un gouveme-

ment de fait sinon de droit.

II faut ajouter k cela que, dans la population mixte de Fiume, il y eut toujours

des conflits entre les Italiens et les Creates, et que la villejouissait sous le Gouverne-

ment hongrois d’une large autonomic fondee sur d^anciens privll^jges qui en

laissaient en g^n^ral Fadininistration aux Italiens.

d) La nomination d’lm Conseil national italien nomm6 sans Elections r^guh^res

pour remplacer le Conseil qui avait pris en main, sous la pr&idence du Dr. Lanaz,

Fadininistration de la ville aprfes le depart des Autorit^ hongroises au nom du

Conseil national yougo-slave de Zagreb, nomm^ dgalement sans Elections.
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Ce Conseil national italien dont les Creates contestent avec raison la l^ffititnit<s

outrepassa ses droits en proclamant Tannexion au Royaume d’ltalie.
^

Soutenu par le Commandement italien il prit tres rapid^ment un ensemble d
mesures destinte k placer les Gouvernements alli^es en presence d’un etat
choses qu’ils n’auraient plus qu’i sanctionner.

^

En particulier, les rues et les places de la ville furent d^baptisees et re^urent des
noms italiens, la justice fut rendue au nom du Roi d’ltalie, et le sermeht fut exige
des avocats. ^

e) Les Fran^ais n’ont pas dissimule leur sympathie pour I’^lement yougo-slave
le commandement italien de son cote a ouvertement appuy6 l’^16ment italien et son
appui est alld jusqu’^ tol^rer la constitution de soci(6tes comme la Giovine Fiume, la
Giovane Italia et la formation d’un bataillon fiumain, qul se proposaient de rdtablir
I’annexion, meme en employant la violence. La censure peu rigoureuse a pennis la
publication dans la presse d’articles excitant k la r^volte et la police trop indulgente
a donn6 aux agitateurs de metier le sentiment de l’impunit6.

/) Cette situation, d6jk par elle-meme tres difficile, devint plus tendue encore
apres la Paix de Versailles, quand la reconnaissance de la Yougo-Slavie par les

Allies de ritalie devint un fait accompli et quand on se rendit compte que les

aspirations de cette Puissance sur Fiume et une partie de la Dalmatie ne recevraient
pas satisfaction. L’exasp^ration de I’opinion publique italienne, dirig^e surtout
contre la France, amena la chute du Minist^re en Italie et donna lieu a une violente
campagne de presse dont on eut la r6percussion k Fiume et qui contribua indirecte-
ment aux ^v^nements douloureux qui donn^;rent lieu k I’enqu^te.

g) Quelques actes de peu d’importance de soldats frangais, qui dans les circon-

stances actuelles ont, sans aucun doute, oifens^ la population italienne, peuvent
peut-etre aussi ^tre compris parmi les causes imm^diates et occasionnelles de
Phostilit6 locale contre les troupes frangaises.

h) La 3® Arm^e italienne se livra aussi k une propagande anti-alli6e, sous forme
de bulletins distribu^s aux troupes.

i) La trks forte preponderance des troupes italiennes dans la ville de Fiume, par
rapport aux troupes des autres Allies, encouragea la population dans son attitude

vis-^-vis des Fran9ais et des Yougo-Slaves dans la ville de Fiume.
j) deploiement considerable d’affiches a contribue egalement k exciter le

sentiment italien.

^

k) Le 25 avril, le manifeste du President Wilson relatifau sort de Fiume cause en
\^e une grosse emotion. Une manifestation de plusieurs milliers de personnes a
lieu devant le palais du Gouverneur. Le General commandant le Corps d’occu-
pation, dans un discours, se declare ouvertement en faveur de I’annexion k I’ltalie

et reconunanda le calme.
1
) Le 1 7 juin, le General commandant le Corps d’occupation invite le General

commandant des Troupes fran^aises k eloigner les Serbes de la ville. Le Gen6ral
fran9ais refuse.

B, Lesfails

5 ‘ ^9 j^in*— Un groupe de soldats firan^ais, egayes par un bon repas pris a la

c^erne pour feter la paix, vint du fauborg de Susak en ville accompagne d’un
Les soldats etaient plutot gais; ils chantaient et entremeiaient leurs

quelques cris, entre autres: ^Vive la France!’, ‘Vive la Yougo-Slaviel’,

dernier cri^est contestd. Celui de ‘Vive la Yougo-Slavieriut
- epn^ re eomme une provoc^on, qui fot d’autant plus ressentie par les Italierts



deFiume ce jour-lk oil ils (itaient fortement excit& par la nature de la paix qui

venait d’toe signde. Heureusement Paffaire n’eut pas de suites, mais elle contribua

^cr^er dans la foule I’dtat d’esprit qui provoqua les faits des jours suivants*

6. 2juillet. — Deux soldats fran^ais ivres venant de Susak crois^rent deuxjeunes

fillesportant sur la poitrine la cocarde italienne; un d’eux arracha une de ces

cocardes, des grenadiers italiens le rossi:rent et, avec d’autres personnes, le rame-

n&rent k la caserne, oil le commandant fran^ais lui infligea le maximum de prison.

En attendant, la nouvelle se r^pandit comme une trainde de poudre dans la ville

et tous les Frangais qui se promenaient en groupe ou isolds, sans armes, furent

violemment attaquds par une foule hurlante et armde de matraques, oil civils et

militaires italiens dtaient mdlds dans une proportion qui n’a pu dtre dtablie, les

t&aoignages dtant contradictoires. On sonna I’alerte pour faire rentrer les soldats

italiens dans leurs casernes, tandis que des piquets armds et des patrouilles cher-

chaient k ddblayer les rues, k dtablir des barrages pour protdger casernes

fran9aises et k protdger les Frangais en les mettant k Tabri. On rdussit ainsi k les

sauver, mais on ne put empecher 9 officiers et 41 soldats frarigais d’etre blessds,

dont un assez grievement. On reproche aux soldats italiens d*avoir mollement

dtfendu les Fran^ais qu’ils voulaient protdger et mdme de les avoir k leur tour

frappds; des tdmoins I’affirment, d’autres le contestent; il est prouvd toutefois que
cela est arrivd en certain nombre de cas et en particulier k un oflScier et k un
adjudant fran^ais dont les depositions ne laissent aucun doute.

Tandis que ces faits se passaient, une foule de civils envahit le Club croate. Les

envahisseurs briserent les glaces et jet^rent par la fenStre quelques meubles que
la foule se plut k casser en morceaux. Enfin des soldats italiens entr^rent k leur

tour, firent vider les lieux, mais n’arr^t^rent personne,

L’attaque du Cercle croate n’dtait pas prdvue et on en a 6t6 d’autant plus surpris

que, depuis Poccupation, il n’y avait eu aucun conflit entre civils italiens et creates

de Fiume et que les soldats italiens sont dans les meilleurs termes avec les Creates

de Susak. Ce fait ne peut done s’expliquer que par Tdtat d’esprit de la foule, k la

suite des causes ddj^i mentionndes. Le service d’ordre a ^t6 mal compris, Pabsence

d’arrestations ne s’explique pas.

7. 5 juillet. — Un groupe de six soldats frangais se querelle avec des civils, un
Fran9ais tire un coup de revolver, un autre en tire un second. Un oflScier italien

accourt et tire k son tour un coup sur eux. Un soldat fran9ads est atteint. Les

Fran9ais s’enfuient dans la direction de leur caserne. Un rassemblement qui se

forme et grossit k vue d’oeil les poursuit. Pendant la fuite trois d*entre eux

s’abritent dans une caserne italienne, un disparait, les deux autres arrivent k la

caserne et crient aux armes. Des coups de fusil et de mitrailleuse partent de la

caserne. L’officier italien s’avance sur la place restde libre et parlemente avec les

soldats fran9ais qui promettent de ne plus tirer si la foule s’en va. Ils tiennent

parole et ne tirent plus; un piquet italien armd repousse la foule qui s^^tait mise k
Pabri, dtablit un barrage et le calme revient. Pendant la poursuite, une grenade

lancde par un civil delate et blesse deux Fran^ais; quelques coups de feu parent
d*une maison en face de la caserne et de la maison 3, rue Parini, oii'un civil, de

nationahtd croate, est arrdtd. Qjaelques instants plus tard, la foule rencontre une

patrouiile firanQaise du Sakalave, Pentoure et Pinjurie sans raison; deux piquets

^nnes italiens la prennent entre eux et la reconduisent k son bord sans pouvoir

la protdger des cailloux que lui lance la foule tenue k distance. Un b.arrage

de matins italiens est dtabli sur le quai pour la protection du Sakalave qui y est

imiarre.



C'est un Fran^ais qui a tire le premier, et ce qui a suivi en est la consequence

etant donne Fetat d’esprit de la foule, de plus en plus surexcitee. Les coups partis

de la caserne occup6e par les soldats fran^ais surexcit^s eux aussi et qui, se croyant

attaqu^s, avaient le devoir de se defendre, sont justifies. Pas plus que les autres fois

le service d’ordre n’a et^ suffisant et, comme toujours, il n’y a pas eu d’arrestations.

On pouvait, au moins, arreter ceux qui insultaient la patrouille du Sakalave^ vue que

des carabiniers etaient Ik, Pour la premiere fois on voit la foule lancer une grenade

et quelqu’un tirer d’une fen^tre.

8. 6juillet. — C’etait un dimanche; trois soldats fran^ais en armes qui venaient

de Susak oi!i ils avaient achet6 des cigarettes et bu du vin et du vermouth, traversent

le centre de la ville contrairement aux ordres re^us de Iqurs chefs. Ils ne sont pas

provoqu^s et ne provoquent pas. Une patrouille italienne et une foule les suit. A
plusieurs reprises des coups de feu avaient 6td tires dans la ville. Sur le quai un de

ces soldats quitte ses camarades et rejoint son poste sans etre inqui6t6. Les deux

autres soldats arriv^rent k la hauteur du palais Adria; Fun d’eux fait demi-tour et

tire dans la direction de la foule. La patrouille italienne qui les suit se ddrobe

derri^jre le chalet de la douane, d’oh elle tire a son tour quelques coups sur les

Frangais, Personne ne fut touche et les deux Frangais se sauv^rent, poursuivis par

la foule oix les militaires italiens dtaient assez nombreux; un d’eux fut arret6 et

d&armd par un civil qui re^ut un coup de ba'ionnette dans une jambe; Tautre,

mortellement blessd par un coup de I'evolver, on ne sait pas exactement par qui.

Plusieurs coups de revolver partirent de la foule, oix il y avait aussi des officiers

italiens que des t^moins assurent avoir vu tirer. Un d’eux, dont le signalement a et6

donn6, vient ddposer : il avoue avoir tir^ sur le soldat quatre coups de son arme a

une distance de quarante pas; mais ajoute: qu’il Fa manque, ne Fayant pas

vu tomber.

La participation k ce combat peu gdndreux de quelques officiers italiens qui

auraient dii defendre ce soldat est 6tablie. A noter une fois de plus FinsufEsance

absolue des mesures d’ordre et Fabsence de toute arrestation.

Get incident est k peine termine que la foule se dirige, on ne sait pourquoi, vers

les magasins frangais du port Barros. Il n’y avaitjamais rien eu dans ces parages, ni

provocations, ni querelles; une petite garnison de 27 hommes, en partie soldats

annamites, en partie ouvriers fran^ais d’administration, gardait ces magasins et y

(Stait cantonn^e. Deux coups de revolver partent de la foule, tir6s par des civils sur

la sentinelle annamite qui riposte, des coups de revolver partent des fenetres des

maisons qui font face au quai Christophe-Colomb et k la rue Marco-Polo, d’autres

coups de revolver et de fusil traversent le bassin du port int6rieur, provenant on

ne sait d’oh en laissant quelques traces sur les cuirassds italiens qui sont dans le

port. A peu pr^s au moment oh ce feu cesse, trois compagnies de marins italiens

arm6s encadrds de leurs officiers sont mises k terre. Celle de VEmmanuel Filiberto se

rend sur le quai oh les contre-torpilleurs fran§ais sont amarr^s et etend un cordon

pour les prot6ger; celle du Dante se rend sur la place du meme nom avec Fordre de

maintenir la circulation et d’emp^cher tout rassemblement. Ni Fune ni Fautre

n’est attaquee et il leur est possible d’exdcuter les ordres re9us sans rencontrer

d’obstacles. La troisi^me, celle du San Marco

^

regoit du Commandant Acton Fordre

pr6cis de s’interposer entre la foule et les magasins frangais de la base pour les

' proteger sans faire usage des armes. La compagnie s’avance en colonne par quatre

et, une fois qu’eUe a pass6 le pont tomrnant, entend siffler quelques balles. Elle

prend des dispositions de combat. D’abord, elle se d^ploie et fait une salve; ensuite

^ elle court k Fattaque, se partage en trois colonnes, cerne les magasins, les fouille,
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tue ou blesse les quelques Francjais et Annamites qul s’t5taient rtfugi^s k rintfrieur

et emmene les survivants sur VEmma7iuel Filiberio ou Ics blesses sent pansds.

Pendant ce bref combat une vingtaine de coups de fusil furent tir^s par les

Franco-Annamites, autant qu’oii en peutjuger par le nombre d’6tuis de cartouches

retrouv^s; k peu pres deux cents furent tires par les marins italiens, de Faveu de

leurs officiers. Un Frangais et un Italien civil furent tuds, pr^s d’un bateau de

peche italien amarre au quai, par des coups de revolver tires de la foule par des

civils; deux Annamites furent tucs dans Finterieur du poste par des marins italiens;

deux autres le furent, bien que sans armes et quand ils s’etaient dej^ rendus, Fun
par un coup de poignard dans le dos, Fautre par un coup de crosse de fusil sur la

t^te; deux grenades furent lancecs par la foule, dont Fune tomba dans la mer,

Fautre eclata tuant un Annamite et blessant un matelot italien. La foule et les

marins italiens se livrerent k des scenes de sauvagerie constatdes par de nombreux
temoins.

On ne comprend pas qu’un fait parcil ait pu se passer et que quelques coups de

feu, tires par un poste qui se croyait menace par la foule, aient fait perdre le sang-

jfroid aux ofSciers du San Marco au point d’attaquer ce meme poste qu’ils devaient

protdger, et de Fattaquer en faisant usage de leurs armes avec une centaine

d'hommes, sachant que la garnison dtait minime et n’avait pas la moindre idde

de se defendre, comme on le vit lorsqu’a la premiere summation la sentinelle se

rendit avec quatre autres hommes. II aurait dtd si facile de s’expliquer; le sang

aurait dte dpargnd et les civils qu’on aurait pu et du repousser au loin n’auraient

pas pu penetrer, comme ils Font fait, dans Fenceinte du port Barros, oh avec le

revolver et la grenade ils ont fait trois victimes. II est possible que ces officiers et

ces marins qui n’avaient jamais combattu k terre aient juge la situation qui se

presentait a eux non d’apr^s la rdalite, mais d’apr^s les suggestions errondes de
leur imagination surexcitee.

On fit des descentes dans plusieurs maisons sans autres rdsultats que Farrestation

d’un officier frangais qui n’avait fait que regarder par la fen^tre ce qui se passait, et

celle d’un Groate gargon d’hotel a Susak.

L’absence de toute sanction est encore plus incomprehensible que les autres

fois.

Le total des pertes frangaises pour le 6 juillet fut de 9 tues et 1 1 blessds. Les

Italiens eurent trois marins legerement blesses.

C. ResponsabilitSs

9. II n’y a aucun doute que la responsabilitd des causes de la tension dans les

rapports entre les Italiens du Royaume et ceux de Fiume avec les Frangais est due,

non ades personnes, mais [ ? h] des faits qui appartiennent ddsormais k Fhistoire. Ce
sont : la reconnaissance de la Yougo-Slavie de la part des Allies en dehors de FItalie;

la Paix de Versailles, oh le r^glement de toutes les questions relatives k FItalie fut

renvoy6 k une date ind^terminee; la croyance du peuple italien k une politique

Slavophile et hellenophile de la France qui, d’apr^s lui, tend k reconstruire, sous la

forme d^une Confederation danubierme, son ancienne ennemie FAutriche-Hongrie,
poxir lui barrer les voies de FOrient.

10. Cette situation de fait, qu’il ne dependait de personne de changer et devait

^^e acceptee par tous, n’en etait pas moins d’une nature tr^s delicate, surtout k
Fiume oh les inter^ts qui se consideraient leses par elle etaient en contact immediat
et oh, par consequent, un choc d’un moment k Fautre pouvait se produire. II

aurait done ete absolument necessaire que toutes les autorities qui, pour une raison
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quelconque, se trouvaient exercer la juridiction k Fiume $e fussent efforcees, en
'

parfait accord avec [? entre] dies, de rester au-dessus des passions qui s’agitaient

dans la ville et de maintenir un equilibre parfait entre les partis, cherchant a n’en

m^contenter aucun, puisqu’il leur ^tait impossible de les contenter tons. Or c’est

precis^ment le contraire qui est arrive.

11. Le Conseil national italien, autorite politique de fait, quoique discuteeen

droit, allant au dd^ de ses attributions, proclame Fannexion au royaume d’ltalie,

comme s’il n’existait pas Paris une Conference de la Paix pour decider ces grandes

questions. II prit ensuite des mesures vexatoires centre les Creates, qui ne voulaient

pas le reconnaitre, et toldra Fexistence de societes de jeunes gens qui travaillaient

pour Fannexion, proclamant qu’ils n’hdsiteraient pas, le cas dcheant, k recourir

m^me a la violence pour y arriver.

12. Le Conseil national create k Susak, qui n’a plus d’autorite ni en droit ni en

fait, puisque Fadministration est confide k un capitainc de district relevant directe-

ment de Zagreb, n’en continue pas moins k exister pour faire oeuvre de propagande

create.

13. Le comm'andement italien, au lieu de se rctrancher dans ses attributions

militaires derivant des raisons purement strategiques pour lesquelles Foccupation

de Fiume lui a 6t6 ddvolue, appuie ouvertement le Conseil national italien dans ses

agissements et, malgre les forces dont il dispose, se garde de sdvir centre les elements

italiens de la ville, meme les plus turbulents; et tout en censurant avec rigueurles

journaux creates, permet la publication d’articles dangereux dans les journaux

italiens.

14. Le Commandement et les ofEciers fran^ais se sont vu reprocher leurs sym-

pathies yougo-slaves, soit parce que les Italiens refusaient de s’associer k eux, soit

parcc que les Fran9ais prdfdraient frdquenter ces Yougo-Slaves. II en est resulte

chez les Italiens la croyance que les Fran^ais dtaient avec les Yougo-Slaves contre

les aspirations italiennes, et une profonde rancune locale.

15. II n’y a done pas de doute que la responsabilite gdndrale de ce qui vient dese

passer retdmbe sur tous ces organes, moins pour les fonctions qu’ils exercent que

pour la mani^re dont ils les ont comprises et exeredes.

16. La responsabilite des lacunes du service de police et du manque total de

sanctions retombe sur le Commandement italien.

D. Propositions

1 7. Etant donnd ce qui prdcdde, le meilleur moyen de rdtablir Fordre et d’em-

pdeher le renouvellement des troubles, serait de ddcider le sort de Fiume le plus tot

possible, pour mettre fin une pdriode d’attente qui encourage tous les dldments

subversifs k s’agiter afin d’obtenir la solution qu’ils souhaitent.

On pourrait prendre, dds maintenant, les mesures suivantes:

I® Remplacer le Conseil national italien de Fiume par un Gouvernementelusom

le controle d’une Commission militaire interallid[e] qui en garantira Fimpartialite.

2° Constituer une Commission militaire interallide chargee de la surveillance

et de Fadministration civile du ‘Corpus separatum’ de Fiume et dd Susak. Cette

Commission comprendrait un rfeprdsentant des Etats-Unis d’Amdrique, de la

France, de la Grande-Bretagne et de FItalie. Elle controlerait dgalement les

^etiems mentionhees au paragraphe prdeddent. Le Prdsident en sera le Reprdsen-

^-^^.am^cain ou anglais.

a) €2iang^ le persoimd du Commandement italien et les troupes qui ont prfe

aufx demiers. troubles. Prdvenir le nouveau Commandement que son action
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doit^tre exclusivement militairc ct qu’il nc doit pas intervenir dans PAdministration

civile;

b) Les forces italiennes d’occupation, k TEst de la ligne d’armistice seront

riduites k une brigade d’infanterie ct un escadron de cavalerie, un seul bataillon de

cette brigade etant cantonne dans Fiume-Susak* Le G6ndral commandant cette

brigade pourrait rdsider a Fiume et il y exercera le commandement tactique des

forces interallides. Aucune puissance ne pourra avoir plus d’un bataillon stationn^

dans la ville, y compris la police militaire,

5° [4*^] Relever en entier le bataillon d’infanterie coloniale fran^ais;

b) Changer le personnel de la base fran^aise;

c) En raison de I’hostilitd de la population fiumaine k Fugard de cette base, il est

,

desirable qu’elle soit supprimee le plus tdt possible.

5° Deux navires de guerre par nation au maximum pourront Hrc presents sur

rade en meme temps, a I’cxclusion des navires de guerre fran^ais et italiens, avec

leur personnel, qui se sont dejh Irouves Fiume depuis I’armistice k quelque

^poque que ce soit.

6^ En attendant la creation d’une police locale militaire, erder, pour maintenir

Tordre, un corps de police anglais ou amdricain de la force d’un bataillon, ddpen-

dant de la Commission militaire interallide, prdvue au paragraphe 2. Le Prdsident

de cette Commission pourrait s’adresser au Commandement du Corps interallid

d’occupation et aux Commandants des navires de guerre interallids pour avoir

des renforts en cas de besoin.

Suppression immediate du bataillon fiumain.

8^ Enqudte judiciaire:

a) Sur la mort du soldat fran^ais Penuisic;

bl Sur les faits reprochds

:

A I’ofKcier supdrieur commandant les compagnies de debarquement;

Au commandant de la compagnie de ddbarquement qui a attaqud le poste du
Port Barros;

A TofEcier qui s’est introduit dans I’appartement d’un ofHcier frangais pour

proedder, sans en avoir re^u I’ordre, k son arrestation;

Au Commandant des carabiniers italiens.

9. Les rdparations d’ordre moral et d’ordre matdriel dues k la France pour la

mort de ses soldats et les ddgats des magasins de la base seront rdgldes, selon les

usages diplomatiques, par entente directe entre les Gouvernements intdressds.

10. Rien ne doit etre ndgligd pour que I’entente parfaite et la camaraderie qui,

hors de Fiume, ont toujours existd entre I’armde frangaise et I’armde itaiienne, si

dignes I’une de I’autre, soient rdtablies pour I’intdrdt commun et pour mener k bien

la graqde oeuvre de la paix.

11. Action immddiate et effective de la part des Allies dans le but de foumir

a I’ltalie tout ce dont elle a besoin pour faire revivre son industrie et assurer sa

prospdrite. Ceci aiderait beaucoup k faire renaitre les bons sentiments ^ ^erait

une ddmonstration, de la part des Allids, de leur apprdciation des sacrifices Mts "

par I’ltalie pour la cause commime.
12.. Etant donnd le manque de vivres, la Commission recommande vivement que

la. Serbie soit invitee k lever imm^diatem'ent les prohibitions d’exportation sur les

objets d’alimentation k idestination de Fixune et de la Dalmatie.

Fiume, le 9 aout 1919.
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Appendix B to No. 42

Document i

Telegramme adresse au Conseil Supreme de la Conference de la Paix, Paris

BUDAPEST, SJ aout igig^ g h,

N. 181. De prot. compte rendu seance apres midi du 23 aout. Cominissiona
communique a Archiduc tclcgramme Conseil Supreme du 23 aout*® accompagne
par lettre dans laquellc on lui donnait deux heures de temps pour faire connaitre

sa decision en Tinformant que si cclle-ci n’ctait pas conforme aux intentions

exprimees par Conference Paix, la Commission aurait etd obligee de livrer ce

document a la publicile. A 8 heures dii soir, President du Conseil hongrois

Friedrich a informe par letlre la Commission que Archiduc et Gouvernement
actuel donnent leur demission ct prient faire tout ce qui leur semblera ntesaire.
Commission a toutes fins utiles a cru bon appeler immediatement Monsieur
Friedrich et lui conformcr [w] quo Commission ayant d(5ja communique ce que
Confa^ence Paix croit nccessaire rctient que Gouvernement actuel assurera comme
il est d’usage expedition affaires courantcs jusquc foi'mation du nouveau gouveme-
ment dans lequel tous Ics partis soient rcprcsentes. Monsieur Friedrich a promis

que dans quelqucs jours espcrc pouvoir presenter liste du nouveau cabinet.

Mission Militaire Interalliiee.

Document 2

Telegramme adressi au Conseil Supreme Interallii^ Paris

BUDAPEST, 24 aout— 20 h, gl,

T. i8o de Prot compte rendu stance matinee du 23 aout.
La Commission a entendu ce matin M. Diamandi qui, ayant re9u instructions

de Bucarest, est venu exposer these du Gouvernement roumain en ce qui concerne

materiel. D’apr^s ces declarations, cette th^se doit etre soutenue en m^me temps

k Paris devant Conseil Supreme. ‘La Roumanie voit ses propres locomotives

et wagons aux mains des Hongrois, alors qu’elle n’en a pas pour ses propres

besoins.

‘Le materiel que lui ont pris les Hongrois ne peut pas etre considere comme un

gage appartenant aux Puissances Alliees.

‘D’autre part, le Comte Czernin a donne en plein Parlement I’enumeration de

ce qui a etc pris en Roumanie. Comme compensation Roumanie estime qu’elle

doit requerir non seulement ce qui est strictement indispensable aux besoins des

troupes d’occupation, mais aussi 30 pour-cent de tous les articles existant en

Hongrie.

‘Que se passerait-il si Roumains se retiraient? Quelles garanties qu’on leur

restituerait le matdriel abandonnd par eux en Hongrie? Qui protdgera Roumanie
contre Pemploi qui pourrait en 6tre fait centre elle? Le retard apportd k saisir

niat&iel hongrois est k, I’avantage hongrois et cause de grands dommages k

Roumanie,
‘ - H ne faut pas ouBlier que Roumanie est ^galement menacee sur front russe*

See No. 40, appendix G.
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‘Un peu moins de rigidity dans decision de Paris pourrait faciliter accord qui

sans cela serait difficile.’

Sans ^num^rer autres arguments pr&ent& par M. Diamandi, il est certain que
la requisition et les envois en Roumanie sont continues.

La Commission pourra contr61er les envois par des Commissions d’officiers dont

une fonctionnera k partir de demain k Szolnok oii pont de chemin de fer va ^tre

retabli et les autres k bref deiai en d’autres points.

II n’est pas au pouvoir de la Commission d’empecher requisition et elle ne peut

qu’en ref^rer au Gonseil Supreme. Jusqu’a pr&ent, en ce qui concerne les Rou-
mains, Toeuvre de la Mission [n’]a 6t6 pratiquement d’aucune valeur.

En consequence, cette mission est d’avis que serait inutile de continuer ces

pourparlers avec autorites roumaines* locales qui suivent une conduite de pro-

crastination avec intention evidente s’emparer de toute chose de valeur qui reste

en Hongrie et qui ont continuellement manque k leurs promesses.

Mission Militaire Interalliee.

Appendix G to No. 42

Telegramme adressS par le Conseil SuprSme des Allies au Gouvernement Roumain

(par Tintermediaire du Charge d’AfFaires de France a Bucarest.)

PARIS, le 25 aout igig,

Les rapports de la Commission Interalliee des Generaux de Budapest etablissent

que les autorites militaires roumaines continuent, en depit des assurances donnees

tant par le Gouvernement roumain que par ses representants k Paris, k vider la

Hongrie de ses ressources de tout ordre.

La Conference de la Paix a pris connaissance de ces informations avec la plus

penible surprise. Elle attend avec la plus grande impatience la reponse du
Gouvernement roumain au teiegramme que le Conseil Supreme lui a adresse le

23 courant, qui a confirme definitivement ses vues, dej^ exprimees k plusieurs

reprises, mais elle doit d^s maintenant avertir le Gouvernement roumain que si

les proc^d^s des autorit^s roumaines en Hongrie ne sont pas entierement et im-

. mediatement modifies, une telle attitude entrainera pour la Roumanie les plus

s6rieuses consequences,

G. Clemengeau

Appendix D to No. 42

General Staff of the Army. S H Bulletin No. 77

2* Bureau A. August 23, xgig.

Sale of Material belonging to British and American Troops

The newspapers of Cologne continue to publish for the British authorities,

announcements of auction sales of automobiles, horses and mules belonging to

the army. The Americans also circulate announcements: at Boppard they are

proceeding to conduct sales of military material.

Annexed is the original and the translation of an announcement of the KoeU

nische Volhszeitung relative to an auction sale of horses and mules. Other similar
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announcements, relative to the sale of automobiles and trucks by the British
recently communicated to the General staff, have been destroyed.

’

^Motice,

Upon the order of the British Army
Sales at auction of

250 surplus horses and mules.

Mr. Carl Polhaus

will sell these animals at public auction

at Solingen.

Loup-Garou. Sebastian-Schiitzenplatz.

The sale will commence at 9 o’clock.

Payments will bemade in cash. Checks [Cheques] will not be accepted.

The animals will be delivered without halters; they can be taken
away immediately after payment for same. Their transfer into the

non-occupied zone is authorized.’

Appendix E to No. 42

American Commission to Negotiate Peace. S, H Bulletin No. 772.

August 25, jgig.

Telegramfrom the French High Commissioner at Constantinople on the action of

Admiral Bristol in presenting a Telegram to the Turkish Government before consultation

with the InteT’^Allied High Commission

August 23, igig.

Translation,

Admiral Bristol, recently appointed American High Commissioner to Con-
stantinople, remitted a comminatory memorandum to the Grand Vizir on the

22nd instant without having advised the Allied High Commissioners.
The following is a r6sum6 of the note:

‘President Wilson notifies the Turkish Government that ifimmediate measures
are not taken to prohibit all violence or massacres on the part of the Turks, Kurds,
or other Mussulmans against the Armenians in the Caucasus or elsewhere, the

President will withdraw Article 12 from the Peace Conditions” (rules concerning
the maintenance ofTurkish sovereignty) . This action would result in the complete
dissolution of the Ottoman Empire. If the Turks desire to continue to exercise

any sovereignty over any part of the Empire they must show that they not only

have the intention, but the authority to prohibit their nationals from engaging in

these atrocities: no excuse being powerless in the matter will be accepted from
the Turks.’

The Grand Vizir communicated this memorandum to the English and French

Commissioners. He is very uneasy and declares that he has not been

;
J^thpraed to control the necessary forces to maintain order or to obtain the

resources indispensable for the payment of his soldiers and functionaries;

, ,dsese conditions he is completely at bay. He could not help remarking that

1- ,

** he. the Fourteen Points. See minute above.
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America, a country which has not been at war with Turkey and did not sign the

Armistice, gave this imperative notification separately and without participation

on the part of the Allied Powers,

Appendix F to No. 42

Document i

CoMiTi DE Coordination pour la Rj&ponse A l’Autrighe

}(ote pour le Conseil Suprime

25 aoiit igig,

Dans sa stance du 19 aout, le Conseil supreme, voulant se reserver Texamen des

projets de reponse k la note autrichienne, au point de vue du fond, a d6cid6 que les

fonctions du Comity de coordination se borneraient k des changements de forme.

Toutefois, le Conseil supreme a donne des instructions pour que les membres du
Comity lui soumissent des rapports sur tons les points oil il leur parait qu’il y aurait

lieu d’introduire des changements de fond.

En execution de ces instructions, le Comity de coordination a Thoimeur de

soumettre au Conseil supreme:

1° Un projet de lettre d’envoi;

2® Un memorandum annexe nontenant les projets pr^par^s par les Commissions

en reponse aux contre-propositions.autrichiennes et coordonnAs par le Comite.

See No. 37, minute i.

Not printed. This draft reply of 51 pages in the original was in the main the same as

the final text of the ‘Reponse des Puissances Allite et Associees aux Remarques de la

Dd^gation Autrichienne sur les Conditions de Paix’, printed in Bericht iiber die Tdtigkeit der

deutschosterreichischen Friedensdelegation in St Germain-en-Laye, voh ii, pp. 318-73. The more
considerable divergencies between the final text and the draft in this appendix were;

(i) Part II: Section III: Styria, In place of the last two paragraphs (attribution of Rad-

kersburg) the draft read: ‘Dans ces conditions eUes [les Puissances alli6es et

associees] restent convaincues que leur solution r6pond k la fois au sentiment et k

rinterSt de la majority des populations.’ (Correspondingly the draft did not

include the phrase ‘sauf sur un point’ in the last sentence of the second paragraph

of Part H.)
(ii) Part III: Sections V and VIIL Not included in the draft.

(iii) Part III: Section VI (Nationalities). The draft differed in minor particulars from

the final text (cf. No. 43, minute 3 h) and was headed Section II.

,
(iv) Part VII (Sanctions). The draft did not include the sixth and seventh paragraphs

(beginning; ‘Les Puissances alliees et associees ne d^sirent. . .’).

(v) Part X: Section I (Economic Clauses). Paragraph 2 of the new article 224 was not

included in the draft, and the dr^t for paragraph 3 read ‘La Tch6co-Slovaquie

et la Pologne s’engagent en outre k ne pas imposer pendant chacune des trms

premieres ann6es de cette p^riode aucun droit k I’exportation ou autre restnction

k I’exportation vers I’Autriche de charbon ou de ligmte,jusqu’A concurrence d’une

quantity raisonnable qui sera fix6e, k d^aut d’accord entre- les £tats interess^,

par la Commission des Reparations. Dans la determination de cette quantite, la

Commission des Reparations, tiendra compte des quantites de charbon comme de

lignite normalement foumies aux territoires de I’Autricdie actuelle par la Haute-

Siiesie et les territoires autrichiens cedes k la Tcheco-Slovaquie et ^ la Pologne *en

execution du Traite de Paix.’

(vi) Part X: Section VIIL The draft relative to article 260 [266] differed somewhat from
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3° Une annexe’^^ enumerant les difierents points sur lesquels un ou plusieurs

membres du Comite sont d’avis qu’il y aurait lieu d’attirer Tattention du Conseil

supreme. II est a peine besoin d’ajouter que les auteurs de ces notes n’ont eupour
intention que de faciliter la tache du Conseil Suprtoe, dans Texamen des projets

de reponse.

Le President: J. Gambon

Document 2

Projet. Lettre d""Envoi au President de la Delegation Aiitrichienne de la Repome des

Puissances Alliees et Associees

A Son Excellence,

M. Renner, President de la D61dgation autrichienne, a Saint-Germain-en-Laye,

PARIS, /^ [ . .
. ] aout igij.

Monsieur le President,

Les Puissances alliees et associees ont examine avec une particuliere attention

les observations de la Delegation autrichienne relatives aux Conditions de paix,

Vous trouverez ci-joint leur reponse, qui contient tons les amendements dont

rintroduction dans le Traits a paru Equitable et pratiquement realisable.

La Delegation autrichienne a soulevd des objections de principe contre certaines

clauses du projet primitif du Traite de paix; elle a fait remarquer qu’elles impli-

quaient d’abord que TAutriche est un fitat ennemi et, en outre, qu’elle est Theri-

ti^re des obligations de la Monarchic austro-hongroise. La Delegation autrichi-

enne pretend que I’Autriche est un fitat entierement nouveau, ne de la dissolution

de la Monarchic: cre6 apres I’armistice, il n’a en fait jamais 6t6 en guerre avec les

Puissances alliees et associees, qui ne sauraient done le traiter en ennemi; il ne

serait pas juste d’en faire sp^cialement Thdritier des obligations de la Monarchic

austro-hongroise et de lui faire supporter le poids des indemnitds et reparations

qu’on aurait certainement impos^es k la Monarchic si elle avait encore exists.

Les Puissances alliees et assocides ne peuvent admettre ce point de vue. 11 ne

faut pas oublier que la guferre a son origine dans Pultimatum si rigoureux adress6

de Vienne a la Serbie le 23 juillet 1914, et suivi de la declaration de guerre du

25 juillet, malgr^ une reponse du Gouvernement serbe universellement jug^e

conciliante. Il ne faut pas oublier non plus que, d^s les premiers jours d’aoiit 1914,

les pieces d’artillerie autrichiennes de gros calibre bombardaient les places fortes

de la Belgique, associant ainsi le Gouvernement autrichien k la violation de la

neutrality de ce pays.

Il est vrai sans doute que la responsability premiere de la guerre incombe au

Gouvernement de I’ancienne Monarchic et que ce Gouvernement a disparu; mais

se borner k cette constatation, e’est donner de la situation une image incompiyte.

Pendant toute une gynyration, la politique de I’Etat austro-hongrois, qu’il s’agit des

alFaires constitutionnelles intyrieures ou des relations extyrieures, n’a eu d’autre

objet que de rechercher Tappui de PEmpire allemand pour cimenter rhygemonie

the final text and no draft was included for the observations oh article 261

(vii) Pah XII (Ports, Waterways and Railways). The draft for the third and fourth

paragraphs was as printed in translation by D. H. Miller, op. cit., vol. xi, p. 138.

Document 3 ip this appendix*
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des dements
allemands et magyars sur ies elements slaveys et latins de la Monarchic,

etpourl’todre sur les fitats indcpendanls des Balkans. Les evenements des six

de^^res ann^es font apparaitre la guerre comme unc luttc entre les ^Idments

aennaniques, slaves et latins do TEurope oriciitale. Le succes des Puissances

centrales aurait indubitablement conduit h r<5tublissement dhuie hc%<5monie com-

pEe et permanente de la puissance militairc allemande, de la pcns<Je politique

^emande, des ideSes intellectuellcs allemandes sur la plus grande partie du

continent europ^en.

La rupture du lien qui unissait PAutrichc k la Hongrie n’a nen change a leur

condition de bellig^rants dans la prdsente 'guerre; elle a affeetd sans doute la

situation de forganisme international jusquc-lii reconnu par les Puissances, mais

on aurait quelque peine k nier qu’en fait,— ct la guerre cst unc question de fait

Pdtat de guerre a subsist^. D’ailleurs, on ne saurait dire que retablissement k

Vienne d*un nouveau Gouvcrncinent fut de nature modifier les rapports de

FAutriche avec ses ennemis. Pas plus que la rupture d\xn lien federal, uu change-

mentde gouvernement ne procure la paix, Ge sent 1^ des actes de forme, qui ne

vont pas au fond de si graves affaires. G’est dans le caractfere des peuples que

plongent les racines de la guerre; aussi longtemps qu’ils ne se sont pas mis d’accord

pour vivre en paix, les Gouvernements peuvent se faire ou se ddfaire, se ddsagr^ger

ou durer: les peuples n’en continueront pas moins k se battre. C’est ainsi que les

Puissances allides et assocides estiment que Tiitat de guexre, cr66 par la Monarchic

en juillet 1914, a durd jusqu’i aujourd’hui, et que FAutriche y a participd et y

participe encore. Aux yeux des Puissances allides et associ^es, FAutriche est done

un fitat ennemi.

Au contraire, en pleine guerre et longtemps avant Farmistice, les slaves et les

latins de Fancienne Monarchic se sont ralli& aux Mgions des hommes libres sous

les drapeaux des Grandes Puissances. Leurs soldats se sont enrolls dans les armees

dela Libert^; ils ont servi sur les diifSrents fronts, ont organisd des unitds inddpen-

dantes et ont 6t6 reconnus comme co-bellig^rants par les Gouvernements allids et

associ6s. Leur exemple a inspire leurs concitoyens et les aspirations longtemps

contenues de ses peuples se sont donn^ libre cours dans une explosion de vie

nationale. Ils ont pris leur place parmi les autres fitats. Ce n’est pas de leur propre

grd qu’ils ont fait la guerre dans les rangs des soldats de la Monarchic; ils

montr^ depuis, en s’unissant k leurs pr6tendus ennemis qui les ont admis dans

leur alliance.

Ce ddmembrement de la Monarchie n’a pas dteint ses obligations d ayant-guerre

ni celles gu’elle a contract^ pour faire la guerre, et les Puissances allides et asso-

ci&s victorieuses ont du r^soudre le difficile probl^me de leur liquidation, dans un

esprit d’6quitd et de justice. II n’existait ni th^orie ni pratique rdglant les relations

eutre fitats qui pussent les guider dans cette situation sans prdeddent.
^

Bien que FAutriche (avec la Hongrie) soit Fh6riti^re de la Monarchie, on nen

cst pas moins oblige de reconnaitre que r^duite k Fdtat d un petit peup e e

6 millions d’ames, elle ne pent supporter ni dteindre les obligations contracte^ par

nne grande Puissance d’environ cinquante millions d’habitants occupant d im-

menses territoires comme Fancienne Monarchie avant son efibndrement.

P^n6tres de ces faits, nous avons insdr^ dans le Trait6 qu accompagne cette e e

des dispositions assez ^lastiques relatives aux responsabilites d or re ma 1

incombant k FAutriche, de mani^e k lui permettre d’adapter d6s mamtenant et

a Favenir son existence k ces npuvelles conditions. De plus, on a precede a

repartition de certaines de ces obligations entre les Etats issus e ancienne
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Monarchic ou agrandis k ses d^pens; ainsi la liquidation du grand Empire pouxra
s’efFectuer en tenant compte aussi bien des faits qu’implique la situation actudl
que de cet autre fait inoubliable, que PEmpire a attire sur le monde un cortfee<k
destructions, de mis^sres et d'horreurs.

En outre, les Puissances allides et assocides se rappellent que la Monarchic
austro-hongroise, en demandant un armistice et en acceptant sans conditions ses

clauses, a reconnu pleinement sa defaite complete sur le champ de bataille.

L’Autriche est un grand Etat cnnemi; elle hdrite des responsabilitfe qu^elle

a encourues lorsqu’elle faisait partie de Pancienne Monarchic; elle est du c6t6

des vaincus dans cette guerre: ce sbnt 1^ les justes deductions qui ont servi de
base Pexamen des contre-propositions autrichicnnes et qui constituent le fonde-

ment de la paix que les Puissances allides et assocides doivent conclure avec

PAutriche.

Nous n’avons pas jugd devoir reviser les clauses territoriales, pour les raisons

qu’expose la rdponse des Allies. Nous nous bornerons k indiquer ici que si certaines

considerations geograpliiques oxi economiques d^ordre supdrieur nous ont amenes

k maintenir en dehors de PAutriche quelqucs populations allemandes, e’est que la

constitution de cet ctat dc choscs est apparue comme plus ndeessaire k I’existence

des nouveaux Etats issus de Pancien Empire austro-hongrois et aux intdr^tsdes

autres Etats limitrophes que la conservation de ces populations par PAutriche

actuelle n’dtait indispensable k celle-ci. La solution adoptde est du reste de nature

k assurer le bien-etre de ces populations allemandes, en les maintenant dans le

ressort des pays avec lesquels s’efFectuent toutes leurs relations commerciales et

industrielles et dans lesquels elles peuvent le plus aisdment faire prospdrer leurs

industries : tel est le cas, notamment, pour les Allemands de Bohdme.
Les Puissances allides et assocides ont Pintime conviction que les solutions adop-

tdes pour le tracd des frontiidres sont indispensables si Pon veut assurer Pexistence

de tous les peuples issus de Pancienne Autriche-Hongrie, sans les exposer tous, y
compris la nouvelle Autriche, k Panarchie et k des .rivalitds pouvant les entrainer

k la guerre.

Constatant d’ailleurs que la Ddldgation autrichienne n’exclut pas Pespoir de

s’accommoder de la nouvelle rdpartition gdographique des territoires, grice k

Pheureuse influence que pourra exercer la Socidtd des Nations sur tous les peuples

du monde, elles saisissent cette occasion pour renouveler k la Ddldgation autri-

chienne Passurance que leur sincere ddsir est de voir admettre PAutriche k trb

brdve dchdance dans la Socidtd des Nations.
En ce qui concefne les clauses dconomiques et financidres signaldes^avec une

particulidre insistance dans la note de la Ddldgation, les Puissances allides et

assocides se sont appliqudes k rechercher tous les accommodements possibles.

^

Elles tiennent avant tout, k assurer PAutriche que la Commission des Rdpara-

tions, tout en poursuivant sa mission, se montrera imbue des principes haut^ci^t

humanitaires, et usera des mdnagements que comporte actuellement la situation

critique de PAutriche au point de vue alimentaire. Gonfiante dans la loyautd avec

laquelle PAutriche poursuivra Paccomplissement de Pensemble des stipulations du

Traitd, les Puissances allides et assocides chargeront la Commission de veiller k ce

^ que le ravitaillement indispensable ne soit k aucun moment compromis,

; de vue financier, le principal effort des Puissances allides et assocides

^ question du partage des dettes d’avant-guerre et des dettes de guerre

: cJ^r^rl^Autnche etfe divers Etats issus de Pancien Empire. Elles ont d^cidd

'
purtor en^ces .inatidr^ desr modifications importantes aux dispositions initialemeJrf^.j
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pr6vues, et leur r^ponse en donne le detail. II n’est pas possible aux Puissances

d’aller plus loin et de xnettre les nouveaux fitats sur le m^me pied que PAutriche

et la Hongrie.

En dehors de la question du reglement des dettes, plusieurs autres modifications

conformes aux ddsirs de la Delegation autrichienne ont ete introduites dans le

Traite.

Les Puissances alliees et associees ont prevu d’autre part I’insertion dans le Traite

de quelques dispositions necessaires pour le mettre en harmonic avec les accords

qui r^gleront les rapports de tous les Etats successeurs. II ne s’agit la que de clauses

secondaires, ne portant pas sur les droits de souverainetd de TAutriche et dont

insertion constituera un avantage reciproque pour toutes les Parties.

Le Gouvernement de PAutriche, k maintes reprises, a rdclame le droit de parler

non pas seulement au nom des populations habitant les territoires sur lesquels il a,

en fait, exerce sa souverainete depuis la dissolution de PEmpire, mais aussi, au nom
de toutes les populations de langue allemande de la Monarchic. La paix ne pent

etre signee que s’il represente seulement la population des territoires qui lui sont

assignes et k Pdgard desquels il sera ddsormais reconnu ofiiciellement comme le

Gouvernement regulier. La Ddldgation autrichienne a fait mainte fois allusion a
la situation des populations de langue allemande dans le nord de la Boheme. C’est

la une question qui ne la regarde en rien. Ge n’est pas au Gouvernement autrichien

qu’incombe le devoir de reprdsenter les ddsirs ou de veiller aux intdr^ts de ces

populations.

Gonformdment k ce principe, la Conference a ddcide que P^tat que vous

representez sera connu sous le nom d’Autriche et non pas sous le nom d’Autriche

allemande.

Si cette dernidre denomination avait ^td acceptde, on aurait pu interpreter cette

ddcision comme la reconnaissance d’un droit qui n’existe pas. Parler d’une

Autriche allemande impliquerait qu’il existe une autre Autriche qui n*est pas

allemande. Or, il n’existe pas d’autre Autriche. L’Autriche, la Boheme et la

Hongrie, pendant longtemps unies dans le mdme systdme politique, se sont sfea-

rees; chacun de ces pays reprend la situation qu’il occupait jadis comme Etat

s6pard.

Les modifications que nous venons d’apporter au projet initial de Traitd sont les

dernieres dont celui-ci nous parait susceptible : autrement, il ne serait pas une paix

de justice. Mais nous devons rappeler en terminant que le Gouvernement autri^

chien ne saurait s’attendre k une cldmence plus grande et k une absolution plus

complete des dvenements survenus pendant la rdcent6 guerre.

Les Puissances alliees et assocides n’ont pas rdpondu expressdment k tous les

points soulevds par la Ddldgation autrichienne dans les notes remises par elle. Mais
dies entendent dtablir clairement que Fabsence de rdponse de leur part n’implique

pas un acquiescement aux objections formuldes, ni k telles interprdtations du texte

du Traitd auxquelles cette absence de rdponse pourrait donner lieu.

La redaction du Traitd que nous vous apportons aujourd'hui, venant aprds celle

du 20juillet dernier qui avait ddja fait subirde considdrables modifications au texte

initial du 2 juin, doit dtre acceptde ou rejetde dans les termes mem^ oii elle est

congue.

En consdquence, les Puissances allides et assocides attendent de la Ddldgation

autrichienne, dans les 5 jours k compter de la date de la prdsente commumcatron,
une ddclaration leur faisant connaitre qu’elle est prdte a signer le traitd tel qu*ii

Aussitot cette ddclaration parvenue aux Puissances allies et assocides, les.
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dispositions seront prises pour la signature immediate de la paix k Saint-

Germain-en-Laye.

Faute d’une telle declaration dans le delai ci-dessus, Farmistice conclu le 3 no-

vembre 1918 serait consid^r^ comme ayant pris fin, et les Puissances alliees et

associies prendraient les mesures qu’elles jugeraient necessaires pour imposer leurs

conditions.

Veuillez agreer, etc.

Document 3

RhervesformuUes par les Delegations

Lettre d’Envoi

Proposition britannique

La D^l^gation britannique propose que le libelle de la lettre d’envoi soit modifie

de fagon k incorporer les principes suivants

:

L I® L’6tat de guerre qui, jusqu’^ Tarmistice a incontestablement existd, n’a

en fait pas cessd jusqu’a maintenant pour les populations de TAutriche et le fait

qu’un nouveau Gouvernement a 6t6 institud n’y a pas mis fin;

2^ Les Puissances alliees et associ^es ont done le droit de mettre k la conclusion

de la Paix des conditions qu’il leur appartient k elles seules d’imposer;

y Par le fait m^me de la signature de la Paix ces Puissances reconnaissent le

nouveau Gouvernement de la R^publiqued’Autriche; en le faisant, elles sont dis-

poses k reconnaitre aussi que TAutriche est un nouvel fitat qui n’h^rite ni des

droits, ni des obligations de I’ancienne Monarchic austro-hongroise ou de la partie

cisleithane de cette Monarchic, sauf des droits et obligations erdds par le texte

mtme du Trait6.

II faudrait k ce texte des modifications afin de le rendre plus clairement con-

forme k ces principes.

Les paragraphes 1 et 2 sont accept^s par les autres Delegations qui estiment

qu’ils figurent dej& dans la lettre et ils repoussent le 3® point.

II. Le Reprdsentant britannique fait une reserve d’ordre gdndral au premier

paragraphe concernant la question de fronti^rejusqu’li ce qu’une decision definitive

ait ^t6 prise par le Gonseil Supreme, sur les observations pr^sent^es pour ce chapitre.

Le Repr^sentant britannique ne pent non plus accepter le deuxi^me paragraphe

qui stipule que la fixation de fronti^res englobant Fattribution k FItalie du Tyrol

moyen est indispensable. II s’associe enti^rement k la decision prise a Funanimiti

par la Gonunission centrale territoriale, declarant que, la decision concernant le

Tyrol moyen ayant ^te prise par le Gonsfeil Supreme, il n’appartient k aucun autre

organe d’expliquer et de justifier les raisons qui ont motive cette decision; ignorant

ces raisons, le Repr^sentant britannique ne peut s’associer k une declaration disant

que Fattribution de ce territbire'^ FItalie btait indispensable.

Les Delegations americaine, frangaise, italienne et japonaise sont oppos^es k

cette reserve.

Proposition amiricaine

La D61^ation americaine appelle Fattention sur les observations suivantes:

La lettre d’envoi k la Delegation autrichienne adopte le point de vue que
.1 Autriche est, jusqu’h un certain point au moins, le successeur de la Monarchic
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austro-hongroise. C’est le point de vue qui, semble-t-il, a aiErm^ prijc^dem-

ment k plusieurs reprises, ainsi que le montre Textrait suivant d’une lettre envoy^e

le i6aout par la Commission financiere au Secretaire gen<iral de la Conference:

‘La Commision financiere estime qu’elle n’est pas competente pour modifier

les directives qu’elle a revues du Conseil Supreme des Puissances allides et

associees, particulierement par la lettre envoyee par M. Clemenceau a Lord

Cunliffe le 12 mai igig.

‘L La Republique d’Autrichc est le successeur de Tancienne Monarchic; elle

ne saurait etre plac^e sur le m^me pied que les fitats auxquels ont etc transfer's

des territoires de Pancien Empire d’Autriche, ou que les fitats nds du demembre-

ment de TEmpire: ces fitats font partie des Puissances alliees et associees et on

ne saurait leur imposer le fardeau de la dette de guerre de Tancienne Monarchic

autrichienne . .

D’autre part, la lettre de M. Clemenceau k Lord Gunliffe, en date du 12 mai

1919, dit:

‘Cher Lord CunliflFe,

‘Je suis charge de vous informer que le Conseil Supreme, dans sa seance du

samedi apres-midi, 10 mai, a examine votre lettre du 8 mai par laquelle vous

demandez si les Etats nouvellement crees, tels que la Pologne, etc., doivent

assumer une partie de la dette de guerre austro-hongroise.

‘II a ete decide qu^aucune portion de la dette de guerre austro-hongroise ne

serait mise k la charge de ces Etats. En ce qui concerne les reparations, il a ete

decide que la Commission dont vous faites partie serait priee de prendre comme
base de ses travaux le principe de la participation de tous les Etats qui ont

appartenu a Tancienne Monarchic austro-hongroise, aux payements dus k ce

titre. Sur cette base, la Commission aura k fixer le montant total que pourra

payer Fensemble des fitats qui faisaient partie de Pancien Empire austro-hon-

grois; puis elle presentera des propositions sur la part que devra verser chaque

Stat inta:ess6, en tenant compte de ses engagements ant^rieurs et de sa capacity

de payement . . P

Nous rappelons ^galement la declaration faite par la Grande-Bretagne et la

France le 28 mars 1918, la suite de la communication dans laquelle le gouvemc'-

ment sovietiste de Russie exprimait Pintention de r^pudier la totalite de la dette

publique russe. Cette declaration disait:

‘Aucun principe n’est mieux etabli que celui qui veut qu’une nation soit

responsable des actes de son gouvernement, et qu’aucun changement de gou-

vemement ne puisse affecter les obligations precedemment contractees.

‘Les obligations de la Russie subsistent; elles lient et continueront k lier les

nouveaux Etats ou le groupe d’Etats qui representent ourepresenterontlaRussie.

Malgre la position adoptee dans la lettre d^envoi qui va 6tre remise k la Delega-

tion autrichienne, ainsi que dans les autres declarations^ citees ci-dessus, le pream-

bule du Traite avec PAutriche declare que:

‘L’Autriche est reconnue comme £tat nouveau et independant^ sous le nom de

Republique d’Autriche/

II est iaisse au Conseil Supreme le soin de decider si cette phrase du Preambule

du Traite n’est pas en contradiction avec la declaration faite dans la lettre d envoi

ainsi qu’avec les autres declarations citees ci-dessus.
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En outre, nous faisons remarquer que la clause du Traits declarant que ‘PAu-

triche est reconnue comme un etat nouveau et indcpendant, sous le nom de Repub-
lique d’Autriche’ pourrait amener des erreurs d’interprdtation, quant aux droits

et obligations (en dehors de ceux mentionnes dans le Traitd) de la nouvellc

Autriche, en tant que faisant partie des fitats h^dtiers de la Monarchie austro-

hongroise. On ne peut prevoir sur quels points les Puissances alli^es et associies

voudront tenir PAutriche responsable en ce qui conce'rne les droits et obligations

qui, au point de vue du droit international et de la justice, lui reviennent en raison

de son ancienne situation dans la Monarchie austro-hongroise— droits et obliga-

tions qui ne rentrent pas dans le present Trait6. De plus, les fitats neutres comptent

que PAutriche remplira certaines obligations, et PAutriche compte que ces fitats

lui reconnaitront certains droits qui resultent de son ancienne situation dans la

Monarchie austro-hongroise. II est possible que le nouvel fitat d’Autriche se

considere, en raison de sa reconnaissance par le Traitd ‘comme fitat nouveau et

indcpendant’, comme dCgage, selon le droit des gens et la pratique internationale,

de toutes les obligations, k PCgard des Principales Puissances alliees et associ^es ou

des fitats neutres, obligations qui decoulent de ses anciens liens avec la Monarchic

austro-hongroise.

Elle peut mCme, en se basant sur cette reconnaissance comme ‘fitat nouveau et

indcpendant’, prCsenter Pargument qu’elle commence son existence, libre de tout

passC, sans autres obligations que celles qui lui sont imposCes par le Traite de paix,

II est fait remarquer qu’il serait dangereux et probablement genant pour les

Principales Puissances alliCes et associCes de permettre k PAutriche par un docu-

ment ofEciel, comme le TraitC de paix, de prendre une semblable attitude.

En consCquence il est proposC que la clause du TraitC, ci-dessus mentionnCe, soit

rCdigCe comme suit:

lo L’Autriche est reconnue comme une Republique, sous le nom de Ripub-

lique d’Autriche,

ou bien:

2° Que la clause soit entiCrement supprimCe et que le nom ‘Autriche’ dans

PCnumCration des ‘Hautes Puissances Gontractantes’ soit remplacC par celui de

‘RCpublique d’Autriche’.

Partie II. Fronti^res de l’Autriche. [Not printed.]

Partie III. Clauses Politiqtcjes. [Not printed.]

Partie IV. Inti^rets Autrichiens hors d’Europe

Les bS,timents diplomatiques et consulaires au Maroc et en figypte ne doivent

pas faire Pobjet d’une cession. L’ensemble de la question de la propiiCtC des

IS Part'll contained three reservations with regard to Gmiind, Styria (Marburg), and

Carinthia (Klagenfurt) respectively: for which see minute 6 (a), above.
I® Part III was a note stating that the Editing Committee was considering a proposal

from Committee on Political Glauses, arising out of its discussion of a draft convention

\nth the representatives ofAllied States to which territories ofthe former Austro-Hungarian

Monarchy had been transferred, that the following additional paragraph be inserted in the

; appropriate place in the treaty of peace with Austria : ‘L’Autriche communiquera, sous

;^./cc^Qdirionde r^6d^ aux Gouverhements alliCs et associCs intCresses toutes les archives,

h plans, titres de propri^6 et documents de quelque nature qu*ils soient, seirappor-

« "d^es qdestiQns dNordre civil, financier,judiciaire sur ces territoires et qui int6resseraient

brgajrmme public, pun dcs territoir^ transf6r^ par le present Trait^.’

V '

.
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b^timents diplomatiques et consulaires appartenant k la Monarchie austro-

hongroise devrait faire Pobjet d’une convention speciale entre les fitats int^ressfe

et une clause a cet effet devrait 6tre ins^rde dans le Traits.

Recommaude par les Delegations am^ricaine et britannique

Partie V. Glauses Adriennes

Section III

LVticle 143 [147]^ dit:

Tendant les six mois qui suivront la mise en vigueur du present Traits, la

fabrication, Timportation et Fexportation des a^ronefs, pieces d’adronefs, ainsi

que des moteurs d'adronefs et pieces de moteurs d’adronefs, seront interdites dans
tout le territoire de FAutriche.’

La D^l^gation autrichienne fait remarquer, au sujet de cette clause, que d’inter-

dire en Autriche Femploi de main-d’oeuvre pour des constructions a^ronautiques,
reviendrait k r^duire au chdmage un grand nombre d’homncies, ce qui augmen-
terait la d&organisation sociale dont souifre ce pays.

Le projet de r^ponse refuse de tenir compte de cet argument. D’abord, on y
allegue que les ouvriers n’auront pas de peine k trouver un autre travail, k Fappui
de quoi on cite Fexemple de la France et de FAngleterre; secondement, on y
affirme qu’il y aurait un danger d’ordre militaire k permettre k FAutriche de
continuer la fabrication du materiel a^ronautique, parce qu’il pourrait servir k
approvisionner FAllemagne.

^

Ni Fune ni Fautre de ces raisons ne semblent valables . Quant k la premi^ire,
Tanalogie avec la France et FAngleterre est de nature k induire en erreur; d’autres
raisons sp^ciales k FAutriche rendront la recherche d’emplois tr^is difficile pour de
grandes populations industrielles.

Quant aux raisons d’ordre militaire, il faut remarquer d’abord que la clause en
qu^tion ne s’appliquera que pendant six mois. Et si jamais un danger est k
craindre du c6td de FAllemagne, il est bien improbable qu’il se produise durant
cette p^riode. Sijamais ce danger devait se produire, ce serait plus tard, mais alors
1 article en question sera devenu inop^rant. D’autre part, au point de vue chomage,
il faut remarquer que Farticle deviendrait opdrant au commencement de Fhiver,
^poque a laquelle la disorganisation sociale a toute chance d’atteindre son point
culminant.

^

Si Fpn maintient la clause, il semble done nicessaire de lui trouver une meilleure
justification. Au point de vue politique, la ridaction de tous ces paragraphes
^ble bien imprudente. Il faut aussi remarquer qu’en vertu du Traiti avec
1 Allemagne (art. 201), Fimportation du matiriel aironautique est interdite pen-
dant les six mois durant lesquels la clause en question reste opirante. Il semblerait
que ce soit \k une garantie suffisante contre le dangeap qu^on apprehende, de vqit
1 Autriche fournir ^ FAllemagne de ce matiiiel.

Recommandie par les Diligations britannique et japonaise.

Repoussie par les Dilegations amiricaine, firangaise et italienne.

Partie VII. RESPONSABiLiris et Sanctions

Le projet de riponse de la Commission des responsabilit^s peut se diviser en
^deux parties: la premiire traite de la question d’ordre giniral, de la responsabiliti

iRorale de FAutriche dans la guerre et des relations dp FAutnche avec les nouyelles



nationalites. Les Delegations britannique et japonaise proposent de traiter cette

question dans la lettre d’envoi; il ne semble pas opportun de remettre ici sur le

tapis cette question d’ordre g^ndral, en la traitant comme une simple question de

coordination; on propose done de laisser de c6t6 cette partie de la r^ponse.

Le reste de la r^ponse se rapporte k une question soulevde par les Autrichiens

dans leur note N® 914, du 6 aout.

Comme da Tch^co-Slovaquie et la Pologne n’ont pas et^ des belligerants,

faudrait reconnaitre qu’elles n’ont pas acquis le droit d’exiger la livraison de per^

sonnes accus^es de violation des lois du droit international afin d’etre jug^es et,

quant k PItalie, la Roumanie et Pfitat Serbo-Croate-Slov^ne, ce droit devrait se

limiter aux portions de leur territoire actuel et k ceux de leurs nationaux qui ont

appartenu aux fitats en question avant la dissolution de la Monarchic austro-

hongroise.

Le projet de r^ponse refuse de reconnaitre le bien fondd de ce point et fonde son

refus sur ‘la reconnaissance d’insurgfe comme belligerants*.

Get argument ne semble pas correspondre aux faits. En Tcheco-Slovaquie, par

exemple, il n*y avait pas d’insurges k proprement parler, et il sera difficile de

prouver qu’en Pologne il y ait eu des insurges qui aient 6t6 ou aient pu ^tre reconnus

comme belligerants, excepte les legionnaires sous les ordres du General Pilsudski,

lesquels se sont battus dans les rangs autrichiens.

La these soutenue par les Autrichiens est juste, et il y aurait lieu d’expliquer que,

comme les clauses ne visent que les infractions aux lois et coutumes de la guerre,

elles ne visent evidemment pas des actes commis avant la dissolution de la Monar-

chic austro-hongroise contre des ressortissants de cette Monarchic ou des destruc-

tions commises sur son territoire.

Notre r^ponse qui pourrait etre pr&ent^e aux Autrichiens, en supposant que ce

point rencontre Papprobation du Conseil Supreme, a 6t6 r^digee et se trouve ci-

jointe.

Recommandee par les Delegations britannique et japonaise.

Repoussee par les Delegations americaine, frangaise et italienne.

Projet de riponse d la note autrichienne

Sanctions

Les Puissances alliees et associees ont examine avec grand soin les arguments

contenus dans la note autrichienne du 12 juillet disant que les articles 169 [173] et

172 [176] concernant les sanctions dans leur forme actuelle sont inapplicables aux

conditions qui s’appliquaient dans Pancienne Monarchic austro-hongroise, pour

la raison que les lois de la guerre ne s’appliquent qu*entre belligerants, et que les

actes dont peuvent avoir k se plaindre les anciens ressortissants autrichiens de la

part d’officiers des forces austro-hongroises ne peuvent, par consequent, constituer

des violations des lois de la guerre,

Les Puissances alliees et associees ne ddsirent pas traiter ici des actes commis par

un membre des forces austro-hongroises contre des personnes qui, k ce moment,

faisaient egalement partie de ces forces, ou contre d’autres qui etaient sujets de

^
Pempire d*Autriche ou du royaume de Hongrie, et elles sont d’accord que les lois

- et coutumes de guerre telles qu’elles sont exposdes dans la Convention sur les lois

_ de la guerre terrestre (n® 4 de la Convention signde k la Haye en 1907) et que les

^ ' t^es exposdes dans cette Convention ne s’appliquent pas k ces cas.

V Ce n’est que dans les cas oil les lois et coutumes de la guerre s’appliquent, que les
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Puissances alliees et associees desirent ouvrir des poursuites centre les individus

faisant partie des forces de Tancienne Monarchic austro-hongroise; et e’est a des

delits de cette nature que sont limitees les poursuites intentees par elle. Les indi-

vidus qui seront livres seront mis enjugement dans des conditions qui ofiriront toute

garantie d’un jugement juste. L’article 170 [174] prevoit specialement que dans

tous les cas raccus6 sera autorise a nommer son propre avocat. La situation est

done, que si un individu quelconque trouve qu’il est accuse d’un delit qui ne con-

stitue pas une violation des lois de la guerre, parce que e’est un acte auquel ne

s’appliquent pas les lois de la guerre, il sera dvidemment sujet a ^tre acquitte.

Les droits garantis aux individus en question sont si bien definis sous ce rapport

qu*il est peu probable qu’on demande de livrer un individu determin6 faisant partie
^

des anciennes forces austro-hongroises pour des actes auxquels ne s’appliquent pas

les lois de la guerre. Pour ces raisons, les Puissances alliees et associees n’estiment

pas qu’il soit necessaire d’apporter une modification k ces articles. L’argument

expose dans la m^me note disant que les lois interieures de la Republique d’Au-

triche empechent de livrer des ressortissants autrichiens pour etre juges par un

tribunal etranger est un argument que les Gouvernements allies et associes ne

peuvent, en aucune fa^on, admettre et e’est avec quelque surprise qu’ils ont

remarque qu’il en est fait usage. Cela est absolument contraire au principe qu’ils

ont juge essentiel, apres mur examen, d’imposer dans tous les Traites de Paix, a

savoir, que les individus coupables des atrocitds qui ont ete commises dans cette

demiere guerre doivent etre juges d’une fa9on qui empeche, dans Tavenir, le

renouvellement d’une pareille conduite.

Recommandee par les Delegations britannique et japonaise.

Repouss6e par les Delegations americaine, jfran^aise et italienne.

Partie VIII. Reparations

Le paragraphe 2 de I’Annexe IV donne aux Gouvernements allies et associes le

droit d’etablir avec la Commission des Reparations, des listes indiquant le materiel

et les objets qui ont ^te saisis, consonun^s ou detruits par I’Autriche, et ce en vue de

leur remplacement. Si, d’une maniere generale, il appartient a la Commission des

Reparations de fixer les epoques et le chiffre de ces reparations, il y a cependant une

exception relative au cheptel vif dont une partie doit etre immediatement livree

aux Gouvernements italien, serbe-croate-slovfene et roumain. La Delegation

autrichienne a 61eve des objections serieusea contre cette condition. Elle allegue

qu’il semble vraiment peu equitable de contfaindre I’Autriche a se dessaisir de

denrees de valeur au moment precis ou les Allies eux-m^mes jugent necessaire

d’importer des denrees a Vienne.

Les Delegations ci-dessous se permettent de suggerer qu’un examen plus appro-

fondi pourrait faire juger desirable etant donne la situation alimentaire de I’Au-

triche de laisser de toute maniere la Commission des Reparations juge de la ques-

tion de la livraison du cheptel vivant.

En faisant cette recommandation, elles ont ete mues par les mo^ suivants:

I. Bien qu’il soit ind^niable que pendant la guerre, une quantity considerable

de cheptel vif ait dte enlevee d’ltalie, de Serbie et Roumanie, il ne faut perdre

de vue que les grandes cessions de territoires austro-hongrois faites k ces Etats leur

vaudront, sans aucun doute, I’acquisition de grandes quantites de cheptel vifayant

appartenu a I’Autriche-Hongrie. Sous ce rapport, le cas est tres different de celui

de I’AUemagne dont le territoire est demeure presque intact.
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2. Dans une question de cette nature, nous ne pouvons pas nous permettrede
negliger Topinion publique du monde maintenant et dans Tavenir. Ghacun, hors

de cette Conference, dira qu’au moment oil le peuple de Vienne est affame, au
moment oix il est necessaire d’importer des vivres et, en particulier, du lait pour

sauver la vie des petits enfants, nous contraignons PAutriche a nous livrer une

partie de son cheptel vif dont depend sa subsistance. N^anmoins, il semble dou-

teux, k supposer mtoe— ce qui n’est pas clairement demontrd— qu’on puisse

trouver une justification a cette mesure dans une comparaison entre la situation

alimcntaire de PAutriche et celle des autres pays interesses, que Pavantage materiel

qu’elle rapporterait a ces fitats puisse contrebalancer les desavantages politiques et

moraux qui resulteraient certainement du maintien de cette exigence.

Il est bien malheureux qu’on ne puisse trouver, pour le motiver, des renseigne-

ments surs et concluants ou des statistiques certaines, a defaut de quoi, le projet de

reponse de la Commission des Reparations n’est pas concluant.

Ce n’est pas un argument valable que de dire, ainsi qu’on Pa fait, qu’il existe des

villages eloignes dans les confins lointains de la Republique d’Autriche, par

exemple dans le Vorarlberg ou le Salzkammergut d'oii on ne puisse pas expedier

du lait a Vienne. Le lait produit par le b^tail peut etre transform^ en aliments sous

foi’me de beurre et de fromage. D’une mani^re gendrale, toute livraison de moyens

de production alimentaire doit tendre k appauvrir Pensemble de Pfitat. De plus,

il semble que les principals regions productrices d’aliments en Autriche se trouvent

^tre les plus rapprochees de Vienne, en particulier la Haute et la Basse-Autriche,

la S[t]yrie et la Carinthie, alors que les districts montagneux eloignes n’arrivent pas

k produire le ndcessaire pour leur propre population.

Recommandee par les Delegations britannique et japonaise.

Repouss6e par les Delegations italienne et fran^aise.

La Delegation americaine reserve son opinion.

Comme suite aux raisons donnees par la Delegation americaine dans le chapitre

relatif aux ports, voies d’eau et voies ferrdes, cette Delegation attire Pattention sur

le caractere interpretatif du passage suivant dans le projet de rdpohse prepare par

la Commission des Reparations.

Le projet de reponse contient k la page 3, quatrieme paragraphe,*^ le passage

suivant:

‘L’intention des Gouvernements allies et associes n’est pas d’amener par cette

disposition les prix du marche interieur de ces articles au niveau des prix du

marche international; ils desirent seulement que Poption leur soit conferee de

les acquerir aux prix du marche interieur et que tout benefice resultant de ce

privilege soit considdre, ainsi qu*il est dit au debut de Pannexe, comme une

reparation partielle des dommages causes aux Gouvernements alUes et associes

pendant la guerre.’

Au premier paragraphe de PAnnexe V a Particle 186 [190], on lit:

‘L’Autriche donne k chacun des Gouvernements allies et associds, k titre de

reparation partielle, une option pour la livraison annuelle, etc. . .

Il ne semble pas que les mots reparation partielle aient dans ce texte le sens que

leur attribue le projet de reponse.

Il est done suggere que la demiere clause soit supprimee.

Recommandee pax la Delegation americaine.

Eighth paragraph of section II (Examen Detailie). Cf. note 13 above.
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Les autres D6l6gations reservent lear opinion h I’exception de la D6l6gatian
japonaise qui refuse cette suppression.

II y aurait done lieu d’emettre [? omettre] dans la reponse la phrase ‘et que
tout benffice etc. , .

Recommandee par la Delegation americaine.

Les autres Delegations reservent leur opinion a I’exception de la Delegation
japonaise qui y est opposee.

Partie IX. Clauses Financieres

Proposition Americaine

Dettes Pavant-guerre— Article igg [50^], Section 2

Le pfojet de reponse propose par la Commission est redige comme suit:

‘II resulte clairement de cet article que la Commission des Reparations aura le

devoir de choisir les revenus d’avant-guerre qui seront les plus aptes k retablisse-

ment d’une base de repartition equitable de la dette, en tenant compte des change-

merits de circonstance actuelle.

‘Les Gouvernements allies et associes ne voient aucune raison d^abandonner le

principe que la Republique d'Autriche sera seule responsable, etc. . .

Ces paragraphes etant une paraphrase de Farticle 199 [203] du Traite, et parais-

sant en etre Tinterpretation, il est proposd quails suivent de plus pres ie texte de

Tarticle 199 de fagon a ne pas en paraitre une interpretation.

II est done suggerd que ces clauses soient rddigees comme suit:

‘II resulte clairement de Particle que la Commission des Reparations aura a
choisir les revenus d’avant-guerre qui seront, a son avis, les plus aptes k dormer la -

juste mesure des facultds contributives respectives de ces territoires.

‘Les Gouvernements allies et associes ne voient aucune raison d’abandoimer la

position qu’ils ont prise, a savoir que . .

Cette proposition est appuyee par les Delegations americaine, britannique et

japonaise.

La D6l6gation italienne fait au contraire une r6serve fonnelle.

Partie X. Clauses £conomiques

I. — II doit y avoir en matiere de douane une r6ciprocit6 entre PAutriche et les

autres fitats heritiers semblable a celle qui lui a dte accordee en matiere de com-

munication.

Proposition britannique. Appuy6e par les Delegations americaine et japonaise,

Repoussee par la Delegation fran^aise.

Reservee par la Delegation italienne.

II .— Un grand nornbre des objections 61ev^es par la D616gation autrichienne

contre le Trait6 portent sur ce que les ressortissants des nouveaux fitats, tels que

la Tch^co-Slovaquie, issus de PEmpire autrichien, et ceux des anciens territoires

austro-hongrois transf6res k des fitats existants rcQoivent en fait certains avantages

qui sont accordes aux peuples qui furent ant^rieurement ennemis de la Monarchic

austro-hongroise. On propose de considerer cette vue comme juste. Nous devons

distinguer avec soin deux choses:

1° La terminaison de P^tat de guerre;

2° La liquidation de la Monarchic austro-hongroise et de PEmpire autrichien.
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Meme si ceux qui furent anterieurement co-nationaux des habitants de la noii-

velle Autrichc sont devenus en realite ennemis de TAutriche en tant qu’ils ont ete

reconnus comme niembres de TAlliance, il ne s’ensuit pas qu'ils doivent obtenir

a tons egards, les avantages du traitement reserve, par exemple, a la France et k

FAngleterre,

II est extremement difficile de determiner, a cette epoque-ci precis^ment, quels

sont le sens et les effets du Traite. Tout d'abord, un nombre considerable de

modifications ont ete suggerees par la Commission economique elle-m^e, et

deuxi^mement la Commission des Clauses politiques s’occupe activement de traiter

ces questions particulieres.

En vue d’^viter un memoire approfondi traitant d’un grand nombre de clauses

separees, il pourra suffire, dans ces circonstances, que le Conseil Supreme donne

des instructions aux fins suivantes: n’inclure dans le Traite aucune clause ayant

pour resultat d’imposer aux nationaux autrichiens des desavantages dans le r^gle-

ment des dettes privees, des contrats, etc., existant entre eux et d’autres ex-sujets

austro-hongrois.

Pour rendre claire la position adoptde, les propositions suivantes sont pr&ent6es:

1° Il devra etre claircment expose que les dispositions des sections III, IV, V,

VI et VII qui traitent des relations entre ennemis ne s’appliquent pas aux relations

entre les nationaux autrichiens et ceux qui ctaient anterieurement nationaux soit

d’Autriche, soit de Hongrie. Il semble que cc soit bien la ce que Ton veuille dire,

mais ce n’est nulle part enoncd ainsi dans le Traite et il pourrait s’dlever en conse-

quence des difficultds d’interpretation.

120 Comme suite de ce qui prdcMe, il devrait etre clairement precise que, dans

la section VIII des clauses economiques, il ne s’agit exclusivement que des relations

entre citoyens autrichiens et anciens nationaux d’Autriche ou de Hongrie.

La section VIII sera alors k reviser avec soin, de fagon k dtablir une egalit4.

entre les diffdrentes fractions et k ne pas imposer k TAutriche des obligations

unilatdrales.

La Commission des Clauses politiques s’occupe de discuter ces questions avec les

autres fitats allids, Il est propose de declarer que le seul syst^me dquitable est celui

d’apres lequel tous accords faits entre les fitats allies qui sont des heritiers, s’appli-

queront aussi a TAutriche. En consequence, les Autrichiens devraient etre assures

des avantages de Fun quelconque de ces accords actuellement en preparation, que

ce rdsultat soit obtenu en modifiant le Traite autrichien, de fa^on a le mettre en

harmonic avec Fautre Traite, ou en autorisant FAutriche k devenir elle-meme

partie a Fautre Traite. En plus de ceci, la Commission des Clauses politiques

prepare une serie de conventions particulieres traitant de sujets qui ne peuvent etre

achevds avant que le Traitd autrichien ne soit signd. Il est tout a fait essentiel de

specifier et de determiner que FAutriche devra dtre autorisde k dtre partie aux

negociations qui s’engageront pour ces conventions sdpardes, dans les memes

conditions que les autres fitats hdritiers.

Proposition britannique.

Les autres Delegations reservent leur opinion.

Partie XII. Ports, Voies dTau et Voies Ferio&es

I.— La restriction imposde k FAutriche par le deuxidme paragraphe de Farticle

287 [293] qui lui interdit de participer au service rdgulier de la navigation sur le

Danube entre les ports de Fune quelconque des Puissances allides et-assocides, sans
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une autorlsation formelle de cette Puissance, est, si on la consid^re avec I’esprit de
Tarticle 294 [300], tres dure.

L’objet de cette stipulation est de permettre aux autres fitats de se r&erver une
certaine partie du trafic du Danube

;
ils paraissent craindre qu*ils ne puissent y par-

venir, car en r6alit6 tons les bateaux employes pour ce trafic, appartiennent ^ des
Compagnies viennoises.^ Si, d’autre part, PAutriche est forcee de ceder un certain
nombre de ces bateaux, il parait tout a fait inutile de lui imposer en outre la restric-

tion en question.

Recommandee par la Delegation britannique.

Reponssee par les autres Delegations.

IL— L’article 310 [318] parait demander une revision. Tout d’abord, il n’est

pas correct de parler de la ‘cession’ de ports, de voies navigables, et de chemins de
fer. La presente redaction parait impliquer que les chemins de fer, les ports et les

voies navigables appartiennent k PAutriche et sont cedes aux autres fitats; une vue
plus juste semble ^tre que les chemin§ de fer, etc., appartiennent au territoire sur
lequel ils sont situds; le temtoire n’est pas c6d6 par PAutriche, mais est assigne k
ces fitats de la m^me maniere que le territoire autrichien est assigne a PAutriche.

L’article sous sa forme actuelle semble impliquer que PAutriche contracte une
obligation de remettre les chemins de fer, par exemple'i Prague, a Pfitat Tch^co-
Slovaque, dans leur totality et en bon 6tat; mais PAutriche n’a jamais eu k aucun
moment, depuis que Pfitat actuel d’Autriche a pris naissance, aucun pouvoir ou
aucune autorite sur ces chemins de fer, et cette obligation ne peut lui etre impos^e.
De m^me, le paragraphe 2 ne semble avoir aucun sens. Un systeme de chemins de
fer possedant son propre materiel roulant ne peut en reality etre remis par PAu-
triche, parce que tout reseau de chemins de fer de ce genre doit ^tre un r^seau situe

enti^rement en dehors de PAutriche.. L’objection faite k ce paragraphe par
PAutriche semble done juste.

Recommandee par les Delegations britannique, japonaise et italienne.

Repoussee par les Delegations americaine et firangaise.

Le paragraphe 3 devrait etre revise de maniere k lui donner une forme de rdci-

procite, car il n’est pas impossible que les Commissions aient k demander aux autres

territoires de remettre le materiel roulant k PAutriche, tout aussi bien qu’ils pour-

ront avoir k demander k PAutriche de remettre du materiel roulant k ces autres

territoires.

Recommandee par les Delegations americaine, britannique et japonaise.

Proposition amiricaine

La Delegation americaine presente les observations suivantes:

Il a ete remarque que, dans plusieurs cas, les projets de reponse aux notes autri-

chiennes prepares par les diverses Commissions, contiennent des phrases ou des

passages qui paraphrasent le texte du 'JVaite et accreditent ainsi certaines inter-

pretations du texte sans su^gerer aucune modification dans la redaction. Ceci

souieve la question de savoir quelle est la portee de la reponse actuellement en

preparation pour etre transmise k la Delegation autrichienne. Cette reponse doit-

elle etre consideree comme une modification des termes des Conditions de Paix, ou
comme une interpretation, en plus des changements effectivement proposes dans

le texte du Traite? L^a Delegation americaine desire simplement marquer que e’est
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li un point important pour les fitats-Unis par la raison que si la r^nonsp A ’< a
regardee comme modifiant oiEciellement le texte du Traite elle devi t

'
•

int^grante de la convention avec TAutriche et doit 6tre prdsent^e en
que le Traits au S6nat am^ricain. II importe que les repr&entants des autresffa la Conference comprennent la position am^ricaine au sujet de la rennn« a i

D^l^gation autrichienne. P a la

II est i remarquer que les raisons qui ont influd sur les conditions dans Iesaupll«a €t6 eaW la r^ponse aux notes de la Delegation allemande concemant le TrJSavec lAllemagne n’existent plus Pheure actuelle. A ce moment-1^r^ons pohtiques, il etait desirable de ne pas apporter de changements au texte duTraite, et tous les changements que I’on fit furent par suite compris dans un rlZ
cole annexe au Traits, Dans le cas present, on a affaire k un petit £tat dont h
situation est tres differente de celle de FAllemagne. II semblerait! en cLequ««
que le texte du Traite pourrait etre modifie Ik ofi le sens en est modifie ou internSdans les projets de rdponse des Commissions. Si cette mani<ire de procdd^ estadoptde, le texte du Traitd sera Punique document auquel les signataires devrout
se rdfdrer pour 1 interpretation de son contenu. On pourra ajouter un paragraphek la lettre d envoi indiquant que cette lettre et ses annexes ne doivent pas gtreregardees comme une interpretation officielle du texte du Traite ou commt enmodifiant les termes en quoi que ce soit.

Pour les raisons ci-dessus indiquees la Delegation americaine insiste sur lespassages suivants relatifs k Pinterprdtation du Traitd

:

A la page 6 le texte actuel’® est ainsi confu:
Ce tr^port sera sounds aux i-egles edictees par les articles 283 [288] et 284. 12801qu il s effcctue ou non avec transbordement dans un port fluvial autrichien ouetr^ger, et c est 14 le seul cas vise par les Puissances alliees et associees.’
semble que cette redaction constitue une interpretation du Traite, et afin

eviter que la reponse americaine ne devienne une interpretation officieUe, on
propose de modifier cette clause en omettant les mots: ‘et c’est Ik le seul cas visepar les Pmssances alhees et associees’.
Le texte actuel du rapport, page g,*® est ainsi con9u:

ainsi sur cette voie navigable toutes les garanties de Ubre

STk necessaires en vue de son acces economique k la Baltique

constitue pour 1 Autriche une assurance de garanties de libre circu-
du Danube 4 POder. Il est douteux que cette assurance

etre supprimde*™
^ Traite et on sugg4re qu’elle pourrait sans inconvenient

Recoinmandee par la Delegation americaine.

Il
P^agraph of the text adopted. Cf. note 13 above.

Thirteenth para^aph of the text adopted. Cf. note 13 above.
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No. 43

H. D. 39.] Notes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Principal

Allied and Associated Powers, held in M. Pichon’s Room at the Quai d'Orsay,

Paris, on Tuesday, August 26, igig, at ii.o a.m.

Present: U.S.A.-. Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman
Sir G. Clerk.

France: M. Pichon; secretary, M. Berthelot.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Captain Chapin. British- Empire: Lieut.-

Com. Bell. France: Captain Portier. Italy: Lt.-Colonel A. Jones.
Interpreter: M. Meyer.

The following also attended for the items in which they were concerned:

U.S.A.: Mr. Woolsey, Mr. J. F. Dulles, Mr. Nielsen.

British Empire: Mr, J. W. Headlam-Morley, Colonel Peel, Mr. Nicolson.

France: M. Loucheur, M. Tardieu, M. Jules Gambon, M.
M. Sergent, M. Hermitte, M. Massigli.

Italy: Count Vannutelli-Rey, M. Russo, M. BrolFerio, M. di Palma,
Col. Castoldi.

i. M. Pichon circulated a telegram from General Dupont (see Appendix A).

„ said that he did not understand the delay re-
pper testa

telegram. It stated that General Dupont could

not act in the absence of precise instructions. In stating that he could have
taken action had instructions been given to him earlier and with more pre-

cision, he was criticising the procedure of the Council in a manner wliich

did not appear justifiable.

Mr. Polk said that as the instructions given to the three Generals dele-

gated by the Inter-Allied Commission at Berlin had been drawn up after

M. Loucheur and Mr. Hoover had been heard by the Council, he proposed

that this new telegram should be referred to them for comment.
M. Tittoni asked whether the Coal Committee had started.

M. Loucheur replied that the Coal Committee had started last night, and
that the French representative, at present in Warsaw, would meet them at

Ostrau. This fact, however, did not alter the question at issue. The German
Delegation had agreed that the Committee ofthree Generals should be sent

It had also stated that the German Government would not ask for Allied

troops, for the occupation of Upper Silesia, for reasons connected with their

internal politics. As the news before the Council was at present contra-

dictory and confused, he thought that the previous decision should be main-

tained, which was, that the Generals should proceed to Silesia and join

Colonel Goodyear; after this had been done, they were to forward a report.

Hie Coal Committee, on the other hand, could only deal with the techmeal

problems connected with the distribution and production of coal: the
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Silesian problem did not come within its functions. He would consult with

Mr. Hoover on the subject of the telegram before the Council.

Mr. Balfour asked whether General Dupont opposed the Allied policy.

M. Loucheur said that he did not, and re-read the telegram in confirma-

tion of his statement. Von Lersner had said that the German Government

agreed to the despatch of the Generals. This was a statement of fact, whereas

General Dupont’s telegram was only a statement of personal opinion. The

German representatives at Versailles might be made to confirmVon Lersner’s

previous statement.

Mr. Balfour said that he understood that General Dupont was opposeil

to the measures proposed by the Council.

M. Loucheur replied that General Dupont did not oppose the Council’s

decision, but only stated that it would cause more excitement than tran-

quillity.

Mr. Balfour said that such a statement implied a very severe criticism

of the Council’s policy.

M. Loucheur replied that a decision had been arrived at to the effect

that Generals should be sent, and this decision had been communicated to

the Polish Government with a request to make it publicly known. If this

decision were reversed, the Government at Warsaw must be immediately

informed. Colonel Goodyear had varied his opinion. It appeared to be

eminently necessary that the Council should obtain clear and reliable

information upon the situation, which was, at present, confused.

M. Tittoni remarked that in his opinion there were two points calling for

the Council’s attention. First, the actual intentions of the German Govern-

ment should be ascertained. Secondly, as General Dupont stated that the

presence of the Generals would cause excitement, this point should also be

considered.

(It was agreed that the previous decision of the Council, with regard to the

despatch of the Allied Generals to Silesia,* should be upheld, and that

M. Loucheur and Mr. Hoover should consult together upon the latest

telegram from General Dupont (see Appendix A) and report on any

measures that it called for.)

2. Mr. Polk said that he wished to call attention to the Resolution of the

„ . , ,
previous day (see h. d. 28,* Minute i) with regard to the

SitSit of *^^0 Commission of Enquiry on the incidents at

Fiume. He wished to know whether the report m question

had been adopted in principle or in detail. He had understood that only

the principles of the report had been accepted by the Council, and that the

Council had not agreed, or committed itsefr, to carry out the details of execu-

tion recommended by the Commission, such as tihe sending of American

troops to Fiume, He was unable to agree to the sending of these troops at

once^ without consulting his Military Advisers, and therefore limited his

action in the matter to accepting the report in principle,

^ See No. 40, minute i* * No. 42.
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Mr. Balfour said that he agreed with Mr. Polk. The report raised two

questions. The first dealt with the despatch of troops. According to the

Resolution, responsibility for this rested entirely with the French, and with

the Italians, to the exclusion of Great Britain and the United States. The
second question was raised by the wording ofResolution No. 1 1 in the report,

which concerned the general economic policy of the Allies. The sentiments

expressed in this Resolution were admirable, since everybody wished to assist

the Italians. He thought,^ however, that they were misplaced in a report of

this kind.

M. Tittoni said that before the report had been discussed in the Council,

he had had a private exchange of views with M. Clemenceau, and they had

agreed to accept, and to take action, on the conclusions of the report affecting

their countries. With regard to Resolution 1

1

of the report, he understood

that it had been inserted by the American delegate on the Commission of

Enquiry. He took the opportunity of thanking him for the sentiments

expressed.

M. PiGHON, in support of M. Tittoni’s remarks, read the resolution of the

previous meeting. He noticed, however, that the report of the Commission

ofEnquiry on incidents at Fiume had involved the despatch of Allied troops,

and he had been of the opinion that everybody present had assented.

Mr. Balfour said that the previous resolution of the Council had been

examined by his experts, and that by its wording [it] excluded the despatch

of British troops. His objection, therefore, was that, whilst executive action

was called for in Fiume, Great Britain and the United States appeared to be

excluded from participation in it.

M. PiCHON said that he could not regard Great Britain and the United

States as being excluded from participation in the executive measures at

Fiume. He failed to see how the previous resolution could be interpreted

as a separate agreement between France and Italy, since both these

countries had merely accepted a report drawn up by the four Inter-Allied

Generals.

Mr. Polk said that he differed from Mr. Balfour’s conclusions. France

and Italy had special obligations between themselves in the matter; by

recognising them, they did not disregard the obligations of other Powers,

such as Great Britain and the United States.

M. Tittoni agreed with Mr. Polk.

Mr. Polk said that the resolution did not imply the existence of a special

agreement between France and Italy. Though assenting in principle, he

could not accept the details of the report without further consultation with

his Government.

Mr. Balfour said that it would be sufficient to alter the resolution to

read:

—

^It was agreed to accept^ in principle^ the conclitsions of the Commission's report

The French and Italian Governments undertook to give effect to these recommendations^

in sofar as they were specially concerned.^
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His second point had been that it was not proper for a Commission of this

description to include in its resolutions a general recommendation with
regard to economic assistance for Italy. The incidents at Fiume were quite
independent of such considerations, and the Generals ought not to have
raised the question, however natural their desire to assist Italy might
be. As long as his protests on the subject were recorded, he would be
satisfied.

M. Tittoni remarked that the resolution to which Mr. Balfour had ob-
jected had not been brought forward by the Itzdian representative on the

Commission.

Mr. Polk said that he accepted the report in principle as a recommenda-
tion to be made to the United States’ Government.

(It was agreed that the Resolution to Minute 1 of h. d. 38* should be
amended so as to read:

—

‘It was agreed to accept, in principle, the conclusions of the Commis-
sion’s Report. The French and Italian Governments undertook to give

effect to these recommendations in so far as they were specially concerned.’)

3. At the request of Mr. Polk, Captain Portier, on behalf of the Jomt

Reply to the Austrian
Secretariat, read out Resolutions passed at the previous

Delegation on the Peaee meeting of the Council (see H. D. 38*, Minute 6.).

(The resolution with regard to Gmiind was confirmed.
(a) Frontiers

Resolution with regard to' Marburg and Radkersburg
was amended so that Radkersburg should be deleted.

The Resolution with regard to Caidnthia was accepted and confirmed.)

Mr. Headlam-Morley said that it was important that all answers to the

(b) Nationalit
should go back to the Editing Committee for

guestiora^^
revision and co-ordination. With regard to nationalities^

the question was extremely complicated. The Drafting Com-
mittee had completely revised the Nationality Glauses in the Peace Treaty.

The new draft of the Treaty, as amended by them, had not yet been sub-

mitted to the Council, but, by virtue of the fact that on the previous day the

Council had accepted the principles laid down by the Committee on Political

Glauses, the Editing Committee were committed ipso facto to the existing

draft of iht Nationality Clauses, as drawn up by the Drafting Committee.
The Editing Committee were, however, compelled to introduce a few minor
amendments into the replies to the Austrian notes.
M. Tittoni remarked that the Editing Committee should only be free to

introduce modifications ofform, and not of substance, into the replies to the

Austrian note.

(It was agreed that the Resolution taken on the previous day with regard

to the Nationality Clauses in the Austrian Treaty, should be accepted, hut
that the words ‘subject to such modifications of form as the Editing

Conumttee might introduce, in order to bring them into agreement wiA
the clauses drawn up by the Drafting Committee’ should be added.)



The resolution passed on the previous day was accepted and confirmed.

M, Lougheur said that Part IV of the Austrian Treaty
had been accepted on the previous day, but that he feared

"
there had been a misunderstanding on the point. The

Italian Delegation had thought that it applied only to Austrian property in

Morocco and Egypt. He thought, however, that it applied to all Austrian

property wherever situated.

M. Gambon said that the tide showed that the Austrian Peace Treaty

rrferred only to Austrian property outside Europe.

Mr. Headlam-Morley said that he hadwithdrawn his reservation quoted

in Appendix F to h. d. 38*. He had, at the same time, pointed out to the

Editing Committee that no provision existed in the Treaty, with regard to the

diplomatic buildings in Europe belonging to the Austrian Empire. He did

not know what would happen to all these embassies after the final dis-

memberment of Austro-Hungary, and feared they might be the cause of a

great deal ofmost improper wrangling. Giving an example, he asked whether

the Austro-Hungarian embassy in Paris belonged to the present Austrian

State. He thought that diplomatic buildings should be held as sacred, and

hoped that no exception would be made in the present Treaty to this

generally accepted rule. For this reason he had desired that a special Con-

vention should be drawn up between Austria and the new States formed

out of the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, to settle the point with order and

decency.

M. Lougheur said that he could not accept Mr. Headlam-Morley’s state-

ment, since there was a most formal stipulation in the Peace Treaty with

Austria with regard to the disposal of public buildings belonging to the old

Austro-Himgarian Empire. He gave as an example the Palazzo Venezia at

Rome, for which special provision had been made, showing clearly that the

sacred character attributed to diplomatic buildings by Mr. Headlam-Morley

had not been acknowledged. It was the intention of the French Government

to sell the diplomatic buildings of the old Austro-Hungarian Empire situated

in French territory.

Mr. Headlam-Morley said that he wished to protest most emphatically

against the example of the Palazzo Venezia being quoted in this connection.

The building in question had been decided to be a Venetian Palace. It had

never been thought that, by making special provision with regard to it, the

clause which did so would alter the accepted character of .
diploroatic

buildings.

M. Pighon said that the title to Part IV of the Peace Treaty ‘outside

Europe’ made it imnecessary to proceed with the consideration of Mr.

Hcadlam-Morley’s reservation, and added that he wished to limit the dis-

cussion to a consideration of Part IV of the Austrian Peace Treaty, and to

exclude such general questions as Mr. Headlam-Morley wished to raise.

Mr. Balfoxir asked why Austrian property outside and inside Europe was

to be treated in different ways. He did not know why the similar clauses in

the Peace Treaty with Germany could not be foEowed.
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M. Loucheur said that the analogy of the German Peace Treaty was

irrelevant. The old Austro-Hungarian Monarchy had been dismembered

into separate states, each one of which might ask for the embassies of the old

Kingdom. Mr. Headlam-Morley had asked that the States alFected should

make a Convention between themselves. The question then arose, who
actually were the States affected. Some of the diplomatic buildings

be regarded as belonging to the Throne ofthe old Austro-Hungarian Empire,

As such they could be liquidated, and the proceeds given to the Reparations

Commission, He admitted, however, that special Conventions were necessary,

but he did not see what would happen if the States concerned could not

agree. As a particular example ofthe difficulties that might be raised, the old

Austro-Hungarian Embassy at Constantinople was no longer suitable to the

needs either of Austria or of Hungary or of Czecho-Slovakia. It was evident

that, in such a case as this, the Embassy in question ought to be sold and

the proceeds placed at the disposal of the Reparations Commission. The

old Austro-Hungarian Embassy in Paris belonged to the late Monarch,

and the Treaty provided for the sale of property of this class. The Austro-

Hungarian diplomatic property in Japan had already been sold. It would

possibly be better to leave the States concerned to effect the sale of diplo-

matic buildings, and if discord arose to allow the Reparations Commission

to adjudicate.

Mr. Balfour said that he could not offer any opinion. But he failed to

understand why Austrian property inside and outside Europe was dealt with

under two separate sections. He did not see any distinction, either in law or

in fact, between these two classes of property.

M. Loucheur said that he agreed with Mr. Balfour and would ask M. Gout

for information on the point. He proposed that the Clauses in Section IV,

dealing with Austro-Hungarian property in Morocco and Egypt, should be

left untouched. With regard to the diplomatic properties of the old Empire

in Europe, by the fact of the dismemberment of the Austro-Hungarian

Empire, they fell under the disposal of the Reparations Commission, which

would sell them at the best prices obtainable.

(It was decided that the reply to the Austrian Delegation with regard to

Part IV of the Peace Treaty (Austrian property outside Emrope) should be

accepted.)

M. Cambon said that he had received a comment from the American

/'J^ ^r ,
Delegation with regard to Article 154 [158] in the Peace

and Air^Clatises‘^^
Treaty with Austria, on the subject of the enrolment of

Austrians in foreign armies. (Appendix B.) ^

Mr. Polk said that he did not see how the restrictions imposed upon

Austria by virtue of Article 154 could possibly be effected, since the

5 Not printed. The American note expressed doubt as to the practical applicability of

the article in question (prohibiting foreign enlistment of Austrian nationals) in its existing

form. Attention was drawn to a suggestion that the applicability of the article might be

limited in t^e to 10, 15, or ao years.
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Austrian Government had no power to carry them out. He was wilhng,

, ver to withdraw the American proposal, but wished to call the attention

of the Council to the fact that restrictions of this kind could not, as a rule,

said that, by an elementary principle of jurisprudence, men

lo,t ieir nationality by enlisting in the armies of a foreign State. Obviously,

tWfore the Austrian Government would have'no legislative power over

Austrian citizens who enrolled themselves in foreign armies. How, therefore,

could Article 154 be put into effect?
, . • c •

-i

M. PiOHON said that the Article had been drawn up on the basis of a similar

provision in the German Peace Treaty.

/After some further discussion, the American proposal was withdrawn.

The resolution passed on the previous day with regard to the Military,

Naval and Air Clauses in the Peace Treaty with Austria was accepted and

Upheld.)

/The resolutions passed at the meeting on the previous day with regard to

^
rr.r Prisoners of War, Penalties and Reparations were accepted

(e) Prisoners ofWar i i j \

if)
Penalities

and upheld.)

(^)
Reparations

The resolution passed at the meeting on the preidous day on the subject of

(A) Financial
Financial Clauses was accepted and upheld.

Clauses

M. PicHON said that the Council was called upon to consider the draft

reply to the Austrian Delegation on the subject of Part X
(i) Economic Clauses. ^Economic Clauses) of the Peace Treaty with Austria. (See

M. CilMENTEL said that Austria had been compelled by the Peace Tre^

to extend all customs privileges, granted to the neighbouimg Statra, to th

Allies. The Austrian Government had protested against Ais, and had s

that they would be in the position of the Palace at Versaces depnve(^f 1

domains^ They had asked to be able to grant special preferentid treatoent,

b*h thflther Allies would not be included, to Czecho-Slovakia ^d

Hungary. The Economic Commission had discussed this proposal, and had

tt,r«iah7 at first that the special preferential treatment in question ought to

SySgary and Czecho-SlovaHa, but to all now State*

to^^ofthe oJMonarchy M. OretpiM in hi*t^
thi*, and had said that *uch a provMon Se
down special inner customs barners. It had then

^
Commission that the preferential treatment

which had acquired territory from any part of Ae old Am
| ,

Monarchy. tL odd\:«
countnes extending

IJ’^ad occasioned a further protest

customs umon from Dantzig to Dicuy. l

that they

fent Czecho-SlovaHa. the Delegates ^ '‘1“

could not possibly compete on terms of equahty with such a State a* Italy,
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which, by the last proposal, would be included in the Customs Union. After

some further discussion the Commission had agreed that the prefoential

rights should be limited to Austria, to Hungary, and to Gzecho-Slovakia;

but this proposal affected the Roumanians and the Jugo-Slavs adversely.

After very lengthy discussions inside the Commission, with all the States

concerned, the last proposal that he had detailed, had been accepted. If ft

were reversed, it would be necessary for the Economic Commission to take

note of the new decision, and to discuss its consecjuences, which might be

very onerous to the new States. The British counter-proposals seemed to

him quite inexplicable in view of the fact that Sir Hubert Llewellyn Smith*

had agreed with him, and had helped him to draft the final proposals. Large

differences between the Peace Treaty with Austria and that with Germany

had been introduced. In the first place, the Customs Union between Austria,

Czecho-Slovakia and Hungary, had been accepted, the result of which

would be that the thirty million inhabitants of these countries could transact

their business with one another without restrictions. The second great

difference was that Germany would only be in a position to ask for equal

treatment in the matter of customs from the Allies after five years, whilst

Austria could obtain it in three years.

Mr. Balfour said that the original proposal had been, that all the

customs privileges of the States composing the old Austro-Hungarian King-

dom should be extended to the new States formed out of it; but, as these

privileges would be based on the old limits of the States concerned, these

latter would have been compelled to set up a political frontier, and another

frontier for the purposes of customs. On the other hand, by including in the

Customs union all countries enriched by acquisition of Austro-Hungarian

territory, privileges greater than any ever possessed by the old Austro-

Hungarian Empire Kingdom would be granted to them. These two

proposals, therefore, outlined the question now before the Conference.

M. Cl^mentel said that Mr. Baruch^ and Mr. Taussig® had agreed with

die findings of the Economic Commission. If the agreement arrived at were

reversed, a vast customs’ union, extending from Dantzig to Sicily, would be

established. It was absolutely impossible to ask countries to set up customs

barriers inside their own frontiers.

Mr. Balfour said that the Council must choose between limiting the

privileges of the old Austro-Hungarian Monarchy and extending them. He

would have liked to have seen those privileges maintained as they had existed

previously, but he recognised that this was no longer possible. The alterna-

tives before the Council were (i) consenting to a vast extension of Customs

Unions between States, or (2) curtailing the former privileges of the dis-

membered Monarchy. He felt that the compromise arrived at ought to be

* Pemxanent Secretary to the Board of Trade and head of the Economic Section, of the

British Delegation.

* Representative of the United States on the Economic Commission. __
-

* Represen’tetive of the United States and' Chairman of the Sub-commission of the

Economic Commission on Customs Regulations, Duties and Restrictions.
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adhered to. The proposal of establishing an entirely new customs system
over half Europe alarmed him.

Mr. Polk asked what Austria’s position after three years would be in the
matter of customs.

M. Cl^mentel replied that, unless’ the League of Nations thought that
certain countries had not been sufficiently indemnified (Article 24), recipro-
city with all countries might be granted to Austria.

(It was decided that the draft reply of the Economic Commission on the
subject of the clauses dealing with Customs regulations, duties and restric-
tions, in the Peace Treaty with Austria, should be accepted.)

kfR. Balfour said that the Joint Secretariat in drawing up the hlinutes
of the previous day’s proceedings, had acquitted themselves most creditably
of an extremely difficult task,

Mr. Polk said that the average correctness of the work of the Joint Secre-
tariat had been exceedingly high throughout.

M. Tardieu said that the resolution with regard to the Plebiscite in

Plebiscite in the
(see H. D. 37, Minute 6 {d)a) 7Md caused complete

Marbmgarea
disagreement in the Central Territorial Commission. Two
of the delegates had adopted the Plebiscite line of demarca-

tion proposed by M, Tittoni. The others had disputed it, and had said that
it was an artificial line which would give special advantages to the Austrians,
and, if adopted, would effect what had been avoided in the Klagenfurt area.
The Council must therefore decide whether they wished to uphold the new
demarcation line, but he suggested the Central Territorial Commission
should be heard on the subject.

M. Tittoni said that he regretted that the Central Territorial Commission
had disagreed on the subject of the resolution under discussion. He had
originally proposed the line of the River Drave. He had subsequently
been shown a map, marked with a blue line, and presented by the British

Delegate. He had accepted the new line with the remainder of the Coun-
cil, and his adherence to it had not been due to any personal opinion of
his own.

M, Tardieu said that the Central Territorial Commission was opposed to
taking the Plebiscite inside the area defined by the blue line on the map to

which M. Tittoni had referred, because, as he had said before, it would give
the Austrians an artificial majority.

M. Tittoni said that he did not oppose a hearing being given to the

Cental Territorial Commission, but he pointed out that the decision of the
previous day had been arrived at after due deliberation. The question

involved was one of procedure.
M. Tardieu said that the replies to the Austrian Delegation had not been

properly co-ordinated, and confusion had resulted. Since the Plebiscite had
been decided on, the area in which it was to he taken must necessarily be
laid down. The Central Territorial Commission disagreed on the manner

7 In error for h.‘ d. 38 (i.e. No. 42) minute 6 (^z) 2.
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in which the line defined by the resolution of the previous day was to be

established,

M. Tittoni repeated that he did not wish to refuse a hearing to the Com-
mission, but thought that the resolution taken on the day previous still

held good.

(It was decided that the Central Territorial Commission should be heard

at the Council on August 27th, 1919, on the question of the Plebiscite in

the Marburg area in Styria.)® ,

4. M. PrcHON drew the Council’s attention to a clause in the new Constitu-

tion of the German Reich; the articles in question dealt
Violation ofthe Peace future relations between Austria and Germany in
Tre^y i^h Germany

^ which violated the provisions ofthe Peace Treaty.

the new German State M.Berthelot readthcArticlesreferredto. (AppendixC.)!*

They showed that the German Government was making

provision for the final inclusion of Austria in the new German Reich. This

was in flagrant violation of Article 80 of the Peace Treaty with Germany,

whereby that country formally,recognised the independence of Austria. In

addition to this, the articles of the new Constitution gave Austrian citizens

the right of immediate representation in the German Reich, although only

in an advisory capacity. The matter was rendered more difficult by the fact

that the German Parliament was not at present in session, so that the urgent

necessity of having this provision in the German Constitution altered would

be subjcict to delay. The German Constitution had been adopted in a final

manner on August i ith. Previous to that date, a provisional vote had been

taken, referring indirectly to the point now under discussion,

Mr. Balfour said that the problem now before the Council showed the

extreme inconvenience of having no diplomatic agent at Berlin, Such a

representative would have called attention to the article in question long

before. The military representatives of the Allies at Berlin were, of course,

not concerned with such points.

M. PicHON said that he thought action was urgently necessary, and that

the Drafting Committee ought to draw up a formal protest as rapidly as

possible.

Mr. Polk asked whether the articles in the new German Constitution

could be communicated to each separate Delegation for examination and

study. He agreed that the matter was extremely serious and that it demanded
immediate action.

M. Tardieu said that, in his opinion, the news now before the Council

made it more necessary than ever to uphold the proposal that he had made
on the previous day. (See h. d. 38^, Minute 9.)

Mr. Polk remarked that no great results could be expected from the

* This resolution is printed by N. Almond and R. H, Lutz, op. cit., p. 400.
* Not printed. This appendix contained an English translation of articles 60 and 61 of

the constitution ofthe German Republic. For the text ofarticle 61, which more particularly

eogaged the attention of the Supreme Council, see No. 46, minute 6.
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inclusion of M. Tardieu’s proposal in the Austrian Treaty, in view of the

fact that Germany had not respected a similar obligation.

(It was decided that the question raised by Article 61 of the new German
Constitution voted on the 11th August, 1919, in the German National
Assembly on the subject of Austria, should be discussed at the next meet-
ing of the Council on the 27th August, together with such consequences
as the aforesaid article in the German Constitution might have upon the
Peace Treaty with Austria.)

5. Mr. Polk stated that he had no objection to the draft letter, prepared by

Reply by the Communica-
Commumcations Section of the Supreme Economic

tions Section of the Council, to be sent from the President of the Peace

Supreme Economic Com- Conference to M. Bratiano. (See h. d. 37,^0 Minute 10,

cil to the Rumanian Note and Appendix H.)
relative to regulation of ^

Traffic on the Danube (The meeting tKen adjourned.)

Villa Majestic, Paris,

August 26, igig.

Appendix A to No. 43

General Dupont a Marechal Foch

BERLIN, 25 aoUt igig d 20 h. 55.

La composition et le Chef de la Commission de Silesie ont ete indiques par un .

tel6gramme precedent qui ajoutait que je n’irais que sur votre ordre. La trans-

mission de mes telegrammes a du en transformer le sens pour laisser croire que

cette Commission etait formee de generaux.

Le 2 1 j’ai tate mes collegues au sujet d’lm voyage en commun, mais j’ai ren-

contrd de Topposition. II ne m’etait pas possible de me separer d^eux sans avoir

regu un ordre precis de votre part. Les Polonais desiraient me voir partir seul

pour ce voyage que nous aurions pu faire le 21 mais qui apporterait k present

plus d’excitation que d’apaisement. J’estime d’accord avec mes collegues qu’il

ne serait plus accepte par le gouvemement allemand sans un ordre formel du

Gonseil.

Vous pouvez tout faire sur le Rhin mais rien en Pologne prussienne, tant que

le traite ne sera pas ratifie.

Dans les districts entierement polonais de Rybnik, les joumaux signalent la

reprise complete du travail dans la proportion de 60 k 80 %.
Vous supposez TAllemagne plus rdsign^e qu’elle ne Test et Passentiment de son

gouvemement d’une occupation militaire par I’Entente, qui eut 6t6 peut-6tre

encore possible il y a six semaines, doit ^tre exclu absolument.

Aucxm Allemand n’oserait le proposer et jusqu’au dernier moment, ces demicrs

esp^ent. Les troupes allemandes, excitees et tr^ nombreuses, devraient etre

expuls6es par la force dans le cas oh le gouvemement c6derait.

No. 41.
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No. 44

H. D. 40.J jSfotes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai d^Orsay, Paris, on Wednesday,

August 27, igig, at ii.o a.m.

Present: U.S.A,: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman
Sir G. Clerk.

France: M. Clemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M.
Berthelot, M. de Saint-Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S,A.: Col. U. S. Grant. British Empire: Capt. E.

Abraham. France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Lt.-Colonel A, Jones.

Interpreter: M. Meyer.

The following also attended for the items with which they were concerned:

USA,

:

General Tasker H. Bliss, Professor Coolidge, Professor John-

stone, Mr. Woolsey, Mr. Nielsen.

British Empire: Major-General Sir C. J. Sackville-West, Mr. J. W.
Headlam-Morley, Mr. H. Nicolson, Mr. A. Leeper.

France: M. Clementel, M. Loucheur, M. Jules Gambon, General

Le Rond, M. Aubert, M. Hermitte, M. Serruys, M. Laroche.

Italy: Count Vannutelli-Rey, M. d’Ameglio, M. di Palma. *

I, M. Clementel said that the second proposal of the British Delegation

Ecmmuc Clauses in
at including in the Treaty no clause imposing on

Treaty with Austria

{Reference

Minute 3{i)

Economic Clauses

Part X)

Austrian Nationals any disadvantage in the settlement of

private debts, contracts, etc., in a word, in the whole sphere

of properties, rights and interests. The Economic Com-
mission had first of all worked on the principle that the

stipulations in the Austrian Treaty were to be similar to

those of the German Treaty. This principle was subsequently modified very

thoroughly. The Commission, in Article 261, had provided for the liquida-

tion of Austrian properties under the control of the Reparations Commission
in the case of States, heirs ofthe Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, not participat-

ing in reparations. A special Committee composed of Colonel Peel, M.
Loucheur, M. Crespi and Mr. Norman Davies, had, on the instructions of

the Council, changed these dispositions. The result was that Austrian

properties would not be liquidated; in consequence, the Economic Com-
mission, in the draft reply prepared for the Austrian Delegation, had laid

down as far as possible that equality and reciprocity should prevail in the

settlement of properties, rights and interests between Austrian Nationals and

the previous subjects of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. The British

proposal, however, went much further, and suggested that Austria should

have the benefit of all agreements which might hereafter be made between

No. 43.
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the various States inheriting from the Austrian Empire. So complete an
assimilation appeared to him unjustified for the following reasons:

—

(a) Austria had taken certain measures contrary to the interests of the

territories now transferred, and it was necessary to annul these measures.

(b) The States receiving portions of former Austro-Hungarian territory

and the transferred territories themselves had always protested most vigor-

ously against any such assimilation, even in the limited form suggested by
the Economic ^Commission.

{c) Without going so far as complete assimilation, the Economic Com-
mission had given Austria all guarantees required by justice for the liquida-

tion of the past state of things for which she was responsible.

It was merely a* question of re-drafting to make it clear that the proposal

of the Editing Committee meant:

—

1 . That Sections 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, did not apply to transferred territories.

2. That Section 8 appKed only to them.

The principle of complete assimilation of Austria to the new States or to

the inheriting States was a non-economic matter. It was a political question

which could only be decided by the Supreme Council. He thought, more-

over, that it would require the assent ofthe States concerned. The Economic
Commission could only discuss this matter with them if instructed to do so

by the Council.

Mr. Balfour asked whether the proposals referred to applied only in the

economic sphere.

M. Clementel replied in the affirmative.

Mr. Balfour said that on the previous day it had been decided that

economic advantages should be limited to Austria, Czecho-Slovakia and

Hungary.

M. Clementel said that the proposal before the meeting went further. It

amounted to this—^that any agreement of an economic nature concluded

between any of the new States and any other must ipsofacto apply to Austria.

This would produce an exceptionadly privileged situation for Austria. The
new States, moreover, had already protested against even the amount of

assimilation hitherto* accorded to Austria. The Economic Commission could

go no further than it had gone. The question in its present stagewas a political

question which must be determined by the Council. He thought that the

proposal of the British Delegation was not economically sound, and he could

not, without calling a new meeting of the Economic Commission, accept it

on their behalf.

Mr. Headlam-Morley said that it appeared to him to be a wrong inter-

pretation of the British proposals that Austria must be held to be party to

any Convention between the new States. He had meant to refer only to the

negotiations conducted by the Committee on political clauses. These negotia-

tions applied to specific problems. The present situation made it necessary

to liquidate certain questions by special pacts. It was for the purpose ofthese

pacts that he pleaded that Austria should be placed on an equal footing with

the other States, He thought that M. Laroche, who was Chairman of the
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Committee, would be able to state the position to the satisfaction of the

Council.

M. Clementel said that from the economic point of view he was con-

vinced that the Economic Commission had done all that was possible, short

of establishing complete assimilation. For instance, in the Treaty with

Germany all pre-war contracts were annulled unless some special public

interest demanded the contrary. In the Treaty with Austria, all pre-war

contracts were maintained unless some special public interest demanded the

contrary. In any case, he thought the change proposed by Mr. Headlam-

Morley could not be made without consulting the small States.

M. Laroche said that the question had not the scope attributed to it by

M. Clementel. It had been agreed on the previous day in the Committee

on Political Clauses, not to demand the insertion of any special clause in the

Treaty with Austria itself. The Committee would propose to the Council

that Austria and Hungary should be asked to adhere to certain Conventions

to be negotiated between the New States. There were for instance Conven-

tions necessary to regulate the payment of civilian, military and clerical

pensions. These matters could be dealt with outside the Treaty of Peace

with Austria.

Mr. Balfour asked whether M. Clementel maintained any objection to

this, and whether he thought it would require reconsultation of the new

states.

M. Clementel thought this proposal would raise no difficulty.

M. Laroche said that the new States would inevitably to be consulted, as

they had to be parties to the Conventions suggested.

M. Clementel said the only thing to which he objected was any assertion

of complete assimilation between Austria and the other new States.

Mr. Balfour said that he understood the policy of the Council was to

give all that could be given to Austria without any ostentatious declaration,

likely to offend Czecho-Slovakia.

(It was decided that it was unnecessary to insert any new Article in the

Treaty of Peace with Austria. It would be clearly explained in the answer

to the Austrian Delegation that Sections 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the Economic
Clauses did not apply to the relations between Austrian subjects and the

former subjects of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy. On the other hand

it’fehould be clearly explained that Section 8 of the Economic Clauses only

referred to the relations between persons of these two categories.

It was further decided that Austria would be required in the Treaty of

Peace to adhere to special Conventions with the new States, now being

prepared by the Committee on Political Clauses.)

2. M. Lougheur said that the Austrian Delegation asked that a special

« . clause be inserted in the Treaties with Poland and Czecho-

cjL- requiring these States to supply Austria with the

Slovakia andPoland amount of coal that Austria received from the areas

ceded to these States before the dismemberment of the

Austro-Himgarian monarchy. Czecho-Slovakia and Poland were unwilling
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to acquiesce, because they wished to be able to control the export of coal in

such a manner as to exercise pressure on Austria and obtain from her
equivalent advantages. For instance, Gzecho-Slovakia would require
magnesia from Austria. He therefore proposed a series of articles providing
for an exchange of raw material between Poland, Gzecho-Slovakia and
Austria, and as an interim measure for the control of these exchanges by
the Reparations Gommission. (For these Glauses see Appendix A.)*

Mr. Balfour asked whether the proposals stipulated for absolute quan-
tities. Ifthey did, difficulties might ensue. The quantities should, he thought,
be proportional and not absolute, otherwise a State might be bound by the
Treaty to furnish the greater part of its production, irrespective of home
needs, to its neighbours.

M. Loucheur explained that this diflficulty had been foreseen, and was
carefully guarded against in the clauses he proposed.

Mr. Balfour said that he was satisfied with this explanation.

(It was decided that the clauses proposed by M. Loucheur (Appendix A)^
should be inserted in the Treaty of Peace with Austria.)

3*

Col de Resell and Pas
printed]

de Predil Railway

4. M. Loucheur said that, in consultation with Mr. Hoover, he had pre-

S'tuation in
^ telegram to be addressed to General Dupont in accord-

Utber Silesia
decision taken on the previous day. (See h. d. 39*,

Minute i.)

M. Loucheur read the telegram annexed in Appendix G.

(This draft was accepted.)

5. Mr. Polk asked whether the telegram sent on the previous Saturday

Publication of tele-
37^ Minute I, Appendix A) could be given to the

gram in answer to
P^^ss. He added that the smaller Powers had been making

Roumanian Govern- enquiries.

decided that the telegram accepted for despatch to
^ ^ ^

the Roumanian Government on Saturday, 23rd August,

1919 (h. d. 37,3 Minute 1, Appendix A), should be published in the

Press.)

6. Mr. Polk said that the situation was just about as Mr. Balfour had

.
stated at a previous meeting (h. d. 37,3 Minute 3). M.

opWar
Clemenceau had suggested that the German prisoners ofwar

in the hands of the American and British Armies should be

turned over in some manner to the French Authorities. At the meeting of

^ Not printed. These clauses were inserted in the treaty of peace with Austria as

article 224.
3 No. 41.
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the Special Committee of General Officers, both Field-Marshal Sir Heniy
Wilson and General Pershing had felt that they were not authorised to tum
over their prisoners to the French Authorities. They did not consider them-

selves qualified to decide the legal and political questions involved. The
British Government was anxious to return these prisoners to Germany, and
their Secretary of State for War had urged it very strongly. The situation

was the same for the Americans. If the repatriation of these prisoners were

begun now, three to four months would be necessary to complete it. It was
the desire ofthe American Government to act in this matter in full agreement

with the French Government. If repatriation could be begun immediately,

he thought it would be most desirable to do so, as these prisoners were a

great expense and were accomplishing nothing. Because of the time it would

take to cdhiplete it, the repatriation would not embarrass the French

Government in their desire to retain the prisoners in their hands until after

the ratification of the Treaty. He thought that even if the repatriation were

started now by the British and American Authorities, it could not be com-

pleted before the French would have made all arrangements necessary for

the labour they desired.

Mr. Balfour said that he would like to corroborate the last part of Mr,

Polk’s statement. On the previous occasion when he had spoken on this

matter, he had not realised how slow the process of repatriation would be.

It was now August 27th. The Treaty, he thought, would be ratified by

three Powers by about the 15th September, In other words, in less than

three weeks. On the 15th September, therefore, repatriation would have to

begin in accordance with the terms ofthe Treaty. Retention ofthe prisoners

during these three weeks would cost the American and British Governments

50,000 a day. The number that could be repatriated was only 2,000 a

day overland, and no more could be sent home until shipping could be

provided to assist in the process. In the three weeks, therefore, no very

considerable diminution of the prisoners held in France would take place.

Meanwhile, it was difficult to ask the British and Americzin taxpayers to

continue spending so much on practically useless prisoners. He hoped,

therefore, that the French Government would accede to the very modest

request he had to make. He believed that no detriment would be caused to

France thereby.

M. Clemenceau said that he made no comment on the internal political

reasons which actuated his colleagues. On the question of legal right, he

was prepared to bring forward the action of the Belgians, who had handed

over prisoners to France. He was bound, however, to acquiesce in what he

was asked to do by his British and American colleagues. He confessed that

he did it with regret, because the retention of the prisoners represented the

only hold the Alhes now possessed over Germany. The insertion ofthe Article

. in the German Constitution regarding Austria'* showed how necessary it

was to preserve some means of pressure on Germany. There had been an

agreement between himself, Mr. Lloyd George and President Wilson to use

See No. 43, minute 4.
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the prisoners as a means of inducing Germany to hand over persons guilty

of breaches of the laws of war. If the British and American Governments
had made up their minds, he would ask that a Repatriation Committee
should be formed, representing all the Powers, in order that there should be
no appearance of dissension on this point. The German Delegation would
be told that for reasons of their own, the Allies proposed to begin repatriating

prisoners without waiting for the ratification of the Treaty. He would ask

Mr. Balfour to explain this in suitable words.

Mr. Balfour said that he agreed it was desirable to keep a hold over

Germany. He would point out that the proposal he had made did not

diminish this hold in any appreciable degree. As to the proposal just made
by M. Clemenceau, he entirely agreed that it was very desirable that all the

Powers should appear to be acting in harmony. Unless there were any
practical objection, he would welcome the proposal.

Mr. Polk said that he also assented to it.

M. Clemenceau said that the hold over Germany would ultimately be
represented by the prisoners held by the French Army.
M. Matsui observed that a Commission to deal with prisoners was pro-

vided for in the Treaty. He questioned whether it was desirable to set up a

new Commission. It might be preferable to set the Commission provided

for in the Treaty to work at once.

M. Clemenceau read Article 215. He pointed out that a German member
was provided for.

Mr. Balfour asked whether it was absolutely necessary to have a German
representative on the Commission.

M. Clemenceau said he thought perhaps not, as the Treaty was not yet

ratified.

M. Matsxh said that a Commission on Prisoners of War already existed.

It had, he understood, prepared a provisional scheme for repatriation. Gould
this Commission be empowered to proceed with the repatriation suggested?

Japan, he added, had some prisoners. She had been feeding them for a long

time, and was anxious to repatriate them. Repatriation from Japan would
be a long process. Japan, therefore, would gladly associate herself with any

measures taken to that end.

(It was. decided:

—

(a) That an Inter-Allied Commission of one military and one civil member
from each of the five Powers be set up at once to begin repatriation

of German prisoners, starting with prisoners held by the British and

American Armies.

(b) That Mr. Balfour should draft a letter to the German Delegation,

explaining the reasons for anticipating the Treaty in this matter,

and making it clear that this was a gratuitous act of humanity, and

that the execution of the projectwould depend onthe goodbehaviour

of Germany.

(c) That the nominations should be made at the following meeting.)
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y. M. Tardieu read and explained the Report contained in Appendix D.s

M. Tittoni said that the Council had decided to divide the

^i^s’^rla
K.l3-gc>^fijirt area for plebiscite purposes. He could not see why it^
should decline to do likewise in Styria. Moreover, the Council

had already decided on a plebiscite in this area. (See h. d. 38,® Minute 6(a)

and H. D. 39^, Minute 3 (a)). Why should this decision be reversed? The
land in question was not Italian, and he had no direct interest in its fate. It

was of the utmost importance, however, that the Austrians should sign the

Treaty. The Austrian Cabinet depended on a majority, in which there were

28 Styrian Deputies. Should these Deputies receive no satisfaction, they

might not support the Government in signing the Treaty. This would

produce a most perilous situation. He did not know whether M. Glemenceau

was ready to occupy Austria with French troops, but he must declare that

Italy would find it extremely difficult to do so.

M. Tardieu said that in analogous cases, the Council had not decided in

favour of a plebiscite. There was no strong motive for holding one in Styria.

There were in the area 75,000 Slovenes against 18,000 Germans.

M. Tittoni said that in that case the result need not be feared. In order

to upset the decision taken 24 hours earlier, very strong reasons should be

alleged. He knew of no such reasons.

Mr. Balfour said that he understood the previous resolution to have

been to the effect that a plebiscite should be held in the district of Marburg.

The limits of this district had not been settled. The question had been

referred to the experts in order that they should examine it and make a

report.

M, Tittoni said that the Minutes of the meeting (h. d. 38,® Minute 6(a))

stated that the Austrian demand was accepted, although he had himself

proposed the line of the Drave as the limit of the plebiscite area.

Mr. Polk said that his understanding was that the line proposed by the

Austrian Delegation had been more or less accepted. He had not understood

that so large an addition as was proposed by the British and French Members
ofthe Commission was to be made. The question was whether the delimita-

tion of the area was to be influenced by the Austrian or by the Jugo-Slav

requests. If the area were made large, the result was a foregone conclusion

in favour of the Jugo-Slavs. In that case, he thought it would be preferable

to attribute the territory to the Jugo-Slavs outright.

M. Tardieu said that the Commission was not in a position to make a

5 Not printed. An English translation of this report is printed by N. Almond and R. H.

Lutz, op. cit., pp. 402-5. This undated report comprised
:

(i) a statement of the divergent

views of the British and French Delegations on the one hand and the American and Italian

Delegations on the other as regards the limits of the proposed plebiscite zone (see the

discussion below)
;

(ii) joint recommendations by the four delegations as to the methods of

1h.e plebiscite; (iii) a statement of the reasons which prompted the British and French

Delegations respectfully to inform the Supreme Council of their opinion that the plebiscite

bad serious inconvemences and would be perilous; (iv) observations by the American and

Italian Delegations in opposition to the above view. '

® No. 42.
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unanimous report. It could only place the divergent views of the Delegates

before the Council. The line proposed by the Austrians was clearly to the

detriment of the Jugo-Slavs, The latter had had good reason to suppose that

the country was theirs. If the settlement was now to be altered entirely at

the instance of the Austrians, they would reasonably think themselves

aggrieved. Four a unanimous decisions had been taken. In any case,

the Slovenes were treated very hardly by the Treaty. The last decision of

the Council would make their case worse. Marburg was the economic and

intellectual centre of Southern Styria. It had even been admitted to be

so by the previous Austrian administration. In his view, the Jugo-Slav

position should be maintained as he regarded it as entirely right.

Mr. Balfour asked M. Tardieu whether his Committee had enquired

whether the area under consideration was economically connected with

Marburg, as M. Tittoni denied this.

M. Tittoni gave certain figures about the trafiic from Marburg. On the

Marburg-Villach line there were 32,372 departures and 32,349 arrivals. On
the Marburg-Graz line there were 30,742 departures and 49,230 arrivals;

On the Marburg-Laibach line there were 26,834 departures and 34,462

arrivals. On the Marburg-Agram line there were 1,975 departures and

2,299 arrivals. From these figures it clearly appeared that the traiBSc of

Marburg was towards the north. The southern area was, moreover, divided

from it by a moxmtain range.

M. Tardieu said these figures were well known to the Committee. They
were the result of the deliberate economic policy of the Austrian administra-

tion. The natural market of Marburg was to the south. In spite of all

their efforts, the Austrians had had to abandon the idea of administering

Southern Styria, except from Marburg. The Italians had good reason to

know what the methods of the Austrians were, as they had experienced them

at Trieste.

M. Tittoni said that the comparison was not quite correct. The Italian

population had never been sufficiently represented in the Austrian Parlia-

ment to obtain any concessions in its favour. The Slovenes, on the other

hand, like the Poles, had been strong enough to produce a balance of parties.

They had, therefore, received some consideration.

M. Tardieu said that he did not wish to question the decision made on

the previous day, but he thought it was paying the Austrians an imdue

compliment to accept their line exactly as they proposed it. The Jugo-Slavs

had asked for consultation of the population throughout. This had been

refused and the Conference was now asked to impose on them a plebiscite

in an area in which they did not expect it, and in a form which would annoy

them without reason.

M, Tittoni said that he was willing to extend the plebiscite area to the

* limits of the judicial district of Marburg, in order to meet the views of the

French and British Delegates.

M. Tardieu said that he thought this would produce very little effect on

the position.
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M. PiCHON observed that the Jugo-Slavs had been in occupation of the
area for the last nine months. They could not be evicted without certain

trouble.

Mr. Polk asked whether this occupation was under the authority of the

Conference, or whether the Jugo-Slavs had just taken possession on their

own initiative.

M. PiOHON said that no formal authorization had been given but that no
protest had been made.

Mr. Balfour then suggested that in order to reach some decision, the

whole notion of a plebiscite should be dropped.

M. Clemenceau said that he agreed.

M. Tittoni said that he would prefer to hold a plebiscite in the extended

area.

Mr. Polk said that he would rather abandon the plebiscite altogether

than adopt a compromise which, he thought, would satisfy neither party.

M. Tittoni said his main desire was that the Treaty should be signed,

because should the Austrians refuse to sign it, he did not know what the

Conference could do.

(After some further discussion, the American, British, French and Japanese
Delegations agreed to abandon entirely the idea of a plebiscite in Styria,

and to stand by the territorial settlement made in the Treaty handed to

the Austrian Delegation.

M. Tittoni reserved his agreement and said that he would communicate
his conclusion to the Secretary-General in the course of the aftemoon.)^

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic, Paris,

August 27, igig.

Appendix G to No. 44

Le Prisident de la Conference de la Paix d Monsieur le Giniral Dupont, Berlin

La Conference a ddcidd que la Commission de trois gen^raux auxquels devra
s adjoindre le Colonel Goodyear comme repr^sentant am^ricain devrait se rendre

immediatement en Haute-Sildsie pour y remplir la mission prdvue par mon td6-

gramme 4040— Stop— Les repr^entants du gouvemement allemand ii Ver-
sailles ont dtd avis& il y a plusieurs jours de ce voyage et ont didar^ que leur

gouvemement le faciliterait— Stop— II s’agit de se rendre un compte exact de
la situation et de nous proposer les mesures propres k ramener le calme dans le

plus^ bref d61ai possible en tenant compte de la situation politique— Stop—
Veuillez conununiquer k vos collogues cette decision de la conference et me
rendre compte de I’ex^cution.

. . • Clemenceau

’ This resolution is printed by N. Almond and R.. H. Lutz, op. cit., p. 406.
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No. 45

H. D. 41.] Notes ofa Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers^ held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai d^Orsay, Paris
^
on Thursday,

August 28, igig, at ii am.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretaries, Mr. L. Harrison, Colonel U. S.

Grant.

British Empire: Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,
Sir George Clerk.

France: M. Glemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M.
Berthelot, M. de Saint-Quentin.

Italy: M.'Scialoja; secretary, M. Patemo.

Japan,: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Captain Chapin. British Empire: Com-
mander Bell. : Captain A. Portier. Lieut.-Golonel Jones.

Interpreter: M. Meyer.

The following also attended for the questions with which they were concerned:

U.S.A.

:

Mr. Woolsey, Mr. Nielsen.

British Empire

:

Major-General Sir C,J. Sackville-West, Colonel Henniker,

Mr. Leeper, Mr. Headlam-Morley, Mr. Hutchinson.

France: M. Tardieu, M. Loucheur, M. Jules Gambon, M. Laroche,

M. Tirman.

Italy: Count Vannutelli-Rey, M. d’Ameglio, M. di Palma.

I. Mr. Polk suggested that before proceeding to the order of the day, the

resolutions of the previous meeting might be read, and further

^he^Cow^l
suggested that this might be made the rule for the future.

M. Glemenceau said that such a procedure would waste the

GounciPs time.

Mr. Balfour agreed with M. Glemenceau.

(After some further discussion, it was agreed that copies of all resolutions

passed by the Council should be laid on the table of each Delegate, on the

day following the meeting at which the aforesaid resolutions had been

taken ; and that, if no objections were raised by the Delegates, the text of

the resolutions, as submitted, should be considered to have been accepted.)

2. Mr. Balfour circulated the following draft declaration with regard to

the repatriation of German prisoners:

—

German Prisoners of
« order to diminish as rapidly as possible the sufferings

Warm British and
^^uscd by the war, the Allied and Associated Powers have

{J^^e H. D. determined to anticipate the date ofratification ofthe Treaty

#0,* Minute ff) of Peace with Germany, so far as the repatriation ofGerman

prisoners is concerned. The process ofrepatriation will begin

immediately, and it will be conducted imder the auspices of an Inter-

Alhed Committee, to which will be added a German representative as

soon as the Treaty comes into force.

* No. 44.
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‘The Allied and Associated Powers desire to make it quite clear that the

continuance of this benevolent policy, from which German soldiers will so

greatly benefit, must depend on the fulfilment by the German Government
and People of all their obligations.’

(The draft declaration prepared by Mr. Balfour was accepted for trans-

mission and publication.)^

Thie following nominations were then made for the Prisoners of War
Committee provided for by the resolution taken on August 27th (see h. d.

40,' Minute 6)

:

British Empire

.

America, United States of

France .

Italy

Japan

Mr. Vansittart, General Belfield.

Mr. Dresel, Brig.-Gen. W. D. Connor.

M. Alphan[d], Colonel Jouvin.

Colonel Toni.

M. Shigemitsu, Colonel Nagai.

Mr. Polk said that Article 61 of the German Constitution should be

referred to the Drafting Committee, who should advise the

Council as to the measures whicli might be taken, since

any subsequent action by the Council ought to be taken

on the advice of competent lawyers.

(It was decided that Article 61 of the German Constitution

should be sent to the Drafting Committee, who should

examine the extent to which the aforesaid Article violated the terms of

the Peace Treaty with Germany, and should advise the Council as to the

measures which ought to be taken.)

The German Constitu-

tion and violation of

the Peace Treaty.

{Reference H. D.

Minute 4)

4 -

Reply to the letter of . 1 ^ ^
the Austrian Delega- (Owing to the illness of M. Tittoni, this question was

turn on the subject of adjourned to the following day).
thefrontiers in Styria

5. M. Laroche read an Article for insertion in Part 3 of the Peace Treaty

Reply to the Ausidan
Austria, on the subject of Special Conventions to be

Delegation with regard drawn up between Au$tria and the New States formed out

to Parts of Peace ofthe oldAustro-Hungarian Monarchy. (SeeAppendixA.s)

agreed that a new clause on the subject of Special

See Annex F^H.D 38 ^
fbr Austria and the States formed out of the old

Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, on the subject of the rights,

privileges and goods of private persons in the aforesaid States (see

Appendix A^), should be accepted.)

* The declaration was published in the British press on August 30, 1919.
3 No. 43. No. 42.
5 Not printed. This appendix contained a French text of what became article 265 of the

Treaty of St. Germain-en-Laye. In this text the last clause of the first paragraph of the

article was underlined.
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6. M. Gambon read and commented upon the British and American reserva-

Reply to the Notes Ojthe
*0 Austrian Delegation,

Austrian Delegation the subject of Part 1 2 of the Peace Treaty with Austria.

withregardtoPartisof (See Annex F, H. D. 38.)^

the Peace Treaty with M, TiRMAN said that the British reservations had been
Austria. Ports, Water- j^^^de before Article 322 [330] of the Peace Treaty had
ways and Railways

sAttTcd. By a previous decision of the Council, it

had been laid down that immediate reciprocity should be granted in the

matter of Ports, Waterways and Railways, to Austria, and other states formed

out of the old Monarchy. (See h. d. 37,^ Minute 8.) By virtue of this

decision, the British reservation fell to the ground.

Mr. Headlam-Morley agreed with M. Tirman, and said that the

reservation of the British Delegation had been satisfied.

M. Gambon explained the reservations of the British, Japanese and Italian

Delegations on the subject ofArticle 310 [318] of the Austrian Peace Treaty.

M. Tirman said that the reservation formulated by the British, Japanese

and Italian Delegations might be met by altering the expression ^cessM of

Ports, Waterways and Railways to the Hransfer^ of Ports, Waterways and
Railways throughout; In addition to this, in Part 3 of Article 310 the word
^proportions should be altered to ^distribution^ and the expression ^handed oveid

should be altered to ^be ^ecteds.

(It was decided that Article 310 [318] of the Peace Treaty with Austria

should be amended, so as to read:

—

Article 310

‘Subject to any special provisions concerning the transfer of ports,

waterways and railways situated in the territories transferred under the

present Treaty, and to the financial conditions relating to the conces-

sionnaires and the pensioning of the personnel, the transfer of railways will

take place under the following conditions

:

‘(1) The works and installations of all the railroads shall be handed
over complete and in good condition.

‘ (2) 'When a railway system, possessing its own rolling-stock, is handed
over in its entirety by Austria to one of the Allied and Associated Powers,

such stock shall be handed over complete, in accordance with the last

inventory before November 3, 1918, and in a normal state of upkeep,

‘ (3) As regards lines without any special rolling-stock. Commissions of

experts designated by the Allied and Associated Powers, on which Austria

shall be represented, shall fix the distribution of the stock existing on the

system to which those lines belong to be effected [sic]. Those Commissions

shall have regard to the amount of the material registered on these lines

in the last inventory before November 3, 1918, the length of track (sidings

included), and the nature and amoxmt of the traffic. These Commissions

shall also specify the locomotives, carriages and wagons to be handed over

in each case ; they shall decide upon the conditions oftheir acceptance, and

shall make the provisional arrangements necessary to ensure their repair

in Austrian workshops.

^ No. 41.
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^ (4) Stocks of stores, fittings and plant shall be handed over under the
same conditions as the rolling-stock.

‘The provisions of paragraphs 3 and 4 above shall he applied to the
lines of former Russian Poland converted by Austria to the Austrian
gauge, such lines being regarded as detached from the Austrian system.’)

M. Gambonthen explained theAmerican reservationwith regard to PartXII
of the reply to the Austrian Delegation. (See Appendix F, h. d. 384.)

Mr. Polk explained that the American proposal did not deal exclusively

with the portion of the reply to the Austrians dealing with Ports, Railways

and Waterways, but that it was concerned with the interpretative passages

which had been introduced throughout the reply. Such passages referred to

the Financial Clauses (Part IX), Reparation Clauses (Part VIII), the

Waterways and Railways Clauses (Part XII), and the Report ofthe Minorities

Commission. By virtue of these passages, the Drafting Committee were

really giving interpretations to the text of the Peace Treaty, and the fact

might be of advantage either to Austria, or to the Allies. Such interpreta-

tions were official, and would, as such, become part of the agreement with

Austria. If they did, they would have to be submitted to the United States

Senate, together with the Treaty itself. If they were ratified by the Senate,

the United States would be bound. He did not think that the United Stated

should be bound by interpretative passages, unless it were understood that

other Powers were bound also. It was therefore necessary either {a) to have

it clearly understood that all Powers should be bound by such interpretative

passages, or (i) to insert a clause in the reply to the Austrian Delegation,

telling them that the reply of the Allied and Associated Powers was not to be

taken as in any sense modifying the text of the Treaty.

Mr. Balfour said that he did not think that the Peace Treaty should be

drafted in such a manner as to require any interpretation at all.

M. Gambon said that the interpretative passages referred only to the text

of the reply, and not to the Peace Treaty itself.

(It was decided after some further discussion that :

—

(1) The reply to the Austrian Delegation should be referred as a whole to

the Drafting. Committee, to co-ordinate it with the terms of the

Peace Treaty.

(2) A clause should he inserted in the reply to the Austrian Delegation

to the effect that the aforesaid reply was not to be taken as in any

sense modifying the text of the Treaty.7)

7-

Reply to the Austrian Note on
[Not printed]®

the subject of the Labour Clauses

in the Treaty ofPeace with

Austria, Part XIII

7 This resolution is prinfed with minor variation by N. Almond, and R. H. Lutz, op. cit.,

P* 223.
® Arising out of discussion on this item Ihc Supreme Council decided: (i) to refer to the

Editing Committee, for report to the Councilnext day, the resolution (appendixB in original)
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8. M. Gambon read the covering letter to the reply to the Austrian Delega-
tion. (See Appendix F, h. d. 38+.) He drew attention to

Choert^ utter to the
^^gg^ qj^ ^j^g of the

reply to the Austrian ^ n i ^ ^

Delegation
reports of several separate Committees.

The main object in the reply had been to settle finally

the responsibility of the Austrian Government with regard to the war.

M. Clemengeau said that M. Gambon’s statement with regard to the

character of the covering note was quite evident.

Mr. Balfour sdid that the draft reply read by M. Gambon was a most

able document. He thought, however, that the procedure followed in the

case of the Peace Treaty with Germany might be adopted in the present

instance. Mr. Philip Kerr^ had drafted the covering letter accompanying
the reply to the German counter-proposals, and his letter had been very

favourably commented upon by the press in all the Allied countries. He
suggested that Mr. Kerr should also draft the covering letter to the replies

to the Austrian counter-proposals, and submit his draft to the Council on
the following day.

M. Tardieu said that the Reparations Commission, together with

M. Loucheur, had, on the previous day, drawn up a note on the subject of

reparations by Austria. He thought that the note in question ought to be

embodied in the covering letter to the reply to the. Austrian counter-pro-

posals.

(It was decided:

—

1 . That the note drafted by M. Loucheur and the Reparations Commission
should be embodied in the covering letter accompanying the answer
to the Austrian coimter-proposals

;

2 . That the draft of the covering letter prepared by the Editing Com-
mittee, together with the above note ofthe Reparations Commission,

shoidd be referred to Mr. Phihp Kerr for re-draft, and that the new

passed by the Labour Committee on June 4, 1919, proposing the insertion in the peace

treaties to be concluded with enemy powers ofthe following clause: ‘Workpeople belonging

to one of the Allied and Associated Powers who have been admitted to the territory of . .

.

and their families, will possess the rights and privileges granted to workmen nationals by
the labour and social laws of . . and the conditions which regulate them, provided that the

said Allied and Associated Power guarantees reciprocal treatment to . . . workmen admitted

to her territories, and to their families.’ (ii) To submit at once to the Labour Committee the

proposal of the Italian Delegation in favour of ‘the admission of Austrian Representatives

to die Labour Congress to be held at Washington in the following autumn. The Labour

Committee should eicamine the question, keeping in mind the consequences that might

result on the situation of Germany in this Congress’. The Committee should make proposak
regarding the admission of both countries to the Congress. (M. Pichon had stated during

the discussion that ‘if the admission of Austrian workmen to the International Cor^ress of

Labour were allowed, this would, ipso facto, involve the admission of German workmen on

the same terms. The International Congress of Labour had originally decided against the

admission ofGerman workmen to the First Session at Washington. It had now changed

its mind and was demanding that German representatives should actually be admitted

after the order of business of ^e Session had been drawn up. This had been done in order

to prevent Germany from having any say in the matters to be discussed.’)

^ Secretary to Mr. Lloyd G^eorge.
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text, as prepared by him, should be submitted at the next Meeting
of the Couucil.)^*^

®

M. Gambon then drew attention to the fact that it might be considered

necessary to make some allusion in the covering note to the independence

of the Austrian State, since Article 6i of the German Constitution appeared

to question it. .

M. Clemenceau said that the whole question would be considered on the

following day.

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic^ Paris,

August 28, jgig.

This resolution is printed with minor variation by N. Almond and R. H. Lutz,

op. cit., p. *223.

No. 46

H. D. 42.] J^otes of a Meeting of the Heads of.Delegations of the Five Great

Powers, held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai dDrsay, Paris, on Friday,

August 2Q, igig, at ii a.m.

Present: U.SA.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,

Sir George Clerk.

France: M. Clemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M.

Berthelot, M. de Saint-Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.
Joint Secretariat: U.SAr. Mr. C. Russell. British Empire: Capt. E.

Abraham. France: M. de Percin. Italy: Lt.-Golonel Jones.

Interpreter; M. Meyer.

The following also attended for the questions with which they were concerned:

U,S,A,: Professor Goolidge, Professor Johnson, Mr. Woolsey, Mr. Scott.

British Empire: Mr. J. W. Headlam-Morley, Mr. H. Nicolson, Captain

C. T. M. FuUer, R.N.
France: M. Tardieu, M. Loucheur, M. Jules Gambon, M. Seydoux,

M. Laroche, General Le Rond, M. Hermitte, M. Massigli, Commdt
Levavasseur.

Italy: Count Vannutelli-Rey, M. Brambilla, M. di Palma.

I . M. Tardieu said that on the previous day he had received from M. Tittoni

Plebiscite in the
^ proposal. There was no further question of a Plebiscite

Marburg Area
^ small area near Radkersburg,

M. Clemenceau asked why M. Tittoni wished to Jiold a

Plebiscite there.
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M. Tittoni replied that his main object was to get an Austrian signature

to the Treaty. What he proposed was a considerable reduction to the

Austrian demands, but the area was entirely German, and though the district

of Marburg would remain Jugo-Slav, he thought it was desirable to give the

Austrians satisfaction somewhere. One ofthe reasons for holding a plebiscite

in this area was that the Chief of the Christian Social Party which supported

the State had been returned for Radkersburg.

M. Tardieu said that without expressing any opinion on the reason

alleged by M. Tittoni, he thought the area of Radkersburg ought to be

attached to Prekomurie. Should the Plebiscite go in favour of Austria, the

resulting frontier would be a bad one.

M. Glemenceau asked General Le Rond to state what, from a geographical

point of view, would be the result.

General Le Rond said that it had been recognised long ago that the

population in this area was mainly German, and in making a frontier, it was

not possible to take any account of every little variation in the character of

the population. This was all the less necessary as a considerable number of

Slovene villages had been left within Austria. If the Plebiscite suggested by

M. Tittoni turned out in favour of the Austrians, the frontier in this area

would be geographically unsound, cutting valleys in a capricious manner
and leaving Radkersburg almost on the boundary line. Should the vote be

in favour of the Jugo-Slavs, which was unlikely, the frontier would be the

same as that proposed by the Commission. In the area in question, there

were about 10,000 Austrians. The number of Slovenes left outside Jugo-

slavia could be counted in hundreds of thousands. If the question of the

Austrians in this area were raised, the question of the Slovenes left outside

Jugo-Slavia would also have to be raised.

Mr. Balfour asked whether the Austrians would still demand a Plebis-

cite in this region if a Plebiscite in the Slovene area left to them were

required.

Mr. Polk observed that the Slovenes left outside Jugo-Slavia would

remain in Hungary and not in Austria. Austria would therefore raise no

objection.

M. Tittoni said that if the line of the Drave had been accepted, it

would have yielded a more logical frontier than any other line. He pointed

out further that the area in question was included in an administrative

boundary. The geographical objections, therefore, did not appear strong, as

the frontier adopted by the Commission was not itself a good geographical

line.

General Le Rond said that the line proposed by the Commission followed

the crest of the hills.

M. Tutoni said that for so small a matter, he did not wish to risk a refusal

of the Austrian signature,

M. Clemengeau said that he thought there was no great need to fear the

refusal of signature.

Mr. Balfour then suggested that the River Mur be taken as the frontier
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line and that no Plebiscite should be held at all. Radkersburg would then
remain Austrian.

(It was then decided that no Plebiscite should be held in Styria, and that
the River Mur should be accepted as the frontier between Austria and the
Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes in this area.

Radkersburg would be attributed to Austria, and Marburg to the
Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes.)

2. M. Gambon said that the proposal referred to the Editing Committee by
the Council on the previous day (h. d. 41 , Paragraph 7

Part 13 ofth proposed Appendix B^) had been examined. In the opinion of the

DeUgatwn regarding
Committee, the Council had refused to recognise

labour clauses the pnnciple involved, in the Treaty with Germany. The
Committee therefore regarded it a mistake to record in

the Treaty with Austria anything so diametrically different from the treat-

ment accorded to Germany. For his part, he would suggest, should the

Council adopt the proposal, that it be communicated to Austria in the form -

of a special additional document. The British Delegate on the Editing

Committee regarded the question as one of general interest concerning all

countries, including neutral countries. He thought, therefore, that it should

be referred to the League of Nations.

M. Tittoni said that he favoured the suggestion made by M. Cambon
that the agreement be made additional to the Treaty.

M. Clemengeau said that he would prefer that nothing should be said in

the Treaty.

Mr. Polk suggested that the proposal be referred to the International

Labour Congress in Washington.

(It was then decided that no mention be made in the Treaty with Austria

of the rights and privileges of Allied workpeople admitted to enemy terri-

tories and vice versa, but that the resolution passed by the Labour
Committee on June 4, 1919 (Appendix B to H. D. 41)’ should be referred to

the International Labour Congress in Washington.)

3. M. Clemengeau said that the Council had previously decided that

German Labour Delegates should be admitted to the next
Admmton ofAuMrum meeting of the International Labour Congress, after that

BeUsTl^"^ to be held in Washington. The same principle should

natwnal Labour Con- Presumably apply to the Austrians. The labour orgauisa-

gress in Washington tions in various Allied and Neutral countries, notably in

France, were, however, asking that the German labour

delegates be admitted at once. His proposal was that the question of their

admission or non-admission be left to the discretion of the Congress itself.

Mr* Balfour said that he understood the proposal to be that the Inter-

national Labour Congress should meet according to the constitution at

present laid down for it, and that it should then decide whether or not

German and Austrian delegates should be heard*
M. Clemengeau said that was his intention.

* See No. 4.5, note 8.
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M. Tittoni said that the Italian G.G.T. declared it would not send
representatives to Washington and would not recognise the International

Labour Congress or its decisions unless the German delegates were admitted.

No International Labour legislation could be enforced in Italy against the

will of Italian labour. He believed the same conditions existed in France.

M. Glemengeau said that he was not intimidated by threats. The French
Labour Party had spoken to him very much in the same manner, but he
thought his proposal was sufficient to meet the situation.

Mr. Balfour said that M. Clemenceau’s proposal appeared to him to be

very reasonable, though it was a modification of a previous decision. As he

had no expert on labour matters whom he could consult, he would like to

postpone giving his assent until he had had time to obtain the views of the

British Minister specially concerned with this subject. In referring the matter

to him, he would express his personal agreement with M. Clemenceau’s views.

Mr. Polk said that he was in a similar situation to Mr. Balfour and would
take up the matter with his Government.

M. Tittoni said that there was one practical difficulty in M. Clemenceau’s

scheme. Should the Congress decide to give a hearing to the Germans and
Austrians, they would require a month to get to Washington.

M. Glemengeau said that he had been assured that the Germans and
Austrians would go to Washington in expectation of a favourable decision,

should the Council adopt the proposal he had made.

(It was decided to postpone the decision on the question of the admission

of German and Austrian Labour Delegates to the International Labour
Congress at Washington, untU Mr. Balfour and Mr. Polk had consulted

their respective Governments.)

4. M. Glemengeau said that he had received a disquieting telegram firom

Colonel Haskell, the Allied High Commissioner in Armenia. (The
Situation in

contained in Appendix A was then read.) He added that

he had ordered a note to be circulated to his colleagues to the effect

that he was ready to send 12,000 men to Cilicia. This force would be able

to occupy the points mentioned by Colonel Haskell. It would be necessary

to utilise the Bagdad railway as a means of supplying this force. The note

contained in Appendix B was then read.

Mr. Polk asked whether the area referred to by Colonel Haskell was not

one that was accessible from the Black Sea.

M. Berthelot said that it was also accessible firom Cilicia, as the roads

were good and suitable for motor lorries. It would be posable, he considered,

to send supplies into Armenia from Mersina and Alexandretta. An agree-

ment for the use of the railway would, however, be necessary.

Mr. Balfour asked whether this had been studied by the French General

Staff.

M. Glemengeau said that the note was a result of a study by the Staff.

(It was decided to postpone the consideration of the Note contained in

Appendix B till the following day.)
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5. (It was decided to postpone the consideration of the new Kng^ic}
^

Covering Letter to covering letter until the following day, and in connection with

Reply to Austrian it» to discuss the question whether or not Austria was a New
Delegation State.)

6. M. Berthelot said that Article 6i of the new German Constitution was
to the following effect:

—

Article Pfo. of ‘Each land has at least one vote in the Reichsrat In

tion. {Referencen.-D.
‘he case of the greater lands, one vote is assigned to a

41,^ Minute 3)
million inhabitants. An excess which is at least equal to

the population of the smallest land is reckoned as a

complete million. No land can be represented by more than two-fifths of

the total votes.

‘German Austria, after its junction with the German Reich, receives

the right of participation in the Reichsrat with the number of votes

corresponding to its population. Till then, the representatives of German
Austria have a consultative voice.

‘The number of votes is fixed anew by the Reichsrat after each general

census.’

Article 61 appeared to be out of harmony with Article 80 of the Treaty of

Peace. The American Delegation, however, questioned whether Article 178

of the new German Constitution did not dispel the apparent contradiction.

Article 178 was to the effect that no provision in the Constitution could be

held to modify the Treaty of Peace signed at Versailles. The question had

been submitted to the legal advisers, who thought that Article 178 rendered

Article 61, in so far as it conflicted with the stipulations of the Treaty, null

and void. This appeared to furnish an additional reason for asking the

German Government to cancel Article 61. The Council should therefore

decide whether, and in what form, the protest should be made to the German

Government. It shoidd jdso decide whether M. Tardieu’s proposal should

be carried out, namely, to insert a counterpart of Article 80 in the Treaty,

with Austria.

Mr. Balfour said that he understood the question raised by Article 61

ofthe new German Constitution had been referred to the Drafting Committee,

and that agreement had not yet been reached within the Committee. He
thought, therefore, that it would be better to await its reconunendations.

He thought that the first of the problems alluded to by M. Berthelot was the

more important. He did not think it mattered much whether anything was

inserted in the Treaty with Austria.

(It was decided to postpone the question raised by Article 61 of the new
German Constitution to the following day, in order to obtain the views of

the Drafting Committee.)

7 *

Col de Reschen and printed]

Pas de PredU Railway

» No. 45.
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8. M. Berthelot explained that the people of Vorarlberg had expressed a
.

desire to join the Swiss Federation. The Austrian Delegation,

ofvTar^g
^ ““ght Jia-ve been expected, had protested. The Swiss Federal
Council, meanwhile, had not adopted any resolution in favour

of union with Vorarlberg. The Federal Council hesitated because the
inclusion of this district would upset the present balance of power between
the German and French cantons. The Conference, therefore, had before it

only an appeal from the Vorarlberg. It could take no decision until it had
before it a proposal from the Swiss Government.
Mr. Balfour said he quite agreed that this was a matter that could not

be settled without the Swiss. The only question left to the Council was to

know whether the door should be left open for the Swiss to invite Vorarlberg

tojoin them. He thought it might be better to leave the whole question alone.

M. Berthelot said that the following was the proposal of the Central

Territorial Committee for insertion in the Treaty.

‘23 aoftt, 1919.

‘En presence des manifestations des habitants du Vorarlberg en faveur

d’un rattachement de leur territoire a la Suisse, la Republique d’Autriche,

au cas oil la Suisse elle-mfeme ddclarerait formellement qu’elle accepte im
tel rattachement, s’engage k recormaitre la decision du Conseil de la

Socidtd des Nations devant qui le cas devrait etre porte.’

Mr. Balfour asked whether the petition received from the Vorarlberg

represented the majority of the population.

M. Laroche said that two unofficial plebiscites had been held, and they

yielded the result of 4 to i in favour of union with Switzerland. The second

had been even more decisive than the first.

M. Tittoni said that he would suggest reference to a regular plebiscite.

M. Clemenceau said that he would prefer to take no action. Ihe matter

had not been brought officially to the cognisance of the Conference. There

was in Switzerland a balance of power between the German and French

elements. The Swiss Government was satisfactory from an international

point of view. It might cease to be so if its German population were

increased.

M. Laroche observed that it was for this reason that the Committee

recommended that a formal declaration by Switzerland should be obtained.

M. Clemenceau observed that so far Switzerland had asked for nothing.

Mr. Balfour said that he was also in favour ofnot adding to the German
majority in Switzerland.

M. PiCHON observed that the problem was complicated by a financial

question. Switzerland would only acceptVorarlberg ifthe area were relieved

of its share of the Austrian debt. The hope of escape from this burden was

one of the determining motives in the result of the plebiscites.

M. Tardeeu said that there was also a political reason against inserting

anything in the Treaty regarding Vorarlberg. The Conference was attempt-

ing to meet the Austrians as far as possible.' The Austrian Delegation would
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be greatly offended at any Article tending to deprive it of Vorarlberg. Hie
Conference had received expressions of opinion from Dutch Limburg ia
favour of union with Belgium. No notice had been taken. He thought the

question should be left for the League of Nations to consider at a later

date.

(It was decided that no action need be taken on the subject of the iitii<>n

of Vorarlberg with Switzerland.)

9. M. Clemenceau said that the conclusions ofthe report had been accepted

n by the Council (h.d. 39, Para. 2 3
). He observed that he

Report ofInter-Allied taken action and fulfilled his part of the undertaldn?
(mdOTHtTllSStOfl OH tho f t j * J xl. x xl T? "Lx
incidents at Fiume

orders that tlie French troopsm Fiumeshould

be replaced by others. As to the suppression of the French

base, this could not be undertaken immediately, as the base must be main-

tained while there were French troops. In the meantime, however, there

had been a recrudescence of unpleasant incidents. He thought it was

necessary that General Grazioli should be recalled forthwith, and that Italy

should take as prompt action as he had taken himself, otherwise further

bloodshed would occur, as threatening posters were appearing in Fiume,

directed against both the French and the British.

M. Tittoni undertook to act and to fulfil all the undertaking of the

Italian Government.

M. Clemenceau said that he took note of this declaration.

10. M. Seydoux explained that the Note prepared by the Eastern Blockade

. Committee for the Council, and considered by the latter on the

So^tRx^a August
(
h . d . 37,+ Minute 6) had been reconsidered in

order to meet the views of the American Delegation. Certain

modifications had been made, but the Blockade Committee thought it

absolutely necessary to maintain a sentence to the effect that any action

taken by a warship of an Allied or Associated Power should be understood

to be taken in the name of all the Allied and Associated Powers. Without

such a stipulation, it would be impossible for the ships in the Baltic to take

any action at all.

Mr. Polk observed that there appeared to be no amendment in that case

of the previous provisional decision. What was proposed was equivalent to

a blockade.

M. Seydoux said that it was not blockade, because merchant shipping

could not be captured, but could only be turned back.
Mr. Polk said he regretted that he could not agree. The phrase M. Sey-

doux attached such importance to represented a blockade. The American

Government had always held very strong views on this subject. He thought^

however, that some compromise might be possible. According to M. Seydoux,

a neutral ship, attempting to trade with Bolshevik Russia, could not be

captured, but could be turned back. Should the neutral ship refuse to turn

? No. 43, minute a. « No. 41.
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back and should its papers be in order, Allied ships would not be entitled to

take any action at all. What he suggested was,

‘that vessels of the Allied and Associated Powers should, in the name of
those Powers as a whole, be authorised to prevent any vessel not provided

with legal clearance for a Bolshevist Russian port, or any vessels whose
papers are falsified, from proceeding to a Bolshevist destination.’

Mr. Balfour asked what the United States (Grovemment would do if an
American trader asked for clearance papers for a cargo to Petrograd.

Mr. Polk saiid that the United States Government would refuse clearance.

Mr. Balfour said the British Government would do the same.

Mr. Polk pointed out that stopping a neutral ship at sea if it carried

regular papers, was nothing less than blockade.

Mr. Balfour said that the United States Government*made a distinction

between fighting Russia and being at war with Russia.

Mr. Polk observed that the British Governmentmade thesame distinction.

Mr. Balfour said that according to International lawyers, itwas impossible

to be at war with any Government unless that Government were recognised.

He did not, himself, attach much value to the opinion of international

lawyers.

M, Seydoux said that it was known that several Swedish ships were ready

to sail with cargoes for Petrograd. If the American proposal were adopted,

the Allied Navies would not be able to intercept them,

Mr. Polk asked how the Navies could stop them at present.

M. Seydoux said that hitherto no such shipments had gone to Petrograd.

He suggested that the British Admiralty Notice No. 1298 of the 1 8th July,

warning shipping against entering the zone in which operations were taking

place, should be re-affirmed in the ‘Journal OfficieP of the various Allied

Governments.

Mr. Polk said that he would try and find some formula to which the

American Government could consent.

(The question was then adjourned.)

II. Mr. Polk asked whether Treaties with the New States were to be

between the New State on the one hand, and all the Allied and

Associated Powers on the other, or between the New State on

the one hand, and the Five Princip^ AlHed and Associated

Powers on the other.

(It was decided that the Treaties with the New States should he Between

theNew State onthe one hand, and the Five Principal Allied and Associated

Powers on the other.)

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Villa Majestic^ Paris

,

29 August, 1919.
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Appendix A to No. 46
«

Prioriti— Tiflis 7^5'-iS2-i8-xf--VmQlU,
President, Council of Peace, Paris.

I have personally investigated conditions in Armenia and find the horrible

situation beyond description. Relief can and will reach the destitute in time to

prevent starvation providing you support me with troops. Cavalry most suitable

if available. The equivalent of an American reinforced infantry brigade will save

situation in Russian Armenia. Tartars attacking on east and south with Tartar,

uprisings increasing daily throughout interior. Arrival ofeven one regiment might

decide fate of our Armenian allies who may be exterminated at any time unless

troops are rushed. British now leaving Caucasus and have already refused even

temporarily to use any of their troops in Armenia stating that orders from above

forbid their stationing of any British troops in Armenian territory. If British policy

forbids protection of Armenians indicated by above conditions, this must be

changed or other troops must be found and their arrival expedited. British troops

now here are principally Indian. Please acknowledge receipt this telegram.

W. M. N. Haskell, Col. G.S., U.S.A.

Allied High Commissioner to Armenia.

Appendix B to No. 46

D£l6gATION FRANgAISE.

Protection des Armeniens

PARIS, le ^aoUt igjg.

En execution de la decision de la ConfiSrence du 25 aout,^ la possibilite d’envoyer

un petit contingent exp^ditionnaire pour la protection des Armeniens a 6te 6tudi6e

par le Gouvernement Frangais et conduit aux conclusions suivantes:

Le Gouvernement Frangais reconnait possible de constituer une force

exp6ditionnaire d’une douzaine de mille hommes de toutes armes, k prflever

pour la plus grande partie sur I’Armee du G6n6ral Franchet d’Esperey, lorsque

aura ete op6r^e la reconstitution de cette armde, c’est k dire apres le 10 septembre.

L’operation serait faite en prenant pour point de d^barquement les ports de

Cilicie oh seraient cr66es deux bases frangaises Mersina et Alexandrette),

Toutefois, il serait n^cessaire, en vue de gagner du temps, de reserver la voie

maritime pour le transport des troupes; le materiel et les chevaux seraient trans-

port's par la voie ferr^e Haidar-Pacha, Konia, Adana; une entente a ce sujet

serait etablie avec la compagnie d’exploitation du chemin de fer pour le contrble

des transports.

2° La force d’occupation assurerait ses ravitaillements d’abord par les voies

ferrees partant de Mersina et d’Alexandrette et, au del^, au moyen de camions

automobiles dont le bon dtat des routes en Armdnie permet un large emploi.

Le ravitaillement des bases pourrait ^tre assure par nos propres moyens comme
pour les troupes frangaises du Levant, k condition que les Anglais continuent k

* nous assurer la fourniture de la viande fiigorifide.

3° En r6sum6y Top^ration envisag^e est possible k partir du 10 septembre sans

grosses difficult6s, sous la reserve qu’une entente soit Etablie pour les transports et

les ravitaillements.

® Omission in original. 6 See No. 42, minute 5.
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No, 47

H. D. 43.] Notes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai d^Orsqy^ Paris
^
on Saturday^

August 20y igig^ at 11,0 a.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,
Sir George Clerk.

France: M. Glemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M.
Berthelot, M. de Saint-Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Patemo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai. --

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Gapt. Chapin. British Empire: Lt.-Com-

mander Bell. France: M. de Percin. Italy: Lt.-Colonel Jones.

Interpreter: M. Meyer.

The following also attended for the items with which they were concerned:

U.S.A,

:

Dr. James Brown-Scott, Mr. Woolsey.

British Empire: Mr. C. J. B. Hurst, Mr. J. W. Headlam-Morley, Major-
General Sir C. J, Sackville-West, Mr. H. Nicolson, Mr. A. Deeper.

France: M. Tardieu, M. Gambon, M. Laroche, M. Fromageot, M. Her-
mitte, M. Massigli, M. Kammerer.

Italy: Count Vannutelli-Rey, M. Galli, M. Castoldi, M. Ricci-Busatti.

I, M. Gambon read aloud the French text of the draft covering letter, in

The covering letter

in reply to the

Austrian counter-

proposals.

{See Appendix A^)

reply to the Austrian counter-proposals prepared by Mr.
Philip Kerr. On concluding, he remarked that the letter now
before the Council was longer than the former communica-
tion drafted by the Editing Committee. He further remarked,

that in Mr. Philip Kerris draft covering letter no mention

was made of the fact that the Allied and Associated Powers

had decided to caU the new Austrian State the Austrian Republic, and to

avoid all mention of the expression ‘German Austria’.

M, Tittoni said that it had been decided that the expression ‘Republic of

Austria’ should be employed in all official communications addressed to

that Country. He did not think that it was within the power of the Council

to do more. (See h. d. 29,^ Minute 4.)

M. Clemenceau said that he agreed with M. Tittoni.

M. Cambon read the passage in the original covering letter drafted by the

Editing Committee, dealing explicitly with the point in question (see

H. D. 38,3 Appendix F).

^ Not printed. This draft text of the covering letter was, subject to the amendments

adopted by the Supreme Council (see minute i below, and No. 49, nnnute 6), that com-

municated to the Austrian Delegation on September 2, 1919, and printed in the British

press on the following day. For the French text see Bericht fiber die Tatigkeit der deutschoster-

reichischen Friedensdelegation in St Germain-en-Laye, vol. ii, pp. 310-17.

^ No. 33. 3 42.
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Mr. Balfour said that he wished to make a general comparison between

the former document, prepared by the Editing Committee, and the one now

before the Council. He accepted M. Cambon’s statement that the new draft

covering letter was longer than the former. He abo agreed with him that the

new letter omitted certain points which had been dealt with by the Editing

Committee. With regard to the manner in which the Austrian Government

should henceforth be addressed, the Council had always referred to the

‘Austrian Republic’ in all official documents, and it was not possible to do

more than this. Neither the Council nor the League ofNations could prevent

any Country from conferring upon itself any title that it inight desire to be

known by. The original document drawn up by the Editing Committee was

an extremely able one and a proof of this statement consisted in the fact that

the new draft before the Council was based entirely upon the old covering

letter, to which it owed everything. I^one the less, he preferred the new

version to the old. What was desired was a document drafted in such a form,

that it should be read widely in Allied, and in enemy, countries. This docu-

ment should, moreover, express in the clearest and most forcible terms, the

mam contention of the Allied and Associated Governments, which was that

the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy had largely caused the war and that the

Austrian Republic was the direct successor of the old Kingdoni. He

thought that this main argument was expressed with greater force in the

new document. If, however, the Council desired to adhere to the former

draft: covering letter drawn up by the Editing Committee, he would

point out that it had not been the work of a single mind; that, in

consequence, it contained- a certain number of repetitions; and that it

insisted on details, which, though important to the Allied Govermnents,

and possibly to Austria, would not excite the interest of the ordinary

public.

He thought that in the new document, Italy’s case had been better stated.

Attention was drawn to the selfish and unscrupulous manner in which the

old Austro-Hvmgarian Monarchy had always tried to arrange her frontiers

with Italy in such a way that she would have that country at her mercy. He

did not think that too much emphasis could be given to this. In favouring

the acceptance of the new document before the Council, he based his

preference on the conviction that it would be more accessible to the mind of

the ordinary public throughout the world.

Mr. Polk said that there was no great choice between either draft. On
the whole, however, he was ready to agree with Mr. Balfour to accept the

one prepared by Mr. Philip Kerr, but drew attention to the fact that a few

changes would be necessary in it.

M. Tittoni said that the new document before the Council had been very

well drawn up, and that it possessed the quafities ascribed to itby Mr. Balfour.

He therefore accepted it.

M. Matsoi said that he accepted the English draft.

M. Gambon drew attention to the fact that in the old draft letter drawn

up by the Editing Committee, the question of a possible union between
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Germany and Austria was dealt with. It was not mentioned in the new
document,

M. Clemenceau said that the question of the future relations between
Germany and Austria would be discussed.

M. Gambon drew attention to the American proposal contained in

Appendix F of h. d. 38.3 This proposal pointed out that the original cover-

ing letter was not in agreement with the preamble of the Peace Treaty on
the subject of the present status of Austria.

Mr. Polk, in further explanation, stated that in the preamble ofthe Peace
Treaty the words 'Austria is recognised as a new and independent State under
the name ofthe Republic ofAustria’ appeared. In the original covering letter,

Austriahadbeentreated as thei'wrrmoroftheAustro-HungarianMonarchy, He
suggested that the matter could be settled by deletingfrom the preamble ofthe
Treaty the phrase above quoted. In addition to this, theword 'Austria’ on page
8 ofthe preamble, should be replaced by the expression 'Republic ofAustria’.

Mr. Balfour remarked that the words ^Austria is recognised as a new
and independent State’ had been inserted by President Wilson who would
not, he thought, raise any objection to their suppression.

Mr. Polk said that the manner in which Austria was referred to in the

preamble had an important bearing upon the future obligations of the new
Republic. The phrase in question affected the Peace Treaty; the covering

letter was not concerned with it.

M. Tittoni remarked that in the new document before the Council, the

'tyranny’ of the old Austro-Hungarian Monarchy was emphasised in one
place and the 'centralization’ of that Government in another. He thought

that the last expression weakened the first.

Mr. Balfour said that the centralization of the former Austro-Hungarian
Monarchy had been drawn attention to, in order to show the Austrian people

how much the dominant position of Vienna, in former days, stood to their

prejudice at present.

Mr. Polk said that on page 7 ofthe English Draft,^ the words 'Committees

who reported on the question’ should be replaced by the word 'Conference’.

He also said that the resolution passed on the previous day, with regard to

Radkersburg, made it necessary to amend the statement on the subject of the

Austro-Hungarian frontiers.

M. Tardieu said that a small sub-Gommittee of the Reparations Com-
mission had been of the opinion that a special clause (see Appendix Bs)

should be inserted in the draft letter.

^ In the second sentence of para^ph 4 of the draft.

5 Not printed. This appenchx contained a draft in French of seven paragraphs adopted

for insertion in the covering letter to the Austrian delegation by the following members of

the Reparations Commission: Mr. J. F. Dulles (United States), Col. Peel (Great Britain),

M. Loucheur (France), Signor d’Amelio (Italy). These par^aphs, which related to the

execution of article 179 of the Treaty of St. Gennain-en-Laye as regards the functioning

of the special Section for Austria of the Reparations Commission, were appended to the

covering letter as a postscript. (For an English translation see N. Almond and R. H. Lutz,

op. cit, pp. 230-1.)



Mr. Balfour said that he . thought such a clause ought to be put in a

separate document.

(After some discussion, it was agreed the proposed special clause should be

added to the covering letter, in some way, possibly as a foot-note.

It was decided:

—

(
1
)
That the covering letter prepared by Mr. Philip Kerr, and submitted

to the Council, should be accepted as a whole, but that the follow-

ing modifications should be introduced :

—

() Page 7 (English Text) Paragraph 4, Lines 8 and 9,^ the words
‘ Committees who reported on the question ’, should be replaced

by the word ‘Conference’.

( )
That the statements in Paragraph 4, Page 7 (English Text) on

the subject of the Austrian frontiers, should be amended in

conformity with the resolution taken on the previous day

with regard to Radkersburg and Marburg.^ (See H. d. 42,7

Minute 1.)

(c) That the draft resolution passed by the Sub-Committee of the

Reparations Commission (see Appendix B)5 should be added

to the covering letter in the form of a foot-note, or in some

other suitable manner.

(2) It was also decided that the following changes should be made in the

preamble of the Peace Treaty with Austria :

—

() On Page 8 , Line 11 from the bottom, the word ‘Austria’ should

be replaced by the words ‘Republic of Austria’.

( )
On Page 8, Lines 5 and 6 from the bottom the words ‘Austria

is recognised as a new and independent State under the name
of the Republic of Austria’, should be deleted.^)

2 . The Council took note of the reply of the Drafting Committee to the

Article in the German
put before it by the Council on the 27th August.

Cmstitution violating (See H. D. 39,^0 Minute 4, and see Appendix C.)

th£ stipulations of the M. Clemengeau said that he could not agree with the

Peace Treaty with reply ofthe Drafting Committee. In his opinion. Article 61

Germany.
qJ* German Constitution not only violated the

^ Treaty of Versailles, but called for the collaboration of the

Austrian Republic in that very violation. The situation

caused was a serious one, and must be faced. In his opinion, the attention of

the German Government should be called to this act of violation and should

be forced [w] to give a reply. He thought that the Drafting Committee’s

argument was an extremely clever one; but the assent ofthe German Govern-

ment to that argument must be obtained. International lawyers were

notorious for their differences of opinion. One lawyer would assert that an

object was red, another that it was blue, whilst a third would be equally

certain that it had no colour at all. These differences of opinion, though

^ This was effected by adding a sentence concerning Radkersburg to the end of the first

sub-paragraph of paragraph 4. 7 No. 46.
* This resolution is printed with minor variation by N. Almond and R. H. Lutz, op. cit.^

P* 224* ^ In error for h. d. 42 (No. 46). No. 43.
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entertaining, were not a suitable basis for measures affecting the peace of

Europe.

Mr. Balfour said that there were two questions before the Council.

Firstly, the insertion ofa clause in the Peace Treaty with Austria, with a view

to counteracting the provisions of Article 6i of the new German Constitu-

tion; and, secondly, the action which should be taken with regard to Germany
in view of her violation of the Peace Treaty of Versailles. He would like to

know the opinion of the lawyers of the Drafting Committee upon the legal

side of the question.

Dr. Scott said that, in his opinion, the insertion of Article 6i in the

German Constitution showed that the German Government had wilfully,

deliberately, and without cause, broken the pact into which she had entered

at Versailles.

M. Clemenceau said that it might be sufficient to make the Austrian

Government undertake not to be a party to the German Government’s

manoeuvre.

(It was agreed that a special clause should be inserted in the Peace Treaty

with Austria.)

Mr. Balfour said that he agreed with M. Clemenceau, but that he would

like to hear a concise statement ofthe problem in international law raised by

Article 6i. He believed that the Drafting Committee had not been unani-

mous in its opinion on the subject.

M. Fromageot said that he thought that the new German Constitution

violated the Peace Treaty, and added, that the advice to the Council, in the

form submitted, had been unanimously accepted by the Drafting Committee.

M. Clemenceau said that he had news, in the form of a letter which he

had not yet circulated to the Coimcil, that the attitude of the German

Government was quite unsatisfactory. They were opposing Allied action in

Silesia and his latest information was to the effect that one army corps would

now be necessary for that country. All this only constituted an extra pjoof

of the bad faith of the German people, and its Government.

Mr. Hurst said that there had been a difference of opinion in the Draft-

ing Committee as to the extent to which the Peace Treaty of Versailles had

been violated, although all were agreed that it had been violated in a certain

degree. The point at issue was as follows. Article 8o of the Peace Treaty

with Germany contained two references to the independence ofAustria. In

the first, Germany was called upon ‘to respect strictly the independence of

Austria’. In the second, she agreed that ‘this independence shall be inalien-

able’. Undoubtedly Article 6i of the German Constitution violated the

letter of the Peace of Versailles, but it was in the form of an invitation to

Austria to join Germany. A country’s independence was recognised by

abstaining from all acts of coercion against it; and an*invitation, which was

the very reverse of a coercive measure, could hardly be smd to threaten the

independence of a sovereign State.

M. Tardieu said that Mr. Hurst’s argument was to the effect that Article 6i
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of the German Constitution exerted no pressure against Austria. The Peace

Treaty ofVersailles, however, stipulated that nothing should be done to inter-

fere with Austrian independence. As an act prejudicial to mat independence

had been taken, the question of whether there had, or had not, been direct

pressure, could be laid to one side.
v u u *

M. Clemenceau said that he thought a letter should be sent on the subject

to the German Government, which should be called upon to reply.
.

M. Tardieu said that the action of the German Government had been

taVpTi by the Legislative Authorities. In previous cases (Slesvig, eto.) the

Executive Authorities had been concerned. In either case, the Council

SJemenceau said that the Council was caUed upon to take a political

and not alegal decision; and suggested that Mr. Balfour who was a moderate

inan should draft the communication to be sent to the German Government.

Mr Balfour said that he did not think that moderation was the exact

quality required, and he thought that M. Berthelot, who was not a moderate

man, ought to draft the letter.
, ^ „ r • t

M T^'om remarked that the cases of Austria and of Germany wasM
not quite analogous. Germany must be caUed upon to perform her Treaty

engagements. He did not know whether Austna could be caUed upon to

settle, finaUy, her future condition, at the dictation of the Council.

M PicHON said that in the draft Article for insertion in the Peace Treaty

with Austria (see Appendix C), the manner in wMch the future independence

ofAustria was to be assured by the League ofNations was clearly provided for.

(It was agreed:— .

(11 that the draft Article regarding the independence of Austna (see

Appendix C) should be accepted and inserted in the Austnan Peace

Trcsitv i

(2) that M. Berthelot should draft a letter for transmission to the German

Government on the subject of Article 61 of the iiew German

Constitution and should submit his draft to the Council at its next

meeting.)

3-

Draft Articlesfor the

Treaty with Austriafor

the settlement of differ-

ences between States

called upon by the Treaty

to conclude special Con-

ventions

[Not printed]**

u The Supreme Council took note of a report of the Drafting Committee (appendix D

in original), dated August 26, 1919, in answer to the questions put to it by the Councti on

August 22; see No. 40, minute 3 (4 bis). The Committee reported that artide 13 o e

Covenant ofthe League ofNations applied to disputes between states members oftheLe^e

andwas consequently inapplicable to a dispute with Austria so loi^ as she was not amem
^

The Committee accordingly proposed, and the Coimcil accepted, a draft for an arti e

which was inserted in the Treaty of St. Germain-en-Laye as article 3^®*
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4. The Council took note ofa document drawing attention to the divergences

between the French and English texts of the Covenant of the

League of Nations. (See Annex [Appendix] E.)

Mr. Balfour proposed the following draft resolution:

—

The present Treaty in French, in English and in Italian shall be ratified.

In case of divergence, the French text shall prevail, except in Parts I and
XIII, where the French and English texts shall be of equal force.’

He said that in bringing forward this resolution, he desired to make it quite

clear, that he did not wish it to be thought that he was provoking a competi-

tion for priority between the French and English languages.

(After some discussion, it was agreed:

—

1. That in the case of divergence between the French, English and Italian

texts of the Peace Treaty with Austria, the French text should

prevail, except in parts I and XIII, where the French and English

texts should be of equal force.

2. That the Drafting Committee should insert an Article in the Peace
Treaty with Austria in conformity with the aforesaid resolution.)^^

5. The Council took note of a communication from M. Pachitch, on behalf

of the Yugo-Slav State, to the effect that the Yugo-Slav
Proposed Treaty Government could not undertake to sign the Peace Treaty

with Austria until the special Treaty between themselves

Powers and the Tugo-
Alhed and Associated Govts., provided for in

Slav State Article 59 [51] of the Peace Treaty with Austria, had been

communicated to them.

(It was agreed that the consideration of this question should be adjourned

to the Meeting of the Council on Monday, September 1st, 1919.)

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Hotel Astoria^ PariSy

August 30, igig.

Appendix G to No. 47

Article 61 de la Constitution Allemande

En r6ponse k la decision du 127 aout courant, le Comite de Redaction est

d’accord pour adresser au Gonseil Supreme Topinion suivante

:

i^) L’article 61 de la Constitution allemande du ii aout 1919 n’est pas con-

forme a Tesprit de Tarticle 80 du Traits allemand.

2°) Penvoi de la note ci-apr& et I’insertion de la stipulation suivante dans le

Traits autrichien seraient de nature k 6viter des contestations ult^rieures:

{a) Note d PAllemagne;

Les Puissances Allises et Associ^es ayant pris connaissance de la Constitution

allemande du ii aout 1919, font connaitre au Gouvemement allemand qu’elles

consid^rent que la disposition de Particle 61 alin^a 2 de ladite Constitution ne

satisfait pas k Pesprit de Particle 80 du Trait6 de Paix sign6 a Versailles le 28 juin

This resolution is printed with minor variation by N. Almond and R. H, Lutz,

op. dt., p. 224.
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iqiQ et que, conform^ment k I’artide 178 de cette Constitution, la disposition

ci-dessus vis6e ne saurait avoir aucun effet en dehors des conditions stipul6es k

Particle 80 dudit Traitd de Paix.

{b) Projet d’article i merer dans le Traite autricMen.

L’independance de PAutriche est inalienable si ce n’est du consentement du

Conseil de la Soci6t^ des Nations. En consequence PAutriche s’engage k abstenir,

sauf le consentement dudit Conseil, de tout acte de nature a compromettre son

indteendance directement ou indirectement et par quelque voie que ce soit, notam-

ment etjusqu’^ son admission comme Membre de la Societe des Nations, par voie

de participation aux alfaires d’une autre Puissance.

Pour le Comit6 de Redaction

Henri Fromageot
59 aout igig.

Appendix E to No. 47

Divergences in the Covenant

[The] Report of the Committee shows that the French text is in many places

capable of bearing a different interpretation to the English, though the English

was the text originally agreed to.
, . ,

Article j. French text might mean that a signatory power who fails to ratify the

Treaty might join the League by adhering. The English text makes it plain that

it is only non-signatories who can adhere.

Again as to withdrawal. Withdrawal is only permissible if two years notice is

given and all obhgations have been fulfilled ‘k ce moment’. Under the French text

these words are ambiguous, but the English makes it clear that it applies to the

moment of withdraw^. rm. r
Article 10— in many ways the most important ofthe Covenant. The English text

makes it clear that the guarantee is only against external aggression, whereas the

French is vaguer and might imply a guarantee against aggression including internal.

The English text is necessary therefore to give precision to the meaning.

The German Treaty has now been signed and cannot be altered. In that Treaty

the French and English texts are of equal value; consequently the divergences

caimot be got rid of.

If the Austrian Treaty is signed with a provision that the French text shall pre-

vail, additional complications to those given above will ensue.

e.g. China, having refused to sign the German Treaty, will come into the

League through the Austrian Treaty: her rights and her obligations under the

League and those of other Powers towards her would be that of the French text

alone. The somewhat serious divergence in Article lo under which the Powers

undertake to preserve the Members from all aggression, including internal, in

the French text, and from external aggression in the English text is of particular

importance in the case of China.

It would be equally impossible in the Austrian Treaty to make the English text

alone the predominant text, because that again would change the status quo

created by the German Treaty.

The position ofneutral States which are to adhere must be borne in mind. There

is but one League and one Covenant, and it would be intolerable if a State might

claim to have adhered under the Austrian Treaty and therefore be bound by

slightly different rules.
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The only course is to perpetuate the conditions of the German Treaty and to

make the French and English text of the Covenant of equal value in all treaties in

which the Covenant is reproduced.

The Labour Convention is also reproduced textually from the German Treaty
and will appear in all the Treaties of Peace. Whatever rule is adopted as to the

Covenant should apply to the Labour Convention.

To give effect to the suggestion the Drafting Committee should be directed to

word the Final Clause as follows :

—

The present Treaty in French, in English and in Italian shall be ratified. In
case of divergence the French text shall prevail, except in Parts I and XIII where
the French and English texts shall be of equal force.

No. 48

H. D. 44 .] Notes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichords Room at the Quai dDrsay^ Paris
^
on Monday^

September igig^ at ii.o a.m.

Present: U.S,A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,
Sir George Clerk.

France: M. Glemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M.
Berthelot, M. de Saint-Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: J7.5.A.: Mr. C. Russell. British Empire: Capt. E.

Abraham. M. de Percin, : Lt.-Colonel Jones.

Interpreter: M. Camerlynck.

The following were also present for the Items in which they were concerned

:

U.S.A.

:

Professor Coolidge, Mr. A. Dulles.

British Empire: Mr. Headlam-Morley, Mr. A. Leeper, Hon. H. Nicolson,

Mr. Carr, Colonel Horlick.

France: M. Tardieu, M. J. Cambon, General Le Rond, M, Aubert,

M. Alphand, M. Kammerer, M. Laroche, Colonel Jourin, M. de

Montille.

Italy: M. Stranieii, M. Galli, M. Brambilla, Colonel Csistoldi, Capt,

Rossi.

I, The Council.had before it the text contained in Appendix A,^

Mr. Headlam-Morley said that the Treaty before the*
Treaty with Serb- Council was similar to that with Roumania already approved
Croat-Slovene State

Council.^ There were three such Treaties, one with

minorities
^ Roumania, one with Jugo-Slavia and one with Greece, all

on the same lines. The Treaty with Greece would be ready

I Not printed. The text of this draft, headed ‘4® 6preuve— 22 aofit 1919’, was in the

main the same as that of the treaty as signed at St. Germain-en-Laye on September 10, 1919

(Treaty Series, 1919, No. 17. Gmd. 461), with the exception of the preamble and draft

articles 12 (see minute i and note 4 below), and 13. This draft is printed by D. H. Miller,

op. cit., vol. xiii, pp. 409-21.
,

* See No. 29, minute 8.
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in a few days. The Committee^ had had the advantage of consultation with

M Venizelos in regard to the last of these Treaties. The suggestions he had

made had been very helpful. His attitude had been very different from that

adopted by the other States. As to the Treaty with the Serb-Croat-Slovene

State, the Delegation of that State had protested both against the principles

of the Treaty as a whole, and also against its appUcation to old Serbia. The

first of these objections was no concern of the Committee. As to the second,

the Committee was of opinion that the questions involved were questions of

principle which should govern the whole poUcy ofthe State. The Committee

thought that it was not practically possible to distinguish between one part

of the territory of the Serb-Croat-Slovene State and another. Serbia in 1912

had had a population of three millions, but after the BaUran war, this popula-

tion increased to five millions, and at the present time it amounted to twelve

millions. The State, moreover, had changed its name and a Constituent

Assembly was to be gathered in order to draw up the Constitution for the

whole territory. The Committee, therefore, thought it was fair to consider the

whole as a new State. It did not think that the stipulations in the Draft Treaty

represented any real derogation from the authority of the sovereign State.

M. Clemenceau asked whether the supervision of the Minority Clauses

was to vest in the Allied and Associated Powers, or in the League of Nations.

Mr. Headlam-Morley said that the State conferred these rights on the

Allied and Associated Powers pending the creation of a League of Nations,

and thereafter stipulated that they should be transferred to the latter.

M. Clemenceau said that this provision satisfied him.

Mr. Headlam-Morley said that there was agreement in the Comnuttee

on all points save one. Before proceeding to describe this point, he wished

to draw attention to the very first sentence of the preamble. The date 1913

had been deliberately chosen in order to show that the Treaty had under

consideration, not only the acquisition of territory, made subsequent to the

Great War, but also those which resulted from the Balkan War. This was

the more necessary as the territory acquired in the Balkan War contained

most of the population for whom special minority legislation was necessary,

for instance, Macedonia; All were agreed that a strong and a just Govern-

ment was necessary in Serbia. It was even more necessary that the Govern-

ment should be strong than that it should be just. Macedonia was now to be

delivered to Serbia in perpetuity. The question arose whether any restriction,

not contained in the general clauses, for the protection of Minorities, should

be imposed on the Serbian Government in this area. The French Delegation

was of opinion that nothing should be done in this sense. The argument was

that freedom ofreligion and language were to prevail in Macedonia and that

the population would have appeal to the League of Nations. The French

Delegation thought this sufficient. The Italian Delegation on the other hand

proposed a far reaching scheme amounting to a special form of autonomous

Government for Macedonia. He would not explain this scheme as the

British Ddegation had not supported it. He would prefer that it should be

s Gommittee on New States.
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explained by a member of the Italian Delegation. The American, British

and Japanese Delegations proposed what was included in the first version

of Article 12* (see Appendix A*). The suggestion was that the League of
Nations should have their representative living in the country, who should

report to the League and give advice to the Serbian Government. It was
thought the presence of such a representative would be beneficial to the

population as well as to the Serbian Government and might help to avoid

outbreaks of violence. It was proposed that this arrangement should last

five years. He had taken the liberty of consulting the Secretary-General of

the League of Nations unofficially. He, on his side,' made no objection.

M. Tittoni said that he would not insist on the Italian proposal (see

second version of Article 12,+ Appendix A). He was ready to adhere to the

proposal of the majority.

4 The draft text of article 12 was as follows:

^Article 12

‘ (Proposed by the British, American and Japanese Delegations. Not accepted by the

French Delegation.)

‘ In view of the peculiar conditions which have arisen in the former Ottoman provinces

of Serbia, as a result of the wars of the last six years, and in order to inspire confidence in

the population concerned, the Serb-Croat-Slovene Government undertakes to invite the

Council of the League of Nations at its discretion to nominate a Commissioner who shall

reside in the district and who shall advise the Serb-Croat-Slovene Government in its execu-

tion of the foregoing clauses. The functions ofthis Commissioner shall be advisory only, and

he shall furnish periodical reports to the Council of the League of Nations.

‘The Commissioner and his staff shall be accorded diplomatic privileges, and the Serb-

Croat-Slovene Government undertake to give him all necessary assistance in the performance

of his duties. His appointment shall in the first place be for five years, but will be renewable

at the expiration of this period by a decision of a majority of the Council of the Leg^e.

‘or

^Article 12

‘(Proposed by the Italian Delegation, Not accepted by the French Delegation.)

*1. The Kingdom of the Serbs-Croats-Slovenes agrees to grant to the districts of Mace-

donia (within the boundaries fixed by the Principal Allied and Associated Powers) autonomy

in matters oflanguage, instruction and religion as well as in questions oflocal administration.

‘11. A Central Administrative Council whose seat shall be at Monastir and an Adminis-

trative Council for each district shall have the power to regulate these matters, as weli^as

all others over which jurisdiction shall be granted to it by the laws of the Serb-Croat-

Slovene State.

‘The number of elective members in the Administrative Councils shah be at least three

times as large as that of the de jure members.

‘The Religious Heads of each confession shall be de jure members of the Administrative
Councils. The other members shall be elected in conformity with the laws of the Serb-

Croat-Slovene State.

‘III. The Administrative sub-division of the Macedonian territory shall be niade so as to

group, as far as possible, the populations of the same nationality and religion.

‘IV. The Kingdom of the Serb-Croat-Slovcnes agrees that the oflacials of the districts of ..

Macedonia shall be chosen among the inhabitants of these districts.

‘V. The Governor of each district shall be appointed by the Serb-Croat-Slovene Govern-

ment, taking into consideration, as to their choice and des^nation, the numerical importance

of the population as regards nationality and religion.

‘VI. An organic regulation shall be prepared, within three months after the signing of
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M. Berthelot said that the view of the French Delegation was that the

Article proposed by the American, British and Japanese Delegations consti-

tuted an obvious mark of distrust of the Serbian Government. It had a

further objectionable feature in that it left Macedonia open to Greek and

Bulgarian intrigue, instead of allowing it to merge into Serbia, as it more

naturally should, since it became part of Serbian territory. He thought the

proposal would make it very difficult for the Serbian Government to accept

the Treaty, especially as no special reasons for this distrust could be alleged.

Mr. Polk asked whether the proposal applied only to Macedonia.

Mr. Headlam-Morley said that it was intended to apply not only to

Macedonia, but also to areas in the neighbourhood of Albania, where a

considerable part of the population was Albanian.

M. Berthelot said that these people, like other minorities, had certain

guarantees, including appeal to the League of Nations. The view of the

French Delegation was that the Serbian Government had not deserved any

special mark of suspicion.

M. Tittoni observed that the measure was a temporary one, and that the

Commissioner could be withdrawn after five years.

M. Clemenceau said that he would prefer to tell the Serbian Government

that the League of Nations would establish a Commissioner in the country

if disturbances arose. The Minority Treaties were already ill-received by the

Poles and the Roumanians. He thought it very undesirable to incur the ill-

will of the Jugo-Slavs as well.

Mr. Balfour said that he also would like to avoid hurting the feelings of

the Serbs. Apart from their feelings, however, he thought there were strong

arguments in favour of the British-American-Japanese proposal. It was said

that the people of Macedonia could appeal to the League of Nations if they

were oppressed. Was it not better for the League of Nations to have an

Officer on the spot who could report on the state of the country, rather than

to receive Delegations from Macedonia in Geneva, Brussels or wherever the

seat of the League might be? In the latter alternative, the League ofNations

would have a poor chance of estimating the comparative mendacity of the

reports brought to them. The Council had had experience of the kind of

evidence supplied from the Balkans. There was equally hard swearing on

both sides, and it was hardly ever possible to disentangle rights and wrongs.

The Commissioner on the spot, assuming he were an able man, would know

what really happened and he could give the League better evidence than

could ever be obtained from rival Delegations. He did, however, think it was

a serious matter to give offence to small Nations who were perhaps unduly

sensitive about their sovereign rights. He was therefore inclined somewhat

the Peace Treaty, to determine the powers and the attributions of the Governors as well as

the administrative, judicial and financial regime of the districts of Macedonia, takmg as a

starting point the preceding regulations on that matter.

‘Provisions shall be included concerning the right of the Genial Council to propose

modifications to this regulation, in the course of its first session.
_ ^

‘Thefinaltext, once decidedupon, canbe niodified onlyon the initiative ofthe Scouptchina.
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favourably towards M. Clemenceau’s proposal; but it involved delivering

Macedonia to the mercy of the Serbs until such time as the arrangement
broke down.

Mr. Headlam-Morley said that the Committee had been influenced by
the evidence of people with a knowledge of Balkan affairs. They had led the

Committee to apprehend not legal injustices as in Poland, but outbreaks of

illegal violence, such as massacres and petty persecutions. He ventured to

suggest that if the outbreak of such forms of disorder were to be awaited, the

object of the Conference would not be attained. He thought it could be

fairly stated to the Serb-Croat-Slovene Delegation that it was a matter of

common knowledge that they would have trouble in governing certain areas,

and it would be an advantage not only, to the local populations, but also to

their Government, to have a representative of the League of Nations on the

spot.

M. Clemengeau said that the adoption of the preventive system would

cause the Conference to have great difficulties with the Serbs. On the merits,

he thought Mr. Headlam-Morley was quite right, but the result of any

stipulation such as he proposed would be to encourage a large section of the

Macedonian population to have recourse to the Commissioner of the League

of Nations in opposition to the Central Serbian Government. This would in

the end probably come about, but he would prefer that it should come about

as the result of the faults of the Serbian Government, rather than as the

result of action by the Conference.

M. Tittoni said that he thought an extraordinary commissioner might

possibly cause annoyance. The desired result might be obtained by extend-

ing the powers of Consuls in Macedonia.

M. Clemengeau said that conflict would inevitably ensue with any such

system. It might even amount to the re-introduction of the ‘capitulations’.

Mr. Headlam-Morley said that the object of the Committee should be

to do away with any reminiscences of the old control of the Powers. A very

careful attempt had been made to avoid this difficulty.

Mr. Polk said that he felt the same scruple as M. Clemenceau. He did

not wish to hurt the national pride ofthe Serbs. On the other hand ifnothing

was done the Macedonians would suffer.

M. Clemengeau said it was for this reason that he suggested the threat of

imposing a Commissioner. He suggested that a formula be introduced in the

Treaty to the effect that the League of Nations would send a Commissioner

to Macedonia, should trouble arise in the area. The Serbs would under-

stand that they must behave.

Mr. Polk asked whether M. Clemenceau suggested the insertion of this

in the Treaty of Peace itself.

M. Tardieu said that he thought that if anything of the sort was said, it

would be better to say it in a letter, but he did not think it desirable to say

anything of the kind. Why should Macedonia be specially singled out?

Mr. Polk asked whether the suggestion could not be made to the Serb-

Croat-Slovene Delegation. Their opinion might then be obtained.
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Mr. Headlam-Morley said that though the Delegation had not seen the

draft Treaty, he was quite certain they would refuse to sign it. He did, how-

ever, thinlc it urgent to submit the Treaty to them. They would certainly

maVp comment on the Article as at present drafted. It was better to submit

it to them in a strong form, in order to have a margin for concessions.

Mr. Polk said he thought in the end it would be necessary to amend the

Article in the sense suggested by M. Glemenceau. He agreed, however, that

the Article in its present form might be shown to the Serbs.

Mr. Headlam-Morley said that the Committee wished genuinely

to obtain the views of the Delegation. The Committee had not had the

advantage of discussing the question with them in consequence of their

uncompromising attitude. The conversations with M. Venizelos on the

other hand had been very fruitful.

Mr. Balfour asked what the Committee would do if the Serbs regarded

the Article as such an insult to them that they refused to discuss it.

M. Tittoni suggested that the Article be so worded as not to impose a

Commissioner, but to suggest the appointment of one if necessary.

M. Tardieu said that whatever the situation in Macedonia might be, he

did not think it right to add a special provision to the clauses, which in them-

selves were extremely unpopular. There were other areas in which dis-

turbances might be expected. He did not look forward to the administra-

tion of part of Serbia by the League of Nations. Such a provision could not

in any case be made general.

Mr. Balfour said that the Commissioner, he thought, would not have an

agreeable post. He would have no executive authority and no protection.

He could only offer advice which might be neglected with impunity. There

seemed to be arezis in which mutual massacres "were the only method of

reaching conclusions.

Mr. Headlam-Morley said that this was what the Committee expected

would take place, if no arrangements were made in anticipation. There

would be at once considerable agitation fostered by the friends ofthe Bulgars,

in America, Great Britain and perhaps in France. They wordd claim the

attention of the League of Nations; eind the trouble would be aggravated.

M. Tardieu said that if information was aU that was desired, consuls

could make reports.

Mr. Headlam-Morley said that this was the old system, which it was

desirable to eschew.

M. Tardieu said that the old system included international gendarmerie.

The appointment of a Commissioner appeared to re-introduce that system,

in contradiction of the principles of the Conference, and in particular of the

League of Nations.

Mr. Headlam-Morley said that he accepted M. Tardieu’s general

criticism, but that he thought this special exception was justified.

Mr. Balfour said that no doubt the Serbs, if they knew their own

interests, would suggest the appointment of the Commissioner themselves,

but it was dear they did not.
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M. PiGHON said that what chiefly shocked the world in the Austrian ulti-

matum to Serbia was the violation of Serbian sovereignty. If the Conference

wrere to adopt the same course, Serbia would refuse to sign. M. Pachitch had
• already declared quite clearly that he would not.

Mr. Balfour enquired whether the League of Nations had a right under

the Covenant to send representatives to make an enquiry, should massacres

take place,

Mr. Headlam-Morley said that the League had this power according

to the terms ofthe Minority Treaties; in this instance, according to Article 1 1,

the League of Nations could act if an infraction of the Treaty occurred.

M. Clemenceau after reading Article 1 1, expressed the opinion that these

stipulations were sufficient to protect Macedonian and Albanian minorities

in the Serbian State.

Mr. Balfour agreed that it would be easier in practice to give effect to

Article ii, rather than to Article 12.

M. Tittoni suggested that the words ‘prendre telles mesures’ be substi-

tuted for the words ‘proceder de telle fagon* in the French text of Article 1 1.

(It was then decided to accept the Treaty as a whole, to expunge Article 12

entirely, to amend Article 11 by the substitution of the words ‘prendre

telles mesures’ for ‘proceder de telle fagon’,^ and, after the necessary

drafting amendments, to communicate the Treaty to the Serb-Croat-

Slovene Delegation.)

2. M. Tardieu explained the letter sent by M. Venizelos to the President of

the Council on the 24th August. (Appendix B.) He pointed

out that since then a new element in the situation had been
gana in

introduced by the telegram from President Wilson (Appen-

dix C). This telegram set aside both the alternatives considered.

M. Clemenceau said that he thought that it was a very dangerous pro-

posal to ask the Commissioner at Constantinople to take charge of an area

containing 700,000 Greeks and 700,000 Turks, who would be in a continual

state of warfare. He could not therefore accept the proposals made by

President Wilson, but he was ready to listen to any new proposals that might

be made.

M. Tittoni suggested that the question be adjourned, as no decision could

be reached that day.

Mr. Balfour pointed out that the Bulgarians were awaiting the Treaty,

which must be completed without further delay.

M. Clemenceau said that if President Wilson adhered to his proposal it

was not possible to reach a settlement.

Mr. Balfour said that the future of Constantinople and Asia Minor need

not be settled before the conclusion of the Treaty with Bulgaria. It was

possible to say that Bulgaria should have nothing south or south-east of a

given line. The fate of the territories outside that line might be reserved.

M. Tittoni said that if this plan was followed, difficulties would arise in

5 Xhe English text (‘take such action’) remained unaltered.
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Western Thrace. Eastern Thrace could be reserved without any difficulty,

as it was occupied by Turkish troops. But the Bulgarians would be called

upon to evacuate that part of Western Thrace they at present occupied. If

so, they must be told to whom they were to deliver the country.

M, Tardieu said that there was also a difficulty for Greece if the decision

were adjourned until the fate of Constantinople had been settled.

Mr. Balfour said that it was possible to distinguish between the questions

at issue. The most pressing of the problems was to decide what was the

boundary of Bulgaria. The other questions as to exactly how the parts of the

Turkish Empire South of the Bulgarian boundary should be disposed of,

could be for the time being deferred. As to President Wilson’s telegram, he

could not help feeling the President had not given sufficient consideration to

the position of M, Venizelos. M. Venizelos was the only statesman in the

Balkans who had sincerely tried to assist the Conference, and whose policy

aimed at maintaining peace in the Balkans, yet if the American policy in

Eastern Europe were carried out, Greece, of all these States, would fare worst.

Serbia would acquire three times as much territory as she previously possessed.

Roumania, in spite ofher constant defiance of the Conference, would double

her population. Poland and Czecho-Slovakia were created by the Conference

itself. Greece, if a large Greek population in Thrace were not added to her,

would hardly increase at all, except in national debt which was as great as

Bulgaria’s, even when the Bulgarian indemnity of ^^90,000,000 was counted

in. He thought that it was not altogether fair to treat M. Venizelos in this

manner nor did he believe it to be in the interest of Peace, especially as all

Greece asked for was the application ofthe Fourteen Points. The President’s

message, however, must be seriously considered. He therefore suggested that

a line be adopted for the purpose of the Treaty with Bulgaria and that the

attribudon of all territories south of it be reserved.

M. Tardieu said that to the reasons adduced by Mr. Balfour might be
added the fact that Greece since the Armistice, at the instance of the Con-
ference, had mobilised three more divisions than she had under arms during

the war. She had increased her army from 9 to 12 divisions. Greece was the

only Power which had increased her Army since the Armistice. Out of

7j million Greeks living in compact masses in Greece, Thrace and Asia

Minor, 2,300,000 living at the very gates of their own country would be

excluded from it by the President’s plan. He did not think this would
conduce to peace. There was also another aspect to the question. The
Council had seen fit to deny the Hapsburgs the recovery of the throne

in Hungary. If Greece were to be treated as was now suggested, King
Constantine would be back on the throne within six months. He agreed that

Mr. Balfour’s solution would meet the practical necessity offraming a treaty

for Bulgaria, but he thought the arguments raised against the President’s

message should be put to him.
Mr. Polk said he would gladly send the arguments to President Wilson.

He heartily agreed with what Mr. Balfour had said concerning the attitude

of M. Venizelos during the Conference. This attitude had always been most
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loyal and generous. It was therefore most distasteful to the American Delega-

tion to adopt any decision not immediately acceptable to M. Venizelos. He
did not wish to enter into all the reasons which had determined President

Wilson, He would only point out to M. Tardieu that, if all the Greeks out-

side Greece were allowed to join Greece, it was rather the territory round
Constantinople than the territory round Adrianople which would become
Greek. He felt sure that the danger of the restoration of Constantine was

recognised by President Wilson.

(It was decided that the Central Territorial Committee should determine

a boundary line in accordance with President Wilson’s message, as the

Southern frontier of Btdgaria. The portion of Western Thrace to be ceded

by BiJgaria would be ceded to the Allied and Associated Powers. This

territory would be occupied by British, French, Italian and Greek troops,

the last being kept in the portion of this territory by general agreement
attributed to Greece. The Treaty should, further, stipulate for Bulgarian

access to a port on the Aegean.)

3. Mr. Balfour said that he had sent M. Clemenceau’s proposals (see

H.D. 42,^ Minute 4), to the British Government, with a personal

opinion in their favour, and was waiting to hear further as to

representatives being sent out to confer regarding details, but, as

yet, he had received no answer.

(It was agreed the question should be adjourned.)

4, Mr. Balfour said that he understood the policy of the Conference to be

that repatriation of the German prisoners in British and

^^onerT^ War
hands should be carried out without delay under

the auspices of an Inter-Allied Commission. It was not

intended that the Commission should delay repatriation, even for an hour.

The Commission itself was mere camouflage. He was ready to discuss any

report the Commission might make, provided repatriation went on in the

meantime. He did not, however, think that it was necessary for the Commis-

sion to make any report. All it had to do was to give a free hand to the

British and American Authorities to carry out the repatriation. On Saturday^

he had heard that the engine drivers on the French trains said that they

would take no German prisoner trains into Germany without a direct order

from M. Glemenceau.

M. Clemengeau said that no obstruction had been put by him on the

process of repatriation.

M. AlRhand explained the report made to the Council (Appendix D®)

® No. 46. 7 August 30, 1919.

® Not printed. The Interallied Commission on Prisoners ofWar reported that it had met

in accordance with the decision of the Supreme council of August 27, 1919 (see No. 44,

minute 6), and submitted to the Council the propositions that: (i) the sub-commissions

envisaged by paragraph 2 of article 215 of the Treaty of Versailles be immediately consti-

tuted so far as the United States and Great Britain were concerned : these sub-commissions

to meet at Versailles in connection with prisoners in France, and French delegates to be

attached to them in view ofquestions of transit through France; (ii) theJapanese Delegation
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and the interpretation of its orders made by the Commission. He further

pointed out that the Treaty stipulated that repatriation of prisoners should

be carried out with the help of German rolling stock.

M. Clemenceau pointed out that it had not been intended that the

Commission should make any arrangements with the Germans. All it was

to do was to facilitate in every way the repatriation of the prisoners held by

the British and the Americans.

M. Matsui asked whether there was any objection to a discussion within

the Commission regarding repatriation of prisoners held by the Japanese.

M. Clemenceau said that he saw no objection.

M. Alphand asked whether German civilian prisoners held by the French

Government should also be repatriated.^

M. Clemenceau replied in the negative.

5. The Council had before it a draft note to the German Government regard-

ing the violation of the Treaty constituted by Article 61 in

Article 61 oftlu new German Constitution. (Appendix E.)
German Constitution

Clemengeau said that he saw several solutions, none

of which were entirely satisfactory. One was to tell the Germans that the

Treaty would not be ratified unless they altered their Constitution. Another

was to say that, as Article 1 78 ofthe German Constitution rendered Article 61

inoperative, the German Government was asked to acknowledge the nulhty

of the latter. The third idea that struck him was that the Council should

avail itself of the article in the Treaty providing for a prolonption of the

occupation of the Rhine if guarantees against German aggression appeared

insTifficient.

M. Tabdieu pointed out that Article 428 of the Treaty of Peace with

Germany stipulated for something to take place after the lapse of 15 years.

The breach ofthe Treaty complained ofhad just occurred. It seemed a long

time to wait before taking action.

Mr. Balfour said he thought the notion of not ratifying the Treaty must

' be rejected. He thought, however, it would be quite legitimate to occupy

more territory on the East of the Rhine should the Germans not amend their

Constitution.

M. Tardieu agreed with Mr. Balfour that action should be taken at once

ofsuch a kind as to discourage Germany firom a repetition of the offence.

Mr. Balfour pointed out that the German Government alone could do

nothing. It could not alter the Constitution. It could interpret it but its

interpretation could be called in question by another Government. Oidy

the German Parliament could deal with the matter and the German Parlia-

ment was not sitting. He suggested that the German Government be told

that it had committed a breach of the Treaty which could not be accepted,

and that this breach must be remedied within a certain time, failing which

bad adeed tiiat the Japanese suh-commission be iminediately constituted; (in) in the %ht

. the advance application ofarticle 214 ofthe Treaty of Versailles, it would be appropriate

to demand forthwith, the application by Germany of articles 222 and 223.
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the Allied and Associated Powers would taie such action as they might
think fit.

M. Clemenceau suggested that such action might be the occupation of
Frankfurt.

(It was decided that M. Berthelot shotild re-draft the message to the
German Government regarding the breach of the Treaty constituted by
Article 61 of the new German Constitution in the spirit of the discussion
and that the new draft should be considered at the following meeting.)

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Astoria Hotels

September j, igig.

Appendix B to No. 48

Dl^Ll^GATION HeLU&NIQUE AU GoNGrJiS DE LA PaiX.

PARK, k S4 aout jgig.

Monsieur le Pr&ident,

II y a une dizaine de jours, Monsieur Tardieu m’avait fait savoir, au sujet dc
la question de la Thrace, que deux solutions 6taient en vue.

,
Suivant la premiore, la Gr^ce obtiendrait dans la Thrace Occidentale les Kazas

de Xanti et de Gioumouldjina, tandis que les territoires situes au Nord de ces

Kazas seraient laiss^s k la Bulgarie et que Ton ferait un fitat international de la

partie Est de la Thrace Occidentale. On accorderait en outre k la Gr^ce, la

Thrace Occidentale, avec, comme linciite au Nord et a TOuest des fronti^res

turco-bulgares de 1913, et au Sud une ligne allant du golfe de Xeros a un point

au Sud de Midia sur la Mer Noire.

La seconde des solutions envisag^es attribuait k la Grfece la Thrace Occidentale,

sauf une partie au Nord-Ouest, ainsi que la partie y adjacente de la Thrace
Orientale, environ les 2/5 de celle-ci. La ville seule et le port de D^deagatch et la

voie ferr^e qui y mene serai[en]t internationalisms.

Entre ces deux solutions je m’etais vu forcm de pr^ftrer la demifere, afin d’^viter

le grand inconvmnient d’une discontinuit6 du territoire grec.

M. Tardieu m’avait alors recommande de voir M. Polk, qui avait dit qu’il

tmimgraphierait volontiers mon avis au President Wilson et en attendrait la rmpome.

J’ai eu en effet, un entretien avec M. Polk vendredi pass^, 15 aout, et sur sa

demande je lui ai adressm k cette mtoie date une lettre, dont copie ci-jointe,^

r^sumant ce que je venais de lui exposer verbalement.

Malheureusement, k Theure qu’il est, aucune rmponse n’est encore parvenue du
Pr&ident Wilson, et de ce fait aucune dmcision n’a pfi mtre prise par le Conseil

Supreme, concemant la question de la Thrace.

Cela mtant, je me permets de porter a votre connaissance que d&ireux de hater

le rfeglement de cette question, je serais dispose, k la rigueur, k accepter meme la

premiere des solutions propos^es.

Toutefois, pour att^nuer les inconv6nients que comporterait cette solution, il

est nmcessaire:

I®) qu’un droit de passage commercial et militaire vers la Thrace Orientale en

9 Not attached to original of this appendix.
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temps de guerre, comme en temps de paix soit accorde a la Grece, non seulement

a travers le territoire de l*£itat international, mais aussi par le port de Rodosto.

2®) que les Grecs et le[s] Musulmans habitants des territoires devant faire

partie du nouvel £tat international, qui ont 6t6 forces de s’expatrier lors et pendant

Toccupation bulgare, soient rapatri^s sous le controle et la protection d’une Com-

mission Internationale et rdintegres dans leurs biens confisques par le Gouverne-

ment bulgare.
. . i

Qu’il me soit enfin permis d’ajouter que si cet Etat international venait a etre

constitue, rien ne saurait justifier que la population purement turque de 100,000

ames habitant les territoires au Nord de la Thrace Occidentale, adjug6e k la

Grece, ne fut egalement incorporee dans I’fitat international.

Veuillez agreer, etc.

E. K. Venizelos.

Appendix G to No. 48

We are unable to justify in our own minds the acceptance of the suggested

compromise.

The rejection of the proposals, it should be stated, is not on account of any lack

of warm friendship for Greece or because of sympathy with Bulgaria. The loyal

and worthy service rendered by the Greeks is by no means overlooked by us. We

have furthermore given sympathetic consideration to their natural wish to include

all territories inhabited by those of Greek blood within the boundaries of Greece,

We cannot, however, allow our judgment regarding a settlement upon which

depends the stability of future peace to be affected by sentiments of friendship

and regard. If the United States is to be a signatory of the Bulgarian and Turkish

treaties as well as one of the guarantors of the territorial setdements set forth

therein, those setdements must not be based exclusively upon the principle of the

national aspirations ofa brave people or of reward. Primarily, they must be based

upon the purpose of removing the causes offuture wars and upon the permanence

of the settlements, because of their reasonable and equitable nature. In our

opinion these conditions are not met by the compromises suggested. The separa-

tion of the Greek territories and the separation of the territories ofthe international

state would make neither for stability nor for continued peace.

Moved by a strong desire to meet the wishes of the Greek nation as far as is

compatible with his conception of a setdement which is to be permanent in nature,

the President would agree to the cession to Greece of the west portion of western

Thrace, while the east portion of western Thrace as well as all of eastern Thrace

should be included in the mternational state. According to this arrangement the

division of the territory would be follows:—^in Western Thrace the eastern

boundary of Greece would be a line running due north from the Aegean Sea

through Maronia to a point just south of Ghelepi. From that point the line would

run in a westerly direction until it touched the 1913 Greek-Bulgar boundary.

The territory of the international state in west Thrace would lie east of the Greek

territory. It would be bounded on the north by a line commencing at the northeast

corner of the Greek territory and running in an easterly direction through Kma-

kalissa to the Maritza River and thence northward and following the Turkish-

Bulgar boundary up to the Black Sea. A land right of way to the Aegean Sea

across the territory of Western Thrace included within the international state as

weU as the free use of the port of Dedeagatch should be granted to Bulgaria.
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The foregoing settlement, in the President’s opinion, appears to have elements

of permanency which the others lack. The Greek aspiration to secure sovereignty

over the greater part of Eastern Thrace is of course denied. In view, however, of
the mixture of races in that region hostility and bitterness would be excited by the

grant of sovereignty to one of the races. The populations would be free from
national intrigues and quarrels if incorporated in the international state.

It may be pointed out that the maintenance ofthe government ofConstantinople

will be a constant and very considerable expense to the power or group of powers
which is charged with the government unless a considerable territory is attached

to it.

Appendix E to No. 48

Les puissances alliees et associees ont pris connaissance de la Constitution alle-

mande du ii aout 1919 et signalent au Gouvernement allemand que les disposi-

tions du second alinea de Particle 61 sont en contradiction absolue avec Particle

80 du Traite de Paix signe a Versailles le 28 juin 1919.

L’article 80, par lequel PAllemagne s’est engage a freconnaitre et respecter

strictement Pindependance de PAutriche’ et a reconnu ‘que cette independance
sera inalienable, si ce n’est du consentement du Conseil de la Societe des Nations’

s’inspire d’un double sentiment: d’une part, Pimpossibilite que le premier r&ultat

de la Paix fut un accroissement de la population et de la force allemandes par
Punion de PAllemagne et de PAutriche dont le concert a provoque la guerre;

d’autre part, le respect du droit des peuples de disposer d’eux-memes confie a la

Ligue des Nations, a qui il appartiendra d’en controler Pexpression et d’appr&ier
les preuves et garanties donnees par PAllemagne d’une mentalite nouveUe.

Les puissances alliees et associees estiment que le second alinea de PArticle 61

de la Constitution allemande viole non seulement Pesprit mais le texte de PArticle

80 du traite de Paix.

Cette violation est double: en premier lieu Particle 61, en stipulant Padmission

de PAutriche au Reichsrat, assimile PAutriche aiix terres allemandes {Deutsche

Lander) qui composent PEmpire Allemand, assimilation incompatible avec le

respect de Pindependance de PAutriche.

En second lieu, en admettant et en reglementant la participation de PAutriche

au Conseil d’Empire, Particle 61 cree un lien politique et une action politique

commune k PAllemagne et k PAutriche en opposition absolue avec Pindependance

de celle-ci.

Les puissances alliees et associees ne sont nuUement disposees a entamer une
controverse juridique k cet egard: k la seance du 28 juin 1919, avant qu’il soit

proced6 a la signature du Traite de Paix avec PAllemagne, le President de la

Conference a expressement rappel^ et declare aux P16nipotentiaires zillemands

que le Traite etait un traite de bonne foi, a interpreter et executer comme tel. Au
point de vue politique comme au point de vue du bon sens Particle 61 de la Con-

stitution est une violation de PArticle 80 du Traits. L’article 1 78 de la Constitution

allemande qui declare que ‘les dispositions du Traite de Versailles ne sauraient etre

affectees par la Constitution’ en consacre lui-meme la nuUit6.

Le Conseil Supreme avertit en consequence le Gouvernement allemand qu’il

considere le maintien des dispositions visees par le second alinea de Particle 61

comme une violation de nature a empecher la ratification du Traite de Paix, et

I’invite k en provoquer la suppression, en Pavisant dfes maintenant des dispositions

prises a cet effet.
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No. 49

H, D. 45.] Notes ofa Meeting ofthe Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichoris Room at the Quai d^Orsay^ Paris
^
on Tuesday^

September 2, igig^ at ii.o a.m.

Present; U,S.A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire

\

Rt. Hon. A. J, Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman
Sir George Clerk.

France i M.* Glemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta
M. Berthelot, M. de Saint-Quentin.

^

Italy \ M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japani M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.
Joint-Secretariat: U,SA,i Captain Chapin. British Empire: Com-

mander Bell. M. de Percin. //(sZy : Captain Rossi.

Interpreter; M. Camerlynck.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned :

U,S.A,: Mr. Woolsey, Professor Coolidge, Dr. Johnston, Dr. Scott,

Mr. Nielsen.

British Empire: Mr. C. J. B. Hurst, Mr. A. Deeper, Hon. H. Nicolson.

France: M. Tardieu, M. Fromageot, General Le Rond, M. Aubert,
M. de Montille.

Italy: Colonel Castoldi, M, Ricci Busatti.

I. The Council took note of the new draft letter to the German Government

ArticU 6zqfih^Ger-
subject of the violation of the Peace Treaty, by

man constitution and virtue of Article 6

1

of the German constitution (see

the violation of the Appendix A)

.

P^ace Treaty of Ver- Mr. Balfour said that he noticed that the Germans
smiles. {I^^eiue only given fifteen days in which to reply. It might
H.D. 44, mu s

]3g extremely difficult, ifnot impossible, for them to answer
within such a period. Their Parliament was not now in session, and he
thought it doubtful whether their parliamentary procedure, of which he
knew nothing, would permit them to accede to the wishes of the Council
within the period stated. •

,M. Glemenceau said that he had foreseen the difficulty, but thought it

was rather an advantage than otherwise, to give the Germans a short period
within which to reply. They would be sure to object, and to say that it was
impossible, but the briefperiod imposed upon them in the letter would make
it necessary for them to deal with the subject-matter of the letter without
delay.

(It was agreed that the draft letter, for communication to the German
Government, calling their attention to the violation of the Peace Treaty

Versailles, hy virtue of Article 61 of the new German constitution,
should he accepted.^)

*No.48.
* This letter was printed in the British press on September 6, 1919-
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2. Mr. Polk stated that he had received a telegram sent from Colonel

. .
Goodyear to Mr. Hoover. It was stated therein that Colonel
Goodyear had been informed, by a telephonic message from
General Dupont, that this latter officer had received no orders

from M. Clemenceau to proceed to Silesia. The telephonic communication
had been made on 31st August.

M. Clemenceau said that he had received a later telegram to the effect

that General Dupont was ready to start.

Mr. Polk said that he would so inform Mr. Hoover.

3. M. Tardieu explained the frontier line which the Central Territorial

Commission proposed for acceptance by the Council,
Mgmwnfrontiers in Appendix B), with the assistance of a map.

{a) macian Frontier
.

remarked that the line drawn on the map
differed from the frontier proposed by President Wilson.

The United States were, none the less, prepared to adopt the frontier line

now proposed by the Central Territorial Commission.

(It was decided that the frontier line presented to the Council hy the

Central Territorial Commission and adopted unanimously hy them, shordd

be accepted.)

M. Tardieu explained the problem ofthe Bulgarian access to the Aegean,

and said that the question had been dealt with by the Com-
(b) Bulgarian on Ports, Waterways and Railways, when it had dis-

^“legemSea
°
mussed Article 24 of the Bulgarian Peace Treaty. ^ The central

point of the problem was whether Dedeagatch should belong

to Greece, or whether it should be part of an International State. This was

a question which, of course, only the Council could settle. If it should be

decided that it were to belong to Greece, the Central Territorial Commission

was of the opinion that a general clause ought to be inserted in the Peace

Treaty with Bulgaria, guaranteeing to that country free access to the Aegean

Sea by river and railway. The final allocation of Dedeagatch also raised the

question of how the International Commission for that port ought to be

constituted. The original proposal had been that the International Harbour

Authority ought to be composed ofa British, a Bulgarian and a Greek official.

He considered that a French port officer should be added and, in addition, a

representative of the United States, who would certainly act in a most im-

partial manner in all questions . that came before him. His reason for

suggesting a French representative was that France had been one of the

Powers signatory to the Peace Treaty assuring Greek independence.

M. Tittoni said that whilst agreeing to M. Tardieu’s proposals, he did

not quite understand why no Italian representative was suggested for the

International Harbour Commission at Dedeagatch.

M. Clemenceau said that he would take note of M. Tittoni’s suggestion.

Mr. Polk said that it was important that a clause should be inserted in

the Peace Treaty with Bulgaria guaranteeing free access to the Aegean Sea

s See No. 23, minute 2 and note 1.
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for that country; it was also important that Greece should have a free

economic access to Eastern and Western Thrace.

M. Tardieu said that Greek troops ought to occupy such territory as was
definitely to be assigned to them by common consent,

(c) Military occupa- With regard to the remaining portion, he had consulted
tim of the are^ tn

Marshal Foch’s Staff, and with that of General Albv *

cussim
military experts, that one TnWpj

Brigade, composed of six Battalions, and four Squadrons

of Cavalry, would be necessary. There was, at the present moment at

Dedeagatch, a force composed of tvy^o Battalions of French infantry and one

Squadron ofFrench cavalry ; the French contribution could not be increased,

except possibly by a sm^ contingent of mountain artillery. The four

Battalions and 3 squadrons of cavalry necessary to bring the force of occupa-

tion up to the strength required could be supplied by the other Allied Powers.

If necessary, small reinforcements could be supplied by the Greek Govern-

ment. He did not consider the situation to be disquieting, in view of the fact

that troops were already in occupation, and others might be sent.

Mr. Polk said that it would, in his opinion, be most unwise to send any

Greek troops, for it would be absolutely impossible to get them out again,

he thought it would be preferable to leave the Bulgarian forces in the area

under discussion, since they would probably behave better, under the threat

of the eventual occupation of the territory by Greek troops. He added that

no United States troops would be available for any Inter-AUied occupation

of Thrace. He was sure that no trouble would occur so long as Inter-Allied

troops were used for the occupation of the country.

M. Tittoni said that the Italians already had one battalion in Bulgaria,

and that, if an Inter-AUied occupation of the areas now under discussion

took place, the populations would remain in a state of tranquiUity, even

though the military occupation were effected by smaU forces.

Mr. Balfour said that he thought Great Britain was in a position to make
her contribution, but he did not like to make a definite statement without

consulting his experts. He thought, however, that the British troops in

Constamtinople might be utilised.

(It was agreed that M. Tardieu should examine

—

(a) The question of assuring free economic access to the Aegean Sea by
river and railway to Bidgaria, by means of general guaranteeing

articles in the Peace Treaty with Bulgaria.
(b) The question of an Inter-Allied Military occupation of the territories

in Thrace now held by Bulgarian troops.

(c) That his report on these siibjects should be presented to the Council

at an early date.)

4. M. Tardieu explained the proposed Roumanian frontier in the Dobrudja

with the assistance of a map.
®^^^^ouR said that the original idea ofthe Council had been

that the southern portion of Dobrudja was properly speaking

Chief of French Army Headquarters Staff.
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Bulgarian but that as it was Roumanian territory, and as Roumania was an
Allied and friendly Power, she could not be forced to cede any portion ofher

territory to an enemy State. At the present moment, however, Roumania
had almost ceased to have that character. He had just received a telegram

from Admiral Troubridge showing the grave situation in Hungary caused

by the action of the Roumanian authorities. (See Appendix C.)

Mr. Polk said that the American Delegation had received similar

information from General Bandholtz on the previous day.

M. Tittoni said that the four Generals were the source of information

from which the Council ought to draw. He did not know why reports were

being received independently, whilst the Inter-Allied Committee of Generals

was in session.

M. Clemenceau said that eight days had elapsed since a telegram had
been sent to the Roumanian Government by the CounciljS and that no reply

had been received.

M. Tittoni said that he thought ‘the Council ought to receive a collective

opinion on the situation from the four Generals. It was most important that

the Council should be kept informed oftheir views, and he did not understand

why they did not communicate their joint opinions more frequently. He
thought that they ought to be called upon to do so.

Mr. Polk said that the Roumanians had now been defying the Conference

for an entire three weeks, and had given no answer to the numerous com-
munications sent to them. Every kind ofNote had been sent to them. Some
were couched in moderate terms, some in more forcible language, and others

in a menacing style. Each style had failed to produce any result, and he

thought that the time for sending Notes was now over. All information

received combined to show that the Roumanians intended to make a

separate Peace vdth Hungary. They were making requisitions on their own
behalf, and acting in a completely independent manner. It was incon-

ceivable to him that Roumania should defy the Council, which had behind

it the support of three Great European Powers, without receiving encourage-

ment from some quarter or another.

M. Berthelot said that he had recently received a visitfrom M. Antonescu,

who, when asked why no reply had been given to the communications of the

Council, had answered that they were couched in too violent terms.

Mr. Balfour then read a telegram from General Gorton and remarked

that the last sentence contained in it did not seem to be connected with the

first part (see Annex [Appendix] D).

At this point the Council took note of all the telegrams received by the

French Foreign Office and signed by the Inter-Allied Military Mission, since

August 26th, on the subject of the situation in Hungary. (See Appendix E.)

M. Clemenceau said that it appeared to him to be clear that the Allied

Generals were not carrying out ihcir original instructions, which had been

that they should keep in communication with the Roumanian authorities,

and report to the Council on what they discovered. Instead of doing this

5 See No. 42, appendix C.
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they were plunging themselves into political questions. He had come to the

opinion that theRoumanian situationwas now so grave that prompt measures

were necessary in order to prevent it from developing further.

Mr. Polk smd that the Inter-Allied Generals at Budapest had originally

attempted to carry out their instructions. They had got into communication

with the Roumanian Authorities, as directed, but had found that it was of

no use receiving polite assurances from the Roumanians, and taking note of

promises which these latter had no intention of fulfilling. The Military

Mission had been at Budapest for three weeks, and, having found that it was
impossible to carry out their instructions as originally drafted, had none the

less attempted to make themselves useful to the Council, and had, in con-

sequence, got involved in political questions.

M. Clemenceau said that he thought the moment had come to send an
ultimatum to the Roumanians. He thought it should be communicated to

them by some well-known public man, whose nationality was not a point of

any importance.

Mr. Balfour said that he had a plan which might be followed in con-

junction with that of M. Clemenceau. It had for long been evident that the

promises ofthe Roumanian authorities were ofno use. The only success that

the Council had obtained in its dealings with the Roumanians had occurred

when the authorities of that country had been told that they must either

accede to the wishes ofthe Council, or come into open conflict with the Allied

troops. He gave as an example the action of Admiral Troubridge, who,

when in cheurge of the monitors on the Danube, had resisted the Roumanian
requisitions of bsurges, and the action of the Roumanian authorities in stop-

ping the transit offood across the river. Admiral Troubridge’s attitude had

been firm, and, as it was backed by force, the Roumanians had given way.

At the present moment the Council was unable to get any reply to its com-

munications to the Roumanian Government, but although this was the case,

he was certain that no Roumanian statesman would tsike the responsibility

of bringing the troops of his country into conflict with the Allied Annies.

His proposal, therefore, was to occupy some place in Hungary wdth a small

body of Allied troops. He was sure that the Roumanians would never

fight them. It might possibly be easier to send a force of warships into the

Black Sea.

-Mr. Polk said that the only vessels belonging to the United States of

America in the Mediterranean area were stationed at Fiume and Smyrna.
M. Tittoni said that, before taking the actionproposed byM. Clemenceau,

the Council ought to wait for a complete report from the Inter-i^ed Mission

of Generals at Budapest.

M. Clemenceau, commenting upon Mr. Balfour’s last remark, said that

the Roumanians had recently got hold of the Paris press. He did not attach

great importance to this, but, at the same time, he did not wish to let the

French people think that he had performed a quasi-belligerent act against

the Roumanians, without having previously communicated an ultimatum
to them. He thought that Alliedwar vessels might be sent into the Black Sea,
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pending a reply from the Roumanian Government, but that they should not

be called upon to act until an answer had been obtained.

The three demands which he proposed to make to the Roumanians were:

(1) that they should cease from making requisitions in Hungary, and
should place all the material that they had seized at the ^posal of

the Council:

(2) that they should promise definitely that they would make no separate

peace with Hungary:

(3) that they should withdraw their troops from Hungary.

M. Tittoni said that he thought that, before warships were sent to

Roumania, a reply to M. Clemenceau’s ultimatum ought to be obtained.

With regard to the three demands which M. Clemenceau proposed to make
to the Roumanian authorities, he agreed that the Roumanian Armies should

be ordered to cease their requisitions, and place the material seized at the

disposal of the Allies; he agreed that they should be ordered to make no

separate peace; but before he could consent to ordering the Roumanians

to evacuate Hungary, he thought the Council ought to be sure that the

Roumanian withdrawal would not open the door to a recrudescence of

Bolshevism, and a revival of a new series of Bela Kuns, A police force

sufficient to maintain order in that country should be raised.

M. Clemenceau said that the occupation of Budapest by Roumania, and

the continued defiance of the Council, was a situation quite as grave as any

produced by a Bolshevik Government in Hungary.

M. Tittoni said that it might possibly be best to make the Roumanians

promise that they would retire on receiving orders from the Council.

Mr. Balfour said that he thought that a decision ought not to be taken

finally until the following day.

(At this point a general discussion as to the most suitable person to be

entrusted with the ultimatum to Roumania, ensued. The names of

Sir Eyre Crowe and Admiral Troubridge were mentioned in this

connection.)

M. Tittoni said that he could not for the moment promise Italian parti-

cipation in any naval action that might ensue. With regard to the person

who should be entrusted with the communication of the ultimatum, he

thought that sending an Admiral to Bucharest would be like making a

naval demonstration without ships. He preferred that a diplomat should

convey the orders of the Conference.

Mr. Polk said that, in his opinion, the despatch of an ultimatum to

Roumania did not bind the United States to sul^equent Naval action.

(It was decided that the question should be adjourned to the following

day.)

5 -

Proposed Addition to [Not printed]

Article S63 ofPeace

Treaty with Austria
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6. Mr. Woolsey said that the reply to the Austrian Government on the

subject of the Economic Clauses in the Peace Treaty,

had referred to certain concessions made in a Note from

the Council, dated July 8, 1919, and addressed to the

Austrian Delegation.* In view of the importance of the

Note, and of the decision of the Council on August 28th,

to refer the reply now beingmade to the Austrian Government to the Drafting

Committee, in order to ascertain whether changes in the Peace Treaty were

necessary on account of interpretative passages in the proposed reply,? he

made the following suggestion;

—

‘That the Note ofJuly 8, 1919, as well as any other Notes to the Austrian

Delegation, containing interpretative passages on the Treaty of Peace,

should likewise be referred to the Drafting Committee, to ascertain whether

changes in the Peace Treaty might be necessary, on account of such

interpretative passages.’

He had another point which he wished to bring before the notice of the

Council. On August 28th, the Council had decided that a Clause should be

inserted in the proposed covering letter to the replies to the Austrian Dele-

gation on the subject of the Peace Treaty to the effect that the covering letter

in question ought not to be taken as in any sense modifying the text of the

Treaty.? In view of th*e fact that the reply ofJuly 8, 1919, to the Austrian

Delegation might be regarded as interpretative of the text of the Treaty, he

suggested:

—

‘That the clause in the covering letter should be made to cover all

replies made to the Austrian Delegation, and not only the covering letter

under consideration.’

(These two proposals were referred to the Drafting Committee, who

entered the room to report on them.)

M. Fromageot said that, in answer to the first point raised by Mr. Woolsey,

he would draw the attention ofthe Conference to the fact that the first edition

of the Peace Treaty had been presented to the Austrians onJune 6th. A long

series of communications had followed; and the second edition of the Peace

Treaty had been presented onJuly 20th. It was with this second edition that

all replies to the Austrian Delegation were concerned, and it was therefore

not necessary to discover whether replies of an earlier date than July 20th

contained interpretative passages of a superseded text of the Peace Treaty.

(Mr. Woolsey’s first proposal was therefore rejected.)

He thought that Mr. Woolsey’s second suggestion ought to be adopted,

and the phraseology of the covering letter altered, so as to meet the point.

(It was agreed that the wording of the general covering letter to the replies

of [sic] the Austrian counter-proposals of the Peace Treaty should he so

* See No. 5, minute 7 and note 8. ? See No. 45, minute 6.
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modified as to state ttat no passage in any ofthe replies should be regarded
as an authoritative interpretation of the Peace Treaty.)

(The Meeting then adjourned for a discussion in camera.)

Hotel Astoria^ Paris^

September 2j
igig.

Appendix A to No. 49

Projet de Lettre aux Allemands^

2 septembre igig

Les Puissances Alliees et Associ^es ont pris connaissance de la constitution

allemande du 1 1 aout 1919. Elies constatent que les dispositions du second alin^
de Particle 61 constituent une violation formelle de Particle 80 du Traitd de Paix
signe a Versailles le 28 juin 1919.

Cette violation est double

:

1°. L’article 61, en stipulant Padmission de PAutriche au Reichsrat, assimile

cette Rdpublique aux terres allemandes {Deutsche Lander) qui composent
PEmpire allemand, assimilation incompatible avec le respect de I’ind^pendance
de PAutriche.

20. En admettant et en r^glementant la participation de PAutriche au Conseil

d’Empire, Particle 61 cr^e un lien politique et une action politique commune k
PAllemagne et a PAutriche, en opposition absolue avec Pindependance de celle-ci.

En consequence, les Puissances Alliees et Associees, apres avoir rappele au
Gouvernement allemand, que Particle 178 de la constitution allemande declare

que les dispositions du Trait6 de Versailles ne sauraient €tre affectees par la

constitution’ invitent le Gouvernement allemand a prendre telles mesures que de
droit pour effacer sans delai cette violation en declarant nul Particle 61, second

alinea.

Sans prejudice de mesures ulterieures, en cas de refus, et en vertu meme du
traite (notamment de Particle 429), les Puissances Alliees et Associees font con-

naitre au Gouvernement allemand que cette violation de ses engagements, que

[? sur] un point essentiel, les contraindra, s’il n’est pas fait droit k leur juste

demande, dans un delai de quinze jours k dater de la presente, a prescrire

imm6diatement Pextension de leur occupation sur la rive droite du Rhin.

Appendix B to No. 49

Rapport du Comite Central des Questions Territoriales

sur la Frontiire Sud de la Bulgarie

PARIS, septembre igig

Conform^ment aux instructions du Conseil Supreme, le Comite central territorial

a examine k nouveau la question de la frontiere sud de la Bulgarie, en s’inspirant

des vues contenues dans la dep^che du President Wilson.

II a Phonneur de soumettre au Conseil Supreme le rapport suivant, qu’il a

arr^t^ k Punanhnit6:

1°. La frontiere actuelle entre la Bulgarie et la Grece doit etre rectifide dans la

region au nord de Buk pour enlever aux Bulgares toutes facilites offensives sur la
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ville et le pont de Buk. Cette region est d’une petite ^tendue et a une faible popula-
tion musulmane, et la frontiere actuelle pr^sente des inconvenients;

fio. En ce qui concerne la frontiere sud de la Bulgarie dans la Thrace bulgare le
Comitd est unanime k recommander Tadoption de la frontiere definie dans
Tannexe ci-jointe.^

Cette annexe a 6t6 dtablie dans une forme telle qu’elle peut 6tre imm^diatement
insdr^e dans les conditions de paix avec la Bulgarie;

30. En ce qui concerne la question de la libertd d’acc^s de la Bulgarie k la Mer
Eg^e, cette question a 6t6 trait^e dans la Commission du regime international des

Ports, Voies d’eau et Voies ferries, k Particle 24 des clauses k insurer dans le Trait6

de Paix avec la Bulgarie. ^

Cet article ayant 6t6 r^digd k la date du 2
1
juin dans Phypothese oil le port de

D^d^agatch appartiendrait k la Gvhct, il convient d’inviter la dite Commission a
en 6tablir une nouvelle redaction dans Phypothese' pr^sente.

La Commission croit devoir k cette occasion, attirer Pattention du Conseil

Supreme sur les conclusions de la note ci-jointe^ de la Delegation frangaise, pour
le cas oti il serait constitue k Dedeagatch une Commission Internationie.

Une note analogue^® a ete presentee par la Delegation italienne.

Il parait necessaire d’inviter la Commission des Ports k tenir compte des

considerations de la dite note, en raison du fait que cette Commission a anterieu-

rement estirnd qu’il ne lui appartenait pas de faire entrer en ligne de compte des

facteurs politiques.

Il parait d’ailleurs inutile k la Commission d’inserer dans le traite avec la

Bulgarie les dispositions de details qui seront prises par les Principals Puissances

alUees et associees pour assurer k cette Puissance un libre acc^s k la Mer £gee.

Appendix G to No. 49

Telegramfrom Admiral Troubridge, Buda-Pest, to Astoria.^^

D. 30th August 1919. R. 1st September 1919, 10.00.

Unnumbered,

Forward to War Office. Following for Admiralty, begins:

Situation here is critical for Europe. Roumanians demand immediate acceptance
by Hungarian Government of following conditions.

Occupation of Hungary for one year giving opportunity for preparing country
for personal {sic) (? commencement of) union with Roumania. Immediate customs
union with Roumania. Cession of strategic points near Szegedin on mouth of

^

® Not printed. This annex, with, for the most part, drafting amendment, was inserted

in the Treaty ofNeuilly as paragraphs 2 and 3 ofarticle 27. There was, however, a variation
between the draft and final texts in that the second and third subparagraphs ofparagraph 3
of article 27 of the treaty were not included in the draft but were replaced by the following
subparagraph : ‘De 1^ vers I’est jusqu’au point oh elle rencontre I’ancienne frontiere de
1913 sur la riviere Kizildeli Suja (Getakca).’

^ Not printed. This note, dated June 25, 1919, raised the question of the composition of
the International Commission for Dedeagatch in the sense of M. Tardieu’s observations in

the discussion in the Supreme Council. This note is printed in translation by D, H. Miller,
cit., vol. xii, pp. 24&--9.

Not printed. This note, dated July 6, 1919, is printed in translation, ibid., vol. xii,

pp. 249-50. ,

address of the British Delegation to the Peace Conference.
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K 1

Maros River and Becse [B6kes] Csaba. No treaties tobemade with Great Britain or

Jugo-Slavs. They state to Hungarian Ministers they have already an alliant^"^th /

Italy in which Hungary must join in order to assume policy of encirclemefefbf

^

Jugo-Slavs. I have urged Ministers to refuse any armistice or treaty with RoumamS"’

'

and to follow the counsels of the Supreme War Council at Paris. It is necessary to

recognise at once any Government formed here and support them with energy.

Appendix D to No. 49

Paraphrase of Telegramfrom General Gorton, Budapest, received through

U,S, Naval Communication Service, Paris, to Astoria, Paris

No. G. 45. D. 30-31 August, 1919.

Admiral Troubridge has been told by Diamandy that the telegraphic despatches

of the Supreme Council, dated 23rd and 25th August had not been communicated

to him.

The veracity of this is doubtful, but Roumania continues to make requisitions.

There is no doubt that Roumania is striving to establish a separate Treaty with

Hungary; telegrams of 23rd and 25th might therefore be transmitted. privately to

the Hungarian Government with advantage.

Appendix E to No. 49

Document i

Telegramme de Mission Militaire Interalliee, Budapest, 26 aout,

d Conseil Suprime, Conference de la Paix, Paris

N*^ 19 1—Urgent—Situation gouvernementale en Hongrie sans changement.

Deux ddegations, Tune representant les petits fermiers, et Tautre les ouvriers des

fabriques, ont desire voir la Mission pour demander a 6tre represent^es dans le

nouveau Gouvemement. Une autre delegation s’intitulant socialistes chr^tiens

est venue protester centre le depart de I’Archiduc en declarant que le resultat

allait etre de livrer leur pays auxJuifs et que Budapest devrait etre appeleeJudapest.

II a ete r6pondu a toutes les Delegations que la Mission Interalliee ne pouvait

s’immiscer dans- les affaires interieures de Hongrie. Aucun changement dans

I’attitude des Roumains. Une seule amelioration k la situation depuis Tarriv^e de

la Mission: on a laisse entrer a Budapest une certaine quantite de denrdes. On
croit que les Roumains ont I’intention de partir soudainement d^s qu41s auront

satisfait tons leurs instincts de pillage. En attendant, tous leurs actes, intentionnels

ou non, tendent k livrer la Hongrie au bolchevisme et au chaos.
^

Le General

Holban k Budapest a promis la semaine demi&re d’armer imm&liatement, de

revolvers et de sabres, 4.000 hommes de la police; mais, au lieu de le faire, et au

mepris des instructions de la Mission, lui demandant de maintenir toutes

troupes roumaines a I’Est du Danube, sauf la gamison de Budapest, on croit qu il

a rintention d’envahir toute la Hongrie, de d^sarmer ou d’an6antir le petit noyau

hongrois de ramiral Horthis [j'tc] qui constitue la seule defense de la Hongne

centre le bolchevisme au cas oil les Roumains 6vacueraient brusquement le pays.

Ges mesures envisagees en m6me temps que larecente declarationdeM. Diainandy,

disant qu’un plus long sejour des Roumains en Hongrie ne pourrait que faire tort
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a leur prestige, donnent Timpression que, si la Roumanie trouve les conditions

imposees par le Conseil Suprtoe trop severes pour qu'elle les accepte, elle prendra

tout ce qu’elle pourra, puis quittera rapidement la Hongrie qui, en raison de la

passivite des Commandants roumains, sera laissee sans aucun moyen de defense

centre le bolchevisme et le desordre. La Mission a consacre sa seance du 25 aout

k des affaires relativement peu importantes, sauf le rapport de TOfEcier Britanni-

que envoy^ pour inspecter les trains se rendant en Roumanie par le pent de

Szolnok. L’Officier Britannique rend compte que le pont ne sera pas repare avant

deux ou trois semaines, mais qu’il a vu, prets a le traverser, 150 locomotives, 2 k

300 wagons de ravitaillement militaires, 300 wagons de marchandises vides, 4

avions sur des wagons, 2 a 300 wagons citernes, et entre Szolnok et Budapest,

plusieurs centaines de wagons de marchandises.

Mission Militaire Entente.

Document 2

TMegramme

BUDAPEST, le 28-^0 aout igig,

N® 206 De Prot.—La Commission re^nit a Tinstant lettre du nouveau President

du Conseil hongrois. Elle est adress6e au President du Conseil Supreme et vous

sera transmise par prochain courrier. Ci-apres, le texte de cette lettre

:

Monsieur le President, en concordance avec la demarche de la seance du

22 aout, le Prince Joseph, Gouverneur de la Hongrie, et le Gouvernement nomme

par lui, ont d^missionne. Les membres du nouveau Cabinet sont les suivants:

President du Conseil, Ministre de PInt6rieur: fitienne Friedrich, industriel.

Ministre des Affaires fitrangeres d6signe, en ce moment absent, le Comte Imre de

Csaky. Sous-Secretaire d’fitat de Plnt^rieur: Edmond de Benitzky, ancien

fonctionnaire. Ministre d’Agriculture
:
Jules Rubinek, Directeur de la Soci6te

Agricole Nationale. Sous-Secretaire d’fitat: fitienne Scabo Sokorapatka, cultiva-

teur. Ministre du Commerce: Frangois de Henrich, commergant. Ministre des

Finances: Jean Grunn, ancien fonctionnaire. Ministre de la Guerre: le General

Francois Schnitzer. Ministre de PAlimentation Publique : Charles Ereky, inge-

nieur commer9ant. Ministre des Cultes et de Plndustrie [? Instruction] Publique:

‘ Charles Huszar, instituteur du peuple. Sous-Secr6taire d’fitat
:
Jules Pokar, homme

de lettres. Ministre de la Justice : Georges Baloghy, juge. Ministre des Minorites

Nationales: Jacques Bleyer, professeur d’universit6. Ministre d^Hygiene Publique:

In the original of this appendix there followed two telegrams, not here printed, from

the Interallied Military Mission in Budapest to the Supreme Council: (i) No. 197 dated

August 27, 1919, reporting: receipt of a protest from the Commissioner of the Hungarian

Government for Western Hungary against an alleged advance by Roumanian forces; a

large procession and a delegation of Christian Socialists requesting allied protection against

the return of a Jewish and Bolshevist regime; receipt of a report that it would take a month

to enrol the 4,000 Hungarian police, and oif another stating that on the previous day the

bridge repaired at Csongrdd had been tested with the result that the testing locomotive fell

into the river, (ii) No. 200 dated August 28-30, 1919, reporting that since the withdrawal

of the Archduke Joseph several deputations had asked permission to present petitions to

the Mission, generally with a view to preventing the return ofJewish or Bolshevist influence,

and that the Mission proposed to receive the deputations, as was imavoidable, in order to

inform them that it was expressly prohibited from interfering in internal Hungarian affairs

but would convey their petitions to the Supreme Council.
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Andrd Csillery, m&lecin. Ministre de Propagande: fitienne Haller, homme de

lettres. Ministre des Cultivateurs; Gan Mayre, cultivateur. Ministre des Ouvriers

industriels: Daniel Olah, ouvrier de I’industrie m^allurgique.

C’etait et ce sera toujours presque impossible de construire un Ministere, qm

pourrait contenter en m6me temps les diverses missions militaires residant a

Budapest, nos nombreux fragments de partis politiques et, outre cela, acquerir la

satisfaction du commandement des troupes royales de Roumanie. Une chose,

cependant, est certaine, c’est que le Ministere, dans la pr^sente composition,

possede la sympathie et la confiance absolues de la grande et decisive majorite du

peuple hongrois. Les chefs des Missions MUitaires ont certainement eu I’occasion

de s’en persuader. J’ai tachd de tenir compte de mdnager et de satisfaire, d’une

fagon loyale, k tous les justes d^sirs, qui se sont prdsentds au fur et a mesure des

deliberations. Par consequent, sont representes dans ce Cabinet: les grands et les

petits industriels, les commergants, les fonctionnaires, les cultivateurs etles ouvriera

industriels. Monsieur le President, au temps du Gouvemernent bolcheviste de

Bela Kun, le parti des democrates socialistes et anialgame faire (sic) le parti des

communistes, ce que les leaders socialistes, restds ici pendant la commune, ont

toujours accentue dans tous leurs discours au Congres du Soviet, de meme que dam

leur journal officiel. Car leaders socialistes des ouvriers ne se sont pas servu de

leur influence pour vaincre le bolchevisme. Mais se sont ou rendus a ce systeme,

ou bien en se refugiant k I’dtranger, ont laissd des ouvriers, devenus amsi la proie

des iddes, mine du bolchevisme et de la terreur du gouvemernent communard.

Leurs leaders non bolchevistes, qui travaillaient k I’dtranger, se sont bien procures

des connexions du cotd de I’Entente, mais ne sont pas venus en aide m aux ouyners,

ni a I’Etat; la bourgeoisie hongroise ne veut pas voir en defaut la classe ouvnere, a

laquelle elle destine son role dans la politique de Tavenir, et amsi c est aux repre-

sentants des ouvriers travailleurs et non pas aux leaders professionnek des demo-

crates socialistes que j’adresse mon invitation dans mon Cainnet. Monsieur le

President, veuillez dans I’interet de la possibiUte d’un travail efiicace, prendre des

dispositions, afin que les Missions Militaires rdsidant k Budapest s abstiement de

vouloir influencer notre politique interieure, mais qu’eUes yiennent en aide, en ce

qui conceme le maintien de I’ordre et Petablissement de I’equihbre economque.

Mon Cabinet a ddcidd de disposer de fagon i ce que les nouveUes elections de

I’Assemblde Nationale se fassent sur la base du suffrage umveisel (vote secre

dgalitaire, et par commune) dans le plus court ddlai posyble, c Mt-a-dire frois.

Tout hongmis k d. » Pow

qu’aucun doute ne puisse snrgir, que les prochaines elections reposen [-1
priment rdeUement la libre manifestation de la volonte nationale,jevous P>;^e,Mon.

Lur le President, de nous deleguer une Commission de controle pour ces elections.

II serait ddsirable que les democrates socialistes fassent partie de cette Commission,

toXto auron. liau par las tatriwiras aoncaraaa. laajaals nom a™m k

fSs gou™St [nr] aux mlim de PAssemblde nationale, notre Gouye^-

ment pfovisoire ddsire rdaliser les taches suivantm:
de

bolchevisme, restitution de I’administration et de la
"J^^^nes

1’alimentation et continuite de la production, surete des bie
aL

restitution et protection de I’dgalitd poUtique,

PAssemblde Nationale. MonsieurlePresident,nousvouspnonsd avoir! obhgeance

dfvSSr norappuyer dans Paccomplissement de nos devoirs et dans notre
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ferme r&olution de ritablir la vie constitutionnelle, Veuillez agr^er. Monsieur

le President, Texpression de mon profond respect,

(Sign6) Friedrich

Le nouveau President Friedrich 6tait k la tete de Fancien Cabinet dont, sur

quatorze, onze membres figurent dans le nouveau. Informations de plusieurs sour-

ces ainsi que constatation de certains faits ont confirm^ que Monsieur Friedrich,

appuy6 par Archiduc, travaille activement pour rester k la Pr^sidence du nouveau

Cabinet et pour maintenir des collegues qui ne lui entravent pas trop s^rieusement

ses buts politiques. Commission, en se rtferant au t^l6gramme du Conseil Supreme

du 23 aout qui a determine la chute du Cabinet Friedrich retient la premiere

impression qu’un Cabinet form^ la fa^on sus-indiqu6e et preside par Friedrich ne

r^pond pas aux n^cessit^s reconnues par Conseil Supreme.

Commission Militaire Interalle^e,

Document 3

Tiligramme au Conseil Suprime^ Confirence de la Paix, Paris

BUDAPEST, 29 aoUt igig,

No 215.—Un td^gramme regu hier par un Membre de la Mission demande

pourquoi, si la Mission considere que FArm^e Hongroise est r^duite aux effectifs

stipules par FArmistice du 13 novembre le Conseil Supreme n’en a pas et6 avis6;

le tel^gramme ajoute que le Conseil Supreme ne pourra pas exiger le retrait de

FArmte Roumaine derri^re la ligne fixde par la Conference de la Paix jusqu’^ ce

qu’il puisse prouver que toute menace d’action militaire de la part de la Hongrie

centre ses voisins est ecart6e. De nombreux messages envoyds par la Mission au

Conseil Supreme ont ddclare que, k Fexception d’un petit contingent mal equips

et comptant moins de 8.000 hommes sous les ordres de FAmiral Horthis, k Fouest

du Danube, Farmee hongroise en tant qu’armde n’existe plus et que les forces

roumaines n’ont pas 6vacud la Hongrie parce que leur presence est n6cessaire

jusqu’a ce que une armde hongroise suflSsamment forte pour maintenir Fordre k

Fint^rieur soit organis^e. Comme les messages dont il s’agit ont pu etre ambigus

ou mal interpr^t^s on veut ajouter maintenant que, de Favis de la Mission,

Tarmfe hongroise a ^t^ depuis un certain temps rdduite au-dessous des effectifs

mentioimfe dans Farmistice du 13 novembre.

Mission Militaire Interalle§;e.

Document 4
BUDAPEST, 50-5/ jpip.

A Conseil Supreme, Paris.

N® 225.—^Au sujet du tdlegramme envoy6 par le Conseil Supreme en date du

21 aout, concemant F6tablissement de postes de contr61e destines k emp^cher

Fexportation en Roumanie de marchandises : la Mission Interalli^e n*a pas^ un

personnel suffisant k cet effet et demande que 3 officiers suppl^mentaires soient

envoyds imm^diatement k Budapest par chacune des 4 Puissances Allises, afin

d’6tablir les postes de contrdle sur la Theiss.
' Mission Interalle^e.

See No. 39, minute 4.
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No. 50

H. D. 46.] Notes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai d^Orsay^ Paris
^
on Wednesday

^

September 3^ 1919, at ii.o a.m.

Present: U.SA.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,
Mr. P. Kerr.

France : M. Glemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Berthe-

lot,-M. de Saint-Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Patemo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A,: Mr. C. Russell. British Empire: Gapt. E.

Abraham. France: M. de Percin. Italy: Gapt. Rossi.

Interpreter: M. Camerlynck.

The following were also present for the Items in which they were concerned :

—

USA,

:

The Hon. H. Gibson, Dr. Lord, Mr. A. Dulles, Mr. Nielsen.

British Empire: Mr. A. Leeper, Mr. Carr, Gol. Kisch.

France: M. Gambon, M. Fromageot, M. Semiys, General Le Rond,

M. Gheysson, M. Hermite, M. Massigli.

Italy: M. Brambilla, M. Ricci Busatti, M. Nagara.

T. M. Tittoni said that before beginning the business of the day, he wished

to draw attention to a matter of considerable importance. The

^fMbaZ American Delegation had received news that on the evacuation of
of ama

jr by French troops, General Franchet d’Esperey had ordered

their replacement by Greek troops. He thought this would lead to great

trouble.

M. Glemenceau said that he had not seen any report to that effect. More-

over, he did not think it likely that the information was correct. General

Franchet d’Esperey had asked what he was to do after the evacuation. No
orders had as yet been given.

M. Tittoni said that it was very necessary to give orders that Greek troops

should not occupy Koritza when the place was evacuated by the* French.

The Mussulman population was preparing partly to emigrate and partly to

form armed bands to resist the Greeks. He understood that the French

evacuation was imminent and whether or not the news to which he had

alluded was correct, he thought the question should be examined.

M. Glemenceau said that French troops would certainly not stay in

Koritza, but that on their departure it would be arranged &at the place

should not be occupied.

Mr. Polk said that the news he had received was merely a rumour. He

had written to M. Glemenceau to inform him.

M. Pichon said that the French Government agreed with M. Tittoni and

had already informed the Greeks that they should not occupy Koritza.

M. Berthelot observed that Pogradek was also to be evacuated. It was
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conirnon agreement that hoth Koritza and Pogradek belonged to Albania,

It was also an agreed pobey that no occupation of contested territories should

take place without an order from the Council.

M. Glemengeau asked that all documents on the subject be supplied to

him in order that he should be able to give an opinion on the following

day.

Mr. Balfour asked that a note on the subject be prepared as he had' not

been given any information.

(The question was then adjourned to the following day.)

2. M. Glemengeau said that on the previous day, Mr. Balfour had asked for

an adjournment of 24 hours. He asked whether Mr. Balfour was
fioamanwm opinion.

Affairs
Balfour said that he agreed with the policy of sending a

representative of the Council to Bucharest. He no longer thought, however,

that Admiral Troubridge would be the best representative, as he had very

rightly taken strong action against the Roumanians. He thought a civilian

representative would be better. The person selected should be ready to

represent the views of the Council very strongly, but he should not have been

previously identified with any controversial action. He begged to suggest

M. Jonnart, who had carried out very difficult negotiations in Greece with

conspicuous success.* Should he agree to go, Mr. Balfour thought he would

be the best possible representative.

M. PiGHON said that he was convinced that M. Jonnart would not accept

the mission. He had resigned the Governorship of Mgeria in order to take

up the work of reconstructing the devastated districts. He would not be

ready to abandon this work.

M. Tittoni agreed that M. Jonnart would be an excellent appointment.

M. Glemengeau said that he would ask M. Jonnart whether he was willing

to go, but he did not expect him to accept. He asked whether Mr. Balfour

could not make a British appointment in this alternative.

Mr. Balfour said that another plan suggested to him was that in each

capital the Roumanian diplomatic representative should be summoned and

that the views ofthe Allied and Associated Powers should be clearly explained

to him.

M. Glemengeau said that he did not think this course would be sufficient

to meet the case. He wished to send a single individual to represent ffie

Council in Bucharest who would return with the answer of the Roumanian

Government.

Mr. Balfour observed that the Council required more than an answer.

It would be necessary for their representative to make public in Roumama

the point of view of the Allied and Associated Powers. This point of view

appeared to be much misunderstood in Roumania.

Mr. Pole said that the Roumanians regarded America as their one

^ M. Jonnart had gone to Greece as Allied High Commissioner in Jirne 19^7 during the

crisis which resulted in the relinquishment of the Throne of Greece by King Constantine.
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enemy. A distinguished Roumanian had informed an American of this.

When told that all the communications sent to the Roumanian Government

had been sent collectively from all the Allied and Associated Powers, he had,

in reply, drawn attention to the views expressed in the French Press.

M. Clemenceau pointed out that during the incidents between France

and Italy, the French Press had been consistently pro-Italian. The pro-

Roumanian attitude ofthe French Press at the present time was, in the main,

due to the activities of M. Robert de Flers. On the other hand, M. Bratiano

had said that M. Clemenceau was his worst foe. The Roumanians were

certainly friendly with the Italians, but he trusted that the Italian Govern-

ment was not offering them any encouragement.

M. Tittoni said that he occasionally saw M. Misu. On all occasions, he

had impressed on him that the Conference took a very serious view of the

Roumanian situation. He had warned him that Roumania was embarking

on a very risky enterprise.

Mr. Polk said that on further reflection, he thought it would be a good

tliirig to summon the Roumanian Ministers at the four capitals.

M. Clemenceau said that the object might be attained by recalling the

Allied Ministers from Bucharest.

M. Tittoni said that this step should be reserved for a later stage.

Mr. Balfour said that the results hitherto obtained by the discussioil

appeared to be (a) that a Commissioner must be found to represent the

Council in Bucharest: (6) that M. Misu should be summoned to be present

at the Council and that the Roumanian Ministers in Rome, London and

Washington should be summoned by the Governments of those capitals.

The Roumanian Ministers summoned should be warned that the Council

regarded the actions of their Government with considerable disfavour and it

should be explained to them that the Roumanian Government appeared to

misapprehend the policy of the Allied and Associated Powers completely,

(f) That they should be told that the Allied and Associated Powers were

seriously considering the withdrawal of their representatives at Bucharest, as

a token that they ceased to regard Roumania as one of the Allied and

Associated Powers.

M. Clemenceau said that he would see M. Jonnart on that very day. He

asked Mr. Balfour meanwhile to endeavour to find a suitable Englishman for

the post. He further asked that Mr. Balfour should draft a document

explaining the Allied policy towards Roumania. Should the Roumanian

Government reject the ultimatum addressed to them, the representative of

the Council, on leaving Roumania, should bring back with him all the Allied

and Associated Ministers and officers in the country.

(It was agreed that Mr. Balfour should draft a document explaining the

policy of the Council towards Roumania, and that this document should

be stibinitted to the Coimcil on the following day,

It was also agreed that both M. Clemenceau and Mr. Balfour should

endeavour to find a suitable representative of the Council to send to

Bucharest.)
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3 -

Allotment of Rolling
[Not printed]^

Stockfound in Hungary

4. Mr. Polk said that M. Paderewski was expected in Paris on the following

Treaty with Poland <^^7. He suggested that the consideration of this Treaty

relating to Eastern should be delayed until his presence could be obtained in
Galicia the Council.

(Itwas agreed that the question should be discussed onthefollowingFriday, 3)

5. The Council had before it the request from Dr. Benes contained in

Appendix B.+
Demand ofthe Czecho- Clemenceau said that he thought that this request
Slovak Delegation to be

accepted.
°

Balfour said that ifthe Czecho-Slovaks were heard

it would be impossible not to hear the Poles.

M. Gambon asked that a solution of the question be hastened, as delay

was causing great anxiety both in Prague and in Warsaw.

Mr. Polk thought it might perhaps be best that the experts be heard at

once, in order that the Council should be prepared for the hearing of the

Czecho-Slovak and Polish delegates.

General Le Rond explained the report contained in Appendix C.

He said that on April 14th a report had been furnished by the joint

Czecho-Slovak and Polish Committees, in which four Delegations proposed

a certain line, and the Italian Delegation suggested another line, more

favourable to the Poles. This report had not been examined by the Council.

The Inter-Allied Commission in Teschen had since unanimously adopted

2 The Supreme Council referred to the Organizing Committee of the Reparation Com-
mission, for study and early report, a letter from Mr. Hoover to M. Clemenceau, dated at

Paris on September 3, 1919 (appendix A in original), stating that ‘the amount of railway

rolling stock in locomotives and wagons in Hungary is much larger than was originally

surmised.’ This rolling stock included equipment belonging to the Galician and East

Prussian, the Bohemian, Alsace-Lorraine, Trentino, and Roumanian railways, and due

respectively to the Polish, Czechoslovak, French, Italian, and Roumanian Governments.

Mr. Hoover recommended ‘that the Communications Section of the Supreme Economic
Council be at once authorized to undertake the immediate control of all this railway rolKng

stock, subject of course to the Allied Mission at Budapest, and that they should authorize

a preliminary distribution ofthis railway rolling stock on the basis of the actual identification

of the material. ... A decision .on the above lines on your part would allay the very con-

siderable amount of feeling now existing in Poland, Czecho-Slovakia and elsewhere, with

regard to the large diversions now being made to Roumania’. 3 September 5, 1919.
^ Not printed. In this letter, dated August 22, 1919, M. BeneS stated that he understood

that the Czechoslovak Delegation had not secured the complete adhesion ofthe Commission
concerned to the Czechoslovak compromise proposal as regards Teschen; he accordingly

felt impelled to request a hearing of the Supreme Council and to try for the last time to

persuade it of the justice and moderation of the Czechoslovak claims. M. Bene§ further

stated: ‘Le probRme pour la R^publique Tch^co-Slovaque est successivement [excessive-

ment] grave; il est mtaie absolument vital pour I’avenir de notre pays. Si I’on ne peut

pas tenir compte de nos revendications, qui sont ^ notre avis absolument justes et

legitimes, cela airra des consequences extremement lointaines.’
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another Kne, and the matter had been referred by the Council to the united

Czecho-Slovak and Polish Committees.s The matter was examined by sub-

commissions. Three delegations agreed on a line very similar to that recom-

mended by the Inter-Allied Commission in Teschen. The French and British

Delegations made certain objections. They thought that the line proposed

involved certain political and economic diflSculties. This was implicitly

admitted by the other Delegations, as they regarded as necessary supple-

mentary agreements between Poland and Czecho-Slovakia to regulate the

railway and coal situation between the two countries.

When the question had been studied in the joint meeting of the two

Committees, the British and French Delegations had withdrawn their objec-

tions, and adhered to the views of the majority. The report finally made

deliberately set aside the political aspect of the question, which was reserved

for the decision of the Council. He was bound to point out that if the line

recommended were accepted by the Council, it would be necessary for the

Council to arrange for the signature of Agreements between the two parties

for the regulation of the economic relations and railway communications

between the two parts ofthe territory ofTeschen. It was only on these terms

that the frontier could be made acceptable to Czecho-Slovakia.

It was suggested that the study ofthese agreements should be referred back

to the Joint Committees.

M. Tittoni said that he thought the line should be adopted, and then the

means of rendering it acceptable to the parties should be studied.

M. Clemengeau said he was unable to accept a line until he knew what

was required to render it acceptable.

Mr. Polk said that the line formerly suggested would have required no

such agreements as were now proposed. It gave a Polish population, how-

ever, to Czecho-Slovakia. The fine nowrecommended broke up the economic

unity of the country for ethnic reasons, and therefore required to be supple-

mented by economic agreements.

M. Clemengeau suggested that the Council should hear Dr. Benes and a

Polish representative before deciding.

M. Tittoni said that any line suiting the Gzecho-Slovaks would ipsofacto

not suit the Poles. The political effect in either case might endanger the

existing Governments. Nevertheless, he thought that economic and ethnic

reasons should prevail, and that the Council should not be unduly influenced

by the prospects of any Government in power.

(It was agreed that MM. Benes and Dmowski should be heard on the

following day.)

6. M. Serruys said tliat, regarding Article 25,® there had been in succession

g - , three proposals by Roumania. There was an Article in all the

^reat/ofPel^ Treaties abrogating all Conventions made be^een the enemy

xviih Bulgaria Powers and Roumania, Russia or any portion of what had

s See No. 10, minute 2, and No. 17, minute 2.

^ Article 25 of the draft economic clauses. Gf. No. 22, note 8.
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been the Russian Empire before or since the ist August, 1914. Roumania
had first wished to be excluded from these Articles, secondly, she had wished
that the Articles should be identical in all the Treaties, thirdly, she had
asked that the clause in the Treaty with Bulgaria should be so framed as not
to affect the Treaty of Bucharest of 1913. The Economic Commission had
therefore, proposed the following text for Article 25 :— ’

‘Bulgaria recognises as abrogated all Treaties, Conventions or Agree-
ments concluded before the ist August, 1914, or since that date up to the

coming into force of the present Treaty, with Russia or with any State or

Government the territory of which previously constituted any part of
Russia as well as with Roumania, subsequent to the 15th August, 1916, up
to the coming into force of the present Treaty.’

The Economic Commission had thought this text acceptable, as all the

economic agreements it was desired to abolish had taken place since the wkr.

It was unnecessary to touch the Treaty of Bucharest of 1913. The Drafting

Committee had been asked to examine the questions and had reached very

similar conclusions. (See h . d . 31,7 Minute 2.) The Drafting Committee
pointed out that the maintenance of the Treaty of Bucharest only affected

States parties to that Treaty and no others. (For the report of the Drafting

Committee, see Appendix D.^)

(At this point, the members ofthe Drafting Committee entered the room.)

Mr. Balfour asked why the Roumanians wished to maintain this Treaty.

M. Serruys said they wished it maintained because it affected Roumaman
prestige and because Roumania did not wish to give up any rights it

established in her favour. In any case, these considerations were not the

concern of the Economic Commission.

Mr. Polk said that the Council had no reason to bind itself to recognise this

Treaty, as theRoumanians had offeredno satisfaction on theDobrudja question.
M. Tittoni said that the questions before the Council were :

—

1 . Gould the Conference annul the Bucharest Treaty of 1913? The answer

to this was in the negative.

2. Gould the Conference enact economic or territorial regulations out of

conformity with the Bucharest Treaty? Seeing that the Allied and
Associated Powers were not party to the Treaty of Bucharest, they

had the right to do so.

Mr, Polk asked whether the clause, as at present framed, did not imply
some recognition of the Treaty of 1913.

7 No. 35.
® Not printed. This report, dated August 27, 1919, stated in part: ‘Les Puissances

reconnaissent, simplement par a contrario, que le Trait6 de Bucarest 1913 n’est pas abrog6
par le pr^ent Traite bulgare. Le Trait6 de Bucarest n’6tant pas abrog6 garde la mtoe
valeur qu’il avait jusqu*^ present et garde cette valeur vis-^-vis des m^mes Puissances et

d’aucune autre. La stipulation de Particle 25 ne doit done pas ^tre interpr6t6e, en ce qui

conceme les Puissances n’ayant pas reconnu le Trait6 de Bucarest 1913, comme impliquant
de leur part une reconnaissance des clauses territoriales contenues dans cet Acte et notam-
ment des clauses par lesquelles une partie de la Dobroudja a Hi c6d6c k la Roumanie.*
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M. Serruys said that the clause implied no such recognition. It only

stipulated for the abrogation of Conventions made since August^ 1916, and
was silent on the subject of the Treaty of Bucharest of 1913.

M. Glemenceau said that, as the Conference had not yet settled whether
Roumania was a friendly or hostile country, it might be as well to postpone

the decision.

Mr. Balfour observed that this clause was necessary to complete the

Treaty with Bulgaria.

M. Clemenceau said that he did not wish to help the Roumanians in any

way, nor did he wish to take any action against them.

Mr. Hurst pointed out that the Treaty of 1913 was not only a bilateral

agreement. It affected Roumania, Greece, Serbia, and, he thought, Monte-
negro. The Roumanians did not wish it abrogated as between themselves

and the Bulgarians.

Mr. Balfour asked whether only the Roumanians had asked for the

framing of the article as it was now proposed.

M. Serruys replied that Roumania alone had made the request, but that

Greek and Serbian representatives had been present in the Economic Com-
mission and had raised no objection to the framing of the article as now
proposed.

Mr. Polk said that, if the Serbians and Greeks agreed, there appeared

to be no reason why the Powers should not equally agree.

M. Tittoni said that, as, in his view, the Conference had no right to

abrogate the Treaty of Bucharest of 1913, he could not agree to any article

tending to do so.

Mr. Polk said that, though he thought the Conference would have a

right to abrogate the Treaty of Bucharest, he was ready to agree to the

adoption of the article as proposed.

(It was decided to accept the drafting of Article 25 as proposed above.)

7. Mr. Balfour asked what remained before the completion of the Treaty

with Bulgaria.

HuRST asked whether the Council had come to any
* conclusion regarding the frontier between Roumania and

Bulgaria in the Dobrudja.

Mr. Balfour observed that the Council had decided that Roumania

could not, as she was an Allied Power, be asked to yield any territory to

Bulgaria. This decision had been taken some time ago and had never been

cancelled. The Council, however, had not concealed its feeling that Rou-

mania ought to give up a piece of the Dobrudja which was clearly not

Roumanian. Strained relations with Roumania would not, he thought,

justify a change in this policy. Ifthe Powers were to go to war with Roumania,

the situation would doubtless be altered. He thought that, for the pu^oses

of the Treaty with Bulgaria, it might be assumed that the old frontier in the

Dobrudja was maintained, though this might be neither equitable or con-

ducive to peace in the Balkans.
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M. Clemenceau said that he agreed with Mr. Balfour.

M. Tittoni also agreed.

Mr. Polk said that he would give his answer on the following day.

(The members of the Drafting Committee then withdrew.)

8 .

OpinionofFinancial Com- [Not printed]

mission on Articles 38 and

67 ofM. Venizelos^ pro-

posalsfor the Treaty of

Peace with Bulgaria, {See •

Appendix C to H, D , 52.^)

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Astoria Hotels Paris^

September 5, igig.

Appendix G to No. 50

Rapport presente au Conseil SuprSrne des Allies par la Commission des Ajfaires

Polonaises et la Commission des Affaires Tchico-Slovaques Rennies sur les Questions

de Teschen et d'Orava

MandaTj Rappel des S^^anges

22 aodt igig.

Par deux decisions, en date des 12 et 27 [25] juillet,® le Conseil supreme a renvoy6

k la Commission des Affaires Polonaises et k la Commission des Affaires Tchteo-

Slovaques r6unies les questions d’Orava et de Teschen pour examen et rapport.

Les deux Commissions r^unies, aprte avoir, au cours des stances des 23 et

24 juiUet, proc6d6 k une ^tude g^ndrale des questions d’Orava et de Teschen, ont

charg6 d’un examen plus d^taill^ une sous-commission ainsi compos6e

:

Le G6n^ral Le Rond {France), Pr&ident;
' Le Dr, Lord et M. Dulles {£tats-Unis d'Amerique)

;

L’Hon. Harold Nicolson et le Lieutenant-Colonel Kisch {Empire britannique)

;

Le Marquis della Torretta et M. Stranieri {Italic)

;

^ M. Otchiai {Japon).

Cette sous-coijimission a tenu cinq stances du 26 juillet au 18 aout. EUe a

entendu M. Ben^s, Ministre des Aifaires £trang^;res de la Republique Tcheco-

Slovaque, et M. Dmowski, Premier Del6gu^ de Pologne.

Les deux Commissions r^unies, au cours de trois stances tenues les 19, 20 et

22 aout, ont ^labor6 le present rapport, qui a 6t6 adopts k Punanimitd, et qu’elles

ont Phonneur de soumettre au Conseil supreme.

I. Question de Teschen

Deux faits ont rendu n^cessaire de soumettre k un nouvel examen la question de

Teschen

:

I® L’^chec des pourparlers de Gracovie a fait disparaitre Pespoir d’une entente

directe entre Polonais et Tch^co-Slovaques au sujet de Teschen;

5 See No. 26, note 6; also No. 33, minute 5.

The.Supreme Council decided to reject both articles.
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Les membres de la Commission interalliee de Teschen, qui ont etudie la

question sur place pendant plusieurs mois, sont arriv& a un accord unanime sur

une ligne plus favorable aux revendications polonaises que le trac6 anterieurement

propose a Paris par la majorite des membres des deux commissions et tr^ analogue

a la ligne que la minorite avait envisagee des cette epoque.

D’autre part, depuis le 14 avril, date a laquelle la note des deux Commissions

relative a Teschen a ete remise au Conseil supreme, les doutes qui s’etaient eleves

au sein de la Commission sur les aspirations r^elles d’une partie de la population

de la region de Teschen, qui, bien que de langue polonaise, paraissait plutot

opposee a ime union avec la Pologne, ont disparu en raison de renseignements trfe

precis venus de Teschen, qui representent cette population comme faisant montre

de sentiments nationaux polonais, de sorte qu^on ne pent plus contester serieuse-

ment que, dans les trois districts de Freistadt, Teschen et Bielitz, le facteur ethnique

ne soit nettement en faveur des Polonais.

En outre, la situation de la Pologne, au point de vue de la production de la

houille, est devenue incertaine, par suite de Finstitution d’un plebiscite en Haute-

Sil^sie.

Tenant compte des considerations ci-dessus exposees, les membres des deux .

Commissions ont estime a Punanimite:

a) Qu’au point de vue elhnographique, les revendications des Polonais sur les

trois districts de Freistadt, Teschen et Bielitz sont pleinement justifiees;

b) Qu’au point de vue economique et ferroviaire, Fattribution a la Pologne du

bassin houiller de Karwin et de la voie ferree Oderberg-Jablunkau oSrirait les

plus graves inconv^nients pour les Tcheco-Slovaques, qui, d’lme part, se trouve-

raient places sous la dependance de la Pologne en ce qui conceme la production

du charbon et du coke, et seraient, d’autre part, obliges a des raccordements

couteux pour maintenir les communications par chemin de fer entre le district

minier de Mahrisch-Ostrau et la Slovaquie.

Au point de vue politique, les deux Commissions ont estime qu’il ne leur

appartenait pas de faire entrer en ligne de compte les considerations de politique

g^nerale, qui echappent a leur competence et sont exclusivement du ressort du

Conseil supreme.

Les membres des deux commissions se sont bornes en consequence a mettre en

balance les considerations economiques qui militent -fortement en faveur des

Tcheco-Slovaques et les arguments ethnographiques qui sont nettement en faveur

des Polonais. Ils ont cm devoir accorder en principe la preference au facteur

ethnique, parce qu’il n’ont aper9u aucun moyen d’amener les populations polo-

naises de la region de Teschen, dont le sentiment national est tres ardent, k vivre

pacifiquement sous la domination tcheco-slovaque, tandis qu’il leur apaxu possible,

par un ensemble de stipulations et de garanties qu’il resterait a determiner avec

precision, de diminuer dans une large mesure les inconvenients d^ordre econorm-

que que presenterait pour les Tcheco-Slovaques Fattribution k la Pologne du bassin ,

minier de Karwin et d’une partie du chemin de fer Oderberg-Jablunkau.

Les deux Commissions ont, en consequence, Fhonneur de proposer unanime-

ment au Conseil supreme le trace decrit a FAimexe i ,

^ ^ Ce trace ne difiere que par

quelques ddkils du trace propose a Funanimite par la Commission de Teschen.

Toutefois, les deux Commissions sont unanimement d’avis que la solutionqu’^es

proposent, pour etre equitable, exige que I’fitat tcheco-slovaque obtienne de sur^

garanties que la Pologne contribuera dans une large mesure k combler le deficit

” Not printed. For this trace see the map ofTeschen and Orava (appended to original).
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de sa production houill^tre et lui donnera toutes facilites de transit sur la voie
Oderberg-Jablunkau,jusqu’a raccomplissement des travaux ferroviaires necessaires
pour joindre le bassin de Mahrisch-Ostrau au col de Jablunkau.

Elies demandentj en consequence, au Conseil supreme

:

a) De vouloir bien statuer sur le trac^ de frontiere propose

;

h) Si ce trad est accepU^ de vouloir bien

:

Leur renvoyer la question de determiner les concessions economiques et ferro-

viaires que la Pologne devrait equitablement consentir k Tfitat tcheco-slovaque;

2® Les charger d’elaborer les clauses d’un traite a conclure entre les principales

Puissances alliees et associees, la Pologne et la Tcheco-Slovaquie k Teffet d’assurer

cette derniere les concessions reconnues necessaires

;

3° Les autoriser k consulter, en vue de la redaction de ces clauses, des experts

sur les questions de charbon et de communications par voies ferrees, ainsi qu’a
entendre k ce sujet les deiegues tcheques et polonais.

Le trace decrit k Tannexe suit d’une fagon generale la ligne de demarcation

ethnique, en laissant sur territoire tcheco-slovaquc les localites dont le caractere

ethnographique est indecis. II a paru en effet, qu’en raison du fait que les Tcheco-

Slovaques ont plus besoin de charbon que les Polonais, il y avait interet k laisser

aux Tcheco-Slovaques le benefice du doute dans cette partie de la region miniere

oil la situation ethnographique n’est pas parfaitemcnt claire.

En outre, dans la region de Jablunkau, un nombre important de Polonais a du
etre laisse en Tcheco-Slovaquie, en raison de la necessite de conserver aux Tcheco-

Slovaques la libre disposition du col de Jablunkau, qui leur est indispensable pour

assurer les communications par voie ferree entre les districts miniers de Mahrisch-

Ostrau et la Slovaquie.

La ligne proposee donnerait, au point de vue ethnographique, les resultats

suivants

:

Recensement autrichien de xgw

Territoire attribd Territoire attrihui

aux TMques aux Polonais

Population totale .
’

^ . . 185,625 249,196
Tcheques . . ... . 105,161 10,443
Polonais . . . . , 62,080 171,770

Les donnees relatives a la production du charbon sont approximativement les

suivantes, d’apres les statistiques de 1913^^:

Production totale 73595,000 tonnes.

Partie attribuee aux Polonais . . . 3,000,000 tonnes.

Partie attribute aux Tcheco-Slovaques . 4,595,000 tonnes, soit environ 60 p. 100.

Pour le coke, les chifFres approximatifs sont les suivants:

Production totale 1,71 8,000 tonnes.
Partie attribuee aux Polonais . .

. 520,000 tonnes, soit 31 p. 100.

Partie attribuee aux Tcheco-Slovaques , 1,198,000 tonnes, soit 69 p. 100.

II. Question d’Orava
Un rapport presente par un ofiicier, k la suite d’une enqu^te faite sur place, a

amene Pune des Delegations k demander au Conseil supreme de faire proceder k
un nouvel examen de la question d’Orava.

Note in original: ‘Ces chiffres sont bases sur le rapport de la Commission de Teschcn.’
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Les renseignements nouveaux foumis par ce rapport ont paru a runanimite des
membres des deux Commissions de nature a modifier leurs conclusions precedentes
tendant au maintien de Fancienne limite administrative entre la Slovaquie et la

Galicie.

Cette limite, satisfaisante au point de vue geographique, presentait au point de
vue ethnique Finconvenient de placer sous la domination Tcheco-Slovaque la

partie nord-est de la region d’Orava, que les ethnographes tant Tcheco-Slovaques
que Polonais s’accordent pour reconnaitre de majorite polonaise.

La frontiere propos^e aujourd’hui par les deux Commissions passe par une serie

de hauteurs et est claire au point de vue topographique. Elle suit d’autre part a
peu pres constamment la ligne de demarcation ethnique, sans englober en Pologne

un seul village ou une majorite slovaque ait ete constatee.

Les deux Commissions n’hesitent pas dans ces conditions a proposer unanime-
ment au Gonseil supreme Tadoption du trace decrit a Tannexe 2.*^ Ce trace

donnerait k la Pologne une population de 25,000 habitants, presque exclusivement

polonais.

No. 51

H. D. 47.] J{otes ofa Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichoris Room at the Quai d^Orsay^ Paris
^
on Thursday^

September 4^ 1919y
CLt 11,0 am.

Present: US.A. \ Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,

Sir George Clerk.

France: M. Clemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Berthe-

lot, M. de Saint-Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U,S,A.: Captain Chapin. British Empire: Com-
mander Bell. France

:

M. de Percin. Italy

:

Captain Rossi.

Interpreter: M. Gamerlynck.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned :

—

US.A. : Mr. Goolidge, Dr. Lord, Mr. A. W, Dulles.

British Empire

:

Mr. Leeper, Mr. Carr, Colonel ELisch.

France

:

M. Gambon, General Desticker, General Le Rond, M. Laroche,

M. Kammerer, M. Hermite.

Italy: Colonel Castoldi, Comm. Stranieri, M. Brainballa [Brambilla],

Baron Russo.

I. M. Clemenceau drew the Council’s attention to the objections of the

German Government to the advanced Commissions of

Allied Commissions control being sent at once, (see h. d. 36. 8' and Appx.
m Ger-

Appendix A). He added that in his opinion it

would be better to postpone sending out the advance Com-

missions of Control for a certain time. This was the opinion of General

' No. 40, minute 8. » In error for appendix J (to No. 40).
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Nollet^ although Marshal Foch was of another opinion. In conclusion, he
drew the attention of the Council to the fact that the Allied and Associated

Powers had no positive right to send out these advance Commissions of

Control if the Germans now objected.

General Desticker said that the despatch of the full personnel of the

Commissions of Control depended upon the date of the complete ratification

ofthe Peace Treaty ofVersailles. Marshal Foch had been of the opinion that

an advance detachment of the Inter-Allied Commissions should be sent

forward at least ten days before the full Commissions arrived. This pre-

liminary measure was necessary in order to prepare the work with which the

Commissions would be concerned later on. The whole question, therefore,

hinged upon the probable date of the final ratification of the Peace Treaty

with Germany,^

M. Clemengeau said that Marshal Foch had thought that the Peace

Treaty would be ratified by three Great Powers by 15th September.

M. Tittoni said that as far as Italy was concerned that would not be

possible.

Mr. Balfour then suggested that the German objections appeared to be

based on the very large number of officers who were to be sent under present

proposals. Would it not be possible to adhere to Marshal Foch’s proposal,

and, at the same time, reduce the number of Commissions despatched, by

making one nation responsible for one particular department, another nation

for another branch, and so on? The large number of the personnel was due

to the fact that each Department contained Inter-Allied Representatives.

General Destigker said that he did not think that Mr. Balfour’s proposal

was practicable and thought that it would be better to delay sending out the

Commissions of Control for a few days in order to adhere to the original

programme.

Mr. Polk drew attention to the fact that the United States could not, for

the moment, be represented upon the Commissions of Control.

(After some further discussion it was decided that no advance Delegation

of the Inter-Allied Commissions of Control should be sent to Germany for

the present.)

Demand of the Austrian

Delegationfor prolonga-

tion of the time allowed

for the consideration of
the Allied Reply

2. (It was agreed that the Austrian request for a pro-

longation of two days of the time allowed for the

consideration of the Allied reply (see Appendix B^)

should be granted.)

3. The Council took note of M. Misu’s letter (see Appendix C) to the

Roumanian
Peace Conference, stating that the telegrams of

^o^man
Council to the Roumanian Government had, to a large extent,

not been received in Bucharest,

3 Not printed. An English translation of this Austrian request (note No. 1162 dated

September 3, 1919) is printed by N. Almond and R. H. Lutz, op. cit., pp. 74-5.
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M. Glemenceau said that the situation was rather changed by virtue of

M. Bratiano’s plea. He had hardly credited it at first, but had, later on,

come to the conclusion that there might be a certain degree of truth in the

statement made.

M. Tittoni said that M. Bratiano’s statements were, to a certain extent,

borne out by notices appearing in the French press, to the effect that wireless

telegraphic communication from Paris was somewhat interrupted,

Mr. Polk said he understood that the French Minister at Bucharest had
acknowledged the receipt ofthe dispatches for transmission to the Roumanian
Government by telegram.

M. Berthelot said that this was not the case. The French Minister had
not acknowledged the receipt ofthe dispatches under discussion, nor had he

stated that they had been communicated by him to the Roumanians. In

confirmation of this he drew the attention of the Council to the fact that a

batch of telegrams received that morning by the French Foreign Office, from

Bucharest, made no reference to the previous communications ofthe Council.

Mr. Balfour said that he did.not understand how the non-receipt by the

Roumanian Government of previous dispatches of the Council could be

explained in any credible manner.

Mr. Polk said that the Queen of Roumania had written a letter to

Mr. Hoover, wherein she protested in the strongest terms against the United

States’ attitude towards her country. This was surely evidence that the

Council’s dispatches had been received.

M. Pighon said that the information on which the Queen of Roumania’s

letter had been based, might have been obtained from the public press.

M. Tittoni said that it Mrould possibly be better to make use of the military

organisation for the transmission of telegrams. He drew the Council’s atten-

tion to the fact, that, according to Mr. Misu’s letter (see Appendix C), the

Roumanian Government was now considering the possibility ofwithdrawing

their armies from Hungary. This was the first occasion on which they had

made any statement of the kind.

Mr. Polk then read a letter from an American officer, who had had an

interview with one ofthe Roumanian authorities in Bucharest. The conversa-

tion recorded in the letter was to the effect that the Roumanians had occupied

Budapest, and intended to stay there; that they intended to settle and

manage their own affairs in their own way; that they had received an insult-

ing letter from the Council, which they had answered in the most suitable

way, by ignoring it; and that the Roumanians had nothing to fe^ from the

Allies, who did not intend to follow their menaces up by effective action. This

letter showed clearly that the Roumanians were conscious that theywere treat-

ing the Council with contempt, and that they intended to continue to do so.

M, PiCHON drew the Council’s attention to a telegram received that

morning from M. de Saint Aulaire,^ and remarked that the information

it contained somewhat contradicted that received by Mr. Polk. (See

Appendix D.)

4 French Minister at Bucharest,



Mr. Polk, commenting upon the telegram circulated by M. Pichon, said

he thought it was the most amazing attempt to avoid the real issue that he
had ever read. In view of the fact that the Allied generals in Budapest had
been urging the Roumanian Government to form a gendarmerie for the

maintenance of order, and had been positively opposed by them in any such

measure, the statement contained in the telegram from M. de St. Aulaire

that the Roumanians were anxious to restore order, was little short of

ridiculous.

Mr. Balfour said that he found it very difficult to believe that the

Roumanian Government was not playing with the Conference. The
Roumanian authorities at Budapest, and the Roumanian representatives

in the Allied capitals, knew by the papers, and from the Allied Generals at

Budapest, what were the wishes of the Council. The Military Representa-

tives at Budapest, in particular, had continually explained the wishes of the

Council. It was folly to suppose that communications made to the Rou-
manians at Budapest were not sent on to the Central Government at

Bucharest. The present complaint of the Roumanian Government, that

they were in ignorance of the real wishes of the Conference, seemed well-

nigh incredible. He had not had time to weigh the evidence in support of

their plea carefully; but it seemed to him that their present arguments were

only advanced as part of an elaborate scheme of ignoring the wishes of the

Allies, and of acting in whatever manner they themselves thought best.

There was a remarkable agreement between the conversation oftheAmerican
officer, communicated to the Council through Mr. Polk’s kindness, and the

actual facts of the case. He was far more inclined to believe the statements

made by the Roumanian official to Mr. Polk’s correspondent, than he was to

give credence to M. Bratiano’s assurances that the Roumanian Government
was still waiting for the instructions of the CouncB.
Mr. Polk then communicated a further extract from the same letter,

in which his correspondent stated that he had been informed by the Rou-
manian official that the Allies had made a peace which was unfair to small

nations; and that the Roumanians, therefore, intended to take the matter

into their own hands, and to settle the matter equitably in their section of

the world.

M. Tittoni said that the difficulties were increased by the fact that there

was no properly constituted government at Budapest; if there had been one

it would have been possible to collaborate with it in setting up a force suffi-

cient to maintain order, and, when this had been done, to ask the Roumanians
to go.

Mr. Polk said that M. Tittoni did not seem to have realised the exact

nature of the difficulty. The Allied generals at Budapest had frequently

urged the Roumanians to allow the Hungarians to form a police force. The
Roumanian[s] had positively obstructed any such measure. The Roumanian

- authorities had been asked, by the Council, not to devastate Hungary. The
Council had been told in reply, that it was incumbent upon Roumania to

get back the material taken from her at an earlier period of the war. The
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requisitions far exceeded anything that might have [? been] done under such

a plea. About 4,000 sealed cars had gone across the Roumanian frontiers from

Hungary, carrying everything that could possibly be requisitioned. He felt

very strongly in the matter for a particular reason. There was, at the present

moment, an American general officer in Budapest who was being flouted by
the Roumanian authorities. The situation was, therefore, so humiliating,

that he felt the President ought to be advised to withdraw the United States

general officer from Budapest.

M. Clemenceau said that he agreed, in the main, with Mr. Polk, but

thought it was difficult to act as though the Council were absolutely certain

that the Roumanian Authorities were acting in bad faith.

Mr. Balfour said that, although some doubt might exist as to whether

the Roumanian Government had received the telegrams of the Council, it

was none the less certain that they were fully aware ofthe policy ofthe Allies.

Mr. Polk said that a despatch had been agreed upon at the Meeting of

the Council on the 23rd August (see h. d. 37,5 Minute i); it had been

published in the papers in Paris on the 26th August, and transmitted to the

Generals in Budapest on the 27th. It must, therefore, have been sent on to

Bucharest. If the Roumanian representative at each of the Allied capitals

were summoned to the Foreign Ofiice, and told that the Council was in

earnest, he was certain that the situation in Roumania would improve. All

information received through the United States Secret Service was to the

effect that the opinion prevailed among the Roumanian Authorities that the

Council was not serious in its intentions.

Mr. Balfour then read the letter which he had drafted for communica-

tion to the Roumanian Government at Bucharest. (See Appendix E.)

M. Tittoni said that the letter had been very well drafted. He suggested

that in the first sentence ofthe second paragraph the words ‘rightly or wrongly’

(not now shown in Appendix E) should be deleted. The sentence as corrected

would be a more impartial expression of opinion.

A long discussion then followed as to the method of communicating the

letter to the Roumanian Government and

(It was decided that the letter drafted by Mr. Balfour should be taken by
Sir George Clerk personally to Bucharest, and be presented by him to the

Roumanian Government.)

(It was further decided that Sir George Clerk should also take copies of all

telegrams previously sent by the Conference to the Roumanian Govern-

ment and should communicate them with the aforesaid letter.)

4*

Clauses relative tl>

[Not printed] *

immigrationfor insertion

in the Treaty of Peace

with Bulgaria

s No. 41.

^ M. Berthdot commented on the report on this subject (arising out of proposals made

by M. Venizelos) submitted by the Commission on New States. (Appendix F in original.
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5- At this point. Dr. Benes and MM. Paderewski and Dmowski entered the

.
Council.

^ explained the question ofTeschen to the Council with

the aid ofmaps. He said that the problem should be looked at from
four points ofview, namely, the ethnographical, the historical, the economic
and the political.

According to the latest statistics, there were in the Teschen[]area, 230,000

Poles, 150,000 Czechs, and 60,000 Germans. This Polish

majority was questioned by the Czechs, who doubted the

accuracy of the statistics. Owing to the policy of the old

Austro-Himgarian Monarchy, the resistance of the Czechs to Austrian rule

had been combated by every administrative measure that could be brought

against them; and in consequence, the Austrian policy had been systematic-

ally to weaken any ethnographical statistics favourable to the Czecho-Slovak

population. This could be seen from the fact that the figures given varied

from one census to another. The German and Polish elements were generally

grouped together; because these two sections of the population were always

able to agree in their opposition to the Czechs. There were [n'e]
,
in the mining

district of the Teschen area, a large percentage of workmen, who were not,

properly speaking, inhabitants of Teschen. The Austrian Authorities had

assisted the Polish agitation in Teschen since the year 1873, when the

centralising tendencies of the Viennese Government began to be put into

effect. Since that date, Polish schoojs had multiplied, and a continuous

effort had been made to replace the local Czech administration by Polish

or German Authorities. The result of all this had been that the statistics of

the Polish population had increased, but the Czecho-Slovak Government
thought that false classifications had deliberately been introduced into the

data on which the statistics were based. The population in Teschen did not

speak the proper Polish language, but a dialectic mixture of Czecho-Slovak

and Polish. It was even declared that there were no villages in which separate

Polish and Czech inhabitants lived side by side. There were, none the less,

centres where the Czecho-Polish dialect was universally spoken. This showed

that the popxilation of Teschen, from an ethnographical point of view, was

in a transitional state. There was further to be taken into consideration

the tendency of the population towards a particular form of culture,

and it was certain that the tendency of the population in the area was

towards the adoption of Czech customs, these facts combined . to

show that the Austrian statistics could not be trusted, or at least, that they

presented only one side of the question. The Czech Government main-

tained that there were not more than 45 per cent, of Poles in the Teschen

area.

An English text is printed by D. H. Miller, op. cit., vol. xiii, pp. 309-17.) After discussion,

• the Supreme Gotincil decided: (i) that no clause on the subject of reciprocal immigratioh

in the Balkans be inserted in the Peace Treaty with Bulgaria; (ii) that the report of the

Gnmnission on New States be accepted, and the Commission be authorized to consult vdth

M. Venizelos as to the best method ofputting his proposals into effect.
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The situation of Czecho-Slovakia in the past was of importance. That
country had always identified itself with the ancient Kingdom

cons^atior^
of Bohemia, formed out of Moravia, Bohemia, and that portion

of Silesia which included Teschen, The strife of the sixteenth

century had almost exterminated the Bohemian population, A revival of

Bohemian national sentiment had occurred later, but the moral sentiment

sustaining it had been based upon the historical status of the Bohemian
Kingdom, and the national unity of that country. Basing itself upon these

feelings, Bohemia had always resisted the attempts of the Austro-Hungarian

Monarchy to force their country into a Central European Federation. They
had never, in the past, abandoned their standpoint, that the old Kingdom
constituted a historic unit, and ought never to be divided. This sentiment

was very deep, and existed at the present moment; the population could not

understand the projected division of Teschen, at a moment when the ethno-

graphical problem had not been finally resolved.

The coal question affected Czecho-SIovakia very deeply. There were large

masses of coal in Poland, and in those parts of Upper Silesia
(c) ^ono^

which would undoubtedly be ceded to that country. Statistics

showed that the total capacity of the Polish coalpits amounted to

86 billion tons; the pits in Czecho-SIovakia, including Teschen, only had a

capacity of 9 billion tons. Czecho-SIovakia was essentially an industrial

country. It had produced 70 per cent, of the metal work of the old Austro-

Hungarian Kingdom, 93 per cent, of the sugar products ofthat country, and
had worked a preponderating proportion of the blast furnaces employed in

Austro-Hungarian industries. All this showed how much the Czecho-Slovak

State was dependent upon a continuous supply of coal, and how little they

were asking for themselves. The mines in Czecho-SIovakia were only capable

of supplying the needs of the country for 1250 years. Poland imported

very little coal from Teschen, and statistics showed that in the past, only

25 trucks were sent into Poland every day. The industrial character of

Czecho-SIovakia obliged her to import coal from Silesia.

Mr. Polk then asked whether some of the coal imported by Czecho-

slovakia did not go to Austria.

Mr. Balfour also asked whether M. Benes’ figures included the importa-

tion of lignite.

M. Benes, replying to Mr. Polk, said that a certain quantity of coal was

transmitted to Austria through Czecho-SIovakia, but that two-thirds of the

total importation remained in the last-named country.

Replying to Mr. Balfour, he said that there was enough lignite in Czecho-

slovakia for the domestic needs of the country.

Passing to the Railway question, he drew the attention of the Council to

the fact that the most important railway line, maintaining communication

between Slovakia and the disputed coal districts, ran through Teschen. This

rafiway was absolutely necessary for the transport of the products of Czecho-

slovakia. (M. Benes here illustrated his statement by a reference to a

diagrammatic map, showing the great proportion ofrGzecho-Slovakaan goods
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carried over the Oderberg-Kaschau line.) It was impossible for the new
Czecho-Slovak Republic to build a new railway line on its own resources.

If the supply of coal upon which Gzecho-Slovakia depended so greatly

were taken from her, that country would have to rely upon
Poland for the essential elements of her existence. Czecho-

slovakia was a more industrial country than Poland. Her sugar

industries, her metallurgical works, and her blast furnaces could only be

developed and continued by having a continuous supply ofcoal. Ifa decision

were made unfavourable to Gzecho-Slovakia, it would cause a great revulsion

of feeling in that country. He had been surprised how deeply Gzech fueling

had been roused by the question. During the long negotiations of the past

months, he had done everything in his power to calm the population of his

country, but he had only been able to do so because his countrymen were

hoping for a solution favourable to themselves. They now saw themselves

faced with the possibility of a situation arising, in which they would be

deprived of these things which were necessary for the reconstruction of their

country. He had always attempted to advocate moderate views, but he

doubted whether his influence would prevail over the growing excitement in

his country.

He would like to draw attention to the economic effects of diplomatic

friction between his country and Poland. In a period of strained relations,

Poland would only have to hold up the railway traffic into Gzecho-Slovakia,

to paralyse that country in 24 hours. He would like the Polish representa-.

lives to understand that Gzecho-Slovakia was not demanding rights over

Polish populations, but merely putting forward a claim for things necessary

for her very life. Gzecho-Slovakia was surrounded by countries in a state of

ferment, and the supply of materials necessary for her reconstruction was an

absolute necessity to her, if she were to remain free of the existing political

confusion in Gentral Europe. He had desired to see his country reconstituted

on a firm economic basis as rapidly as possible, in order that he might make
it a sort of rallying point for the political aims of western European policy.

By doing so, he had hoped that her neighbours would gather round her, and

that the western Powers would find a support for their policies in Gzecho-

Slovakia. Poland was necessarily involved in the politics of Eastern Europe.

She was faced with all the difficulties of the Russian situation, in which she

would be involved for a long time to come. For tins reason, Poland would

require the collaboration of Gzecho-Slovakia, but this could not be given if

the last-named country were deprived of Teschen, which was regarded as

essential to her economic existence. During the war, the Gzech population

had adhered to their wish for the integrity of their country. They had had

the deepest faith in the policy of the Entente. He feared that if a decision

unfavourable to Gzecho-Slovakia were given on the Teschen question, there

would be a deep and general reversion offeeling. He feared that theproposed

solution of the Teschen question would give rise to a deeply hostile feeling

towards Poland, which ntight be seen fi:om the fact that the Radical Parties

in Gzecho-Slovakia were now adopting an inimical attitude towards Poland.
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In order to counteract this unfortunate sentiment amongst his countrymen,

he had proposed a compromise, which he had hoped would satisfy both

Poland and Gzecho-Slovakia. He had originally suggested that the line of

the Vistula should be the boundary between the two countries. It had been
pointed out to him that larger concessions were necessary, and he had
endeavoured, with success, to make popular opinion in his country, favour

the concession of the whole ofthe Bielitz district to Poland. His own opinions

had been regarded as heretical by his countrymen: notwithstanding this,

he had accepted a solution, which he hoped would have satisfied both Poland

and Gzecho-Slovakia. More than this, he had always wished to advance

conciliatory proposals in the case of Glatz. He had accepted a frontier

between his country and Hungary, which placed 132,000 more Slovaks under

Hungarian rule than there were Hungarians under Gzech administration.

He was now faced by a frontier line, proposed by the Joint Polish and

Gzecho-Slovak Gommittees, which divided the mining district into two por-

tions. Such a solution could not possibly be accepted. The artificial nature

of the division proposed could be seen by the well-known fact that there was

constant communication between the districts which it was proposed to

separate: large numbers ofworkmen were continually moving from one area

to another, and back. The new frontier line would interrupt firee com-
munication with Slovakia, and would oblige the Gzech Government to

construct a special railway line, which would practically run through one

continuous tunnel. The German population were all in favour of maintain-

ing the economic unity of the Teschen area. He did not wish to lay emphasis

on this argument, which none the less, could not be completely neglected.

He had recently received a Delegation, largely composed ofminers and work-

men, from the Teschen district. On the news being received that the

Teschen Basin was going to be divided, large numbers of Polish workmen
had protested against such a measure. It was to be noted that many of the

Delegates belonged to political parties quite averse to chauvinistic feeling

(Socialists, Socialist Democrats, etc.). None the less, they had expressed

themselves strongly on the point, and had stated that they feared for the

future. He did not think he was exaggerating when he said that this popula-

tion, now so profoundly disturbed, would act against the wishes both of the

Polish and of the Gzecho-Slovak Governments, and deal with the problem

by independent action on their own account. At the present moment,

strikes ofa political character were occurring, in which Polish workmen were

* taking part. He had tried to keep the population quiet, but he had begun

to feel that a conciliatory policy on his part was more and more difficult in

face of a general movement of protest and indignation. Teschen would

always be of secondary importance to Poland. The Poles had complained

that an economic argument was being brought against their ethnographical

claims. The Poles, themselves, had not hesitated to do the same when they

thought that such arguments would be favourable to them. He desired,

in conclusion, to ask the Conference to consider with the utmost care all

the arguments that he had brought forward, to weigh the grave political
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consequences which might follow a decision contrary to the wishes of the

Gzecho-Slovak population, and to take into account the immense sacrifices

which Czecho-Slovakia had made in supporting the Entente throughout

the war.

(It was agreed that the Polish Delegates should be heard on the following

day, and the meeting then adjourned.)

Hotel Astoria^ Paris

^

September 4^ 1919-

Appendix A to No. 51

Document i

Le Marechal Foch, Commandant en Chef les Armies Alliees^ d Monsieur le

President du Conseil^ President de la Conference de la Paix [Secretariat)

G.Q.G.A. le 3 septembre igig,

£tAT-MaJOR G^iN^RAL.

4243*

J’ai rhonneur de vous adresser ci-joint copie du compte rendu du Capitaine

Laperche, Chefdu Groupede liaison pres de la D616gation allemande, transmettant

la demande faite par Monsieur von Lersner, au nom du Gouvernement allemand,

de voir r^duire I’effectif des D^16gations des Commissions de Controle, ou tout au

moins reculer la date de leur depart pour Berlin.

Je crois devoir k ce propos, faire les observations suivantes:

I® C’est sur la demande expresse du Gouvernement allemand (lettre du 1 1 aout

de M. von Lersner k Monsieur le President de la Conference de la Paix) que le

Conseil Supreme des Allies a pris la resolution^ d’envoyer . le plus tot possible

.

k Berlin, une Delegation rdduite, composee du President et des membres les plus

importants de chaque Commission, de telle sorte que chaque Puissance participant

au Controle y soit representee . .
. pour fixer, d’accord avec le Gouvernement

allemand les modalites d’execution des clauses de la Partie V du Traite de Paix’.

2° La composition des Delegations des Trois Commissions (60 officiers, 12

interpretes, 77 hommes, 13 automobiles) a ete arretee par les Presidents des

Commissions, en tenant compte de la mission qui leur incombe et de la necessite

d’avoir dans chacune d’elles des representants de chaque Puissance participant au

Controle.

II n’est done pas possible de rdduire leur composition.

3^ La date du depart du 5 septembre a ete fixee en admettant d’une part que

les Delegations auraient besoin d’environ 10 jours pour preparer le travail deleurs

Commissions, d’autre part, que le Traite de Paix entrerait en vigueur vers le

15 septembre.

J’estime qu’il est indispensable que les Commissions de Controle puissent fonction-

ner des la mise en vigueur du Traite de Paix.

La date de depart des Delegations ne saurait done etre retardee, a moins que la

ratification du Traite de Paix ne doive avoir lieu k date nettement postdrieure k

celle du 1 5 septembre.
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J’ai rhonneur de vous demander de vouloir bien me faire connaitre la reponse

que je dois adresser a M. von Lersner.

P. O. Le Major General

Desticker

Document 2

Compte-Rendu du Capitaine Laperche^ Chef du Groupe de Liaison pres de la

Delegation allemande

Mission Henry
VERSAILLES, U g septembte igig.

Ge matin, au cours d’un entretien qu’il avait demande a avoir avec moi,

Monsieur de Lersner m’a donne communication d’une depeche qu’il avait regue

de Berlin au sujet de la prochaine arrivee d’une mission militaire Interalliee,

annoncee par la lettre N® 4193? du 31 aout 1919, du Marechal Commandant en

chef les Annees Alliees.

Cette Mission qui doit quitter Paris le 5 septembre se compose de 60 OfiSciers,

12 Interpr^tes, 77 hommes, 13 automobiles.

Monsieur de Lersner m’a prie de transmettre, a litre qfficieux au Secretariat de la

Conference de la Paix, les remarques formulees a ce sujet par son Gouvemement:
Le Gouvemement allemand fait observer que cette mission n’ayant qu’a

preparer I’installation et a organiser les travaux des commissions militaires qui

n’entreront en fonction qu’apres la mise en vigueur du Traite de Paix, le nombre

des membres qui la composent semble trop eleve.

Le Gouvemement allemand voit un grave inconvenient a I’envoi, des maintenant,

d’une mission aussi importante et demande instamment que

:

1° dans le cas oil on jugerait necessaire d’envoyer une mission des maintenant

on en reduise Pimportance.

2® dans le cas oil on ne jugerait pas possible de diminuer sa composition, on

retarde de quelque temps son depart.

Monsieur de Lersner a insiste en me faisant remarquer que I’arrivee actuellement

d’une telle Mission augmenterait encore les graves difficultes de politique int6rieure

auxquelles le Gouvemement allemand a presentement a faire face, L’opinion

pubUque en Allemagne serait surprise par I’arrivee d’une Mission Jvlilitaire aussi

importante, alors que le travail des Commissions Militaires interalliees destinies k

surveiller I’execution des Clauses du Traite ne doit coinmencer qu’apr^ la mise en

vigueur du Traite de Pars, et les differents partis politiques trouveraient dans ce

fait un nouvel Element de lutte contre le Gouvemement.

Laperche

Destinataires : Secretariat de la Conference de la Paix, fitat-Major Marechal Foch.

Appendix C to No. 51

DiLiOATION RoUMAINE k LA CONFERENCE DE LA PaIX.

PARIS, le g septembre igig.

Monsieur le President,

Je viens de recevoir un teiegramme de Monsieur Bratiano, President du Conseil

de Roumanie, m’informant que jusqu’au matin du 31 aout dernier il n’avait pas
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regu la Note envoyee par la Conference dont parlaient des radiogrammes expedids

en Roumanie par les Agences telegraphiques.

Monsieur Bratiano a re^u mes telegrammes lui annongant Tinterdiction de tous

transports militaires pour la Roumanie et il me prie d’attirer Fattention sp^ciale

de la Conference sur le caractere pernicieux et dangereux de la politique adoptee

k regard de la Roumanie.
Quant aux affaires de Hohgrie, la Roumanie avait la conviction que par

Toccupation de Budapest et la destruction du bolchevisme, elle rendait un grand

service k la cause generale.

A la suite des conditions qu’on veut creer k la Roumanie sans lui tenir compte
de ses sacrifices en hommes et materiel, le Gouvernement roumain envisage

rinteret qu^il aurait de retirer ses troupes en de^^ de la Tissa en dedinant toute

responsabilite pour Petat chaotique dans lequel sera replongee cette region de

FEurope disputee entre les bolcheviks et les reactionnaires monarchiques.

Veuillez agreer, etc.

N. Misu
Son Excellence Monsieur G. Glemenceau.

Appendix D to No. 51

Le 30 aout igig.

Regu le g septembre d 18 hemes 40.

Le Ministere des Affaires fitrangeres m’a dit que les troupes roumaines dvacue-

raient le territoire hongrois des que la Hongrie aurait ete desarmee et que les

Roumains seraient rentres partiellement en possession du materiel de chemin de

fer qui leur a ete enleve et dont ils ne peuvent se passer pour sauvegarder les

interets economiques du pays. Des que ce double objectif aura ete atteint, la

Roumanie, m’a dit M. Bratiano, retirera ses troupes. La question hongroise lui

parait cependant grosse de menaces. L’impression generale est qu’apres le depart

des troupes roumaines la Hongrie sombrera dans le Bolchevisme, a moins qu’elle

n’evolue vers la forme monarchique, seule capable, semble-t-il, de se maintenir sans

appui exterieur. Un Gouvernement democratique ne pourrait s’imposer que si le

pays continuait k etre occupe par les troupes roumaines pendant le laps de temps
necessaire pour lui permettre de s’organiser et de creer une force armee susceptible

d’assurer sa defense et de maintenir Fordre.

M. Bratiano a ajoute que c’etait 1^ une question d’ordre general, et que toutes

les Puissances avaient le meme interet k empecher que Budapest ne redevint le

centre d’un foyer d’anarchie qui s’entendrait [? etendrait] bientot jusqu’a Vienne
et peut-etre m^me au del^. La Roumanie toutefois n’a nulle intention de jouer le

role de gendarme de FEntente en depit de celle-ci et ne s’obstinera pas k maintenir

ses troupes k Budapest, alors que leur presence ne lui a valu jusqu’ici, de la part de
ses Allies, que des reproches qu’elle estime n’avoir pas m6nt6.

Saint-Aulaire

Appendix E to No. 51 7

The Associated Powers have watched with the deepest concern the recent

developments ofRoumanianpolicy in Hungary, which seem to indicate a deliberate

7 The letter contained in this appendix is printed by F. Deik, op. cit., pp. 492-4.
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resolve ofher rulers to separate themselves from their Allies and pursue an indepen-

dent course of their own.

So long as the Soviet Government of Bela Kim were attacking or threatening

to attack the Roumanian Army with forces in excess of those permitted by the

Armistice, the Roumanian Government were able to allege that self-preservation

required them to occupy a strong defensive line on Hungarian soil, notwithstand-

ing that the Conference had requested them to retire within their own newly
drawn frontier. Whatever apparent force this argument may have once possessed,

it has none now. Events have demonstrated the military impotence of Bela Kun
as clearly as his political bankruptcy : and assuredly no considerations of national

security can any longer be urged by the Roumanian Government in defence of

their recent action. Even if Hungary, under its Soviet Government, did not

completely carry out the provisions of the Armistice, it was for the Associated

Governments, by their collective action, to deal with the situation thus created,

not for one of them in isolation to pursue a policy of its own devising. This how-
ever is exactly what Roumania has done, and in a manner which seems wholly

without excuse. Hungary, suing for peace, already partially disarmed, in the

throes of revolution, without allies and without food, has been overrun by troops,

who under order from Bucharest, systematically strip it of every species ofmovable
wealth, alive or dead, which seems worth the labour of transportation. Gatde,

horses, agricultural implements, raw material, machinery, railway equipment,

even the outfit of a children’s hospital, choke the lines which lead from Buda-Pesth

to Roumania. Wherever there are Roumanian soldiers, and Hungarian prisoners

to work for them, everything is being taken that can be taken, however necessary

it may be to provide employment in the towns or to raise food in the country. The
economic problem presented by Hungary, in any case difficult of solution, is thus

becoming rapidly impossible.

The Associated Powders are well aware of the provocation which Roumania has

received. They make no excuses for her enemies. She was abominably treated by
Hungary and the Allies of Hungary in their hour of triumph; and if she is now
plundering on her own account, she has been herself most cruelly plimdered.

Doubtless the majority of her soldiers genuinely believe that, since they are only

taking back what was once their own, their conduct needs no defence.

But though this may be true of the Roumanian soldiers, it caniiot be true of the

Roumanian Government. They must be well aware that this rough and ready

method of exacting reparation is neither just to their allies nor expedient in the

common interests. If indeed it did no more than impoverish Himgary and enrich

Roumania it might be said, with truth, that both countries got what they deserved.

But none knew better than the Roumanian Government that the policy of the

Associated Powers takes account of far wider issues and far more complicated

interests : for in the framing of that policy Roumanian delegates took their share.

The decisions then arrived at assume the truth of two principles, both of which

are violated by the action of the Roumanian authorities in Hungary. The first

is that while enemy countries ' are jusdy liable for all and more than all they are

able to pay, this amount will be diminished not increased if they are made the

victims of exactions which utterly destroy their powers of production. The second

is that as the war was a common imdertaking, the funds obtained for reparations

should be divided on a fixed scheme among the allies who suffered loss.

Now the Roumanian Government, when they organised the plundering of

Hungary, must have been well aware that they were violating both these principles.
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They must have known that they were reducing Hungary to a condition in which
she was much more likely to be a charge upon Allied charity than to contribute to

the reparation of Allied losses; and they must have known that what was taken
from Hungary, belonged as of right to the general reparation fund and not to any
single one among the belligerent Powers.

These considerations are so obvious in themselves, and have been so earnestly

pressed upon the Roumanian Government, that the Associated Powers are
reluctantly compelled to ask themselves whether Roumania still counts herself

among their number. None of the events that have occurred during the last fevy

weeks are of a nature to reassure them. Remonstrances addressed to Bucharest
have remained without reply. Remonstrances addressed to Roumanian representa-

tives at Paris have been of no effect. Remonstrances made in the name of the

Conference by the Allied generals at Buda-Pesth have been met with fair promises.

But the promises have not been kept. Roumania has persistently treated Hungary
as a conquered province, and herself as its conqueror, sole and irresponsible.

There is no sign that she still deems herself a member of an Alliance, or that in

her judgment the Five Great Powers who mainly won the war have any pre-

dominant claim to settle the terms of peace.

These are facts which the Conference note with the greatest regret. They
acclaimed the entry ofRoumania into the war: they rejoiced that after a succession

of calamities which the Western belligerents were powerless to prevent, she was
about to share to the full the fruits of their victory: they never doubted that she

was to be counted among their Allies. Unhappily, they are forced against their

will to doubt it now: and, in one way or the other, for good or for evil, their doubts

must be resolved without delay.

They desire therefore a clear reply to the following questions;

Is Roumania prepared on a date to be fixed by the Conference to withdraw her

troops from Hungary?
Is she prepared at once to cease appropriating to her use Hungarian property?

Is she prepared to surrender to the Reparation Commission the property
already appropriated?

Is she prepared to co-operate loyally with the Associated Powers, and under
their direction, in the task ofso restoring order in Hungary as to enable a responsible

Government to negotiate terms of peace?
The Conference are most unwilling to believe that the Roumanian Government

will hesitate to return an affirmative answer to all these questions. Their refusal

would be an immeasurable misfortune. It would shatter the hopes of those who
see in the unbroken co-operation of the Associated Powers the surest security for

future peace; only those would be content who hold that in the hour of victory no
alliance can stand the strain of competing national interests. Whether Roumeuiia
would gain by a severance of friendly relations with her Western Associates, it is

,
for Roumanian statesmen to determine. But the Conference must know, and know
without delay, where they stand, and how they are henceforward to look upon a
State they have been proud to call their Ally.

A. J. B[alfour] 4. 9. 19.
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No, 52

H. D. 48.] Notes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powersi
held in M, Pichon^s Room at the Quai d^Orsay^ Paris

^
on Friday

y

September 5, igiQy at ii.o a.m.

Present: U,S,A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,
Mr. P. Kerr.

France : M. Glemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Berthe-

lot, M. de Saint-Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretaries, M. Patemo, M. Barone Russo,

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A,: Mr. G. Russell. British Empire: Gapt. E.

Abraham. France: M. de Percin. Italy: Gaptain Rossi.

Interpreter: M. Gamerlynck.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned:

—

UBA . : The Hon. H. Gibson, Mr.Johnson, Professor Goolidge, Dr. Lord,

Mr. A. Dulles,

Great Britain: Mr. A. Leeper, Golonel F. H. Kisch, IMr. Garr.

France: M. Tardieu, M. J. Gambon, General Le Rond, M. Laroche,

M. Hermite.

Italy: Golonel Castoldi, M, Stranieri.

Czechoslovakia: Dr. Benes.

Poland: M. Padere^vski, M. Dmowski.

I. M, Glemenceau said he had received a telegram from General Dupont,

regarding the situation in Silesia, which was reported as being very

fil^a^
(Appendix A.) He had nothing to propose, but only wished

to communicate the news to his colleagues.

Mr. Balfour observed that nothing could be done until the Treaty was

ratified. He hoped that this would take place in about 10 days.

Mr. Polk said that, according to Mr. Hoover, there was a prospect of the

situation in Silesia improving.

2. The Council had before it a draft Article for insertion in the Treaty with

Bulgaria, proposed by the American Delegation. (Appendix B.)

^Dobmd'a
PoLK said, that, as his colleagues would remember, he^

^ had deferred his reply to the question of the frontier between

Bulgaria and Roumarda in the Dobrudja, at a previous meeting.^ He had

realised that there were many reasons against the insertion ofany clause such

as that suggested in the Treaty itself. The American Delegation would be

satisfied if a sentence to the same effect were inserted in the covering letter

to the Bulgarian Delegation. It might then be suggested that the ultimate

settlement should be in the hands, either of the Allied and Associated Powers

or of the League of Nations.

* See No. 50, minute 7.
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Mr. Balfour pointed out that the covering letter would only be sent

to the Bulgarians after all their Notes regarding the Treaty had been

received. In other words, several weeks would elapse before the letter was

sent.

Mr. Polk said that the Bulgarians would certainly raise the point in their

comments on the Treaty. This would give an opportunity for making a

statement on the subject.

Mr. Balfour suggested that the Council should resolve to take up the

subject again when the covering letter was considered. He was ready, him-

self, to state that the attribution of Southern Dobrudja to Bulgaria would be

conducive to a lasting peace in the Balkans. Secondly, he thought that it was

impossible, as long as Roumania remained an Allied Power, or, at the worst,

a neutral, to insert any clause in the Treaty with Bulgaria requiring a

surrender of Roumanian territory. Thirdly, he thought that it would be

well to consider the matter again at the time of drafting the final covering

letter. By that time, the attitude of Roumania towards the Conference

would be defined. The Council would then know what advice could be

given to the Roumanians and what methods it was right to employ. In any

case, it would not be possible to make Roumania yield territory unless she

became an enemy State.

Mr. Polk said that he agreed. He pointed out, however, that according

to the future provisions of the Treaty with Hungary, Roumania stood a

chance of receiving considerable accessions of territory in Transylvania and

Bukovina. Her acquisition of these territories might be made contingent

on her yielding ground in the Dobrudja.

Mr. Balfour said that this might be difficult, as the frontiers in Transyl-

vania and Bukovina had been drawn on ethnological lines. It would be

difficult to alter these frontiers without violating the principles of the

Conference.

Mr. Polk said that a close examination ofthe boundaries would probably

reveal some instances on which the ethnological principle had not been

strictly followed.

M. PiCHON said that a serious question of principle was involved. The

Conference, hitherto, had never attempted to revise Treaties anterior to

the war.

M. Clemenceau said that he thought that dealing with the matter in a

covering letter was not very practical. A promise to Bulgaria, by the Con-

ference, that Roumania would be invited to yield territory, would amount to

nothing. An invitation to Roumania to do so would equally amount to this.

He wondered whether the basis of a bargain existed anywhere. Without a

bargain, he thought notffing could be achieved.

M. Tittoni said that he did not think the question of the Dobrudja could

be made corollary to the question of Transylvania or Bukovina. The matter

of Bessarabia, however, remained. He wotdd be inclined to ask Roumania to

make a concession in the Dobrudja as a condition of obtaining what the

Commission recommended in Bessarabia.
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Mr. Polk observed that he had not suggested making any promises at

present.

M. Clemenceau said the case would be the same in three weeks’ time.

M. Tardieu obseiv’ed that the advantage of the procedure suggested by

Mr. Polk was that the Bulgarian Treaty could be proceeded with.

M. Tittoni said that he understood that the question of the Dobrudja

would be considered at a later stage, in connection with the question of

Bessarabia.

Mr. Polk said that he was ready to adopt Mr. Balfour’s plan; namely,

first, that in principle, it was accepted as desirable that Roumania should

yield a part of the Southern Dobrudja to Bulgaria; second, that no clause to

this effect should be inserted in the Treaty with Bulgaria; third, that the

means of obtaining this result should be considered at the time of sending

the covering letter to the Bulgarians. He wished it to be understood that

nothing he had said committed him to an offer of Bessarabia to Roumania

in exchange for Southern Dobrudja.

(It was agreed that, for the purpose of the Treaty with Bulgaria, no change

should he made in the frontier between Roumania and Bulgaria, as exist-

ing at the outbreak of War.)

3. At this point, M. Dmowski and later M. Benes, and still later M. Pade-

rewski entered the room.

^*^owsKi said that it was extremely painful to him to have

to defend his cause against his friends, the Czecho-Slovaks. He
had hoped that Poland and Czecho-Slovakia would always stand together

throughout the Conference. Now they appeared as rival litigants before the

Council. He thought that the independence of Poland and Czecho-Slovakia

was not yet achieved, though the Conference had given a basis for both. In

return Poland and Czecho-Slovakia owed it to the Allied and Associated

Powers to be the defenders of peace in Eastern Europe. He himself had

always defended the Czecho-Slovak cause as ifhe had been a Czecho-Slovak

himspif. He would continue to do so. He would always endeavour to secure

a friendly agreement between the two neighbouring countries. He thought

that the worst cause of conflict between neighbours was the subjection ofone

nationality to another. Should this take place, as between Poland and

Czecho-Slovakia, friendship between the two countries would never be

possible. M. Benes had said that' full rights woifld be accorded to the Poles

in Teschen under Czecho-Slovak sovereignty. The first right of the Poles in

Teschen was to belong to Poland. M. Benes had further said that the Polish

rlaim was based on ethnographical reasons. This was not the case. He was

prepared to leave ethnography to savants and philologists. Statesmen

established their claims on the wishes ofpeoples. The Polish claim was based

on the national sentiment of the populations in question. The population of

Teschen was literate. It could not be. treated like an inarticulate mass.

Each man knew what his national feelings were. In the first Slay Congress

at Prague in 1848, the representative of Teschen had joined the Poles, and
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the first newspaper pubUshed in Teschen during the nineteenth century had
been written in Polish and not in Czech or in German. His thesis was that

the country was not so much ethnically Polish as sentimentally and culturally

Polish. The proof of this was that the Polish Delegation had suggested

holding a plebiscite and this had been refused by the Czecho-Slovak Delega-

tion. On the 5th of November of the preceding year, when the Austrian

Monarchy broke up, the population of Teschen had, on its own initiative,

made a provisional settlement of the country. They had divided the country

into two parts, and the line thus obtained had not aroused any protest either

in Poland or in Bohemia. Both nations, therefore, seemed inclined to accept

it. Difficulties had been made by the political leaders. The Czech people

had been led to suppose that they could obtain the whole of Teschen from

the Conference. When the decision of the Commission had been com-

municated in vague terms to the press in Bohemia, an organised protest by

means of strikes was decided on. The Czech authorities had stopped trains

running from Warsaw to Paris, had used troops to force the workmen to

strike, and had even threatened to flood the mines should the men go to

work. A German owner, whose Polish workmen wished to work in the mines,

had told them he could not guarantee their lives. In spite of pressure, never-

theless, the miners had continued work. This indicated that the country was

undoubtedly Polish, and unwilling to collaborate in the plan of solving the

fate of the country by strikes. M. Benes had impugned the Austrian official

statistics of the population in Teschen. He had said that the figures had been

falsified in favour of the Poles, because of the consistent opposition of the

Czechs. This was really not the case. The Austrian Government had been

more anti-Polish in Teschen than anti-Czech, because their strongest adver-

saries in the area were the Poles. In 1900 the census showed 60% Poles,

23% Czechs, 15% Germans. In 1910 the proportion was, 54% Poles, 27%
Czechs, 18% Germans. From these figures it followed that the Polish per-

centage was shown as diminished, just as the Czech and German percentage

rose. It might be inferred that a pro-German policy tended to minimise the

Polish element, and to increase the Czechs. M. Benes had introduced a

number of economic reasons. These were very strong. Bohemia, being a

highly industrialised country, needed coal and therefore desired to possess

the mines, but it could not be laid down that need makes ownership. The
Polish Delegation maintained that the balance should be in favour of the

national sentiment of the population. By a very strict application of this

principle, Poland had been deprived of Danzig, which was the lungs of

Poland. Danzig represented far more for Poland than the mines of Teschen

for Bohemia. It would not be possible to deprive the Poles of the advantage

of a rule which had been made to operate against them in favour of defeated

Germany. He wished to remain the friend of the Czecho-Slovak republic.

Polzind would desire to sell her coal to her neighbours. In this instance it

was the quality ofthe coal that mattered. The coal derived from the Karwin
Basin was convertible into coke. In Poland there was no coal ofthis character.

Shoxild Upper Silesia as a result of the plebiscite go to Poland, there would
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be some such coal in Poland, but not much. The gas works in Warsaw

employed coal from the Karwin Basin. The Poles needed it more than

Bohemia, which had coke-producing coal in other parts of the country.

Bohemia needed ordinary coal. This could not be obtained from the Karwin

Basin. Bohemia had always imported some of her coal from Upper Silesia.

Should this country go to the Poles, Poland would now become her supplier.

But the fact that Bohemia required coal from Upper Silesia was a poor

reason for giving her the Karwin Basin. Bohemia would buy rather more

coal than she used to, and Poland in return would import her industrial

products. Poland was very ready to sign a Convention to supply Bohemia

with enough coal for her industries. It would be far easier to settle the

maH-pr in ibis way, than by making an unfair settlement in Teschen. If the

true national line were adopted, Poland would receive 51% of ordinary

coal and 44% of coke out of the production ofTeschen. The Polish Delega-

tion was ready to yield a certain number of mining communes in which the

population was not clearly Polish. This would reduce the Polish proportion

to 39% of ordinary coal, and 22% of coke. Polish ambitions were therefore

not excessive. Poland required coke perhaps in a less degree than Bohemia

because less industrial, but, nevertheless, she did need some. He thought

the whole coal situation could be solved on these lines and by means of a

Convention between the two countries. This would be far easier than by

committing an injustice in Teschen, against which Poland would always

protest and which would always disturb the peace. As to the railways,

M. Benes had said that the Oderberg-Kaschau line was the principal com-

munication between Bohemia and Slovakia. He begged to point out that

this line had never served such a purpose before. It was the main line

between Berlin and Buda-Pest. It carried coal from Upper Silesia to

Hungary and to the Balkans. It was necessary not for Bohemia, but for

Poland, when Upper Silesia became Polish. There were four other lines

connecting Bohemia and Slovakia. Two of these needed small coimecting

tracks of 8 kilometres in one case and 12 kilometres in the other. If these

tracks had not been laid, geography was not the culprit. It had been

Hungarian pohcy to stifle the development of Slovakia. Now that Bohemia

and Slovakia were united in one State, no such reasons existed. The Czecho-

Sloyak Republic would easily construct what was required and he undertook

to prophesy that, in 20 years, Boheinia wordd be connected with Slovakia by

at least 8 lines of railway. On the other hand, Poland required the railway

from Oderberg to Kaschau to export coal from Upper Silesia. The map
prepared by the Commission,* which he had seen on the previous day for the

first time, had somewhat alarmed him. In order to attribute to Czecho-

slovakia the southern portion of this railway, the Commission had handed

over to Czecho-Slovakia the most Polish of die Polish areas in Teschen—he

might almost say the most Polish population in Poland. There were few

parts of Poland in which the population was 100 per cent. Polish: in this area

it was. The population had another characteristic. It was protestant in

* See No. 50, appendix G.
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religion. These protestant Poles had always taken a very prominent part in

the Polish national movement and it was these very people whom the Com-
mission attributed to Gzecho-Slovakia on the pretext that Bohemia required

the southern, part of the Oderberg-Kaschau railway, which, in reality, she

did not require. It had been pointed out to him by a military authority that

the, line suggested by the Commission would give the Czechs a dominant

position over the Polish part of the country. He put such considerations

aside, as he did not wish even to contemplate the thought ofwar between the

two countries. On national and economic grounds, he considered the Polish

claim was right and he would only repeat what he had said at the beginning,

that the essential condition for good relations between two neighbouring

States, whose independence was not yet achieved and whose function was

to be guardians of the peace in Central Europe, was to avoid the subjection

of the population of either to the other. AU he asked for was the application

of the national principle which had been applied with considerable severity

against Poland in favour of Germany.

M. Benes said that the local agreement referred to by M. Dmowski be-

tween the Czech and Polish populations in Teschen had really been made

according to the administrative districts which previously existed. It had

not been intended that the question of ultimate sovereignty should, in any

way, be pre-judged by this provisional settlement. In Bohemia protests had

not arisen until the Polish Government had ordered mobilisation in the

Polish part of the territory, as if the provisional settlement had established

Polish sovereignty in the area. M. Dmowski had referred to various acts of

Czech officials. He did not wish, himself, to go into such details, though he

had numberless reports containing equivalent allegations against Poles. At

Oderberg and Bogumin Polish troops had forced the Czech workmen to sign

a petition in favour of annexation to Poland. However, recriminations of

this kind would be endless and he preferred to avoid the subject. M. Dmowski
had argued that the census had been falsified against the Poles. In fact, the

Czechs and Germans had never united against the Poles; the Poles and

Germans had always combined against the Czechs. He had previously

- pointed out that the mines in Teschen only exported 25 wagon loads ofcoke

to Poland. Bohemia, on the other hand, had to import coal from Upper

Silesia, which was to become Polish. Upper Silesia contained quantities

of coke-producing coal. M. Dmowski had pointed out that Bohemia would

always depend on Upper Silesia, that is to say, on Poland, for coal. This

was too true, and Czecho-Slovakia only asked for what was strictly necessary,

in order not to be at the mercy of every eventuality. M. Dmowski had

made use of the percentage of cosJ Poland and Czecho-Slovakia would

obtain firom Teschen should it be divided between them, but had made no

mention ofthe immense resources in Poland. But Czecho-Slovakia required

30 million tons a year and only produced 26 million tons. Moreover, the

Treaty forced Czecho-Slovakia to supply Austria with coal. This would

leave the industries of the country entirely dependent on Poland. As to the

railways, it was true that there were communications between Bohemia and
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Czecho-Slovakia \_sic\^ but M. Dmowski had omitted to state that the railway

from Oderberg to Kaschau was the only line going through Slovakia from

west to east. The hills in Slovakia went from north to south and no other

railway could be built across the country. The Teschen question for Czecho-

slovakia was analogous to the question of Alsace-Lorraine for France.

The culture of the country was Czech. This was evidenced by the habits

of the people, their dress and the architecture of their houses. All these

resembled what prevailed in Moravia. A large part of the admittedly

Polish population ofTeschen had declared in favour of union with Czecho-

slovakia; in case of a plebiscite, this population would vote in the same

sense.

M. Paderewski said that he was almost ashamed to join M. Dmowski
against M. Benes. M. Benes however was a champion who would, he felt

sure, be equal to both ofthem. In any case, he did not mean to be aggressive.

No one more than himself desired good relations with Czecho-Slovakia. It
^

was the destiny of the two countries to live in peace and it was also their

duty. They owed it to the Allied and Associated Powers who had given them

independence, to humanity, and to their own exhausted peoples. Discord

would not prevail between Poland and Czecho-Slovakia if M. Benes and he

could make mutual concessions. The Teschen area interested Czecho-

slovakia because of its coal. It interested Poland because of its population.

The arguments on one side were economic and on the other side national.

M. Benes, taking as his model the judgment of Solomon, suggested cutting

the country in two. Poland protested. It might be inferred on which side

was real maternity. In any case, the child had reached the age of discretion

and was able to say to which country it belonged. There were, in addition,

impartial observers, among whom he quoted the work of two Bohemian
savants. It was true that there were some villages in Teschen with a Czech
majority. M. Dmowski had told the Council that Poland did not claim them.

As the Polish Delegation had good reason to know. States were better off

without alien minorities. M. Benes’ remarks about coal might lead the

Council to suppose that his country was in dire peril. Was coal so important

a matter as to justify tire subjugation of an unwilling population and the

estrangement of a country nearly four times as big as Czecho-Slovakia? On
the same lines, what should Italy do, seeing that she had neither coal, oil nor

forests? In reality, was Czecho-Slovakia so poor in coal? Out of a produc-

tion of 26^ million tons of lignite throughout the former monarchy, 83

per cent, had been produced in’ Bohemia and 86 per cent, of Austrian and
Hungarian coal came from Bohemia. These figures proved Bohemia to be

one of the richest coal-producing countries in the world, after Great Britain,

America and Germany. These figures were derived from an authority who
would not be denied by M. Benes; they were derived from the work of

President Masaryk. M. Benes had stated that Czecho-Slovakia needed 30

million tons of coal and had only 26 million. If President Masaryk’s figures

were not accepted, he would refer to statistics. In 1913, 34 million tons of

brown and black coal (23 million brown and 1 1 million black) had been
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produced in Bohemia; divided among 13 million inhabitants, this represented

two thousand kilos, per head ofbrown and 900 kilos, per head of black coal.

Poland, in the same year, had produced 11,814,000 tons of black coal and
952,000 tons of coke for a population now amounting to 29 millions. This

represented not even 400 kilos, per head. In view of the tragic situation in

Upper Silesia, the Council couldjudge whether Poland could lightly abandon
the coal of Teschen, If Upper Silesia became Polish, the situation would be
different and Poland would make every concession in order to supply Czecho-

slovakia with the coal she required. This matter could be settled between

the experts of the two countries. As to the railways, M. Dmowski had
pointed out that all Czecho-Slovakia need do to perfect her communications

was to build two lines measuring 8 and 12 kilometres. Poland wished to be

a good neighbour to Czecho-Slovakia and was ready to bear half the cost of

construction. Before concluding, he would like to quote an incident of his

last journey to Poland. At the first frontier station in Teschen in an open

field were gathered some 3,000 persons, mostly workmen, women, and
children. It was raining hard but he was received with songs, music and
speeches. Several speeches were made. The one which struck him most was

made by a workman, who said that the quarrel between the Poles and
Czechs should be put an end to as soon as possible. The Czechs and Poles

were both Slavs and cousins. The Czechs ought to have all the coal that

could be spared, but no Polish land should be given to them and no Czech

land to the Poles. The speaker might now be dead, as the place he lived in

had been much oppressed by the Germans, who were shooting the Poles

like rabbits. The moral of his speech had been understood in Warsaw. He
hoped that it might be understood in Prague.

M. Benes said that Czecho-Slovakia was not only interested in Teschen

for its coal. The country was connected with the rest of Czecho-Slovakia by
history, culture and administrative bonds. Mere figures could not determine

the question. The future needs of Czecho-Slovakia must be taken into con-

sideration. The statistics quoted by M. Paderewski were not conclusive.

Production had been far more intensive in Bohemia than in Poland. On
the other hand, the possibilities of production in Poland were infinitely

greater than in Czecho-Slov^a. He had been himself as conciliatory as

possible, but it must be remembered that he was not alone and that the

peoples in both countries were passionate and excitable. It was better that

each should be self-sufficient, as if either depended for vital necessities upon
the other, there would be no solid peace. In other cases the Conference had
sacrificed small minorities in order to establish lasting arrangements. This

was a case in which this method should be put in practice, as had been done
in the case of Ratibor against Czecho-Slovakia. Perfection could not be

attained. If Poland and Czecho-Slovakia were independent of one another

in respect of their vital needs, agreement between them would be easy. In

any case, whatever the decision ofthe Conference, he would faithfully observe

it and, in so doing, continue the policy he had consistently followed from the

start, that of seeking friendship with Poland.
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4* The letter contained in Appendix was approved and signed by M.
, , ^ f,. Clemenceau.
Instructions to Sir

George Clerk on his The note to the Roumanian Government (See h. d. 47,-^

Mission to Bucharest Minute 3 and Appendix E), was signed by all the delegates.

5. The draft of Article 48 for insertion in the Treaty of Peace wth Bulgaria

.
(Appendix D)^ was accepted, subject to the approval of

ccess of garia
Polk to be communicated later in the day to the Secre-

te the Aegean Sea
tariat-General.

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Astoria Hotels Paris^

5th September^ igig.

Appendix A to No. 52

Rapport du General Dupont

BERLIN, b septembre jgig

Affaires de Silesie.

D’apres le Gapitaine ftangais Poupard, qui vient d’arriver de Sil&ie, la situation

dans ce pays est lamentable.

Le pays vit sous la terreur exercee par les troupes allemandes. G’est Dinant,

c’est Lille, exasperes encore si possible par la haine farouche centre les Polonais et

la rage de la defaite.

Comme partout ou sevit la soldatesque prussienne, tous, Allemands compris,

sauf les fonctionnaires et les Hakatistes [? Spartakistes], soupirent apres son depart

et demandent Tordre et la paix sous une occupation alliee.

Ainsi que je vous Tai exposd deja, il sera difficile au Gouvemement de faire

accepter cette idee par les partis d’opposition. II depend d’eux par raim^e qui ne
consent k le soutenir qu’a condition qu’il fasse tout ce qu’elle veut. Sans doute, il

faut obtenir cet assentiment, mais il faut aussi que le peuple reconnaisse que ses

dirigeants sont obliges de le donner. La persuasion ne sufiira done pas, je le crains.

L’effectif des troupes k affecter a cette occupation dependra essenti^ement de
rimportance des mesures prises pour forcer le consentement de TAllemagne.

Dupont. ,

3 Not printed. In this letter, dated September 5, 1919, from M. Clemenceau to Sir

George Clerk the latter was formally notified of the decision as to his mission to Bucharest

taken by the Supreme Council on the previous day (see No. 51, minute 3). The letter con-

tinued : ‘Je vous serai done reconnaissant de vous rendre le plus tot possible k Bucarest en
qualite d’envoy6 des Puissances Allises et Associees; ced n’implique pas que vous soyez

charge de donner oralement au Gouvemement Roumain un commentaire officiel k la note

des AUi^ : toutefois vous demeurerez enticement fibre de repondre, k titre semi-offidel, k

toute demande d’dclaircissements qui vous serait adress6e par les autoritC roumaines et de

vous prCer, k cet effet, k toutes conversations que vous jugerez nCessaires.’

No. 51.
5 Not printed. The draft artide was as in the final text of artide 48 of the Treaty of
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Appendix B to No. 52

Projet d'Article d insirer dans le Traite avec la Bulgarie

Les Principales Puissances Alliees et Associees se reservent le droit d’examiner

Pattribution de la Dobroudja et d’inviter la Roumanie a ceder a la Bulgarie telle

partie de la Dobroudja oil les Roumains sont en minorite et les Bulgares en majorite,

dans les conditions que les Puissances Allises et Associees estinaeront justes et

equitables.

No. 53

H. D. 49.] JVotes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon's Room at the Quai d'Orsay^ Paris
^
on Monday^

September 8
y
igig^ at 11,0 a.m.

Present: U.S.A,: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,

Mr. P. Kerr.

France : M. Clemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Berthe-

lot, M. Massigli.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretaries, M. Paterno, Baron Russo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.SA.: Gapt. Chapin. British Empire: Capt. E.

Abraham. France: M. de Percin. Italy: Capt. Rossi.

Interpreter: M. Camerlynck.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned:

—

UBA,: Hon. H. Gibson, Mr. A. W. Dulles.

British Empire: Mr. Carr, Colonel Kisch.

France: M. Jules Gambon, General Desticker, General Le Rond,

M. Laroche, M. Kammerer, M. Hermite.

Italy: Col. Castoldi, M. Ricci-Busati, M. Brambilla.

1.

Language to husedin the
[Not printed]

Conventions taking the

place of the Acts of Berlin

and Brussels

2. M. Clemenceau said that the Germans had first asked the Conference to

^ .
send Commissions of Control to Germany before the Treaty

orrmissionsof
^ame into force. Consequently advance detachments had

been appointed and each of the Alhed Powers had been

represented in each section. The Germans had then sent a request that

the despatch of the Commissions should be delayed as they appeared to

them to be too numerous. The Council then decided to postpone the

sending of the advance detachments (see h.d. 47, (i)).^ Now it appeared

* No. 51, minute i.
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that the Germans withdrew their objection to the numbers and desired

the Commissions to be sent at once. He suggested that the Commissions
should accordingly be sent immediately and be composed in the manner
already decided on. He was informed that General Nollet was ready to

begin.

Mr. Polk said that it was understood that the United States could not

make appointments for the present.

(Itwas decided that the advance delegations ofthe Inter-AUied Commissions
of Control should be sent to Germany forthwith.)

3. The Council had before it a reply from the German Delegation regarding

the ultimatum of the Conference and a draft answer to
Reply to the Nou ofthe this reply. (See Appendices B and C.)
GemKm Delegation Balfour said that he thought the draft a somewhat

answer. It was the general desire that Germany

tion should cairy out the Treaty, but no one wished her to do
so under compulsion, whether by arms or by blockade.'

This would be a misfortune not only for Germany but for the AUied and
Associated Powers. Germany should be given every chance of behaving
reasonably. The draft said very truly that the German Government was not

the final authority on the interpretation of the Treaty, but the same might
be alleged against the Allied and Associated Powers. The interpretation of

the Treaty had now become a subject for jurists. He did not think that the

Council was the final authority regarding its interpretation.

M. Tittoni observed that two points in the German reply had not been
met in the answer. The first was a legal point. Article 178 of the German
Constitution declared that no Article in the Constitution should affect the

Treaty of Peace. Article 61 was thereby rendered ineffective. The second

was, that in threatening the extension of the occupation, the AUies were not

taking their stand on any Article in the Treaty. Neither of these points were

met in the draft reply.

M. Clemenceau said that this had been deliberately done. He did not

think that either ofthese points required a reply. It was hardly tolerable that

Germany should violate the Treaty and that the Allies should remain bound
by it. The question of legality should have been raised when the letter had
been drafted on behalf of the Conference to the German Government. It

was impossible now to withdraw from the position then taken up. He
reminded the Council that the Austrians were at the moment represented in

the German Assembly. This could not be tolerated. He was persuaded that

if the Allies threatened to carry out what they had-indicated, they would not

be forced to execute their threats. Austria had not yet signed the Treaty and

was not, therefore, bound in the same way as Germany, but it must be

remembered that she protested against the clause that prevented her from

joining Germany.
Mr. Polk said that he agreed with M, Clemenceau’s contention that the

Allies could not withdraw from the position they had taken up. He thought
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that perhaps it might be as well to begin by answering the German argu-

ments. When this had been done the Council could be as stiff as it wished.

He would like to consult the Jurists in respect to the first part of the answer.

M. Clemenceau said that he was quite ready to adopt this method and
asked Mr. Polk to prepare the draft.

(It was agreed that a new draft answer to the German reply concerning

Article 61 of the German Constitution should be prepared by Mr. Polk
and submitted to the Council on the following day.)

4. The Council had before it a letter firom M. Fachitch, dated September
4th, 1919 (Appendix D),® protesting against certain of

Protest ofthe Serb-Croat- the provisions in the Treaty between the Principal Allied
Slov^ Deletion Associated Powers and the Kingdom of the Serbs,

ZTot^JofM^i. Groats and Slovenes^ (see Appendix E).3

Hes M. Berthelot said that the protest of the Delegation

was a long one. The main desideratum was that no
mention in the preamble should be made of the year 1913, in order that

Serbian sovereignty over territories acquired in Balkan wars should not be

limited. The argument was that, as Serbia had settled her own affairs then

without the help of Europe, the settlement she had made ought not to be

called in question now.

M. TmoNi asked whether this request applied to a matter of form only

or to a matter of substance. If only a matter ofform was involved, he would
agree. Otherwise, the effect would be that minority clauses would not apply

to Macedonia.

M. PiCHON observed that they would not apply to the part of Macedonia
acquired by Serbia in the Balkan War.
M. TrrroNi reminded the Council that the Commission had recommended

the appointment of a Commissioner to reside in Macedonia on behalf of the

League of Nations; the Coimcil had decided against this. It was now asked

to go much further in the opposite direction and to exclude Macedonia from
the protection ofthe League ofNations. This, he thought, was not acceptable.

M. Berthelot said that, if the passage of the preamble objected to by the

Serb-Croat Delegation were suppressed, the change would be a matter- of

form, but the change carried with it an alteration to Article 9, the last

paragraph of which would have to be struck out. This would have to be a
substantial change. It was questionable, however, whether the Conference
could enact any measures affecting the pre-war acquisitions of any State. If

the last paragraph ofArticle 9 were suppressed, some other Article would be
inserted to make the language and educational clauses applicable to Mace-
donia. This however represented intrusion in another form. It was question-

able whether such intrusion was legitimate.

^ Not printed. The contents of this letter were as indicated by M. Berthelot. The letter

h printed in English translation by D. H. Miller, op. cit., vol. pp. 450-5.
® Not printed. This draft, head^ *5® 6preuve-2 septembre 1919*, was, apart from certain

textual variation (see No, 54,'minute 4 and note 4), the same as the final treaty.
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M. PiCHON obsewed that, when the Treaty of Bucharest of 1913 had been

called in question in relation to the Roumanians, M. Tittoni had declared

that the Conference had no power to modify pre-war Treaties,

M. Tittoni explained he had maintained the Treaty could not be abro-

gated, but that the Conference was free to introduce stipulations into its

Treaties even in contradiction ofthe terms ofthat Treaty, by which they were
not themselves bound. He observed that the Commission had unanimously
decided that protection for minorities was necessary in Macedonia.
M. Glemenceau said that he did not feel bound by the unanimous decision

of the Commission. In his opinion, the Council could attach conditions to

territorywhich itgave
;
it could not attachanyconditions to territory previously

acquired. He suggested that M. Berthelot should draft the additional clauses

intended to preserve the linguistic and educational guarantees of the popula-
tion in Macedonia before discussing the matter any further.

M. Tittoni said that the view of the British Delegate on the Committee
had been that the Balkan settlement in 1913 was not final until its recognition

by the Powers. This recognition had not taken place, as negotiations on the
subject had been interrupted by the outbreak of the Great War.
M. Berthelot said that the Treaty of Bucharest was valid even without

a recognition by the Great Powers.
M. Tittoni observed that recognition was necessary to give the Treaty

full authority from a diplomatic point of view. He reminded the Council
of its previous conclusion, that the protection of minorities was even more
necessary in Macedonia than elsewhere. It was now suggested that Mace-
donia should be excluded from the operation of the Treaties intended to
protect minorities.

M. Glemenceau said that the problem was exactly as M. Tittoni stated.
It was for this reason that he would like to see a new formula before con-
tinuing the discussion of the question.

Mr. Balfour said that the discussion was concerned with two questions

—

one relating to international law and practice, and the other to the situation
of the Macedonian population. In regard to the first, he thought there was
no great difference of opinion between the French and British Delegations.
Both thought that the Treaty of Bucharest of 1913 was not a completed
transaction until ratified by the Great Powers. This ratification had not
taken place because of the outbreak of the Great War. The French Ddega-
tion recogmsed that the general situation in the Balkans, especially regarding
financial arrangements, was not final before the outbreak of hostilities in
1914. The French and British Delegations were, therefore, in accord in
thinking that the Great War had cut into the necessary completion of the
Balkan settlement. This appeared to afford some justification to those who
thought that on the legal point, the Conference had a right to alter what had
been agreed on in the Treaty of Bucharest of 1913. On the other point, he
thought that all were entirely agreed. Special protection for the Mace-
donians was necessary. Some means might be found of affording the
Macedonians special protection in a manner satisfactory to the Powers,
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but it was unlikely to be satisfactory to Serbia. The Serbians thought that

all they had acquired in 1913 should be outside the control of the Powers.

The Powers thought that the considerable accession of territory to Serbia

and the special difficulties of Macedonia justified them in exercising control.

M. Clemenceau said that all he desired was to find a text which might be

acceptable. The Minority Clauses were unpopular and must be made

palatable by some concession.

Mr. Polk said that the Council had previously concluded that Mace-

donia required a special guarantee.

M. Berthelot said it would be very difficult to find a formula reconciling

{a) the absence of reference to 1913, and {b) special protection for the Mace-

donians. As the Treaty now stood, the Serbians would probably refuse to

sign on the following Wednesday.^ He, therefore, suggested, that he be

-authorised to have an interview with M, Vesnitch. If M. Vesnitch agreed

to a compromise, the situation might be saved. If not, the reference to 1913

could be preserved, and if the Serbo-Croat-Slovene Delegation refused to

sign the Treaty with Austria, the risk must be run. As to the minor points

raised in the letter (Appendix D^), he suggested that the Committee be

allowed to dispose of them.

Mr. Polk suggested that the compromise, as suggested by M. Berthelot,

should, when drafted, be submitted to the Committee also.

M. Berthelot pointed out that the Delegation also asked for a modifica-

tion of Article 1 1 . He did not think this could be accepted, and he suggested

that the request be refused.

M. Clemenceau said that this might be considered on the following day,

together with the other points raised on the subject.

(It was decided that M. Berthelot should consult with M. Vesnitch as to a

formula, affording protection to the population of Macedonia, in a manner
acceptable to the Serbo-Croat-Slovene Delegation. This formula, if

agreed on, should be submitted to the Council after consultation with the

Committee on New States, to which the other points raised inM. Pachitch’s

letter (Appendix D^) were also referred.)

5. M. Clemenceau said that he hadjust received a letterfrom the Roumanian
Delegation, offering to sign the Treaty with Austria, with

Roumanian resenation ^ reservation, regarding Article 60, concerning minorities,

“d “de. (Appendix F.)

with Austria Balfour asked whether any power could sign a

Treaty with reservations.

M, Clemenceau said that this had not been permitted in the case of the

Treaty with Germany. He thought it was necessary that a Power should

sign, or should not sign.

M. PiGHON observed that Article 60, which he read, covered the whole
case of the protection of minorities everywhere.

M. Clemenceau suggested that the substitution of the expression ‘League

** September 10, 1919.
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of Nations’ for the expression Trincipal Allied and Associated Powers’ might

perhaps induce the Roumanians to be more tractable. If so, he would adopt

the alteration. The Roumanian argument was, that ifeach of the Allied and

Associated Powers considered itself the protector of minorities in Roumania,
there would be no end to their troubles. If, on the other hand, the League
of Nations was the only Court ofAppeal, the matter could be settled without

repeated diplomatic interventions at Bucharest.

Mr. Balfour observed that if the words Trincipal Allied and Associated

Powers’ were deleted, and the words ‘League of Nations’ introduced, Airticle

6o would stipulate that there should be a Treaty with the League of Nations.

This appeared to be impossible.

M. Tittoni said that he imderstood the clauses for the protection of

minorities had been formulated by the Conference, and accepted by the

Poles, Serbs and Czechs in the Treaties signed with these small States. The
League of Nations had been introduced to supervise the execution, but
the clauses had been framed by the Allied and Associated Powers and the
Treaties had been signed with them. Ifso, it was hardly possible to mention
clauses to be framed by the League ofNations, which did not yet exist, seeing
that the clauses had already been framed by the Allied and Associated
Powers. He thought Roumania must accept the clauses as laid down, but
that she might be asked to accept the supervision of the League of Nations
for the execution of these clauses. Since the other small States had agreed,
Roumania must also agree.

M. PiCHON pointed out that Roumania would only acquire the Bukovina
from Austria. The area she was likely to obtain from Hungary, i.e., Transyl-
vania, was far bigger. IfArticle 6o in the Treaty with Austria were confined
to the Bukovina, possibly Roumania would accept. At all events, she would
be on worse ground for refusing.

M. Tittoni said that if this would induce Roumania to sign the Treaty
with Austria, the expedient might be accepted.

PiGHON said that he was not certain that this would induce Roumania
to sign.

Mr. Polk said that he thought an exception in favour ofRoumania could
not be made. Poland had signed the minority Treaty, in spite of its extreme
unpopularity in Poland. M. Paderewski had overcome great opposition
before he was able to sign it. If Roumania were now allowed to evade a
similar Treaty, M. Paderewski and his country would feel that they had
been treated unjustly.

Mr. Balfour agreed. He thought that Poland had deserved far better
of the Conference than Roumania.
M, Glemenceau said that Mr. Polk’s argument concerning M. Paderewski

and Poland was very strong. If Roumania would not sign, he would like-
to know what effect this would produce on the rest of the Treaty.
M. Tittoni asked whether the Minority Clauses for Roumania were the

.same as those for the other new States.

M. Berthelot said that the clauses were the same for all. There was a
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special clause for the protection ofJews in Roumania, and this clause also

applied to Poland.

(It was decided to consult the Drafting Committee on the legal issues

involved.)

(The Members of the Drafting Committee then entered the room.)

M. Clemenceau asked M. Fromageot what legal effect would result from

the absence of a Roumanian signature to the Treaty. Roumania was un-

willing to sign the Treaty without making a reservation on Article 6o. The

Council was unwilling to allow her to sign with a reservation. What, then,

was the situation, for Roumania, should her signature be refused, and for

the Powers that did sign?

M. Fromageot said that if Roumania did not sign, she would not be a

party to the Treaty, could claim no advantages under it, and be made

subject to no obligations established by it.

Mr. Balfour asked whether Roumania would still be at war with Austria.

M. Fromageot said that war,could cease without a Treaty, just as it could

begin without a formal declaration. War was a state of fact. War, for

instance, had ceased between France and Mexico without a Treaty.

M. Clemenceau asked what would happen to the Bukovina.

M. Fromageot said that, according to his personal opinion, Roumania

could rlaim no rights over the Bukovina on the ground of a Treaty she did

not sign.

M. Clemenceau said that the Roumanians would doubtless stay in the

cotmtry without the consent of the Powers. He asked whether she could

acquire any financial or economic rights.

M!. Fromageot said that no such rights could be acquired under the

Treaty, if Roumania did not sign it.

Mr. Balfour asked whether Austrian rights in the Bukovina would be

extinguished.

M. Fromageot said that there was an article requiring Austria to give up

her rights in the Bukovina. This article would stand, even though Roumania

did not take up the inheritance. It might, perhaps, be stipulated: that the

abandonment of the rights in the Bukovina be made in favour of the Allied

and Associated Powers, as it was clear that none but a signatory to the Treaty

could acquire rights transferred by it.

Mr. Balfour asked whether it would be possible to adopt the suggestion

ofsubstituting the League of Nations for the Principal Allied and Associated

Powers, as it was their supervision that Roumania appeared to resent.

Mr. Hurst pointed out that if the League of Nations were substituted for

the AlKed and Associated Powers, the question regarding the protection of

minorities would come before the Council ofthe League. By the constitution

of the League, Roumania, if concerned, would have the right to be present

inthe Council. Asno decision ofthe Cotmcilwas operativewithoutunanimity,

the mere presence ofRoumania would secure no interference with her policy.

M. Tittoni pointed out that a similar difficulty would arise in respect of
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the Treaty with Hungary. Roumania might be satisfied with the actual

possession of the Bukovina and Transylvania without a title dejure to either,

because she might argue that neither Austria nor Hungary would be able for

a long time to dispute her possession. But in the case ofBessarabia, unless she

acquired treaty rights, it must be clear to her that Russia, once she was

restored to power, would certainly wish to regain the country. In this

instance, Roumania would see that she required the assistance of the Allied

and Associated Powers or the League of Nations. This might be pointed

out to her, and she might be influenced by this argument,

Mr. Polk said that he was not prepared to bribe Roumania into good

behaviour. He did not think that the Council had fallen so low as to be

forced to resort to such tactics.

M. Tittoni pointed out that he would not have made his proposal unless

he had regarded Roumania as having a good title to Bessarabia.

' Mr. Polk said that he quite understood this.

Mr. Balfour said that he thought the proper course was to make no
mention of Bessarabia at all. He would confine himself to reasoning with

the Roumanians, and pointing out that Poland, Serbia, Czecho-Slovakia,

had all accepted similar treaties. This would put the Roumanians on bad
groimd for maintaining their refusal.

M. Clemenceau said that it might be added that Roumania had failed

to carry out what she had imdertaken to do under the Treaty ofBerlin of 1878.
Mr. Polk thought it might be stipulated in Article 59 that the surrender

of the former Duchy ofBukovina should be made in favour of the Allied and
Associated Powers.

Mr. Balfour said this would do away with any necessity for a letter to

the Roumanian Delegation.

Mr. Polk agreed that this might be reserved for use in case the Roumanians
refused to sign. The change might be made by a special protocol added to

the Treaty.

M. Clemenceau said he thought the Roumanians would be sufficiently

punished if they did not sign, by the effects of their not being parties to

the Treaty,

Mr. Balfour said that he would accept any suggestion which did not

involve a postponement of the signature of the Treaty.

M. Tittoni said that he would adhere to Mr. Polk’s suggestion, if there

were the time to spare. He pointed out that there was yet time to penalise

Roumania in the Treaty with Hungary, from which she expected to receive

Transylvania.

M. Fromageot pointed out that a special protocol could be contrived,

permitting Roumania to sign the Treaty with Austria, after the other Powers.

Mr. Polk said that he had received visits from some of the Roumanian
Delegation, He thought that the Roumanians wished to be conciliatory,

but at the bottom of their attitude was a sense of grievance that they were

not obtaining their due share of reparations. They thought that they were
faring less well than France and Belgium in this respect.
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M. Clemenceau said he thought the best suggestion to adopt was Mr,
Balfour’s, namely, that an answer be sent to the Roumanians, arguing with
them that Poland and the other new States had accepted the minority

clauses. As to the Bukovina, Transylvania and Bessarabia, he thought it

would be better to say nothing, but to wait and see what action the Rou-
manians would take.

(It was accordingly decided that no alteration should be made in Article 60
of the Treaty with Austria, and that Mr, Balfour should prepare a draft

answer to the Roiunanian Delegation, in the spirit of the above discus-

sion, and that the draft shoxdd be submitted to the Council on the following

day.)

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Hotel Astoria^ Paris^

September 5
,
igig

Appendix B to No. 53

Translation®

VERSAILLES, September igig

The President of the German Delegation.

No. 17.

Mr. President:

The Allied and Associated Powers are of the opinion, according to their note of

September 2, that the provisions of Article 61, paragraph 2, of the German
Constitution, on the subject of the right of German-Austria to participate in the

Reichsrat, is a formal violation of Article 80 of the Peace Treaty, and they require

the German Government to take within fifteen days appropriate measures to

avoid this violation by declaring Article 61, paragraph 2, null and void. On this

subject, the German Government replies as follows

:

In this connection, the German Delegation at Versailles called attention in its

observations on the peace conditions, during the discussion of Article 80 of the

Treaty, which observation was sent to the Allied and Associated Governments
on May 29, to the fact that Germany had never had and would never have the

intention of changing the Germano-Austrian frontier by force, but that it could
not undertake to oppose a possible desire ofthe population ofAustria to reconstruct

the unity of the state with the lands of the old German stock. The Allied and
Associated Governments replied in their note ofJune 16, 1919, that they took note

ofGermany’s renunciation ofany violent change of the Germano-Austrian frontier.

The Germans concluded therefore that they would not be going counter to the

prescriptions ofArticle 80 of the Peace Conditions; which ends in bringing forward
the future possibility of a change to be brought about in the independence of
Austria with the consent of the League of Nations, if this possibility could be
brought about by the friendly rapprochement of the two nations, corresponding
to the right of nations to self-determination. It is this interpretation which led to

5 The German text of the note contained in this appendix is printed in Verhandlijm^en der

verJasstiTiggebenden KattonalversammlmgyVol, 340, no. 1793, as cited by F. Berber in Das Diktat
von Versailles (Essen, 1939) vol. i, pp. 542-5.
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the insertion of the provisions of Article Si, paragraph 2, in the German Constitu-

tion. In the first part these provisions regulate the right ofGerman-Austria to vote

in the Reiqhsrat, purely and simply in case the union of the country with the

German Empire takes place, without in any way dealing with the facts on which
such a union might depend. In the second part of these provisions, the representa-

tives ofGerman-Austria are granted the right to a consulting voice in the Reichsrat

until the union takes place. The independence of German-Austria, as well as the

hypothesis admitted by Germany in the Peace Treaty ofa change in that indepen-

dence, were not to be infnnged, for the provisions make the right to participate in

the sessions of the Reichsrat depend on the free opinion of German-Austria, and
bind the country to no relations of common or international law.

In spite of this state of affairs, the Allied and Associated Powers consider the

admission ofGerman-Austrian representatives as incompatible with the guarantees

of independence for the country as specified by Article 80 of the Peace Treaty,

because this admission would put this country on the same footing as the countries

constituting the German Empire, because it w^ould create a political bond between
Germany and Austria and because it would bring about a political action common
to the two countries. This interpretation by the Allied and Associated Govern-
ments brings forward an interpretation of Article 80.of the Peace Treaty which is

in opposition to the interpretation hitherto admitted by the Germans. In the

presence of the note of the AUied and Associated Powers, Germany is not in a
position to maintain the point of view she has held up to the present. Hence a

change in the contents of the German Constitution is not necessary. The Allied

and Associated Governments have already brought out in their note the fact that

Article 1 78 of the Constitution stipulates very simply that the conditions of the

Peace Treaty cannot be affected by the Constitution. This article was inserted

with a view to avoiding all possible contradictions that might arise between the

provisions of the Constitution and the conditions of the Peace Treaty, of which
the interpretation is in many cases doubtful. The reserves formulated in this

article cover all the provisions of the Constitution, including the above-mentioned
provisions ofArticle 61, paragraph 2. Therefore, if the prescriptions ofArticle 61,

paragraph 2, in themselves are in contradiction with a clause of the Peace Treaty,

it results automatically that this prescription remains null and void. The German
Government declares consequently that the provisions of Article 61, paragraph 2,

of the Constitution are null and void, that specifically the admission of German-
Austrian representatives to the Reichsrat cannot be effected until the Council of

the League of Nations consents, according to Article 80 of the Peace Treaty, to a
modification in the relations which political law accords to German Austria.

Although the affair in question is settled by the preceding declaration according

to the desire of the Allied and Associated Governments, the German Government
feels itself obliged to make the following fundamental remarks : from its point of

view the German Government has never given, on the subject of the alleged

contradictions between the German Constitution and the Peace Treaty, any
occasion for a demand for explanation so peremptory as the terms of the note of

the Allied and Associated Powers. If, in case ofa refusal to meet theirrequirements,

these Governments threaten to extend the zone of occupation, and if, in order to

do this, they base their authority on Article 429 of the Peace Treaty, it is necessary

. to specify that the Treaty in no wise authorizes such a measure, quite independently

of the fact that the Allied and Associated Governments have not yet ratified the

Treaty and that for this reason they cannot support their claim from the juridical
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point of view. Article 429 provides under certain conditions a longer period of

occupation, but no territorial extension. Consequently, the German Government

can see in the menace of such a measure only an act of violence profoundly to be

regretted.

Accept, ...

Appendix C to No. 53

Projet de Reponse d. la Lettre du 5 aout [sepiembre'] de la Delegation Allemande

au sujet de VArticle 61 de la Constitution Allemande

Par leur note en date du 2 septembre courant, les Puissances Alliees et Associees

ont invit6 le Gouvemement allemand k prendre telles mesures que de droit pour

effacer sans delai, en declarant nul Particle 61, second alinea, de la Constitution

allemande, la violation de Particle 80 du Traits de Paix du q8 juin 1919, resultant

de la promulgation, le ii aout 1919, dudit article 6i — 2° de cette constitution.

La Delegation allemande a Versailles, par sa note du 5 septembre courant, a

porte a la connaissance des Puissances Alliees et Associees une explication interpre-

tative, que le Gouvemement allemand (qui n’a aucune qualite pour interpreter

valablement la Constitution) declare donner dudit article 61 — 2° de la Constitu-

tion allemande et qui, dans Popinion de ce Gouvemement, rendrait inutile une

modification de la constitution.

Cette explication ne constituant pas la reponse que, par la note du 2 septembre

courant ci-dessus rappeiee, le Gouvemement allemand avait ete invite k donner;

les Puissances Alliees et Associees font connaitre k la Delegation Allemande que,

faute par le Gouvemement allemand de satisfaire a cette invitation, elles se

verront contraintes, k Pexpiration du delai fixe et actuellement en cours, de

recourir aux moyens prevus aux fins d’assurer Pexecution stricte du Traite.

Appendix F to No. 53

PARIS, le 8 septembre igig

D^L^GATION RoXJMAINE a la CONFiRENGE DE LA PaTX

Monsieur le President, .

LaDelegationRoumaine a Phonneur de porter k la connaissance de la Conference

de la Paix que, desirant temoigner toute sa solidarite avec les Allies, elle est prete

a signer le texte du Traite presente aux Deiegues autrichiens, malgre que plusieurs

des justes demandes de la Roumanie aient 6t6 ecartees de ce texte, mais qu’elle ne

pourrait souscrire k Particle 60 de ce Traite, dont les termes actuels portent

atteinte k la souverainete de Petat roumain et k son independance politique et

A^onomique qui sont directement mises en question.

La Delegation roumaine a done Phonneur de prier la Conference de la Paix de

vouloir bien admettre que la declaration suivante soit consideree comme faisant

corps avec le dit Traite

:

‘La Delegation roumaine, en signant le Traite de Paix avec PAutriche, ne peut

donner son adhesion k Particle 60 du Traite, relatif aux minorites, au transit et

au commerce.*

Veuillez agreer, etc.

N. Misu Alex Vaida Valvod [Voevod]
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No. 54

H. D* 50.] Notes ofa Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers^ held in M, Pichon^s Room at the Quai d'Orsay^ Paris, on Tuesday,

September g, igig^ at ii.o a.m.

Present: U.S,A,: Hon, F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,
Mr. P. Kerr.

France : M. Clemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Berthe-

lot, M. de Saint-Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretaries, M. Paterno, M. Barone Russo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: UB.A,: M!r. G. Russell. British Empire: Lt.-Com-

mander Bell. France: M. de Percin. Italy: Captain Rossi.

Interpreter: M. Camerlynck.

The following were also present for the Items with which they were concerned :

—

UB.A.

:

Dr. Scott, Mr. Woolsey, Mr. A. Dulles.

British Empire: Mr. C. J. B. Hurst, Brig.-General Groves, Captain Fuller.

France: M. Tardieu, M. Jules Gambon, M. de Peretti de la Rocca,

M. Fromageot, M. Laroche, M. Kammerer.
Italy: Colonel Castoldi, M. Ricci-Busatti, M. Brambilla.

Japan: M. Nagaoka.

I. The Council took note of Mr. Polk’s draft reply to the German Govern-
ment’s letter of 5th September. (Appendix A.^)

Violation ofthe Peace Polk said that he had referred the matter to
of Versadles

Scott, who had consulted with the legal experts of the

Articles in the German
Drafting Committee, and prepared the note, It appeared

Constitution that, in the opinion of these highly qualified jurists, the

German answer had been technically correct. It therefore

seemed to him that, before a further contention were raised with the German
Government in a subsequent letter, the co-operation of the legal experts

^ Not printed. The first paragraph of this draft briefly recapitulated the terms of the

Allied note, dated September 2, 1919, addressed to the German Gkivemment (see No. 49,
appendix A). The draft continued: ‘After certain preliminary observations calculated to

justify their conduct and their former interpretation of* the Article and paragraph of the

Constitution in question, the German Government replied on September 5, 1919, as follows

to the note of the Allied and Associated Powers of September 2’ : there followed a textual

quotation of the third paragraph of the German reply (see No. 53, appendix B). The draft

continued: ‘The Allied and Associated Powers take note of and accept this Declaration as

an express and formal Declaration by Crermany that the provisions ofArticle 61, paragraph 2

of the German Constitution are, and that they remain, null and void.

‘In view, therefore, of this Declaration made within the prescribed period of fifteen days,

the Allied and Associated Powers consider it unnecessary to enter upon a discussion at this

time of the nature and extent of the obligations of Article 429 of the Treaty of Peace with

Germany, but the Allied and Associated Powers nevertheless deem it proper to remark in

this connection that they reserve any and all rights, expressly or impliedly secured to them
imder this Article.’
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should be called for, in order to avoid making a legal mistake. He under-

stood that the letter drafted by him had not been agreed to by M. Fromageot,
although the other jurists of the Drafting Committee had been satisfied with

it. He therefore requested that the Drafting Committee should be called in

to advise the Council. He had only been given his draft a few minutes before

entering the Council Chamber, and had, therefore, not had time to study it

closely. He was not entirely satisfied with the form of the letter.

(At this point, M. Fromageot, Mr. Hurst, Dr. Scott, M. Ricci-Busatti

and M. Nagaoka entered the room.)

M. Clemenceau explained to the Drafting Committee the problem before

the Council, and briefly recited the events that had led up to the problem
now before the Conference; he further explained the main points in the Notes

of the Allied and Associated Governments, and of the German Government,

on the subject of the violation of the Peace Treaty. Drawing attention to the

proposed extension of military occupation on the right bank of the Rhine,

and to the legal arguments that had been brought forward against such a

measure, he said that"he would rather resign his post than consent to France

being left by the American and British Governments to enforce unassisted

the provisions of the Peace Treaty. America, Great Britain and France had
all demobilised and that was inevitable, but, if Great Britain and America
refused to support France at the presentjuncture, the whole weight of enforc-

ing the Peace Treaty would be thrown on his country, and a position would
result which would be quite intolerable to him.

M. Fromageot said that he had not agreed with the opinion of his col-

leagues on the legal issue for the following reasons. In a letter, dated

2nd September, Germany had been called upon by the Allied Council to

make special enactments by the Entente Governments [j'zV] whereby Article

6 1 of the Constitution, inviting Austria to participate m the legislation and
administration of the German Reich, should be rendered nifil and void.

The demand of the Allied and Associated Powers had been clear; they had
insisted upon the abrogation and nullification of Article 6i. In their reply,

dated 5th September, the German Government, whether knowingly or not

he could not say, had repeated the request of the AUied and Associated

Governments, but had repeated it in such a way as to introduce into it

certain modifications. Instead of undertaking to make Article 61 of the

German Constitution null and void, they had proposed to make it non-
applicable and to give it no legal force. This was not meeting the Allied

demand; for the Article in question remained part of the German Constitu-

tion, and could be made applicable, and given force, later on. A mere
admission of non-applicability was not what had been desired. In their

letter, the German Government had given a special interpretation to

Article 61 by virtue of a later Article in the same Constitution (No. 178),

which latter Article enacted that no provision of the Peace Treaty of Ver-
sailles was aflfected by anything in the German Constitution. Now, the

argument brought foiward in this respect by the German Government might
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be good or might be bad. It did not appear to him to be acceptable. The
conclusion could not be avoided that, ifArticle 6i were made non-applicable

by virtue of Article 178, the argument could be reversed, and Article 178 be

cancelled by Article 61. The Allied and Associated Governments had
demanded the nullification of Article 61, and had threatened to take the

necessary steps to force the German Government to make the necessary

enactments. They had received, in reply, an interpretation, both of their

original request, and ofthe Article at issue, by virtue ofwhich it was alleged,

that the measures foreshadowed by the Allied and Associated Governments
would not be necessary. The Council might well repeat their original request,

and state clearly that they were not concerned with the interpretation of the

German Constitution, given in the German Government’s letter of the

5th September. He suggested, in conclusion, that the demand for nullifica-

tion should be repeated in the strongest and clearest terms in any letter that

might be subsequendy sent to the German Government; who should also

be informed that the Allies would feel themselves to be absolutely justified

in taking any measures necessary to enforce their demands.
M. Glemenceau asked Mr. Hurst to explain his standpoint to the Council.
Mr. Hurst said that he could only express a personal opinion, because the

matter had merely been the subject of conversation and discussion in the
Drafting Committee, and had never been officially referred to them. He
quite felt that the prestige of the Allied and Associated Governments
demanded that the German Government should be told that steps would
be taken to enforce compliance with the demands that had been made
to them. But a fiurther question arose, which was whether the admission
of the German Government, in their letter of 5th September, was not suffi-

cient to afford the necessary satisfaction to the Council. The German
Government had clearly admitted that Article 61 of their Constitution had
no legal force. He asked whether there was a sufficient difference between
this admission and the demands of the Council to justify further action.
Would it not be enough to tell the German Government, that their admis-
sion of the non-validity of Article 61 had been noted and put on record?
Another point arose, which was that, under the terms of the Peace Treaty,
Austria could be admitted into the German Reich, subject to the consent of
the League ofNations. This showed that the Peace Treaty itself did actually
leave a means open to Austria, whereby she might eventually become incor-
porated into Germany. It might be argued that the Allied demand for the
nullification of Article 61 was in contradiction to the terms of the Peace
Treaty, which they themselves had drawn up. The real protection of the
i^ed and Associated Powers against an increase of strength to Germany, by
virtue of the incorporation of Austria, came from the terms of the Austrian
Peace Treaty. After signature, Austria would bind herselfnot to participate
in ffie aflfairs ofanother State and to regard her independence as inalienable.
This undertaking by Amtiia, combined with the admission contained in the
German note, would, in his opinion, sufficiently protect the prestige of the
Gouiicil, and the interests of the Alhed and Associated Governments.
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M. Clemenceau said that he wished to draw the attention of the Council
to three points, which he regarded as of primary importance., (i) He did

not see why an Article in the Peace Treaty with Austria, preventing that

country from joining Germany, was of any protection, unless the analogous

article in the German Peace Treaty were upheld and enforced. What was
good for one Treaty was good for another Treaty. Why should an Article

• in the Austrian Treaty be of any greater protection than an Article in the

German Treaty? (2) The German Government was not qualified to inter-

pret the German Constitution. In his opinion, no Government had such a
right. (3) He wished to draw attention to a further Article in the German
Constitution (No. 112), by virtue ofwhichithad been enacted thatno German
citizen should be surrendered to a foreign government for trial or punish-

ment. This article, taien in conjunction with No. 61, seemed to him to show
a deliberate plan to violate the Peace Treaty; and this raised at once a very

grave issue. He desired to assure the Council, that he had no wish to force

quarrels; it was not in his character to do so. He was none the less deeply

convinced that the German Government would use every means in its power
to avoid carrying out the Peace Treaty fuUy. This was, after all, only to be
expected; since such a line of conduct was conformable to the dictates of

human nature. The Allied and Associated Governments were in danger by
the fact that demobilisation had been forced upon them irresistibly by public

opinion in their own countries. But Germany was attempting to reassemble

her forces, and would certainly continue to try to do so. He felt that he was,

at that moment, testing the spirit of the Entente. If, after making a specific

demand, the Council were to allow their orders not to be complied with,

a succession of events would take place, which would bring about a very

grave state of aflFairs. By trying to avoid a small crisis at the present

moment, the Allied and Associated Governments would inevitably provoke
a much graver one later on, at a date which the Germans themselves would
choose.

Balfour said that the decision which the Council was called upon to

take was one of the utmost gravity and importance. He agreed with much
that the President had said; but^had a few remarks to offer, and a separate

suggestion of his own to add. He had listened to M. Fromageot’s contention

with interest, although he could not quite agree with it. He had understood
- him to say that it lay with the Allied and Associated Powers to say exactly

what the Peace Treaty of Versailles meant. But it appeared to him (the

speaker) that although the Allied and Associated Powers had a perfect right,

originally, to insert whatever clauses they chose into the Peace Treaty, and
to disregard, ifthey wished to do so, any complaint that the German Govern-
ment might have to make upon the projected provisions, this original liberty

of action did not so extend itself, after signature, as to give fireedom of inter-

pretation to the Allied and Associate Powers. Once the Treaty was signed,

it s^med to him that it became a bi-lateral agreement, and that each
separate signatory to the document could argue with other signatories on
equal terms. It was none the less dear to him that the persons who had
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framed the German Constitution had dehberately attempted to k up

in such a way as openly to chaUenge, and possibly to wolate, Ae Peace

Treaty of VemaiUes. Their intentions might be descnbed m English sl^g

as a ‘try on’. Article 1 12, to which the President had just called the attention

of the CouncH, appeared to be a far worse violation of the Peace treaty than

the Article upon which there had just been an exch^ge of notes. He felt

amazed thatLt one of the Entente Governments had been told earher that

the new German Constitution was violating the Peace Treaty of Versailles,

both in letter and in spirit.
.. 1 j

He fully agreed with the President of the Council that a moment would

arise when the issue between the Entente and the German Governmentwo^d

be quite clear, and would have to be fought out by argument, or, POSsibly,

by arms, or by the re-imposition of a blockade. But he did not know whether

the Entente Powers were choosing a judicious ground for a topute wito

Germany, if they forced a crisis on the debatable subject of the ^tent to

which an invitation to Austria to join the German Reich had isolated the

Peace Treaty ofVersailles. Two most able and qualified men had just given

divergent opinions on the legal issue. The differences of opmon, of wMch

the Council had just taken note, would be repeated in the press of all

European countries, if the present Htigation between the Entente ^d
Germany resulted in the forcible occupation of Frankfort. As soon as that

important German base had been occupied by Entente troops, the press of

Europe would pour out cataracts of legal and quasi-legal arguments ,
pubhc

opinion would take sides for and against the Entente, and, though some
^

sections of public opinion would doubtless approve the action taken, there

would be others which would bitterly dispute it. He suggested, therefore,

that the conflict should be deferred, not because the Allied md Associated

Governments doubted the justice of their contentions, but simply because

they were not opening the conflict firom an absolutely advantageous position.

He proposed that a letter should be sent to the Gerinan Government, telling

them that, in the opinion of the AUied and Associated Governments, two

articles of the German Constitution violated the Peace Treaty of Versailles,

and that, although Article 178 of the same Constitution, declaring that no

provisions contained therein violated the Peace Treaty, might absolve them,

any argument based on such ground appeared wholly imsatisfactory to the

Entente Governments. The time would soon arrive when the intentions of

Germany vith regard to the Peace Treaty would be absolutely clear. But so

long as the Council were only concerned with a prospective agreement

between Germany and Austria, requiring the active co-operation of the

latter power, before it could be effected, the issue before it was doubtful and

unsatisfactory. On the other hand. Article 1 12 of the German CoMtitution,

declaring that no German citizen could be subject to the jurisdiction of a

foreign comrt, would, in a very few days, bring about a decisive issue. If this

article were quoted in reply to a demand for the surrender of officers guilty

of breaches of the laws of war, under the terms of the Peace Treaty, there

would be no disagreement amongst jurists, who would be unanimous in
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thinking that the provisions of the Treaty were being defied and violated.

As soon as the German Government should refuse to surrender military

criminals, the Entente Governments would say that Article 178 had been

drafted in order to throw dust in their eyes and deceive them as to the

real intentions of the German Government and the German people. If

Frankfort were occupied as a reply to such anopen act ofdefiance, no argument

would be possible, and the action of the Entente Governments would receive

the moral support of all mankind. He therefore suggested, in conclusion,

that a letter of warning, couched in the sternest language, should be sent to

the German Government, telling them that, in the opinion ofthe Allied and

Associated Governments, Article 178 of the German Constitution was bind-

ing upon them, and that they were expected to carry out, to the letter, the

terms of the Peace Treaty signed by their plenipotentiaries, ratified by their

Parliament, and agreed to by the express provisions of their own Consti-

tution.

Mr. Polk said that he agreed that a struggle with Germany for the

enforcement of the Peace Treaty was inevitable. The Germans would, some

time or another, make an eflfort to avoid its provisions; but he thought that

the Council ought to choose its ground so as to be quite certain that it was

technically, that is to say legally, right. In view of the legal argument

advanced by the German Government, to the effect that Article 178 of the

German Constitution made Article 61 of no effect, he thought that any

further reply sent by the Coimcil ought to be carefully studied by jurists

before dispatch. Until such an examination could be made he felt bound to

• withhold his fimal opinion.

M. Tardtt.tt said that attention had been called to the divergence of

opinion amongst the jurists. He had, however, been struck by the fact that

Mr. Hurst had advanced arguments far more political than legal in character.

Would it not be possible to deal with the question on purely political grounds?

Mr. Balfour had suggested that another basis should be chosen for the conflict,

but by virtue of their letter of the and September, the Alhed and Associated

Governments had joined with the German Government on a definite issue.

Would it not be possible to adhere to the line previously adopted, more

particularly as the new Article to which attention had been drawn (No. 1 12),

showed clearly that the German Government wished, and intended, to

violate the Peace Treaty as far as it could?

M. Gambon said he had had a long experience of German methods, and

of the mental attitude of the German people. He was convinced that, if the

Council allowed itself to be entrapped in the meshes of legal argument, it

would be giving encouragement to the German Government to advance

more arguments of the same kind, and to obscure the issue, whilst they

themselves pursued a persistent policy of violation, behind the cloud of dust

they were throwing in the eyes of the Council. By allowing doubtful legal

arguments to weigh with them, the Council would be entering on dangerous

ground, and would inevitably lose its authority in the eyes of the German

Government.
'
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Dr. Scott said that as Mr. Hurst’s opinion did not seem to bevery popular,

he desired, from motives of loyalty, to say that he agreed with his colleague.

M. CLE^^ENCEAu Said that he had fully understood Mr. Hurst’s argument,

but that it did not weigh with him strongly, as he had asked for a legal, and

not a political, expression ofopinion from him. But the main question before

the Council, a question which should not in any way be obscured, was

whether the Peace Treaty was violated by virtue of Articles 6i and H2 of

the German Constitution. If the Council allowed itself to be blinded by the

German argument on the subject of Article 178, it would very soon lose

all its authority. When the Treaty was violated by one signatory, then,

inevitably, the other signatory was no longer bound. He, personally, had
no doubt that the German Constitution did actually violate the Treaty of

Versailles. The Council had forwarded certain definite demands to the

Germans, who had replied by an interpretation of the Treaty, and of their

own Constitution. There was no country in the world where the Govern-

ment had a right to interpret the Constitution. He wished to propose an

immediate measure. Mr. Balfour had said that, by waiting two or three

weeks, an issue would inevitably arise. His present proposal was to demand
the surrender of certain Germans guilty of breaches of the laws of war,

immediately and without delay. He desired to send a letter stating : that the

reply of the German Government of the 5th September was not acceptable;

that the Allied and Associated Governments had taken note of another

Article in the German Constitution explicitly \dolating the Peace Treaty;

and that the immediate surrender of certain persons, mentioned by name,
should be effected. He agreed with Mr. Balfour that the position of the

Council would be more advantageous if the conflict occurred on the subject

of Article 112.

Mr. Polk asked whether the surrender of certain German criminals

could be demanded before the ratification of the Peace Treaty.

M. PiGHON said that no steps could be taken before the ratification of the

Peace Treaty.

A considerable discussion then followed as to the probable date of the

ratification of the Peace Treaty by France and Italy, and it was thought

that this could not take place in less than a fortnight.

Mr. Polk asked whether an examination of the German Constitution

could not be made, with a view to ascertaining all violation of the Peace

Treaty that it might contain.

M. Clemengeau said that no clearer instance of violation than that now
before the Council was likely to occur again. He agreed with every word
ofwhat M. Cambon had said. The Council had made a demand which had
virtually been refused. He noticed that all his colleagues, with the possible

exception of M. Tittoni, who had not yet expressed himself, were agreed that

the demands of the Allies should be enforced. He therefore suggested that

the whole question should be considered by every delegate, during the next

twenty-four hours, and re-discussed at St. Germain, after the signature of the

Peace Treaty with Austria, on the following day. If any means could be
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devised whereby Mr. Balfour’s proposals could be connected with the present

demand on the German Government, he would think such a line of action

absolutely perfect.

M. Tardieu drew attention to the necessity ofmaking the Germans nullify

the two Articles violating the Peace Treaty of Versailles. The best means of
connecting Mr. Balfour’s proposals with the demands previously made
probably consisted in insisting on the nullification of the two Articles

objected to.

Mr. Polk said that certain political demands had been made to Germany,
and it was evident that the German Government must be compelled to

comply. He proposed to refer the question to the Drafting Committee, to see

whether the legal and political sides of the question could not be reconciled.

The Committee could prepare a report, and submit it to the Council at their

meeting at St. Germain on the following day. In conclusion, he emphasised
the importance of being absolutely sure of the legal justification for any
argument that might be brought forward in the next note to the German
Government.

M. Glemengeau said that he could not see any legal difficulty, since the

German Government had no right to interpret its own Constitution.

Mr. Balfour said that doubtless the President of the Council was a better

judge ofthat matter than he was himself. Great Britain was protected against

interpretations ofher Constitution, by the fact that it had never been defined

in writing. On the other hand, the Council had been interpreting the Ger-
man Constitution in the notes sent to the German Government, and it

seemed to him, in consequence, that the Germans had an equal right to do
what the Allies themselves were doing.

M. Tittoni said that in view of the fact that the Council was called upon
to take action, on account ofthe violation ofthe Peace Treaty with Germany
by Articles 6i and 112 of the Constitution ofthat country, he wished to draw
attention to two points. Firstly, he agreed that Article 61 of the German
Constitution absolutely violated the Peace Treaty. Secondly, with regard to

Article 1 12, he thought that a reply that might possibly be made later on by
the Gterman Government ought to be considered beforehand. The Germans
might quite well admit that the Allies had a right to demand the surrender
of certain persons guilty of offences defined in the Peace Treaty. But such
an admission on their part might be made without abrogating Article 112

of their Constitution. When once the surrender of certain specified criminals

had been made by the Germans, these latter might be justified in maintain-
ing, that they had complied with the special provisions of the Peace Treaty,
and could, from then onwards, give Article 1 12 full legal validity.

M. Gambon said that it was not sufficient for the present German Govern-
ment to say that Article 178 of the Constitution made Article 61 ofno effect.

The present Government might be followed by another, which would very
likely maintain an opposite point of view, if it thought the circumstances
favourable for doing so.

M. Clemenceau said that whilst everybody would be free to take opinions
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from whatever quarter they chose during the next 24 hours, he did not think

that his own was likely to alter.

(It was decided that the question of the violation of the Peace Treaty by
virtue of Articles 61 and 112 of the German Constitution should be dis-

cussed on the following day at St. Germain after the signature of the

Austrian Peace Treaty, and that the Drafting Committee shoidd give their

opinion on the legal issues involved to the Council.)

2. The Council took note of the draft letter to the Roumanian Delegation

Reply to the Mte ofa.
prepared by Mr. Balfour. (See Appendix B.)

Rourmnian Delegation
draft submitted by Mr. Balfour was accepted. See

on the subject of the \ -n \

Minorities Clauses in
Appendix B.)

the Peace Treaty with

Austria

Possible refusal of the

Serb-CroatSlovene

Delegation to sign the

Peace Treaty with

Austria

3 . Mr. Polk said that he had been informed by M. Vesnitch, that the Serb-

Croat-Slovene Delegates did not intend to sign the Peace

Treaty with Austria, on account of their objection to the

Minorities Clauses contained in it.

M. Berthelot said that he had interviewed M. Vesnitch

at 8 p.m. on the preceding day. M. Vesnitch had said that

it w^as impossible for him to sign the Austrian Peace Treaty

without the express permission of his Government, and had added that he

had previously interviewed Mr. Balfour. He had said that, if the Treaty on

Minorities were to be applicable to the territories acquired in the first Balkan

War, his Government would not allow him to sign. An agreement had been

reached between them, whereby the Treaty in question might be made to

apply to the whole of the new. Serb-Groat-Slovene State. This would avoid

mentioning either Macedonia, or the date 19 1 3, in specific terms. M.Vesnitch

had promised to telegraph this proposal to his Government, and hoped to

have a reply by Wednesday^ morning. He had told M. Vesnitch of the grave

responsibility that he would incur by not signing the Peace Treaty with

Austria. Such a refusal might result in the Serb-Croat-Slovene State losing

all the advantages which it stood to gain from the Peace Treaty. He had
told him that it seemed hardly reasonable to resign these great advantages

on account of a question of ®amour propre’. It was possible that, even when
the reply came from Belgrade, it would be in the negative. The obstinacy

of the Serb-Croat-Slovene Delegates in the matter was very great.

(A long discussion then followed as to whether the signing of the Peace
Treaty with Austria should be postponed to Thursday or Friday,3 and it

was finally decided that the signature should take place at 10.0 o’clock on
Wednesday^ as arranged.

It was further decided that a protocol shoxdd be drafted, by virtue of

which any of the high contracting parties might be allowed to sign the

Peace Treaty within a period of three days.)

2 September 10, 1919. 3 September ii or 12, 1919.
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M. Berthelot said that M. Vesnitch had asserted, that he might be able
to persuade his Government to sign the Peace Treaty with Austria, if the
Council sent a letter to the Serb-Groat-Slovene Government, expressing

confidence in their liberal views, and telling them explicitly, that the Article

on the subject of minorities in the Austrian Peace Treaty would be an end
to their engagements in the matter. M. Vesnitch had alleged that Mr. Polk
had given his approval to such a line of action.

Mr. Polk said that he had interviewed M. Vesnitch, who had explained

that a letter on the lines described by M. Berthelot had been sent to the

Polish Government when they had objected to the Minorities Clauses in the

Peace Treaty with Germany.
M. Berthelot said that no such letter had ever been sent to the Polish

Government.

Mr. Polk said that he had no objection, in principle, to sending a letter

of the kind, although he had not suggested any such measure.

M. Tittoni said that he had no objection to such a letter being sent, so

long as nothing contained in it could possibly modify the obligations imposed
on Serbia by virtue of the Austrian Peace Treaty, and by the Minorities

Treaty.

M. Berthelot said that certain alterations in the Treaty between the

Allied and Associated Powers and the Serb-Croat-Slovene

State had been agreed upon by the members of the Com-
mittee on New States.

Treaty between the

Serb-Croat Slovene

State and the Allied

and Associated

Powers
(It was decided that the Report of the Committee on New
States (see Appendix C)^ on the subject of certain modifications

to be introduced into the Treaty between the Allied and Associated Powers
and the Serb-Croat-Slovene State, should be accepted.)

' 5. M. Tittoni said that he wished to draw the attention of the Council to

,
the contents of a telegram received by him from General Mom-

A^rP^ belli. This officer stated that three-quarters of the Hungarian
people were asking for the despatch of an Inter-Allied body of

troops (who would be very well received)
,
in order to ensure that the elections

in Hungary should be carried out without intervention or disturbance. Such
a measure was necessary if a stable Government, with which the Allies could
treat, was ever to be set up in Hungary. The Allied troops would, moreover,
be very well received.

M. Glemenceau said that he could not employ French troops on
electoral business in Hungary or anywhere else. He did not think that
Mr. Balfour or Mr. Polk could persuade their Governments to send British

or American troops for such a purpose.
M. Tittoni said that he had merely wished to draw attention to the

^

^ This appendix is lacking in the original and is replaced by the following note; ‘Appen-
dices G and D are not yet available, and will be issued later.’ The report in question is

printed by D. H. Miller, op. cit., vol. xiii, pp. 456-60.
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question, and was quite content that every delegate, on being duly informed,

should assume whatever responsibility he thought fit.

6 .
(It was decided that the General Act revising the General Act of Berlin,

Februar^^^ 26th, 1885, and the General Act and Declaration of
Convention replacing July 2nd, 1890, shoidd be accepted, with the follow-
ihs Acts ofBer m ^odificaW.

^Apper^^Dy Article 11 , Page 8 . The Vords ‘public order and good
government’ should be changed to ‘public security and order’.)

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Hotel Astoria^ Paris^

September p, jp/p.

Appendix B to No. 54

Letter to the Roumanian Delegation. Draft prepared by Mr. Balfour.

September 5, igig.

I beg to acknowledge, on behalf of the Conference, the receipt of your letter

asking whether it would be permissible for the Roumanian Plenipotentiaries to

append their signature to the Treaty with the Austrian Republic, subject to a
reservation with regard to Article 60 .

The Conference is of opinion that no such procedure is possible. The Treaty
must either be signed as a whole or not signed at all. No middle course is admissible.

If the Conference rightly understand your communication, the Roumanian
Government have resolved, in these circumstances, to withhold their signature

altogether.

Such a decision would be a source of deep regret to the Associated Powers. It

is not for them to question the wisdom of the Roumanian Government in thus

separating themselves from their number. They may, however, be permitted to

express their surprise that a Treaty, invoKdng no principle which has not been
accepted by other independent and Allied powers should be considered by the

Roumanian Government as inconsistent with their dignity and independence, the

more so as it relieves them of obligations accepted by them, under the Treaty of

Berlin.

The Associated Powers venture to express the earnest hope that even at the last

moment the Roumanian Plenipotentiaries will reconsider their decision, and thus

maintain, unbroken, the solidarity of the Alliance.

5 This appendix is lacking in the original : see note 4 above. The convention in question

was signed on the following day at St. Gennain-en-Laye by the representatives of the

United States, Belgium, the British Empire, France, Italy, Japan and Portugal. (Treaty

Series, 1919, No. 18, Gmd. 477.)
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CHAPTER II

Further Proceedings of the Supreme Council of the

Principal Allied and Associated Powers (Heads of

Delegations)

September lo—October 15, 1919

No. 55

H. D. 51.] Notes ofa Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers^ held in the Chateau of SainUGermain-en-Lqye^ on Wednesday,

September lo, igig^ at ii.ig a.m.

Present: U.SAr, Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L, Harrison.

British Empire'. Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,
Mr. P. Kerr.

France'. M. Clemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Berthe-

lot, M. de Saint-Quentin.

Italy. M. Tittoni*; secretaries, M. Paterno, M. Barone Russo.

Japan'. M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.'. Captain Chapin. British Empire: Lt.-Com-
mander Bell. France: M. de Percin. Italy: Captain Rossi.

Interpreter: M. Camerlynck.

The following also attended for the items with which they were concerned:

—

U.S.A.

:

Dr. J. Brown Scott, Mr. Woolsey.

British Empire: Brig.-General Seely, Mr. Hurst, Brig.-General Groves,

Lt.-Golonel Kisch.

France: M. Tardieu, M. Gambon, M. Fromageot, General Le Rond,
Captain Ropert.

Italy: Colonel Ca.stoldi, M. Ricci-Busatti, M. Brambilla.

Japan: M. Nagaoka.

I. The Council took note of the following draft resolution with regard to the

Air Convention:

—

Air Convention

‘That the Air Convention shall be signed with the least

possible delay by the Contracting States, it being understood that it shall

remain open for a period of six months for signature by such of those

States as are not at present in a position to sign it.*

Mr. Polk drew the attention ofthe Council to the fact that he was unable
to sign the Air Convention on behalfofthe United States at the moment, and
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might not be able to sign at all^ on account of the Patent Laws in the United

States. He would inform the Council as soon as possible.^

(The draft resolution on the subject of the Air Convention was agreed to,

subject to the reservation formulated by Mr. Polk, on behalf of the United
States.)

2. Mr. Balfour said that he had closely considered the question left over at

Violatim of the Peace
meeting of the CouncQ. He had prepared a-draft

Treaty of Versailles by transmission to the German Government, but

virtue ofcertain Articles was not wholly satisfied with it. The conclusion was
in the German Constitu- rather long and not very decisive. Mr. Hurst had devised
tion, {See h. d, 50,^ another plan, which seemed more effective than the mere

despatch of a note. After reading his own draft Note
(Appendix A) he called upon Mr. Hurst to explain his plan.

Mr. Hurst said that he had not been able to prepare any document
which could be submitted to the Council. He had, on the previous day, made
out a very rough draft, and had shown it to Dr. Scott. At the previous meet-

ing he had been aware that the desire of the Council had been to formulate

some plan of action, which would combine two separate ideas. Firstly, the

two separate violations of the Peace Treaty should be drawn attention to.

Secondly, whatever note or communication were sent to the Germans, they

should be compelled to reply immediately. In addition to this, whatever
line of action were adopted it should be of such a nature as to avoid adverse

criticism in neutral countries. The solution that had seemed best to him was
to collect together all the admissions made by the Germans in their letter;

to draw them up in the form of a protocol, which should be presented to the

Germans for signature. When this had been done, their admissions would be
given legal force, and be binding upon them. The Germans had admitted

that the Peace Treaty and the Constitution were not in agreement. If, when
presented with this admission in proper legal form, either the German
Government or the Reichsrat refused to ratify it, then the intentions of the

Germans would be made clear. The Drafting Committee had agreed,

generally, to this proposal, at their meeting. The manner in which the

protocol and the note by which it was to be transmitted were to be drafted

was doubtful, and, before proceeding to work, it was necessary that his main
idea should be approved.

M. Clemengeau said that he understood that theJapanese Representative

on the Drafting Committee had a proposal of his own to make.
M. Nagaoka then read his draft proposal. (See Appendix B.)

M. Tittoni said that he had understood, on the previous day, that the

Council wished to force the German Government to make a special enact-

ment, cancelling the Articles in their Constitution that were objected to. He
understood M. Nagaoka’s proposal to consist in demanding a declaration of

nullification of the Articles in question, with the addition that the Reichsrat

should itself confirm the declaration.

* A variant text of this statement by Mr. Polk is printed in Papers relating to the Foreign

Relations of the United States : The Paris Peace Conference, iQig, vol. viii, p. 173. ^ No. 54.
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Mr. Balfour said that the Japanese proposal effected no more than what

the Germans alleged to result naturally from Article 1 78 oftheir Constitution.

M. Glemenceau said that he agreed with Mr. Hurst’s proposal, which he

considered to be the best solution of the difficulty. He proposed that the

Drafting Committee should bring a draft legal instrument before the Council

on the following day, of such a nature as to oblige the German Government

to sign, in the form of a protocol, whatever they had admitted in their letter

of the 5th September. The advantage of Mr. Hurst’s proposal was that the

Germans would be unable to enter into lengthy negotiations. The measures

proposed, therefore, seemed to him to be the wisest and the most effective

possible.

Mr. Polk said that he approved of Mr. Hurst’s proposal also.

M. Tardieu said that the draft protocol, to be prepared by Mr. Hurst

and the Drafting Committee, would have to be sent under the cover of a

letter. He thought that some of Mr. Balfour’s arguments and phrases might

be put into the covering letter with great advantage.

(It was decided that the Drafting Committee should prepare a draft proto-

col, giving legal force to the admissions of the German Government in

their letter of 5th September, and should present it to the Council at its

meeting on the following day, together with a draft letter under cover of

which the aforesaid protocol should be transmitted to the German

Government.)

3. M. Cambon reported the decision of the Joint Polish and Czecho-Slovai.

Committees on the subject of the demarcation hne to be adopted in
Teschen

Xcschen area, with the aid of a map. He said that the Polish

Delegates had provisionally approved of the line proposed, which was ethno-,

graphically correct.

M. Tittoni said that he had received a visit from M. Benes, who had

admitted the justice ofthe new line, from an ethnographic point ofview. He

(M. Benes) had, however, argued, that ifa strict ethnographic line were to be

adopted in the Teschen area, it seemed hardly fair, conjointly with such a

decision, to put four millions of Ruthenes in Eastern Galicia under Polish

jurisdiction. A solution might consist in making concessions to the Czecho-

slovaks in the Teschen area, to balance the very great political and economic

advantages that were being conferred on the Poles by virtue of the Galician

decision.^

Mr. Balfour said that he could not consider the analogy between the

Galician and Teschen situations as very relevant, for two reasons; (i) the

solution proposed for Eastern Galicia was provisional only, and was not

intended to be a permanent settlement, and (2) the decision on the subject of

Galicia had been arrived at because the Ruthenian population in that

country could not stand alone. It was inevitable that the Ruthenians should

eventually be placed under the rule of a non-Ruthenian State.- Nothing

parallel, or similar, to these considerations arose in the Teschen problem.

3 See No. 61, mmute 3.
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M. Clemengeau said that the Council proposed to discuss the Teschen

question, which was quite difficult enough, without the Galician problem
being added to it.

Mr. Polk said that M. Benes had proposed to him a line of demarcation

following the river Vistula. The line in question would, however, be quite

unacceptable to the Poles; although M. Benes considered that, in proposing

it, he was making concessions.

M. PiCHON said that the Council had heard the point ofview ofthe Polish

and Czecho-Slovak Delegations. The Czech Delegates had insisted that their

interest[s] in the Teschen area were centred on the coal that it contained
;
the

Poles had asserted that their interest in Teschen was on a political basis, and
was purely concerned with the Polish population in the disputed districts. It

was therefore clear that the Poles were asking for population, and the Czechs

for coal. A solution might be found by giving the whole of the Karwin
district to the Czechs, and the indisputably Polish districts, in the remainder

of the area, to the Poles. He did not think that the Une proposed by the ^

Joint Polish and Czecho-Slovak Committees could be upheld.

Mr. Polk said that, if such a line. as that proposed by M. Pichon were
adopted, it would separate the people working in the mines from their own
homes, by a national frontier.

M. Clemengeau said that a situation similar to that foreseen by Mr, Polk

existed in Northern Prance, Belgium and the Saar Basin. It had not given

rise to any serious difficulties.

Mr. Balfour said that the Poles regarded the Karwin Basin as a Polish

district, as indeed it was. There was no serious objection to cutting the coal-

field into two halves, because geological formations in other portions of the

world were frequently divided politically. He was quite sure that the French

frontier did not follow the geological structure ofthat country, in the northern

districts, where the coal strata ran over into Belgium and into Germany. This

fact did not, however, give rise to serious difficulties, but M. Pichon’s proposal

involved cutting off a Polish population from the place where it worked, and
this constituted a grave danger for the future. His conviction on this point

was not only that of the Expert Committees ofthe Peace Conference, but also

that of the International Commission in Teschen, who had studied the ques-

tion locally. It was very dangerous to try to improvise another solution, more
particularly as the line proposed by the Joint Polish and Czecho-Slovak

Committees was really favourable to the Czechs, to whom it granted 6o per

cent, of the coal produce, and 40 per cent, to the Poles. It could not possibly

be said that, under such a solution, the Czechs were being deprived of coal.

M. Tardieu said that it should not be forgotten that the Poles contended

that they could not count on the Silesian co^-fields until the plebiscite in

that country had been taken. This argument was ingenious, but it was none

the less certain that the Poles would eventually obtain possession ofthe greater

part of the Silesian coal-fields.

M. PiGHON said that the Poles had repeatedly asserted that they did not

care about coal.
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Mr. Polk said that M. Benes had stated to him that either the line pro-

posed by him (M. Benes) should be adopted, or a plebiscite should be held

in the area.

M. Berthelot said that M. Benes had stated to him that the situation in

Boheniia was now so grave that it would be preferable to the Gzecho-Slovaks

to risk a plebiscite rather than to consent to a solution which they regarded

as so hopelessly unfavourable to them and equivalent, in their opinion, to a

refusal of all their demands,

M. Tittoni said that, if a plebiscite were to be held, the area would have
to be divided into two portions, as he had proposed for Radkersburg and
Marburg, when these areas were under discussion.

M. Berthelot said that the Czech contention was that, if they could not

possess the coal, they would be dependent upon their neighbours for it, and
might be cut offfrom their necessary supplies at a time of diplomatic tension,

M. Pichon’s solution gave them the coal, and the rest of the Polish popula-

tion to the Poles. By adopting it, the present state of affairs would not be

altered, since the coal areas were now occupied by the Czechs.

Mr. Polk said that the difficulty was that, under M. Pichon’s proposal,

a proportion of the Polish Teschen districts \yould be ceded to Czecho-

SlovaHa.

M. Berthelot said that the Karwin coal district could more properly be

compared to the Lens, than to the Belgian, coal district, for it was concentrated

in a narrow area as in the case of Lens. The original proposals of the Joint

Committees had been most favourable to the Czechs, but the proposals in

question had now been withdrawn. Even by accepting M. Pichon’s proposal,

ffie Poles would be given far more than they had hoped forin the first instance.

If, as he now thought possible, M. Benes could persuade his countrymen to

consent to the new proposal, it was surely worth consideration.

Mr. Polk said that M. Pichon’s line would place 60,000 Poles under the

administration of the Czechs.

Mr, Balfour said that it should not be forgotten that even the line pro-

posed by the Joint Committees gave a considerable number of Poles to the

Czechs.

M. Berthelot said that M. Benes had based a good many of his argu-

ments on the solution to the Galician problem, contemplated by the Coxmcil.

The proposed decision was very favourable to the Poles, and the impression

left upon the Czechs was that, although the Council was ready to place

4 million Ruthenes under Polishjurisdiction, they were not prepared to make
a concession far smaller from an ethnographical point of view, in favour of

the Czecho-Slovak State. This would, in consequence, produce a very bad
impression. M. Benes* attitude had been extremely moderate and concilia-

tory, and it would be a great misfortune if he found himself compelled to

. . resign his post on account ofwhat he considered an unconciliatory attitude of
ihc Conference. M. Benes’ resignation would be a political consideration,

; ; Wt ^tirdy relevant to the Teschen problem, but the possibility of it could
vj disregarded, and ought to be duly considered,

iv! /
~
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Mr. Balfour said that he understood that the line described to the

Council by M. Gambon had been adopted unanimously in the Joint Com-
mittees. As M. Berthelot had not been a member of either Committee, he

regarded his proposals as interesting, but not of sufficient authority to out-

weigh a unanimous proposal by an Expert Committee.

M. Berthelot agreed with Mr. Balfour and said that the Committees had
been unanimous, but it should not be forgotten that their unanimous opinion,

for the first six months, had been to adopt a solution far more favourable to

the Czechs than any now proposed. They had subsequently altered their

opinion, and this, when made known, would cause a bad impression in

Czecho-Slovakia. The Committees had studied the problem from its ethno-

graphical and economical sides, leaving out political considerations, which

seemed to be for the Council to decide. The French representatives on the

Joint Committee had originally objected strongly to the line reported on by

M. Cambon that morning, but they gave their assent to it finally, in order to

facilitate a solution of some sort. The consent of the French representatives

had only been given on the understanding that the Poles should be obliged,

by some means or another, to grant special facilities to the Czechs with regard

to the coal and to the railways.

M. Tittoni said that he understood that the line described by M. Cambon
would not be adopted without a special convention, assuring to the Czechs

the special economic facilities described by M. Berthelot.

Mr. Polk said that he had understood that theJoint Committees had been
unanimous. Ifthey had not been, the question ought obviously to be referred

back to them.

M. Berthelot said that the Report of theJoint Committees had only been

unanimous because the French representatives had given their consent, so as

not to isolate themselves from their colleagues.

M. Clemenceau said that he did not understand the reasons that had

prompted the French representatives on the Joint Committee to give their

assent to a proposal of which they did not approve. He retained opinions

independently of whether they were shared by others or not. He had

thought M. Pichon’s proposal a very good one, and had hoped that it might

have been adopted.

Mr. Balfour said that he saw grave objections to the adoption of

M. Pichon’s solution.

M. Clemenceau said that, whilst agreeing with Mr. Balfour, he was con-

vinced that the coal question in Teschen was the outstanding problem.

M. Cambon said it should not be forgotten that, in the Karwin Basin,

which M. Pichon proposed to cede to Czecho-Slovakia, there were nearly

70,000 Poles.

M. Clemenceau said that Mr. Balfour could not agree with M. Pichon.

He, himself, could not agree with the Committee’s proposals. He therefore

proposed to refer the whole question back to the Joint Committees, who, as

they had already changed their minds several times, could certainly do so

again, and present another report. He would never accept a line cutting a
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coal basin into two, for such a solution would be like placing a man on one

side of a frontier, his wife upon the other, and dividing the children up
between the two.

M. Gambon said that he admitted M. Clemenceau’s objection, but drew
the attention of the Council to the fact that it was just as unwise to devise

a line giving the surface of the land to one country and the subterranean

deposits to another, and this seemed to be what was required of him, the

Joint Committees

(It was agreed that the Teschen question should be referred back to the joint

PoUsh and Czecho-Slovak Committees for report on the following day.)

4. Mr. Polk drew the attention ofthe Council to the fact that the Bulgarian

Delegation was objecting to having the Peace Terms pre-
J^esentation of the

g^j^^^ed to them without a formal diplomatic ceremony.

Dutasta further called attention to the fact that the

Bulgarians were asking for a period of thirty days, after the

presentation of the Peace Terms, in which they might be allowed to draft

their replies. Their request was based upon the plea, that it would be

necessary for them to take the terms to Sofia, and discuss them in the

Bulgarian Sobranie.

(After some discussion, it was agreed that the Peace Terms to the Bul-

garians should be formally presented to them at the Quai d’Orsay at a date

which should be decided upon later.)

(It was further decided that the Bulgarian Delegation should be given a

period of 25 days after the presentation of the Peace Terms, for the prepara-

tion of their replies.)

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Hotel Astoria^ Paris^

September 10^ igig.

Appendix A to No. 55

BRITISH DELEGATION, PARIS.

The Conference have brought to the notice of the German Government a clause

in the new German Constitution respecting German relations with Austria which
is in direct contradiction with the provisions of the Treaty of Peace relating to the

same subject. The German Government in effect reply that no clause, whatever

be its plain grammatical meaning, can really be in contradiction with the Treaty

ofPeace because there is another clause in the Constitution which says that nothing

the Constitution contains can affect the Treaty. By this ingenious device the

German Constitution could evidently be so amended as formally to contradict

every provision which the Treaty of Peace contains. It might for example enact

that a German army of ten million men was to be maintained by conscription;

.
and when the Associated Powers pointed out that this was not in conformity with
a Treaty wMch narrowly limited the Army and forbad conscription, the German
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Government could reply that, if so, the Constitution itself in Article 1 78 provided

a sufficient remedy for the evil by lading it down that nothing in the Treaty could

be affected by the Constitution.

This case is imaginary. But it is not more extravagant than a similar experiment

in legislation contained in the 112th Clause of the German Constitution. This

enacts that no German citizen may be surrendered for trial before a foreign

tribimal. The Treaty on the other hand lays it down that certain persons charged

with grave offences against the principles of humanity and the Laws of War are

to be surrendered and are to be tried by a foreign tribunal. Here then is a second

case of contradiction between the Constitution and the Treaty : and presumably
it will be excused in the same fashion as the first.

The German Note suggests that Article 61^ was introduced in order to avoid

^all possible contradictions between the Provisions of the Constitution and the

conditions of peace in the Peace Treaty’. The intention is excellent if it relates to

those doubtful and accidental contradictions which the ingenuity of lawyers may
detect in the language of two long and complicated documents. But we are not

dealing with doubtful and accidental contradictions. Those of which we mate
complaint are assuredly open and manifest, and can hardly be other than deliberate.

No one can believe that the framers of the German Constitution when they drew
up Article 61 (and Article 1 12) were not aware that both were absolutely incon-

sistent with the engagements into which Germany had solemnly entered only a
few weeks before.

This condition of things cannot be allowed to endure. If, as the Germans
themselves proclaim when the Constitution and the Treaty clash, the Constitution

must give way, it is their evident duty to bring these two great instruments into

harmony by modifying the Constitution: and the Conference must insist that this

duty be fulfilled.

Since, however, the legislative machinery for effecting this object is difficult to

set in motion owing to the adjournment of the Reichstag, and since the further

examination of the Constitution shows that Article 1 1 0^ must be amended as well

as Article 61, the Conference are prepared to extend the period allowed for the

amendments till the expiry of the first fortnight after the Treaty has been ratified.

This will have two advantages. It will in the first place meet a technical objection

raised by the German Government, based on the fact that the Treaty, though
signed, is not yet in force. It will in the second place put to the proof the sincerity

of the German arguments based on Article When the Treaty is ratified the

Associated Powers will, in accordance with its provisions, demand the surrender

of certain accused persons, to be tried in foreign courts. Unless the Constitution

is amended, we shall then have a test case by which to determine the mode in

which the German Government interpret the provisions of their Constitution

when these are in conflict with their treaty obligations. If Article 61"^ be honestly

interpreted, the substantive provisions of Article 1 10^ will have to be abandoned.

IfArticle 1 1 o^ be acted upon, the Treaty of Peace will be violated in the eyes of all

the world. The first alternative would discredit the Constitution: the second

would bring about an immediate breach with the Associated Powers. Neither

alternative can be good for Germany : and the Associated Powers are acting in her

interests as well as in their own when they insist that a speedy end shall be put to

ambiguities and inconsistencies which seem to be designed for no other purpose

than to weaken the force of the most solemn and binding obligation.

^ In error for article 178. ^ In error for article 1 12.
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.Appendix B to No. 55

Le Gouvemement allemand, reconnaisant que la disposition de Particle 61 de
la loi constitutionnelle du ii aout 1919 est en contradiction avec les termes de
Particle 80 du Traite de Paix du 28 juin 1919, et que le maintien de la dite disposi-

tion de Particle 61 avant qu’un consentement conforme ait 6t6 donn6 par le Gonseil

de la Socidt6 des Nations pent donner lieu k des malentendus, malgre les disposi-

tions de Particle 1 78 de la dite loi constitutionnelle, declare, apr^s avoir ete approuve
par le Reichstag, que Particle 61 ainsi que toutes les stipulations contraires au
Traitd de Paix, sont nuls et non avenus.

No. 56

H. D. -52.] J^otes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai d^Orsay^ Paris
^
on Thursday^

September ir, at ii.o a.m.

Present: U»S,A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Rt. Hon. A. J. Balfour; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman,
Mr. P. Kerr.

France: M. Clemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Berthe-

lot, M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Scialoja^; secretaries, M. Patemo, M. Barone Russo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.SA,: Mr. C. Russell. British Empire: Capt. E.

Abraham. France: Capt. A. Portier. Italy: Capt. Rossi.

Interpreter: M. Camerlynck.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned :

—

U.S,A.

:

Dr. Scott, Mr. Gibson, Mr. A. Dulles.

British Empire: Rt. Hon. G. N. Barnes, Mr. G. J. B. Hurst, Golonel

Kisch, Mr. Hodgson.

France: M. J. Gambon, M. Golliard, M. Fromageot, M. Laroche.

Italy: M, Ricci-Busatti, M. Stranieri, M. Brambilla, M. di Palma.

I. Mr. Balfour said that he wished to draw the attention of the Council

to an urgent matter. He did not suggest the matter should be

inGmtumy
discussed immediately, nor did he wish himself to make any

statement on the subject. He wished to hand in a document
which he had himself received on the previous day from General Seely.=*

This document gave an alarming account of the development of aircraft

industry in Germany. Internal civil aviation was being developed on an
immense scale and German companies were buying up old army aeroplanes.

The first difiSculty which arose in this connection was whether these aero-

planes belonged to the Allies or to the purchasing companies. There was
: the additional risk that under the guise of civil aviation Germany was merely

creating a strong offensive force, more especially as civil aviation was being

'

„
* Italian Tcpresentative on the Supreme Goundl in the absence of Signor Tittoni.
* Under-Secretary of State for Air.
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heavily subsidised by the Government. He suggested that the French

General Staff should study this matter and in the hope that this would be

done, he begged to hand the document to the Chairman. (Appendix A.)

It was also worth noticing that German aircraft industry had already

obtained a footing in neutral markets and it was certain that the foundation

of German air power was the development of the aircraft industry. It

appeared that the best military brains of Germany were being employed

in the construction of aeroplanes.

M. Clemengeau said that he would have the matter examined by the

French General Staff.

(It was agreed that the question of aircraft construction in Germany should

be reported on by Allied experts, and again brought up before the Council.)

(The Members of the Drafting Committee entered the room.)

2. Mr. Hurst read tlie draft contained as Appendix B.

M. Clemengeau said that he had one observation to
Reply to Note ofGer- make. In the proposals made on the previous day, it had

been suggested that the German Government should be

German Constitution given 1 5 days to obtain from the Legislative ^sembly a

repudiation of the Articles infringing the conditions of the

Treaty. He did not lay any particular stress on the period of 15 days, but

he thought some fixed period should be laid down. If the German Delega-

tion protested that the period allowed them was too short, and asked for an
extension, he would agree to it, but he did not think it proper to leave it to

them to estimate the period themselves.

Mr. Hurst asked whether M. Clemenceau referred to a period for the

signature of the instrument itself.

M. Clemengeau said that he referred to the ratification of the instrument

by the German National Assembly.

Mr. Balfour observed that the German Government was asked to under-

take and present the instrument to the Assembly at its next Meeting.

M. Clemengeau said that he would prefer, instead of the words "when it

next assembles’, to say "within 15 days after the coming into force of the

Treaty’, that was to say, upon ratification by three of the Great Powers.

Mr. Polk asked how soon the German Delegation was to sign the pro-

posed declaration.

(It was decided to introduce into the text, the word "forthwith’ in this

connection.)

M. Clemengeau observed that the German Delegation must have time,

if they required it, to telegraph to Berlin. He also informed his colleagues

of a telegram received that morning to the effect that the National Assembly

was being summoned at Weimar to reconsider the provisions of the Constitu-

tion complained of. This was not official news, but informal information he

had received.

(After a few slight verbal alterations, the draft reply and declaration as

contained in Appendix B, were accepted.)
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3. (The Members of the Commissions on Polish and Gzecho-Slovak Affairs

entered the room.)

Gambon said that in accordance with the directions of the

Council on the previous day, the two Commissions had met in the

afternoon. The majority maintained their original' opinions. He then read

and explained the report of the Meeting contained in Appendix C.

Mr. Balfour said that he feared the result of the plebiscite in Teschen

would be to deprive Czecho-Slovakia not of 40% of the coal, but of 100%.

The territory was Polish and the Commission had attributed it to Czecho-

slovakia, because of the railway running through it connecting Bohemia and

Slovakia. This railway would almost certainly become Polish property.

Surely this was far more contrary to the interest of the Czecho-Slovaks than

anything the Commission had proposed. Nevertheless, as M. Benes appeared

to accept a plebiscite, it must be assumed that he knew his own business

best.

M. Cambon said that neither M. Benes nor M. Dmowski could be brought

to accept either of the lines suggested in the Commission. Both, however,

agreed to accept the plebiscite.

M. SciALOjA said that it was impossible for the Council to refuse the

plebiscite if both claimants agreed to it.

(It was then agreed that a plebiscite should be held in the Duchy of

Teschen and in the districts of Spiesz and Orava in accordance with the

proposals of the Joint Commissions (Appendix C). The detailed organisa-

tion of this plebiscite was referred for examination and report to the Joint

Commission.)

4. (At this point, the members ofthe Labour Commission entered the room.)

M. Clemenoeau said that, on the previous day, he had
AdmisstonofGerman ea^ agreement with Mr. Barnes. It had been

agreed that the Congress should be left free to invite the

Washington attendance of the German and Austrian Delegates or not.

As it was practically a foregone conclusion that the

Congress would invite them to attend, the French Government would

facilitate the granting ofpassports in anticipation to the Germans or Austrians,

who might be delegated to go to Washington.

Mr. Barnes said that he had received information that President Wilson

was willing to invite the German and Austrian Delegates to Washington.

Mr. Polk said that this was not quite correct. The President said that he

was willing that the Labour Congress should decide whether or not the

German and Austrian Delegates should be admitted. He, himself, as Head

of the American Delegation, had undertaken that no passport difficulties

would be made on the American side to prevent the Germans and Austrians

from going to Washington, in the hope of being admitted to the Labour

Congress.

Mr. Barnes said that he was ^lot sure that these arrangements would be

satisfactory to the Germans and Austrians.
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M. Clemenceau said that they should take what was being done as a sign

of goodwill. He was himself making a step in the direction of conciliation,

since, in the Council of Four, he had decided adversely. Now that Peace was

signed, he was ready to yield to some extent. He had been assured by the

French Labour Representatives that they would be satisfied with the very

thing he was now offering.

M. SciALOjA said that Italian labour opinion required an implicit invita-

tion to the Germans and Austrians. Otherwise, Italian working men would

not attend the Congress. There were two distinct questions involved. The
first was admission to the Congress and the second was admission to the

International Organisation of Labour. As to the second, it must be left to

the Congress to decide and each State could give its representatives instruc-

tions. The first, however, which involved the right to be heard in the

Congress, could only be decided by the Council.

M. Clemengeau said that nothing would ever prevail upon him to extend

an invitation on behalf of the Council to German and Austrian Delegates to

attend the Labour Congress. He would not submit to pressure from Italian

socialism, which had been consistently against the war and pro-German.

Mr. Barnes observed that the Council had already decided that Germany
would be admitted to the second meeting of the Labour Congress. Conse-

quently, Germany would, ipso facto^ be let into the International Labour
Organisation.

M. Clemengeau said that that was no doubt the case. What he refused

to do was to invite them, in the name of the Council, to attend the Congress

at Washington. He was prepared to leave the question to the Congress.

Mr. Balfour said that he was of the same opinion, but he would ask

Mr. Barnes whether the abstention of the Italian Socialists would have any

effect on Labour Organisations in other countries.

Mr. Barnes said that it would have a certain effect. He had tried to

anticipate it by telling British Labour Organisations that the admission of

the Germans and Austrians depended upon the representation of Labour

and Socialism in the Congress. This would be an inducement to Labour and

Socialist representatives to attend the Congress.

Mr. Polk said that he did not think the question was one the Council

should decide.

M. SciALOjA said that he was not a defender of the Socialists. There were

in Italy, as in other countries, moderate and extreme Socialists. The Italian

Government wished to support the former rather than the latter. He thought

that public opinion should be made to feel that the Council was not opposing

moderate demands,

M, Clemengeau said that the Congress would almost certainly invite the

Germans and Austrians to attend, and he would himselfstate in the Chamber
of Deputies that the decision taken was taken in a conciliatory spirit.

(It was decided that the question of the admission ofGerman and Austrian

Delegates to the forthcoming Labour Congress at Washington should be

left to the decision of that Congress. In the meantime, the AlKed and
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Associated Governments would put no obstacles in the way of Gennau
or Austrian Delegates desirous of proceeding to Washington, in anticipa-

tion of a decision in their favour.)

5 -

[Not printed].

Allied work-people

admitted to Enemy Terri-

tories and Vice Versa

6. M. Dutasta said that the Drafting Committee requested instructions as

to the language in which the Air Convention should be drafted.
Language of Should it be, like previous Conventions, in French, English and

Italian, the French text prevailing m case of divergence, or in

French and English, each having equal authority, as in the case of the Con-

ventions signed at Versailles ?

M. SciALOjA said that, as the Convention was very important for Italy,

he desired an Italian text.

(After some discussion, it was decided that the Air Convention should be

drawn up in Enghsh, French and Italian, the text in the two former

languages having equal authority.)

7. After some discussion, it was agreed:

—

That the Bulgarian Delegation should be invited to receive
Presentation of the

Treaty in the Salle de L’Horloge, at the Quai d’Orsay,
Treaty 0 u-

Greek and Roumanian observations just re-
ganan e ega ion

should be discussed at the next meeting of the Council.

8. M. Clemengeaxj said that he had received a letter from M. Pachitch

^ ^ . (Appendix D)^ stating that, as the Government had

n^fbyliepresmtl-‘^ resigned, the Delegation was bound to wait for authority

tiaes of the Kingdom of before signing the Treaty of Peace with the Austrian

the Serbs, Croats and Republic.
Slovenes

3 After a brief discussion the Supreme Council decided, on the proposal of Mr. Barnes,

that, subject to an announcement at a future date of the views of the American delegation,

the resolution passed by the Labour Commission on June 4, 1919 (see No. 45, note 8), ‘was

accepted as a general principle of the Conference.’ During the preceding discussion

M. Glemenceau had said that ‘German workmen at present engaged to work on the de-

vastated districts of France brought with them their own rights and privileges. Mr. Balfour

asked whether foreign workmen going to England were also to have their own rights.

Mr. Barnes said that the case did not arise in England, as a foreign workman was granted

British rights even to the extent, after a certain period, of receiving a share in the National

Health and Unemployment Insurances and Old Age Pensions. Mr. Polk said that he could

not, for the time being, express an opinion, but he had no objection to the principle.

Mr, Barnes observed that it was only the principle of reciprocity that was involved. It did

not become binding on any given State unless that State made individual agreements with

anp^ier State’; -

No^ prmted. This brief letter, dated at Paris, September 10, 1919, was as summarized

by M. Cl^enceau,
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Q , Mr. Polk drew attention to a telegram received from Budapest (see

Appendix E).

Clemengeau Said that he was not at all disposed to

Budapest Hungarian Government financial credits, nor was
he prepared to see the Government of the country handed

over to the Allied Generals at Budapest. He agreed, however, that it was
desirable to send the Mission instructions.

(It was decided that the qpiestion of sending further instructions to the

Inter-Allied Mission at Budapest should be placed on the Agenda.)

Mr. Polk observed that the Roumanians were under the impression that

the United States alone, among the Allied and Associated Powers, raised

objections against their conduct in Hungary. This impression had not been

set right by Allied representatives on the spot. It was desirable that the

Roumanian Government should be informed that the Council had acted

only upon information received from the Inter-Allied representatives.

M. PiCHON observed that, as M. Clemenceau signed all the telegrams sent

in the name ofthe Council, France was incurring a great deal ofunpopularity

in Bucharest, where it was supposed that France was particularly antagonistic

to Roumanian ambitions. It had therefore been pointed out to the Rou-
manian Government that these telegrams emanated from the Council of the

Five Principal Allied and Associated Powers and not from M. Clemenceau
as French Prime Minister.

Mr. Polk said that he thought it was the people on the spot who had
created the impression that America alone was responsible for Roumanian
troubles.

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Hotel Astoria^ Paris.

September jj, igig.

Appendix A to No. 56

Document i

-^/g/595- BRITISH delegation, PARIS.

September 10^ igig

Dear General,

The attached letter to General Masterman from the German Aviation authorities

contains the information you asked me to let you have regarding the German
proposals to start civil aviation with war machines. The proposals may be sum-

marised as follows :

—

Six aerial post lines to be started from Cologne. The estimated number of aero-

planes required for one ofthese lines, viz., Cologne to Berlin, is 1 70. The Company
has already bought 14.0 aeroplanes and other aircraft material from the German
Government. It is claimed that these aircraft are exempt from delivery to the

Allies as they are new and have never been used for warlike purposes.
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As regards the above proposals, the six aerial post lines are, of course, capable
of indefinite expansion. The estimated number of aeroplanes required for the

Gologne-Berlin line, viz., 170, includes one-third for repair. This percentage for

repair is insufficient, and the total number required would be at least 1200. There
would, of course, be no limit to the reserve which could be built up, and it is

highly probable that several thousand aeroplanes would be required for the

efficient working of these routes.

The 140 aeroplanes which the Company has bought from the German Govern-
ment are the property of the Allies, as under the Air Clauses Germany is required

to surrender all her naval and military aircraft, and these machines are all of

military types.

The whole question, I think, hinges upon this point, namely, the type. So far

as our information goes, Germany has not produced any distinctly civil types of

aeroplanes since the Armistice. A Gotha which has been built since the Armistice,

and has not been fitted with bomb-racks is, nevertheless, a Gotha, and could be
adapted for war uses within 24 hours.

Although the Germans have consulted us with regard to the scheme outlined

in the attached letter, they have already started civil aviation on a somewhat
extensive basis, and there appears to be no doubt that the machines employed are

converted war machines.

Furthermore, Germany has, as you are aware, carried out a wholesale exporta-

tion of her aircraft to neutral Powers, and this exportation is still in progress

despite various remonstrances which have been made by the Armistice Commis-
sion and latterly by Marshal Foch, acting under instructions of the Supreme
Council.®

Owing to the delay in the ratification ofthe Treaty, the Air Clauses have already

been to a large extent circumvented, and if Germany is permitted to regard a

military machine adapted to civil purposes as' a civil machine, the Air Clauses of

the Peace Treaty will have little value.

A survey of the whole aeronautical position in Germany at the present moment
would be lengthy, and in many respects incomplete, owing to lack of sufficient

data, but I think there is sufficient information to warrant the following con-

clusions :

—

(i) That civil aviation in Germany is being heavily subsidised.

(q) That the German aircraft industry, aided by the German Government, has

attained considerable footing in neutral markets. It is to be remembered
that Germany’s aircraft industry is the foundation of her air power.

(3) That the military brain of Germany intends to develop German air power
under camouflage of civil aviation.

As regards (3), I do not think this can be prevented, as the Supreme Council

was not willing to adopt the measures recommended for its prevention by the

Advisory Aeronautical Commission.^ But I think that it is possible to delay the

development of German air power by enforcing the air clauses to the letter. In

order that this shall be done, it will be necessary for the President of the Inter-

* Gf. No. 41, minute 5 and" appendix G.
* For the original ^ews of the Aeronautical Commission as regards the prevention of the

development of German air power by means of civil aviation, see the record of the meeting
of the Supreme Council (Council of Ten) on March 17, 1919, printed in Papers relating to

the Foreign Relations, of the United States: The Paris Peace Conference^ ^9^9f
vol. iv, pp. 371—2.
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Allied Aeronautical Commission of Control, \dz., General Masterman, to be given
a free hand, and to receive strong support from the Supreme Council,

Yours sincerely,

P, R. C. GRO\rES.

Major-General The Rt. Hon. J. E. B. Seely, G.B,, C.M.G., etc.. Under Secretary

of State for the Royal Air Force.

Document 2

Aiemorial about the opening up of an Aerial Post Service between Cologne^

Hanover and Berlin

Cologne, August go
^
igig

The German ‘Flugverkehr-Aktiengesellschaft’ has obtained the approval of

the German Government to establish an aerial post service on 6 lines. The same
are :

—

From Cologne to Berlin.

„ Cologne „ Hamburg,

3, Cologne „ Breslau.

„ Cologne „ Munich.

„ Cologne „ Stuttgart.

„ Cologne „ BMe.

For this purpose the Fiugverkehr-Aktiengesellschaft has bought in Germany
from the German Government the following unused aeroplane material :

—

60 L.V.G. Cells.

30 „ Aeroplanes.

lOoF.D.H.
10 F.D.H. „
200 Motors Bz. IV ue.

Type C. VI.

„ C. VI with Bz. IV ue.

,5 C. VII ,3 ditto.

„ C. Ill „ ditto.

In accordance with paragraph 202 of the Peace Treaty, these machines are

exempted from delivery because, being perfectly new, they were never used during

the war for warlike purposes and they are not destined for warlike purposes,

because the Army is demobilized.

If the flying service is to be established in the near future, it is necessary that the

Allies confirm the release of this aeroplane material.

In the first place it is intended only to open up the line Cologne-Hanover-

Berlin. The connections by rail and post are unreliable on account of the general

condition; but the linking up of the most important places in the occupied and

unoccupied territory is for the German authorities of the greatest interest. At the

same time it is intended to carry not only the German post but also the post of the

occupation authorities.

It is intended to organize the aerial post service Cologne-Hanover-Berlin as

follows :

—

1 . 17 intermediate stations are to be established on the line Cologne-Hanover-

Berlin. Every intermediate station has at the disposal aeroplanes as well

as motor cars, in order to be able to continue an interrupted flight vdthout

loss of time for the postal service.
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2. In the first place the orientation of the aeroplanes takes place by land orienta-

tion
;
by installing the sending off and receiving apparatuses in the aero-

planes and by erecting arrow stations, it will by Spring be possible to

direct the aeroplanes automatically by means of wireless telegraphy.
’

3. The following aeroplane material is needed for the line Cologne-Hanover-

Berlin:

—

1 7 Stations each with 2 aeroplanes . . . . = 34 aeroplanes.

3 Principal stations each with 15 aeroplanes . . = 43
For every day service 2 times 12 aeroplanes == 24 aero-

planes to be changed from day to day . . . = 48 ,,

Total . . 127 aeroplanes.

The least to be considered as being in repair is one-third, therefore 1 70 aero-

planes would be required. This great number of aeroplanes is necessary

in order to make it possible to provide every intermediate station accord-

ingly, and in order to be able to dispose of the necessary reserve machines.

4.

The postal service will be arranged in such a way that the line will in each

direction be covered 1 2 limes per day. It is of the utmost interest that the

line Colognc-Hanover-Berlin is opened up as early as possible. After

release of the aeroplanes by the Allies the aerial post service will be started

4 weeks after its approval.

In order to be able to examine the correctness of the Company’s statement

about the material at disposal, and in order to keep control that the aeroplanes

have all been rendered useless for any military purposes, it is suggested that the

Allies appoint a control Officer at the expense ofthe Flugverkehr-Aktiengesellschaft.

ScHWiNK, Captain.

German General Staff Officer,

Bridgehead, Cologne.

Appendix B to No. 56

Document

By their Note ofSeptember 2nd, the Allied and Associated Powers have brought

to the notice of the German Government a clause in the new German Constitution

respecting German relations with Austria which is in direct contradiction with the

provisions of the Treaty of Peace relating to the same subject.

The German Government, by its Note of September 5th, reply that no article

whatever be its plain grammatical meaning can really be in contradiction with

the Treaty of Peace, because there is another clause in the Constitution which says

that nothing the Constitution contains can affect the Treaty. By this ingenious

device the German Constitution could eventually be so amended as formally to

contradict every provision which the Treaty of Peace contains. It might, for

example, enact that a German Army of several million men was to be maintained

by conscription; and when the Allied and Associated Powers pointed out that this

; This note is printed in translation in Verhandlungen der verfassunggebmden National-

; versammlmgyyoh 340, No. 1793, as cited by P. Berber, op. cit., vol. i, pp. 545-6.
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was not in conformity with the Treaty which narrowly limited the German Army
and forbade conscription, the German Government could reply that if so, the

Constitution itself in Article 1 78 provided a sufficient remedy for the evil by laying

it down that nothing in the Treaty could be affected by the Constitution.

The above, one may say, is an imaginary case, but it is justified when one reads

in Article 1 12 of the German Constitution, as at present drafted, that no German
nationals can be surrendered for trial before a foreign tribunal, when the Treaty

stipulates in precise terms that certain persons charged with offences against the

law^s and customs of war are to be surrendered for trial before a foreign tribunal.

According to the German reply. Article 178 was introduced in order to avoid

‘ail possible contradictions between the provisions of the Constitution and the

conditions of the Peace Treaty’. The intention is excellent if it relates to those

doubtful and accidental contradictions which the ingenuity of lawyers may detect

in the language of two long and complicated documents. But, in this case it is not

a question of doubtful and accidental contradictions. Those of which the Allied

and Associated Powers make complaint are assuredly open and manifest, and can

be hardly other than deliberate. No one can believe that the framers ofthe German
Constitution, when they inserted Article 61 and settled the terms of Article 112,

were not aware that their wording was irreconcilable with the engagements into

which Germany had solemnly entered only a few weeks before.

This condition of things cannot be allowed to endure.

The German Government itself admits and declares that if the Constitution and
the Treaty clash, the Constitution must give way.

In view of this admission, the Allied and Associated Powers call upon the

German Government to place on record without further delay in the diplomatic

instrument of which the text is enclosed herewith, the explanation which it has

made to the Allied and Associated Powers in its answer of September 5th 1919.

This instrument must be signed at Versailles forthwith, by an authorised representa-

tive of the German Government, in the presence ofrepresentatives of the Principal

Allied and Associated Powers, and must be duly approved by the competent

German legislative authorities within 15 days of the coming into force of the

Treaty of Peace.

Document 2

Draft Declaration

The undersigned, duly authorised and acting in the name of the German
Government, admits and declares that all the provisions of the German Constitu-

tion of August nth, 1919, which are in contradiction with the terms of the Treaty

of Peace signed at Versailles on June 28, 1919, are null and void.

The German Government admits and declares that the second paragraph of

Article 61 of the said Constitution is therefore null and void, and in particular that

Austrian representatives cannot be admitted to the Reichsrat, except so far as the

Council of the League of Nations in accordance with Article 80 of the Treaty of

Peace should consent to such a change in the international status of Austria.

The present Declaration will be approved by the competent German legislative

authority within 15 days of the coming into force of the Treaty of Peace.

Done at Versailles the day of September 1919 in the presence of the

undersigned representatives of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers.
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Appendix G to No. 56

Rapport Presente an Conseil SuprSme par la Commission des Affaires

Polonaises et la Commission des Affaires Tcheco-Slovaques Remies sur la

Qtiestion de Teschen

En execution de la resolution prise le 10 septembre par le Conseil Supreme, la

Commission des Affaires Polonaises et la Commission des Affaires Tcheco-Slovaques
se sont reunies dans Tapres-midi du 10 septembre pour soumettre a un nouvel
examcn la question de Teschen. Elies ont du constater Pimpossibilite 011 elles se

trouvaient de fixer un trace de la frontiere entre la Tcheco-Slovaquie et la Pologne
auquel toutes les Delegations pussent sc rallier.

Tandis que la majorite de la Commission (Delegations americaine, britannique,

italienne et japonaise) dedarait en effet s’en tenir aux conclusions du rapport du
22 aout,® la Delegation frangaise a propose un nouveau trace, que la majorite n’a

pas cru pouvoir accepter.

I. Opinion de la Majorite. (Delegation [s] americaine, britannique, italienne, japo-

naise.)

Le Conseil Supreme a critique sur deux points le I'apport du 22 aout:

a) il divise entre la Pologne[et] la Tcheco-Slovaquie le bassin houiller deKarwin;
b) il est moins favorable a la Tcheco-Slovaquie que le rapport du 14 avril.

Concernant le premier point la majorite de la Commission fait remarquer

respectueusement que I’objection peut s^appliquer a plusieurs autres frontieres qui

suivent des lignes de separations ethniques. L’objection d’ailleurs n’est pas capitale,

condition que les deux nations fassent preuve mutuellement de bonne volonte

pour le reglement des interets economiques engages. On peut citer comme exemple

le cas du bassin houiller suivant:

1°. le bassin franco-beige qui coupe la frontifere entre Valenciennes et Saint-

Ghislain;

2®. le bassin houiller situe au nord d’Aix-la-Ghapelle et dont les puits principaux

sont repartis de part et d’autre de la frontiere hollando-allemande. Quant a

Tobjection, tiree du fait que le rapport du 22 aout est moins favorable aux Tcheques

que le rapport du 14 avril, Tattention du Conseil Supreme est respectueusement

attiree sur les points suivants

:

d) Le rapport du 14 avril n’a pas ete adopte k Tunanimite;
h) La solution proposee dans le rapport du 14 avril n’a pas ete appuyee par la

Commission Interalliee de Teschen,

c) Du point de vue ethnographique le rapport du 22 aout est plus favorable a la

Tcheco-Slovaquie qu’i la Pologne: la totalite de la population tcheque du Duche,

k Pexception de 10,400 habitants, est annexee k la Tcheco-Slovaquie, tandis que

62,000 Polonais sont perdus par la Pologne.

d) Depuis le 14 avril, date du premier rapport, le traite de paix conclu avec

TAllemagne a ete ratifie par la Pologne. La majorite de la Commission estime que

les Polonais du Duche de Teschen, vivant sur les confins d’un territoire sur lequel

la Pologne exerce d’ores et dej^ des droits de souverainete, ne sont pas disposes a

accepter une solution qu’on aurait pu leur imposer en avril dernier;

e) En dehors de ses consequences ethnographiques indiquees ci-dessus, le regle-

ment propose attribue k la Tcheco-Slovaquie le chemin de fer du defile deJablunkau

® See No. 50, appendix G.
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rendant ainsi possibles des relations faciles par chemin de fer entre le bassin minier

de Maehrisch Ostrau et la Slovaquie.

f) En ce qui conceme le charboH;, le rapport attribue a la Tcheco-Slovaquie 6o%
de la production du bassin de Teschen et 69% de la production de la partie du
bassin d*ou on extrait le charbon a coke.

La majoiite de la Commission n’estime pas pouvoir proposer un trace plus

favorable a la Tcheco-Slovaquie que celui qu’elle a propose par son rapport du
22 aout; a son avis, toute proposition dans ce sens comporterait une grave injustice

au detriment de la Pologne et entrainerait une hostilite durable entre les deux
pays, Dans le rapport du 22 aout d’ailleurs, les deux Commissions reunies ont

demande a runanimite que, si la frontiere proposee par elles etait acceptee, on
leur confiat le soin de determiner les concessions, d’ordre economique et ferroviaire,

que la Pologne, en toute justice, devrait faire a Pfitat Tcheco-Slovaque; ces

concessions seraient garanties par un traite dont les Commissions auraient a pre-

parer le projet.

Au cas oh, en depit des precisions qui precedent, le ConseU Supreme n’esti-

merait pas pouvoir accepter la solution proposee par la majoiite, celle-ci est d’avis

que la seule maniere de resoudre la question est de recourir a un plebiscite.

Les lignes generales de ce plebiscite, qu’accepte[nt] en principe les deux partis,

sont indiquees plus loin.

II. Opinion de la Minorite, (Delegation Frangaise.)

La Delegation Fran9aise estime que la frontiere tracee par la majoiite de la

Commission ne tient pas uncompte [jzr] des considerations d’ordre moral, qu’elle est

susceptible de laisser des germes durables de discorde entre Tcheco-Slovaques et

Polonais, et qu’elle ne presente pas en consequence, les caracteres que doit revetir

une delimitation definitive entre deux pays allies
; son adoption ne donnerait pas

les garanties desirables au point de vue du maintien de la paix generale.

La Delegation Fran9aise estime qu’on eviterait dans une large mesure ces graves

inconvenients, si Ton modifiait de la maniere suivante le trace de la frontiere

proposee dans le precedent rapport de la Commission.
1°. Au sud de Teschen dans la region de Jablunkau, la frontiere serait report^e

plus k rQuest de maniere a rendre k la Pologne un territoire assez 6tendu oh
I’^lement polonais domine; mais tout en laissant en territoire tcheco-slovaque

le chemin de fer Oderberg-Kaschau. La ville de Teschen serait laiss^e a la

Pologne.

2°. Au nord de Teschen la frontiere rejoindrait I’Olsa; elle suivrait cette riviere

jusqu’^ proximity de la ligne Oderberg-Cracovie; elle se dirigerait ensuite vers

I’ouest, la ligne Oderberg-Cracovie demeurant en territoire polonais et la ville de

Deutschleuten etant attribuee a la Tcheco-Slovaquie, suivant au plus pr^ la ligne

de chemin de fer, la frontiere rejoindrait au sud d’Oderberg la ligne proposee dans

le precedent rapport de la Commission,

Le bassin houiller de Karvin serait ainsi tout entier attribue a la Tcheco-

Slovaquie.

II y a lieu de remarquer que le nombre des Polonais qui habitent le territoire

compris entre la ligne bleue^ (frontiere propos6e dans le dernier rapport) et la

ligne rouge® (frontiere proposee le 14 avril) dans la region au nord de Teschen

n’excfede pas 70,000; le nombre des Polonais qui serait attribue k la Tcheco-

Slovaquie, si le trace franqais etait adopte, serait ^videmment tres inferieur a ce

total. La brievete du ddai laisse a la Commission pour presenter son rapport n’a
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pas permis d’en 6tablir le chifFre exact, dont il faudrait d’ailleurs d^duire pour
avoir une vue precise de la situation faite k T^l^ment polonais, le chifFre des

Polonais qui, au sud, seront rendus a la Pologne.

Faute de voir accepter cette solution, et eu 6gard k la gravitd des consequences

politiques que lui parait devoir entrainer Tadoption de la ligne propos^e dans le

rapport du 22 aout (ligne bleue), la Delegation fran^aise estime que la seule

solution de nature a ramener Tapaisement serait la consultation des populations

par voie de plebiscite; devant le resultat du vote tout le monde devrait s’incliner.

III. Propositions de la Commission.

Constatant Fimpossibilite oh elle se trouvait de recommander k Tapprobation

du Conseil Supreme un trace de la frontiere qui fut accepte par les cinq Delega-

tions et desireuse cependant pour se conformer aux instructions qu’elle a regues de

soumettre au Conseil Supreme des propositions adoptees par Tunanimite de ses

membres, la Commission toute enti^re et bien qu’elle ne se dissimulat aucun des

inconvenients d’une solution de cette nature, et au cas ou le Conseil Supreme ne

croirait pouvoir accepter aucun des deux traces qui lui sont proposes, a r^solu de

lui recommander de r^gler la question par un recours au plebiscite. Interrogfe

par elle, MM. Benes et Dmowski se sont declares prets k s’incliner devant une

decision de ce genre. M. Benes, k qui un membre de la Commission faisait

remarquer que le plebiscite pourrait avoir pour consequence la fixation d’une

frontiere plus ddsavantageuse pour la Tcheco-Slovaquie que la frontiere proposee

par la Commission, a meme repondu que si on lui imposait le trace du rapport

du 22 aout, il demandait le plebiscite.

Le principe d’un plebiscite etant admis par les Tcheco-Slovaques comme
par les Polonais et les resultats en etant acceptes d’avance, il convient de s’y

rallier.

Le plebiscite aurait lieu dans les conditions suivantes

:

a) Il porterait sur la totalite du Duche de Teschen;

b) Le vote aurait lieu par commune, dans le plus bref deiai possible;

c) Le pays serait occupe par les forces alliees (il semble qu’un regiment k trois

bataillons serait suflasant)

;

d) Le Duche de Teschen serait provisoirement administre par une Commission

interalliee.

Cette Commission d’apr^s les resultats du vote fixerait la frontiere qu’elle

soumettrait k Tapprobation de la Conference.

e) La Commission Interalliee aurait mandat de proposer k la Conference tel

projet d’accord economique entre la Tcheco-Slovaquie et la Pologne tjue le

resultat du vote rendrait necessaire.

Il y a lieu de remarquer, a ce propos, que M. Dmowski k renouveie aujoiurd’hui,

devant la Commission, la declaration qu’il avait faite dans une seance anterieure:

la Pologne est prSte, si la Haute-SiUsie lui est attribuie^ k conclure avec la Tcheco-

Slovaquie tous les accords que celle-ci peut desirer pour la fourniture du charbon

dont elle a besoin.

/) Enfin, il semble opportun pour donner satisfaction aux demandes tcheques

d^etendre la zone du plebiscite aux territoires de Spis et d*Orava.
Conseil Supreme approuve la proposition que la Commission a Phonneur

, ; lui soumettre, il y aura lieu:

v de charger la Commission d’etudier les modalites du plebiscite ct d’etablir,

5® ' ^ un projet de reglement;
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2°) de Finviter a delimiter la region dite ^Territoires de Spis et d’Orava*, qui ne

correspond a aucune division administrative definie.

Le President de la Commission:

PARIS, le 10 septembre^ ^9^9 -

J. Gambon.

Appendix E to No. 56

Following is text of telegram (translation) sent by the Inter-Allied Mission at‘

Budapest to the Supreme Council under date of September gth,® 1919*

‘In a letter copy of which will be sent you by next mail, President Friedrich

informs the Commission that his Government has the confidence of the greater

part of the country but he lacks the necessary support from the Entente.

‘That the Roumanian requisitions throw many workmen into idleness, com-
promising the next year’s harvesting—^that the Roumanian occupation prevents

the collection of taxes, elections, organization of armed force.

‘He asks that the Entente furnish him financial credit.

‘He declares that if certain political parties are going to henceforth enjoy the

support of the Entente and if the present Government is by this fact powerless to

accomplish its duties, the Council of the Ministers will transmit the power to the

Commission of Four Generals. The Commission demands instructions from the

Supreme Council and considers it their duty to emphasize the embarrassing situa-

tion in which they are placed by receiving no response to their preceding telegrams.

Inter-Allied Military Mission.’

® See No. 57, note 3.

No. 57

H. D. 53.] Notes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great

Powers^ held in M. Clemenceau's Room at the War Office^ Paris^ on Monday^

September 15, 1919^ oil 10.30 a.m.

Present: U.S.A, : Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Rt. Hon. D. Lloyd George, O.M., M.P,; secretary,

Sir M. Hankey, G.C.B.

France: M. Clemenceau; secretary, M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Patemo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.
Interpreter: M. Gamerlynck.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned :

—

France: M. Tardieu, Marshal Foch, General Weygand.

I. M. Clemenceau said he had received information that the Emir Feisal

.. ,
was due to arrive at Marseilles on the i6th instant, and he had

^ir Feisal s
Strict injunctions that the Emir Feisal was to be taken

straight through to London.* The French ofl&cer who was

attached to him would leave him at Calais.

* For the occeision of the visit of the Emir Feisal, see minute 5 below.
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Mr. Lloyd George^ asked if M. Clemenceau would not like to see the

Emir Feisal on his way through Paris.

M. Clemenceau said he had understood that Mr. Lloyd George wished to

see the Emir Feisal at once without his staying in Paris en route

^

and that

was why he had given instructions.

Mr. Lloyd George said that there had been some misunderstanding.

He had only asked M. Clemenceau to expedite the Emir Feisal’s journey

because he had heard that there was a strike at Marseilles which might delay

him. He had not the smallest objection to his staying in Paris on his way,

and he would be very glad if the Emir saw M. Clemenceau. He said that he

himself had received a telegram from Port Said to the effect that the Emir
Feisal had sailed on Saturday, and that it was believed he had gone to Malta

in H.M.S. 'Speedy’, but he was not certain as to whether it was the 'Speedy’

or a French ship.

M. Clemenceau stated that he had no information in this regard and

added that in accordance with the orders already issued, Emir Feisal would

proceed to Calais. M. Clemenceau then drew attention to the Agenda
which had been circulated.

2. M. Clemenceau said that the first question on the agenda was the Condi-

Conditions
^ons of Peace with Bulgaria. This, however, could not be dealt

of Peace with until M. Tardieu was present.

Bulgaria (A message was sent to M. Tardieu, asking him to attend.)

3 . (The Conference had before them a telegram from the Inter-Allied

Military Mission at Budapest, referring to the interference
Demandfor instruc- meeting with from the Roumanian Authorities,

^AUM^Military^^^'
insisting on the embarrassing situation in which they were

Mission at Budapest asking for instructions as to what action they

were to take (Appendix A). 3)

This was read by the Interpreter in English.

M. Clemenceau said that if his recollection was correct, the four Generals

'had been sent to Budapest in order to find out what was going on there.

They had nothing to do with the form ofGovernment in Hungary. They had
received written instructions,^ and this was a matter which could be easily

ascertained. So far as he could remember, however, the questions now raised

by the Generals had no relation to their original instructions, and he thought

they called for no answer.

. Mr. Lloyd George asked how it was possible to deal with the Rou-

manians until a despatch was received from Sir George Clerk, who had been

* Mr. Lloyd George had arrived in Paris on a brief visit over the preceding weekend. He
returned from Paris to London on September 16, 1919.

.}^ Not printed. This appendix contained the French text of the telegram in appendix E
to No. 56. This text was numbered as telegram 292 and dated September 8, a day earlier

than the date given in No. 56, appendix E.
^ See No. 28, appendix B.
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sent to Bucharest, He himself was inclined to suspect the Roumanians of

delaying Sir George Clerk’s telegrams.

M. Clemenceau said that the only information he had received about Sir

George Clerk was that he would like to get back home. He understood,

however, that the Roumanians were taking matters into their own hands in

Hungary.

Mr. Lloyd George said that according to the information he had received

that morning, the Roumanians were looting the telephone receivers out of

private houses. The [PTheir] Mission had actually seized 4,000 private

telephone receivers.

Mr. Polk said he had received a telegram to the effect that the Hun-
garians apprehended that the intention of the Roumanians was to leave

Hungary suddenly in order to create such a situation as would necessitate a

speedy return. They had sent a detachment to guard the Depot of Stores left

behind by Mackensen. The American General at Budapest reported that

his personal relations with the Roumanian authorities had improved.

M. Clemenceau said he did not see how the Allies could send a reply to

the Commission’s telegram.

Mr. Lloyd George said they could not send a reply till they received Sir

George Clerk’s report.

Mr. Polk suggested that the question as to what could be done for the

provision of some forces for the maintenance of order in Hungary should be
referred to the Military Representatives at Versailles, in order, if the

Roumanians withdrew, to prevent the re-establishment of Bolshevism in

Hungary.

Mr. Lloyd George said it was not the concern of the Allies what action

was taken in Hungary to prevent Bolshevism. That was the task of the

Hungarians themselves. Each nation ought to deal with its own problem in

this respect.

Mr. Polk said that the Allies had a certain responsibility in the matter.

The Hungarians had not been permitted to form a gendarmerie, hence, if

the Roumanians withdrew in a spirit of spite, the Allies could not divest

themselves of all responsibility for what happened in Hungary. If not Ver-

sailles, some one else ought to consider this problem.

M. Tittoni said that he did not think the AUies ought to interfere in the

internal affairs of Hungary, but they had an interest in securing a stable

government. He suggested the desirability that the AUied Mission of

Generals, who appeared to be popular in Hungary, without undue inter-

ference, should exercise their moral influence to assist in the formation of a

coalition government and of a local gendarmerie.

Mr. Lloyd George at this point intervened to say that he was only in

Paris for one day. He had not had an opportunity to study the questions on

the Agenda paper, and did not feel competent to deal with them. Mr. Bal-

four had left behind hims people who were competent to discuss these matters,

s Mr. Balfour had returned from Paris to London on the afternoon of September ii,

19x9*
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for example. Sir Eyre Crowe, He thought that the Agenda should be left

for these persons to clear up. He himself could render little assistance in these

questions. On the other hand, there were two or three matters which he
desired to discuss. He would be very grateful if his colleagues would agree

to postpone the Agenda, and to discuss certain questions that he wished to

raise. As a matter of personal convenience, he asked them to do this.

M. Clemengeau asked if there was any objection.

Mr. Polk said that he would like to be in a position to hand the Bulgarians

their Treaty to-morrow.

M. Clemengeau said it would be desirable to do this, but that the rest of

the Agenda might be postponed.

4. Mr. Lloyd George said that the first question he wished to raise was

F tur ofth
future of the Conference, It was impossible for the

Confmnce

^
Conference to continue in perpetuity governing Europe. The
British Government had a special difficulty in the matter.

Mr. Balfour could not remain any longer. Lord Milner would shortly be

going to Egypt. Lord Curzon was incessantly engaged at the British Foreign

Office,^ where there was a great deal to do, and Mr. Bonar Law^ had the

House of Commons to look after. He could not find any Minister whom he

could spare, who would be able to speak the mind of the British Government
on questions of policy. There were one or two large questions which the

Conference ought to clear up. After that, they would only have to deal with

the Treaty with Turkey, He feared that this could not be settled finally for

some months. At present the Conference was held up in the matter until

President Wilson was able to declare the position of America in regard to

Mandates.^ Until he did so, what useful purpose could be served by discus-

sing the Treaty with Turkey? He did not know when we should be in a posi-

tion to discuss it, but, in his view, it might not be until the end ofNovember.

Mr. Polk interjected that he thought the American position would be

cleared up by the end of October. A Resolution had already been tabled in

Congress in regard to the Armenian Mandate.

(At this point M. Tardieu entered, and explained that the Commission

over which he presided was not yet quite ready to discuss questions

, raised by the Greek and Roumanian Delegations in regard to the

Conditions of Peace with Bulgaria.

Consequently, M, Clemenceau decided that the whole of the Agenda
should be remitted until the following day.

M. Tardieu withdrew.

The discussion on the future of the Conference was then continued.)

* Lord Curzon was Lord President of the Council and Acting Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs until he succeeded Mr. Balfour as Secretary of State on October 29, 1919*
^ Lord Privy Sesd and Lea,der of the House of Commons.

" The reference was to the question whether the United States of America would be
* to assume a,mandate for a part of the former Ottoman Empire, more particularly

Armenia.



Mr. Lloyd George said he thought that Mr. Polk was rather sanguine.

President Wilson had hoped that he would be able to announce the American
position on Mandates in August or September. He felt, therefore, that the

Conference could not foimd its procedure on the assumption that the

American position in regard to Turkish mandates would be clear by October.

, , ^ ,
In any case the Conference would have to be reconstructed in

^ November or later for the consideration of the Turkish Treaty.

He did not think the Conference could be kept in continuous Session until then.

Secondly, what was now important was to make provisional arrangements

as regards the garrisons to be maintsdned in Turkey, and he would refer to

this question later.

In addition, there was the question of Russia. In regard to this, he had
two questions to raise. The first was as to whether M. Paderewski

^ ^ ^
should be encouraged in the project he had formed for sending

500,000 men to Moscow. He himselfhad spenttwo hours with M. Paderewski

on the previous day. M. Paderewski’s attitude had been perfectly reasonable.

He had said that if the Allied and Associated Powers wished the Poles to

advance on Moscow, he was prepared to do it. The cost, however, would
amount to 30,000,000 Marks a day. Later, he had said he could do it for

p(^6oo,ooo sterling a day, but this would really mean 5^1,000,000 sterling a day.

Who would be willing to pay this? In addition to the sum required for

maintaining the Poles, Denekin had another 500,000 men. Would these

also have to be paid for, and if so, by whom?
The second question in regard to Russia arose in connection with the

Baltic Provinces. As far as he could gather, Esthonia wanted independence,

and did not much mind about Bolshevism. Apparently, they were at present

contemplating discussing peace with the Bolshevists. As regards Latvia and
Lithuania, however, the Germans had been ordered by the Allies to quit, and
had not moved. One set of people said that the Germans were a great force

with which to meet Bolshevism. M. Paderewski, however, had said that to

utilise the Germans was playing with fire. If Germans were employed, they

would assuredly get hold of Russia. He himself did not feel sure that the

Allied representatives in the Baltic Provinces, who included a British General,

were sufficiently alive to the danger of using the Germans against the

Bolshevists. Hence, two problems arose:

—

(1) Were any further steps to be taken for supplying arms and money to

the anti-Bolshevist forces in Russia, and

(2) Were the Allies to use the Germans against the Bolshevists?

In regard to the second point, if the Allies were not prepared to use the

Germans, they ought to tell them to clear out. M. Paderewski’s information

was that the Germans had hundreds of thousands of men in the Baltic

Provinces. They were constantly sending them officers and N.C.O.’s.

M. Paderewski also said that the German War Office was equipping these

troops. His (Mr. Lloyd George’s) view was that the Germans ought to be

cleared out.



M. Clemengeau interjected that he was in full agreement.

Mr. Lloyd George, continuing, said that he was anti-Bolshevist, but he
did not want it to be the Germans who cleared the Bolshevists out. He also

said that the Germans were giving land to German soldiers in the Baltic

Provinces and attracting volunteers there in large numbers by these means.
Hence, he would ask the Conference to decide that the Germans should be
cleared out of the Baltic Provinces. He believed they had a right to do so.

M. Clemengeau said that they had not the right until the Treaty was
signed.

Mr. Lloyd George said they had a right under the Armistice.

M. Clemengeau said that this could easily be ascertained.

Mr. Lloyd George said that another question that the Conference ought

.
to clear up was the situation in the Adriatic.

{c) natio ^ Clemengeau said that he and M. Tittoni were quite ready

to discuss this, and would have a proposal to make.
Mr. Lloyd George said yet another question was the first meeting of

(i) League of the League of Nations.
Nations

Finally he wished to raise the question of the trial of the ex-Kaiser and

le) Trial of ex
German Officers, for he felt that the Allies ought to

Kais^ttfd O^ers ^ position to take action immediately the Treaty was

ratified.

5. Mr. Lloyd George said that as regards Turkey it was impossible at

S riaand
present moment to discuss the question of mandates. All that

afieio”
^®rild be discussed usefully was the arrangements for the military

occupation of the various spheres. He had discussed this matter

with M. Clemenceau on Saturday, September 13th, and had handed to

him an Aide-Memoire, which he would now place before the Conference.

(Appendix B.)

(The Aide-Memoire was handed round.)

Mr. Lloyd George then gave a summary of what was contained in the

Aide-Memoire. He referred first to the final paragraph, in which it is

stated, that the French Government having accepted responsibility for the

protection of the Armenian people, the British Government will consent to

the immediate despatch of French troops via Alexandretta and Mersina,

for this purpose. Field Marshal Allenby had seen General Weygand on this

subject on Saturday. The withdrawal of British troops from Cilicia was to

take place immediately. The British troops would also be withdrawn from
Syria, beginning on November 1st. Under the Sykes-Picot Agreement,
Damascus, Homs, Hama and Aleppo had been included within the boundaries
ofthe Arab State. He therefore proposed that the British troops should hand
the garrisons of these towns over to the Emir Feisal. In other parts of Syria,

w(est of the Sykes-Picot line, the garrisons would be handed over to French
troops. In the first instance, British troops would be withdrawn to the line

which the British Government conceived to , be the boundary between Syria
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and Mesopotamia, and Syria and Palestine respectively. This would be the

provisional boundary line. As regards the permanent line, ifthe British could

not come to an agreement with the French Government and with Feisal,

they were prepared to submit the question to the arbitration of someone

nominated by President Wilson, if the President would accept this charge.

The Aide-Memoire also contained an arrangement as regards a railway

outside the British zone, but this was a matter which would have to be settled

as part of the permanent arrangements.

He had taken on himself the responsibility of sending for the Emir Feisal

to Europe, because the British Government had entered into certain engage-

ments with King Hussein, on the strength of which, the latter had given

strong support to our forces. In consequence of these engagements, the Arabs

had gready harassed the Turks, and had kept some thirty or forty thousand

ofthem constantly occupied and given us very material assistance in conquer-

ing the country. The Arabs had fulfilled their engagements and we were

bound to fulfil ours. There was a suggestion in the French press, that the

British Government had i^ot told the French Government of their engage-

ments with the Arabs. Consequently, he had promised M. Clemenceau on
Saturday to hand him a document clearing up this point.

(At this point, Mr. Lloyd George handed M. Clemenceau a document,

prepared in the British Foreign Office, on the question of whether the

French Government had been notified of the engagements made by the

British Government with King Hussein.^)

Mr. Lloyd George, continuing, said that the Sykes-Picot agreement had
also been based on the engagements of the British Government with the

Arabs. In fact, the Emir Feisal declared that, by the Sykes-Picot Agreement,

the British Government had given away something which was promised to

him, but the British Government could not accept this view, and felt certain

they could convince the Emir Feisal on the matter. In their communications

with King Hussein, they had always made it clear that in their view the

country west of Damascus, Homs, Hama, and Aleppo was not Arab in

character. He hoped to be able to make it clear to the Emir Feisal that this

point had been explained fuUy to the Emir’s father in the letters sent to him
by the British Government. In any case, it had been necessary to summon
the Emir Feisal to Europe, in order to make the same declaration to him as

to the French Government, as regards the withdrawal of the British forces.

M. Clemenceau said that the solution of the Turkish problem must be

considered as a whole, otherwise great difficulties would be encountered. On
the first point mentioned by Mr. Lloyd George, President Wilson had always

thought he would be ready to announce the American attitude as regards

mandates by the end of September or in October. In his personal opinion,

however, a matter of six weeks would make no material difference. He, him-

self, had read Mr. Lloyd George’s Aide-Memoire and was preparing a reply.

^ For Anglo-French relations generally in Syria and the Middle East see VoL IV of

this series.
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He had, however, of course, not yet had time to read the document handed

to him that morning, in regard to the declaration to the Arabs and the

notification to the French Government thereon. In his view, the question

of an Arab Empire raised great difficulties, and the Governments concerned

must take time to consider it. He desired to state that he reserved the right

to discuss more fully Mr. Lloyd George’s Aide-Memoire. The pressing ques-

tion today, on which he wished to have an answer from Mr. Lloyd George,

was as to whether the occupation by French troops of Syria and Cilicia would

be considered as not merely as part of the agreement suggested in the Aide-

hdemoire, but as a definite acceptation of the agreement. It would not be

possible for him to promise things he could not carry out. If Mr. Lloyd

George was unable to come to France later to discuss the question, then he

himself would be prepared to go to London. Until this later discussion, he

could accept no condition in the Aide-Memoire, other than the occupation

by French troops. As for the question of sending French troops to Armenia,

this was a very serious and grave responsibility for France to take. He offered

to send French troops to Armenia because the Armenians were threatened

with massacre, in order to render a service to the Conference. This offer,

however, could not constitute a provision of an agreement since France was

not desirous of going to Armenia and it would involve an enormous burden.

For the moment, he merely wished to put this question:

Does the sending of troops by France to Syria and Cilicia mean that

he accepted the whole agreement?

If it was so, he could not undertake to send troops.

(The answers to M. Clemenceau’s questions, summarised below, were

mainly interjected by Mr. Lloyd George during the interpretation of

M. Clemenceau’s remarks.)

Mr. Lloyd George said that M. Clemenceau would not be committed

to the whole agreement by sending troops. It was the intention of the British

Government to withdraw their troops from Syria and Cilicia in any event.

The only point was that in the Syrian portion, the British Government

would, in accordance with their engagements, hand over their posts to French

troops.

M. Clemenceau observed that it was no advantage for France to go to

Armenia, which would cost them a great deal of money.

Mr. Lloyd George said that Field-Marshal Allenby had informed hun

that the mere presence of troops in the places now occupied, had a good

effect in averting massacres in Armenia.

Mr. Polk observed that the present discussion was merely an exchange of

views between his British and French colleagues. It was understood that

. the question would be debated hereafter as a whole.

Mr. Lloyd George said that, nevertheless, in loyalty, he had felt it

necessary to notify the Conference, otherwise it might be said in the

y pap«s that these arrangements were being made behind the backs of his

'
. colleagues.
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M. Glemenceau said he was in agreement that Mr. Lloyd George was
right to notify the Conference. In consequence of Mr. Lloyd George’s

remarks, he would agree to replace the British troops in Syria and Cilicia

by French troops, but as regards the rest ofthe Aide-Memoire, he must reserve

his opinion. When the question of the future of Turkey was considered as a

whole, it might be possible to grant what could not be granted when the

question of Syria was considered in isolation. He would always be ready to

go to London,
Mr. Lloyd George suggested that the French military authorities should

make the necessary arrangements with Field-Marshal AUenby, who was now
in Paris, for replacing the British garrisons within the zone proposed. He
wished to be perfectly clear that M. Glemenceau had accepted that France

should occupy Syria and Cilicia.

M. Glemenceau said that French garrisons would take the places evacuated

by the British.

Mr. Lloyd George said that was what he had understood. This was a

purely provisional arrangement for the military occupation.

M. Glemenceau said that as the British left the French would take their

places. The matter did not reaUy affect the Conference.

Mr. Lloyd George said that it did not prejudice the settlement of man-
dates or boundaries.

(M. Glemenceau instructed an Officer of his Staff to summon Marshal

Foch and General Weygand to meet him at 3 p.m. to take his instruc-

tions on this question.)

For Conclusions^ see summary at the end.^^

Annexed to the record of this meeting was the following summary of conclusions:

. M. Glemenceau, on behalf of the French Government, accepted Mr, Lloyd George*s

proposal for the evacuation by the British Army of Syria and Cilicia and their

replacement by French troops in Cilicia and in Syria west of the Sykes-Picot

line, on the distinct understanding that, in accepting this proposal, the French

Government was not committed to acceptance ofany other part ofthe arrange-

ments proposed in Mr, Lloyd George’s Aide-M6moire, dated September 13th,

1919, “in regard to the occupation of Syria, Palestine and Mesopotamia pending the

decision in regard to Mandates”.

Military

Occupation

of Syria and

Cilicia

*2. The Conference took note of the above agreement as a purely temporary provisional

arrangement for military occupation without prejudice to the final settlement of mandates

or boundaries, which would have to be considered as part of the general question of peace

with Turkey.

‘3. It was agreed that Mr. Polk should recommend President Wilson to summon, as soon

j ^ as the Treaty has been ratified by three of the Principal Allied and Associated
oj

Council of the League ofNations for a meeting to be held in Europe,
^ which will be devoted solely to the examination of questions in which the action

of the Council of the League is required within a short period of the Treaty coming into

force.

‘4. It was agreed that the Principal Allied and Associated Powers, in exacting from the

Trial of German German Government the delivery of the persons referred to in Article

Officers under the
Treaty of Peace with Germany, should limit their demand to

Treaty of Peace
^ selected number of typical cases.’
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6. Mr. Lloyd George said that the question of Russia, to which he had

already referred, was very important.
Russia

Clemenceau said that he could not see how we could accede to

M. Paderewski’s proposals.

Mr. Lloyd George said that M. Paderewski had stated that, if the Allied
.

and Associated Powers did not want him to adopt the course he proposed,

neither did he desire it. He, himself, suggested that M. Paderewski should

be told that the Powers did not desire him to act. Otherwise, he might be

requiring pecuniary support.

M. Tittoni wished to be informed on two points. First, was M. Paderewski

certain that Polish troops could reach Moscow, and, second, did he merely

want facilities for raising money or did he want the Allies to finance the

whole expedition?

M. Clemenceau said that the worst thing to do was to attempt to conquer

Russia by means of the Poles. If British or French forces were operating, it

was known that they were merely acting in the interests of Europe, but, if

Polish troops were employed, it would rally the whole of Russia against

them.

(At this point it was agreed to summon M. Paderewski, Marshal Foch,

and General Weygand.)

Mr. Polk said that there was an American interest in this. The Poles

were in a serious economic position. The United States were prepared to

help them to some extent, but were not ready to find money to enable them

to wage war.

Mr. Lloyd George, replying to M. Tittoni’s questions, said that

M. Paderewski would require the Allied and Associated Powers to find the

whole of the money. M. Paderewski was convinced he could capture

Moscow. They all said that, but the question arose as to what would happen

after Moscow was captured.

(The question of Russia was adjourned until the arrival of Marshal

Foch and General Weygand.)

7. M. Clemenceau said that he did not agree with Mr. Lloyd George about

the future of the Peace Conference. Personally, he would be

Future of the most happy to be able to leave these questions alone, but

there were imminent several large questions. For example, the
(CO mue

question as to whether Austria was to be allowed to join

herself to Germany.
Mr. Lloyd George said he was under the impression that Germany had

given in.

M. Clemenceau said she had not given in yet. In addition to this, there

was the question of Silesia and that of the Baltic Provinces. Without a

properly qualified British representative, the Conference could not sit. He

suggested that Mr. Lloyd George should leave someone in Paris who should

telegraph for instructions.
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Mr. Lloyd George said it was a matter of great difficulty. He had
contemplated leaving Sir Eyre Crowe or possibly even Lord Milner. There

was a great difference between Sir Eyre Crowe and Lord Milner. It was

one thing to have a man who would merely telegraph for instructions, such

as Sir Eyre Crowe. A representative of this type would not have the same
authority as Mr. Balfour. The difficulty was that the British Government
had no one to spare of the calibre of Mr. Balfour.

M. Clemenceau asked what he was to do if the Germans made some
proposal requiring immediate decision?

Mr. Lloyd George said it would be arranged through the Foreign

Offices.

M. Cleivienceau said that this was a very slow procedure.

Mr. Lloyd George said that the Conference was not a very rapid method

of procedure.

Mr. Polk said that, as regards the German-Austrian question, and the

Silesian question, he thought no decision could be reached for ten days or so.

Then would come the signature of the Bulgarian Treaty, and, later, the

Hungarian Treaty. He agreed with Mr. Lloyd George that it might be

better to postpone the Turkish Treaty. For the next ten days, however,

when these great questions would be arising, he thought Great Britain ought to

have a plenipotentia[ry] in Paris. It would make a very bad effect in Europe
if it was thought that the Conference was constantly waiting on the decision

of Great Britain.

M. Tittoni said that he had believed himself to be of the same view as

Mr. Polk, but he was not sure that this was the case. He thought it desirable

to postpone the Conference for ten or fifteen days, in order to enable Great

Britain to send representatives with full Powers.

Mr. Polk said that the present moment was precisely the one at which it

was impossible to suspend the Conference.

Mr. Lloyd George said it was best to speak frankly on this matter. It

was no use for one or two Powers to be represented by persons with complete

authority and others by persons who were only able to take decisions ad

referendum. He could not send anyone with full authority. For six months he

had been away in
[ ? firom] England, which was a country that required a good

deal of governing, and he could not stay here himself. Nevertheless, ifhe left

a representative, a decision could always be obtained from him on any point

within twenty-four hours by telegraph or even by telephone. He presumed

that even Mr. Polk could not take decisions on all questions. At any rate,

he was not in the same position as President Wilson had been.

M. Tittoni said that he, himself, had full powers.

Mr. Lloyd George, continuing, said that the Conference was of no use

unless all its members met on equal terms. He proposed to leave Sir Eyre

Crowe here to clear up the outstanding questions of detail, but any great

questions, such as, for example, one raising the possibility of a march into

Germany—could clearly not be left for Sir Eyre Crowe to settle. He could

only settle details when the policy had been decided. In the question of
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Austria, for example, Sir Eyre Crowe could not take a decision, and would
have to refer to the Cabinet. That was not a proper Conference, when only

some members could take full responsibility.

Mr. Polk said he agreed to some extent. He thought the Conference

ought to take up no new questions. His point, however, was that, for a week
or ten days, he would like to keep up the appearance of the Conference or

the effect throughout Europe would be very bad.

M. Clemenceau urged Mr. Lloyd George to ask Lord Milner to stay.

Mr. Lloyd George undertook to discuss the matter with Lord Milner.

(At this point. Marshal Foch and General Weygand entered. M.
Paderewski, who had also been telephoned for, could not be found.)

8. M. Clemenceau explained to Marshal Foch that M. Paderewski had

^ .
made a proposal for the employment of five hundred thousand

(cmt^ued)
march on Moscow at a cost of 30,000,000 Mks. a day.

Mr. Polk and he, himself, thought that the result would be to set

the whole of Russia against the Allies. The Conference, however, wished to

know Marshal Foch’s view.

Marshal Foch said that the Conference was face to face with a very

dangerous
.

proposal from several points of view. If it were a question of

action by a great State fully settled, the matter would be different, but this

was not the case with Poland; consequently, he did not think he could advise

action by the Poles.

Mr. Lloyd George said that the second question arose in connection

with the Baltic Provinces. Germany was gathering a very big force there.

Although ordered to leave, the Germans were increasing their forces.

General von der Goltz had now returned there. German soldiers were being

attracted there by promises ofland, amounting to a regular German coloniza-

tion. He understood that, under the terms of the Armistice, the Allied and

Associated Powers had the right to compel the Germans to leave. He wanted
to know, whether, in Marshal Foch’s view, first, the Allies had the right to

demand the withdrawal of the Germans, and, secondly, whether the time

had come to insist on their withdrawal.

Marshal Foch said that, under the terms of the Armistice, the Allied

and Associated Powers had the right to demand the German retirement

from the Baltic Provinces. As to the means of compelling them to do so, a

difficult question arose. Of course, starting from the basis of the Armistice,

it would be possible to exert pressure on Germany from the Rhine, from

Poland, or from both simultaneously. It was a matter of combining the two

operations, and this wanted thinking out. In addition, there was the

blockade.

Mr. Lloyd George asked whether, in Marshal Foch’s view, the time had
come to take some action.

... ^ Marshal Foch said that the longer it was put off the harder it would be.

^
'l^^Mequently, the sooner action was taken the better.

^ M« ^Slimenoeau reminded Marshal Foch that the question of an advance
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on the Rhine had been discussed in connection with the Austrian question.

Did Marshal Foch think this method more efficacious than the sending of

troops to disembark in the Baltic?

Marshal Foch said-that the latter proposal was out of the question.

M. Clemenceau summed up Marshal Foehns recommendation as being

to restore the Blockade and take action on the Rhine in combination with

action in Poland.

Marshal Foch said that the Allies might also cease returning their

prisoners or threaten to do so.

M. Clemenceau said that the result of the discussion was that Marshal

Foch regarded it as possible to undertake operations to compel the Germans
to withdraw from the Baltic Provinces.

Marshal Foch said that was so.

Mr. Lloyd George strongly urged Marshal Foch to consider the question

of clearing the Germans from the Baltic Provinces^ and, subject to what the

Marshal might say, he pressed that the Conference should make a demand
as soon as possible. The presence of Germans in large numbers in the Baltic

Provinces was a real danger to the peace of Europe.

General Weygand said that the answer of the German Government to

Marshal Foch’s demand for the evacuation of the Baltic Provinces had been

received. The point of view of the German Government was that they had
given orders but their troops refused to obey. In fact, they said they had no
authority. Starting from that basis, it might be a good plan to send some
important person, whether military or civilian, to the Baltic Provinces to see

that the evacuation took place, and it might also be necessary to send rein-

forcements to replace the Germans and make a barrier against Bolshevism.

Mr. Lloyd George suggested that the Poles might possibly be more
profitably employed in this manner than by marching on Moscow.

Mr. Polk said that the presence of Polish troops might not prove accept-

able to the Lithuanians.

Marshal Foch said that the true role for Poland was to provide a barrier

on the one side against Bolshevism, and, on the other side, against Germany.

Mr. Lloyd George asked if Marshal Foch could give a considered view

on this question by 4 p.m. in the afternoon.

Marshal Foch agreed to do so.

Mr. Lloyd George suggested that Marshal Foch should see M, Paderewski.

Marshal Foch agreed to do so.

M. Tittoni' said that General Dupont should be asked ifthe German reply

was genuine or merely play-acting. The second suggestion he had to make

was that enquiries should be made of General Gough.

Mr. Lloyd George said that General Gough was now back in England

and would not be returning to the Baltic.

M, Tittoni asked if there was anyone else there whom the Allies could

consult on the subject. He would like to ask for information on the spot as

to whether, after the withdrawal of the Germans, it would be necessary for

the Poles to take their place in order to prevent the advance ofthe Bolsheviks.
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Mr. Lloyd George said that this raised a question as to whether the

Bolsheviks were worse than the Germans. He thought that the Bolsheviks

would disappear, but the Germans would not.

M. Tittoni said that the only point he wished to know was whether it

was necessary for the Poles to go to the Baltic Provinces.

(Marshal Foch and General Weygand withdrew.)

9. Mr. Lloyd George said he had received a letter from M. Glemenceau

suggesting a meeting of the League ofNations at Washington
League of November. He felt very doubtful about this. He, per-

Jsatwm [cmmuea)
although this was not very material.

But by November, Peace would not have been made with Turkey, and

probably the question of Mandates would not have been settled.

M. Glemenceau said that the point was that certain questions had to be

settled by the League of Nations within fifteen days of the ratification of the

Peace Treaty.

Mr. Polk said that there were two or three questions which had to be

settled by the Gouncil of the League of Nations within 15 days of the signa-

ture of the Treaty, and the President of the United States of America was

directed by the Treaty to call the first meeting of the Gouncil. His proposal

would be that the President should summon a meeting of the Gouncil to take

place in London or Paris, as soon as three of the Principal Allied and

Associated Powers had ratified the Treaty, even though a representative of

the United States could not attend
;
and that the sole object of this meeting

should be to examine the questions which require action by the Gouncil

of the League within a short period after the coming into force of the Treaty.

He did not know if the President would accept this, but he was prepared to

recommend it to him.

M. Glemenceau and M. Tittoni accepted Mr. Polk’s suggestion, which

was adopted.

M. Glemenceau asked what about the Labour Gonference.

Mr. Polk said that that would take place anyhow.

10. Mr. Lloyd George said that he supposed that on the ratification of the

Treaty of Peace with Germany, the Allied and Associated Powers

uP'k would send their joint demand to the Dutch Government for the
atser

gp ^g J^aiggr.

M. Tittoni said that he wished to notify the Gonference, merely for

information, that the Italian Ghamber had nominated a Gommittee of 44
to study the Treaty of Peace with Germany. It had been decided by 20

votes against 3 socialist votes that the Treaty should be ratified, but it had

been agreed that the provisions for the trial of the Kaiser did not rest

on a legal- basis, because the crime had been defined after the event, and
the tribunal had been designated by the persons who were charging the

accused. This information was oiriy of moral value, as the Treaty would be

approved.
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11. Mr. Lloyd George said that as regards the trial of officers, he was in

.
favour of meeting the views of the German Government, that the

o^fEcers
to be tried should be limited. The first Britisjh list had

consisted of hundreds, and he believed the same was true of the

French list. He only wanted to make an example. To try very large numbers

would be to create great difficulties for the German Government, which he

believed to be better than either a Bolshevist Government or a Militarist

Government.

M. Clemengeau said he agreed the trial should merely be a symbol.

12. M. Clemengeau said that since Mr. Lloyd George had left the Con-

Fiume
given much thought to this matter, and had come to

the conclusion that the best way to meet everyone’s washes was to hand
Fiume City over to the Italians, leaving the port and railway to the League

of Nations, and the remainder of the Hinterland to the Yugo-Slavs. He had
talked the matter over with M. Tittoni, and thought it best to propose that

he and Mr. Lloyd George should send a proposition on these lines to Presi-

dent Wilson.

Mr. Polk pointed out that a new scheme had been sent only the previous

week to President Wilson,^ ^ and no answer had yet been returned.

M. Tittoni said that there were two alternatives. Either that Fiume
should be a Free Town or that a Free City should be created, or that Fiume
should be given to Italy, the port and railway going to the League ofNations,

and the remainder of the hinterland to the Yugo-Slavs, The Italian Govern-
ment were most anxious to settle the question, but they did not wish a
wound to be inflicted on the Italian people. This was for Italy a moral
reason of the first order in favour of the new plan. Italy could not think

of detaching herself from her Allies. There was no question of this; and
agreement must be reached. That was why he had come to this agreement
with M. Clemenceau.

Mr. Polk said he had sent a definite proposal to President Wilson and
it was not possible now to change. He believed the new proposal had been
made before, but had been refused both by America and Great Britain.

Mr. Lloyd George said that the proposal had never been put quite in

the present form. Fiume, including the port and certain islands, had always
been demanded by the Italians. From a private conversation he had had
with M. Pachitch, he thought it possible that the new proposal might be
more acceptable to him than any other. He himselfwould agree to anything
which was acceptable both to President Wilson and the Italians. The ques-

tion was not one which ought to split the nations in two. It was really too

trivial. The difficulty was that it had become a ffiag’ to the Italians and
Mr. Polk said that the recent revolution at Fiume^^ had made it very difficult

to settle on these lines.

See No. 58, minute 2.

On September 12, 1919, Fiume was occupied by Italian armed bands under Signor
d^Annunzio. This enterprise was denounced on the following day by Signor Nitti in the
Italian Chamber.
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M, Tittoni said that the revolution would first have to be suppressed.

Mr. Lloyd George suggested that Mr. Polk should telegraph to President

Wilson to the effect that this new proposal had been made. Of course it was
difficult to explain the matter in a telegram, as one could explain it in

conversation. But he thought it was worth while to send the new proposal.

Mr. Polk said he must know exactly what the plan was.

M. Glemengeau said that, broadly speaking, it was that the town of

Fiume, with the river as boundary, should become Italian; that the port and
railway should be handed over to the League of Nations; and that the

Hinterland should go to Yugo-Slavia, and no islands would be handed over

to Italy.

M. Tittoni said that the only islands to be handed to Italy were Lussin,

Lissa and Pelagosa.

Mr. Polk said* that the Italian occupation of Lussin and the mainland

would give Italy a strangle-hold.

M. Tittoni said that this region would be neutralised.

(After some discussion it was agreed that M. Tittoni should put the

project in writing before the afternoon meeting.)

(The Conference adjourned until 4.0 p.m.)

Hotel Astoria^ Paris^

September rj, igig^

Appendix B to No. 57

Aide-MSmoire in regard to the Occupation ofSyria^ Palestine and Mesopotamia pending

the Decision in regard to Mandates

1. Steps will be taken immediately to prepare for the evacuation by the British

Army of Syria and Cilicia including the Taurus tunnel.

2. Notice is given both to the French Government and to the Emir Feisal ofour

intentions to commence the evacuation of Syria and Cilicia on November i, 1919:

3. In deciding to whom to hand over responsibility for garrisoning the various

districts in the evacuated area, regard will be had to the engagements and declara-

tions of the British and French Governments, not only as between themselves, but

as between them and the Arabs:

4. In pursuance of this policy the garrisons in Syria west of the Sykes-Picot line

and the garrisons in Cilicia will be replaced by a French force, and the garrisons

at Damascus, Homs, Hama, and Aleppo will be replaced by an Arab force.

5. After the withdrawal of their forces neither the British Government nor the

British Commander-in-Chief shall have any responsibility within the zones from
which the Army has retired

:

6. The territories occupied by British troops will then be Palestine, defined in

accordance with its ancient boundaries of Dan to Beersheba, and Mesopotamia,
including Mosul, the occupation thus being in harmony with the arrangements
concluded in December 1918, between M. Clemenceau and Mr. Lloyd George.

^ I: ^Phe British Government are prepared at any time to discuss the boundaries
Le and Syria and between Mesopotamia and Syria. In the event

in regard to the above boundaries, the British Government are
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prepared to submit the question to the arbitration of a referee appointed by

President Wilson.

8. In accordance with the principles of the Sykes-Picot agreement the French

Government shall not object to the Arab State granting to the British Government

the right to construct, administer, and be the sole proprietor of a railway line

connecting Haifa with Mesopotamia on a trace to be decided on after survey any-

where as far north as the latitude of Deir-ez-Zor. The British Government shall

have the right to construct oil pipe lines as well as the railway line. The British

Government shall, in addition, have a perpetual right at all times to improve the

facilities of these railway and oil pipe lines and to transport troops along the rail-

way, and these rights shall be exercisable even in time ofwar, without infringement

of the neutrality of the French Government or of the Arab State. In the event of

disagreement as to the trace of the railway line and oil pipe lines the British

Government are prepared to submit this question to the arbitration of a referee

appointed by President Wilson.

9. The British Government notify the French Government and the Emir Feisal

of their intention immediately to carry out a survey with the object of finding, if

practicable, a trace for the railway line and pipe lines entirely within the British

mandate, in order to enable them to avoid the necessity of exercising the rights of

construction referred to above:

10. Until the boundaries of Palestine and Mesopotamia are determined the

British Gommander-in-Ghiefshall have the right to occupy outposts in accordance
with the boundary claimed by the British Government

:

11. The French Government, having accepted responsibility for the protection
of the Armenian people, the British Government will consent to the immediate
despatch of French troops via Alexandretta and Mersina for this purpose.

Paris, Sept, i^, igig.

No. 58 *

H. D. 54.] Notes ofa Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M, Clemenceau^s Office at the Ministry of War^ Monday
afternoon^ September 15, igig^ at 4.00 p.m.

Present: U.S.A,: The Hon, F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.
British Empire: The Rt. Hon. D. Lloyd George, O.M., M.P.; secretary,

Sir M. P. A. Hankey, G.G.B.
France: M. Glemenceau; secretary, M. de St. Quentin.
Italy: M. Tittoni; secretary, M. Paterno.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.
Interpreter: M. Gamerlynck.

The following were also present for the discussion of the first item

:

M. Paderewski, Marshal Foch, General Weygand.

I. M. Glemenceau explained to M. Paderewski that the council had invited

,
him to attend to state his views regarding the Russian situation.

Bd^Tro^es^ Stated that the Polish Government were

hy Germany anxious to leairn the view of the Allies with respect to Russia.

At the present time the Germans were proceeding in their

usual methodical and tenacious manner to extend their influence and control
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in the East. In the northern provinces the German Generals von der Goltz

and Prince Lieven were holding out to be the enemies of the Bolsheviki but

this was mere pretence on their part. In the south General Kraus was operat-

ing, and in the centre the German^ had one thousand instructors who were

extending German influence and enlisting volunteers, offering thirty-five

msirks per day with a bonus of a thousand marks. These activities were

carried on under the instructions ofthe German War Office as he knew from

a secret general order to this effect which had come into his hands. He

pointed out that the Polish Army was the one obstacle to covetous Germany.

At the present time the Polish Army consisted of 545,000 men under arms.

If it were necessary 480,000 additional men could be raised in a few months.

The present forces were now costing Poland some 30,000,000 marks or say

10,000,000 francs per day. If additional forces were raised there would then

be a further cost to Poland ofsome 24,000,000 marks per day. Poland could

not fight on indefinitely. He would therefore ask what were the plans of the

Allies. The Polish Government will settle their plans in accordance with

those of the Conference. Poland cannot afford to keep up or increase her

large military establishment. She is a new State and is lacking in raw

materials and war manufactories. If the decision of the Allies should be

for Peace he was most anxious to know this as soon as possible for very

advantageous terms of peace had been offered him by the Bolsheviki. The

territorial ambitions of Riand [? Poland] had been fulfilled. Their advance

against the Bolsheviki had been uniformly successful, and they had had a

series of large and small victories. At present they had from -thirty to

thirty-five thousand Bolshevik prisoners. In conclusion he emphasized the

importance of a rapid decision by the Conference, whatever it might be.

It was explained to M. Paderewski by M. Clemenceau that he had asked

Marshal Foch to prepare a plan of action in the Baltic Provinces. This plan

was based on the co-operation of the Polish Army.

M. Paderewski responded that the Polish Army was at the service of the

Conference.

Marshal Foch gave a brief outline of the plan now in course of prepara-

tion. His idea was to insist that the Germans should carry out their solemn

engagements; first, the Armistice, and second, the Treaty when it shall have

come into force. By the terms ofthe Armistice the Germans were required to

withdraw from the Baltic Provinces at the pleasure of the Allies. He did not

foresee any difficulty in meeting the situation after their withdrawal. The

plan would be to substitute the control of the Gormans by local governments

in the several Baltic Provinces, and then to assist these local governments.

It would be necessary for the Conference to select and appoint some prominent

individual as their representative, who should be instructed to order the

Germans to evacuate, and then advise the local governments to establish

themselves. To ensure his instnictions carrying weight a force would be

needed, and it was therefore desirable that the Allies’ representative should

able to turn to the Polish Army for this military support, It would be

necessary to have a general on the spot As a matter of fact there was a
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French General there. Marshal Foch suggested that this officer might be

instructed to wind up the situation and have the Polish army ready ifneed be.

The Marshal explained that this was but a brief outline of his plan which

would be ready for submission in 24 hours.

Mr. Lloyd George stated that he liked the Marshal’s idea. If nothing

were done the Germans would overrun the Baltic Provinces and within a

short time their power would be immensely enhanced. If action were not

taken immediately, the situation would become far more difficult in the

future. For his part, he would support the appointment of a French General.

He would like, however, before a final appointment were made, to have the

opportunity of passing upon any name that might be submitted.

M. Clemengeau said that General Henry[s] was now in command of the

Polish Army and would be a suitable appointee.

Mr. Lloyd George agreed. He inquired whether Marshal Foch con-

templated sending a demand direct to the German Government.

M. Clemengeau believed that the Marshal should make a demand for

immediate evacuation.

Mr, Polk asked for a precise statement as to the plan proposed by

Marshal Foch.

M. Clemengeau explained that the Marshal should require the Germans
immediately to evacuate their troops from the territories outside of the

frontiers of Germany, and inform them that if they failed to comply with his

demand he would proceed to enforce it; tliat General Henrys should be

appointed the representative of the Allied and Aissociated Powers to control

the evacuation, and lastly, should be empowered to use the Polish Army if

that were necessary.

Mr. Lloyd George stated that he agreed with this proposal. It was

understood, therefore, that in the event of a German refusal Mr. Paderewski

would place the Polish Army at the service of the Allies.

M. Paderewski expressed his agreement.

Mr. Polk inquired whether there would not be a danger if the proposed

plan were followed and it were necessary to use the Polish Aurmy, that this

would bring on the Silesian difficulty, the Dantzig difficulty and a war

between Germany and Poland.

M. Paderewski feared that the German Government would in Silesia, as

in the Baltic Provinces, decline all responsibility as regards the actions of4:he

German troops, claiming that the latter were no longer subject to their

authority.

Mr. Lloyd George thought that the Baltic situation and the Silesian

situation were somewhat different. It was expected that the German
Government would in all probability be willing to comply with the Allies’

demands, but from the information in his possession it appeared that the

Central Government had little control over the Eastern German Army and

might not be able to enforce compliance with their orders. In that event the

Eastern German forces would be outlawed and would be in much the same

situation as were Morgan and Drake in the time of Elizabeth, both ofwhom
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had been disavowed by the British Government. If the Polish Array were

then to attack the German troops, how could the German Government
claim that this would constitute an act of war on the part of Poland? In his

opinion, the Silesian situation was quite different. Silesia was within the

boundaries of Germany. The German Government was responsible for the

situation there. This was very different to the Baltic Provinces which were

outside Germany and within Russia.

Mr. Polk admitted that in a legal sense this was true. The question in his

mind was whether the use of Polish troops in Lithuania would not result in

reprisals all along the line.

Mr. Lloyd George did not see that there was any alternative to Marshal

Foch’s plan Other than the imposition of a Blockade.

Mr. Polk stated that he had raised the question in order that when war

came it should be thoroughly understood that the Council was responsible.

M. Clemenceau desired to make it clear that Marshal Foch will demand
that the German troops evacuate the Baltic Provinces and will warn those

troops that he will be prepared to enforce the demand under the Armistice.

M. Paderewski called attention to the fact that it was not merely a ques-

tion of enforcing the evacuation of German troops but that it was necessary

also to drive out the German officers. In Kovno there was a very numerous

General Staff composed of Germans. It would be necessary to force them to

leave. In this relation he referred to the fact tliat at least two of the Allied

governments had been furnishing to the Lithuanians, supplies, munitions, etc.

In his opinion this should cease, the Lithuanian Government being in the pay

of Germany.
Mr. Lloyd George expressed very earnestly the hope that there would be

no interference with the Lithuanian Government. It was simply a question

of forcing the Germans out. If it should become necessary for the Polish

Army to intervene, it must be thoroughly understood that neither the Polish

Government nor the Polish Army would interfere with the local governments.

The plan now proposed contemplated merely a military occupation, if that

should be necessary.

M. Paderewski observed that the Council should not hold him responsible

ifthe territories to be occupied by the Polish Army should declare themselves

for Poland.

Referring to M. Paderewski’s inquiry as regards the question of peace or

war with the Bolsheviki, M. Clemenceau explained that the Council did not

desire that the Poles should march on Moscow. As far as he was concerned

he would not make peace nor would he msike war. He suggested that Poland

could carry out the first part of the proposed proglramme and by that time

the Bolshevik situation would be clarified.

Mr. Lloyd George called M. Paderewski’s attention to the fact that

. Poland ,would be in a precarious position if the Baltic Provinces should

: fefixJODQfi German. As it was, the Poles had advanced in the east beyond the

-'l^^daries of Poland, He miderstood that the Bolsheviks had only 80,000

ianai OppK^ed to an army of 250,000 Poles.
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M. Paderewski replied that, owing to the state of the country, it was
necessary for the Poles to maintain a considerable police force in that regtbn.

Marshal Foch considered that it would be very dangerous for Poland
^

open the Russian question on its Eastern frontier before settling the GermanS-Ai**

question on its Western frontier. He believed it would be well to proceed

step by step and consolidate the existing situation.

Mr. Lloyd George declared that he was in complete agreement with

M. Clemenceau and Marshal Foch.

(M. Paderewski, Marshal Foch, and General Weygand then withdrew.)

(It was agreed that Marshal Foch should make a formal demand on the

German Government immediately to evacuate the Baltic Provinces of

Russia, and to withdraw their forces within the boundaries of Germany as

defined by the Treaty of Peace. He shall further inform the German
Government that if they do not comply with his demand he will take the

necessary steps to enforce it.

It was agreed that General Henrys should be entrusted, by the Allied

and Associated Powers, as their representative, with the control of the

evacuation of the German troops. Acting in the same quality, he shall

have authority to use the Polish Army in case the Germans do not comply
with the demand for evacuation. »

In placing the PoHsh Army at the disposal of the Allied and Associated

Powers, M. Paderewski indicated at the same time that there should be
no interference by the PoHsh Government or Army wdth the local govern-

ments of the Baltic Provinces.)

2. M. Tittoni handed to his colleagues copies of the memorandum
(Appendix A) which he had promised to give to them at the

Question of Fiume L •
°

^ the Adriatic
fleeting in the morning.*

Mr. Polk asked what was the difference between the pro-

posals which M. Tittoni was now presenting and those which the Conference

transmitted to President Wilson a week ago.

M. Tittoni said that the Conference had asked President Wilson to make
a choice between two solutions. The first was that Fiume should be a free

city in an International State placed under the control of the League of

Nations. The second was that the city of Fiume should be attributed to

Italy^ the port and the railway to the League of Nations and that the terri-

tories which in the first proposal would be attributed to the International

State would be given to the Jugoslav State. He proposed that the second

solution of the question should be adopted. One of his reasons for favouring

this proposal was that Mr. Polk had told him that President Wilson had

favoured a plebiscite in the free state. He was unwilling to agree to such a
„

plebiscite.

Mr. Lloyd George asked what M. Tittoni meant exactly in saying that

no concession would be made to the Jugoslavs in the valley of the Drin.

M. Tittoni meant that this disposition was found in the first memorandum
for the reason that, as the Fiume Railway passed directly from Jugoslav to

* See No. 57, minute 12.



Austrian territory, he desired that the Trieste Railway should pass directly

from Italian to Austrian territory. He had asked that Italy be given the

territory known under the name of the Assling triangle which was inhabited

by Slovenes but the possession of which was necessary for Italy to assure

direct communication between Trieste and Austria. The Serbs had recog-

nised that in Albania the frontier of 1913 was drawn on lines of ethnic justice

but they demanded that the valley of the Drin be given to them in order that

they might establish a railway there which would give them independent

communication with the Adriatic. He thought that there was a complete

analogy between the two cases and he would say to the Serbs, if they wished

to have the Valley of the Drin they should give the Italians the Asshng

triangle and that if the Serbs contended that the Italians should be satisfied

with the guarantee ofthe League ofNations for Assling theyshould be satisfied

with the same guarantee for the Drin.

M. Clemenceau said that in effect M. Tittoni asked that the Council

should send President Wilson a telegram telling him that the Council was

in favour of the second of the two proposals recently submitted to his choice

and that it was their strong desire that he accept this proposal.

M. Tittoni agreed that this was what he meant.

Mr. Lloyd George said that he wished to point out to M. Tittoni two

points of his memorandum which would probably elicit objections from

President Wilson. The President did not want Italian sovereignty in Fiume—
though Mr. Lloyd George did not wish to insist upon this point. The Presi-

dent would also not be satisfied with having the diplomatic representation of

Zara belong to Italy. He suggested that it would be more advisable to say

that Zara should be able to choose its diplomatic representatives. Nothing

would prevent its intrusting its interests to Italian agents.

M. Tittoni said that he had no objections to this solution. He wished to

add, however, that this solution which Mr. Lloyd George criticized appeared

in the proposals approved by President Wilson on the yth ofJune.

Mr. Polk said that he wished to repeat that the President had not given

his definite approval to this rather summary note which had been prepared

during a meeting ofthe Supreme Council for the purpose ofserving as a basis

for discussion between the Italian delegation and the Jugo-Slav delegation.

He desired to say, in so far as Fiume was concerned, that he had received

a telegram from President Wilson from which it appeared that the President

was disposed to accept the first ofthe two solutions which had been presented

to him in the name ofthe Conference. He feared that the President would be

surprised to again receive a new proposal.

M. Tittoni said that it was not a question of a new proposal. The Con-

ference would simply state that they preferred one of the two solutions

between which they had asked the President to choose.

Mr. Polk said that he desired to remind the Council ofwhat had occurred.

It had been agreed that M. Clemenceau, Mr. Balfour and M. Tittoni should

address a joint telegram to the President. After he had made note ofthe text

he had written to M. Clemenceau to point out to him the objections which
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the President would not fail to make. After the despatch of this letter

M. Tittoni and M. Tardieu had come to see him and finally they had agreed

as to a new text. He knew that even in this form the proposals were not in

accordance with the views of the President. He had^ however^ transmitted

them, pointing out that the British, French and Italian delegates recom-

mended them, and insisted earnestly that the President should consent to

settle the affair on one of these bases. He could not help but wonder what
would happen ifhe should transmit to the President the new Italian proposals

after one of the former proposals had been accepted. He asked to be per-

mitted to examine M. Tittoni’s plan before telegraphing and to be given

time to consider what impression this communication was likely to make
upon the mind of the President.

Mr. Lloyd George said that he agreed with Mr. Polk in thinking that

it would not be fair to the President to submit a new proposal to him at the

point which had now been reached.

M. Tittoni was prepared from the point of view of Italian interests to

accept one or other ofthe two plans, even though the Italian people probably

preferred the second, but only upon the condition that no change should be

made in these proposals. If President Wilson should alter the first solution

by introducing a plebiscite it would be necessary for him to express his

preference for the second proposal.

Mr. Lloyd George said that so far as he was concerned he was glad to

accept the new Italian proposal but he \vished to say again that he was

unwilling to run the risk ofmaking a new proposal to President Wilson after

the latter had accepted another proposal.

M. Tittoni then suggested that the Conference wait. [Alors attendons)

Mr. Lloyd George said that the sixth point of the Italian memorandum
did not appear to him to be just to the Serbs. The AssHng Railway was in

existence and there was now a question of its use for Italian traffic only.. On
the other hand there was neither a railway in the Valley of the Drin nor a

port at St. Jean de Medua. Certainly the Albanians would construct neither

a railway line nor a port. If the Conference did not give the Serbs the oppor-

tunity of constructing them, they would be deprived of aU access to the

Adriatic. Moreover it should not be forgotten that it was necessary to secure

the consent of the Jugo-Slavs to the arrangement which was being discussed.

M. Tittoni said tiiat the Jugo-Slavs already had several outlets to the

Adriatic and could construct the Railway line in question by another route.

But, however that might be, the Italians were refUsed the Assling Railway

because it ran through territory where the population was Slovene. He saw

no reason for giving the VaUey ofthe Drin to theJugo-Slavs where the popula-

tion was Albanian and did not desire to be placed under the yoke of the

Serbs. He was also willing to agree to a plebiscite; he was quite sure that the

Albanians would not vote for the Serbs.

Mr. Lloyd George said that it was not his intention to add the Valley

of the Drin to the territory of the Serb-Croat-Slovene State, but he believed

that it was necessary to give the Serbs the right to construct a railway in the
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Valley of the Drin and that facilities for a port be granted them. He did not
see that it would be of any use to give to the Serb-Croat-Slovene State the

same rights on the Drin as would be given to Italy in the Assling territory

because in the first case the railway existed already, and in the second case

the line had not yet been constructed.

M. Clemengeau proposed that the Council wait until the following day
for the reply of President Wilson, of which Mr. Polk had spoken.

Mr. Lloyd George said that he would be at the disposal ofthe Conference

during the morning.

3, M. Tittoni said that according to information which he had just received

Italian troops had surrounded the city ofFiume, and were blockad-

from the land side. He asked that the Allied and Associated

Powers should assist by using their ships of war in enforcing the

blockade from the sea.

M. Clemengeau said that they could not do otherwise than accede to

M. Tittoni’s wish. He considered it advisable, however, in order to avoid

any misunderstanding as to the nature of the Allied intervention to issue a

statement to the Press in the following language:

‘On the request of the Italian Government the Allied and Associated

Powers have agreed to participate in the maritime blockade of Fiume, which

the Italian troops have already surrounded on land.’

Mr. Lloyd George said that he wished it understood that the Allied and

Associated Powers would lend the assistance of their warships which were

on the spot but that they would not send other ships.

M. Tittoni said that he agreed to this but he asked that decision should

be suspended until he should have had an opportunity to communicate with

M, Nitti on the subject.

M. Clemengeau said that he agreed and that the Allied and Associated
.

Powers would take no action and make no public statement until M. Tittoni

had confirmed his request.

(It was agreed that as soon as M. Tittoni had obtained the consent of the

Italian Government the following press notice should be published.

‘On the request of the Italian Government the Principal Allied and
Associated Powers have agreed to participate in the maritime blockade of

Fiume which the ItaKan troops have already surrounded on land.’)

f:':

if;

4. M. Clemengeau said that he had received good news. The Serb-Groat-
' Slovene Government had informed him that they were

prepared to sign without reserve the Treaty of Peace

Treatyfor Protection qf
Austria and the special treaty for the protection of

Minorities by Delegates minorities.

M. Tittoni asked whether the intentions of the

Roumanian Government wctc yet known. He added

that for the past two weeks he had not received a single

jtdegram from the Italian Ministry at Bucharest.

Mti. .Ll6yb George said that it was quite likely that the Roumanians
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stopped the telegrams of the Allied and Associated representatives. But the

question confronting the Council was more general. It was to find a means
of forcing the Roumanians to obey the decisions of the Conference,

M. Clemengeau said that the Roumanians would not refuse openly to obey
the demands of the Conference. They found a means of obeying without

obeying. In any case it was necessary to wait before taking action until there

was a government wth which to deal in succession to that of M. Bratiano,

whose resignation had been announced.

Mr. Lloyd George said that it was quite useless for the Conference to

give orders if these orders were not heeded by the Allies. If this state of

affairs continued the entire work of the Conference would be doomed to

failure and the League of Nations would be condemned to impotence in

advance, for the Conference was the predecessor of the League of Nations.

He wished to add that it was most important not to permit the view to be
held at Bucharest that the United States and Great Britain were the only

great powers hostile to Roumania. He felt that he should say, as the delibera-

tions were entirely frank, that the attitude ofthe French Minister at Bucharest

was not such as to remove this impression.

Mr. Polk said that it was desirable that the French and Italian Ministers

at Bucharest should be seriously cautioned against these tendencies.

Mr' Lloyd George said that he felt that this applied equally to the Qiiai

d’Orsay.

M. Clemengeau said that, as his colleagues knew, he was in entire agree-

ment with them as to the policy to be followed in regard to this matter.

5. Mr. Polk said that he considered it important to reply to the request for

instructions which had been addressed to the Council by the

^nter-AUied Mission at Budapest.

2m ai Budapest
Lloyd Georgesaid thathebelieved thatthe Counoilhad

decided in the morning to await the return ofSir George Clerk.

Mr. Polk said that he was raising a different question. Sir George Clerk’s

mission related only to Roumanian affairs. It was necessary for the Con-
ference to inform the Allied Generals at Budapest without delay that they

should encourage the formation of a local police force for the preservation of

order after the departure of the Roumanian military forces. The Roumanian
commander should at the same time be asked, so long as his occupation of

Roumanian [PHungarian] territory continued, to facilitate the constitution

of these forces. Finally the Conference could not omit replying to the request

for a loan which had been addressed to it by the Mission on the part of

the Hungarian Government.

(After further discussion between different members of the Council it was
agreed that the following telegram should be sent to the Inter-Allied

Military Mission at Budapest:

‘We do not intend to interfere at all in the internal affairs of Hungary.

2 Thus in original.
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Our only wish is the constitution of a stable government, if this is possible,

and to this effect we invite you to let the Hungarian authorities know that

we desire the speedy constitution of a gendarmerie force capable of main-

taining order after the withdrawal of the Roumanian Army.

‘We therefore direct you to inform the Roumanian authorities of our inten-

tions and at the same time to invite them in the most categorical way to

give every facility so long as they keep Hungarian territory, for the

formation and armament of this Gendarmerie,

‘In no case can there be any question of a loan.’)

The meeting then adjourned.

Hotel Crillon^ Paris.

September ij, igig.

Appendix A to No. 58

The Question of the Adriatic

1. Fiume. The city {Corpus Separatum) shall be placed under the sovereignty of

Italy. There shall be no independent state of Fiume. Jugoslavia shall receive all

the territories included in this state according to President Wilson’s line (Island

of Cherso included and Albona excepted).

All the territories that would have made part of the independent state shall be

permanendy demilitarised.

The Port of Fiume, with all facilities for its development as well as for the rail-

ways terminating there, shall be given over to the League of Nations, which shall

make such arrangements as it sh^ see fit, both for the country of which this port

is the oudet and for the city of Fiume itself.

The rights of ethnic minorities shall be guaranteed.

2. Dalmatia. All Dalmatia shall go to the Jugoslavs, except the city of Zara, which

shall be a free city under the guarantee of the League of Nations, which shall

recognise and encourage its intimate connection with the Italian State and Italian

culture. The city shall be represented diplomatically by Italy.

Every facility shall be given to the commerce of the hinterland. The economic

interests of Italy existing in Dalmatia and the rights of Italian minorities shall be

^aranteed.

3. Islands. The only Italian islands shall be Lussin, Unie, Lissa and Pelagosa.

4. Albania. To be independent, with a mandate given to Italy.

5. Vallona. Italian sovereignty over the city, with the hinterland strictly necessary

to its economic life and its security.

.6. Railways. For the Assling Railway Italy no longer makes any territorial

demands, but demands only definite guarantees for the use of the line in Jugoslav

territory. On the other hand, no territorial cession shall be granted to the Jugo-

slavs in the Valley of the Drin, but they shall receive there, as to the use of the

railway to be constructed, the same guarantees as are given to Italy for the Assling

Railway.

neutralisation. Italy demands the general neutralisation of the entire coast and

ofthe islands from the Southern point of Istria to Cattaro, inclusive.



8. A Commission appointed by the Conference, on which each of the five Powers

shall be represented by a delegate and an expert, shall as soon as possible trace the

frontiers on the maps and draw up all details.

No. 59

H. D. 55.] Notes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai d^Orsay^ Paris
^
on Wednesday^

September 17, 1919^ at ii.oo am.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire : Sir Eyre Crowe^ ; secretary, Mr. H. Norman.
France: M. Clemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Berthe-

lot, M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Scialoja; secretary, M. Barone Russo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U,S.A.i Capt. Chapin. France: Cmdt. A. Portier.

Italy: M. Zanchi.

Interpreter: M. Camerlynck.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned

:

USA.: Mr. A. W. DuDes, Mr. E. L. Dresel, Mr. F. K. Nielsen.

British Empire: Mr. Nicolson, Mr. Waley.

France: M. Tardieu, Marshal Foch, GeneralWeygand, General Le Rond,
M. Laroche, M. Kammerer, M. Jouasset, M. Serruys.

Italy: M. Dell’Abbadessa, M. Galli, Colonel Gastoldi, M. Pilotti.

I. M. Clemenceau said that he had requested Marshal Foch to be present

at this meeting of the Council for the purpose of further
]^acmtwn of the

studying the question ofthe evacuation ofthe Baltic Provinces

^^G<fZ”ArmUs German troops. He had received a letter from
Mr. Polk regarding this matter. (The letter contained in

Appendix A was then read to the Council.) He would like to know what

answer had been given by Mr. Lloyd George in the course of his conversation

with Mr. Polk.

Mr. Polk stated that he did not like to quote the words ofanother person,

but that he understood Mr. Lloyd George to say that he preferred to let

matters stand as they were. Mr. Lloyd George had thought that the ques-

tion should not be brought up again until the Germans had indicated a

refusal to carry out the withdrawal, should they so refuse. He had answered

Mr. Lloyd George that he believed the question should be brought up at

once, and for this reason had written the letter to M. Clemenceau, which

had just been read.

M. Clemenceau suggested that Marshal Foch might read the instructions

which he proposed to send to General Henrys.
*

Marshal Foch said that he had sent the instructions to General Henrys

in accordance with the decision reached by the Council. He had told him

^ Henceforth die British representative on the Supreme Council.
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til at the principle of an ultimatum to Germany had been decided upon, but

that his opinion was asked before the same should be transmitted to Germany.

Mr. Polk asked whether it was agreed that the Council should take no

decision until the receipt of the answer from General Henrys.

Marshal Foch stated that his instructions to General Henrys had been

based on the fact that the principle of an ultimatum had been decided upon.

If this ultimatum was now considered as conditional, it would be necessary

- for him to modify the instructions which he had sent.

Mr. Polk pointed out that he was not opposed to an ultimatum, but

wished solely to formulate objections to the use of the Polish troops.

Marshal Foch said tliat the sending ofan ultimatumwithout decidingupon

the means to carry it into execution would be a useless procedure. He had

made a study of this question and believed that the Polish troops constituted

the only force which could be used. Ifthe Council were ofthe opinion that no

use could be made ofthese troops, it was unnecessary to send an ultimatum.

Mr. Polk stated that the feeling of the American Delegation on this ques-

tion was that the use of Polish troops against Germany in the Baltic provinces

would be to cause hostilities, which had been suppressed in Upper Silesia

,

with great difficulty, to spring up again. A military operation of this

character would certainly lead to war between Germany and Poland. It was

extremely necessary to maintain the situation in Upper Silesia in a calm state,

in order not to increase the actual difficulties of the coal shortage. After the

Treaty had been ratified by three great Powers, Upper Silesia would be

occupied by Interallied troops. When this occupation became a fact, and

when no further disorders in the coal districts were likely, the Council might ,

then decide to use the Polish forces. He was not opposed to their eventual

use, should the need arise.

M. Clemenceau said that in view of Mr. Polk’s statement he believed the

best course at present was to adjourn the discussion and to take the question

up again when Upper Silesia should be occupied by the Interallied troops.

Mr. Polk said that the matter seemed to him particularly serious. The

Council was obliged to decide whether it was preferable to allow the Germans

to remain in Lithuania for the moment, or drive them therefrom even at the

risk ofshutting down the production ofcoal in Upper Silesia. He had talked

with Mr. Loucheur and with Mr. Hoover, who had both stated that the

cutting off of the coal supply would have very serious consequences. He had

talked with Mr. Tittoni on the previous evening regarding the matter and

tire latter had agreed with him that an unnecessary risk would be run through

this operation.

Marshal Foch pointed out that the Conference alone was capable of

’ _ choosing between these two political courses of action.

, M. Clemenceau said that he personally regretted that this operation,

: .which he believed excellent, should not take place. In the face of the opposi-

tion of the American Delegation, however, the matter must be suspended,

. it.was exceedingly dtogerous to commence it without being sure of

.Cair^g it to a succesrful completion.
,

"
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Marshal Fogh said that on three separate occasions threats had been

sent which had not been followed up.
. . j _*u ,

Mr. Polk said that the gravity of the situation m Silesia appeared wo y

of considerable thought and should compel the Council to hesitate.

M. Clemenceau said that he would hesitate if he beheved ^at the

proposed action in the Baltic provinc^ would have an effect on the situation

in Silesia, but he was not of this opimon.
_ ^

Mr. Polk answered that he had recently mtemewed the different

American representatives, who had arrived from Poland, Silesia Ae

Baltic provinces, namely, Mr. Gibson, Colonel Goodyear and Colond

Greene. These gentlemen were all of the opimon that the coal

would be seriously aggravated and threatened should

be taken. He had also seen Mr. Paderewski and had asked

was ready to bear the expenses of the operationm qu^tion. Mr. Paderws^

had replied that France was to bear the expense. He had then^oimed

pLerewski that the United States would not mcur any o^hgati^

therein. He believed, however, that it would be well to ask General Henry

what his opinion in the matter might be.
, , , ^

Marshal Foch said that General Henrys could only report on one element

of the problem, namely, the condition and state ofthe Polish Army^ It should

not be^lost sight of, however, that the CouncH, in

tion of the Baltic provinces, was simply carrymg into effect one of the c us
^

of the Treaty. The Allied and Associated Powers should stand toge&er on

this matter It should be understood that the “
charge of the operation, but it would be supported both by the Czecho-

slovak troops and the Allied detachments on the :^ine_ General Hemrs

would answer that he could not defeat Germany with the Polish forces alone

—more particularly should Germany be able to concentrate all her troops

^^m!*Cle1Snceau said that the Poles had notified the Counefi that they

possessed an army of 450,000 men.
* v tliU

^ Marshal Foch pointed out that these figures were accurate hnt tJ^^t tlm

force would not be sufficient to defeat Germany and *at the

risk seeing Poland severely dealt with, which was obviously not a situation

Mr*^PoTk said that he had no objections to the sending ofm ulti^^,

but only to the use of PoHsh troops. He befieved that

pressure to compel the execution of the ultimatum could be found, either

from an economic standpoint through the Economic Council, or by

frntion of prisoners ofwar. He did not think that the risk of starting anm

war between Poland and Germany should be r^,
J®

Powers was at present disposed to render finmcid aid

other hand economic pressure might be exceedmgly effective. For exarnpic,

the Germans at the present time are in the

the United States through the agency of private

put a stop to this procedure. The recent example of Roumama, who ha



acted as an agent of the Allied and Associated Powers, seemed to him
extremely unsatisfactory and should not lead the Council to stir up a similar

operation elsewhere. He suggested therefore that an ultimatum might be

sent, making use of economic pressure.

M. Tardieu said that the retention of the prisoners of war constituted an

excellent means of pressure as well, for their immediate repatriation was
necessary to the internal political situation of Germany.

M. Clemengeau proposed that Marshal Foch should read the text of an

ultimatum which he had prepared, and that if such text were satisfactory

to the Council, it might be modified in the way suggested by Mr. Polk.

Marshal Foch then read his proposed letter to the German Government
(see Appendix B)

.

Mr. Polk stated that he found this text satisfactory.

Sir Eyre Crowe asked whether the steps which had been discussed as a

method of pressure would be sufficient to bring about the execution of the

matters covered in the note.

M. Clemengeau said that Mr. Polk was favourable to an economic means

of pressure, such as a blockade.

Mr. Polk said that he was particularly anxious not to commit the Council

at the present time to the use of the Polish Army. He did not wish to intimate

that this Army might not be made use of at some future time, but he wished

to leave the decision of this question open.

Marshal Foch said that on three different occasions ultimatums couched

in mild language had been sent to the German Government on the following

dates: June i8, August i and August 24.^

Mr. Polk remarked that as the Council had already sent three ultimatums

a fourth was scarcely necessary. The best method of procedure would be to

notify Mr. von Lersner that the Council insisted upon the carrying out of the

Armistice in question, and that in case of refusal certain measures, such as

blockade, other means of exerting economic pressure, retention of prisoners

of war, and, as a last resort, the use of the Polish Army, had been decided

upon.

M. Clemengeau said that this notice should be in writing.

General Weygand said that he was prepared to draft the text of such a

letter, as he was familiar with the question. An answer had been received

from the Germans to the effect that they were willing to evacuate the territory

in question but that they could not enforce the execution of their orders.

(It was decided that GeneralWeygand shoidd subnait to the Council, at its

next meeting, a draft letter to ^e German Delegation demanding the

withdrawal of the German forces from the Baltic provinces. This letter

should draw attention to the means of exercising pressure on the German
Government proposed by Mr. Polk, viz,, blockade and other economic
pressure, retention of prisoners of war, and possible use of the Polish

forces.)

(Marshal Foch and General Weygand then withdrew.)
^ See No, 23, minute 4 and appendix G, and No. 38, minute 3 and appendix A.
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Territorial

Clauses

2. Upon the proposal of M. Scialoja the resolution taken on September ii

(h. d. 52,3 minute 6) regarding the languages used for the
Languages to be used convention on Aeri^ Navigation was modified to read as
in the Convention on ^ n
Aerial Navigation

‘It was decided that the Convention on Aerial Navigation

should be drafted in English, French and Italian, each text to be of equal

authority.’

3. (At this point the members of the Central Territorial Commission entered

Peace Conditions room.)

with Bulgaria M. Tardieu Stated that the Greek Delegation had sent a letter

to the Central Territorial Commission on September 13 relative to

certain points with regard to the territorial clauses of the Bulgarian

Treaty (see Appendix C).^ The Central Territorial Commission

had been of the opinion:

1. That the request put forward by the Greek Delegation is ethnographic

cally just.

2. That the line proposed by the Greek Delegation should, firom a

geographical point of view, be modified in accordance with the red line on
the map annexed to the Commission’s report.

The Italian delegate, in view of the principle put forward by the Greek
Delegation, suggested a change in the line ofWestern Thrace to the advantage

of Bulgaria.

The American delegate, while not denying the weight of the opinions of

the other delegations, drew attention to the inconvenience which would
result from changing a line already unanimously decided upon and it [w]
further did not believe itself to be in a position to advance an opinion without

a more careful study of the whole question.

Mr. Polk said that he had certain objections to formulate. President

Wilson, before his departure, had personally proposed a line of demarcation.

He had already agreed to a considerable modification of this line and did not

feel that he had authority to make a further change therein. He pointed out

that he had already consented to the taking of certain territories in the region

of Adrianople from Bulgaria, although there was a lar^e population of

Bulgarians in such territories. He could do nothing further along these lines

and in addition felt that the proposed change, even though ethnographically

just, was unsound from a geographic point of view.

(It was decided to reject the proposal of the Greek Delegation with regard

to a farther modification of the firontiers of Bulgaria in Western Thrace.)

(See Appendix

3 No. 56.

Not printed. In this letter the Greek Delegation requested a rectification of the pro-

posed Bulgarian frontier in Western Thrace south of the river Arda (which frontier followed

that of 1913 between Bulgaria and Turkey) on the ground that it was ethnologically

undesirable to leave to Bulgaria ‘the upper valley of the Kisildi, taking in the principal part

of the casa of Orta-Kom’, which was stated to be preponderantly Mussulman and Greek

in population.
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M. Tardieu said that he wished to draw the attention ofthe Council to the

necessity of asking the Bulgarians to withdraw their troops
l^miion of Western Western Thrace as they were still occupying that

garian troops
re^on as well as the Strounutza salient. This occupation

might last for a long time, as the Bulgarian delegation

had requested a period of twenty to twenty-five days in which to pre-

pare their answer to the Peace Conditions of the Allies. The Bulgarian

occupation compelled the Allies to maintain troops in the neighbourhood

which were not absolutely necessary. He suggested that the Bulgarians

might be told that the Allies were likely to grant them the delay requested,

on condition that they would evacuate the territories in question imme-
diately.

Mr. Polk asked what forces would relieve the Bulgarian troops.

M. Tardieu answered that the military experts believed that three

battalions only would be necessary to maintain order in Thrace. This

force was already on the ground and there was in addition a division in

Sofia which could profitably be recalled. He pointed out that there was

no question of inserting a clause in the Bulgarian Treaty regarding this

matter.

Mr. Polk said that as the matter had no place in the Bulgarian Peace

Treaty he proposed the consideration of the Treaty itself be terminated' and

the proposition of M. Tardieu be adjourned to the following day.

(This proposal was accepted.)

(M. Tardieu then withdrew and M. Kammerer entered the room.)

M. Kammerer said that the Greek Delegation had, on September 15, sent

to the Secretary General some additional remarks relative to

Article's
political clauses in the Treaty of Peace with Bulgaria. (See

Appendix D.s) The Committee on New States had prepared

a report on the matter which had been submitted to the various delegations

(see Appendix E^).

(It was decided to accept the following clause proposed by the Greek
delegation for insertion in Article 56, with regard to the protection of

minorities ajid voluntary emigration:

Article 56, paragraph 2: ‘Bidgaria undertakes to recognize the provi-

sions which the Allied and Associated Powers shall deem opportune
relative to reciprocal and voluntary emigration of ethnic minorities.’)

5. Not printed. These observations by the Greek Delegation are printed by D. H. Miller,

op. cit., vol. xiii, pp. 469-‘70. The Greek Delegation proposed: (i) the addition to article 56
adopted by the Supreme Council; (ii) the following addition to article 50: ‘Les Grecs

Patriarchistes qui voudront continuer k r6sider en Bulgarie sont rattach6s au point de vue
ecclesiastique au Patriarcat (Ecum^nique de Constantinople. Leurs Coxnmunautes en

^
bulgarie sont reconnues comme des personnes ^morales, capables notamment d^avoir des

et d’entretenir des ^lises et des 6coles de langue grecque, dont la libre fr^uenta-

: printed. report h printed with verbal variation by D. H. Miller, op. cit.,
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Article 50

M. Kammerer continuingsaid that the Greek Delegationhad also asked that

a paragraph be added to Article 50 dealing with the protection of

minorities. (See Appendix D.^) The Committee on New States

believed that the Treaty should be hmited to general provisions with regard

to the different religious sects, and therefore that by accepting the addition

proposed by the Greek delegation the risk would be incurred of entering

into details and thereby creating a precedent. For this reason the Com-
mittee on New States had recommended that the Council reject the Greek

proposal.

(It was decided to reject the paragraph proposed by the Greek delegation

for insertion in Article 50 of the Bulgarian Peace Treaty.)

[Not printed]’

M. Kammerer said that the Greek Delegation had formulated certain

Article 6
with regard to Article 46 by which Article Greece agreed

to execute a special treaty for the protection of minorities. The
refusal to execute the article was based on the fact that no additional territory

was given to Greece by the Bulgarian treaty. The committee on New States

was of the opinion that this point was well taken and therefore proposed that

Greece, while agreeing to sign the clause of the Bulgarian treaty obligating

her to execute the minorities treaty, should not be compelled to sign the

latter treaty until such time as she should be assured of the grant of new
territories.

(It was decided that a letter should be sent by the President of the Peace
Conference to the Greek Delegation requesting the latter to accept
Article 46 of the Bulgarian Peace Treaty and notifying them that the
special treaty provided for in this article would not be submitted for

signature until such time as the Conference should be able to make known
to the Greeks the territory which might be attributed to them.)

M. Kammerer said that the Greeks had in addition raised certain

objections with regard to the signature of special clauses in

^^Greecf^
the treaty with Greece. The Committee on New States had
rejected all the Greek proposals with the exception of that

dealing with the option of nationalities. Should the Council accept the

proposal of the Committee a simple modification of Article 3 of the pro-

posed treaty with Greece would give effect to the objection.

(It was decided that Article 3 of the proposed treaty between the principal
Allied and Associated Powers and Greece should be so modified as that the
first paragraph should read as follows

:

‘ Greece recognizes as Greek nationals with full rights and without any
formalities Bulgarian, Turk (or Albanian) nationals domiciled at the date

7 It was decided that, in accordance with a request of the Greek Delegation (appendix F
in original), the following paragraph be inserted in article 44 of the treaty of peace
with Bulgaria: ‘Bulgarian nationals, however, who became resident in this territory after

October 18, 1912, will not acquire Greek nationality without a permit from Greece.’
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of the entry into force of the present treaty, on territory transferred to

Greece since January 1, 1913,’)

(At this point M. Laroche and M. Kammerer withdrew, and M.

Jouasset entered the room.)

M. Jouasset said that the Greek Delegation had formulated certain

objections relative to the reparations clauses in the Treaty of Peace

Reparation Bulgaria (see Appendix F^) . The Commission on the Repara-
Clauses

Damages had studied these criticisms and had submitted

its report in the matter to the Secretary General. (See Appendix G.®)

It was decided to accept the proposal of the Reparations Commission

with regard to Article 121, the sixth paragraph of which should be
Article IS!

to read as follows:

‘These sums shall be remitted through the Interallied Commission

referred to in Article 130 ofthis part to the Reparation Commission created

by the Treaty of Peace with Germany of June 28, 1919, such as it is con-

stituted by the Treaty with Austria of September 10, 1919. (Part VIII,

Annex II, Paragraph 2.) This Commission is referred to hereinafter as

the Reparations Commission. It will assure the effecting of payments in

conformity with the arrangements already made.’

After a short discussion it was decided to accept the proposal of the, Repara-

, Rons Commission and to add the following additional para-

Delivety of live- graph to Article 127

:

stock by Bulgaria
addition to the deliveries mentioned above, the Inter-

allied Commission shall have the authority, should they recognize it as

possible, to attribute to Greece, Roumania and the Serb-Croat-Slovene

State during the two years which shall follow the entry into force of the

present Treaty, such quantities of livestock as may appear to thern justi-

fied ;
the value of these deUveries shaU be placed to the credit of Bulgaria.

M. Jouasset then read that portion of the report of the Commission on

Reparations dealing with this question. (See Appendix G,®

Dehu ofBulgaria Paragraph II.) He said that the French Delegation had
mih relation to Ger-

^ proposal which, after liquidation of the debts and
many, ustna, e c.

Bulgaria to Germany, gave the Reparations Com-

mission the right to decide whether the remainder of the Bulganan debt

should be demanded or whether Bulgaria should be granted certain tenm

or intervals ofpayment, or a complete remission of the debt. Such a formula

8 Not printed. This appendix contained observations by the Greek Delegation, m
indicated in the text, on draft articles 44, 46, 121, 124, and 127 of the treaty of peace with

^'M^'printed. This report, dated September 12, 1919, considered, as indicated below,

certain criticisms of draft articles 121, 124, and 127.
^ ^ j u u t'

10 The amendment was the addition of the words ‘such as it is constituted by the i reaty

with Austria of September 10, 1919 (Part VIII, Aimex II, Paragraph 2)’; this amendment

permitted Greece, Poland, Roumania, Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia to be repr^ente

by a common ddegate on the Reparation Commission when the Comnoission should take

up the supplication of the treaty; on the other hand itwas not considered possible to agree to

^the Greek request for a special representative on the Commission.



would be simple and would not commit anyone to a fixed course of action

in the future. It would have the further advantage of giving satisfaction to

the five small States and ofnullifying any pretext which the latter might have

to refuse advance payments accorded them by the Allies. On the other hand,

if a part of the debt were remitted in the first instance to Bulgaria, an enemy
Power, the small States might take advantage of this precedent and refuse to

settle their debts to the Allies.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the debt of Bulgaria in relation to Germany
and Austria should not be compared to the debt of the different small States

with relation to the Principal Allied and Associated Powers. The British

Delegation was of the opinion that changes in the text of the Treaty would
constitute a sign of weakness and that the most simple course to pursue was
to uphold the text in its present form.

Mr. Polk said that it was certain that Bulgaria could not pay more than

it was actually called upon. To make a change in the article in question

would be to raise false hopes in the minds of the small Powers, that they

might obtain something which they were certain not to receive. He there-

fore believed that the text as drafted should be upheld.

M. SciALOjA said that the French proposed simply transferred the

difficulty to the Reparations Commission. This would lead to a delay of

three months, during vrhich time Bulgaria would not be able to obtain the

credit which she needed. It was to be feared that in addition she would
dispute certain of her debts, and such a loss of time might even result in the

enhancement of the payment of such sums as she indisputably owed for the

purpose of reparations.

(After a short further discussion, it was decided to make no change in the
text of Article 124 of the Treaty of Peace with Bulgaria.)

(At this point M. Kammerer and M. Jouasset withdrew, and M.
Serruys entered the room.)

M. Serruys said that the Roumanian Delegation had presented three

\ proposals regarding Articles 171 , 175 and 177 of the Treaty of Peace

Cla^s^
with Bulgaria. (See Appendix H.“) The Economic Commission
had studied these proposals and had submitted a report thereon to

the Secretary General indicating its opinion. (See Appendix I.“)

(After a short discussion, it was decided to accept the report submitted
by the Economic Commission:

Article 171 : The English text of Article 171 being the only one which is

accurate, it was decided to revise the French and Italian texts to conform
therewith.

Article 175 : It was decided to maintain the text of this Article without
change. The benefit of capitulations in Bulgaria in favour of Japan is

upheld but is not to be extended to all the Allied and Associated Powers.

Article 177: The Roumanian proposal was rejected and the Article

maintained without change.)

Not printed.
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4. On the proposal of M. Clemenceau, it was decided that the text of the con-

Presentation of the
<iitions of the Peace with Bulgaria should be presented to the

Treaty ofPeace Bulgarian Delegation at the meeting of the Supreme Councfl
to the Bulgarian on Friday, September 19, 1919, at 11.00 o’clock, in the Salle
Delegation de I’Horloge, Quai d’Orsay.

The Meeting then adjourned.

H6tel de Crillon^ Paris,

September /y, igig.

Appendix A to No. 59

PARIS, September 16, igig.

Dear Mr. Clemenceau:

I have been giving a good deal of thought to the subject we discussed yesterday,
namely, what to do with the German forces in Lithuania. After taking the matter
up with our experts and with my colleagues I have come to the conclusion that it

would be most unwise at the present moment to authorize the use of the Polish
troops against the Germans in case of their refusal. It would, in our opinion,
probably bring on trouble in Silesia, thereby threatening, if not destroying, the

coal supply of Central Europe, a serious thing in itself, but it would also bring on
a conflict between the Poles and the Baltic Provinces. Mr. Gibson, our Minister
to Poland, is convinced that General Henrys will be of the same opinion. It would
seem, therefore, wiser not to commit ourselves to the use of the Poles at present,

but to wait until we see what attitude the Germans will take and then decide the

question.

In the light of existing circumstances I think this has^a further advantage, inas-

much as after the Treaty is ratified the German military forces will be reduced
and Allied occupation of Silesia will be possible.

I saw Mr. Lloyd George this morning and told him what our view was and
attempted to see you, as I thought it was important that you should know our
decision at the earliest possible moment. I will tell Mr. Tittoni this afternoon and
will bring the matter up at the Conference tomorrow so that our views can be
formally recorded. I regret to have to changemy views, but under the circumstances
I feel I made a mistake yesterday in consenting to this arrangement.

Believe me, &c.

Frank L. Polk

Appendix B to No. 59

J^ote pour le Gouvernement Allemand
Section, septembre xgig

I®) L’article XII de PArmistice du ii novembre stipule que: ‘Les troupe
aUemandes se trouvant actuellement dans les territoires qui faisaient partie avan

Russie devront rentrer dans les fironti^res de PAUemagne telle

^ ^9145 les AUi& le jugeront utile, compte teni

int^eure de ces territoires.’

i^cle 453 dii Traitd de Paix confirme en tous points ces dispositions.

: ^ „ 720



2°) Les Giouvernements AUi^ et Associes qui, a plusieurs reprises, ont demand^
a rAilemagne de realiser revacuation de ses troupes des Provinces Baltiques,*^

ont decide que cette evacuation devait etre efFectuee sans aucim retard.

Ils se reservent d’ailleurs de prendre, d’accord avec les Gouvemements des

Provinces Baltiques, toutes mesures utiles pour assurer le maintien de Pordre et la

securite dans les territoires baltiques apres le retrait des troupes allemandes.

3°) Le Gouvemement allemand est, en consequence, invite par la presente Note
a proceder immediatement a Pevacuation complete de ses forces militaires des

Provinces Baltiques, dans les conditions et delais dont la determination est prevue

au § 5 ci-apres.^^

Cette evacuation complete s’applique non seulement aux unit^ constitutes,

mais encore aux fitats-Majors, Services et k tous les militaires allemands isoles

actuellement stationnes en territoire russe.

4°) Le Gouvemement allemand est tenu pour responsable de Pexecution de ces

dispositions.

En cas de non extcution, les Gouvemements allies et associes ont arrett les

mesures ntcessaires pour imposer le respect de leur dtcision.

Dans Phypothese ou ils devraient recouiir a ces mesures tous les militaires

allemands restes en territoire russe seraient faits prisonniers de guerre.

Note in original: ‘Notes du i8 juin No. 3039, du aoiit No. 3637, et du 24 aodt

No. 4050.’ See note 2 above.
^3 Not included in the original.

No. 60

H. D. 56 .] JVotes of a Meeting of the Heads of Delegations of the Five Great

Powers^ held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai d'Orsay^ Paris
^ Thursday^

September 18^ ^9^9^ cit ii.oo a.m.

Present; US.A,: Hon. F. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Sir Eyre Crowe; secretary, Mr. H. Norman.
France: M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Bertheiot, M. de

Saint Quentin.

Italy: M. Scialoja; secretary, M. Barone Russo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U,S.A.: Mr. C. Russell. France: Captain Portier.

Italy: M. de Carlo.

Interpreter: M. Camerlynck.

The following were also present for the items with which they were concerned:

—

U.S.A. -. General Bliss, Hon. H. Gibson, Lt.-Gol. Greene, Major Tyler,

Mr. A. Dulles.

British Empire: Hon. H, Nicolson, General Gough, General SackviUe-

West, Colonel Kisch, Captain Abraham.

France: Marshal Foch, General Weygand, M. Tardieu, M. Laroche,

M. de Montille.

Italy: Colonel Castoldi, M. Galli, M. Dell’Abbadessa.

M. Pichon said that M. Glemenceau would not be able to attend the

meeting and that he had asked him to make his excuses for him.



I.

Admission ofGerman and

Austrian Delegates to the

International Labour Con’-

gress at Washington

[Not printed]"

2. M. PiCHON said that on the preceding day General Weygand had been

asked to prepare a text of a note to be addressed to the
Draft^te to th, Ger-

Delegation.^

ZtftSZS^'of General Weygand then read the draft of the note.

the Baltic Provinces (See Appendix B.)

^ This discussion arose out of two letters addressed by Mr. Barnes to M. Clemenceau

(appendix A in original). In the first of these, dated at London, September rs, 1919, Mr.

Barnes referred to the decision of the Supreme Council of the previous day (see No. 56,

minute 4) and observed that ‘it makes no provision for America or any other Government

taking the initiative in inviting the Germans and Austrians to proceed to America; and as

you heard yesterday, Mr. Polk declined to commit his Government, although to you and me
the day before, he indicated that it might be done. My suggestion is that the decision of

yesterday should be sent on to the German and Austrian Governments by your Secretariat.’

In the second letter, headed : ‘In course of transmission . . . telephoned from London

5 p.m. September 17’, Mr. Barnes stated with reference to his above suggestion:
‘

7^ is not too

much to say that the wholefuture of the Labour Organisation may depend on the decision to he taken

on this subject tomorrow. Yesterday I saw the leading members of the Parliamentary Com-
mittee of Trades Union Congress who told me they could take part in the Washington

Conference if the suggestion I had made to you were adopted ;
otherwise they definitely

assured me they must abstain, and this would entail the abstention of representation of

organised labour from Great Britain and probably elsewhere. This would mean the ship-

wreck of the Washington Conference. The Parliamentary Committee meet to decide the

question finally tomorrow, and I beg that I may be placed in a position to assure them that

my suggestion to you has been adopted.*

In the course of the discussion of these letters Mr. Polk stated that ‘Mr. Barnes had not

exactly understood him when he said that the American Government were prepared to

invite the delegates. . . . He did not wish to continue a discussion which concerned only a

question of form. He was ready to inform the German and Austrian delegates unofficially,

in the name of the American Government, that they would receive every facility for their

journey. He thought the time might be saved ifMr. Barnes, Mr. Gompers and their French

Md Italian colleagues informed the German and Austrian delegates unofficially that they

would undoubtedly be permitted to participate in the Conference.

‘Sir Eyre Crowe said that he agreed with Mr. Polk that it was simply a question of form.

He desired to say, however, that Mr. Barnes, in his letter of the 12th September, proposed

simply that the decision taken by the Council on the preceding day be communicated to

the German and Austrian Governments through the medium of the Secretariat General.

*M. Berthdot pointed out that it had been said that the notification in question should be

communicated imofficiaUy. Any communication from the Secretariat General would, of

necessity, be official.

. ‘Mr. Polk said that the American Delegation were prepared to make this communication,

if they were directed by the Council to do so. . . .

‘It was agreed that the American Delegation should be requested in the name of the

Conference to communicate to the German and Axistrian Delegations the decision of

S^t^ber II, 1919, regarding the admission of German and Austrian delegates to the

latenadonal Labmir Gongr^s at Washington.*
^ See No. 59,-minute i.
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Mr. Polk said that the note provided for the evacuation not only

of German units, but also of individual Germans, who, after being de-

mobilized, had joined Russian units. He thought that the Allied and

Associated Powers would be taking a risk in making a demand which the

German Government might not be able to fulfil. He did not know what

the United States Government would be able to do, if a situation arose

where American citizens had enlisted in Mexican and Cuban units. He
felt considerable doubt as to the legal obligations of the Germans in this

matter.

General Weygand said that he had received documentary proof to show

that the German Government encouraged enrolment of Germans in Russian

military units, and paid them by giving them land in Russia. This land did

not belong to the German Government and the position of that Government

was clearly illegal. General Gough was present and could give the Council

much interesting information.

Mr. Polk said that he had also received the same information as to the

action of the German Government. He thought that action, such as had

been described, could be provided against in the future. But he did not know
vrhether the Council could demand that the Germans now there could be

given up. It was a complicated legal question and he would be very glad to

hear the views of M. Berthelot and M. Fromageot.

M. Berthelot said that entire companies had passed into the Russian

Army. The draft could however be modified, so that note would be taken

of Mr. Polk’s remarks.

Mr. Polk said that the question was one of international law, so far as

facts were concerned. Mr. Paderewski had shown him documents which

proved that these acts were abetted by the War Office at Berlin. He was

satisfied with General Weygand’s draft in many respects, but he thought the

text,too broad.

M. PiGHON asked Mr. PoUc whether he would be prepared to accept the

draft in principle. It would be given to M. Fromageot, who would revise it

from a legal point of view.

Mr. Polk said he was prepared to do this, if M. Fromageot collaborated

with Mr. James Brown Scott.

Sir Eyre Crowe asked whether the military authorities thought that the

threat in the last paragraph of the note was strong enough to have the

desired effect.

Marshal Foch replied that he did not think so. It was the fourth com-

munication on this subject, which had been made to the German Govern-

ment. He saw no reason why it should be treated differently from the others.

He suggested that the Council hear the opinion of General Gough.

Mr. Polk asked whether Marshal Foch thought that the threat to use

Polish troops would have the desired effect.

Marshal Foch said that it was not only the question of the use of Polish

troops
;
that the Allied Governments should bring pressure to bear with aU

their power and all their troops. Thus, there would be a beginning of action
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and the Allied and Associated Powers would be quite ready to march forward

if the necessity therefor should arise*

Mr. Polk said that there was a threat of military measures in the lai^

lines of the draft note. There were objections to sending this fourth note

and he thought that the end desired could be accomplished by bringing

economic pressure to bear. He was ready on his part to inform the German
bankers that they would not be permitted to borrow money in the United

States.

Marshal Foch said that he had nothing to say in regard to this suggestion.

(At this moment General Gough entered the room.)

M. PiGHON said that the Council would be grateful if General Gough
expressed his views on the subject of the Baltic Provinces.

General Gough said that in his opinion the greatest danger in Northern

Russia was the German danger. Tt was far more serious than the danger of

Bolshevism. There was no doubt that there was a military plot in this region,

and that General von der Goltz was at the head of it. The plan consisted in

colonizing the Baltic States and raising a strong Russo-German Army, which

would be outside of the territory of the Allies, and, in a certain degree,

independent of the German Government. The persons responsible for this

movement aimed at joining certain Russian parties, who were represented

by General Yudenitch, or if not by General Yudenitch himself, then by

persons surrounding him. A great many people were ready to accept the

German authority, as they considered it a means of regaining their rights

and privileges at Petrograd, and in the surrounding regions. The German
authorities did not hesitate to make promises to these people in this sense.

If the Allies permitted this force to become constituted, the first result would

be destruction of the happiness and liberties of the people of the Baltic

Provinces. Then, the independence of Finland would be threatened. If the

Allies permitted this plot to succeed, a series of murders and fighting and a

state of tyranny would result in the Baltic Provinces and perhaps in Russia.

These peoples, instead of being given peace, would be given a sword. There

was also a great danger that this Russo-German force would some day be

used against the Allies themselves. It was not impossible, in view of the

demobilization ofthe Allies, that the Russo-German forces would outnumber
the Allied forces in a few years, and a very grave menace for Europe would

consequently result. He believed that the Allied and Associated Govern-

ments should insist upon the immediate withdrawal of the German Military

Government and of the German forces. It would next be necessaiy to

establish order and to lend assistance to the Governments of the Baltic

Provinces, not only in giving them money,, but in lending money, to let them
pay for the goods which they would need from the Allied and Associated

Powers. In other words, commerce should be restored. The Baltic peoples

enough to pay. He added that the peoples of the Baltic Provinces

exposed towards the Allies. They differed very radically from the

and Rns^ian population as well as from their own aristocracy, the
^ ' ' '

,
'
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Baltic barons, who were the descendants of the former German conquerors.

The great middle-class population was well disposed towards the Entente

and had a cordial hatred ofGermany. Ifthe Allies assisted them in organizing,

there would be a barrier, not only against Germany, but against Bolshevism

as well. These people were radicals and democrats, but had no liking for

Bolshevism. They would not accept Bolshevism, unless they were overrun

by Germany or deserted by the Allies. In the latter event, they would
undoubtedly prefer Bolshevism to German rule. If the Allied and Associated

Powers established peace and restored the prosperity of the Baltic peoples,

it would be possible to give these peoples a free hand as regards Central

Russia, and even to authorize them, if they wished it, to make peace. The
Bolshevik danger was nowhere more threatening than in the interior of

Russia, and the populations of these districts were desirous of resuming trade

relations with the Baltic populations. Such relations would have a desirable

efiFect.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the question before the Conference was to

consider the best irieans of compelling the German Government to withdraw

its troops from the Baltic Provinces. It had been said that the German
authorities favoured the enrolment of their demobilized soldiers in Russian

units. He wished to know what power the German Government had over

the army of General von der Goltz, and its commander. He questioned

whether Germany had really disarmed. He asked whether, ifthe demobiliza-

tion should take place on the spot, it would not facilitate enlistments into

Russian units.

General Gough replied that the army of General von der Goltz would

obey the orders of his [Pits] commander. It was not a fact that the German
Government had no authority over these troops, nor that they had favoured

demobilization on the spot and filled the country withmilitary workmen. The
Letts would murder these workmen, if they were left alone. The Germans in

Latvia were soldiers. They were not demobilized and obeyed the orders of

General von der Goltz. They could impose themselves on this region only

by force. It had been intended to found colonies of these men in the Baltic

Provinces, but this had not as yet been done.

Sir Eyre Crowe asked whether the orders of General von der Goltz would

also be obeyed by isolated soldiers in Russian units.

General Gough said that he believed that they would. He held this

opinion on account of a similar case, which had occurred previously. When
the Germans had evacuated Riga, they had provoked numerous conflicts.

There existed at that time a Landwehr battalion composed of 9,000 men, of

whom 5,000 were Germans. The Commander, Fletcher, was a German, as

were most of his officers. In spite ofprotest from certain persons in the Baltic

Provinces, it had been possible to send Fletcher, his officers and men, to

Mitau, to join thdir army, and Fletcher himselfhad returned to East Prussia.

Today this Landwehr battalion was commanded by a British officer. Colonel

Young, and there was not a single German in it. There was nothing to be

feared on that side. It would be enough if the Germans left the country and



the Lettish Government were thoroughly installed, so as to be able to ward
against any dangers. There was no doubt of the fact that no German civilian

could remain in these regions after the German army had left. They would
be massacred by the population immediately.

Mr. Polk asked whether the situation in Esthonia and Lithuania was
different.

General Gough said that Lithuania had received more assistance

from the Allies and was in a position to restore herselfmore rapidly. Esthonia

[w], on the other hand, had been abandoned to the Germans for many
months.

Mr. Polk asked General Gough what he thought would be the effect if

the Allies used Polish troops to force the Germans to evacuate the Baltic

Provinces.

General Gough replied that the use of Polish troops would lead to great

confusion in the country and there would be ceaseless fighting. In his opinion,

it would be advisable to search for other means, for the Allies ran the risk of

seeing the Poles defeated and Poland reconquered by Germany. It was

necessary to seek means of establishing peace and not ofprovoking new wars.

Mr. Polk asked General Gough whether he thought that economic

pressure could be brought to bear.

General Gough replied that he thought this could be done, but both

economic and moral pressure should be used at Berlin. If the German
Government acted in good faith and really desired to withdraw these troops,

there was nothing to prevent the evacuation of the Baltic Provinces. At iht

moment, the German Government was really waiting to see which was the

stronger, the Peace Conference at Paris, or General von der Goltz. There

‘was no doubt that a plot existed and that the German Government were the

masters of its fate, for the German Government were in a position to recall

General von der Goltz, if they wished to do so.

M. Matsui asked how large the German forces in question were.

General Gough replied that it was diiSicult to give the exact numbers.

The Germans had organized a sort of mihtary cordon which prevented con-

tact with the populations of the regions which the Germans occupied. He
believed that the army was composed of from 40,000 to 100,000 men. He
believed that the latter figure was too high, but he was not sure. He called

attention to the fact that the German forces in the Baltic Provinces were

supplied by a railway crossing East Prussia and terminating at Mitau. It

would be a simple matter to stop this traffic and thereby endanger the

rationing ot the German forces. On the other hand, the evacuation of the

German troops could be effected by way of Riga, although the Germans
alleged that this was impossible. In the Libau district there were five German
ships, which could be used for this purpose.

Mr. Polk said that there was also at New York a number ofGerman ships,

^ which would be available.

M. Matsui asked whether there would be a danger of Bolshevism in these

after the Germans had withdrawn.
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General Gough said that this danger would not exist, because the popula-

tion was anti-Bolshevist, and, furthermore, because the Bolsheviks were

anxious to conclude peace with the Baltic Provinces, and were to recognize

their independence up to a certain point. In any event, the Baltic Provinces

were able to defend themselves by force of arms.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that if the German troops were dependent upon

East Prussia for their supplies, the situation would improve after the ratifica-

tion of the Peace Treaty, which provided for the occupation of Memel and

the neighbouring districts by Allied troops. The Treaty also provided for

Interallied occupation of Allenstein. The army of General von der Goltz

would consequently find itself isolated and without liaison with East Prussia,

for it could communicate only with a small part of East Prussia, which would

itself be isolated. He expected that the treaty would be ratified in about

three weeks’ time and suggested that it inight be advisable to await the

ratification of the Peace Treaty.

General Gough sadd that this was the case, but that General von der

Goltz was not a person who would ignore these facts, and it was quite likely

that he had availed himself of the delay by organizing stocks of provisions

and munitions which would enable him to maintain himself for several

months. It would be preferable to act immediately, for delay gave the

Germans two advantages:—in the first place, it constantly diminished the

moral influence of the Allied and Associated Governments in the country,

by showing that the decisions of the Conference were not obeyed; in the

second place, it gave the Germans time to prepare an offensive, if they

intended to make one, and to accumulate all that was necessary for this

operation.

(M. PiGHON thanked General Gough for his statements and General Gough
then withdrew.)

M. PiCHON said that he had received the amendments prepared by
M. Berthelot based upon the observations of Mr. Polk.

M. Berthelot said that the article concerning the Germans isolated in

the Russian forces could be changed so as to read as follows:

‘mais encore a tous les militaires allemands en groupe ou meme isoles, qui

sur la suggestion ou avec Fappui des autorites allemandes, ont nominale-

ment pris du service . . .
,’

Sir Eyre Crowe asked whether it was proposed that this text be adopted.

He found himself in a somewhat delicate situation, for the original proposal

concerning the evacuation of the Baltic Provinces had come from his Prime
Minister. It was Mr. Lloyd George, who had proposed that Polish troops be
utilized. After these proposals had been made, it had been decided that a
note should be prepared in this sense. The information, which had been
given that day, showed that it would not be advisable to utilize Polish troops.

The situation therefore was now quite different. If the Allied and Associated

^ Governments did not add a threat and were not prepared to carry it out, the



ultimatum would not be effective. Under these circumstances, he hesitated

to agree to its being despatched. He asked whether it would not be more
advisable to write a note to the German Government, saying that the Allied

and Associated Powers did not believe the arguments which the German
Government had used, that these Governments knew that the German
Government were in a position to insist upon the evacuation being effected,

and that they were convinced that the German Government could carry it

out. The German Government should be further informed that as they had
not effected the evacuation nor paid any attention to the previous notes of

the Council, the Allied and Associated Governments proposed to sever all

commercial relations with them and to decide upon other measures of a

similar nature. In his opinion, it was advisable to make no further demands,

but to put the German Government face to face with difait accompli. Before

deciding upon this course, it would be necessary for all the Governments to

agree as to the steps which they were prepared to take. So far as he was con-

cerned, he would be glad to consult his Government, for it was probable that

there would be complications, so far as interrupting certain steps, which were

already being taken, such as the repatriation of prisoners of war, was con-

cerned, and he was not certain that the British Government would agree to

the imposition of the blockade. If a decision were taken after forty-eight

hours, the members of the Council would have an opportunity to consult

their Governments and they could then decide upon the action to be taken.

Mr. Polk said that in awaiting this decision, he would confer with

members of the American Delegation and have it made known to Baron von

Lersner at Versailles, that the American Government would suspend all

financial agreements.

(It was decided to postpone the decision concerning the despatch of a Note
to the German Government, relative to the Evacuation of the Baltic

Provinces, for 48 hours, in order to permit the various Delegates to consult

their Governments as to the various means of pressure which could be

brought »to hear.)

(At this point Marshal Foch and General Weygand withdrew.)

3 . M. PiGHON said that the question had been raised on the preceding day

and that Mr. Polk had then asked that it be postponed

until the following day.^

M. Tardieu read the draft resolution which he had

prepared, which was worded as follows : Tt is decided that

the Bulgarian Government evacuate Western Thrace and

the Strumitza Loop. General Franchet d’Esperey will give the necessary

instructions for the evacuation and for the occupation of the evacuated

; territory by Greek troops (in the region of Xanthi ^nd Gumuldjina), andfor

: the crccupation of the remaining territory by Allied troops.^

i x K
Mr. Polk said that he believed that the line went too fax. Xanthi and

^S were beyond the line. He eoirld not agree to have Greek troops

^15^3.3 SeeNo.59, miaute 3.
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occupy regions other than those which were to be attributed to them by the

Peace Treaty.

M. Tardieu said that he was of the same opinion.

Mr. Polk said that General Bliss and the American Delegation believed

that the proposal was a dangerous one and that it would lead to incidents

similar to those which had occurred at Smyrna. He thought that trouble in

this region was bound to occur and that the Allied Governments did not

have the troops at their disposal, which it would be necessary to send there.

He objected to the entire proceeding and wished to protest and he would
take no responsibility for what might happen, for there would be no American
troops in that country. He proposed that in the first place the territory

should be occupied by French troops and that the Greek occupation should

take place after the French occupation.

M. Tardieu said that General Franchet d’Esperey, whom he had con-

sulted, did not believe that trouble would result. He thought, however, that

the text of the draft resolution should be altered so as to be satisfactory to

Mr. Polk.

Mr. Polk said that General Gretien [Chretien]^ held the same view that

he did. So far as he was concerned he could only accept the proposal with

the reserve already expressed and because ofthe fact that no American troops

were to be sent. He asked whether it was proposed to maintain the local

administration.

Sir Eyre Crowe thought it would be inadvisable for the Council to bind
themselves, for the Bulgarians might refuse to take the responsibility.

Mr. Polk suggested that the matter be referred to the Central Territorial

Committee.

M. Tardieu said that he proposed to suppress the last two lines of his

proposition, from the words ‘by Greek troops’, and to add a second para-

graph, which would be worded as follows: ‘The occupation will be under-

taken first by Allied troops, who will be replaced by Greek troops in the zone
indicated on the map enclosed herewith. The local administration will be
continued.’

Sir Eyre Crowe asked whether the words ‘by Allied troops’ meant that

Greek troops would participate equally in the occupation ofAe other zone.

M. Tardieu said that this was not meant and that he referred to troops of

the principal Allied and ALSsociated Powers.

M. SciALOjA said that it should be clearly understood that occupation by
Greek troops was to be limited to the zone in question, and that these troops

would not participate with the troops of the Principal Allied and Associated

Powers in the occupation of the other zone.

Mr. Polk said that it was important that the line should be definitely

established before it was brought to the attention of the military authorities.

M. Tardieu said that this matter could be left to the Committee.

(After a short discussion, in the course of which Mr. Polk renewed his

reservation and declared that the proportion of Greek troops appeared to

^ French Gkjneral in command of Allied forces in Bulgaria.
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him too great in proportion to that of the Allied troops, the following

resolution was adopted

:

1 . It was decided that the Bulgarian Government should evacuateWestem

Thrace and the Strumitza Loop. General Franchet d’Esperey should

give

tion of the evacuated territory.

2 . The occupation should be effected by Alhed troops.

3 . These troops might be Greek in the zone indicated in the map, attached

herewiths, when the Commander in Chief should consider it possible;

the rest of Western Thrace should be occupied by Allied troops,

other than Greek troops.

4 . The local administration would be continued.)

4. M. PiGHON said that the Conditions of Peace would be delivered to the

Bulgarian Delegation on the following day at the Quai
Delivery of Conditions d^Qrsay at 10.30 a.m.
ofPeace to the Bui- representatives of the American
ganan e ega ion

whether they would be admitted to

this ceremony.

M. PiGHON said that the meeting would be different from those which had

taken place with the German and Austrian Delegates. It had not been

anticipated that representatives of the Press would be present. It had been

intended to transmit the conditions of peace to the Bulgarians through the

medium of M. Dutasta, the Secretary-General of the Conference, without

any ceremony of any Idnd. M. Stancioff, the Secretary of the Bulgarian

Delegation, had said that he thought this procedure somewhat uncompli-

mentary to the Bulgarian Delegation. The Supreme Council had then

decided that the delivery of the Conditions of Peace should take place at

the Quai d’Orsay in the presence of the Council.^

Mr. Polk said that he was willing to accept the opinion of the majority,

but he wished to place himself upon record as saying that he believed that

the Conference had throughout shown a tendency to ignore the presence of

the other Delegations. He knew that the heads of some of these Delegations

felt that they had been ignored. The Delegation of the Serb-Croat-Slovene

State and other Delegations particularly interested felt that the matter was

one which concerned them very closely and that they should be present at

the ceremony.

M. PiGHON said that it would be possible to invite the Head of each of the

Delegations.

(After a short discussion, it was decided to invite to the Ceremony of the

Delivery of the Conditions of Peace to the Bulgarian Delegation

:

Two Representatives of the Five Principal Allied and Associated

Powers, and one Representative of each of the other Allied Powers who

,
;

were signatories of the Treaty.

. Not attached to or^jinal. * See No. 55, minute 4.
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It was also decided that Representatives ofthe Press should be authorized

to be present at the Meeting and that there should be five Representatives

of each of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers and two of the other

Powers.)

The meeting then adjourned.

Hdtel de Crillon^ Paris^

September i8y 1919^

Appendix B to No. 60

Monsieur le President,

La Note du Gouvernement allemand du 3 septembre ajourne a nouveau, sous

des pretextes inacceptables, Texecution des engagements souscrits par PAllemagne

en vertu des dispositions de TArticle XII de FArmistice du ii novembre 1918,

confirmees depuis par PArticle 433 du Trait6 de Paix.

Les Gouvemements allies et associes se refusent en particulier a admettre que le

Gouvernement allemand puisse, pour decliner la responsabilitd qui lui incombe,
se retrancher derriere Timpuissance ou il pretend se trouver d’imposer Fobeissance

a ses troupes des regions baltiques.

Ils invitent en consequence le Gouvernement allemand a proceder sans aucun
nouveau retard a Fevacuation de leurs troupes des Provinces Baltiques, en appli-

quant cette evacuation non seulement aux Unites allemandes constitutes et k leurs

lltats-Majors et Services, mais encore a tous les militaires allemands isolts y
compris ceux qui, aprts demobilisation, ont pris du service dans les rangs des

Corps russes organists dans les Provinces Baltiques.

L’tvacuation devra ttre entreprise immtdiatement, poursuivie sans arrtt et

completement achevte dans le dtlai d’un mois, prenant fin a la date du 20 octobre.

En cas de non-extcution dans les conditions et dtlai prescrits, les Gouvemements
allits et associts se reservent de prendre, sans nouvel avis, toutes mesures de
coercition qu’ils jugeront utiles et de les maintenir en vigueur jusqu’^ complete
extcution, telles que: la reprise partielle ou totale du Blocus de FAllemagne, — la

cessation immtdiate de toutes facilitts d’ordre tconomique ou financier dont
FAllemagne btntficie actuellement aupres des Puissances Alliees et Assocites ou
de leurs ressortissants, — la suspension du rapatriement des prisonniers de guerre,— au besoin, des mesures d’ordre militaire destintes k assurer directement
Fexecution de leurs dtcisions.

Veuillez agrter, etc.

Son Excellence Monsieur von Lersner,

Prtsident de la Dtltgation allemande, Versailles.
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No- 61

H. D. 57 .] Notes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai dDrsqy^ Paris
y
on Friday

^

September ig^ igig^ at ii.oo a,m.

Present: U.SA.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Sir Eyre Crowe; secretary, Mr. H. Norman.

France: M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Berthelot, M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Scialoja; secretary, M. Barone Russo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S,A.: Captain Chapin. France: Commandant

Portier. Italy: M. Zanchi.

Interpreter: M. Camerlynck.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned :

—

U.SA,

:

Hon. H. Gibson, Mr. A. W. Dulles.

British Empire: General Sackville-West, Colonel Kisch.

France: M. Tardieu, M. Loucheur, M. Cambon, General Le Rond.

Italy: Colonel Castoldi, M. Galli, M. Brambilla.

I. Mr. Polk asked whether any news had recently been received from the

Military Mission in Hungary.
SUuation in

PiCHON said that he had received a telepam from Sir George

Clerk dated September 12-13. (See Appendix A.) Several cypher

telegrams had also arrived but had not yet been decoded. In view of this

fact he proposed that the question be adjourned until the meeting of the

Coxmcil on Monday.
Mr. Polk, said that he was in favour of M. Pichon’s proposal because he

had received word from General Bandholtz to the effect that the latter was

in process of organizing a police force for Budapest and hoped to conclude

- the negotiations on that day. Undoubtedly information on this subject

would be available by Monday.

(It was decided to adjourn the discussion on this question until Monday,

September 22nd.)

Thrace by the Allied

Troops

2. (At this point M. Tardieu entered the room.)

M. Tardieu stated that, in accordance with the resolu-

taken by the Council on the previous day,^ he had

received from Messrs. Dulles and Nicolson a paper

indicating a line of demarcation of the zones in Western

Thrace. (See Appendix B.) This note, to which a map had been annexed,^

he was not able to accept, for he had understood that the region ofGumuldjina

was to have been incorporated in the area in question.

Mr. Polk said that he had no fundamental objection to the eventual

^tebution of this territory to Greece, but that he could not consent to its

n at the present time by.Greek troops.

S^:N6. €0, minute 3- * Not attached to originaL



(After a short discussion it was decided to delay action on the resolution

taken by the Council on September 18th and to further study the question

of the occupation of Thrace by the AJlied troops at a future meeting of the

Council.)

(M. Tardieu then withdrew.)

3. M. Gambon read from and commented upon Report No. 5, transmitted

Status of
Council by the Commission on Polish Affairs, on tiie

Eastern Galicia subject of the status of Eastern Galicia. (See Appendix G. 3
)

Sir Eyre Crowe said that in view of the fact that Poland, within its

present boundaries, did not comprise all the territories which it

possessed prior to its partition, he believed that it would be

preferable to omit the second paragraph of the Preamble, which read as

follows

:

‘Seeing that Eastern Galicia formed part of the former KLingdom of

Poland imtil the partition of the latter/

(It was decided to delete the following paragraph from the text of the

Preamble to the Treaty:

‘Seeing that Eastern Galicia formed part of the former Kingdom of

Poland until the partition of the latter.’)

M. Gambon said that the Commission had been unanimous upon the

{b) Articles i to ii, {inclusive) draift of Articles I to 1 1 (inclusive) of the Treaty.

(It was decided to accept the first eleven articles as drafted by the Polish
Commission for insertion in the proposed Treaty regarding Eastern
Galicia.)

M. Gambon read the text of Article 12 as proposed by the Polish Com-
mission, together with the additional paragraph to this article

c) ice 12
British delegation.

^

Mr. Polk said that he wished to ask M. Gambon a question regarding

this article. In the first phrase the following clause appeared, ‘The Diet of

Eastern Galicia shall legislate on the following matters’. He wanted to know
whether, in the opinion of the Commission, this gave the Galician Diet the

exclusive power to legislate upon the subjects enumerated in the article in

question.

M. Gambon said that such was the intention of the Commission.

M. PiCHON added that the Diet would have complete sovereignty for the

questions involved.

M. Gambon said that the Commission had been unanimous upon all the

paragraphs in question. Nwertheless, the British delegation had asked that

the following clause be added to the text: ‘Agrarian legislation passed by the

Polish Diet shall only become applicable to Eastern Galicia ifand when it is

confirmed by the Eastern Galician Diet.’

3 This appendix is lacking in the original. The text of the report in question has been
supplied from the oflBcial record ofthe proceedings of the Commission on Polish Affairs and
is printed as appendix C.
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He added that agreement had not been reached upon this clause. The
American, French, Italian and Japanese delegations had been opposed to

inserting it and the British delegation had insisted upon its being put in.

The Council was therefore obliged to decide the question.

On July 6th the Polish Diet had passed an agrarian reform law of extreme

importance which marked the beginning of the social transformation in

Poland. By the provisions of this law the State became the owner of all

forests in Poland. The agrarian organization of the Polish Republic was to

be based primarily on the peasants’ farms, the creation of new farms by

colonization and the enlarging of those actually in existence. The State was

to decide upon the division of the land and in this process was to create

large reserves by the following means

:

(1) From lands of which it was the owner;

(2) Lands belonging to members of old reigning families or to branches

of the latter;

(3) Domains of the Russian Peasants’ Bank and of the Prussian Coloniza-

tion Commission;

(4) Domains of the Bishoprics, Congregations, Convents, Monasteries or

other public institutions;

(5) Domains formerly belonging to congregations, but not yet partitioned;

(6) Lands acquired through speculation and belonging to persons who
had been convicted of having participated therein.

The six categories of lands above mentioned were to furnish the basis upon

which the distribution should first be made. Thereafter the distribution was

to continue by withdrawing land from each large owner. Right of ownership

was to be limited, no one ’individual to be allowed to possess a farm larger

than 180 hectares. In certain regions, however, where the interests of agri-

"^culture might make it necessary, this -maximum area could be increased to

400 hectares.

He pointed out that these were the principles of reform which had been

imposed upon the party of the Right, which represented the large landed

proprietors. The latter did not appear to have accepted their defeat and

were already preparing to contest viciously the passage of each of the organic

laws necessary to effectuate this scheme. He added, for the information

of the Council, that the above law had only received a majority of two

votes.

It appeared that the above provisions, which were very broad and dia-

metrically opposed to the ideas regarding private property which had been

held up to the present time, were not considered liberal enough by the

majority of the Galicians. However that may^e, the question is to know
whether these provisions can be applied ^hic et nunc’ to Galicia by the Polish

administration or, whether, at the time a Diet shall be constituted in Galicia,

&e. latter should give its opinion upon the application of this legislation or

itselfenact a special law. The British delegation believed that it was necessary
for the Galician Diet to be called upon to give its opinion. The other dele-
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gations thought that this agrarian law gave sufficiently favourable terms and
adequately upheld the rights of private property owners vis-a-vis to the

peasant class.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the question was in reality a larger one than

the mere enforcement of a particular law, the merits ofwhich he did not wish

to pass upon at the present time.

The main idea which had guided the Council in all its discussions on the

autonomy of Eastern Galicia had been that a people was being dealt with

who had retained marked sympathy for certain of its neighbours, more
particularly Russia. It had always been the desire of the Council to look to

the future with the possibility that this people might wish to ally itselfwith a

regenerated Russia or any Ukrainian state which might be formed. It had

been desired to allow the separation to be made from Poland, if such state

of affairs became possible, and consequently the autonomy of the country

was preferable to a mandate over it entrusted to the Poles. He thought that

a line should be drawn between those matters on which uniformity oflegisla-

tion could be obtained without difficulty and issues on which the people of

Eastern Galicia should be permitted to legislate alone. Uniformity on

agrarian questions was difficult to attain. No obstacle should be placed in

the way of an ultimate union of Eastern Galicia with Russia, and it therefore

should not be made impossible for this province to separate itself from

Poland. He did not wish to argue in favour of such a separation, but

believed that the door should be left open for a move in the direction of

Russia. By so doing the Powers would give Galicia a free hand and would
avoid creating difficulties, of which agrarian legislation might well be one.

He pointed out that the Council might be guided by England’s experience

in relation to Ireland, in which country agrarian questions had always been

the most difficult of solution. England had never imposed its agrarian legisla-

tion on Ireland and was thankful that the same had not been done. England

could never be charged with having forced its own system of laws on the

Irish. The United States furnished another example of a country for whose

well being uniformity of laws was not necessary.

He did not wish to criticize the law in question, but pointed out that no

guarantee existed against its repeal. The Poles might be tempted to enact

legislative measures hostile to the interests of the Galician people, and it was

for that reason that he believed all laws of an agrarian nature should be

submitted to the approval of the Galician Diet. The most simple method to

obtain this result would be to add agrarian questions to the list of matters

within the jurisdiction of the Diet of Eastern Galicia, which are set out in

Article 12. Great danger would be run through the imposition of legislation

purely Polish in character because many of the large property holdings in

Galicia were actually in the hands of Poles and the temptation to impose a

system favourable to their interests would be very great.

M. Cambon said that he would like to refer to Article 16 for discussion with

Article 12, for the two stood together and a decision of the Council on one

would have its effect on the other. He then read the two texts proposed for
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Article i6 and pointed out that this Article in substance brought up .the

question as to whether or not Eastern Galicia was to be allowed representa-

tion in the Diet of Warsaw.

He was fundamentally opposed to the British proposal for the reason that,

whether it was desirable or not, the fact that die government of the Galician

state was entrusted to Poland placed in the hands of the Polish Government

representation ofEastern Galicia abroad. All questions ofgeneral administra-

tion would be settled at Warsaw. It was therefore necessary that Eastern

Galicia be permitted to take part in all questions of high policy in the Polish

Diet. The Diet of Galicia could deal with the other matters as indicated in

Article 12. It was therefore necessary not to state in the decision that

representation of Galicia with Poland should be disregarded.

With reference to the agrarian legislation, he pointed out that this question

was bound up with the decision which would be taken on Article 16, for if

the Council granted Galicia representation in the Polish Diet her representa-

tives in this body could make themselves heard to good effect.

M. SciALOjA said that, althoughfthe Italian representative on the Polish

Commission had supported the majority opinion, he thought it would be

well to make a slight change. He did not favour the addition proposed by

the British delegation however, but inclined to the second proposal made by

Sir Eyre Crowe, namely, to insert agrarian legislation in the list of matters

included in Article 1 2. Ifsuch a change were not made Eastern Galicia might

be deprived of all rights of enactment of agrarian laws, should she refuse to

accept the legislation of the Polish Diet. According to M. Gambon’s state-

ments, it was probable that the Galicians would go further in the matter than

the Poles had already done. This meant that they were not satisfied with

matters as they stood and it would therefore do them an injury to crystallize

the present situation and prevent them from improving it.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he agreed with M. Gambon in believing that

Articles 12 and 16 were closely allied. All the points raised by the British

delegation were intimately connected one with another, and the same argu-

ments as had been brought forward for agrarian questions prevailed in

regard to compulsory military service. He wished, however, to further

discuss the representation in the Polish Diet. Assuming that this representa-

tion existed, fhe danger might arise that certain Polish members of the Diet

would wish to impose on the Galicians an agrarian scheme favourable to

Polish interests. The Galician representatives, being in a minority, could not

effectively block the measure. In cases where matters of general interest

arose it was probable that Galicians and Poles might vote on the same side,

but in cases of special legislation the Galician minority would be absolutely

powerless. If this argument were true, the Commission was correct in saying

that the question of representation had a direct bearing on Article 12. He

;.^rther wished to call attention to the meaning of Article 13, and the right

j i^^lt^porary veto accorded to the Governor therein. This article provided

guarantees to prevent the legislation of the Galician Diet affecting

adversdy. ' -
,
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M. PiCHON asked whether M. Paderewski had not stated that Poland

could not accept the Treaty under these conditions.

General Le Rond said that the Sub-Commission had heard the Polish

delegation on the subject four times. In the first place, M. Paderewski, later

M. Dmowski, and later M. Dabsky, the author of the Polish agrarian law

had appeared before it. M. Daiko, representing the Ruthenians, had also

appeared before the Commission. This body was therefore entirely alive to

all the difficulties which Sir Eyre Crowe had brought up and to all the argu-

ments in answer thereto.

The agrarian reform was based on a general banking scheme which was

to be imiform throughout the coimtry. It appeared difficult to organize a

gimilar system within a country so limited as Galicia, and of such a small

population. The reform was also based upon a system of local committees,

giving guarantees to the people analogous to those existing in Posnama and

other provinces. The points raised by the British delegation were irreconcil-

able with the solutions proposed by the majority. The representatives of the

Polish Government had stated that they could not accept a Treaty in which

their government would be deprived of the right to dictate agrarian reform.

Sir Eyre Crowe replied that there was much to be said for the arguments

presented by General Le Rond, but he did not believe that they went to ffie

root of the matter. He was fully alive to the difficulties firom a practical point

ofview which would result from allowing Galicia to legislate independently,

in the event that she should exercise her rights in a manner which did not

meet with the approval ofthe Polish Diet. He believed that the people them-

selves would be competent to avoid all complications of this nature and they

might even declare themselves favourable to uniformity of legislation. It

did not devolve upon the Council, however, to force them to such uniformity.

Furthermore, Galicia was not such a small country as General Le Rond had

given the impression, for it contained practically four and one-half million

inhabitants. There would, consequently, be no insurmountable difficultia

in esfablishing an agrarian system for this country even though certain

complications might arise from the banking point of view. The argunient

put forward by General Le Rond did not therefore seem to him of sufficient

weight to overthrow his proposal of granting the Galicians a voice in the

legislation.

Mr. Polk said that he was greatly influenced by the arg^ents put

forward by Sir Eyre Crowe. He wished to submit a proposal which hadjust

been made by Mr. Gibson, which might help the situation to a certain degree.

This would consist in adding the following clause to the addition proposed

by the British delegation: Tn case of a rejection of the Polish law by the

Galician Diet, the latter wiU have the right to le^slate on tins question.

This solution would have the advantage of permitting the Galician Diet to

adopt the Polish legislation should this body so desire.

M. Gambon pointed out that it was perhaps unwise to anticipate a refus^

and base the Galician right of legislation upon this. He suggested ffiat it

would be sufficient tb provide: ‘The Galician Diet shall give its opimon on
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the possibility of applying Polish law/ In this way the body would of

necessity be consulted.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that Mr. Gambon’s proposal appeared rather vague

and would open the way to misunderstandings, while clearness in the matter

was greatly to be desired. The danger might be that the Poles could say that

they had asked the opinion of the Galician Diet, that the latter had not

agreed, and nevertheless it made no difference to them.

M. PiGHON suggested that the agrarian laws might be settled by agreement

between the two Diets.

Sir Eyre Crowe pointed out that the fact remained that Article 13 gave

the Polish Governor an absolute right of veto.

Mr. Polk said that he approved the second British solution, namely, the

insertion of agrarian questions in Article 12. The difficulty could be covered

by adding that, if the Galician Diet had not legislated on the matter within

a given period, the Polish law would apply.

M. SciALOjA said that it might be also added to the laws of Article 13,

which are subject to an absolute veto of the Governor.

M. Cambon drew the attention of the Council to the fact that the agrarian

law might lead to disturbances within the country, and that the Polish

Government might charge the Alhes with turning over to them the administra-

tion of a country without granting them the means of handling disturbances

which might arise through the application of agrarian laws. The majority

of large estates in Galicia were in the hands of the Poles. These estates were

to be partitioned in favour, of Ruthenes. This was a fruitful source of

conflicts between different interests and of dangers which might easily lead

to a revolution. He thought, therefore, that the Polish Government should

be left the means of exercising its authority. Too much importance should

not be given to these details, however, as the system which was being

inaugurated was only temporary.

M. PiCHON said that he had a proposal which he believed would settle the

matter. This was to adopt the proposition presented by Sir Eyre Crowe, and

add the following paragraph thereto:

"‘In case of persistent dispute between the two Diets, the question will

be brought before the Council of the League of Nations.’

Sir Eyre Crowe said that this proposal would, in effect, permit the

League of Nations to enact the agrarian laws.

M. PiGHON said that the Covenant ofthe League contemplated arbitration

as one of the essential roles of that body.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the League ofNations would therefore be called

upon to decide between two bodies oflaw. To bring this about it was necessary

that the Galician Diet should be given a legislative power by the Treaty.

(After a short discussion, it was decided;

- ^ ^1) that legislation on agrarian questions should be included within the

. competence of tl\e Galician Diet, and inserted in Article 12 of the

:
>

' pp^osed Treaty

;
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(2)
that agrarian legislation should be included among the laws over which

the Polish Governor has the right ofveto (Article 13), but that ifthe

Governor’s veto be maintained for more than one year the question

should be automatically brought before the Coimcil of the League of

Nations for decision.

It was further decided that the above resolution should be referred to

the Commission on PoHsh Affairs forinsertion ofits provisions inthe Treaty.)

[d) Articles These two Articles were accepted without change.
14 and 15

M. Gambon read and commented upon Article 16 , He said that the

ie) Article 16
^^S^’^^ation provided for therein, which was to protect the

^
rights of Galicia, would lack a proper foundation if Galicia were

not represented in the body of the Polish Diet. It should be understood that

the Galician representative would take no part in the matters which were

exclusively Polish.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he recognized the weight of the arguments put

forward by M. Gambon, but that he did not wish to express an opinion as

to the root ofthe matter. He wished particularly to remark that the question

had been the object ofmuch academic discussion up to the present time, and
that the idea involved had rarely been applied from a practical point ofview.

Under the former German Constitution Bavaria was granted special rights,

but in practice it had been found impossible to prevent the Bavarian repre-

sentatives from taking part in the body of the Reichstag, in the discussion

of matters which were entirely foreign to the special interests of Bavaria.

The question of knowing whether States with partial autonomy can obtain

representation in a larger Parliament is one of the most contentious which
can be found, and has given rise to much discussion and often contradictory

conclusions on the part of. men of high intelligence in all countries of the

world. Mr. Balfour, who had special experience of Government in Ireland,

had more than once called attention to the grave difficulty of finding a
satisfactory solution of this question. Several bills proposed on the Home
Rule question had broken down precisely on the point ofthe Irish representa-

tion in the British Parliament. It was, therefore, very natural that his

Government should feel a certain hesitancy in imposing a fixed and definite

scheme on another people in a matter which is so much a matter of contro-

versy. The British Delegation felt that a solution along the lines proposed

by Mr. Gambon might perhaps be reached. He did not wish to criticise it,

nor to exclude the possibility of its eventual adoption, but he did not wish

to force it at the outset on the people concerned. It was within the province

of these people to decide the question in the last analysis.

Mr. Polk said that the British proposal contemplated the intervention of

the League of Nations if desired by ‘both parties’. He wished to suggest for

consideration of the Gouncil, a substitution of the words ‘either party’ for

the words ‘both parties’. He wished also to propose for the consideration of

the Gouncil that Galicia be granted two or more representatives in the
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Polish Diet, until such time as a definite decision in the matter might he
arrived at. These representatives might have a consultative voice, with the

right to take part in the discussion of matters concerning Eastern Galicia

but would not be accorded a vote. Representation of this kind would he

similar to that enjoyed by the Territories in the United States, as distinguished

from the active and voting representation of the States. This proposal was

a temporary measure solely sind he thought the Council might deliberate

profitably thereon.

The discussion of Article i6 was then adjourned.

(At this point M. Loucheur entered the room.)

4. M. PiGHON said that a letter had been received from the Austrian Dele-

gation with regard to the shortage of coal in Austria. (See

M. Loucheur said that he wished to inform the Council at

once that he had not waited for the ratification of the Treaty before giving

orders to increase the coal supply in Austria as soon as possible. He had

personally given orders in this matter but he could not guarantee that he

would be completely successful, for the shortage of coal in Central Europe

was so great that the industries of Czecho-Slovakia were likewise threatened.

He suggested that he might draft a letter to the Austrian Delegation inform-

ing them of the steps which have been taken.

(It was decided that M. Loucheur should submit to the Coimcil a draft

letter to the Austrian Delegation, informing the latter of the steps which

have been taken to offset as far as possible the coal shortage existing in

Austria.)

(M. Loucheur then left the room.)

+ Not printed. This letter from Dr. Renner to M. Clemenceau, communicated by the

Axistrian Charge d’Affaires on September 18, 1919, stated that ‘Austria, and especially its

capital, are in a desperate situation on account of the disastrous fuel shortage. From next

Sunday public life will be partially paralyzed by the most rigorous measures of economy:

service on the street railways [jw?] vdll be suspended, the use of electricity by private indi-

viduals will be reduced to the minimum; moreover, \inless some relief comes at the last

moment, it will be absolutely necessary to dose all the factories fed by the Vienna power

stations. By this fact, more than one hundred thousand workmen will be thrown out ofwork.

‘The Austrian Gk»vemment has up to the present worked desperately to keep the people

supplied with work and to prevent the disastrous consequences of the lack of employment.

Now, this sudden and enormous increase in the number ofmen out ofwork would make the

maintenance ofsocial order impossible. The results ofsuch a condition would be incalculable,

and there would be no limit to its action.*

Dr. Renner observed that this state of affairs had arisen despite the provisions of article

224 of the Treaty of St. Genhain, which sought to ensure to Austria a basic coal supply

ffom Poland and Czechoslovakia. He therefore appealed to ‘the noble intentions reveded

in the Peace Treaty* and to the Supreme Council ‘to exercise its great power over the states

in qu^tion, in order to save the Austrian nation from collapse, as well as from the dangers

of anarchy, .thereby preventing the catastrophe with [which] Central Europe is seriously

>4.;,
Knowing that Your Excellency and the Supreme Coimcil are not deaf to the

ofa suffering nation, I have the firm hope that at this fateful and decisive hour for

-f^®^?^^bePaww4responable fo^ the new order of things in the world will give it aid.*.
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Allowancesfor Officers of [Not printed]

the Inier-Allied Com-

missions of Control

The Meeting then adjourned.

HStel de Crillon^ Paris

^

September ig^ igig.

Appendix A to No. 6i

Telegramsfrom Sir George Clerk transmitted through the French Minister

at Bucharest ^ , ,

September is, igig.

On account of the delay incident to the formation of the new Cabinet^ I have

on this day presented the note of the Conference to M. Bratiano.

September ig, igig.

The note was presented yesterday to M. Bratiano. M. Bratiano informed me
today that he had decided not to publish the text of the note fearing that, because

ofpublic sentiment, this publication rendered it more difficult to reach a complete
accord with the Entente, which he is extremely anxious to attain.

I therefore request that steps be taken to prohibit publication in Paris or

elsewhere.

I am transmitting by special report the result ofmy interviews, but theRumanian
Government declares that its only wish is to work in complete agreement with the

Supreme Council on the Hungarian question.

Appendix B to No. 6i

Notefrom British and American Experts

Occupation of Western Thrace by Allied Troops

The American and British Delegates to the Central Territorial Commission
having been asked by their French and Italian colleagues to arrive at an agree-

ment regarding the line of demarcation of the zones ofWestern Thrace which may
be occupied respectively by the Greek army and the other Allied Contingents, have
agreed on the following

:

‘A line (such as indicated on the map hereto annexed^) starting from point 1900
on Kartal Dagh and running toward the South to a point where the Aksu river

enters the Aegean Sea (see the British map, scale i : 1,000,000).

‘The detachments of Grecian soldiers should occupy no territory to the East of

this line.

‘It is imderstood that this temporary fixing of the zones of military occupation

for the Greek and Allied troops shall in no wise prejudice the decisions which may
be eventually taken concerning the future Eastern frontier ofGreece in this region.*

September i8, 1919. Dulles.

Nigolson,

^ M. Bratianu resigned from office on September 12, 1919: cf. No. 63, appendix A
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Appendix to No. 6i

Rapport Mo. 5 presente au Conseil Suprime des Allies par la Commission

des Affaires Polonaises

STATUT DE LA GALICIE ORIENTALE

aout igig.

Mandat, Rappel des Stances, Divisions du Rapport

La Commission a Thonneur de soumettre au Conseil supreme des AUii^ le

present rapport qui est divis^ en trois parties

:

La premiere expose les principes generaux dont la Commission s’est inspir6e

dans r^laboration du projet de traite.

La seconde donne le texte m^me du projet de traitd^, ainsi qu’une proposition

relative k T^tablissement du regime definitif.

La troisi^me indique, pour les articles du Traits sur lesquels un accord unanime

[?n*]a pu se faire, d’une part les arguments k Tappui du texte propos6 par la

majorite de la Commission, d’autre part les considerations en faveur du texte

propose par la minority.

En ce qui conceme la seconde partie, il y a lieu d’observer que le mandat de la

Commission ne lui donnait pas mission d’inclure dans le Trait6 une clause relative

k r^tablissement du regime definitif. La Commission estime cependant devoir

proposer I’insertion dans le Traite d’une clause fixant Fechdance k laquelle les

Puissances determineront la date et les conditions de la consultation des habitants.

L’audition des reprdsentants du parti ruth^ne de Galicie orientale qui ont insist^

sur la necessity d’une semblable disposition pour que le regime 6tabli par le Trait6

soit accept^ sans troubles par la population ruth^ne a confirme la Commission

dans cette opinion. Elle attire, en consequence, Fattention du Conseil supreme

sur la proposition ins6r^e k la page

L Principes Gi^ni^raux

En dlaborant, sur la base des instructions qui lui ont 6t6 donn^es, le projet

d’organisation de la Galicie orientale qu’elle a Fhonneur de presenter ci-dessous,

la Commission a guid6e par les principes suivants

:

a) Uautorite que le Gouvemement polonais exercera en Galicie orientale, pendant la duree

du rSgimeprovisoire, doit etre assezfortepour luipermettre de maintenir Vordre et la tranquillite

dans cepays divise et agite, de rnener d. bien la grande tdche de reconstitution economique dont la

Galicie orientale a tartt besoin, et de mettre unfrdn dans une certaine mesure aux abus possibles

de la part des corps locaux autonomes, eluspar une population iris insuffisammentpreparh a se

gomemer entikement par elle-mSme.

De ce principe r^ultent, notamment, les pouvoirs relativement etendus qui sont

confiSr^s au Gouvemeur de la Galicie orientale, et en pmticulier le droit de veto

qui lui est accorde en ce qui conceme les lois vot^es par la Di^te.

^ Note in original: ‘Le projet de traite a ete pr^ent6 au Comit6 de Redaction qui Fa

appxouv^ apr^ y avoir'apport6 certains changements de forme.’

The r^erence is to tibe proposal relative to the establishment of a definitive r^^ime,

inseited in the report after the text dT the draft treaty.
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b) Les habitants de la Galicie orientale doivent recevoir toutes les garanties nicessaires

relaiivement a leurs droits civiqueSy nationaux et religieux^ et d tons les interits spdciaux qui

les diferencieni des Polonais,

La Commission croit avoir repondu dans une large mesure a cette necessite

:

Par Tarticle 5, qui accorde aux Galiciens toutes les libertes conferees aux citoyens

de I’fitat polonais, et particulierement une liberte religieuse complete

;

Par Particle 6 (garanties concemant la liberte de parole, de presse, de reunion

et d’association)

;

- Par Particle 7 (egaiite complete des langues polonaise et ruthene, stipulation

concemant les ecoles)

;

Par Particle 8 (qui etend a la Galicie orientale toutes les garanties se rapportant

aux minority contenues dans le Traite separe avec la Pologne du 28 juin 1919)

;

Par Particle 9 (garanties centre une colonisation systematique du pays par
immigration).

c) II convient d^accorder aux habitants de la Galicie orientale une large autotiomie.

En application de ce principe, le projet presente par la Commission pr^voit:

Une Diete de Galicie orient^e ayant une competence plus etendue que ne P^tait

celle de la Diete de Galicie sous le regime autrichien (art. 10^15);
Un cabinet de Ministres responsables devant cette Diete (art. 22 et 23)

;

Un statut judiciaire particulier comportant ime Cour supreme siegeant k
Lemberg (art. 27 a 29).

d) Pour tracer les limites de Vautonomie de la Galicie orientale, ily a lieu de tenir un
compte equitable des considerations suivantes:

1 . J^tant donne Vetendue relativement faible de ce territoire, et la duree comparativement

restreinte du regime provisoire, il ne parait ni sage ni pratique dHnstituer en Galicie orientale

le mecanisme entier necessaire au fonctionnement d^un £tat completement distinct.

2. Un grand nombre de questions d^ordre gouvernemental, touchant d des interits generaux
considerables, et necessitant des connaissances techniques et une experience politique etendue

seront resolues d’une maniereplus adequatepar le Gouvernement et la Diite de Varsovie quepar
la Diete de Lemberg.

3. La Pologne doit etre mise en mesure de s'acquitter des obligations qu'elle assume en ce

qui concerne la Galicie orientale.

Ces considerations ont amene la Commission a proposer que les questions sc
rapportant a la representation a Petranger, aux douanes, aux chemins de fer, aux
postes et telegraphes et, en general, toutes les affaires qui ne sont pas express6ment
reserv^es k la Diete de Galicie orientale, soient consider^es comme etant communes
a la Galicie orientale et a la Pologne, et comme rentrant dans la competence
legislative de la Di^te de Varsovie, oii la Galicie orientale sera mise en mesure de
faire valoir ses droits.

II. Projet de Traiti^ gongernant la Galicie Orientale^

Les fitats-Unis d’Am^rique, PEmpirc Britannique, la Franep, I’ltalie et leJapon,
Principales Pidssances alli^es et associees, et la Pologne,
Soucieux de mettre fin au conflit malheureux qui, pendant longtemps, a d&ol6

la Galicie orientale, et d’etablir dans ce pays un regime qtii devra en assurer,

* Note in origi^: ‘Pour les articles sur lesquels Tunaninutd n’a pu se faire, le twrt..

propose par la majority de la Commission et le texte propose par la minority sont cn
regard I’un de I’autre.’
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autant que possiblcj Tautonomie, et sauvegarder les libertes individuelles, politi-

ques et religieuses de ses habitants, jusqu’au moment ou ceux-ci seront appeles k
exprimer par une consultation, actuellement difFeree en raison de Petat trouble de
PEurope orientale, leurs d^sirs relativement au statut politique definitif de ce
territoire;

Gonsiddrant que la Galicie orientale a fait partie de Pancien royaume de Pologne
jusqu’au d^membrement de celui-ci;

^iue la Pologne est aujourd’hui, de Pavis des Principales Puissances alliees et

associ^es, Pfitat le mieux qualifie pour restaurer un Gouvernement libre et bien
ordonne en Galicie orientale;

Et d&irant conclure un Traits k cette fin;

Ont nomm^ pour leurs pl^nipotentiaires, savoir:

Lesquels, apres avoir echange leurs pleins pouvoirs, reconnus en bonne et due
forme, ont convenu les stipulations suivantes

:

Chapitre premier .—Statut de la Galicie orientale

Article premier

Les Principales Puissances alliees et associees transferent k la Pologne, sous

reserve des conditions stipul^es dans le present Traite et notamment dans Particle 2,

tons les droits et titres qu’elles tiennent de PAutriche en vertu de Particle gi du
Traits de Paix en date du sur la partie ci-dessous ddfinie des anciens
‘ Kronlander ’ autrichiens de Galicie et de Bukovine:

A. Limites Quest

En partant de Pancienne frontiere entre la Russie et PAutriche, au point oil la

limite administrative orientale de la commune de Belzec la rencontre et vers le

Sud-Ouest:

Cette limite administrative, puis la limite administrative entre les districts de
Cieszanow k POuest et de Rawa-Ruska k PEst:

De Ik vers le Sud la limite administrative entre les districts de Cieszanow et

Jaworow, tout en coupant le saillant form^ autour du village de Lipowiec par une
ligne a determiner sur le terrain passant k 2 kilometres environ au Nord de cette

localite

:

De Ik vers le Sud la limite administrative entre les districts de Jaroslaw et de
Jaworow puis entre les districts de Przemysl, d’une part, et Mosciska, puis de
Sambor, puis de Stary-Sambor de Pautre, puis entre les districts de Dobromil et

Stary-Sambor jusqu’au saillant k 2 kilometres au sud-est de la cote 519 (Radycz)

:

De Ik vers le Sud jusqu’au saillant de la limite administrative entre les districts

de Dobromil et Stary-Sambor, k 15 kilometres au sud-ouest de Chyrow et k

4 kilometres au sud-est de la cote 733, une ligne a determiner sur le terrain

coupant le chemin de fer Ghyrow-Sambor, k 2 kilometres environ k Pest de

.
Chyrow et suivant la ligne de cr^te entre les bassins du Strwiaz et du Dniester:

De Ik vers le Sud cette limite administrative, puis la limite entre les districts de
Lisko, d’une part, et de Stary-Sambor, puis de Turka d.e Pautre, jusqu’au point

de rencontre avec la fironti^re de Tcheco-Slovaquie. La fironti^re s’^carte toute-

fcas de ces limites en deux points ok le trac6 sera k determiner sur le terrain

:

a) Lorsque la limite administrative passe k Pouest de la route de Chyrow k

fagon k laisser cette route entikrement en territoire polonais:

’ I
environs de la locality de Bobrka, de fa9on k laisser cette localite en

; polonais.



B. Limites Sud-Ouest

A partir du point de rencontre de la limite occidentale de la Galicie orientale

avec la frontiere de Tcheco-Slovaquie et vers le Sud-Est:

Cette frontierejusqu’a son point de rencontre avec Tancienne limite administra-

tive entre la Galicie et la Bukovine.

C. Limites Sud-Est

Du point ci-dessus defini et vers ie Nord-Est, Tancienne limite administrative

entre la Galicie et la Bukovine jusqu’au point ou elle rencontre la limite entre les

districts de Horodenka et de Sniatyn, a environ ii kilometres au Sud-Est de

Horodenka:

de la et vers le Nord-Est et jusqu’au Dniester en un point a environ 2 kilometres

en aval de Zaleszczyki

:

une ligne a determiner sur le terrain passant par les cotes 239, 312 et 317

:

de la et jusqu^au point oil Fancienne frontiere entre FAutriche-Hongrie et la

Russie se detache du Dniester vers le Nord a environ 3 kilometres a FOuest de

Jvanets

:

le cours principal du Dniester.

D. Limites Est et Nord-Est

Du point ci-dessus defini sur le Dniester, Fancienne frontiere entre FAutriche-

Hongrie et la Russie jusqu’au point ou la limite administrative orientale de la

commxme de Belzec la rencontre.

Une Commission compos^e de six membres, dont cinq seront nommes par les

Principales Puissances alliees et associees et un par la Pologne, sera constituee

dans les quinze jours qui suivront la mise en vigueur du present Traite, pour fixer

sur place le traite des limites ci-dessus prevues et a la fixation desquelles il n’aurait

pas ete pourvu par ailleurs. Les decisions de la Commission seront prises k la

majorite des voix, etant entendu que le President aura droit, en cas de partage des

voix, a emettre un second vote; ces decisions seront obligatoires pour les parties

interessees.

Les frais en seront preleves sur les revenus de la Galicie orientale.

Article 2

La Pologne s’engage a organiser, dans les limites fixees k Particle i*^, la Galicie

orientale, qui constituera un tenitoire autonome.

La Pologne s’engage, en outre, a faire ou laisser proceder a une consultation des

habitants, sur le statut definitif du territoire, k la date et dans les conditions qui

seront determin^es par les Principales Puissances alliees et associees, ou par tout

autre organisme qu’elles auront design^. Elle reconnait par avance les limites et

le statut qui, a la suite de cette cpnsultation, seront definitivement fix6s par les

Principales Puissances alliees et associees ou par Forganisme qu’elles auront

d&ign6.9

Article 3

Pendant la duree du regime etabli par le present Traite, les Traites et Gonven- •

tions conclus ou k conclure par la Pologne s’appliqueront k la Galicie orientale a

moins de dispositions contraires.

^ Note in original; *Voir la proposition relative a F^tablissement d’un regime definitif.’
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Article 4

Les agents diplomatiques et consulaires de la Pologne protegeront a Tetranger

les interets des ressortissants de la Galicie orientale.

Article 5

Toutes les libertes d’ordre prive et public, tous les droits politiques et les droits

r^serv^s aux minorit^s, assures en Pologne par les lois polonaises, seront assurfe en

Galicie orientale. En particulier, la plus complete liberte religieuse sera garantie.

Le rite catholique grec beneficiera des memes droits que le rite catholique romain.

Article 6

La Pologne s’engage a ce que les lois applicables en Galicie orientale, concemant
les libertes de reunion, d’association, la liberte de la parole et de la presse, tiennent

compte du regime special du territoire et assurent aux habitants les plus larges

liberty avec le maintien de I’ordre et Tobservation des stipulations du present

Traite.

Article 7

La langue polonaise et la langue ruthtee seront reconnues, au m6me titre,

comme langues ofiicielles en Galicie orientale et jouiront des memes droits.

Sans prejudice des garanties assurees aux minorit^s par Particle 8, il appartiendra

k chaque commune ou municipality de decider si la langue polonaise ou la langue

ruthine, ou les deux langues, seront enseignees dans les etablissements publics

d’enseignement primaire.

En matiere d’instruction publique dans les etablissements d’enseignement

primaire, secondaire et superieur, et sous reserve de la disposition de Particle 13,

le pouvoir lygislatifappartiendra k la Di^te de Galicie orientale, prevue k Particle 1 0.

Dans Pattribution des fonds publics aux trois ordres d’enseignement, il sera fait

une part Equitable de Penseignement donn6 en langue polonaise et k Penseigne-

ment donn^ en langue ruthene.

Article 8

Les dispositions du Traite conclues le 28 juin 1919 entre les Hautes Parties

Contractarrtes sont applicables en Galicie orientale et seront interpretdes en ce sens:

I® les obligations que ce Traite impose a la Pologne seront egalement a la charge

des autorit^s de la Galicie orientale dans la mesure de leur competence; 2° les

garanties qu’edicte ce Traits en faveur des minoritys ethniques en vue d’une

majority polonaise sont assuryes ygalement dans le cas oil la majority serait ruthene.

Article 9
Il ne devra ytre procydy, en Galicie orientale, a aucune colonisation systymatique

au moyen de colons venus du dehors.

Ghapitre II .—Diete de la Galicie orientale

Article 10

.
Il y aura en Galicie orientale une Diete, qui sera composye d’une seule Chambre

yiue au sufirage universel secret avec reprysentation proportionnelle. Le droit de

vote appartiendra, sans distinction, k Pim et Pautre sexe.

Des Sections gynerales auront lieu tous les cinq ans. En cas de dissolution de la

DSytc, les Sections auront lieu dans un dyiai de trois mbis apr^s la dissolution.
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Les lois electorales polonaises s’appliqueront k Telection de la Diete de Galicie

orientale, sous reserve des dispositions qui precedent.

Article ii

La Diete sera convoqu6e par le Gouvemeur prevu a Particle Le
Gouvemeur pourra egalement Pajoumer, prononcer la cloture de la session ou
dissoudre la Diete.

La Di^te tiendra chaque annee deux sessions ordinaires.

Article 12

Texte propose

par la majorite de la commission

{Delegations Americaine^

FrangaisCy Italienne et Japonaise).

La Di^te de la Galicie orientale

legifdrera sur les matieres suivantes

:

I® Exercice du culte public;

2° Instruction publique;

3® Assistance publique;

4® Hygiene publique;

5® Voies de communications regio-

nales, communales et vicinales, y com-
pris les chemins de fer d’interet local;

6® Tous encouragements k Pagri-

culture, au commerce et a Pindustrie,

y compris les mesures propres k faciliter

le credit, les achats et les ventes, a
developper Pemploi des moyens techni-

ques nouveaux, k favoriser les recher-

ches et les experiences;

7
® Application des lois generales sur

Pamenagement des eaux en vue de
Pinigation ou leur utilisation comme
force motrice;

8® Application des lois generales sur

Porganisation et Padministration des

municipality et districts;

9® Impots k percevoir pour le compte
propre de la Galicie orientale;

lo® Toutes autres matiyes, pour les-

quelles la Di^te de Pologne lui aura

attribud competence.

Chaque annee, la Diete de Galicie

orientale votera, sur la proposition du

Texte propose

par la minorite de la commission

{Delegation Britannique)

.

La Diete de la Galicie orientale legi-

fdrera sur les matieres suivantes:

I® Exercice du culte public;

2® Instruction publique;

3® Assistance publique;

4^ Hygiene publique;

5® Voies de communications regio-

nales, communales et vicinales, y com-
pris les chemins de fer d’intery local;

6® Tous encouragements a Pagri-

culture, au commerce et a Pindustrie,

y compris les mesures propres k faciliter

le credit, les achats et les ventes, k

developper Pemploi des moyens techni-

ques nouveaux, a favoriser les recher-

ches et les experiences;

7® Application des lois gendrales sur

Pamenagement des eaux en vue de

Pinigation ou leur utilisation comme
force motrice;

8® Application des lois gdn^rales sur

Porganisation et Padministration des

municipalites et districts;

9® Impots k percevoir pour le compte

propre de la Galicie orientale;

10® Toutes autres mati^es, pour les-

quel[le]s la Di^e de Pologne lui aura

attribue competence.

Chaque ann^e, la Diete de Galicie

orientale votera, sur la proposition du
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Gouverneur, le budget des services Gouverneur, le budget des services

correspondant aux matieres rentrant correspondant aux mati^res rentrant

dans sa competence. dans sa competence.

La legislation agraire votee par la Dihk de

Pologne ne sera applicable en Galicie orientate

qu^apres un vote conforme de la JDiete de

Galicie orientate.

Article 13

Toute loi votee par la Diete sera transmise au Gouverneur par le President de la

Diete; elle pourra, dans le deiai d’un mois a dater de cette communication, etre

frappee de veto par le Gouverneur agissant de sa propre autorite. Ce droit de veto

sera epuise si, dans le deiai d’un an apres qu’il aura ete exercd, la loi est votee k

nouveau par la Difete k une majorite des deux tiers. Toutefois, en ce qui conceme
les lois relatives a 1’instruction publique dans les etablissements d’enseignement

secondaire et superieur, le veto du Gouverneur est absolu.

Article 14

Aucun membre de la Diete ne pourra etre poursuivi ou recherche en aucune

maniere a raison de discours, opinions ou votes emis k la Diete ou dans ses com-

missions.

Aucun membre de la Diete ne pourra, pendant la durde d’une session, etre

arrete ou poursuivi devant les tribunaux repressifs qu’avec Pautorisation de la

Diete, sauf en cas de flagrant deiit. La detention ou poursuite d’un membre de la

Diete sera suspendue pendant toute la durde de la session, si la Diete le requiert.

Article 15

La Diete etablira elle-meme son reglement. Elle eiira son President et son

Bureau.

La Cour supreme de Lemberg, visee k Particle 27, statuera sur les reclamations

formees contre la validite des elections k la Diete.

Ghapitre III.

—

Representation de la Galicie orientate dans la Diete de Pologne et dans le

Gouvemement polonais

Article 16

Texte

propose par la majority de la commission

[DiUgations Americainey Frangaise^

Italierme et Japonaise).

Xes eiecteurs de la Galicie orientale

participeront aux elections k la Diete
de Pologne. A cet efiet, les lois

polonaises sur les elections k cette Diete

^^cndront k la Galicie orientale sous

reserve que la representation

devra etre naaintenue

Texte

propose par la minorite de la commission

{Dilegation Britannique)

,

Un arrangement ulterieur entre le

Gouvemement polonais et le Ministere

de Galicie orientale, conclu avec la

participation de la Socidte des Nations,

si les deux parties le desirent, deddera

de la question de savoir si et comment
la Galicie orientale sera repr&ent^e k

la Di^te de Pologne. Cet arrangement



Les deputes eius en Galicie orientale sera soumis a Papprobation de la Diete

ne participeront pas, dans la Diete de de Pologne et de la Diete de Galicie

Pologne, aux deliberations sur les orientale.

matieres legislatives du m^me ordre que

celles attribuees a la Diete de Galicie

orientale.

Article 17

La Diete de Pologne aura le droit de legiferer, pour la Galicie orientale, sur

toutes les matieres qui ne sont pas de la competence de la Diete de la Galicie

orientale.

Article 18

Le Conseil des Ministres de Pologne comprendra un Ministre sans portefeuille,

qui sera nomme par le Chef de P£tat polonais parmi les habitants de la Galicie

orientale et qui representera celle-ci.

Des bureaux speciaux aux affaires de Galicie orientale seront organises dans

chacun des ministeres polonais ayant competence pour s’occuper desdites affaires.

Un haut fonctionnaire ruthene sera attache au Conseil des Ministres polonais

pour lui servir de conseiller dans les affaires concemant sp6cialement les Ruth^nes

et dans celles du rite catholique grec.

Chapitre IV .—Administration de la Galicie orientale

Article 19

Le pouvoir executif en Galicie orientale sera confie a xm Gouverneur, qui sera

nomme par le Chef de Pfitat polonais et pourra 6tre revoque par lui.

Article 20

Le Gouverneur veillera au maintien de Pordre et de la s6curite publique. H
assurera Pexecution des lois votees par la Difete de Pologne et la Diete de Galicie

orientale.

Article 21

Sous reserve du droit de veto prevu a Particle 13, le Gouverneur promulguera

les lois votfees par la Diete de Galicie orientale, dans le delai d"un mois, a dater de

la transmission qui lui aura ete faite par le President de cette Assemblee.

Article 22

Les affaires ressortissant a la Difete de Galicie orientale seront dirigfees par des

Ministres nommfes par le Gouverneur et responsables devant la Difete. Celle-ci

fixera le nombre, les fonctions et le traitement de ces Ministres.

Article 23

Les affaires ne ressortissant pas a la Difete de Galicie orientale seront dirigees en

Galicie orientale par des chefs de service, placfes sous la direction du Gouverneur.

Article 24

Les actes du Gouverneur se rfeferant aux matiferes visfees a Particle 12, devront

etre contresignfes par xm Ministre responsable, a Pexception du decret de veto.
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Article 25

Le Gouverneur nommera les fonctionnaires publics. Toutefois, la loi polonaise

ou galicienne^ suivant le cas, pourra prescrire pour des fonctionnaires subalternes

un autre mode de nomination. Elle pourra egalement etablir les conditions requises

pour etre admis a telle ou telle fonction.

Les fonctionnaires des services correspondant aux matieres vis6es a Particle 12

seront nomm^s sur la proposition du Ministre responsable.

Article 26

L’aptitude aux fonctions publiques ne devra, en principe, etre subordonnee ni

en droit, ni en fait, k des conditions de race, de religion ou de langue.

Les fonctionnaires devront, sauf exception necessaire, etre recrutes en Galicie

orientale, Des r^glements arr^tes par le Gouverneur sur la proposition du chef de

service interess6 ou sur la proposition du Ministre responsable, suivant le cas,

pourront determiner les fonctions qui seront reserv6es exclusivement a des candidats

originaires de la Galicie orientale ou y remplissant les conditions de domicile qui

seront fix^es par ces reglements.

Dans le choix des fonctionnaires on devra, k m6rite 6gal, tenir compte de

Pimportance num6rique des divers groupes nationaux.

Ghapitre V. — Organisation judiciaire de la Galicie orientale

Article 27

La Cour de Lemberg constituera une Cour supreme pour le territoire entier de

la Galicie orientale.

Article 28

Les juges de la Gklicie orientale, a Pexception de ceux pour lesquels un systeme

61ectif serait adopte, seront nommes par le Chef de Pfitat polonais sur la proposi-

tion du Gouverneur. Ils seront inamovibles et ne pourront etre destitu6s que sur

avis conforme de la Cour de Lemberg, statuant comme Conseil supreme de

discipline de la magistrature.

Article 29

Les peines prononc^es par les tribunaux de la Galicie orientale seront executces

en Galicie orientale.

Article 30

Le Chef de Pfitat polonais aura le droit de grace k P6gard des individus con-

damn^s par les tribunaux de la Galicie orientale.

Ghapitre VI. — Regime Jinaricier de la Galicie orientale

Article 31

Le j:6gime financier, special k la Galicie orientale, sera fix6 par une loi polonaise

conform6ment aux distributions du present Trait6.

Article 32
Les biens situ^s en Galicie orientale et appaxtenant antdrieurement au Gouvemc-

^ mmt au^cbien, au ‘ Kronland ’ de Galicie ou k la Couronne autrichicnne, ainsi

' les biens atu^ sur ce territoire et appartenant, k titre priv6, a Panciennefamille
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souveraine d’Autriche-Hongrie sont, dans les conditions vis^es a Tarticle 204 du
Traite de paix entre les Hautes Parties Gontractantes et rAutriche, transfer^ k
la Pologne, qui en assurera Fadministration.

Article 33

Les biens actuellement afFectes a un service public conserveront cette affection.

Ils ne pourront 6tre desaffectes a Favenir que dans les formes legales et sur avis

conforme de Fautorite qui dirige ce service.

Pendant la duree du regime temporaire etabli par le present Traite, les biens

vises a Particle 32 ne pourront etre alienes ni grev^s de charges dont Feffet depas-

serait la dur6e dudit regime; les baux qui depasseraient cette dur6e cesseront en
tout cas d’etre en vigueur trois ans apres Fetablissement du statut definitif prevu k

Particle 2, s’ils n’ont pas 6t6 expressement confirmes pendant ce delai. Toutefois,

cette stipulation n’emp^chera en rien de disposer de ces biens en vue dePaccomplis-

sement de la rdforme agraire ou de travaux reconnus d’utilite publique.

Les dispositions du present chapitre ne prejugent point de Fattribution k faire

par les Principales Puissances alliees et associees desdits biens, dans le cas ou la

Galicie orientale viendrait k 6tre, en tout ou partie, detachee de la Pologne.

Article 34
Les adjonctions aux biens domaniaux ou aux biens affectes k des services publics

seront administres conformement aux dispositions des articles 32 et 33; elles

donneront lieu a Fetablissement d’un compte a regler lors de la fixation du regime

definitif de la Galicie orientale.

Article 35
Dans le cas oil certains services, dont la charge incomberait a la Galicie orientale,

seraient en Pologne k la charge du budget de Pfitat, la legislation polonaise fixera

la quote-part correspondante du produit des impots g^neraux per^us en Galicie

orientale, qui devra ^tre versee au budget de celle-ci.

Article 36

- Le budget de la Galicie orientale comprendra:

1° En depenses:

Les depenses concemant les mati^res vk6es a Particle 12;

2° En recettes

:

a) La quote-part du produit des impots g^neraux determin6e conformement k

Particle 35;

b) Le produit des supplements aux impots generaux, dont la quotite sera fixee

par la Diete de Gahcie orientale;

c) Le produit des impots des taxes etablis par la Diete de Galicie orientale.

Article 37

Le Gouvemement polonais assurera le service des dettes qui, en vertu des

articles 199 et 200 du Traite de Paix entre les Hautes Parties Gontractantes et

PAutriche, doit etre a la charge du territoire de la Galicie orientale, Au cas oh

ce territoire viendrait k etre, en tout ou en partie, ddtach^ de la Pologne, la part

contributive lui incombant sera d^terminde conformdment au principe Etabli par

Particle 199 dudit Traits.
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Chapitre VIL — Organisation militaire

Article 38

Texte proposi

par la majority de la commission

[DiUgations Amdricaine, Frangaise^

lialienne et Japonaise)

.

La legislation sur le service militaire

en vigueur en Pologne pourra etre appli-

qude par la Pologne en Galicie orientale.

Le contingent ainsi recrute formera,

dans le cadre de Parm^e polonaise, des

imites spdciales qui, en temps de paix,

tiendront garnison en Galicie orientale.

Texte propose

par la minoriti de la commission

• {Delegation Anglaise).

11 n’y aura pas de service militaire

obligatoire en Galicie orientale.

Chapitre VIII. — Dispositions transitoires

Article 39

Jusqu’^ la reunion de la Diete, le Gouverneur de la Galicie orientale administrera

Ic territoire en se conformant aux dispositions du pr&ent Trait6.

En ce qui concerne les mati^res qui, d’apres le present Traitd, sont de la compe-

tence de la Diete polonaise, les lois polonaises seront introduites en Galicie orientale

par une promulgation par le Gouverneur. En ce qui concerne les matieres qui

sont de la competence de la Diete de Galicie orientale, les lois et reglements en

vigueur au izS juillet 1914 seront appliqufes sans nouvelle promulgation.

Le Gouverneur prendra les mesures ndcessaires pour la constitution initiale des

services administratifs. II fixera le nombre des ministres et leurs attributions

respectives et il en sera ainsi jusqu’i decision contraire de la Diete.

Le Gouverneur prendra les mesures n^cessaires pour que la Di^te de Galicie

orientale soit, dans les conditions pr^vues k Particle 10, 61ue le plus tot possible, et

de fa^on ce que la Diete puisse se r6unir, au plus tard, dans un d^lai de neufmois

apr& la mise en vigueur du present Traitd. II appartiendra au Gouverneur

d’assurer la liberty du vote en se conformant notamment aux stipulations de

Particle 6 et ^ proc6der sans delai k la convocation de la Di^te.

L’ensemble du regime ^tabli par les chapitres k VI du present Trait6

fonctionnera d^s la reunion de la premiere Di^;te. Le service militaire obligatoire

ne pourra 6tre introduit en Galicie orientale avant cette date.

Article 40
Aucun des habitants de la Galicie orientale ne pourra 6tre inqui^t6 ou molest^

en raison de son attitude politique depuis le 28 juillet 1914 jusqu’^ la mise en

vigueur du present Traits.

Proposition relative A l’£tablissement du Ej^gime d^finitif

En ce qui concerne P^tablissement d’un regime d6finitif, la Commission croit

devoir soumettre k Punanimit^ au Conseil supreme des Allies la proposition

suiyante qui, si elle recevait Papprobation du Conseil, pourrait ^tre ins6r6e la

fin de Particle 2

:

- , Dtx ms aprh Vechange des ratifications duprSsent Traite, les Prindpales Puissances alliies

ou tout autre organisme qu^elles awront designd^ fixeront, aprh examen de Iq

la date d laquelle la papulation de la Galicie orientale sera appelee d se prononcet^ d^mtifi ainsi que le mode de cette consultation.

WSe-l'
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IIL Discussion des Articles sur lesquels l^unanimh^ n^a pu se faire

La Commission est unanime a proposer 37 des articles du projet de statut de la

Gaiicie orientale. En ce qui conceme les articles 12, 16 et 38, les raisons qui ont

amen6 la majorite (Delegations americaine, frangaise, italienne et japonaise) et

la minorite (Delegation britannique) a soumettre des propositions difierentes sont

exposees ci-dessous

:

Article 12.— Legislation agraire

Opinion de la minorite,— La minorite estime que les conditions de la possession

de la terre en Gaiicie orientale diflferent si considerablement du regime existant

en Pologne et que la question agraire est si intimement liee a celle des nationalites

que la legislation envisagee pour la Pologne devra etre profondement modifiee

pour s’adapter h. la Gaiicie orientale. EUe estime en outre que, tout en tenant

compte des objections, que souieve le fait de laisser la legislation agraire dans les

attributions exclusives de la Di^te de la Gaiicie orientale, ce serait commettre une
injustice manifeste envers les habitants de cette region que de permettre k im
Gouvemement exterieur de refondre entierement leur regime agraire sans leur

consentement et cela au cours d’une courte periode de transition, Gomme aucune

forme de representation k Varsovie ne pourrait en soi garantir aux representants

de la Gaiicie orientale une influence decisive dans aucune question particuliere,

la minorite estime que la legislation agraire votee par la Diete polonaise ne devrait

etre appliquee en Gaiicie orientale qu’avec le consentement de la Diete de la

Gaiicie orientale.

Opinion de la majorite, — Les autres Delegations estiment qu’il serait a la fois

imprudent et inutile de dormer k la Diete de Gaiicie un droit de veto sur la

legislation agraire votee par la Diete de Varsovie.

La reforme agraire que vient d’adopter la Diete polonaise presente un caractere

si liberal et si satisfaisant qu’il semblerait etre de Tinteret meme des Galiciens

d’assurer sa prompte et complete application en Gaiicie orientale.

' Les habitants de ce territoire auront Poccasion de faire respecter leurs desiderata

et leurs interets pendant la mise a execution de cette reforme, car son application

dependra des commissions locales qui seront creees a cet effet.

Dans ime question aussi complexe que la l^islation agraire, il pourrait dans la

pratique etre tres difficile d’arriver a un accord complet entre les deux Dietes de

Varsovie et de Lemberg, et tout manque d’entente entre celles-ci ne ferait qu’entra-

ver ou mettre en danger la totalite de la reforme agraire en Gaiicie orientale.

La necessity d’un accord en pareille mati^e entre deux organes parlementaires

si differemment composes et si 61oign& I’lm de I’autre semble 6tre ime nouveaute en

droit constitutionnel et, probablement, n’aboutirait qu*^ creerun systeme inop^rant.

Article 16.— Representation de la Gaiicie a la Diete Polonaise

Opinion de la majorite,— Quatre Ddegations estiment que, pour des raisons de

justice aussi bien que de n^cessit6 pratique, la Gaiicie orientale doit ^tre repr&ent&.

dans la Di6te polonaise, et qu’elle doit y 6tre repr^sent^e par des deputes 61us

d’aprfe les regies memes qui s'appliquent aux Elections ayant lieu en Pologne.

En effet, selon les principes accept^s par toutes les Delegations, la Diete de

Varsovie aura competence pour lever des impots en Gaiicie orientale, et pour voter

beaucoup de lois d’ordres ^vers qui s’appliqueront k ce territoire. La juridiction

de la plupart des departements ministeriels de Varsovie s’etendra, . dans une

mesure plus ou moins grande, k la Gaiicie orientale. Done, k moms que les
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habitants de cette province n’envoient des d^putds k la Diete polonaise, il n’auront
pas de moyen effectif de faire entendre leur voix dans les questions qui sont pour
eux d’un int^ret vital. Cette representation doit €tre consideree comme un droit

indispensable qu’on leur accorde plutot que comme un fardeau qu’on leur impose.

La contre-proposition d’une Delegation tendant a ce que cette question soit

rdgl6e par un accord conclu de gre k gre entre le Gouvernement polonais et le

Ministere de Galicie, sous reserve de la mediation possible de la Socidte des

Nations, prete k de graves objections.

Le pr^ent Traite repose sur I’idee que les questions fondamentales concemant
les relations entre la Galicie orientale et la Pologne doivent dtre r^glees par le

Traite lui-meme. La question de la representation de la Galicie orientale k la

Diete polonaise est certainement Tune des questions essentielles et il ne semble pas

qu*il y ait de raison pour regler par un accord ulterieur de gre k gre cette question

plutdt que la plupart des autres questions rentrant dans le cadre de ce Traitd.

Le Gouvernement polonais serait fonde a presenter des objections, meme au
seul point de vue de la forme, a reventualit6 de la mediation de la Societe des

Nations en pareille matiere. Car pendant la duree du regime provisoire, la Galicie

orientale ne sera qu’une province partiellement autonome sous la souverainetd de

la Pologne, et il est douteux qu’un Gouvernement quelconque, a Pheure actuelle,

puisse etre amend a demander que la Socidtd des Nations intervienne comme
mddiatrice entre ses sujets et lui.

Enfin, aux termes memes du projet de Traitd, le Ministdre de Galicie orientale

a sa compdtence definie par les articles 12 et La question qu’il aurait, d’apr^

la rddaction britannique de Particle 16, a traiter, sort entierement de sa compdtence,

d"oh des diiScultes, peut-dtre sdrieuses, k prdvoir, rdsultant des consdquences que

certains chefi de parti ruthenes pourraient essayer de tirer de cette discordance.

Opinion de la minority— La minoritd estime qu’il y a intdret a attirer Pattention

du Gonseil suprdme sur le fait que les reprdsentants a Paris de la population

ruthene, qui constitue la majoritd de la population de Galicie orientale, se sont

exprimds dans un sens nettement opposd k toute reprdsentation directe k la Diete

polonaise, reprdsentation qui leur semble impliquer Pannexion a la Pologne.

La Ddldgation estime, k la lumidre de Pexpdrience des Assemblees Idgislatives

oh des minoritds de race ont dtd reprdsentdes, qu’une teUe reprdsentation n’assure

k la minoritd aucune influence effective dans les questions qui la concement et

n’engendrequ^une obstruction prdjudiciable au bonfonctionnement de PAssemblee.
£tant donnd qu’en ce qui concerne la Galicie orientale la population ruthene

s'oppose rdsolument k une reprdsentation directe a la Didte polonaise, la Ddldga-

tion estime qu’il n’y aurait aucun avantage k envoyer . contre son grd un parti

nationaliste sidger k Varsovie: cela ne ferait qu^envenimer les relations entre les

deux races. Il serait infiniment prdfdrable que la question fut difldrde de six mois

jusqu’h la reunion de la Didte de Galicie orientale; on pourrait alors dlaborer un
systdme de reprdsentation qui recevrait Passentiment des deux parties.

La Ddldgation estime done que cette question, d’une nature particulidrement

compliqude, ne saurait dtre tranchde d’une fagon satisfaisante que par un accord

conclu sur place entre le Gouvernement polonais et le Ministdre de la Galicie

orientale, en collaboration, si le ddsir en est exprimd, avec la Socidtd des Nations.

Article 38.— Service militaire

t : Opmim de h minoriU,— La minoritd estime qu’dtant donnd que la population
a, td^istd pendant six mois par la force des arm'es k Poccupation polonaise,
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on ne saurait obliger par la force les habitants de la GaKcie orientale a servir dans

Tarmee polonaise. On pouirait lever un contingent de volontaires sous le controle

des Polonais pour la dtfense du territoire.

Opinion de la majorite,— Aussi longtemps que la situation troublee de PEurope
centrale et orientale rendra le syst^me du service obligatoire necessaire dans la

plupart des pays de cette partie du monde, et etant donne le danger resultant

specialement de la menace bolcheviste, il semble difficile de refuser en principe au
Gouvernement polonais le droit d’introduire en Galicie orientale la forme meme
de service qui existe en Pologne, dans la mesure qu’il trouvera juste et prudente.

La Galicie orientale jouira de la protection polonaise, et de tous les droits que
possedent les autres provinces de la Pologne. II semble qu’il serait contraire aux

notions elementaires de justice de dispenser la Galicie orientale de toute participa-

tion a sa propre defense et de sa juste part des charges communes.
Un systeme de volontariat, fonctionnant a Pexclusion de tout autre, ne donnerait

probablement pas de r&ultat concret au point de vue des effectifs, et serait

certainement regard^ par les autres populations sujettes de Pfitat polonais comme
constituant uije faveur absolument injustifi^e accordee a la Galicie orientale.

Jules Gambon.

No. 62

H. D. 58 .] Notes ofa Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai dDrsay^ Paris
^
on Monday^

.

September 22
^ ^9^9^ oi ii-oo a.m.

Present: U,S.A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Ivlr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Sir Eyre Crowe; secretary, Mr. H. Norman.
France: M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Berthelot, M. de Saint-

Quentin.

Italy: M. Scialoja; secretary, M. Barone Russo.

Japan: M, Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.
Joint Secretariat: U,S,A,: Mr. G. Russell. British Empire: Captain

Hinchley-Cooke. France: M. Massigli. Italy: Lieutenant de Carlos.

Interpreter: M. Camerlynck.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned :

—

U,S,A.

:

General Bliss, Mr. A. Dulles.

British Empire: General SackviUe-West, Hon. H. Nicolson, Mr. Carr,

Lt.-Gol. Kisch.

France: M. Gambon, M. Laroche, General Le Rond, M. Tardieu,

M. Hermitte, Colonel Roye.
Italy: M. Gastoldi, M. Galli, M. Brambilla, M. Dell’Abbadessa.

I. M. Tardieu read the joint proposal of the British and American Repre-

,
sentatives upon the Central Territorial Committee, who

^potion of asked their French and Italian colleagues to agree to

the Hne of demarcation of the zones of Western Thrace,

which could be occupied by the Greek Army and by the

other Allied Military Forces (see Appendix A^).

^ Not printed. This appendix contained a French text ofthe note in appendix B to No. 61.
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He proposed to alter the last paragraph in the following manner:

‘The zones of occupation thus fixed do not prejudice in any degree

attribution of territory either to Greece or to the International State.’

This proposition was accepted.

(It was decided to accept the text (see Appendix A)' as modified.)

2. M. Gambon said that the Commissions for Polish and Gzecho-Slovak

Plebiscite in the Duchy

of Teschen, and in

the districts of Spiecz

{Spis) and Oram

affairs had submitted for the approval of the Council a
plan for the organization of the plebiscite in the Districts

of Teschen, Spiecz and Orava. The Commissions were

unanimous in proposing the addition to Article 4, first

paragraph, of the following

:

‘and in einy event within a maximum period of three months after modi-

fication of the present decision as foreseen by Article 9.’ (See Appendix B.)

He read a letter which he had received from M. Benes (see Appendix C^)

asking that the arrangements for the plebiscite include special provisions

concerning the right of option of the populations in the territory where the

plebiscite was to be held. The Commission in agreement with the Drafting

Committee thought that the question raised by M. Benes ought not to be

dealt with in the draft which was submitted for the approval of the Council.

It was for the Allied and Associated Powers to enter into such agreements

with Poland and Gzecho-Slovakia, after the plebiscite had taken place, as

appeared to them necessary, and to take such steps as they considered

advisable as regarded the right ofoption ofthe population. The Commission

desired to call attention to the urgent need of sending an Inter-Allied

Gomiriission, and for Inter-Allied occupation of the country where the

plebiscite was to take place.

Sir E. Crowe said that he had no objection to the report of the Commis-

sion, but he desired to state that the British Military authorities disapproved

of occupation by small forces from several ofthe Allied States. They believed

- that it would be far more advantageous, if the powers divided the zones of

occupation, and each Power were charged with the occupation ofa particular

zone. The question had been discussed by the Chief of the Imperial General

Staff and by General Weygand. The French Military Representative

thought that the resolution already taken by the Supreme Council prevented

a discussion of the problem as a whole. Under these circumstances he

suggested that the Council reconsider its former decision and authorize the

Military Representatives at Versailles to discuss the matter. It would be

necessary to give the Military Authorities full latitude.

General Le Rond said that at the meeting ofAugust 25 between General

Weygand, representing Marshal Foch, Field-Marshal Sir H. Wilson and
' GeneraJ Bliss the subject of the organization of the Inter-Allied Armies of

^ / discussed. The occupation of the Klagenfurt Basin

^ #Bd <£Thra.ce had.beefi foreseen, but not the occupation ofTeschen. Under



these conditions they had estimated that five Divisions would be sufficient.

The Army of Occupation could be Inter-Allied. The contingents of each of

the Powers would be autonomous and the Supreme Command designated by
the Supreme Coimcil. General Weygand^ acting for Marshal Foch, had
maintained that the Allies had a collective responsibility. The occupation

would be an Inter-Allied occupation everywhere. He had considered the

political view. For reasons of a practical nature the British Representative on
the other hand believed that the occupation ofa fixed zone should be confided

to a single power. England would occupy the Balkan [PBaltic] territory,

France, Upper Silesia, Italy, the KJagenfiirt Basin, and America, Dedeagatch.
He wished to add that, in view of the recent decisions of the Supreme
Council, the occupation of Kdagenfurt and of Dedeagatch no longer entered

into the question. On the other hand, General Bliss, who was present at the

Conference,hadmade no communication exposing theAmerican point ofview.
Sir E. Crowe said that the British Military Authorities felt so strongly

that they hesitated to send troops to any part ofthe world, until this principle

had been settled.

Mr. Polk asked whether there was any provision in the Treaty on the

subject of occupation.

Sir E. Crowe replied that there was no such clause, insofar as Inter-

Allied occupation was concerned.

Mr. Polk asked whether the question had been considered by the Military

Authorities at Versailles.

Sir E. Crowe said that he believed that the question had not been con-

sidered. The Military Authorities were not in a position to examine the

question in view of the previous decision of the Council.

Mr. Polk said that the question could be referred to the Military Repre-

sentatives again as an open question for report on the advantages of the two
systems.

M. Berthelot said that the Treaty with Germany provided for occupa-

tion by Inter-Allied Military Forces. There was an obvious necessity. It

was evident, from what had taken place in Roumania and Hungary, that a
single power, which had been in fact only the mouthpiece of the decisions of

the Council, could be given by public opinion the entire responsibility. It

was the Conference which took the responsibility and it was therefore

absolutely necessary that the responsibility should be divided, in the same .

manner as the authority.

Mr. Polk said that he realized that the question had a political impor-

tance, but in certain cases, and the case of Teschen was one, there was no

political diiSiculty to be feared. It was absurd firom a practical point of

view to send a mixed contingent from three different Powers. This entailed

a special organization for provisioning each contingent and created a com-

plicated situation. He asked whether it would not be possible for a single

Power to represent in the District ofTeschen. Dantzig would be occupied by
a naval Power, but on the other hand, the occupation in Silesia would be

Inter-Allied.
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M. Berthelot said that he laid great weight on the moral side of the

question and that to decide that the occupation of a certain territory should

be entrusted to the troops of a single power was equivalent to creating

a sphere of influence to the advantage of that Power. The equilibrium

between the Powers would be far better maintained by a joint occupation.

He thought that a formula could be found by which the great majority of

the troops could be furnished by a single Power, and that the other Powers

would be represented in the Inter-Allied forces by officers.

Mr. Polk said a result of this nature could be reached. The Inter-Allied

representation would be assured by delegates of the Powers in the Commis-
sions for which the Treaty provided. These Commissions would each have

an escort furnished by their countries; the main part of the forces of occupa-

tion would remain furnished by a single power.

General Le Rond said that there was no particular difficulty in the case

of Teschen. It should be remembered that the District of Teschen was

adjacent to Upper Silesia, which was to be occupied by two divisions. The
troops sent to Teschen could easily be rationed from Upper Silesia.

Mr. Polk said that he believed that Mr. Balfour had never admitted the

principle of the Inter-Allied occupation of Upper Silesia.

M. Berthelot said that Mr. Balfour had raised the question, but he had

never formally pronounced himself against Inter-Allied occupation. He (M.

Berthelot) wished to again emphasize the importance of not creating a

sphere of influence or zones of action in which one Power was particularly

interested.

Sir E. Crowe said that he agreed on this point, but he wished to add that

the zones of occupation were under the authority of Inter-Allied Commis-
sions. It was these Commissions which were responsible; the troops placed

at their disposal were only police forces. The principle ofjoint responsibility

was clearly safeguarded.

M. Berthelot said that so far as Upper Silesia was concerned the treaty

called for Inter-Allied occupation. If this occupation were confided to the

troops of a single Power, there was a danger that the Germans would have

cause for complaint. In addition, the Supreme Council had taken a definite

resolution on this subject on 8th August. ^ It had specified at that time that

Marshal Foch, in agreement with the Allied General Staffs should weigh,

on the one hand, the advantage to be gained by representation by all the

Allies in all the forces of occupation, and, on the odier, the disadvantages

which might result both from eventual differences between soldiers of Allied

contingents as well as from difficulties in connection with the provisioning of

each force. Marshal Foch was to present a report on the subject to the

Supreme Council.

Mr. Polk asked whether the report had been sent.

M. Berthelot replied that it had been sent and distributed.

Sm Eyre Crowe said that the date of the report was a matter of impor-
tant. He adced whether the force, whose organization had been discussed

3 See No. 31, minute 7.
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at that time, had not been intended, not for the mere occupation of Upper
Silesia, but for the purpose of driving out the Germans.

M. Berthelot said that it was a question of the Peace Treaty.

General Le Rond said that it was agreed that the total strength should be

two divisions (four brigades), and that each of the Powers was to furnish a

brigade. Each brigade would be assigned to a special sector. The practical

difficulties which might arise would therefore be less difficult to deal with. In

addition, the Allied and Associated Powers would be complying with the terms

ofthe Treaty and the principle ofjoint responsibility would be safeguarded.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the Treaty with Germany provided for the

occupation of Upper Silesia by troops of the Allied and Associated Powers,

but that that did not necessarily mean by troops of all the Allied and Asso-

ciated Powers. The troops of a single Power could in fact act as the troops of

the Allied and Associated Powers.

M. Berthelot said that to admit this would be to put the text of the

treaty on the rack.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he did not agree, nor did he see why it would
not be necessary to send Japanese troops as well.

General Le Rond said thatJapan was not represented on the Commission
for the occupation of Upper Silesia.

M. PiCHON said that the appendix to Article 88 of the Treaty of Peace
provided that Japan should not be represented on this Commission. It

might be possible to refer the question again to the military representatives

at Versailles pointing out to them that they should take note both of the

text of the Treaty, which could not be changed, and of the views of the

British delegation.

M. Berthelot said that in the meeting of the Supreme Council ofAugust
Sth^, Mr. Balfour had not opposed the system of Inter-Allied occupation.

He had merely pointed out the difficulties of provisioning an Inter-Allied

force and proposed that the General Staffs study a system of compensation
by which England, for example, could furnish a larger portion of the Inter-

Allied contingent along the coast, and a smaller one in Upper Silesia. The
total strength of the force furnished by each of the Allies would remain the

same. It was only the redistribution in the zones of occupation which would
change. He wished to repeat that it was most important not to put the

material and political question on the same footing and that the difficulties

ought not be exaggerated. The political question was ofextreme importance.

It was necessary that the responsibility should be supported equally by all

and that no spheres of influence, where one nation would benefit more than
another, should be created. There were possibly districts where the diffi-

culties, as well as the possible advantages, were greater than in others, and
it was not possible to admit the principle that a single nation should be in

occupation there. As far as the material question was concerned, he thought
that it could be solved without much difficulty. As an example, where
difficulties and responsibility had fallen upon a single Power he wished to

cite the example of Bulgaria. The French had acted as a police force of the



Allies and they were the only ones who had incurred expense and burdens.

England had expressed the intention of coming to the assistance of France,

but France had received nothing beyond the offer of forty Hindu soldiers.

He understood that so far as the United States was concerned, there were

serious moral and material difficulties, but he believed strongly that it was

advisable for the Great Powers to be together in the same zones.

M. Gambon said that it was important to remember that in the eyes of the

people the International Commissions did not count and that it was the

military command, and that only which in their eyes was responsible. He
wished to recall to Sir Eyre Crowe’s mind, without any intention to criticize,

an incident in history. In a certain century a distinguished prisoner had

been placed under the survehlance of an Inter-Allied Commission, in which

even France was represented, but it was England which was charged with

the custody of the prisoner and it was England which bore the weight ofthe

responsibility.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the two cases were not quite the same, for here

the Council was dealing with a part of Germany. He understood in-regard

to the question before the Council that the military representatives at

Versailles were limited by a decision of the Supreme Council. Ifthe question

were again referred to Versailles, no result would be reached imless the

former resolution ofthe Council were modified. It was necessary to authorize

the military representatives to study the matter as an open question and to

ask them to make a report.

M. Berthelot agreed, but said that the question of principle would first

have to be regulated. The military representatives at Versailles were not in

position to decide. It was for the Supreme Council to give instructions when

a decision had been made as to whether or not the occupation was to be

Inter-Allied, the contingents from the various powers being proportioned

according to some system to be devised.

M. PiCHON said that the Versailles Council had never studied this question.

The subjecthad been examined in a special conferencebetween General Wey-

gand, representing Marshal Foch, Field-Marshal [Sir] H. Wilson and General

Bliss. He suggested that no decision be taken until Sir Eyre Crowe had had

an opportunity of consulting his Government and receiving new instructions.

(It was decided:

(1) to accept the joint report ofthe Polish and Czecho-Slovak Comnussions

in regard to the plebiscite in the Duchy of Teschen, and in the

districts of Spis and Orava;

(2) to add at the end of the first paragraph of article 4, respecting the

plebiscite at Teschen, the following:

‘ (within the shortest possible time . . .) and, in £my event, within

- a maxiiaum period of three months after notification of the present

- decision as foreseen by Article 9’;

(J) that the members of ^e Inter-Allied Commission charged with

erganizing the plebisc^e should not be chosen from among the

• V- me?r>bms of the Inter-ADied Commission now at Teschen

;
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(4) that members of the Inter-Allied Commission be nominated as soon
as possible, with the reservation that the American representatives

would only participate unofficially until the Treaty was ratified by
the United States Senate.)

3*

Alhw^e[s\for Inter.
[^Ot printed]

Allied Commission of

Control in Germany

4. M. SciALOjA said that it had been announced that French troops would
evacuate Koritza at the end of the month of September. There

^^i^aT ^ serious inconveniences, unless this city were occupied

French troops
departure of the French troops.

M. PiGHON said that the evacuation had been decided upon,

but that no date had been fixed, and that for this reason it was not necessary

for the Council to discuss the question.

5. M, Berthelot said that M. Benes was most anxious that the question of

the repatriation of Czech troops in Siberia should be finally
^patnation of

settled. He was leaving on that day. The question was an

troopsfrom Siberia
inipoi't^nt one for if the State of things existing was allowed

to continue Bolshevik propaganda would make headway
among these troops. Public opinion in Czecho-Slovakia attached great

importance to the repatriation of the troops in question. There were a

number of difficulties, but if the repatriation could be begun it would Have

a very good effect. The Czechs were endeavouring to obtain the necessary

tonnage from Japan, but they were in doubt as to whether they would be
able to succeed. On the other hand, they did not have the means of making
payment at Vladivostock to cover the cost of transportation of these troops.

They had asked the British government to advance the amount necessary,

just as France had advanced the cost of the maintenance of these troops in

Siberia, It was for Great Britain and the United States to regulate the

question of tonnage, M, Benes did not ask for a definite reply. It would
be sufficient if he could be told that the subject was being favourably con-

sidered by the two Governments.

Mr, Polk said that he was not able to give a definite reply on that day.

He had suggested to Washington that the American Government imdertake

a third of the expenses of repatriation, the two thirds being paid by Great

Britain and France. In regard to ships, there were the German ships which

had been used for the repatriation of American troops. The use to which

these ships could now be put would have to be decided by the Supreme
Economic Council, or by the Maritime Transport Council at London. He
felt that the United States had a great responsibility, and he would do every-

thing on his part to secure a solution of the matter which would satisfy the

Czechs.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the British Government would advance the

money necessary for the cost of repatriation by sea. The British Government
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had accepted the principle and there were only questions of detail to be

settled,

M. Berthelot suggested that in view of the political importance of the

question, Sir Eyre Crowe should point out to his Government the importance

of bringing the matter to the attention of the Maritime Transport Council.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the question was somewhat delicate. The

French and British Governments had not come to an agreement as to the

use to which the ships which had become available should be put.

M. Berthelot said that in view of the importance of the political interests

at stake, he did not doubt but that the French Government would make

every effort to reach a solution which would make it possible to give the

Czechs satisfaction.

Sir Eyre Cr6y/e said that the British Government shared this view.

Mr. Polk said that he would not cease to emphasize the political impor-

tance of the question.

6. M. PiGHON said that the declaration by [? which] the Alhed and Asso-

German reply in
ciated Governments had required of the German Govern-

regard to Article ment in regard to Article 6i of the German Gonstitution+

6i of the German would be signed that afternoon at Versailles, at four o’clock.

Constitution
Meeting then adjourned.)

Appendix B to No. 62
ly septembre igig.

Les fitats-Unis.d’Am^rique, TEmpire Britannique, la France, Tltalie et le Japon,

Principales Puissances alli^es et associ^es,

Soucieux de placer le duch6 de Teschen et les territoires de Spisz et d’Orava,

tels qu’ils sont d61imit6s ci-apres, sous une souverainet6 conforme au voeu des

habitants

;

Ont r^solu d’y proc^der a une consultation populaire pr6sentant toutes les

garanties necessaires de loyaut6 et de sincerite

;

Et ont decide ce qui suit:

I. Dans le tenitoire constituant au i®^ avril 1914 le duche de Teschen et dans

les territoires de Spisz et d’Orava, tels qu’ils sont delimit^s ci-aprfes, les habitants

seront appeles k designer par voie de suffrage s’ils desirent ^tre rattaches k la

Pologne ou k Tfitat tcheco-slovaque.

I® Region de Spisz>

a) Toutes les communes du district politique de Starawies (Szepesofaiu ou

Altendorf).

b) Les communes de la partie du district de Kesmark (Kiez Mark) qui se

trouvent au Nord-Ouest de la ligne de partage des eaux entre les bassins de la

Dunajec et du Poprad, y compris les communes dont le territoire est travers6 par

cette ligne.

2^ Rigion d^Orava.

rV ; ‘ fToutes les communes des districts politiques de Trsztena (Trzciana) et de

^ (Namiestow).

fij; *
"

;
' * ^ See No. 56, appendixB (document 2).
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II. Les territoires, vises au paragraphe I, seront places sous Tautorite d’une

Commission Internationale chargee d’en assurer provisoirement radministration

impartiale et d^ organiser le plebiscite.

Ces territoires, a la date fixee par la Commission, seront ^vacues par les troupes

polonaises et tcheco-slovaques qui s’y trouveraient et seront occup&, en tout ou
en partie, par les troupes des Principales Puissances alliees et associ^es.

La Commission aura son siege a Teschen et sera composee des representants des

Principales Puissances alliees et associees, k raison d’un repr^entant par Puissance.

Ses decisions sont prises k la majorite des voix, celle du Pr&ident qu’elle nom-
mera etant preponderante en cas de partage.

Les Gouvernements polonais et tcheco-slovaque sont pries de d^igner chacun
un repr^entant a titre consultatif aupres de cette Commission.

La Commission aura pleins pouvoirs pour statuer sur toutes les questions aux-

quelles Pexecution de la presente decision pourra donner lieu. EUe se fera assister

de conseillers techniques choisis par elle parmi la population locale.

III. La Commission aura tous les pouvoirs necessaires pour lui permettre

d’assurer le maintien de I’ordre public et Padministration reguliere du pays. Elle

disposera, a cet efFet, des troupes d’occupation et, si elle le juge utile, d’une police

recrutee parmi les habitants originaires du pays.

II sera de la competence de la Commission d’interpreter elle-meme les pouvoirs

qui lui sont ainsi confies et de determiner dans quelle mesure eUe les exercera et

dans quelle mesure ces pouvoirs seront laisses aux mains des autorit^ locales

existantes.

IV. La Commission organisera le plebiscite en se conformant aux dispositions

de la presente decision et y fera proceder dans le plus bref delai possible.

EUe devra prendre toutes les mesures propres a assurer la liberte, la sincerite et

le secret du vote. EUe pourra notamment prononcer Texpulsion de tout agitateur

ou de toute personne qui aura, d’une fa^on quelconque, tente de fausser le resultat

du plebiscite par des manoeuvres de corruption ou d’intimidation.

V. Le droit de suffrage sera accordd a toutes personnes, sans distinction de sexe,

satisfaisant aux conditions suivantes:

a) Avoir eu vingt ans revolus au janvier 1919;
b) Avoir son domicile ou Tindigenat {Heimatsrecht) dans la region soumise au

plebiscite, depuis une date anterieure au aout 1914;
Les personnes exer^ant une fonction publique ou ayant, comme fonctionnaire,

acquis Tindig^nat, ne seront pas admises a voter.

Les personnes condamnees pour d^Ut politique anterieurement au 3 novembre

1918 pourront etre mises a meme d’exercer leur droit de vote,

Chacun votera dans la commune oh il est domiciU6 ou dans laquelle il a Pindi-

genat.

Le resultat du vote sera determine par commune, d’apr& la majority des votes

dans chaque commune.
VI. A la cloture du vote, le nombre des voix dans chaque commune sera

conununique par la Commission aux Principales Puissances alliees et associ6es,

en meme temps qu’un rapport detaUle sur les operations du vote et qu’ime propost

tion sur le trace qui devrait ^tre adopt6 comme frontiere entre la Pologne et P£tat

tchdco-slovaque, en tenant compte du voeu exprime par les habitants ainsi que de

la situation geographique et economique des localites.

La Commission devra, en outre, faire connaitre aux Principales Puissances alliees

et associees les termes, dans lesquels im accord economique entre la Pologne et
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r£tat tch^co-slovaque devrait d^sormais assurer k ces deux pays les communica-

tions et la fourniture du charbon aumieux de leurs interets respectifs.

VII. Aussitot que la ligne frontiere aura 6t6 fix6e par les Principales Puissances

alli^es et associ^es, celles-ci notifieront k la Pologne ou k Tfitat tcheco-slovaque,

selon le cas, que leurs autorites ont k prendre Tadministration du territoire qui

serait reconnu comme devant ^tre polonais ou tchdco-slovaque
; lesdites autorites

devront y proceder dans le courant du mois qui suivra cette notification, de la

maniere prescrite par les Principales Puissances alli^es et associees.

Des que Padministration du pays aura 6t6 ainsi assuree par les autorit^s polonaises

ou tcheco-slovaques, selon le cas, les pouvoirs de la Commission prendront fin.

VIII. Les frais de I’armee d’occupation et les d^penses de la Commission, tant

pour son fonctionnement que pour Tadministration de la zone, seront support^

par la Pologne et Pfitat tcheco-slovaque proportionneUement k P^tendue des

territoires qui, k la suite du plebiscite, seront reconnus comme devant itre places

sous la souverainet^ polonaise ou tcheco-slovaque ;
la repartition en sera faite par

la Commission.

IX. La presente decision sera notifiee dans la huitaine au Gouvernement

polonais et au Gouvernement tcheco-slovaque par les soins du Gouvernement de

la Republique frangaise.

Fait k Paris, le 1919*^

5 Thus in original.

No. 63

H. D. 59,] JVotes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

' Powers held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai dDrsajy Paris
y
on Tuesday

y

September s^y igigy at 11,00 am.

Present: \ Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Sir Eyre Crowe; secretary, Mr. H. Norman.

France: M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Berthelot, M. de St.

Quentin.

Italy: M. Scialoja; secretary, M. Barone Russo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U,S,A.: Captain Chapin. British Empire: Captain

Hinchley-Cooke. France: M. Massigli. Italy: M. Zanchi.

Interpreter: M. Camerlynck.

The following were also present for die items in which they were concerned :

—

f/.5'.il.:Mr.A. W. DuUes.

British Empire

:

Mr. Carr, Hon. H. Nicolson, Lt.-Col. Kisch.

France: M. Cambon, M-. Laroche, General Le Rond, M. Hermit[t]e,-

Colonel Roye.

Italy: M, Galli, M. Brambilla.

t. MR. VovK said that he wished to draw the attention of the Council to a

matter ofextreme importance before the order of the day should be

taken up./.

rAt die thne of the Armistice the German Government had been

^en oil tank ships which had not been disposed ofunder



the terms of the armistice. At a conference in Brussels in March, igig, the

Germans had asked to be allowed to retain these sMps on account of the

pressing need for oil existing in their country. It had been agreed that they

should be allowed to keep them. Simultaneously the Supreme Coimcil had
agreed that Germany should be allowed to receive shipments of oil and for

that purpose to retain the fourteen ships. Later, when the question of the

reparations to be made for the scuttling of the German fleet at Scapa Flow
had arisen, the question of the fourteen ships had again been raised. At this

time also the Germans were allowed to retain them. These ships had been
prepared for use and were to be sent to the United States for transport of oil,

the delivery of which had been contracted for and partly paid. On August
15th Admiral Charlton, President of the Interallied Naval Armistice Com-
mission, had directed that these ships be delivered to the Firth of Forth to be
placed under the jurisdiction of the Interallied Maritime Transport Council.

Some time about September ist the American representative on the Inter-

allied Naval Armistice Commission had protested against this delivery, and
the question had been raised at a meeting of the Interallied Maritime
Transport Council. The American representative had urged that the

Supreme Council of the Allied and Associated Powers was alone competent
to deal with this question, but his protests had not been heeded. At the

meeting of the Supreme Economic Council held at Brussels on September
20th the question of the disposition of these ships had been raised. He had
sent a telegram to the Council, asking them to delay action on the matter,

but this wire had not been received and presumably had been lost in trans-

mission.

The Supreme Economic Council, on which the United States was not

represented, had upheld the decision of the Interallied Maritime Transport

Council and had ordered the ships to be delivered to the Firth of Forth.

The American Government believed that this constituted a breach of the

agreement made with Germany and, furthermore, that neither the Inter-

allied Maritime Transport Council nor the Supreme Economic Council

had jurisdiction in the matter. The Supreme Council alone was the body
competent to decide on the disposition of the ships and he urged that instruc-

tions be given that the order of the Supreme Economic Council be hdd in

abeyance pending the decision on the question by the Supreme Goxmcil,

M. Berthelot said that he had been present on the previous evening at

a meeting which Had taken place at M. Clemenceau’s room, at which M.
Berenger, who was one of the representatives of the French Government at

the meeting in Brussels on September 20th, had niade a report on the matters

discussed at this meeting. In the light of M. Berenger’s statements it was

clear that he was not aware of the points which had been raised by Mr.

Polk. He had gathered the impression from the conversation that there was

disagreement between the British and French Governments on the subject

of the disposition of the tank ships, but he wished to add that he was not

cognizant of the matter which Mr. Polk had presented to the Council.

Mr. Polk said that it was necessary to stop delivery of these ships being
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made from Hamburg until the Council had arrived at a decision in the

matter.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he was not familiar with all the aspects of the

question, and that he would have to consult his government.
' Mr. Polk said that an order of the Supreme Economic Council had
actually been given in the matter and that it would be necessary to suspend

the execution of this order until a decision had been reached.

M. Berthelot said that he believed the action would be taken in London,

and it was therefore necessary to advise the authorities in that place.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the matter seemed to him slightly involved.

There had been so many bodies which had dealt with this question that it

was not exactly clear to which body the order should be sent.

Mr. Polk said that to make sure the order should be sent to every body
which had dealt with the question.

M. PiGHON said that he was in favour of having the order for the delivery

of the ships held in suspense until the matter had been decided upon by the

Supreme Council. He pointed out, however, that the holding up of this

order did not affect the question of the final distribution of the ships.

Mr. Polk said that this was also his understanding of the matter. The
United States had not been represented on the Supreme Economic Council.

The Interallied Maritime Transport Council had felt that it had no authority

to order the delivery of the ships and had consequently referred the matter

to the Supreme Economic Council, despite the protest made by the United

States. The Economic Council had taken jurisdiction of the matter and had
given the orders for the delivery of the ships to the Firth of Forth. It was to

this body that the resolution of the Council should be sent without delay.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he would notify the authorities in London in

any case.

(It was decided that the fourteen oil tank ships, which Germany had been
allowed to retain at the time of the armistice, should not be delivered to

the Allies until such time as the Supreme Council has agreed upon their

ultimate disposition.)

(It was further decided that the Supreme Economic Council, which had
given the orders for the delivery of the ships in question, should be

instructed to take immediately the liecessary steps to cancel these orders.)

2. Sir Eyre Crowe said that in paragraph three of the resolution, taiken by

. the Supreme Council on the previous day, (h. d. 58^, Minute 2),

Tesclm
^ thought that a slight error^ad occurred. This paragraph, which

read as follows:

That the members ofthe Interallied Commission, charged with organiz-

ing the plebiscite, should not be chosen from among the members of the

Interallied Comnoission now at Teschen,’

biacL appeared in the report submitted by the joint Czecho-Slovak-Polish
^Commission as a mere expression of opinion of that body.

*m 62.
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He did not understand that the Commission had taken a definite resolution

on this point and he did not wish to criticise it as a decision. He was not in a

position to agree that it should be carried out, but would be obliged to refer to

his government. It was possible that sufficient personnel might not be found

to send a different British representation for the Plebiscite Commission than

that of the Interallied Commission now at Teschen. He thought it would be

well for each government to have free hand in the matter of this resolution.

M. Laroche said that at the meeting of the Joint Czecho-Slovak and

Polish Commission on September loth Colonel Kisch, the British representa-

tive, had suggested that the Interallied Commission actually at Teschen

should be reirdbrced with additional members for the purpose of supervising

the plebiscite.

He, M. Laroche, had answered that the Commission now at Teschen

should be completely withdrawn and a new Commission sent there for the

purpose of the plebiscite. His reasons in so urging were that the commission

at present in Teschen had been there for such a long time, and had been so

mixed up in local quarrels and difficulties that it was possible it would not

have sufficient prestige to carry into effect its orders regarding the plebiscite.

Colonel Kisch had agreed with this opinion. This agreement had enabled

M. Gambon to state that even though no decision had been taken by the

Commission on the point, this body was strongly in favour of the paragraph

referred to by Sir Eyre Crowe.

M. Gambon said that he was aU the more determined to maintain his

recommendation of the previous day for the reason that two letters had been

received in the interval; one was from M. Paderewski and the other from

M. Benes. M. Benes had said that the Czecho-Slovak Government could

not agree to the continuation in power ofthe present Commission at Teschen,

because of the numerous complaints which had been received against that

body, as well as the complaints which it had made against the local authori-

ties. It was highly desirable that a new Commission should be installed for

the purpose of the plebiscite. M. Paderewski, in a letter written to M.
Clemenceau, had spoken of the warlike atmosphere which existed through-

out Upper Silesia and which necessitated a military intervention. He
earnestly requested the immediate organization of a commission to carry

out the plebiscite in that region, and further stated that such a body should

send an appreciable number of officers ahead as an advance detachment.

In this instance both the Czecho-Slovaks and Poles were in accord, and
the Council should conform to their desires and send a new Commission
there immediately.

M. PiGHON said he understood that Sir Eyre Crowe would recommend
this proposition to his government.

Mr, Polk said that, in order to spare the feelings of the present members
of the Commission in Teschen, it would be as well that the matter should

appear in the form of a recommendation of the Czecho-Slovak-Polish

Commission, rather than a resolution of the Council.

(It was decided that the third paragraph of the resolution taken by the
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Council on the previous day (h. d. 58S Minute 2) be amended to read as

follows

:

^
3 . That it was preferable that the members of the Interallied Commis-

sion charged with organizing the plebiscite should not be chosen from
among the members of the Interalhed Commission now at Teschen.’)

3 -

Allcu^ancesfor 0£kers of
[Not printed]

the Interallied Commis-

sions of Control

4. M. PiGHON said that each delegation had received copies of the telegrams

sent by Sir George Clerk and that it might be well to await
Situation in Hun- the return of the latter to Paris before discussing the informa-
gary. Telegrams contained in his telegrams.
from Sir George

Clerk (The Council had before it the telegrams from Sir

George Clerk, dated Sept. i6th and 19th.—See Appen-
dices A, B, and C.)

M. Berthelot said that he had been instructed by M. Clemenceau to

inform the Council that he, M. Clemenceau, considered M. Bratiano’s

answer, as expressed in Sir George Clerk’s telegrams, as conciliatory.

This opinion was further strengthened by the fact that the Roumanian
Government had made several proposals seeking to conciliate their position

with the demands made by the Council. Colonel Antonesco had arrived

in Paris to settle the military questions with the Council. In addition,

M. Bratiano had stated that he was prepared to release the material for the

reconstruction of the bridge across tihie Save River, which he. had held up
pending the return by the Serbians of the material which they had removed

from the Banat. Furthermore, in order to avoid being charged with stirring

up Bolshevism in Hungary, and for the purpose of assisting the Hungarians

to form a police force, the Roumanian Government was prepared, on with-

drawing its forces from Hungary, to leave one division in Budapest under

the command of the senior Allied General in that city. This measure would

be for the purpose of maintaining order xmtil the Hungarians were in a

situation to guarantee it. Lastly, M. Bratiano was prepared to furnish a list

of the requisitions made by the Roumanians in Htmgary and agreed that

these should be thrown into the general pool for the purpose of the repara-

tions to all the Allies.

In view of the conciliatory nature of these proposals, M. Clemenceau had
believed that the delivery ofarms and munitions to the Roumanian Govern-

ment, agreed upon with the French in 1917, which had been temporarily

held up, should be resumed. He had accordingly given orders that these

rbe resumed. ^

Ponx said that he was somewhat sxxrprised that M. Clemenceau had

^
res]^nsibility alone, as the decision to stop all shipments ofmaterial

ta:^had be^ taken by the Five Powers constituting the Council.
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M. Berthelot said that he had not understood that the Council had

reached a decision on this matter. He believed that M. Glemenceau had

simply made an offer to suspend the French shipments^ which were being

made in execution of a contract entered into in 1917, and that this offer had

been accepted by the Council. In addition, M. Bratiano had given the

impression that France alone had suspended its shipments, for the British

Government was actually negotiating with the Roumanians for the delivery

ofnaval material and the transport of Roumanian material from Archangel.

Italy was also in the process of establishing an economic agreement with

Roumania.

Mr. Polk said that on August 25 (see h. d. 38% Minute 3) the Council

had taken a formal resolution to suspend shipments of material of all kind

to the Roumanian Government.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that Sir George Clerk had telegraphed to the

effect that the shipments of British war material to Roumania had been

stopped by virtue of the resolution of the Council referred to by Mr. Polk.

The former had recommended, however, that, if the answer of the Rouma-
nian Government was considered satisfactory by the Council the embargo on
the shipments should be raised,

M. Berthelot admitted that there had been a resolution which had
slipped his memory for the time being, and that this placed a different aspect

on the situation.

M. PiGHON suggested that the Council would do well to await the arrival

of Sir George Clerk.

Mr. Polk agreed with M. Pichon, but drew attention again to the fact

that the French Government had issued orders to recommence its shipments.

He said that this placed him in an embarrassing position as he had stopped

all American shipments immediately after the resolution referred to had
been passed. It was extremely necessary for all the Allies to act together in

this matter. M. Bratiano and his representatives had promised much, but

up to the present had done nothing. In the communication made to Sir

George Clerk on the subject of requisitions, the Roumanians had distinctly

reserved everything which they had taken during the fighting. This reserva-

tion might be extended to include everything which they had removed from
Budapest. They also said that they would retain all material which had
formerly belonged to them. The Allied Generals in Budapest were in an
undignified position, and he could not agree with his colleagues that the

Roumanian answer was conciliatory.

Sir Eyre Crowe said it would be well to adjourn the matter pending the

return of Sir George Clerk. He had received information by telegram to the

effect that the Roumanians had made exorbitant requisitions in Hungary
and that the actual situation in Budapest was very different from that which

the Roumanians themselves described.

M. Berthelot said that it would not be difficult to suspend the order

given by the French Government to continue the shipments to Roumania.
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Mr. Polk said it would be better that this should be done.

(It was decided that the resolution of the Council of August 25 (h. d. 38^

Minute 3) he upheld, and that no shipments of material to Roumania
shotild be authorized at the present time.

It was further decided to adjourn the discussion of the question of

Roumania until the arrival of Sir George Clerk from Bucharest.)

5. (At this point M. Paderewski entered the room.)

M. Paderewski said that the Polish Government had
studied the question of Eastern Galicia, on which the Council

had deliberated. In this matter it had been guided not only

by reasons of State, but also by the sincere desire to ascertain

in what measure the provisions of the Polish Commission had
carried out the wishes of the Supreme Council. He had consulted the

Parliamentary Commissions of the Polish National Assembly, and numerous

delegates from the people of all parts ofthe country, and also the Ruthenians,

and he was sorry to inform the Council that the results had not been satis-

factory. Galicia was one of the regions which had been greatly devastated,

and more civilians had been killed therein than in any other country. Since

the armistice a civil war had deluged Poland with blood and the Ukrainians,

led by the Germans, had carried havoc into the country. At the moment
when the Allies were silencing the German guns on the Western Front, the

Germans had been in process of devastating Poland and Galicia.

Moved by the sufferings of these people the Peace Conference had en-

deavoured to establish order, security, and justice in Galicia, and had,

therefore wished to grant autonomy to- that country. He pointed out, how-

ever, that Poland itself had already granted autonomy to Galicia, by virtue

of the Polish Diet. As this was the case, and the province in question had

been completely restored to order, Poland was at a loss to understand the

decision taken by the Peace Conference.

It was not easy for him to translate the feelings of a multitude of people,

but intense pain had been caused to Poland by the rigour of the Council’s

decision to cut out of its body politic a province which had been a part of

Poland since the 14th century. He realized that his country was too weak
to enforce its historic rights. Poland once extended from the Baltic to the

Danube, from the Elbe to the Dnieper, but it was not the wish of that

country to claim Moravia and Slovakia from its good neighbours the Czecho-

slovaks.

Poland’s rights to Galicia were not based upon past history, but upon the

present and future. It was not a correct statement that only the urban
population in Eastern Galicia was Polish and that the rural population was
Ruthene. The population of the rural districts was largely Polish and in

certain regions the proportion was as high as 50 per cent. At the time of

ihe Austrian domination, 85 per cent of the direct taxes in Eastern Galicia

been paid by Poles. Poland, while not basing its claims on the past,
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was obKged to insist upon the present, as its national existence was at

stake.

The city of Danzig, and the railway line leading from Warsaw there, an
essential outlet for the Polish State, had been denied to Poland on the ques-

tion of nationality because the population was largely German, On the

other hand in Upper Silesia, on the request of the Germans, a defeated

enemy power, a plebiscite had been granted—in a region which was essenti-

ally Polish, as admitted by the Germans themselves. And now Poland was
faced with the loss of Lemberg, the population of which was 85 per cent

Polish, for the temporary regime proposed for Galicia meant a certain loss

of that country.

This temporary regime proposed by the Council brought joy to the hearts

of the Germans. Instead oflaw and order existing in the country, its results

would be continual conflicts of all kinds. A permanent electoral campaign
would be carried on. German agents, the very men who had killed Polish

women and children, would constitute the members of the Galician Diet.

The temporary regime furthermore, from an economic point of view, would
prevent the exploitation of Polish resources in Galicia, especially in the oil

districts where much Allied capital had been invested. It would be Poland’s

duty to furnish the help necessary for the reconstruction of the country. If

at the end of the temporary period provided for Galicia be snatched from
Poland, from what source would Poland draw its reimbursement?
He further pointed out that neither Admiral Koltchak, as representing

Russia, nor General Petlioura, as representing the Ukraine, disputed

Poland’s just claims to Eastern Galicia. He had only heard of the proposed
Treaty by rumours as he had not seen the proposed text of the document.
He believed, however, that it comprised three clauses which were extremely

prejudicial to Polish interests.

These were: First, the entrusting, of the agrarian reform to the Galician

diet; second, the fact that Galicia was not to be represented in the Polish

diet; and lastly that the inhabitants of Galicia were not to be submitted to

the compulsory military service of Poland.

On the first point he said that the Polish Government alone should be
entrusted with the agrarian reforms in Galicia, as otherwise the Galician

diet, inspired by German influence, would only look to the despoiling of their

Polish neighbours.

On the second point he felt that it was impossible that two million Poles

living in Eastern Galicia should not have a voice in the Diet at Warsaw,
As regards military service it would not be just to accord the Galicians all

the rights and privileges of the Polish government without subjecting them
to its obligations.

The general scheme of the Treaty seemed to him to be to detach GaHcia
from Poland at the earliest possible moment. The temporary regime pro-

vided for meant the loss of Lemberg and all Eastern Galicia, a loss which
Poland could not endure and survive. Poland would never forgive its

delegates to the Conference should it lose Eastern Galicia. It was obliged
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to defend this territory as it would defend its own body. Galicia had given

poets, heroes and statesmen to Poland. He entreated the Council not to

impose on Poland the temporary regime for Eastern Galicia provided by the

Treaty. He asked that the treaty be not upheld, if the Council desired to see

a firm allied state in Central Europe.

In conclusion he asked that Galicia be granted to Poland and promised

that the latter would govern it in the interests of humanity and justice, and
that no complaints, except from the German interests, would be heard.

6. Mr. Polk suggested that the Council was not making much progress

with the agenda at each of its meetings. He therefore suggested

^e^Comcil
meetings should take place earlier in the day, or twice a

day, or that Committees may be made use of to a greater extent.

In addition, he proposed that where unanimity had been reached upon a

question in the discussions of any Commission, this matter be placed at the

head of the agenda each day and the reading of the report of the Commission

be omitted.

M. PiGHON said that he and M. Clemenceau would be unable to attend

meetings of the Council in the afternoon as they were both engaged at the

French Chamber.

(After some further discussion, it was decided:

(1) that the meetings of the Coimcil should take place at 10.30 o’clock each

morning.

(2) that matters upon which unanimous decisions had been reached at the

Commission hearings, should be placed at the head of the agenda

for each day and the reading of the Commission’s report thereon be

omitted.)

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Hdtel de Crillon^ Paris

^

September 23, igig.

Appendix A to No. 63

Decypher of telegram from General BandhoVtZy Bucharest^ transmitted from United

States Signal Corps
^
Paris.

i). September 16, 1919. R. 10. 20. September 19, 1919.

[?N]o. 74. Following firom Bucharest; request transmission to Supreme Council:

—

Mo. 2 (R).

I arrived at Bucharest Thursday September nth but owing to Ministerial crisis

and absence ofMinisters, summoned by the King to Sinaia, was unable to transmit

wmmunication on that day.

Mr. Bratiano resigned from Office on the morning of September 12th but told

would continue to direct affairs until his successor was appointed and
it int^mnbent on him to do all in his power to hasten an agree-

th^ Supreme Council although he no longer held politicsd position
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qualifying him to give formal and final reply to the Note from the Supreme
Council.

I accordingly delivered the Note and copies of the previous telegrams to Mr.

Bratiano at the same time explaining my position as defined in my instructions

from M. Glemenceau. I also assured Mr. Bratiano of the desire of the Supreme
Council to reach friendly understanding and cordial co-operation with the

Roumanian Government.

This morning Mr. Bratiano gave me a summary of his views on the Note. His

Excellency said that some of it both in form and substance (J^rtxich.—fond) seemed

to him unjust to Roumanian Government and founded on evidence that required

corroboration; if it lay with him to give a formal reply he would be obliged to

refer to points which did not correspond to the situation of Roumania and which

misrepresented her actions. It was not, however, under such a discussion that he

intended to set forth his conclusions for he neither wished nor intended to say any-

thing that might further embitter the situation as he was most anxious to re-establish

relations of mutual and friendly confidence. Roumania had always realised

(? ‘importance of’ omitted) good relations with Allies and had never intended

to depart from them. Isolated acts of abuse might have occurred during the

Roumanian advance as happened in every similar case, but they were entirely

against Mr. Bratiano’s policy and instructions, and, where proved, would be

punished. Roumania most of all of the Allies required setded and prosperous

Hungary on her frontiers and self-interest alone urged moderation.

As regards requisitions Mr. Bratiano gave me an explanation which I am send-

ing in separate telegram. He added that Colonel Antonesco, D.M.O., left for

Paris on (? August 22nd) and would give all necessary information on the subject.

For one thing Mr. Bratiano assumed full responsibility. When last Hungarian
advance failed and became retreat he ordered Roumanian army not to stop until

they had taken Budapest. Mr. Bratiano felt that for security of Roumania and
Europe generally this was essential and his action seemed to him, though un-

authorised, so patently in general interest that he had not hesitated to take it

rather than refer to Paris and risk refusal such as he had experienced before. As
regards the four questions put to Roumania in the Note:

(i) Mr. Bratiano was not only ready but anxious to withdraw Roumanian
forces who were heavy charge on the Government and who ought to be at home
for the harvest. Failing any arrangements for close co-operation of Allies presence

of Roumanian Army aroused resentment of certain parts of Hungarian people

without gaining in return the gratitude of Hungarian Government and of the

elements of order who, thanks to the army, could organise themselves. On the

other hand Allied powers suspected and fettered the action which the Roumanian
army thought to take in the general interest. Bratiano had accordingly issued

instruction for withdrawal to begin at once though he was not confident what the

result would be in Hungary. I said, presumably Hungarian authorities would be

given facilities to constitute police force in evacuated zone for maintenance oflaw

and order.

(2 and 3) No requisitions were allowed beyond military and railway material

and supplies for army of occupation while payment in money or requisition bonds

was always made for supplies. Bratiano was ready to agree that reparation com-

mission should make an inventory of all requisitions which had not been carried

out by Roumanian forces under arms and that value ofsuch as belonged to general

stock should be subtracted from Roumanians share but he considered that in view
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of Roumania’s particular interest he was justified in making condition that

Roumania should be represented on commission charged with this duty.

(4) Order and responsible Government in Hungary were more essential to

Roumania than to anyone but he, Mr. Bratiano, insisted that collaboration ought

to be real and that Roumania should not be asked to carry out orders without

previous consultation and consideration, and he further dwelt on the fact that

Roumanian army could only help Hungarian Government which while having

understanding with the Powers must also be in agreement with Roumania.

(I understand this somewhat obscure phrase to mean that Roumanians interests

are so (geographically? decidedly) concerned with future relations with Hungary

that a Hungarian Government must give guarantees which will satisfy Roumania
as well as the Great Powers.) Mr. Bratiano to whpm I have shown this telegram

authorizes me to say it conveys in summarized form his attitude towards the 4
questions asked of him by the Supreme Council.

(Signed: Clerk)

Appendix B to No. 63

. Telegram. Translation.

September jg, igig. Received : September 20, igig.

From: Sir G. Clerk, Bucharest. To: Supreme Council, Paris.

Mr. Bratiano, much excited by the story of the children’s hospital, asks me to

inform the Coniference that he has received from Budapest a report proving that

the doctors directing the children’s hospital in this city have declared in writing

that neither the Roumanian authorities nor any Roumanian subject in this

hospital has taken away any medicine, dressings, or other sanitary objects, and

that consequently the children’s lives have not been endangered. The military

authorities at Budapest have requested the Inter-Allied Commission to investigate

this affair.

Appendix C to No. 63

Telegram. Translation.

BUCHAREST, September ig^ igig*

Received : September 22, igig.

From: Sir G, Clerk.

To: Sir Eyre Crowe, Hotel Astoria, Paris.

Although I have not received a reply to my telegrams addressed to the Supreme

Council, Mr. Bratiano tells me that he has learned indirectly from Paris that these

telegrams have been considered as forming the basis of an agreement.

I propose, therefore, to leave here Monday. 3 A longer stay on my part might

be used by political parties to further their own interests. Mr. Bratiano has more-

over explained to me his opinion on the situation in Hungary with more detail and

more precision, and has asked me to take his declaration to Paris. I am going to

Budapest, where I will arrive Tuesday evening, and where I hope to see Mr,
E^mandi and the Allied Generals. I will leave for Vienna and Paris the next

the fastest way.

® September aa, 1919.
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No. 64

H. D. 6o.] J^otes ofa Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. PichorCs Room at the Quai dDrsay^ Paris^ on Thursday^

September 25^ 1919^ o.t 10.30 a.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Sir Eyre Crowe; secretary, Mr. H. Norman.
France: M. Tardieu; secretary, M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Scialoja; secretary, M. Barone Russo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Mr. C. Russell. British Empire: Captain

Hinchley-Gooke. France: Commandant Fortier. Italy: Lieutenant de

Carlo.

Interpreter: M. Camerlynck.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned :

—

Mr. A. Dulles, Mr. F. K. Nielsen.

British Empire: Mr. Carr, Mr. Nicolson, Lt.-Col. Kisch, General

Sackville-West, Commander Lucas, R.N.
France: M. Cambon, M. Laroche, General Le Rond, M. Lazard.

Italy: M. Brambilla, M. Dell’Abbadessa.

I.

Convention of the Plenary
[Not printed]

Labour Commission

2. Mr. Polk said that at the last meeting it had been decided^ that the

German Oil
Economic Council should be asked to take immediately

Tank^Ships
necessary steps to guarantee the delivery to the Allies of

fourteen German oil tank ships. According to information which
he had received no orders on the subject had been given in London.
M. Tardieu said that he was informed that the Supreme Economic

Council had been acquainted with the decision of the Council, but he was
without information as to whether the order had been carried out or not.

Mr. Polk said that it was necessary for the Supreme Economic Council

to immediately carry out the measures which were asked of them, as in the

meantime the ships would be delivered.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he telegraphed to London to arrange that an
expert be sent to him to furnish information on the subject.

Mr. Polk said that in any event Admiral Charlton should be directed to

keep the ships where they were until further orders were received.

M. Tardieu said that the situation appeared to be as follows: The
Supreme Economic Council, which was in possession of the resolution of

the Supreme Council, thought that there was something to be said in

connection with the matter. The French Government held the same view.

In 48 hours the Conference would be in possession of the Supreme Economic

Council’s proposals.

^ See No. 63, minute i.
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Mr. Polk said that in awaiting this decision it was most urgent that the
ships should not be moved.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he had telegraphed to London in regard to the
matter.

M. Laroche said that only the Armistice Commission was in. position to

stop the delivery.

Mr, Polk said that he considered it essential that the Supreme Council
should act, for up to the moment it appeared to him that the only steps taken
in the matter had been through the Idndness of Sir Eyre Crowe,
M. Tardieu said that if a resolution was taken in a sense of what Mr. Polk

asked, the Council would be doing exactly what had been done on the

preceding day.

(M. Tardieu then read the resolution taken on September 23rd,

H. D. 59.1)

Mr. Polk said that in any case it would be necessary for the Supreme
Council to take steps which had been asked of it. If they had not done this,

it was necessary to know the reasons. The Armistice Commission should be
asked to suspend all action.

M. Tardieu said that that had been decided at the previous meeting. He
would ascertain in the afternoon just what the Supreme Economic Council

had done and whether they had executed the order of the Conference and
in what manner.

Qitestion ofSpitzberg
[Not printed]^

4. M. Tardieu read an extract of a letter from Lord Milner to M. Dutasta

Pnri„a„,» rUirr
August 14th, 1919. (Soc Appcudix Dj). The Special

to Kionga
Commission on Mandates at its meeting in London on
August 5th had unanimously proposed that the Portuguese

claims to the triangle of Kionga should be recognized. (This proposal was
adopted.)

It was decided:

to accept the proposal made by the Special Commission on Mandates
at its meeting of August 5th, and to recognize Portugal as the original

’ and legitimate proprietor ofthis part of the former German Colony of East
Africa, situated south ofthe Rovuma and known as the * Eaonga Triajigle’.

5, M. Tardieu read a letter of September 14th, 1919, addressed by

Organkation ofInter-
Tittoni to the President of the Conference asking that

Allied Commission of the Military Representatives at Versailles should be
Control in Austria directed to Study the question of organization ofa military,

CJoTincil approved the draft of the treaty relative to the archipelago of
^ which was unanhnously recommended by the Commission on Spitzbeigen

4y- note 14). The treaty was signed at Paris on' February 9, 1920, and is printed
^teOe (i^), vol. cxiii, pp. 789-97. 3 Not printed.



naval and air control for Austria. (See Appendix E.^) The proposal was

adopted.

It was decided

:

that the permanent Military representatives at Versailles should be

directed to prepare, together with the Naval and Air representatives of the

Allied and Associated Powers, a detailed proposal in view of the constitu-

tion of Interallied Commissions of Military,^ Naval and Air Control, which

should be charged to see to the execution by Austria of the Military, Naval

and Air Clauses of the Treaty of Peace.

6. Sir Eyre Crowe said that he had received a telegram from Sir George

Clerk who had proposed returning to Paris unless the Supreme

^^or^Tciefk^
Council directed him to remain. He had telegraphed to Sir

George Clerk that the Supreme Council would undoubtedly

desire to discuss the matter. Upon receiving this telegram Sir George Clerk

decided to remain. He finally telegraphed him to come to Budapest and

from there to Paris. He thought that this telegram had not reached himi

M. Tardieu said that he was grateful for this information, but he could

not see that anyone was to blame for the delay.

Mr. Polk said that the Relief Administration had a telegraph line to

Budapest and that he would be glad to place this wire at Sir Eyre Crowe’s

disposal for any telegranas which he might desire to send to Sir George
Qerk.

by Germany

7. Sir Eyre Crowe said that Mr. Lloyd George was more than ever

convinced that firm action should be taken to force the
J^a^uatwn of the

Q^i-jn^ans to evacuate the Baltic Provinces. Mr. Lloyd George
a tic rovinces

would not press the point, that Polish troops

should be utilized. He was now charged by the British

Government to make a new proposal. The Allies had pledged themselves

in previous conversations with the Germans to facilitate the importation into

Germany of food-stuffs of which Germany was in great need, and they had
authorized the Germans to communicate to the Supreme Economic Council

a list of articles which they particularly needed. He proposed that the

Supreme Economic Council should be asked to stop the shipment of food-

stuffs and other necessities to Germany and that the German Government
be notified accordingly. Mr. Lloyd George thought that this would have a
very good effect. He thought also that the American Government were

prepared to stop all financial transactions with Germany. If these measures

were insufficient it would be necessary to take whatever further steps seemed
advisable. Mr. Lloyd George had always advocated the utilization of the

Polish Army and he now proposed that the head ofthe British Naval Mission

in France place himself at the disposal of Marshal Foch to study with him
the question of what military and naval measures might be advantageous

at a future date. He had prepared the draft of a note (see annex F^), the

^ Not printed. The first three paragraphs of this draft were identical with those in that

prepared by General Weygand (see No. 60, appendix B), subject to a note to the third
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first three paragraphs repeating the words of the note prepared by General
Weygand, which had already been discussed. It would be necessary to

change the end of the third paragraph in such a way as to take into account

the remarks which Mr. Polk had made at the last meeting, s. The end of

the note would be drafted in the manner which he had pointed out. If the

American Delegation consented^ it would be possible to insert a supple-

mentary paragraph respecting the suppression of financial transactions.

M. Tardieu said that if he understood the British proposal correctly, it

called for immediate action, first, the refusal of the German demands for the

furnishing of food for Germany; second, the refusal of credits. If these

measures were insufficient the British Government were willing to consider

the question of military action. He agreed with this proposal, but wished to

make two rernarks, one as to form, and the other as to substance. In regard

to form, the British Delegation proposed that the Allies resei've the right to

take further steps. This was the fourth time that the question had been

raised, and, in view of this fact, it seemed to him that the least which could

be done, if the Allied and Associated Governments wished to make a real

threat, was to take actual steps. He. proposed, therefore, that the note should

say that, if the Allied and Associated Governments did not receive satis-

faction, they would take other steps.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he would accept this modification.

M. Tardieu said that he remembered that Mr. Polk had said that it might

be advisable to stop the repatriation of German prisoners of war. He asked

whether Sir Eyre Crowe had referred this matter to the British Government,

and whether he had received any instructions.

Sir Eyre Crowe replied that he had received no instructions from his

Government on this point.

Mr. Polk said that he was convinced that something ought to be done.

He preferred action to a threat. In a conversation which had recently taken

place at Versailles between Colonel Logan and Baron von Lersner, Colonel

Logan had not failed to call attention to the bad impression which the

attitude of the German Government had made upon the American Govern-

paragraph as to the desirability of an amendment to take account of Mr. Polk’s remarks

(see below) . The draft continued (French text as in original)

:

‘L’evacuation devra 6tre entreprise imm^atement, poursuivie sans arr^t et compl^te-

ment achevee dans le plus bref delai possible.

‘Les Gouvernements Allies et Associ^ font connaitre par la presente note, que tant

qu’ils ne seront pas assure que leur demande a regu enti^re satisfaction, ils ne prendront

en considerationaucune des demandesdu Gouvernement allemand, touchant le ravitaille-

ment de I’AUemagne en vivres et en mati^res premieres, que le Conseil Supreme etudie

actuellement. Ils ont, en consequence, donne ordre au Conseil Supreme £conomique
de ne pas examiner ces demandes.
‘ (Id, on insererait un paragraphe analogue concemant I’arret des transactions financides)

.

‘Si le Gouvernement allemand continuait k ne pas donner satisfaction k leur demande,
les Puissances Allises et Assoddes se r&ervent le droit de prendre toutes autres mesures

^ I qu^dles pourront juger necessaires pour veiller k 1’execution des dauses de I’annistice.’
' 5 Tfee rdcrence was apparently to the remarks by Mr. Polk on a legal point, recorded in

Flo. 6o, minute a. ^ .
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ment. Colonel Logan had pointed out that it was most important that

Germany should take action^ and had let him imderstand that if the action

were delayed, America would take definite steps. Baron von Lersner had
replied that it was a political question and that the Army which was in the

hands ofthe reactionaries would not obey the Government which was power-

less. Colonel Logan then said that this' explanation was not satisfactory and

that if the German Government had no power it had better withdraw. It

was necessary that that Government should take immediate measures to

prove its good faith. He added that Colonel Logan had not spoken in the

name of the Council, but the Germans had learned unofficially the view of

the United States.

M. Tardieu asked whether the Council were in agreement as to the first

three paragraphs.

Mr. Polk said that there remained the question of the alteration of the

last phrase and that he would propose a draft.

M. Tardieu said that he thought that it would not serve a useful purpose

to fix a delay and to say at the soonest possible moment for from the present

moment the Allied and Associated Governments proposed to take action.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he would ask his Government whether it would
be possible to make any statement in the note regarding the holding-up of

the repatriation of the German prisoners of war, but he wished to ask if the

repatriation, of the prisoners of war were stopped it would necessarily

apply to all the Allied Powers and whether it would not be possible to speak

of a total of [or] partial holding-up of the repatriation. He did not think

that tlie British Government were prepared, so far as they were concerned,

to stop the repatriation completely for the work of repatriation was in

operation and it was difficult to stop it.

M. Tardieu said that thiswould nevertheless be a most efficacious method
of action.

M. SciALOjA said that he agreed that this method could be most usefully

employed.

M. Tardieu said that for the sake of their own peace it was most necessary

for the German Government that the repatriation be continued. If the

repatriation were stopped pressure would be brought upon the German
Government by the German people themselves. It was, therefore, highly

important that an expression of this threat be made in the note.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that if the proposal was accepted he thought it

would be advisable that the decision of the Council be made known to the

public through the press. He wished to ask, however, what Powers had
consented to the proposed repatriation of the German prisoners of war in

their custody.

M. Matsui said that Japan was in a difficult situation. The repatriation

had begun. He asked whether the prisoners’ transports should be held up
en route, for instance at Singapore. That would be difficult. He thought

that it would be preferable to adopt the formula : ‘total or partial suspension

of repatriation.’
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M, Tardieu said that the American, British and Japanese Governments
had consented to the repatriation, but that the German Government had
received a communication in the name of the Allied and Associated Powers.

He wished to recall the terms of the note which had been addressed to the

German Delegation and which had been prepared by Mr. Balfour.

(M. Tardieu then read the text of the declaration of the Allied and
Associated Powers relative to the repatriation of prisoners of war. See

H. D. 41.^)

He said that it would be possible to insert in the reply the following phrase:

‘at the same time the Allied and Associated Powers, with reference to Para-

graph 2 of their declaration ofAugust 28th last, pointed out that the benevo-

lent measures respecting the anticipated repatriation of German prisoners

of war was [^zV] to take place either for all the prisoners or for part of

them.’

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he wished to make it quite clear that if the

British Government did not interrupt the repatriation of prisoners of war
they were not acting counter to the resolution of the Council.

M. Tardieu said that he wished to point out that ifthe British Government
continued to repatriate the prisoners, the threat ofthe Council would be vain,

and, in that event, he thought it would be better to make no threat. It

would be necessary to ascertain from Sir Crowe [sic] and Mr. Polk whether

Great Britain and America were prepared to interrupt the repatriation of

prisoners.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he wished to point out that the interruption

of the repatriation would be far more prejudicial to Great Britain than to

Germany.

M. Tardieu asked whether Mr. Polk was in a position to furnish a para-

graph in regard to the refusal of credits.

Mr. Polk said that he would take up the matter on that day.

M. Tardieu said that in any event it would be possible to refer the draft

reply to the Drafting Committee in order that the Committee could agree

upon a reply which would include Mr. Polk’s draft paragraph and the

proposal of the British Delegation.

Mr. Polk said that he wished to point out that it would not be possible

for him to receive a reply by the following day.

(It was decided

:

(1) that the Drafting Committee should prepare a note to the German
Delegation concerning the evacuation of the Baltic Provinces by
Germany

;

(2) that the Drafting Committee should take as a basis for its work the

note prepared by General Weygand and .modified by the British

Delegation (Appendix F^) with the changes in text approved by the

Council;

prepared by Mr. Polk should be noted ; and,

~
‘

“

^
^ No. 45 (minute 2).
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(4) that in case the American and British Governments agreed to an
interruption of the repatriation of prisoners of war, an additional

paragraph should be prepared to notify the total or partial interrup-

tion of the repatriation of German prisoners of war.)

Blockade of

Soviet Russia

8. M. Tardieu said that the Council had received new proposals from the

Blockade Commission (see Appendix G^).

Mr. Polk read and commented upon the annex to this

proposal (see Appendix H).

Sir Eyre Crowe said that his experts did not consider the American
proposal sufficient. They thought that the following text should be adopted.

(See Appendix I.) The British experts thought that this proposal would
renew [? remove] a number of difficulties. There would be no blockade.

There would be no capturing of ships. Vessels would be instructed to turn

back. They would be informed that, there was danger ahead. If they still

persisted they would be made to turn back.

Mr. Polk asked what would happen if the ships refused to obey the orders

given therri.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that they would not refuse.

M. Matsui said that he thought that it was quite probable that they

would refuse.

Commandant Levavasseur said that the British proposal was a make-
shift. If a ship wished to pass there was no method of stopping it. He
desired to point out that from the day when peace was signed with Germany
no warship had any longer the right to stop a merchant ship. If a mer-
chant ship wished to pass in spite of the injunctions of the Allied war-

ships there was nothing that could be done. The former proposals made it

possible to avoid these dangers. He asked what would happen if a cruiser

should meet a German convoy escorted by destroyers which insisted upon
passing. He thought that this was a question which ought to be care&Uy
studied.

M. Tardieu said that it was most important to avoid taking decisions

which could not be applied. The British proposal undoubtedly presented

serious inconveniences. He thought that so far as the American proposal

was concerned it would be inconvenient to permit the Commander of each

warship to judge as to the action which he chose to exercise. In both cases

there was no impression of an operation well conceived and likely to be

pressed to a successful conclusion.

Commandant Levavasseur said that in the proposals formerly presented

the Commanders of ships of war were vested with the authority of 2iU the

Powers.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that that would also apply to the British proposal.

It would be communicated by the Principal Allied and Associated Powers

to the neutral Governments.

7 Not printed. This appendix contained a draft dated August 25, 1919 which was
the same as the draft dated August 21 in Appendix D to No. 41 apart from two drafting

amendments and the omission of the penultimate paragraph of the first draft.
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M. Tardieu agreed, but said that in the British proposal it was the means

of execution which were inadequate.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he could not agree, for the British proposal

gave vessels of war the right of turning back merchant ships.

M. SciALOjA said that the proposal would not foreshadow any possible

action in the event that merchant ships refused to obey the order.

Commandant Levavasseur said that he thought that in preparing the

proposal for which he acted as spokesman, provision was made for the right

of turning back ships.

M. Taiodieu said that in fact there was a blockade without the right of

capturing cargoes.

Mr. Polk said that he thought that there was danger of creating a new

kind ofblockadewhich would not be recognized in International Law. In view

of the fact that the Allied and Associated Governments were not at war with

Soviet Russia, they would be creating a dangerous precedent. The United

States would not give clearance to vessels desiring to leave American ports

for Russia. The danger lay in the case ofleaving Scandinavia or Germany.

M. Tardieu asked Mr. Polk whether the reserve contained in the American

proposal was sufficient to satisfy him.

Mr. Polk replied that it was. He added that ifa neutral ship were stopped

in its course, for example a Danish ship, the Allied and Associated Govern-

ments exposed themselves to the payment of damages.

Commandant Levavasseur said that the note of the Allied and Associated

Governments would be addressed to the neutral Governments. If these

Governments accepted the contents no difficulty would arise.

M. Tardieu said that the agreement of these Governments would serve

as the basis for this new form of blockade.

Mr. Polk asked what the situation would be if the neutral Governments

did not accept. The notification would not bind them or protect the AUies

against claims for damages.

Commandant Levavasseur said that in one case as in the other the situa-

tion would be the same. It was a question of a blockade which was not a

blockade.

Mr. Polk said that he would be equally frank and that if they wanted a

blockade, the best means would be to declare*war against Russia.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that it should be remembered that the warships were

carrying on hostile operations in the Baltic against the Bolsheviks according

to the orders of the Allies. It was necessary to give them means of fulfilling

their mission.

M. Tardieu agreed.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the difficulty should not be exaggerated. A
few ships would be stopped, they would learn that they could not

.

pass and

soon no ships would appear.

Polk said that the United States hesitated to create precedents. In

;
I

; ;wei^fesent war they had had difficulties with the precedents ofthe American
- C&il War." '



M. Tardieu said that he wished to call Mr. Polkas attention to the

observation of Sir Eyre Crowe with which he entirely agreed. The Allied

fleets in the Baltic were in fact playing the role ofwar vessels on war service.

That being the case, he could not see how it was less serious to stop merchant

ships than to bombard Cronstadt. A difficult question of form ought not to

be sufficient to prevent a solution of the question. In view of these facts, he

agreed with Sir Eyre Crowe, that even if the Allied and Associated Powers

ran the risk of having to pay damages, they should be willing to take the

risk in view of the present situation. There were many examples in history

of pacific blockades, for example the case of Greece and of China. The
pacific blockade had a recognized place in International Law.
Mr. Polk said that it was not a question of a pacific blockade,

M. Tardieu said that he did not agree. The blockade in question was a

means of coercion.

M. SciALOjA said that in order to conform to the regulations of Inter-

national Law, it would be necessary to communicate the state of blockade

to the Soviet Government, but in view of the fact that that Government was
not recognized, he did not see that strictly speaking it was a question of

blockade. He thought that it was rather a question of international police

and that the precedents in this sense should be examined.

M. Tardieu said that the Council agreed as to the practical utility of the

measures proposed. But Mr. Polk objected to the precedents which would
be created. He suggested that the legal advisers be asked to study the

precedents and find a formula to which all could agree. So far as the execu-

tion ofthe blockade was concerned the proposals ofthe Naval representatives

would be adopted. He did not wish to delay the solution of a question which
had already been too much delayed, but what he proposed appeared

necessary.

M. Cambon said that he wished to recall precedents which existed. Great

Britain and France had often used the pacific blockade as a means ofcoercion.

The examples of Greece and of China had recently been mentioned. The
difficulty in the present case was that there was no Government in Russia to

which a notification of the blockade could be communicated.
M. Laroche said that the very fact of there being no Government would

justify, a measure of international police.

M. Tardieu said that he wished to sum up the situation as he saw it. It

would be possible to impose a pacific blockade if a Government existed to

which a notification of the blockade could be made. No such Government
existed. It was therefore necessary to trust to the ingenuity of the legal

advisers to find a means ofjustifying a measure of internation^ police.

Mr. Polk agreed that the question should be referred to the Drafting

Committee.

(It was decided

:

(1) to request the Drafting Committee to immediately examine the
ar^ments in International Law upon which the Blockade of Soviet
Russia could be based ; and,
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(2) to call to the attention of the Drafting Committee the fact that the
absence of a Government in Soviet Russia recognised hy the Powers
prevented the Powers from notifying that Government in the regidar

way of a state of blockade.)

9. M. Gambon read and commented upon the proposal of the Commission
on Polish Affairs which it was hoped would be consistent with

^E^emGalida
opinion formerly expressed by the Supreme Council on

the subject of agrarian legislation in Eastern Galicia. (See

Appendix J.)

Mr. Polk said he had no objection to make to this text.

M. Tardieu recalled the declarations which M. Paderewski had made
before the Supreme Council. M. Paderewski had stated that he could not

admit that the agrarian question was not one for the National Assembly at

Warsaw to decide.

M. Gambon said that he wished to add that, in a private conversation,

M.'Paderewski had told him that he was in favour of the League of l^ations

scheme. M. Paderewski had insisted that the attribution of Eastern Galicia

be made in a definite way. If he (M. Gambon) might express a personal

view, he wished to add that the Council were going beyond their rights in

entrusting the fate of an entirely agricultural district to a population the

majority of which was not Polish.

Mr. Polk said that M. Paderewski had opposed, above everything else,

the provisional character of the statute. He (Mr. Polk) thought that it would

be possible to satisfy M. Paderewski in suppressing the provisional character

and in altering certain points of the proposal. With this end in view he had

prepared a memorandum (see Annex [Appendix] K). He felt that in

establishing a provisional regime the Council were allowing the existence of

a region in the Central Europe which would become a dangerous centre

of discord.

M. Gambon said that he shared this view, but that he thought there was

still another reason for giving Galicia more complete autonomy. Poland

would be much more disposed to accept a more complete autonomy for

Galicia if she knew that there was a question of definite organization. The
question could not be solved on that day and it would be necessary tp send

Ihe American memorandum to the Commission, but on this point it would

be necessary for the Council to express an opinion by which the Com-
nxission could be guided. They should give their view as to whether East

Galicia should be definitely attributed to Poland. He wished to point out

that the American memorandum (Chapter I, Sec. B) dealt with this

subject.

: M. SciALOjA said that in effect Eastern Galicia would be placed under a

Ta]W)IEU said, that tlm would not be altogether the case for this

wc^d not have a tem^rary character. ,

Q could not agree to the CounciPs sup-



pressing the temporary character of the statute. He recalled the fact that

the British Government had originally opposed the union of Eastern

Galicia with Poland. He had accepted a compromise because a plebiscite

had been promised. Now the idea of the plebiscite had been given up.

He could not, without instructions, accept this solution in view of the

fact that it completely altered the principles which had been previously

raised.

Mr. Polk proposed that the American memorandum be simply referred

to the Commission.

M. Tardieu said that he wished to hold to what he had previously said,

purely as his own opinion.

M. SciALOjA said that it conformed to the proposal previously made by

M. Sonnino.

(It was decided

;

to refer to the Committee on Polish Affairs the memorandum presented

by the American Delegation (Appendix K).)

10. General Le Rond read and commented upon Report No. 6 of the

Commission on Polish Affairs.^

approved the proposals of the Com-
mission.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he also approved of these proposals, but he

wished to ask in what form the Council intended to communicate the decisions

which they had taken to the Polish Government. He thought that the question

of form was most important.

M. Laroche said that it would be sufficient to inform the Polish Govern-

ment that the territories lying west of the line traced by the Commission

would be definitely attributed to Poland.

Sir Eyre Crowe asked whether it would not be necessary to include a

Treaty.

M. Laroche said that in any case it was not a question ofa Treaty defining

the eastern frontiers of Poland but a Treaty according certain territories to

Poland.

Mr. Polk said that it would be possible to give Poland her choice between

two solutions

;

(a) The acceptance of the minimum line proposed in the Committee's

reports, with the assurance that this line would not prejudice any

future negotiations regarding this frontier after the reestablishment

of Russia or the obtaining of satisfactory information regarding the

desires of the people to the east of this frontier; or

{b) leaving the determination of this eastern frontier entirely open until

such time as Russia and Poland considered it possible to make a

definite settlement.

3 ^

^ This report was annexed to the original as appendix L, q.v.
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M. Laroche proposed that the Drafting Committee be requested to find

a formula, taking the Report of the Commission as a basis.

(It was decided:

. (1) to accept the conclusions of Report No. 6 of the Committee on Polish

Affairs; and,

(
2
)
to request the Drafting Committee to study, in taking the report as a

basis, the means by which these decisions should be communicated
to the Polish Government.)

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Appendix H to No. 64

Blockade ofRussia

(1) The Blockade Council has modified the draft note regarding blockade of

Russia (hereto attached^) as indicated thereon. There was no agreement, however,

on the final paragraph which was left for the action of the Supreme Council.

(2) It is suggested that the final paragraph be: {a) deleted entirely, or {b) made .

to read : ‘It will be understood that each of the Allied and Associated Powers will

lend its sanction to the measures taken by the war vessels of any one of them to

carry out this policy insofar as such measures are not in its opinion contrary to

international law.’

Appendix I to No. 64

‘On account of the military operations which are taking place in the Gulf of

Finland, mariners are warned against the dangers to themselves of going there.

‘With a view to avoid [sic] accidents, for which they cannot be responsible, the

Commanders of the Allied and Associated Forces in the Baltic will direct all

merchant ships, which are found proceeding up the Gulf of Finland, to stop and
turn back.’

AppendixJ to No. 64

Proposition de la Commission des Affaires Polonaises

(Additif k Particle 12 du Projet de statut pour la Galicie)

Toutefois, en ce qui concerne la legislation agraire, la Di^te ne pourra passer

outre au droit de veto, mais si une mesure de cet ordre, apr^s avoir ete arretee

par le veto du Gouverneur, est votfe de nouveau dans le delai maximum d’un an

parJa Di^te k la majorite des 2/3, la question sera immediatement soumise au
Conseil de la Societe des Nations qui d^cidera, a la majority des suffrages, de

Paction k poursuivre et des ordres k donner, suivant ce qu’il estimera utile et

convenable en la circonstance.

En ce qui concerne les lois relatives k Pinstruction publique dans les etablisse-

ments d’enseignement secondaire et sup6rieur, le veto du Gouverneur sera absolu.

This annex (not printed) was an English text of the draft note (see note 7 above) with
the daxubsioh ofthe last paragragh.
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Appendix K to No. 64

Memorandum

September 25, igig.

The following suggestions are submitted with a view to reconciling as far as

possible the present draft of the Treaty on East Galicia including both the views

of the majority and of the minority, and the otjections which Mr. Paderewski
expressed as regards

:

I. The Provisional Nature of the Settlement.

II. Agrarian Legislation.

III. Representation in the Polish Diet.

IV. Military Service.

I. The Question of the Provisional Mature of the Settlement

A. In the preamble the following phrase is to be omitted entirely: ‘until the

time when they are called upon by a plebiscite, which is for the present postponed

by reason of the disturbed condition of Eastern Europe, to declare their wishes

with regard to the final political status of the territory.’

B. In Article 2 the second paragraph is to be omitted. This paragraph reads:

‘Poland further undertakes to hold or allow to be held a plebiscite of the

inhabitants with regard to the final political status of the territory on a date and
under conditions to be fixed by the Principal Allied and Associated Powers, or by
any other body which they may appoint. She recognizes in advance the limits and
status which, as the result of this plebiscite, may be definitively determined by the

Principal Allied and Associated Powers, or by the body appointed by them.’

C. In Article 33 the word ‘temporary’ is to be omitted from Paragraph 2, and
Paragraph 3 is to be entirely omitted. Paragraph 3 reads

:

‘The provisions of this Chapter in no way prejudge the allocation of the said

property to be made by the Principal Allied and Associated Powers in the event

of Eastern Galicia being in whole or in part separated from Poland.’

D. To replace the provisions which have been dropped, it is suggested that the

following clause be inserted as Article 39:

‘The stipulations in this Treaty are matters of international concern and shall

be placed under the guarantee of the League of Nations. They shall not be modi-

fied without the assent ofa majority of the Council ofthe League of Nations. The
United States, the British Empire, France, Italy, Japan and Poland hereby agree

not to withhold their assent from any modification whatsoever of this Treaty in

whole or in part which is in due form assented to by a majority of the Council of

the League of Nations.

‘Any Member of the Council of the League of Nations shall have the right to

bring to the attention of the Council any infraction ofany of these obligations, and
the Council may thereupon take such action and give such direction as it may deem
proper and effective in the circumstances.

‘Any difference of opinion as to questions of law or fact arising out of these

Articles between the Polish Government and any one of the Principal Allied and
Associated Powers or any other Power, a Member of the Council of the League
of Nations, shall be held to be a dispute of an international character under
Article 14 of the Covenant of the League of Nations. The Polish Government
hereby consents that any such dispute shall, if the other party thereto demands,
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be referred to the Permanent Court of International Justice. The decision of the

Permanent Court shall be finaj and shall have the same force and effect as an
award under Article 13 of the Covenant.’

(This article is borrowed with modifications from the minority treaties and
is similar to an obligation which Poland had already assumed in its minority

treaty.)

II, Agrarian Legislation.

It is suggested that the arrangement proposed by the Supreme Council be

maintained namely: agrarian legislation should be included in Article 12 as a

subject of legislation in the Diet of Eastern Galicia. However, Article 13 should

be modified in such a way ^ to include agrarian legislation in the category for

which the Governor’s veto cannot be overridden by the Diet and to provide for a

reference to the League of Nations in the event of a dead-lock. The second para-

graph of Article 13 would then read:

‘However, with regard to agrarian legislation the right of veto cannot be over-

ridden by the Diet, but in case any such measure, vetoed by the Governor, is again

voted by the Diet with a majority of two-thirds, the question shall be immediately

referred to the Council of the League of Nations which shall by a majority vote

take such action and give such direction as it may deem proper and effective in

the circumstances.’

HI. Representation in the Polish Diet

As on this point Mr. Paderewski is especially insistent, it is proposed to accept

the article suggested by the majority, which provides for the representation of East

Galicia in the Polish Diet,

IV. Military Service.

It is proposed to accept the majority report, providing for Polish military service

in Eastern Galicia, with the following changes:

Original Text Revised Text

‘Article 38. Laws of [in] force in ‘Article 38. Laws in force in Poland

Poland relating to military service may relating to military service may be

be applied by Poland in Eastern Galicia, applied in Eastern Galicia.

‘The contingent thus recruited shall ‘The contingent thus recruited shall

form special units in the Polish army, form special units which in time of

In time of peace these units shall per- peace shall perform garrison duty in

form garrison duty in Eastern Galicia.’ Eastern Galicia and in time of war

shall be available for national defence.’

Appendix L to No. 64

Rapport JV^ 6 prisente au Conseil Suprime des Alliis par la Commission des Affaires

Polonaises

FRONTlilRES OrIENTALES DE LA POLOGNE

i
^
Dans son rapport mP 2 en date du 28 avril 1919 adress^ au Conseil supreme et

aux firontiferes orientales de la Pologne,^® la Commission des affaires polo- ^

nn: 2> bs included in the official record of the proceedings ofthe Commission

^ dated April 22, 1919 (cL part II of the present report). Report no. 2



naises avait cru devoir difE^rer toute proposition touchant le trace de la frontifere

au sud de la latitude de Kiiolm: elle avait estim^ que cette fronti^re ne pouvait

^tre 6x6e aussi longtemps que n’aurait pas et^ reglee la question de la Galicie

orientale,

En meme temps, la Commission proposait:

a) Que dans certains territoires situds a Test de la frontiere soumise par elle a
Tapprobation de la Conference, une enqu^te fut faite sur les caract^res ethnique,

linguistique et religieux et sur les voeux des populations;

b) Que cette enqudte fut faite, si possible, sur les lieux m^es;
c) Qu’une solution definitive fut donnee a la question de la frontiere orientale

de la Pologne, aussitot que serait etabli un Gouvernement russe, avec lequel les

Grandes Puissances seraient en mesure de trailer cette question.

Sur les points qui etaient ainsi demeures en suspens, la Commission croit devoir

soumettre aujourd’hui au Conseil de nouvelles propositions.

1. Frontiere au sud de Kholm,

En vertu de la r&olution prise le 25 juin par le Conseil des Ministres des Affaires

6trang^res, la Commission a etudid un projet de statut pour la Galicie orientale;

ce statut a fait I’objet du rapport 5 qu’elie a eu Phonneur de soumettre au

Conseil supreme.

Dans ces conditions, la Commission estime qu’elie est aujourd’hui en mesure de

proposer un trace de la frontiere polonaise au sud de la latitude de Elholm.

recommended a trace for the eastern frontier of Poland from the border of East Prussia

southwards to the confluence of the rivers Bug and Neretwa in the latitude of Kholm (see

note 1 1 below) . This line constituted the northern part ofwhat subsequently became known
as the Gurzon Line. The line recommended in report no. 2 was designed as a minimum
and provisional eastern frontier for Poland within which the Polish Government should be

authorized to organize a permanent administration (cf. part II of the present report) : this

was in accordance with the principle followed by the commission in drawii^ up its report

no. 2 that ‘the districts in which doubt arises as to the ethnographical character or wishes of

the population cannot at present be assigned to the Polish State’.

No decision upon the line recommended in report no. 2 was taken at that time by the

Supreme Coimcil, but on April 26, 1919, the Council of Foreign Ministers authorized the

Commission on Polish Affairs lo proceed with the examination of the fix)ntier to be assigned

to Poland in Eastern Galicia and to submit a report (see Papers relating to the Foreign Relations

of the United States: The Paris Peace Conference igig, vol. iv, pp. 624-6). This report was sub-

mitted by the commission as its report no. 3 dated June 17, 1919. The report put forward

two alternative lines for the Polish frontier in Eastern Galicia. Ofth^ alternatives *lineA’

was the frontier subsequently incorporated in article i.a of the draft treaty relative to

Eastern Galicia (see No. 61, appendix C) ;
this line constituted the southern part of what

subsequently became known as the Gurzon Line. ‘Line B’ ran approximately from just

west of Sokal southwards by way of Dobrotw6r to B6brka whence it ran generally south-

westwards to the Czechoslovak frontier slightly northwest of Klimiec, thereby including in

Polish territory Lemberg (Lvov) and Drohobycz. The American, French and Italian

delegations recommended line A if Eastern Galicia were to be attached to Poland with a

form of autonomous status, and line B if Eastern Galicia were to be independent of Poland:

the British delegation recommended line A in all cases.

The question of Eastern Galicia was considered by the Council of Foreign Ministers on

June 18 and June 25, 1919 (op. cit., vol. iv, pp. 826^33, 848-55, 859-62). In the light of

the decisions taken at the latter meeting the Commission on Polish Affairs, as stated in

part I of the present report, submitted to the Supreme Coimcil its reports nos. 5 (see No. 61,

appendix G) and 6.
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L’Annexe I du Rapport n° 2“ devrait, en consequence, Stre compietee comme
suit (avant-derniere ligne de la page 8

) :

^

' Suivant cette limite administrative, puis le thalweg de la riviere Bug vers
Tamont, jusqu*au point oii elle rencontre Tancienne fronti^re entre la RussiV
TAutriche (Galicie).’

La ligne de Bug, propos^e par le Rapport n^ 2 et le present Rapport, a form^
I' Appendix I to report no. 2 gave the detailed trace of the frontier recommended in the

report, i.e. of the northern part of what subsequently became known as the Gurzon Line
(see note lo above). This appendix read as follows in the official French text:

'Description de lafrontUre orientale de la Pologne depuis la frontiire orientale de la Prusse Orientale

Une ligne’
jusqu^d la latitude de Kholm.

quittant la fronti^re de la Prusse Orientale k son point de rencontre avec la limite ad-
ministrative septentrionale du district de Suvalki,

suivant cette limite administrative jusqu’au point le plus meridional du rentrant qu’elle
forme k 7 kilometres au Nord-Ouest de Punsk,

se dirigeant approximativement vers le Sud-Est et atteignant la pointe Nord-Ouest du
lac Galadusya en laissant la localit6 de Punsk en Pologne,

traversant le lac suivant un trace k determiner sur le terrain jusqu’en un point k 2 kilo-
nietres au Nord de Zegary, puis tournant k PEst pour atteindre la rive Est du lac,

se dirigeant vers le Sud k peu pr^s paralieiement k la ligne des petits lacs qui se trouvent
entre Zegary et Berzniki et ^ 2 kilometres k PEst de ces lacs,

coupant la route de Berzniki—Kopciowo k 2 kilometres au Sud-Est de Berzniki,
se dirigeant vers le Sud jusqu’au point ou elle rencontre la riviere Ghernohanja (Marycha)

qui vient de Zelwa,

suivant le thalweg de cette riviere jusqu’^ Sztudjanka puis un affluent de gauche et se
prolongeant vers 1 Est-Nord-Est jusqu*^ ce quelle rencontre la riviere Igorka qui passe
k Warwis-chki,

suivant le thalweg de cette riviere jusqu’^ son confluent avec le Niemen (Nyeman),
suivant le thalweg de Ni^en vers Pamont jusqu’^ son confluent avec la Lososna puis le

thalweg de la Lososna jusqu’en un point k environ 2 kilometres et demi k POuest-Sud-
Ouest de son confluent avec le Niemen,

prenant la direction approximative du Sud-Est et coupant la voi ferree Grodno-Kuznitas
k 500 metres au Nord-Est de la bifurcation deKielbasin,

tournant vers le Sud-Sud-Est de fa^on k atteindre la riviere Likowka en un point k
I kilometre et demi Quest de Baranowo,

suivant le thalweg de la Likowka puis de la Laszanka vers Pavaljusqu’^ la riviere Svisloch
puis le thalweg de la Svisloch vers Pamont jusqu’au confluent k 4 kilometres au Nord
de Yalowka de la riviere passant par cette ville,

suivant un trace k determiner sur le terrain de fagon k atteindre la voie ferree Gainowka-
Syisloch au point oh la route Narev—Narevka coupe cette voie ferree,

se dirigeant vers le Sud-Ouest de fagon k atteindre la route forestifere allant du Nord au
Sud qui passe k environ 2 kilometres i I’Ouest de Skupowo,

suivant cette route forestiere vers le Sud, jusqu’au point od elle rencontre la riviere
Lesna-Prawa,

sc dirigeant vera le Sud-Ouest suivant un trace k determiner sur le terrain et de fa^on k
Muper la voie ferree Brest-Litovsk-Byelsk au point od la route de Visoko-Litovsk k
m^heli croise cette voie ferree (10 kilometres environ Sud-Sud-Est de Klesheli),

se togeant de fa^on k atteindre la limite administrative entre le district de Byelsk et de
Brest-]Utovsk au point od elle forme un angle aigu k 9 kilometres au Nord-Est de
MdnA, et en laissant aux Polonais les villages de Wolka, Piesczathka, Stulbce et

,, ,Wierpole,

. suivant cette ligne admiiustmtive puis le thalweg de la riviere Bug vers I’amont jusqu’^
SOB oonfluent avec la Neretwa k I’Est de Kholm.’
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de i8i5 a igiQ, la frontiere entre le Royaume de Pologne et la Russie. Au point

de vue g^ographique, elle constitue une frontiere satisfaisante, incontestablement

superieure a toute autre ligne qui pourrait ^tre envisagee dans cette region plate

et depourvue d’accidents naturels. Elle attribue a la Pologne un territoire occupe

par une population mixte, assez fortement melangee au voisinage duBug d’61ements
petits-russiens, mais qui ont toujours vecu et qui vivent encore en complete

harmonic avec les Polonais, sans manifester de sentiments separatistes. Encore
convient-il de remarquer que, depuis le debut de la guerre, une partie de la

population petite-russienne a quitte le pays oh des elements polonais ont remplace

les emigrants; la majorite des habitants, a Pheure actuelle, est probablement de

race polonaise.

D’ailleurs, depuis pr^s de six cents ans, cette region fait partie de la Pologne;

elle n’en a ete s^paree qu’a deux reprises, en 1912, par Tancien Gouvernement
russe qui poursuivait dans le pays de Kholm une politique de russification que,

en Russie m6me, Topinion liberale a condamnee, et en 1918 par Pintervention des

Gouvernements allemand et autrichien, lors de la conclusion du traite de Brest-

Litovsk.

Au point de vue economique enfin, le territoire est etroitement lie a la Pologne

et c’est beaucoup plus vers Pouest que vers Pest que s’orientent ses relations.

Pour ces raisons, la Commission est unanime k proposer au Conseil supreme le

trace ci-dessus indique.

II. Territoires situes a VEst de lafrontUre proposee le 22 avriL

Ayant acheve, dans sa seance du 27 aout, la determination des limites des

territoires indiscutablement polonais qui peuvent ^tre immediatement attribues k

Pfitat polonais, la Commission a recherche s’il convenait de traiter, dans les

circonstances actuelles, la question des regions mixtes, situees k Pest de la frontiere

proposee le 22 avril, et au sujet dequelles elle avait formula dans son rapport

no 2 les principes qtii ont ete rappeles au debut du present rapport.

La Commission a 6t6 unanime a estimer que, depuis le 22 avril, des faits nou-

veaux etaient interyenus qui rendaient impossible, dans un delai prochain, de

pousser plus avant aucune ^tude sur Pattribution de ces territoires.

a) La plus grande partie des territoires en question est occupee par les troupes

polonaises engag^es dans la lutte contre le bolchevisme.

b) Dans sa note du 27 mai, adressee a Pamiral Koltchak, le Conseil supreme a

stipule que, ‘ dans le cas oil les frontieres ainsi que les questions concernant les

relations entre la Russie et la Pologne, ne seraient pas reglees par un accord, toutes

ces questions seraient remises a Parbitrage de la Societe des Nations.*

Dans sa reponse, dont les Puissances alliees et associees ont pris acte, Pamiral

Koltchak a indique d’autre part que ‘ la sanction definitive de la delimitation

des frontieres entre la Pologne et la Russie doit etre remise jusqu’a la convocation

de la Gonstituante*.

Or il est impossible de pr6voir k quelle 6poque pourra se constituer le Gouveme-

ment russe regulier, dont Pintervention est necessaire pour la fixation defimtive

des frontieres orientales de la Pologne.

La Commission ne se dissimule cependant pas que la prolongation de P6tat

d’incertitude actuel presente les plus graves inconvenients, aussi bien pour les

populations que pour le Gouvernement polonais; il importe d’y mettre fin. La

frontihre orientale de la Pologne, telle qu’elle est determinee dans le rapport n® 2

et dans le present rapport, repr&ente une frontiere provisoire, en ce sens que, dans



ravenir, d’autres territoires situes k Test de cette ligne pourront etre rattach& a
la Pologne, Mais la Commission estime que cette frontiere devrait etre declaree

definitive par rajmort aux territoires situes a I’ouest de la meme ligne, oil la

souverainete de TEtat polonais serait, des a pr&ent, complete et definitive.

En r&ume, la Commission, a runanimit^ propose au Conseil supreme que la

frontiere orientale de la Pologne, telle qu’elle est decrite dans Jes rapports n°® 2 et

6 de la Commission des Affaires polonaises, soit consideree comme marquant la

ligne a Pouest de laquelle le Gouvernement polonais peut, des maintenant, exercer

legalement tous les droits qui resultent de la souverainete.

Paris, le septembre 1919.

Le President de la Commission :

J. Cambon.

No. 65

H. D. 61.] Notes ofa Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon's Room at the Quai d'Orsay^ Paris
^
on Friday^

September 26^ ^9^9^ 10.30 a.m.

Present: U.SAr. Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire

\

Sir Eyre Crowe; secretary, Mr. H. Norman.

France: M. Tardieu, later M. Gambon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. de

St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Scialoja; secretary, M. Barone Russo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Captain Chapin. British Empire: Captain

Hinchley-Cooke. France: M. Massigli. Italy: M. Zanchi.

Interpreter: M. Camerlynck.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned:

—

U.S.A,

:

General Bliss, Mr. F. K. Nielsen.

British Empire: Hon. H. Nicolson, General Sackville-West, Lt.-Col.

Kisch.

France: General Weygand, M. Laroche, M. Kammerer, M. Pieyre.

Italy: M. Dell’Abbadessa, M. Pilotti.

I. M. Tardieu read the following memorandum of the Secretariat-General

with regard to the action taken on the resolution of the Supreme
German Tank Council of September 23rd

The resolution of the Supreme Council dated September 23rd

in regard to the German oil steamers was transmitted on the 23rd to the

Supreme Economic Council by the Secretariat-General.

The Supreme Economic Council forwarded the resolution on the morn-

ing of September 24th to its permanent Committee in London.

The latter body immediately brought the matter to the attention of

the Allied Naval Armistice Commission which functions likewise in

rLondon. This body gave the necessary orders at once to. suspend the

of the ships in question.’

See No. 63, minute i

.
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Sir Eyre Crowe said that he had received a telegram from Lord Curzon
dated September 25th (see Appendix A). He pointed out that the important
portion of this telegram was that the Allied Maritime Transport Executive
believed that the question of the disposition of the ships was one for the

Supreme Council. The A.M.T.E. had recommended that the tanV steamers

be allocated to Allied management along with other vessels to which rlaim

had been put forward under the terms of the Armistice. The first voyage,
however, would be for the transport of oil to Germany. He added that in

the event that the steamers had already left for the Firth ofForth they would
be diverted and allowed to proceed to the United States for their cargo ofoil.

Mr. Polk said that he was happy to hear of the measures which had been
taken.

M. Tardieu said that he would at once communicate Lord Curzon*s
telegram to the French members of the Supreme Economic Council.

Proposed. Treaty with

New States, Clauses

relating to Reciprocal

Relations in Trans-

ferred Territories

(The Council had before it the proposed Treaty with New States prepared
by the Commission on Political Clauses, together with the

report of that Commission accompanying the Treaty.

See Appendices B and C.^)

M. Laroche in commenting upon the Treaty, and the

report, said that the Commission was unanimous in the

text ofthe clauses ofthe Treaty. Ithad not been unanimous
on the question of what Powers should be parties to, and signatories of, the

Treaty. The majority of the Commission had thought that all the Principal

Allied and Associated Powers should sign the document, but the United
States had formulated an objection to its participation in the signature. The
United States Delegation had felt that the matters embraced in the proposed
Treaty were not broad questions resulting from the breaking up ofthe Austro-

Hungarian Monarchy, and therefore of direct concern to all the Allied and
Associated Powers, but were rather questions of local interest concerning

only the new States and the States possessing ceded territory. If the Treaty
came into force it would import a specific legal obligation only on the

directly interested Powers. The United States felt therefore that it was
neither desirable nor advisable that all the Principal Allied and Associated

Powers should be signatories to the Treaty, although representatives of these
Powers, in participating in the framing of the proposed articles, might be

2 Not printed. The report, dated September 2, 1919, stated that the draft treaty was the

outcome of the proposal ofBaron Sonnino referred to the commission by the decision of the
Supreme Council ofJuly 1 1, 1919 (see No, 9, note 9). The commission further reported that

in drafting the treaty account had been taken ofobservations made by delegates of the New
States in hearings before the commission, but drew attentionto certain reservations formulated
by the Yugoslav and Roumanian delegations. In conclusion the report raised the question
ofwhich Powers should be signatories ofthe treaty, for which see the discussion on Ai.q item
in the Supreme Council. The draft treaty submitted under cover of the report was, with
the exception of provision for signature by the Principad Allied and Associated Powers and
minor drafting variation, the same as the final text of the treaty concluded at Sevres on
August 10, 1920, between Czechoslovakia, Italy, Poland, Roumania and Yugoslavia: for

which see British and Foreign State Papers {1920), vol. cxiii, pp. 959-65.
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able to assist in facilitating the negotiations among the Powers directly

interested.

As opposed to this point of view, the majority of the Commission had felt

that it would be necessary for all the Principal Allied and Associated Powers
to sign, for otherwise the Treaty would be deprived of its authority in the

eyes of the New States. Although the Commission felt that the interests of

the New States had been carefully safeguarded by the Treaty and that the

clauses were for the common good of all, the latter might distrust a Treaty

which did not carry the signatures of all the Allied and Associated Powers.

Should the United States refuse to sign, the important point arose as to what
steps the other Principal Allied and Associated Powers should take. It was
possible for the Four Principal Allied and Associated Powers to sign, even

though the United States did not do so. The second method of procedure

would be to make a united presentation of the Treaty by the Principal Allied

and Associated Powers to the New States and jointly recommend that the

same be signed by them.

Mr. Polk said that this was a matter which Secretary Lansing had had
before him, prior to his departure for the United States. Mr. Lansing had
felt that the Treaty was one between friendly Powers and involved no enemy
states. He had taken the position that it was not necessary for the American

signature to appear, as he felt that it was difficult to justify the interests

which United States might have in signing.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that, following out the reasons advanced by

M. Laroche, he believed that all the Principal Allied and Associated Powers

should sign the Treaty. The British Empire had no immediate interests in the
' matter but he believed that it should be a signatory power. He thought that,

even in the absence of a United States signature, all [w] the Principal Allied

and Associated Powers should sign. Ajoint action of this kind would give the

smaller States the impression that all the large Powers were interested in the

matter, because the Treaty formed a portion of the liquidation of the Austro-

Hungarian Monarchy. He was willing, however, to be guided by the wishes

of the majority of his colleagues.

M. SciALOjA said that he believed a refusal of the United States to sign

the Treaty was a pure matter of internal interest. The Principal Allied and

Associated Powers had taken part in Treaties in which they had no direct

interest, as for example, in the case of Spitzbergen. He pointed out that the

United States had been represented on the Commission on Political Clauses,

had taken an active part in the framing of the Treaty, and presumably had

therefore felt that matters of general interest were being settled. He was

unable to urge Mr. Polk to sign the Treaty against the wishes of his Govern-

ment. He would like to ask Mr. Polk, however, whether he would agree

to a joint presentation of the Treaty by the Principal Allied and Associated

Powers to the small States urging the latter to sign the same. In this way the

Treaty would be given moral force.

Mr. Polk said that he had no objections to this method of prpeedure.

M. Matsui said that the Japanese Empire had no particular interest
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involved, but as the Treaty concerned the general liquidation of the Austro-

Hungarian Monarchy all the Principal Allied and Associated Powers should

sign. In view of the United States’s objection, and by taking advantage of

the period of twenty days proposed between the presentation of the Treaty

and the signature, he would obtain the instructions of his Government in the

matter. He would recommend that the Japanese Empire be a signatory

party. Should M. Scialoja’s proposition be accepted, however, he would
have no difficulty in joining on behalf ofJapan in the common presentation

by the five Principal Powers.

M. Laroche said that he gathered from the discussion that the Council

agreed to approve the text of the Treaty and that the Treaty itself should be
presented to the new States by the Principal Allied and Associated Powers
jointly with a recommendation that it be signed by the former. Furthermore

a period of twenty days was to be accorded the New States between the time

of presentation and the signature of the Treaty. He added that it was
extremely necessary to decide upon a fixed period in order to prevent’ the

matter being drawn out and any of the New States taking advantage of this

to avoid signing.

M. Tardieu said that as it was better for all the great Powers to take the

same attitude on the question, he proposed that M. Laroche’s solution of the

matter be adopted.

It was decided

:

(1) That the text of the proposed Treaty with the New States (Clauses

Relating to Reciprocal Relations in Transferred Territories) pre-

pared hy the Commission on Political Clauses should be accepted.

(2) That the proposed Treaty should be presented to the Delegations of

the interested states by the Principal Allied and Associated Powers
jointly. The latter should impress upon the Delegations of the New
States the necessity for the signature of the Treaty in question, and
should request them to obtain the consent of their Governments as

soon as possible, but in any case within a period of twenty days, at

the expiration of which the Treaty should be signed in Paris by the

plenipotentiaries of the interested States.

(At this point M. Tardieu left the room and M. Gambon took the chair.)

3 -

Repatriation of Czecho-

slovak troops in Siberia

4 *

Distribution of Allied

Troops in the Plebiscite

Areas

> (These Questions were adjourned.)

5 -

Report of the Commission

on Baltic Affairs on the

occupation of Memel
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6. (The Council had before it a note from Marshal Foch, dated August 2 ist

1919, (See Appendix D.^))

Mr. Polk said that there was no objection to the pro-

posals contained in this note from the point ofview ofthe
United States.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the British representatives

agreed with Marshal Foch’s proposals.

M. Sgialoja said he had no objections to formulate.

M. Matsui said that he was not entirely familiar with

the question.

General Weygand commented and explained briefly the note in question.

M. Matsui said that he had no objections to present.

It was agreed that:

The Conference ofMilitary Experts of the Principal Allied and Associated

Powers provided for by Article 163 of the Peace Treaty to determine the

reduction of effectives to be imposed on Germany for each period of

3 months following the coming into force of the Treaty, should be composed
of the presidents and of the most important members of the Inter-Allied

Commissions of Control constituted in conformity with articles 203-210,

and chosen in such a way that all the AUied and Associated Powers be

represented in the said Conferences.

The President of the Inter-AUied Military Commission of Control should

be charged with deciding the composition of this Conference and the dates

of its sessions in agreement with the presidents of the Naval and Aerial

Commissions.

7 -

Communication to Gcr-
(^his Question was adjourned.)

man Government relative

to the Evacuation of the

Baltic Provinces

Recommendation of

Marshal Foch that the

military Experts under

Article 163 ofthe German

Peace treaty should he

members ofthe Inter-

Allied Commission of

Control under Articles

203 and 210 ofthe Treaty

8. (The Council had before it a note from the Commission on Execution of

Mtefrom the Commis-
Treaty* Clauses, asking that the German Government

sion on Execution ofthe requested to notify the Allied and Associated Powers of

Treaty Clauses relative the Government property in German territory to be ceded
to Ge^an Property in to Poland. (See Appendix E.))

“p^land^
Eyre Crowe said that he was prepared to accept the

^ proposals contained in the note.

Mr. Polk said that he was likewise prepared to accept the same, but

3 Not printed. In this note Marshal Foch cited the first sentence of the third paragraph

of article 163 of the Treaty of Versailles, and referred to articles 203-10 providing for the

constitution of Interallied Commissions of Control. The note continued: Tt seems in-

^dispensable to select these military experts provided for by Article 163 from amongst the

. Interallied Commissions of Control which, by the very reason of their mission, shall be in

"f'^ffi^ssion of all the eluents intelligently to decide the reductions of effectives to be fixed
' for each period of three months,’ In conclusion Marshal Foch submitted to

: Council the resolution which it adopted.
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wished to reserve his final decision until he had consulted the United States

expert in the matter. (Mr. Polk later notified the Secretariat-General that

he had no objections to formulate.)

It was decided : to accept the proposals in the note of the Commission on
Execution of the Treaty Clauses. (See Appendix E.)

It was further decided to request the German Government to furnish

the Allied and Associated Powers all information relative to all Govern-
ment property, which is required to be turned over to Poland within the
territory to be ceded to the latter, under the terms of the Treaty with
Germany.

9. (The Council had before it two notes of the German Delegation dated

.
respectively August ist and August 5th (see Appendixes

EupenZTlldmedy
^ ^th a proposed reply thereto submitted

by the Committee on the Execution of the Clauses of the

German Treaty. (See Appendix H.))

Mr. Polk said that he had a slight change to propose in the text of the

reply. In the 3rd paragraph (English text) the expression, 'with the sole

reservation that the League of Nations might later order the return to Ger-

many of the whole or part of these territories’, appeared. He believed that

the use of the word ^mighf in this connection was not strictly in accordance

with Article 34 ofthe Peace Treaty and the covering letter sent to the German
Delegation on June ifith, 1919. As the text now stood the proposed reply

stated in substance that the League of Nations might disregard the wishes of

the majority of the inhabitants of Eupen and Malmedy, whereas, the cover-

ing letter referred to had said that, in the cases of the territories which it was

proposed to transfer from Germany to Denmark and Belgium, this transfer

would only take place as the result of a decision of the inhabitants themselves

taken under copditions which would insure complete freedom of vote.

He proposed that the word 'might’ should be changed to read 'will*.

M. Laroche said that Article 34 of the Treaty with Germany did not

impose a fixed, obligation upon the League of Nations to return the territory

in question to Germany, should the majority of the population express its

wish in that direction. He thought that a moral obligation was imposed

upon the League of Nations but not an absolute one. The text of the reply

as it stood seemed to him to clearly express the obligation created by the

article in question.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that, he agreed with M. Laroche’s interpretation

of the matter.

M. Laroche added that the change proposed by Mr. Polk might result

in adding something to the Treaty which was not included therein.

(After some further discussion on the matter Mr. Polk withdrew his

proposal for the change in question, and

It was decided that the reply to the German notes on Mabnedy and
Eupen, as submitted by the Committee on the Execution of the Qauses

of the German Treaty, be accepted.)
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10. (The Council had before it a letter from the British Delegation dated
August 26th. (See Appendix I.))

said that the matter in question was
of small importance but that he wished to obtain the

Germany decision of the Council before taking any action thereon.

It had been originally agreed that the final text of the

German treaty should alone be made public, and that the preliminary condi-

tions of peace as handed to the Germans should be kept secret. However,
the different notes which had been exchanged between the German Delega-

tion and the Allies had appeared in the newspapers of several countries.

Some of the passages in these notes were rendered unintelligible by the fact

that they referred to clauses which had been proposed for the Treaty and
later modified or withdrawn. These clauses had not been made public

coincidently with the notes. The British Government wished to publish the

clauses referred to in the notes as Annexes to the latter, but before so doing

was anxious to obtain the approval of the Supreme Council.

M. Cambon asked whether it was desired to publish all the clauses which
had been omitted from the final Treaty or only those to which reference had
been made in the notes in question.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that only those referred to in the notes were
contemplated.

Mr. Polk asked whether the Treaty as originally presented to the Ger-

man Delegation had not been published in the Allied countries, as it had
been made public in Germany.

Sir Eyre Crowe answered that it had not been possible to publish it in

the British Empire because by so doing the Houses of Parliament would have

been entitled to have the Treaty before them and to discuss the same even

before it was known whether or not Germany would accept it. The mere fact

that the preliminary Treaty had appeared in Germany did [?not] render its

presentation to the British Parliament necessary.

M. Cambon asked that the decisions might be adjourned until he had had
an opportunity to consult M. Clemenceau.

M. SciALOjA pointed out that this was a mere question of form in view of

the fact that publication had actually been made in many countries.

M. Cambon said that there was a difference between official and unofficial

publication.

(It was decided to adjourn the decision of this question until the following

day.)

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

Hdtel de Crillon, Paris,

September 26, igig.
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Appendix A to No. 65

Telegramfrom Lord Curzon to Sir Eyre Crowe. September 23, igig

German Tank Steamers

The Organizing Committee of the Reparations Commission referred this

question to the A.M.T.E. on August 29th, with the knowledge of the American
Representative on that Committee, Mr. F. J. [sic] Dulles. At the meeting of the

A.M.T.E. held on September 17th, Mr. Anderson, who represented the United
States, handed in to the Supreme Economic Council a memorandum with reference
to the question. This memorandum was signed by Captain Tobey, U.S.N.

It was accordingly decided by the A.M.T.E. that the questions should be
submitted to the Supreme Economic Council. Mr. Anderson concurred in this

decision. The recommendation which the A.M.T.E. forwarded to the Supreme
Economic Council was substantially as follows:

—

‘Allocate the tank steamers to Allied management along with other vessels to

which claims were put forward under the terms of the Armistice, and, at any rate

for their first voyage, use them for the transport of oil to Germany.’
The representative of the United States on the A.M.T.E. intimated that if the

Supreme Economic Council, by adopting this resolution, should approve the

revocation of the clause in the Brussels Agreement^ whereby these German tank
steamers were provisionally exempted, no objection would be raised and on
September 30th® the Supreme Economic Council confirmed the resolution by
the A.M.T.E.
No promise has been given to Germany with respect to these steamers nor have

the Germans raised any objection to surrendering them but have, on the contrary,

prepared them for surrender and have furnished them with coal only for thejourney
to the Firth of Forth. No breach of faith with Germany is therefore involved.

Neither the A.M.T.E. nor the Supreme Economic Council has any knowledge
of the decision of the Supreme Council mentioned in your telegram of yesterday.

A full report is being sent for the information of the Supreme Council by the
President of the Allied Naval Armistice Commission.

In view of a report received from H.M.S. Coventry that a seaman’s strike is

imminent at Hamburg the tank steamers were ordered to the Firth of Forth on
September 23rd, and the Ministry of Shipping put forward a strong plea that the
action already taken should not be interfered with.

The following is the passage referred to:
—

‘This action was in contradiction
with the resolution of the Supreme Council, which had decided, in view of the
pressing need of oil in Germany, to leave these ships in German hands.’

Appendix E to No. 65

Document i

Committee on the Execution of the Political Clauses of the Treaty wtth

Translation
PARIS, September 5, igig-

The circular hereto annexed® from the German Financial Minister, remitted to
the Peace Conference by the Polish Delegation, expressly states (Article 3) : ‘It is

^ See No. 66, appendix A. s In error for September ao.
^ Document a in this appendix.
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necessary to supervise as regards these acts . . . et,c., which establish the exact
value of all the property before being remitted (to Poland) does not fall into Polish
hands, etc.’

The Committee on the Execution of the Political Clauses of the Treaty with
Germany estimates that, on the contrary, the German Government is obliged to
communicate to the Allied and Associated Governments^ all information concern-
ing this property, and is of the opinion that the Conference should inform the
German Delegation of it.

Document 2

Minister of Finance.

S-J- 1657.

Copy, Translation,

BERLIN, July 14, igig .

According to Article 256 of the Peace Treaty, the States which are to take
possession of German territories will also take possession of all the domains and
of all the property of the German Empire and of the German States which is

found on the said territories.

The domains situated in the territories which are not yet occupied by the Poles
shall be ceded to the Polish Government according to a method established before-
hand. As it is possible that the cession will take place very soon, it is necessary to

take the necessary measures at this time for the determining of the bases according
to which the beneficiary state will pay inderhnities for the domains acquired.
Therefore, in accord with the cointerested parties, I draw up the following:

1. All the services are instructed to prepare as soon as possible two copies of the
Conventions concerning the delivery of all state property administered over by
them. As instructions have been given concerning this matter on several occasions,

a regulation of uniform indications is judged as superfluous. However, it is none
the less necessary to be guided by the following indications

:

[a) It is absolutely necessary to avoid specifying the value of the domains in

the course of the negotiations; it is necessary, on the contrary, to make a summ^
expose of the general condition, an expose in which account could be taken in the
appraisement, of the location, extent of the lands, number of buildings, rooms in

the buildings, condition of the culture in the property and in the forests.

[b) An exact and separate list must be made of the objects to be delivered. A
short explanation must be given concerning objects of special value. These docu-
ments should not be considered as inventories.

{c) The office through which the delivery is to be made must be accurately
indicated on the first page.

2. The two copies concerning the delivery negotiations must be signed by the
assignor and assignee. A copy shall be remitted to the Service of State which takes

possession of the domains and the second immediately returned to the competent
Minister. Should it be difficult to obtain the signature of the service representing
the assignee, the two copies of the pourparlers must be returned to the competent
Mnister.

? ^. 3* ^ necessary to supervise as regards these Acts, etc,, which establish the exact value of
Property hfore being remitted, does notfall into Polish hands [sic]. It is necessary

^ Punctuation as in original.



therefore that all the documents concerning this question be remitied to the service which should

retain the documents not destined to be remitted. In returning the documents concerning the

negotiation to the competent Minister the place where they had been sent must be designated at

the time.

4. All these provisions .refer as well to all the domains of the State which
belonged to the former Kingdom of Poland and which according to Chaf)ter 92,

Art. 3, of the Peace Treaty shall be returned to Poland without itidciinnity. ICviay-

thing relating to the elucidation of the appurtenances of the domain of Ibnnc'r

Kingdom of Poland must be brought to the attention of the said service under
No. 3.

5. It is not necessary, for the time being, to prepare the negotiations <'on(^<n'uifig

the delivery of the domains in the districts submitted to a plebiscite or in the
arrondissement of MemeL
But all these provisions are applicable to the territories attributed to thefree city of Dtmidg*
6. Regarding the property of the administration of the railroads, a ortier

of the Minister of Public Works is to be followed.

Signature.
Court of Appeals at Marienwerder.

July 17, 1919.

To The Judge of the Court of Appeals.

To The Procureur of the Court of Appeals, i, A. 49.

10265.

This copy is brought to the attention of the Court in order that tiu* nect‘ssary
measures may be taken. Referring to Chapter No. 3 it should be not(ed) that all
the acts and all the documents concerning the mattcir as w<dl as llui elucitiations
annexed should be sent to the Court of Appeals at Elblong [? ICIbing].

SUKLHAN f.oVj,

Appendix F to No. 65

The President of the German Delegation.

VERSAILLES, AugUSt /,

To His ExceUency, M. Glemenceau, President of tlie Peace Confi'rtMice.

Mr. President:

—

'3 ,® I have the honour to inform your Exc<*lI«U'y

to tL ‘he following noth-;to the Gouncil of the Gircle and to the Mayor of the town of Eupen:

all i^nVhtf
ratification, Germany has rtmounerti

^
Its nghts over the circles of Eupen and Malmedy, since from that time it has

meSuiSlSl caUeTun
other more cromplete

SrX G
^ ^ ^ -P® treating further, insofar as possible,mth the German administrations. I think that you should only treat with theGe^an administrations in liquidating your business alfid . < hi tinfvm rtjita. In any even,, Ac onlen, of Berlin have no value wii ”,

p . I dare to hope that you will immediately try to follow out this

3 ^

s Not included in original of tliLs appendix.
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measure; I declare myself entirely disposed to direct you in the affairs under your
jurisdiction and this in the interest of your administration and that of Belgium.

‘The administrative controller of the Circle of Eupen

Signed: Leon Xhaflaire [jzr]’

The German Government requests that the substance of this notice be brought

to the knowledge of the Belgian Royal Government. The German Government
believes that the Belgian Royal Government will inform the administrative

controller that such interference in the administration of the Circle of Eupen is

not admissible until the coming into force of the Peace Treaty, and that, parti-

cularly, the relations of the local authorities with the Regency of Aix-la-Chapelle

and the other administrative authorities must not, until then, be hindered in

this way.
Accept, etc.

Freiherr von Lersner.

Appendix G to No. 65

The Chairman of the German Peace Delegation.
VERSAILLES, AugUSt J, igiQ ,

To: His Excellency, M. Clemenceau, President of the Peace Conference.

Mr. President:

—

Referring to my note ofAugust i, I have the honour to communicate the follow-

ing to Your Excellency:

—

According to information from Herbesthal, the Belgian local Commander in

that place has notified the Director of the railway station that the Herbesthal

station and the other stations situated in the Eupen Circle were, in the next few

days, to be taken under Belgian Administration. At the same time, he requested

that the station officials be informed that, in case they desired to enter Belgian

service, the Belgian Administration would continue to pay them their customary

salary and allowances. Since the Local Commander has been contemplating the

transfer, in the next few days, of the stations to Belgian Administration, he seems

to be under the erroneous impression that the provisions of the Peace Treaty

regarding the Circles of Eupen and Malmedy had already come into force, by
the signing of the Treaty.

The German Government begs that the request be transmitted to the Royal

Belgian Government to instruct the officer mentioned, as well as the other Belgian

Military and Civil Authorities in Eupen and Malmedy, among whom similar

erroneous impressions seem to exist, concerning the legal status, and to call their

attention to tie fact that all measures, contemplated on the part of Belgium as a

result ofthe present relinquishment ofsovereignty over the two Circles by Germany,
can only be carried out when the Peace Treaty in its relations between Germany
and Belgium, has come into force.

With regard to the possible taking over of the railroad officials, the German
Government calls attention to the fact that the officials are not in a position,

independently, without the approval of the Government which appointed them,
to dispose of their services. The officials have been informed that negotiations

concerning the question of officials are in the hands of the Imperial Ministry of
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Foreign Affairs, and that special negotiations by individual authorities and
officials would not be binding for the Government.
The German Government would, on its side, deem it expedient if, during the

period until the decision ofthe people as to the final lot ofthe Eupen and Malmedy
Circles, the smallest possible number of changes would be made in the railway
personnel as well as in the rest of the Civil Service. It is of the opinion that,

according to the agreements referred to in the note of July 13,® concerning the
execution ofthe provisions ofthe Peace Treaty pertaining to the district ofMoresnet
and the Circles of Eupen and Malmedy, precisely the taking over of the railway
personnel and such railway questions should be dealt with, as demand a punctual
setdement, in order that, after the coming into force of the Peace Treaty, the
desired orderly continuation of traffic on the lines and of rail communications
across the frontier may be assured, which would also be in the interest of the other

Powers concerned with the occupation of Rhine territory.

Accept, etc.

Freiherr von Lersner*

Appendix H to No. 65

Proposed Reply to German Motes on Malmedy and Eupen^ as submitted ly the Com--

mittee on the Execution of the Clauses of the German Treaty

Document i

Translation

The Committee on the Execution of the Clauses of the Peace Treaty has the

honour to recommend for the approval of the Supreme Council the appended
draft of answer to the notes of the German Delegation dated August i and 5
relative to the measures adopted by the Belgian authorities in the circles of Eupen
and Malmedy.

September 5, 1919.

Document 2

Mr. President;

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your notes of August i and 5.

The measures adopted by the Belgian authorities in the circles of Eupen and
Malmedy seemed to have caused the German Government an emotion which is

hard to understand.

According to Article 34 of the Peace Treaty, Germany renounces in favour of

Belgium all rights and tides over the territories which are making up the circles

of Eupen and Malmedy, with the sole reservation that the League of Nations

might later order the return to Germany of the whole or part of these territories,

if, accprding to formalities determined by the same article, the majority of the

population expresses the desire to do so.

According to these provisions the sovereignty over those territories in question

shall pass effectively to Belgium as soon as the Treaty goes into force, namely the

day of the signing of the first proces-verbal de dep6t of ratifications, if on this day the

Belgian ratifications have been deposited. The obligation to proceed to a proper

consultation within the forms fixed by Article 34 in no way effects [rir] the sovereign

rights of Belgium.
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The Belgian Government shall therefore, from the going into force of the
Treaty, have to provide for all the public positions in the ceded territories; the
railroad employees are among the officials whose nomination it will have to see to.

In taking at once the measures for the transfer of sovereignty and in prepar-
ing measures which are of a nature to facilitate that transfer later, the Belgian
authorities, far from overstepping their rights, have only in view the interest of the
populations of the territories which will soon pass under Belgian Sovereignty.

Besides, while waiting for the going into force of the Treaty, it is perfectly right

for the Belgian authorities, as occupying power, to get into direct relations with
the employees of the administration of Prussian railroads.

The Belgian Government does not refuse however to negotiate with the German
Government regarding the questions relative to the execution of the Treaty, either

within the circles of Eupen and Malmedy, or within the neutral Moresnet and the

Prussian Moresnet. The only condition placed upon such negotiation is that the

German government does not contest in any way the value of the sovereign rights

of Belgium as they are recognized by the Treaty ofJune 28 over the territories

dealt with in Articles 32, 33 and 34 of that Treaty.

Please accept, etc.

Appendix I to No. 65

British Delegation.

PARIS, August sSy igig.

To Secretary-General Dutasta.

It has been promised to the British Parliament that the publication of the Peace
Treaty with Germany in its final form would be completed by that of the other

annexed documents so as to constitute a complete historical document. However,
in order to make certain later documents fully intelligible, it would be well to

publish at least certain parts of the first draft of that treaty.

It is however difficult to proceed thus in view ofthe fact that the former Supreme
Council has decided that the Peace Treaty with Germany should be published only
in its final form. To conquer this difficulty it is now proposed to place in a column
opposite the corresponding part of the find text the parts of the first draft [?which]
were later modified. This proposal has been submitted to the Prime Minister and
has received his approval. Consequently, I have the honour to ask Your Excellency

to kindly submit it to the examination of the Supreme Council in view of obtain-

ing, ifpossible, the adhesion ofthe other representatives to the procedure suggested,

I can add that the German Society of the League of Nations has published the

primitive text of the Treaty in English, French and German, that it seems certain

that that publication has met with a great success in Germany and in the neutral

countries and that a great number of copies have been introduced into the Allied

countries. It is therefore evident that the publication of the excerpts of the primi-
tive text would reveal nothing which is not already known.

Please accept, etc.



No. 66

H. D. 62.] Motes ofa Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five

Powers held in M. Pichon's Room at the Quai d’Orsay, Paris, on Saturday,

September sy, igig, at 10.30 a.m.

Present: U,S,A,: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Sir Eyre Crowe; secretaries, Mr. H. Norman, Hon. H.
Nicolson.

France: M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Berthelot, M. de St.

Quentin.

Itdy: M. Scialoja; secretary, M. Barone Russo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A,: Mr. C. Russell. British Empire: Capt.

Hinchley-Cooke. France: M. Massigli. Italy: M. Zanchi.

Interpreter: M. Camerlynck.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned :

—

UB.A,

:

Mr. J. B. Scott, Mr. E. L. Dresel.

British Empire: General Groves, General Sykes, General Sackville-West,

Lieutenant-Colonel Kisch, Lieutenant-Commander Dunne, Mr.
Ibbetson-James, Mr. Brigstocke.

France: M. Claveille, M. Loucheur, M. Berenger, M. Laroche, Com-
mander Levavasseur, M. Fromageot, Captain Roper.

Italy: M. Galli, M. Ricci Busatti, Admiral Orsini, Lieutenant-Colonel

Guidoni, Lieutenant-Colonel Piccio.

Japan: M. Nagaoka.

I. The, Council had before it a note from the French Delegation of Sep-

German Oil
appendix A),

Tank Ships
LouGHEUR said that he wished to make a briefsummary of

what had taken place. The Inter-Allied Maritime Transport

Council had taken decisions in regard to the distribution of the German
Oil Tank Ships which had, in accordance with the Brussels decision, been
left temporarily to Germany. At a meeting which had taken place in London,
it had been decided upon request ofthe American Delegate that the question

should be referred for a definite decision to the Supreme Econornic Council.

The Council had met at Brussels on the 20th September. Unfortunately an
incident had occurred which was the cause of the present discussion. A
telegram sent to Brussels by the American Delegation had arrived in a
mutilated condition. It was necessary to ask for a repetition which had arrived

too late. When the Supreme Economic Council confirmed the resolution

of the A.M.T.E. it believed that it was acting in full accord with the views of
the American Delegation. He wished to call the attention of the Council
to the following points: (i) The German Oil Tank Ships had been left to

Germany only temporarily and the Inter-Allied Council at London was
alone competent to decide as to their allocation. It was not a matter for the

Committee on the Organization of the Reparations Commission. It was a
question of a distribution made by virtue of the Armistice. The American
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Delegation held that it had been decided to leave these ships to Germany to

assure the transport of oil. There was a disagreement on this point. The
ships had not been left indefinitely to Germany and the proof of this lay in

the fact that, far from protesting against giving up the ships, the German
Government had given orders for their delivery. (2) That the Standard Oil

Company claimed that the ships belonged to it because the Company
owned all the stock of the German Company which owned the ships in

question. He wished to say with reference to this point that that was a

question which could not be dealt with at the moment and was a matter for

the Reparations Commission.

Mr. Polk said that he agreed that the question should not be discussed

at present.

M. Loucheur said that his next point was: (3) That the ships ought not

to lie idle. There was a shortage of tonnage from which all the world, includ-

ing Germany, suffered. There was no doubt but that Germany needed oil

and it was necessary to furnish it. The Standard Oil Company was prepared

to furnish credit to Germany for oil and asked that the ships in question be

placed at its disposal for the purpose of effecting the delivery. He wished to

suggest, as his own opinion, the following:

The German ships in question would be turned over to the Powers in

accordance with the decision of the A.M.T.E. They should immediately

undertake a voyage to transport oil furnished by the Standard Oil Company
to Germany with the understanding that the Standard Oil Company should

open a credit of sufficient length of time to make it unnecessary to ask

Germany at an early date to use part of its gold supply to pay for the oil.

Mr. Polk said that he would like to ask whether the decision taken in

London provided for a definite or only temporary allocation of these ships.

M. Loucheur replied that it was only a question of temporary allocation.

M. Henry Berenger said that the distribution had been made in the

following manner and that with the exception of the American Delegate

there had been a unanimous opinion. The percentage of losses during the

war had been taken into consideration and on this basis France had received

50 per cent of the tonnage (30,000 tons dead weight and 23,000 tons gross

weight), Italy 10,000 tons and Belgium 12,000 tons. It had been decided

that Great Britain should receive three-quarters of the remainder, and

America one-quarter. The reasons for this decision were as follows. Of the

47 German Oil Tank Ships existing at the outbreak of the war, 17 had taken

refuge in American ports; 5 had been destroyed; 14 were discovered at

Hamburg and 7 had not been found. The Shipping Board had opened an

investigation to ascertain where these ships were. They were the ships which

were to be divided between Great Britain and the United States and their

value was considerable. The distribution had been made in accordance with

tlie terms of the Armistice and were [w] effective until the moment when,
after the Treaty of Peace became effective, the Reparations Commission
should take definite steps as to the final division of the ships in question. Of
the 14 ships found at Hamburg, only 1 1 were available. Of these 7 belonged
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to the Deutsch-Amerikanische Petroleum Gesellschaft, two to the Deutsche
Erdoel Gesellschaft, and two to Messrs. Albrecht.

Mr. Polk asked whether the ii ships would be used for a voyage to

Germany.

M. Loucheur replied that they would, and that, if the question ofmaking
a second voyage should arise, it would be necessary for the Supreme Council

to re-examine the question.

M. Henry Berenger said that M. Loucheur’s proposal was in conformity

with the resolution taken by the A.M.T.E. He wished to m^e certain

points clear, and to ask whether it was the Standard Oil Company alone

which should furnish Germany with the oil which was needed. There were
other American Companies. He asked whether a contract existed and whether
part of the price had already been paid. Mr. Polk had said so a few days
before and the ‘New York Herald’ had published his statement. He also wished
to ask whether the Standard Oil Company was prepaired to make a long

term credit. The representatives of that company, who had called upon
him on the preceding day, had made no definite statement on that subject.

M. Loucheur said that he wished to point out that Germany could not
dispose of her funds without the authorization of the Financial Commission.
It was proposed to notify Germany that she should make contracts with
whatever American company she wished to and it was the duty of the

Financial Commission to examine the conditions of payment. It was there

that the question of a long term credit would be passed upon.
Mr. Polk said that he was certain that no money had passed but he

would ask for complete information and would be glad to furnish such
information to the Council. He wished to ask under what conditions the

ships would be navigated and by what crews they would be manned.
M. Loucheur replied that the ships would fly the flag of the nation to

which they had been allocated temporarily and silso the Inter-Allied flag.

M. Henry Berenger said that, so far as the officers and crews of these

sliips were concerned, it had been decided, and Germany had made no
objections, that they should be manned by officers and crews of the Allied

nations in question.

Mr. Polk said that, if he understood correctly, there was no question of
the ships being allocated to the United States. The suggestion had been
made that the United States guarantee their return. He was willing, if the
Naval Armistice Commission desired it, to give an assurance on this subject.

It was understood that the Standard Oil Company could not keep these

ships which they claimed as their property.

Sir Eyre Crovto said that he considered it important that the Armistice
Commission should be notified without delay and that a telegram should be
transmitted to them on that day.

It was decided:

(1) that the provisional exemption of tankers granted at Brussels on the
14th March, 1919, should be cancelled. This'cancellation should he
without prejudice to any previous action taken by the A.N.A.C.

;
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(2) that the vessels should be delivered for temporary management to the
Allied and Associated Governments according to the decision decided
on by the A.M.T.E. on the 17th September, 1919, imder the usual
armistice terms which should in no way prejudice the final decision

to be made by the Reparations Commission provided for by the
Treaty of Versailles

;

(3) That, should the German Government so desire, the said ships should
be employed imder the above terms for one voyage for the con-

veyance of oil to Germany ; should a second voyage be asked for by
the German Government, the matter would be again referred to the
Supreme Council;

(4) that in consequence the said vessels should be sent forthwith to the
Firth of Forth in compliance with the instructions of the A.N.A.C.^

The Council also took note of Mr. Polk’s declaration to the eJffect that he
was prepared

(1) to give assurance that no payment had as yet been made by Germany
for the delivery of the oil in question and

(2) to furnish to the Naval Armistice Commission, if they should desire it,

an assurance that the vessels in question would not be retained by
the United States.

2 .

Authorizationfor German

ships to proceed to Turkish

ports

[Not printed]

3. Mr. Polk brought to the attention of the Council the resume of certain

CommmicatimU>the conversations which had taken place at Versailles between

German Government an American Representative and Baron von Lersner (see

relative to the evacua- Appendix C). He wished to add that Baron von Lersner
tion ofthe Baltic Pro- desired to emphasize the point that the Allied and Associated
vmces Governments should make a distinction between the German
Government and the German people. They should make the threat to the

German people in such a form as to make them understand the harm which
their Government was doing in supporting the military party. Baron von
Lersner said that the movement in the Baltic Provinces was clearly re-

actionary in character. He (Mr. Polk) desired to make it clear that the

American Delegation did not agree with what Baron von Lersner had said.

He (Mr. Polk) felt strongly tliat it was entirely possible for the German
Government to stop rationing the army of General von der Goltz by closing

the East Prussian frontier.

M. Berthelot said that there was serious' grounds for doubting the

.
good faith of the German Government in this matter.

^
M. PiGHON said that on that very morning the newspapers had published

Ig;:
telegram from Berlin which contained a report from the German Con-

.^bhye resolution is printed with verbal variation in Papers relating to the Foreign
^ UniUfStdtes^ vol. ii, p. 547. Cf. passim for American documents relating
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servative Press in regard to an exchange of letters between the British

General Burt^ and General von der Goltz.^ General von der Goltz had used

most insolent language to General Burt. He had threatened to break all

relations with him and to expel British subjects from the territories under

German occupation. He expressed the hope that the German Government

would reply to the ‘injurious pretentions* which the Entente Mission thought

themselves able to address to a German General in a foreign country, in a

befitting manner.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that this letter only strengthened the opinion of his

Government that it was necessary to take action as quickly as possible,

M. Fromageot read the draft note to the German Delegation prepared

by the Drafting Committee in accordance with the resolution taken by the

Council on the 25th of September (see Appendix D). He said that in the

first paragraph on the second page^ the Drafting Committee had substituted

the words, ‘all troops’ for the words, ‘these troops’, which appeared in the

draft previously prepared by the British Delegation. The Committee had
desired in this manner to refer to all German troops, no matter under what
authority they were. They desired also to omit the last sentence of the third

paragraph on the second page,s which actually dealt with a matter of

interior arrangement. It was hardly necessary to notify the Germans of the

instructions given to the Supreme Economic Council.

Mr. Polk said that America was not represented on the Supreme Econo-

mic Council^ and for this reason he wished to ask if the German demands
in question were pending before the Committee on the Organization of the

Reparations Commission.

M. Fromageot said that if there was any question the words ‘Supreme

Economic Council’ could be removed wherever they appeared.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that it had been decided to act immediately. The
use ofthe future tense as in the words, ‘they will be forced’, tended to weaken
the weight of the action.

.

M, Fromageot said that the Committee had had a scruple upon the

subject. They remembered that the Allied and Associated Powers had
promised Germany in July that the blockade would be raised after Germany
had ratified the Treaty. The Committee had wished to use an expression

which would show that they were not unmindful of the former engagement
which had been taken and that they took recourse to these measures only

because Germany had failed to live up to her obligations. It would be

^ Head of the British Military Mission at Riga.
3 iThis exchange of letters was published in the British press on September 29, 1919.

See VoL III of this series.

^ Seventh paragraph of the dreifit note.
5 The reference was evidently to the ninth paragraph of the draft note (the fourth, not the

third, paragraph on the second page of the original)

.

^ For the withdrawal of American representation from the Supreme Economic Council
after the departure of Messrs. Hoover and Dulles from Paris, see Mr. Polk’s telegram No.

4197 ofSeptember 13, 1919, to Mr. Lansing and the reply thereto, printed in Papers relating

to the Foreign Relations of the United States igig (Washington 1934), vol. i, pp. 8-9.
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simpler to say, ^they will take into consideration’, at the end of the para-

graph; they would suppress the words "Supreme Economic Council’ wher-

ever they occurred.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the Council had just decided to furnish oil if

the supply of foodstuffs under discussion was to be stopped. ^ It should be

understood that the Supreme Council were in a position, if they considered

it advisable, to cancel the decision which they had just taken.

M. PiGHON said that the Council were in agreement on this point, but that

he did not consider it advisable to notify the Armistice Commission of this

reservation.

M. Fromageot said that in case the Council decided to hold up the

repatriation of the German prisoners of war, the Committee had prepared a

formula which could be inserted before the last paragraph on page two and

which stated that the repatriation of German prisoners of war would be

stopped from that day.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he thought this formula was too definite. In

spite of his repeated telegrams, he had so far not received instructions from

his Government. When the subject had been previously discussed, ^ the

Council had spoken of a total or partial suspension of repatriation.

M. PiGHON said that he thought it would be better to make no mention of

prisoners of war.

M. Berthelot said that it was an efficacious means of pressure, even

though it was somewhat objectionable.

Mr. Polk said that he thought it would be advisable to make some

intimation on the subject through the Press.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that at the meeting at which Mr. Lloyd George had

been present, it had been decided to send the ultimatum through the inter-

mediary of Marshal Foch.^ Later they had thought of addressing the Ger-

man Delegation. Now they had returned to the formula of the ultimatum.

He thought it would produce a stronger effect if it was communicated to the

German Government through the intermediary of Marshal Foch. From a

technical point of view, he wished to say that all questions concerning the

Armistice had been taken up with the German Government through the

intermediary of Marshal Foch and in this particular case the question was

one relating to the terms of the Armistice.

M. Fromageot said that the note of September 23rd^o had been addressed

to Marshal Foch.

Mr. Polk said that he had no objections to this procedure.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he suggested the advisability of making the

note public.

M. PiGHON said that the Press could be informed of the note on that day,

and the terms could be published on the following Monday.

The punctuation here is apparently defective. A possible emendation would be a full

stop after ‘oil^ and a comma after 'stopped’.

^ See No. 64, minute 7, 9 See No. 58, minute i.

^
Apparently in error for September 3, See appendix D and note 16 below.
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It was decided

:

(1) to accept the draft note to the German Government respecting the
evacuation of the Baltic Provinces prepared by the Drafting Com-
mittee with the modifications in text approved by the Coimcil (see

Appendix E).

(2) to transmit this note to the German Government through the inter-

mediary of the Marshal, Commander in Chief of the Allied Armies

;

(3) to notify the press of the transmission of this note and to make public

HI the text on the 29th of September,”

It was also decided

:

that the Council, in conformity with the spirit of this note, should
reserve the right to stop, if they should consider it advisable, the cargoes

of oil, the delivery ofwhich to Germany had been authorized by the Council.

4. M. Fromageot read and explained a note of the i8th of September

Mefrom the addressed by the Drafting Committee to the Supreme Council

Drafting Com- on the subject of the Air Convention which had been adopted
mittee on the by the. Supreme Council at its meeting of September loth. (See
Air Convention Appendix F.)

The Proposals ofthe Committee were adopted except in regard to Article 18

respecting which the following discussion took place

:

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the Article raised very delicate questions. If

the Article were entirely suppressed the result might be that aircraft might,

upon landing in a foreign country, be prevented from flying for an indefinite

period, on the ground that some breach of patent had taken place. He
wished to have it stated definitely that in a case of this kind the aircraft

would not be detained.

M. Fromageot said that the same question had arisen in the Automobile

Convention and at that time it was considered advisable to omit the Article.

In point of fact there was no danger that aircraft would be detained for

months. It would be suiBcient to avoid detention to deposit a bond. It was

possible to maintain the article under discussion, but there was no doubt

that certain of the Powers would make reservations.

Captain Roper said that the French Delegation had made a reservation

in respect of this Article for the purpose of protecting industrial property.

They could not agree that a foreigner knowingly committing a breach of

patent should land in France and leave without being disturbed. The
detention of the aircraft in question appeared to be the only method of

dealing with the situation, but in view of the fact that the Legal Advisers of

the Conference were of the opinion that industrial property would be equally

well protected if after their detention the deposit of a bond were called for,

the French Delegation would withdraw their reservation against Article 18

upon condition that the last sentence, concerning suits to be brought in the

country of origin against the aircraft, be eliminated.

“ The note was published in the British press on September 30, jgig. This English text

was not identical with that in appendix E ;
the published text appears to have been a slightly

variant translation of the French text.
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Sir Eyre Crowe said that he was willing to accept the suppression ofsuch

a statement. He suggested that the Article be referred to the Drafting

Committee which should endeavour to modify it, so that the right of deten-

tion or seizure should be limited by the right to set the aircraft free upon the

deposit of a bond.

M. PiGHON said that he would agree to this.

M. Matsui said that he was obliged to make a reservation. His Govern-

ment was not yet in possession of the text of the Convention. A^i^eriod of

six months had been allowed in which each Power might say whether or not

it agree.

Mr. Polk said that the United States had also made a reservation and

understood that they would be given a period of six months in which to

communicate their reply.

It was decided:

(1) that the Drafting Committee should be called upon to modify the text

of Article 18 of the Convention Relative to Air Navigation in such a

manner as to make it possible for aircraft to avoid detention for

violation of patent by depositing a security.

(2) to accept, with reference to Articles 15, 22, 24, 34, and 36 the proposals

of the Drafting Committee. (See Appendix F.)

5. M. Berthelot said that he was directed by M. Glemenceau to say that

Publication of Docu-'

ments Annexed to the

Treaty ofPeace with

Germany

he considered it inadvisable to publish portions ofthe Condi-

tions of Peace in their original text. He was not opposed to

the publication of all of the text and of the notes which had

been exchanged in the premises with the German Govern-

ment.

Sir Eyre Crowe said he agreed in principle, but the publication of the

whole of the text might be somewhat expensive. He would refer the matter

fo his Government.

(The question was adjourned.)

6 .

Insertion in the Treaty
[Not printed]*^

with PJungafy ofan Article

identical with Article 310

of the Treaty with Austria

7. (The Council had before it a memorandum from Mr. Hoover asking that

Creation ofa Commission
^ Committee be formed to make arrangements for and

to Study the Repatriation undertake the repatriation of the German, Austrian and

of German, Austrian and Hungarian prisoners in Siberia. (See Annex H.”)
Hut^arian Prisoners in M. Berthelot said that the Council would, without

question, be unanimous in approving Mr. Hoover’s

, i On the proposal of the British delegation it was decided to request the Drafting

;
to insert ah a;rticle in the treaty of peace with Hungary identical with article

treaty with Austria.

printed. In this memorandum, dated July 36, 1919, Mr. Hoover stated: ‘It

si'.,;
.
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proposal. It was a question of humanity, but he felt that it should be under-,

stood that, before repatriating the Germans and others, it would be necessary

to repatriate the fifty thousand Czecho-Slovak troops who were at present in

Siberia.

Mr. Polk said he agreed with M. Berthelot. There were a number of

difficult questions in connection with the repatriation of these prisoners, just

as there were in the case of the Czecho-Slovak troops, but as the question of

the repatriation of the latter was being considered at the present time, it

would be possible to study at the same time the questions relating to the

Germans and Austrians.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he felt some doubt as to whether the nomina-

tion of a Commission would bring about practical results.

M. PiGHON thought that there might be favourable results and that they

would lead to a means of repatriating the Czecho-Slovak troops.

(It was decided

:

that a Commission composed of one American, British, French, Italian

and Japanese officer shotild be created to deal with the repatriation of

German, Austrian and Hungarian prisoners in Siberia.

It was also decided

:

that the repatriation of the Czecho-Slovak troops in Siberia should be

effected before that of the German, Austrian and Hungarian prisoners.)

8. (The signature then took place of the decision previously taken by the

Si nature of the Deci-
organization of a plebiscite in the Duchy

skTt^bythePdn- of Teschen and in the districts of Spis and Orava.M

cipal Allied and The decision was signed by Mr. Polk, Sir Eyre Crowe,
Associated Powers for M. Pichon, M. SciaJoja and M. Matsui.)
the Organizdtion of a ,

Plebiscite at Teschen

(The meeting then, adjourned.)

appears that there are some 200,000 German-Austrian and Hungarian prisoners in Siberia,

and that these prisoners are suffering greatly and are a constant menace to the Siberian

Gk)vernment. There are also certain Polish prisoners and civilians now scattered all over

the world who will require more systematic assistance at repatriation, but there is an entire

deficiency of funds with which to pay the incidental expenses. There are probably also

other odd lots of expatriates ofvarioxis nationals as the result ofthe war, who need systematic

repatriation. It would appear to me that this problem requires definite organization.’ Mr.

Hoover went on to propose ‘that a Commission, comprising a British, French, American

and Italian military officer, should be set up and undertake the management of this re-

patriation’ in consultation with the Gk)vernments concerned. Mr. Hoover enclosed a British

memorandum on Ex-Enemy Prisoners of War in Siberia and a memorandum on Polish

Repatriation as ‘indicating the volume of the problem’ outlined by him.

See No. 62, minute 2 and appendix B.
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Appendix A to No. 66

Xote on the German Tank Vessels

Translation

September 24^ iQig,

Origin of the Question

The Brussels Protocol concerning merchant tonnage is only the result of several

interviews, notably those ofTreves ofJanuary 15-17 [1919] and ofSpa ofMarch 4.

The surrender of the German merchant fleet was stipulated by Article VIII of

the Convention renewing the Armistice signed at Treves on January 16. This

article provided, to settle the details of execution, the conclusion of a civil agree-

ment, which was signed in the same place on January 17.

The Germans not having fulfilled their obligations, a meeting of experts was
held at Spa. Admiral Hope, Chief of the Allied Delegation, submitted a note with

two memoranda annexed, one relative to finances and the other dealing with

tonnage. This latter memorandum defines the nature of the exemptions accorded

and confirms clearly their revocability.

The Germans, without raising objections to the terms of the memorandum,
declared that they could not deliver their vessels without obtaining precise

guarantees of food.

Therefore the whole question of food supply, tonnage and finance was treated

again at Brussels on March 13 and 14, 1919.

The exemptions accorded, whose provisional character is emphasized in every

particular case, form the subject of the first paragraph of Annex V/a (tonnage) of

the Brussels Protocol.

Concerning the tank vessels the drafting is perfecdy clear; it is in fact stipulated

that Tor the moment, the Associated Governments would not insist on the delivery

of the tank-steamers’.

Other exemptions granted at that time have since been revoked, for example

those covered in paragraph 3 of § i of said Annex V/a.

Point ofLaw

A. Status of the vessels.

Consequently the tank-steamers in question, included in the German fleet that

is to be handed over to the Allies, remain still at their disposal.

In March the Allies agreed not to insist on the immediate delivery solely

because of the abundance of tank tonnage at that time available (on this subject

see the English and German stenographic reports of the discussions).

The Allies are therefore perfectly justified, in law, in demanding the delivery of

these steamers, and the Germans moreover cannot refuse them (see on this subject

the telegrams exchanged between the ‘Coventry’ and the Admiralty).

B, Competence,

On February 4, the Allied Council of Maritime Transports asked the Supreme
Council to sanction the creation of an organism charged with dealing with all

questions relative to enemy vessels.

The Supreme Council referred this letterfor decision to the Supreme Economic
^Council, which in the meantime had been constituted, to decide among other
questions those brought,up by the application of the armistice (other than strictly

naval^ military or political questions)
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It is under these conditions that the Supreme Economic Council decided the

question in its session of February 25, 1919 (paragraph 17 of the minutes).

Since that time numerous questions brought up—not only on the subject of the

assignment or reassignment of the enemy vessels, but also on the extension of

the restriction of exemptions granted—^were always decided without reference by
the Supreme Economic Council (notably the exemption of the vessels between
1600 and 2500 tons and the withdrawal of the exemption of food for the German
army in C[o]urland).

There is so little question about this that in the note that the American Delegate

addressed to the Allied Executive of Maritime Transports on September 1 7, this

Delegate asks that the question be decided by the Supreme Economic Council.

The Supreme Economic Council and the A.M.T.E. have therefore received

explicit powers from the Allied and Associated Governments for all enemy vessels,

whatever their status.

Point ofFact

The inclosed note of the Allied Executive of Maritime Transports*^ sums up this

point perfectly, and the French Delegation has accepted it completely.

On receipt of this note, the Supreme Economic Council took the decision which
is entered as follows in the minutes of the meeting of September 20th

:

‘315 [316]—Delivery of German Tank Steamers to the Allies.

The President of the Transport Executive states the question and asks the
Council to ratify the proposals contained in the note of the Transport Executive
(document 291).*®

‘He calls especial attention to the note of the American Delegate (annex B) in

this document, requesting that the Supreme Economic Council be asked to decide
on the revocation of the provisional exemption in regard to these vessels granted
by the Brussels Agreement.
‘The Council, by virtue of the powers vested in it by the Supreme Council at the

time of the Brussels Agreement, decides to approve the proposal of the Transport
Executive, as follows

:

‘i. That the provisional exemption of the German tank steamers granted at
Brussels shall be revoked. This revocation shall go into force without affecting

any measure previously taken by the permanent Naval Armistice Commission.
^2. That the vessels shall be delivered to the management of the Allied and

Associated Governments under the ordinary Armistice conditions.
‘3. That if the German Government desires, the vessels shall be employed, at

least for one voyage, in carrying petroleum destined for Germany.
‘It is recalled that the American Delegate of the Transport Executive declared

that ifthe Supreme Economic Council approves ofthe revocation ofthe exemption,
no objection would be raised by his Government to these resolutions.

‘The French Delegation declares that it will insist to the French Ministry of the
Navy that the Vesta be sent to Italy.’

The present situation is therefore as follows

:

1. The Supreme Economic Council, ratifying the proposition of the A.M.T.E.,
presented in agreement with the Permanent Naval Armistice Commission
(P.A.N.A.C.), has decided that the vessels in question could not in any case be
authorized to fly the German flag.

2. These organizations agree with the Germans that the vessels in question be
*5 Not annexed to original of this appendix.



delivered to the Allies and fly the Interallied flag, under the general conditions

fixed for the German boats delivered to the Associated Powers after the Armistice.

(See telegrams P.A.N.A.G.)

3. The Supreme Economic Council, ratifying the proposals presented by the

A.M.T.E. at the request of the Committee of Organization of the Reparations

Commission (itself acting at the instigation of the American Delegate), has

decided that if the German Government so desires, these vessels shall be assigned

to carrying petroleum bought by Germany.

The interests of the German supply are thus safeguarded in the method favoured

by the American Government for the food supply.

In fact the transport of petroleum is assured under the same conditions as that

of the American supplies, and, since the furnishing depends only on the transport,

Germany’s supply of mineral oils is assured.

In point of law there can be no connection between the delivery of petroleum

to be made by American private interests and the execution of Armistice Clauses.

Appendix G to No. 66

German Peace Delegation.
VERSAILLES, September 26^ igig.

The German Government has for weeks been taking the greatest pains to with-

draw the insubordinate troops from the Baltic provinces and Lithuania. The
troops, in case of their continuing to disobey orders, have been threatened with the

stoppage of food supplies, pay and all canteen service. General von der Goltz had

summoned to this effect the leaders of all detachments to his headquarters.

General von der Goltz has in point of fact followed all the instructions of the

Government. He is now recalled, because he failed to carry through the orders of

the Government. It must be admitted that in military quarters they fear that his

successor will have still greater difficulty to succeed in obtaining the necessary

authority against the insubordinate troops. The troops in the Baltic Provinces are

partly demoralized.

In order that the Allied and Associated Governments may form a correct idea

of the situation in the Baltic Provinces, and in order to further the prompt evacua-

tion of the Baltic Provinces as desired by the German Government themselves, the

latter agree that a mixed German-Interallied Commission should proceed to the

Baltic Provinces.

The German Government deem it desirable that this Commission should travel

via Berlin and should ascertain by direct negotiations with the German Govern-

ment that Germany is willing to further the evacuation of the Baltic Provinces in

every way.

In order to hasten the evacuation the German Government have proceeded to

execute the decision taken in the former Cabinet Council to stop the pay of the

troops, and have given orders that all troops, who refuse to obey the command to

return, are to receive no more pay. Orders have been likewise given that all

rrfractory troops shall lose their claims to maintenance or pension. The Minister

for Public Defence has, already a few days ago, despatched a special officer to

^^^I^^Gourland, who sends daily reports on the situation there and receives orders fi'om

consequence to the German Government that Interaflied representa-
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rives should cooperate in the German-Interallied Commission, also on account of

the fact that German Nationals established in the Baltic Provinces to flee

from the country together with the retreat of the German troops. They do not

wish to experience another summer there under Bolsheviki rule. It is a case of

170,000 people, whose lives and property have to be protected, Germany is in no

way in the position to procure, within the Empire, dwellings and food for these

German subjects, established up to the present in the Baltic Provinces. After the

retreat of the German troops they would have to be placed under the protection

of the Entente.

Up to the present time adventurers from all parts of the Empire have been

trying, contrary to the wishes of the German Government, to join the ti’oops in the

Baltic Provinces. Sharp admonitions have been issued against these tcndcnci('S.

The frontier has been closed; soldiers, who, nevertheless, endeavour to pass the

frontiers are fired upon. All supplies ofammunition to the Baltic troops have been

strictly prohibited for weeks past.

The Government have for the present deemed it preferable not to publish in

the German press, as had been proposed, the menace of American reprisals, in

order that no panic should arise from the impending occupation offurther German
districts. However, orders have been given to acquaint the troops of the Baltic

Provinces at once with the threatened reprisals, in order that they may sec the
extent of the danger in case that they should not return.

It is absolutely erroneous that a great proportion of the German people by open
or clandestine means are supporting the troops in their insubordination. On the
contrary the opinion prevails in Germany that the troops can in no case hold out
any longer in the Baltic Provinces. Even the leading Conservative paper ‘Kreuz-
Zeitung’ wrote last Wednesday that it is wise and necessary to put a stop to the
existing state of affairs in the Baltic Provinces, and drew the attention to th<5

necessity ofgood German relations with the Lettish and Lithuanian people, as well
as with their newly arising states,

A further question to be discussed with the Interallied Commission is the
following:

What is to become of the Russian detachments which remain in the Baltic
Provinces, standing partly between the German troops.

Appendix D to No. 66

Projet de Note a la Delegation Allemande au Sujet de V^vacuaiion des Provinces

Baltiques

{Proposition du Comite de Redaction,)

Aux termes de Particle XII de Parmistice du ii novembre 1918, PAllemagne
sousent Pengagement suivant:

^

Routes les troupes allemandes qui se trouvent actuellement dans les territoires
qui faisaient partie, avant la guerre, de PAutriche-Hongrie, de la Roumanic, de
la lurquie, doivent rentrer imm^diatement dans les fronti^jres de PAllemagnc
telles qu elles etaient au premier aout 1914;

^

‘Toutes les troupes allemandes qui se trouvent actuellement dans les territoiresqm faisaient partie, avant la guerre, de la Russie devront ^galement rentrer dans

le

^ Allemagne d^fimes comme ci-dessus, des que les Allies jugeront
le moment venu, compte tenu de la situation de ces territoires.’
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A la date du 27 aout/^ le Mar^chal de France commandant en Chef les armees
alliees et associ^es, a fait connaitre que le moment etait venu pour PAllemagne
d’^vacuer lesdits territoires et a mis le Gouvernement allemand en demeure d’y

proc^der immediatement.

Par sa note du 3 septembre, le Gouvernement allemand cherche a se soustraire

k Pengagement ci-dessus rappfele] en all^guant des pretextes que les Puissances

alliees et associees ne sauraient admettre.

Les Gouvernements Allies et Associds se refusent notamment a admettre que le

Gouvernement allemand puisse^ pour decliner la responsabilite qui lui incombe,

se retrancher derriere Pimpuissance oil il pretend sera pouver [? s’en trouver]

d’imposer Pobdissance a ses troupes des regions baltiques.

Ils invitent, en consequence,.le Gouvernement allemand a proc6der, sans aucun
deiai, a Pevacuation de toutes troupes allemandes, £tats-Majors et services

comprisj dans les provinces baltiques. Le Gouvernement allemand devra prendre

egalement, sans deiai, les mesures n^cessaires pour faire rentrer, dans les limites

prevues, tous militaires allemands, qui, apres demobilisation, ont pris du service

dans les corps russes organises dans lesdites provinces baltiques, s’abstenir de toute

autorisation et imposer rigoureusement Pinterdiction d’y prendre du service.

L’evacuation devra etre entreprise immediatement et poursuivie sans

interruption.

Les Gouvernements allies et associes font connaitre que, jusqu’a ce qu’ils aient

constate que leur demande re^oit entiere satisfaction, ils ne prendront en considera-

tion aucune des demandes actuellement soumises au Conseil Supreme ficonomique

par le Gouvernement allemand, concernant le ravitaillement de PAllemagne en

vivres et en matieres premieres. Ils ont, en consequence, donne au Conseil Supreme
ficonomique Pinstruction de ne proc^der k Pexamen d’aucune de ces demandes.

En outre, les Gouvernements allies et associes refuseront toutes facilites

financieres, dont actuellement le Gouvernement allemand profiterait ou qu’il

recher[cher]ait aupr^s des Gouvernements allies et associes ou de leurs ressortissants.

Si le Gouvernement allemand continue k ne pas remplir ses engagements, les

Puissances alliees et associees prendront toutes autres mesures qu’elles jugeront

necessaires pour assurer Pexecution desdites clauses de Parmistice.

Appendix E to No. 66

J/’oU to the German Governmentfrom the Allied and Associated Governments

September py, igig.

According to the terms of Article XII of the Armistice of November 1 1, 1918,

Germany subscribed to the following engagement:

AH German troops at present in any territory which before the war belonged

to Austria, Hungary, Roumania, or Turkey shall withdraw within the frontiers

ofGermany as they existed on August i, 1914, and all German troops at present

in territories which before the war formed part of Russia must likewise return

to within the frontiers of Germany as above defined as soon as the Allies shall

think the moment suitable, having regard to the internal situation of these

territories.

Under date of August 27, the Marshal of France, Commander-in-Ghief of the

Allied and Associated Armies, made known that the time had come for Germany

For this correspondence see Vol. Ill of this series.
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to evacuate the said territories and summoned the German Government to proceed

thereto immediately.

By its note of September 3, the German Government endeavoured to evade the

engagement above referred to, by alleging pretexts which the Allied and Associated

Powers are unable to consider.

The Allied and Associated Governments refuse particularly to admit that the

German Government can, in order to avoid the responsibility incumbent upon it,

shield itself behind the alleged inability to enforce obedience of its orders by the

troops in the Baltic regions.

They therefore request the German Government to proceed without delay to

the evacuation of all German troops, staffs and services included, now in the Baltic

provinces. The German Government will immediately take the necessary steps to

withdrawwithin the aforesaid boundaries all German officers and soldiers, who have
enlisted, since demobilization, in Russian corps organized in the said Baltic provinces

and will withhold authorization for and strictly forbid enlistment in the said corps.

The evacuation must be started immediately and must continue without

interruption.

The Allied and Associated Governments hereby notify that until they are

satisfied that their demand is being effectively executed they will not entertain

any of the applications put forward by the German Government for the supply of

foodstuffs and raw materials. They have consequently given instructions not to

proceed with the examination of any of these applications.

Furthermore the Allied and Associated Governments will refuse all financial

facilities which the German Government is enjoying at the present time or which
it is seeking from the Allied and Associated Governments or their nationals.

In the event of non-compliance on the part of the German Government, the

Allied and Associated Powers will take such measures as they shalljudge necessary

to enforce the aforesaid terms of the Armistice.

Appendix F to No. 66

II \sic\ Note to the Supreme Council
Translation

PARIS, September iS^ igig.

The Drafting Committee has finished drawing up, in view of its signature, the

Convention on Aerial Navigation, adopted by the Supreme Council in its Session

of September 10.^^

On that subject, the Drafting Committee has the honour to call the attention

of the Supreme Council to the reservations made by several Delegations which
are in disaccord relative to the following articles:

1) Article 18— That article solves certain questions of International Law in

matters of industrial ownership (exemption of seizure in case of counterfeit,

attribution ofjudicial jurisdiction).

Nothing seems to prevent the signatory powfers from- making reservations on that

article. The pure and simple suppression of that article can be conceived. The
silence of the convention as regard automobiles creates a precedent.

2) Article 22— Alineas i, 2, and 5 (Right of Police for the States over their

atmosphere) are the result of the principle of sovereignty established by article i

.

Their maintenance is therefore not necessary.

^7 See No. 55, minute i.
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The Drafting Committee considers that it is not necessary to solve those general
questions, a propos of a technical regulation of aerial navigation which males the
subject of the present Convention.

Later agreements can regulate these questions of a purely judicial nature, if

need be.

3) Article ^4.— (International Commission on Aerial Navigation.)

Cuba protests against the mode of the Constitution of that Commission.
The Drafting Committee considers that this provision adopted by the Com-

mission is the basis of the Convention, which each state is free to 5ign or not—and
that reservations on that score are practically equal to a refusal to sign.

4)

—The United States have made reservations on articles 15, *24 and 36; the
objections refer to questions of an internal nature and of customs.

But a time limit of six months has been provided for the signing of the Conven-
tion, precisely to settle these difficulties.

Under these conditions, the Drafting Committee has the honour to propose to
the Supreme Council:

1

.

—Article 18. Either suppress that article, or accept the reservations which the
signatory powers wish to add to their signature.

2.

—Article 22. Suppress that article.

3.

—Article 54. Take no account of the Cuban protest.

4.

—Articles /j, 24 and3^, Make no objection to the provisional reservations made
by the United States.

For the Drafting Committee,

Henri Fromageot.

No. 67

H. D. 63.] Motes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai d'^Orsay^ Paris
^
on Monday^

September igig^ at 10.30 a.m.

Present: U.S,A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Sir Eyre Crowe; secretary, Mr. H. Norman.
France: M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Berthelot, M. de Saint Quentin.
Italy: M. Scialoja; secretary, M. Galli.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.
Joint Secretariat: U.SA.: Mr. C. Russell. British Empire: Capt.

Hinchley-Cooke. France: M, Massigli. Italy: M. Zanchi.

Interpreter: M. Camerlynck.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned :

—

U.SA.i Rear-Admiral McCully, U.S.N., Colonel Browning, U.S.A.,
Mr. James Brown Scott.

British Empire: Major-General Sir F. Sykes, Major-General Groves,
Mr. Brigstocke, Lt.-Colonel Kisch, Commander Macnamara, Mr.

. Sherman, Commander Lucas.

; France: General Belin, M. Laroche, M. Seydoux, M. Kammerer,
i M- Fromageot, Commander le Vavasseur, Captain Roper,

r V;
A^hniral Orsini, Lt.-Golonel Piccio, General Cavallero, M. Ricci-

^ ' BnsattL
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1
.
(The discussion on the British memorandum on this subject was postponed

German Ships sold to enable Sir Eyre Crowe to receive instructions from his

during the War to Government. Mr. Polk also wished to consult his Govem-
Dutch Naoigation ment before the matter was brought before the Council.)
Companies

2. Captain Roper said that Article 202 ofthe Treaty ofPeace with Germany
specified that war material should be delivered to the Allied and

Sde o/Azr Associated Powers after the Treaty came into force. In order that

theGmnan
s-rticle might be carried out ^ter the Treaty came into force,

Governrrmt important that this war material should not be alienated in

any way or exported from Germany. The AlHed and Associated

Governments had addressed two notes to the German Government on the

subject.^ The German Government had replied by a letter dated September
8th sent through the Armistice Commission declining to agree to the obliga-

tions placed upon the article by the Allied and Associated Governments. As
information was constantly received to show new breaches by Germany,
Marshal Foch proposed to the Supreme Council that a resolution be taken

that all air material in Germany should be considered as war material and
should be stored as war material until such time as the Interallied Air Con-
trol Commission had decided as to its nature.

(Captain Roper then read and commented upon a letter from

Marshal Foch of September 25th (see Apperfdix A).)

Mr. Polk asked whether the question was one of the Armistice.

Captain Roper replied that it dealt with Article 202 of the Treaty of

Peace,

Mr. Polk asked whether what was now said was not broader than the

statements of the resolution ofAugust Gth.^ The words used were, ‘destroyed

and used’. He questioned whether the use ofthe word ‘used’ was not beyond
the powers of the Council.

Captain Roper said that if the Germans used the material in question

they would take occasion to destroy it, if they could, on the ground of

accidents, or they would be able to use the material for other purposes. If

they were given a free hand they would undoubtedly transform the

material. There had been examples of repeated infractions by the Germans,

and in order to avoid these it was essential that the material should be

stocked.

Mr. Polk asked whether the Commission of Control would have the

power to decide as to what material was civil and what military.

Captain Roper replied that the Commission would have this power.

M. Scialoja said that it was important that the position of the Council

should be founded on firm ground. It was not possible to apply the Treaty

before it was ratified. He suggested that a Provisional Commission ofControl

might permit the Germans to use aircraft which were not military. He

2 See No. 29, minute 14.^ See document 2 in appendix A below.
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thought that the Council were asking for more than under the Treaty they

were entitled to ask.

Mr. Polk asked whether the Commission had arrived in Germany.
Captain Roper replied that the advance party had arrived. The Ger-

mans were anxious to postpone the discussion of the subject until the Treaty
came into force. Under these circumstances the procedure proposed by M.
Scialoja would not be applicable. In its resolution of August Gth^ the

Supreme Council had declared its right of property over this material; they

therefore had legal rights. During the last month the Germans had several

times violated their engagements and Marshal Foch had declared that^

unless the Supreme Council took firm and determined action, he was not in

a position to obtain any results.

M. Scialoja asked whether it was proposed to stop [?stock] all the air-

craft in question.

Captain Roper replied that the Technical Experts who had discussed the

subject in the Commission on Aerial Clauses, had unanimously declared that

there were no civil aircraft in Germany, if by that aeroplanes constructed

since the Armistice and upon new plans were meant. Today the Germans
had requested permission to use seven hundred aeroplanes for the Postal Air

Service and this request was undoubtedly made to conceal their real purpose

in endeavouring to keep back from the Allies a large number of aeroplanes.

Mr. Polk asked whether M. Scialoja was satisfied as to the legal right.

M. Scialoja replied that he would withdraw the reservation he had
previously made.

Mr. Polk asked Captain Roper if he referred to aeroplanes built since

the Armistice.

Captain Roper said that he referred to aeroplanes built before the

Armistice.

Mr. Polk asked whether the Commission would have the power to

discriminate between aeroplanes built before or since the Armistice. He
also asked whether General Weygand had any objection to the German
Postal Air Service.

Captain Roper replied that he had no such objection after the Treaty

became effective, but he wished to point out that at present it was only a

manoeuvre on the part of the Germans to avoid fulfilling their obligations

under the terms of the Treaty. In the opinion of the Technical Experts,

there was no defence for the scale upon which the German Postal Air Service

was being planned.

Mr. Polk said that there was no legal obstacle of prohibiting [sic] the

Germans building and exporting aeroplanes which had been built since the

time of the Armistice upon new plans.

Captain Roper said that in the first place it would be necessary for the

Commission to examine these plans and that pending the ratification of the

Treaty the material in question should be stopped [stocked].

^iR Eyre Crowe said that the Supreme Council had decided on August
6ih^ that the price of all material sold from the supplies which, according to
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the terms of the Treaty of Peace, were to be delivered to the Allied and
Associated Powers, should be refunded to the Allied and Associated Powers.

He thought that it was time to apply this resolution.

Captain Roper explained that in a telegram of August 23rd 3 sent to the

German Authorities by Marshal Foch through the medium of General

Nudant there was no mention, of refunding this sum because the telegram

contained a special authorization for the delivery of certain material to

General Yudenitch and to the Czecho-Slovak Government. Marshal Foch

had been desirous of assuring the delivery of this material in view of the fact

that he had no other means at the moment and it seemed at the time advi-

sable to make no mention of the amount of the sum collected. He thought

that the moment had now arrived and that Germany should be required to

refund the money. ,

It was decided

:

(1) that all air material now in Germany shohld be considered as war
material and as such could neither be exported, sold, loaned, utilized

or destroyed, but should be stocked until such time as the Inter-

AUied Air Commission of Control should have taken a decision to

determine its nature

;

(2) that the German Government should pay to the Allied and Associated

Governments the amount of the sales already made.

It was also decided:

that Marshal Foch should be charged with communicating this decision

to the German Government.

3 *

Reportfrom the Military
[Not printed]

Representatives at Ver-

sailles on the distribution

of air material

3 See No. 41, appendix C.
4 After discussion the Supreme Council decided to accept the report ‘of the 5th of Sep-

tember regarding the principles which should govern the distribution of the aeronautical

material given up or to be given up by (Germany, Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria or Turkey’ in

accordance with the treaties ofpeace (appendix B in original). The more important recom-

mendations of this report were
:

(i) All such material to be entered on a single list divided

under headings such as ‘ {a) Complete aircraft, {h) Aircraft engines of all types, (c) Aircraft

instruments of all kinds, (d) Airships, (e) Kite balloons, (/) Hangars, {g) Ail other aircraft

parts specified in the Treaty’ : the material to be classified under each heading by the Inter-

allied Commission of Control, (ii) ‘The Principal Allied and Associated Powers and Belgium

shall participate in the distribution.’—^The American Air Adviser, Admiral Elnapp, entered

a reservation (subsequendy waived by Mr. Polk) stating in part : ‘Belgium has been admitted

and there would appear to be no reason either on ground of right or justice why one small

Power should be included and the remainder excluded. As far as he is aware none of the

small Powers except Belgium have been consulted, and he refuses to subscribe to any recom-

mendations which do not contain any reference to the wishes of those small Powers, and

which appear almost to treat the Allies as enemies.’ (iii) Any captured aircraft, etc., to be

returned to the nation originally owning it. (iv) The participating powers to receive samples
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4 -

Removal ofRolling Stock
[Not printed]

beyond the Armistice

frontier in violation of the

Armistice of Villa Giusti

5 -

Distribution ofGer-
[Not printed] 5

man Submarine

engines and parts

6. M. Fromageot read and commented upon a memorandum with refer-

^ence to the draft note previously prepared (see h. d. 6o, Ap-

SovietRt^a
regard to the blockade of Soviet Russia. (See

Appendix E.) He proposed to add in the third paragraph^ the

words "in conformity with the measures contemplated by Article i6 of the

Covenant of the League of Nations’.

Mr. Polk said that before the United States Government would be in a

position to take action it would be necessary for internal action to be taken

in the United States.

M. Fromageot said that Article i6 of the League of Nations Covenant

was framed to meet a situation like that which existed at present. It provided

for the rupture of commercial and economic relations. In cases where the

League of Nations did not wish to resort to war the Covenant of the League

of Nations foresaw the use of economic pressure when war was not to be

employed. He felt that the difficulties in regard to the question of blockade

would be removed in this way.

Mr. Polk said that M. Fromageot’s suggestion raised difficulties in his

mind. The League of Nations did not yet exist, and the machinery for

which the Covenant of the League provided, could not become effective

until the League of Nations was actually in force. He did not see how
the United States could adopt the policy proposed at the present time as the

of aeronautical material, and ‘drawings- of each type of aircraft and all other aeronautical

matdriel shall be supplied on demand’ to such powers, ‘whether the same have or have no^

received a sample of the materiel in question.’ (v) ‘The two best airships of the 70 class o^

above shall be allotted, the first to France, the second to Great Britain’
;
other airships to be

entered on a single list for distribution among all participating powers, (vi) ‘Aircraft and
material left over after the above-mentioned distribution—that is to say, aeroplanes, sea-

planes, engines, spares, armament, instruments, etc.’ to be classified and distributed ‘on the

following percentage basis’: France, 30%; Great Britain, 30%; U.S.A., 15%; Italy, 15%;
Japan, 5%; Belgium, 5%-

5 The Supreme Council accepted a report of September 13, 1919, by the Naval Advisers

on the ‘subject ofsubmarine engines and motors surrendered by Germany in place ofcertain

submarines which were broken up in German yards or sunk on passage to England*

(appendix D in original) . The distribution of this material was to be made as an ad hoc

measure since ^owing to lack ofspace this material cannot all be placed under cover, and in

ofthe aj>proach ofwinter weather it is liable to seriotis deterioration. . . . This division

no precedent for the division of other naval material surrendered by enemy



United States had never agreed to a pacific blockade. The Council were

endeavouring to meet the situation by the establishment ofa pacific blockade.

In his opinion it was a declaration of war which was really needed,

M. PiGHON said that the Council found themselves in the same position as

at the time of the last discussion. They would have no commercial relations

with Soviet Russia themselves and they did nothing to ask the neutral

countries to adopt the same policy.

Mr. Polk said that he thought that the best plan would be to wait until

after the winter, and see how the situation was by that time.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that it was necessary to give some instructions to

the Allied Naval Officers in the Baltic Sea. He asked what action these

officers could take with ships which they were stopping. The report of the

Drafting Committee did not cover the question of instructions. The Naval

Officers were acting upon their own authority. He recalled that it had been

previously proposed to make a collective request to the neutral Govern-

ments. He wished to ask his United States Colleague whether he would have

any objection to such a note being sent. He thought that a step would be

taken if a collective representation were made to the Swedish Government.

He had a suggestion to make, but at the moment he had no authority for

committing his Government. He wished to ask whether the British and

French Governments were willing to authorize their Naval Commanders to

turn ships back. If, for example, a Swedish ship were stopped, the Naval

Commander would be in a position to state that the subject had been formally

communicated to the Swedish Government by the Allied arid Associated

Governments, who were awaiting a favourable reply.

Mr. Polk said that he was willing to accept the draft if the last paragraph

were omitted. He had suggested a substitute for the paragraph.^

Sir Eyre Croy/e said that he could not answer for the decision of the

British Admiralty, but he would refer the subject to them.

M. PiCHON suggested that the Drafting Committee be directed to prepare

a note to the Neutral Governments.

Sir Eyre Crowe pointed out that the Council were already in possession

of a draft of such a note.

M. PiGHON said that the note could be transmitted with the omission of

the proposed paragraph respecting the League of Nations, and the last

paragraph.

M. Seydoux read to the Council two communications received from the

French Legation at Stockholm. (See Appendix F.) After reading these

communications, M, Seydoux said that he thought that they contained

matters of great interest. It was evident that the Swedish Government not

only considered that a blockade existed, but that they had notified their own
nationals that navigation was prohibited in the Gulf of Finland.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that these*communications tended all the more to

show that the reply of the Swedish Government to the note of the Principal

Allied and Associated Powers would be favourable.

7 See No. 64, appendix H;
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M. PiGHON said that, pending a decision, the British and French warships

in the Baltic should turn back ships bound for Soviet Russia.

M. Seydoux said that it would be possible, either by adding a paragraph
to the note or by making a verbal communication to the neutral Govern-
ments, to say that British and French war vessels would continue to act in

respect to ships entering the Gulf of Finland as they had been acting up to

the present.

(It was decided:

(1) that the attached note (see Appendix G) should be transmitted to the
neutral Governments in the name of the Allied and Associated
Powers

;

(2) that the neutral Governments should, at the same time, be notified

verbally that the British and French warships in the Gulf of Finland
would continue to turn back ships bound for seaports in Soviet

Russia.)

7 -

Insertion in the Treaty of
printed]8

Peace with Hungary ofan

Article providingfor the

Constitution of a Commis-

sion to Delimit the Frontier

between Austria and

Hungary

8. Mr. Polk read a telegram dated September 24th from General Band-
holtz, American Representative on the Inter-Allied Military

Telegramfrom Commission at Budapest, in regard to Roumanian seizures

(fB^pest
° ^

Appendix I). He said that the information contained

in this telegram showed only too clearly that the Roumanians
were not willing to obey the wishes of the Allied Powers. The Roumanian
Representative told one thing to one Allied Representative and another

thing to another. They were apparently entirely unwilling to obey the

orders of the Allied Generals who represented the Council.

M. PiCHON said that it was most important to await Sir George Clerk’s

arrival before taking any action in regard to Roumania.
Mr. Polk said that, while waiting, statements made by the Roumanians

themselves should not be entitled to much consideration.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the Roumanian Government was trying to

stir up trouble between the Allies. There was a serious situation between
Roumania and the Serb-Croat-Slovene State.

* Arising out of a memorandum, dated September 29, 1919, prepared by the Drafting
Committee (appendixH in original), it was decided: (i) to request the Drafting Conomittee
to insert in the Treaty of Peace with Hungary clauses providing for the constitution of a
ccanihission to delimit the frontier between Austria and Himgary

;
(ii) to request the Drafting

Committee to imert in the treaty articles relative to the nationality of Ae inhabitants of
Htu^arian territory ceded to Austria.
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M. PiGHON said that according to information which he had recently

received from Belgrade the situation between Roumania and Serbia was

better and might improve.

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Hdtel de Crillon^ Paris^

September 1919*

Appendix A to No. 67

Document i

Translation

G.H.Q., September igig.

General Staff, ist Section,

No. 4665.

From: Marshal Foch, Commander-in-Ghief of the Allied Armies,

To: The President of the Council.

Pursuant to your letter of September 26, 1919, transmitting to me copy of the

letter of the Charge d’Affaires of France to the Netherlands relative to suspicious

importations of German planes in Holland, I have the honour of asking you, with

a view to putting an end to the illicit traffic in aeronautic material, which Germany
-continues to practise, in spite of the notification which was given her of the resolu-

tion of August 22, to be kind enough to submit to the approval of the Supreme
Council of the Allies the following resolution

:

‘All aeronautic material existing in Germany should be considered as war
material and as such cannot be exported, alienated, lent, utilized, destroyed, but

must be stocked up till the moment when the Interallied Commission on aerial

control will have pronounced itself on its nature.’

I have already addressed a request of this kind to the President of the Council,

the Minister of War (Army Staff, G-3, September 25, number 2644^ (copy of

which is enclosed)).

Major-General

Weygand

Document 2

Translation

Staff of the Marshal, Commanber-in-Ghief of the Allied Armies,

First Section.

No. 4644.
September 2j, 1919*

From : Marshal Foch,

To: The President of the Council, Ministry ofWar (Army Staff G-3.-A.).

Enclosed herewith^® I am returning the report of September 20 ofthe General

Director of Aeronautics, relative to the opening of an aerial postal service in

9 Apparently in error for 4644 (cf. document 2 below).

^0 Not included in original of this appendix.
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Germany, which you transmitted to me September 23, 1919, under number 8712.

13* S/3.''

I am of the opinion that it is not possible to inform the German Armistice

Commission of this question, such as it is set forth.

The decision taken by the Supreme Council of the Allies to forbid the sale,

cession or exportation of all German aeronautic material has already been notified

twice to the German Government (enclosed herewith*® copy ofnotes number 3765,

of April [August] 7^ and 41 ii of August 26^).

To these two notifications the German Government replied by the note Wako
No. 641, copy of which is enclosed,*® in which it makes all its reserves on our way
of interpreting the aerial clauses of the Peace Treaty, and proposes to leave this

question in suspense until the moment when it can be solved by the Commission

of Control.

To address a protest relative to the establishing of an aerial postal service in

Germany, would be to again desire to open a discussion on this question with the

German Government. This discussion would be fruitless. To be brief, I have

the honour of asking you to be kind enough to submit to the consideration of the

Supreme Council ofthe Allies the following resolution which I shall then communi-
cate to the German Government.

‘All aeronautic material existing in Germany should be considered as war

material and as such cannot be exported, alienated, lent, utilized, destroyed, but

must be stocked up till the moment when the Interallied Commission on Aerial

Control will have pronounced itself on its nature.’

Major-General

Weygand.

‘ Appendix E to No. 67

The Drafting Committee have the following observations to make

:

(1) In the actual circumstances it is perhaps difficult to speak of a blockade, it

being understood that the Powers have different views of the legality of a blockade

without the existence of a state of war.

(2) The measures proposed, involving the prohibition of all commerce, of all

financial relations and of all communications, extend beyond the naval measures

commonly called blockade.

(3) On the other hand, if the Supreme Council is of opinion that coercive

measures, quite outside any war action, are necessary against Soviet Russia, the -

principle enshrined in Article 16 of the Covenant of the League ofNations justifies

as a means of coercion, the adoption by the Powers, who do not wisfi to resort to

armed force, of economic pressure which consists in the immediate rupture of all

financial or commercial relations, the prohibition of all intercourse, the cessation

of all communications, financial, commercial or personal.

The proposed scheme appears to be in conformity with the principle referred

to above.

The Drafting Committee add that in its opinion it would be advantageous to

refer to this in the third paragraph of the scheme.

the question of the opening ofa postal air-service in Germany see No. 56, minute i
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Appendix F to No. 67

Blocus de la Russie des Soviets

I. JVote du Stockholm Daghlad^ jV° du 15 cuout igig

Le aout est arrive a Bjorko le bateau a moteur su6dois Ter’ de Solderberg,

faisant route pour Petrograd. Le capitaine dudit bateau, John Froberg, s’est

adresse aussitot aux autorites militaires de Bjorko, en leur demandant si la position

exacte du champ de mines entre Bjorko et Petrograd etait connue d’elles.

Le navire en question paraissant suspect, on a precede a une inspection de sa

cargaison et Ton a decouvert qu’il y avait a bord 1 1 1 tonnes de conduites a gaz

(en argile) destinies au Gouvemement des Soviets. Comme la Finlande se trouve

en etat de guerre avec les Bolcheviki, la cargaison a ete saisie. Dans la journde de

samedi dernier on a, en consequence, conduit le navire suedois a Viborg, oii la

cargaison a ete debarquee. Les conduites etant soud^es entre elles, on va les

ouvrir aux fins d’examen. L’^quipage se compose de 10 personnes, dont 2 femmes
(toutes ces pei^onnes sont de nationalite suedoise).

IL Communique donne d la Presse par le Gouvemement Suedois {14 aout)

‘Le Ministre des Affaires fitrangeres a annonce qu’il avait, il y a quelque temps,

pris les informations necessaires pour connaitre la maniere de voir des autorites

anglaises et americaines au sujet de I’interdiction faite aux navires suedois de se

rendre k Petrograd; les Americains considerent que I’interdiction de toute naviga-

tion du cote de la Russie des Soviets subsiste toujours et dedarent que le bruit qui

a couru qu’un navire americain etait arrive a Petrograd avec une cargaison de

produits alimentaires etait denue de tout fondement. Aucune rdponse definitive

n’a ete encore donnee par les Anglais, cependant il ressort des renseignements que
les Affaires fitrangeres ont pu recueillir que toute navigation vers la Russie est en

fait impossible, les mines sous-marinesrendantimpraticablel’entreede Petrograd.’

III. Communique paru le 17 septembre

‘Suite aux informations deja donnees concemant I’impossibilite pour les

navires suedois a se rendre en Russie le Svenska Telegram Buro, apres en avoir

interroge le Departement des Affaires Etrangeres, a appris que les autorites

fran^aises ont egalement fait connaitre que le blocus du golfe de Finlande etait

maintenu et que les navires de guerre ffan^ais empecheraient les navires a destina-

tion de petrograd de continuer leur route.’

IV

Le Ministre des Affaires Etrangeres de Su^e a dit au Ministre de France a

Stockholm qu’en fait, aucun navire suedois n’aurait tente de forcer le blocus, sauf

im batiment trop petit pour etre soumis aux obligations d’une autorisation de

sortir des eaux suedoises, VEskiltuna III; depuis qu’il est parti a destination de la

Russie avec un chargement de faucheuses, persoime n’a eu de ses nouvelles. Le
commandant de notre division navale que j’avais interroge, la demande du
Gouvemement suedois, m’a dit n^avoir rien appris du sort de PEskiltuna qui

n’aurait done pas ete capture; vraisemblablement aura-t-il ete coule par une

mine ou victime d’une tempete.
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Appendix G to No. 67

Note aux Gouvernements Neutres

L^hostilite avouee des bolchevistes centre tous les Gouvernements et le pro-

gramme de revolution internationale qu’ils r^pandent constituent un grave danger

pour la securite nationale de toutes les Puissances. Tout accroissement de la force

des bolchevistes augmenterait le danger et serait contraire au ddsir de tous les

peuples qui cherchent a retablir la paix et I’ordre social.

G’est dans cet esprit que les Gouvernements Allies et Associes^ apres la levee du
blocus de TAllemagne, n’ont pas autorise leurs ressortissants a reprendre les

relations commerciales avec la Russie bolcheviste; ces relations, en effet, ne pour-

raient avoir lieu que par Tentremise des chefs du Gouvernement bolcheviste, qui,

disposant k leur gr6 des produits et ressources que leur apporterait la liberte com-

merciale, y puiseraient une augmentation considerable de leur force et de la

tyrannie qu’ils exercent sur les populations russes.

Dans ces conditions, les Gouvernements Allies et Associes demandent au

Gouvernement [....] de bien vouloir prendre immediatement, d’accord avec eux

les mesures indiquees ci-apres pour empecher ses ressortissants de se livrer a tout

commerce avec la Russie bolcheviste et donner Tassurance qu’il mettra rigoureuse-

ment a execution cette politique

:

' A) Refus des papiers de depart a tout navire se rendant dans les ports russes

entre les mains des bolchevistes ou venant des dits ports;

B) fitablissement d’une mesure similaire sur toutes les marchandises destinfes

k etre envoy^es par toute autre voie en Russie bolcheviste;

C) Refus des passeports k toutes personnes allant en Russie bolcheviste ou en

venant (sauf entente pour des cas sp^ciaux avec les Gouvernements Allies

et Associes).

D) Disposition en vue d’emp6cher les banques de traiter des affaires avec la

Russie bolcheviste;

E) Autant que possible, refus par chaque Gouvernement k ses propres

nationaux de facilit^s de correspondance avec la Russie bolcheviste par la

poste, le t^legraphe ou la t616graphie sans fil.

Appendix I to No. 67

American Commission to Negotia^ Peace

- Telegram received

BUDAPEST.

Dated Sept 24^ igig, Reed. 7.05 p.m. 26th.

i-AP,

Ammission, Paris.

88. Despite promise to deliver rifles and machine guns for distribution by Mission

zis needed to organize police, Roumanian Commander today sent letter stating

there would be additional delay of a week or more, and furthermore attached such

conditions to delivery as to nullify its value. The Mission wrote him a letter to

effect; that on nineteenth it had been explained to him that immediate organiza-

tidn of the local Police was urgent necessity, that he had promised to deliver

ten thousand rifles and forty machine guns by twenty-third for distribution to
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Hungarian Police by this Mission assisted by Roumanians, that he had not kept

his promise and that new and unheard ofconditions he had now attached to arms

delivery were tantamount to refusal to assist, and that this Mission would hold

him responsible for any disorder that might result from lack of suitably armed

police and would notify the Supreme Council accordingly. It was proposed to

add he could show his good intentions by giving at once three thousand rifles. I

refused positively to place myself or nation in a position to [of] dickering for three

thousand rifles which might likewise be refused and was sustained by Colleagues.

Roumanians have removed Friederich private telephone and seized auto. General

Gorton requests that copy offoregoing as well as copy ofmy number 87 be furnished

British Commission.

Bandholtz,

No. 68

H. D. 64.] J\fotes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai d'Orsay^ Paris
^
on Tuesday^

September 30^ 1919^ 10.30 a.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Sir Eyre Crowe; secretary, Mr. H. Norman.
France: M. Clemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Berthe-

lot, M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Scialoja; secretary^

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Captain Chapin. British Empire: Captain

Hinchley-Cooke. M. Massigli. M, 'Zanchi.

Interpreter: M. Camerlynck.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned :

—

U.S.A.: Rear-Admiral McCully, Colonel Logan, Colonel Browning,

Major Tyler, Mr. E. L. Dresel.

British Empire: General Sackville-West, Lt.-Col. Kisch, Mr. McFadyean,
Mr. Ibbetson-James, Mr. Forbes-Adam, Mr. Bourdillon.

France: M. Loucheur, M. CMmentel, M. Tardieu, General Weygand,
General Belin, M. Laroche, M. Kammerer.

Italy: M. Brambilla.

I. (The Council had before it a report of the Supreme War Council dated

April 22nd, 1919, on the subject of cost of maintenance of the
Cost of Allied troops ofoccupation in Rhenish territory. (See Appendix A.))
Armies of Occupa-

tion in Germany M. LoucHEUR explained that the question under discussion

was the cost of the armies of occupation from the signing of

the Armistice until the ratification of the Peace Treaty. He then read and

commented upon the report of April 22nd, summarizing the present status

of the matter.

An Allied Subcommission which had met at Spa had undertaken to define

the phrase ‘expenses of maintenance of the troops of occupation’ (‘depenses

* Name omitted in original.
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d’entretien des troupes d’occupation*). This body had decided upon the

following definition for this phrase:

‘During the present Armistice, which includes war occupation, by
expenditures for the upkeep of the troops of occupation of the Rhenish

territories, are meant all the expenditures imposed upon the Allied

Governments for the daily life of the occupying troops as well as all those

brought about by the obligation of maintaining constantly the fixed

effective of these troops and to keep them in such a state as to allow them
at any time to resist an aggression or to resume hostilities immediately.’

Upon the basis of this definition, the expenses of maintenance had been

determined upon at the following rates per man per day:

For the French Army, Fes. 16.60

For the Belgian Army, Fes. 16.13

For the British Army, Fes. 17.06

For the American Army, Fes. 31.14 (The dollar figured at Fes. 5.70).

During the course of the discussions the Belgian and, later, the British

delegates had agreed upon the adoption of an average uniform figure for all

the occupying armies, and which would be the cost of maintenance of one

man per day for the French Army. The American delegate had inclined to

adopt this solution, but General Pershing subsequently rigorously opposed

the same. The Conferences at Spa, therefore, had resulted in a disagreement.

The question thereafter came before the Reparations Commission, but the

same differences of opinion arose in this body. In his capacity as president

of the Committee for the Organization of the Reparations Commission, he

now wished to bring the matter before the Council for decision.

The opinion of the French delegation was based on the following argu-

ments : In the first place, when the Council created the Commission for the

Left Bank of the Rhine, in which the United States was represented by
General Bliss and Mr. J. W. Davis, the British Empire by Lord Robert

Cecil and Field-Marshal Wilson, France by Marshal Foch and M. Loucheur,

the question of the cost of maintenance of the armies of occupation had
arisen. At various times during the discussion the Commission had thought

that it would be weU to adopt the French price as an average figure. Marshal

Foch had even suggested that it would be well to adopt a lower figure for the

cost of maintenance of the armies of occupation after the ratification of the

Peace Treaty, and only include within the phrase ‘expenses of maintenance
to be borne by Germany’, the cost of food and billeting. It had been upon
this basis that the calcxilations had been made to reach the sum of1240,000,000

marks gold yearly, as the maximum cost of maintenance of the armies of

occupation after the ratification of the Peace Treaty. This figure had been
agreed upon in a proclamation which had been signed on June i6th, 1919,

by President Wilson, M. Glemenceau and Mr. Lloyd George (C.F. 73 A.^

e 2 and Appendix). Mr. Lloyd George had even expressed the opinion

would be well to reduce the cost of this maintenance to the minimum,
is .that the later records of the Council^of Four.
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These arguments appeared to him to be sound, and he added that wher-

ever the question of reaching an average figure had arisen in the Peace

Treaty, the French figure had been adopted, as, for example, in the matter

of pensions and allowances. He therefore strongly urged that the French

rate be adopted in this instance, and that it be taken as a basis for calculating

the cost of maintaining the armies, not only before the ratification of the

Treaty (total maintenance), but also after such ratification (partial main-

tenance).

Mr. Polk asked whether the figures agreed upon by President Wilson

applied to the cost ofupkeep of the armies after the ratification ofthe Treaty.

M. Loucheur answered that this was the case, and added that it applied

more especially from the momerit at which Germany carried out the military

obligations incumbent upon her by the Treaty.

Mr. Polk said that he had always believed that the question at issue was

the same during the entire period of occupation; namely, that each occupy-

-ing country should be paid its expenses of occupation by Germany. The cost

of maintenance of the American Army during the armistice had amounted
to a certain figure, and this Germany was called upon to repay. M. Lou-
cheur’s suggestion appeared to him to place a new interpretation upon the

matter, as he had always believed up to the present time that the total cost

of maintenance was under discussion, and not merely the cost of food and
billets.

M. Loucheur said that a slight misunderstanding was apparent. The
French proposition had been that it was necessary to make a distinction

between the maintenance prior to the ratification of the Treaty and that

subsequent thereto. The difficulty of the situation lay in another direction.

The fact existed that the American soldier cost his Government Fes. 31.14,
while the French soldier cost only Fes. 16.60. What he asked was that, in

order to make a calculation as to what Germany should pay each occupying
Power, the same figure should be taken as a basis for each of the Allied

Armies. He remarked further that when the same question had arisen

regarding the pensions called for as part of the reparations, it had been
agreed that the calculation should be made on the basis of the French rate.

Mr. Polk said that the matter resolved itself into ascertaining how much
the American Annies cost the United States. The question was not one
between the United States and its Allies, but rather between the United
States and Germany. The situation would not be helped by the fact that the
French and Belgian Governments were reimbursed in full for their expenses,

while the United States was but partially repaid. The result would be that
the American Treasury Department would be obliged to pay the difference,

with the consequent danger that further burdens might be placed upon the
American taxpayer. The moment the latter discovered that they would be
obliged to pay a portion of the expenses of maintaining an army of occupa-
tion, they would demand the recall of this force.

M. Loucheur said that the matter was one which interested all the Allies

in general, for it was Germany who was called upon to pay. The more
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money which Germany \sic\ was obliged to use in paying for the armies of
occupation, the less she would have for the reparations claims.

Mr. Polk answered that he believed the United States would consent to
accept reimbursement for the time being upon the basis of the average
figure determined upon (French rate). The difference between the sum thus
reimbursed and the actual cost of maintenance might be included in the
sums due the United States by way of reparations.

M. Loucheur called attention to the fact that, as the Treaty imposed an
absolute priority for the sums representing the costs of maintaining the
armies of occupation, the difficulty would not be done away with.

Mr. Polk replied that he would be willing to waive the priority for that
portion of the expenses of maintenance which would be included in the
reparations figure. The all important point was that the American Treasury
Department should not have to defray any of the expenses of the armies of
occupation.

M. Loucheur said that in view of the propositions which Mr. Polk had
put forward, he would like to study the matter somewhat more fully. His
only wish in that question had been not to prejudice the reparations account.
M. PiCHON drew the attention of the Council to the fact that, at the time

the rate of allowance for the officers of the Commission of Control had been
determined upon, it had been expressly stated that Germany would be
called upon to pay the same, but not the salaries of the officers.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the British delegate on the subcommission at

Spa had stated that he would accept the compromise figure if the same were
accepted by all the Governments involved, but that no definite decision had
been given in the matter. He thought that in view of the attitude of the

United States, the British Government would stand by its first proposal, as

it was not favourably disposed to sustaining a burden for the maintenance of
its armies of occupation. The question at issue was very complicated and
raised many technical points. He wished to know to what competent body
the Goundl thought of referring the matter.

M. Loucheur said that there was a body already in existence; namely, the

Subcpmmission for the Cost of the Armies of Occupation, which was attached
to the Committee on the Organization of the Reparations Commission.

(It was decided:

that the question of the cost of the armies of occupation should be
referred to the special subcommission of the Gonunittee on the Organiza-
tion of the Reparations Commission for farther examination and report.)

2. General Weygand read and commented upon a memorandum from

n A j o ..r .r
Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Armies, dated

OUbyG^ fo
Se^ember 24th (see Appendix B 3

).

Lithuania J-athuamans had asked for permission to receive

5O5OOO Ktres of fuel oil which Germany was in a position to

* Notprintcdr CJ^eral Wcygand’s explanation of the question to the Supreme Council
Was in accordance with the terms of this brief memorandum^ which further stated that

Foch had been informed of the matter by the Military Section of the British Dele-
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turn over to them. From a military point of view. Marshal Foch had raised

no objections to this request, but a political question was involved therein;

namely, that of trading with the enemy, and this was beyond the Marshal’s

jurisdiction. Should the delivery be sanctioned, it was necessary that

adequate steps should be taken to insure the fact that the Germans them-

selves should not be benefited by this fuel oil.

Mr. Polk asked whether any guarantee actually existed that a military

organization under German control would not profit by the delivery.

M. Glemengeau suggested that the matter could await the ratification of

the Peace Treaty, at which time the AUies would be in a position to supervise

the delivery.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the British Military Authorities agreed with

General Weygand, but that there were two difficulties in the situation. In

the first place, the Council would be deciding to authorize a delivery of

fuel oil at the same moment that it had resolved upon the exercise of eco-

nomic pressure on Germany; and in the second place, no information was at

hand as to whether an actual guarantee could be had that the oil would not

benefit Germans in the Baltic Provinces. He proposed that the Allied

Representatives in these provinces should be asked whether, if the Council

were to authorize the delivery, they could guarantee that it would not

benefit the Germans.

(It was decided:

to request the Marshal, Commander-m-Chief of the Allied Armies, to

ascertain from the Allied Mihtary Authorities in the Balkan [sic] States

whether the latter were able to guarantee that such oil as the Allied and

Associated Governments might authorize to be delivered to the Lithu-

anians, shoxdd not fall into the hands of German organizations.)

3. (The Council had before it a memorandum of the Supreme Economic

Council dated September 29th, 1919. (See Appendix C.))

Si ciLirrwn .

M. Cl£mentel said that the Supreme Economic Coun-

relative to theprocedure cil had created a Supply Committee whose function was to

to befollowedfor the insure that the Allies should not become competitors in

Supply ofFoodstifffs world markets for the purchase of articles of prime
Raw Material to

tij^g when the Germans and Austrians
ermmy an usna

allowed to make purchases on their own accoimt

the Supreme Economic Council believed that it would be advantageous to

prevent the former enemies from competing with the AUies in the markets,

and thus eontributing to a rise in the prices of indispensable articles. For

this reason the Supreme Economic Council believed that the Committee of

Supply should be consulted regarding the German requests. The problem

had already arisen in matters of finance and shipping, at which time it was

decided that the competent Commissions should be responsible to the

Supreme Economic Council with regard to the requests of the Allies, and

gation, y-nH that the Lithuanian, authorities requested that the oil he supplied for use by

tibe Lithuanian army.
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to the Reparations Commission relative to the applications made by the

Germans, because it was to the latter Commission that the German requests

would be made. The United States of America was not represented at the

present time on the Supreme Economic Council, a most regrettable fact, but

they were represented on the Committee for the Organization of the Repara-

tions Commission. They might, therefore, be represented on the Supply

Committee on behalf of the Reparations Commission. The other Allies

might be represented both from the point of view of the Reparations Com-
mission and of the Supreme Economic Council. In this manner one single

Commission, on which all the Allies were represented, would be competent

to deal with the situation.

Mr. Polk said that he regretted his inability to accept at the present time

the proposal put forward by M. Clementel. He had talked with Mr. Hoover
prior to the departure of the latter and they had both been of the opinion

that the United States should not be represented on the Supreme Economic
Council. On the other hand, they should be represented for all questions of

reparations. The matters within the jurisdiction of the Supreme Economic
Council, such as division of foodstuffs and coal, were questions which were

of vital importance to Europe but not of interest to the United States.

Consequently, the latter had no need of representation in this body. It was

only on the Reparations Commission that the American Representatives

could advantageously function. Therefore, in view of Mr. Hoover’s opinion,

and also that of the American Treasury Department, he was unable to

agree with M. Clementel at the present time.

M. Cl]&mentel replied that it was not a question of asking the United

States to take part in the work of the Supreme Economic Council, however

greatly this might be desired. The matter was simply to know whether the

buyers of the Supreme Economic Council were to ignore the German and

Austrian purchasers, and whether or not these two groups were to become
competitors.

Mr. Polk said that he had realized that the question would come up for

discussion in the Council and had therefore telegraphed his Government for

instructions in advance. These had not yet been received, and until they

should be he was unable to take any decision in the matter. He therefore

requested that the discussion be adjourned, but said that in the interval

Mr. Dresel and Colonel Logan might discuss the matter with M. Clementel.

(The discussion of the proposal of the Supreme Economic Council regard-

ing the procedure to be followed for the supply of foodstuffs and raw
materials to Germany and Austria was adjourned.)

4. (The Council had before it a note of the Supreme Economic Council

Mte<!fthe Supreme dated September 20th, 1919. (See Appendix D.))

Economic ComcU on (At the request of Mr. Polk, the detailed examination
i§tmral£Mmomic note was adjourned until such time as the proposal of

1^ ar(^<
Supreme Economic Council for the supply of foodstuflFs

to Germany and Austria should be considered.)
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5 -

Appointment of Arbitra- [Not printed]

torsfor the Division ofTon-

nage on the River Danube

6. (The Council had before it two letters from M. Venizelos dated August

Protestfrom the Greek
22nd and September 28th respectively. (See Appendices

Delegation regarding ^ •))

th composition md M. Berthelot read and commented upon the lettcr'of
fjmuoriingof^ September 28th.

remarked that the question had been raised,
while Mr. Balfour was sitting in the Council^ as to the

exact powers of the Greek Officer who had been authorized to follow the
labours of the Commission of Inquiry at Smyrna.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that a resolution in this matter had been taken by
the Council on August 14th (see h. d. sif Minute 3), as follows:

Tt was decided:

that the previous decisions ofthe Council (see h. d. 12^ article 5)^ should
be explained to the High Commissioner at Constantinople in the sense that
the Greek Representative should not be present at the meetings of the
Commission of Inquiry at Smyrna. All necessary data should be com-
municated to him, however, and similar facilities should be given to a
Turkish Representative, if subsequently appointed.’

M. Berthelot answered that M. Venizelos maintained that the Allied

Commissioners had kept Colonel Mazarakis completely in ignorance of
their labours and have not even furnished him with the minutes of their

meetings.

M, Clemengeau said that this appeared excessive. A telegram should
be sent at once to Constantinople instructing that the minutes should be
communicated to the Greek Representative and, should the latter have any
complaints to make thereon, he should present the same to the Commission,

The attention of the representatives should also again be drawn to the

former resolutions of the Council in the matter.

It was decided

:

(1)
that the minutes of the meetings of the Commission on [of] Inquiry at

Smyrna, including the testimony of witnesses, should he communi-
cated to the Greek Representative attached to this Commission;

(2) that said Representative should be asked and permitted to notify

the Commission of any criticisms which he desired to formulate

regarding the matters in question.

^ Not printed. In these letters M. Venizelos protested against the all^edly insufficient

extent to which Colonel Mazarakis, the Greek representative, was associated with the

work of the Commission of Inquiry (cf. M. Berthelot’s statement below),

* No. 35. ® No, 16, minute 5.
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7. (The Council had before it a memorandum from the British Delegation
dated August nth, 1918,7 (see appendix H®).)

Smyrna had

complaints arising indisputably called forth a certain number of complaints

through the incidents against the Greek and Turkish Governments. The Commis-
at Smyrna sion of Inquiry which had been appointed might form a sub-

commission on the ground to deal with these protests. It

might be, however, that such a proposal was now too late as a telegram had
been received from the British High Commissioner at Constantinople, dated
September 8th, stating that the Greeks had already formed such a Commis-
sion. In view of this fact he asked that the Council permit him to telegraph

Constantinople for further information and to await the receipt of this before

formally presenting his proposal.

(The study of the British proposal was adjourned until such time as Sir

Eyre Crowe should receive additional information.)

8. Mr. Polk said that it would be as well to adjourn this matter pending
the receipt of an answer from the Swedish Government on the

Question of the subject of the Blockade of Soviet Russia.
Aaland Islands

(The question was adjourned.)

9. (The Council had before it a report of the Baltic Commission dated

August 25th, 1919, in this matter (see Appendix I).)
Qjiestions of Karelia

mdPetchenga M. Kammerer read from and commented upon the

report in question and said that the Commission had not
made any proposal to the Council. They asked merely whether, despite the

absence of a responsible Russian Government and regardless of the fact that

Petchenga was situated in Russian territory, they might be allowed to study
the means of giving satisfaction to the desires of Finland.

M. Clemengeau answered that he was prepared to authorize the

Commission to make such a study, but that neither he nor any of his col-

leagues at the present time recognized their right to dispose of Russian
territory.

M. Kammerer remarked that in 1862 a discussion had taken place

between the Governments of Finland and of Imperial Russia for the cession

of the port of Petchenga to Finland. An agreement had been reached but
had not been executed and its validity was even open to doubt.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the Council might later have to discuss the
question with the Finns and it would be well to have a solution ready at that
time.

In error for 1919.
* Not printed. The British proposal was for the appointment of a sub-commission of the

CoxriLmission of liiquiiy to investigate claims against the Greek and Turkish Grovemments
for Compensation for damages and losses.
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(It "was decided:

that the Baltic Commission should be authorized to make a study ofthe

ways and means by which the claims of Finland for a modification of its

frontiersin Karelia andthe district ofPetchengamightreceive satisfaction.)

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Hotel Crillon, Paris,

September 30th, igig.

Appendix A to No. 68

Supreme War CouNaL.

Military Representatives.

Translation

VERSAILLES, April 22, igig.

Report relative to the Cost for the Maintenance of the Troops of Occupation in

Rhenish Territory

According to the terms ofArticle 9 ofthe Armistice Convention ofNovember 1 1

,

1918, ‘the upkeep of the troops
,

of occupation in the Rhenish territories (not

including Alsace-Lorraine) is at the charge of the German Government.’

An Interallied sub-Commission sitting at Spa was asked by the Marshal,

Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Armies, to define the exact meaning of Ac
expression ‘upkeep of the troops’ and to determine the scope of the obligation

which would thus result for Germany.

Definition of the Expenditures of Upkeep

The members of the sub-Commission have unanimously decided upon the

following terms:

‘During the present Armistice, which includes war occupatioii, by expenditures

for the upkeep of the troops of occupation of the Rhenish territories, arc meant

all the expenditures imposed upon the Allied Governments for the daily life of^e

occupying troops as well as all those brought about by the obligation ofmaintain^

ing constantly the fixed effective of these troops and to keep them in such^ a

state as to allow them at any time to resist an aggression or to resume hostilities

immediately.’ • i j *

‘It results from this definition that the expenditures ofupkeep inust mclude not

only those pertaining to the alimentation of the personnel and of Ae anu^,

their lodging and their cantorunent, but also those caused by their sal^ and the

accessories.—Salaries, quarters, heat, fight, clothing, equipment and hames^,

armament and rolling material—aviation, treatment of the sick ^d wounded,

veterinary service and remount service, service oftransport ofeve^ kmd (railro^,

maritime and fluvial transportation, motor trucks, etc.) that of co^umcation

across France and, in a general way, all the expenditur^ for all the adii^^hve

or technical services whose fimctioning is necessary for the imtruction of*e troops

and for the maintenance of their effectives and of their
nor on

This gave rise to no observation on the part of Marshal Foch no

the part of the members of the Peace Conference.
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Evaluation of Costs

The sub-Gommission of Spa has, according to this definition, determined the
average daily cost in each army per officer, per man and per animal and by
multiplying it by the effectives have determined the cost by day and by month.
The total expenditure per month has thus been evaluated at a little more than

600,000,000 francs®. No difference of opinion came out on the subject of that
calculation.

Conditions in which the payment shall be made by Germany

Considering the amount of the costs which, at the end of the fourth month of
occupation, will have reached about two and a half billion francs, and consider-
ing that it is materially impossible to ask Germany for the immediate payment of
such a sum, the Marshal Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Armies was led to
look for the means of establishing a distinction between the various expenditures
included in the definitioxi of the upkeep costs

:

—a first category of expenditures corresponding to the alimentation of [men]
and animals should alone be immediately paid by Germany.

—a second category including all the other expenditures brought about by the
upkeep of the troops of occupation should be paid later by the enemy as war
costs.

For the evaluation of the expenses of the first category, the Marshal considered
that an average daily evaluation of6 francs per man and 3 francs per animal could
be admitted, the same for all tlie allied armies.

® A note in the original here referred for detailed figures to the following table appended
to the report:

^Expenses

Average Daily Cost

Armies

Per

Officer

Per

Mm
Per

Horse Per Officer Per Man

Not including

expenses of
animals

Including

expenses of

animals

French Army 33-60 13-92 6-56 14*54 i6-6i
Belgian Army 26-22 13-81 6-15 14*319 16-127
British Army 38-96 14-34 6-19 15*52 17*06
American Army 52-48 28-34 8-63 29-38 31*14

‘(i) The expenses included in the above table are as follows:
Subsistence of personnel and of animals—-lodging and cantonments

—

(a) pay and
acc^ories—quarters, heat and light—clothes—equipment and harness—armament and
rolling stock (Maintenance and normal wear)—aeronautics (Maintenance and normal
usage)—care of sick and wounded—^veterinary and remount services—^transport services
of all kinds—Clines of communication.

{a) [jw] Are not included in the valuation of the expenses only the accessories and small
objects that the Alhes are called upon to furnish, it being understood that lodging and

^ ff^ll sense of the word are furnished in kind by the German Government
proceeding in force in the German army,

hgures are subject to modification following increases in pay and the cost
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This solution was studied by the Sub-Commission of Spa.

In a first session held at Spa, on February 23rd, the Delegates of the various

Allied Armies agreed without any serious objections.

But in the two later sessions of the same said sub-Commission, held in Paris on
February 27 and 28th, various Delegates raised objections.

The British Delegates considered diat, from the point of view of payment, it

was not advisable to make a distinction between the various categories of expendi-

tures included in the definition of upkeep expenditures.

If the Germans cannot pay in its entirety every periodic payment, the sums that

they shall be able to pay shall be received as payment on account to be deducted

from the total periodic payments, but not as a complete liquidation of certain

categories of expenditures.

They accept the adoption of a single daily price for all the armies, and which

shall be the French price.

The British Military Representative at Versailles calls attention to the fact that

the transaction proposed by the British representative on February 28th is valid

only if all the armies of occupation accept the French daily rate. That rate has

not been accepted by General Pershinginhis letterofMarch 8th. As a consequence,

the British proposal is not maintained.

The British thesis is the following: the integral bill for upkeep cannot be divided,

such as it has been established and*distributed for each ofthe Allied and Associated

Armies, no part of that bill of upkeep can be settled by payment on account by

Germany. In other words, the upkeep bill as a whole is entitled to the priority

of the German payment.

This opinion seems to have been adopted by the Supreme Council since:

article V of the clauses relative to the reparations, accepted by the Supreme

Council, stipulates the payment of a certain sum in gold in 1919 and in 1920;

‘out of this sum the expenditures of the army of occupation since the Armistice

shall first be paid, provided that the supply in food and raw materials which the

Allied and Associated Governments shall deem essential to allow Germmy to

meet their [sic] obligations of reparation, can be paid out of the said sum, with the

approval of the Allied and Associated Governments."^®

The American DeUgaU is of the opinion that the expenditure of the troops of

occupation should be established en bloc according to the definition admitted and

the immediate payment of the greatest possible part of the sum to be paid on thzt

account by Germany should be insisted upon immediately and divided among the

Allies proportionally to the total claim for each army. ...
On March 6th [sic], in a letter to Marshal Foch, General Pershing writes what

follows:

—

‘March 8, 1919.

‘My dear Marshal:

‘Since the question of the upkeep of the troops of occupation has been sub-

mitted to me, I have the honour of informing you that my ideas on that subject

are the following:— .

‘i The upkeep expenditures such as they are defined in the mmutes ot

the session of the Armistice sub-Commission ofJanuary 9, I9i9>r^»^^

rPrepresent] the obligations assumed by Germany toward the Umted States,
^

‘2. Considering that the average daily upkeep of the Amencan Army is

10 For the official text of this provision see article 235 cf the Treaty of Versailles,
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higher than that of the other armies, the United States cannot accept that
the French average daily upkeep expenses be taken as a base in estimating the
German obligations towards the United States.

‘3. Considering that Germany is not in a position at the present time to
assume the total of her obligations towards the United States, the United States
accepts, for the time being, to receive payments from Germany on account, in
the sanae proportion as those that Germany is to pay per man and per horse to
the Allied Governments.

‘4, The sums received from Germany in execution of the provisions specified
in paragraph 3, shall be credited by the total of the sums due, but shall not be
imputed as complete or partial liquidation of certain accounts or of special
expenses.

‘5. The United States reserves, and shall reserve the right to collect from
Germany all balances due at the present time or in the future on German obliga-
tions which shall not have been already liquidated

;
this collection may be made

from any source; cither from the funds or properties in possession of the United
States, or any others which might in the opinion of the United States be or
become available.

The preceding conclusions have the approbation of the Financial GouncUlor
of the United States at Paris.

Pershing.’

General Bliss, American Military Representative at Versailles, wishes to have
the following considerations added

:

The solution of the question as to how much each Allied or Associated Power
should receive according to the Armistice terms with Germany, for the upkeep
of their armies in occupied German territory, seems to me to have been the object of
a confusion resulting from the introduction of an outside question. I understand
that an objection might be raised by the Germans against this or that interpreta-
tion of the French word upkeep (entretien), but I cannot understand why there
should be any difference of opinion among the Allied or Associated Governments.

This difficulty seems to have arisen from the fact that our efforts have been
directed to arriving at a definition of the Interallied word ‘'entretien’ while in
reality, for each Government this word means : the cost of, ‘the upkeep’ of its [own]
army. All that this Government has the right to exact under the heading ‘upkeep’
should be collectable by this Government, notwithstanding the fact that the sum
collected might vary according to the army.
Another difficulty seems to arise from the belief on the part of some that what-

ever amounts may be recovered by the respective Governments constitute a credit
for these Governments, when they are simply reimbursements ofjustified expenses
which they have incurred. Therefore, I observe in one of these documents that it

is stated ifwe exact under the heading ‘Maintenance’ anything else but subsistence
and lodging, the British and notably the American Government will receive more
considerable sums than the French Government. This fact deserves consideration
if the sums thus levied by the respective Governments are to go to their treasuries
as profit, thus increasing the total sum which was already on hand. Truly, the
payments effected by each Government under the heading ‘Maintenance’ of its

/
a void in the coffers, more considerable in one coffer

"mw in the other. But in any case the sums collected simply fill the gaps, whatever
ey are, leaving each treasmy in the state where it was before. For the needs of



the special question interesting us, it is of Uttle importance that the pay ofan anny
be more or less higher than that of another armyj it is of no more importance
that an army of occupation be more important than another. The fact pure and
simple is that the occupation ended, unless all the expenses be reimbursed by
Germany, the deficit created in the coffers ofa Government could virtually be filled
by means ofa reimbursement effected by Germany, when the deficit ofthe treasury
of another Government would continue to exist.

The acceptance of the proposed French definition on the meaning of the word
‘Maintenance’ really means that the United States are requested to contribute to
[sic] a certain considerable sum taken from its treasury. To whom shall this sum be
paid? Certainly not to the Germans, for it is known that we have the intention of
exacting from the Germans the very last cent that we can get fi*om them. To whom
then shall be destined this contributed sum? Evidently to those Allies who are
expecting according to the conditions ofthe Peace Treaty to obtain a contribution
on the part of Germany.
The question therefore becomes not a question of definition of ‘Maintenance’,

but of policy. As [an] American, and in order to reach a decision on the line of
conduct to follow, I should like to know what proportion of the contribution that
I must impose upon myself will go to Great Britain, what proportion will go
respectively to Belgium, France, Italy, and to Japan. I should like to know if I

must impose upon myself a contribution to the profit of these Powers with the
exception of Belgium and France, and for these two latter countries, for what sum
I should tax myself to the profit of one and how much to the profit of the other.

My opinion is the following: the United States participate to [sic] the common
cause under the form of the totality of their expenses in the maintenance of

their armies during the war. I do not see why the United States should pay the

maintenance expenses of their army of occupation during the armistice and after

the signing of the Peace Treaty, when these expenses should be paid by Germany,
I am of the opinion that like the other Governments, the United States had the

right to exact the payment of all their expenses for their army of occupation and
to recover as much of the amount of these expenses that we can make Germany
pay. I beg you to recall that there is another considerable expense that the United

States would have the right to exact payment from Germany. The United States

are beginning to replace gradually their considerable army raised by conscription,

at present in German territories, by volunteer troops taken firom the regular army.

These troops must be transported at great expense firom the United States to

Germany. When their presence in Germany will no longer be needed, they must

be transported back to the United States. These operations are in a large measure

effected to the profit of the Allied and Associated Powers and not to that of the

United States. Nevertheless, the United States have not the intention ofpresent-

ing the bill for this transportation to Germany. If after the settlement efiPected by

Germany, the United States desired to attribute this sum to one or the other of

their Allies, they wiU have the option of doing so; but they will have the privilege

ofchoosing which one ofthe Allies shall bear this contribution. To insist that these

just expenses remain unpaid by Germany, simply to allow our Allies to take

possession of them and to share them amongst themselves, does not seem reason-

able to me, nor to any other American. The American Military Representative

adheres therefore to the meaning of the phrase ‘maintenance costs’ such as has

been defined in the minutes of the Session of the sub-committee on the Armistice

ofJanuary 9, 1919, and accepted by the Commander-in-Ghief of the American
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Expeditionary Corps in his letter addressed to the Marshal, Commander-in-Chief
of the Allied Armies, under date of March 8, 1919.

Belgian opinion. The Belgian Delegate while accepting the definition on
January 9, and preferring the immediate payment of all expenses if possible, is

disposed to accept the immediate payment of the expenses of the first category,

such as defined by Marshal Foch and to postpone to a later date the payment of

the other expenses which would be inscribed under the chapter 'War Expenses’.

If the solution to divide the expenses into two categories were accepted, the

Belgian Delegate is disposed to accept a general and average rate based upon
the average rate of the French army.

French opinion. The French Delegate shares the viewpoint of the Belgian

Delegate.

Italian opinion. The Italian Military Representative set forth today that the

Italian contingent having been [?pre]scnt in the occupied territory since March 12,

1919, there is reason to comprise the maintenance costs of these troops in the

total of the expenses which Germany shall reimburse as costs for the maintenance
of the armies of occupation in Germany.
On this subject, the Italian Military Representative states that he is of the same

opinion as the French Delegate, that is to say that the expenses should be divided

into two categories

:

A—one of which is payable immediately (food and cantonments).

B—the second shall be paid later as ‘War Expenses’. The average daily cost

of each category can be figured for the Italian troops in the same measure

as for the French troops.

The French Military Representative to the S.W.G. Belin.

The British Military Representative to the S.W.G. Sagkville-West.

The Italian Military Representative to the S.W.G. Renzo Toni.

The American Military Representative to the S.W.G. Buss.

Appendix G to No. 68

Supreme Economic Gouncie.

PARIS, September sg^ igjg.

Notefor the Supreme Council

The Supreme Gouncil has forwarded to the Supreme Economic Gouncil, with

a request for their views, a note, copy ofwhich is hereto annexed,” and which was

addressed to the Gouncil by the Organization Gommittee of the Reparations

Commission, on the procedure to be followed for the examination of the German
demands for supplies in alimentary stuffs and raw materials.

The Supreme Economic Council examined, at the same time, a report which
was made to them by the Interallied Consultative Committee on Provisioning

regarding the same request which had been entrusted to it by the French and
British Governments. The Council also examined a letter from the Austrian

^^^^ation relative to the needs of that Country, in which a report had been
[sic\ by the Consultative Committee on Provisioning,

5
;

'I i ,

w Not annexed to;original of this appendix.



These different documents are ann'exed hereto.”

In the course ofthe discussion which is exposed in the minutes hereto annexed,”

it was recognized that a close coordination was necesseiry between the labomrs of

the Reparations Commission and the different Committees attached to the Supreme

Economic Council which the Allied Governments had appointed to exa^e the

questions relative to the food supplies and the provisioning in raw materials.

The Supreme Economic Council believes that the requests presented by the

Central Empires are susceptible of affecting not only the interests confided to the

Reparations Committee provided for by the Peace Treaty, but also, as is evident,

the supply interests of ah Emope on account of the limited margin available for

the provisioning*.

Consequently the Supreme Economic Council deems it expedient to present

the following demand to the Supreme Coimcil:

‘The Supreme Economic Council requests the Supreme Council to give instruc-

tions to the Organization Committee of the Reparations Commission and aho

to the Reparations Commission itself to proceed in the following manner in all the

questions which concern authorization for the purchase of sup^es and raw

materials in execution of Article 235 of the Peace Treaty with Germany and

similar clauses contained in the other Peace Treaties.
. , , ,. ,

‘The programs drafted, and the purchase orders of material and supphes to w
given by virtue of these Articles’ should be submitted to an exan^non by the

Committee on Raw Materials and by the Consultative Provisiomng Committee

attached to the Supreme Economic Coimcil.

‘These Committees shall, at the same time, determme the conations ofpurchase

which shah seem to them particularly suitable to prevent speculation and unjusti-

fied increase in the cost of living throughout the world.’

Appendix D to No. 68

General Economic Situation ofEurope

(Note by the French Delegation for the Permanent Committee.)

I The labours ofthe Consultative Food Committee have established the^t ttet

i,

“
i.«.ffldency i. th.t the world I. w*

faminp As regards Raw Materials (the report oftheRaw Materials sub-committe«

was not to hald at the time of drafting this Memorandum) it does not

the deficits, which may cai^e grave difficulties to certam mdustaes, are such as to

threaten the general stability of the world.
, , r ^ ^ obstacles

insufficient to the needs of international r
•

isolated. If this cause

depreciated currency. But the dispropo^on be^en^^P^ ^ ^

of each national currency is consider^ suS^Some comtries have
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of exchangeable securities. Others have had to divert the greater part of their
industries [to] the production of war material. These latter are dependent on the
former for their Raw Materials and for a great part of their manufactured products.
This break in the former equilibrium of exchange has caused a break in monetary
relations. The disparity in value between the various national monetary tokens
is daily increasing in proportion to the unstable equilibrium of exchange. Their
mutual relations vary from day to day. It is sufficient to follow the exchange
quotations of countries which have the same monetary system (e.g. French
francs, Belgian and Swiss francs, pesetas, lire, lei, etc.) to realise that their enormous
variations make international exchange impossible.

III. Money having virtually ceased to be exchangeable between them, or rather
money having ceased to perform its function as a medium of exchange, each
country which has available products, or services possessing an international value,

tends to place them tinder its control, in order to use them for the regulation of its

own imports. On the other hand, in order to limit at home as much as possible

the rise in the cost of life, which is a const^quence of the general monetary deprecia-

tion, each governoiKmt is tending to use this control either to limit exports and
create an artificial aliuudance or to fix double prices, the lower price for its

nationals, the higher price for foreign countries, the latter calculated so as to

compensate the loss made by the elTcot of the former.

IV. The solution of European diilicullies is, therefore, above all a financial solu-

tion. It is necessary that a current of credit should be able to develop in a con-

tinuous circuit throughout Europe. No European country can be the source of this

current. Each of those countries is itself confronted with great dillicultics, almost

all are under the necessity of borrowing on their own account. Many of them,
whose resources, though unequal, arc great, can only utilise those resources for

themselves. But if they were themselves propped, some of them would be able to

place their experience and their organisation at the disposal of Europe.
To sum up, the supply of the greater part of Europe, above all of the new states

of Eastern Europe, of Germany and of Austria, cannot, it seems, depend on the

European Powers in their present state for these Powers are all at the moment
debtors.

It is the business of the Supi'eme Economic Council to affirm that the well-

being and security of the two hemispheres are closely related and interdependent,

and the work of reconstruction is obligatory upon all, each to the measure of his

power.

September 20, 1919*

Appendix I to No. 68

Italian Delegation to the Peace Conference,

Hotel Edouard VI

L

PARIS, August P5,
igig.

From: M, Torretta

To : Secretary General Dutasta.

/^he Commission on Baltic Affairs has recently heard the Finnish Delegation
which exposed to it the desire of the Finnish Government to obtain a modification
exf the frontier of Finland in Garelia and in the district of Petchenga.
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It seemed to the majority of the Commission that according to the 4th condition

contained in the note addressed to Admiral Koltchak on May £27 and saying that

‘in case the frontiers and the other relations between Russia and Finland could not

be regulated by an agreement between the two parties, these questions should be

submitted to the arbitration of the League of Nations’, die Commission is therefore

not competent to recommend a final solution of the questions themselves.

The minority of the Commission, however, while recognizing the [?im]possibility

of arriving for the present to a final settlement, is of the opinion that the Commis-

sion should proceed to the examination of these questions in order to submit to the

Supreme Council proposals for a provisional settlement of the questions concern-

ing the district referred to.

In order to decide the line of conduct to be followed, the Commission has

examined the preceding declaration of the Conference on this question.

1 . At the session of the Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs of May 3, when

it was a question to recognize the independence of Finland, it was decided that:

‘After the recognition of the independence of Finland the Gk>vemments

of the United States of America, Great Britain and France shall instruct their

representatives to insist with the Finnish Government so that it accept the decisions

of the Peace Conference regarding the Finnish frontiers.’ This indication and

others have encouraged the Finnish Government to expect from the Peace Con-

ference some manifestation on the question of the frontier referred to. It seemed

to the minority of the Commission that, for these motives, it would be difiScult for

the Conference not to take interest completely in this question.

2. The decision of the Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs, May 3, last, is

however previous to the communication made to Admiral Koltchak, which bears

the date of May 27 and contains the following passage: 'the independence of

Finland and Poland shah, be recognized and in case the frontiers ^ well as the

questions concerning the relations between Russia and those countries should not

be regulated by an agreement, all these questions should be submtted to the

arbitration of the League of Nations.’ This communication clearly indicates that

the Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs has modified its original point ofview.

It is indeed after the adoption of this new point of view that the CommissiQn

on Baltic Affairs abstained from tracing the frontier of Esthonia, Lithuania,

Latvia, etc.
. . -1,1,

3 Finally the Commission on Baltic Affairs expressed, in its meetmgs with the

Supreme Council on August i, the opinion ‘that there was no need to grant a

hearing to the CareHan Delegates” since a decision on thek requests could not be

in view of the fact that, for the present, there exists m Russia no

government whose opinion would be necessary.
- tj

Under these conditions, it seems to the majority that the Gommisaon should

not be authorized to handle a possible change of the Finnish frontier m the very

region aimed at by the requests of the CareUans.
_

The minority of the Commission remarked however, that while sha^g the

opinion expressed in its answer, it did not exclude the possibihty ofwme declara-

Sn? a general order on the part of the Allied and Asperated Governments

M Note in the original: ‘No Italian Representative was present at this mwtmg.

Japanese representative had reserved the opinion of his Govi^cnt,

idhered latS to the decision adopted.’ (For to meeting s^ «tog ft. Foreign

Relations of the United States: The Paris Peace Conference 1919, vol. iv, p. bb2 )

13 Cf. No. 19, minute 9.
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regarding the frontiers of Carelia and that, besides, this answer in no way affected

the Pelchenga question which was the most important.

The Commission also took into consideration other arguments pro and con the

examination of this question:

The majority remarks that, during the discussion of the proposal to make a

declaration to the Goveimments of the Baltic States, the Supreme Council had,

in its session ofJuly 26, raised among other objections that of the susceptibilities

of the Russian elements. The question of Carelia and Pctchenga, which are

Russian territories situated beyond the present frontier of Finland, would raise

rmich more serious questions. Indeed, it will be a question of infringing upon the

territorial integrity of Russia, without taking into account that any modification

of the frontiers in Carelia would ixievitably threaten the safety of the Mourmansk
Railroad which is the sole means of communication of Russia with the open sea

in the north. The importance of this line has however been sufficiently proved

during the war.

The xninority of the Commission made the following remarks

:

a ,—tlnat the Conference had already taken up a question which touched to [^ir]

the territorial integrity of Russia when it recognized the independence of Finland.

i.—that it would be dillicult to leave entirely undefined, for an equally undefined

period, the duration of which is impossible for the present to foi'csee, the ‘Status’

of these regions. In the case of Pctchenga, notably, the Government of Finland

was anxious to proceed as soon as possible to the development of the harbour and

to the constructioxi of a railroad connected with the Finnish lines, but it was

impossible to do so as long as there were no indications on the opinion of the

principal Allied and Associated Powers concerning its claims in this district,

c*—that it shared entirely the opinion of the majority of the Commission on

the importance to preseive to Russia a complete control over the Mourmansk
railroad and that it wished that this point be put in evidence in all the declarations

of the Allied and Associated Governments on the questions.

d,—that, however, since Pctchenga, whose district was the principal point of

the discussion, was situated about 60 miles (95 kms) from the Mourmansk Rail-

road, and since the present Finnish frontier did not appi'oach that railroad at any

point less than 40 miles (65 kms), it seemed to it that the safety of this line of

communication should in no way be threatened by a modification of these frontiers.

In view of the uncertainty of the decision to be taken in this matter, the Com-
mission on Baltic Affairs unanimously recognized that it was opportune to ask the

Supreme Council for instructions, and notably if it should study the question of

Carelia and Petchenga and formulate recommendations.

Begging you to kindly notify the above to the Supreme Council, please

accept, etc.

Torretta

See No, 19, minute 8.



No. 69

H. D. 65 .] JVotes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon's Room at the Quai d'Orsay, Paris
^
on Thursday^

October 2^ xgig, at 10.30 a.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.
British Empire: Sir Eyre Crowe; segi^tary, Mr. H. Norman.
France: M. Clemenceau, M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Berthe-

lot, M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Scialoja; secretary, M. Barone Russo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.
Joint Secretariat: XJ.S.A.: Captain Chapin. British Empire: Captain

Hinchley-Cooke. France: M. Massigli. Italy: M. Zanchi.

Interpreter: M. Camerlynck.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned :

—

U.S.A. : Colonel Logan.

British Empire: Lt.-Col. fLisch, Major Money, Mr. Ibbetson-James.

France: General Weygand, M. Tirman, M. Max Lazard, M. Seydoux.

Italy: Maggiore Rugiu.

I.

Negotiations with Holland
[Not printed]

regarding Article354 of

the German Peace Treaty^

relative to modification of

the Convention ofMann-
heim

2. (The Council had before it a note from Marshal Foch dated September

29th, 1919. (See Appendix C.))

Notefrom Marshal GENERAL Weygand in explanation of the note in question

request^^^itmy
Polish Authorities had addressed a request for

suppliesfrom the supplies to Marshal Foch in his capacity of Gommander-in-

Polish Government Chief ofthe Polish Forces. This request appeared to Marshal

Foch in all respects worthy of satisfaction, for according to

* The Supreme Council considered a letter dated Augi^t 9, 1919, from the Netherlands

Legation in Paris (Appendix A in original) requesting that the Government of the Nether-

lands should participate ori an equal footing in the elaboration of the General Convention

referred to in articles 338 and 354 of the Treaty of Versailles, and in the negotiations in

connexion therewith. After some discussion it was decided:

(i) that the President of the Peace Conference should invite the Netherlands Govern-

ment to take part in the negotiations provided for in article 354, relative to the

modification of the Convention of Mannheim of 1868 (navigation on the Rhine);

(ii) that these negotiations should take place under the auspices ofthe Supreme Council,

between the interested Allied Powers (represented on the Central Rhine Com-

mission in accordance with article 355 ^f Treaty of Versailles) and the

Netherlands Government;

(iii) that the Swiss Government should later be invited to take part in the negotiations*
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the statements of General Henrys and other officers of the Inter-Allied StalF

who had been in Poland, the Polish Army was in great need of the supplies

asked for. With the exception of General Haller’s troops, the army was
insufficiently equipped. For example, in one regiment there were only two
overcoats per company. A continuation of this state of affairs, in view of the
approaching winter, would lead to an exceedingly critical situation from the

point of view of the morale of the Polish Army and might cause a retreat of
this force from the line of the Beresina. Marshal Foch, believing that it was
to the interest of the Allies to maintain the Polish Army intact, wished to

support the request which had been formulated. In the letter to the Council
he had included only such requests as he believed to be of prime impor-
tance and which should be granted at once if the situation were to be
saved.

M. Clemenceau asked how it was planned to transport this material to

Poland, assuming that it was available.

General Weygand said that the Allied Headquarters had already studied

this problem. The transportation question was indeed a difficult one. The
Port of Danzig was only available for the supply of food for the civilian

population. Germany, of course, would not be prepared to permit supplies

for the Polish Army to cross its frontiers. It had, therefore, been necessary

to search out other routes. At the present time one regular train was running
daily to Poland via Italy, which might be made use of. In addition the Italian

Government was prepared to permit four trains per week to pass by way of

the Brenner. Furthermore by using the route through Switzerland, Austria

and Czecho-Slovakia it was possible to obtain two trains per day. For the

latter transport, however, Austria and Czecho-Slovakia had asked that

France should guarantee the expenses and furnish the coal. It was impossible

for France to do this alone and it would consequently be necessary to add
this charge, in addition to the expenses for the supply of material, to the

account of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers. The total transport

under this scheme would be twenty-five trains per week or about one hundred
monthly. He had figured that the 600,000 uniforms requested would take

approximately ninety-five trains or, in other words, that the shipment ofthese

could be completed in somewhat less than a month’s time.

M. ScaALOjA asked whether the four trains proceeding by the Brenner
route would interfere with the shipments of material which were now being

made to Poland under contract between that coimtry and Italy. Should the

arrangements as outlined by General Weygand be put into effect he would
like to have it vmderstood that they should not prejuffice the shipments which
Italy was now making.

Genera^ Weygand said that there would be no difficulty in continuing
the shipments referred to by M. Scialoja, and that the four trains which he

;
l«d mentioned would be in addition to those shipments. It was first necessary

Foch’s Staffs should agree with the Headquarters of the other
Annies as to what material could be shipped to Poland. Unquestion-

tnaterial wofild not all be concentrated at one point. He was
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anxious to obtain the authorization ofthe Council to consult the other Allied
Headquarters in this matter.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he had not yet been able to take this question
up with his Government, He believed that the best method of procedure
would be to instruct the Council of Military Experts at Versailles to study
the question. This body had already formulated a general scheme for the
supply of material to troops fighting the Bolshevists, and it was therefore
probable that they could quickly arrive at a solution in the matter. In the
meantime he would consult his Government.
General Weygand said that he feared much time would be lost by

referring the matter to Military Experts at Versailles.

M. Clemenceau said that the difficulty might be overcome by instructing

the Versailles Council to act without delay.

Mr. Polk said that the question from his point of view was largely a
financial one. He agreed in the main with General Weygand’s remarks.

M. Clemenceau said that during such time as Mr. Polk and Sir Eyre
Crowe were discussion [discussing] the matter with their Governments the

Military Experts at Versailles could be studying the practical means of

executing the matter. The Polish Army was ofgreat importance to the Allies

as it constituted one of the best means of coercing Germany. It was very

necessary to maintain this army in the field owing to the fact that Great

Britain, the United States and France had so largely demobilized their

troops.

General Weygand said that the Council at Versailles should be instructed

to turn over the matter to Marshal Foch’s Headquarters for execution. He
would collaborate with General Belin throughout the examination of the

question.

(It was decided : to refer the request for material received from the Polish

Ministry of War and approved by Marshal Foch, to the Allied Military

Experts at Versailles and to instruct the latter to make an examination

of the question with the least possible delay and report thereon to the

Council.

It was further decided: that the carrying out of the recommendations

of the Allied Military Experts, if and when approved by the Supreme
Council, should be entrusted to the Headquarters of Marshal Foch.)

3 -

Designation of members of
[Not piinted]

the Commissionfor the

repatriation of German^

Austrian and Hungarian

prisoners of warfrom

Serbia \Siberid\

^ After a brief discussion it was decided that the Commission should function in Paris

and should be constituted as follows: U.S.A.5 Colonel Logan; British Empire, Lt.-Gol,

Black; France, Lt.-Commander Fabre; Italy, member to be designated; Japan, Major

Katsuki.
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4- (The Council had before it a note from General Weygand relative to

the repatriation of Czecho-SlovaJc, Polish, Jugoslav and
Repatriation of Roumanian troops in Siberia (Appendix D).3
Polish, Jttgo-Slav and , « . , , ,

Roumanian troopsfrom NCEAU said that the note in question suggested

Siberia a modification of the second paragraph of the resolution

passed by the Council on September 27th in this matter.

(The paragraph in question (h. d. 62,'* Minute 7) read as follows

:

Tt was also decided : that the repatriation of the Czecho-Slovak troops

in Siberia should be efiected before that of the German, Austrian and
Hungarian prisoners in Siberia.’)

As there were a considerable number of the troops of other Allied Nations
in Siberia in addition to the Czecho-Slovak forces, it was proposed to

substitute the following paragraph for that quoted above:

Tt was also decided that the repatriation of the Czecho-Slovak, Polish,

Jugoslav and Roumanian troops in Siberia should be effected before that

of the German, Austrian and Hungarian prisoners.’

He was of the opinion that this procedure should be adopted.

Mr. Polk said that he had just received word from Washington that the

German Government had been negotiation [negotiating] for the repatria-

tion of its prisoners of war from Siberia, and had arranged with a Japanese
steamship company for the chartering of six vessels for this purpose.

M. Berthelot suggested that M. Matsui ascertain the truth of this

information, and if the facts were exact, the six vessels in question should be
turned over for the use of the Allied Governments.
M. Matsui said that he had no information on the subject but that the

repatriation ofGerman prisoners in the hands of the Japanese was going on,

and the negotiations referred to by Mr. Polk might conceivably be for this

matter.

(It was decided to modify the second paragraph of the resolution taken
by the Council on September 27th (h. d. 62,+ Minute 7) so that the same
should read as follows

:

‘It was also decided : that the repatriation ofthe Czecho-Slovak, Polish,

Jugoslav andRoumaniantroops in Siberia should be effected before that of
the G-erman, Austrian and Hvmgarian prisoners.’)

5. (The Council had before it a proposal submitted by the British Delega-

tion, dated September 3otih, 1919, asking that the Russian
Proposal to delwer Batdeship ‘Volya’ be transferred to General Denikin (Appen-
ti»R^hatik.

)smp Volya^ to !
^

General Denikin SiR Eyre Crowe said that this matter had been brought
up before the Council on account of the fact that the Russian

printed. The note, dated September 28, 1919, was as summarized by M. Clemen-,
Weygand gave the following approxhnate figures for the additionad Allied

10,700; Yugoslavs, 4,300; Roumanians, 3,000.



Battleship involved had been turned over to the Allied and Associated Powers

under Article 29 of the Armistice of November nth, 1918. The consent of

the Council to its transfer to General Denikin was therefore necessary.

M. Glemengeau said that he personally had no objection to this transfer

taking place.

Mr. Polk, said that he personally had no objection to formulate, but that

he would consult the American Naval experts and notify the Secretary-

General of his decision in the matter later in the day.

(Mr. Polk later stated that the American Delegation had no objection

to the procedure proposed.)

(It was decided: that the Russian Battleship ‘Volya’, handed over to the

Allied and Associated Powers under Article 29 of the Armistice of

November 11th, 1918, should be transferred by the British Admiralty

to General Denikin.)

6 .

ApplkatiomfromFinlandy
[Not printed]

Norway and The Nether-

lands for admission to the

Labour Congress at

Washington

Sir Eyre Crowe said that there were two possible ways by which the

Neutral Governments might be informed of the decision of

the Council regarding the blockade of Soviet Russia. First,

a joint notification might be made in each of the neutral

capitals by the diplomatic representatives of the Principal

Allied and Associated Powers. Secondly, a note might be

sent by M. Glemenceau, as President ofthe Peace Conference,

to the Diplomatic Representatives of the neutral countii^ in Paris.

Mr. Polk said that the second solution proposed by Sir Eyre Crowe

seemed to him to be the more practical one.

Procedure to befol-

lowed in notifying

Neutral Govern-

ments regarding the

Blockade of Soviet

Russia

(After a short discussion, it was decidedthatM. Glemenceau, as President

of the Peace Conference, should address a note to the Diplomatic Repre-

sentatives of the Neutral Powers at Paris informing them of the decision

of the Coimcil regarding economic pressure to be exercised upon Soviet

Russia.)

8. (The Council had before it a note from the Austrian Delegation dated

^ . September 17th, regarding the disturbances that had

S— of W»tem Hungary. (Appen-

the situation in the dix G®.))

Comitats of Western Berthelot said that the Austrian Government
Htmgasy Officers be sent to Western Hungary to

s Not printed. The note was as suimnarized by M. Berthelot It further stated ttot

several deputations of the population of western Hiu^ary had laid before the Austrian
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protect the population from the disturbances which were occurring there

at the present time. They further asked that an Interallied Commission

might be sent to Oedenburg to prevent a repetition of the acts of violence

which had occurred there, and to supervise the conduct of the Hungarian

troops at the time of the evacuation of the territory in question.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that it was a question of enforcing certain terms of

the Austrian Treaty.

M. Berthelot suggested that officers might be detached for this duty from

the Allied Military Missions at Vienna.

M. SciALOjA said that there were stiU Hungarian troops in this territory

because the new boundary between Austria and Hungary had not yet been

officially notified to the Hungarian Government.

M. IhcHON admitted that this was the case, and stated that the reason

therefor was that no recognized Government had as yet been set up in

Hungary.

Mr. Polk suggested that the Allied Generals in Budapest should be

informed officially as to the frontier between Austria and Hungary and

should be instructed to convey this information to the Hungarian authorities.

(It was decided:

(1) that an Interallied Military Commission, composed of officers to be

drawn from the Allied Military Representatives at Vienna or Buda-
pest, should be sent to the Comitats of Western Himgary to assist

in the maintenance of order in the territories granted to Austria by
the Treaty of Saint Germain

;

(2) that this Mission should be under the orders of the Allied General

Officers at Budapest

;

(3) that the Allied Generals at Budapest should be officially informed of

the frontier between Austria and Himgary, as defined in the Peace

Treaty of Saint Germain.)

(The Meeting then adjourned.)

H6tel de Crillon^ Paris

^

October 5, igig.

Government ‘the following grievances : on September 6, 1919, a Hungarian military detach-

ment presented itselfto the commune ofGols, situated in the Comitat ofWieselburg, to take

possession of the conscripts of the said commune. The conscripts having fled, the soldiers

raged against the peasants who had been but spectators ; a number ofpersons were wounded
by shots and by blows from the butt[s] of the guns. The following day, a more numberous

detachment penetrated into the village, arrested the fathers of the conscripts and trans-

. ported them to lie prisons of Deutsch-Altenburg. At Oedenburg, the Hungarian troops,

under the command of Colonel Boze, exercised a regime ofterror. More than 600 workmen
were arbitrarily arrested; they were abused in the prisons to such an extent that several

^mcmg them succumbed to the torments to which they were subjected.’



Appendix G to No. 69

Document i

Office of the Marshal Commander in Chief of the Allied Armies.

General Staff, (J-2

PARIS, Sept sg, igig.

From: Marshal Foch. To: President Clemenceau.

I have the honour to transmit you herewith a memorandum from the Polish

Government stating the needs of Poland and how urgent it is to satisfy them.

Since the beginning of the war, Poland, the theatre of active operations, was
subjected to the ebb and flow of the opposing armies. Little by little, it has been
despoiled of all the things which are necessary to her existence: food, clothing,

railroad material, factory material, raw materials; there remains to her no reserves.

Until now, by utilizing her last resources, and thanks to the favourable season,

Poland has been able to form and maintain an army of 500,000 men, which, with

the greatest valiance, has interposed between the Russian and Hungarian Soviets

and has forced the Russian red armies to a quick and important withdrawal. That
army is more than ever necessary to her; none ofher frontiers is as yet settled, her

internal situation has not been stabilized. The Russian Bolshevism still sees in her

the principal obstacle which stopped its march towards the West; for Germany
she is the obstacle which prevents her from colonizing Russia. Indispensable as it

is to Poland, that army is none the less necessary to the Entente.

Now, that army is at present in the most complete destitution, as President

Paderewsky stated and as it has been noted by General Henrys and the ofiicers

sent by him on mission.

A large part of the army is still dressed with cotton uniforms; shoes, linen, over-

coats, blankets are lacking. That destitution has already had a bad influence on
the health and the morale of the men which had both been maintained excellent

until now. The results will be very much more serious when the first cold shall be

felt in those regions where winter comes early is frightfully severe [sic\.

Munitions are lacking : the Polish army has at its disposal only from 50 to 80

rounds per gun.

Means of transportation are insuflScient. There remains on the Polish railroads

only 1/3 of the locomotives and 1/2 of the cars which circulated before the war;

add to that that materials is [j'zV] in bad condition.

Taking into account from the request of the Polish Government only those of

an immediate need, in order to exist the Polish Amy should receive: about

600,000 equipments and especially warm clothing and overcoats, half for the

beginning of October and the other half before the middle of December.
—^munitions, first, cartridges for infantry and machine guns, 75 and 155 shells

and caissons;

—100 locomotives and 1,500 cars for the special service of the army.

Poland can procure that material only by appealing to the great Allied and

Asociated Powers.

That help was favourably considered by the Supreme Council on June 27.

I have the honour of asking you to kindly communicate immediately to the

Supreme Council the request ofthe Polish Government, on account ofthe approach-

ing bad season, and to prevent [present] to it the following resolutions

:

‘i. The Great Allied and Asociated Powers agree to contribute, as far as

possible, to satisfy immediately the material needs of the Polish army.
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*2. As a consequence, the General Staff of Marshal Foch, Commander-in-Chief
of the Polish Army, is charged with:

(a) fixing, after agreement with the Allied General Staffs, the participation of
each of the Allied and Associated Powers to the delivery of material to the Polish

army;
(b) to study and to execute the shipment of that material to Poland in the best

conditions of safety and rapidity.’

p.o., Major General

Weygand

Document 2

Memorandum on the Necessity of a Prompt and Effective Help

from the Allies to Poland

The Polish armies have reached the line Berezina-Horyn. Pushed back by
force, the soldiers of the Republic of the Soviets are withdrawing rapidly.

The Polish State, hardly reborn, has made danger disappear on that side, the

danger which threatened the results of the Peace of Versailles.

But that success reached until now by Poland’s own means has no longer a local

character today: it is already an event whose political scope increases from day to

day, whose result is growing constantly; at the same time the efforts required by
it are becoming too heavy for the rather small forces of the young State.

Poland, surrounded on all sides by her enemies, deprived of natural strategic

frontiers, Poland, ruined by the war, with a very insufficient net of means of

communications, engaged in a struggleon two fronts, has done her best to continue

that struggle and to liberate the invaded regions, but she no longer can stand the

weight alone.

Her army is suffering from lack of munitions and foodstuffs; her soldiers, to

[with] the exception of the units organized in France, are badly and insufficiently

clothed, often barefooted, without linen. Under these conditions, how can they

spend the rigorous winter of Volainia, where in the marshes and in the forests

cold, famine and diseases are going to attack them? Already now, the mobilization

of the classes called cannot be finished for lack of material. Besides, on account of

the lack of armament and munitions, clothing and equipment, Poland shall be

forced to demobilize very soon part of her divisions.

Gonsequendy, the present state of affairs can be resumed in these words:

‘Necessity of an urgent and effective help.’

That help must bear on three essential points whose necessity is very urgent.

I. Clothing and equipment for the troops.

II. Sufficient reserves of munitions (taking into account the very different

systems of armaments).

III. Improvement of communications so that the necessary transport might

arrive in Poland still on time, before the beginning of winter.

-The rapid solution (before winter) of those questions alone will allow Poland
to fulfil her task up to the end.

,The Polish Army comprises at the present time 540,000 soldiers whose morale
ttcellent in ^ite of the above mentioned privations.

; Poland shall call the class of 1900 whose eflfectives might give

recrmts.
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On January 15 and March 15, part of the class of 1901 which is estimated at

75,000 men.
I. Taking into account the indispensable equipment for the army at the front

for the winter season and the necessity to complete it before the montih of October,

1919, Poland shall need before March 31, 1920, the material enumerated below:

Complete

Uniforms

and Limn
Complete

Equipment

For the recruits called on January 15 and
March 15 78,200 75,200

For the recruits already called and trained but

not yet equipped ..... 66,000 76,000

For the Winter 540,000 108,000

Wear and tear and exchange of the old equip-

ment on account ofthe bad quality ofthe cloth 417,300 27,300

Total . . .

’

. 1,200,000 \sic\ 378,000 [fie]

To cover those needs we have at present in our warehouses about

:

30,000

Bought but not yet delivered (from France) 50,000 complete.

Part shall be furnished by the country. Aside from that we must receive from

abroad within the following time limits:

I. X. 1919 15. X. 1919 r. XI, igig

Goats . 400,000 100,000 100,000

Pants . 400,000 100,000 100,000

Blouses 100,000 100,000 200,000

Loll bands [.wV] 100,000 50,000

Ear laps 200,000

Flannel shirts 300,000 200,000 ^ 100,000

Under-drawers 300,000 200,000 100,000

Sock[s] (pairs) 600,000 400,000 200,000

Gloves 100,000 100,000 I0O,(X)O

Shoes (large size) . 200,000

Soles (pairs) 100,000 100,000 100,000

Sweaters 200,000 100,000 100,000

Blankets 300,000 100,000 100,000

Haversacks or bags 200,000 200,000 100,000

Break [? bread] sacks 200,000
1

200,000 100,000

Cantine with cup . 200,000 200,000 200,000

Cartridge boxes . 400,000 400,000 200,000

Mess kits 300,000 150,000 150,000

Belts . • 300,000 200,000 100,000

Considerable clothing stocks which the Americans have left in France could at

least satisfy part of the above mentioned needs.

II. Armament and Munitions, Table below indicated on the one hand the number

of arms and munitions already ordered (but not yet delivered) and on the other

hand the necessary material not yet bought for lack of credit.
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Designation

Ordered but

notyet de-^

livered

Necessary hut

not boughtfor

lack of credit

Number

Transport

total

' of cars

Per month

Rifles and muskets of

various types and systems 36,000 150,000 180 60

Machine guns and am-
munition wagons

.

220 400 120 30
Ammunition for mxiskets

and machine guns 220,000,000 120,000,000 1,000 200

75 mm. guns 400 200 50
Ammunition wagons 750 400 100

Ammunition for 75’s 400,000 800,000 1,200 240
Ammunition wagons for

105’s .... 50 30

155 shells (short) and
i

ammunition wagons 240 120 40
Cartridges for 155 shorts 10,500 220,000 1,000 100

Mountain Guns 65 m/m 30 30 10

Shells for 65 m/m moun-
tain guns . 30,000 60 20

Cartridges size 120 4,000 20 10.

Different Artillery Material 100 20

Total 4,660 [jw] 900 [sic’\

Aside from these needs ofwar material properly speaking, the absence ofmany
other things is especially felt in the country.

In the first place, medical products and sanitary articles, rubber, automobiles

(especially trucks), motors, spare parts, tools, harnesses, leather articles, etc.

III. For all those needs it is very important that the delivery should be assured

before winter in a sure and rapid manner.

For that purpose, the first necessity for Poland is to be connected with the west

by arteries of communication whose output shall insure the transportation of all

the articles bought by Poland.

Up to the present those Ixansportations arrive in Poland through 4 routes of a
small output, notably:

I. Two trains daily (Polish) through Modane, Turin, Leoben, Vienna,

Bogumin, Warsaw (lately stopped).

II. From two to four trains daily through Glansk [? Gdansk], Mlawa, Warsaw,
reserved exclusively for foodstuffs.

III. One train weekly from Italy with artillery material and ammunitions.

IV. From three to six trains daily through Coblenz, Ems, Wilhelmshohe,
Halle, Glogau, Leszno.

At the present time only the first three of those lines are functioning, not very

satisfactorily. The line across Germany is no longer used.

Since those lines of communication are very insufficient, it would be extremely

necessary in order to insure a rapid liaison with the West:
I. To enlarge or eventually to build freight stations and tracks for unloading

m the mc^ important points of Poland, as for example Warsaw, Lodz, Cracow,
Yaroslaw, Modlin, a work which Poland could undertake herself.

II. Increase the output ofthe existing lines, above mentioned, by more frequent
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trains, using especially the German line Glansk [?Gdansk], Mlawa, and the Italian

line. One could for example have 3 or 4 Polish trains daily. By utilizing for the

transportation of foodstuffs the waterway of the Vistula, one could use to a maxi-

mum the Glansk [PGdansk] line which could thus render great service.

III. Open new lines of communications as for example through Braiia (15
locomotives will be necessary for that purpose), or through Switzerland,

IV. To reinforce the rolling stock of the Polish railways which at present is in

a pitiable state, namely;

for a number of kilometres of;

In the Warsaw districts ....
In the Radom „ ....
In the Cracow „ ....
In the Leopol „ ....
In the Stanisiaw „

Total

1,1^0 jviJLia.

2,735 „
936 „

Total . 4,809 kms.

Poland only owns at present
: 4,525 passenger cars, i ,269 box-cars, 244 mail cars,

21,901 covered freight cars, 7,178 uncovered freight cars, 21,272 coal cars,

56 refrigerator cars, 100 Toudre’ cars, 1 14 poultry cars, 234 catde cars, 2,474 tank

cars: 60,375 [jzV] cars, 2,i 10 of which must be returned abroad since they do not

belong to the Polish Government.

For that number of cars we have at our disposal only 2,354 locomotives, 1,200 of

which are worn and cannot be of service without serious repairs.

The above mentioned figures which do not include the Posnania system, nor

that of the reoccupied regions in the East, but include only the central part of

Poland within the limits of the Congress of Vienna and Galicia; they show the

imperious and urgent necessity of reinforcing the railroad material of Poland by

at least

:

2,500 locomotives and 70,000 freight cars.

It is only through a similar reorganization that the arteries newly created, as

well as those already existing, would form a system of communication by which

Poland would receive the supplies indispensable for the maintenance of the present

situation and for her advance to the East.

Poland appreciates at its true worth the support which has been given her up

to the present time.

The arms, munitions and generous assistance furnished byFrance, have permitted

her to attain a brilliant success of very important extent.

The aid furnished by the United States and Great Britain in theform ofhundreds

ofthousands of tons of supplies has saved millions ofpeople from death by hunger.

It is with a heart full of gratitude that the Polish people agree to offer payment

in blood for the maintenance of world peace as fixed in the basis of the Congress

at Versailles.

and military railways

:

wide gauge

normal gauge

narrow gauge

3,226 kms.

1,546 „
1,924 „
2,050 „
1,128 „

9,834 [«c] kms.

T toA Imnc
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But the necessity of the assistance explained above becomes each day more and
more urgent. The result of this assistance would be the definite assurance of peace
in the Orient.

Without this assistance, it is the needless loss of efforts and sacrifices: Poland
would be placed on the eve of an inevitable crisis which could well be followed by
the entire ruin of the country and of the army.
This is the reason why Poland, once again in a difficult situation, appeals to her

Allies and calmly and confidently awaits their energetic assistance.

SOMKOWSKI,

General and Vice Minister of War.

ApPEimix E to No. 69

Proposal to hand over the Battleship ‘ Volja^ to General Denikine.

The British Admiralty has proposed that the Russian Battleship Volya which
was handed over to the Allied and Associated Powers imder Article 29 of the
Armistice of November 1 1, 1918, should be transferred to General Denikine.
The Admiralty point out that the Volya is held in trust until there is a stable

Government in Russia to which she can be returned. The Russian destroyer
Derzki which is now in the keeping of His Majesty’s Government and two Russian
destroyers in the possession of the French Government have been transferred to

General Denikine, while the Italian and Greek Governments have been asked
similarly to transfer the Russian ships which they hold.

The overhauling and repairing of the Volya has involved considerable work
and expense on the part of His Majesty’s Government, and the Admiralty hope
that money and trouble will be saved if the Volya is sent to Sebastopol to be
handed over to General Denikine. The British Delegation has the honour to

recommend this proposal to the favourable consideration of the Supreme Council.

Submitted by the British Delegation,

September 30, 1919.

No. 70

H. D. 66.] Notes ofa Meeting ofthe Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. PichorCs Room at the Quai d'Orsay^ Paris
^
on Tuesday^

October 7, igig^ at 10.30 a.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

: British Empire: Sir Eyre Crowe; secretary, Mr. H. Norman.
France: M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. de St. Quentin.
Italy: M. Scialoja; secretary, M. Barone Russo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.
Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Mr. C. Russell. British Empire: Capt.

Hinchley^Cooke. France: M. Massigli. Italy: Lieut, de Carlo.
Interpreter: M. Mantoux.
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The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned:

—

U.SA . : Mr. E. L. Dresel, Colonel Logan, Colonel Browning.

British Empire: General Sackville-West, General Mance, General Groves,

Lt.-Col. Kisch, Major Money, Mr. Ibbetson-James, Mr. Forbes-

Adam, Mr. Herbert-Brown.

France: Marshal Foch, M. Loucheur, General Weygand, M. Laroche.

Italy: General Cavallero, M. Brambilla.

I. (The Council had before it the Note of the German Government of

October 3rd (see Appendix A).)

fit
Marshal Foch send that he thought the members of the

Goverm^Telaiive
Council had already taken note ofthe contents ofthe German

to the evacuation of Note. The German Government protested its good faith and
the Baltic Provinces asked for the appointment of a mixed Commission which

should take the necessary steps to effect a speedy evacuation

of the Baltic Provinces. He proposed that a reply be made stating that the

Allied and Associated Governments were willing to work with Germany, but

this must not be interpreted as meaning that they were willing to relieve

Germany of her responsibilities. The Allied and Associated Governments

agreed to the appointment of a mixed Commission, but maintamed the view

that this Commission should be particularly charged with seeing that the

German Government took the necessary steps to guarantee the evacuation.

This method ofprocedure seemed to him all the more necessary, because the

GOrman Government had enumerated a series of steps which it had taken,

which were in fact only half steps. The Coimnission would be charged with

seeing that the promises, which had been made to the Allied and Associated

Governments, were kept. On the other hand, it was to be understood that,

if the results were not forthcoming, these Governments would be obliged to

put into effect the means of coercion which had been decided upon.

Mr, Polk said that he fully agreed with Marshal Foch. He asked whether

the German Government had up to the present paid the troops in question.

If this was in fact the case it created a ridiculous situation. He was not sur-

prised that the German Government paid these troops, but he was very much
surprised that they confessed to the fact so openly.

Marshal Foch said that the Germans not only continued to pay the troops

in question but they also were supplying them constantly with provisions of

every kind.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he approved of Marshal Foch’s proposals. He
desired to add that he thought it necessary to state in the reply to Germany

that the Allied and Associated Governments were not satisfied with the

explanation which had been made. It was important to point out that the

recall of General von der Goltz had been demanded three times and that it

was only now that such a step had been decided upon by the German Govern-
ment. The German reply was drafted to a great extent for public opinion at

home and for purposes of propaganda, and for this reason, the Allied and

Associated Governments were also entitled to state their views fully. He had
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just received a telegram from the British Mission at Riga, dated the 4th
October, and consequently despatched after the German Note had been
transmitted. The telegram pointed out that movements of German troops

in the direction ofJacobstadt were continually being reported. There was
not a single sign to indicate that evacuation was contemplated. In the

neutral zone to the east, the Germans had been replaced by Russians, and
finally General von der Goltz had assumed a most threatening attitude

towards the Letts.

M. PiGHON suggested that Marshal Foch should be requested to draft a
reply to the German Government taking note of the remarks made by Mr.
Polk and Sir Eyre Crowe. He considered it important to point out to the

Germans that the Allied and Associated Governments held them entirely

responsible for what had occurred.

Marshal Foch said that the appointment of a Commission did not raise

particular difficulties; the Commission existed in fact in the form of the Inter-

Allied Mission, at the head of which General Gough had been placed.

General Gough, however, was no longer at Riga, and it would therefore be
necessary to place an energetic officer at the head of the Commission. He
wished to ask from what army the Council desired that the officer in question

should be chosen.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the British Government would have no objec-

tion to the appointment of a French General.

M. PiGHON suggested that Marshal Foch submit his views to the Council

on the following day.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the Germans had asked in their Note that the

means of economic pressure decided upon by the Allied and Associated

Governments be abandoned. He desired to express the hope that in the Note
which Marshal Foch was about to prepare, it should be pointed out to the

German Government that the measures in question would only be suspended

when the Commission had been submitted satisfactory reports,

(It was decided that Marshal Foch should present to the Supreme Council

at its next meeting the draft ofa reply to the Note from the German Govern-
ment of the 3rd October, respecting the evacuation ofthe Baltic Provinces,

in which Marshal Foch should take into consideration the views expressed

by Mr. Polk and Sir Eyre Crowe.)

2 . (The Council had before it a memorandum from the British Delegation

of the 30th September, 1919 (see Appendix B).)

R^atHa^n^^ GENERAL Weygand read and commented upon this

Russim Prisoners ^memorandum. He said that there was first the general

of War in Germany question of policy to be decided. The Supreme Council in

a resolution taken on the 2nd August^ had said that the

German Government should be given full liberty in regard to the repatria-

tion of Russian prisoners ofwar and that the Allied and Associated Govern-
ments would not intervene either in the repatriation or in the maintenance

* See No. 26, minute 7.
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of these prisoners. The resolution in question had not been sufficiently far-

reaching. Marshal Foch had pointed out in a number of notes addressed to
the Conference, that serious difficulties might arise, ifthe Allied sind Associated
Governments abandoned all control and left the field entirely open to German
action. He had pointed out that without undertaJdng the entire control, it

would be possible to appoint an International Commission up>on which there
would be, in addition to representatives of the Allied and Associated Powers,
German and Russian representatives. This would create a means of dealing
with German manoeuvres. It would be a simple matter to organize such a
Commission in view ofthe fact that there were already officers at Berlin, who
were dealing with the question. The Germans could easily appoint a repre-

sentative, but insofar as the Russians were concerned, the question was some-
what delicate, for it might perhaps be difficult to fed a man who was not

afifiliated with a particular faction. If the Council decided to appoint such
an International Commission, that Commission could be directed to liquidate

the routine matters which required action and which had been mentioned in

the memorandum of the British Delegation.

Sir Eyre Crowe pointed out that the Coimcil should decide as to the

questions of principle and leave it to the Commission to insure their applica-

tion. If the Conunission were left too much to itself, its first act would
undoubtedly be to address a new report to the Supreme Council. It would
therefore be necessary to give full directions.

Generax. Weygand agreed, and said that this matter could be dealt with

in the instructions to be prepared for the Commission. In reply to a question

asked by Mr. Polk, he stated that the Commission would sit in Berlin.

Mr. Polk said that he agreed in principle, but that so far as he was con-

cerned, there was a difficulty in regard to detail. General Harries, who had

been the head of the American Mission at Berlin, had left, and the officer

who would be appointed would necessarily be without information on the

subject.

General Weygand said that the questions for the Commission to decide

were chiefly of a financial nature, and which financial representatives could

study at Paris. It would be sufficient ifan officer, who was informed as to the

questions, such as Colonel Kisch, could supply the necessary information.

There was one question, however, which was somewhat delicate, and that

related to the refugees firom Kiefif. The Germans maintained that the Allies

had guaranteed the maintenance in Germany offour himdred Russians who
bad left Kieffwith the German troops in order to escape the Bolshevists. The

German Government added that their action had been taken at the request

of the Entente. The amount expended amounted to about two millions. So

far as the French authorities were concerned, they were without information

as to the action which the Germans claimed had been taken by the Alhes.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the British Government were equally without

information in regard to the matter.

(It was decided that Marshal Foch should present to the Council at its

next meeting a draft resolution respecting the organization of an Inter-
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national Commission to deal with the maintenance and repatriation of

Russian prisoners of war in Germany.)

3. (The Council had before it a note from the Organizing Committee of

the Reparations Commission of the 27th September,

Organization at Vienna 1919. (See Appendix G^.))

^eof^ani^T^
LouGHEUR read and commented upon the pro-

mitteI^^''thRepZtions posals of the Organizing Committee of the Reparations

Commission Commission. He said that the proposal was most urgent,

particularly in view of the fact that the situation became

worse each day. He wished most strongly to urge that the principle of the

appointment of the subcommission should be approved upon that day and

that the members of the commission should be ready to act at the earliest

possible moment.

(It was decided:

(1) that a suhcommission of the Organizing Committee of the Reparations

Commission should be established at Vienna at the earliest possible

moment to study the questions relating to the revictualling of

Austria

;

(2) that this subcommission should be composed of a delegate from each

of the Powers represented on the Organizing Committee of the

Reparations Commission. The presidency of the subcommission

should be held at each meeting by each of the delegates in turn ; the

secretary should be permanent. There should be added to the sub-

comnpission for purposes of consultation and following the nature

of the subjects dealt with, rej^fesentatives of the States bordering

upon Austria: Poland, Roumania, Czecho-SlovaMa, Jugo-Slavia

and Hungary

;

(3) that the subcommission should determine the foodstuffs and raw

materials needed by Austria and ascertain all the available means of

developing the greatest amoxmt of production in Austria itself

;

* Not printed. This note opened with the following preamble:

‘In conformity with the instructions ofJuly 17, 1919, of the Council of Five;

‘In view of the provisions of Article 181 of the Peace Treaty;

‘By reason of the interest attached by the Commission on Reparations to the resump-

tion of economic activity in Austria as soon as possible, so that she may compensate by

her exports into the neighbouring countries the importation of goods which they shall

furnish her, and later, in a general way, pay her debt to the Allies;

‘Considering the necessity, on accoimt of the present weakness of Austria’s own

resources, to incite the neighbouring States to send her supplies so as to reduce as much

as possible the shipments of the Allied and Associated Powers;

‘Considering, on the other hand, the advisability of instituting in Vienna a sub-Com-

mission which would be charged by the Committee of Organization of the Commission
' on Reparations to study on the spot the conditions of sending supplies to Austria;

- - ‘The Committee of Organization of the Commission on Reparations proposes to the

, Council of Five to take the following resolution.*

follow^ iu all details ofsubstance though not of drafting, the resolutions adopted
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(
4
)
that the subcominission should examine and propose the means which

should appear best to facilitate and to guarantee the delivery and
transport from the countries bordering upon Austria of such
merchandise as was necessary as well as the payment by Austria
to its vendors. The subcommission should see to it that its views
were adopted by all the interested states.

It was also decided that the subcommission should be established at
Vienna by a member of the Organizing Committee of the Reparations
Commission, who should present his credentials from the Supreme Council
to Dr. Renner.)

(The Council had before it the draft of a telegram prepared by the

European Coal Commission. (See Appendix D.))

M. Lougheur read and commented upon this telegram.

He said that he proposed to add at the end of the text an
appeal to the good will of the Polish and Czecho-Slovak

Governments.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he wished to call the attention

of the Council to the last phrase of the penultimate paragraph of the text

in which the words [sic\y ‘tout retard nouveau a partir de ce jour devra

etre rattrap^ dans le delai minimum.’ This phrase appeared unnecessary

on account of the difficulty of execution and he proposed that it be

omitted.

Telegram to the

Czecho-Slovak and

Polish Governments

respecting the supply

of coal to Austria

(It was decided:

(1) to transmit the telegram prepared by the European Coal Commission
(see appendix D) to the Government of the Czecho-Slovak Republic

and to the Government of the Polish Republic

;

(2) to omit in the telegram the last phrase of the penultimate para-

graph. -

It was further decided that M. Loucheur should add to the text a supple-

mentary paragraph appealing to the good-will of the Czecho-Slovak and

Polish Governments.)

5. (The Council had before it a telegram addressed to General Haking
by the British Delegation at Paris (see appendix E).^)

D^atch of Allied LouGHEUR said that he did not agree with the European

Commission, which had brought to the attention of the

normal output ofcod Coundl with a favourable recommendation, the telegram

addressed to General Making, ^ which had embodied a sugges-

tion madeby M. Paderewski. He thought that the despatch ofa large number

of officers to Upper Silesia would provoke serious difficulties on the part oftiie

Germans.

M. PiCHON said that he agreed with the view expressed by M. Loucheur.

3 The telegram in appendix E, q.v., was headed as beii^ addressed in the first instance

to General Malcolm in Berlin.
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Sir Eyre Crowe said that his experts were not convinced that the

despatch of a Commission of Officers would have the practical results which
had been anticipated.

Mr. Polk said that Colonel Goodyear, who had come from Upper Silesia,

thought that it would serve a useful purpose to send a Commission composed
of a small number of members. The despatch of such a Commission would
make it possible to obtain definite information as to the situation in the

mines. General Dupont shared this opinion.

M. Lougheur said that if it were possible to send a representative of each

of the Powers, the Allied Missions at Berlin could be directed to take the

necessary steps, and it would be understood that the Commission would be

under the orders of the Missions at Berlin, but it should also keep in close

touch with the Coal Commission at Mahrisch-Ostrau.

Mr. Polk said that the American Delegation would be obliged to send one

of its representatives from the Coal Commission at Paris. He wished to

mention this fact simply as a matter of detail.

(It was decided:

(1) to despatch to Upper Silesia a sub-commission composed of a Repre-

sentative of the United States of America, British Empire, France
and Italy to ensure the normal output of coal

;

(2) that the members of this Commission, with the exception of the

American Representative, should be chosen by the Chiefs of the

Entente Missions at Berlin from among the oflSLcers attached to these

Missions

;

(3) that the Commission should be placed under the orders of the Military

Representative of the Entente at Berlin.

It was further decided that the Commission should keep in touch with
the Coal Commission at Mahrisch-Ostrau.)

6 .

Commission charged with
[Not printed]

the provisionary re--

distribution of the rolling

stock of theformer Austro-

Hungarian Monarchy

^ In opening the discussion of this item ‘M. Loucheur read and commented upon Colonel

Logan’s proposal [see appendix F]. He thought that the distribution of the Austro-

Hungarian rolling stock ought not to be delayed any longer than necessary. If the trans-

ports had been suspended and traffic was practically interrupted, it was not because the

material was lacking, but because the distribution of this material had not yet been made.’

After some discussion of method of procedure ‘it was decided: (i) to appoint in advance a
Commission of experts to deal with die re-distribution of the rolling stock as prescribed by
Article 318 of the Treaty of Peace with Austria; (2) that the Hungarian Representative

attach^ should be appointed by the Allied Gener^ at Budapest from the staff of the

Hungarian State Railways; (3) that upon the appointment of the*Gominission, instructions

should be given to the President in a [«c] sense of the resolution prepared by Colonel Logan
(See appendix F).’
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7 - •

Allowancesforth.
[Not printed]

Presidents of the

Naval and Air Com-

missions of Control

in Germany

8. M. Laroche said that the decision of the Supreme Council to hold a

plebiscite at Teschen had been communicated to the Polish
Nomimtion Czecho-Slovak Governments. In accordance with the

Icomm^^n
decision, the plebiscite was to be held within a

period of three months after notification. It was therefore most

urgent that a Commission should be appointed. He wished to add that

it was important that the Commissioners should leave at as early a date as

possible in order to put an end to the unrest,which was showing itself in the

Duchy.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he had telegraphed his Government but,

probably on account of the recent disturbances in England,« he had received

no reply.

Mr. Polk said that he had also received no reply up to the present.

M. SciALOjA said that the Italian Government, in view ofthe fact that the

resolution of the . Supreme Council did not maie it obligatory to change

their'representative on the Teschen Commission, had thought it advisable

to appoint their present representative at Teschen.

M. PiCHON said that he was informed that the authorities at Prague

were most desirous that the Inter-AlHed Commksion should be com-

posed of new members. The question was an important one for the

Czecho-Slovak Government in view of the demonstrations which had been

made against it within the course of the last few weeks. He believed

that the wishes of the Czecho-Slovak Government should be met in this

matter.

M. Laroche said that the French Representative would be M. de Manne-

ville, Minister Plenipotentiary.

M. SciALOjA said that if the other Powers appointed new representatives

the Italian Government would do the same.

M. Laroche said that it was further necessary to arrange for the J^ta^

occupation of the Duchy; it was an urgent matter, but the Council w<^
have to await the reply of the British Government on die general qu^bon

of the constitution of the forces which were to undertake Inter-Alhed

occupations.

(The Council decided to postpone the discussion of the (juestion mtil

the Ar»AnV.flTi and British Representatives had received instructions from

their Governments.)

5 The reference was to a vddespread British railway strike. The strike had ended on

October 5, 1919-
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g. (The Council had before it a note from the British Delegation dated the

and October, 1919. (See Appendix H.))

iimitafeon of Greek Eyre Crowe read and- commented upon the note

presented by the British Delegation of the and October.

/ion in Asia Minor He recalled that General Milne had been asked by the

Supreme Council to fix a line which neither the Turks nor

the Greeks should pass.* The General had gone to the spot. He thought

that the present line could not be held. It was necessary for the Greeks either

to advance or retreat. If they advanced they could not avoid a conflict with

the Turks. The Greeks were aware of this fact. General Milne thought that

it would be possible to advance the line, but in this event, it would be necessary

to take armed resistance into consideration. General Milne had summarized

the situation in paragraphs ii, 12 and 13 of the Note which was before the

Council. Before M. Venizelos had left Paris he had been sounded as to

whether he was willing to accept a withdrawal of the Greek line under the

conditions fixed by General Milne. M. Venizelos appeared to be willing to

agree, but upon condition that a withdrawal in the region of Aidin should

call for occupation of the territories evacuated by the Greeks by Interallied

contingents.

General Cavallero said that from a military point of view he had no

objection to the proposals of General Milne .as a whole. He objected only to

those proposals which dealt with the southern part of the line held by the

Greeks. General Milne appeared to desire a withdrawal in the region of

Aidin. From a military point of view, this proposal was the better one,

because the situation of the Greeks at Aidin was precarious, and, if it were

to be improved, a conflict with the Turks was inevitable. He wished also to

state that the line drawn on the map annexed to the British report^ did not

entirely correspond to the conclusions of the report. So far as the occupation

of the valley of the Meander was concerned, he thought the proposals con-

tained in the fourth paragraph of the British Note did not quite agree with

the terms of General Milne’s report. There was in this report nothing to

show that the actual line ofdemarcation should continue to form the northern

limit of the Italian occupation. If the valley of the Meander was to be

occupied by Allied troops it was natural that the occupation should be

effected by Italian troops, in view of the fact that they were on the spot, and

also as the refugees from the region of Aidin were concentrated in the

territories occupied by the Italian troops, it would be easy for the Italians

to return them to their homes. The character of the Italian soldier was such

to make incidents impossible. The Italian soldier lived on good terms

with the local population and this was a guarantee that the occupation could

be made under the best conditions.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the proposals contained in the British Note

;
^ere based upon General Milne’s report. There was no reason for believing

the General had thought of advancing the Italian line. He knew an
’ '

'

'

.

: r ^ 14, laiixute 4. ^ Map not annexed to original of appendix H.
. ;
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agreement had been made between the Greeks and the Italians; an agree-

ment approved by the Supreme Council in regard to the limits of the respec-

tive zones of occupation.* He wished to state, with all due deference to the

Italian Government and its military authorities, that he did not feel that

the idea of replacing Greek troops by Italian troops would meet the situation.

If the Greek withdrawal were followed by an Italian advance, he feared that

the effect would be disastrous from a Greek point of view. The proposal to

which M. Venizelos had finally agreed looked to a Franco-British occupation.

Such an occupation seemed possible of realization, but if the Greeks learned

that they were to be replaced by Italians the situation would be worse than

at present.

General Cavallero said that in examining the resolution taken by the

Supreme Council on the i8th July, he did not see that it was a question of

defining a neutral zone nor that any similar definition was necessary.

M. PiCHON said that the reasons given by Sir Eyre Crowe appeared to him

most grave. If the Italian proposal were accepted there was great danger

that the end which the Council sought, which was the pacification of the

region, would not be achieved.

M. SciALOjA said that so far as the pacification ofthe region was concerned

experience was in the favour of the Italians. There would be no complaint

from the Turkish populations in the region of the Italian occupation. He
ventured also to remark that the line of the 1

8

th July was a line of demarca-

tion between the-Greeks and the Italians. Ifthe Greeks were no longer there,

it would be natural, to establish contact, for the line to go farther north. The

Greeks would have no reason to complain. It would be possible to hear the

Greeks first or to postpone the settlement of the question until an agreement

with them had been reached.

Mr. Polk aisked what would be the result if the line were moved farther

east.

Sir Eyre Crowe asked the Council to put themselves in jhe place of the'

Greek Government. At M. Clemenceau’s request, M. Ve^eJos had

endeavoured to reach an agreement with M. Tittoni. If M. Sdaloja’s pro-

posal were now adopted, the Council would appear to be taking sides with

the Italians against the Greeks without having consulted the latter, and

would also be failing in their engagements. So far as he was concerned, he

could not associate himself with such a course.

Mr. Polk said that he agreed with Sir Eyre Crowe. The Greeks would be

put in a humiliating situation, because a line of agreement had already been

fixed with them.
, . /

M: SoiALOjA said that if the principle of Interalhed occupation of ^e

neutral zone were adopted it would have to be understood that an ItaHan

-contingent would form part of the army of occupation, He recalled that the

refugees from Aidin had been placed under the protection of Italian troops.

M. PioHON said that he saw no reason to object to this propo^.
^

Sir Eyre Crowe said that in taking this action the Council would be

precipitating difficulties which would inevitably provoke trouble between
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the Italians and the Greeks. The Council had assumed obligations towards

the Greeks because they had asked them to go to Smyrna. He asked whether

any similar resolution had been made requesting the Italians to go to Asia

Minor.

M. SciALOjA said that there had been a resolution of the 1

8

th July which,

by fixing a line between the Italians and Greeks, had recognized the principle

of Italian occupation.

Mr. Polk said that the Council had testified to an occupation in fact, but

he did not believe that they had accepted the principle of Italian occupation.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that General Milne had only been instructed to fix

a line of demarcation.

M. SciALOjA said that all occupation was occupation in Asia Minor and

occupation in fact and did not constitute a definite right. For the moment
he held that Italian occupation had been recognized.

Mr. Polk said that he had heard nothing to the effect that Italian occupa-

tion had ever been recognized. The Council, in fixing a line of demarcation,

had never' sanctioned Italian occupation. It had only been a question of

avoiding conflict.

(He then read the resolution of the 1 8thJuly. (See h. d. io, Minute 4^.))

M. SciALOjA said that this resolution constituted a virtual recognition,

particularly because of the fact that the line of demarcation had been com-

municated to the Turkish Government in the name of the Conference. The
Italian troops were in Asia Minor in the name of the Conference.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that ifM. Scialoja should insist upon this declaration

being inserted in the proces-verbal he would be obliged to make a formal

reservation. His Government had undoubtedly never recognized Italian

occupation.

M. PiGHON said that the Council had to pronounce upon a definite proposi-

tion. The question was in what manner the zone between the line drawn in

accordance with the resolution of the 1

8

th July and with the new line, which

General Milne proposed, should be held by the Greeks. He asked whether

the territory was to be occupied by Inter-Allied troops, which should include

Italian representatives. It must be understood that the Inter-Allied occupa-

tion of the new zone could not have the effect of sanctioning the situation

created by the landing of Italian troops in Asia Minor.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he wished to add that General Milne advocated

the representation of Greek troops in the army of occupation of the zone

which they were about to evacuate. It was, in effect, the Greeks who were
' retiring from a territory to which they had gone with the approval of the

Conference.

M. PiGHON asked whether it would be possible to send Italian troops as

weU to this zone.

Mr. Polk said that he was ready to refer the matter to his military advisers,

.hut he could not consent to this arrangement if it meant that the present

portion of the Italians in Asia Minor was to be recognized. The situation
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would then be quite different. The presence ofItalian troops had never been
recognized as resulting from a mandate given by the Conference.

M. PiCHON said that it would be possible to state in the decision that the

steps which the Council proposed to take should in no way prejudice the

final decision. The question now was to decide if the Inter-Allied Army of

occupation should contain Greek troops and no Italian troops, or if the

occupation should be truly Inter-Allied and if, at the side of the American,

British and French troops, Italian and Greek troops would be represented.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he thought that he should make his point of

view more definite. The Greeks were in occupation. They were being asked

to retire for military reasons, to stop their advancing in order to avoid con-

flict with the Turks. M. Venizelos had said that the Greek troops should be

left where they were, but should bejomed by British and French units. This

would be sufficient to prevent the Turks firom attacking. He asked just what

the Council desired; whether it was to prevent the Turks from attack and

nothing else. If the situation were complicated in allowing the Italians to

enter the Inter-Allied Army, new difficulties would be created. The very

fact of putting Italian and Greek troops in contact would place them on the

verge of an incident.

M. PiCHON said that he recognized the weight of the views expressed by

Sir Eyre Crowe and that he was in agreement with him.

M. SciALOjA said that he too would agree.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he wished to take the occasion to express to his

Italian colleague his thanks for the conciliatory attitude which he had adopted.

There was another matter about which he desired to speak. He did not wish

any doubt to exist as to the position of General Milne. General Milne had

been appointed Commander-in-Chief ofthe Allied armies in Asia Minor by a

decision of the Supreme Council. It appeared, however, that the French

authorities at Constantinople were imwilling to recognize this situation.

They stated that they had received no instructions on the subject. It might

be possible to inform them of the decisions of the Conference.

M. PiCHON said that there was no question but that General Milne was in

command in Asia Minor. As to the question of the command at Constan-

tinople, that was another matter, and had formed the subject ofnegotiations

between the British and French Governments, and an agreement had been

reached in regard to the matter in the month of December last. He asked

that Sir Eyre Crowe should permit him to consult with M. Clemenceau,

who was Minister of War, in regard to the matter before any actions were

taken.

(It was decided:

(1) to accept the proposals made by General Milne in his telegraphic

report to the Supreme Council (see Appendix H)

;

(2) that in the sector of Aidin the southern limit of the zone of Greek

occupation should he changed to a line running to the northeast

along the frontier of the sandjak of Smyrna to a point where this

line intersects the said frontier

;
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(
3
)
that the zone between the line established by the decision of the
Supreme Council of the 18th July and the new line (frontier of the
Sandjak) should be occupied by British, French and Greek troops.)

10 .

Observations ofthe Rou-

manian Delegation (The question was adjourned pending the receipt of a
respecting the Ports, new Roumanian note.)
Waterways and Railways

clauses in the Treaty of

Peace with Hungary

II.

Committeefor the execu-

tion ofColonial Clauses of {At M. Pichon’s request the appointment of a Com-
the Treaty ofPecwe with mittee was postponed.)
Germany

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Hdtel de Crillon^ Paris,

yth October, igig-

Appendix A to No. 70

Translation

Notefrom the German Government, under date of October 3, relative to the

Evacuation of the Baltic Regions by German Troops

In reply to note No. 1755/G dated September 28, 1919,® the German Govern-
ment points out that it attaches the greatest importance to the determination taken

regarding the retreat of the troops in the Baltic and in Lithuania, and that it is

continually making the most energetic efforts to accomplish this operation.

An order was issued, among others, to this end, under date of September 25,

1919, ordering that the soldiers’ pay, as well as other advantages accorded to the

units who would refuse to conform with the order of retreat, be withheld, and
furthermore, in order to prevent reinforcements joining these troops, the German
frontier on the Coutland side has been closed. Orders were given to fire on the

troops who despite this precaution would attempt to cross the line. The furnishing

of munition supplies was formally forbidden. General von det* Goltz has been
recalled from his post. The supreme command is confided, in replacing General

von der Goltz, to Major General von Eberhardt, over all the troops which are at

the present time East of the frontier of the Empire until such time as the complete
retreat of the troops shall have been effected. Finally, the German Government
has addressed a proclamation to these troops pointing out their duty, and indica-

ting the dangers and sufferings ofwhich they seem to be unaware, and which they

,
might cause for the German people if they persist in their disobedience.

'All those measures should protect the German Government against the unjusti-

reproaches which the Allied and Associated Powers have judged necessary to

* Sec No. 66, minute 3, and appendix E.at: p-'
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address to Germany (basing the judgment upon the refusal of the German troops
to obey orders) accusing them of not trying to fill \sic\ their obligations relative to,

the evacuation of the former Russian territory.

The Allied and Associated Governments have a sufficient idea of the position
in which the Peace Treaty places Germany to realize that the German Govern-
ment is unable to have recourse to more energetic military measures.

Referring to the enlistment of German troops in Russian formation[s], ffie

German Government completely declines any participation in this affair, and adds
that it has again clearly expressed its point of view to those concerned. The
German Government has never authorized these enlistments and has every desire
to do all in its power in the accomplishment of its evacuation obligations.
The German Government must protest energetically against the severe measures '

contained in Marshal Foch’s note, the object ofwhich is the renewal ofthe blockade
of Germany with a view to cutting off supplies. The Allied and Associated
Governments cannot have forgotten that this blockade caused not only the death
of hundreds of thousands ofwomen, children and patients, but further introduced
a weakening in the labour output as a result of insufficient nourishment, which
produced a direct influence upon the disorder under which Germany is seriously

suffering at this time.

The German Government has every hope that the Allied and Associated Powers,
recognizing its good faith, and in consideration of this, will forego the application

of these inhuman war measures against the German civil population which is in

no wise responsible for the actions of the troops now in the East.

But, in order to furnish the Allied and Associated Governments with an opportu-
nity to familiarize themselves with the intensity of its intervention, the German
Government requests that they enter into pourparlers concerning the measures
it would be advisable to adopt.

To this end, the German Government proposes the early constitution of a
commission composed of representatives of the German Government and repre-

sentative [s] of'the Allied and Associated Gk)vemments. In the view of the German
Government, the duty of this Commission would be, after an examination of the

situation, to take the necessary measures to bring about a rapid execution of

the evacuation of these territories, and to supervise and force their execution. The
German Government respectfully requests an early reply in this matter.

Wachendorf
Diisseldorf, October 3, 1919.

Appendix B to No. 70

Note by the British Delegation

Russian Prisoners in Germany

On August 2nd the Supreme Council decided* to impose on the German

Government the obligation (which has always existed) to maintain the Russian

prisoners in Germany. At the same time, the German Government was to be

informed that all restrictions on the repatriation of these prisoners would be

removed.

There are a number ofmatters which have arisen from this decision which need

to be settled.
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It will be necessary to review the case of these prisoners from July i8th, 1919,
at which time their food supply and support was being carried out through the

French Government, the American Red Cross and the British Red Gross. On the

above date the Supreme Council decided that, pending repatriation (which was
to be studied by an Inter-Allied Commission), the feeding of the prisoners should

be taken over by the Commissariats of the Allied Armies of Occupation. This

arrangement continued until August 2nd, when all responsibility for the prisoners

was, by the decision already referred to, transferred to the German Government.
This decision involved elaborate arrangements in connection with the transfer

of the prisoners’ camps from the charge of the Allied Commission of Control to

that of the German Government, and it was not found possible to effect this

transfer until August 23rd. The Inter-Allied Commission continued to issue food

to the prisoners on the same scale as previously until the camps were actually

handed over. The Commission considered that it was morally bound to hand over

the camps for which it was responsible in good order, and it is submitted that the

period of 21 days from the date of the Supreme Council’s decision (17 days from
that on which the order was received by the Inter-Allied Commission) was the

minimum possible.

In order to enable the Inter-Allied Commission as at present constituted to be

wound up, definite rulings are required on the following points

:

1. Question of Repayment in Kind to German Government for Flour Supplied by them for

Russian Prisoners of War,

One of the arrangements in force at the date of the Supreme Council’s decision

of the 2nd was that the German Government should furnish the Russian prisoners

with bread on a scale of600 grs. per day, the flour required to provide the difference

between this amount and the ordinary German civilian ration of 300 grs. a day
being refunded by the Inter-Allied Commission. The amount of flour owing to

the German Government by the Inter-Allied Commission on August 23rd under

this arrangement was 2,495 tons of wheat flour or 2,745 of rye flour. The
Commission ask that these quantities should be furnished and handed over to the

German Government as early as possible.

2. The Question of Settling the Accounts of the Inter--Allied Commission,

The President of the Inter-Allied Commission has reported that the amount of

money reqxiired to meet the financial liabilities actually incurred by the Commission

is 400,000 marks; that all accounts are in order, but that these accounts cannot

be closed until the above sum is received.

3. The Question of the Formation of an International Commission to take the Place of the

Former Inter-AlUed Commission,

On being informed of the decision of August 2nd, the German Government at

once pointed out that this decision placed them in a most difficult position, and
that the Russian prisoners would inevitably suffer considerably as a result of it.

These contentions were supported by General Malcolm as President of the Inter-

AUied Commission and Marshal Foch in a letter addressed to the Peace Conference

dated August 22nd urged that the Inter-Allied Commission should be replaced by
the International Commission of Control on which Germany would be represented.

General Malcolm urges that it is essential that the Entente should re-assume some
' control, both for the ^ake of their own prestige, and to prevent the spread of
^ Bolshevism amongst the Russian prisoners. He reports that in spite of the arrange-



merits which are being made to proceed with the repatriation of the prisoners by
sea during the coming winter, there will still remain about 90,000 Russians who
cannot at present be repatriated owing to the conditions prevailing in Russia, and
for whose care the Entente at one time made themselves responsible.

4. The Question of the Appointment of a Fully Accredited Russian Mission to Berlin.

This question is closely connected with 3 above. At present there is at Berlin a
Russian Colonel Brandt looking after the interests of Russian prisoners of war.
He has, however, no official status, and the Germans do not recognise him.
Colonel [sic^ Malcolm points out that it is essential that some Russian official be
appointed to act as a channel of communication between the Russian prisoners of
war and the authorities responsible for their care and repatriation. He does not
consider Colonel Brandt of sufficient weight and reliability to act in that capacity,

and urges the appointment ofa Russian representative whose integrityand authority
are beyond dispute.

5. Question ofRepayment to German Government ofExpenses {2 million Marks) incurred in

the Care of Kiev Refugees.

The following is an extractfrom a report by General Malcolm, dated August 1 7th,

explaining this question:

—

‘These refugees were brought to Germany by the request of the Entente

Representatives at Kiev in January 1919, in order to save them from Bolshevik

reprisals. On i8th March, General Nudant notified the Inter-Allied Com-
mission that they were to be responsible for the care of these people, and were
to study the means of reimbursement of expenses to the German Government.
The German Government was informed of this decision, and denied all responsi-

bility for the care of these refugees. There are at present some 600 of them in

camps supervised by the Inter-Allied Commission, and expenses to date amount
to about Marks 2,000,000.

Tt is essential that a definite arrangement should be made with the German
Government for the repayment of past and future expenses incurred on behalf

of these refugees, or that the German Government should be informed that they

are held entirely responsible for their maintenance.’

In reply to above. General Malcolm was informed by Marshal Foch that the

Secretariat of the Peace Conference had no knowledge of any decision of the

Supreme Council on this subject, and that the German Government who had

allowed these Russians to enter Germany, should themselves take any measures

which they might think necessary in order to recover in the future from the

Russian authorities the expenses incurred in this connection.

In a further letter dated September 24th (copy attached marked A)^ General

Malcolm has asked that the matter may be referred to the Supreme Council for

decision. General Malcolm contends that the Entente accepted the responsibility

for these refugees and are repudiating their responsibility. In his opinion the

amount involved is small as compared with the breach of faith with which the

Entente can be charged.

British Delegation, • ‘

September 30, 1919.

^ Not printed. This letter was as summarized, and enclosed, in support of General

Malcolm’s contention, a copy of General Nudant’s above-mentioned notification to the

Inter-Allied Commission on March 18, 1919.
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Peace Conference

Appendix D to No.

[Translation]

European Commission on Coal

Secretariat AR/AF.
PARIS, October j, igig.

Project of Telegram

The Supreme Council to the Government of the Czecho-Slovak Republic, to the

Government of the Polish Republic

The European Commission on Coal has just examined the question of the

supplying of coal to Austria and especially to the City of Vienna. It has come to

The original of this appendix contained also:

(i) A note dated October i, 1919, from the secretariat of the European Commission on
Goal to that of the Peace Conference, transmitting for submission to the Supreme Goimcil

(a) the printed draft telegram; {b) z. supporting report by a subcommission appointed by
the European Commission on Goal on September 27, 1919, to study the question ofsupplying

Austria and especially Vienna with coal; this report had been approved by the European
Commission on Goal; {c) a draft resolution, presented by Colonel Logan of the American
Delegation and approved by the European Commission on Goal, proposing the immediate
nomination of a commission charged with the provisional distribution of the rolling-stock

of the former Austro-Hungarian Empire : see appendix F.

(ii) The above-mentioned report by the subcommission of the European Commission on
Coal. This report stated that Czechoslovakia had contracted to deliver to Austria approxi-

mately 8,746 tons of coal and lignite per working day, or 2 18,650 tons per month, and that

Poland had similarly contracted to deliver approximately 2,000 tons per working day, or

50,000 tons per month, this supply being ‘independent of that promis^ by Poland for the

transportation called “Polonia’*.’

.
The report continued: ‘If Czecho-Slovakia and Poland have [?had] fulfilled and stiU con-

tinue to fulfil their engagement towards Austria, the latter would have about 50 per cent, of

her needs. But on account of previous delays, the execution, even complete, from now on,

would still leave Austria for a very long time with a very much smaller quota, probably

lower than 33%. This remark is increased by the fact that it is a question for the best part

for domestic and urban needs. All the witnesses agree as to the distressing situation of the

City ofVienna and to foretell[.fzV], if immediate measures are not taken, such a state ofmisery

that the Allied and Associated Powers could tolerate neither politically nor humanely.

‘Now, Czecho-Slovakia, with her present production, can satisfy both her engagements

toward Austria and her own needs to the amoimt of 77%, according to the figures of 1913.

Poland is in a more difficult situation since Upper Silesia has stopped shipments. But even

so, she can fulfil her promises to Austria and cover 35% ofher own domestic and industrial

needs without any importation, according to figures fUrnished by the Polish Delegate; the

suspension of shipments from Upper Silesia for any length of time is however a very un-

favourable hypothesis ; finally, it appears, although the Polish Delegate expressed an opinion

quite contrary, that it would be rather easy for Poland to increase her production.

‘The sub-commission considers therefore that, from the point of view of production^ there

exists no prime motive jieither [jir] for Czecho-Slovakia nor for Poland preventing these

txnmtrics from fulfilling their engagements towards Austria; the amount promised must
^^iftefbre be delivered.’

r^>ort of the subcommission proceeded to consider the argument of the Gzecho-
Polish del^atiom resting upon transport difficulties due to lack of rolling stock,

the .existing position the subcommission concluded Hhatfrom the point of



the conclusion that immediate measures must be taken to remedy the intolerable
situation resulting for that country and for its capital, especially from the fact that
Poland and Gzecho-Slovakia did not fulfil their contracts to furnish coaL The
Mission declared itself convinced that nothing in the present state of affairs

opposes the execution of those contracts, and that if it is opportune to look for the
means to give to the furnishing states the rolling stock they are asking for, it

remains well understood that the execution of the contracts in question could not
be subordinated to the improvements to be expected in that respect.

Adopting the conclusion of the European Commission on Coal, the Supreme
Council invites you therefore in the most pressing manner to take without delay
the necessary measures to execute integrally, from the date of the present com-
munication, the promises to supply coal to Austria : any new delay henceforth will

have to be made up within a minimum time limit.

The contract now in force shall be valid until new arrangements have been
made, either by an agreement between the Governments concerned, or drawn up
by the Commission on Reparations in execution of Article 224 of the Peace Treaty
with Austria.

Appendix E to No. 70

Cypher telegram to General Malcolm^ Berlin

From Astoria, D. 1 7 130. September 2^thy

No. 60.

M. Paderewski suggests immediate despatch of a considerable number of allied

officers to Upper Silesia to safeguard the interests of inhabitants and ensure normal

output of coal.

Telegraph your views as to practicability and desirability ofabove proposal, and
state number of allied officers already in Upper Silesia. This suggestion is entirely

distinct from question of dispatching plebiscite Commissioners who could not in

any case now proceed prior to ratification.

Appendix F to No. 70

During the meetings of the Sub-Commission of the European Coal Commission

considering the Austrian coal situation it was clearly brought out that the shortage

of railway equipment contributes largely to the existing coal shortage in Central

Europe. The production at the mines is in general increasing and has now reached

a point where the coal actually mined cannot be moved due to shortage ofrailway

equipment*

view of rollmg stock no prime motive can be opposed to the execution of the engagements

made.’ The report continued: ‘the sub-commission is not informed of the last provisions

made by the Marish[5w:]-Ostrau [Coal] Sub-commission. It appears however from the

latest nisws received that new agreements between Gzecho-Slovakia, Poland and Austria

have been concluded or are about to be concluded. In order to avoid any action contrary

to the Marish-Ostrau Sub-commission, the Sub-commission deemed it its duty to limit itself

to the examination ofthe contracts in force and to their execution.’ In conclusion the sub-

commission recommended that the Czechoslovak and Pohsh Governments be formally

invited ‘to furnish to Austria the amount ofcoal and lignite mentioned in the agreements/
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Roumania has removed to date over 1,000 locomotives and over 20,000 railroad

cars of all classes from Hungary. It appears needless to point out that Roumania
by these seizures has not only secured the restitution of railway equipment belong-

ing to herself, but in addition has also removed equipment belonging to Poland,

Czecho-Slovakia and the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes. Notwith-
standing these Roumanian seizures there still remains in Hungary and in that

portion ofHungaryjust ceded to Austria, railway equipment considerably in excess

of local requirements, which should be put into movement as soon as possible.

The coal situation as well as the general economic situation in Central Europe
does not permit of any of this railway material resting idle any longer.

The European Goal Commission, therefore, recommends the immediate passage

of the following resolution by the Supreme Council

:

First : That a Special Commission of Experts be established without delay for

the purpose of determining and effecting an immediate distribution of surplus

railway equipment now in Hungary and Austria as between Poland, Czecho-

slovakia, and the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, and such of the

other Allied and Associated Powers as may have interests therein. That this

Special Commission in effecting this distribution shall have regard to the amount
of material registered on these lines in the last inventory before November 3, 1918,

the length of track (sidings included) and the nature and amount of the traffic.

That this Special Commission shall also specify the locomotives, carriages and
wagons to be handed over in each case,, and shall decide upon the conditions of

their acceptance, and shall make the provisional arrangements necessary to ensure

their repair in Austrian and Hungarian workshops. The provisions of the fore-

going shall be applied to lines of former Russian Poland converted by the Austro-

Hungarian authorities to the normal gauge, such lines being regarded as detached

from the Austrian and Hungarian State systems.

That a full report of the determinations arrived at and the distribution effected

by this Special Commission will be reported to the Supreme Council at the earliest

practical date. It will be understood that the primary reason for the creation ofthis

Special Commission is to provide the means for placing surplus and idle railway

equipment now in this territory into economic activity without delay. The find-

ings of this special commission will in no way prejudice the determination of the

Commission of Experts contemplated by Article 318 of the Austrian Peace Treaty,

and similar provisions included in other treaties.

Second', That this Special Commission will report to the Supreme Council the

quantities by classes of rolling stock taken out ofAustria or Hungary by any Power
in excess of its proper proportion as determined under the first paragraph of this

resolution. This same report will include a detailed statement as to the monetary

value of the rolling stock thus removed.

Third: That this Special Commission of Experts will include one representative

appointed by each of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers. The Govern-

ments of Poland, Czecho-Slovakia and the Klingdom of the Serbs, Groats and
Slovenes, may each designate a representative who will represent the interests of

the respective governments before this Special Commission.
That a representative to be designated by the Austrian Government and a

representative of the Hungarian State Railways to be designated by the Allied

,
pquncil ofGenerals at Budapest will represent the interests ofAustria and Hungary

before this Special Commission.



Appendix H to No. 70

Limitation of Greek -and Italian Troops in Z^nes of Occupation in

Western Asia Minor

1. The Supreme Council decided on July i8th to direct the Commander-in-
Chief of the forces belonging to the Allied and Associated Powers in the Asiatic

possession of Turkey to send officers who, after communicating with the Senior

Naval officer at Smyrna and Italian and Greek Generals, were to fix the military

limiting lines beyond which neither Greek nor Italian troops should be permitted

to move.^

2. In pursuance of these directions General Milne has telegraphed the follow-

ing report for communication to the Supreme Council:

—

I have arrived at the following conclusions as a result of the report of the

Commission who have been visiting the Turco-Greek front at Smyrna.

1 . That a state of active warfare exists betw^’cen the Greek and Tmkish forces.

2. That the greater portion of the Turkish forces is composed of organised

bands of brigands, reinforced by armed peasants driven from the villages by the

Greeks and determined to prevent further advance of the Greeks. These armed

forces which are secretly receiving reinforcements from the regular units are in

considerable strength.

3. That the Turkish Government has no control over these forces, which are

pledged to drive the Greeks out of Asia, and hence cannot insist on their with-

drawal from any stipulated line.

4. That generally speaking the civil administration is overruled by the

military authorities, the latter being secretly in support of the national move-

ment, which is gaining strength, and the Turkish Government are powerless to

exercise any restraining influence.

5. That the Greek forces having advanced in many places to a purely Turkish

area and an extremely difficult country, are from a tactical point of view badly

placed but that any further advance to gain better positions will be resisted to

the utmost and can succeed only after severe fighting.

6. That it is of little practical value to define a tactical defenave line, since
,

it would be respected by neither one side nor the other, the Turks because they

are determined to drive back the Greeks, the Greeks because no line will satisfy

them until they obtain the line asked for by Mr. Venizelos.

7. To concede this line to the Greeks would be to give them territory wHch is

purely Turkish and where a bitter resistance would be offered by ffie inhabitants.

In addition it will precipitate an outbreak elsewhere in Asia Minor.

8. Should the Greeks not be allowed to advance, and should they be driven

back by the Turks, they will undoubtedly lay the blame on the Entente.

9. Guerilla warfare will continue so long as Greek proops remain in Sanjak,

and any further advance will tend to create greater difficulties.

10. For the present best solution is for Greeks to remain practically m t^

present position with exception ofcertain minor rectifications and that mentioned

in para. 13. i • t

II. I recommend that the Greek occupation should extend approiomatay

along following line starting from North (ref. 1/250,000 Asiaj^or). {?)M point

on coast 7 miles north east of Aivalik to watershed at Osma^ (P. 1558)

thence following along summits of Kestene Dagh, Almaz Dagh to °

Dushme, due south along watershed between the Eurkut Dere and Mente^e
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Dcre to jimctioti of Bckir Ghai and Suniali fJumaali] Dere, the summits of
Fughlajik and Saritash respectively, along straight line in south-southwest

direction to Urpek Kaya point 1804; through villages Karasigrii, Yenije,

Tcptyik, latarkoui, Muntcwli, Yenichiftlik, PapazH; southwest [? southeast]

over point 1804 and Belen Dagh; to villagcf sl of K(\stcr[l]ij Yarishlik (3 miles

east of Ahmedli)— Sart; south along riclg(‘ to Ardijak-Yaila to villages Kemer,
1 abaklar, Seitiit, Bujak; south to Cha[ijli; southwest to Ikidemma. Question
of further boundary will depend on decision given to niy proposals in para. 13,
All villages mentioned are being taken as inclusive to Greeks.

12. I have considered in suggesting above d<‘limitation Greek point of view
and advance to line east ofSoma Akhissar railways l>ut, as it included occupation
of further country inhabited almost entirely by I’urks, occupation of which
would lead to furtluu' lighting and bitterness, until reasons produced by Greeks
carry suflicient weight this could not always be admitted. Generally I have
selected best tactical lin(‘ in vicinity of lixu' at pT'(‘sent occupied.

13. As a whole GxTrk division is practically emi)loyed defending Aidin area

on 3 sides in cIost‘ contact with 'Turks, Greek |>osition in vicinity of Aidin is

tactically unsouml. An advance will 1 h‘ nece.ssury to sticurc a good and safe

position but this will be stoutly resisted by 'Turks. If Peace Conference raise no
objection to further hostilities and to occupation of further 'Turkish villages

Greeks might be allowed to advance to line (? Kochak) Chai but in view of fact

that Greeks arc at Aidin to
[
? inj deiiance of ord<jrs, and that if they reixxain there

there will be exmstant fighting, I recommend that they may be restricted to

Sanjak area and that allied troops occupy Meander valley as bitterness here is

more marked than elsewhere. Advances to Manissa and to Aidin have been
carri<jd out contrary to orders and it is in these two places that all the trouble is

arising, and so long as Greek troops remain there will continue,

14. It Is highly desirable that an early and clear decision from the Peace Con-
ference on above points should be given. Such a decision will carry much weight
and should do much to establish tranquility before the conclusion of harvest

when unless some solution be found 1 urkish forces will be considerably increased.

3. The point in General Milne’s telegram which appears to require special

consideration and a decision by the Supreme Council is that raised in para. 13
respecting the south eastern portion of the line, the northern and eastern portions

of the line being satisfactorily fixed by para, 1 1 of the telegram.

4. The Supremo Council approved on July i8th an agreement between
M. Venisselos and M. Tittoni fixing the line of division between the Greek and
Italian occupations from the mouth of the river Meander as far as Keushk on the

Smyrna--Aidin Railway.^ What General Milne proposes is in effect that this line

should either remain as the southern limit of the Greek zone of occupation, or be
modified so as to follow the boundary of the Smyrna sanjak from the point where
it cuts the boundary of the sanjak, but that in either case the line should remain
as the Northern boundary of the Italian occupation, the area between the Venizclos-

Tittoni line and the boundary of the Sanjak being occupied by Allied troops.

5. Copies of a sketch map of the area in question showing the boundary of the

Sanjak in purple and the Tittoni-Venizelos line in red, are attached hereto.^

;/ October snd.

referred to in Section 3^ routed with original papers as follows—S-G:
WP.

'
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No, 71

H. D. 67*] Motes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai d^Orsay^ Paris
^
on Friday

^

October /o, igig^ at lo.go a.m.

Present: C/.S.Ar, Hon, F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr, L. Harrison.

British Empire: Sit k.yre Crowe; secretary, Mr. H. Norman.’

Pra?ice: M. Clemenceau; secretaribs, M. Dutasta, M. Berthelot, M. de

St. Qtumtin.

Italy: M. Sciuloja; secretary, M. Barone Russo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: ILSA,: Mr. C. Russell. British Empire: Gapt.

Hinchley-Gookc. France: M. Massigli. Italy: M. Zanchi.

Interpreter: M. Mantoux.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned :

—

; Mr. Drcsel, Colonel Logan, Mr. Shepardson.

British Empire: General Sackville-West, Lt.-Golonel Kisch, Sir George

Clerk, Mr. Lceper, Mr, Carr, Capt. Fuller.

France: Marshal Foch, M. Loucheur, M. Tardieu, General Weygand,

M. Laroche.

Italy: M. Brambilla, M. Vannutelli-Rey.

[Not printed]^

1.

Admission of German and

Austrian Delegates to the

International Labour Con^^

ference at Washington

2 . (The Council had before it a note from the Bulgarian Delegation of the

7^1 October requesting an extension of ten days to the time

gJSjDeUgaiimfor for the transmission of the reply to the Conditions of

the Prolongation by Peace. (See Appendix B.^))

Tm Days of the time Clemengeau said that in view ofthe circumstances he
allowedfor the

Council could refuse the request of

Observations on the the Bulgarian Delegation.

Conditions of Peace *^as decided to accede to the request of the Bulgarian

* Mr, Polk reported receipt of a note from Baron von Lersner, dated October 4, 1919

(appendix A in original), thanking him on behalf of the German Government for the

communication concerning this matter which Mr. Polk had made to the German Delega-

tion in accordance with the Supreme Council’s decision of September 1 8 (see No, 60, note i).

In his note Baron von Lersner proceeded to enquire whether the German delegates to the

International Labour Conference would be invited and admitted with rights equal to those

of other delegates. Mr. Polk submitted to the Supreme Council a draft reply and asked

that, if there were any objections to its contents, they might be brought up at the next

meeting (see No. 7R, minute I and appendix A).
, x- . i. • i

* Not printed. The Bulgarian request was made on grounds of difficulties of a techni^l

order, notably in the work of translation and printing’ and ‘the great distance separatmg

Paris from Sofia\
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Delegation for the prolongation by ten days of the time allowed for the

presentation of its observations on the Conditions of Peace.)

3 *

Th Question ofGemm
[Not printed]

and Austro-Hungarian

Skips in Spanish Ports

4. (The Council had before it the draft of a note addressed to the German
Government relative to the evacuation ofthe Baltic Provinces

Draft ofa reply to the (see Appendix D)
,
preparedby Marshal Foch, in accordance

nou of the German the decision of the Supreme Council of October 7th,
Government relative to / ggjx \

the evacuation of the y \
• • /v

Baltic Provinces GENERAL Weygand read and commented upon the draft

of the note in question. He added that, in view of the fact

that information had just been received to show that German troops were

conducting active operations in Latvia, he proposed that a sentence be added

to the end ofthe third paragraph pointing out that information had just been

received to show that the German troops had attacked the army of the Letts.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he agreed with the terms of the note prepared

by Marshal Foch. There was one point, however, which he wished to raise.

The German Government would undoubtedly publish the note and cause

public opinion in Germany to feel that the Allied and Ajssociated Govern-

ments were acting in a brutal manner towards Germany. He considered it of

equal importance that the note should be published by the Alhed and

Associated Governments, and that a paragraph should be inserted to make

the reasons clear why these Governments considered the German reply to

be unsatisfactory. He proposed that a paragraph in this sense should be

inserted after the second paragraph ofMarshal Foch’s draft. Sir Eyre Crowe

then read the draft of the paragraph in question. (See Appendix E.)

M. Clemenceau said that he would have no objection to the insertion of

Sir Eyre Crowe’s paragraph in the reply to the German Government.

Mr. Polk said that he had referred the matter to General Bliss and that

he could not express his final opinion at the moment. He would, however,

communicate his reply at the first opportunity.

M. Clemenceau said that it would be also necessary to name a General

to act as head of the mixed Commission mentioned in the note.

Marshal Foch said that the General could be named after a reply to the

note had been received from the German Government.

(It was decided:

(1) to accept the draft note prepared by Marshal Foch relative to the

evacuation of the Baltic Provinces with the addition to the text

proposed by Marshal Foch, and with the addition of the draft

paragraph submitted by Sir Eyre Crowe (see Appendix E)

;

' (^) to publish the text of the note."^)

(minute t). - -
•

,5^£ —^ the note in finalform was published in the British press on October 1

3

, 1 9^ 9*
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Draft of a reso-

lution respecting

Russian Prisoners

of war in

Germany

(The Council had before it the draft of a resolution on the subject of

Russian Prisoners of War in Germany (see Appendix F)

prepared by Marshal Foch in accordance with the reso-

lution of the Supreme Council of the yth October, 1919
(h. d. 665).)

General Weygand read and commented upon the draft

resolution.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he could not help but feel that the Council were

going back on their previous decision. In the first instance they had decided

to wash their hands of the Russian Prisoners in Germany, and they had later

decided that an International Commission should be appointed upon which

there should be both German and Russian Representatives. If the present

draft were accepted, the Council would be going still further, for they would

be again assuming responsibility. He pointed out that in the second para-

graph of the note there was a clear expression of the acceptance of responsi-

bility and that in the paragraph numbered i, the AUied and Associated

Governments spoke of re-establishing an Inter-Allied Commission for the

control of Russian Prisoners. He thought that it was important to avoid

the use of the word ‘re-establishmenF. Paragraph No. 2, Section B, spoke

of regulating the ways and means for the repatriation of Russian Prisoners

of War. This paragraph also was a clear expression ofthe re-establishment of

responsibility, and he considered it necessary that the responsibility of the

Allied and Associated Governments should not be re-established in regard

to Russian prisoners of war in Germany.

General Weygand said that he thought it possible that the expressions

which had been used in the draft resolution went somewhat too far, but the

question was one of the intention of the Allied and Associated Governments.

The Russian Political Conference at Paris had been informed by General

Denikin that it was necessary to avoid at all costs the repatriation to Bolshevist

Russia of Russian Prisoners ofWar in Germany, who came from those parts

ofRussia, which were under the control ofthe Soviet Government. He could

not help but feel that the Allied and Associated Governments had an impor-

tant interest in this matter, and he did not believe that they could wash their

hands of the affair and leave the matter entirely to the Germans. He felt

that the Council should not be willing to consider themselves bound by the

resolution in regard to Russian Prisoners of War which was taken on the

2nd August.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that, at the present time, the German Government

were not in a position to repatriate the Russian Prisoners ofWar by way of

Poland and the Ukraine.

(It was decided: to request General Weygand and General Sackville-West

to modify the draft resolution relative to Russian Prisoners of War in

Germany (see Appendix F), taking into consideration the views expressed

hy Sir Eyre Crowe.)

5 No. 70 (minute 2).
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6. General Weygand said that he had just received a telegram from General

Telegramfrom General Dupont according to which the situation in the Baltic

Dupont relative to the Provinces® was regarded by the War Office at Berlin as

Situation in the Baltic being very grave. General von der Goltz was unable, or
Promnces rather unwilling, to return. A new Government had been

formed at Mitau, at the head of which was Count Pa[h]len.

M. Berthelot said that this information was similar to that which he had
received, and, according to which, a Russo-German reactionary Govern-

ment had been established.

7. Sir George Clerk said that he had little to add to the written report

which he had made to the Council. (See Appendix G.) He
SMementby Sir ventured to express the hope that his report would be kept
eorge n on

(jjg Council as he had expressed a number of

Roumania opinions. He had endeavoured to ascertain in Roumania
the real meaning for the attitude of the Roumanian Govern-

ment on the Hungarian question, and the result had been to convince him
that M. Bratiano had thought that by playing for time the Allied waters

would become sufficiently troubled for him to catch many excellent fish.

He therefore considered it essential to make the Roumanian Government

xmderstand that the Allied and Associated Governments were both absolutely

united and absolutely definite in their decisions in regard to Roumania. He
considered it advisable to point out to the Roumanian Government that the

decisions taken in regard to Roumania, both as regarded the line of the

frontier and the principle of the minorities treaty, were definite. He con-

sidered that this would put an end to the Roumanian hopes, which were

founded on delay in settling with Turkey, arranging the Adriatic question

and other difficult points upon which M. Bratiano was counting. In regard

to Hungary, he considered that the first step necessary was a provisional

recognition of a Hungarian Government which could maintain order, hold

elections and negotiate peace. As soon as such a Government existed, the

Roumanian troops could be asked to evacuate, and this alone could definitely

put an end to the requisitions about which there had been so much discussion.

He proposed that the Hungarians should be told the conditions upon which

a Hungarian Government would be satisfactory to the Allied and Associated

Governments. He thought that M. Friedrich should be told what he must do,

that his present Government no more corresponded to the views ofthe Allied

and Associated Governments than the Government ofArchdukeJoseph. He
thought that M. Friedrich should be invited to broaden the bases of his

Government. It was necessary to have some solvent to loosen the crystals

concerned in Hungarian affairs. For instance an Allied Commission of a

political character, holding direct and locally supreme authority from the

. Allies, should negotiate with the various Hungarian political parties. He
y^gught that upon such a condition [? commission] Roumania should be

OT^pented at least in a consultative character.

* See Vol. Ill of this series.
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M. Glemenceau suggested that Sir George Clerk prepare draft notes to

the Roumanian and Hungarian Governments.

Mr. Polk asked whether the Supreme Council had received a reply to

the message decided upon by the Supreme Council at its meeting of the

22nd August (h. d. 36^)3 instructing the French Minister at Bucharest in

the name of the Supreme Council to ask for further information on the inten-

tions of the Roumanian Government with regard to the Banatj and directing

him to inform the Roumanian Government that the frontiers laid down by

the Council in the Banat and elsewhere were final.

M. Berthelot said that no reply had been received from the Roumanian

Government.

M. Laroche said that, as the first telegram did not appear to have reached

its destination, a second telegram in the same sense had been despatched

about a month before the present date. The French Minister at Bucharest

had acknowledged the receipt of this second telegram and had stated that he

had brought it to the attention of the Roumanian Government. Up to the

present, however, the Roumanian Government had made no reply.

Mr. Polk said that the American Charge d’Affaires at Bucharest had been

unable to discover whether the communication in the sense of the telegram

in question had been received at the Roumanian Foreign Office. He thought

that M. Bratiano appeared convinced that he could improve his position by

waiting.

Sir Eyre Crowe said, with reference to Sir George Clerk’s first memo-

randum,® that on the 20th September, M. Bratiano had stated that the

Roumanian Government claimed new firontiers.

7 No. 40 (minute 5).

® The reference was to amemorandumby Sir G. Clerk dated from Bucharest on September

20, 1919. This memorandum read as follows:

‘At an interview which I had with Mr. Bratiano today, His ]^ceUency made to me a

statement of his views on the Hungarian situation in the following sense.

‘Mr. Bratiano began by saying that he had heard, not from Mr. Misu but indirec^

from Paris that my reports to the Supreme Council had been at any rate so far acccpl^

as showing the possibility of an understanding between Roumania the Alhes. He

therefore desired to set forth in more precise detail in this question[jzVJ.
^ ^ ^

‘Mr. Bratiano felt that as regards requisition# etc., especially as all requisitions fr<^

private individuals had been stopped and as some of the charges against the

Roumanians could be shown to be unfoimded, there would be no real difficulty, certainly

none in principle, in reaching an agreement satisfactory to both parties.

‘The point on which it seemed to Mr. Bratiano that agreement had s^ to be reached

was that of the conditions of, and time for, evacuation by the Roumanian tooops.

‘The withdrawal should be so carried out as to ensure in the evac^ted territory a

Government of order in being, so that the work done by the Roumanian army when it

demolished bolshevism at Buda-Pesth should not lack permanence.

‘The individuals who could form such a Government of order should be supported by

the Peace Conference and the Roumanian military

‘The declaration ofthe Conference that the choice ofthese individu^ the ^clusi

concern of the Hungarian people was a theoretical formuk. In practice, the

not remain indiffeLt to the character of these individuals,^ regards eiffier th^

tendencies in internal poHtics or their international relations.. This was proved by the
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M. Clemenceau said that at the present time the Roumanians and the

Serbs were in agreement as to the Banat.

M. Berthelot added that the question dealt with the evacuation of the

objections of the Conference to the Arch-Duke Joseph and by the presumably certain

fact that the Conference would not support partisans of bolshevik ideas.

‘Mr. Bratiano thought that the representatives of the Conference and the representative

of the Roumanian Government should go into this question at Buda-Pesth and seek in

agreement how to enable a Government, which would guarantee the general political

interests of the Entente as well as the interests of Roumania, to surmoimt the difficulties

in front of it.

‘Roumanian interests could be summed up as follows :

—

(a) Friendly relations with respect to the new Roumanian frontier, as regards which

Hungary should renoimce all claims.

(b) The new frontier should leave to Roumania the mouths of the River Marosh, the

junction of the B^^ Csaba railway, and a zone of territory sufficient to ensure the

safety of the railway from Oradea Mare to Szatmar.

‘As regards b, Mr. Bratiano observed that possession of both banks of the Marosh to

its mouth was an economic necessity of the first order for Roumania, since this river,

whose whole course otherwise flows in Roumanian territory, is the only navigable water-

way that penetrates to the centre of the Kingdom.
‘B6kes Csaba is the central junction of the railways on which the whole economic life

of the Arad region depends. Moreover the majority of the inhabitants are Slovaks, who
have on several occasions expressed their desire to remain united to Roumania.

‘So far as concerned the zone of territory necessary to secure the safety of the railway

from Oradea Mare to Szatmdr, the frontier should not come nearer than 20 kilo-

metres to a line on which the life and security of all the Western part of Transylvania

depended.

‘Mr. Bratiano believed that the Conference only drew the frontier which it selected

under fear of the dangers which the trace which he proposed offered from Magyar
hostility and opposition, but he had serious reasons to know that assent could be foimd

at Buda-Pesth to the frontier he suggested.

‘Himgarian statesmen of every political shade, from the most reactionary to the most

-extreme left, had made proposals for a special understanding with the Roumanian
Government, The latter had refrained from making any engagement outside of an

xmderstanding with the Conference, for they considered, as had already been said, that

a sound policy could only be carried out in sincere agreement with the Allies.

‘Without such agreement, the Roumanian Army could not help to set up a Hungarian

Government which, after having been made master of the situation, would not give the

guarantees necessary for peace in Central Europe and tranquillity in Roumania.

‘Mr. Bratiano hoped that the Allies would recognise the vital interests ofRoumania in

this matter, and thus enable him, or his successor, to work as he wished tp do loyally and

wholeheartedly with the Allies. It was his duty to defend what he held to be Roumanians

interests to the utmost of his powers, but if he failed then only two policies remained for

him. One was to carry on an individual Roumanian policy in Hungary, working

separately from the Entente. That he could not, and would not, consent to do, and there-

fore he would be forced to adopt the only other alternative, namely, to evacuate Htingary

forthwith and leave her to settle'her own fate. The chaos and disorder which would

^ ensue would at least leave Roumania free from the fear of any attack from Hungary,

while the internal condition of Roumania would benefit by the return of much needed

^-^labour and the lifting of a heavy financial burden, and Mr. Bratiano would free himself

g^rfi^omthe diarge, now being made against him, ofdeliberately keeping the army mobilised

it noig^t not vote at the forthcoming elections.

George R. Clerk.*
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Banat and that both the Roumanian and the Serb-Groat-Slovene Govern-

ments were withdrawing their troops.

Mr. Polk asked Sir George Clerk whether he had had a copy of the tele-

gram based upon the resolution of the 22nd of August.

Sir George Clerk replied that he had not had a copy of this telegram.

M. Glemenceau proposed that Sir George Clerk and M, Berthelot be

directed to draft notes to the Roumanian and Hungarian Governments. ^

. Mr. Polk asked for information as to the attitude of the Roumanian
Government on the subject of the requisitions which had taken place.

Sir Eyre Crowe asked whether the note to the Hungarian Government

should be addressed to M. Friedrich.

M. Glemenceau said that he thought that it should.

Mr. Polk said that he felt considerable doubt on the subject.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the relations between the Interallied Generals

at Budapest and the Roumanian authorities had become very strained, and

that for this reason he believed there was a great deal to be said for the

appointment of a civil Commission, which should be authorized to speak in

the name of the Council.

Mr. Polk said that he had grave doubts as to the advisability of recalling

the Inter-Allied Military Mission at Budapest. I^e Mission were in a most

unenviable position, and there was no question oftne fact that the Roumanian

authorities at Budapest had lied to them continually.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he agreed with Mr, PoUc as to the tmenviable

position of the Inter-Allied Military Mission. He had not intended to recall

that Mission, but considered that to send a Mission of higher rank would

have many advantages.

Mr. Polk said that he thought this proposal was worthy of serious

consideration.

M. Berthelot said that it would be necessary to tell M. Friedrich that the

Allied and Associated Gk)vemments considered that he was acting as a mask

for the Archduke Joseph, and that they considered it impossible for him to

remain.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he thought that M. Friedrich might be asked

to resign or else to broaden the basis of his Government.

M. Berthelot said that he thought it would be preferable to have

M. Friedrich retire. The Governments ofthe States bordering upon Hungary

had no confidence in him and he thought that they considered him reac-

tionary and Anti-Semitic and that in occupying his present position it was to

act as a mask for the ArchdukeJoseph, He thought that M. Friedrich should

consequently retire as the head of the CJovemment, but this did not mean

that he should not occupy a position in the Government.

Sir George Clerk said that he felt that he ought to point out that in

the opinion of the Allied Generals at Budapest, M. Friedrich was the best

person.

M. Berthelot said that he had no objection to M. Friedrich as a man but

considered him, however, merely as a symbol. If the Conference adopted
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the course of treating with him, they would give the appearance of treating

with the Archduke Joseph. He thought that M. Heinrich was a person with

whom the Allied and Associated Governments could enter into negotiations.

He was undoubtedly a man of the same sort as Friedrich but there was a

difference. His Government might be more democratic, and in entering

into negotiations with him, the Allied and Associated Governments could not

be charged with entering into negotiations with the Archduke as he did not

think that M. Heinrich represented the Archduke.

Sir George Clerk said he agreed but there was a question of form to be

considered. He proposed that the Conference inform M. Friedrich that they

were not satisfied with the Government as constituted under him. He
suggested that M. Friedrich be asked whether he was prepared to broaden

the basis of his Government in such a form as to be satisfactory to the Allied

and Associated Governments. If he were not prepared to do this he should

be informed that he must go. It would then be a question of a Government

under Heinrich or Peidl.

M. Berthelot said that he felt that there was danger in treating with

M. Fpedrich in any form whatsoever.

Mr. Polk said that he was confident that M. Berthelot and Sir George

Clerk could prepare a text which would be satisfactory to the Council. He
then asked Sir George Clerk where the difficulty in arming the police of

Budapest lay.

Sir George Clerk replied that the Roumanian Government said that if

the police at Budapest were armed, there was danger of a White Terror.

M. Diamandi had said that at the time when the Roumanians should

evacuate Budapest it would be necessary for them to arm the police.

Mr. Polk said that he thought they had no intention of arming the

police.

Sir George Clerk said that in his opinion the only means of improving

the situation lay in appointing a Commission or in despatching a note. He
wished to add, confidentially, that M. Friedrich had informed him, but asked

him in no event to let the Roumanians become aware of the fact, that if the

Roumanians should leave, he had sufficient police and arms. He thought

that M. Friedrich undoubtedly had some scheme in view.

Mr. Polk said that Colonel Antonesco, a Roumanian officer, who had

recently been in Paris, had assured him' in a conversation which had taken

place a few days before that the police at Budapest would be armed upon the

following day. In point of fact nothing had occurred. He thought that it

was most important that the blockade preventing the shipment of arms to

Hungary should not be removed. He also wished to say that the conduct of

the Roumanians in Bessarabia had called forth strong adverse comment,

was informed that the Roumanian authorities were holding elections

enforcing conscription. He thought that the action of the Roumanian
in Bessarabia should be considered by the Council.

said that he agreed and that the matter should be dis-

^h^meetihg.
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8. (The Council had before it a memorandum of 23rd September prepared
by the American Representatives on the Organization

Pnfmalqfth Orgmiza- Committee of the Reparations Commission.®)
iion Committee of the f *

Reparations Commission LouGHEUR said that the American Delegation

for the despatch ofa Sub- proposed that a sub-committee be sent to Budapest to
Committee to determine ascertain what material had been requisitioned anrf

iaZIZvelj^ placed to the account of the ^es. Sir

Hungary by the Ron-
George Clerk was informed m regard to the matter,

manians ^tnd, in his report, he had expressed the opinion that it

would be inadvisable to put the Roumanians before a
tribunal. If this were done Roumanian opinion would be unnecessarily

offended and it was important to treat the Roumanians as Allies. He pro-

posed that the Roumanians should be admitted to representation on the sub-

committee in a deliberative capacity. He added that in taking this action

the Allied and Associated Governments would only be giving to Roumania
what was due her, because, according to the regulations of the Treaty of

Peace in regard to the Reparations Commission, the Allied States interested,

and Roumania was one, were to be admitted to the meetings of the Repara-

tions Commission in the discussion of the questions affecting them. The sub-

committee could also study the food question in Hungary, but the immediate

question before the Council was that of appointing a sub-conunittee with a
Roumanian member.

Sir George Clerk said that he would suggest that the sub-committee be
placed xmder the orders of the Reparations Commission rather than of the

Allied Generals at Budapest.

Mr. Polk said that he agreed. He wished to submit an amended proposal

which he thought would meet the objections which had been raised. (See

Appendix I.)

M. Loucheur said that he agreed in principal [sk] to the proposed resolu-

tion submitted by Mr. Polk, but desired time to examine it carefully.

(It was decided;

(1) to send to Budapest a Sub-Committee to determine the reparation

value of material,removed from Hungary by the Roumanians

;

(2) that this Sub-Committee should be composed of representatives of the

' principal Allied and Associated Powers and to which should be

added a Roumanian Representative, who should sit in a deliberative

capacity;

(3) that the Sub-Committee should be under the orders of the Organiza-

tion Committee of the Reparations Commission.)

(It was farther decided;

to refer to the Organization Committee of the Reparations Commission

the proposed resolution (see Appendix I), relative to the constitution and

functions of the Sub-Committee, submitted by Mr. Polk.)

^ This memorandum, annexed in the original as appendix H, is not here printed. It k
printed by F. Dedk, op. cit., pp. 499-502.
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g. Marshal Fogh said that it was of urgent importance to decide as to the

composition of the Armies of Occupation, which should be
Composition of furnished by the Allied and Associated Governments in the

of Occupation
pkbiscite and other areas.

M. Glemenceau said that he had just sent Sir Eyre Crowe a

communication in regard to the matter.

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Hdtel de Crillon^ Paris^

October lo, igig.

Appendix D to No. 71

Commander-in-Chief of the Allied Armies.

General Staff

G~3

G.H.Q. October igig.

Draft of a Note to be sent to the German Government regarding the evacuation

of the Baltic Countries

The Allied and Associated Governments note the formally expressed pretentions

of the German Government, in its note of October 3, to undertake and to pursue
in the most energetic manner, the withdrawal of its troops from the Baltic regions

and Lithuania.

They also consider as opportune the measures decided upon by the German
Government for that purpose.

However, they call attention to the fact that those measures will have value and
be efficacious only if they are fully and strictly executed by the German troops.

Experience proves indeed that certain agreements already made have not been
respected—notably on the subject of stopping reinforcements for the East.

The Allied and Associated Governments could not therefore admit that the

German Government can be considered as having done all that was in its power
to fulfil its obligations of evacuation.

As a consequence, they maintain the principle of the full responsibility of that

Government in the execution of the evacuation, and they mean to maintain
integrally the coercive measures announced by their telegram of September 27th,

as long as the evacuation has not been undertaken and pursued with all the
desirable celerity.

However, for the purpose of encouraging the execution of that operation and
lending assistance to the German Government, the Allied and Associated Govern-
ments accept to send Allied representatives whose mission should consist:

in receiving from the German Government information regarding the measures
decided upon by it, in view to regulating the conditions of the evacuation, as well
as in proposing measures which they themselves may deem advisable;

in exercising on the spot and, with all freedom of action, the effective control
of the execution of said measures.
The Chairmanship of the Alhed Commission should be in the hands of a

superior officer appointed by the Allied and Associated Governments.
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Only when that superior officer has informed the Supreme Council of the Allied

and Associated Governments that the operations of evacuation are progressing

normally, can the stopping of the measures provided for by the telegram of

September 27th be considered.

The German Government is asked to kindly send its answer as soon as possible.

Appendix E to No. 71

But when the German government contends that the action they have taken

must absolve them from the charge of having neglected to fulfil their honourable

obligations under the armistice, it is necessary to point out that the orders of

the German government have, notwithstanding the repeated demands and

remonstrances on the part of the Allied and Associated governments, been so long

delayed that the German government now claim to be practically powerless to

enforce them. It is difficult not to believe that their long delay has been deliberate,

calculated as it was to lead to the very residts which the German government now

affect to deplore. It seems indeed impossible otherwise to explain their refusal to

recall General von der Goltz who has been their official instrument in creating ffie

present situation in open defiance of the legitimate repr^entations of the Alhed

and Associated governments. Why was the General’s recall thnce demanded,

refused? Why was he, after being summoned to Berlin only recendy, sent back

deliberately to the scene of his activities except to complete under the authority

of his official command the organization which now affords to the German govern-

ment the pretext that the troops hitherto paid, clothed, and transported by them

have passed out of their control? Has General von der Groltz acted conprary to

their instructions? If so, why has not his insubordination been punished either by

formal dismissal or in any other way?

Unless some very much more satisfactory explanations of these matters than

those hitherto afforded are given by the* German Government the AUied and

Associated governments cannot admit the contention that the German govern-

ment have, as they assert, continually made the most energetic efforts to withdraw

the German troops firom the Baltic states.

Appendix F to No. 71

Draft ofa Resolution on the subject of the Russian Prisoners of War in Germany

By its resolution of August and, 1919, the Supreme Council of the

Associated Governments has charged again the German Govemmrat with the

supplying and the upkeep of the Russian prisoners of war mt^ed m Germany

and accorded to that Government fuU hberty of action regarding the ways and

means of repatriating those prisoners.

The application of those provisions, creating certam difficulties of such a nature

as to aggravate the material and moral situation of the

of war! ffie Alhed and Associated Governments, m a spirit of hum^ty, tev

decided to adopt ah measures guaranteeing to those prisoners decent coriffitiom

thdr vda»a 4. IMt compaaUe 4.

^ Gmnaa

Government itself, it has been decided

.
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‘ 1st: The interallied Commission for the control of the Russian prisoners of war,

created in execution of the Armistice ofJanuary i6, 1919, shall be reestablished

and transformed into an International Commission by the adjunction of a German
representative and a Russian representative.

and: That International Commission, operating in Berlin under the Chairman-
ship of one of the 'Allied representatives, shall have as mission

:

(a) to control the material situation of the interned Russian prisoners of war
(food, clothing, hygienic conditions of installation, sanitary treatment)

;

(b) to regulate, in accord with the German Government, and taking into

account the instructions of the Supreme Council of the Allied and Associated

Powers, the ways and means for the repatriation of the Russian prisoners of war,

{c) to send to the Supreme Council all useful proposals concerning the help

which might be granted, in case of urgency, to the German Government by the

Allied and Associated Governments, (improvement of the material situation of

the prisoners, facilities for the transportation for their repatriation), being under-

stood that the cost for the upkeep of the prisoners of war falls entirely upon the

German Government, and that the cooperation considered above would have to

be reimbursed by Germany.
3rd : a special Interallied Commission, operating in Paris, shall be charged with

the final settlement of the questions of a financial nature, of supplies and of

transportation which remain unsettled at the time of the dissolution of the Inter-

allied Commission of Control, namely:

Reimbursement for flour to the German Government. Liquidation of the

liabilities of the Interallied Commission (500,000 marks).

Reimbursement to the German Government of its expenditures made for the

Kiev refugees.

Utilization of the Russian money which remains in the hands of the German
Government (20,000,000 rubles).

That Commission will be qualified to prepare the decision of the Supreme
Council regarding those questions and to follow its execution in connection with

the Interallied or national organs concerned.

Besides, in the future, it shall have to follow, in the same conditions, the proposals

which the International Commission might send to the Supreme Council in

conformity with the provisions of Par, 2, Alinea c.

Appendix G to No. 71

Document i

'

Monsieur Le Pr6sident du Conseil,

BIUTISH DEUEGATION, PARIS.

October 7, igig.

I have the honour to submit herewith to Your Excellency and the Supreme
- Council a report ofmy Mission to Bucharest and Buda Pesth, from September 24th

when I sent Mr. Deeper back to Paris with M, Bratiano’s latest proposals,®

4th instant on which day I left Buda Pesth. Attached to my report is a

Mr. Deeper^® dealing with the questions of the minorities treaty and the

H^Wtei-Dofitical situation in Roumania.

*0 Document 3 in this appendix.
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My mission was, stricdy speaking, confined to taking the communication of the'

Supreme Council to M. Bratiano, with such verbal comments as he might seek

from me, and, on subsequent instructions, to comparing the evidence as to

Roumanian requisitioning collected by the Inter-Allied Mission of Generals at

Buda Pesth with the assurances given to me on this head by the Roumanian

Government. I have therefore throughout considered and declared myself as

simply a messenger from the Supreme Council, and ifmy report seems to go beyond

the functions of a messenger, it is because I thought it my duty to give the Supreme

Council .as clear an appreciation’ as possible of the Roumanian and Hungarian

situation, an appreciation derived from conversations with those most qualified

to speak in both countries.

In the same spirit, I have ventured to make certain suggestions, not because I

consider myself qualified to put them forward, with any authority, but in the hope

that, in a very complicated question, they may at least serve to help the Supreme

Council to take their decision.

I venture to observe that, if I have in any way succeeded in faithfully repr^ent-

ing the Roumanian situation to the Supreme Council, it is mainly, if not entirely,

due to the assistance I received from Mr. A. W. A. Leeper, the Secretary ofmy

Mission. His experience of the Roumanian question in all the forms in which it

came before the Peace Conference, his great knowledge of Roumanian men and

parties, and his objective and impartial insight into their real auns and intentions,

were of the highest value. Moreover, Mr. Leeper was able, winle in Bucharest,

to correct in many quarters misunderstandings and misrepresentations of me

attitude of the AUies, and, if Roumania does once more co-operate loyaUy with

the Allied Powers, the credit will be in no small m^sure due to him.

In conclusion, I should add that the Roumanian Government welcom^ and

assisted my mission in every way possible. They showed the greatest readm^ to

help, and they manifestly desired to express their sincere wish to re-establish

complete friendship and understanding with the Allies.

I have the honour, etc.,

Georoe R. Guerk-

Document 2

Report^^

The Supreme Council is already aware of the situation in

Seotember 24th last, on which date I sent Mr. Leeper to Pans

detailed views,® and it is perhaps unnecessary to recapitulate anythmg before th

‘^^But in order to give a clear appreciation of the Hungari^ simation I must

travel somewhat ouSide the actual object ofmy misnon, as^tical developments

in Roumania interact closely upon her attitade m ^ ^
lAniAT, Mr T eener left, a pro-Bratiano Government had been lormea urow

II This report is printed by F. Deik, op. cit., pp. 503-12.



.were supporting his party, I judged it best to withdraw to the country while wait-

ing for the instructions which were to be sent to me after the meeting of the Council

on September 25th.

On September 28th I received the telegram instructing me to proceed to

Buda-Pesth,^^ and I arranged to leave next morning. Meanwhile, after the

collapse of the Manolescu Government, the King sent for M. Take lonescu, who
also spoke for General Averescu and M. Maniu, and agreed to their forming a
joint Government, whose foreign policy was to be based on complete understand-

ing with the Allies, including, in M. Take lonescu’s intention, acceptance of the

Minorities Treaty, but with, ifpossible, modifications ofsome of the most obnoxious
clauses. The same afternoon M. Bratiano had a long interview with the King,

with the result that His Majesty suddenly formed a Government of six Generals on
the active list, under General Vaitoianu with M. Misu as Minister of Foreign

Affairs. This Government took office next day, and was in being, on my return to

Bucharest. The King was under the impression that he has happily solved his

difficulties by creating a neutral non-political Government that could hold the

elections with complete freedom and impartiality, but in fact it is only a form of

a Bratiano Government, for the President of the Council, who was Minister ofWar
under M. Brati[a]no, is bound by many ties to M. Constantinescu, who is the

political shadow of M. Bratiano.

Before leaving for Buda Pesth on September 29th, I saw M. Bratiano and
General Vaitoianu. Both assured me, as the King had repeatedly done, the [? that]

Roumania intended to stay in the Alliance and to co-operate wholeheartedly with
the Entente. The difficult point was the Minorities Treaty, to yield on which was
impossible for Roumanian honour and independence, but the intention was to

keep this burning question floating until the Roumanian people had pronounced
upon it at a free election. I wondered what would happen if the Allies, who were
perhaps less interested in the skilful moves of M. Bratiano’s internal policy, could

not keep their decision waiting for the Roumanian elections, which have, I think,

been successively postponed since last January, and should demand a definite

answer from Roumania in the near future. Neither M. Bratiano nor General
Vaitoianu—^who told me he absolutely accepted M. Bratiano’s foreign policy

—

could answer more than that a very serious situation would arise. On the other

hand, both gave me the most satisfactory assurances as regards Hungary. All

requisitions, beyond those of railway and war material, and food supplies for the

army of occupation, had been stopped, and the Roumanian Government were
most anxious, in their own interests to establish good relations with Hungary. It

was only a question of finding a Hungarian Government with which both the

Allies and Roumania could work in accord.

I left Bucharest on the morning of Monday, September 29th but only arrived

at Buda Pesth on Wednesday morning, October ist. I could not see the Allied

Gfenerads until the afternoon, so I visited M. Diamandy, the Roumanian High
Commissioner, first. He repeated what M. Bratiano had said about the stopping

of requisitions, and maintained that care had been exercised to leave the agri-

cultural population supplies sufficient for their needs, and gave me the attached
report on the supplying of Buda Pesth, to show what had been done for the
Inhabitants of the city. As regards the breaking up and removal of machinery,

: the consequent loss of work and danger of disorder, he maintained that
gV^fe>mnania was justified in protecting herself against her enemy being able to

^4 “Oh No. 64, minute 6. 13 Document 5 in this appendix.
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manufacture masses of war material, and inevitably the Roumanian action was
on a large scale, since practically every Hungarian factory turned out war material.

‘

With respect to his relations with the Hungarian Government, he said that
M. Friedrich would neither resign himself, nor accept colleagues in his Ministry
from other political parties, so that a coalition Government, which alone gave the
guarantee necessary for a free electoral choice of the Hungarian people, did not
exist. M. Friedrich was, after all, the man who called the Archduke Joseph to take

charge of the Government, and stood for a reactionary and anti-Roumanian
policy. M. Diamandy had been mucRimpressed, during a recent visit to Vienna,
by the anxiety with which M. Renner and the Austrian Government were watch-
ing developments in Hungary. They, and to some extent he too, professedly dread
reaction and a White terror,

Lasdy, M. Diamandy complained that he got but litde help or support jBrom

the inter-allied Mission, though he recognised that this was largely due to the fact

that they were soldiers, rigidly bound by, and adhering to, certain definitely

limited instructions. He could therefore never get from them any wider political

consideration, but he felt that while he, whatever differences there might be

amongst ourselves, always tried to maintain outwardly the solidarity of the Allies,

the Generals tended to look on themselves as the protectors of the Himgarians

against the Roumanian oppressor—an attitude of which the Himgarian was not

slow to avail himself.

Subsequently I attended a meeting of the Commission of the four (4) Allied

Generals, of which a procfe-verbal is attached. Their instructions from the

Supreme Coimcil were:

—

1 . to see that the conditions oftheNovember annisticewere properly carried out

;

2. to protect such Hungarian property as would form the common reparation

stock of the Allies and to prevent it from being taken out of the coimtry;

3. to organize a Hungarian police and gendarmerie.

To these instructions they have rigidly adhered, but say that they have foimd

nothing but obstruction from the Romnanians. They cannot get Roumanian
officers detailed to help them in checking requisitions, they get promises, but

nothing else, of rifles wherewith to organize the police, and they Hve in a cloud of

polite lies. In view of the Roumanian attitude, it has been impossible for them to

carry out their instructions, and their position in Buda Pesth is helpless until there

is either an Allied dictator, with force at his back which the Roumanians must

respect, or the Roumanians evacuate. The first solution being improbable, the

Generals strongly advocate immediate evacuation, the more so as they are confident

that, whatever might have been the case 3 4 weeks ago, M. Friednch could now

keep order from the moment the Roumanians leave. But they urge strongly that

they should have authority from the Conference to give the amount of support,

which provisional recognition by the Conference would confer, to such a Govern-

ment, as they, with their experience of the situation, consider adequate for a tem-

porary administration and for preparing the elections. Such receptionwould both

oblige the Roumanians to loosen the bands withwhich they have tied the Hungarian

Government hand and foot, and would enable that Government to exercise real

authority and so escape having to improvise it at the last moment.

As regards the question of requisitions, the Generals consider that the Rou-

manians, who were at first gratefully welcomed by the Hungarian people as their

Doeximent 4 in this appendix. Cf. No. 28, appendix B.
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saviours from the Bolsheviks, have seriously ifnot irretrievably, spoilt their position

by the persistence, extent and stupidity of their requisitioning, and they have

further lost Hungarian sympathy by the way in which they have blocked all

attempts of the Hungarian Government to administer the country.

The inter-Allied Mission has accumulated a mass of evidence which it is quite

impossible to ignore on the subject of requisitions. I annex to this report some of

the instances which the Mission have given to me.^^ It is believed to be true that

the Roumanian Government have given official orders to stop all requisitioning

of private property and is requisitioning only railway material, war material, and
food-stuffs necessary for the army of occupation. Indeed, the Roumanians are

actually by way of sending back into Hungary, locomotives in excess of the

thousand they have already taken. Now while the Roumanian idea of ‘war

material’ is very large, if these orders were rigorously applied, the Hungarians

would at least know where they stand and could make a beginning of a fresh

industrial and agricultural life. But the facts carefully compiled by the inter-

Allied Mission leave little doubt that in practice requisitioning of all sorts is

continued. Gases brought to the notice of the Roumanian authorities such as

M. Diamandy, the High Commander [? Commissioner] or General Mardarescu,

the Commander-in-Chief, are indeed dealt with at once by them and an order is

immediately issued for investigation, reparation, and, if necessary, punishment.

But the experience of the Allied Mission is that, with the writing of the order, the

matter ends and the members of the Mission have neither time nor personnel to

drive the Roumanians into full investigation of the large number of cases that are

reported daily. In fact, the Roumanian, who is after all a Balkan and therefore

an Oriental, and who has been pillaged and looted by the enemy and by his

Russian ally, sees here, in the occupation of Hungary, an opportunity which he
will consider himselfa lunatic to forego. From the private soldier who ‘requisitions’

the umbrella of a passenger leaving the station, to the officer who ‘requisitions’ a
motor car or a carpet to be sold for cash to a Jew and re-sold by the latter at a
higher price to its original owner, they intend to leave this country with their

pockets full. The Roumanian Government, and those responsible for the conduct

of its affairs, do realize that Hungary, stripped bare of all necessaries of life, is

entirely contrary to the interests of Roumania, and are possibly sincere in their

intention to take, with a little interest, only what they consider to be their lawful

property, stolen from them, and to limit their requisitions to the quantities they

have laid down. But unfortunately they have neither the authority nor the energy

to suppress with a rigorous hand the mis-doings of their subordinates.

While it is hard to believe that the Roumanians can really have stripped the

country to the extent presumed in the Memorandum of September 23rd, 1919, by
the American Representatives on the Organisation Committee of the Reparation

Commission^—after all, the Hungarian peasant is as good as others in hiding his

.possession from the looter, and the Roumanian has many more accomplished rivals

in the art of looting—there is no shadow ofdoubt that the common property of the

Allies has been diminished by Roumanian action, and that owing largely to that

. action, the Allies have the additional burden of helping Hungary to regain her

^pcmomic existence.

vith M. Friedrich, the head of the Hungarian Govern-
the son, I believe, of a small doctor, and not, I should

imagination. But he has shown strength and courage

annexed to original of this appendix.
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in holding on to an ofHce which is neither lucrative nor comfortable, and he has
by now probably more or less established himself in the opinion of a great mass of
Hungarians. He is frankly against a coalition government, which in reality, accord-
ing to him, really means ^ving a wholly disproportionate representation to the
8 or 10 per cent, of Socialists among the workers of Buda Pesth. He admits that
his strength does not lie in Buda Pesth, but claims that the country outside is

wholly with him. In fact one reason why he has not resigned, in face of the
impossible position in which he is kept by the Roumanians, is that, were he to do
so, the peasants would see in it a Jewish manoeuvre and would start local retalia-

tion, with fatal results. He is frankly anti-Roumanian: in fact, he is—^like the
leaders in all these countries in regard to their neighbours—^pessimistic about the
stability of all the new and aggrandized States of Southern and Central Europe,
except Hungary, whose geographical position, command of the Danube, and
industrial population ensure her recovery and eventual prosperity. But to recover,

Hungary needs help, and M. Friedrich looks to the Western Powers to provide it.

Hungary entered the war, not because she liked it nor for gain, but because in

honour bound to Austria and Germany. She has lost and must pay the price, but
now asks for help to win back her rightful place among the nations ofEurope. For
the moment, M. Friedrich does not ask the Supreme Council to grant him pro-

visional recognition, for fear they should refuse, and thereby undermine such

moral authority as he possesses. But he does ask that the Council should allow him
to hold the elections, imder the control and supervision of Allied officials, so that

there may be no accusations of pressure or unfairness. The elections will provide

a Government which Roumania cannot completely ignore, and will allowHxmgary
to make a beginning of her new life.

M. Friedrich further assured me that he could maintain order in Buda Pesth

when the Roumanians left.

I also received a visit from M. Garami, a leader of the Social Democrat party.

He said that Hungary had two pressing needs; social quiet and order at home,

and an early peace with the AUies. M. Friedrich's Government was unable to

secure one or the other. It was unrepresentative, for it included neither the

commercial nor the industrial nor the working sections of the community. Its

strength was among the peasants, and it represented those who belonged to the

three ‘Christian’ parties who were well imder 50 per cent, of the population and

the majority ofthe territorial magnates, but it did not even include the small land-

holders, the strongest peasant organisation in Hungary. It was avowedly royalist,

and M. Friedrich was merely keeping a place warm for the Archduke Joseph.

Such a Government could not bring social quiet, nor did it correspond to the

demand of the Peace Conference for a Government representing all parties. But

so long as M. Friedrich was there, the way for any other Government was blocked.

Therefore M. Friedrich must go.

There were two ways to effect this.

One, by a popular rising in Buda Pesth, but M. Garami, himself an avowed

Social Democrat, would deplore this, for it would be a disaster for Hungary and

Europe. Who could say where such a rising would end? And what would be the

effect on the workers of Western Europe of the Himgarian proletariat, who had

rejected Bolshevism, being drivenback towards it as the onlyreply to the reactionary

Government by which it was now replaced?

The other way, the only way, was for the Supreme Cotmcil to repeat to M. Frie-

drich the message they had sent to the Archduke. It was no longer possible to be



rigid about nonintervention in the internal affairs of Hungary. The principle had
already been broken in the case of the Archduke, and only intervention could save

Hungary now.

All classes, if they knew that the Allies’ view, as stated to the Archduke, held

good for Friedrich, were ready to form a Government answering to those views.

But it would want a week or ten days, and, in the absence of any international

force, must therefore be done while the Roumanians were still in occupation.

Otherwise, Admiral Horthy’s force would come, and the incidents of Trans-

Danubia would be repeated on a larger scale in Buda Pesth, until the workers, in

self-defence, brought out their hidden arms, and revolution and anarchy broke

loose.

Unless Himgary got a new Government, which the Allies would accept until

the elections, or unless an international gendarmerie could be created to replace the

Roumanians, Hungary was doomed.
M. Garami said that in such a representative Government the workers, about

20 per cent, of the population, would not insist on having their members, and
would in no case accept more than two offices, provided always that the basis of

the Government was republican and democratic. Moreover, if, when the elections

came, and provided they were really free, the result was a majority in favour of a
monarchy, the workers would loyally accept the voice of the country, though they

would continue to fight the decision with all possible legal and constitutional

weapons.

M. Garami’s practical proposal was that the ‘bourgeois’ parties should visit the

inter-allied Mission with a list of a coalition Government, corresponding to the

demands of the Allies, for immediate communication to Paris. If the Supreme
Council assented to the formation ofsuch a provisional Government, it would come
into being forthwith, provided the Roumanians were still in occupation to maintain

order. The important thing was to obtain as soon as possible from the Allies a

clear statement of their intentions and ofhow theyviewed those suggestions. Other-

wise, everyone in Himgary was working in the dark.

Before seeking to draw any conclusions from these various expressions of opinion

and desire, I venture to submit that the general foreign policy of Roumania is also

a factor that must be taken in account.

At present, the policy of M. Bratiano holds the field. That centres on refusal to

accept the principle of the Minorities Treaty, and it is there that the Allies will

have to apply most pressure. Their weapons are not many, and they cannot afford

to dissipate them, and M. Bratiano is possibly counting on this. That is, he means
to use his positions in Roumania to the utmost to extort the territorial concessions

he has demanded. But if the Allies are firm, it is to be hoped that in his turn

M. Bratiano will not carry his bluff so far as to break with the Allies over this

Hungarian question. It would not pay him in- the end.

The two problems in regard to the Hungarian question that have to be solved

are;

—

1. To stop the requisitions.

>
2, To find a Hungarian Government with which the Allies and Roumania can

'

" ^
alike deal.

I^Sie question of requisitions has again two sides to it :

—

Cessation.

X to the Allies of their common property or its value, and to
^ of the means to live.
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As regards (a), I fear that orders from the Roumanian Government however*

sincerely meant, will continue to be evaded, and that evacuation is the only real

remedy. But it may be expected that the Roumanians, as their time draws to a
close, will increase their activities, and it may be possible to put some check on this.

There are only the two roads from Hungary to Roumania over the Szolnok and
Csongrad bridges.

At present, a French and Italian oiEcer, with half a dozen men each, are doing

most useful work in checking the trains as they go over, but they have no control

over the contents of sealed wagons, of which over 6,000 have been sent across.

These officers are there with the consent of the Roumanian authorities, and it

would seem desirable to extend the system, in collaboration with the Roumanians. The
officers and personnel should be largely increased and Roumanian officers must

work with them. They should have a copy of the way-bill of every train, with full

authority to verify the loads, and to open and inspect sealed wagons. This would

at least check and put on record the depredations that are being committed; it

would facilitate the making up of the bill against the Roumanians; it would be a

test of the good faith of the Roumanian Government; and it might even, by

exposures and their consequences, deter some of the looters from their proceedings.

It would, of course, be even better ifsuch a commission could unload or detach

trucks containing goods that should not have been taken, but I fear that difficulties

of storing, and lack of sidings, make this impractical.

I may add that M. Diamandy expressed his personal assent to this suggestion,

though he could not commit his Government, but pointed out a practical objection

from the delay and blocking that inspection of sealed wagons might cause. It is

an objection that would have to be over-nded.

With respect to (4), the American Representatives on the Organization Com-

mittee of the Reparation Commission have, in a paper dated September 23rd,

last,^ suggested the establishment of a Specif Commission at Buda Pest to make

out the bill against Roumania. So far as it goes, the proposal seems to be useful and

practical, though more provisions might perhaps have been made for Roumanian

collaboration. What the Roumanians feel, and feel very deeply, is that from the

outset they have been pre-judged by their AUies as criminals and put into the dock.

They ask for collaboration and co-operation, and, instead, are haled before the

tribunal for sentence. This does not make them any more ready to sink their own

interests in the common stock, and if they were treated more as Allies, who have

fought and suffered, and less as criming, things would probably go far more

easily. They feel bitterly such implications as that their action alone has turned

Hungary into a burden on the Allies. They ask that allowance should be made for

other factors; Bolshevism, moderate harvest, the peasant’s general mistrust of the

future, the general dislocation of economic life in Europe; aU these are factors in

the Allies’ disappointment at Hungary proving to be not self-supporting, but the

whole sin is visited upon Roumania.

In any case, while the American plan provides a means for restoring common

property, or its value, to the Alhes, it contains no defimte scheme for helpinjg ffie

Hungarians, though presumably it is to be inferred that the suggested Commission

will study that aspect of the question, and no doubt make Roumania foot the bill.

That would provide a solution, but if the Commission is to work under the Alfred

Generals, it will possibly be looked on by the Roumanians as absolutely anti-

Roumanian, and they will continue their Oriental obstruction. The best chance

is for an independent Allied and Roumanian Commission.
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' Even more difficult is the solution of the second problem, the discovery of a

possible Hungarian Government.

I have set down, as faithfully and impartially as I can the views of those most
qualified to speak. The Generals, disgusted by their experience ofthe Roumanians,

are on the whole for the recognition of M. Friedrich. The Roumanians them-

selves, and democratic Hungary, look sourly on Friedrich and hold that his

recognition in any form by the Supreme Council would be a mortal blow to the

moral influence of that body, after their action against the Archduke, for whom
Friedrich is but the ‘Locum tenens’.

It is for the Supreme Council to decide, and it is only with the greatest deference

that I put forward any suggestions.

The first point seems to me to make clearly known to Roumania what the

decision of the Supreme Council is in regard to the territorial adjustments asked

for by M. Bratiano. Whether these requests be granted in whole or in part or

refused altogether, the Roumanian Government should be informed at once, as

it will then have no motive to coquet with various Hungarian parties, in the hope
of getting the concessions out of them in return for recognition as a Government,

and possibly even a separate Alliance.

It is, I think, the hope of finding a more pliant Hungarian administration that

is a main cause of the Roumanian objections to Friedrich and one oftheir principal

reasons for not leaving Hungary. If the Roumanians knew that they have nothing

to hope for in this respect, they might be more ready to carry out immediate

evacuation. The only plea the Roumanian Government could urge for remaining

would be the maintenance of order, and that could be met by insisting on the

provision of sufficient arms to the Hungarian Police.

The difficulty is, however, to decide what provisional Government is to control

that police force, and the choice must precede any steps that may be taken to ensure

Roumanian evacuation. Though M. Garami’s fears may be exaggerated, there is

force in the case he makes against M. Friedrich from the point ofview of the Peace

Conference. On th^ other hand, the Generals believe in Friedrich and Horthy,

and on the evidence before them have no fear of a white terror or reactionary

excesses.

But could not M. Garami’s proposal be applied to M. Friedrich first? He is,

at present, opposed to widening the basis of his Ministry, but if he realised that

only so could he comply with the Allies’ conditions and secure recognition, he
might accede. Pressure might have to be put on the other parties to come in, but

if they are really moved by patriotism, a Coalition Government should not be an
impossibility.

If M. Friedrich refuses, then the support of the Supreme Council might, as

suggested by M. Garami, be offered to a Coalition Government without him,

which would be prepared to meet the Allies’ conditions.

There is also another alternative, which it might be worth while to consider.

I believe that, technically, the Upper and Lower Houses of the Hungarian Parlia-

ment have never been abolished and still have a legal existence. The two Houses
(or rather those members whose seats are included within the present frontiers of

Hungary) might be summoned for the purpose of adding members from other

parties to the Hungarian Ministry and of appointing dates for the elections and

^
a plebiscite as to the form of government which Hungary is to have. The

^^f^gectiom seem to be {a) that such a Parliament has no real relation to the poli-
" feding of Hungary to-day, and (^) that the summons must be through the
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Hungariaji Government and therefore provisional recognition of M. Friedrich is

involved, though it would be confined to this one purpose alone.

None of these solutions may commend themselves to the Supreme Council, and
other and better ones may be found, but I venture to submit the urgency of

imposing some solution from the outside. On that point all parties are agreed:

that Hungary can only be saved, if the Allies intervene and by their recognition

of some Government, enable that Government to exert the authority necessary

to preserve the country from ruin and anarchy. This is an interest of all Europe.

Document 3

Note by Mr. Leeper

The Minorities Treaty

The burning question in Roumania at the present moment is that of the

or even of Roiimanian politicians really have any practical objections to the

conditions contained in the treaty, but because the Bratiano Government and its

agents have misrepresented the issue and so misled and inflamed public opinion

•that many Roumanians are under the impression that the treaties proposed are

quite different from what they really are. After the explanations which we were

able to furnish to different Roumanian politicians with whom we talked, many of

these misunderstandings were cleared away. The treaties with the different new

States themselves have now been published in the Roumanian press, and conse-

quently the atmosphere of ignorance prevailing about them has been to some

extent dispelled. Roumanians who have discussed the matter with an open mind

are quite willing now to admit the Treaty itself involves no infiing^ent of

Roumanian sovereignty or violation of Roumanian interest, and if they still object

to certain clauses and articles in the Treaty, fortunately the clauses involved ^e
precisely those which could most easily be altered or omitted without affecting

the character and force ofthe Treaty. It is for consideration whether it would not

be good policy if both in any demand addressed to the Roumanian Government

relative to the signature of the Treaty, and in any communication made by Ae

Peace Conference thereafter to the Roumanian Government, a cordial invitation

were addressed to it to discuss the actual text of the Treaty, provided always that

the principle of the Treaty, contained above all in Article 13, was accepted as

unconditionally binding.

I went through the text of the Treaty with M. Bratiano, with the Opposition

leaders, and with the Transylvanian ministers. M. Bratiano’s objections were

mostly fotmded on a curious misunderstanding both of the object and actu^ text

of the Treaty. He particularly protested against the economic clauses to which he

ascribed the most sinister intentions but he also found fault with most ofthe articles

of the Treaty except that automatically emancipating the Jews. He refused, m
particular, to accept Article XIII, providing for the control of the Lea^e of

Nations. M. Take lonescu and General Averescu expressed themselves as perfectly

ready to sign the Treaty. M. Take lonescu declared himself wholeheartedly m
favour of the economic clauses, he considered the minority clauses as a whole ^
the logical consequence of the foundation of the League of Nations and as m
themselves in no way prejudicial to Roumanian sovereignty and interests, m
objected only to two paragraphs in the preamble and to Articles lo, ii and la
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'which, as I have suggested above, may be quite easily removed from the Treaty

without impairing its force. The Transylvanian leaders, M. Maniu and others,

were more cautious about the matter and anxious, while not like M. Bratiano

refusing absolutely to sign, to obtain a preliminary discussion of the Treaty before

accepting the principle. I have every reason to believe, however, from conversa-

tions both with them and with others who know them well, that their opposition to

acceptance to [? of] the principle is most unlikely to be an obstinate one if the

attitude of the Conference towards the discussion of detail is clearly shown to be a

friendly and conciliatory one.

It has in our several conversations always been made perfectly clear that there

can be no question of a relaxation of the principle of control by the League of

Nations in favour of Roumania; that this principle has already been imposed as

binding on Poland, Gzecho-Slovakia and various enemy countries, and the

Transylvanian leaders can have no possible loop-hole of excuse for hoping that

more concessions will be given to them than the Conference is likely to give. In

any case I feel no doubt at all that the agitation against signature of the Treaty

which has been artificially inspired and kept alive would subside at once were the

demand made on Roumania publicly presented in a firm but friendly fashion.

The urgent necessity for prompt action on this subject can perhaps hardly be over-

emphasized.

Document 4

Annex 2 to Sir George Clerk^s Report of October jth^ igig

Translation

Interallied Military Mission, Budapest
BUDAPEST, October i, igig-

Minutes of the Session of October ist (cfternoon)

Under the Presidency of General Mombelli

1. The Commission assembled at 4.00 p.m. to hear Sir George Clerk who
having returned from Bucarest where he had been sent on a mission by the Peace
Conference, was in Paris [sic],

2. Sir George Clerk exposes to the four Generals the purpose and result of his

mission to Bucarest.

3. The purpose may be resumed by the four following questions;

(a) Has Roumania decided to remain with the Entente?

(b) Is Roumania ready to cease requisitions in Hungary?
(r) WiU Roumania agree to have an Entente Commission regulate the

distribution of the spoils taken from Hungary by the Roumanian
troops?

{d) Has Roumania the intention to cooperate in the establishment of a
stable Government in Hungary which would be disposed to enter into

fidendly relations with the Entente?

Note in original; *Two days after our conversations with Mr. Maniu an obviously
-^^pp|]lred article appeared in the official Transylvanian organ headed “We wish to treat*’.

It (Obtained considerable prominence in the Roumanian press.’
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4 * Regarding the first question. Sir George Clerk is convinced that the Crown,
the Government, as well as the political circles, are all animated with a desire to
have Roumania remain faithful to the Entente.

5. Relative to the requisitions (question b) Mr. Bratiano—President of the
Roumanian Council—has stated that the requisitions in Hungary would cease
immediately, with the exception of those strictly necessary for the needs of the
occupation troops.

6. Concerning the third question [c) Mr. Bratiano has stated that Roumania
agrees that the distribution of the spoils, removed from Hungary by their troops,

be settled by an Entente Commission, provided that their rights to the material
removed by the enemy during the occupation of Roumania and to the spoils

‘captured by the Roumanian Army’ be safeguarded.

7. Concerning the last question {by^ Mr. Bratiano declared that Roumania
is ready to give her support for the establishment in Hungary ofa Gk)vemment such
as the Entente desires; on condition, however, that certain special rights of

Roumania—^which she judges of great importance—^be protected,

A condition which would lend [Plead] to the establishing and entertaining of

friendly relations with Hungary, is that Hungary accept, and that the Entente

sanction the frontier boundaries which Roumania esteems as indispensable in the

protection of her economic interest and her strategical security.

Roumania requests, consequently, that within her territory be included

:

{d) the mouth of the Maros, the possession of which represents an economic

necessity ofthe first order for Roumania, as the Maros is the only navigable

way leading to the centre of Transylvania.

{b) The Bekescsaba railway system, which is the outlet for the entire Arad
region,

((;) A tract ofland to the depth of 20 kilometres to the West ofthe Oradiamare-

Scatmar railway line, in order to ensure the strategic security of the

line.

8. Sir George Clerk reads a memorandum which he had sent to the Peace

Conference,® and in which the above mentioned questions are exposed in detail.

He afterwards calls attention to a letter which he addressed to Mr. Bratiano,

in which—^while reserving all decisions regarding the Roumanian provisions for

the Supreme Council—^the principal objections which the Supreme Council might

raise are pointed out, and also the eventuality of a refusal.

9. Sir George Clerk expresses his opinion to the Commission that the Supreme

Council will not accept ^e frontier rectifications proposed by the Roumanians.

In this case the relations between Roumania and Hungary might be more difficult,

and Sir George Clerk wishes to know if these relations are at the present time

fiiendly or strained.

Following is the reply of the Commission:

The Roumanians, by their requisitions, have compromised the very favourable

situation which they had created in Hungary by delivering the country from

Bolshevism.

Mr. Diamandy—^representing the Roumanian Government at Budapest—^many

times affirmed the good intentoins of Roumania to establish a fidendly under-

standing with Hungary, but this rmderstanding was seriously impeded by the

excessive requisitions wffich developed feelings ofbitterness among the Hungarians.

In error for (i).
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It is said that Hungarian statesmen are now naaking advances to the Roumanians
with a view to establishing an understanding, but the importance of these pour-

parlers is not known.

The Commission is unaware, in particular, if the question of frontier rectifica-

tion was brought up. On this subject Sir George Clerk remarks that it would not

be inopportune to inform the Roumanians that any decision relative to the

rectification of the frontiers appertains exclusively to the Peace Conference, and
that, for this reason, the responsibility for a refusal of the proposals formulated

in this matter by Roumania, would in no wise devolve upon the Hungarian

Government.

10. Sir George Clerk wishes to know if the Roumanians would be disposed to

recognize—in accord with the Entente—^the Friedrich Cabinet and to give it

their support.

The Commission replies on this subject:

Under the present circumstances the Friedrich Cabinet is as good as any other.

It has remained in power for more than one month and has the confidence of the

agricultural masses who form the majority of the Hungarian population; it has

undergone many alterations as a result of which it today presents a more liberal

base. It is, however, but the continuation of a government which, having come
into power by a coup d'etat at the same time as the Archduke, has never given

satisfaction to the Entente and which—after the abdication of the Archduke—^has

remained as an emanation of that source.

Furthermore, this government has evidenced reactionary tendencies, which,

although exaggerated by its opponents, might nevertheless be dangerous.

Finally, the Government compromised itselfwith the Roumanians by clandestine

organizations of armed forces which the Roumanian military command at Buda-

pest had strictly forbidden. Consequently, the Roumanians proposed its over-

throw to the Entente and, not having obtained the necessary consent, they are

trying in every way to impede its action and to perhaps cause its overthrow by its

political opponents to whom the Roumanian Government has granted—^for the

last several days—a liberty of reaction which before had been stricdy forbidden

them.

At the same time they refuse to support a Government which is not accepted by

them and consequently continue in every fashion to hinder the formation of the

police at Budapest and the reorganisation of the Hungarian Army, which is

absolutely indispensable to ensure order in the country at the time the Roumanian
troops shall decide to evacuate.

Under these circumstances the labour of the Commission of Generals becomes

daily more difficult and may soon become impossible.

The Comnoission did not fail to inform the Supreme Council of these circum-

stances and proposed that it either recognize the Friedrich Cabinet or, if unable

to do so, to furnish their precise intentions regarding a new Hungarian Cabinet.

But the Supreme Council did not answer.

Therefore, the Commission can only wish for the sending ofthat answer, confirm-

ing that it is indispensable that the formation that [?of] a decent Hungarian
Government be made in common agreement between the Entente and the

Roumanian Gk)vernment.

n. Sir George Clerk asks the Commission if, in its opinion, the Roumanians
,
would be wiUing to accept the Friedrich Cabinet in case the latter declares itself

ready to follow them in their intentions.



The Gominission is not in a position to express an opinion on that subject.
\
S

If the Roumanians do not make the Hungarian Government responsible ^
refusal on the subject of the delimitation of the future common boundary,
agreement with the Friedrich Cabinet would perhaps be facilitated.
But there would remain the difficulties represented by the presence ofone Head

and several members of the Cabinet who are personally compromised by their
clandestine actions against the prescriptions ofthe RoumanianMiHtaryCommand.

It is therefore possible that Mr. Friedrich be accepted for lack of a better person.
But even in that case, modifications in the cabinet, wdth the exclusion of some of
the present Ministers is [jtV] to be foreseen.

12. Sir George Clerk asks if, in case they had a free hand, the Four Generals
would be in a position to propose the list of a new cabinet.

The Commission remarks that, according to its instructions, and since it must
not intervene in the internal questions of Hungary, it has not until now given its

special attention concerning the persons who might form the new cabinet.

Nevertheless, it has already had the opportunity to state to the Supreme Council
that a list proposed by Mr. Heinrich would fulfil the conditions of the Entente and
that, consequently, in its opinion, the Supreme Council could have given its

approval. But the Supreme Council did not answer.
In the present circumstances the Commission thinks that, in agreement with

the Roumanians, the composition of a fitting list would not be difiicult.

13. Sir George Clerk begs the Commission to kindly deliver to him as soon as

possible the minutes of the meeting so that he might draft his telegraphic informa-
tion to the Supreme Council.

14. The meeting is adjourned at 17.20.

The President for the day.

General Mombelli.

E. Mombelli

Document 5

Annex 3 to Sir George Cleric's Report of October 8 [w], igxg

Summary Report relative to the Provisioning of the City ofBudapest

I. The Roumanian Command has authorized free circulation throughout all

Hungary to all agents oflBcially entrusted by the Hungarian Ministry of Supplies.

The number of these agents surpasses 1200.

In spite of these authorizations given on August 12th, the trains which run

expressly for provisioning, return to Budapest almost empty.

The reason is that the agents of the Himgarian Ministry spend their time in

speculating and in frauds instead of in the purchase and transportation of cereals.

One proof of this is shown in the falsification ofan authorization given, by hundred

copies [^V], authorizing the carrying of foodstuffs for the Hungarian functionaries

ofthe supply Ministry, and withwhich the respective agents secured great quantities

of foods which they did not share among the famished population, but placed in

express hidden warehouses for speculation purposes.

We are annexing a copy of one of these falsified authorizations which are now

being examined in the Roumanian military courts, as a proof.
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. 2. All the Roumanian troop Commanders were ordered to permit and facilitate

the transportation of cars and carts, as well as boats, which are being sent with
foodstuffs to Budapest, and to give them priority over military transports.

3. The supply warehouses captured from the Bolshevist army have all been
placed at the disposition of the Hungarian Supply Ministry.

4. From the commencement, approval was given to have all assistance utilized

in procuring foodstuffs for Budapest; with the same purpose the Roumanian
Command furnished 1

1
pairs of trains daily, named ‘supply trains’ which run in

all directions and transport foodstuffs into the city.

A train schedule, such as is published in all the small stations with an aim to

facilitate the task of the supply purchasing agents, is annexed hereto.

5. The entire region between Tisza and the Danube has been divided into

administrative supply departments, under the direction of the Hungarian Depart-

ment Pr^fets, who are directed to furnisTi general statistics of all the foodstuffs

which remain available in their department, aside from the needs of the local

population, in order that these foodstuffs may be sent to Budapest under the

control of the Roumanian Command.
The Departments are further divided into sub-Departments, then into centres

and sub-centres, the country people being obliged to thresh the grain with the

aid of Bolshevist prisoners so that the surplus may be sent to Budapest. In this

way 10-15 carloads ofgrain, vegetables, and other foodstuffs were sent to Budapest

daily by the Roumanian army.

6. The Roumanian Command has formally prohibited all sorts of food requisi-

tions in Budapest for the needs of the Roumanian army and it has placed the

central bakery of the Hungarian army at the disposition of the city in order that

bread might be obtained for the population.

7. The ‘Haditelmin’ supply society belonging to the Hungarian Supply Ministry

had hidden the following meats in their local refrigerators;.

50.000 kilograms of frozen meat
20.000 „ of pork and veal

20,000 „ of salted meat

and 10 carloads of fat which was distributed by the Roumanian Command among
the population,

8. 60,000 hogs in the suburbs of Budapest were placed at the disposition of the

Hungarian Supply Minister in order that 300 might be killed per day with a view

to filling the needs of the population, but the Supply Ministry suspended this

measure, although the hogs in question weigh more than 100 kilograms each.

9. 10,000 carloads of potatoes from the region East of Tisza were placed at the

disposition of the Hungarian Supply Ministry by the Roumanian Command, but

on account of the negligence of the Ministry nothing has been transported up to

the present time, although every facility possible has been offered for the execution

of this transportation. The Hungarians claim that they have not enough loco-

f . ; iiK>tives, but in the organization region of the Hungarian army (Szombathely)
L; tb^re are 500 locomotives and in spite of all the guarantees of the Roumanian

Government, stating that these machines will not be requisitioned, the Hungarian
authorities refuse to have these locomotives used for the transportation offoodstuffs,

jo. Because the Hungarian Supply Ministry agents do not pay the farmers for

which they buy, they have commenced to hide all the grain in their
* > fey burying it or depositing it in places hidden from view.
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In order to remedy this inconvenience the Roumanian Command has made *

arrangements to have the mills do the farmers’ grinding on condition that they

pay in kind. The wheat which is collected in this fashion, at the mills, is bought

by the Roumanian Command and distributed at the same price among the

population at Budapest. Furthermore, the Roumanian Command has arranged

for the paid requisition of exposed and hidden wheat by Roumanian Delegates to

be later sold to the population at Budapest.

1 1 . The Hxmgarian Supply Ministry forbids the purchase ofwheat by individuals

and permits these purchases by the local supply society of the Ministry only, but

the retail sale of the wheat flour is untrammelled. This society speculates largely

as a result of this privilege, in such a way that the flour is sold in retail in numerous
stores of the capital at a price of 25 kronen a kgr.

The Roumanian Command intervened to permit the free sale of grain and
flour by anyone, which has certainly helped greatly to prevent speculations.

12. In order to assist the population of Budapest the Roumanian Command
requested the Government and Roumanian G.H.Q^. to sell the surplus grain in

Roumania to the Hungarians.

13. The Roumanian Command has authorized, and has given orders to this

effect, the Roumanian troops to facilitate by every possible means the transporta-

tion of every sort of combustible [? comestible] by railway and in carts. Further-

more, the Roumanian Command has permitted Himgary to export her wine and

to receive in exchange any nature of foodstuffi.

14. The Roumanian Command has never refused any request of the Hungarian

Supply Ministry. On the contrary, they have tried to facilitate the labours of this

Ministry and have given their entire assistance in the provisioning of Budapest.

Unfortunately, they are forced to afiirm with regret that instead of facilitating the

provisioning of the population the Ministry in question tolerated the most flagrant

speculation, and that furthermore the excessively precarious situation of the city

concerning supplies is the direct result.

15. From the occupation of the city of Budapest by the Roumanian troops,

these troops, in their ardent desire to assist the poor population and in order to

protect them from certain famine, established 14 canteens for the poor where the

children and aged daily receive free nourishment.

The Roumanian Command possess photographs of these canteens taken at the

time of the distribution. They also possess a great number of letters of thanks sent

by the mayors, city authorities and individuals in Budapest, in which the gratitude

of these people is expressed for the large-heartedness of the Roumanians in these

days of famine.

16. Furthermore, each troop corps nourishes a great number ofpoor, esj>ecially

children, each soldier has from one to three guests daily which he nourishes from

his own allowance. The Roumanian Command is in possession of photographs

confirming this.

1 7. The Budapest hospital patients were suffering the blackest misery on accormt

ofhunger and want at the time ofentry ofthe Roumanian troops. The Roumanian

Command immediately took the necessary measures to abolish this state of affairs.

They distributed among the hospitals the foodstuffs captured from the Bolshevist

army as well as other supplies brought to the city by the Roumanian troops them-

selves. A few days after the installation of our troops in Budapest, thanks to the

cares above referred to, the situation of the hospitals has become normal.

18. When the Roumanian Command became definitely convinced of the poor
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faith of the Hungarian official supply organizations, they nominated special dele-

gates from the Roumanian army whose mission was to collect foodstuffs, transport

and distribute them among the population. Our delegates received precious aid

from the English Supply Commission under Colonel Cope.

19. As a result of the lack of foodstuffs in Budapest the Roumanian Command
arranged for the reservation of 40 communes, in the surrounding district, for city

supplies alone and forbade all army requisitions in the territory ofthese commimes.
20. Despite the repeated and precise orders which the Roumanian Command

issued and published, totally forbidding transports from leaving Budapest, persons

engaged in contraband with written authorization of the Hungarian Supply
Ministry were discovered in the act of clandestinely sending out great quantities

of foodstuffs with a view to increasing the heavy task of the Roumanian Command
and to favour an extended speculation.

Appendix I to No. 71

‘ Proposed Resolution

First: That a Special Commission composed of a Delegate from each of the

Powers represented on the Organization Committee of the Reparations Com-
mission, be established at Budapest without delay. The Presidency of this Special

Commission should be held at each meeting by each of the Delegates in turn; the

Secretary should be permanent. There should be added to this Special Commission

for the purpose of consultation following the nature of the subject dealt with,

representatives of the neighbouring States who have reparation interests in

Hungary, viz:—^Roumania, Poland, Czecho-Slovakia and Yugo-Slavia.

Second: That this Special Commission should proceed without delay in listing

all values and property renioved from Hungary by any ofthe Allied and Associated

Powers in contravention of the reparation policies laid down in the various

Treaties of Peace.

Third: That this Special Commission will establish the values on the lists

provided for in the second paragraph and will forward the lists so prepared with-

out delay to the Committee on Organization of the Reparations Commission, so

that upon the establishment of the Reparations Commission the values so reported

may be appropriately entered on the reparation accounts under the various

Treaties of Peace which have or are to be formulated.

Fourth: That this Special Commission is empowered to cancel or propose to the

Organization Committee of the Reparations Commission for cancellation, any

charges raised in accordance with the provisions of the second and third para-

graphs of this resolution for values and property restored to Hungary up until the

time of the closing of this Special Commission’s operations.

Fifih: That this Special Commission should investigate and report to the

Organization Committee of the Reparations Commission or the Reparations

Commission, the direct or indirect financial effect on Allied and Associated Govern-
ments, individually or collectively, by individual acts on the part of any of these

Governments who have appropriated values or property in Hungary. In making
this report the Special Commission will include their recommendation as to the

^bcmpensatory adjustment of the various reparation accounts that should be made
by the Reparations Commission on this accoxmt.
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No. 72

H. D. 68.] Notes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichords Room at the Quai d^Orsay^ Paris
^
on Saturday^

October igig at 10.30 a.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Sir Eyre Crowe; secretary, Mr. H. Norman.
France: M. Clemenceau; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. Berthelot, M. de

St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Scialoja; secretary, M. Barone Russo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: US,A.: Mr. G. Russell. British Empire: Capt.

Hinchley-Cooke. France: M. Massigli. Italy: M. Zanchi.

Interpreter: M. Mantoux.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned :

—

US,A,

:

Mr. Dresel, Mr. Shepardson, Mr. A. W. Dulles.

British Empire: General Sack^e-West, Sir George Clerk, Mr, Deeper,

Mr. Carr.

France: Marshal Foch, General Weygand, M. Laroche.

Italy: M. Brambilla, M. Vannutelli-Rey.

I. (The Council had before it a draft of a reply to the letter of Baron von

Lersner prepared by Mr. Polk.^ (See Appendix A.))

Admission ofGerman Clemengeau said that, if he understood Mr. Polk’s
andAmtrian^pre-

correctly, it was a question of saying to the Ger-

national Labour Con- J^ans that everyone would have full rights at the Conference.^

gress at Washington Mr. Polk said that this was not what he meant. The
proposal, which he submitted for the approval ofthe Council,

stated that the question would be decided by the Congress itself, ffis letter

contained no promise whatever.

M. Clemenceau said that the Council were in agreement in regard to the

matter.

(It was decided to accept the draft of a letter prepared by Mr. Polk in

reply to the letter ofBaron von Lersner of4th October. (See Appendix A.))

2. (The Council had before it a draft of a telegram for transmission to the

French Minister at Bucharest and for communication to the

Notes to the Rou- Roumanian Government (see Appendix B), as well as a draft

t-gWam to M. Friedrich (see Appendix C.))

Mr. Polk said that he wished to raise a question in regard

to the draft telegram to M. Friedrich. He questioned whether it was advi-

sable to send a written communication expressing the views of the Entente.

He did not tliinlf that the Allied and Associated Governments should dictate

to Hungary as to her internal policies. It was true that die Goimcil had taken

such action at the time the ArchdukeJoseph had assumed power, but in that

case they were dealing with a Hapshurg. Today the situation was not quite

* See No. 71, note i.
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the same; they were dealing with Hungarian political parties. He thought
that it would be preferable to send to Budapest a representative who should
be charged to communicate with the various parties. He feared that the

action proposed would create an unfavourable impression in the United
States. He wished to ask whether it would not be possible to send Sir George
Clerk to Budapest.

M. Clemengeau suggested that the telegram should be addressed to the

Allied Generals at Budapest and that they should be directed to take the

necessary action.

Mr. Polk pointed out that the Generals would not be in the same posi-

tion as a special representative. Up to the present time they had played a

somewhat different role.

M. Clemengeau said that the situation would be the same whether the

communication were in writing or were communicated in person by a

special representative; alPthe world would know of it just the same.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he thought all the world should know of it. It

was important that the note should be published in all the Hungarian
newspapers.

Sir George Clerk said that M. Friedrich was the man who had called the

Archduke to power. What the Allied and Associated Governments had
criticized in his Government was. the fact that it was a continuation of the

Government ofthe Archduke. It was that which the Council opposed. There
was no desire to interfere with the internal affairs of Hungary.

(It was decided: to postpone the discussion of this question until the

following Monday.^ Mr. Polk reserved the right to propose certain

modifications to the draft telegram before the Council.)

Mr. Polk said that so far as the note to be transmitted to the Roumanian
Government was concerned, he approved of the contents. He wished, how-
ever, to make two remarks. He asked what the Council proposed to do in the

event of a refusal by the Roumanian Government. It was most important

that the Allies should be in entire accord.

M. Clemengeau said that he thought the question could not be discussed

at the present time, but that he agreed with Mr. Polk that it was necessary

for the Allies to stand together. He wished to ask M. Scialoja if he shared

this view.

M. Scialoja replied that he was in entire agreement.

Mr. Polk said that in the first paragraph of the second page of the draft

telegram he thought that it would be better to say instead of, ^the Supreme
Council regret that they are unable to consent to any change in their

original decision’ to [w] ‘the Supreme Council regret that they are unable
to modify in favour of Roumania their original decision’.

M. Berthelot asked whether the note to the Roumanian Government
should be published.

; M. Clemengeau said that he thought it should not be until it had reached
its destination.
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Mr. Polk asked whether the note should be transmitted to the Roumanian *

Government by the four Allied Ministers at Bucharest.

M. Clemengeau said that he was entirely in favour of common action in

order that every means should be taken to assure the note reaching its

destination.

M. Berthelot said that the note could also be transmitted to the Rou-
manian Delegation at Paris.

(It was decided:

(1) to accept the draft telegram to the French Minister at Bucharest

prepared by Sir George Qerk and M. Berthelot (see Appendix B)

;

(2) to substitute in the text of the telegram (page 2, paragraphnumbered 1)

for the words ‘unable to consent to any change in their original

decision/ the words ‘unable to modify in favour of Roumania their

original decision’

;

(3) that the note ofthe Supreme Council should be transmitted to the Rou-
manian Prime Minister by the four Allied Ministers at Bucharest.)

(It was further decided to pubKsh the text of the note after it had
been transmitted to the Roumanian Government.)

Roumanian action

in Bessarabia

(The Council had before it a note addressed to the President of the Peace

ConferencebytwoBessarabian Delegates. (See Appendix B. 3)

)

M. Berthelot said the question had been placed on the

agenda by the American delegation.

Mr. Polk said that M. Misu had informed him on the previous day that

the Roumanian Government were about to hold elections in Bessarabia.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the Bessarabian question had not yet been

settled. He thought that the note of the Bessarabian delegates could be

examined at the time that the question of Bessarabia was discussed.

Mr. Polk pomted out that the question was somewhat important in view

of the fact that according to the information which he had received, the

Roumanians were holding elections, applying conscription, and confiscating

large properties.

M. Laroche said that the Bessarabian question was somewhat peculiar.

It was at the request of the Russian General Tcherbatcheff that ihe Rou-

manians had been asked, at the beginning of the Russian debacle, to occupy

the country. In order to stop the development ofBolshevism, it had appeared

to be the simplest method to favour the autonomist element in Bessarabia.

Soon afterwards Bessarabia had declared herself independent. Later the

National Assembly pronounced itself in favour of a union with Roumania.

The Council were now faced with the wish expressed by the population. The

Conference had not yet decided the Bessarabian question, but it should take

account of all that had occurred, for there was no doubt that ‘the journey

which M. de Martonne^ recently made in Bessarabia had broughtnew proofs’^

3 In error for appendix D, q.v.

+ Technical expert on ethnographic questions on the French Delegation to the Peace

Conference.

3 Inverted commas as in original.



'to show that the country was really a Roumanian land. As far as the agrarian

question was concerned, the matter was most important. The distribution of

landed property was particularly unequal in Bessarabia, and the majority

of the population was in favour of a necessary reform. The persons who
protested were Russified landowners, whose interests were menaced.

Mr. Polk said that he did not intend to ask the Council to take a decision.

He had simply wished to bring to the attention of the Council the fact that

the Roumanians were exercising rights of sovereignty in Bessarabia, and that

the silence of the Conference in regard to this matter might give the Rou-
manians grounds for believing that the Council consented to their having

assumed this sovereignty. In a conversation which he had had with M. Misu
on the preceding day, he had pointed out the possible danger to Roumania,
if Roumania tried to make a fait accompli. He had asked him what would
happen when Russia was reconstituted and when she claimed Bessarabia.

Roumania would have to rely upon a position of fact. In order to retain

Bessarabia, Roumania depended upon the good will ofthe League ofNations

and of the Conference. Roumania should be discouraged from making any
attempt, apart from the decisions of the Conference, to annex Bessarabia

definitely. He thought that M. Misu would, in all probability, transmit a

communication to the Conference on this subject.

4. (General Weygand presented to the Council the text of the resolution

.
which he had prepared with General Sackville-West in

^ accordance with a resolution taken by the Supreme Council^

(see Appendix E).)

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he approved ofthe text as a whole. He desired,

however, to point out that in the second paragraph (Section C) the Inter-

national Commission at Berlin was to be directed to make all necessary

proposals to the Supreme Council. On the other hand, it was said that the

Special Interallied Commission sitting at Paris should be charged ^with

bringing matters to the attention of the Supreme Council’. He thought that

it was unnecessary to make the Supreme Council intervene throughout. It

would be enough to say that the Commission at Berlin should be charged

with making ‘all necessary proposals’. The Commission could bring matters

to the attention of the Special Commission at Paris and not to the Supreme
Council. At the same time, as regarded the Commission at Paris, the text

could be modified by saying that the Commission could ‘request a decision

of the Supreme Council when necessary’. These changes in the text would
give the Commission greater freedom of action.

Mr. Polk asked how the Council proposed to regulate the question offunds.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that, so far as he knew, there was no question but
that the German Government would be obliged to furnish the money.
General Weygand said that there were difficulties as regarded the past

arising from the time when the Allied and Associated Governments had
assumed charge of the prisoners.

^ Sec No. 71, minute 5.



M. SciALOjA said that he wished to recall that Italy had borne heavy
expenses in respect ofseveral thousand Russian Prisoners ofWar. He wished
to ask that this observation be referred for examination to the Financial

Commission.

M. Clemengeau said that the Council were in agreement.

Mr. Polk said that so far as the financial question was concerned, he was
not in a position to make a definite engagement. He did not know whether
his Government had funds to pay for the deficit. Only the American Con-
gress could vote new credits and he could not bind his Government.

(It was decided:

(1) to approve the draft resolution prepared by General Weygand and
General Sackville-West on the subject of Russian Prisoners of War
in Germany (see Appendix E)

;

(2) to substitute for the words, ‘d’adresser au Conseil Supreme’ para-

graph II, Section C, the words, ^de faire’ and for the words, ‘de

preparerla decision paragraph III, last line thewords, ‘ deprovoquer
au besoin la decision’.

The American Representative in approving this resolution remarked
that so far as a question ofa deficit was concerned, he couldmakeno engage-

ment without instructions from his Government.)

5. (The Council had before it a report from the Military, Naval, and Air

Representatives at Versailles of the 6th October, 1919.
Inurdiud Commk. /gee Appendix F.))
sions of Control in

Austria Supreme War Council were

unanimous,

(It was decided : to approve the report presented by the Military, Naval and
Air Representatives at Versailles respecting the organization of Commis-

sions of Control for Austria.)

sirni War Material

taken by Germany

6. (The Council had before it a note transmitted by the Russian Political

Conference dated Paris, 6th October, 1919. (See Appendix
Restoration ofRus-

M. Clemengeau said that in view ofthe fact that the Allied

and Associated Governments were sending war material to

Russia, it seemed only logical not to refuse their request for war material

which had formerly belonged to them.

M. Sgialoja thought that a difficulty might arise on account ofArticle 169

of the Treaty of Peace with Germany.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the question was not one of German war

ma terial which the Allies were to divide, but concerned Russian war material

taken by the Germans.

M. Berthelot said that according to the article 169 of the Treaty of Peace

with Germany, German war material was to be delivered to the Principal

Allied and Associated Governments to be distributed or destroyed. So far as

war material coming from a foreign country was concerned, it was to be
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delivered to these Governments, who should decide as to what was to be done
with it. The Russians asked that the war material should not be destroyed,

but given to them.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the Commissions of Control could be directed

to settle this question.

(It was decided that the Interallied Commissions of Control created by
articles 203 to 210 of the Treaty of Peace with Germany should direct, if

they found it possible, that Russian arms, munitions and war material

retained by Germany should be delivered to the Russian Armies recog-

nized by the Allied and Associated Governments.)

7. (The Council had before it a note from the Italian Delegation of the

InsMnthe Treaty
W^dix H.’))

ofPeace with Hungary M. SciALOjA read and commented upon the note from

of an article identical the Italian Delegation.
with article 36 of the gjR Eyre Crowe asked whether Hungary was to cede
Tre^ 0fPe<ue with

territory to Italy.
Austria -x jr A i*ti i- 1 iM. SciALOjA replied that this was not the case, but

Hungary had had certain claims to Austrian territory. His proposal was

intended to regulate the situation of Hungarian citizens residing in the

territory of the former Austro-Hungarian Monarchy ceded to Italy, in the

same manner as the situation of Austrian citizens residing in these territories

had been regulated. So far as cessations of territory were concerned,

the only question at the moment between Italy and Hungary was the

cession of the Palais de Venise at Rome. The question could be referred to

the Drafting Committee.

(It was decided to refer to the Drafting Committee for report the note

from the Italian Delegation, asking for the insertion in the Treaty of Peace
with Hungary of articles equivalent to articles 36 to 45 of the Treaty of

St. Germain. The Drafting Committee was to be directed to submit to

the Supreme Council a draft article in this sense.)

8. (The Coimcil had before it a note from the French Delegation of the

9th October, 1919. (See Appendix I.))

^^^Galicia Laroche said that the question raised here was one of

secondary importance, which had been asked by the Legal

^ Not printed. The note (dated October 6 in the appendix) was as indicated in the

minute ofthis item. The note drew attention to the consideration ‘that from an international

point ofview the Austrian Empire and the Hungarian Kingdom constituted a single power’

and proposed the insertion in the treaty of peace with Himgary of the following provision

:

‘Himgary renounces, in all that concerns her, in favour of Italy, all rights and titles

over territories of the former Austro-Hxmgarian Monarchy recognized as being part of

. V Italy by the Peace Treaty concluded on September 10, 1919, between the Allied and
Associated Powers and Austria orbyany other Treaties concludedwithaviewto regulating
th® present affairs.

Ate applicable, in their relations with Hungary and with Hungarian nationals, the

of Section I of Part III of the said Treaty of September 10, 1919, in so fkr as

.Intercut her.’
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Advisers, who had pointed out that no arrangement had been made as to the'

disposal ofWestern Galicia. The question could be settled at the same time
as that of Eastern Galicia. The best method would be to refer the question

to the Commission on Polish Affairs.

(It was decided to refer to the Commission on Polish Affairs for

examination and report the note from the French Delegation of the
9th October, 1919 concerning the attribution to Poland of Vestem Galicia

(see appendix I).)

9-

AllotvoMes to the Presi-
t^ot printed] «

dents of the Naval and Air

Commissions of Control

in Germany

10. Mr. Polk said that M. Misu had informed him on the preceding day

^ , that, at the request of the British and French Governments,

Mr.MktnTeg<^d Roumanian Government had despatched large quanti-

to alleged delivery of ties of Russian war material, which were in Roumania, to

war material by the General Denikin.
Roumaniem Govern- giR Eyke Crowe said that he was without information as

to General
action on the part ofthe British Government, but

” he would inquire of his Government.

M. Clemengeau said that Marshal Foch should be consulted.

M. Berthelot said that M. Bratiano had always refused to give arms to

General Denikin, because he (M. Bratiano) was supporting the Ukrainians.

It was, therefore, possible that several months before and through the inter-

mediary of the French Military Mission in Roumania, a small part of the

Russian war material deposited in Roumania, amounting to about 60,000

rifles, had been sent to Russia. But since that time no action ofthis kind had

been taken, as M. Bratiano had refused to make any deliveries whatsoever.

Mr. Polk said that the Roumanians had informed him that the British

and French had asked them to send 60,000 rifles to General Denikin, but they

had said quite the opposite to the American Minister at Bucharest, who was

in Paris at the present. He had raised the question simply to ascertain what

had actually happened.

(The meeting then adjourned.)

Hdtel de Crilbn, Paris,

October ii, igig.

* Mr. Polk withdrew a reservation on this subject which he had made on October

observing ‘that the United States had no Representatives on the Cbnomissions of Control,

and, for this reason, he was not voting*.
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Appendix A to No. 72

Draft

Sir:

I am directed by the Supreme Council to reply to your letter of October 4,

concerning the membership of the Labour Conference which will shortly he held

in Washington at the invitation of the Government of the United States.

Owing to the urgency and importance of the questions to be considered by the

Gonferencej the Supreme Council is of the opinion that the States named in the

annex to the Covenant of the League of Nations, whether signatories of the Treaty

of Peace or neutral states, should be privileged to participate in the first meeting

of the Conference from the outset, in spite of the fact that the League of Nations

has technically not yet come into being. By direction of the Council, I am com-
municating this interpretation to my Government for its guidance.

At the same time, the Council is making a recommendation to the Organizing

Committee of the Labour Conference (within whose competence the matter lies)

that the question of the admission of German and Austrian delegates to full

participation in the Conference shall be considered by the Conference as the first

item on its Agenda.

Please accept, etc.

Appendix B to No. 72

Telegram to British Charge (TAffaires, Bucharest.

October nth, igig.

• The Supreme Council to-day decided on following joint communication to

Roumanian Government. You should concert with your colleagues in presenta-

tion to Roumanian Government, whether as identic or collective note.

Text follows :—

^

^Supreme Council have received with great satisfaction the assurances of the

Roumanian Government, reported by Sir George Clerk, that they have always

intended, and still intend, to adhere firmly to the Alliance. The Supreme Council

never doubted that such was the real wish of Roumania, and they are happy to

think that the Mission ofSir George Clerk has only served to confirm the conviction

they already held.

The Supreme Council feel however that recent events have once more demon-
strated the necessity of avoiding, so far as possible, all ground for misunderstand-

ing. Such has been the experience of all the Allies during the war, and perfect

frankness on even the most difficult and delicate points of difference such as are

bound to arise in the complicated relations and conflicting interests of a group of

Allies has proved to be the only way to secure harmonious and successful progress.

The Supreme Council therefore desire to put before their Roumanian Allies

their decisions on the three questionswhichform the principal subjects ofdivergence

between Roumania and the Allies to-day. These decisions will be expressed quite

definitely and firankly, but the Supreme Council trust that the Roumanian
Government will realise that they have been taken, not with any desire to foster

^ other interests at the expense of Roumania nor without the most sympathetic

^ The following communication is printed by F. Deak^ op. cit., pp. 517-20.
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consideration of the Roumanian case, but because the Supreme Council firmly

believe that they correspond most nearly to the general interests of peace and
well-being.

The three points may be entided: i. Territorial Frontiers. 2, The Minorities

Treaty. 3. Hungary.
1. After renewing and [sic] careful study of the requests made by Monsieur

Bratiano for both banks of the river Marosh up to its mouth, for Bekes-Gsaba, and
for a frontier line 20 kilometres outside the Szatmar-Arad railway and of the

arguments put forward by Monsieur Bratiano in favour of these modifications,

the Supreme Council regret that they are unable to modify in favour ofRoumania
their original decision taken after the closest examination of all the revelant factors

and made known as definite to all the parties interested.

2. The Allied Powers represented on the Supreme Goimcil are absolutely

united in their determination to uphold the principle underlying the Minorities

Treaty. They feel that this principle is one of the vital elements in removing the

causes offurther wars and they intend to maintain it intact. It imderlies the whole
spirit which has led the world to accept a system of a society of Nations and it

cannot be abandoned. This principle finds its expression, so far as Roumania is

concerned, in Article 7 1 of the Treaty with Austria and in Article 1 3 of the Draft

Treaty respecting minorities submitted to the Roumanian Government.

The Supreme Council feel that possibly these two Articles have been mis-

interpreted in Roumania. In the view of the Supreme Council there is nothing

derogatory to the independence ofRoumania. She is only asked, in common with

other status [states], which like herself have, as the result of the war, profoundly

altered the extent and nature of their dominions, to accept such obligations

towards the Society of Nations as arise from membership of that body to which

she is already pledged.

But as soon as the Supreme Council learn that the Roumanian Government is

prepared to sign the Treaty with Austria without reservation, they, for their part,

will be happy to consider in common with Roumania, such modifications of those

clauses as affect Roumania individually, as apart firom the general principle, in

order to see whether it is not possible to meet the views of the Roumanian Govern-

ment. The Supreme Council had the advantage, while the text of the Minorities

Treaty with other Powers was being drafted, of the collaboration ofrepresentatives

of other Powers, to the great advantage of both parties.

Hitherto this collaboration has been denied to them by the Roumanian Govern-

ment, but the Supreme Council hope that if the Roumanian Gk>vemment will

now discuss the clauses with them, an equally satisfactory result may be reached.

Lastly the Supreme Council trust that their Roumanian Allies will annoimce

their decision on this point forthwith. It is essential for the establishment ofcon-

ditions of peace and for the renewal and restoration of economic life in Europe,

that the treaties of peace with the enemy powers and the various agreements and

arrangements arising out of those treaties, should be brought into force at once.

3. The Hungarian question has two main issues. The first is the question of

requisitions by the Roumanian Army of Occupation. The general view of the

Supreme Council with regard to the action of the Roumanian requisitioning for

herself, without consxiltation and agreement with her Allies, supplies of material

which should, by the agreement to which Roximania herself is a party, form part

of the common reparation stock of the Allies has already been expressed to the

Apparently in error for article 60.
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'Roumanian Government. The Supreme Council have I'eceived and considered

the Roumanian point of view as expressed by M. Bratiano, and it seems to them
there is now no difference of opinion about the general principle. As regards the

application of that principle, the Allies propose the following machinery for

deciding what material shall be definitely allocated to Roumania and what part,

or its value, assigned to the common stock. They are despatching an Inter-AJlied

Sub-Commission of the Commission on Reparation to Buda-Pesth with authority

from the Supreme Council to investigate and examine all the requisitions that have
been made and to report on the distribution to be effected between Roumania and
the Allies. The Supreme Council trusts that the Roumanian Government will

appoint a representative with full authority to speak for them, to act on this

Commission.

There is, however, an aspect of the question, which the Supreme Council feel

that they cannot ignore. The Supreme Council recognizes that the Roumanian
Government have given orders to confine their requisitions to those of railway

materials, materials ofwar and supplies to theArmy ofOccupation. Unfortunately,

the Supreme Council have in their possession a mass of evidence which leaves no
room for doubt that the orders of the Roumanian Government to this effect are

deliberately and continuously disobeyed. They do not question the good faith of

the Roumanian Government, but on the other hand, they cannot suffer because

the subordinates of that Government do not carry out the orders given to them.

The Supreme Council accordingly propose that an Inter-Allied Organization,

including Roumanian officials, should be established at once at the bridges of

Szolnok and Czongrad to check and verify the way-bills of all trains passing over

those two bridges into Roumania. This organization should have full powers to

open sealed wagons and to remove all goods that have been improperly despatched

to Roumania. At the same time, the Sub-Commission of the Commission on
Reparation will have authority to receive all complaints already filed by the Inter-

Allied Commission of Generals, or that may subsequendy be made as to improper
requisitions, and the Supreme Council has no doubt that the Roumanian Govern-
ment wiU, in such cases as are definitely established, be prepared to make full

reparation.

The other important point in the Hungarian situation is the establishment of

a Hungarian Government which can maintain law and order, can hold the

elections freely and impartially, and can negotiate peace with the Allies. The
Government, ofwhich M. Friedrich, as the titular Minister President of Hungary,
is the head, does not, in the opinion of the Supreme Council, fulfil the conditions

necessary to ensure these requirements. The Supreme Council consider that

M. Friedrich should include in his Government representatives of the varioiis

political parties in Himgary, and should he be unwilling or unable to do so, the

Hungarian people must realize that the Allies can only recognize and deal with a

Government which fulfills these conditions. The Supreme Council are confident

that this is also the view of their Roumanian Allies, since it appears that to them
that what they desire is as much in the interests of Roumania as of the Allies

generally.

Finally, the Supreme Council would be glad to receive assurances that the rifles

: fc^ the Hungarian police and gendarmerie already promised by the Roumanian
;3^at^rities in B. P. to the Mission of Allied Generals, will be immediately delivered

that the Roumanian forces will at once evacuate the country. They know that

g^E^iiiBania herself wishes to be relieved of this heavy charge upon her resources,
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and they consider that the burden which it also lays upon the impoverished State-

of Hungary should, in the interests of the Allies generally, be lifted as soon as

possible.’

Appendix G to No. 72

Draft Telegram to Monsieur Friedrich^ Budapest
^ by Wireless

October igig.

On August 1 8th last the Allied and Associated Powers informed the Archduke

Joseph, through the Mission of Inter-Allied Generals at Buda-Pest, that they could

not recognise nor make terms ofpeace with a Government which did not represent

the country.^* On receipt of this intimation the Archduke Joseph resigned his

position as head of the Hungarian State. But the Government which represented

him and his views remained in Office. The Allies have waited in the hope that that

Government, recognising its inability to meet the conditions required by the

Allied and Associated Powers, would either arrange itselfso as to include representa-

tives of all parties in Hungary, or would withdraw from Office and leave the way
open for a Government more in consonance with the requirements of the Alhed

and Associated Powers.

As there are no signs ofsuch action on your part and as it is vital to the existence

of Hungary that she should as soon as possible, have a Government capable, in

the view of the Allied and Associated Powers, of maintaining law and order, of

holding free and impartial elections within the territorial limits assigned to

Hungary by the Peace Conference, and of concluding peace with the Alhes, the

Allied and Associated Powers are constrained to invite you either to combine with

all the other parties in Hungary to form a representative Government, whose

constitution will be a guarantee of its ability to satisfy the conditions of the Allied

and Associated Powers or to withdraw from Office and to allow some other states-

men to undertakie the task.

The Allied and Associated Powers will be glad to receive your reply within 3

days.

Appendix D to No. 72

Document i

September 26th^ igxg.

From ; The Delegates of Bessarabia.

To; The President of the Peace Conference.

In the official statement of the organ of the Roumanian Government in Bessara-

bia, the ‘Cassa Nostra’, published in the newspapers of Kdshinef of August 10,

1919, the Bessarabian land proprietors are informed that a time limit ofone month

has been fixed to obtain their subjection to Roumania, as well as to name charge

d’affaires to replace them to assist in the work of the Commission on the expropria-

tion of their lands.

The Bessarabian Delegation has already once before protested on this subject

before the Peace Conference on April 15, 1919.

See No. 36, appendix G.
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The Russian Political Conference addressed on April qo, 1919, a memorandum
on this subject to the Peace Conference.

At the present moment we are forced to make another plea to the Peace Con-
ference in the hope ofobtaining its support in the just cause which we are defending.

It is to be observed that the official statement, a translation ofwhich is attached,*^

clearly indicates that those proprietors who accept Roumanian subjection [jzV] will

be treated differently from those who refuse. The difference will evidently be in

favour of those proprietors who bow to the desires of the Roumanian Government.

Speaking in the name of all our mandatories, we consider the exactions of the

Roumanian Government as tending to force the proprietors in Bessarabia to

swear oath of allegiance to the King of Roumania, as an act profoundly unjust

. and outraging their dignity of citizens of a country which does not form part of

the Kingdom of Roumania. It is also an outrage to international law as well as

to the respect due to the decisions of the Peace Conference which has not accorded

to Roumania the possession of this Russian province.

The regime established by the Roumanian Government in Bessarabia is truly

intolerable for the population, and if the Peace Conference does not raise its voice

against the Roumanian abuses of power in the name of justice and with the

authority that it alone possesses, bloody uprisings in the Bessarabian population

will be inevitable.

In defiance of all justice and rights of peoples, the Roumanian Government
forces all the population, under the penalty of heavy fines, to take part in the

parliamentary elections of Roumania, that is to say of a country which, until

today, was foreign to her.

Through you, M. President, we ask the Peace Conference to condemn the

illegal and unjust acts of the Roumanian Government and to declare them as such

before the civilized world.

Delegates of Bessarabia

Alexandre N. Kronpensky

Alexandre Gh. Schmidt.

Document 2

Journal ‘Bessarabia’

August xo, igig.

The ‘Cassa Nostra’ informs the landed proprietors abroad that a time limit of

one months dating from the day of the present notice, is accorded them in order to

make a request to obtain Roumanian subjection [w] and in order to name charges

d’affaires duly qualified to represent them during the course of the work of the

Commission on Land expropriation if they cannot come in person.

In case neither the proprietor nor the charge d’affaires is present, the expropria-

tion will take place in their absence.

The present notice shall be the last invitation.

Director (Signed)

Secretary (Signed)

N.B. Without speaking of thejuridical nullity of this order, it can have no value,

not even formal, for the sending of Bessarabian newspapers abroad is prohibited

Document 2 in this appendix.
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and in order that Bessarabians living abroad be informed, it would be necessary,

that a like notice be printed in all the large foreign newspapers, as the majority of
the landed proprietors of Bessarabia were forced to leave their native country and
take refuge abroad.

Appendix E to No. 72

Projet de Resolution an sujet des P. Russes d^Allemagne

Par sa resolution du 2 aout igrg, le Conseil Supreme des Gouvemements Alli&

et Associes a remis a la charge du Gouvernement allemand le ravitaillement et

Tentretien des P. G. Russes internes en AUemagne, et a rendu a ce Gouvernement

sa liberte d’action en ce qui concerne les modalites de rapatriement de ces

prisonniers.

L’application de ces disposition [s] soulevant certaines difficultes de nature a

aggraver la situation mat^rielle et morale des P. G. Russes internes, les Gouveme-

ments Allies et Associ& ont decide, dans un esprit d’humanite, et tenant compte

de la demande formulee par le Gouvernement Allemand lui-meme, de prendre les

mesures suivantes

:

I®) Une Commission internationale sera constitute, comprenant un representant de

chacun des Gouvemements Allies et Associes interesses, ainsi qu*un representant

allemand et un representant russe.

2°) Cette Commission internationale fonctionnant a Berlin sous la presidence

de Pun des representants Allies, aura pour mission:

d) de controler la situation materielle des P. G. russes internes (alimentation,

habillement, conditions hygieniques deinstallation, traitement sanitaire)

.

b) d’assister le Gouvernement allemand dans Pexecution du rapatriement des

P. G. russes.

c) d’adresser au Conseil Supreme toutes propositions utiles concemant le

concours qui pourrait etre prete en cos de besoin urgent, au Gouvernement allemand

par les Gouvemements allies et associes (am^oration de la situation materielle

des prisonniers, facilites de transport pour leur rapatriement), etant entendu que

la charge de Ventretien et du transport du rapatrierrmt des P. G. incombe^ enticement au

Gouvernement allemand, et que le concours envisage ci-dessus donneraif lieu d remboursemeni

de la part de VAllemagne.
^ . u ' j

3®) Une Commission Interalliee speciale, fonctionnant d Paris, sera cn^gee de

proceder au reglement definitif des questions d’ordre financier, de ravitaiil^mt

et de transport restees en suspens au moment de la dissolution de la Commission

interalliee de controle savoir:

10 Remboursement de la farine avancee par le Gouvernement allemand

jusqu’au 23 aout;
. ,

20 Liquidation du passif de la Commission Interalhee soit 500.0^ marks.

30 Remboursement au Gouvernement allemand des depenses faites pour les

40 UtiSon^eUrgent russe reste entre les mains du Gouvernement aHemand

(20.000.000 de roubles).
.r, , ri

En ce qui concerne les question[s] i et 2, qui se rapportot au
^

mission de BerUn, la Commission speciale aura tout pouvoir pour assurer dnwte-

mcnt et dans le plus bref daai la Uquidation de ce passif, par rembomsements en

« Abbreviation for prisonniers de guerre.
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.nature ou en esp^ces, en proc^dant cet ^gard, d’aprte les regies suivies jusqu’ici

en mati^res d’avances ou de cessions k la Commission de Berlin.

Pour les autres questions (3 & 4), comme pour celles qui pourraient se poser
dans Pavenir en conformit(i des previsions du paragraphe — alinc^a c— la

Commission speciale aura quality pour preparer la decision du Conseil Supreme
et pour en poursuivre Vexicutmi aupr^s des organes interallies ou nationaux
int^ress&.

Appendix F to No. 72^^

VERSAILLES, 6th October^ xgig.

Supreme War Council.

Militaiy, Naval and Air Representatives,

s,w,c.472] Organisation of the Inter^Allied Commissions of Control Provided for m
Articles I4g-i§8 of the Treaty of Peace with Austria.

General

Article i

3 Intel'-Allied Commissions of Control shall be established:

—

A Military Inter-Allied Commission of Control;

A Naval Inter-Allied Commission of Control;

An Aeronautical Inter-Allied Commission of Control.

They shall represent with the Austrian Government the Principal Allied and
Associated Powers in everything that concerns the carrying out of the Military,

Naval and Aeronautical Clauses (Article 149) respectively.

These Commissions shall enter on their duties on the coming into force of the

Treaty of Peace.

Article 2

The Military Inter-Allied Commission of Control shall be charged with supervis-

ing the execution of the Military Clauses (Article 149) and particularly with
carrying out the stipulations contained in Article 153.

It will be presided over by an Italian General.^®

Article 3
The Naval Inter-Allied Commission of Control shall be charged with the

supervision of the execution of the Naval Clauses (Article 149) and particularly

with carrying out the stipulations contained in Article 1 54.

The Naval Inter-Allied Commission shall be presided over by an Italian Admiral

The original of this appendix also contained a covering note (not printed) dated
October 6, 1919, and signed by the British, French, Italian, Japanese, and United States

Military, Naval, and Air Representatives on the Supreme War Council This note stated
that they had that day held a meeting at Versailles in pursuance of the decision of the
Supreme Council of September 25, 1919, recorded in No. 64, minute 5, and had ‘agreed to

' draw up the attached Draft Organisation*.
i ** Note in original: Tn view of the capital importance of this Commission, the Military
* ’R^resentatives are of opinion that its President should be a General Officer chosen for

irr
standing and reputation, as well as his energy and activity. It is advisable that

Ih ® selected from among the General OiBficers holding at least the rank of Com-
qf an Army Corps.’
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• Article 4.

The Aeronautical Inter-Allied Commission of Control shall be charged with the

supervision of the execution of the Air Clauses (Article 149), and particularly with

the carrying out of the stipulations in Article 155.

The Aeronautical Inter-Allied Commission of Control shall be presided over by
a French General.

Article 5

The General Officers and the Admiral mentioned in Articles 2, 3 and 4 shall

each of them attach to the two others a Permanent Representative (assisted if

necessary by other officers)
,
charged with ensuring liaison between them.

Powers of the Inter-Allied Commissions of Control

Article 6

The Powers of each of the Inter-Allied Commissions of Control are defined in

Articles 149-1 55 of the Treaty of Peace.

Article 7

The General Glauses (Articles 156-158 of the Treaty of Peace) shall be under

the supervision, in so far as each of them is concerned, of the Presidents of the

Military, Naval and Air Inter-Allied Commission[s] of Control.

Expenses of the Inter-Allied Commissions of Control

Article 8

The Maintenance and Expenses of the Commissions of Control their woo-

ing expenses are chargeable to Austria in accordance with Article 152 of the

Treaty of Peace. n i /-'«

These expenses shall be paid direct through the Presidents of the CommissMns

to the parties concerned, by the AlHed and Associated Governments, who shall

obtain repayment of such expenses from the Austrian Government.

Article g

TheAustrian GovernmentwiU be notified oftheaccommodationrequir^forthe

Inter-Allied Commissions of Control, and of the duty incumbent
^

viding such accommodation in accordance with Article 151 (paragraph i) of the

Treaty of Peace.

Article 10

regulated and co-ordinated by the Staff of General Diaz.

. • • • oi . ‘The American Representatives made the foUowng Reserratioo

legislative action by Congress will be necessary’

.
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The amount of the allowances to be arranged for in these conditions ought to

be a generous one and ought to be chargeable to the first payment to be made by

Austria. It is in the general interest to reduce as far as possible in attaching to the

Inter-Allied Commissions of Control it*^ no more than the absolutely indispensable

number of officers.

Duration pf the activities of the Inter-Allied Commissions of Control

Article ii

The Duration of the Activities of each Commission shall be limited to the

complete execution of the Military, Naval and Air Clauses under its supervision,

in the time limit fixed by the Treaty of Peace.

In case the execution of these clauses be not completed within the period fixed,

this fact will be reported by the Commission concerned to the Governments of the

Principal Allied and Associated Powers, who will decide on the measures to be

adopted.

Until a decision is reached, the Commission will continue to supervise the

execution of the particular clause in question.

Organisation of the Military Inter-Allied Commission of Control

Article 12

The General Officer presiding over the Military Inter-Allied Commission of

Control shall be assisted by a Staffwhich shall include officers ofeach of the armies

of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers.

He shall, moreover, be assisted by the necessary technical personnel (legal,

financial, etc.).

The Commission shall sit at Vienna.

Article

TheMilitary Inter-Allied Commission ofControl shall inchxd.^ 2 Sub'Commissioris :

—

{a) A Sub-Commission for Munitions, Armament, Material and Fortifications;

{b) A Sub-Commission for Establishments, Recruiting and Military Training.

Sub-Commission for Munitions, Armament, Material and Fortifications

Article 14.

This Sub-Commission shall include in its duties the supervision of the execution

of Articles 129-135 and Table V of the Military Clauses of the Treaty of Peace.

It shall be presided over by an Italian General, assisted by Officers of the various

Allied and Associated Annies

:

It shall sit at Vienna.

The total numbe'r of Officers necessary for this Sub-Commission shall be
, decided by the President.

^
r * This Sub-Commission shall be represented by Officers at Gratz [.rzV], Linz,

1;
other places which may be considered necessary.

This word, inserted here in the text of the original, should have been inserted after
Jc^ce* ai)Ove.
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Sub-Commission for Establishments, Recruiting and Military Instruction •

Article jj

This Sub-Commission shall include in its duties the execution of Articles 1 18-

128 and Tables I, II, III and IV of the Military Clauses of the Treaty of Peace.

It shall be presided over by a French General assisted by Officers of the various

Allied and Associated Armies; it shall sit at Vienna.

The total number of Officers necessary for this Sub-Commission shall be decided

by the President.

This Sub-Commission shall be represented by Officers at Gratz, Linz, Innsbruck,

and other places which may be considered necessary.

Article 16

The number of Officers who are to form part of the Military Inter-Allied

Commission of Control might be fixed, in principle, on the following proportion:

—

The United States of America ...••• 4/20.

France . . . . . . • • • .4/20.

Great Britain . . . . . . • • .4/20.

Italy 6/20.

Japan 2/20.

Organization of the Naval Inter-Allied Commission of Control

Article 17

The Naval Inter-AlHed Commission of Control, which is charged with the

supervision of the execution of the Naval Clauses of the Treaty of Peace, will

consist of :

—

The Main Commission with necessary Staff, with headquarters m Vienna:

A Sub-Commission to deal with the questions contained in Article 20.

Article 18

The Main Commission shall be presided over by an Italian Admiral, and shall

be composed of an Admiral or other Senior Officer of each of the other principal

Allied and Associated Powers.

Article ig

The Sub-Commission shall be composed of 4 Senior Naval Offic^ of the

Principal Allied and Associated Powers (with the exception of Japan), and an

Italian Interpreter.

It shall be presided over by a French Captain.
v . t

The Sub-Commission, moreover, shaU be entitled to consult the twlmcal

Experts of the Principal AlUed and Associated Powers if the presence of the latter

is considered necessary by the Commission.

Article so

The Sub-Commission shall be concerned with:

f 1 1 The destruction of ships under construction.
, ... ,

{2) The surrender ofstocks ofmunitions and Naval War Matenal,m accordance

with Article 142 of the Treaty of Peace.
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' Organization of the Aeronautical Inter-Allied Commission of Control

Article 21

The Aeronautical Inter-Allied Commission of Control charged with the super-

vision of the carrying out of the Air Clauses of the Treaty of Peace shall be
composed as follows :

—

A Main Commission with staff which shall sit at Vienna.

A Sub-Commission for Production.

A Sub-Commission for Military and Naval Aeronautics.

Article 22

The Main Commission shall be presided over by a French General and shall be
composed of a General or Senior Officer of each of the other Principal Allied and
Associated Powers.

Article 2^

The Sub-Commission for Production shall supervise in particular the execution

of the clauses contained in Article 147.

It shall be presided over by a British Colonel, and shall sit at Vienna.

The total number of Officers necessary for this Sub-Commission shall be decided

by the President.

Article 24

The Sub-Commission for Military and Naval Aeronautics shall supervise in so

far as each of these branches is concerned, the carrying out of the clauses other

than those contained in Article 147. It shall be presided over by an Italian Colonel

and shall sit at Vienna.

Article 25

The proportion of Officers to sit on the Aeronautical Inter-Allied Commission
of Control shall be the same as that fixed in Article 16.

Appendix G to No. 72,

PARIS, October 6“, iQxg ,

(From the Russian Embassy).

In addition to the considerations exposed in its memorandum of August the

20th and September 27th, concerning the supplying ofGeneral Youdcnitch’s Army,
the Russian Embassy has the honour to inform the Government of the United
States that it appears from the last information that there are actually certain

stocks of war material, of Russian origin, at the arsenals of Koenigsberg and
Graudentz; these stocks contain several hundred cannons, 400,000 rifles, the

corr^pondent quantity of shells and cartridges, a certain number of military

camions^® and so on.

The Russian Embassy, transmitting this information to the United States
Government hopes that these data will be taken into consideration and will

contribute to give a satisfactory solution to the request exposed in the above
/%mtioned memorandum.

United States Delegation,

f V i*c. lorries,
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Appendix I to No. 72

Mote

PARIS, October p, igig.

French Delegation.

Attribution of Western Galicia to Poland.

By virtue ofArticle 91 of the Peace Treaty with Austria, that Power ceded to the

Principal Allied and Associated Powers those of her territories which were not
specially attributed. Among the territories thus ceded to the Principal Allied and
Associated Powers is Galicia.

Until now the Principal Allied and Associated Powers have not yet disposed of

that province. As regards Eastern Galicia^ the draft of a treaty with Poland is being

studied, but its drafting depends on the decision which the Supreme Goxmcil shall

take on the point of whether Eastern Galicia shall be attributed to Poland provi-

sionally or finally.

Nothing has been done concerning Western Galicia, the attribution of which to

Poland is however contested by no one.

There results from it:

1

.

—^That at present Polish sovereignty is recognized over the territories ceded

by Germany to Poland; (Treaty ofJune 29 [28]).

2.

—^That it is going to be recognized over the former Russian territories, by

virtue of the draft of the treaty between the Principal Allied and Associated Powers

and Poland which is now being prepared by the Drafting Committee in conformity

with the decisions of the Supreme Council.

g.—^That the sovereignty of Poland over Eastern Galicia shall be the subject of a

special treaty;

4.

—

^That nothing has been provided for Western Galicia.

It would be advisable, however, to put an end, as soon as possible, to that state

of affairs, as far as this last region is concerned, which is unquestionably the one

whose character is the most exclusively Polish.

The French delegation considers that the Supreme Council should come to a

decision in that respect as soon as possible.

Several solutions could be considered

:

—^Unite the attribution of Western Galicia with that of Eastern Galicia, that

is to say to make it the subject of a single treaty in which it shall be specified that

the Western part is ceded in full sovereignty, without any conditions, while the

Eastern part is subjected to certain conditions.

2,

—^To make it the subject of a special treaty.

3,

^To take advantage of the separate treaty with Poland for the attribution of

the former Russian territories, to add to it an article relative to the attribution of

Eastern [? Western] Galicia to Poland.
^

It would seem preferable to adopt this last solution in order to leave its special

character to the question of Western [PEastem] Galicia.
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No. 73

H. D. 69.] Notes of a Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. PichorHs Room at the Quai d^Orsay^ Paris
^
on Monday^

October 13, 1919^ ot 10.30 a.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Hon. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. L. Harrison.

British Empire: Sir Eyre Crowe; secretary, Mr. H. Norman.
France: M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Scialoja; secretary, M. Barone Russo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Mr. C. Russell. British Empire: Capt.

Hinchley-Gooke. France: M. Massigli. Italy: M. Zanchi.

Interpreter: M. Mantoux.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned

:

US.A.

:

Mr. E. L. Dresel, Col. Logan, Mr. A. W. Dulles.

British Empire: General Sackville-West, General Groves, Captain Fuller,

Commandant Dunne, Mr. Deeper.

France: Marshal Foch, M. Loucheur, General Weygand, M. Laroche,

M. Tirard, Captain Roper.

Italy: General Cavallero, M. Vannutelli-Rey.

Japan: M. Shigemitsu.

1. M. Pichon said that he had just received a note from the British Delega-

Publication of the tion asking if there were any objections to the publication

Diplomatic Instruments of the Treaty of Peace with Austria, as well as the other
Signed at St. Germain diplomatic instruments signed at St. Germain. So far as

he was concerned, there was no objection.

Mr. Polk asked what had been decided in regard to the publication of

the first draft of the Treaty of Peace with Germany.
M. Pichon said that it had been decided that there was no objection to its

publication.

(It was decided: that the Council had no objection to the publication of

the Treaty of Peace with Austria, as well as the other diplomatic instru-

ments which were signed at St. Germain.)

2. Mr. Polk said he wished to make two remarks in regard to the minutes

Correction of the ofthe meeting of the loth October (h. d. 67).^ According

Minutes ofthe Meet- to the text which he had before him, he had said on page
ing ofthe loth October 15 (English text)% that he thought that it was important
(H.D.SjY blockade preventing the shipment of arms to

Hungary had been [? should not be] removed. He had not spoken of

Hungary, but of Roumania, and had not spoken of arms, but of supplies of

aU kinds. He desired that it should be mentioned in the minutes of the

meeting that M. Clemenceau had expressed agreement. In the minutes of

die same meeting the Council had decided (page 16, English text) 3 that

“ftievRoumanian representative on the Subcommittee to be sent to Budapest

y * No. 71. a Penultimate paragraph of minute 7. 3 Decision (2) in minute 8.
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for determining the reparations value of material removed by the Rou-
manians should sit in a deliberative capacity. He had wished to give them
only a consultative capacity.

M. Lougheur said that he had insisted on the word 'deliberative^
Sir Eyre Crowe asked what was the difference between the two expres-

sions.

M. Lougheur said that if one said ‘consultative’ that excluded the right
of vote, whereas the expression ‘deliberative voice’ implied the right of
vote. In the beginning he had favoured giving the Roumanians a consul-
tative voice, but Sir Eyre Crowe had said that this means ofprocedure would
be offensive to the Roumanians as it seemed to place them before an Allied
tribunal. He had recognized the justice of this argument and had then ad-
vocated the idea of a consultative [? deliberative] voice. The question should
be examined again. He, himself, was strongly in favour of the solution

which had been adopted at the meeting of the loth October, as otherwise

the Roumanians would be given new grounds for grievance against the

Allies. He wished to add that he saw no inconvenience in giving the Rou-
manians a deliberative voice. They would have one voice against four. If

their demands were unjustified they would be in the minority.

Mr. Polk asked whether the Hungarians would also have a deliberative

voice. He wished to know too what was the position of the Czecho-Slovaks.

M. Lougheur said that the Hungarians would not have a deliberative

voice in the Reparation Commission any more than did the Roumanians

[? Germans] and Austrians. That was specified in the Treaty of Peace.

On the other hand, the Czecho-Slovaks, Jugo-Slavs, Poles, and Roumanians
were given a voice. The Treaty of Peace provided that a representative of

these four Nations and of Greece should in turn sit for a year with a delibera-

tive voice.

Mr. Polk asked whether Sir George Clerk had discussed the subject

before the Council.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he had.

M. Lougheur said that Sir George Clerk was present when he had formu-

lated his proposal, which resulted from the very conclusions of Sir George

Clerk’s report.

Mr. Polk asked whether it would not be possible to put the Poles, Jugo-

Slavs, and the Czecho-Slovaks on the same footing as the Roumanians.

M. Lougheur replied that it would be possible to draft a new text which

would put these four Powers on the same footing and give all of them a

deliberative voice in the Subcommittee at Budapest for the questions in

which they were interested. He could agree with Colonel Logan upon the

text of a draft which would define the functions of the Subcommittee.

(It was decided; to take note of the corrections in the minutes of the

meeting of the 10th October (h. d. 67)^ in accordance with Mr, Polk’s

remarks.)

(It was further decided that M. Loucheur and Colonel Logan should be

requested to alter the text of the resolution ofthe 10th October, respecting
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the despatch to Budapest of a Sub-Committee under the Organization

Committee of the Reparation Commission, in such a manner as to provide

that representatives of Poland, Czecho-Slovakia, the Serb-Croat-Slovene

State on this Sub-Committee, shoidd be placed on an equal footing with
the Roumanian representative. The text as altered should be approved
by the British and Italian Delegations.)

3. M. PiGHON said that he had not been present at the last meeting of the

Council. Ifhe had correctly understood the notes of the meeting,

MF^drich Council had accepted the draft note to M. Friedrich, with

the reservation that Mr. Polk would suggest modifications.

Mr. Polk said that he had had a conversation with Sir George Clerk and
he could suggest certain changes in the text, but he did not believe that that

was essential. The important point was whether the American Delegation

were convinced that the Council were not making a mistake in addressing

the note to M. Friedrich. It was always a delicate matter to intervene in the

internal aflfairs of a country, particularly by transmitting a written docu-

ment. He would greatly prefer that a special representative of the Supreme
Council, authorized to enter into relations with the Hungarian political

parties, should be sent to Budapest. The instructions given this representa-

tive should be identical with those contained in the draft note to M. Fried-

rich.

Sir Eyige Crowe said that he recognized the weight of Mr. Polk’s argu-

ment. He had thought the same thing and had proposed that the Allied

Generals at Budapest be charged to take the action proposed. If it was
thought that the Generals, on account of their relations with M. Friedrich,

were not qualified to take this action, it would be possible to send a special

representative of the Council. It was of great importance that Hungarian
opinion should know of the steps which the Entente were taking. Ifa means
of making the matter public were found other than by transmitting a note

by wireless telegraph, he had no objection to the despatch of a special

representative of the Supreme Council.

M. SciALOjA said that he agreed.

M. PiGHON said that if the Council should decide to send a representative

to Budapest, Sir George Clerk would appear to be the person to send.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that Sir George Clerk had left on Saturday^ for

London, but he had spoken with him and it would be possible for Sir George
Clerk to return in two days’ time.

M, PiGHON said that he thought there would be no inconvenience in

awaiting Sir George Clerk’s return.

Sir Eyre Crowe ssiid that if the Council decided to send Sir George
^ Clerk it was important that the Allied Generals at Budapest should be
i > notified, in order that they should be aware of the fact that Sir George Clerk

.#^1 charged by the Supreme Council with carrying out a special mission.

(It was decided: that the Supreme Council, instead of transmitting a Note

M M, Friedrich, should send a representative.)

.

'

' October ii.
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(It was also decided: that, upon the appointment of a representative, the'

Allied Generals at Budapest should be notified of his mission.)

4. Sir E'yRE Crowe said that before the Council passed on to another sub-

ject, he had a point to raise. He wished to ask what had
PMicatums of decided on the questionofthe publicationofthe Note of

rrumL GovemZt Associated Governments to the Roumanian
Government. The Joint Secretariat had thought that the

Council had decided to publish the Note after it had reached the Roumanian
Government. He had not understood this to be the case and he thought that

M. Glemenceau had been ofthe opinion that the note should notbe published.

Mr. Polk said he thought that the Coundl had decided to publish the

Note after its receipt by the Roumanian Government.

M. DE St. QpENTiN said the resolution was worded as follows:

It was further decided to publish the text of the Note after it had been

transmitted to the Roumanian Government (h. d. 68,

s

minute 2, page 4,

English Text).

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he proposed that the Note should not be pub-

lished until the Supreme Council had taken a new decision on the subject.

(It was decided: that the Note of the Supreme Council to the Roumanian
Government should not be published without a special decision of the

Supreme Council.)

5. Sir Eyre Crowe said that the Council were aware of the fact that the

British Government believed that to avoid the inconveni-

Distribu^n ofAllud of an excessive subdivision of military contingents
Troops m the Plebts-

resulting difficulties of provisionment, it would

appear more convement that the Interallied zones oi

occupation, provided for in the Treaty of Peace, should be divided between

the Powers in such a way that each zone should be occupi^ by the troops

ofa single power. It was objected to on the French side, that it was important

to emphasize the Interallied character of the occupation and the collective

responsibility of the occupying Powers. When the question had last been

discussed by the Supreme Council,® he had recalled a suggestion made by

Mr. Balfour to the effect that the preponderance in a particular zone should

be given to a particular army, but that small detachments fiom other

amdes could be added in order to assure the Inter-Allied character to Ae

occupation.7 He had conveyed this suggestion to London, but the British

Government did not agree with the first suggestion although they ww
prepared to accept the second. If this system were adopted, it would be

necessary for the Couneff to agree as to the distribution among the van^

Allied armies before requesting Marshal Foch to regulate the practical

details of application. ^ . . , , ,

Marshal Foch said that there was a question ofpnnaple to be cormde^.

He was thinking of the question of the occupation of Upper Sfiesia. The

Treaty of Peace provided that the plebiscite m Upper Silesia should take

s No. 72. ® See No. 62, minute 2. ’ See No. 31, minute 7.
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•place under the guarantee of occupation by the troops of the Allied and
Associated Powers. These troops would not be equzilly divided and one
Power would assume command in Upper Silesia. It was necessary for the

Governments to inform him, whether they desired an Allied solution, or,

what he called, a solution of a single Power. If the spirit of the Treaty of

.Peace were to be carried out by all the Powers, it was necessary that all

participate in its execution
;
if not, it was not a Treaty of the Principal Allied

and Associated Powers, but the Treaty of one Power.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the remarks made by Marshal Foch were
leading the discussion in another direction. He should remember that the

British Government had accepted a compromise which was to leave in one
particular zone an army, which should have a preponderance, but that

there should also be representation of the other armies. As long as the

occupation were Inter-Allied, the principle would be safeguarded. He wished

to remark that there would have to be one Commander of the troops of

occupation in each zone, and this Commander would be in charge. The
argument, that if one recognized the preponderance of one Army, that

Army was given the supreme power, did not seem to him exact. The
compromise guaranteed a division of responsibility.

Marshal Foch said that before accepting a compromise he would have
to know what it was. What the proposition contemplated was he did not

know. For the moment he knew nothing but the Treaty of Peace, which had
to be applied immediately, if it were not to break down. It had been
decided that Upper Silesia should be occupied by two divisions, one division

being sent first. The Versailles Council, on the basis of a decision by the

Supreme Council, had drawn up the composition of this division, in deter-

mining the minimum which each Allied Army should furnish. To that he
agreed. He wished to insist upon the urgency of the matter, and upon the

fact, that, at the present time, the only document upon which he had to act

was the draft of the Versailles Council. He wished to add, that, if the

territories to be occupied and the conditions under which the occupation

were to take place, were considered, the charges ofoccupation were unequal.

It had been thought advisable to send two divisions to Upper Silesia for a
fixed period; elsewhere occupations could be made with much smaller

forces. Was Danzig to be occupied and for how long? He did not know.
In any case it was a question of a small force. The same applied to Memel.
There was a question ofunequal charges for an unequal period ofoccupation.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he recognized the force of Marshal Foch’s
arguments. It was a fact that the only text which Marshal Foch had was
the Versailles draft. It was to be regretted that Marshal Foch had not
been present at the last meeting of the Council where the question had been

„
discussed.® At that time he had said that the British Government did not

1 accept the draft prepared by the Military Representatives at Versailles. In

A course of the same meeting there was a question of a suggestion made
^ Balfour on the 8th August.’ He (Sir Eyre Crowe) thought that the
T^ch Representatives agreed in principle with this suggestion. He had
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informed his Government, which had agreed to the compromise. The-

entire question could not be brought up again to-day.

M. PiCHON said that this was not quite what had occurred. He had before

him the notes of the meeting of the 22nd September (h.d. 58).® The
Council had admitted the general principle that in a fixed zone one power
could have a larger number of troops than the other Powers, but they had
not admitted that the units to represent the other Allies could be very small.

The whole subject was dominated by the political question. Inter-Allied

occupation proved that the Allies were in agreement as to guaranteeing the

execution of the Treaty of Peace. The French Delegation did not desire to

see a situation raised, such as had arisen in Bulgaria.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he thought there had been a misunderstanding.

M. Pichon had again expressed the French point of view. He knew that

point of view. On the other hand he wished to recall that on the 22nd

September, when they had alluded to Mr. Balfour’s suggestion, a French

Representative, he thought that it was General Le Rond, had said that

by this means it would be possible to arrive at a solution similar to that

which the French Delegation advocated. It was this proposal which he had

submitted to London and it was that proposal which he was in a position to

accept.

Marshal Foch said that he desired to place the question on its true

ground. Upper Silesia was to be occupied at once; that was to say in fifteen

days after the Treaty of Peace went into force. He asked what was the

contingent of each of the Allies in this occupation; as for the rest, he wished

to remark, that the Treaty of Peace did not provide for the occupation

of Danzig any more than it did for that of Allenstein and Marienwerder.

If there were not a firm occupation, the Treaty would become uselep. It

was a definite question, and there were three questions which arose, if one

wished to ask them. He wished to propose that a special meeting, for the

regulation of these problems, be called, where the matter should be treated

both from a political and firom a military point of view.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he wished to state that the Military Experts

had asked for one division for Upper Silesia and not for two. In any -event,

the despatch of the second division remained uncertam. They had thought

that the occupation of the other regions where plebiscites were to take pk<»

would require a total of one division. It was true that the occupation of

Danzig was not provided for by the Treaty, but there was Kttle doubt but

that this occupation would be necessary. With reg^d to All^em and

Marienwerder, the Treaty provided that the Inter-Alhed Commissions, ytm

were charged with presiding over the plebiscites, should have at them dis-

posal a sufficient mihtary force. There was Htde doubt but that, m view oi

the information received, it would be necessary to send toops to Jh^
districts. There existed there a problem as urgent as that ofUpper bilesia.

General Weyganb said that the Treaty of Peace was very va^e u^n

certain points. It was necessary for the Supremfe Council to ^end to this.

When that had been done, he would know how many effectives were
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jieeded. It was further necessary for the Council to inform him what Power
would have the preponderance in a particular place. It was only when the

Military Experts had this information that they would be in a position to say

whether it would be possible to make a distribution of the forces which would

impose upon each of the interested Powers an equal expense.

M. PioHON said that it would be necessary to first settle the occupation of

Upper Silesia. The Council could direct Marshal Foch to prepare a draft

in agreement with the Military Representatives of the other Powers. Then
it would be possible to examine the other questions.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the Council could now decide as to whether

or not Danzig and Allenstein should be occupied. He believed, moreover,

that this had already been decided.

M. PiCHON said that nothing had been decided. The question had been

adjourned every time it had come before the Council. The Polish Commis-
sion should be requested to make an urgent report on this subject, but at

present a project for the occupation of Upper Silesia was what was wanted.

Sir Eyre Crowe asked why the question of the occupation of Danzig,

Allenstein, Marienwerder, and Memel could not be decided at once; and
why the modalities of the occupation should not be studied by Marshal

Foch at the same time as those for Upper Silesia.

M. PiCHON agreed that in adopting this course the Council would be
taking into consideration the questions raised by Marshal Foch.

Mr. Polk said that he thought in any event the Council should hear the

report of the Commission on Polish Affairs. He thought that the Commis-
sion were not unanimous on the subject of Danzig and Memel.
M. PiCHON said that it would be possible to make a provisional reservation

on the subject of Dsmzig and Memel.
General Weygand asked whether a decision had been taken on the

question of KJagenfurt. When the Allied Generals had made their report on
tins question, they had provided for Inter-Allied occupation where the

plebiscite was to take place.

M. Laroche said that the question was settled in the Treaty of St.

Germain. Article 50 provided that the first zone should be occupied by the

troops of the Serb-Croat-Slovene State and the second by Austrian troops.

General Weygand said that it was therefore necessary to settle only the

question of Danzig and Memel. When the Council had reached a decision

tile General Staffs would need a few hours to prepare a draft.

(It was decided:

(1) that in the portions of East Prussia, where plebiscites were to be held,

in accordance with Articles 94 to 98 of the Treaty of Peace with
Germany, there should be occupation by Inter-Allied troops

;

(2) that the Commission on Polish Affairs and the Commission on Baltic
Affairs should inform the Council, at its meeting on the 15th October,
whether they considered that Danzig and Memel (Articles 99 to 108
of the Treaty of Peace with Germany) should be occupied by Inter-
AUied forces.)
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6. (The Council had before it the (Jerman notes of the 7th August, 1919,.
and draft replies to these notes prepared by the Commission,

Reply to the notes of on the left bank of the Rhine (see appendices A and B).)
the German Govern- -Kr rr • j , , , ^

'

ment respecting the
l-iRARD said that the draft note submitted to the

occupation ofthe left Council was a reproduction of the stenographic text of the
bank of the Rhine declarations made by M. Loucheur to the German Dele-

gates. However, M. Loucheur proposed an alteration to
make the text more clear. On Page 13 (French text) he suggested that for

paragraph 13 the following be substituted: ‘Special Arrangements. Special

arrangements shall be made in accordance with the request in the German
note for the regulation of the reception by the various railway administra-
tions in consequence of the modification of the frontiers.’

(It was decided:

(1) to accept the draft replies to the five German Notes transmitted from
Versailles on the 7th August, 1919, respecting the administration of

the occupied territory;

(2) that paragraph 13 of the fourth reply (administration of railways in

the occupied territory) should be altered as follows: ‘Paragraph 13.

Special Arrangements. Special arrangements shall he made in

accordance with the request in the German Note for the regulation

of the reception by the various railway administrations in conse-

quence of the modification of the frontiers.’)

7. (The Council had before it a Note from the British Delegation of the

loth October, 1919 (see appendix C).)

German ships acquired Crowe commented briefly upon the Note

2^1 British Deleption. He insisted upon the impor-

Companies tance of a decision being taken by the Council in r^aid to

this matter, for otherwise, it might become impossible to

obtain the delivery of the vessels in question.

M. SciALOjA said that he agreed in principle with Sir Eyre Crowe, but

he wished to raise a question of competence. It was provided in Section VII

ofAnnex 3 of Part VIII (Reparations) ofthe Treaty ofPeace with Germany,

that Germany agreed to take any measures that might be indicated to her

by the Reparation Commission for obtaining the full total for all ships which

had during the war been transferred or were in the process of being trans-

ferred to neutral flags, without the consent of the Alhed and Associated

Governments, and to ask Germany to obtain full right of property in these

ships. He thought that the question which had been submitted belongai to

the Reparation Commission, otherwise there was a danger that Germany

might raise objections of a legal nature.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he had considered this article in the Note which

the Council had before it, but in this case, it was not a question ofthe definite

attribution of these ships; it was simply a question of their being handed

over.
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M. SciALOjA agreed, but pointed out that Germany might say that she

awaited the decision of the Reparation' Commission.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that the only matter which concerned the Council

at the moment was to prevent the ships passing into the hands of the

Dutch.

M. PiCHON said that it was not a question of getting to the root of the

matter.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that Germany should be justified in demanding a

decision from the Reparation Commission for the settlement of the question

of the ownership of the ships. The present question was to force the German

Government to make sure of the possession of these ships and to deliver them

to the AUies.

Mr. Polk proposed that Sir Eyre Crowe prepare a draft note to the Ger-

man Government which the Council could examine at its next meeting.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that this note would demand

:

(1) that the five ships in question should be delivered to the Allied and

Associated Powers at the Firth of Forth;

(2) that the Dutch crews should be removed;

(3) that the Dutch names of the ships and mark of port of origin should

be removed

;

(4) that the Allied and Associated Governments could, if they desired,

make an inspection of the ‘William Oswald’

;

(5) that the ‘Nassau’ and the ‘Braunschweig’ should be taken to Bremer-

haven by German crews.

M. SciALOjA asked what part the Reparation Commission would play.

M. PicHON said that its President, M. Loucheur, was in agreement with

Sir Eyre Crowe.

(It was decided : that Sir Eyre Crowe should submit to the Council at its

next meeting the draft of a Note to the German Government demanding

the delivery to the Allies of the five German merchant ships sold to

Dutch firms during the war.)

8. (The Council had before it a draft resolution ofthe loth October prepared

by the American Delegation (see appendix D).)8

Execu&m ofMicks 100 Eyre Crowe asked whether the Council had the

V^i£ resp2/the ^ decide as to measures which should be taken

free city ofDamig to assure the rapid execution of Articles 100 to 104 of

the Treaty of Peace with Germany. Article 104 of the

Treaty of Peace provided for a Treaty between the firee city of Danzig and

Poland, but the free city of Danzig did not yet exist.

.
M. PicHON said that the American proposal was intended merely to

request the Commission on Polish Affairs to study the question and

• Not printed. Tlie draft resolution was, with verbal variation, that adopted by the

&)pteiae Coundl.
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make a report to the Supreme Council. The proposal did not go beyond

that.

(It was decided: that the Commission on Polish Affairs should be

requested to examine Articles 100 to 104 of the Treaty of Peace with

Germany, relative to the creation ofthe free city of Danzig, and to submit

a report as soon as possible as to the measures to be taken to seciure the

speedy execution of these articles, upon the entry into force of the Treaty

of Peace.)

9. (The Council had before it a note from the British Delegation dated 7th

Sale ofAir Material
October, 1919 (see appendix E) .)

to Sweden hy Germany view of the fact that no remarks were made itwas decided

:

(1) that the German Government should be required to provide the

President of the Inter-Allied Aeronautical Commission of Control

with full particulars of all aircraft and aircraft material sold or

exported since the Armistice, and that the value of this material

should be estimated by the President of the Inter-Allied Aero-

nautical Commission of Control, and should be paid to him by the

31st January, 1920

;

(2) that Marshal Foch should be instructed to enquire into Mr. Ranft’s

transactions and the reported gift of two aeroplanes to the Swedish

Army and shall also request the German Government to forward a

statement with regard to these matters.)

10 .

[Not printed]

to the International Labour

Congress at Washington

(Tbe meeting then adjourned.)

H6tel de Crillm, Paris,

October 13, igig.

Appendices A and B to No. 73

Dossier of Correspondence between the Allied and Associated Powers and the Gemim

Delegation relative to the Administration of the Occupied Territory of the Rkme.

Five Notes from von Lewald, of August 7, 1919, and repHes thereto, under the

following subjects :

—

I. The occupation of the Left Bank of the Rhine.

II. Accommodations for the German Imperial High Commissioner.

III. Questions of Procedmre.

IV. Administration of Railroads.

V. Regime of Navigation.
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Document i

Translation

German Motes relative to the Administration of the Rhenish Territories delivered by

M. von Lewald^ August igig.

First Note

Relative to the Occupation of the Left Bank of the Rhine

Gentlemen:

In the name of the German Government I have the honour to acknowledge

receipt of the answer to the two German memoranda concerning the military

occupation of the left bank of the Rhine.^ I note with satisfaction that the Allied

and Associated Governments intend to make the military occupation of the left

bank of the Rhine as light as possible for the populations.

I take the liberty to make detailed comments on the following paragraphs of

the answer

:

I interpret the answer concerning paragraph 3 to mean that the laws of the

Empire and of the Federative States promulgated for the territories in question,

as well as the executive decrees, shall be enforced as long as the High Commission

does not make use of its right of veto by a communication to the Commissioner of

the Empire, because their application would affect the safety and the needs of the

military forces of the Allied and Associated Powers. That right of veto should be

expressed in a decree to be issued in conformity with Article 3 of the agreement.

In order to make the situation of public right perfectly clear, it would be advis-

able that the decrees of the High Commission be published in an official paper by
the Commissioner of the Empire. Thus the stipulations of article 3a of the agree-

ment would be fulfilled for die German Government.

The answer concerning paragraph 4 guaranteed to Germany that the popula-

tions shall enjoy the firee exercise of its personal and civic rights, religious fireedom,

freedom of the press, vote, association, and that the political, administrative and
economic relations between the occupied territories and between those territories

and the non-occupied territories shall not be hindered any more than circulation.

A great calm has come over the occupied territory caused by the fact that now the

provincial, communal and municipal elections can take place freely and that these

assemblies as well as the ecclesiastical assemblies of the provincial synod will be
allowed to meet. The special authorization to travel from one part of the occupied

territory to another and from the occupied territory to the non-occupied territory

of Germany is therefore suppressed. Simultaneously with the guarantee of free

circulation, the sale of newspapers from the non-occupied territories of Germany
in the occupied territory shall be authorized, as for example the importation of

the Frankfurterzoitung in Rhenish Hesse which was forbidden until now.

Concerning paragraph 5, I take the liberty of making the remark that the

Governments of Prussia, Bavaria, Baden, Hesse and Oldenburg have given their

"consent to the nomination of Herr von Starck as Commissioner of the Empire,
with the meaning that the Commissioner of the Empire shall equally represent

rights of those states and of their population at the High Conomission.

Concerning paragraph 5a, I remark that the new constitution adopted by the

Constituent Assembly under date ofJuly 31,1919, contains a considerable

^ Sec No. 15, appendix A. .
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increase of the jurisdiction of the Empire as compared with that of the Federative

States. I shall take the liberty of sending four copies of the new constitution to the

President of the Commission.

I would be grateful if acceptance of M. von Starch’s nomination was granted as

soon as possible so that he might be in a position to enter into relations with the

Interallied High Commission at Coblenz. Numerous administrative measures

adopted in the various occupied territories show the necessity of it.

Supposing that the High Commission has its seat in Coblenz, the Commissions

[? Commissioner] of the Empire must also reside there. For the buildings which

must be placed at his disposal and which are at present occupied by the American

Military authorities, I take the liberty of delivering the following note.^°

Concerning paragraph 6, I ask again to kindly let me know as soon as possible

the effectives of the troops to be maintained in the occupied territory, the number

of officers, men and horses, together with the name of places where the troops will

have to be stationed; since according to article of the agreement, the troops

have to be exclusively housed in barracks and not quartered in private houses, the

old garrison cities will have to be considered first. It is very important *for those

cities to be informed^ as soon as possible of the effectives of die troops which they

shall have to house. On that subject, may I be allowed to state that beforeJuly 3I5

1914, there were only 70,000 men stationed in the occupied territory. Since,

according to the Peace Treaty, Germany is authorized to maintain only an army

of 100,000 men, distributed ^ over the territory of the ‘Reich’, the German

Government hopes that the effectives of the occupying troops will not exceed a

number equivalent to the capacity of the fixed barracks. It will be especially

desirable that an order be issued so that the military authoriti^ of the Allied and

Associated Powers do not require from cities which are not considered in the futme

as garrison towns, such things as electric installations, aqueducts or others which

would cause great expenses and would not be used later.

To give an example of the serious inconveniences resulting from the extremely

high effectives now stationed in the occupied territory, I take the liberty ofmen-

tioning that for the present it is impossible for foreigners to find room in Cologne

although it is essentially a city of foreigners and it has at its disposal excellent

hotels with 5,000 beds. The Commission represented here and the members ofthe

parliamentary council of the Commissioner of the Empire who met in Cologne

last Sunday could not be housed, or were only able to find absolutely insufficient

rooms for one night only, and only upon the request of the Commissioner of the

Empire did the military authorities place a few very modest rooms at their

The repression of the hotel service in the great Rhine towns is incompatible with

the development of commerce and mdustiy.
^ ...

The answer concerning paragraph 7 states that the High Commission is to

regulate the organization of the police forces. I take the liberty ofremarking ttot

article i, alinea 2, of the agreement stipulates that it is only the number 01 the

police forces which is to be determined by the Allied and Associated Powers.
^

Following the troubles caused by the war and the difficult econoimc situ^on

among the working classes of Germany, and which are well Imown by
^

^

Commission, the number of poHce forces will have to be superior to that of^ace

• time because then, in case of need, one could have recourse to the ^tary forOT

^ for the maintenance of pubHc order. That is especiaUy important because of the

10 Document a in this appendix.
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fact that, according to the Peace Treaty, it is forbidden to maintain in the future

troops in a zone 50 kms. wide and bordering the occupied territories.

Concerning paragraph 9 ,

1

take account ofthe fact that the Allied and Associated

Powers recognize that the privilege ofjurisdiction cannot be conferred upon German

citizens, so that German citizens, even in a case where they are employed by the

troops or are in their service, shall remain subjected to German jurisdiction. In

alinea 2 ofparagraph 9, the answer remarks that the AUied and Associated Govern-

ments, not wishing perturbation to be caused in the occupied territories, could not

admit that the competent German authorities begin judicial actions for political

, or economic facts pertaining to the period of the Armistice, unless those facts have

already caused the Allied and Associated Governments to begin judicial actions.

I cannot see on what provisions of the agreement that pretention of the Allied and

Associated Powers can be based. I interpret the remark to mean, in short, that the

creators ofthe so-caUed Rhenish RepubUc, that is to say M. Dorten and his friends,

together with the people who are making propaganda in the Palatinate for the

creation of the autonomous state Tree Palatinate’, namely Dr. Haas and acolytes

at Lindau [Landau], shaU therefore be protected, from a point ofview ofpenal law,

from any judicial action of any kind on the part of Germany.

Consequently, I feel obhged to remark that for those agitations and machinations

ofM. Dorten and his friends at Wiesbaden, of Dr. Haas and his friends at Landau,

as well as M. Hompa at Kehl, it is only a question of small groups without any

importance who are pursuing aims directed against the German Constitution such

as no Government can tolerate in time of peace. Without the protection of the

military authorities at Wiesbaden and in the Palatinate, as at Kehl, those tendencies

would not have had the least succession [sic], I have in my hands a rather volumi-

nous dossier concerning M. Dorten’s acts and the protection accorded him by the

military authorities. As to the Palatinate, I have also at hand documented material.

The situation is quite analogous in the Principality ofBirkenfeld where the military

command attempted to push the small country in a determined political path. All

those tendencies do not find the least support in the agreement. I beg you to

kindly confirm that as soon as the agreement goes into force, the High Commission,

conforming itself to the intentions which have inspired the Allied and Associated

Powers in their answer to paragraph 28, see that this interference in the internal

affairs of Germany be stopped. The agreement does not give the right to the

Germans who thus violated the German law to be immune from legal action. The

German Government could not declare itself in accord with that and could only

renounce any judicial action in occupied and non-occupied territories in case the

Allied and Associated Powers declare themselves ready to ^ant a complete

amnesty to the persons condemned for having committed infractions to the orders

of the occupying powers and in case all the cases pending for such reasons are

stopped. I believe that that would correspond to the spirit of conciliation invoked

on several occasions in the answer. The same measure would apply to the economic

decree[?s] enacted either by the occupying authorities or by Germany.

Concerning paragraphs 10, 1 1 and 12 ,

1

take the liberty ofdelivering a statement

ofthe German Minister ofJustice which I beg you to kindly take into comideration.

As for paragraph 10,

1

beg you to kindly enlighten me on a few points. Since

the German military legislation does not grant any jurisdiction in civil affairs to

th** military tribunals, even during the state ofwar, and since I did not succeed in

&pding the laws enforced among the Alliedand Associated Powers allowingmihtary

itzibunals to try civil affairs, I would be grateful to receive a copy of the stipulations



in question from the various occupying Powers. I am grateful that the answer

recognizes the jurisdiction of the German courts to decide differences resulting

from contracts made privately either by soldiers, or by their families, with the

restriction that the High Commission shall have the right to decide in case of

abuses. Since the word ‘evocation’ is used both in the French and in the English

text, they seem to have in mind the ‘jus evocandi* unknown to German legislation

for many years and for the explanation of which it is necessary to have recourse to

very old German judicial institutions. Consequently, I conclude from the text

that to the High Commission shall be reserved the right to take away from German
courts cases brought before it and to transfer to the military tribunals of the

occupying Powers. That would constitute a serious infringement on the inde-

pendence ofjurisdiction and would be considered by the whole German magistra-

ture as a doubt cast on its absolute impartiality.

Concerning paragraph 14, I had asked if a declaration of the receipts of the

Empire and of the Federative States, received in the occupied territory, could also

be deposited in the non-occupied territory. The answer to paragraph 14 does not

make that very important point clear and that is why I take the liberty of asking

for an express confirmation of my interpretation.

Concerning paragraph 16; the Allied and Associated Powers did not accept my
proposal to trust the German authorities to determine and pay reimbursements in

conformity with German law; however, they have declared themselves ready to

study a regulation of application together with the German authorities. I wish to

believe that the regulation will neglect neither the interests of the population con-

cerned nor those of the German finances. That is why I believe I can limit myself,

in that respect, to point out a few wishes, leaving all the rest in the good care ofthe

High Commission. The following points are of a very special importance.

1 . The creation of two instances and that in such a way that a second instance

shall have the jurisdiction over the whole occupied territory so that the iinifonnity

indispensable to the application and the interpretation ofthe regulations and in the

fixation of the amo\mt of the reimbursement be guaranteed.

2. In both instances the admission as attorney general of a representative of the

financial administration of the Empire, to the proposals ofwhom the Commissions

shall grant a hearing before arriving at the decision and who should also be

authorized to make an appeal to plaintiff against the decision of the first tribunal.

3. Reimbxirsement shall be fixed in conformity with the current prices at the

place and at the time of the presentation.

On the other hand I take once more the liberty of calling the attention of the

Commission of [?to]the state ofaffairs now existing in thevarious zones ofoccupation

regarding the reimbursement of requisitions and including the burdens caused by

the housing of soldiers. I took the liberty of stating in my supplementary memo-

randum to paragraph 32 that the situation had become intolerable. According to

the answer, the High Commission will have to take care of the establishment of a

uniform order of things by the promulgation of regulations; it is possible that the

precautions required to guarantee the future have been taken, that is to say after

the going into force of the agreement, against the return of a state of affairs as

intolerable as that which existed during the armistice but no solution has yet been

found as to how the population shall be indemnified for the requisitions including

the housing of soldiers during the armistice period.

The present state of affairs cannot be maintained because of the difference of

the stipulations, notably regarding the amount of reimbursements in the various
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zones of occupation, which have given rise to a marked dissatisfaction among the

population and that besides a great many requisitions, among the most expensive

ones, have not been paid as I have already had the honour to state with more
details. As regards the British zone of occupation where the German authorities

were allowed to enforce the law of the German Empire of March 2, 1919, I

earnestly beg to maintain the present state of affairs because the financial adminis-

tration of the German Empire has already paid, in conformity with German law,

a sum ofmore than 100 million marks on account of the claims for indemnities and
because a change in the decree and in the procedure during the execution would
bring disturbances in the juridical situation as well as in the finances ofthe Empire.

As to the other zones, one could perhaps guarantee the indispensable homogeneity

notably [?notable] as regards the British zone, by authorizing there also the German
authorities to enforce the German law, all the more so that part of the urban and
rural circles and the communes have already paid rather large sums on account of

the titles to indemnity which have not been paid as yet neither by the occupying

troops nor by the German Empire. However, my Government will be ready to accept

also another procedure analogous perhaps to the regulation which the High Com-
mission will promulgate in the future, under the only condition that the population

already seriously affected and the communes overwhelmed with taxes be soon re-

imbursed.

Concerning paragraph 1 7 : the explanations of paragraph 1 7 seem to take into

account especially the second part ofmy memorandum relative to those points. I

am glad that the legitimate needs ofthe public services at the time ofthe requisition

of public and private establishments shall be satisfied in a conciliating spirit. It

will be especiaUy desirable to allow the buildings intended for teaching of all grades

to be used for that purpose. I hope that the question to know [sic] if a great part

of the localities occupied at present shall be again placed at the disposal of the

population, will be examined in the same conciliatory spirit.

The question ofthe housing of officers and their families pre-occupies and worries

very much the inhabitants of the occupied territory. If it is a fact that during the

period of armistice the population felt already as a heavy burden the restrictions

inherent to the housing of troops, those feelings will become unbearable if—in view
of the long years of occupation to come—a conciliatory solution of that question

could not be found. The wealthy families would leave the occupied territory, to

the detriment ofthe communes where they were domiciled, and a spirit ofvexation,

highly undesirable, would get hold of the middle and lower classes. The housing
should be made on the basis of the regulations in force in the various armies, it

would therefore be agreeable to me to know those regulations so as to be in a
position to take sides regarding the various methods of their application. May I be
allowed, however, to express right now the desire that, in general, the housing be
regulated so as not to jeopardize the family life of the inhabitants. The complete
eviction of the latter or their obligation to use only a few small rooms,—that the ex-

actionsoftheintensivebilletingmade often necessaryduring the period ofarmistice^

—

should not take place again; in the same way the installation of messes in private

houses where they were a great inconvenience to the inhabitants. The billeting of
officers’ families is a problem particidarly difficult to solve. I suppose that it would
Jhe a question of placing at their disposal unfurnished rooms since those families

3 , have their own furniture. The requisitioning of the whole fiimiture including
linen, table material, kitchen utensils and other hous^old goods seems all^ moarc heavy during the long period of occupation because a great many of



1

those objects are lacking now, especially linen, and that the inhabitants would be

unable to replace. I presume that in the future domestic articles shall no longer

be required.

For the purpose ofavoiding annoyances on both sides, I consider it indispensable*

to state with precision the objections of the hosts who, up to the present, often found

themselves in a situation which was not clearly defined In any case, it would be

practicable that the billeting should be made through the municipal authorities.

Finally, I take the liberty of calling your attention to the fact, that, according to

the especially difficult situation of the building industry since the war, there exists

a great shortage of apartments as well in non-occupied Germany as in occupied

territory, and that that situation has been only increased by the billeting of the

troops of occupation. May I not also be allowed to express the hope that the

requisition of living rooms shall be made within the limits of the absolutely indis-

pensable necessities.

According to my information, the moving of officers’ fanoiihes in the occupied

territory has already taken a certain development; allow me to insist on the

necessity to authorize those moving only after a solution to the question of billets

has been found.

Paragraph i8 recognizes that a control shall be established by the InteraUied

High Commission as regards the privileges and customs exemptions conferred by

article 19 to the troops of occupation and their personnel both civil and mihtary.

The request expressed in my memorandum that no German national and no

neutral be granted the privilege of the exemption oftaxes by entering in the service

of the troops ofoccupation has received no answer. Consequently I take the liberty

of reiterating my request to kindly give me a statement on that subject such as it

was given in paragraph 9 of the answer concerning the privileges ofjurisdiction.

I ask you to kindly grant a hearing to the Commissioner of the Empire before

taking the prescriptions for the measures of control considered by the High Com-

mission concerning the privileges and the customs exemptions. It would be

indispensable to give an active part to the competent German authorities at the

time of the execution of the control.

19. The customs fi*ontier[s] of the West show deficiencies. They prevent<^ the

installation of German customs officers on German territory at the fironder of

Alsace-Lorraine and the Saar Basin. There are customs officers at the fixjntier

of Luxembourg, Belgium and Holland, but they cannot act according to the

regulations of the German administration regarding the^ traffic of merchandi^

and especially they cannot apply freely the German regulations on importation and

exportation. Any German commercial, economic and financial policy, in con-

formity with the legitimate German interest, becomes impossible so long^ the

Empire is not master of its customs firontier. The Allied and Associated Pov^rs

recognized, at the time of the negotiations of the Finance Commission, that

Germany cannot fulfiU her economic and financial obfigations ifshe is not aUowed

to dispose freely of her customs frontier. It is urgent to settle those <pitstxom

rapidly. IfGermany cannot organize as soon as possible the customs service of the

Western frontier, not only will enormous amounts of useful and necess^ goods

enter Germany during the next few weeks, Germany deprived ofgoo^ an ungi^,

but also objects of luxury and other goods, hundreds ofi^om ofmarks worth,

and which Germany does not need for the present, and whiA sl^ enter vnthout

paying any duty. It is not doubtful that Germany wiH not able to stand such

a useless drain in view of the anaemic state of her economic body.
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* In view of the importance and urgency of those questions, it is necessary to begin

their study as soon as possible and to find solutions favourable to Germany.

In the answer, paragraph 20 is omitted. I should be grateful to receive an
answer and I take the liberty ofplacing in the hands of the President the desiderata

of the railroad administration and those of the navigation on the Rhine.

According to paragraph 21, the liberty to communicate by letter, telegraph and
telephone shall be guaranteed. I suppose that the strict observance of the postal

secret such as it is provided by the German law shall also be guaranteed, under

reservation of an eventual decree of the state of siege, and that consequently any

postal censorship such as is now in course will be suppressed.

Concerning paragraph 24, I take the liberty to remark that I interpret it to

mean that all the various decrees of the various military authorities issued during

the armistice, shall be cancelled and that consequently in the future there will be

only two sources of public law in the occupied territory: the legislation of the

Empire and of the Federative States and the decrees of the High Commission.

Concerning paragraph 25, I take note of the fact that all the interdictions of

sojourn shall be examined in a conciliatory spirit. It would be desirable that the

requests of the persons who have been expulsed and whose purpose is to return to

their country should be submitted to the High Commission through the Com-
missioner of the Empire.

In order that the amnesty which I proposed in paragraph 9 be complete it

would be necessary especially that all the people who were expelled from the

occupied territory because they opposed M. Dorten at Wiesbaden and Haase at

London [Landau], etc., may be ^owed to return to those territories. Public

opinion in Germany places a great importance on that question as I was assured

very lately by deputies of all parties.

28. Those explanations rest only ona misunderstanding. It [?goes] without saying

that nothing was further from the mind of the German Government, supreme and
scrupulous guardian of the Constitution of the Empire, than to submit to the Allied

and Associated Governments proposals incompatible with international law or with

the Constitution of the Empire and the rights of the various Federative States. I

do not believe I must insist on the subject, but I note with satisfaction that the

Allied and Associated Governments did not mention the Central Governments of

the various Federative States in article 3 of the agreement for the simple reason

that they concluded peace exclusively with the Central German Government and
that it is not their intention to interfere with the internal organization of Germany
and that they respect the legal hierarchy. That was the aim of my speech.

Par. 29. The institution of the administrators and supervisors who, in certain

zones, operate with the German administrative authorities forms a particularly

painful chapter of the Armistice. It is therefore with pleasure that I learn that

after entry into force of the peace Treaty, there shall be no more administrators or

supervisors directed to control the German administration. If the High Com-
mission reserves the right to maintain fixed representatives directed to establish a
liaison between the local German administrations, the local military authorities

and the High Commission itself, it would be expedient to take the necessary

measures to have these fixed representatives limited to the facilitation of com-
munication between the authorities and to the transmission of the desires of one
^ the other. All right of interference of the interior affairs of the German authori-

of the control of incoming correspondence, of the examination of shipments,

ff n^a^^hc»ity to give orders, shall be excluded in the future.
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It would be desirable if the High Commission would make use of its authority

to communicate directly with the local German administration in exceptional cases

only because this would gready facilitate relations between the High Commission
and the German administration if the Commission, in principle, operated through

the intermediary of the Empire Commissioner who is, in reality, a representative

of all the German administrations which enter in the question.

Par. 32. I am indebted to the Allied and Associated Governments for the

declaration that requisitions should be but litde practiced, and only operated in

particular circumstances.

However, I believe it my duty to call the attention of the Commission to the fact

that importance deliveries through requisitions have been ordered for the

coming economic period and surpassing the probable duration of the Armistice.

For example, the High Commands of the 8th and loth Army Corps have recendy

ordered the delivery of40,000 tons ofhay per Army Corps, quantities considerably

surpassing the productivity of these districts imder their orders. The same districts,

last year, only succeeded in delivering for the needs of the German Army a portion

of the quantity now demanded, and this under serious pressure on the part of

competent authorities. The rural population, suffering under a great shortage of

fodder, has been gready irritated by this hay requisition, as it necessitates a conse-

quent restriction in livestock.

According to reports which I have just received, all the horse owners in the

fourth zone have received a circular indicating an intention to operate an important

requisition of horses.

I would be grateful if the Commission would kindly assure me that the requisi-

tions would not surpass the means and resources of the occupied countries and that

the commune [s] would not be of necessity forced to obtain their supplies in non-

occupied territory in order to be able to effect the deliveries demanded or to replace

their stocks which, as a result of these requisitions, would be insufficient for their

own needs.

In conclusion I take the liberty to especially request that you accord favourable

attention to a petition of the Commission assembled here; according to the Peace

Treaty a state of peace will not be recognized until the Treaty will have been

ratified by three of the Principal Powers. We are unable to say when this time

shall arrive. The population believes and supposes that, Germany having s^ed
and ratified the Treaty as well as this arrangement, they should enjoy the faciliti^

elaborated in the reply and that the military regime, of a severe and hard nature,

might be replaced by civil organization of the High Commission. I do not wish to

mention here the multitude of complaints relative to the oppression of economic

and political life, such as exists at the present time, as I hope that we are on the eve

of the new era referred to in the reply, which shall put an end to arbitrary pro-

cedures and which, without prejudice toward the attributions conferred to the

Allied and Associated Powers by the agreement, shall guarantee political liberty,

shall reestablish without hindrances firee traffic on both sides of the Rhine and

which, finally, shall, provided [^zV] an arrangement for the requisition and the

billeting of troops, which arrangement shall endeavour to establish a just and

equitable compromise between the interests of the occupying military forces and

those of the population. Would it not be possible for the High Commission to be

authorized at the present time by the occupying Powers interested to commence

its work in order that the arrangement and that the method intended for its execu-

tion by the occupying Powers, which has been agreed upon here, could enter into



; application, if possible, on August 15, or at the latest by September ist? This

would correspond with the general point of view developed by the Allied Powers,

particularly in their declaration ofJune i6th, that is, to as soon as possible place

Germany in a position to fulfil the obligations which she has assumed by virtue

of the Peace Treaty.

VERSAILLES, AugUSt 7, JQig.

Lewald.

Document 2

Second Note

Relative to Accommodationsfor the High Empire Commissioner

Mr. Minister:
VERSAILLES, Augtist 7,

igig.

As it is assumed that the Interallied High Commission on Rhenish territories

shall be installed at Coblenz, it would be advisable to have the German Empire
Commissioner locate[d] there also. Now, in that city there are not many buildings

suitable for the installation of the Offices ofsuch an important administration, and
in this number, there are certainly some which will be requisitioned for the needs

of the American military authorities and by the High Commission itself.

There appears, therefore, that there only remains the building of the former

General Commando which would be suitable for the installation of the offices of

the Empire Commissioner. The American troops have no further need of these

accommodations and are ready to evacuate them. However, they declare that

this evacuation cannot take place without the consent of the General Commanding
the Allied and Associated Armies.

I would be deeply grateful, Mr. Minister, if the consent of the General could be
obtained, in order that the accommodations in question might be prepared for the

Empire Commissioner.

Accept, etc. ...
Lewald.

Document 3

Third Note

Relative to Miscellaneous Qiiestions of Procedure

I

According to article 3 by tribunals, is understood, aside from the ordinary

regular courts, the special courts, such as the Council of Experts and the com-
mercial courts, administrative courts, including civil cases, as well as the arbitra-

tion committees destined to regulate work and labourers’ differences, established

on December 23, 1918 (Bulletin of laws of the Empire, p. 1456) on a basis of the
decrees of the conventions on tariffs, etc.

II

The prescription of Article 3 d applies only to nationals of the Allied and
Associated countries and shall decide only the question of penal competence.

his note are to the articles of the Agreement ofJime 28, 1919, with
Occupation of the Territories of the Rhine (Treaty Series, 1919,

The references in 1

^
,
to the Military
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In civil procedures, the executions concerning the persons referred to in article*

3 d shall be admitted by the administrations of the occupants at the request of
competent German tribunals. The execution requests should be addressed to the
following administrations

:

For Belgium:

For France:

For Great Britain:

For the United States:

III

The prescription of Article 3 e applies only to acts committed in occupied

territory after the entry into force of the conventions ofJune 28, 1919, in case the

accused was domiciled in occupied territory at the time the act was committed.

The judgments of similar acts shall be judged according to German jurisdiction,

IV
Cases in litigation in the courts of the Allied and Associated Powers and which

are not within the competence of these courts, according to the convention of

June 28, 1919, upon the entry into force ofthe above mentioned Convention, shall

be within the competence ofGerman courts, in so far as it is a question of cases not

already judged. Details shall be fixed by special convention.

V
According to article 4, only officers in possession of written authorization firom

one of the authorities cited below may operate concerning extradition demands

:

For Belgium

:

For France:

For Great Britain:

For the United States

:

If at the time of the extradition of a person according to Article 4, a penal trial

or a penal execution by German courts was being gxamined against this person in

occupied or non-occupied territory, afier the liquidation of the trial by the courts

of the occupying forces, the person is to be delivered to the German authorities.

Document 4

Fourth Note

Desiderata of the Administration of Railroads concerning the Application of th£

Agreement on Occupation

ist. If the economic life in occupied territory is to resume its pacific evolution,

it is indispensable that, in principle, the railroads, as in times of peace, sei^e in

first place the economic interests in order that they be able to fulfill their pacific

mission. We hope, therefore, that military exigencies may be regulated in such a

manner as to permit the railroads to accomplish their true task.

2nd. In the interest of the maintenance of a well ordered service, it would be

greatly desirable to create, for each railroad system, a single direction (on the order

of the German Linien-Commandantur) who would assume the transmission of

the orders of the High Command of the Allied and Associated troops to the com-

petent organisms of the railroad administrations, in accordance with Article 10,
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'alinea i, of the Agreement. Transportation of troops, special trains and other

service prestations should be announced and taken over after notice corresponding

with their importance, in order to assure their execution without interrupting

their normal service.

3rd. It is to be presumed that the civil administrations of the railroads will

remain in the hands of the German authorities with all the consequences attached

thereto.

4th. Under reserve of the requisitions of the High Command of the Allied and
Associated Armies within the bounds ofmilitary exigencies, the German authorities

shall enjoy full independence concerning the management and the exploitation,

establishing of time tables and utilization of the stations. The uniform direction

of the service shall not suffer any interruption at the frontier of occupied territory.

The employment of the rolling stock, etc., shall be entirely subject to the arrange-

ments between the different railroad administrations.

5th. All the orders and regulations concerning the railroads shall become in-

effective at the entry into force of the Peace Treaty. The orders and regulations

formerly in force shall remain so only on condition of having maintained by order

of the High Commission in accordance with Article 3, or by special order of the

High Military command, for military needs, in accordance with Article 10.

6th. The regime of the personal subordinance of employees and railroad

help, as well as the obligations and restrictions resulting, shall be abolished. The
German prescriptions regulating the status of employees and railroad help, their

professional representations and committees, shall again be effective.

7th. The German language shall remain official for all service needs, timetables

and public schedules, etc.

8th. West-European time shall not be reestablished.

gth. The maintenance of the complete material shall be interpreted to mean
that the necessary material shall remain available, without prejudice to the general

service resulting from an eventual lack of cars and locomotives on account of the

participation of occupied territories. In the same way, the complete maintenance
of the civil personnel shall be Understood to mean that the number and nature of

the personnel necessary at a given time shall be always maintained available.

loth. As to the free transportation of troops, soldiers, officers, and particularly

the method of controlling orders of transport, it would be fitting to adopt special

dispositions. A desire is emitted that this control right by the personnel of the

German trains be recognized. It is considered as agreed that the parents ofsoldiers

and officers shall not have the right to free passage.

nth. The transportation to be effected without charge will not be considered

as contracts of transport. For that matter, the transportation of occupation troops

shall fall within the application of the German prescriptions. Regarding responsi-

bilities not covered by contract, the German civil laws shall apply to members of

the armies of occupation as well. They shall also be responsible for damages which
they might cause to the railroad administrations, whether directly or indirectly.

1 2th. The use of the German telephone and telegraph installations, as well as

the mail service, for railroad needs, shall not be subject to any restrictions. It is

hoped that the railroad lines requisitioned at the present time will be returned to

/ German authorities, insofar as they are not required simultaneously for

nnfitary needs.

; ^ -^ same way, we desire to sec the restitution, insofar as possible, of the

„

yiistallations and premises requisitioned up to the present time for military needs
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and in view of the fact that these installations and premises are generally indispen-^

sable to the service, that no more requisitions be effected.

1 3th. The regulations of reconciliations between the administrations of neigh-
bouring railroads—^in view of the frontier changes—especially the Belgian frontier,

should be subject to special negotiations. The temporary utilization of the
Herbesthal station shall also necessitate a special arrangement in case of the
cession of that station.

Document 5

Fifth Note

Relative to the Navigation Regime in Occupied Territories

As in the case of the railroads, it shall be necessary to clearly define, concerning

navigation on the Rhine, the services ofa military nature for which this navigation

may be employed by the orders of the High Command of the Allied and Associated

troops, and to frilly designate the authority which may issue orders of this nature in

the name of the High Command, in order that the exercise of this right may
interrupt as little as possible the regular navigation traffic. In the interest of the

regular functioning of fluvial traffic it would also be advisable to have the orders

of the High Command addressed to the Directors of the Navigation Companies,

and not individually to their many subordinate functionaries. I also believe I

may presume that, as is the case regarding freedom of circulation provided for by
paragraph 4, the control of the navigation personnel shall be suppressed after the

entry into force of the agreement regarding Rhenish territories, that is to say that

the passports, control of merchandise traffic, as well as the restrictions issued con-

cerning the circulation of merchandise between the right and left banhs of the

Rhine, shall be abolished. It would appear to me that upon the establishment of

this free traffic, the Interallied Navigation Commission could be dissolved or that,

at least, this Commission limit the field to its activities to purely military trans-

portation, having for purpose the assurance of supplies for the Allied troops in

occupied territory and that the Commission discontinue the intervention which it

has exercised up to this time regarding the economic and technical conditions of

Rhine navigation and over the ports on this river. The reestablishment of free

communication by telegraph and telephone consented to in Par. 21 would logically

entail the right of the Rhine navigation service to use the telephone and telegraphs

for the needs of their organisms.

Translation,
Document 6

Rjeply to thejive German notes delivered by Mr, Von Lewald, August yth, at Versailles^

relative to the Administration of the Occupied Territories

I, Reply to the Memorandum relative to the Occupation of the left bank of the Rhine

Paragraphs i and 2. Preliminary remarks.—In a general maimer the Allied

and Associated Governments refer to their memorandum ofJuly 29, iqiQj replying

to the two memorandum [ric] delivered by the German Government dated July 1

1

and 12, 1919, on the same question, and to the reservations formulated in the last

paragraph of the reply memorandum. ^

Paragraph 3. Application of German legislation.—It is understood that the

High Commission shall exercise its veto right by ordinances with the least delay
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possible. To this end, German laws and regulations should be communicated to

the Commission prior to their promulgation. The High Commission reserves at

all times the right to suspend the application of a law if circumstances demand it.

The High Commission shall itself assure the publication of these laws and regula-

tions in which they should be assisted by the German authorities.

Paragraph 4. Public liberties and circulation.—Public Liberties; the freedom
of the press shall be assured in conformity with German Legislation. If a publica-

tion infringes on the public order or the security of the troops, administrative and
judiciary punishments shall be exercised in accordance with the provisions of the

Convention.

Circulation: circulation shall be free between the occupied and non-occupied

territories, but an identification card should be carried by the interested, which
they shall be obliged to present when requested according to conditions fixed by
the Efigh Commission. The High Commission, furthermore, reserves the right to

order expulsions jxistified by the maintenance of public order or the security of

the troops of occupation.

Para^aph 5. Institution of an Empire civil Commissaryship.—^The Allied and
Associated Governments refer to their previous reply. The Empire Commissioner
cannot be officially accepted until after the ratification of the Treaty by three of

the principal Allied and Associated Powers.

Paragraph 6. Effectives of the troops of occupation.—^The effectives of the

troops of occupation shall be communicated to the German Government as soon
as possible. The German Government can attenuate the burden of the occupation

for the Rhineland population by calling on the resources in material and supplies

from the rest of the Empire.

Paragraph 7. Strength of the police force.—^The Allied and Associated Govern-
ments refer to their previous reply.

Paragraph 9. Jurisdiction privileges.—^The Allied and Associated Governments
insist on the terms of their previous reply. They do not admit the principle of
reciprocal amnesty which would favour one or another case of the German
nationals. They mean to oppose judiciary actions ofa nature to disturb the public

order, in accordance with the terms of the convention and of their above-cited

reply. On the other hand, they shall examine with favour and in each case the

remission of sentences pronounced in the course of the Armistice by military

jurisdiction.

Paragraphs 1 0, 1 1 ,
and 1 2 . Legal questions.—^The memorandum ofthe German

Minister ofJustice shall receive a special reply. The High Commission shall decide
by ordinance regarding the questions introduced.

Paragraph 14. Finances .—No objections.

Paragraph 16. Payment of requisitions.—^The Allied and Associated Govern-
ments refer to their previous reply. It is mentioned that the requisitions effected

by the German troops in France and Belgium have not been settled.

Paragraph 17. Billeting of troops.—^The High Commission shall make efforts

to obtain friendly arrangements with the local authorities for the billeting of
officers and men. It is pointed out that the German authorities may facilitate

these arrangements both by evacuating the population which emigrated to the.

> occupied territories in the course of the war, and by calHng upon the general

^ /te^urces of the Empire.
^Paragraph 18* Tax exemptions.—^The Allied and Associated Governments

to their previous reply.



Paragraph 19. Duty questions.—The Allied and Associated Governments refer,

to their previous reply. Concerning the Lorraine-Palatinat frontier the German
authorities have already been invited to establish customs posts on that frontier,

although it has not yet been officially recognized.

Paragraph 20. Railroads.—^The note remitted by the German Delegation calls

for a special reply.

Paragraph 21. Telegraph and Mail Service.—^The Allied and Associated

Governments refer to their previous reply.

Paragraph 24. Orders for military authorities.—^The High Commission has
full and exclusive competence in the regulation of this question.

Paragraph 25. Persons expelled.

Paragraph 28. Authorities of the Governments of the federated States.

Paragraph 29. Functionaries.

Paragraph 32. Requisitions.—The Allied and Associated Governments refer

to their previous reply and to paragraph 4 of the present reply.

The occupied territories must aid in the feeding and other needs of the troops of

occupation. The Geiman Government should, in order to prevent the requisition-

ing of supplies and fodder, examine the participation of the resources of the entire ,

Empire with a view to satisfying the needs of the troops of occupation.

Special Qiiesiions

ist. Preparatory labours of the High Commission.—The Commission on Rhine-

land territories, operating at the present time, is preparing the labours of the High
Commission which shall commence operation only on the entry into force of the

Peace Treaty. It may enter into unofficial relations with the Empire Commissioner.

2nd. Distribution of Coal.—^A special reply has been addressed to the German
Government on this question.

Document 7

II, Reply to the Letter of the German Peace Delegation relative to the Installaiion of the

German Imperial High Commissioner

The Interallied Commission on Rhineland territories has constituted a Com-
mittee directed, in accord with the American Command, to proceed to a complete

revision of the cantonments in Coblenz. The Burgomaster of Coblenz represents

German authority.

A personal lodging and office accommodations shall be provided for the German

Imperial Commissioner, when those of the High Allied Commissioners shall have

been determined. The consent of the Marshal of France, Commander-in-Chief

of the Allied and Associated Armies, is not necessary.

^ , . Document 8
Translation,

III, Reply to the Note ofthe German Peace Delegation, A,D,H,J.H, No, 13561, relative to^

Interpretation of the Agreement concerning the Military Occupation of the Rhenish Temiortes,

I. As regards paragraph i of the German note:

‘The Allied and Associated Governments agree with the German Government

for the interpretation which it proposes. Article 3 r of the agreement concerns all

the tribunals.’
I* See document 9 in this appendix.
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. 2. As regards the first alinea of paragraph 2, there is nothing to add to the text

„ of the memorandum already transmitted.

As regards the second alinea, it is a question of a regulation of detail which shall

be the subject of an ulterior examination of the High Commission.

3. Paragraph 3, as well as paragraph 4, cannot be favourably received.

4. As regards paragraph 5

:

{a) The officers mentioned in article 4 of the agreements are the officers

whose juridical competence is defined by the regulations of the various armies of

occupation.

(i) The Allied and Associated Governments have no objections to the trying by
the tribunals of the non-occupied parts of Germany of the delinquents already on
trial before those tribunals, after the closing of the procedure before the tribunals

of the armies of occupation. However, the guilty party must serve his term in the

occupied territories if the heaviest condemnation has been pronounced by the

Allied or German judiciary tribunals of said territories.

Document 9

IV, Answer to the German Mote relative to the Control of the Railroads in the Occupied

Territories,

1 . General use of the Railroads.—It is understood that the Allied and Associated

authorities shall take all measures so that the railroads be, as the German note

asks, in a position to satisfy the economic interests of the occupied territories, in a

measure compatible with military exigencies.

2. Organs of transmission of the orders of the High Command,—^As it is proposed in

the German note, the orders of the Allied High Command shall be transmitted

to the railroad administration by a single special Organ.

The Interallied Commission on Field Railroads is competent to fill that function.

Subcommissions of the system and the military organs empowered by it to that

effect shall facilitate the accomplishment of that task.

The Commission has with it a German delegate to whom instructions are

transmitted.

That Organization corresponds to the organization of the Allied railroads in

time of peace.

The Interallied subcommissions on field railroads act as the Linien Kommandantar

[.yft?] considered by the German note.

3. Civil administration of railroads,—It is understood that the civil administration

of railroads shall be exercised by the German authorities with the reservations

provided for by Article 10 of the agreement ofJune 28.

4. Exploitation,—^With the same reservation, it is understood that the German
authorities shall have full liberty as far as the exploitation ofthe systems is concerned.

However, in execution of alinea 2 of article 10, the Commission of Interallied

Railroads shall be in a position to control at any time that the necessary personnel

; and material for the upkeep and the exploitation of all lines ofcommunication are

maintained in full in the occupied territories.

5. Orders and regulations,—It is understood, as the German note requests, that

^ the orders and regulations concerning the railroads and emanating from the

CJommand shall be maintained by decree of the High Commission, in conformity
with article 3 ofthe agreement, or by express order of the High Military Command

^

,
for the military needs, in conformity with article 10.



6. Subordination ofthe personnel to the orders ofthe Commander-in-Chief—^The German
regulations concerning the situation ofthe employees and workmen ofthe railroads,

as well as their professional representation and the committees shall be made valid

under the reservation of the right of previous examination by the Interallied High

Commission, as it was provided for all the laws and regulations in occupied

territories. However, the Interallied Commission on field railroads, in application

of alinea i of article lo, and to insure the execution of the orders of the High

Command can pronounce or cause on the part of the German authorities any

useful sanctions. It pertains, however, to the High Commission, in execution of

Article 5 of the agreement, to pronounce the revocations and expulsions which

are recognized as necessary.

It shall notably be necessary to report without delay to the Interallied Com-

mission on Field Railways all incidents of a nature to disturb the exploitation such

as : agitation among the personnel, attempts to strike, etc.

7. German language .—It is understood that the German language shall remain

the official language for the needs ofthe German civil services. For military orders,

the rules now in force shall be followed.

The documents informing the public of the schedules for passenger tr^ and

the conditions for the transportation of merchandise shall be drawn up in three

languages; French, English and German.
^

8. Western Europe Time .
—^That question shall be regulated later by the High

Commission after examination of the High Command’s proposak by reason ofthe

eventual necessities of troop movements concerning the ensemble of the systems

in Allied and in occupied countries.
_ .. r u

9. Full Maintenance of the personnel and material—Ai^dt lo provides formally

that by reason of military needs and the necessity of eventual troop movemente,

the material and the personnel must be maintained in full for the upkeep and the

exploitation of all the lines of communication in the occupied temtones.

The request contained in the German notes and tending to make use of^
material to remedy the shortage of cars and locomotiyes in the non^occupied

-territories cannot be accepted. -ex.
Changes in personnel are subordinated to the observation of the general ndes

edicted on the subject by the High Commission for the other administrative

personnel of the other occupied territories.

^
10. Free transportation oftroops.—Tdi&t question shall be ihe subject of the regula-

tions by the High Commission upon proposak of Ae

The exemption shall apply to transportation with a regular order of t^porta-

dol, i„Sg trM.?Luaon of*. f»»ili.s of th. soldim

that of th. mot Oh kavE bdongh^ to the ooips of ocrapahon, m ronfomuty tnth

the regulations of the various Alhed Armies.
Theresnonsi-

ii. Responsibility oftherailroadadministratxonasregardstranspMn.-'^^

biliti^ oftL Geiman administrations as regards transportation ca^ot be affect^

SL fact tS^Sie transportation k made free of charge, since the agreement

oe totR? Tune 28, iQi8?^3 is in itself a contract.
. ,

^
Tha^rufe, however, k that observed in similar cases on Ae Alhed systems m

’
13 Thus in original.
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regulated for the best of the interests of the civil service and the needs of the armies

of occupation.

13. Rectification offrontiers,—Special agreements shall be made as requested in

the German note.

Document 10

F. Answer to the German Note relative to the Navigation System in the Occupied

Territories,

The Allied and Associated Governments refer to their answer to the German
note relative to railroads.

1. Use of waterways.—It is understood that the military authorities shall take

the necessary measures so that the use of the waterways of military needs disturb

as little as possible the economic traffic.

2. Transmission of the orders of the High Command.—^As the German note requests,

a single organ shall be charged with the transmission of the orders of the High
Command. The Interallied Commission on Navigation shall be charged with that

function. Its functioning and its organs are similar to those provided for the Inter-

allied Commission on field railroads.

3. Navigation personnel—Same remarks as for the railroad personnel.

4. Restrictions enacted concerning the circulation of merchandise between the left and the

right banks of the Rhine. It is understood that these restrictions are abolished.

5. Function of the Navigation Commission.—It is understood that the Navigation

Commission shall not have to intervene in the economic traffic. However, it shall

have to supervise the execution of the provisions of article 1 0 of the agreement.

6. Use oftelegraph and telephone line.—Same remarks as for the lines affected to the

railroad service.

Appendix G to No. 73

Memorandum submitted by the British Delegation

Amended Version^^

By the terms of the Armistice Convention signed at Treves in January, 1919,
Germany agreed to place the whole German Merchant Fleet under the control

and under the flags of the Allied Powers.

The ‘Johann-Burchard’, ‘William Oswald’, ‘Brauns[c]hweig’, ‘Denderah’ and
‘Nassau’ have not been delivered. All except the ‘Oswald’ are ready for sea.

Continued demands have been made by the Allied Naval Armistice Commission
to the President of the German Armistice Commission to surrender these vessels.

These demands were simply ignored and remained unanswered until quite recently

when Admiral Goette stated that the ships, having been sold in 1915-1916 by the

JS^biirg-Amerika Line and Kosmos Line to Dutch Shipping Companies, were
jp^^l^^uently not German but Dutch ships.

these ships were, without question, originally built for German companies
German property. Their transfer admittedly did not take place until

in original: ‘The last paragraph of the original version has been altered.’
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considerably after the outbreak of hostilities. The Germans as well as the Dutch
were already well aware that this transfer was invalid, as the ships have not in fact
dared to put out to sea in view of the certainty of their capture by the AUies-
The impression gained by the naval officer who inspected the vessels on behalf

of the Interallied Armistice Commission is that the Germans fully realise that the
ships would have to be surrendered under the Peace Treaty. They hoped to be
able to evade their obligation by supporting the Dutch claim and handing over
the ships to the Dutch before the ratification of the Treaty of Peace.
The German contention, if accepted, would amount to the recognition of the

right to transfer the property in these belligerent vessels to a neutral after the out-
break of hostilities. It is a contention which is not accepted by the Allied Powers.
The substance of the Allied view was brought to the attention of the Neutral

Governments by a circular dated November 7th, 1918, issued by the British

Government, in which it was recalled that no transfer of enemy tonnage during
or after the War to neutral flags or ownership would, except by special consent,

be recognized before the final conclusion of Peace.

This view has been finally endorsed and confirmed by all the Allied and A^-
ciated Powers in virtue of the express stipulation of the Treaty of Peace. Under
the head of Reparations, Annex 3, Section 7, it is provided that:

—

‘Germany agrees to take any measures that may be indicated to her by the

Reparations Commission for obtaining full tide to the property in all ships which

have during the war been transferred, or are in process of transfer to neutral flags

without the consent of the Allied and Associated Powers.’

It is thus definitely established by common agreement between the Allied and

Associated Powers and Germany that German vessels transferred to a neutral flag

during the war without Allied consent must be regarded as German vessels. The
obligation on the part of the German Government to deliver them up tinder the

terms of the Armistice cannot therefore be called in question. The Germans are

perfectly well aware of this and they are only having recourse to a transparent

subterfuge in order to escape the obligations imposed upon them by the Armistice

and by the Peace Treaty to hand over the vessels.

In these circumstances it is suggested that instructions be given to the Armistice

Commission to require the German Government to hand over the ships without

further delay.

October 10, igig.

Appendix E to No. 73

}fote by the British Delegation

Sale by the German Government to Sweden ofAerial Material

On August 22nd Marshal Foch, acting under the instructions of the Supreme

Council, sent a telegram to General Nudant for transmission to the German

Government, forbidding the sale or export of German aircraft and aircraft

material ^ ^

On September 30th as a result of further infringements of the Air Clauses cfthe

Peace Treaty, the Supreme Coimcil instructed Marshal Foch to send a further

telegram to the same effect, adding that the German Government would be

IS See No. 41, appendix G.
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required to hand over to the Allies the proceeds of all sales already made.^^ This

telegram was despatched on the same date.

Information has now been received to the effect that early in September a

Swede by the name of Mr. Ranft was arranging to purchase 30 aeroplanes in

Germany and was placing other orders for aircraft in Germany, also that the

Autofesselshcaft[?Autogesellschaft] had in Berlin offered the Swedish Army two

German aeroplanes as a gift and had requested permission for aeroplanes to be

flown from Germany to Stockholm.

In order to put a stop to these transactions and to prevent further infringements

of the Air Clauses the following resolution is proposed. . .

October 7, igig.

See No. 67, minute 2.

The proposed resolution comprised the two clauses approved by the Supreme Council:

see minute 9 above.

No. 74

H. D. 70.] Notes ofa Meeting of the Heads ofDelegations of the Five Great

Powers held in M. Pichon^s Room at the Quai d^Orsay^ Paris
^
on Wednesday^

October 15, igig^ at 10.30 a.m.

Present: U.S.A.: Mr. F. L. Polk; secretary, Mr. A. W. Dulles.

British Empire: Sir Eyre Crowe; secretary, Mr. H. Norman.
France: M. Pichon; secretaries, M. Dutasta, M. de St. Quentin.

Italy: M. Scialoja; secretary, M. Barone Russo.

Japan: M. Matsui; secretary, M. Kawai.

Joint Secretariat: U.S.A.: Mr. C. Russell. British Empire: Capt.

Hinchley-Cooke. France: M. Massigli. Italy: M. Zanchi.

Interpreter: M. Mantoux.

The following were also present for the items in which they were concerned

:

U.S.A.

:

General Bliss, Mr. E. L. Dresel, Major Tyler, Captain Gordon.
General Sackville-West, Lt.-Gol. Kisch, Mr. Carr, Captain

Fuller, Commandant Dunne, Mr. Shearman.
Marshal Foch, M. Loucheur, General Weygand, M. Laroche,

General Le Rond, M. Fromageot, M. Escoffier.

Italy: General Cavallero, M. Brambilla, M. Vannutelli-Rey, M. Pilotti.

Japan: M. Shigemitsu, M. Nagaoka.

I. (The Council had before it a draft note addressed to the German Govern-

Nou to the German
communicated by the Allied Naval Armistice

GommmtrZ’lto Commission (see Appendix A). This note was prepared

German Ships trans- by the British Delegation.)

ferredduring the War SiR Eyre Crowe said that pursuant to his instructions

Supreme Council in the preceding meeting the

British Delegation had prepared a draft note to be sent to

^e President of the German Naval Armistice Commission. The principles
A enunciated in this note had already been approved by the Council at its

Receding meeting.



M. Loucheur said that the French Delegation did not agree to oiir

demand being based on the terms of the Armistice, as the Armistice would
cease to be operative in a few days. The Reparation Commission, and not

the Armistice Commission, would have to take possession of these vessels.

He therefore thought that it would not be well to act on the basis of the

Armistice.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that we were still subject to the terms of the

Armistice; the only proper procedure therefore was that proposed by

him.

M. Loucheur said that, assuming that on the day when our note would

reach Germany the Peace Treaty should already have become operative, the

Reparation Commission alone would then be qualified to take possession of

the vessels. He proposed to add a paragraph to the effect that if when our

demands should be met the Peace Treaty had become operative the Repara-

tions Commission would take possession of the vessels.

Sir Eyre Crowe stated that the matter had dragged on long enough and

,

that it was important to settle our difference with the Dutch Government as

soon as possible. He feared that the draft proposed by M. Loucheur would

be apt to result in the Germans doing nothing. We should inform them of

the reasons upon which our claim is based and ^hat it is formulated by virtue

of the terms of the Armistice. Moreover, he found no difficulty in admitting

that if our note should not arrive until such time as the Arimstice would

cease to be operative, the Reparations Commission would take the matter in

hand.
^

M. Loucheur said that he could accept the terms of Sir Eyre Crowe s

note as far as the Germans were concerned, but as regards relations between

Allies he could not admit that it should be specified that the vessels should be

delivered to the Armistice Commission. At least he could only adnoit this on

one condition; to wit, that it should be clearly understood that if, at the time

of the delivery of the vessels, the Peace Treaty should be operative the

Reparation Commission would take possession thereof.

Sir Eyre Crowe agreed.

Mr. Polk also agreed.
. , ,

Sir Eyre Crowe stated that a question ofform still remained to be settled.

It seemed to him desirable that the note should be published and a copy

thereof be delivered to Baron von Lersner.

(It was decided

:

(1) to accept the draft Note to be transmitted to the (^rman Gov^-
^

^ ment through the intermediary of the Naval Armistice Commission,

prepared by tbe Britisb Delegation;

(21 that in the event of the Treaty of Peace coming into force hefo« tte
^

^ deHvery ofthe ships in cpiestion, the Reparation Commission should

be charged with taking possession of them.)

(It was further decided: to pubHsh the Note and transmit a copy to Barmi

von Lersner.)
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2. Sir Eyre Crowe stated that the British Naval Representative had

. received a telegram from the Commander of the naval forces

^ Gulf of Riga. According to this telegram the Com-
mander of the naval forces had ordered the Germans to

evacuate the Dvina front before noon of October 15th, failing which he
would open fire on them. The Council was evidently face to face with a

fait accompli in view of the fact that this ultimatum had actually been sent.

The British Admiralty wished to know the views of the Supreme Council in

this respect. The situation was evidently abnormal ineismuch as there was
no definite information as to what had taken place and as to what the Ger-
mans had done.' According to the latest British information the Letts were
still holding out in Riga, but no one knew how long they could resist.

Marshal Foch said that he knew the situation ofthe Letts and Esthonians

as well as one could know it from Paris, but that it was difficult to tell from
here what should be done.

M. PiOHON stated that it seemed to him that the Council should confine

itself to taking note of this communication; it should consider that the

officers on the spot had taken the necessary measures.

Marshal Foch stated that he desired to call the attention of the Council
to the great importance of the Allied and Associated Powers being repre-

sented at Berlin or at Riga by a General Officer, whom it had already been
proposed to the German Government to send.* The departure of this

officer should be hastened.

M. PiCHON stated that according to the telegram which hediad received

that morning the National Assembly would that day take action on the
reply to be made to our note. As soon as this answer was received measures
would have to be taken and our representative would have to be sent.

Marshal Foch stated that this representative should have instructions

from the Council defining the attitude which he should adopt toward the
German Government.

3. (The Council had before it a note from the Committees on Polish and on
Occupaiim of Baltic Affairs, drafted at a joint meeting, relative to the mili-

Lanfdi Memel tary occupation ofDantzig and Memel. (See Appendix B.) 3
)

M. Laroche read and commented on the note of these Committees and
directed the attention of the Council to the last paragraph of this note
respecting Memel.+ It seemed to the Committees, sitting in joint session,

* For the situation in Latvia see Vol. Ill of this series.

» See No. 71, minute 4 and appendix D.
.

' ^ Not printed. The recommendations in this undated note were as summarized by
' M. Laroche.

The note stated that *as regards Memel, the Commission considers that the territory
be occupied by Interalhed troops until such time as its final disposition shall be
ly fixed by the Principal Allied and Associated Powers’ but proposed in the last
iph that ‘the local adnaimstration will continue to function, subject to powers

the commander ofthe forces ofoccupation, under international law, for the
of order.’
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that it was not proper to interfere with local administrative functions in

view of the uncertainty ofthe future fate ofMemel. Therefore it had seemed

advisable to specify that the Commanding Officer of the forces of Occupa-
tion should only have such powers as would be conferred upon him by
International Law with a view to the maintenance of order. When the

Commission had settled upon a battalion and a half of infantry, a squadron

of cavalry and a machine gun section—a total of about 1,700 men—^as the

strength of the forces for the occupation of Memel, it had taken a strictly

local point of view. It had not thought itself qualified to consider the ques-

tion raised by virtue of the presence ofGerman forces in the Bedtic provinces.

The Allied ilffigh Command would be competent to reinforce the troops of

occupation if it should deem it necessary in view of the actual situation

existing in the neighbouring territory.

With respect to Dantzig, the situation was different. There was no

question in that case of a plebiscite region, and forces ofoccupation had not

been provided for by the Peace Treaty. The Allied Powers were only to

send a delimitation commission there at first; the League of Natiom was to

appoint the High Commissioner. In view of this situation the Supreme

Council some time ago, on the motion of the Committee on the Execution

of the Treaty, decided to send an administrative commissioner to Dantzig,

but in the actual state of affairs no one was able to say whether it was

necessary to send troops there.

In order to solve the difficulty therefore, the Cormcil had adopted the

following expedient: in its last session it decided to send troops to AUenstein

and Marienwerder.s A base at Dantzig was necessary for the supply of

these troops and this base would have to be strong enough to insure its own

safety. It was only in this manner and on such grounds that troops could be

sent to Dantzig at once, but the troops at this base were not to interfere to

Tnaintain public order in the firee city itselfunless commanded to do so by the

High Commissioner of the League of Nations. However, if trouble shoffid

break out before the High Commissioner’s arrival, the Administrative

Commissioner could bring to the attention of the Principal Alhed ^d
Associated Powers the necessity of occupying Dantzig with Interallied

forces. In such a contingency the base troops could be used for police duties

in the city.

(It was decided: to accept the proposal made by the Commission on

Polish Affairs and the Commission on Baltic Affairs in regard to the

occupation of Dantzig and Memel.)

4. Marshax Foch observed that as the Council now had a more or les

solid base on which to work, he wished to revert to im
Composition ofIn- guggestion made the previous session; to wit, that a commis-
t^dlUd Forces of composed of military and diplomatic representativts
Ocaipatton

formed for determining the composition of forces

of occupation.

5 See No. 73, minute 5.
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M. PiGHpN said that he did not see the necessity for appointing diplomatic

representatives; he thought it would suffice if Marshal Foch should assemble

the Military Representatives.

Marshal Foch dissented and said that the point which he always found

troublesome was above all the question of Upper Silesia, He wished to

know to what extent the British Government was disposed to take part in the

occupation of this region.

Sir Eyre Crowe said that he did not minimize the importance of the

question of Upper Silesia, but it seemed to him that the question of Alien-

stein, for instance, was of equal importance and that all similar problems

should be considered together.

General Weygand wished to insist on the appointment of diplomatic

representatives. He felt that if the Allied and Associated Powers were to let

themselves be guided by purely military considerations they would, for

instance, be tempted to have the same corps occupy Upper Silesia and the

Duchy of Teschen; if this were done, however, he thought it would contra-

vene the spirit of the Treaty. Similarly, they might think of grouping under
the same command the forces ofoccupation ofAllenstein and Marienwerder;
whereas, politically, the situation of these regions was entirely different.

M. PiCHON agreed with this opinion and thought that each of the Allied

Powers could designate a diplomatic representative to be attached to the

military representatives. He designated M. Laroche.

(It was decided : that Marshal Foch, together with the Military Representa-
tives of the Allied and Associated Powers, with whom diplomatic,
representatives of these Powers might collaborate, should study the ques-
tion of the Interallied forces which should occupy the districts which,
under the terms of the Treaty of Peace, were to be or might be occupied
by Interallied forces, and that these representatives should subnadt their

proposals to the Supreme Council at the earliest possible opportunity.)

Organization of Com-

missions ofDelimitation

[Not printed]^

^ The Supreme Council considered (i) a note dated October 6, 1919, from the Com-
mission on the Execution of the Clauses of the Treaty of Peace with Germany (appendix C
in original) recommending the prompt designation, appropriate composition and early
meeting in Paris of the several commissions for the delimitation of the new frontiers of
Germany and Austria in accordance with the terms of the treaties of peace; (ii) a set of
draft instructions to the commissions of delimitation (appendix D in original) as regards
organization, procedure, administration and technical matters. After discussion the"
Supreme Council approved both documents ‘with the reservation that Sir Eyre Crowe
should request the agreement of the British Government to the opinion, expressed by the
fomr other Delegations, that the members of the Commissions of Delimitation should be

, ,
pj^id^by their respective Governments.’ During the preceding discussion Sir Eyre Crowe

.

that the British Government was still of the opinion that according to the terms

' V
Peace Treaty, all charges arising out ofdelimitations should be borne by the interested

Alked countries. This was a question of principle and the payment of
' salaries was one of these charges. If this point of view were not admitted, the matter
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6. (The Council had before it a note from the French Delegation dated the

13th October, 1919. (See Appendix E.))
Putting into force of . , n , . ^ .1

the Versailles Treaty Laroghe desired to call the attention of the Council

to the importance ofnot proceeding to the deposit ofratifica-

tions before being assured that the coming into force of the Treaty would

find the Allied and Associated Powers prepared. The Committee on the

Execution of the Treaty could be instructed to immediately draw up a list

of the measures which have to be taken during the first weeks following the

taking effect of the Treaty, as well as the Commissions to be appointed, and

to ask each Government if it had prepared the nominations which it had to

make under the Treaty.

Sir Eyre Crowe stated that he agreed fully to what M. Laroche had

suggested, and added that he desired to take advantage of the presence of

Marshal Foch to submit an even more general question. He wished to ask

if the Allied and Associated Powers were inclined to substitute the means of

action given by the Treaty of Peace for those obtaining under the Armistice.

He thought that they should particularly ask themselves in view of the

situation now existent in the Baltic Provinces, whether it would be to the

interest of the Allied and Associated Powers to ratify the Treaty. There was

no doubt that this ratification would deprive them of weapons which the

Armistice gave them. At the present moment German ships could be

stopped in the Baltic; this could no longer be done were the Treaty in effect.

If more energetic action in the Baltic Provinces became necessary, were they

better armed by virtue of the Treaty or of the Armistice? He recogmzed

that the question had two sides; thus the use of Polish troops in the Baltic

Provinces had formerly been opposed for fear that their use might have

unfortunate results with respect to Upper Silesia and might cause new

disturbances in the coal districts.^ The Allied occupation of Upper Silesia

prescribed by the Treaty would obviate that difficulty. A problem was here

presented which should be carefully studied.

Marshal Foch stated that he agreed with Sir Eyre Crowe.

(It was decided:

that the Committee on the Execution of the Treaty shoidd be requested

(1^ to submit to the Council at the earliest possible opportunity a list of

the measures to be taken by the Allied and Associated Powers m
the first weeks foUowing the entry of the Treaty mto force, together

with a list of the Commissions to be appointedm these first weefes

;

would have to be taken to ParUament, as a fiscal measure was involv^.’ Gene^ Le Ro^

SSdtiit t^ other four delegations did not agree with this British mtcrpretaUon rf &e

treaty and ‘M. Pichon observed that the French delegation had to take accomt of thefect

that aU additional expenses imposed upon Gei^ny ^
parliamentary argument, the French were also justified m doing so.

7 See No. 59, minute i and appendix A.
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(2) to notify the Supreme Council as soon as possible of the steps taken

by the Allied and Associated Governments and those which remain

to be taken, in view of the entry of the Treaty into force, pointing

"

out those measures which these Governments were not in a position

to take immediately;

(3) to compare the value under present conditions of the means of action

placed at the disposal of the Allied and Associated Powers by the

Treaty of Versailles with those now available to them by virtue of

the terms of the Armistice.)

7. (The Council had before it a note from the General Secretariat of the

Peace Conference (see Appendix F).)

Fromageot read and commented upon the note of the

Covenant of the
General Secretariat. The question of adhering to the

League ofNations Covenant of the League of Nations was especially important

with respect to Spain, inasmuch as she was a member of the

Council of the League of Nations and the latter had immediately to make a

large number of decisions. If Spain were given two months to signify her

adhesion to the Covenant she would not be able to take part in the meetings

of the Council, or at least she could not take part in the deliberations which

would have to take place immediately.

M. PiGHON remarked that Spain had already indicated that she would
adhere to the Covenant.

M. Fromageot pointed out that she had only done so unofficially; in order

to avoid all difficulty it was necessary that as soon as Spain had received the

official invitation addressed to her she should immediately signify her

adhesion. With respect to the other neutral Powers, it was equally urgent

that their adhesion should be obtained as soon as possible. Two methods of

procedure might be used: first, either the Minister of Foreign Affairs should

deliver to the heads of the diplomatic missions of the interested Govern-

ments in Paris a certified copy of the Treaty of Versailles, notifying them of

the date of the coming into force of the Treaty
;
the neutral states would have

a two months period within which to signify their adhesion to the Covenant
by a declaration addressed to the General Secretary ofthe League ofNations.

Or, secondly, the President of the Peace Conference should telegraph the

heads of the various neutral Governments in question, while at .the same
time a certified copy of the Treaty of Versailles should be delivered to the

heads of their diplomatic missions in Paris. The second procedure seemed
to him less practical.

Sir Eyre Crowe suggested that both methods might be employed at the

same time.

M. Fromageot agreed. He desired to insist upon the fact that a certified

€qpy of the whole Treaty of Versailles, and not only a copy of the Covenant

j

t^ the League, should be transmitted. Indeed, the Treaty in its different

:^st^his,.contained a series ofmeasures to be taken by the Council of the League
Nations. In accepting membership in the League the Governments in



question would have to take note of and must accept all obligations arising

out of the Treaty.

Sir Eyre Crowe agreed.

(It was decided:

(1) that the neutral States which, under the terms of the Annex to the
Covenant of the League of Nations were to he invited to agree to
the Covenant, should be informed officially of the contents of the
Covenant and the obligations of the League of Nations relative to
the execution of the Treaty of Peace

;

(2) that these States should be notified of the entry of the Treaty into
force, as soon after such entry as possible.)

(It was also decided : that these two notifications should be made at the same
time by the French Mimster of Foreign Affairs, acting imder the authority
of the Supreme Cotincil, to the Chiefs ofthe diplomatic missions in Paris of
the Governments interested, and by a telegram from the President of the
Conference to the Heads ofthe neutral Governments interested. A certified

copy of the Treaty should be transmitted to the Representatives of the
neutral Governments at Paris.)

8. Sir Eyre Crowe said that the Council of the League of Nations must
immediately after the coming into force of the Treaty formu-

Convocation of the
^ complete series ofmeasures to be taken. The President

lla^ue ofNations
United States must call this Council. Could he do it

before the Treaty had been ratified by the American Senate?

Mr. Polk stated that the question had already been settled at the meeting

of the Supreme Council of the 15th September (h. d. 53)®. It had been

agreed that he should suggest to President Wilson the calling of the Council

of the League for a meeting which could be devoted entirely to the considera-

tion of questions demanding the action of the Council a short time after the

coming into force of the Treaty. He thought that he could obtain a formal

assurance to this effect. He added that he would welcome any suggestions

which the Drafting Committee might deem opportune.

Sir Eyre Crowe stated that before the coming into force of the Treaty

there should be no doubt on the point of President Wilson’s calling the

Council. Otherwise, everything would remain imsettled,

Mr. Polk said that he would immediately communicate with Wash-

ington.

M, Fromageot called the attention of the Council to the very delicate

situation which the coming into force ofthe Treaty would create at Dantzig,

Memel and in the Sarre Basin. The day the Treaty would come into force

Germany would lose all authority in these districts. If trouble should arise

the Allied and Associated Powers would be entirely responsible.

Sir Eyre Crowe observed that the League of Nations should begin

to operate and formulate decisions the very day of the coming into force of

the Treaty. He would almost say that the minutes of the first meeting of the

s ]N^o. 57 (minute 9).
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Council should be drawn up beforehand. He suggested that the Secretary

General of the League of Nations should now be notified of the questions on
which the Council would immediately have to take decisions.’

M. Escoffier said that the Secretariat of the League of Nations had itself

to be confirmed by the Supreme Council.

M. Mantoux observed that this was not true of the Secretary General,

who was designated by the Treaty.

(It was decided

:

(1) that Mr. Polk should obtain an assurance from Washington, that,

without awaiting the ratification o£ the Treaty of Peace by the

United States Senate, President Wilson would convoke the Council

of the League of Nations for a meeting, which shoxdd be held in

Europe

;

(2 )
that the Secretary General of the League of Nations should, at the

present time, be notified unofSciaUy by the Secretariat General of

the Peace Conference of the questions which, upon the entry of the

Treaty of Peace into force, would require immediate action by
the Council of the League of Nations.)

9. (The Council had before it a note from the Secretariat General of the

Peace Conference, dated 14th October, 1919. (See Appen-
Wearing of Uniform dix G).)
hy the Members ofthe ^ ^ , 1 • n
Interallied Missions PiGHON commented briefly on this note of the

ofControl in Germany Secretariat General. He remarked that in the opinion of

the French Delegation there was no possible analogy be-

tween the position of members of the Commissions of Control and Military

Attaches. Moreover, Military Attaches wear the uniform when on duty and
officers of Commissions of Control are always on duty. The French Govern-

ment was entirely opposed to the personnel of these Commissions of Control

being obliged to wear civilian clothing. Moreover, among this military

personnel there were noncommissioned officers and men. If they were
obKged to wear civilian clothing difficulties would arise. There was no inten-

tion of riding roughshod over German prejudices or of abusing our victory;

nevertheless, Germany must accustom herself to the idea that she was
beaten. Allied officers in Germany have a definite military mission to fulfil.

They cannot be expected to wear civilian dress in the execution of their

duties.

Sir Eyre Crowe agreed entirely with M. Pichon. He added that in his

mind there was no doubt that the German demand was not aimed at pre-

venting possible fiiction alone. It was a question of something more. Who-
ever knew Germany knew that a man in uniform is far more respected than
a civilian. The idea of the Germans was to diminish the prestige of Allied

officers.

(It was decided not to grant the wish expressed by the German Govern-
ment that, upon the entry into force of the Treaty of Peace, the members
of the Interallied Missions of Control should wear civilian clothing.)
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10. (The Council had before it a draft note addressed to the German
Delegation, prepared by the Committee on the Execution of

Reply to the Note of the Treaty (see Appendix H), in reply to the note of the

^ment^r^^cting^tke
Delegation prepared at Versailles 22nd Septem-

District of Memel ^

^

9 ^ 9*)^

General Le Rond read and commented briefly upon the

note of the Committee on the Execution of the Treaty.

(It was decided: to accept the draft reply to the Note of the German
Delegation respecting the District of Memel, prepared by the Committee
on the Execution of the Treaty. (See Appendix H).)

(The meeting then adjourned.)

H6tel de Crillon^ Paris^

October /j, igig.

Appendix A to No. 74

Draft Note from the Supreme Council to the Allied Naval Armistice Commission for

communication to the President of the German Armistice Commission

PARIS, 75 October igig.

You are requested to transmit the following note to the German Government
on behalf of the Supreme Council of the Allied and Associated Powers, with as

little delay as possible.

By the terms of the Armistice Convention signed at Treves in January, 1919,

Germany agreed to place the whole of the German merchant fleet under the

control and under the flag of the Allied and Associated Pow’ers.

In particular five vessels, namely the ‘Johann Heinrich Burchard’, ‘William

Oswald*, ‘Braunschweig*, ‘Denderah’ and ‘Nassau* have not been delivered on the

pretext that these ships, having been sold in 1915-1916 by the Hamburg-Amerika

9 This German note, addressed to M. Clemenceau and dated from Versailles on Sep-

tember 22, 1919, read as follows in translation:

‘Sir, Representatives of the Memel territory—^which, according to Section X, Part III

of the Treaty of Peace, is to be handed over to the principal Allied and Associated

Powers—have repeatedly petitioned the German Government to obtain an early decision

as to their future political and international fate.

‘While the overwhelming majority of the population desires no change in the present

state of affairs, but claims that the people themselves must in any case decide their own
national status according to the principle of self-determination, all inhabitants of the

Memel territory find the present state of uncertainty both troublesome and harmful.

The economic life of a territory dependent on active trade suffers greatly; enterprise is

weakened; national and social differences become more acute. The Government itself

is faced by considerable technical and administrative difficulties arising out of this state

of affairs.

‘All these disadvantages would be removed if the principal Allied and Associated

Powers adopted as soon as possible a policy with regard to the Memel territory which

took the wishes of the population into account.
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Line and Kosmos Line to Dutch Shipping Companies, were consequently not

German but Dutch ships.

The German Government have been repeatedly informed, through the President

of the Allied Naval Armistice Commission, that the Allied and Associated Powers

do not recognise any transfer of enemy tonnage to neutral flags or ownership

during the war, except by special consent.

Under the head of Reparation, Annex 3, Section 7, in the Treaty of Peace, it is

provided that:

—

Germany agrees to take any measures that may be indicated to her by the

Reparation Commission for obtaining the full title to the property in all ships

which have during the war been transferred, or are in process of transfer, to

neutral flags, without the consent of the Allied and Associated Governments.

It is thus definitely established by common agreement between the Allied and

Associated Powers and Germany that German vessels transferred to a neutral flag

during the war without Allied consent must be regarded as German vessels. The
obligation on the part of the German Government to deliver them up cannot,

therefore, be called in question. In consequence the German Government is

required :

—

(1) to send without further delay the five vessels above named to the Firth and

[of] Forth for delivery to the Allied and Associated Powers.

(2) to remove the nucleus Dutch crews now on board and to substitute for them

German crews.

(3) to have removed forthwith the Dutch name and Dutch port of registry at

present temporarily painted on each vessel.

(4) to permit a free inspection of the ‘William Oswald’ by officers representing

the Allied and Associated Powers whenever desired by them.

(5) to have the ‘Nassau’ and ‘Braunschweig’ brought down the river Weser

from Bremen to Bremerhaven by German crews, and berthed wherever

directed by the Allied Senior Naval Officer in German waters.

The German Government is requested to acknowledge this communication

immediately on its receipt and to reply to it.

British Delegation,

October i^th^ ^9^9 -

Appendix E to No: 74

Notefrom the French Delegation regarding the putting into force of the Treaty

of Versailles

October 15, igig.

Putting into force of the Treaty of Versailles,

The official report on the ratification by three of the Principal Allied and .

Associated Powers involves the entry into force of the Treaty, and from then will

be dated aU the delays in the execution, which are to be guarded against.

Before drafting this report, it would therefore be necessary to determine whether

the interested Powers are ready to execute the provisions which should enter into

into force of the Treaty, or with the shortestjime immediately after the going

j
delay.
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It is advisable to ascertain whether the International Commissions provided for

are nominated and ready to operate, whether the troops of occupation are ready

to accomplish their task, whether all the measures have been taken to effect the

execution of all other provisions, especially ofthe obligations imposed on Germany.

Appendix F to No. 74

Document i

Peace Conference.

Secretariat General. Jsfote

Article i of the Treaty with Germany and the Annex to Part I of this Treaty

provide that certain neutral States, not signers and enumerated in the said Annex,

are invited to accede to the Covenant of the League of Nations within the two

months from the going into force of the Covenant, that is to say of the Treaty.

The date of the going into force being near, it would seem necessary for the

Supreme Council to take preparatory and necessary decisions that:

1. The States invited to accede to the Covenant be officially informed of the

tenour of the Covenant and of the obligations of the League of Nations relative to

the execution of the Treaty:

2. The said States receive notification of the putting into force of the Treaty

with Germany, at as early a date as possible.

The two notifications (tenour of the Covenant and of its obligations and date of

the going into force) can be made:

Either by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the French Republic, by delegation

of the Supreme Council, to the chiefe of diplomatic Missions of the states interested

at Paris,

Or directly by telegram from the President of the Conference to the chiefs of

the different Governments.

In either case, the double notification could be made only on the day of the

signing of the authentic minutes of the filing of the ratifications, and a certified

oopy
,
conformable to the Peace Treaty with Germany should be addressed to the

neutral Governments invited to accede to the Covenant.

The double notification by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of the French

Republic to the Chiefs of diplomatic Missions at Paris could be made in the form

of a letter, a draft of which is appended.^®

If the procedure ofnotification by the President ofthe Conference were adopted,

it would be advisable to mention, in the telegram to the Chiefe of Neutral States

interested that [a] certified copy conformable to the Peace Treaty with Germany

has been handed to their respective representatives at Paris.

Document 2

Project of a letterfrom the Minister for Foreign Affairs to tfm Chiefs of Diplomaiw

Missions in Paris

PARIS (date of signing of minutes on file of the ratifications)

Mr. Minister:

By delegation of the Council of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers, I

have the honour of enclosing herewith a certified copy, conformable to the Peace

10 Document 2 in this appendix.
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Treaty signed at Versailles June 28, 1919, between the Allied and Associated

JPowers and Germany, and beg you to be kind enough to bring it to the attention

of the Government of^^

I have also been charged with calling your attention to certain clauses of this

Treaty.

Article i of the Treaty and the Annex to Part I provide that the (State

is invited to accede to the Covenant of the League of Nations within two months

after the going into force of the Covenant, that is to say of the Treaty.

In conformity with the final clauses of the said Treaty, I have the honour of

informing you that the Treaty having been ratified by Germany on the one hand,

by the British Empire, France and Italy on the other, a first official report of the

filing of these ratifications has been drawn up under date oP^ and that all delays

provided for by the Treaty will be counted beginning from this date, among the

High Contracting Parties.

Please accept, etc.,

The Minister of the Argentine Republic,

Republic of Chili,

Republic of Columbia,

Kingdom of Denmark,
' Kingdom of Spain,

Kingdom of Norway,

Republic of Paraguay,

Kingdom of the Netherlands,

Kingdom of Persia,

Republic of Salvador,

' Kingdom of Sweden,

Swiss Republic,

Republic of Venezuela.

Appendix G to No. 74

Request made^ by the Gerinan Delegation that officers of Control in Germany wear

, ^^^vilian clothes after the coming into force of the Treaty

PARIS, Oct 14, igig.

Peace Conference. \

Secretariat General.

Baron von Lersner on October 13 visited the Secretary General of the Peace

Conference. He expressed to him in the name of the German Government the

desire, that beginning with the entry into force of the Treaty of Peace, Allied

officers belonging to Missions of Control in Germany should adopt the wearing

of civilian clothes which is customary for officers exercising their functions -in

foreign countries, for example, for Military Attaches. In this manner incidents

would be avoided which the German Government states it is powerless to prevent

in view of the present state of feeling among the people.

M. Dutasta replied to the President of the German Delegation that the request

of the German Government would be submitted to the Supreme Council at an

early meeting.
** Thus in original.



Appendix H to No, 74

Draft reply to note of German Delegation of September 22^ {S-HBulletin Pfo. 944) y

regarding Memel
October 14^ 1919*

Peace Conperenge,

Project

Mr. President:

I have the honour of acknowledging receipt of the note which you addressed to

me September 22 regarding the territory of Memel. ^

In reply to this communication^ I have the honour to inform you that Article 99
of the Peace Treaty having allowed no bond to exist between this region and
Grermany, the Allied and Associated Powers could not enter into discussion with

the German Delegation on the future fate of the territory of Memel.

Please accept, etc.

Baron von Lcrsner,

President of the German Delegation,

Versailles.
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